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MILITAR/ CURIUCULLIM MA.TEICIALS
,-.

The military-developed curriculum materiaLs. in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Cu=lculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials 'agencies. The purpose of
disseminating.these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to Vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the Maitary,
were deleted, copyrighted materials were eithrx twitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instrUction 'and curricubra development. ,
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The Nation 11 Center for Research in

Vocational Education's mission is to increase

the ability c diverse agencies, institutions,

and orgarriations to solve educational prob-

lems relating to individual ,career planning,

preparation, and progression. The National

Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and

products

Evaluating individual program needs

and outcomes

Installing educational programs and

products

Operating information systems and

services

Information and Field

Sctvices Division

Tice Ration:II Center for Re5e.orch

in Vocational Education

Conducting leadership deirelopment and

training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT

Military COrdculum Materials _ .

WRITE OR CALL.

Program Ink:illation °Rice .

The National Center r Research in Vocational

Education

TheOhio State University

1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210

Telephone: 81086-3655 or Toll Free NW

64,4815 within the continental U.S. 4
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an activity to increase the accessibility of

military.developed curriculum materials to

vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of

Education, includes the identification and

acquisition of curriculum materials. in print

form from the Coast Guard, Air Farce,

Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is

Provided through a "Joint Memorandum of

Understanding" between the U.S. Office of

Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff

and subject matter specialists, and courses

deemed applicable to vocational sand tech-'

nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in

Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of

Education's designated representative to

acquire the materials and conduct the project

activities.

Project Staff:

p

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D:, Director

National CenlerClearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.

Project Director
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One hundred twenty courses on microfiche

(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of

each have been provided to the vocational

Curriculum Coordination Centers'and other

instructional materials agencies for dissemi

nation.

Course materials include programmed

instruction, curriculum outline, instructor

guides, student workbooks # technical

manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following

sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture

Aviation

Building &

Construction

Trades

Clerical

Occupations

Communications

Food Service

Health

Heating & Air

Conditioning

Machine Shop

Managainent &

Supervision

Meteorology &

Odd Ong Navigation

Electronics Photograph y

Engine Mechanics . Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas

represented will expand as additional mate=

rials with application to vocational and

technical education are identified and selected

for dissemination.

How-Can These

Materials Be ()Wimp
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Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center

in your region for information on obtaining

materials (e.g., availability and col. They

will respond to your request directly or refer

ou to an instructional materials agency

c ser to you.
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. Director

1515 West Sixth Ave.

Stilkvater, OK 74704

405/377.2000
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Direct

Miwiss State University
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Mississippi State, MS 39762
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Cows. ()Wien !Won

This course vas designed to provide the student with basic information needed to accomplish Me foiloiving duties of en Entomology Specialist:

Performs entomological work
Applies toxic pesticides
Performs control operations
Performs preventive operations
Operates and calibrates dispersal and saferty equipment
Maintains tools and equipment
Supervises entomology personnel "NI l .A rri.,

2.4.eutiatig4_ S."
This course contains4 vOlurrehleielweiglieweepsere. mmuleleedmilims contain information on specific military procedures and forms and were
deleted. The remaining chapters art descri bed below.

ijttnw-e

SEE ATTACHED

Objectives, readings. and review exercises with :answers for student self-study and evaluation are inciutted tor each cnapter, H voiume review exercise
is available, but the answers are not given. This course was designed so provide basic information on entomology control and equipment. It would best

be used in a laboratory or on-the-p0b learning situation,

C:Crill tit.. eel N :4: t wiev,ri
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Volume 2 - Introduction to Pest Management provides knowledge about the
following subjects: introduction to entomology; pest management
planning and coordination; and safety, protective equipment,
and first aid.

Volume 3 Peat Management, Chemicals and Equipment provides knowledge
about the following subjects: pesticides and environment, and
pesticide dispersal equipment.

volume 4 - Disease Vectors and Pests of Domestic Animals discusses the
many arthropods that carry diseases to humans and domestic
animals, as well as those generally considered to be pests.

Volume 5 - Household Pests, Venomous Arthropods, and Reptiles discusses
'venomous arthropods and reptiles as well a. some signigicant
household pests.

volume 6- Collection, Identification,end Control of Important Economic
Pests provides knowledge concerning the more important
economic pests, which include stored product pests, structural

0 pests, and ornamental and turf pests.

Volume 7 - Collection, Identification, and Control of Important vertebrate
't and Vegetative Pests provides knowledge concerning the more
.! important vertebrate and vegetative pets which includes
domestic and field rodents, bats, birds, aquatic plants,
grasses, and herbacious broadleaf plants.



MODIFICATIONS

OF THIS PUBLICATION HAS (SAVE) BEEN DELETED.

THIS MATERIAL USES MILITARY FORMS, PROCEDURES, SYSTEMS, ETC. Afq) IS NOT CONSIDERED

APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
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Preface

T1 VOLUME of CDC 56650, _Entomology Specialist. provides yyou withVS
knowledge about the following subjects: introduction to entomology; pest manage-
ment planning and coordinatidn; and safety, protective equipment, and first aid. To
become certified as an entomology specialist. you must be knowledgeable in these

' subjects as well as those that you will cover in later volumes. ...

Please note that in this volume, we are using the singular pronoun he. his, or him in
its generic sense. not its masculine sense, The word to which it refers is person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text.
or recommendations for its improvement. send them to Tech Tng CeniTTGOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do, not use the suggestion program to submit
corrections for typographical or other errors.

.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECrs
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development. Behavioral-Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination). consult your education officer.
training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Forni 17. Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 33 hours (11 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of May 1977.

W

as
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APPENDIX A
PESTICIDE RECOMMENDATIONS

NOTICE: RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION ARE INTENDED AS A
GUIDE ONLY AND MUST NOT BE SUBSTITUTED FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS.

Thep Federal Insecticides Fungicide, and Rodenticlde Act as.amended by the
Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972 requires that all pesti-'
tide products be used according to the directions on orOduct labels.
Deviation from libel directions is considered to be a violation of the Act,
'and individuals concerned are subject to civil or criminal actions.- It is
the responsibility of the user to ensure that a pestibide is used in a
"common sense" manner and in Compliance with the product label.

Periodic review and re-evaluation is'conducted by the Environmental Protection
Agency on each registered pesticide product to determine ifthe recommeaded.
usee will prevent undue hazard to the"applicator and the occupants of treated
areas, and adverse environmental effects. Only in very specific situations
can a pesticide product be used in a manner which is inconsistent with the
label directions and these exceptions must be recommended in writing by a
knowledgeable expert. Within tfie Department of Defense

it
will be pro-

fessional entomologists,.or in the case of herbicides, t may include ,

qualified 'agronomists.

The purpose of this section is to provide"a general guideline to operations
personnel. It should be!recognized that with the frequency of changes in -

- pesticide technology, particularly in the areas'of formulation and applica-
tion, the recommendations provided in the text of this manual may not be
current. Wherever conflicts occur, the recommendations in this appendix(A)

7-, should be followed. The tables are not comprehensive lists of all materials
or products registered for controlling the included pests. Neither the
absence of pesticides from the tables, nor the order of arrangemeht of the
pesticides should be construed as an,endorsement of one product' ver -
another.

Strengths of finished formulations for many pesticides have not been listed
In the tables. Current registration rules require dilution instructions to
be included on pesticide labels. These instructions, when available, have
been included tin the tables in lieu of strengths expressed as percentages of.,
the active ingredients.

Page
Table A-1 Application of Insecticides 3
Table A-2 Application of,Rodenticides 23

Table A-3 Chemical control of Bats and Birds -27
Table A-4 Application of Herbicides 28

A-1 .3



The abbreviations usedin the tables include:

A.

Ac.
H.

C.

D.

E.

EC.
F.

Fm.

G.

N/S

aerosol
acre
bait
crystals
dust
emulsion
emulsifiable
fcg
fumigant
granule
non-standard

OS.
P.

Pesticide -R.
R.

S.

SC.
concentrate Su.

TBS.
tsp.
WP.
SP.

4 A-2

O

13

oil solution
pellet
proprietary pesticide
repellent
solution
solution concedtrate
suspension
tablespoon
teaspoon
wettable powder
soluble powder

/20



TABLE 11--

Application of insecticides

USS'fITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON'LABELS

4

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE PESTICIDE/

OF TREATHENT s1I3CE STRENGTH/FORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH. RATE, AND METHOD REMARKS '

Ant

Percent

Indoor-Spot chlorpyrifos 40.8 EC.

treatment (Oursban-P.) .

Percent

0.5 E. , Apply as a coarse spray or with a paint

brush to areas where pests normally occur.

diarinon 47.5 EC.

48.7 S.

0.5 E. (1% fl oz EC/1 gal waterr

0.5 05,

Keep children and pets off treated areas

until dry. Treatments in food handling areas

propoxur I.0 S.

1Baygon-R.)

1.0 S. must conform to CPA standards.

,

chlordane 5.0 0 5.0 0 - 'Indoor dust must be placed 4i :e children and

pets cannot reach it. NOTE: Chlordane, if

available and labeled for ants, may be used.

Outdoor-spot carbaryl 50.0 WP.

treatment

2.0 Su. 1.0-1.25 lb.actual/150-

200 gal water/5,000 sq

ft.

Apply to nest and in 6 -inch bands around

nests. Spot,treat trails and points of

entry. k .

malathion 7.0 EC. 0.1 E. Apply to mounds and saturate soil and mix

with loose earth on top of mounds.

chlordane 5.0 D 5.0 0 Outdoor dusts or'granules must be watered

into nests. NOTE: Chlordane, if available

and labeled for ants, may be used. .

indoor-bait Kepone -R. N/S 0-125 G..S. 0.12 B- B. Apply lightly near baseboards in closets,

under sinks and refrigerators, and other

areas where ants may be found but which are

inaccessible to children.

propoxur 2.0 g.,).

- (Baygon-R.)

,

2.0 B.

'Ant:

Carpenter

-

in wood propoxur 1.0 S.

(baygon-R.)

.

1.0 S. Inject solution into

canaries or nests.

CAUTION: Oil solutions may soak t mug

wood and stain finished surfaces. Uses

sparingly. Spot treat trails. Fumigation

may be required (see Termites: drywood).

Ant;

Imported

fire

Mooed Mirex-11. 73/S B. B. 0.02 grams actual/mound.

-67In a.

For pasture and cropland use only.

Place 1 or 2 tsp oepaste. 1 or 2 tbs of

granules within a few inches of mound

entrance

application- Repone- R N/S 0.125 G..e.

bait

Area-bait mirex-R. N/S B.

..

-

B. 1.7 grams actual/Ac. on

pastures and cropland.

3.4 grams actual/Ac. on

golf courses. parks,

lawns, ornamental turf,

cemeteries.

Consult label. Broadcast application. No

mare than 1applications in 12 months. Do

not apply more than once over 30 day period.

.

Aphid

karmyrworm

Residual- malathion 57.0 EC.

Outdoors on

E. (2 tsp EC. /gal or I qt

ec.yloo gal water)

Cover foliage thoroughly, including under -

side. Control nearby ants also, if they are

tending aphids. Meta -Systox isYtoxie to

fish andwildlife; keep out of lakes,

streams and ponds. Apply dimethoate only to

plants listed on label.
.

ornaments Meta-Systox -R. N/S EC. 0.05 E. Refer to label for spec-

ific species and rates.

dimethoate N/S 23.4 EC. . (2 tsp EC./gal or 1 qt

EC./100 gal water)

Area catbaryl 80.0 RP. Su. 1.0-1.25 actual/150-200

gal water/5,000 sq ft.

Apply to young plants and to soil when

larvae are small.

Ilagworm Residual maUthion 57:0 EC. E. 2 esi77.gal or 1 qt

EC./100 gal water)

Apply to foliage as needed in early spring.

Hard pick bags any time. Repeat at 7-10 day

intervals.chlorpyrifos 40.0 EC.

(Oursban-B.i

E. (0.25 CI ox /3 gal.waterl



TABLE MI (Cont)
Application of Insecticides

00 NOT SUECTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

PEST-STAGE

'LOCATION0TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH/MOM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD REMARKS

Bedbug

..

Residual-

mattress

Percent

malathion 57.0 EC.

Percent

0.5-1.0 OS. (2-4 tsp EC./gal deo-

dorized kerosene)

Very Light application, do not soak mat -

tress. Use grade A malathion. Never apply

dichlorvos N/S EC. 0.5 E.

.

to cribs, treat only crib mattress; allow

mattress to dry at least 4 hours: recover

mattress before use.

'Bedsteads,

baseboards,

wall crevices

malathion 57.0 EC. 1-.0 OS. (2-4 tsp CC./gal deodor-

ized kerosene)

Apply generously to bed frames and woodwork

with special care to wet all possible

hiding places. Do not spray cribs. Use

grade A malathion.

/

dichlorvos N/S EC. 0.5 E.

pyrethrum N/S 20.0 C. 0.1-0.2 E. May be added to above to

flush bedbugs from

hiding places.

Bee: Wasp,

Hornet.

,Yellow

Jacket

Nests,

Indoor and

Outdoor'

carbaryl N/S 5.0 D. 5.0'1D. (Indoors) heavy dust. Apply at night, or in early morning when

pests are least active. Control personnel

should wear protective clothing, head nets.

and gloves.

For use in pin-point application. Most

effective and with least risk to applicator

apply after dark when insects are contained

and at rest. Protective clothing advised.

Do not apply in areas where foods and food-

stuffs are exposed or handled.

propoxur 1.0 S.

(Baygon -R.)

r1.0 S.

resmethrin 0.15 SU.

(pressurized ,'

can

0.15 SU. Saturate nest with

spray.

Garbage cans No pesticides registered. Consult USDA.

Beetle:

Carpet,

Black,

Common.

Furniture

a Varied

Residual

Indoors

.

malathion .0 EC. .0 E. Treat perip Cry o carpets an..areaS o

carpets not subject to traffic: treat in-

side of chest, drawers, closets. and other

storage areas. Thorough coverage essential

Apply coarse mist spray along cracks and

crevices, in corners, along baseboards and

moldings, in closets and along carpet edges

Re. at eact6 months.

diazinon 47.0 EC. 0.5 E. (Ps fl oz EC./gal water)

lin4ane N/S 20.0 EC.

N/S 0.S OS.

E. 13.25 fl oz EC./gal water

0.5 OS.

Material:

goods such as

w6Olens. dra

eries. blan-

kets and up-

holstery

malathion 5/.0 EC.

.

3.0 E. Grade A only Nay be applied to surface area of Carpeting

Clean and brush articles prior to treatment

Treat seams well. Repeat after laundering

or dry cleaning.

Enclosed

Storage:

Repellent

Paradichlorobenzene

100.0 C.

.

100.0 C.

1 lb/100 cu. ft.
.

Protects approximately one year in'tightly

Sealed space.

Fumigant methyl bromide:

See clothes moths
.

.



41/ TABLE A-1 (Cont)
Application of Inserticides

DO NOT SIASTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS pm INPORNATION ON LADEIS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH/10PM:

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD . MARKS

Settle:

Japanese,

adult

Beetle:

Japanese.

Lima

Residual

Percent

malathion' " 57.0 EC.

Percent

4 E. (2 tsp EC./gel water or

1 qt ECJIDn gal water)

Apply as needed to foliage and flowers of

ornamentals.

carbaryl 110.d WP. (5 tsp WP./gal water or

1.0 lb ectud1/100 gall

D. 1 or 2 gm/1,600 cu ft.

rise 1-, 5-, or 11-gram

cartreidges accotding to

inside size of cdrqo hold

of aircraft. Dispense

with modified carbon di-

oxide fire extinguisher

and special adapter.

Follow label directions

exactly.

Use only under direction of 0.S. Dept, of ,

Agticeltore or U.S, Dept. of Health, Educe-

tion and Welfare quarantlee officials. or

certified Military Quarantine Inspector.

.

Aircraft:

disinsictsun

.

Carbdryl-DOT 42.ei-4:.5 h.

cartridge

1

Residual ill

lawns acid

turf

diazinnu - See Whitegrub: Outdoors: diazinon .

Milky spore disease 0

1

. Cannot be used with

insecticide.

Seek guidance from area or command mato:al-

OgiSt.

beetle

white

rrintied,

Larva

Residual Ntr pesticides reciff.tered

i

.

He, 1 ie.

w.,,,iiiirina

....e.r-pose

itio,-fals

is it 111 ' i4 I led

Wevr, old

hoose , t,

WW1 t hotel :

Residual

.

lindone 12.0 OS. 0.5 OS. Spray or brush 1 gal /300 Repeat surface application until wood is

saturated. In the absence of emergence

holes, drill holes 111 inches apart for in,:

jection application. Use a light.011 such

as deodorized kerosene as diluent unless :

heavier oil is not ohiettionAble, Trichloro-

benzene serves as a highly penetrating

solvent.

Pvntachlorophenol 5L0 OS.

I

I

,

.

1

5.0 OS. sq. ft of as needed to

saturate surface. Infect

using nil can or syringe.

utp treatment lindane 11.0 . OS..

.

0.5 OS. Cold dip for pallets.

lumber and other wood

Can be sprayed or-brushed on.

Dipping: Items most be submerged for three

minute period.pentachlorophena 5.0 06. 5.0 OS. products. /

Funigdelon See Termites, Orywood . A

See of 'S mot . met y r -0 .. .-

'"ID4 midetAdultscide
Puultith

(Culicoidus

residual tied.-

meta outdoors

t

propoxur 1.0 S.

lbayoon-it.)

1.0 S.

.

Treat infested areas flioroughly including

folindationc, patios, sciens and around

doors and windows. Do not treat lawns or

other plants.atp,1

propoxur 11/S EC.

illaygon-R.) ', 75.0 WP.

4.5 E.

Su. 13/4 cup 75% WP./qt late'

.

Apply as a coarse spray mi runoff or with a

point brush. Treat outs:e surfaces of

buildings, porches, patios, screens and

window and door frames. Thorough coverage

is necessary for maximum control. Do not

treat lawns or other plants.

BEST-COPY AVAILABLE



PEST-STAGE

biting Midg

Wont)

LOCATION.ITYPE

OP Tkatertme

Perspnal pro-

teczion

Indqor

re4idual

Centipede

Chinch bug

Rpsidualin

garden

Turf, (awn

TABLE A-1 (Cont)

Application of Insecticides

DO h07 SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS POR INFORMATIONCM LABELS

I/571MM/
STOCK STRENGTH/FORM

APPLICATION;

STRENGTH, kATt, AND METHOD

Percent

;soled 85.0 E.

Percent

E..S. 0.02-0.05 lb actual /Ac.

na ed N S EC. E. 0.0 -O. actua /Ac.

Apply 0.5-2.0 gal fin-

ished spray /Ac.

E. 0.1-0.25 lb actual/Ac.

dichlorvos Se4 Mosquito: adult, Outdoor space treatment.

malathion See Mosquito: au t, Out.00r space treatment.

fenthion N S I :

Abate-R. N/S 2.0 C. 2.0 G. 0.05-0.5 lb actual An.

diethyltoluamide See Mosqu o: adult, Personal protection

propoxor 1.0 S. 5.

NO pesticides registered

carbaryl 80.0 WP. Su. -0 lb actua 0 gal

water.

pyrethtinS 1.0 S. S..0S. IDilute 1 part of

concentration in 4

parts of water.I 1 gal

finished spray/750 sq

ft.

diazinon 25.0 EC. E. 15 1 oz EC. 00 sq t

in sufficient water to

obtain coverage.

carbaryl 80.0 WA. Su. 1.0-1,25 lb actual 1 0-

200 gal water/500 sq ft.

chlorpyrifos

(Dursban-P.1

40.4

1.0

EC.

4,. 1.0

E.

C. 1.0-1.51b actual/Ac.

REMARKS

essentially same as for mosquito adults.

Cround application by ULU or thermal fog

generator. Dilute thermal fog'solution with

No. 2 fuel oil, diesel oil or other appro-

priate oil.

Aerial application. Dilute in fue oil,

or odorless kerosene. Repeat as needed. Do

not apply over shrimp producing areas.

Ground application by mist or non-thermal

fog generator. Oilute in water, repeat as

needed.

App y to Og generator over areas suc as

ponds. marshes, SWAIMpf, and areas Wth

grass or heavy foliage.

See label for specs ac rate or .1 erent

application sites. Young shrimp in treated

tidal waters will bev,Rilled at these appli-

cation rates..

Treat in ester areas aroun storage spaces

and behind bookcases. Remove pets and fish- ,

bowls before treatment. Use only as a crack

and crevice treatment in edible roduct areas.

Consult area or command entomologist.

Foliage application.
a

Apply AS a coarse droplet surface spray.

Spray where insects are usually found in-

cLuding walls, baseboard molding, doors.

cabinets, shelves. etc. Remove pets, birds,

and cover fish aquariums before spraying.

e application to soi Sur ace as a C0.3

cast spray prior to planting. Thoroughly

mix into top 4-8 inches of soil.

Lawn shoul be moist at tame o app Ica ion

Apply full volume to insure good penetration.

Keep out of any body of water. Do not apply

when weather conditions favor drift from

treated area.



TABLE A-1 (Cont)

Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FO INPORMATION ON LABELS

PESTSTAGE

LOCATIONTYPE

OP TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STKENGTH/PORM

Chinch bug Turf, Lawn

Percent

(Copt! (Conti diazinon 47.S EC.

N/S 14 3 G.

APPLICATION(

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD

ercent

E. (2 to 3 frog EC. or 3

to 6 fl oz EC./25 gal

water) Apply 3 ga1/1,000

sal ft.

14.3 C. Apply 1/2 to 1 lb or I to

1 1/2 lb/1,000 eg ft.

25

WANKS

Una higher strengths or rates for longer

residual control and in lawns of dense

growth.



TABLE A.-1 (Cont)

Application of Insecticides
DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INPORNATION ON LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH/FORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD nommxs

Chinch bug

(cont!

TUrl. lawn

(contl

Percent
Aspon-R. N/S 13.0 EC.

Percent
C.. 10 2/3 fl o: EC./15 gal .

water to treat 500 sq ft.

.

Water lawn well before treatment. Cover

area in two directions. Keep children and

pets off treated areas for 24 hours and

until'grass has comeletely dried.

Clothes

moth: fall

We) v
Plaster baggy

worm i, car-

pet beetle

infesting

fibrous pro.

ducts

Indoor

residual on

garments

Perthene-R. N/S

malathiom 57.0 EC.

5.0 E.

3.0 E., OS.

Clean and brush articles prior to treatment

Spray thoroughly but do not saturate, Al/ow

adequate ventilation. Dry clean or launder

jarments befOre use.

Use grade A malathion. Apply to baseboards,

floors, behind radiators and other accumula-
Clan areas, closet Shelves and walls, and in

fested surface areas of carpeting.

Indoor

residual for

non-fabric

areas

Fumigation oaradichlorohenzene 100.0

crystals

100.0 crystals 1 lb/100 cu it Use in airtight container.

"methyl bromide L 100.0 pm,

chloropierin

100.0 Fm. For use only by personnel trained in fuel-

option. Consult label for dosage rates and

_precautions.

_

1

Cockroach

(cunt)

Bait \ropoxur 2.0 B.

iRaygon-k,)

2.0 8. 4 oz/1,000 sq ft. Place in areas where cockroaches are

numerous and tend to congregate. When

applying in accessible areas, they should

be placed on paper or other material that

will permit removal. Use only in areas in-

_accessiblV to Children and pets.

Itepone-R. N/S 0.125 D.

a

0.125 8. Use 2 or 3 teaspoons of

paste, 2 or 3 table-

spoons of granules, or

2 or 3 containers per

infested room:: -i

Pe..adual for

iraluor crack

and crevice

treatment

propoxur

Isogon-kJ N/S
1.1 -2-46..,0211rdust should be 1

used around electri-

cal connections.

Non-Food Areas: Apply by spray or brush to

floor, walls, ceilings or other infested

areas. .

.

Food Preparation Areas: Limited to Crack

and crevice treatment only. Apply small-

amounts of chemical directly into crevices

such as expansion joints, between.equipmeme

bases and floor. williO4di,-DiiitiOnOf---

switch boxes, etc. Do not use as a space.

dies/non 47.5 EC.
.

1.0 E. 12.5 fl oz EC./1 gal

water./

2.0 D. 2.0 D.

chlorpyrifos 40.8 EC.

(bursban-P.)

0.5 E.

tsdiarnion 57.0 EC. 3.0 E.

Jiga11W140.

silica gel (pyrethrum 10.0

NIS piperonyl butoxide

10,0

silica (amorphous)

gel 40.0)

D. See Label.

...

Nun-residual

spray: indoors

,

resmethrin NIS 2.0 EC. 0.25 E. Prepare 1 gal of finish Apply as a coarse spray to areas frequented

spray by adding I pt 2 by 'cockroaches.

fl or EC./3 qts, 14 fl

or water. Apply 1 gal/

750 sq ft.



TABLE )1:4 (Cont)

Application of Insecticides

CO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOP INFORMATION ON LABELS

EST-STAGE

LOCATI0N-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

o PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGT11/10ORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTB, RATE, AND MEMO

.

ApJIARXS

I ockroach

faint)

.

.

Residual- .

Outdoors

. .

I Percent

propoxer 1.0 S.

(Baygon-R.)

Percent

1.0 S. Apply as a residual spray or by paint brush

to surface of buildings, porches, screens,

windoW and door frames, patios and garages.

Space treat-.

met, indoors

.. :

,

,

Pyrethzins plus piperonyl

butoxide and KM 264-R as

SifinggqintS N/S cf

:

3-5.0 ultra low volume (01.v)

application. Apply at

rate of 1/2 Oz/1.000 cu

ft.

ULY treatment can only be used when area is

unoccupied. Wove or refrigerate all ex-

posedfood. Extinguish all flames. Open all

drawers, cabinets and provide access to val

and ceiling voids. Shut off All ventilation

Wear goggles and respirator. Minimum expo-

sure time of one hour. Do not remain in

treated room. Ventilate before reentry.

Wash down all food preparation surfaces be-

fore use. Not to replace standard crack and

crevice treatments.

Cricket:

House s

rae igid

Et777!----notdoor-
,

Mole

Indoor-

residual

. ''

propoxur 1.0 5.

(Baygon-64)

1.0 5. Apply by spray =brush to floors. wells,

ceiling and other infested zones of non-

food areas. Limited to crack i crevice

treatment in food preparation spaces. Avoid

applying to ornamental plants. Keep child

ren and pets out until dry.

61orpyrifos '40.8 ,EC.

Sursban-10

0.25-0.5 E. 0.115-0.117 lb actual/

5.000 sq ft,

galatbion . 57.0 ' EC.,

I

3.0 E., OS.

Indoor-baits Tpropoxur 2.0 B.

,(Baygon-114

2.0 B. 4 oz/I,000 sq ft. /See remarks under Cockroach Bait.

Residual-

Outdoors on ,(Baygon-L4

lawns

.

Worn/ . 1,0 E. 1.0 E.

.',

To prevent cricket entry into buildings

spray a 5 ft band on soil around the struc-

ture and on foundation wall to a height of

2-3 feet. Repeat as necessery..Keep child%

ren and pets from treated areas until spray

dries. - .

Luis= 47.5 EC.

.

E. (4 fl oz EC./3 gal

water) 3 gel/1,000 sq

ft.

residual

ne-R. 0,125 b. 0.125 B. 0.1-0.2 lb actual/5,000

sg ft.

E. 0.115 lb actual/5.000

sq ft.

E. 0.5 lb actual /100 gal

water.

Apply bait evenly by mechanical spreader.

All treatments; Treab when pests first

appear. Toxivto fish and wildlife. too not

alloy into any body of water.

Cutworm Outdoor-area

residual

. .

1,-.

A

chlorpyrifos 40.8 EC.

(Durebae-e,) .

40.8 EC.

On grass. Lawn should be moist at time of

application.

Foliage application. Repeat at 7 to l0Aay

intervals.

diazinon , 47.5 EC. E. (4 fl oz EC. /3 gal

water.] 3 gal/1,000 sq

ft.

On lawns.
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TABLE A-I (Cant)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RWOMMODATIONS FOR 1NFDRMATION ON LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH /FORM

APPLICATION: .

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD

Earwig Outdoor- 1

residual on

lawns and

ornamental

turf

Percent
chlorpyrifos 40.8 EC.

. rsban-R.)

Percent 14
E. 0.115 lb actual/5,000

s. ft.

TO prevent earwig entry into building spray

S ft band's= soil around structure as well

propoxur 1.0 S.

(Raygon-E.)

1.0 , S..

,,

as foundation wall to a height of 2-3 feet.

Keep out of any body of water.

Residual-

indoors

propoxur 1.0 S.

i(Baygen-R.)

1.0 S. Apply as a spray or brush to door a window

sills, Staves, cracks and crevices. Use

only as crack S crevice treatment in edible

Product areas.',..........

Eye gnat:

Rippelates

spp.

Residual-

outdoors

No pesticides registered

Space treat -

=went- outdoors See section under out. C.

pace treat-

ment-indoors

pyrethrins 3.0 OS. S fl or/1.000 cu ft.

.

Cover or remove exposed food and food hand-

ling surfaces. Close room and shut off-all

ventilation. EXpose 1/2 hour. Do not remain

in treated areas. Ventilate thoroughly be-

fore reentry. Wear goggles and respirator

during treatment.

Fall web-

.1e2111
See tent cater

..

War.
.

VI-reheat bee si ver ash proposer recommendation.

Flea: Cat,

Peg

..

:

Residual-

indoors

carbaryl N/S D. 5.0 O. Sprinkle lightly on floors, rugs and Turn -'

iture. Remove with a vacuum cleaner after

an hour or two

runnel N7S 2.5 EC.
.

1.0 E. 1 ga1/1.000 sq ft. DO not apply in edible product areas. Spray

floats, walls, cracks, crevices, including

animal sleeping quarters. Do not allow

children or pets to contact treated surface

until spray dries.

Residual-

outdoors

diatInon 473 EC.

.

E. (1% fl oz EC./3 gal

water.) 3 ga1/1,000 sq

ft.

To prevent entry into structures spray a

5 ft band around building as well as the

foundation to a hei t of 2-3 feet.

proposer 1.0 S.

lbaygon-R.1
-

1.0 S. Apply as spray or with paint brush to sur-

face of buildings, porches, screens, win-.

doui and doord511s ties and .ar..es.

Eiraci7nws 4.0 D. 4.0 0. 1-2 lb 1.000 sq. t. Apply to pet quarters, yards, lawns. Repeat

in 3-4 weeks if necessary-Do not expose

kittens less than 4 weeks sf age.

57.0 EC. E. 5 fl oz EC. /gal /1,000 sq

ft.

catbatyl Na D. 5.0 D. 0.25-0.5 lb actual /5,000

so ft.

(cot}

Animal Treat- malathion NiS 5.0

meet:

A. 5.0 A. 25-30 seeands/la-20 lb Spray from neck to tail, legs and under

dog. 15 seconds/5 body. Repeat in 7 days. Wash hands after

cat. application.

NOTE: Consult licensed veterinarian or Veterinary Services Officer (if available).

f.

28



TABLE A-1 (Cont)
Application of Insecticides

03 NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LASELS

?EST-STAGE

lea: Cat,

Dog

(Conti

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH/FORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD

Animal Treat-

ment: Wont)

Consult

licensed

Veterinarian

or Veterinary

Services

Officer (if

available).

Personal pro-

tection

malathion

(coot)

Percent Percent
57.0 m. 0.5 E., fl fl oz/gal water.)

N/S 4.0 0 4.0

carbaryl N/S 2.0 -5 :0 D.

80.0 NP. 0.25 Su.

1.0 Dip or wash.

propoxur N/S

(B4p:ion-R.)

0.25

wet animal thoroughly. Repeat in2-3 weeks

if necessary.

Mike complete coverage. Repeat in 2-3 weeks"

AS ne eSSa Kee ou of es.

Oust liberally over animal and rub thorough

Iyinto skin. Keep out of eyes.

For dogs only.

Treat a 5 lb cat fOr3-5 seconds. Treat a

15 lb dog for 10-20 seconds. Use proportion

ate times for various animal sizes. Apply

enough to dampen hair and skin.

diethyltoluamidle 75.0 R T 75.0

DEW)
M-1960 30.0- 30.0 -3'.0 R. 30-30-30 R.

(2-butyl-2-ethyl-1,3 7propantdol)

Flea:

Oriental

rat

Residual-

Indoors

carbaryl N/S D. . 0.1 ft actual/burrow.

Area carbaryl N/S A.

Retrograde

cargo

O. 0.2 or actual/bait

'Station.

ichlorvos 19.2 Strip 19.2 Strip

1.0 lb actual/Ac.

Fly: Black.

Adult

Outdoor -s ace

Personal

protection

Larva

Fly: Filter Residual

Adult

La.va Filter Bed

Fly. House Residual-

s LIth, oLcdoors

Adult

Larvicide

(contl cont)i

ee Mos Ito: Adu c.

iethyltoluamide 55.0 S.

(DEET1 N/S

Rutgers 612 5.0

dimethylphtbalate s.0

iethyltoluamide 15.0 S 75.0

Apply to skin and clothing as required.

Kee out of es- Damages plastic.

To clothing only. Follow label instructions

carefully.

oust in rat runways and harborages. Apply

by band or power applicator.

USe 4-6 bait stations per acre.

Apply by hand or power applicator as an

area dust treatment.

Apply to skin and clothing as required.

Keep out of eyes. Damages plastics.

e Mosquito: larva.

pesticides registered.

ford Filtercide-R. 90.0 SC.

Cale of malathion,

chlordane) N/S

. 1 pert SC plus SO parts

water.

aled M/S 50.0 EC.

fenthibn N/S 93.0 EC.

nalathion 57.0 EC.

ronnel N/S

. 0.4 al actual/414 'Ni

water:

0.062-0.125 lb actual/

gal water/504 sq fc.

1.0

E. (5 Tbs sc/1 gal-water)

spot treat only a rate
of 1-2 94/1.000 s ft.

e. 3 ga1 /1,000 sg rt.

Refer to label.

Liberd/ly treat resting surfaces such a%

%Mb, beams. diat rafters.

Apfdy .is a VparSe spray or by paint brush.

Apply to Ulterior and exterior surfaces

Areguented

Use Grade A fur indoor use. Do not apply

An edible Product

Apply to agricultural Promises.
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TABLE A-1 (Cont)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECONNENUATIONS FOR INFOXIA TIC44 ON LABELS

LOCATION -TYPE

STAGE CCIREATMEWT

PESTICIDE/ APPLICATION:

STOCK STRENGTN/FORN STURGIS, RATE, AND NE1710D

ly: Nouse Residual-

& Filth Outdoors

Adult (coat)

(coat) Bait-d

wet

propoxur N/S

(Baygon-AL)

Percent Percent

1.0 E. 1 gal/500 sq it. Apply to point of run off. See fenthion

remarks above.

No irides r istered.

malathion 57.0 DC.

didhlorvos N/S 42.0 EC.

(5 TAS 511 Ec. plus 7

TSS molasses or corn

s ru lus 1 galwater.)

0.5 a 1 I Oz 4 CC plus

3 ox sugar in 3 gal

water.)

naled N/S 50.0 EC. . 1 or actual/2.5 gal

dater. (Add 1/2 lb sugar

or 1/2 pint corn syrup

or molasses/40 gal fin-

ished s a .)

Space treat-

ment-outdcor

Space treat-

ment-indoors

Larva Directly to

sites far

larvae

y: Stable

Adult

(cent)

Residual-

Outdoors

Residual -

Indoors

(COnt)

See Mosquito: Adult.

Apply as a bait spray over the surface of

garbage or manure. Nay also apply by

s inkier can.

PYrethrins

synergists

resmethrin

dimethoate N/S

diChlqrvos N/S

malathion

3.0 0S 3.0 OS. See all sections under indoor space treat -

_Rent for cockroaches.

1.2 A. Apply at a tate Of 7 ULM treatment can only be used when area as

seconds /1.000 cu ft. unoccupied. Remove and refrigerate all ex-

Posed food. extinguish all flames. Cover

utensils. Shut off all ventilation. Wear

goggles and respirator. Minimum exposure time

to obtain effective control of pests is 1$

minutes. Do not remain in treated room.

Ventilate will before reentry. wash down

food preparation surfaces before use.

43.0 EC. 1.25 E. (1 pt EC in 5 gal water.)Treat garbage. refuse. manure and other ly

0 10 gal/1,000 sa ft. breeding areas. Do net Contaminate water.

10.0 EC. 0.5-1.0 E. (1 qt EC in 16 gal water) feed, or any body of water.Apply as a

10 gal/1.000 sq ft. coarse spray or with 4 watering Can.

57,0 EC. 0.5 E. (5 TSS EC/100 sq ft.) 2 qts/100 sq ft.

paradichlorobenzene 100.0

propoxur 1.0

100.0 crystals 2 oz/garbage can

every L-2 weeks

1.0 S.

May apply to pit latrines and slit trenches.

Apply to screens, doors, window frames and

other surfaceS where flies congregate. Do

not treat vegetation.

navap-R. N/S 23.0 EC. 1.0-2.0 E. (1-2 gal EC/25 gal

water.) 1 gal/500 -1,000

sq ft.

metboxychlor N S 25.0 EC. 2.5 E. (1 qt EC or 1 lb WP /,2.5

4.11 water.)

Icon) 50.0 WP. 2.5 Su. .1 gal/500 Sy ft.

30

For use as Overall application to ceilings

and wallS of horse stables. and around gar-

bage dumps. Use higher rate for extreme in -

feStations.

Apply to walla, floors, partatipns of stable

kennels, or other resting sites. DO net Con-

taminate animal food drinkin water can

/



TABLE A-I , (Cont)
Application of Insecticides

r r

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION -TYPE

OF TREATMENT

...- ---
PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH/FORM

______. ___ _ ._ _

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE. AND METHOD

Fly: Stable

AdultAdult

(coat)

Pesidual-

indoors

Icont)

Percent

methoxychlor N/S

(cont)

Percent icont, .

or milk. Exclude dairy animals during treat -

sent
.

Space treat-

ment-Outdoors

naled NiS .

'

E.,0S. 0.05-0.25 lb actual/Ac.

Apply 0,5 to 2.0 gal/Ac.'oil.

Aerial application. Dilute in water. fuel

or odertess'kerosene.

85.0 S. . F. (2 qt S in soybean oil

or HAS to make 5 gal.)

Apply 3-6 fl oz /minute

at 5 mph.

Ground ULY application: refer to product

label for specific dilutionS and directions

for equipment calibration.

Larva Marine grasses No pesticide registered.

Around garbage

and monure

Ravap-R. WS 23.0 D. 1.0 E. (I gal EC /25 gal water.)

1 gal /100 sq ft of drop-

pings or garbage.

Keep out of lakes. streams or ponds.

i

Grub: See white grub

Hornet: See See

Loose; Body

t Head

Personal

Application

-

malathion 1.0 D, 1.0 D. Apply by means of hand Consult medical officer or entomologist. Pat

clothing to improve distribution. -One ounce

of dust is suffident to treat a fully

clothed adult. Sprinkle excess dust over fied

clothing. blankets and other possible louse

habitats: Repeat at 2-3 week intervals as

needed. .

'indane 1.0 D. 1.0 0, or power duster to bead,

tap. sleeve, the back

through the neck opening.

along the seams of cloth.

ing thoroughly and to

crotch from front to

rear.

carbaryl N/S 5.0 D.

I

5.0 0.

,

Consult medical officer or entomologist.

Dust infested arras. Rub in to insure skin

contact. Allow dust to remain in contact

with infested areas for at least One hour.

'Repeat as needed.

Louse:

Pubic

(crab)

Personal

Application

lindane WS 1,0 1.0 ointment Issued as a medical item.

carbaryl. NIS 5.0 D. 5.0 D. 'ie remarks for Louse: Body s Read:Person-

al Application: carbaryl.

Millipede

.

ResidualT

Around Build-

ings

, :.

propoxur 1.0 S.

Maygon-R61

1.0 S. 'Weat interior and exterior perimeter of

infested areas or buildings,

carbaryl 80.0 NP, Su. 1 lb actual/150 gal

water/5,600 sq ft. Apply

immi;diately after rain

or watering.

Do not water for at least 2 days'after

application. Repeat in 2 to,3 weeks-rr-

needed.

.

lindane 12.0 'EC. 0.5 E. 1 ga1/1,000 sg ft. Apply to and near porches, patios, thres-

holds, ground litter,

,

diazinon 47.5 Ec. E. (8 fl ox EC /3 gal wart.)

3 ga1/1.000 sq it.

2.0 D. 2.0 D. 1-2 lb/1,000 s ft.

Residual-

Indoors

propoxur See Residual-

Maygoe-11.1

Around Buildings: preposer.

-
.1



,TABLE A/ (Cant)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT stissTrfunvimrsc RECCg1 T1ONS FOR II OORAT Co

PrsT:srias
LOCATION-TYPE

or ?Wenn
PESTICIDE/

stai STREIODIN/PDPM

APPLICATION: ,

STAZIM. RUCs AND ACROD .,-

Mite:

Clover

Residual-

Indoors or

Outdoors

Percent

nalathion 57.0 EC.

Percent i.
3.0 (2 TBS 2C/3 gal water.) _Meet

.

in and exterior perimeters of

infested areas or buildings. Apply as a
coarse spray or by paintbrush. Pay parti-

cular attention to window and door silli.

foundations and other areas where clover
..

mites as enter.

propoxur 1.0 S.

(Baygon-R.1

1.0 S.

Residual-

Outdoor.s

,

diazinon 47.5 EC. E. (4 fl or EC/3gal water

3 gal/T,000 sg ft.

*

To prevent entry into buildings spray a
5 ft band ofioil around the structure as

well as the foundation wall to's height of

2-3 feet. Repeat as necessary. Co not con-

taminate any body of water. Toxic to fish

and wildlife.

dicofol N/S EC.

(Kelthane-R.)

E. 0.3-041 lb actual/100

gal water. Apply 2.5

gal/1,000 sq ft.

To control mite populations and prevent

their migration taadjoiMing'buildings.

Treat base of buildings as well as window

sills and other possible entrances. Apply

to lawns, abrabs and trees near buildings.

Repeat in 10 to 14 days if needed.

N/S WP.

m

Su., 0.28-0.47 lb actual/100

gal water. apply 2.5

ga1/1.000 sq ft.

chlorobenrilate N/S EC.,RP. E.,Su. 0.25-0.37 lb actual/100
gal water. Apply as a

drenching spray to I

and shrubs.

EL (1s fl or EC/3 gal water,

3 1/1000 s ft.

Above remarks for Kelthane apPlrexcelst

apply chlorOtanzilate to lawns within 15 .

feet of buildings. Repeat in 7-10 days if

Ippelyedthoroughly to lawns. Do not cont.:min-
Ate food crops. avoid drift. Iseepvbildren
and pets away until dry. Treat lawns. tall

frassesdand weeds, ornamental. 4ants. brush,

.51410 III% or agining as required. Re-

peated applications may result in blisters

at bend of the knees and elbows.

Rite:

Chigger

"Red Bug"

Outdoor-Area diarinon 47.5 EC.

lindane 2.0 EC. 1.0 E. 0.25-0.5 lb actual /Ac.

Personal

Protection

diethyltoluanide 75.0 S.

(DEFT)

75.0 R.

A4960 30.0-30.0-30.0 R.

2-buty1-2-ethy1-1.3-propanediall

chlorpyrifos 40.8 EC. '

(Dursban-R.)

3D-30-30 R.

E. (0.25 lb actual/100 gal

water.)

To clothing only. Follow'label instructions
carefull .

Foliage application. Apply as a coarse ,

spray. Do not use on poinsettias. Keep out

of any body of water. Toxic to fish and

wildlife. Keep children and pets from treat-

areas until spray is dry.

Mite:

Spider

Outdoor-

Residual on

ornamental

plants

dimethoate N/S 23.4 EC. E. (2 tsp/gal water.)
.

Foliage application only for specific or-

menials: refer to label. Do not use in

greenhouses , ,*

Cover plants thoroughly. Avoid drift. Check

label for plant species that might Sustain

injury.

nalathion 57.0 EC. E. (2 tsp/gal water.)

nicotine sulfate 40.0 S. .S. (3.0 tsp S./gal water.) Foliage application. Add 0.5 pint molasses.

Residual-

dormant spray

superior-type oil
f

Follow directions on label. Follow directions on label since some plant4

may be injured.

34



TABLE Ai--1 (Cont)

Application orInSectieides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION,TYPE

OP TREATMENT

PEST1CIOE/

STOCK STRUMSTR/FORM

i APPLICATION:

mamas, nag, AND Amp
1'

_

w

Mite: .

Scabies.

Personal

Percent

BMC (lindane) 1.0

Percent

1.0 gamma ointment

V
Apply to infected skin after consulting

sician.

malathion _. 57.0 CC. E. (2 tsp EC/gal water.) Remove bird and rodent nests and spray
4/ area.

Mite; Bird.findoor

Mouse &

Tropical

rat

or on

outdoor walls

If or on roost

areas

Rabon-R. lip 3.0 0. ,2.0 D. One Io ust/100 SCI ft. For control of northern fowl mites and

M/S 50.0 WP. 1.0 Su. (5 TES WP/gal water.)

1 pint/I00 sq ft.

chicken mites. Treat roost areal thoroughly,

particularly cracks and crevices.

24.0 SC. 1.0 E. (6 fl or EC/gal water.)

1 pint/100 sq ft.

Indoor-space

sra
pTrethrin. 0.5 A.

s rgited

0.5 A. 7 seconds/1,000 to ft

. with aerosol dispenser_

Personal

protection

Same as (or ticks.
.

. :
.

Moe:

Cricket See Cricket: Mole

I .

.

Mosquito:

Aault

(tont)

)outdoor -space

'treatment

,

Wont)

cblorpyrsfos EC.

(Dursban-R.) .

I

0.025-0.05 lb actual/sr.
(in water or oil)

.

Use low dosage in light to medium vegeta,
tine cover. Use high dosage in medium
cover or (or faster knockdown and;longer

residnal control in areas and those
with lignt to medium. eativesovor.
Do not allow to get in any body cis
water.

naled 85.0 S. F. 0.01-0.02,1b actual/Ac.

.

Ground DLO application by non - thermal or

thermal fog generator. Refer to product

label for Specific directions for dilu-

tions and equipment calibration. De not

apply over shrimp producing areas.

8$.0 S.

.

85.0 S. 0.05-0.11 lb actual /Ac. Aerial ULV application. Apply undiluted.

Use higher dosage where beak vegetation
exists.

dichlorvos N/S 22.8 EC.

.

-

1.0 F, in oil Apply by fogging machines..Nighly toxic

,

. to fish - avoid lakes, streams and ponds,

pyretbrins

paperonyl butoside

5.0 pyrethrina + 25% piperuoyl but .0se Klearol-R. as a diluent.

oxide in oil ULV. Use 0.002-

0.0025 lbs actual/Ac. Flow rat-

2.0-2.2S or min at S min.

resmethrin N/S 50.0 (12.5 fl ft/gal light mineral

oal.74 viscosity.) Apply at

rate of 3 fl oz/ac(4.007 lbs
. actual /Ac.)

OLT. Keep out of lakes, streams or ponds.

Apply by-truck mounted equipment.

matathion 57.0 EC. 6.0E.,0S.,F. pay be ineffective due to resistance.

15.0 S. 95.0 ULV Ground application: Use undiluted at 4.3

oz per minuteat 10 :mph vehicle speed.
Mass median diameter of droplets should no
exceed 17 microns. Aerial application:
Apply at rate of 3 fl oz /acre. Toxic to
fun. Dams. .- auto dint.



r
PMT-STAGE

1

I

TABLE A-1 (Cont)
Application of Insecticides

DO tan sOBelITUTE'TNEgE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

Mosquito:

Adult

(Iola)

quite.

Larva

1 .orte

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

°lamina space

troatment

(tent)

01,04..a
14

PESTICIDE/

STOCK sTRENCTN/POBN

fahlelli M/S
Percent

1141.111lotiai 57.11 IC.

.1111011.V1 l Po.

41.111 .1..olbi:,1

EC.

t..1.lu.li

Lir: 140

(t Mot

"1.0\141

carWryl WP., D.

A.

eirothlsw"

,yk.44rd
A.

.t1.1(11, ii. (0.n LC.

APPLICATION:

STAMM, RATE, AND METHOD :

Percent
9).0 OW

/I

1;.,.06. (I part to 20 parts

water, cIesel oil. or

fdel oil.) .

.' ;0.025-0.05 lb actual/Ac.

1

1.0 S. /

l!.! (3/4 cup/gal water.)

E;

I
1

0.05-0.07 lb actual/Ac.

,Sul.D. 0.25-0.5 lb actual Ag.

E. (5 TAS EC/gal water.)

1 gal /1,009 cu ft.
. .

75.(0 R. 7C6 R.

(1411;

Ihate-K.

LI',

feninim n/5 EC.

.4

ti. 0.05-0.5 lb actual/Ac.

EC. 0,.S -0.7S oz actual /AC.

E., 06, 0.05 lb actual/Ar.

U.0-0.2 lb actual/Ac.

ti

or ground application in Texas and'Florida

ly. ror use only by personnel' experienced

nd knowledgeable with regard to correct

alibration and vse of proper*OLV nonthermal

ui nt. Consult label.

pray building foundations, shrubs; low tr

nd lawn. areas. Keep children and pets from

treated'aras until spray Aries- May burn

etation.

of per acre dependent on_vegetation:

Low dosage in light and medium vegetatios

cover.-Nigh dosage in medium to heavy. Toxic

to some a uatic and bird life.

Apply to screens, doors, window frames,

foundations and surfaces where mosquitoes

conregate.

Mist application. Do not allow to dri t or

use on crop land or pasture landi: Adjust

equipment to deliver 100 galionser hour

at 4 mph to cover up to a 150 foot swath.

mist or dust application. Thoroug coverage

is necessary for effective control. For

optimum control, apply in early morning or

evening when air is calm and aduitS.are

active. Ma kill shri.s and crabs.

Remove or refrigerate all exposed food.

Cover utensils.

Apply to walls and ceilings. Do not contami

ate fvqd. Keep children and pets away until

sita dries.

Apply liberally to exposed skin and Where

clothing fits tightly. Avoid eyes and

mucous membranes. Also avoid folds of skin.

In bend and behind knees.

Dosage dependent upon habitat -.consult

label. Young shrimp in treated tidal waters

will be ki?led at these aid lication rates.

May be toxic to fish and wildlife. Do not

apply to ponds, lakes, streams, or other

bodies of water containing tiSh. Apply as a

light uniform spray. Broadcast granules uni-

formly over moist areas. standind pools,

marshes, swamps, tidal ',Areas and other mos-

quito 14.1Am...sates.



TABLE A -I (Cont),
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT soBSTITHTE THESE REOWDADATIONS FOR INFORMATION CO LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

OP TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/ .

STOCK STRENGTB/FORN

APPLICATION:

STIBMGTN, RATE, AND MEMO

.

invars

Mosquito:

Larva

(contl

Larvicide

[colt)

r
Percent

malathien 57.0 EC.

l
Percent
E., OS. 13 fl ozIECiac. Mix in

sufficiedt oil wheirapp-

lied by air or ground

eqcipment.

See label for habitat-dependent rates. Apply

as a light, uniform Spray. Briadeastgramules

areas standing pools,
mnifrillY over ast '

Imarstas, swamps, tidal areas and other mos-

to
breeding sites. Toxic to some aquatic

and bird life.
. .chlorpyrifos 41.3 EC. E. 0.0125-0.05 lb actual

(Dursban-R.) 1.0 G. 1.0 G. 2.5-5.0 Ibs/Ac. over

flooded areas. 10 lb/Ac.

for pre-hatch treatment.

paris green N/S G.

.

. 0.5-1.0 lb actual/Ac. For Aedes, Psorophora and Anopheles spp.

as broadcast application under general flood

Later conditions. Must be applied before 4th

tutu. Repeat as needed.

Flit MLO-R. 100.0 OS. 100.0 OS. Ground ApplicatiOn:2-3 gal/acre for zero to

medium vegetative cover and/or surface

debris. 3-5 gal/acre, medium to heavy cover

!and/or debris. 5 gal/acre in sewagepondl.

Aerial Applicati=1-2 gal/acre for medium

vegetative cover and/or surface debris. 2-3

gal/acre, medium to heavy cover and/or debri

Pilibug' Residual-

Outdoors

chlorpyri os 40.8 EC.

(Dursban-R.)

E. 0.115-0.117 lb actual/

5,000 sq ft.

Lawn and turf should be moist at time o

application. Apply as a coarse, low ptessure

spray in 150 gallons of water. Keep out of

any body of water. Keep children and pets

off treated area until spray has complerly

dried.

uviid:

Conenose, ssassin, or 1(14-using 1209) No pesticide regiktered at present time.

-tale

Insects

Residual-

Outdoors on

ornamentals

\aalathion 57.0 EC. E. (24 tsp EC/gal water.) - Check label for specific scale, species

rates. Foliage application: Apply as coarse,

spray when scale "crawlers" have settled on

foliage. Keep children and pets away from

treated areas until spray dries.

dimethoate N/S 23.4 EC. E. (2 tep EC/gal water.1

.

mineral oil and

emulsifier

2.5 fl oz/gal water as

needed.

Primarily for treatment of infested trees

before sprins bl.
Scorpion

.

(contl

Residual-

Indoors

(cora)

diazinon N/S 48.7 S. 0.5 OS. Thoroughly spray or brush or dust around

door and window sills, baseboatds, closete,

storage cabineti, openings around water

pipes, wall cracks or wherever these pests

may enter, congregate, feed or hide in the

hone. Use in edible product areas only as

crack and crevice treatment. Avoid until

dry.

.

47.5 EC. 0.5 E. (21j 'IBS Efgal water.)

2.0 D.

d

2.0 D. ,

-..



I

TABLE A-1 (Cant)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE =SE, RECONMENVATIONS :OR INFORMATION AN LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

o OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

.STOCK STRENGTH /FORM

, APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND REINO0 WARM

Scorpion

(coal

Residual-

Indoors

(cont)

propoxur

(Daygon-R.)

Percent
1.0 S.

.

Percent
1.0 S. ,Treat interior peilmeter of infestedl"areas.

.

."

Residua-

Outdoors

-ropoxur

(Da on-11.1

1.0 S. 1.0

6

S. Treat exterior perimeters of infested areas

or buildin-s. .

-Lannon- 2.0 D. 2.0 O. Make spot applications to surfaces over

47.5 EC. 0.5 E. L TBS EC/eal water.) which these pests crawl, particularly in

crawl spaces under houses or buildings.
Silverfish Residual-

Indoors.

lazinon 2.0 0. 2.0 D. t Oat all areas around waterpipes, in cracks

under and behind cabinets and bookcases.

47.5 EC. 0.5' E. ill, THS EC/gal water.) Apply as a coarse spray or apply with a

paint brush to baseboards. areas around
A

Water pipes, cracks and crevices, surfaces

behind and beneath cabiiets, refrigerators,

sinks, stoves, and similar areas where in-'

sects hide. 60 not allow pets or children

to contact treated surfaces.

alathion 57.0 EC.. E. Cl pt/21: gal water)

"

.

ropoxur

(Baygnn-k.)

1.0 S. 1.0 S.

.

Treat areas where pests hide or tend to

congregate. Apply as a spray or with a

paint brush. Cracks and crevices may be

treated aim an oil can.

Snails 6

Slugs

Rosidual

.

Saldenyde Ni. 10.0 G. 10.0 G. Apply in accordance with

label.

See also: Technical Information Memoranda

Nos. 1 & 5, The Armed'Forces Pest Control

Board. Apply to soil around plants. Do not

use around food crops. USe around flower

beds, greenhouse: and building foundations.

Lightly water area to be treated before

applying bait.

surol -k. N/S 2.0

.

B.
.°,

B. A.32 or actual/1.000 sq

ft,

Sod webworm Area-residu)1

on turf and

lawn

ohlorpyritos

(Dursban-R.)

40.8 EC. E. (0.75 fl oz EC/30 gal

water.) 0.1 -0.117 lb

actual/5.000 sq ft.

Thoroughly wet down grass a few hours be

fore applying. Do not permit children or

pets to go On to sprayed grass until spray

has ccmpletely dried'. Keep out of lakes,

streams and ponds.

Treat interior and exterior perimeter or--

infested areas or buildings.

.diazinon -47.5

1.0

EC.

S. 1.0

E.

S.

(4 fl or EC/3 gal water /1

1,000 pl ft.)

Sowbug Residual-

Outdoors

propoxur

(aaygon-R.)

diazinoo 47.5 EC. E. Apply 4 fl or EC /3 gal

water/1,000 sq ft.

Spray a 5 foot band of soil around. building

as well as the building foundation to a

height of 2-3 feet. Keep out of any body a

water. Do not permit children ox pets to go

onto sprayed area until dry.

.

.

chlorpyrifos

(Dursban-k.)

. .

See Pillbug



TABLE,A71 (Cant)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATICSS FOR INFORMATICS ON LABELS'

PEST-STAGE

......----.

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCX STRENGTH/PORM .

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND Men=

Spider Residual-

,Indoors

Permit
proposur 1.0 S.

attiPan-R.)

Foment
1.0 S.

v -

Propoxur may be applied to interior and ea*

tenor perimeters of infested areas of

Bilarpyrifos' 40.11 EC.

(Dursbaa-84)

0.25-0.5 E.

,

buildings. Spot treat with propcmur and

,tor.hers where spiders tend to spin webs:

diaxinon 47.5 EC. 0.5 E. Ilk TBS EC/gal water.) around windows, doors andafdong baseboards.

'2.0 0. 2.0 D. ..

'

.

Nay use diazinon as a coarse spray or with

paint brush. Diazinon dust is valuablin

crawl spaces. Do not use as space spray.

reap children and pets off until dry. .

Fumi ant No pesticide registered. .

Springtail

*Ili.

Residual-

Outdoors On

lawns

diazinon 47.S EC.
.

14 tl as EC/1 gal water.)

3 gal/1.000 sq ft.

.

.

To prevent entry into buildings spray a

5.ft bandof soil around the structure, as

well as-the foundation wall to a height of

2-3 feet.

Stored

Product

Petits

Residual-

Indoors

:-' .d.

i

/
A

la S7.0 CC. 4.0 E. ; For exposed stages Cf saw toothed grain

diazinon 47.5 EC. 0.5 3.. (2h TBS EC/gal water.)

,

beetle, flour beetle, rice weevil, cigar-'

ette beetle, drugstore beetle, Indian mail

moth. Apply to shelves and cupboards (after

reeving fed containers and shelving pope.

Do not replace the food Peokmges'end paper

until spray has dried..

Fumigation
/

1

alumina
phosphide 55.0

To be used only by, fumigators specially

trained in aluminum phosphide fumigation.

Da not use methyl bromide to fumigate soya

flour.

methyl bromide

. ChlOrOpierifi 100.0 Pm. . .

lIndoor space .tpyretbrins

treatment

+

synergists

3.0 05. * synergists :

ULV application

Close all Ventilation. Do not contaminate

food. Apply only when facility is not in

operation. Year respirator and goggles.

Ventilate prior to reentry.

ichlorvos 19.2 G., ' Vapor Used with dispensing apparatus. Comply wi

label.

t

terpillar

fi Fall Web-

Residual on

ornamentals-

Outdoors

iasinon 47.5 EC. E. M fl ft EC/3 gal utter) Apply as a thorough foliage spray when

adults first appear. Make a second and

third application at 4-$ week intervals.

Xeep out of anybody of water. Carbaryl in-

urea Boston I ate Vi -inia tree r

carbaryl 80.0 WP. Su. (1 lb actual/100 gal

. water) '

lathioa 57.0 BC. E. (2 tap EC/gal water)

N S 25.0 WP. Su. 2 TSS VP al water

Pathogen for.'

use on trees

and shrubs

Bacillus N/S NP. Su. 0.25-0.37S billion inter

national'units/1 gal 1

water on small plots.

2.0-S.3 8ID/100 gal

water onilarger plots

or /Ac. d

Foliage application. Use restricted to

Western United States for Great Basin cat

pillar. .

l

thuringiensie

Ae w10. 1.8-3.6BI0 /Ac.



TABLE A-1 (Coot)
Application of Insecticides

DO NOT SVOSIXTUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LAbELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

Of TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STREN0TN/fORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD REMARKS
4 [

Termite;

dampalcod .

All; see

"Application'

column

Percent

chlordane 72.0 EC.'

Percent

1.0 E. Same as for subterranean Same as for drywood termites for above-

ground colonies.-ieldrin 15.0 SC. 0.3 E. termites for soil-inhabit-

.ing colonies.
rite:

drYwood
41'

Residual

1..m..m...

rim green M/S 100.0 SP. 100.0 SP, Force dust into galleries through drilled

holes 3/16-1/4 inch diameter at 12.18 inch

intervals.

ntachlorophenol 4,n CS. See para 7.7.5.4(1]. Apply to surface or drill and inject.
Fumigation ,ulftiryl NA 99.0' Pm.

fluoride

Fn. Dosage is calculated bas Use Fumiguide B. calculator. To be used la

- on tempeiature,exposure, certified fumigators sly.

and fumigant concentrati

loss rate.

thyl brolae 98.0 Fm.

(containing 2% chloropicrin)

4.---,

Fm. Apply 24 -3 lbs/1000 cu ft Some materials may be damaged by methylbr

at temperatures above 70 made; check label for list of these mate- ,

Underadverse conditions erials To be used tIcertified aPplicatorapplicators_
.......--,---...

use 15-1 314 lbs/1000 Cu( . only.

erMite:

Formosan
0 pesticide products are reg

se products labeled to contr1

tered for controlling this termite name.

subterranean termites.

mite;

Subterran-

can

..

Pre-Slab .

.

hlordene 12.0 EC. 1.0 E. 1.) 01110 sq ft of sue- Treat after compaction of fill but before

ieldrin 15.0 EC. 0.3 E. face before slab is pour- placement of granular fill usedas capillary

ed. 4 gal/10 linear ft of water barrier.

. trench along perimeter
.

and under expansion join

for each 1 ft of de h. ------.....

sub -Slab

in ention/

hlordane 72.0 EC. 1.0 E. 3 gal/hole, Inject at 150 Holes drilled at 12-18 inch intervals 6-0

ieldrin 15.0 EC. 0.7 E. lbs /sq in. inches from cracks and ex, nsio mots.

Voids of piers

masonry walls

hlordane 72.0 EC. 1.0 E. Flood voids at rate of

leleele 15,0 EC 0.3 e' 2 a1/10 linear feet

lordane 72.0 EC. 1.0 E. 4 gal /10 lin ft/each ft o Mix well with beck-fill. Additional 13 galFoundation and

basement walls

and grade be

ieldrir: 15.0 EC. 0.3 E. depth in trench 1 ft wide per sq ft 6 in. around utility openings.

Apply 1/1 at bottom. DI Trench to 3 ft below grade or totop of

when back-till half com. footing or base of grade beam,whichever is

leted and 1 3 near to lesser depth.

Foundatione to

buildings with

crawl space

chlordane ' 72.0 EC. 1.0 E. as per above. Treat out Examples of materials which contact ground

dieldrin 15.0 DC. 0.3 E. to one ft on allosides of are: walls, grade beams, piers, interior

materials which contact support walls, metal ducts, plumbing, and

the ground. . electrical conduits.

rips 'Residual

.

on

ornamentals

iarinoo 47.5 Ir. . 1 2 fl of EC 3 1 Irate Apply as coarse spray to point of runoff.

malathion 57.0 EC. E. (2 tsp EC /gal wateit Foliage applications: check label for plant

chlorpyrada 40.8 --EC. E. (0.5 lbs actual/100 gal species that iiay sustain injury by these

(0uesban-R.) water) chemicals. These products are toxic to fish

dimethoate N/S .23.4 EC. E. (2 tsp Tc/ga1 water) and wildlife. Keep out of any body of water.

Do not apply where runoff is likely to

&cur. Do not allow children and pets to

. contact treated vegetation until dry.
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TABLE A-1 (Cant)
Application of Insecticides

CO NM SUBSTIl'UTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

iiST-STAOK

WC.ATION-TYPE

or TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCX STRENDIWKIAN

APPLICATION:

snuclu, RATE, AND mambo

Tick:.

General

/

/

1

,

/

/

Outdoor area

control

.chlorpyrifos

Percent

dlarinon 47.8 EC.
.

Percent

E. Ili fl oz EC/3 gal water

Apply above mixture to

1,000 sq ft.

Spray a five-foot band around building as

well as foundation wall to a height of 2-3

ft. Repeat application if necessary. For

brown dog tick spray grass and under *shrub-

bery, particularly near house. Do not apply

to animals.
p-

40.8 EC.

(Oursban -R.)

E. 0.25 lb actual/40-100

;a/ water/Ac.

Apply where ticks are a nuisance or are a

possible. public health problem. Treat ,

grassy areas, low underbrush, weeds, ground

surface and debris,

lbon -R. N/S EC. 0.5 . 1 lb actual/Ac. I Thoroughly spray infested areas using

approximately 25 gallons of spray per acre.

Also treat grassy and bushy areas near rec-

reation sites and along foot paths and

roadsides leading to them.

.

L

Su.

carbaryl 80.0 D. 80.0 O. 0.125-0.25 lb actual/

5,000 sq ft.

Apply liberally to ground, debris, and

vegetation to a height of about 2 feet On

lawns, vacant fields and wooded areas

around the frame. Repeat as needed.

Animal

treatment

Consult

licensed

veterindrlan

or. Veterinary

Services

officer (0

available].

carbaryl N/S 2.0-5.0 D. 2.0-5.0 D. Dust liberally over animal and rub thorough

ly into skin: for brown dog tick be sure

also to apply on legs, feet and between

toes. Keep dust out ofyes.

carbaryl M/S 0.25 OS. Ruffle coat of long-haired animals first

and spray against lay of the hair. Spray

ticks directly. DO net treat puppies leSs

than 4 weeks old. Do not Aet in eyes.

5.0 dip and wash,

i

ealathion 57.0 EC. E. .(1 il we EC/gal water Net animal thoroughly. Repeat in 2---3-weeks

as necessary.

'N /S 5.0 A, 5.0 A. , Apply 25-30 seconds per 18-20 lb dog. Spray

from neck to tail, legs, and under body.

Keep out of eyes. Repeat in 7 days. Wash

hands 'after application.

Personal

Protection

Oiethyltoluamide 75.0 R.

(OEET)

1

75.0 R.

.

Apply liberally to exposed skin and where

clothing fits tightly. Avoid eyes and

mucous membranes. Repeated applications to

folds of skin at elbows and knees may cause

blisters. Damages plastic.

M-1960 3DU-30.0-30.0 R.

(2 -bilty1-2 -ethyl -1,3-proem:led

R.
_

ol)

Clothing repellent only. Folios label

instructions.

ack: 1Acstdual-

Brown dog Indoors

Wont) (cOnt)

chlorwrifos M/S

(nurshan -R.)

(coot)

0.5 t. or OS.

j

1

Spot treat only. Apply as a coarse spray or

with a paint brush to infested areas such

as pet beds and resting areas, nearby

cracks and crevices, along and behind base-.

boards, window and door frames and Vont) I
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TABLE ALI (Cont)
Application of Insecticides*

DU NOT SDaSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

,LOCATION-TYPE

PEST-STAL.,E OF TREATMENT

grown au.;

Nola)

ed11111111=MIN
Whiteily 44:1

on

ornameut.lis

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTH /FORM

Percent

chlorpyrifos N/S (cant)

propoxur

(Itaylihmok.)

1.0 S.

carbaryl

let item

80.0 WP.

7.5 LC.

I

1:1114,10 See Tack: t:enerAl

ehlorpyrifos 40,8

(Dursbank.1

EC.

%%lanai .1! :;ee Tack: brown t,.

diattnou 47.5 EC.

chlorpyrifos 40.0 EC.

(bur.ban-k.1

ealathlyn (.7,o LC.

APPLICATION:

STRENCTN, RATE, AND METHOD

Percent

0.5 E. or OS.

(cant). .

other localized areas. Replace old bedding

after treatment. Do not treat animals. Co

not all children and pets to contact

treated surfaces until sra dsies.

1.0 S. Treat infested areas particularly cracks.

I crevices, and along baseboards. Apply as

a spray or with a paint brush. Do not treat

animals.

Use restricted.to certified pest control

operators only. Apply as a coarse wet spray

or with a paint brush. Thoroughly treat

cracks, crevices, baseboards. corners.

walls. door frames. window sills, sleeping

quarters of housphgld pets, outside peri-

meter of dwellings and other areas where.

ticks tend to congregate. Repeat as needed

u to rwice a week. Do not treat animals.

0.5 Su.

.5 L. (11 t1 oz/yal water.)

outiftwe ,,,ca

E. o.115-0.117 lbs actual/

5,notl sq ft.

ksidnalaludoors: carbar I.

L. (11: 11 or EC/1 gal

water.)

E. (1/4 lb actual/100 gal

watut.1

I= tsP Eclqal water.)

Apply as a coarse. low pressure spray

to grass in 190 gallons of water. Lawn

and turf should be moist at time of appli-

cation. Do not mow for 24 hours following

treatment.

Apply as coarse spray. Keep out of any bed

of water. Toxic to fish and wildlife. -Cher

labels to determine which plant species ma

sustain injury from these reapoetive chemi-

cal. Do WE allow human oantact until

spray dries.

Whitegrub nrawrs- diazinon N/S 14.3

1-,(4..11

4.11 0.usses,

ina- tricnlorton N/S 40.5 E

mental turf (Dylux L.S.-R.1

4144 ceMeta-

tan; 5.0

14.1 1 lb 4/1.000 sq ft.

a,. 5.0 A lb 1.1,000 sq ft.

water grass thoroughly after application.

Apply any tame between late July and early

oetober.

. (3/0 pints EC/15 to JO

y41 water.) Apply 15 to

30 gal finished mixture

to 1,000 sg it.

Apply by watering Can. hose-end sprayer,

compressed air or comm..4cial power sprayer.

water vassals:4 snow to dry before spray-

ing. tau nut water again for three weeks.

Thaw to bards and solldlarii. Do nor allow

children and pets on area until spray dries

MIT See: Bee

Jacket

4U
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TABLE A-2

AKIIcation of Rodenticides
DV Nor 6UNTITUTX RECOMMENDATIONS.FOR INrOkMATION UN WEIS

PESC -STAGE

LOCATION -TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCk STRENGTh/PORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD . REMARKS

,

pnvf;

Pocket,

Mounts u,,

Plains

alai:

Percent

..- .

... .

aophacida-B.WS 0.2 b.

.

Percent

u.: B. 15 lbs per acre in bur-

rows spaced at 20 foot

intervals.

.

.

Place' in artificial burrows. Treatment of.

natural burrows may be made it rate of 1%- ,

lbs pet acre of area to be treated. use

only by personnel experienced in pocket

gopher control.

Ground

squirrel

Bait No materials registered.
. -______ _

Mole

-

Bait is<rychnine

.

N/S 0,3-0.85 B. 0.3 -0.85 B.

.

On lawns: roll turf or press down sections

of raised runways with heel and mark these

sites. Piobe into active runways which will

be rained back in 24 hours. Probe with a

sharp stick at 10-foot intervals and dror

several particles of bait into the probe

hole. Cover hole so as to exclude light and

loose dirt.

use:

Harvest,

-meadow,

Pine,

White-

footed

Bait zinc phosphide 74.7 P.

:

1.0-2.0 B. (Mix one oz of toxicant

with 4$ oz of bait mat-

erials such as rolled

Oats mixed with bacon 4

grease or corn oil.

Place baits next to runways or bUtrows, In

buildings put out bait in protected boxes,

secured from children, pets and domestic
r,

animals.

Mouse;

House

.

.

..

.

(;.A.i) .

Dry bait.

anticoagulant

.

Ready mixed bait " According to directions

on label.

.

'

Place tablespoon amounts of bait at 8 to 12

foot intervals where mice feed, water or

itravel along walls in corners and in con-

sealed places. An uninterrupted supply of

bait should be maintained for at least 15

days or until all sups of rodent activity

have stopped. If these bait sites are act -

essible to children, pets or domestic

'animals, they should be kept In tamper

proof boxes. Replace contaminated or'ex-

haunted bait within 24 hours. Where a con-

sinuous source of infestation is present,

permanent bait stations should be estab-

lished and bait replenished as needed.

Baits should be picked up and disposed of

upon completion of control program.

Universal concentrate

containing diphacinone,

fumaiin, pival. or PMP.

diphacinone N/S 0.1 0.405 B. (Mix one part of weight

fumarin N/S U.S 0.025 8. Of the concentrate to

nivel N/S 0.5 0.02S B. 1i parts of bait mat-

warfarin N/S 0.5 0.025 8'. erials (ground corn.

PMP N/S 1.1 0.055 B. oats or other grain.)

.ry bait.

cane:

1 :vn't,

zinc phosphide 74.7 P.

Icont)

L

1.0-2.0 8. (mix toxicant with

fresh bait materials

(cotn meal, fish, meat,

fruit, etc.; at rate of

One 0t,Of toxicant to

45 lbs of bait materiaa

Do not use foods which will be attractive

to children, such au candy. cookies, nuts

etc. BUILDINGS: Place tablespoon amounts

of bait at B to 10 foot intervals where

mice are active. Expose along walls, corny

and "concealed places. Bait placements

(cont)



Liquid bait,

anticoagu-

lant

PIST-STAGE

rouse:

House

(coot)

LOCATICN-TYPE.

OF TREATMENT

Dry bait,

other (cont)

Tracking

powder

I

TABLE A-2 (Cont)
Application of Rodenticides.

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE fIXTIBIONDhTIONS'FON iNFOONATICti ON LABELS

PPSTICIDP./

STOCK SISENG111/70101

Percent

niversal concentrate 00ft-

taiding diphatinone. lUmarin.

teal, or PIP.

cinone N/S 0.106 S.

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND KL/MOD

According, to label :. irections.

umarin N/S 1.20 C.

ival N/S 0.30 C.

arfarin N/S 0.127 C.

to

0.14 C.

0.0015 B. (Dissolve the prescr'

0.14 B. ed amount of cancan-

0.0275 B. trate in prescribed

0.01 B. ailment of water.)

0.055 B.

UNARMS

hlorophacimule N/S 0.2 D. '0.2 D. 1 1b/40 sq ft of run-

way area.

(coat)

should be inaccessible to children, pets'

or domestic animals or exposed in tamper-

proof boxes. Collect and destroy uneaten

baits at the end of 72 hours. Do not retreat

with zinc os de for 30 days.
Expose 1 quid t in q ass o p tic c is '

watezing devices. Place containers whet*

mice feed, rater or travel along walls, in

cOrdars and concealed places. An enisterr

ropted supply of bait Sbouldbeiaintaleed

for at least 15 days Or until signs of

mouse attivity have stopped. If these bait

sites ate accessible to ehildren, pets or

domestic animals, they should be kept in

tamperproof boxes. When water is exhausted,

becomes cloudy or otherwise contaminated,

replace with fresh solution within 24 hours

Remove all other sources of water insofar

as possible. Where a continued source of in

festarion is present, permanent bait

stations should be established and the bait

replenished as needed. Supplement with

cereal type anticoagulant baits. Dead mice

should be picked up and baits disposed of

in a safe manner upon conclusion of the

baiting program. Pick up or burn all car-

casses of ses killed.

For use only in areas where there is no -

possibility of food contamination or con-

tamination of surfaces that come in direct

contact with food. Place in mouse runways

or avenues Of travel. Dust tracking powder

into holes, burrows, runways through which

mice travel, from nests to feeding places.

Repeat treatment as necessary. Place in

locations inaccessible to children, pets,

wildlife, and domestic animals, or in

t r roof bait boxes.

Prebait with unpoisoned grain for 3 days.

Scatter tablespoon quantities of bait at

edge of bare ground around the mound on the

side away from the pile of dirt removed
from burrow. Consult Fish and Game author -

-ities for presence of,endangered blac]:-

footed ferret before controlling a specific

I uNn" ---i
...,

Prairie bait :strychnine N/S 03-0.5 S. 0.3 -0.5 11-

dog

11.111

42



mt.-aka

Rate Norway

R8of

(cont)

LOCATION-TYPE

OP TREATMENT

Dry bait

Liquid bait

(cont)

TABLE 2 (Cone)
Application oeRodenticides

DO NOT SUSST1TUTE THESE RECOMMDATTONS FOR /NPOSOIATION ON LAMS

PESTICIDE,
Mac szo1G111/1.0Pm

Percent
Ready mixed baits

Universal concentrate contain

ing diphacinone, fumarin,

ival or PMP. '

diphacinone N/S 0.1

rin N 0.5

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND

Parent
Apply according to directions on

label.

ival N 0.5
warfarin N/S 0.5

pMP N/5 1.1

fs

zinc phosphide 74.4

dihacin bait block

Universal concentrate contain

ing diphacinone. fumarin,

ival or PMP,

dihacinone N S 0.106 S.

fuMarie N/S 0.5 C.

0.005 B.

0.025 P.

0.025 B.

0.025 B.

0.05 B.

(Mix one part by weight

to 19 parts of bait

materials (ground corn,

oats, or other grain).)

1.0-2.0 B. (Nix one or toxicant

with 4h lb bait mater-

ials such as diced

fresh coconut, fish,

ground meat.)

One block r container

According to label directions.

warfarin N/S 0.54 S.

N/S 1.1

0.0015 B.

4.14 B.

0.1 B.

0.01 B.

0.055 B.

(ninsolve the prescrib-

ed amount of concen-

trate in prescribed

amount of water.).

Apply 4 to 16 ounces of bait per placement.

Put baits in locations whre rats feed,

water or travel along walls, in corners and

in concealed plaCes. an utinterrepted

of bait should be maintained for at least

10 days or until all signal Of rodent activ-

ity have stopped. If these, bait sites are

accessible to children, p4ts or domestic

animals, they should be k4pt is tamperproof
boxes. Replace contaminat or exhausted

bait within 24 hours. Wher a continuous

source of infestation is p Sent. Permanent

bait stations should be es ablished and the

bait replenished as needed.110ead rats shou

be picked up and baits dispbsed of in asa

manner upon conclusion of the baiting pro-

gram. Each of tbmrespective dry bait

percentages may be used in cereal baits

which are impregnated in paraffin. The

paraffin bait, blocks may belised in sewers

and other damp outdoor locatione. These

paraffin bait blocks should not be used to

re lace other baits in locations.

to not use foods which will be attractive

to children, such as candy, cookies, nuts

etc. BUILDINGS: Place tablespoon amounts

of bait at 8 to 10 foot intervals where

rats are active, Expose along walls, co

and concealed places. Bait placements s

be inaccessible to children, pets or domes-

tic animals or exposed in tamperproof

collect and destroy uneaten baits at the

end of 72'hours. Do not re-treat with zinc

os hide for 30 da s.

WEIM:=1=112
e liquid bait in gl S s ic ch

watering devices. Place containers where

rats feed, water or travel along walls. In .,

corners and in concealed places.-Anuninte

tweed supply of bait should be maintained

for at least 10 days or until all signs of

i_

rodentsactivity have stopped. If these bait

sites are accessible to children, pets or

(cont)
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.TABLE A-2 (Cont)
Application of Wodenticides

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

LOCATION-TYPE

PEST-STAGE Of TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCK STRENGTB/TONN

APPLICATION:

STRENCTN. RATE, AND FITIOD

I
,

REMARKS

t: Norway

i Roof

(cons)

Liquid bait

(cont)

Percent Percent
(cont)

domestic animals, they should betept in

TAM?exproof boxes. When water is exhhustel,

becomes cloudy or otherwise contaminated, re

place with fresh solution within 241ours.

Remove all other source of water if possible

Where a continuous source of infestation is

present, permanent bait stations should be

established and the bait replenished as

needed. Supplement with cereal type antico-

agulant baits. Solutions and dead rats

should be picked up and disposed of upon

-leti.. of rod nt control tram.

3urrow

fumigation

Calcium cyanide 42.00 D. Apply with foot pump.

seal all exits.
.

Do not use in burrows which extend under

buildings.- Soil should not be txtreoely.dxy.

Registered for military use only and for

outdoor use only.

Best when soil is damp. Ectopataeipes will

be killed also. Begisteredlcm'sdlitary use

only For outdoor use only.

.chuck hurray

fumigation

Calcium cyanide 42.00 D. 2 tablespoons placed

18-20 inches into bur-

row, or use foot pump.

Cover all entrances.

1

. . !

.;

--........,
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TABLE A-3
Chemical Control of Bats and Birds

DO NOT bUBSTITUTE.TRESE AECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

PEST-STAGE

LOCATION-TYPE

OF TREATMENT

PESTICIDE/

STOCX STRENGTH /FORM

APPLICATION:

STRENGTH, RATE, AND METHOD RFIIARKS

Bets Roost-residual

- Percent

No sticides te-istered

Percent

Roost-

repellent

Naphthalene flakes 100.0 C. 100.0 C. Apply 2.5 lb/1006 cu ft
ofattic scatter flakes

trievareVaggge3 EgrAir

Bats may leave at once. but will return
when repellent odor is gone. immediate be

IMIllrnain rernmended to Prevent

Bldtkotrds,

Cowbirds.

gparrouS

In or on nest-Avitrol-R.

ing dfid roost-

tngsttes

N/S 0.5 B. 0.5 S. ready-mixed on wheat or

sorghum grain. mixed

graits,'or corn chops.

See note, tit.'

Blackbirds,

Cowbirds,

Starlings

As directed by

trained pews-

onnel

Avitrol-R. N/S 1.0___,,B. 1.0 D. ready-mixed an corn chops

..

See note, below.

.

Feedlots and

poultry opera-

tions

Starltode-R. N/S 1.0 D. D. Dilute Starkicide accord-
ing to label.

See rote, below. Not registered for cowbird
control.

in or on

roosting sites

Compound PA-14 99.5

ITergito/-2.) N/S

An avian sttessing agent. See note, berm.

Crows As directed by

trained per-

sonnel

Avittol-R. 14/5 1.0 D. 1.0 B. ready-mixed on whole-corn-See

grains.

. .

note,

-----

below.

---4.----
----------

.-----
--..Z....

Gulls 4As directed by'Avitro14.

trained per-

sonnet

N/S 25.0 powder D. Consult label W. prepare

bread bait. -

GUM are protected by law and treaty. Sec-4-

note, below.

Pigeons

(feral' ---"ing

In or on nest-

or roost-

in sites

Avitrol7R. N/S 0.5 B. 0.5 8. ready-mixed on whole corn

grains.

See note, below.

.

sparrows See "Blackbird:, Cowbirds, Sparrows",above.

Starlings 'FeadlotS Avitrol-R. N/S 1.0 P. 1.0 P. Ready-mixed on pelletized

'Wu! feed.

See note, below.

.

.

0.8 B. 0.8 - 8. ready-mixed on corn chops

and peanut butter.

50.0 powder B. Consult label to gepare

bait.

Also set "Blaabirds, Cowbirds, Starlin s love.
.ftipm.....

NO ;

'MEW

.

IT IS MANDATOR'

BY THESE REGULATIONS

THAT useas OF Avtams ACQUAINT

IN ALL BIRD CONTROL ACTIVITIES.

.

THEMSELVES FIRST WITH LOCAL, STATE.

,

AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND BE Wm

.
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TABLE A-4
6, Specific Raeommeadations To Control Wok/ Monis in Srson Regions of do Dad States0

11a Nat' SUBSTITUTE THESE REC0101ENDATIONS FOR INFORMTION ON LABELS

Region' Brush controlled Chemial Rate Remarks ,

1 & 2 Most brush 2,4,54 2 lb. pet acre oc 2 lb./100

gal. wirer (as a drenching

spay)

Buckbrnsh tad hazel 2,4-D 2 lb. per acre . In late May to *Om

Hardtokill species 2,
2,4,5T

3 to 6 lb. iii 10 to 25 gal. oil Use is stem and foliage

"ay
_

Elderberry, elm, eastern red cedar,

sassafras, Stung, sireetium,

sycamore, wales; wild phis,

honeysuckle (top kill) .

2,4D +

2,4,54

.

B lb. per aae

/
. 4

3 Blackberries, brambles, coma

persimmon, prairie rose

2,4,54 3 to 4 lb. in 25 gal. oil + 75

gal. water

Drench foliage; use in

late summa; avoid

drift to cotton

Bucking', skunkbrush 2,4-D 2 lb. per acre

4 Alder, bluejack, post and Turkey

oak, persimmart

.

2,4,54 2 lb. per 100 gal. water Drench foliage of Turkey

oak in *par June; per-

simmoWand-post oak, in

July and August.

Most deciduous upland- hardwoods

.

2,4,54 2 lb. in 5 to 6 gal. oil-water .

emulsion per acre

Aerial spay

Resistant species 2,4,5-T 4 lb. in B to 10811. per Aerial spray

5 Willows and cottonwood 2,4 +
2,4,5T

3 to 4 lb. per 100 Sal. of ,

water

Drench foliage

Chokecherries and wild rose 2,4,54 3 to 4 lb. pet 100 gal. of

water

Drench foliage

(

Sagebrush. 2,4D 2 lb. per acle

4
. ...

eijJ
47

.
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TABLE A-4 (Coat)

Specific Recommendations To Control Woody Plants in Seven Regions of the Wiled Stoles

Region' Brush controlled Cheinical. . Rate' Remarks

6

. ,

Mesquite (original giowth) 2,4,5-1 1/3 lb. per acre in oilltater

emulsion

Use I/2 rit3 /4 lb. per

acre on regrowth

Mesquite (dense stands) 2,4,5-1
,

314 lb. in 2 gal, diesel fuel

;8 gal. water per acre

Shinnery oak 2,4,5-1 , 112 lb. in diesel fuel.% oil-

, water emulsion

Apply annually for 3 years

Post oak !, 2,4,51 i lb. per acre in diesel fuel

or oil-watemmalsion

Appfy'2 successive years

Sand sagebrush

(

2,4-1) 1 lb, per awe in diesel fuel

of oilweer emulsion

,

7 General spraying / 2,4-D +

2,4,5-1

2 lb. in I gal. diesel fuel + .

water to make 40 gal. per

acre

Coyote brush -do- -do-

10 gal. pet acre

Willow

.
-do- -do-

100 gal. pet acre

Aerial spraying in California

.

2 to 4 lb. in 1 gal. diesel

fuel + water to mike 10 gal.

per acre

Individual plants -clo- 4 lb. io..1 gal. diesel fuel

+ 98 gal. water

I
Drenching orgy

Deciduous trees 8 to 12 lb. is 98 gal. diesel

oil
i

Thoroighly wet base of

tree trunk

Evergreens 4 lb. in 1 gal. diesel oil in

90 pl. water

Dienching spray

tSee Figure liar repots.
Rues given are la ovrvalatile ester (ounulations.If volatilization is likely; use an amine slat formulation in water and

1 16CfelSe tile 50 per CM.
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r Method. of application

Basalbark (ttunks

less th;n 6" in

diameter)

TABLE A-4 (Cont)

Hatbicidas for Tooting Larger fins and Bosh ,

IONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS!

Chemical and rate Plants controlled

I I 1,010i

41.111

Ester of 2,4,5T 12 to 16 lb. in 96 to 100 Most hardwood' species

gal. diesel fuel

Stump

Remarks

Covet0 exposed bark just above

guniad line; let spray or down

to bud zone; treat at anytime Of

Eger of 2,40 or 2,4,5T 12 to 16 lb. in Most woody plants CoVer thong* the sew wood of

Cat 'stump and bark to the ground;

Feat at anytime of year

96 pl, diesel fuel

4 to 6 lb. AILS pet gal. valet Asb, boxeldet, coup

wood, maple, plum,

willow

Use 1 tablespoon per 2 inches of

diameter; spray of paint larger

stomps; nse crystals for stomps

wider 2 inches

Frillsc;rdles Ester of 2,4,54 or + 2,4D 16 lb. Most woody plants

per 100 gal. diesel fuel; amine salt of

these Ngbicides is water is satisfactory

in warm weather

"heat at say time of year

AMS

4 lb, per gal. of water Ash, quaking aspen,

hickory, maple, petite,

capon persimmon,

blackjackoak, post;

oak, red oak, sweet gum

Cups or notches AlIIS

1/2 oz. of crystals per notch of cup Treat at anytime of year; space

cup about 6 inches apan

around trunk

Injections Esrey of 2,415T; 53 lb. is MO gal, diesel

fuel; amine salt of 2,454 in water is

preferred in warm weather-

For most bard woods Treat at anytime of year

Ester of 2,4,54 2,4.1); 44 lb. is 100 gal.

diesel fuel; amine salts of these betbi-

cities are preferred in warm weather

Treat at anytime of year
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TABLE A-4.(Cont)

Herbicides for Weed Coghill in Ornamental Plantings

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION N LABELS

Herbicide
Rate'

per acre

Time of

application

Weeds 1
. controlled

Remarks

Soil fumigants

calcium cyanamide 50 to 75 lb.' Preplan' Weedy getminatin

in upper 4" of soil

(fork into top soil; delay seeding

3-6 weeks

Met ham 1 qt.' Preplan Most weeds Work into soil; plant 14 to 30 days

after treatment,

Methyl bromide 1 to 21b.' Pteplaot Most weeds ri

i
/

Use gastight cover; planting may

be done 72 hoots atter covet is

removed

Methyl bromide + chloropicrin

.

300 to 500 lb.. Preplan!
1

Annual and me

aial weed' and
/

grasses /

Use gastight covet 24 to 48 hours;

seeding 48 to 72 hours after

removal of covet; for transplant-

hug, aerate for 7 to 10 days

Methyl isothiocyanate +

chlorinated C5 hydrocarbons

40 to SO gal. Preplan( General weed

control;

Use gastight cover; some weeds

are controlled without cover

-

Selective herbicides

Bensulide 10 to 15 lb. After plants are

established

Germinating crab-

grass and other

annual weed

grasses

For well established plants

.
..

Cacodylic acid I to 2 gal. Post emergence General control of

established

Weeds

Use as directed.spray; inactivated

on contact with soil

IDE( 4 to 6 lb, Post planting in

spring

Germinating annual

. weed grasses and

some broadleaf

weeds

Use as directed spray in

established 0111310tritaiS
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'TABLE A-4 (Cont)

Herbicidal for Ifami Control in Ornamental Plantings

Herbicide
Rates

per acre

Tux of

..apPlicatiOn

seeds

controlled
Remarks

Selective herbicides continued

Chlorpropham 4 to 8lb. Preemergence Gaminatiog annual

,weed grasses and

broadleaf weeds

in conifers

Use as directed spray and avoid

comer with base of plants

DCPA 9 to '12 lb. Preemagence in

early spring

Many germinating

annul weed

grasses and some,

broadleaf weeds

Do not disturb soil after

'application

r

Dirtdobenil

. .

.4 to 6 lb .

)

Spring, late-fair

and early winter

Wide range of

germinating

grigts and

broadleaf weeds

Use is esaffsbed woody,

anamenals .

Dinosrb

.

2 lb. + SO gal.

aromatic oil ,

Post plant in

early spring

t

Established and

germinating

ann. ; weed

grasses and

annual broad-

leaf wads

Use as a directed spray

Ihpllenamitl 4 to 6 lb. Preemerscate Many germinating

annual weed

grasses and

SCOW broadleaf

- weeds

Use in established plantings,

either over top a directed

spray

1:1)-1'( 3 to 6 lb. Pre, Of post

plant

-do.

1

Must be soil incorporated

.

Naptalam

...

4 to 8 lb.
,

Before or after

transplanting
,

.do-

....

Use in woody plants only; direct

spray so asto strike nursery

stock 3" or less above ground
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TABLE A-4 (Cont)'`

Horbicidos for Volition)! In Ontoneatal Plantings

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFOII

Herbicide

,
Rate'

per acre

Time of

opplicagoo

Weeds

cannoned
Remarks

Selective herbicides continued

Notes 1 to, lb. Preemergence General; gamins-

igg weeds

May Ilse is woody and herbaceous

. anamentals; lasts 2 to 4 weeks

Pasqua 1 to 2 qt. MHO weeds me

MS lad
smite

Animal weeds and

tops .21 perennial

weeds

,

Use us directed spray; avoid drift

PCI 4 lb. + 50 gal.

aromatic oil

Post plant is early

spring

?reemergence

Established and

germinating

annul grass an

broadleaf weeds

General, price- 1
ins weeds

Use as directed spray

MaT be used as directed spray,

post emergence

Proaetryne 2 to 3 lb.

Sesooe 3 to 6 lb. -do. Gangetic; maul

weed grasses and

kaudleaf weeds

in confers

Use as &acted spray and avoid

contact with base of plants

Simazine 24/2 to 5 , is fall or spring

before weeds

emerge

Germinating *gaol

weed grasses

and broadleaf

weeds, also

quairms

Far est in eseablishiag woody

ornamentals

Stoddard solvent

Terbacil

50 to 100 gal.

2 so 4 lb.

Post plant when

reeds are up

In spring before

weeds emerge.

General for

establisbed weeds

Germinating anneal

grass and load.

leaf weeds

Use as directed spray oa weed

seedlings between rows

Keep off foliage; do set use on

lawns, walks, or driveways

Trifluralin 0.5 to 1 lb. As preplan in

orameeneals;

when needed in

established

=menials

Germinating annual

grass and Mt'

broadleaf weeds

Must be soil incorporated; long

range control

Rates and concengratioas are in terms of acid equivalent or active ingredients, not necessarily of commercial famalmioa.

2Rete IC( 1,000 square feet.

'Ram fat 100 HUM lett.
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TABLE A-4 (Coat)

Homicides for shed Cooke! in Lawns and Ti;r1
.D0 NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON

Herbicide ,

Rate per

aCrel

Time of

application

Ikeds

convened
Remarks

Grass and broadleaf weeds .

Calcium cyanamide 2,2801b: 3 weeks before seeding fork into a moist and well

prepared seed bed

DCPA 10 to 12 lb. Early to mid-April Crabgrass and many'

other meal grasses

For professional turf manage-

meat; do not use OA dicboa-

dta; do not ved for 3

mouths aft ,3 treatment

Diphenand 8 to 20 lb. Fall and spring. For dichoadra lawns

F.ndodiall 2 lb. llnien moisture favors

gad tett growth

.

-Burclover, heobit,

kapott ed, peony-

won

Tentor. ary turf browning if air

temperature is over 80°F.,

and*

Metham 114 gal. Preplantiog Put on well prepared and fine

seed bed; can seal in with

water without a covet; lasts

about 2 weeks

Methyl bromide 454 lb. When air and soil

temperatures are

above .65°F.

Most species May seed 2 to 3 days after

treatment; poisonous, ova

precautions necessary

Methyl bromide ,

cbloropicrin

-

500 ro 600 lb. -do- . Most species Inject into the soil and cover '

with gas tight cover within

20 minutes; poisonous, extra

precautions necessary; fol-

low directions on label :

Methyl ibothio

rynare i chlor

Mated CI

hydrocarbons
L.

2$ to 57 gal. -do-

,,
0

.

Cover with gas tight cover for

1 week; poisonous, extra

precautions necessary

58
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Herbicides for Weed Control in Lawns orill'ori .

f)0 NOT SUBSTITUTE' THESE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

Herbicide
.s. Rate per

acre'

Time of

application .

Weeds

controlled
Remarks

Grass and broadle4 weed's' continued ) .

Pampa 1 lb. then weeds are in 3 to

5 leaf wage

Prepare seed bed first and let

weed growth stag; after

treatment, seed with little

soil disturbance; always use

an apptopiiate surfactant

Grass weeds

WA 5 to 6 lb. Summer Mostly for crabgrass , If temperature is ovec 93°F.

reduce rate of application

Hoehn Z to 3 lb.

I

Before germination of

annual grasses

Do not use ort bestgrass put.

ring greens; may reseed within

3 months aftet treatment

Bensulide 10 to 20 lb. Mostly for crabgrass Apply to established -turf only;

do not overseed within 6

months aftet treatment

Dalapon . 10 lb. Through season on

actively growing

grass 4

Perennial grasses Will injure all grasses; both

'spot treatment and 'replant;

repeat applications may be

needed;, seed lawn 3 co 4

weeks after last treatment

DSMA 3 to 4 lb. Spring and early summer Crabgrass, dills-

grass sandhi:, fox-

tails, johnsongrass

seedlings and

others; also,

chickweed

May need 1 to 3 applications at i

7 to 10 day intervals; do nor

use on Sr. Augustine or

cearipede grass

/

MSMA 3 to 6 lb. do do do-
/

Petroleum naptha 44 gal. When grasses are in

active growth,

Clumps of some grass

weeds

1
Use with care as a direct spray;

,

will iojure law.° grasses(



TABLE A4 (Cont)

Herbicides for Mood Control in Lowas old Turf

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON

Herbicide
Rote per

Sete

Time of

application

Reeds

controlled

LABELS

Remarks

Grass weeds continued

Sidon 10 lb. Before weed seeds

geminate
p

I

Does oat control annual

bluegrass; will con-

trol crabgrass, fox-

"tails, aid downy

brow grass

Treat before, after, or doting

seeding, water within 3 days

if it does oat rain; use on

bluegrass and fescue lawns; .

cheek susceptibility on

other lawn species

Tetbutol

.

10 to 20 lb.

,

Before gennitation For crabgrass control Use in established lawns; do

not overseed whirl° 6 mood's

after treatment - -
broadleaf weeds

Dicamba 1/2 to 1 lb. then weeds are io

active growth

Red sorrel, knot weed,

clovers, chickweed,

others

.

Keep away from root zone of

trees and ornamentals;

and usually riled with 2,4D

for spraying; use no more

than 1/4 lb./A in lawns

Silvex 3/4 to 1 lb. while weeds are small

.---
Especially chickweed,

ground ivy, and

beobit

.
Apply when there is ample

moisture and airctempera-

LUX of 75°F. or mote

2,441

.

1 to 1t/2 lb. Then weeds are in

active growth

Manz species Choose bright days with tea-

perature near 70:F:; do not

mow for 24 to 48 bouts

2,4.0 amine salt or

1ow v olarile ester

plus detergent

1 to 2 lb. Late wimet or early

sprig I

Knotweed, wild garlic,

and wild onion

Follow directions on label;

repeated moral newton

for wild garlic
...
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TABLE A-4 (Cont)
lierlicirlou for Wetd Comm! in Lam cud Turf

DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECCII1ENDATIONS FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

HerbicideHeieide
Rate pet

acre
Time of

application

'feeds

controlled
Remarks

. .

Broadleaf weeds continued

2,4D plus dicamba

a silver

4

0.25 + 2 lb.

,

Into weeds are small

I

Chickweed, clover,

&alit, hawed, and

red sorrel

Do not exceed recommended

'rate; Intl trees, shrubs,

and flowers by spraying in ,.

toot zone of shrubs; pre-

vent drift

Potinds of active ingredient.

. o.

r

1

1

I

r



TABLE A -4 (Cont)

WWII,: To Coates! Aopotic wands
SE RECOMMENDATIONS-FOR INFORMATION ON LABELS

Herbicide
Rue of

application'
Time of

applieation

Weeds .

eonuolled
Remarksi

Panel,' sedges on irrigation and drainage ditehbanks

imittole or
amittole-T

5 to 20 11./A On young growth

before beading

Tall sedges Repeat every 6 to 8 weeks as needed;

use only in drainage ditches or'

.marsbes; do not COntleinate irriga-

tion or potable IOW supplies

Dalapon
t

15 1.1)/A

-

On young growth

10 to 15" tall

.

Repeat every 6 CO 8 weeks as needed; may be

used in wet stIply reservoirs provided the

eoncenttation does notezeeed 0.1 mg/1 io
the tcaervoir; may be usedia irrigation
gate.' provided the sodium contint of the

irrigated soil is not etitieal.

Fuel oil

witb diooseb

100 to 160 gal./A -do-
I

Use 2 to 3 pts. of dinoseb per 100 gal.

of fuel oil; avoid contamination of

irrigation or potable iota

2,4-D 6 to 8 SiA -do- Repeat as accessary; avoid eontamina-

lion of irrigation or potable watet

Floating weeds (unattaebed, tops above watet)

AmitrolT

.

1 to 1.51b./A When actively

growing

Water hyacinth Use only in drainage diteb or marshes;

do not use treated water for domestic

at irrigation purposes except as'spee-

ified oa the label g

Diquat (catioa) 0.5 to. I p.p.m.

1 to 1.5 lb./A

Time al active

gtowtb

Duekweed, water

byaeintb, valet
lettuce

Inject in water cv spray on foliage; do

sot use treated valet fat tea days
after treatment

Sikes fester/ 8 lb./A At first bloom Alligatreweed

r

Repeat, 2 to 4 applieatiors as needed;

do nor use treated water for domestic

purses ezeept as specified ba the

lad
2,4-D amine

salts
2 to 4 1L/A When weeds are

in active
growth

General control

alligatorweed,

duckweed,

waterfall,

watet leuuce

Repeat every 4 to S weeks as needed;

include oil and emulsifier for duck-

weed and watet lettuce. Do not use
treated water except as specified on

the label

66
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TABLE A -4 (Cons)'

Hatbicidos To Control Aquatic Weeds
DO NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMENDATIONS FOR INFO

Herbicide
Rate of

appIiCating

Time of

application

LON ON LABELS

Weeds

1,

Remarks

7-

Emerscd and marginal weeds 461

(tooted order water, tops above water, or growing inurec toil)

- Aoki° le 6 to 12 Ro./A Fully beaded or

post heading

stage

Bulrushes and

. cattails
Use only in drainage ditches or noshes;

do not use contaminated water Iv:- domes-

tic or irrigation ptoposes

knit:vie or
atairtole-T

8 to.16 lb. / A On young growth

before beading

Perennial it cs

aod sedges( 1

Apply in 200 to 400 gal. water as a ground

spray; 1010 15 gal. watcios an aerial

spray; use only in drainage ditches or

marshes; do oor use created water for

domestic or irrigation pucposes

Dalapon 15 to 30 lb./A -do- Cattails Apply io 100 to 400gal. water as a ground

20 to 30 lb./A -do- Fermin 1 grasses

and s dges

spray; 10 to 15 gal. water as an aerial

spray; may be used in water supply reser-

voirs provided the concentration does not

eieeed 0.1 mg/I io the reservoir; may he

used in irrigation water provided the sodium

cootcar of the irrigated soil is oot critical,

Salves (ester) f 8 lb./A Ac first bloom.

.

Rooted, emersed

al1Ligntotweed
/

/

Apply 2 to 4 applications as Deeded io

150 to 200 gal. water per acre; do not

use created water for domestic or irri-

&Asian purposes aces as,specificd on

label -

2,4-D (low-

volatile
esters)

2,4-D (low-

volatile
esters)

4 ro 6 lb./A Ar first beading Bulrushes and

cattails

Apply in 1:20.oil-water rondsipn at 150

to 200 gal. per acre; precautions as

above

Ito 4 IbiA

.

-do-

I I

Artowbcad, white

water lily, and

other plants with

wary leaves

Apply in oil or oil -rata emulsion (I:10'

or 1:20); precautions -us above
.

.
.

2,4.0,

or silvez

2 to 4 lb./A Then weeds art

actively

glowing

General for broad-

leaf weeds

Spray in 200 gal. water per acre; pre-

cautions as above .-,

,
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TABLE A-4 (Cant)
Hagan To Control Aquoile Weeds

I,: ; 11 1,, ;

*4.

Herbicide
late of

application'

Time of

application

Weeds .

controlled I
Renmdts

Submersed weeds

(ups mosrly under water, royally tooted or anchored)

In ponds, lakes, and reservoirs

Copper sulfate

(pentahydrate,

dark blue)

Copper Sulfate

Copper sulfate

(pentahydrate,

dark blue)

0.1 to 0.5 p.p.m:w. Early stage of

growth

Algae, blunteect ....Apply as crystals or powder; repeat as

necessary

0.5 to 1 p.p.m.st. Algae,

f ilameatoas

In soft dater, safe oa most fish except

tram; safe in potable tater

1 to 2 p.p.m.w. In hard water, injurious to mos Nish;

safe in potable water

Dichlobenil

Diquac (cation)

7 to 10 /13./A

ID ro 15 lb./A

0.5 to 1.5 p.pan.w.

Rooted or

anchored weeds

Follow dirertios oo label. Do not use

treated water for domestic or irriga-

peposes.

When new growth

starts

Endothall ' 0.05 to 0.2 p.p.m.w.

(diemthylaikylar

mine salts)

Endothall

(disodium sac)

-0

do- Rooted or

anehored weeds

except elodea

and wild celery

Broadcast on water surface; use heavier

race if water is more than 31 deep

'Apply on the surface or inject below; do

not use treated water for domestic or

irrigation purposes fa 10 days after

treatment

F damentots .

algae

Apply on the surface or inject below; do

not use treated water for domestic or

irrigation purposes for 7 days am;

treatment

O. ro p.p.m.w. RoOred or

anchored weeds

except, chara

For spot VrearioeOr or where wok fish

kill is not objectionable; precautions'

as above

1 to 4 p.p.m.w. -do- Consult fish and wild life specialists

before use; precautions as above.

66
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TABLE A-4 (Coot)

Herbicides To Control Aquatic Weeds

NOT SUBSTITUTE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

Herbicide
Rate of

application'

Eat of

application

seeds

controlled
. Remarks

,
Submersed weeds

(tops mostly under water, usually toted or aachoted)

In Ponds, Lakes, and Reservoirs - continued

Fence 15 ro N lb./A

-

When lake bottom

or shorelines

are exposed

-do- Keep water down for at least 3 weeks; do

not use treated watet for domestic or

irrigation purposes

2,4-1) (ester)

(granule or

pellet form)

20 to 40 lb./A -do- -

.

-do- r

except elodea,

wild celery, and

some pond weeds

Toxic to some fish; apply to surface of

water. Do not use newt] water for

domestic or irrigation purposes.

-.».

Silvex

(potassium

salt)

1.5 to 2 p.p.m.v.

or 5 iti./A. ft.

-do- -do- Apply to surface or inject below water

surface. Do not use treated water for

domestic or irrigation purposes.

Irrigation and drainage canals-flowing water e

Actolein 1 to 2.5 gal. c.f.s. Theo weed

infestation'

starts

All species of

algae and sub-

raised weeds

Use special equipment; apply below stir-

face; toxic to fish; do not use mated

water for domestic purposes

0.1 to 0.6 p.p.m.w. -do- -do- Inject into /arse rank (200 ro 2,000 or

more c.f.s.) at one location furl to.48- _. _

hours

Aromatic

solvents

txylene)

8 to 10 gal. c.f.s.

(300 to 740

p.p.m.w. in 30

.0 60 minutes)

Before weeds

become matted

-

Most submersed

species except

water plantain

Avoid fire hazard; treat water at inter-

vats of 2 to 4 miles down canal. Do

not use tteated water for domestic

purposes.'

Irrigation and drainage canals-flow stopped or greatly reduced

Acrolein 4 to 7 p.p.m.w. -do. -do. Apply below surface; toxic to fish; do

ant use treated water fa domestic

purposes
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Herbicide

TABLE A-4 (Cont)
Adria/5 To Cordial Aquotie Weeds

JIIKELSILILUMEMESE_RECOREMOLUE

Rate of: ; Time of 'Weeds

applicatid application coritolled
Remarks

Irrigation and drainage canalsflow stopped or greatly reduced continued

Dic plat (cationl ti.n to t.) p.p.m.w. then weed starts Most submersed Apply above or below surface; allow at_

to pow weeds least 12 hours exposure; do not use

treated water for domestic or irrigation

purposes for 11 days alter treatment

lindothall

. idime.thylaikyla-

mine salt)

11 to 4 p.p.m.w. -tIo -do Apply above or below surface; toxiL to

fish; do not use' treated water for

domestic Of arigation purposes for 14

days after treatment

Reservoirs and large canals carrying potable water

Copper Sulfate 0.6 to I p.p.m.w.

pernahydrate)

r

err JfilICOUS

Continuous during Most algae-and heavy applications early in season;

growing season submersed reduce as water temperature rises

weeds

033-to / Periodically during

wowing season

Light rates for soft water; crystals Jis

Solve very slowly; may be suspended in

burlap bap

'tors ao3toacentration. s arc in toms of acid equivalent or actilve iopedicot:5o4 not necessarily, or usually, of commercial tomulation.
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.CONTEiNTS
Page Key 1
B-1 MOSQUITOES:

United States
Pictorial key to some common adults (female) of the

B-2 DOMESTIC FLIES: Pictorial/key to cobinion species in Southern United
States

B-3 PLEAS: Pictorial key to some common speeits..in the United States

34
13-5

B-6

B-7

13-8

13-9

8-13

8-14

B-15

8-16

TICKS: Pictorial key to soul common species

MITES: Pictorial key to sorer common, sflecim of public health importance

SCORPION& Pictorial key ito some common United States species1 /
MILLIPEDES: Key to some*ssportant United States species

CENTIPEDES: Key to sor4 Osrtant United States species

SNAKES: Key to venomouYiPies in the United States

COCKROACHES: Pictoriil key' to some common species

ANTS: Key to some common species

MOTHS: Key to some species' commonly associated with stored foods.

BEETLES: Pictorial key to some species commonly associated with stored
foods
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APPENDIX B
IDENTIFICATION KEYS TO SOME IMPORTANT ARTHROPODS. REPTILES, BIRDS, AND

MAMMALS

MOSQUITOES: PICTORIAL. KEY TO SOME COMMON ADULTS WEVALE) OF THE UNITED STATES
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4114 via WSW

DOMESTIC FLIES; PICTORIAL REir TO COMMON SPECIES IN SOUTHERN U.S..
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t. FLEAS: PICTORIAL KEY TO SOME COMMON SPECIES IN THE MIND STATES
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MITES: PICTORIAL REY TO SOME COMMON SPECIES OF PUBLIC HEALTH IMPORTANCE
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SCORPIONS: PICTORIAL KEY TO SOME COMMON UNITED STATES SPECIES (/
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MILLIPEDES: KEY TO SOME IIIPORTANT UNITED STATES SPECIES

1. 20-21 body segments

More than 29 body segments 3

2. Legs with basal spines Pleproleenie; beitleri (=Pomo& virginiensis)

Less without basal spines Pseadopolydesenns Jemmies

lwitiVriagfftiftfaignittaa.ri

Norm,: ensoricatars , --
3. Body segment 3 with legs Nareeks aseericasas (=Spin:041as ousr6ireatss)

Body segment 3 without legs arathyiblas pasillas {=Joises virgiuss)

Sri

Brsabyisive pessitius
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CENTIPEDES: KEY TO SOME IMPORTANT UNITED STATES SPECIES

1. II dorsal plates: IS pairs of long . EASTERN HOUSE CENTIPEDE, Seuagera eleopgrait

More than 14 dorsal plates ...

2. 15 pairs of legs (Lithohisol

5eutigara desperate

.. 3
21-23 pairs of legs {Seoloper4521 4

More than 30 pairs of lege Weophaus/ 5

3. Anteluta 19-23 segmented .tiataigus auisiderogatus

4.-"Armenrsi 33.43 segmented Litho blue ferfleagus

4. Adal legs as long as or longer thas 3 termisal-body segments

WESTERN HOUSE CENTIPEDE. Sealapeadeo hems

Anal leas shorter thas 3 terminal body segments Sealapeltdra Morsigalte

/ '//// 1.' / ( /llii/J f f / f I /If 1 //// er
`Jr'.. _ I 1 i 1 i I J i i 1 1 . r 1 r , Jr.. _ , , 101m..,.. i A

/111141616101111111nritegell1 1 4 % , t i l l i I 1 ; 1 1 % \
, - 1\ \IN% %11 Ii t 1% %%\ I. A.i
. i \ k \ N \,, k % 1, \ ' \ \ '' \

.

Scolop end.. hares

5. 4:-S3 pairs of legs 1 6

64.6: pairs akless Ceapkilug ealifarnieus
.

6. With 2 longitudinal black tiros Ceopotilus !abogris

Without longitudinal Diary lines
'N..

.Ceophitas satbrutiess efe.,0/

-4?

&2
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SNARES: PICTORIAL KEY TO VENOMOUS SPECIES DI UNITED STATES
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COCKROACHES: PICTORIAL KEY TO SOME COMMON SPECIES
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ANTS: KEY TO SOME COMMON SPECIES

Pedicel waist") I-segmented 2
Pedicel 2-segmented ,

Petiole (male an palled) poorly developed. Miklos beneath abdomen
(Theinome sessile) ODOROUS HOUSE ANT

Petiole well-developed. erect. not hidden beneath etbdINIMIA 3

3. Tip of abdomen without circlet d bairn (Ititiormyremx bursitis)
Tip of abdomen with circlet of hairs (Cthimmeoras Ithitholoakus

penesylvenicus)

ARGENTINE ANT

BLACK CARPENTER ANT

4. Mead and therm with iwwwtous spines (Ana termite) TEXAS LEAF-CUTTING ANT
Hood and thorax spineless or with I pair of spines on the posterior thorax

S. Therm and heed arrested with "fingerprints"; posterior thorax with
single pelts of spines (Tetramarine conspitted

Theran'end heed rillisoof "fingerprints"; 0k:ferior thorax without spines

eedicel entente! Club

PAVEMENT ANT
6

rn

lthanamarivat phi:monis

6. Amounted club 2-soptumted
Antenna! club 3.segmented

Selenopsis nallasta

8
7

7. Shiny-block (kbnamerivo minimum) LITTLE BLACK ANT
Yelionish.red (Montheorium pharaenis)

.

8. house infesting ants (Selenopsis moieste) THIEF ANT
Outdoor

. -
9

9. Madibles strongly iacenmi (Solakepsis fptheinaea) TROPICAL FIRE MT
lAstelibles not strongly incurred 10

- _

l'..1. Dermal :errant of heed with largo comae, sconmed punctures
(Selenopeis sawrissinto var. richteri) IMPORTED FIRE ANT

cle,sai swipes of heed without imnthwes (510papsis xyloo0 SOUTHERN FIRE ANT
trot-a*

PHARAOH ANT

60 B-14
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MOTHS: REY TO SOME SPECIES COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH STORED FOOD

1. Caterpillars 2
Adult moths 5

2. Pinkish larvae up to 3/5-inch long living in silicon tubes and pro-
ducing matter webbing in the infested food (Anagasto Who-dot:4)

MEDITERRANEAN FLOUR MOTH
*oafish tones* with or without black or orange markings 3

3. Black hood and prothorox; *tango markings of both ands of the body;
living in silken tubes (Pyroles forinalis) . MEAL MOTH

Without black head and profiterole 4

4. White to greenish-white lemma producing matter webbing in the infested
food tPteretie interpuncrefio) INDIAN 711EAL MOTH

Whitish; not producing matted webbing; living inside kernels of grain
aftotroga ceroolollat ANOCUMOIS GRAIN MOTH

5. Wings unicolorous to 'slightly spotted; long fringe at mow of wings
(Sorenson cereciella) ANGOUMOIS GRAIN MOTH

Wings heavily dark marked 6

6. D.ssai half of front wings dark; basal half light (Plosfio ;IOW*
pun:relic) INDIAN MEAL MOTH

Wings riot so marked 7

7. Bona' and distal thirds of front wings dark; middle portion of front
wings light (Py.ohs farinairs) MEAL MOTH

Front wings pole gray with transverse wavy block markings
(*snooty kubriello) MEDITERRANEAN FLOUR MOTH

ti

Artgoumois Grain Moth

B-I 5
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BEETLES: PICTORIAL KEY TO SOME SPECIES COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH STORED FOODS /
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NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of
these carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The text that
follows the Objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the'
information give you a check on your achiivement. When you complete them, see if your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective
and its text.

Introduction to Entomology
_

MAN HAS BEEN in contact with different types of
insects -and --posts% duridg his entire existence. These
insects and pests exceed 2,000.000 known species,
and scientists are constantly discovering new ones
during their scientific studies and explorations. The
results of these studies and explorations indicate that
when all insects are known, their number will exceed
7.000.000 species.

Today. as we frequently come in contact with in-
sects. most of us look upon them as pests. but not as
either harmful or tieneficial to us. We seldom stop to
consider the many insect-borne diseases or the many
insect-produced products on the market. Do you know
that honey, silk. lacquer. and many other commercial
products come from insects? You may not like the
thought, but some insects are edible. "In contrast.
many species of insects, rodents, and related pests
seriously affect man. They affect,military operations
by spreading disease. reducing efficiency of personnel.
or destroying property.

One might ask. "How does mankind know so
much about, insects?" Well. insects, have pesteced
humans so long that tgrarePe forced to study their
habits to find ways to control them. The knowledge
thus gained soon became a factor in mankind's fight
for health and survival. To -adequate;,! control an
insect, mankind needs to know its characteristics
-and breeding habits, So began the study which is
known as entomology.

Entomology is the science that deals with insects,
which make up the majority of our economic pests.
These insects and pests are of many species and
varieties and live practically everywhere except on
the open sea,. They live and breed in most of the ma-
terials used by Irian: soil, water, and air. The factors
determining their survival are the variations of cli-
mate and the- lack or surplus of food, water, and
shelter; however, many insects can adapt amazingly
to changes in environment.

The science of entomology is divided into two major
categories: economic and medical. The economic
category has been subdivided into five branches.

which group insects according to their destructive
activities. The medical categoty.(to be discussed later)
establishes the insect-borne diseases and the insects
respOnSible for them.

For the present, these are the five major, groups of
the economic category:

a. Agricultural. The agricultural branch deals
with the growing of field and truck crops. This area
includes many.types of insecticides which cause death
to insects frem eating. direct contact, or breathing.

b. Horticultural. This branch deals with the wooded'
plants which are attacked by insects.

c. Veterinary. Veterinary entomology is closely
associated with medical entomology and deals with
the control of insects that attack domestic animals.
This branch is divided into two,areas. One area deals
with insects that hiltst the animal internally, and thi
other deals with those that bite, sting, or otherwise
irritate the animal.

d. Stored product pests. This field is concerned with
the control of insects that attack foodstuffs, and the
method by which the food may be guarded and the
insects eradicated.

E. Household pests. These pests are the same as
the stored product group and can be controlled by
the same methods.

In addition to entomological functions, you will be
concerned with activities pertaining to botany (the
science of plants) and zoology (the science that deals
with animals). Therefore. this CDC will provide you
with an understanding of the fundamental principles
and procedures involved in the identification, control,
and eradication of arthropod, vertebrate, and vegeta-.
tine pests. In this chapter we discuss systematic bi-
ology:ttie Animal Kingdom, orders of common insects,
and the arthropods.

Remember, you will be working with apprentice
pest managers, and other specialists and technicians
to accomplish the functions mentioned above. The
procedures used for a job to be done are established
by the civil engineer or your supervisor as we have
already discussed.
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1-1: Arthropod Taxonomy
It is impossible to determine the scientific name of

an insect,without the aid of an orderly arrangement or
classification of species.

This section deals with the procedures in.which the
naming of living organismsoccurred.' The word
"taxonomy" is defined- -slinply as the science of clas-
sification;---

As pest managers .we must have a knowledge of
the system used in naming or_classifying.livialsrhan;
isms-and' the method used in writinlithese niniii, 1
and recognition. Bklieve it or nor. at one time there
was no recognized standard system of classification.
Imagine how confusing this must have been, having
no' recognizable name.

200. Define and state the purpose of systematic
biology.

Systematic Biology. Systematic biology is the ar-
rangement of living things into groups having similar
characteristics. Our discussion here should help you
understand (1) the beginning of systematic biology.
(2) the binomial system of nomenclature, and (3) the
Animal Kingdom.

Even from the early beginning, people have at-
tempted to harness nature and its resources, but found
that it was Only through the knowledge of things (ani-
mal and plant) that people could satisfy their needs
and subsist in their environment. People also learned
thit once the identity of a living thing (plant or ani-
mal) was established. they could further describe it,
learn more ab'out it, and use thii knowledge to obtain
their on ends. Animals needed standardized and
universally accepted names so people would know
which animal they were talking about. The identity
of the animal became the key to all know-Wage per-
taining to it.

Because of the large numbers of living things.
people discovered it was impossible to' identify them
without an orderly system of. classification; therefore,
the systematic biology system of identification and
atrangement began.

In 350 BC, Aristotle, a Greek philospher, suggested
a classification of plants and animals. This was ac-
cepted throughout the Middle Ages. In the first at-
tempts to describe and relate living_ animals, only
generalized body structures and habits were consid-
ered. With increased knowledge and the rapid dis-
covery of new species. a better system of classification
was evolvedthe binomial system of nomenclature.

Exercises (200):
I. Systematic biology is defined as

c.Z. The system which provides an orderly system of
classification is known as

/ 2

..

...::,-

3. Systematic biology was established NO provide eb,
- --and -- accepted names. di'

201. Define the binomial system of nomenclature and
identify the genus and specie in examples provided.

Binomial System of Nomenclature. The binomial
system of nomenclature was proposed by Carl
Vonlinne, a Swedish naturalist, in 1758 when he pub-
lished the first extensive and practical book on animal
nomenclature. It was a systematic means of applying
two names to an organism and became the foundation
of modern systematic biology. This publication named
and described 4379 species of animals. Our present
system of nomenclature is based on the 10th edition
of this publication, and all scientific names listed have
been accepted to the present day.

Now that you know the term "binomial system of
nomenclature" means applying two names to an or,
ganisrn, you must know what two names are used, the
method by which it is written, and how it can be
recognized in other publications, remembering that
this is a standard procedure and is universally recog-
nized. The two words used, genus and specie (which
we will discuss later in this section), constitute a
scientific name. When the scientific name is written,
the first name refers to the genus and always begins
with a capital letter. The second name refers to the
specie and begins with a small letter. The genus
usually is the noun and the specie is the adjective,
which is a common occurrence in Latin:The scientific
name can be recognized in publitations by being
printed in italics, with the first letter of the genus
being capitalized and the first letter of the specie
being a small letter. When the scientific name is
written without being italicized, both names are
underlined along with the first letter of the genus
being capitalized and the first letter of the specie
being a small letter, so as to appear in this manner.
Anopheles quadrimaculatus.

Although it is very important to know what consti-
tutes a scientific name and how to recognize it, this
course deals prirairily with common names.

A common name is a name in English of an unde-
fined number of words, usually descriptive of the
animal's structure, coloration, or habits. Common
American 'arthropod pests have been assigned stand-
ardized natives by the American Association of Eco-
nomic Entomologists; these names are published by
this organization for interested persons.

NOTE: Most arthropod pests and vector studies in
this CDC have correct and standardized common
names. Only in a few cases will you be responsible
for their scientific nafne, for example, Anopheles.
Cukx. etc. Colloquial names (those used in certain
areas of the country) are actually considered unsuit-
able in systematic biology and (if seen in this volume)
are included only to identify types of insects that you
have seen before. These colloquial names, if used. will
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be enclosed in quotes ("popping bugs." "daddy long-
legs," "devil horses," etc.).

Exercbes (201):
I. Define binomial system of nomenclature.

2. Identify genus in the following example by
circling the ppropriate word. Pulex irritans

3. Identify the specie in the following example by
circling the appropriate word. Muses domestica

4. Combining the two names, genus and specie con-
stitute a

102. Identify the classification nomenclature divisions
of the Animal Kingdom.,

Classification Nomenclature Divisions. All Jiving
things are classified according to their sexually mature
structure and are divided into the Plant and Animal
Kingdoms; however, there are some living things
(viruses, rickettsiae, and spirochaetes) which cannot
be assigned definitely to either kingdom and are recog-
nized as the Undefined Kingdom. The Animal King-
dom is made up of a number of major divisions, or
PHYLA (singular, PHYLUM). The Phylum Chordata
contains all the animals with a backbone, including
humans and other mammals, birds, reptiles, and fish.
The Phylum Arthropods contains about 86 percent
of all described animal species. Members of this
phylum have segmented bodies, jointed appendages,
and an exoskeleton. The arthropods ar divided into
CLASSES including Class InsigitiFtsects; Class
Arachnida - ticks, mites, spiders. scorpions, and
others; Class Ctustacea - crabs, shrimp, copeods, and
others; Class Chilopoda - centipedes; and Class
Diplopoda .- millipedes. Each class is comprised of a
number of major groupings called ORDERS, such as
the Order Diptera, or true flies. Each order is made up
of FAMILIES, such as the Family Culicidae, or
mosquitoes: Each family is comprised of one or more
GENERA. such as the genus Cukx. and each genus
has one or more SPECIES. such as pipiens, the house
mosquito.,,which has several SUBSPECIES, such as
Culex pipiens pipiens, the northern house mosquito.

Understanding the classificatio n.nomenc latu re divi-
sions may be simplified by comparing them to a pyra-
mid, because beginning at the top there are only a few

3

divisions, and as you descend the scale the divisions 1)14
get much broader. The following paragraphs will re-
iterate the classification nomenclature divisions of
the Animal Kingdom beginning at the top.

The Animal Kingdom. The Animal Kingdom is
divided into universally recognized groups of closely
related animals. One group is shown in figure I-I.
This kingdom is one of three basic groups of natural
objects that comprise all living and extinct animals.
The Aninal Kingdom contains several Phyla.

Phylum..Phylum is the first major taxonomic unit:
comprised of organisms sharing a fundamental pat-
tern of organization and presumably a common de-
scent. This is the largest group of animals and con-
tains many classes.

Cass- There are many classes involved in a single
phylum, and within each class there are many orders.

Order. Classes are divided into major groups iden-
tified as orders. Living things which have common
major characteristics are placed into a specific order.

'Features which are generally used for placement into
a specific order are presence or absence of wings,
number of wings, type of wings, type of mouthparts,
and type of metamorphosis. This will be discussed iii
more detail later within the section titled "Arthropod
Morphology."

Family. Family is still a further breakdown in the
classification nomenclature division of the Animal
Kingdom. Within each order there may be numerous
family groups of which there will be basic similar
characteristics which place it in a particular. family.
Family names can most often be recognized and dis-
tinguiihed from other divisions by the word ending
with "idae." -

Genus. Genus is the next step in classification, and .

at this point identification is almost complete., Famil-
iarization with thii nomenclature- division is very
essential to the entomologist in order to identify a
specific organism.

Specie. Specie is the last major division within the
clafsification nomenclature. This final (in most cases)
identification process .is most important since habits
and habitats of various species of the same genus may
vary greatly, thus affecting the type of control' meas-
ure you wish to use. This is a distinct group. of animals
that have well - defined characteristics in common with
each other and are capable of producing offsprings
with the same characteristics.

Subspecie. When individual species vary from their
normal form in structure, coloration, habits, etc.. they
are often referred to as subspecie, strain: or race.

Exercises (202):
I. The first step in classification consists of placing

an organism into the proper
2_ A group that is comprised entirely of orders within

the classification division is identified as

. 3. The group that is comprised entirely of species is
identified as
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ANIMAL KING OM

I \
PHYLUM CORDATA

notochord
paired gill slits

1
CLASS MAMMALIA

warm blooded
body hair

suckle their young .

1

ORDER PRIMATES
four limbs

1 ,each bearing five digits
digits have nails

I-

FAMILY HOMINIDAE
larger brain

higher learning capacity
less body hair

I

MAN
homo sapiens

FAMILY PONGIDAE
smaller brain

lower learning capacity
more body hair

I

APE
various genera,

Figure I-I. Animal relationshipman and ape.

4. The term "Arthropoda" would be contained in the
group.

5. The group that immediately precedes and succeeds
the group that contains classes is
(preceding) and (succeeding).

6. The factor that has the most bearing on how all
living things are classified is

. 1-2. Arthropod Morphology
Morphology is a branch of biology that deals with

the form and structure of animals and "plants. Mor-
phology defined is a study of the forms, relations,
metamorphosis, and phytogenetic development of
organs apart from their functions.

This section will enable you to understand more
fully the ,principles discussed in the previous section
on taxonomy and will identify characteristics that
place an organism into a particular group. We will be
primarily concerned with the__Anintal Kingdom;

4

4.0

. .
especially the Phylum Arthropoda, because the
greatest majority of pests that we are concerned with
are within this group.

203. Differentiate between the physical structures as
the Phylum Arthropods and the Phylum Chordate.

Comparison of the Physical Structure of Higher
Animals and the Insects. Everyone knows that we as
humans are different from insects, and we also know
that we are classified as the highest animal form; but
many do not know what constitutes the difference in
the physical structure. Like it or not, insects are

. placed in the same kingdom as we are (Animal King-
dciim). but at this point there are many differences;.
thus, a separation begins within the classification
system_ Table 1 -I illustrates the divisions by compari-

-son of man and mosquito. which is an insect Both
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TABLE 1-1
THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR A MOSQUITO AND MAN

Name of Category Mosquito Man

KINGDOM

PHYLUM

CLASS

ORDER

FAMILY
(Note family
names end in
idae in zoology)

GENUS

ANIMAL -- capable of motion;
no chlorophyll. ,

i

ARTHROPODA--jointed append-
ages; exoskeleton; dorsal heart;
i entral' nerve cord; cold blood.
14 a.-ta f... AG.

. fl(ODOTA- -three pairs of legs;
one pair of antennae; wings
usually present.

DIPTERAtwo wings; second
pair of wings modified into
halters or balancers; sucking
mouthparts; complete
metamorphosis.

Culicidae- -The true mosqui-
toes. Adult with scales on
wings, elongate proboscis,
wings usually longer than
abdomen

Culex (Latin for mosquito)
(note that the generic name
of any. animal is capitalized
and written in italics)'

ANIMALcapable of motion;
no chlorophyll.

C HORDA TA --jointed. append-
ages; endoskeleton; ventral
heart; dorsal nerve cord

MAIMALIA--mammary glands}
for suckling young hair;
four- chambered heart; warm
blood.

PRIMATES- -Limbs elongate,
"hands" and-ufeet" enlarged,
often with a thumb, each of
five digits with flattened or
Cupped nails.

Horainicia&-The family of
man.

Homo (Latin for man)

SPECIES pipiens (note that the species sapiens (Latin for learned)
.. name is always written in

small letters and in italics).
This speciesname refers to
the piping or whining sound

. of the flying mosquito.

SUBSPECIES fatigans sapiens

AUTHORITY Wiedemann, 3828 Linnaeus, 1758

man and mosquito are classified as animal, because
both are capable of motion and neither has chloro-
phyll, which is a prerequisite for placement in the
Animal Kingdom. Using the binomial system of
nomenclature. man is identified as Homo sapiens

5

(which is Latin for learned man). Looking at table
I-1. the mosquito, discussed is scientifically named
Culex pipiens (which is Latin for whining mosquito).
Notice the characteristics which lead to the final
classification. In each case, both are classified ac-
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cording to a specific characteristic using Latin words
for these characteristics. In almost every case. Latin
words are used in the scientific naming process.

Man and insect, as you have already seen, are
within the same kingdom: but from this point on,
there are many differences, and the further we move
down the classification system the broader the dif-
ferences become. Phylum is the-next step in the clas-
sification system that must be discussed. The mosquito
is classified in the Phylum Arthropods because it
has jointed appendages and an exoskeleton (skeleton
on outside). Man is placed in the Phylum Chordata
which have jointed appendages and endoskeletons
(skeleton on inside). Even though man and mosquito
are in different Phyla, they are still closely related.

Ma'

Exoskeleton

with exception to the type of skeleton system eac
possesses (comparison shown in fig. I-2). Class is the
next major division of the classification sat,
here the mosquito is placed in the Class In.ee
class includes all animals that have three body regions,
three pails of walking legs, one pair of antennae,
and usually wings. The class in which man is included
is Mammalia. which means that man must have
mammary glands and hair; a dome, there are other
qualifications that must be met, such as having a"
four -chambered heart and warm blood. But remem-
ber, we are only concerned with the physical structure
in this section. The order .is the last comparison that
we will make between the mosqiito and man. because
the basic differences should be fully realized and
understood before continuance of. the breakdown.

figure Exir skefrton and rrtdoskeiegort.
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The mosquito is classified as Diptera. The Order
Diptera means having two wings with a second pair
of winds modified into .halteres or balancers. sucking
mouthparts, and complete metamorphosis (develop-
ment process).

Man comes under the Order of Primates because
they have long limbs, enlarged hands and feet, often
have thumbs, and each of the five digits has flattened
or cupped nails.

Exercises 4203):
1. Using table 1-1. complete the following statements:

a. The classification nomenclature division for
which both man and mosquito is the same is

b. is the separating classification
division of man and mosquito.

2. Cornplett the following statements:
a. The prerequisites for an organism to be classi-

fied as an animal is that it must be
b. The primary difference in the physical structures

of the Phylum Arthropoda and Chordate is that
the Phylum ).rthropoda have

204. Matcn the arthropod classes with the appropriate
class identification and select the correct response for
statements concerning classes of arthropods.

Phylum Arthropoda. An arthropod, as you have al-
ready found. is an animal that possesses jointed
appendages and an exoskeleton. In addition to these
characreristics, an arthropod also has a segmented
body. meaning his body is divided into two or more
sections. The arthropods outnumber all other groups
of animals. Included in this group are crayfish. sow,
bugs. horseshoe crabs. scorpions. spiders. ticks. mites.
centipedes. insects, etc. Arthropods can be found
everywhere, and it is possible for them to live in water.
on ground. in the ground. or in the air. From the
standpoint of human suffering and economic loss, the
Pnylurri-Aithropoda presents the most concern to man

.1n classification of arthropods the varied structures
are grouped into classes. This phylum is generally
divided into file classes: Crustacea. Chilopoda.
Diplopoda. Arachnida. arid' aral:"-ii:Ir`i many cases
arthropods are beneficial to man by providing food
and materials: however. many compete with man for
food. destroy lawns. shrubbery. homes, and transmit
diseases. Throughout this courseivy.ou will be con-
cerned primarily with the Class }rriteVal'irria rach-
nida: the remaining classes. Chilopoda. Diplopoda.
and Crustacca. are less important.

In the next few paragraphs you will' he looking at
and stud} ins the physical structures of the var;ous

classes of arthropods. We will explain the characteris- C
tics of each to enable you to understand the basis for
placing an organism in a particular class.

The Class Arachnida (scorpions_ spiders_ ticks, and
mites). The arachnids are common wherever insects
occur and are often mistaken for insects. They may be
distinguished easily by the fact that they have no an-
tennae and bear four pairs of walking legs in their
adult stages. Figure ,I-3 illustrates the fact that the
first two body regions (head and thorax) are fused to
form a cephalothorax. Some arachnids, such as miter
and ticks, have only one body division. They breathe
by means of booklungs, or tubular tracheae. or by both
types of respiratory systems. Their reproductive
organs open near the front of the abdomen.

This class ranges in size from microscopic (mites) to
3 or 4 inches (scorpions and spiders). Its habits are
highly variable: there are aquatic and terrestrial,
parasitic. predaceous. and vegetarian forms. Some
are highly active and some remain in one place
throughout life. Some produce living young (scor-
pions) and some lay eggs (ticks, mites. and spiders).

1 With most arachnids, the young resemble the adults.
The Class Arachnida is the second most important
class of this phylum to humans. It contains serious
human disease vectors (ticks and mites) and venom-
ous species (scorpions and the black widow spider).
Many varieties are parasitic on birds. animals. and
humans (ticks). Many are predaceous or harmful and
destructive insects (scorpions and spiders).
. The Class Chilopoda (centipedes). The centipedes

(fig. 1-4) are known as -hundred-leggep." although
most species have fewer than this number of legs.
The centipede has a head with one pair of antennae
and a group of similar segments called a trunk, Each
trunk segment bears a single pair of legs.

Centipedes range in size from small specimens
less than 1 inch long to specimens in the Tropics
reaching 10 inches. They are swift moving, noc-
turnal. secretive. predacetius. and terrestrial. Most
specks lay eggs. The young closely resemble the
adults but sometimes have fewer leg pairs. They are
beneficial to humans because they feed on many
harmful insects. However, some specks are capable
of intlicting painful bites with their paired poison
claws (modified first leg pair). but no dangerous
species are found in the United States.

CFA 050
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The Class Diplopoda (millipedes). The millipedes
(fig. 1-5) have one pair of antennae and two body
regions, the head and trunk. They differ from centi-
pedes in that each apparent trunk segment bears two
pairs of legs. Millipedes usually do not injure man but
may damage some of his plant crops.

Millipedes range in size from less than 1 to 5 or
6 inches. They are slow moving despite numerous
legs, and are nocturnal, secretive, vegetarian, and
terrestrial. They lay eggs, and the young resemble
the adults but have fewer abdominal segments and only
three pairs of walking legs. They may be accidental
parasites of humans, inhabiting the intestinal and
urinary tracts. When disturbed, some produce offen-
sive fluids from paired glands-located-in the abdomen
and have been known to produce a dermatitis in
humans.

The Class Crusracea (crabs, shrimp, lobsters. sow
bugs. and copepods). Crustaceans (fig. 1-6) differ
from insects in having five or more pairs of walking
legs, two pairs of antennae in typical forms, two body
regions (cephalothorax and abdomen). no wings, re-
productive organs opening at the base of the walking
legs, no tracheae, and great variations in shape.

This class is the least related to the insects of any
of the other related classes in this phylum. It ranges
in size from microscopic forms, such as the copepods.
to crabs more than 3 feet long. The animals in this
class are relatively active, diurnal, predaceous. Para-
sitic, and vegetarian. They are usually aquatic or sem-
aquatic. and Many are both diurnal and nocturnal.
Eggs are usually carried in sacs inside or outside the
body. The immature stages sometimes resemble the

I

*pods. a eemepede.

adults (crayfish) and sometimes look very different
from the' adults (copepod). Many are beneficial to
humans from the standpoint' of food (crabs, lobsters,
shrimp, etc.). Some are intermediate hosts of para-
sites, attaching tapeworms, flukes, and guinea worms.
Some species are marine boring organisms such as the
gribble (Limnoria sp). Pillbugs and sow bugs are oc-
casionally

A
greentipuse,Restl

The Class insarlfreti insects). The insects are the
most important members of the Phylum Arthropoda.
Typical adult insects have one pair of antenaae, three
pairs of walking legs, and three body regions: head,
thorax, and abdomen (fig. 1-7). Many insects, but not-

. all of them.-havewings. None of the other classes of
arthropods have wings. The reproductive organs open
at the posterior end of the abdomen.

The specific habits and life histories of the insects
of importance to man will be discussed in succeeding
paragraphs. Learn the identifying characteristics of
each class of the Phylum Arthropoda, for these char-
acteristics will aid you in understanding the individual
insect species and their habits.

Exercises (204):
I. In order for an arthropod to be placed in the Class

lnsecta it must possess wings. (True! False)
2. prom the standpoint of human suffering and eco-

nomic loss, which phylum presents the most con-
cern to man?

Arthropods
Arachnida
Chordata

TRUNK

A
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Figure 1-5. Class Diplopoda. a millipede.
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Figure I-6. Class Crustacea. a crayfish.

3. The most important classes of arthropods discuised
in this lesson are represented by which of the fol-
lowing groups?

Arachnida and Chilopoda
Chilopoda and Diplopoda
frrseeia and Arachnids

it -...v.,,,pe..ilc

/HEAD

4, Which class is least related to insects but is still
within the same phylum?

Arachnida
Crustacea
Chilopoda

5. %itch the following classes of arthropods with
class identification:

Class Chas (deem *anon
a. Arachnids 1, Possess one gale of antennae, two

body regions i hod and trunk), and
two pairs of walking legs on each
trunk segment.

b. Crustacea 2. The adult stage has no antennae
or wings. bears four pairs of walk-
ing legs. and may have one or two
body regions.

_._ c. Cbiloprxia 3. Have five or more pairs of walking
legs. two pairs of antennae. two
body regions, and without wings.

d Diplopoda 4. Possesses one pair of antennae,
three pairs of walking legs. three
body regions. and may or may not
have wings.

c. Inseam 5. Have one pair of antennae. two
# esti., Celet body regions (head and trunk). and

one pair of legs on each trunk
segment.

205. Identify structural characteristics and develop-
mental processes of the Class Insects.

)fr

Insect Structure-and Development. An elementary .

knowledge of insect structure is necessary for the
correct identification of insects, the first step in any
study nn insect biology or control.
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Figure 1Z insect (disarticulated)showing body regions.
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one 01 the chicf differences between an insect and
man is in the 1keluton. In insects, the "skin" has
become hardened. almost like a suit of armor, into a
slat outer skeleton. Air exoskeleton. This exoskeleton
protects the internal organs from injury and serves as
a framework for the attachment of muscles. By con-
trast. in humans and other vertehrate animals, the
skeleton is inside ,.he skin and is called an endoskele-
ton, as illustrated in figure 1-2.

In most insects, the outer parts of the body wall
are hardened or sclerotized into plates, or t/erires,
which are not flexible. These sclerites are jointed by
flexible portions of the body wall called interseg-
mental membranes. which allow considerable move-
ment, as when, for example. the abdomen of a mos-
quito becomes greatly distended during feeding. The
+cientes may be covered with many small structures.
such as hairs, scales, protuberances. and spines, many
of which are 'us4,u1 in insect identification.

The body of an insect is divided into three main
regions the head. thorax. and abdomen (fig. 1-7).
In the related Class Arachnida. called arachnids. the
body is composed of only one or two main regions.
the arachnids include ticks, mites. scorpions, spiders,
and harvestmen.

The head. The anterior, or first body region, of an
insect is known as the head. Its principal appendages

_ (fig. 1-8) are the mouthparts. the antennae. the large
'-- compound eyes. and the simple eyes, or ocelli. Adult

insects have only one pair of antennae; whereas the
arachnids have no antennae. and crustaceans have
two pairs of antennae.

Primitive insects have an upper hp, or labrum, a
pair of mandibles, two maxillae, and a lower lip, or
labium. There is an infinite variety of arrangements
and forms of these parts. Three principal types are
( I ) chewing: (2) sponging; and (3) piercing-sucking.

1,..
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Figure 1-9. Chewing mouthparts.

Chewing mouthparts are possessed by insects that
grind solid food (fig. 1-9), The mandibles are useful
in cutting off food substances, such as the leaves of
vegetable crops, and grinding them. The maxillae,
labrum. and labium are used in manipulating thisfood
before it is swallowed. The appendages known as the
maxillary palpi and labial palpi assist in the feeding
process and are used to taste, smell, and feel food.
These appendages bear sensory hairs in which the
various senses are concentrated. Some insects have
another mouthpart. the tonguelike hypopharnyx.
Most primitive insects, such as cockroaches and silver-
fish, possess chewing mouthparts.

Sponging mouthparts (fig. 1-10) are adapted for
sucking liquid or readily soluble foods. These mouth-
parts have evolved from the more primitive chewing
type of mouthparts. In these, the mandibles are absent
and the maxillae are represented only by their sense
organs, the palps. The housefly is typical of insects
with sponging mouthparts. The labrum and labium
have been jointed to form a proboscis with a spongy
tip called the labellum. Flies thrust the proboscis into
liquid or semiliquid foods such as milk and feces, and
the capillary grooves on the face of the label= carry
the liquids to the food canal inside the proboscis.
These insects can also eat sugar and other solid foods
that are readily soluble_ They regurgitate a drop of
saliva on the sugar and cause it to dissolve, then pump
the solution into the mouth as a liquid. Blowflies,
houseflies, and flesh flies have sponging mouthparts
and are therefore unable to bite.

Piercing-sucking mouthparts (fig. 1-1 I) are-used to
good advantage by mosquitoes. stable flies, sucking
lice. fleas, and kissing bugs. Many of the blOodsucking
vectors of disease have piercing-sucking mouthparts,
which are constructed on different basic plans. In
some. the mouthparts are modified to form a slender

10
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Figure MO. Sponging mouthparts.

beak or proboscis which encloses the stylets. The
sucking lice have no proboscis. but the piercing mouth-
parts are retracted into the head.

True insects, millipedes, and centipedes have one
pair of antennae, or feelers, located on the front por-
tion of the head (fig. 1-8). Most crustaceans have tivo
Airs of antennae. while _arachnids have none. The
more primitive insects. such as the silverfish and cock-
roach, have conspicuous antennae with many similar
segments. In many insects the antennae are greatly
modified .and Often have characteristic shapes that
are useful in identification (fig. 1-12).

There are two types of eyes in insectssimple and
compound (fig. 1-8). The simple eyes, or oeelli. con-
sist of single eye units or facers. In many insects three
ocelli are arranged in the form of a triangle between

prebraels

._

compound
eye

antenna
maxi f !cry

palpus

labium

lubello

Figure 1 -11. Piercing-sucking rnouthparts,

Il

the large compound eyes. The compound eyes are .:.

shaped. The outer, face of the compound eye .is corn- (161
usually very large and are round, oval, or kidney-

posed of many small six-sided lenses called facets.
-ln the ant, the eye .has from 50 to 400 facets; whereas
in the dragon fiy, it may have more than 25,000 facets.
The size of the eye appears to be related to the de-
mands for accurate vision in the normal life of the
insect. In general; the active flying insects have large,
eyes with many facets, while in the more pedestrian
types such as beetles and ants, the eyes have fewer
facets. Some parasitic insects, have poorly developed
eyes, or the compound eyes may be absent, as in cer-
tain fleas and lice. .

The thorax. The insect thorax, or chest, is the sec-
ond main body region (fig. 1 -13). It is connected to
the head by a membranous region . the neck, or cervix.
The thorax is composed of three segments'made up of
varying numbers of sclerites, or plates. Each segment
bears one pair of legs. The segments are designated

fi Mons
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Figure 1-12 Types of insect antennae.

prothorax, mesolhorax. and merothorax to nclicate
their position. Each of these three segmen of the
thorax is composed of plates with names that re oftel
used in identification, The plate on the top or dorsal
side of each thoracic segment is called the ze gum or
notion: on each side, a pleuron: and on the b ttom or"
ventral side, the sternum. In identifying, in ects. the
shape or color pattern of the various parts of the
thorax is frequently used in identification. For in-
stance, in cockroaches, the large oval plate covering
the head is the noturn of the prothorax, or pronotum,
while in mosquitoes. -ne large plate between the
wings is the not= of ,..te mesothorax, or mesonotum.
The color pattern onthe pronoturn or mesonotum of
these insects furnishes good characters for quick iden-
tification in the field. Wings, when present, are at-
tached to the mes oth orax and metathorax, the last two
thoracic segments.
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Figure 1.13. insect thorax.

The wings. Insect wings are membranous exten-
sions of the body wall having anupper and lower layer
supponed by reinforcing structures called veins. Wing
veins running from the base of the apex. or pOint of
the wing, are called longitudinal veins. The cross veins
run crosswise to the wing and connect the longitudinal
veins. The arrangements and number of wing veins
(fig, 1 -14) offer important characters for identification
of insects. Many of the standard entomological text-
books. as Comstock (1940), have a detailed discussion
of wing venation.

Insects typically have two pairs of wings, althOugh
certain groups, such as the flies, have lost the second
Pair as flying wings- The second pair remain in rudi-
mentary. form as small knobs or balancers called
halteres.. Insects possessing two pairs of flying wings
may use them independently or may have them cou-
pled together, as in some of the butterfliei, bees, and
wasps. The forewings in certain orders of insects are
adapted as wing covers which will be discussed under
the Orders Hemiptera. Orthopteri, and Coleoptera.

The legs'. The leg is divided into a cexa. trochanter.
femur. tibia. tarsus. and pretarms. Figure 1-15 illus-
trates some of the many types of insect legs. The
femur and tibia correspond to the human thigh and
shin, and the tarsus has a function similar to that of
the foot. Some of the tarsal segments may bear pads.
or pulvilli, which assist the insect in walking on

:smooth surfaces, such as glass. The legs of lice are
short and stout and modified into claw-like structures
for grasping and holding on to hairs. Legs of fleas and
cockroaches are well developed and elongated for
jumping or running.

The abdomen. The abdomen. or third body region
(fig. 1-16), is made up of seginents with dorsal tergires
and ventral sternites. It bears the spiracles and the
external reproductive organs_ The spiracles are the
external openings of the respiratory system. In most
insects the last segments bear the external sex organs
used for copulation in the male and the egg-laying

12
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device, or ovipositor. of the female. Some insects bear
a pair of cerci (singulars cereus) near the tip.

The development. The life cycle begins with the
fertilization of the egg and is completed when the
adult stage is reached_ The tetn "lifespan" refers to
the entire length of life of the insect. Some insects,
such as tropical termite queens, may him 15 or 20
years:, and the periodical cicada 'lives for 14 to 17
years. Mayflies may live only a few days as adults,
although they may spend two or three years in the
developing immature stages.

Small animals have relatively greater .surface areas
in proportion to their body weight and volume than
large ones. This results in increased evaporation of
water vapor from the body and requires the develop-
ment of complex waterproof body,coverings. The hard
plates in the cuticle also serve as protective annoeas
well as body support and as the framework for muscles
of locomotion.

The development of this armor-like exoskeleton
and wings has complicated the growth of insects.
The molting process is a means by which an immature
insect may shed this protective skeleton, the linings
of the respiratory system and of the foregut and hind-
gut: A molting fluid is produced betvien the old exo-
skeleton and the new soft cuticle of the insect. Air or
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Figure I-IS. Insect legs.

water 'is swallowed until the body swells. bursting
the old cuticle on the dorsal surface in' most cases.
The insect gradually extracts itself: and a new cuticle
hardens on its expanded body, thus accomplishing a
stage of growth. The number of molts- is small and
constant in most species, such as the three molts of
the housefly: or a may be large and variable as in the
12 or more molts of the American cockroach. For a
period varying from a few hours to a clay after molt-
ing. the body of an insect may be soft and pale colored.
leading some laymen to refer to it as an -albino."
However. during the first day after molting, there is
a progressive hardening and coloring_of the integu-
ment. and for this reason. most entomologists allow
newly emerged adult insects to remain in rearing con-
tainers for 12 to 24 hours before killing and pinning
them. For example. if Mosquitoes are killed soon after
they emerge. their abdomens will shrivel before the

,,.
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integument becomes hardened, making it difficult to
identify them.

Metamorphosis refers to changes in form or struc-
ture of an insect during its development. A few primi-
tive insects develop without metamorphosis. The
young possess all of the obvious structures of the adult
and differ from them merely in size, color, and sexual
maturity. The springtails (Collembola) and silverfish
(Thysanura) develop without metamorphosis.. Both
are small wingless insects. Thysanura giow and molt
throughout life so that there is no distinct adult stage.

Insects with gradual or incomplete metamorphosis
pass through three stages during their life: egg.
nymph. and adult, as illustrated in figure I-14. Insects
in this group change gradually while going through a
succession of molts to become adulti. The young re-
semble the adult insect except for their smaller size
and for the absence of wings in wingbearing species.

10
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Figure 1-16. Insect abdomen.

The young, or nymphs, are immature sexually and
may bear wing pads in the latter stages of their de-
velopment. Some important orders with gradual
metamorphosis are:

DICTYOPTERA cockroaches, walking
sticks; and praying
mantids.

ANOPLURA sucking lice, including
the crab and body lice.

MALLOPHAGA biting lice.
HEM1FTERA true bugs including the

bedbug and kissing
bug.

DERMA PTERA earwigs.
PSOCOPTERA book lice and psocids.

Insects with complete metamorphosis have four
stages: egg. larva. pupa, and adult, as illustrated in
figure 1-18. Insects with this type of life history are
greatly different in the immature and adult stages.
Typical larvae are the wigglers of mosquitoes, the
maggots of flies., or the caterpillars of butterflies and
moths. The pupal stage is an important evolutionary
development during which the simple larva undergoes
many external -and internal changes to become the
complex adult.

Most of the insects with complete metamorphosis
have wings as adults, but some species, such as the
fleas, are completely wingless. Normally the wing
buds first appear in the pupal stage. When the young
adult first emerges from the pupal shell, the wings
are crumpled and useless. Hydrostatic pressure of the
blood within the insect body forces-the sac-like 'wings
outward, and the two membranes collapse against
each other to form the single membranous structure.

There are many orders of insects-having-complete
metamorphosis. Five of these orders of most impor-
tance to pest managers are listed below:

D IPTE RA flies, mosquitoes,
midges, and punkies.

S1 PHONA PTE RA - fleas_
LEPIDOPTERA moths...butterflies. and

skippers.
HYMENOPTERA ants. bees, and wasps.
COLEOPTERA beetles and weevils.

Ovipositor

Exercises (20S):,.
1. An insect's body is divided into

main body regions.
2. An insect's skeleton actually consists of skin that

has become hardened; the term applied to this
hardened skin is

3. Insect spiracles are used for, 'and
are located on the region.

4. Halteres are possesse'd by and are
actually 'that serves as
organs.

5. The metathorax is the segment of
the

6, Place-a C for correct statements and place an I
for the. incorrect statements concerning insect
morphology.

aocs

NYMPHS

ADULT

Figure 1-17. Gradual metamorphosis.
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Te.Figure 1.18. Complete metamorphosis.

a The wings and legs are attached to the abdo-
men..

b. The wings and legs are attached to the thorax.
c. The legs are attached to the abdonien and the

wings are attached to the thorax.
cl. The legs are attached to the thorax and the

wings are attached to the abdomen..
7. When a change in form or structure occurs during

the development protons of an insect, this is re-
(erred to as

8. Insects that pass through three stages during their
life are known as having

9. Insects that pasthrough 'four stages -of develop-
ment during their life are knoyin as having

people, and reports will come in stating that a quarters
is infested with -flies" whed it is really infested with
cereal moths or 'beetles." The main orders of com-
mon insects and a brief description of their charac-
teristics are given in the following paragraphs.

Order Anopiara (unarmed ta4 The sucking lice
(fig. 1 -19) are small, wingless, flattened insects that
are bloodsucking parasites of man and other mammals.
The species most important to public health are the
bod4 louse, the head lbuse, and the crab louse. Their
mouttiparts, which are usually retracted within the
head, are modified for piercing and-sucking. Their
eggs, or nits, are attached to the body hairs or (int
humans) to the tmdergarments. Development is by-
gradual metamorphosis.

Order Coleopiera; (sheath wing beetles and
weevils). In the adult stage, the beetles and weevils
(fig. 4-20) have four wings. The from pair are heavy
and shell-like and serve as. wing~ covers, called elytra:
which protect the hindwings and the abdomen-
hindwings are -membranous or -cellophane-like acid
fold underneath the forewings, The mouthparts are
fitted for chew-n , some of which have mouthparts
extended into snout (these are the true weevils).
Beetles hive r_ naplete metamorphosis.

. Order Derr4eptere (skin wingeiowig4 Earwigs
(fig. 1-21) are rather small, dark-colored insects with
a long, narrow body and a prominent pair of cerci,
or forceps, at the posterior end_ The head bears.
chewing type mouthparts and relatively short an-
tennae.- The foreivings are short, leathery structures
which protect the delicate semicircular hindwings
that are pleated like a fin_ Earwigs are primarily
vegetarians but will invade houses by the thousands,
and if crushed they give of an offensive odornd can
be severe household pests. Despite their name,
"earwigs are not guilty of entering the human ear
and stinging a person to death. as related in some old
wives tales. ,

m,-.Order Diptera (two-wingedflies and mosquitoes).
The flies (fig. 1-22), mosquitties, gnats, midges, and
punkies make up thisilarge order of two-winged in-
sects. A pair of knobs, or halteres, occurs in place of

. the second pair of wings_ Some forms, such as the
-sheep tick," or ked, lack both wings and, halteres.
Mouthparts are fitted for sucking or lapping. These
insects undergo complete metamorphosis.... and the

10. Insects that pasi through no recognizable change
-except increasing in size in the development
process are insects Oat develop

11. Insects that have a gradual metamorphosis go
through several gradual changes within the
nymphal stage. The term applied to each of these
development changes is

206. Identify the distinguishing characteristics of

mix 40e cltA

im-
portant orders wtthin the Class kneel*.

H e yolf.cr.14%.

Order of insects. The Class la secta as divided into
some 20 to 40 major groups or orders by different
authorities. Members of each order have certain fea-
tures in common that distinguish them from all other
-insects. primarily the type of mouthparts, the number
of pairs and type of wingsand the kind of meta-
morphosis.

You will not be expected to learn the genera or
species of all insects with which you come in contact.
but you should learn whether they are flies, beetles,
or moths. These words are used loosely by many

5 CFA 059
Figure 1 -19. Order Aooplura. a body lice.
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Figuri I-20. Order Coleoptera, a grain weevil, -

larvae are called "maggots" or "wigglers," depending
upon the species. Some diptera are beneficial; many
are neutral to man, and many are serious pests and
vectors of disease,

Order Hetniptera (half-wingedtrue bugs). This
large order comprises the true bugs (fig. 1-23), the
only insects properly called by-that name. The young
or nymphs, go through a series of molts before reach-
ing the adultitar, and thus develop by gradual meta-
morphosis. The adults generally have two pairs of
wings. The forewings of these bugs are diagonally
divided into two parts, the forepart and the hind part.
The forepart is thickened and the hindpart is mem-
branous. Not all of these insects have wings but may
have rudimentary (partial) wings. The bedbet is an
example of this. Bugs have a scutellum, a triangular
body area between the basei of the overlapping fore-
wings. The mouthparts are modified into a beak for
piercing and sucking.

Order Homoptera (same wingaphids and scale
insects). This name is not a very good guide, because
some have no wings (the no nreproductive generations).
and others have dissimilar wings (Ieaf hoppers). The
Hombptera (fig. 1-24) share certain characteristics
with the-Memiptera (half -win h which they
were once grouped. They have pt cing, sucking
motithparts which are like jointed t bes. They have
incomplete metamorphosis.

Order Hymenoptera (membrane wingedants.
bees, and wasps). Hymenoptera (fig. 1-25) are dis-
tinguished from most other insects by their four small
membranous wings with few veins. The hindwings
are smaller than the forewings. The mouthparts are
suited for chewing or lapping. Many species have the
apparent first segment of the abdomen reduced to a'
slender waist, as in the ants. The abdomen joins onto
the thorax by a narrow wajt,tt, or "petiole" (PET -tee-
ale) from which we get the Expression "wasp-waisted."
The common ant is an immature. wingless female
called a worker. However, the mature male and some

CFA -056
Figure 1-21, Order Dermaptera. an earwig,

female ants do have wings. Some wasps do not have
wings (the so-called velvet ants, or cow killers) but
are hairy and have infinitely painful stings. Wasps,
hornets, mud daubers, and bees are all relatives in
their order. However, only the immature female
worker, the queen ant or queen bee, the female of the
mud dauber, and 'the carpenter and solitary bees can
sting. This is made possible by modification of the
egg-laying apparatus which forms the stingei. The
Hymenoptera are the most beneficial of all insects,
only a few_being harmful. They furnish food for man
and pollination for fruit and grain products.

Order Isoptera (equal wingedtermites). Ternites
-(fig. 1-26) in the immature or work stages or in the

soldier caste do not have wings, but the mature male
and female have, identical wings. When wings are
present, there are two pairs which are membranous
with- reduced venation, and both pairs arc the same
Size and shape. They have- mouthparts adapted for
chewing and undergo gradual metamorphosis.

16

Figure 1-21 Order Diptcra. a housefly.

Order Lepidoptera (scale wingedbutrerflies and
.moths). Moths, (fig. 1-27) and butterfiiiis aredigtin-
guished from ill other insects by their large, Showy
wings. The wings are usually completely covered with
'very small colored scales which rub off as a fine
powder when the specimens are handled. Mouthparts
are of the sucking type, resembling a coiled watch
sluing beneath the head. The larvae are caterpillars,
and metamorphosis is complete.

Order Mallophaga (wool earerchewing
Biting lice (fig. 1-28) are external parasites. chiefly
on birds (hence,one name, bird lice), although a few
live on mammals. They are wingless and have chew-
ing mouthparts for feeding on scales, feathers, hair,
or oily secretions from the skin. The eggs .are glued
to feathers or hairs, and the young lice, called nymphs,
and the adults spend, their entire lives on the. host
animal. Development is by gradual metamorphosis.

Order Diatroptera (straight wingedcockroaches). -'
The cockroaches (fig. I-29), walking sticks, praying
mantids, and other species belongittrthis order have ,
the chewing mouthparts. When wings are preient, the
forewings are thickened and leathery and have a
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Figure 1-23. Order Haniptera, a bedbug.

net venation. while the hindwings are folded beneath
the foreWings like a fan. Cockroaches have long an7
tennae and legs modified for running. Their bodies
are flattened from top to bottom, an adaptation that
enables them to hide easily in cracks or under furni-
ture. These primitive insects develop through a series
of nymphal stages by'gradual metamorphosis.

Order isoeoprera wingedpsocid$ Psocids
(fig. 1-30) are . very small, soft-bodied insects which

..may or may not have wings. When wings are present
they may be long or short. depending upon specie,
and normally there are two pairs. The forewings are
a little larger than the hindwings, and when this insect
is in a resting position. the wings are folded back an a
rootlike fashion over the abdomen. Psocids have
chewing mouthparts and the metamorphosis is com-
plete.

Order 5iphonciptera (tube and wingiessflear).
Fleas (fig 1-31) are wingless bloodsucking ,parasites
of birds and mammals. They are very small and their
bodies are compressed laterally so that they are quite
narrow from side to side. The head bears piercing-
sucking mouthparts and antennae. and it may. or may
not, bear a pair of eyes. The legs are well developed
and fitted for jumping. Many. species have black
combs. or trendies. on the thorax and head. Fleas go
through complete metamorphosis. with four life

Figure 1-24. Order RomoptTra. an aphid.
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stages; the egg, a wormlike larva, the pupa in a silken
cocoon, and the adult.

Order Thysanoptera (fringe wingthrips). ThriPs
(fig. 1 -32) have piercing-sucking mouthparts which,
are cone shaped. The wings when present are. very
hairy, which give them their feathery appearance;
there are two pairs. The metamorphosis is somewhat
complicated in that their development is intermediate-
between gradual and complete.

Order Thysanura. Silverfish (fig. 1-33) and fire-
brats have chewing mouthparts, scales on their
bodies, and three long appendages at the posterior
end of the body. The-young possess the obvious struc-
tures of the adults and differ from them chiefly in

'size, color, and' sexual maturity.
The order of insects just described do not represent

all of the insect Orders, just the orders of the more
common insects. The probability of your coming irt
contact with these insects makes it important that you
learn to identify them individually as well as by order.

CFA 065
Figure 1-25. Order Hymenoptera, a wasp.

Exercises (206):
Match distinguishing characteristics with the appro-
priate orders of insects.

Order of Inserts Distinguishing Characteristics
1. Anoplura a. Two-winged insects having hat -
2_ Coleoptera tcres that replace the second pair
3. Dermaptera of wings and mouthparts adapted
4 Diayoptera for sucking or lapping.
5 Dipters' b. Small. wingless. flattened insects
6. Hemipiera with mouthparts usually retracted
7. Hanopteta within the head and modified for
S. Hymenoptera piercing and sucking.
9. lsopier* c. An insect -order that contains

10 Lepidoptera insects that are wingless in the
fl. Ntaltophaga adult :stage and have chewing
12. PsOcoptera mouthparts. The adults. spend
11. Siphonaptera their entire lives on animal hosts.
14. 'Thysanoptera 4. This insect order contains trisects
15. Thysanura that have cone -shaped, piercing

wffillmr

and sucking mouthparts. When
wings ate present they are very
hairy and appear to be feathery.
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Figure l-26. Oster Impure. a termite,

e. This order of insects has piercing
and sucking mouthparts, thaLare
similar to jointed tubes. Sonic of
the insects within this order have
no wings while others have dis-
similar wings.

f. This order of insects can be dis-
tinguished from all other orders
by having large. showy Rings that
arc usually completely covered
with very small colored scales,
The mouthparts are the sucking
type and are coiled beneath the
head,

g. The order of insects having chew-
ing mouthparts, scales on their
bodies, and three long appendages
at the posterior end of the body.

h. Rather small, dark-colored insects .
with a Jong. narrow body and a
prominent pair of cerci at the
posterior end. Heads bear chew-
ing mouthparts and relatively
short antennae. The forewings
are short leathery structures and

,.\ protect the delicate semicircular
hindwings which are pleated like
a fan.

i'N This order of insects, described
as being very small and soft
bodied. may or may not have
wings. When wings are ptment
the fore*ings are a little larger
than the hindwings and the wings
are folded back in a rodlike fash-
ion over the abdomen when in a
resting position. The rnotediparts
are adapted for chewing.
This order of insects. when in the
mature stage. has two pairs of
identical wings that are membran-
ous with reduced venation. The
mouthparts are adapted for
Chewing.

j-

Figure 1-27. Order Lepidomera. a grain moth_

It. Adult insects that generally have 7
two pairs of wings. The forewings
ars diagonally divided Imo two'
parts, the forepart beireg thickened
with the hindpart being mem-
branous. This order of insectsitas
a seutelluen and mouthparts mod-
ifted-into a beak for piercing and
sucking.

L The order of insects that is de-
scribed as being very small, wing-
less, and parasites of birds and
mammals. The mouthparts are
adapted for piercing and sucking.
bodies are compressed laterally.
and the leers are developed for
jumping.

m. The order of insects havingehew-
ing mouthparts with bodies flat-
tened from top to bottom and legs
adapted for running. If wings are
present, the (orderings are thick-
ened and leathery and have a net
venation. The hindwings are
folded beneath the (*rearing& like
a fan.

. CFA -058
Figure 4-2t Order Mallophaga, a biting louse.

n . This order of insects has mouth-
parts designed for chewing. some
of which are extended into a
snout. The front pair of wings are
heavy and shell-like and the hind-
wings are membranous or cello-
phone.like and fold underneath
the forming.

o. Distinguished from other orders
of trisects by having four small
membranous wings with few
veins. Hindwings are smaller than
the forewings. In this order of
insects the mouthparts are suited
for chewing and lapping and in
many species the apparent first
abdominal segment is reduced to
a slender waist.

207. Identify the distinguishing characteristics of im-
portant orders within the Class Arachnid,.

Important Orders of Arachnids. Although there are
several orders in the Class Arachnids, we are inter-
ested in only three: Seorpionida (scorpions). Araneida
(spiders). and Acarina (ticks and mites). ./.
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Figure 1-29. Order Ditarefasers. a cockroach.

D:rTyZpreAda.

Order Scorpionida(scorpions). Scorpions(fig. 1-34)
are arachnids with the segmented abdomen broadly
joined to the cephalothorax' and ending in a stinger.
The long, slender tip of the abdomen bears a stinger,
enclosing a venomous gland. which is used to paralyze
prey and as a defensive weapon. The large pincerlike
palps used to catch and hold prey are borne in front of
the first pair of legs.

Order Araneida (spiders). Spiders (fig. 1-3) differ
from other arachnids in having the cephalothorax
joined to theihdomen by a slender waist, knowntech-
nically as a pedicei, and having the abdominal seg
rnentation either indistinct or absent. Spiders are
generally harmless and serve a useful purpose in de-
straying flies, mosquitoes.-and other insects. However,
some species of Widow spiders, which have an hour-
glass marking on the underside of the abdomen (genus
Latroductus). have a very venomous bite that is known
to kill people. The bite of spiders in the genus Loxo-
sceles in the Americas can cause skin gangrene and
sometimes death.

Order Acarina (ticks and mites). Ticks and mites
(fig. 1-35) have the head, thorax, and abdomen com-
bined into a single body region, and are often saclike
in form. Most ticks bear a hypostome provided with
recurved teeth, which is used as a holdfast Organ after

Figure 1.30; Order Psocomera, a psocid_
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the mouthpaits, called chelicerae. have made an
into the flesh of most mammals, birds, reptiles,

and amphibians in order to obtain blood. Mites are
usually much smaller than ticks, and the hypostome,
if present, is not armed with teeth. Ticks and mites
trave three pairs of legs in the first or larval stage, but
typical nymphs and adults have four pairs of legs.
Next to the , ticks and mites arc the mostini
portant a roped vectors of human diseases.

Exercises (207):
Match the following adult characteristics of the Class
Arachnida to the proper order.

Adult Characteristics
1 The head, thorax, and abdomen are

combined to form a single body
region.

Order
a. Scorpionida
b. Araneida
c. Acarina-

CFA-064'
Figure 1-31. Order Siphoeiaptera, a flea.

2. The abdorrica is segmented and
broadly joined to cephalothorax
and ends with a stinger,

3. The otphalothorax is joined to the
abdomen by a slender waist_

1-3. Arthropod Physiology
Insect physiology deals with the functioning of

cells, organs, and tissues which are involved in main-
taining life processes of insects:

In this section we will discuss the internal structure
of insects and compare the life processes of insects
with higher animals. The sensory organs of the insect
will also be discussed because these are very impor-
tant points that must be fully tuiderstood by entomolo-
gists within the Air Force in order to manage insects
effectively.

208, State the functional purposes of the main body
systems of insects, and identify their internal struc-
tures and life processes.

The Internal Structure and Physiology of'Insects.
Idsects have all the major body systems that are found
in higher animals. Insects and humans differ not only
in their skeletal system, but also in the arrangement
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Figure 1-32. Order Thysanoptera. a thrip.

of their major internal organ systems. The positions
of the "heart," or chief circulatory organ, and the
nervous system are the exact opposite in the insect
and in man. In the insect the "heart" is on the dorsal,
or upper side, and the central nerve cord is on the
ventral, or underside. In man, by contast, the heart
is on the ventral side and the main nerve cord is en- .

cased in the spinal cord on the back, or dorsal side.
The circulatory system. The insect circulatory sys-

tem is an "open" one in the sense that the blood is not
enclosed in blood vessels but circulates freely through-
out the body cavity. The blood seeps into the heart
or dorsal -blood vessel through valves (ostia) and is
pumped into the head region through the anterior
part called the aorta (fig. 1-36). From the headIregion
the blood flows backwards, bathing the various Us-
Sties. in the legs and antennae, small pulsating
organs help circulate the blood. Typically, the blood

pis colorless or greenish yellow. Only in a few insects,
such as the bloodworm midge larvae (Chironomus),
does the blood have a reddish color due /6 hemoglobin.
The blood does not bear oxygen and carry cff carbon
dioxide and serve as a part-of the respiratory system
as in the higher animals. One of its main functions is.
to remove waste products from body cells and carry
them to the maljiighian tubules. Insect blood contains
phygocytes that perform the usual function of destroy-
ing foreign matter and plugging wounds in the body

The nervous system. The insect nervous system
(fig.- 1-37) contains nerve tissues and organs much
like those found in the higher animals. The brain lies
in the head above the esophagus and is cbnnected
to the subesophageal ganglion by two nerve cords
encircling the esophagus. A 'double nerve cord extends

CFA -054

Figure 1-33. Order Thysanura. a silverfish.

backward along the ventral surface of the bodycavity%
In primitive insects each segment of the thorax has.
a nerit center or thoracic ganglion. They also have
a ganglion (plural, ganglia) in each abdominal seg-
merit, but these have been reduced. in most of the
higher insects.

Tice respiratory system. Air enters the insect body -

through spiracles, or external openings on the body
wall, into large tracheal trunks which usually extend
the length of the body. Many tracheae branch off
these main trunks and carry air to the tissue through
their finely branched tracheoles (fig, 1-.313). -

Respiratory movements of the insect body alter-
nately compress and expand the large tracheal trunks,
thereby ventilating the main branches of the respira-
tory system. Some insects are able to regulate the
flow of air, taking it in through anterior spiracles and
expelling it through posterior spiracles. Mosquito
larvae breathe air through two openings, at the tip of
the air tube in culicine, or on a spiracular plate in
anop hell= larvae.

Figure 1-34. Order Scorpionida. a scorpion.

Oxygen is carried to all parts of the insect body by
these tracheal tubes. This same system also acts to
carry waste carbon dioxide from the body tissues.
Considerable loss of water through this system would
occur if-it were not for the presence of valves in the
spiracles. In some insects' these openings are regu--
lated'by the presence of carbon dioxide, an excess of
this gas causing them to open. Oxygen requirements
of insects are -of the order .of I, cubic millimeter of
oxygen per gram of body weight per hour. varying
greatly with .species and circumstances, such as tem-
perature and humidity.

The digestive system. Insects feed on a variety of
foods, suph as blood, animal tissue, stored foods;
green grass, plant juices, and wood. The mouthparts
and digestive system are adapted to changing these -
complex foods into simple carbohydrates, fats, and
proteins that will nourish the body cells. The digestive
system consists of an alimentary canal. which is
basically a tube running from the mouth to the anus.
It is divided into a foregut..midgut. and hindgut cor-
responding to its- embryological origin (fig. 1-39)".
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Figure 1-35. Order marina. a tick.

The food taken into the mouth passes through the
oesophagus to the crop, which is an enlarged portion
of the foregut that is used for food storage. Some
insects have a proventrkulta. or girzaid, where food
may be ground into finer particles. The food then
passes into the stomach, or midgut, where digestion
takes place. The undigested food then passes out
through the intestine and anus as feces. Most insects
have salivary glands and gastric caeca to provide
enzymes for food digestion.

The excretory system. An arthropod's undigested
food is expelled from the body as feces, whereas the
excretions of true body wastes, the byproducts of
growth and metabolism, are carried by the blood and
the malpighian tubules and discharged into the in-
testine near the junction of the mid t and the hinakut
(fig. 1-39).

The reproductive system Most Insects have two
sexes, which must mate before eggs are produced.
An insect usually produces large numbers of eggs,
although some species produce very tew eggs and
others may produce living larvae. Insects laying
eggs are said to be oviparous. while those species de-
positing larvae are said to Izlarviparotts. The Tsetse
fly. for example. gives birth to larvae already full
grown and ready to pupate. -.

414
A few insects have only one sex, the female, which

can produce young without fertilization by a male,
as in the Surinam cockroach. This type of reproduce
tion is called parthenogenesis, or virgin birth. These
insects are not hermaphrodites, since no-male organs
are present.

The male reproductive system (fig. 140) consists of
a pair of testes in which sperm cells are developed,
and ducts, or vas deferens, leading to the penis or
ejaculatory organ. The seminal vesicle serves as a
reservoir for storing sperm cells until mating occurs.
The accessory glands secrete a liquid substance to
serve as a vehicle for the sperm cells.

The female reproductive system (fig. 1-41) consists
of a pair of ovaries, which produce eggs (ova), and
the oviduct through which the eggs pass into the
vagina, where they may be fertilized by male sperm
cells stored in the spermatheca (or spermathccae).
Some species have accessory glands that secrete an
adhesive coating for the eggs. A single *copulation
usually supplies the female with enough sperm to
fertilize a large number of eggs, 'whether she lays
them all at one time or at intervals over a long period.

The skeletal system. W e have mentioned the skeletal
system in prdious sections dealing with classification;
but, at this point, we need to find out just what the
skeletal system is composed of. Because of therole it
plays along with the muscle system, it warrants further
discussion. .

The insect's exoskeleton (fig. l :2) is the supporting
framework for the outside body. The exoskeleton actu-
ally surrounds the body of an insect. This exoskeleton
is composed of protein-carbohydrate material known
as chitin, which is- secreted by the cells of the epider-
mis or skin. The chitin is first a liquid when secreted
and then becomes hardened, which formi the exo-
skeleton. It will not bend or stretch after it hardens
upon secretion. The adult insect body is only capable
of movement because of soft, flexible tissues (inter-
segmenral membranes) between the body segments.

The muscular system. The insect's muscular system
is the companion of the skeletal system. It allows
movement and is an important characteristic of ani-
mal life. The muscular system is supported by and at-

Figure 1-36. Insect circulatory system (diagrammatic),
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Figure 1.37. Insect nervous system (diagrammatic).

;ached to the exoskeleton and serves to move the
appendages of the body and operate the organs of the
body which carry on the life processes, such as the
heart. spiracles, and intestines.

Exercise; (208):
Match body system functions of, insects with the
organs by placing the appropriate letter b_ eside the
function.

Body System Function
AD insect organ that assists JD re-
moving body waste..

2. An insect organ that allows air to
enter the body.

3. The organ that acts as the insect's
nerve center.

4- The organ that transfers air through-
out the insect's body.

5. An organ possessed by some insects
that aids in digesting food.

Organ
a. Trachea
b. Ganglion
c. Spiracles
d. Proventriculus
c. Malpighian

tubules
f. Ostia

b. Complete the following statements pertaining to
insect physiology:.
a. The term applied to egg-laving insects is

Thoracic Air Sac

Leteril Tracheal 'Trunk
. ,

Cephalic Trachea

--CFA -042

b. The type of reproduction in which insects have
only one sex and still have the capability of pro-
ducing young is known as

c. A
and

that is first a liquid when secreted
and gradually hardens and becomes the support-
ing framework for an insect's body is

d. The flexible tissues located between an insect's
body segments that allow movement within the .
body of the insect is referred to as

e. The imuscular system of insects is most depend-
ent upon and is a companion of the

f. The circulato ry system of an insect that allows
blood to circulate freely throughout the entire
body cavity unenclosed is an
circulatory system.

Z09. Identify the principal organs used in each of the
five basic senses of insects-

The Senses of Insects. Insects have the same senses
that are associated with man. There ate the five
primary -senses of,touch, taste. smell, hearing, and

Abdominal Air Sacs

If
Sar"Iir Dorsal Tracheal Trunk

40akfegri-,
..... .

gal'"....)0'.--,ummillatir.-...Cr 4

'g 1Kili"1_TI
Thoracic Spiracles0 , ....-.....

.., ventral Tracheai l Abdoiolnal Spiracles
.- Trunk

Figure 1-313_ trisect respiratory system tdiagracrunatici
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Figure 1-39. bisect digestive and exactor/ system (diagrimmatiej.

sight, and other auxiliary senses such as the sense of
balance and, possibly, a sense or orientation.

Touch. Because of its hardened cuticle, the insetTs
skin is not sensitive to contact. The sense of touch is,
therefore, served by sensory hairs occurring over most
regions of the body. Figure 142 compares the sensory
hair with an ordinary hair, illustrating the nerve
which is stimulated if hairs are bent or distorted.

The antennae, or feelers, are important organs of
touch. The tarsi and cerci are also sensitive to contact,
and insects react very quickly to pressure on these
organs.

Taste and smell. Chemical stimuli resulting from
the presence of odors and substances with a taste
are usually perceived by small rodlike organs project-
ing from the body surface. Taste is usually perceived
by the mouth, the mouthparts, the palls% or the front
feet. The sense of smell is localized Mainly in the an-
tennae, although palps also bear olfactory organs.
The sense of smell is highly developed in insects. It
is used to locate food, to find a mate, and to locate
suitable places for depositing the eggs.

Hearing. The sense organs and degree of sound
preception are different among insect groups. Insects
do not generally respond to miscellaneous sounds but
only to specific noises, such as sounds made by the
opposite sex. This may be due to discrimination by the
insect rather than to the lack of sound perception.
Sound waves may be picked up by fine sensory hairs
or by special organs such as the auditory drum that
appears on the side of the abdomen or the lower part a_
of the front legs. Flies and mosquitoes are believed
to hear by means of a cuplike organ on the second
antenna! segrnent which responds to sound. waves
picked up by the rest of the antennae.

Sight. The principal organs of sight are the com-
pound eyes and ocelli (fig. 14). Fly maggots do not
have eyes but ,are able to detect the presence of
light by means of sensitive tissue underlying the
cuticle. This sense is of value to the mature maggot
when it leaves its feeding site and burrows into the
ground to pupate.

The compound eyes and facets are provided with
nerves which transmit. stimuli to the brain. Insects
can perceive movements very readily. and visual
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powers usually vary according to the demands
made on them by the habits of the insect. Labora-
tory tests have proved that insects are able to dis-
tinguish colors, whereas some of the higher animals,.
such as rats, are color-blind. The insect can neither
move its eye nor focus them. However, the praying
mantid can rotate its head ISO° and is thought to have
a good sense of vision.

There is some speculation that insects are able to
reason. Although there is no proof that can substanti-
ate this, many of their complex instinctive actions
simulate the results of reasoning. For example. a wasp
deposits an egg upon a spider that has been paralyzed
by. a deft sting in one of the main nerve centers. The
spider is then buried in a small cavity in the ground
and covered with earth where the egg incubates. The
wasp then uses a large grain of sand as a hammer to
tamp the earth over her nest.

Insect behavior appears to be a series of reflex ac-
tions or automatic responses to certain stimuli. Most-
insects feel secure if their feet are touching the ground
or some solid object. Some bugs and beetles turned
over on their backs will struggle violently to regain
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9. It is believed that virtually all insect behavior
arises from responses to simple
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Drenches (209):.
1. The antennae of insects provide some sense of

touch, but the main sense provided by the antennae
is 'the sense of

2. Special hairs which occur over most regions of the
insect body provide the sense of and
also aid in the sense of

-3. Insects have the ability to rotate and focus their
eyes. (True/ False)

4. The skin of insects is a means of providing the
sense of touch. (True/ False)

5. Small rodlike organs which project from the body
surface ,provide the sense of

6. The sense of smell possessed by insects is not only
used to locate food and to find a mate but is also
used to locate suitable places for

Figure 1-41. Ferris le insect reproductive system (diagsamirsatic).

their feet; but their struggles cease if they are given
a small object to hold. The honeybee is able to return
to its hive by orienting its flight according to the
declination of the sun. It performs a dance in the hive
which indicates to other worker bees the location of
flowers with nectar in relation to the declination of the
sun and the distance from the hive. Despite these com-
plex instinctive actions, it is believed that virtually
all insect behavior arises from responses to simple
stimuli such as light. heat, gravity, hunger, and smell.

The only animals that can fly are birds. bats. and
insects. The ability to fly enables insects to escape
many of their enemies, to locate their food, to find
their mates, and to populate the earth. Insects such as
the grasshopper have extremely strong muscles de-
voted to flight. The flight muscles of the housefly
comprise 10 percent of the body weight. They activate
the wings indirectly by distortion of the body wall.
Housefly wings often vibrate at the rate of about 200
strokes per second. In one cycle they beat downward
and forward and then turn vertically with edge upper-
most and move backward. Some insects are able to
hover and even to fly backward.
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CHAPTER 2

Pest Management Planning and Coordination

'AS AN AIR FORCE pest manager, yoh must under-
stand the procedures for planning and coordinating
effective pest management programs. Planning
effective programs involves many aspects most people
have., not considered. Pest management 'programs
must he.effective, practical, and safe. This chapterwill
explain the procedures used in,planning effective and
safe pest management programs and will identify
organizations and agencies that may be involved in
pest management with -whom you should coordinate.

2-1. Pest Surveys and Collation
The, first, step in the pest management planning

phase is conducting pest surveys. Pest surveys are
necessary to detect actual or potential breeding
sources of pests murder to prepare recommendations
for the prevention or elimination of such sou tees. Such
surveillance involves operating light traps: locating
and mapping breeding sources: and making biting and
landing counts. resting station collections, population
estimates, and sanitary inspections. The proper
handling, packaging, and submitting of specimens to
designated laboratories, in a condition which will
allow identiftcition and isolation of disease agents,
is often required. This is particularly important in the
detectioo of vector agents that might be used in
biological warfare attack.

In this section you will learn the types of surveys.
when and how the surveys are conducted, information
gained from conducting surveys, and pest collection
methods and equipment.

210. List the types of pest surveys, state the purpose
for conducting pest surveys, and select the method for

. conducting surveys for identified pests.

Pest Surveys. After completing this objective you
will understand the purpose for conducting pest
surveys and gnize the types and methods for
conducting th surveys.

Purpose of rveys. Surveys provide you the basis
for determining whether or not management programs
should be implemented: and if so, they will provide
you the basis for determining the type of management
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program to be implemented. In addition, surveys are
used for monitoring conditions that may possibly
enhance pest problems, and are an effective way of
evaluating pest management programs that have
already been established. The importance of surveys
will be better understood as the types of surveys are
discussed.

,Types of surveys.. There are three basic types of
surveys, and each type is determined primarily upon
the sequence in which they are conducted.

The original/basic survey is the first survey to be
made prior to planning any pest management pro-
gram. If you happen to be the supervisor of an ento-
mology section, this survey may be your initial survey
conducted upon your arrival at anew assignment. The
original/ basic survey may also be the first of the year,
or it may be the one that is conducted at the beginning
of each job order or work order regardless if you are
supervisor or not.

When conducting original/basic surveys, the
following information should be obtained:

Prevalence of beneficial and detrimental plants
and animals.
Detrimental and beneficial aspects of plants and
animals.
Conditions that are conducive to pest infestations.

Once this information is obtained, it is analyzed to
-determine the type of management program to be
implemented, such as:

Preventive pest management procedures.
Safe and effective corrective pest management
procedures.

Routine surveys, the second type, are used con-
tinuously to monitor pest populations and conditions
that create potential pest problems. Pest problems are
rarely ever eliminated; they are just arrested tem-
porarily, which means the problems can and will most
probably reoccur. Routine surveys must be seem-
plished frequently and should become a subconscious
part of you during your travels throughout, the base
area.

While conducting these routine surveys you will be
seeking the same information that is furnished by the
survey previously discussed, and you will be searching
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your mind for more effective pest management
techniques..

Operational surveys are conducted after pest
management programs have been implemented or
completed to determine program effectiveness. These
survey's should always be accomplished after each
job, because this is the only way you can see results of
your expended efforts. They are the only way you can
insure that the pests have been managed effectively.
When conducting operational surveys you should also
be looking for any undesirable side effects of your
pest management program. If your program did not
accomplish the job adequately or did haveside effects,
you should reevaluate the problem, study the situation
more carefully, and possibly seek assistance from
other sources in order to do the job more adequately.

Survey methods. Pest surveys are conducted in
many ways, depending upon the pest you want. to
survey for and the information you are wanting to
obtain. There are six basic methods for conducting
most pest surveys.

Visual inspection is one method for conducting
surveys; This method is especially useful for checking
conditions that exist on base and areas immediately
adjacent to base property. This. involves checking
sanitary conditions; low-lying areas that retain water;
rodent runways, gnawings. and droppings: artificial
containers that_h old water, interior wails for cock-
roach and fly fecal material; structures forthe presence
of termites, fungi, and wood borers; and ornamental
shrubs, trees, and grasses for unusual coloring or
damage.

Trapping is's survey method that is used principally
for'eollecting mosquitoes, ornamental and turf pests,
and rodents. Trapping may be used to collect live
specimens for conducting research to determine if they
arc aiming diseases, or trapping can be used for
collecting specimens simply for determining identity
and prevalence of certain pests.

Dipping is a method for conducting mosquito
larvae surveys. Since all mosquitoes developin water,
bodies of water, small or large, can be dipped near the
edges for detecting the presence of mosquitoes before
they become adults.

Skimming is another survey method used for certain
mosquito larvae. This method is used for detecting
mosquito species that lie Parallel to the water suiface.

Biting and landing count surveys are used for
sampling populations of flies and mosquitoes. When
perfomiing this type of survey, it should be conducted
at the same time of day, for the same period of time.
and using the same subject. The subject may be human
or other animal, and in the case of nonbiting flies.
dead baits may be used.

Probing is a survey method used for detecting
damage caused by structural pests such as termites.
fungi; and wood borers. This method can also be used
for taking random samples of packaged stored foods
for the detection of 'toyed food pests.

Remember, these are not alI of the pest survey
methods. but these are the methods used most often.

Other survey methods will be discussed later, along
with discussions concerning specific pests.

Exercises (210):
i. List the three basic types of surveys.

2. State the purpose for conducting pest surveys.

3. A survey method that is used for taking random
samples of stored foods in detecting stored food
pests is

4. 'is a survey method -
used for detecting mosquito larvae that lie parallel
to the water surface.

5. The survey method used for determining identity
and prevalence of ornamental and turf pests is

6. The three remaining survey methods are
,and

:l I. State the purpose for collecting pests and list
collection methods and equipment required for
collecting identified pests.

Pest Collection. Pest collection and survey methods
are most generally accomplished together, however,
the degree in purpose and methods may be somewhat
different.

Purpose of collecting. Specific information of
medically important pests is often very useful, and in
many cases most essential in determining the manage-
ment technique that should be used in their control
Since there are a tremendous number of species, exact
determination of a specimen frequently requires a
specialist. The collection and processing techniques to
be used will depend 'upon_ whether the purpose is
surveillance and identification of- vectors or the
detection and identification of disea'se agents. In the
latter case, live samples must be forwarded; after
special processing, to an appropriate detection and
identification laboratory. Bear in mind that living
specimens cannot always be forwarded throiigh. the
mails.
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Figure 21. Communicable disease center miniature tight nap.

Collection methods and equipment. Pest collection
can be accomplished in many ways, and there is a
variety of equipment that can be used; however, this
text will only discuss the most common recognized

. methods and equipment.
Trapping is an effective way of collecting adult

insects such as Mosquitoes. flies, andornamental and
turf pests; and for collecting cockroaches. rodents,
predatory animals. birds. Traps may be used for
collecting specimet that must be kept alive for
research or for collecting specimens simply for identifi-
cation, determining the quantity present within an
area, or for preservation. Trapping can' be accom-
plished by using various types of light traps such as the
communicable disease center miniature light trap
(fig. 2-1). black light trap (fig. 2-2) and the American
light trap (figs. 2-3 and 24). These traps are used
primarily at night so the light will attract certain
night-flying insects, such as most species of mosquitoes
and many ornamental and turf pests.

Cage traps of various sixes are used for collecting
live -specimens such as flies. mosquitoes, rodents,
predatory animals,, and birds. Most generally, cage
traps are baited with decaying matter, live animals.
or carbon dioxide to attract desired specimens. Cage
traps are especially beneficial for collecting specimens
that must be kept alive for research and collecting
ectoparasite hosts. Figures 2-5, 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8
illustrate the various type of cage traps.

Open-mouthed jar traps can be used effectively for
collecting many types of crawling pests such as cock-
roaches and pests active in 'Lawns. These traps are
usually baited to attract pests. Once they have entered
the jar. exit is prevented:by an oil coating which has
been previously applied around the inner surface of
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the jar lip. Jar traps used in lawns should be butted
with the jar lip level with the surface.

Dipping and skimming are two Methods used in
collecting mosquito larvae. This is accomplished by
using a standard dipper. To aid larvae recognition,
the dipper should be white porcelain, and it should be
designed so that an extension handle can be easily
connected. Figure"2-9 illustrates the dipper with an
extension handle.

Biting and resting station collection methods are
conducted by using aspirators and Idling tubes. An
aspirator is constructed from a section of plastic or
glass tubing approximately 12 inches long with an
inside diameter of abour3/ 8 inch. One end of then**
is covered with a fme wirescreen and then inserted into
a piece of rubber tubing 2 to 3 feet long. The aspirator
is illustrated in figure 2-10. The aspirator is used for
collecting small flying insects (as they are biting or
resting) by placing the end of the rubber tubing in your
mouth and placing the end of the glass tubing over the
insect and sucking in a quick breath. Once the insect
has been sucked into the glass tube, remove the glass
tube and place your finger over the end. Thespecimen
can now be emptied into a killing tube and later
transferred into a pillbox. Killing tubes (fig. 2-11) are
constructed from glass vials approximately 6 inches
long and 1/2 inch in diameter. The bottom of the vial
is filled with chopped rubberbands approximately I
inch in depth. Then a perforated plastic disc is placed
into the vial directly on top of the shredded rubber.
Cotton is then placed on top of the disc, and a second
perforated disc slightly larger than the vial diameter
is placed on top of the cotton. The' vial is charged by
pouring chloroform into the vial level with thotop of the
rubber. The vial,is stoppered with a.cork. Insects are
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Figure 2-2. Mack light trap.

collected by removing the stopper and placing the,
open end over the specimen as it is biting or resting.
Hold the vial over the specimen until the specimen
relaxes and falls into the tube, then stopper. The
specimen can later be transferred to pill boxes.

Cloth drags (fig. 2-12) are used principally for
collecting ticks. A piece of white flannel cloth, 1 yard
wide and 114 yards long, is attached to a rod. 1 yard
long, and dragged along trails for a few yards. The
cloth is then inspected and ticks that have become
attached to the cloth are removed with tweezers and
placed in vials of 70 percent alcohol.

Combing, brushing, swirling, and picking are
effective methods of dollecting ectoparasites (fleas.
lice, ticks, and mites) from rodents, predatory animals.
and domestic animals.

/15,
CAUTION: Always, wear laboratory glovis while
performing this collection method.
Ectoparasite baits must be trapped in cage traps so

that they will remain a&e. If the host dies, eetopara-
sitm will leave as soon as, the host body temperature
cools. Once the host is trapped he is removed aid
anesthetized (temporarily put to sleep) or killed. If
combing or brushing methods are to be used, imme-
diately pick the animal up by the tail and hold it over a
pan and begin brushing or combing with downwaid
strokes.

NOTE: The ectoparasites will not jump or crawl
out of the pan because they are anesthetized also.

Once the ectoparasites have been removed, they are
transferred from the pan, using 'a small art brush or
applicator stick, to vials of alcohol. This collection
method is illustrated in figures 2-13 and 2-14.

28
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Figure 2-3. American light trap.
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Figure 2.4. American lighttrap (exploded view).

Picking ectoparasites from anesthetized hosts (fig. Exercises (210
2-15) is accomplished by using tweezers and dropping 1. State two reasons given in the text for collecting
ectoparasites into vials of alcohol. This is the only pests.
method that can be used for removing ticks and
sticktight fleas.

Collect ing ecto pares Res by swirling is accomplished 2- State the primary purposeforusing live collection
by placing the anesthetized host into a jar or tub that methods.
contains a warm soap water solution and swirling
through the solution. After this has been accomplished,
remove host and slowly pour the solution through
filtering paper. Then transfer ectoparasitei from the
filter to vials of alcohol. Figures 2-16 and 2-17
illustrate the swirling method of collection.

Digging is used primarily as a collecticn method for
ornamental and turf pest's larvae and fly larvae. This is
done by digging the soil in suspected areas. Embed the
entire length of the shovel blade into the soil several
times to form a circle and remove the loosened clod.
Pull the clod apart (as though looking for earthworms)
and inspect for grubs (beetle larvae) or maggots (fly
larvae).
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Figure 24. Carbon dioxide trap.
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CF-035
Figure 2-6. Fly cone trap.

3. Using information contained in the text, list the
method or methods and equipment used for each
method in collecting identified pests. NOTE: All
the blanks may not have to be used.

Collection Colketion
Peer method Equipment

a. Mosquitoes (I) (a)
(adult) (b)

(c)
(2) (a)

(b)
(c)

(3)
(b)
(a)

(C)
b. Ticks (1) (a)

(b)
(c)

(2) (a)
(a)
(e)

(31 (a)
(b)
(c)

c. Flies (I) (al
(adult) (b)

(c)
(2) (a)

(b)
(c)

(3) (a)
(b)
(c)

4. Mosquitoes (1) lal
(larvae) (b)

(c)
(2) la)

(b)
(c)

(I) (a)
(b)
(c)

(2) (a)
(b)
(c)

(3) - (a)
(b)
(c)

(4) (a)

2-2., Pest 7deutificition and Preservation -

- Ia reading Chapter 1 you learned thatinsectselong
in the animal kingdom and that they are divided into
major groups. Obviously, there are many character.
istics used for placing arthropods, into a particular
class and order, but it doesn't stop here. You Must be
capable of taking a specimen. and classifying it as to
family; genus, and specie.

In order-to-fully understand this section, you must
be very- familiar with the illustrations provided in -

Chapter 1.; Section 1-2 (Arthropod MorphOlpgy), so
you will be able to recognize terminology applied to
the various regions ofee anatomy and appendages of
arthopods.

General appearance, spot characters, and identifi-
cation keys are the three general methods Used in
identifying arthropods. .-

The process of identification using the general
appearance method simply means bowing a speci-
men by sight. This requires extreme knowledge and
practice:

, When using the spot character approach, you
recognize certain characteristics that are common to a
particular species; however, this method is not very
reliable -because other species may be very similar.
This approach may be.used in placing a specinien in its
order.

This section describes the types of keysused in die
process of identification, use of identification keys,
use and maintenance of microscopes, and methods for
preserving and maintaining specimens.

212. Identify the two types of identificationon keys, and
provided with sets of identification keys, Est the steps
that must be followed in the identification of specified
pests. ,
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Figure 2-7. Live animal trap.
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e 24_ V .drop bird trap

couplet 2..0bierve example 2, couplet 2, and study its
relation to example I, couplet Iv.

Identifiattion Keys. Accurate pest identification
can be accamplished only if specimens have been
collected carefully and undamaged; in addition, you
must be very knowledgeable of arthropod structures
and you must have complete sets of identification
`keys. This objective is devoted to malting you aware of
coinmon types of identification keys, explaining their
use, and enabling you to use th'em properly.

;Types and uses of identification keyi...In most
situations, identification with family. genus, and
specie requires the use of a microscope (discussed
later), a good set of keys, and a specimen that is
properly mounted and in very good condition.

After you have had experience in identification, jou
will most Likely establish a preference as to the type of
key most suitable' for your use. There are two basic
types of keyscommonly used (dichotomous or. couplet
and pictorial), and each has its own_merits. Identifi-
cation keys work by using a process of elimination in
which the number of possibilities is gradually `reduced.
When making identification, you should keep in mind .
that a key does not positively prove anything; it only
suggest possibilities.

Dichotomous or couplet keys are so named because
they provide two alternatives from which,to choose.
Using dichotomous or couplet keys (both are same
type), you must begin with couplet 1, which will give
you two choices as illustrated in example 1. In this
example you must make a choicebetween the number
and type of wings the specimen has.

Ezampk Couplet

1. Two pairs of membranouswings --2

Only one paii of membranous wings, the other pair being
either hardened into wingeases. drahsery 29

In this situation, assume that your specimen has two
pairs of membranous wings, so couplet 1 tells you to
proceed to couplet 2, If the second choice had been
correct then you would have proceeded to couplet 29.
skipping couplets 2,through 28.

To continue the identification process using
dichotomous keys, another example is provided using

31
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Ercimpie 2: Couplet 2 -

2. Forewinp and hindwings alaca '

Forewings and hiadvrings different

3

18

Continuing the case situation, assume tha your
specimen has forawings and hindwings alike. From
information contained-in example 2, couplet 2, you
now know that you should proceed to couplet 3, since
your specimen does not have different forewings and
hindwings. This same process of elimination between
two choices continues until you reach the final
identification. -

CP-034

Figure 2-9. DIF:ppee for - collecting _mosquito larvae. .



Figure 2-10. Aspirator for collecting aduit mosquitoes.

To recognize when identification is complete,
another example is provided- Up to this point-, you
have identified your specimen from .couplets 1 and 2
as having two pairs of meMbranous wings and both
pairs of wings ate alike. Referring to your case situa-
tion. assume that after reading couplet 3. it was
determined that you must proceed to couplet 35.
Finding couplet 35. illustrated in example 3, you find
a different situation.

Example 3: Couplet

35. Abdomen with foreceps

Abdomen without foreceps
a

Earwig

,Beetle

I
interest and comparisons of various pests. This type of
key is preferred by many individuals and is probably
.more simple to use by the less experienced.

At the top of each pictorial' key there are two or
more statements with accompanying illustrations
that show exactly what the statements are referring to;
of course, only one of the statements will apply to the
specimen being identified. A typical pictorial key is
illustrated in figure 2-18; however, this key has been
'modified with the addition of capital letters at the top
and small letters on the left side to reflect a grid
situation. This modificatiod is designed to better
illustrate its use. 4 ,

Before you begin toutilize the pictorial key provided
in figure 2-18, read- case situation 2-1. This case
situation piovides you background information and it
describes the speciMen to be identified.

Assuming that your specimen has an abdomen with
foreceps.'you realize that it is an earwig. Identification
is now complete. However, if your specimen had an
abdomen without forceps it would have been identi--
fled as being a beetle according to the example.
Naturally, there are many beetle species, so you would
have to obtain identification keys that pertain to the
appropriate order, which is Coleopzera.

Now that you have seen how dichotomous keys are
used, take a look at another type of identification key.

Pictorial keys are keys that provide the identifier
with illustrative pictures that show specific points of

Case Sauadon 2 -I -

The specimen you are identifying has already been identified
with its order. and it has been determined that the specimen is a
fly. The nett step is to determine the gems and specie of the fly.
Your specimen hasadolithreatcandashinyabdomen as observed

. through the microscope.

In order to idEntify your fly specimen, refer to figure
2-18 and read each of the three statements proVided
acrosethe top directly above each of the three files.
When you have found thestatement that describes
your specimen; the identification of your specimen
should be complete because square B-a identifies your
specimen as to genus and specie.

Now; using case situation 2-2'and figure 2-18, test
your skill in using the pictorial key once more
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Figure ?...t 1. Killing tube_
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Figure 2-12. Tick drag.

Case Situation 2-2
As in case situation 2-1 your specimen is a fly. and as you view

through the microscope you see that it has the followingeharac-
teristies: dull thorax and dull abdomen: medium size (about 114
inch long) 4diftirict theinicic stripes; sides of abdomen pale. erect
when pritmg thorax without pak spots.

To identify the specimen as- described in case
situation 2-2 and using the: pictorial key illustrated in
figure 2-18, you should begin at the top. Reading
across the top, the fly and statement you select should
be square A-a because your specimen has a.dull thorax
and a dull abdomen. .

Now, as you can see. there ira line extending down
and across from square A-a Which metuisidentifouion
is ,not complete and you have three more choices to
select from. . .

. Reading the statements and viewing the illustrations
across row b you find that square B-b best matehes
your specimen because it is medium size "(about 1/4
inch long) and has four distinct thoracic stripes. Now.
you may say 'wait a minute; Square B-b describes the
specimen as having four thoracic stripes that are often
indistinct. but my specimen has four distinct thoracic -

.
7
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Figure 2-11. Combing for ectoparasnes.
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Figure 2 -t4. Transferring ectopamsitcs.

stripes! You are correct, but in comparing your
specimen with the other two choices you will find that
it matches square B-b better because it is not a small
fly with four indistinctstripes and it .is not a large fly
With only three distinct thoracic stripes.

Again, there is a line that extends, from down from
square B-b and across v the left and right. As you can
see. there are three more choices to select from.

You should follow thi same procedures as before by
reading the statements and viewing the illustrations
provided in row c of figure 2-18. Square A-c desCribes
your specimen prifectly; so, identification is complete
and you now know that it is a Marco domes/Ica (scien-
tific mime), or housefly (common name). If you will
notice, there are no lines extending down from either
of the three choices in row c. so yourspecimen would
have had to have been one of the three. or it would
have indicated that you had made an error pieviously.

In specimen identification, people commonly make
one of two mistakes. the first being overly cautious.
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Figure 241 Picking ectuparasitei.

(taking every word literally), and the second is refusing'
to go on if the specimen does not agree with the choice

.made. Remember, insects and other arthropods have
their individualities just as people do.

If you happen to arrive at a point in which you
cannot decide .which of the alternatives is correct,
don't give up! First, consider if it is neither, for
instance, if the alternatives describe.wing structures.
and youir specimen has no wings, you have probably

. arrived at a wrong point in the key, orelse the specimen
is one that is not provided for by the key. Second, if
there is more than one alternatiVe which could be
considered correct, try each alternative until you hate
made your decisibn. By using this process, you can
normally get back on the right track.

CF-038

Figure 246. Swirling for ectoparasitcs.
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Dichotomus and pictorial keys of important

arthropods are provided in Appendix A of this
volume."

Exercises (212)
I. The two types of identification geYs commonly

used are r and
2. An identifioation key that provifles two statements

from which to choose is the key
3. An identification key that illustrates certain

identifying characteristics and picivides two or
more choices is a key

Figure 2-17. Filtering of ectoparasites.

4. Using Appendix A,-"ArthropOds of Public flealtd
Importance: Key To Common Classes and
Orders" and information contained in this objec-
tive, identify each of the arthropods described
below with its order and common name. and list
each step consecutively; that is used in the identifi-
cation process as per example.

Exercise Example: An arthropoerthat is described as
having three pairs of walking legs: wings present and
Well developed, one pair of membranous wings with-
out scales is identified to
(I) the Order Pintera ,
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Figure 2;18. Typical pittoral key_

(2)1 with the common name otar,
and the steps used in identification are I .

and _L.
a. An arthropod described as having three pairs of

walking legs, chewing nruthparts. two pairs of
well-developed wings with the front pair of wings
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being leathery with distinct veins and serving as
covers for the second pair is identified to

( I) the Order
(2) with the common name of
(3) and the steps used in identification are

a
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stage and adjust' the focusing knob until the image is
and , sharp.

b. 'An arthropod described as having four pairs of
walking legs, a weli-developed abdomen that is
not distinctly separated. body with very little or
no hair, and hailers organ is identified to
(1) the Order ,
(2) with the common name of .
(3) and the steps used in identification are

. . .
and ,

213. Given problem situations concerning microscope
use, identify the proper corrective action and state the
methods for maintaining microscopes.

Use and Maintenance of Microscopes. Most
arthropods cannot be identified to genus and specie
without the aid of a microscope., Each pest manage-
ment section should have a microscope to identify
pests common to the area and to monitor possible
disease vectors and economic pests collected.. Micro-
scopes are also essential in calibrating certain types of
pesticide dispersal equipment and conducting on-the-
job training for pest identification. However, micro-
scopes are of no use unless you know how to use and
maintain them properly, which is the basis for this
objective. .

Microscope focusing. Microscope focusing
methods will vary with the type of microscope used
and the manufacturer..For this reason, a specific type
must be identified so that focusing techniques can be
discussed. The microscope discussed in this objective

,, is one that is authorized for pest management sections
and is Federally stock listed. This -microscope is a
binocular type with zoom focusing ability which is.
most suitable for viewing solid objects such as arthro-
pod specimens. Figure 2-19 illustrates the binocular

"zoom focusing microscope with identified external
parts.

In order to focus the binocular zoom microscope
follow these procedures:

(1) Place the object to be viewed on the stage plate
and insert a pair of eyepieces in the eyepiece adapters.

NOTE: If you wear corrective* glasses. insure that
glasses are worn while using the microscope.

(2) Direct light on the subject being viewed- by
adjusting the mirror Iieneath the stage plate or by
using other illumination devi,:es which areavailahle
as accessories.

(3) Adjust the eyepiece adapters to the proper width
for your eyes so both fields are viewed as one. Proper
width can be checked by closing one eye and then the
other, with both fields being visible separately without
moving the head. _ ... .,(4) Set the magnification knob to the highest

:power. .

(5) Using only the right eye and right eyepiece,
focus on a flat-surfaced object that is centered on the
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(6) Now, reset the magnification knob to the lowest
power.

(7) Using the left eye and left, eyepiece, adjust the
eyepiece focusing ring clockwise or counterclockwise
until the image is sharp.

NOTE: This should be accomplished without
disturbing the focusing knob.

If these microscope focusing procedures are care-
fully followed, the magnification may be let at any
value within its range without having to refocus. When
changing specimens, only slight readjustments of the
focusing knob are required in order to maintain sharp
image focus.

.

NOTE: Always insure that the microscope is
focused to suit the right eye first and then focused to
the left eye using the eyepiece adjusting ring.

The magnification knob (located on top of the
microscope) allows ydu to change -the power to
provide the best magnification for each specimen at
lower power and to concentrate on a particular detail
of the specimen by increasing the power.

Microscope maintenance. Maintaining micro-
scopes is a simple process if you remember one basic
point. Always cover the microscope when nor in use.
-Since cleaning is practically all that is required in
maintaining microscopes, cleaning techniques will be
discussed first

.
a. Clean external surfaces of eyepieces and bottom

surface of the pod by blowing with a syringe, or with a
moist cotton swab on a stick.

b. Keep eyepieces in place at all times to prevent
dust settling on the eyepiece dust shields. If the eye-

- piece dust shields do require cleaning, clean them in
the same manner as the external surfaces of the*eyepieces_ . .

c. Use a cotton swab moistened with a soap or
detergent solution to remove body oil smears from
external surfaces of eyepiece lenses or glass stage
plate, and dry with a dry cotton swab.

d. Clean the focusing slide occasionally with a
solvent such as xylol or alcohol. . -.

e. Clean rack teeth occasionally with a small stiff
brush. _I'f Lubrication is required only after the focusing
slide has been cleaned. Lubricate the focusing slide
by applying.a light coating of petroleum jelly.

g. Adjusting the tension of the focusing mechanism
is the only time mechanical tnaintenance.:should be
perforMed on the microscope unless you are an
experienced microscope repairman: To adjust focus-,
log tension, turn two alien-head screws (located slight-
ly above the center line of the focusing knobs) clock-
wise or counterclockwise, depending if more or less
tension is desired. NOTE: Uniform adjustment of the
two screws is recommended.

Microscopes are only effective if the user knows
how to use it and maintains it properly. When moving:
the microscope. always use both hands and handle it

,
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Figure 11-19_ Binocular microscope (identified external parts).

with care because it is a fragile instrument and very 3. Identify the action to be taken prior to making
expensive. microscope adjustments other than adjusting the

eyepiece adapters.

Exercises (213):
I. While viewing an object through a microscope, it

.appears as a double vision. Identify the corrective
action to be taken.

2. While viewing an object through a microscope. it
appears clear and sharp. indicating good focus.
You then change objects and the vision is blurred.
Identify the action that you have failed to take.

4. The microscope is always focused to suit which eye
first?

5. State the action required to remove grease smears
from external surfaces of eyepiece lenses.
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6. To remove dust from external surfaces of eyepieces
you` would use a detergent solution. (True/False)

214. Point out techniques, materials, and equipment
required for preierving specimens *.

Preserving Specimens Dry. In order to maintain a
display of pests common to the area, there are certain
techniques that you should lame- Pest specimen
displays that yoff prepare should be prepared in a
manner that you will be very proud to display. These

_displays are kept in entomology sections to allow
interested persons to become familiar with pests
common to the area, and they are often used for
display in base open house ceremonies, Boy and Girl
Scout tours, student tours, and county fairs.

There are four basic methods used in displaying pest
specimens and each method requires certain tech-
niques, supplies, and equipment. Each of the four
methods will be discussed individually.

Preserving specimens dry is probably the most
common method for preserving specimens and is
generally the most useful for insects that have strongly
chitinized exoskeletons because they can be dried
naturally without offensive decay and discoloration.

Specimens that are to be preserved dry should be.
pinned while they are still fresh to allow easy manipu-
lation of various appendages, thus reducing the chance
of breakage. Specimens that have become dried are
very hard and brittle and shciuld never be touched
other than by handling the mount.

To delay hardening, specimens can be placed in
containers of ethyl acetate or laurel leaf vapors. You
may find that this is not always ad visable because over
a period of time it may cause discoloration or a mushy
effect. Other methods for keeping the specimens soft
include keeping them in a tin container with green
leaves or moistened blotting paper, but this may lead
to the specimens' becoming molded.

If you desire to dry-preserve specimens that have a
large amount of body fluids, the fluid should be
drained from the abdomen immediately after the
specimen has died. The inmethod to, use in this
situation is to cut off the abdomen at the base; lay it on
a flat surface, and squeeze the fluid out by rolling a
small round object from abdomen tip toward the
cutoff portion. This must be done with great care to
prevent damage to the abdomen section. Removing
the abdomen from specimens that are bulky is not
required at all times. The fluids from some specimens
may be extracted simply by gently rolling a round
object over the abdomen, beginning at the base and
rolling toward the tip.

Cleaning the specimens is required at times.
expecially the bulky ones that have been drained of
body fluids; however. it is best to avoid cleaning
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whenever possible because this may cause discolora-
tion. Dust can be removed by using a small camel's-
hair brush; but remember to use gentle strokes to
avoid breakage of appendages and scratches. Cleaning
specimens that are' very fragile or dry and rigid can be
accomplished by immersing them in a synthetic
detergent and water solution. Specimens that hive
become greasy from fatty material that has oozed out
can be cleaned by using an organic solvent sucli-as -
ethyl acetate, benzene, or ether.

Bulky and fleshy specimens that you have had to
drain must be returned native original shape. This can
be done by blowing air into them, using a small
pipette; or if it is a large area, it can be stuffed with.
cotton wool that has been moistened with ethyl acetate
or phenol. After this has been done, the specimen must
be mended by usingmendingeement This will involve
reattaching the ipflated or stuffed abdomen if it has
been removed for draiging purposes.

Now that you have your specimen soft, clean, and
repaired, it is prepared for setting: Setting a specimen
correctly is probably the most difficult and rewarding
part "in preparing your specimen displays. The speci-
men must be set sothat is it appealing to the eyiand in
a manner so important appendages can be viewed with . .
least difficulty. Once you have arranged it in the
position desired yoninust let it dry. Setting specimens
require the use of setting boards. These boards may be
purchased or constructed in the section. Setting
boards are designed to allow adjustment of the sides to
increase or decrease the width of the groove, depend-
ing upon the thickness of the specimen abdomen. The
sides of the hoard should be covered with a layer of
cork or balsa wood to allow ease in pinning A typical
setting board is illustrated in figure 2-20.

If you desire to dry-preserve specimens that are soft
bodied without draining the body fluids, this can be
achieved by preserving them in a solid state. This
technique is much slower than the conventional way
because each phase reqUires a certainimount of time;
however, it is'a very good technique to use for larvae
specimens. Dry preserving in the solid state is accom-
plished by placing fresh larvae into a solution that
contains 95 percent alcohol. The larvae must remain
in this solution for at least 1 week; the larger the
specimen the more time required_ Following the
week's (minimum) stay in the first solution, the larvae
are then transferred to a pure alcohol solution and

38 135
Figure 2.20. Typical setting board.



must remain in this solution for 24 hours. The larvae
arc then transferred tea fresh solution of pure alcohol
two mote times for a period of 24 hours each. After
these phases have been completed; the larvae tissues
should be completely, dehydrated: however, preserva-
tion is not complete.

Reabsorption of moisture must be prevented. This
is ,done by transferring the larvae into a solution
containing one part of xylol to 2 parts of pure alcohol
for 1 day,theh transferred again to a solution of 2 parts
of xylol to 1 pert of purealcoltal for 1 day. The larvae
are then transferred to pure xylol, kept there I day,
and removed and blotted dry. The spnsti.mens are not
ready to be pinned.

Larva that have - become hardened or dry can also
be dry-preserved in a solid state, but they must be
reseftened first. Resoftening can be done by placing
the specimens in a solution of 2 percent caustic potash
or a strong solution of synthetic detergent fora period
of 2 days. Larvae are then transferred successively to.
solutions of 40 percent, 70 percent, 80 percent, and 9S
percent for a period of I, week minimum in each
solution. After this, the larvae must be treated to
prevent reabsorption of moisture in the same way as
previously explained for fresh larvae.

Pinning dry-preserved specimens can be done in
four ways. Direct pinning .is a method that can be
used for specimens that have tou gh cuticles or integer -
cents and are not very small. Pins that arc used for
direct pinning are called "continental pins" and are
generally long, thin, and sharp. Staging is a method
that involves pinning a relatively small specimen to
polyporous. The polyporous serves as the stage and is
supported by "English pins." However, the pins used
for attaching the specimens to the stages are "points."
Points are very thin and short ant may be used by
inserting the pin through th . n and into the
polyporpus stage or by e specimen to the
blunt end. Carding is a term hen specimens are
gummed directly to a piece o stiff white cardboard
that is rectangular in shape and is supported by
English pins. This methoilis quitendequate for dis-
playing small beetles..Poinrink is the best method for
mounting the very small dry-preserved specimens.
Points are made from thin white cardboard and are cut
into small triangular 'pieces. These pieces may be
pointed or blunt, depending upon the specimen being
mounted and your preference. Points can even be
turned up or down at the tip and the specimen
gummed to- the side if you desire.

Now that you have your dry-preserved specimen
pinned, it is time to discuss specimen labeling.

Specimen labeling is very -important because each
specimen should be labeled as to where, when, and
how the collection was made, the collectors name,
the scientific name of the specimen, the name of the
scientist who first described the specie, and the date
determination of the specie was made.

Labels are made from thin white card material such
as index cards, and every label should be rectangular
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shape and have almost the same dimensions. Each dry -
preserved specimen should have two labels pinned
beneath the specimen. The lower label should rest on
top of the surface to which the specimen is pinned and
should contain the scientific name of the specimen, the
name of the scientist (or author), and the date it was
first described. The second 'label should be spaced in
the middle between the specimen and the lower label
and should contain information as to where, when,
and how the specimen was collected, and the' ame of
the collector. labeling techniques are illustrated in
figure 2-21. Be as specific as possible when describing
the location where the specimen was collected. It is not
advisable to use initials because they can lead to
confusion. Print information on labels using pencil
or India ink.

Storage of dry-preserved specimens is important in
preventing specimen damage and enhancing displays.
Specimens can be stored in almost anything from cigar
boxes to specially daigned specimen trays". However.
specimens should be separated into specific orders,
protected from pests that attack preserved specimens,
and arranged for easy viewing,. Storage boxes should
be durable, lined with cork on the. bottom for ease in
pinning, and capable of holding paredichloro benzene
or naphthalene to ward off pests that feed on speci-
mens. Specimens should be, stored in an area with
minimum humidity when possible.

des
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Exercises (114):
I. What is the primary purpose for collecting, pre-

serving, and maintaining pest specimens within a
pest management section?

2. The most common method used in preserving
specimens for display is the
method.

3. Specimens that hive become hardened can be
resoftened by using a solution of
or a strong solution of_

4. State the best method for dminingbody fluidi from
specimens that are being preserved dry_

5. Dust can be removed from dry specimens by using a

6. List three organic solvents that can be used for
cleaning greasy specimens.

7. List the four methods used 113 pinning dry specimens.

1. List the information that is provided by the lower
label contained on dry specimens.

.-:
I

9_ Dry-preserved specimens can be protected in
storage froth pests that attack preserved specimens
by using or

215. Specify techniques and materials required for
preserving specimens in spirits..

Preserving Specimens in Spirits. This method is
probably considered to be the best for greserving
specimens that are soft bodies such as larvae. nymphs:-
and some adult species. Specimens may be preserved
in spirits of ethyl alcohol. Pampers fluid. and chloral
hydrate_ Speci a normally stored in small
laboratory testMres with rounded bottoms. Several

,
III

small-specimens of the same specie collected at the
same point and time can be stored in the same tube,
but larger specimens may require individual tubes for ,
storage. Labels for spirit - preserved specimens arc
constructed by cutting long thin strips of white card
material. Card strips should be approximately 1 inch
shorter than the length of the tube and should be wide
enough to allow sufficient bend in the card when it is
placed inside the tube. Only one strip is required, but it
should contain the same type of information as the two
labels do in the dry preservation method. Labels that
are printed in pencil are most desirable and durable
because ink will have a tendency to smearwheu placed
in the spirits. Once the specimens and labels haye been
placed in the spirits, the tube is sealid with a spirit-
resistant rubber stopper. Tubes are thai stored in
specially designed double-layered trays that have
small round boles cut out of the top layer forinserting
the tube, or they can be storedin a glass jar to allow
easy" viewing. Spirit-preserved specimens should be
scored in a cool, dark area away from all sources of
heat to prevent accidental fires and evaporation.

Exercises (215):
1. Preserving specimens in spirits is considered to be

the best preserving method for
specimens.

2. The spirits most generally used in preserving speci-
mens are , and.

3. State the storage precautions that must be observed
for spirit-preserved specimens_

4. information provided on labels to be used in spirits
is printed in pencil to prevent

216. Point out techniques and materials required for
preseevhig specimens in plastic. .

Preserving Specimens in Plastic. This method of
preserving specimens is a relatively new concept and is
very appropriate for large, bulky specimens. When

.. properly performed. this preservation method makes
very attractive displayi. and they can be handled
without damage to the specimen; however, care must
be taken to avoid dropping because the block will
break. There are several techniques that can be used
in preserving specimens in plastic, depending upon
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how the specimen was originally preserved. The
techniques which will be discussed in this section are
based upon the specimen being fresh or originally
dry-preserved. Specimens that are to beveserved in
plastic should be presoaked in uneatalyzed resin for
apprOximatelv 24 hours to remove air bubbles from
the surface and insides of the specimens. Insure that
the specimen is completely immersed (weighted down
if necessary) and the container is covered_ After the
specimen has soaked for the required period of time,
select a glass or smooth metal container that is appro-
priate for the size of specimen being preierved. After
you have selected the container best suited to be used
as a mold for determine the amount of liquid
ounces required to fin the container to a level just
below the top.' Now convert the liquid ounces into
cubic centimeters because you will be working with
very small amounts. Once you have converted the
ounces into cubic centimeters, divide this amount by
3, because the pa:stic block is constructed in. three
equal layers.

Apply a mold releise compound to the entire inner
portion of-ehe container to prevent the resin from
sticking and to provide easy release.

Now that you have determined the cubic centi--
meters of resin required for the first layer and you
have prepared your mold, pour the resin into a dis-
posable. container and add catalyst to the resin at a
ratio of 4 drops of catalyst to 5 cubic centimeters of
resin. Stir this mixture smoothly and thoroughly for
about I minute, (being very cautious not to create
bubbles in the mixture), pour into the mold. and cover:
in a tent-like fashion to prevent dust from settling on
the resin and allowing volatile fumes to evaporate.
Let this mixture set for at least 2 hours, and it should
set long enough that the"mixture is just to the point of
being a tacky gel.

The first layer is now prepared to suppOrt the speci-
men. Remove with tweezers the specimen from the
resin in which it has been soaking and let the excess
resin drain off_ Place the -specimenin the meter of the
mold upside down and allow it to set for a couple of
hours under a tent cover. This will prevent the speci-
men from floating when the second layer of resin is
poured. MiX catalyst with enough resin tomake up the
second. layer and slowly pour the mixture into the
mold from. one end. This will allow the fluid to eish
all air away from the specimen. Let this layer dry
under a-tent to the point of being tacky. and then mix
and pour the third layer. Allow to -dry under a tent
cover for approximately 12 hours at room tempera-
ture and then place the mold in a -light bulb oven."
The .mold should cure for about 4 hours in 140°
Fahrenheit (60.48° Celsius). After the mold has'cured
for the recommended time. turn off the light bulb and
let the mold stay in the oven untiFit -returns to room
temperature. The plastic-preserved specimen is now
ready to be removed from the mold: however, it is not
in a finished condition.

The plastic block must be ground and polished for it
to be in a display condition. To grind the block, lay

C
Iity_

a sheet of coarse emery paper (180 grit) on a moistened "0
smooth surface with the grit up. Pour a small puddle
of water in the center of the paper and grind the six - .

sides of the block, using back and forth motions in the
water. After you have ground the six sides of the block
using the coarse grit paper, follow-the same procedure
using an intermediate grit, and then use a fine grit
paper. After you have completed the grindingprocess,
place a very small amount of liquid abrasive on a felt
polishing board' and rub-all six sides-of the block in
the abrasive, using back and forth motions. At- thiS
point the block should be becoming much more
smooth and transparent_

-:Next, place a very small amount of liquid polish on
another felt board and followw the same procedures
that were used with the liquid abrasive. Your plastic
preserved specimen is now complete and ready for.
display- ,

Exercises (210:
I. The purpose for presoaking specimens in un-

catalyzed resin is to

. . .

,..

2. The ratio of catalyst to resin is drops
of catalyst to cubic centimeters Of
resin.

3. When grinding the plastic block for finishing. what
type of motion is used?

4. List the procedures for determining the cubic centi-
meters of resin required for each layer when
measured in ounces.

217. Specify techniques and materials "required for
preserving specimens on slides.

Preserving Specimens on Slides. The preservation
of specimens on slides is an ideal method to be used
when very small specimens are to be viewed. This
method is very difficult, and a lot of experience is
required to obtain professional results. Although you
may not be experienced at preparing slides, you can
still prepare appealing slides by following the
procedures set forth.

Prior to mounting a specimen on a slide, it must first
be prepared. The specimen must be soft to prevent
breakage. and it must be cleared of internal body
tissues to make it transparent. To do this, the specimen
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is placed and left in a cold solution of 10 percent
caustic potash in water for approximately 12 hours.
Remove the potash solution by using an eyedropper
(being careful not to lose the specimen) and replacethe
potash saltation with plain tap water still using the
eyedropper. Repeat the rinse several times to insure
that all of the potash solution has been cleared from
the specimen. Now, examine the specimen under a
microscope to insure that all internal tissues have been
completely dissolved. If the tissues have not dissolved,
return the specimen to the potash solution and allow it
to soak again (it may be necessary to boil the solution
for about 5 minutes if the specimen is large), following
the procedures previously mentioned.

After the specimen has been rendered free of all
internal tissues and thoroughly rinsed, it is ready to be
dehydrated and cleared. Select two small dishes that
have wide bottoms and pour a small amount of glacial
acetic acid (dehydrating fluid) in one and a small amount
of dove on (cleaning fluid) in the other. Keep the fluids
covered tightly at all times except when it is necessary
to open them for transferring the specimen. If the
specimen appears to be too dark to be transparent,
it should be bleached by immersing it in a weak bleach
solution along with a couple of drops of glacial acetic
acid for about 5 minutes priorto beginning the normal
dehydration and clearing process.

Now place The specimen in the glacial acetic acid. If
7 the specimen is too transparent it can he darkenedby

adding a few drops of solution containingacid fuchsin
and 20 percent alcohol:to the glacial (acetic acid) and
leaving it there for 5 minutes. Using forceps, remove
the specimen from the acetic acid and place it on
blotting paper: then pick it up and place it in the clove
oil. Let the specimen remain in the clove oil for 5
minutes and remove it.

Reexamine the specimen under a microscope to
cheek for cloudy blotches. If blotches appear. this
indicates that all the water has not been removed and
you must return the specimen to the acetic acid and
again to the clove oil. However. if there are no blotches,
the specimen is now ready for mounting on the slide.
. Place the specimen on the slide and arrange it in the
manner you want to display it. Blot the excess dove oil
off the specimen and slide with a piece of blotting
paper and then drop .a very small amount of Canada
balsam on the specimen. The Canada balsam should
be thick enough to barely allow it to run. To thin the
balsam. add a drop or two of xylol and let it dissolve
naturally. After the balsam has been applied to the
specimen. cover the balsam and specimen immediately
with a cover slip that is appropriate in size for the
specimen. The cover slip should he applied by placing
one end of it down on the slide and gently lower the
other end. Do not drop the cover slip down on to the
specimen because it will trap air bubbles.

Once the specimen is mounted on the slide. handle
it with care and, keep it in a horizontal position for
several weeks because it takes this long for the balsam
to dry.. Before putting it away to dry. prepare two

labels with the required information previously
discussed and place one label on each end of the slide
as Illustrated in figure 2-22.

- /al
Exercises (21'7k -
1. To soften a specimen being prepared for mounting

on a slide, the specimen is placed in a cold solution
of
for a period of

2. A weak bleach solution is used to
specimens that are to be mounted on slides.

What fluid is used for cleaning internal tissues of
specimens being mounted on slides?

4. To darken a specimen that is to be mounted on a
slide, a few drops of solution containing--

and 20 percent alcohol is
added to the glacial.

5. Upon reexamining% specimen under a microscope,
the appearance of blotches indicates that all the

has not been removed.

6. Glacial acetic acid is used to
specimens for slide mounting.

= 7. To dissolve the internal tissues of specirnensto be
mounted on slides, a solution containing /0 percent

is used.
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2-3. Pest Management Prindplm
You are the major contributor to an effective pest

control program. However, it is essential for, yon to
realize that an effective program may be broader in
scope than the boundaries of the airbase that establish
your perimeter of operation. In many instances, the
planning of.your pest control program is based upon
more far-reaching 'plans established by municipal,
county. State. or Federal agencies. You must place
your program in its correct relationship to the more
generalized program and strive to have it make its
desired contribution.

_

218. Match responsibilities with appropriate agencies
and specify the agency or agencies that would normally
become involved in given situations.

Pest Management Responsibilities. All echelons of
command must insure effective control of pests which
are injurious to health: affect morale; or damage
physical structures, vegetation, and other property.
Responsibilities in connection with 'pest management
at Department of the Air Force installations 'are
contained in AFM 91-16, Military Entomology
Operational Handbook' AFM 91-19, Herbicide
Manual for Noncropland Weeds: AFM 126-1, Con-
servation and Management of Natural Resources:
AFR 91-21, Pest Management Program: AFR 91-22,
Aerial Dispersal of Pesticides; AFR 20-36, Armed
Forces Pest _Control Boaitt AFR 8-14, Air Force
OccuParional Safety and Health (A FOSH)Sranclards;,/

;AFR 127-12, Air Force Occupational Safety and
Health Program (PA): AFR 161-71: Disintecrion4f
Aircraft; and AFR 161-4, Medical and Agricultural
Foreign and Domestic Quarantine Regulations' for
Vessels. Aircraft. and other Transport of the Armed
Forces. Any deviations from these guidelines most be
fully justified. .

Major command. The commander of each major
command must insure the establishment and execiition
of effective pest management programs at all installai
tions under his jurisdiction, and provide technical,
supervision and training for personnel engaged its
these activities.

_Installation commander. Each installation com-
mender established measures to protect health. \
morale, and property, and to prevent transportation '\
of pests from one location to another by aircraft.
Installation commanders ascertain that all personnel
engaged in pest management are adequately trained
and thoroughly familiar with all phases of this !
activity.-

Civil engineer. The civil engineer initiates and super- ;-
vises the planning and execution of all insect. rodent.;
and other pest control activities. Planning and execu;'14_,
tion include residual treatment of aircraft: providing""
personnel with necessary protective &Ming, equip
merit. and personal hygiene facilities when handling
toxic materials; and assisting appropriate accountable

_

officers with inspections_ for the protection of
subsistence supplies, clothing, and materials stored
in depots and warehouses: .

Afecacal serviCe. The medical service determines 4101..
need for and recommends appropriate pest manage-
fan programs to preserve health and welfare: advises
on control measures and chemicals employed; advises
on and monitors health protection measures afforded
personnel in hindling toxic materials; and determines
the adequacy of Best management programs.

Exercises (214:
1. Match responsibilities with the responsible agency

by placing the letter beside the appropriate number.

Responsibility
J. Establishes measures to protect

health. morale. and property.
protect the transfer of peas
from one location to another by
aircraft.
Insures the establishment_ and
execution of effective pest
=flag men: programs at instal-
lations within jurisdiction.

3. Determines the requirements for
and recommends apptopriate
pest management programs to
preserve' health and welfare of
personnel.

4. Initiates and srlperVi.a the
planning and execution of all
pest management programs.

-- 2.

Agency
a. Major command.
b. Installation

commander.
c. CAI engineer.
d. Medical service.

2. The agency that should be contacted to support you
in justifying requirements for personal protective
devices and facilities is the

3. The agency that should be contacted with regard to
determining the appropriate pesticide and control
measure to be used when in doubt at .base level is
the

'219. State the methods used in determining pest 41
management requirements and identify the -infer-

/national source that applied to statements provided:

Determining Pest Management Requirements. One
-method for determining the need for pest management
is an after-the-fact situation. This is nothing rnore.thad .

implementing management programs after the pests
have become established. Although this method is-
often used, it is not the best-approach. Pal manage-
ment requirements can most ofterrbe determined long
before the pests can become established. Being capable
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of predicting a problem and establishing preventive
measures to ward off the priiblem is the sign of a
'professional pest manager. This objective describes
the methods used in predieting pest prciblems.

Local data. and records. There are many sources
available, on and off base, that will provide you with
enough infotmation to make reliable predictions as to
the type of pests that may cause problems, 'areas that
may require special attention, and the time of year that
problems most likely' will exist

The US Air Force Meteorological Office and the
National Weather Service are the sodium available for
gathering inforination concerning rainfall, tempera-
tures. wind speed, and wind directions.

These agencies can provide you with data that
depicts the average rainfall and temperature for each
month of the year based upon many years of record-
keeping. This data alone will give you a good idea as to
the types of pests most likely to beprevelent within the
area and when the problems will most likely occur.
These agencies can also provide you with information
pertaining to the average wind direction and speed
during certain times of the year. This inforMation can
be used for recognizing the possibility of pests being
blown in from areas surrounding the base, where pests

. are known to-be or suspected of being prevalent.
Now, you may'' be askingyourself, how am Ito know

what pests are prevalent off base? This question may
be answered by the following.

The Coring Exteision Office maintains and
distributes pamphlets and bulletins concerning agri-
cultural pests in the area.

The County_Health Office is norniallyrespoitsible
for managing health-related pests and can proyide you
with information pertaining to medically impccitani
poists.prevalent in the-area. This office can-also provide
information as to the terrain conditihns, in aims
adjacent:to the bale. .

There are Many sources of information that-can be
used in determining pest madageinent requirements
and: local: cylindrical charadteristics of pests within
you rown organization. The Annual Pest Control Plan
s a documeniprepared by personnel just like yourself.
COpies _of this plan are maintained' within the
grams section and the entomology section avid can be
used for gathering information pertainingio previous
problem pests. problem areas, and management
techniques. This plan can also offer support in making
your prediction as to future pest problems.

The Pest Summary. Report is a valuable source for
gathering information pertaining to all pests that have
been prevalent on base. This report also states the type
of areas where certain pests have been located, pesti-
cides that have been preViously employed in manage-
ment. pesticide formulations previously used, type of
treatment applied. and the houis expended in specific

Still another sourcefor obtaining information is the
Pest Control Historical Report. This is a card file
index-for each facility on base that provides a complete'

/Oa
record of each visit ,by pest management personnel
to *at facility. Byleviewing this card file you can see
which facilities offer the moat problems based upon
the frequency of visits. You can also learn what pests
are prevalent to each facility, pesticide, and pesticide
formulation most generally 'used 'in control efforts,
and the hours expended oil each facility.

In addition to using local data and records as a
method to be used for providing you with information
to determine pest management requirements, the
original/basic survey must be conducted.'

Originag basic survey. In order to complete this
objective refer' to objective 210 and review the infor-
mation pertaining to the original/ basic survey.

Exercises (219)e
1. What are the rwo methods that are used for deter-

mining pest management requirements?

2. The informational-'source that provides you with --
terrain conditions in a_ reds adjacent to the base is
the

3. List two agencies that can provide you with idol:-
.* ration pertaining to pests within the area. -

information that you can obtain from the Air
Force Meteorological Officer concerning con-
ditions that would aid in determining pest manage-
ment requirements.

5. if you wanted to know the frequency with which a
particular facility on .base has been treated for a
specific pest, you would review the

6. The document that will provide you with infor-
mation pertaining to the type of treatment pre-
viously used for managing, certain pests is the

7.
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The informational source that provides you with
information pertaining to actual conditions that
are conducive to pest infestations is the
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220. Match the process of selecting pest management
procedures with the factors to be considered.

Basis for Selecting Pest Management Procedures.
Selecting pest management procedures is not an easy
task and it certainly cannot be done without consider-
ing many aspects. These aspects must be thoroughly
analyzed and is the intent of this objective. .

Pest to be controlled The first step that must be
taken in every situation is to identifythe par. In most
cases pests must be identified to species because many
pests within the same genera have different habitats
and habits, t husrequiring different control techniques.

After t he pest has been identified, you must consider
another point: is the pest more detrimental thin
beneficial? This question may raise another question:
how can a pest be bene:ficiaf? To help you in imderstand-
ing this, the word pest should be defined. A pest can be
any undesirable plant or animal furthermore, a Plant or
animal can be very beneficial.But in a particular place
and at a particular time, the same beneficial plant or
animal can be a pest.

If the pest is more beneficial than detrimental, then
control techniques other than killing should be imple-
mented if possible.

Location of pests. After you have identified the
pests. the next aspect that you must consider is the
location of the pest. The location of the problem is
very important because this determines the urgency.
materials, equipment. and personnel- required for
managing the pests.

An example of this would be honeybees in the wheel
well of an alerfaircraft: therefore, the bees musr be
removed promptly by using pesticides. However, if the
same honeybees had located in an abandoned auto-
mobile they could have been removed by gathering the
queen bee and transporting her to another area,
causing the others to follow.

If the pests are located on -vegetation. control
*measures must be implemented that would not be
detrimental to the vegetation. Formulations of oil
solutions must certainly be avoided in this instance.-

.Managing pests that are located in aquatic areas is
still another problem which must be bandied with
great care. especially if this aquatic area happens to be
a stream. pond. or lake. During the planning stagefor
developing pest management programs related to all
aquatic pests. insure that you know Federal and State
laws governing environmental protection. There are
certain 'aquatic pest management procedures that
cannot be used; for instance. some States will not

. allow chemical treatment of aquatic areas. in con-
trolling aquatic breeding pests and aquatic vegetation.
With this in mind, you must know other control
measures that can be used to deal with the problem.

(NOTE: Types of controls and control measures
will be diicussed separately within this section.)

Take a look at another situation where pest location
determines the management procedure even when
dealing with the same pest specie. To manage German

.
cockroaches in a base dining facility, you can only
apply pesticides to cracks and crevices, whith is dr
nothing more than spot treatment. However, if these \
same cockroaches had been located in a: billeting
facility, a pesticide residual could have been applied
'to baseboards, *ails, and ceilings.

Taking,this example a little further. assume that
these same cockroaches are located in an electrical' s; -

panel box in a base billeting facility. In. this situation.
basepolley requires two people for the job when enter-
ing billeting facilities. In addition, it would require
the use of a pesticidal dust formulation and a hand-
bulb duster to reduce fire and electrical hazards.

Here is another example that will illustrate the
importance of the pests' locations that involves a
different type of pest. A base facility is heavily infested
with dry-wood termites and if not treated very soon,
the damage will spread to such &degree that it will
make the facility unsafe. Being aware-of this fact, you
know that it must be treated at once. Having know-
ledge of dry-wood termites, you also know that they
musts-be managed by performing fumigation opera-
tions which require a fumigant, specialized equipment
and materials, and a minimum of two people. In this
example, you have seen the jobvas u rgem to preclude
further damage andspread of infestation, and you also
noticed that it dictated the materials, equipment, and
personnel required to perform the operations.

There are many other situations that could be
identified to exemplify the importance 'of pests
locations when selecting pest management procedures;
but there is no need, because it can be understood at
this points j

Environmental conditions. Environmental con-
ditions play a very important role in selecting pest
management procedures. In -some situations, winds
predict the time, place, and type of control to be used.
Generally, outdoor spraying operations will not be
performed- when wind speeds exceeding S mph create
drift hazards. Ourdoor fogging and ultra-low-volume
dispersal operations should never be accomplished
with wind speeds exceeding 8 mph because chemicals
would be blown away which would result in a waste of
materials. time and effort' and at the same time
jeopardize other elements within the environment.

Moderate winds can be quite beneficial in treating
areas such as ponds and tall trees chat otherwise
cannot be treated with normal pesticide dispersal
equipment

Rain can wash away residual sprays that have been
applied to trees: shrubs. and grasses for controlling
vegetation pests and make reaccomplishment neces-
sary. In view of this. residual spraying operations

"should not be performed prior to suspected rainfall.
Rains will also necessitate the reaccornplishment of
mosquito larvicide operations in some cases. In other
cases the rain may act as a natual control by causing
an overflow of water holding areas that contain
mosquito larvae, thus eliminating the need for imple-
menting controls.
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Rains can also bring problems with pests that are
not normally encountered during dry weather. During
continuous rainy,conditions there seems to be an over-
abundance of mosquitoes, snails. and sings. Flies,
cockroaches. earwigs, crickets, rats and mice, alotig
with many other pesti.cause unusual concern to
building occupants during rainy periods, and at the
same time,, fungi causes great concern because it
thrives on moisture. -

Considering environmental conditions as a basis for
selecting pest management procedures involves much
more than just the wind and rain. All aspects of the
environment Must be 'considered. The terrain and
presence of all beneficial plants and animals must be
considered at all times to prevent contaraination. of
water sources indthe killing of nontarget organisms.

Permanent -or temporary controls. Consideration
must be given to the long-range plans for the installa-
tion to which you are assigned if you decide if per-
manent or temporary controls are to be em Oinked.
If there are long-range plans for the base or installation
to be in existence; permanent controls should be
emphasized.

Initially, permanent controls may be more expensive
than _temporary controls but most often will be less
expensive in terms of repeated use of materials.
equipment, and man-hours expended through tem-
porary controls. .Permanent control measures can
sometimes be coordinated with other base activities.
For instance, if an area is being excavated., arrange-
ments can be made to use the earh to fill mosquito
breeding,areas as long as it doesn't violate environ-
mental protection policies within the area.

Temporary controls mat be considered on the basis
of merit. These controls offer no long-term benefits;'
however, as previously stated. they are normally leSe
expensive initially. Temporary controls are required in
situations such as reacting to emergency pest problems
and 'operating on an austere budget. When temporary
controls are implemented it must be understood that
these are only controls to offer immediate relief. and
you should be thinking of permanent controls that
would prevent reoccurrences of the same problem.

When selecting permanent or temporary pest
management procedures, you must consider the
urgency of the problem, environmental protection
laws, and available resources such as personnel, time,
materials, and equipment_

Although permanent control programs are generally
most difficult to sell to the higher echelons of manage-
ment they are the best and least expensive in the long

-range and should be stressed. Selling this program to
the higher levels of management requires strong justifi-
cation and is entirely dependent upon your ability in
presenting all facts.

Availabk resources. Your selection .of pest manage-
ment procedures is partially based upon the resources
that are available to you. Some 'pest management
programs that you would like to implement may be
impossible due to the nonavailabilitv of certain types

of equipment and materials. Other barriers thatmight
be in your way is a shortage of personnel and funds.

When confronted with these problems, it is your
responsibility to obtain theresources required to select
and develop an alternative pest management program
that will be safe and effective.

Safety and effectiveness. safety aid effective-
ness of pest management procedures are the two most
important aspects to be considered, and all phases of
pest management planningmust be based upon them.

Safety .is the first and most important aspect to be
considered. If you think a program cannot be accom-
plished safely, then it should be abolished and an
alternative method implemented, even though it may
be less effective.

There are many programs thaLcan be used effective-
ly in managing pests, but when selecting a program
that is safe and still effective, it reduces the number of
choices considerably.

EXereiSeS (221*
Match the statements concerning the selection of pest
management procedures with the factors to be con-
sidered byplacing the appropriatemunber or numbers
beside the applimble letter. NOTE: More than one
factor may be considered for each statement.

1. Pest's to be controlled. a.
2 Location of pests.

- 3. Environmental

4. Permanent or temporary e.
controls.

5. Available resources. d.
6. Safety and effectiveness.

e.

1.

Considering the number of
personnel to do the job.
Determining the detnm ental
and bendlcial aspects.
Considering the topograpk.
of immediate area.
Determining she urgency for
implementing damsels.
Considering long-range
'plans for the base or in-
stallation:
Analyzing merits of pest
management programs.

221. Match situations that require coordination for
pat management with the activity/activities with
which they should coordinate.

Pest Management Coordination. To effectively
maintain a pest management program, there must be
close coordination between the entomology section
and other sectionsiwit hin the organization'. In addition,
close coordination is required with many other
activities on and off base. The quality and quantity of
support rendered by various activities will be greatly
dependent upon your knowledge of the responsi-
bilities and capabilities of each activity and also your
ability to process requests tactfully, expediently, and
properly.

Bare and command activities and responsibilities.
Understanding the responsibilities and capabilities of
the available activities that commonly require coordi-
nation is the object of this discussion.
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There are many activities within your own organiza-
tion that can render ininensesupport. upon approval,
in pest management from thevery beginning (planning
stage) to the end (pests-being managed.)

The Programs Section becomes 'involved in every
pest management program. The degree or involvement

-is dependent upon the scope of each pest management
program. If pest management can be .accomplished'
with a service call the programs section may only be
reqUired to '''record the expenditures, location, and
type of treatment- performed; however, if it requires
work ordet accornplithMent, then the programs
section becomes much more involved. Through your
assistance the Programs Section must develop a
program by identifying the location and urgency of
the job. type of work to be performed, materials and
equipment required, other sections to be involved, and
sequence of events. Based upon this information, the
Programs Section must estimate the total cost of the
pest management program, obtain work order
approval materials and equipment required, schedule
sequence of events, and monitor all phases of the
program.

The sections within your own career ladder than can
offer support are the Refuse Collection and Disposal
and Environmental Support Sections. The Refuse
Collection and Disposal Section can make your job
much easier by exercising proper techniques in the
collection and disposal of base refuse. Through
frequent and proper collection and disposal of refuse.
breeding 'matter, food sources, and harborages for
pests are eliminated..thereby reducing conditions that
are conducive to pest infestations.

The Environmental Support Section can often
assist you in maintaining the pumps on pesticide
dispersal equipment. In doing this, maintenance
expenses are reduced and the ability to perform pest
management operations is increased. While on the
subject of equipment maintenance, take a look at the
other sections within your own organization that can
offer assistance.

Power Production can be very instrumental in
performing maintenance on many four-cylinder
engines used on pesticide dispersal equipment;
whereas Pavernents and Grounds can help in main-
taining two-cylinder engines on the equipment. Pro-
tective Coating can be very helpful in reconditioning
your equipment by removing corrosion and deterior-
ated paint and by reapplying a coating system. Metal
Working can assist in straightening and repairing most
metals associated with powered pesticide dispersal
equipment and fabricating certain metal items used for
equipment modcations. In addition. this section can
fabricate bait stations and shields to be used in pest -
proofing base facilities.

The Carpentry and Masonry Sections within civil
engineering plays a very important role in many pest
management programs. They are responsible for
removing portions of structures when necessary to
enable you in getting to the source of pest problems;
and following this, they must replace or repair

portions removed o r damaged- These sections can also
assist in pcstproofing base facilities by repairing or
replacing doors, windows, and screens and by filling in- ler
or coveringup cracks and crevices inwalls and ceilings
and around pipes that enter the building.

The Plumbing and Heat Systems Sections are
important in identifying the location of water, steam,
and fire-extinguishing lines in all arms of the base.
This often becomes necessary When you are involved
in treating for subterranean termites.

The Interior Electric Section is aninvaluable source
for obtaining information pertainingto the location of
electrical wiring and panel boxes. Many pest manage-
ment situations require that electrical power be shut
off to facilities prior to performing management.
operations. When fogging or aerosoling indoors,
electrical power must be shut off to reduce explosion
and fire hazards.

Exterior Electric Sections assist in running power
lines to areas for operating light traps in conducting
surveys and providing high -reach equipment and
operators when performing pest management opera-
tions such as removing bird nests from hangars, bird-
proofing buildings, and picking bagworms or p gunning
trees to remove webworrn nests.

- The Equipment Section, along with Pavements and
Grounds Section, becomes involved when pest
management programs include excavatingor filling to
eliminate mosquito breeding areas and to provide an
appropriate grade allowing water to drain away from
buildings to resolve conditions that would be con-
ducive to decay, fungi, and termites.

As you have seen, almost all, if not all, sections
within your own organization have a hand in pest
management every now and then to make you job
easier and more professional; but there are even more
activities on base that assist in pest management.

Environmental Health Personnel are responsible
for conducting surveys for health-related pests on base
and for making recommendations as to the manage-
ment programs to be implemented against medically
related pests. They are also responsible for monitoring
the types of pesticides used on base and the manage-
ment techniques employed. This section monitors
industrial-related health hazards -and. performs
physicals on individuals who work in areas that have
been identified as hazardous or in food serving
facilities,

As a pest manager, .you will be required to have
. occupational physicals performed periodically by
these.individuals to test your hearing and to determine
the levels of toxic chemicals within your body.

The Base Veterinary Services is responsible for
insuiing that base facilities are kept clean at all times,
especially base dining and food service facilities.
Through the combined efforts of you and the base
veterinary services, many pests can be managed
effectively and safely by recognizing unsanitary
conditions and taking immediate actions to correct
them. The base veterinary services also provides great.
support in the detection of stored produce pests and



controlling diseases that are transmitted by dogs, cats.
skunks, and other animals of this type that happen to
be on base.

The Ground
items

'Office provides support in
obtaining safety items that can be justified to improve
safety standards during pest management operations.
Personnel within this office perform periodic inspec-
tions to observe personnel that are on thejob perform-
ing to detect unsafe practices and unsafe conditions.
Do not belittle this approach taken by the ground
safety representatives, because it is a very important
program designed to protect you and your coworkers.
If your shop is not adequatd for storing and mixing
pesticides or if it is not properly lighted, the Ground
Safety Office personnel are the people you should
contact if you have been unable to get support within
your own organization.

The Traffic Management Branch within the trans-
portation orgariizition becomes involved with clearing
railcars that have been fumigated with Phostoxin:The
freighusection must notify you upon the arrival of a
fumigated railcar,. and they must conduct the actual
removal of the securing seal.

Other branches such as Traffic Management and
Vehicle Maintenance can provide you support in
obtaining additional means of transportation when
required. They will maintain the vehicle assigned to
your section, with the exception of performing opera-
tor maintenance, which is your responsibility.

Of course, there are many-more activities on base
that you will have a need to coordinate with from time
to time such as the Base Information Office and field
maintenance organization; but, the- ones that have
been discussed are the activities you will be coordi-
nating with most often.

Comdinatingivith -major commands is generally
restricted to piablems that cannot be accomplished
at base level concerning pest management and to
certification/ recertification of pest managers. If you
have questions concerning any pest management
situation that you feel has not been answered ade-
quately from sources on base, then you should request
assistance-from the command entomologist or repre-
sentative of that function using the proper chain of
command.

Coordination with the major command is required
anytime it is believed that pest management must be
accomplished by dispersing pesticides with aircraft.
There' are many pest management programs and
pesticides that must be approved at major command
level prior to their use. Be sure that the program that
you have planned is safe and is an authorized program
before you implement it, unless you have received
prior approval.

The US Public Health Service has funds that are
available for controlling malaria, typhus, and other
diseases that appear on private property adjacent to
Air Force bases. If these disease-carrying pests
constitute a menace to the health of Air Force person-
nel. the base commander may request_ through proper
Air Force command. that the Public Health Service
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make a survey of the surrounding area. If the survey.
shows the existence of a dangerous condition, the
agency will perform the work at its own expense. /

Many of the management procedures now used to III
combat pests have been developed by the Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine of the US Depart-
ment of Agriculture.' Personnel from this department
may assist the civil engineer in the control of termites,
Japanese beetles, grasshoppers, etc. However, the
request for assistance must be sent directly to. the
Department of Agriculture.

The Fish and Wildlife Service of the US Depart-
ment of Interior may give, upon request, "tedincial aid
in controlling rats, mice, ground squirrels, other
rodent pests, and coyotes.

State, county, and city control agencies are very
important to the Air Force, because they carry on
active mosquito control operations and cooperate in
keeping down the occurrence of rats, flies, and other
pests off base. On the other hand, it is the responsi-
bility of the base civil engineer to eliminate base
conditions that mightadversely affect the surrounding
community. Close cooperation, both on'and off basei
is essential if effective results are to be obtained in the
war against pests.

Exercise (221):
1. Match the problem situation with the activity or

activities it should be co ordinated with in obtaining
assistance in pest management by placing the
appropriate_ letter or letters beside the applicable
number.

Problem Situation
1. A pump on the powered dis-

persal equipment needs re-

- 2. The Walden of panel boxes
and wiring needs to be identified
inside a facility prior to per-
forming pest, management
operations.

3. An additional vehicle is re-
cruited in order toaccomplish a
specific type of pest manage-
ment operation.

_ 4 A pest problem exists on base
and the only way it can be
brought under control a by
aerial dispersal of pesticides.
Assistance is required from
sources off base to control
Japanese beetles.

_ 6 Assistance is required in over-
hauling a four-cylinder engine
on-the Buffalo turbine.

7. Surveys are needed to deter
mine the presence of medically
related _nests.

X. Additional information is
needed concerning the safety
aspect of a particular pest
management program.

9. A basewide pest management
program is to be implemented.
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Activity
a. Base Information

Qt.riSe
b....Environmental

Health.
c. Environmental

n.Suppo
d. Dratted Safety
e. Interior Electric
if. Major Command
g. Power:Production
h. Traffic Management.
L US Dept of

Agriculture.
j. US Dept of the

Interior.
k. Base Veterinary

Services
Exterior Electric

= Proactive Coating
n. US Public Health

Services. ,

.
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and all personnel on base must
be advised as to when the pro-

. gram will be impleinerned and
the actions requited front them.

Id. Technical assistance is required
for contr011ing coyotes that
have become established on
base

I I. 'Support is needed in demand-
ing that unsanitary conditions
indoors be corrected.

222, Given pest management situations, list the types
of controls that are involved in each of the situations.

Types of Controls. Before -yetn can coordinate pen
management programs, it is essential that you know
the types of controls and the facts pertaining to these
'types of controls. All pests are managed byna tura! and
applied controls.

.
sNatural' controls. This i a method in which pests

are controlled by natural environmental conditions.
Many pests cannot survi4e in extreme or prolonged
temperatures. This is indicated by the presence of
numerous pests in warm temperature regionsand very
few pests in regions that' have four distinct seasons,
where pest problems arejrnore seasonal.

Rain controls many pests by beating them from
plants and overflowing a^;rtificial containers. potholes.
ditches. and small ponds exposing eggs and larvae.
causing thenno dry up.1

Most pests require Moisture: therefore. very dry
weather will preclude Many _pests from becoming
established within an area and will also cause Many
to die.

Almost all liv- ineeleMents within the environment
have natural predators and these predators Eontribitte
immensely to managing many pests. This is nature's
way of helping to maintain a balance between the
living elements.

Applied' Controls. This \type o f control is imple-
mented when nature canna, maintain the balance of
living elements within the irivironment or when it
becomes necessary to control pests that have no
natural enemies within the area and to control pests
rapidly.

Applied controls include all enrols that have been
implemented by people. Anytirnk someone becomes
involved in managing pests. whether it be direct killing
or introducing predators to the arentfor them to do the
killing, it is still considered to be an applied conubl,

There are two basic applied control principles that
can' be implem"ented in managing pests. All applied
controls are either preventive or corrective. and many
will be a combination of the two.

a. Preventive controls_ As previous\y stated. pre-
ventive controls are preferred because they are de-
signed to forestall pest infestations and they are the
most economical. Preventive controls include main-
taining high standards in sanitation. constructing
facilities in a fashion that will keep pests or the outside.

\
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landscaping areas to provide adequate drainage of
water, and maintaining an effective quarantine
program. These are only a few of the many preventive
controls that can be implemented, and many of these
will be recognized as forms of eorrective controls. The
only difference' will be in the sequence of occurrence.

b. Cot-tredve controls. These controls are rated in
last place because they are designed to cope with pest
problems that already exist; however, they do play a
very important role in pest management. Corrective
controls are required in many situations to quickly
reduce or arrest pest problems of medical and eco-
nomical importance.

Exercises (222):
1. While conducting the original/basic survey, you

noticed that there were several shrubs heavily
infested with 'aphids. You also observed that the
shrubs had not received any noticeable damage and

E that there were several =raids on the shrubs.
Knowing that the mantids are predacious to aphids,
the type/ types of control/ controls most appro-
priate for this situation would be '

2 While conductinga termite and wood decay inspec-
tion on base facilities, you observed several water
leaks within the plumbing system beneath the
building. Knowing that this presents a condition
that would be very conducive to sub,terntnnean
termites and fungi. you turn in a job order to have
the pipes repaired or replaced. The type/types of
control/controls, involved in this situation would
be

3. You received a service call concerning flies in a
dormitory on base and you responded by conduct-
ing a survey. During the survey you found that
houseflies were the problem, and the source of the
problem was decaying grass clippings which had
been piled but not removed. yst also found that
t he flies were entering the buildirithrouih window
screens that were deteriorated. Therefore, you
informed the building custodian of what you had
found and stated that the pass clippings Must be re-
moved and a job order must be submitted to civil
engineering to replace or repair the windOw screens.
The type/types of control/controls- taken in this
situation would be

During a survey to determine the presence of
mosquito larvae, you collected several larvae in a
pond that is stocked with fish as a part of the base
recreation program. Knowing that you cannot use
pesticides in the pond for fear of killing t befall. you
initiate a program of introducing; gambusia
minnows into the pond too. since thy are pre-
dacious to mosquito larvae. This ,'Would be

control /controls.
You have been informed that a new facility is to be
constructed on base. and you request permission.to
review the contract. Reviewing the contract y
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find that there are no provisions for soil poisoning
at the sight of construction therefore, you request
that this provision be included and accomplished
prior to construction. This would be a form of

control/ controls.

223. Compare applied pest control measures and
match control measures with the appropriate type of
applied controls.

Applied Controls. There are six specific types of
applied controls that can be used in managing pests,
and in many situations you will be usin gmore than one
at a time. When a combination of specific controls is
implemented simultaneously in a particular pest
Management program, this is referred to as an inte-
grated- control.

Remember. applied controls are control, measures
that are implemented by individuals, and they can be
preVentive and corrective, depending upon the control
measure used and when it is used.

Five of the six specific applied controls are non-
chemical controls, which are the types that should be
considered first because they present fewer hazards to
the environment and in most situations these controls
are more permanent. Therefore, the five nonchemical
applied controls will be discussed first.

Legal controls. These are control measures imple-
mented to prevent the spread of destructive or harmful
pests to areas that are presently relatively free from
these pests. Quarantine operations are designed for
this purpose. If you have traveled to other countries
or even certain states. you may-have been involved

with a form-of legal control when passing through
agricultural quarantine inspection stations:

Biological controls. These controls involve the
introduction, production, and release of parasites,
predators; and diseases, which in turn, attack and
reduce or control harmful arthropods. Other aspects
of biological control is the protection of insectivorous
arthropods; propogation and spread of disease-
producing protozoa, bacteria, fungi., and viruses; and
the production and release of diseased arthropods. -

You will have very little. if any. control over legal
and biological controls because these are established
and implemented by other Federal agencies; however.
you must be knowledgeable of these controls and
recommend or utilize them when warranted.

As an entomology specialist, you must be know-
'. ledgeable of the remaining three nonchemical controls

because these are extremely important to you and
other base personnel.

Construction and maintenance controls. This
applied control measure involves the proper erection
and reparation of facilities and grounds. Proper
construction and maintenance is intended to "build
out pests.

'Grounds should be prepared and maintained to
allow .proper drainage away from facilities and to

41tlov-Iyinfireas that frequently ,hold water. .

Heshould be constructed with termite shields .

where applicable,. tight-fitting doors and' screens.
sufficient roof overhang. and proper ventilation m / .

attics and beneath floors.
Mechanical controls. These controls involve the use.

of devices designed for the mechanical destruction or
exclusion of harmful and destructive arthropod pests.
These devices include items such as traps and bathers
and may involve the physical removal of pests.

Sanitation controls. To pest managers, sanitation
control measures are considered the most important
because when proper sanitation techniques are
applied it removes the elements that arnrequired for
pest survival. Sanitation control is the prime preven-
tive and corrective measure to beimplemented. Proper
sanitation, removes the food, water, and harborage.
that would attract or support pest populations.
Sanitation control measures include, but are not
limited to, keeping facilities, free of dirt, crumbs, and
grease; keeping lawns and adjacent areas =wetland
free of rubbish, such as cans, bottles, vines, and brush;
storing refuse in tightly sealed containers; collecting
refuse frequently and carefully; and disposing of refuse
in a proper manner. .

As can be seen, there are many control Measures
available for managing pests, and none involves the
use of chemicals. Sanitation,"constmction and main-
tenance, and mechanical control measures should be
given prime consideration and implemented whenever
possible to reduce or eliminate environmental hazards.

Chemical controls. Now that each of the five non-
chemical controls has been discussed, it is time to
discuss chemical controls. These have been placed last
because they should be considered as a last resort:At
times, chemical control is essential for rapid elimina-^
tion or reduction of pest populatioiss, espeCially
during natural disasters and epidemics. Under these
circumstances, the use. of nonchemical. principles
would be inadequate. However remember that pests
cannot be eliminated by using pesticides alone,
because this is only a temporary method of control

Failure to achieve control of a specific pest or
disease with a chemical control measure may be the
result of local ecological conditions (mutual relations
between organisms and their enviro nett), the species
involved, formulation or application of the pesticide,
tutticide resistance, or faulty timing of the treatment
You must recognize the need to ass= the possible

Influence of each of the factors in any control situation
so that you can analyze the problems involved and
th4select and apply these counter measures that offer
the beat solution. The ability to plan and effectively
conduct an integrated control program is fundamental
to achieveing vector control.

Pests can overrun an area in a very short time if
control measures are not employed; therefore, it is
your responsibility to know the types of controls,
when to employ them, and how to maintain control.
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Exercises (223)
I. The two applied control measures that you lave

very little control over because of being estabhshed
and implemented by other Federal agencies are

and
1 The applied control measure that should be used as

a last resort is
3. The control measure that is considered to be the

most effective in preventing pest populations is

4. Match control measures with the appropriate type
of applied controls by placing the applicable
number beside the appropriate letters. .

Control Measures Applied Controls
e Introduction of predators. 1. Legal

- b. Application of pesticides. 2. Biological
c. Mowing or removing_ veg. 3. Construction and

tation. maintenance
d. Restrictions placed CD the 4. Mechanical

entry or exit of certain produce'. 5. Sanitation
Release ofsterilizral arthropods. 6. Chemical

L installation of windscreen
barriers.

g. Pestptsri:mg buildings.
- h. Establishment of proper slope

to allow drainage
- i. Detention in isolation for

observation.'
-j. Rubbish removaL

It. Placement of traps.
1. Regulated indoor tenspunsurcs.

224. Given pest management situations, identify the
dispersal method to be used in each situation.

Pesticide Dispersal Methods. Although several
basic methods exist for the dispersal of pesticides, one
method is usually better fora specific control situation
than any other. The ability to select the best method
requires a thorough understanding of the basic
principles involved. The basic principles of chemical
control methods most commonly used are described
below.

Fumigating., Fumigation is the use of gaseous
poisons (fumigants) to kill plan5i and animal Oests.
The lethal (deadly) activity of fumigants depends on
their being drawn into the body through the respira-
tory system. Because of their extremely small particle
size. fumigants must be used in airtight or nearly
airtight spaces. This is necessary to prevent dissipation
before an adequate exposure period elapses.

Fu migation includes the use of vacuum chambers at
major supply depots, the use of calcium cyanide for
fumigating rodent burrows, the use of patadichloro
benzene (PDS) or naphthalene for the protection of
clothing, and the limited use of methyl bromide in
atmospheric fumigation bags and chambers.

Hydrogen phosphide fumigation has recently been
introduced and employed by the Armed Forces using
aluminum phosphide fumigant. This is extremely

beneficial for in-transit fumigation of stored foods to
rid the commodities of stored-food pests and has taken
the place of many fumigants in in-place fumigation.

Although structural fumigation is most often
accomplished by contract, you should be aware that
methyl bromide and sulfuryl flouride are two fumi-
gants that are commonly, used. .

Aerosoling(ineludingrogging and uhrd-low volume
dispersal). Aerosols may be defined as assemblages of
solid or liquid particles suspended in air. Based on the
mode of production, there are two principal types of
aerosols, cold and thermaL Cold aerosols are usually
produced by co twig an insecticidal agent with a
very low-boiling/quid and discharging it by its vapor
pressure through a small orifice, Thermal aerosols arc
produced .by atomizing a liquid insecticide solution
with- either hot gases or superheated steam. This
insecticide dispersal method is called fogging.

Insecticidal fogging is a method frequently used to
free residential areas of adult mosquitoes and sand
flies. Consequently, in an area where an insect popu-
lation is continuous and dominated by migratory
species, fogging alone is satisfactory if it is done on a
repetitive basis. Because of their small particle sizes,
fogs should be used when air movements are minimum
and the aground temperature is cooler than the air
immediately above it.

The advantage of ultra-low volume dispersal is the
capability of dispensing small volumes of concentrated
pesticides, as an aerosol, over large areas rather than
the conventional diluted formulations.

When pesticides are dispersed as aerosols, the size of
the particles range from 0.1 to SO microns with 80
percent of the particles being Iess than 30 microns.

Aerosols are generally used indoors for controlling
flying insects with exception to the ULV application
method and when aerosols are used for nib purpose
of flushing pests from their harborages.

The aerosols are used frequently in the disinsection
of aircraft to prevent introduction of pests uncommon
to various regions of the world.

Misting. Mists are dispersed pesticides with inter-
mediate size particles ranging in size from 50 to 100
microns. They are effective methods for outside space
treatment With care, they can be used to considerable
advantage for indoor treatment and, because of the /
large particle sizes, can be used under a wider range of /
weather conditions than aerosols. Penetration of
dense vegetation is less satisfactory with mists than/
aerosols; however, mistsgive more residual effect than
aerosols.

Mists can be used quite effectively for treating smail
ponds, lakes, and marshy areas in larviciding opeia-
tions because the particles will carry much farther in
the -wind than spray particles.

Spraykr. Spraying is defined as the applicati4n of
liquid pesticides. However. with the appearance cf
the newer methods of application (aerosoling and
misting), spraying is now confined to the application
of liquids atomized into droplets of 100 microns in
diameter. Because of the larger- sizes, spray particles
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"fall out" more rapidly than mist particles; as a
consequence, sprays are principally used for insecti-
cide application to body surfaces or surfaces which
pests will contact or ingest it some later date.

Sprays are used in treating food-handling facilities
for applying residuals to cracks and crevices and can
also be used in applying residuals to interior and
exterior surfaces of other base facilities._

Sprays are used extensively in termite treatment
. operations such as sub-slab injection, soil poisoning,

trenching, and for applying herbicides to terrestrial
and aquatic vegetative pests.

In addition to the uses already mentioned, sprays
can be used for treating sewage-trickling filter beds.
and for applying residuals to vegetation for controlling
pests of !vegetation:

Dusting. Dusting is the dispersal of pesticides in the
form of solid particles. Generally, the sizes of dust
particles are practically the same as liquid partides.
Dusts are very effective against crawling insects,
particularly those confined to limited areas. If proper-
ly applied, dusts are less hazardous to domestic. plants
and animals than gaseous and liquid pesticides
because they are less readily absorbed. If not disturbed,
dusts retain their effectiveness longer than liquid
applications. For contact killing, dusts take longer to
act than volatile liquid materials; they do not adhere
well to surfaces; and they do not form a continuous
layer over surfaces as liquid applications do.

Dusts should be applied to areas that present
elettrical hazards such as electrical panel boxes,
outlets, and motorized equipment.

Dusts can be applied to indoor and outdoor areas:
however, when used indoors, they are generally
applied in areas where they cannot be seen due to the
unsightly appearance. In outdoor areas, dust are very
effective in controlling pests of vegetation and ecto-
parasites.

Granulating_ Granules or pellets impregnated
with the desired pesticide has certain advantages over
dusts or liquids. They may be used to penetrate heavy
vegetative cover. The granular material is designed to
liberate the pesticide slowly for longer lasting effective-
ness. Granules have been used successfully to release
larvicides and herbicides below the water surface for
control of mosquito larvae and weeds. This places the
pesticide where the greatest benefit will be obtained
and avoids loss of the materials by wind action when
dust is applied on the water surface.

Granules can also be used for controlling grubs and
many other pest larvae that develop below the earth
surface because of the slow dissipation rate. In
addition, granules are often used for controlling
vegetation in many areas.

Salting. Baits can be prepared as solids or liquids
and are generally used in rodent control programs.. -
Baits are prepared by mixing toxicants with many
types of food substances, depending upon the sub-
stance preferred by the pests you desire to control.
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In addition to the use of baits fort- _controlling
rodents, baits have been useeffectively in the control
of snails; cockroaches, ants, and flies.

When baits are used they must be checked and
replinished frequently and should be placed in out-of-/a
the way_ susceptible areas.

Miscellaneous. Frequently, pesticides are ap plied in /
an undivided state. The application of pesticides with
a paint brush, swab, or roller, and the use of liquid
baits and pesticide-soaked bags for the control of
mosquito larvae, are common examples of this
practice.

Exercises (224):
I. The dispersal method that would probably bernost

appropriate for treating small ponds and lalces in
controlling mosquito larvae is

2. To treat a large outdoor area for controlling
crawling insects without causing harm to vegetation
you would use the dis-
persal method.

3. To kill stored-products pests within food com-
modities the best dispersal method to use would
be

4. would -be used for
flushing many types of pests from their harborages
for conducting surveys and to enable a more rapid
kill.

5.. A dispersal method used in freatingrodent burrows
to provide quick kill is

6. The dispersal method that provides the best
penetration of heavily vegetated areas is

7. requires frequent checks and
resiccomplishment.

225. Match the type of treatment used in controlling
pest arthropods with , the appropriate treatment
description.

Types of Treatments Used in Controlling Arthro-
pods. The type of treatment to be implemented for
managing arthropod pests is a major determining
factor in selecting pest management equipment (to be
discussed in Volume 3 of this CDC) and the effective-
ness of the control program.

There are two basic types of treatment. These are
residual treatments and space treatments. and each of
these basic types includes several pesticide dispersal
methods which were discussed in the previous
objective.

Residual treatment. This is the-termpplied to the
application of pesticides that have the ability to remain
effective for several days, weeks, or months to surfaces
upon which pests may feed, rest, or crawl. An im-
portant characteristic of residual treatments is the fact
that pests can be killed during variable periods of time
followinapplicatioa. There is no need for the pests to



be present at the immediate time of application
because they will be killed by contact or ingestion
whenever they enter the area and feed or rest on
treated surfaces. The length of time for which a
residual treatment will remain -effective will be de-
pendant upon the type of pesticide, type of surface,
exposure to weather or cleaning operation, dosage,
and many other factors.

Residuals may be applied as a solution. emulsion,-;
emulsifiable concentrate, technical grade pesticide,
suspension, dust, or granule formulations by aerosol-
ing, misting, spraying, dusting, and granulating
dispersal methods. Another advantage of .residual
treatments is the fact that they can.be used effectively
as preventive and corrective chemical control measures.

The equipment that is to be selected for yesidull----
treatment will be dependent upon where the -residua'
is to be applied, the amount of area to treated, the
type of formulation to be applied, and the method in
which the formulation is to be applied.

As 'at example, you would not select an item of
manually operated equipment to treat an outdoor area
of 2 acres, nor would you select a large item of powered
equipment to treat a small room.

Some formulations cannot be used in certain items
of equipment, because the equipment is not designed
to handle the formulation due to the effect the forinu-'
lation may have on the pump: or, the equipment may
not have an agitator that is required for certain types
of formulations.

As an example. due to the way suspensions are
formulated: many are corrosive and gritty, which
causes damage to certain types of pumps contained
on pesticide dispersal equipment. and may clog
strainers. distribution lines, and nozzles: therefore. the
types of equipment that can be used for applying
suspensions as residuals are limited.

Space treatment. This is the term applied to the
dispersal of pesticides into the air, indoors and out-
doors, to kill pests that are present at the immediate
time of treatment.

Space treatrnentscan beaccomplished with solution
and emulsion formulations and are normally dispersed
as fog type aerosols. The solution type formulation is
preferred in most situations because the additional
solvent provides a quicker knockdown of flying
insects.

with a variety of aeatment terms which are nothing /
more than being a little more specific as to the method
for which residual or space treatments are applied. bZ
Some of the coramonticarnples are the following

a. Crack and . This is a relatively new term
that has evol erence to the type of treatment
authorized handling facilities. This type of
treatment is plished by applying pesticides only
to cracks and crevices within a facility. The purpose
for 'this type IA treatment is to reduce the hazards
involved, with the possible contamination of food and'
beverage. items through the contamination of food
preparation and storage areas: cooking; eating, and
drinking utensils; serving lines; and dining tables.

Crack -and crevice treatment is normally, accom-
plished by using residual solution, emulsion, or dust
formulations; however, space treatments can be -

accomplished by applying aerosols into the cranks and
crevices to flush or kill pests that are harboring in
these areas.

b. Baseboard treatment. This term is used in .
reference to theaTroplication of residual solutions or
emulsions to the baseboards, Boor facings, and
corners of the rooms within a facility. This type of --
treatment is very common and is probably more often '
used than-any other type for indoor treatment of base
facilities, other than those facilities that serve food.,

c.. Spot treatment. This term can apply to both the
crack and crevice treatment and tiro baseboard treat-
meat or any other resi ad r treatment that is not a ..,
complete treatment of entire area. The spot treat-
ment term is probably ore often .referred to when .
speaking of an incompl to treatment of a faiility to
manage cockroaches, to iies, ants, and wasps.

d. Vaporization. This term more often refers to the
use of dichlorvos impregnated pellets., tablets. and
resin strips for space treatment of warehouses and
retrograde cargo_ This vaporization type treatment
is a form of the fumigation treatment andprovides the
same results. '

e. Larviciding. This term usually 'ye-fers to the
application of chemicals to water for the control' of
mosquito larvae but thy also refer to any_such treat-
ment designefi to kill larvae of other insects. Equip-
ment that produces either a fine mist or a coarse spray
may be used,,depending upon whether a heavy, long-
lasting residual treatment, or alight application,
which will kill only the mosquito larvae, is desired.
Larvicides may be applied as liquds or dusts from the
ground or air or may be added to the water by other
means. such as drip applicators, pellets, or granules.

f Soil poisoning_ The soil in which certain insects
live during all or part of the life cycle is sometimes
poisoned in attempts to control damage to pla nt roots
or to prevent emergence of the adults. A surface
treatment with a water emulsion may be suitable for
insects- living just under the soil or lawn surface.
Deeper penetration is often difficult to obtain in some
soils and may not be satisfactory_ Termite soil poison-
ing requires great thoroughness in application, and

The advantages of using the space treatment
method are immediate knockdown and kill,- -rapid
applications, and the relatively small amount of
chemical that is required. This treatment method is
most effective indoors where there is very little air
movement which permits the fine particles to remain
suspended within the air for longer periods of time:A
major disadvantage of this treatment method is that it
has no residual effect, which means that it has no value
as a preventive control measure. and only the pests
that are present ac the time of treatment are effected.

Miscellaneous treatments. As an Air Force pest
manager, you either have been. or will be. confronted
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several types of equipment have beenidevised for this.
purpose. Large quantities of dilute formulations
applied as coarse sprays are normally used in soil
poisoning.

(1) Sub-slab injection. This term is often used to
denote the type of treatment employed in poisoning
the sod beneath buildings that have concrete flooring
that rests directly on the soil surface.

(2) podding. This term also applies to soil poison-
ing. and is often used in reference to the insertion of
perforited jointed pipe tubiugs directly beneath
flooring and above the soil surface to treat the soil
beneath buildings as preventive or corrective control
measures for. termites.

g. Baiting. The use of poison baits is one of the
oldest methods of pest control. The treatment of
foilage upon which "insects feed, with chemicals that
kill by stomach poison action, is another old and

-common method of treatment. Success with this
method depends upon thorough coverage of the leave's"
with the insecticide. Dilute formulations, containing
spreaders and stickers, applied as coarse sprays were
used originally, but in recent years there has been a
very great increase in application of concentrated
formulations as mists with many types and sizes of
mist blowers.

h. Systemic poisoning. The most recent develop-
ment in the control of plant feeders is the systematic
poison. That is, a chemical is talcen up by the plantand
distributed throughout the plant tissues_ This is
particularly effective against sucking insects that do
not feed on the leaf surfaces. The same principle has
been applied to the control of ectoparasites on animals
by feeding chemicals that are harmless to the host but
kill the bloodsucking parasites. -

Exercises (22Sk
Match column A and column B.

. Column A
1.. No vainest preventiuiveconnol.
2 Pzovidas preventative and cor-

motive chemical control.
3. Effectiveness dependent upon

type of surface.
_ 4. Normally dispersed in fog type

aerosol.
5. Rapid application and imme-

diate extermination.-
6. Equipment used dependent

upon arm of application.
7. Use of small amounts of cherni-

, mds.
8. Insects do not have to be present

at time .of application to be
effective.

9. Baseboard treatment.
10. Spot treatment.
I 1. Larviciding.
12. Soil priisoning.
13. Baiting.
14. Systemic.
15. Vaporization.

Column 8
a. Residual treatment
b. Space treatment

226. Match the type of treatment used in cautioning
pest vegetation with the appropriate Vestment
description.

/a)
Types of Treatments Used in Corrholing Vege-

tadon. The type of treatment that is to be implemented
for managing pest vegetation is also a determining,'
factor in the selection of pest management equipment
and the effectiveness of the control program./--

Pest vegetation is chemically controlled by applying
herbicides directly to foliage, soul, and - water, and
the application method- depends uprin the types and
locations of the vegetation to be controlled.

Foliage treatment. This type of treatment is used
to control existing vegetation by applying the
chemical directly to the top growth as contact sprays
which produce burning of plant tissues or affects the
growth of hrrinones within the plant.

Basal-bark treatment. This term applies to the
application of herbicides to the base of tree trunks
and stems that are 6 inches or less in diameter. This
type of treatment is well suited for uncut brush and
regrowth from cut brush or trees, and particularly
for selective control.

Stuns treatment. This type of treatment is made to
freshly cut stumps by saturating the tap and all sides of
the stump to the ground line and all expose d roots with
an approved herbicide.

Cut surface treatment. This type of treatment
includes the application of herbicides to fnlls, girdles,-
cups, or notches that have been made to individual
VMS.

Treatments to frills and girdles, should be accom-
plished by using a liquid herbicide formulation; how-
ever, when treatments are to be made to cups and
notches, the herbicide fonnulatioshould be crystalline.

Sail treatment. This type of treatment is used to
apply herbicides around the base of grasses, trees, and
brush when it is desired that the chemical be absorbed
through the roots. This type of treatment can be
selective -or nonselective in form and can. be accom-
plished as a preetaergence orpostemergencetreatment.

a. Selective treatment. This term is used when
herbicides are applied to control specific types of
vegetation without harming other vegetation that may
be mixed in with or within the immediate vicinity of
the vegetation to be controlled. This type of treatment
is commonly used to Control undesirable vegetation
that exists in established turf grasses, such as lawns,
golf courses, and parade grounds.

b. Nonselective treatment. This term is used to
denote the application of herbicides to kill all vege-
tation within a specific area. This type of treatment is
commonly used to control vegetation along side
roadways, railroads, and fence rows; beneath utility
lines; and around storm drains, culverts. utility poles.
and sign posts.

r. Preemergence treatment. As the term implies.
this type of treatment is performed to prevent seed
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germination, thereby preventing the establishment
of vegetation.

Postemergence treatment. This term is used
when herbicides are applied to control vegetation that
has already become established.

Ditchbank treatment. This term is often used to
distinguish the type of applications being made to
irrigation and drainage systenis. This, as the term
implies, means that herbicides are only being applied
to the sloped sides ati&not in the bottom of the
irrigation and drainage systems.

Exercises (226):
Match column A with column B.

Colunoi A
Description

1.- ProrTerigence to prevent seed
germination

I Applied to freshly on stumps.
3. Applied to drainage systems.
4- Crystalline feramlation applied

to notches.
S. Applied to top growth
6. Applied lo base of trunk.

Column B
Type of Treearnem

a. Foliage.
b. Basai-bark.
c. Stump
d. Cut surface
e. Soil

Ditchbazik

227. List factors that may determine requirements for
conducting research and identify the methods for
rendering assistance In each situation.

Pest Management Research. Your participation in
research activities will most likely be very limited
because most research programs are conducted by
other agencies. However, you ,may be requested to
participate in certain phases of pest management
research. In any case, before you become involved,
insure that all requests have been approved through
proper Air Force channels.

Pesticide resistance. This is an increasing problem
for pest managers everywhere and your participation
in determining actual resistance of pests to pesticides
may involve nothing more than insuring that you have
prepared and applied the pesticide accurately.
However, you may be requested to collect live speci-
mens and ship them to a scientific laboratory so that
professionals can conduct further research with the
specimens to determine if they are actually a resistant
strain.

Effects and effectiveness of pesticides. Intense
research is conducted on all pesticides by their
manufacturer prior to being placed on the market for
purchase, but the only true way to determine the actual
effect and effectiveness of the product is for it to be
used in many situations and environments. To do this.
you may be requested to use an unproven product in
controlled situations with furnished guidelines for you
to monitor and annotate the effects and effectiveness_

Your findings in this research is forwarded to the IS
appropriate agency where other findings arecollected
and evaluated. If the product meets -Fulani require- it
ments,it is then approved and can be placed on the
market.

The same procedures used in determining the effects
and effectiveness of pesticides may be requested of you
for determining the effects and effectiveness of new
pest management techniques and equipment.

Exercises (227):
List in the order discussed the factors that may
cause you to become involved in research.

2: Explain your involvement in conducting research
for each of the factors you listed previously, and in
the order listed.

2-4. Records and Reports
The success and continuity of a sound pat manage-

ment program is determined by the availability of
accurate operational records and reports. Timeliness
of control measures, justifiable estimates of funds and
personnel needs, and concise requirements for supplies
and equipment can only be available by regularly
maintaining adequate records. Work accomplished
and results achieved must also be uniformly measured
and periodically compiled to provide a sound basis
of support for the value of preventive control actions.

This section is devoted to identifying records and
reports directly related to operational pest manage-
ment programs that are required to be maintained by
pest management personnel and to providing main-
teriance instructions for each.

228. State the purpose and use of AF Form 483 and
specify the infornsadon necessary to obtain the form.

AF Form 483, Certificate of Competency. As
outlined in A FR 91-21 and AFM 91-16. all personnel
engaged in direct field supervision of pest management
operations or those who operate independently of
direct supervision must be technically competent
and thoroughly familiar with all phases of pest
management that is being performed.

Purpose. The purpose for this form is to identify
indiViduals who have proven they are competent in
handling pesticides in accordance with Federal laws
and to insure that they are aware of. and knowledge-
able of, current policies relating to all phases of pest
management.

Obtaining an AP Form 483- When an individual has
demonstrated the technical knowledge and ability in
pest management operations. a letter or request for
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certification or recertification is forwarded through
proper channels to the designated certifying official.

When requesting initial certification for an individ-
ual the body of the letter should contain the following
information:

a-Category of certification requested.
Name of iividuid__(last name first name-
middle initial).
Rank/grade.

. Social security number.
Training accornplislunents within the career field.
Length of time performed in the career field.

This letter should be signed by the Base Civil
Engineer, and copies of recent training certificates
related to pest management received by the individual
should be forwarded as attachments with the letter.

Recertification of individuals who presently hold a
certificate of competency is required every 2 years if
performing in either of the capacities previously
mentioned.

Requests for recertification are prepared and
processed in the same manner as for certification, with
only the contents of the letter body changed to provide
the following information:

Category of certification requested_
Name of individual (last name - first name -
middle initial).
Rank.
Social securiry number_
Present certification number and expiration date.
Recent career field training accomplishments.

Upon receipt of certification or recertification
request. the certifying Official will make the determina-
tion as to approve or disapprove the request. If the
request is approved on its own merits, a certificate of
competency will be forwarded to the individual;
however, if the certifying official needs further
justification. instructions identifying additional
actions to be taken will be forwarded.

Beginning 1 October 1977. testingwill be required of
all individuals desiring initial certification or re-
certification in order to comply with Public Law
92-516. Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act
(FEPCA) of 1972.

A roster listing each certified individual, certifica-
tion number, and expiration date must be maintained
within civil engineering to act as a reminder and to
identify certified- individuals to other concerned
individuals.

Exercises (228):
1. What individuals must possess an AF Form 483.

Certificate of Competency?

2. All individuals who disperse pesticides must be
recertified every

56

3. State the purpose of AF Form 483.

fat
4, The roster that identifies all personnel who possess

an AF Form 483 in pest management sections. is
maintained in

5. When an individual is thought to be properly _

prepared to be certified, what is the first step to be
taken to obtain certification?

6. List the information that must be provided in
requesting initial certification.

229. State the purpose, use, and disposition of AF
Form 2467.

AF Form 2467, Pest Control Historical Record.
This form must be maintained on all.major facilities
that require repetitive applications of pesticides, such
as dining halls and cafeterias. The use of this form
should not be considered restricted to dining halls and
cafeterias only, because it should be maintained. on
each facility or area that has required frequent pesti-
cide applications.

Purpose. The primary purpose of this form is to
maintain a record of pest problems and the types of
pesticides applied to manage the pests within a par-
ticular facility to determine whether variations in
pesticides are needed to avoid resistance to pesticides.

The AF Form 2467 must be completed each time
pesticides are applied to the type of facility or area
previously 'identified. Figure 2-23 shows an example
of the AF Form 2467 and the type of information
entered in each of the blocks.

It is suggested that an AF Form 2467 be maintained
for each facility on the installation. This will provide
a complete record of pesticide treatment for each
facility, identify the individual who perfotmed.each
treatment, and Serve. as proof of treatment when
signed by an occupant of the facility. This will elimi-
nate the need of producing and reproducing local
forms or logs that serve the same purpose.

Disposition. When both sides of the form have been
completed, initiate a new form and transcribe the
information contained in blocks 1 through 4 of the
completed form to the new one file the completed
form behind the new form. These forms must be
maintained on file for a period of 5 years; therefore,
a card cannot be destroyed until the last entry made on
the form exceeds 5 years.
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Exercise (229):
1. The AF Form 2467 is required to be maintained on

all major facilities that

en CONTROL HISTORICAL RECORD
RE-2467
(FRONT)

Figure 2-43_ AF Form 2467, Pest Control Historical Record.

2. The primary purpose for maintaining an AF Form
2467 on each major facility is to prevent pests from
becoming

3. What is the freqUency for recording information
pertaining to the treatment of a major facility on an
AF Form 2467?

4. List the suggested reasons for maintaining an AF
Form 2467 on each facility.

5. When can A F Form 2467 with the last entry date of
15 November 1974 be destroyed?

230. State the purpose, use, and disposition of the DD
Form 1070 and complete the form that is provided
from information contained in a given situation.

DD Form 1070, Termite and Wood Decay Inspec-
tion. A DD Form 1070 must be maintained for each
facility that is constructed completely or partly of
wood on all Federal installations. This includes
virtually all facilities, regardless of preventive measures
used in the construction.

Purpose. Each facility that is constructed complete-
ly or partly of wood must be inspected for signs
indicating the presence of structural pest; and con-
ditions within and around the facility that would be
conducive to structural pests. These inspections must
be accomplished no lessOften than annually for each
facility and should be inspected at least semiannually.
This form serves as a :word of these inspections and
provides information pertaining to building conditions
and actions taken.

Complexion procedurei The DD -Form 1070 is
shown in figure 2-24 with entries provided to illustrate
its use. This form is not difficult to till in but, you must
insure that the entries made on the form indicate true
conditions found during the inspection of the facility.
You must also insure that recommendations are
annotated correctly,, and when recommendations, or
other actions have been accomplished, the form must
be annotated to reflect these actions.
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- Looking at figure 2-7.4, you will notice that the top
portion is used to idenf,yda:he number, type, and
location of the facility; the e of the inspection; and
the inspector's name. Ifyouhippen to be the inspector,
you are responsible for the infOrtnation entered or not
entered on this form; therefore, the true conditions
found inside, outside, and beneath a facility must be
accurately and completely recorded,

Part I is used to indicate conditioris within and
around the facility that are conducive to structural
pests infestations. As an example, Xs have been
placed in this part to identify the conditions found
during an inspection conducted on a facility, and an
additional continent has been entered in the block
identified as "other."

Part II is used to identify the location where struc-
tural pests are actually found during the time of the
inspection. If you will observe, no Xs have been placed
in any of the blocks in this part. which indicates there
were no structural pests present at the time the inspec-
tion was conducted.

Parts III and IV are used to identify the type of
termite and fungi, respectively, found' during the
inspection. Since there were no termites or fungi
observed, no entries were made in any of the blocks
in either of these parts.

If termites or fungi had been observed, then part V
would have -been used to identify the type of damage
incurred by the pests and the estimated cost of the
damage.

Part VI is used to reflect. repair and treatment
recommendations and the actual accomplishment Of
recommendations Still looking at figure 2-24, observe
the entries in part VI and compare them with the
entries in part I. Note that part Vl should reflect
recommendations to correct the conditions annotated
in part I in all possible situations. as has been clime in
the illustration provided. It is the inspector's responsi-
bility to initiate action to accomplish recommenda-
tions by initiating service calls and/or job orders as
applicable.

As you can see. an asterisk has been placed in the
portion identified as "Other" to denote that additional
recommendations are identified elsewhere on the form
(in this case. on the bottom) due to the lack of sufficient
space. These additional recommendations are used to
further support the findings identified in part I. Note
footnote number 3. This was added as a recommenda:
tion to correct the situation identified in part I in
reference to no shields on foundation." Since it would
be almost impossible and very impractical to install
termite shields after the building has already been
constructed, the most practical thing to do is treat the
soil on both sides of the foundation, if not previously
accomplished, which applies in this situation.

Upon completion of each recommended action, the
form must be annotated in part VI to reflect the actual
accomplishment of recommended actions.

Part VII is used to identify theme, quantity, and /13),
method of chemical control implemented to manage
termites and/or fungi, and. is also used to identify
measures taken to correct damaged portions of the
facility.

As you have probably noticed in viewing figure
2-24, entries have been Made to indicate that soil
poisoning Was accomplished and that chlordane was
applied to a trench 1 foot in depth and 9001inau- feet.

Part VIII is used to identify the cost of accomplish-
ing recommended actions. Entries are made to reflect
the cost of materials, labor, and other possible expen-
d itures 'as shown in the illustration.

Part IX is used to identify the dafe that Cheri:deal
treatment was accomplished and the person who was
responsible for the treatment.

This information is entered in the bottom blocks as
shown in figure 2-24. The remaining blocks in this
part are used for inspectiOns accomplished after treat-
ment to record treatment effectiveness.

Disposition. As outlined in AFM 12-50, Table
91-5; DD Forms 1070 for, each type of facility pre-
viously described must be maintained indefinitely and
must not be destroyed unless building is disposed of
or installation 'is inactivated and dropped from real
property accounts. '
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Exercises (230):
i. What facilities require that a DD Form 1070 be

maintained?

2. How often must facilities be inspected?

3. What is the purpose of the DD Form 1070?

4: When can the DD Form 1070 be destroyed?

5. Using the illustrated DD Form 1070 that is pro-
vided in figure 2-25, properly complete the form by
entering the appropriate information provided
below in the applicable spaces on -the form.
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On 14 January 1977, Building 302 at Mitchell
AFB was inspected for, termite and wood decay by
Self Alone. This build in g happens to be a perma-
nent building but is several years.old.

The inspection revealed superficial damage to
the rafters caused by dry-wood termites that had
entered through deteriorated screens over the attic
vents. There were no other conditions favoring
termite or fungi infestation.

After a thorough inspectionland extreme con-
sideration, it was determined that the screens for
the vents must be replaced and the rafters injected
with pentachlorophenol to arrest further damage.

The total cost of correctivk` measures was $330_
The screen and chemical cost $73, and a special
item of equipment to do the Job cost 530.
After the treatment was performed it was re-

inspected on 17 January 1977 by Self Along, who is
the section supervisor.

231. Provided with applicable information concerning
the AF Form 290 and a case situations'stated amn-
pletion procedures and purpose of the AF Form 290
and complete the form that is provided.

Al; Form 290, Transcript for Pest Report. As
outlined in AFR 91-21, this report is to be prepared
on a daily basis by pest management personnel.

Purpose. The AF Form-290 (fig. 2-26) is used for
recording daily pest management activities and is the
source document forcreating a Pest File, which is used
to provide a complete record of all preventive and
corrective pest management programs.

Completion- procedures. Preparation of the AF
Form 290 is accomplished by transcribing longhand
information pertaining to pest management activities
into codes and abbreviations on a daily basis to
provide Iceypnfich capability.

For installations that utilize the 133500 computer
system, which is the majority of installations. instruc-
tions for completing the AF Form 290 ar4rovided in
AFR 91-21, Pest Jilanagement .ProgramsMFM 171-

. 200, The Base Engineer Automated *Fragment
System: and AFM 300-4. Data Elements and Codes.
Codes and specificinstructions are contained in AFM
4)04, Volumes W, VI, and XII and AFM 171-200.
Part 10.

This portion of the CDC should give you a better
understanding of the procedures used in completing
the AF Form 290. for use with the B3500 computer
system, by combining information ixtractedl from
AFR 91-21 and AFM 300-4.

The information entered on this form must reflect
all pest management activities accomplished within a
day's time_ Normally, individual activities are re-
corded on AF Forms 2467 or in a log book: then at the
end of the day these activities are categorically sepa-
rated and compiled. This compiled information is then
transcribed onto the AF Form 290.

Since the information contained on this form is
for keypunch operations, the information must
coded and separated into three sectionswhich idehtit
the information as pertaining to Pest Control Opera- lifb"
dons, Pest Surveys, or Herbicide Control.

This coded information is then keypunched onto
cards identified as Pest detail cards (OD, 2/80, and
3/80). The Pest detail card 1/80 is the Pest control
operation card that contains all the information per-
taining to arthropod pest control operations except
for the hours spent on surveys. The PEST detail card
2/80 is the Pest :survey card which reflects the hours
expended' conducting surveys during a day's time. The
PEST detail card 3/80, herbicide control card, con-
tains all information pertaining to herbicide control
operations with the exception of the hours expended
on surveys.

In order to show hoe/ the information concerning
daily pest management activities is transcrited and
entered on a typical AF Form 290, a case situationwill
be utilized and illustrations of the'handscribed infor-
mation for the situation will be provided.

Case Simatioo 2-1
On 12 January 1977. Teu and another pest manager within the

section conducted a fogging operation to control adult mosquitoes.
During this operation. you togged-10 acres of the installation using
240 gallons of a 6.percent malansion-od solution. This solution was
prepared from a 57-percent EJC (emulsifiable concentrate) task:
Mien and a number 4 grade fuel oiL Fogging the 90 acres took 6
hours. which means that a total of 14 hours was expended during the
actual performs/1m and priOr to this. 3 hours were expended in
conducting surveys.

Refer to figure 2-26 and study it carefully, because
this illustration of the completed AF Form 290 will be
utilized throughout this unit of instruction. Note the
manner in which the form is separated into data
elements to identify the information (pest name, pest
control operation, etc.) that is entered in the columns
below the data element.
. Since phrtions of the information contained in the
case situation must be coded, as previously stated.
codes have been' extracted from AFM 300-4 and are
provided to you in tables 2-i through 2-3.

Loo king at figure 2-26, you can see that the first data
element to-be entered on this form is the Pest *Name.
The pest that was identified in the -case situation was
adult mosquitoes: therefore, referring to table 2-1.
you can see that adult mosquitoes are identified by the
data code DV MS 1. This code is entered in columns 1
through 5 on the AF Form 290.

The next data element to be entered is the Pest
Control Operation. which was identified as a fogging
operation to control adult mosquitoes. Scanning over
the pest control operation data codes provided in table
2-2, you will find the pest control operation Adulti-
ciding Fog is identified by the data code ADFG. This
code has been entered in columns 6 through 9 on the
illustrated AF Form 290.
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Dim Codes

AVEIB8
AVMS
AVDJO
A Vszte
AV=

DVISGI
DVSG3
DVEIGI
DVBG4
MMUS
DVBGB

DVF51
MEW
DV11133
DVYS4
DVFSS

DV. NI
MOO
DVFNI

iR DVFN4
MFRS

DVIAS1
MISS
DV EEO

MPEird
atpyrui

NORM
14FRD2
MPEDS
DIPSSO
141)22.0

iiPAND
NPCIC1
SPEWS
NPFSO
NPVA

SPFAS
SPFFO
SPFVII

WWI

STASI
ST5452
STOWS
STPDS
STFI30

=TM'
STIM2

SWIM

VACFS
VASCO
VASPO
YAMS
YAWS/

W PATS
W MILS
WPGS8
WPMEll

Pititia

BLE 2-1 ,
PEST-14A DATA CODES

Ewa items and Evaluations.
Attacking Vegmatibd Peels

Bark Beetles
Borers
Defoliators and ,Joice-Suctiane
Soil Ind Root Infesting /
Twig Sad Stein Girders/

Disease Vector Pests
Bugs

Bedbugs
Coeleroaches
Fleas
Lice
Mites
Ticks

Stitch
Cullcoides
Fblebotomees'
Stable
Tabasid

Blow
Souse-Mutt
ttouse-LarrAl
Midges and QtATS
Pnychottld

limonites*

Larval,
Other Disease Vector Pena

miliceIlaiseovs Pests
Birds
Nematodes
Rodents

Mice
Rats
Other

Snails and Slop

NuisanOtherce Pests
Avis
Crickets
Earwigs
Firebrats and Shverfish
Other .

Stored Products Insects /
- Posts of

Fibers
idAnisndijOrig

Feats of Fibers and Fabrics of Animal Origin
Pests of Legumes. Dried Fruits, and

Vegetables
Pests of Grains and Cereal Produces

Structural Pests
Marine Borers:

Crustaceans
Molluscs

Other wood Destroying Insects
Powder Post Beetles
Feeder Poet Borers
Terrnitte

Cad.padd
Drywood
Subterranean

Wood Destroying Fungi
Venomous Arthropods

Centipedes
Scorpions
Seeders
Utticating
wasps and Bees

Weed Pests
Aquatic
Broadleaf
Grassy
Mixed
woody

Dux Item Name

SAREBEETS
BORERS
DEPOLFIJSU
SOIL-ROOT
INVIG-grad

BEDBUGS
COCKROACH
FLEAS
LICIC
MITES
TICKS

BLACK-PLY
C UL1COIDE
FIILESOTOM
=ASLEF-LT
TABANID

Br-am-my
B-ADULT
ii- LARVAL
MEDGEGRAT
PSYCHO=

MOSADULT
NIOSL.ARVA
ODSVCFESF

/ SIRES
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NKIWATODCS

MICE
RATS
OTBRODENT
SNAILSLUO
OMISCSIOT

ANTS
CRICKETS
EARWIGS
FIBIISILFB

FOCIANIORI
FISPASANI

LEGFRUVEG
-GRAINCEAL

CRUSTACEA.
MOLLIECS ;
OwDINSECT
PDFTBEETS
PDPTBORER

DANIFIWOOD
DRYWOOD,
SUBTTERRAN
wDESFLINGI

CENTIPEDE
SCORPIONS
SPIDERS
URTICATIN
WASP /BEER

AQUATIC
BROADLEAF
GRASSY
MOXD:
WOODY



Data Codas

Ante
ADM
AVMS
ADZZ

AVAT
AV=

BIRD
WIN
BTU

MID?
IlNLF

=Lid
Zen
FMAT
PM VA

MBE

ITPI
rrPL
MST

LVIB
LVGR
Linn
LVZZ

PTPI
PTPL
PTSVL

RTDG
RTSP

SPRT
SPST

STFK
srsr
STET
STIR

TABLE 2-2
PEST CONTROL OPERATION DATA CODES

Data Hamm and Emianattons:
Adulticiding

Dust
Fog
Mint -

Ceher
Insects Attacking Vegetation (learatits ,

Ares Treatment (Including Shrubs)
Woos Sprayed or Treated

Baiting
For Birds
For Insects
For Rodenta

Disease Vector and IlUisence Pests
Ditching (New and Maintenance)
Land till

Dip -Soak Treatinooty.
Lumber
Pallets

Pozniption
Atcoospborie
Tacoma

Ineer-Smee Treatment
last. Gas. Otter: Not to include household aerosol
(linesman INTERSP.ACE-TRT

In-Place Treatments
PILING-DI-PLACE

Poles POLES-DI-PLACE
structure/ STRUCTURAL

Larviciding
Dolt LARVICID-DUST
Grannies LARVICID-CiRANS
Mint LARVICID -MIST
Other LARVICED-CtriCER

Pressure Treated (Preserved) ConaPonstits Installed
Piling PILDIG-PBS -TRTD
Poles j POLES-PRS-TRTD
Wood and Lumbar wOOD-LUMBER

Residual Treatments
Dust or Granules RESIDUAL-DUSTS
Sprays RESIDUAL-SPRAYS

Stored Predusts
Residual Treatments RULDUAL-TREAT
Snare Treatments SPACE-TREATMENT

Structre/
rimaisarion rtrMIGATION
Surface SURFACE
Soil Treatment SOIL-TREATMENT
Trench =NCB

Data Rim Name

ADULT ID -DEBT
ADULTICID-FOG
ADULTICED-RBT
ADTJLTICIDOTHER

AREA-TSP./611 MT
TREES-SPRAYED

BAITING -BIRIM
astruce-nosecri
BAITING-FIODIOIT

IETCKING
LAND-FILL

LUMBER
PALLETS

ATMOSPEERIC
VACUUM

The data element Area Treated contains eight
columns for entering the total number of square feet or
acres treated. Although there are eight columns
provided for this data element, all do not have to be
utilized. Since this data element requires the entry of a
number or numbers. you would only utilize the
columns required for entering the total number of
digits that appear in the number of square feet or acres
treated.

NOTE: The number of acres or square feet entered
for this dataelement must be whole numbers. Parts of
acres or square feet cannot be entered.

Referring to the case situation, you will find that 50
acres were treated. Therefore, this number would be
entered in columns 16 and 17,- as illustrated in figure
2-26. (NOTE: All zeros must be slashed in order to
separate zeros from the letter -0": therefore, the letter
"0" should never be slashed.)

The fourth data element on the AF Form 290 is the
link of Measure. The unit of measure must be entered
as S F (square feet) for all indoor treatments or AC
(acres) for all outdoor treatments. -AC- has been

entered in columns 18 and 19, respectively (fig. 2-26).
to reflect that acres were treated in the case situation
provided.

The data element appearing on the AF Form 290 as
Building Terrain is used fOr identifying where the
treatment was performed. The number"1- or -2- must
be entered in column 20. Since the treatment per-
formed in case situation 2-1 occurred outdoors, the
number -2- has been entered in column 20 of the form
illustrated' in figure 2-26. NOTE: When -AC- is
entered in columns 18 and 19, the number -2- must be
entered in column 20. If "Sr has been entered in
columns 18 and 19. the number-1- must be entered in
column 20.

The data element Pesticide Name is used to identify
the pesticide used in treatment. The name of the pesti-
cide must be coded (pesticidaiame data code provided-
in table 2-3). and-the -data code must be entered in
columns 21 through 26. as shown in figure 2-26. As
you can see by the information provided in table 2-3.
the data code SNOP5P identifies the pesticide used in
case situation 2-1 as being rnalithion.
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SPECIAL NOTE: To support a previous note
made while discussing the Area Treated data element,
notice the distinction made between the letter "0"
and the number zero 10" in the Pesticide Name data
code.

Referring again to case situation 2-1, the pesticide
form used in the for adult mosquitoes was a
solution prepared from inalathion E/C and fuel oil.
Viewing table 2-4, you will find that a solution is
identified with the data code SO LU. The pesticide
form data code .must be entered in columns 27 through
30. as illustrated in figure 2-26, which identifies the
data element Pesticide Form.

In the data dement identified as Pesticide Quantity
(columns 31 through 36). you must enter the total
pounds of active ingredient contained in the total

.

amount of pesticide formulation dispersed. This
information must be in whole numbers (complete
pounds) because the co mputer will not accept portions
of a pound; or in other words, you cannot use ounces./

Recording the actual amount of active ingredient in
pounds is the most difficult task involved in com-
pleting the AF Form 290 and is often reported
erroneously due to the fact that many pest managers
are not aware of the procedures used in determining
the pounds of active ingredient contained in a given
quantity of finished product. Erroneous reportingwill
occur more often when pesticide labelsido not furnish
information pertaining to the pounds of active ingre-

a clients contained in each gallon of pesticide than those
that do.

TABLE 2-3
PESTICIDE NAME DATA CODES

Data Codes Data Items and Explanations:

NAOL21/ Summer
NAPTIO Pyrethrum
NAZ211) Other Natural' Orpmc Insecticides

Rodenticides
IMAM) Anticoagulant"
RDOC.00 Calcium Cyanide
RDsmall Sodium Moneglooracetate
RDSKaa Strychnine
RD2P011 Zine Prosphide
RDZZ Other Rodenticides

Repellents
RPAL011 All Types of Repellant'

. Synthetic Organic
Carbomates

Baygon
Sevin

Clam-mord Hydrocarbons
Aldrio
Chlordane
DOT
Dieldrin
Heptachlor
/Capone (include Mirexi
Lindane
Pentach/oroptienot
Other Chlorinated Hydrocarbons

Orpnic Phosphates
DOYP
Dtazinon
Dibrom (Naledi
Fentinon
Malathyno
Other Organic Phosphates

Other Sulfur Compounds
Organic Thu:crania=

Uncontbuted Herbicides
Aquauc

Copper Sulfate
Diquat

Contact
Ammonium Sulfamate
Arsenicals. OrINSIC
Arsenite, Sodium
Dim ire Compounds
Oil*, Herbicidal
Paracorat
Pentactdoropbenol

Growth Regulators
Ainitrole
Atria:he
Marion
Maleic Hydroxide
$11vex
2. 4-D
2, 4., 5-1

SNC3113
SNCEtha

SNCHla
SNCHMI
SNCI130
SNCH413
SNCH50
SNCH60
SNCMa
SNC HSII
SNCUSS

SHOPIO
SNOP2a
MOP30
SNOP411
SNOP5a
SNOPSe
SNOSDS
SMYTH

UHATI-
UHAT2a

UliCT111
UHCT20
tHICT20
U SICT4a
UHCT5a
UNCT60
MICT70

UNGRIO
rliGg120
elIGEOH
CAGR4,13
1.31GR50
MORRO
Ultalla
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Data Item Name

SUMMER
PYRETHRYM
ONATORGIN

ANTfCOAGCT
C ALCYA NDE
SOIRtONOFD
=RICAN
zNPROsPDE
ORODENTID

ALLREPELL

SAYGON
SEVDi

A LDR24
CHLORDANE
DDT
DIELDRIN
REPTACHLO
KEPONE
LUIDANE
PENTACNLO
Oc NLORNTD

DDVP
otAz3NONmaw
PENTNION
MALATHION
OOROPHOGP
ORGSOLFUR
oaCTNICCY

COP-SULFA
DIQVAT

AM- SULFAM
ARSEN-oRo
ARSTE-SOD
DiNITRo
=SHERRI
PARAWAT
PENTACHLO

AMTTROLE
A TEA ZINS
DA LA PoN
NA LaYDRAZ
SiLvEx
24D
2451



Data Codes

CHGC01

CHGRIA
ClICH20
MICRO;

CH05111
CHUM

CHSSID
CM3211
CHM44
CIISB40
C/133511
CIISSM
CESS711
CHZE011

MAPCOMae,
1911111199
MIMS
nsPries
IMMOmum
nsszsa

nrluiLA
MARIO
MAMA
IMAR99

241.9111
IMMO
2413311
2461399

mut
INSL2.9

MATH
MSPG1i6
usual,
1a.52400

NAALOD
NACOS

NAOLIO

UHPE111
UHPE2b

UNSLIS
UHS1.20
UHSL4S

UEISSID
MOW
UHSSID
MOW
iikaSSO
inIZZOO

TABLE 2-3
PESTICIDE NAME DATA CODES (Coned.)

Dam Dens and Etplanstions:
Celabisstkos Herbicides

Growth Repli200111COMUCt
Arsesicais, Calanie2. 4 -D

Growth Regulators
Didapoo-Silvex
De/apes-2, 4, 5-T
2, 4-D, 2, 4,5T

Groom RegdatoroSol
Mottrolo-SOnazine
Dorato-Z, 4-D

Soil Storibusta
Berate - Memnon
BromacilBorate
Broasacd-Borate-Chlorate
Clgorste-Berate
ClitorateBorate-slosuros
Fesoron-TCA
MonstonTGA

Other Combination Herbicides
Fumigants

A/emblem Phosphide .
Carbonado
Hydrocyanic Acid
Methyl Bromide
ParadiehlOrehentene
Soil Fumigants
Sultiey1 Fluoride
Otber Fumigants

Innrgante Insecticides
Arsenicals

Lead Arsenate
Paris Green
Sodium Arsenic*
Other Arsenical Compounds

Miscellaneous Inorganic Insecticides
Copper liaphoenate
Copper Sulfate Formulations
Silica Asrogels
Other Idiseelliineous Inorganic Insecticides

Sulfur
Dusting and Wettable-Sulfur .

Sulfur
Miscellaneous Chemical Compounds

Attractants
ruatiCides
MoIlencicides
Other Chemical Compounds

Natural Organic Insecticides
Alleteirm
Creosote
Oils

Dormant
Pre-Emergence

Baleful
Simaasne

Soil
Pease
?BA
TCA

Soil Sterdant
Brornacil
Murat

"Temitem
Monesroa
Sodium Chlorate

Other Uncombined Herbicides

The information provided in case situation 2-1 will
be used in explaining the procedures used in deter-
mining the pounds of active ingredient contained in a
finished product so that it can bepropedyrecorded on
the AF Form 290.

As stated in the case situation. 240 gallons of 6
per.xnt maiathion-oil solution was used for fogging.
which is the finished product. This finished product
was prepared from a 57-percent malathion E/ C and a
number 4 grade fuel oil. As you can see, there is no
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Lam. Item Name

A430E03240

MUMMER
DALAP24ST
2412245T

ALUMNA=
BORATE240

DORMUNURO
BRAIGILBOR
EIRSIBORCIIL
CHLBORATE
CHL11023404
FIMUROTCA
MONUROT°A
OCOS1BHF.REI

ALMS
CARBOIDE
IITOROCTAN
11mm:et=
PARADECIU.
SOILFUldIG

.31.11.FURYFL
°tumour:

LDARSENAT
FR/SGREEN
SODABBENT
OARSENCS4P

COPPEIINAP
COPERNILF
SILICAERO
°MORGAN!

DUSWETZUla
LauESULFII

1"-
ATTRACTS
FUNGICIDE
MOLCIDES
OCHEMCOMP

ALLETHRIN
CRECGOTE

DORMANT

RENEFIN
'512dA2INE

PENAC
TBA
TCA

BRdNACII.
DIURON
FENURON

MOURON
SO:31MM.
OUNCIIHERB

information contained here that can be entered on the
AF Form 290; therefore, the information must be
convened.

The first thing that must be done is' to determine
how much of the 57-percent E/ C was required to
prepare 240 gallons at 6 percent. By multiplying.
6 :4 240 and dividing it by 57 you will. get an answer of
25.26 and yon will have a quantity of 126.20. This
quantity rounded.off the the nearest whole number is
126, which is the information to be entered in the data
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TABLE 2-4
PESTICIDE FORM DATA CODES

Data Codas

DUST
GRAN.
SPUTA
BAIT
OTHD

SOLD
SKIM
MOD

OTIII.

Estele:tits and Sic laminas:
Pesticide Forma

Mao
Granules
Said Fumigant
Bait (Ready to Use)
Other

Liquid
Solution
Emulsion
Aerosol
Suepensione
Other

element identified as Peiticide Quantity as illustrated
in figure 2-26.

NOTE: Only the columns required for the number
of digits will be filled in from right to left, aqd only
whole numbers will be entered in the columns under
this, data element.

The Unit of Measure data element for pesticide
quantity must reflect "LB" in columns 37 and 38.
respectively, to identify the fact that the information
entered= in the previous data element was recorded as
pounds. Mr;

The Supply Source data element (column 39) must
reflect either an "N" if the pesticide used was a non-
standard stock item or an "S" if the pesticide was a
standard stock item as illustrated in figure 2-26.

The Man-Hours Labor data element (columns 40
through 45) is used for the purpose of reflecting only
the combined man-hours actually expended while
applying pesticides to include supervisory rime, as is
illustrated by the figure appearing in columns 44 and
45 of figure 2-26.

As you can see, a total of 14 hours was entered under
this data element to correspond with the information
provided in case situation 24.

NOTE: Only whole numbers will be entered under
this data element. which means that no part of an hour_
can be shown.

The purpose for thenext data element identified as
Man-Hours Survey is for recording -only the hours
spent in conducting surveys for a specific job_ Looking
at figure 2-26. you will notice that no entry appears
under this data element although case situation 2-1
states that 3 hours were experided on surveys. The
reason for this space being blank is that information
pertaining to man -hours expended on surveys have to
be keypunched onto a separate Pest detail card. which
would be the Pest detail card 2/80. as previously
stated. Therefore, this information cannot appear on
the same line that is used for recording pest contror
operations to be keypunched onto the Pest derkicard
1180. To explain this further, figure 2-27 has been
provided to illustrate how the survey hours for a pest
control operation are recorded on a typical AF Form
290 that is prepared daily.

Notice that th.: illustrated AF Form 290 in figure
2-27 has the lines numbered in the left margin. This is

to allow quick reference to the comments that remain
concerning the completion of this farm.

In comparing figure 2 -26 wish figure 2-27 you will /11
find that line 1 in figure 2-27 provides the same
information that figure 2-26 does. This, information
pertains strictly to pest control operations and is
keypunched only on the Pest detail .card 1180. Line
in figure 2-27 represents the information keypurched-g
onto the Pest detail card 2/80 (Pest Survey), and line
14 represents the information pertaining to herbicide
control operations that are keypunched onto the Pest
detail card 3/80.

Continuing the discussion concerning data element
Man-Hours Survey, the 3 hours expended on surveys
for the .pest _ control operation described (in case
situation 2-1)' has been entered in column 11 on line?
as illustrated in figure 2-27; which explains why it was
not entered in the same column on line 1. If you will
notice, entries have been made to only two data
elements on line 7'psior to this one, because this is the
only informatibn that can be entered on the Pest
Survey Card (2/80) up to this-point.

Continuing with the remaining data elements on the
AF Form 290, the Reserved data element (columns 52
through 73) requires no entFy. This space is to remain
blank.

The Installation data element is used to identify the
installation 'Submitting the report. This code must be
entered in 'colunk.s 74 through 77 for each Pest detail'
card as has been dnbe in figure.2-27. It isrecommended
that you obtain the proper data element code from the,
civil Engineering Cost Accounting Section; therefore,
these codes are not provided in this text.

The Month data element is used to identify the
month in which the form was preparedi-This data
element code mustbsaIwo-digit number. If the Month
happens to be Decembeegthen the number 12 would be
entered in columns 78 and 79. Case situation 2-1 stales
that this job was accomplished in faint am therefore,
figures 2-26 and 2-27 reflect a 01, which is the proper

way-toenter the number that represents the month of
January.

The last data element that remains on the AF Forni
290 is Cord Code. Column 80 is used forldidtifying

the information entered on individual lines to the
applicable Pest detail card. Notice that a has been
entered in column 80 on line 1,in figures 2-26 and 2-27
to identify that all the information on that line is to be
keypunched onto a Pest Control ,Operation Card
(1/80). In figure 2-27 you will rich that a "2" was '-
entered on Line 7 to indicate tlaat this information must
be keypunched onto ,a Best Suivey card (2/80) and a

entered on line 14. which means that all the
information on this line must be keypunched ontela
Herbicide. Control Card (3/80).

Look on line 14_ in figure 2-27 and observe the
entries for the various data elements. This is an
example of the complete information that is entered
on the AF Form 290 for herbicide controL All blank
data elements appearing on thisallustrated form must
remain blank because the computer will not accept any
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4

idditiond"information and cannot be keypunched
onto the Herbicide Control Card (3180).

NOTE For herbicide control operations on "A"
and a "C" must be entered in columns 18 and 19,
respectively, for the data element Unit of Measuieand
a -2" must be entered in column 20 for the data
element Building Terrain for herbicide control
operations just as it appears on line 14 in figure 2-27.

Disposition. Once the AF Form 290 is completed it
is forwarded to the Cost Accounting Section, and the
information is keypunched onto the Pest detail cards.
The AF Form 290s can be destroyed after a corrected
copy of the-Pest Summary Report has beenpreparixl.

Exercises (231):
1. The AF Form 290 must be prepared

in accordance with

2. What is the prirreaar l. purpose of the AF Form 290?

qt

3. What does the information that is recorded on the
AF form 290 pertain to?

4. The tbzee publications that provide instructions for
completing an AF Form 290 foruse with the B3500
computer system are
and

5. Data codes used in the completion of the AF Form
290 are found in

6..-Using information in the objective pertaining to
completion instructions for the AF Form 290,
complete the blank AF Form 290 in figure 2-28 by
entering the information below on the appropriate
lines as illustrated in figure 2-26.
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On 4 October 1976 the Base Parade Grounds,
which is 1 acre, was treated for chinch bags. Since
chinch bugs are vegetative juice-sucking pests and I
acre is being treated, 200 gallons of a 0.5-percent
emulsion finished spray is reconirnended. The
finished spray was prepared from a 47.5-percent
diazinon emulsifiable concentrate, which contains
4 pounds of active ingredient per gallon and is a
standard stock item.

r.

To accomplish this pest control operation, I how
was expended in_conducting a survey, and it took
two people 4yours to mix and apply the pesticide.
The supervisor observed the entire-operation to
insure that the job was progressing smoothiyand to
observe the performance of the individuals.

NOTE No entry is no:plied for the installation data
element in this exercise.
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CHAPTER

Safety, Protective Equipment, and First Aid

PESTICIDES ARE only as safe as you are, because
peiticides do not create accidents; people do! Acci-
dents involving pesticides can be eliminated just as
all other accidents can, if everyone will become
knowledgeable of accident prevention and adhere to
all preventive measures without deviations.

This chapter win identify the requirements and
guidelines for handling pesticides.safely. And, since,
it is recognized that humans err, and pesticide poison-
ings do occur, this chapter will discuss the common
causes of these poisonings and the actions to be taken
when they occur.

3-1. Federal Statutes and Regulations
Without pesticides, we would not have the food,

fiber, and landscape plants we need. But because
pesticides can be ,dangerous, Congress has passed
laws affecting pesticide use. These laws try to balance
the need for pesticides against the need to protect
people and the environment from their Misuse.

The intent within this section is to identify the
_Federal agencies that establish and enforce laws
governin all phases of pesticide handling.

23i. State the purpose and scope of the

"Keep Out of Reach of Children" and io eliminate
claims such as "Safe." 'Nonpoisonous," "NontOxiO."
"Noninjurious," and "Harmless" from economic
poison labels.

Then, on 12 May 1964 there were two amendments
to the FIFRA passed by Congress. The first of these
was Public Law 201, which eliminated the protest
registration clause of the basic act The second amend-
ment enacted on 12 May 1964 was Public Law 305,
which established the requirement for each pesticide
label to show a registration number when the pesti-
cide has been approved by the USDA for registration.

Exercises (232):
1. State the three purposes identified in the text for

establishing the FIFRA by listing them in the order
given.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodendcide.
Act (FIFRA). This act was rust established by Con-
gress in 1947 and was administered by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Argicul-
tural Research 'Service, Pesticides Regulation
Division.

Purpose. This act was established to provide laws
pertaining- to the certification of the usefulness- of
chemicals employed in agriculture, specified require-
ments for safety precautions in handling and applying

'agricultural chemicals, and specified requirements
for the registration of such chemicals every.5 years.

Scope. There have been five amendments to this
act since the basic act was established. The first
amendment occurred in 1959 to include nematodes,
plant growth regulators, desiccants, and defoliants;
and then in 1963. it was amended again to require
labels of economic poisons. to provide the statement

2. The amendment to the FIFRA that was enacted
in 1963 required all economic poison labels to pro-
vide the statement "

Che lations set forth in FIFRA are made into
law by

4. The FIFRA was first amended to include
and

. 233. Specify the relationship of the FIFRA and the
FEPCA and identify the new requirements outlined
in the FEPCA.
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Federal Environmental Pesticide 'Control Act
RSPCA). The FEPCA was amendment number 5
to the FIFRA passed by Congress and became

Y
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Public Law 92-516, which is most often referred to
as "FIFRA. as amended." 4

Purpose. The FEPCA became law on 21 October
1972 to extend Federal registeration and regulation
to all pesticides, including those distributed or used
within a single state.

Scope_ This FEPCA requires the proper applica
tion of pesticides to 'insure greater protection of
humans and the.environment. It prohibits the use of
any registered pesticide in a manner inconsistent with
labeling instructions and it also specifies that petti:.
cides must be classified as either general or restricted.

Under the provisions of the FEPCA every commer-
cial and private applicator must be.certified as com-
petent to use any of the pesticides that are classified
as being restricted. FEPCA also provides penalties
such as fines and jail terms for people who do not
obey this law_

As an entomology spediafist you are governed by
this act because you are classified as, a ,commercial
applicator of pesticides. As a result of this, you will
be required to be certified to apply restricted use
pesticides, and you are subject to the penalties pre-
scribed if you do not adhere to the law.

To be certified, you must prove that 'You know the
safe and correct way to apply restricted use pesti-
cides. To do this, you take a written examination.
Therefore, the more you study this CDC the :Wore
knowledgeable you will be when it comes test time.

The civil penalties that you are subject to if you
violate the FIFRA may be a fine of up to S5.000*for
each offense: and the criminal penalties may be as
much as $25,000 or I year in prison. or both.

Exercises (233):
I. The relationship of the FEPCA to the FIFRA is

that the FEPCA is actually an to
the

2. What is the purpose of the FEPCA?

3. Identify the requirements that -were outlined in
the FEPCA which had not been outlined previously
in the FIFRA by placing an X in the space beside
each statement that applies.

a. Requiring- certification of the usefulness' of
chemicals employed agriculture.

b Requiring the inclusion of nematodes, paint
growth regulators: desiccants, and defoliants.

c. Included provisions for penalties in case of
sf pesticide misuse.

d. Requiring the clas.ification of pesticides as
being restricted' of general.

e Requiring thestatement -Keep Ow of Reach
of Children" be printed on the pesticide label,

73

f. Requiring each commercial and private ap-
plicator of pesticides to be certified com-
petent

g. Requiring the registration of each pesticide
by the USDA.

4t.)

234. State the purpose for creating the EPA and iden-
tify the scope of its functions.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).The EPA'
is the prime regulatory, research, and educational
agency with the knowledge and capability to control
all environmental pollutants_ This agency includes
organizations concerned with pesticides, or their ef-
fect on the environment, which were previously parts
of the Council on Environmental Quality, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and the Departmenti of Agri-
culture, Interior, and Health, Education; and Welfare.

Purpose. The EPA was, created oa 2 December
970 by Congress as a result of the continuing pres-

sure to limit the use of pesticides and to combine all
activities of the Federal Government concerned with
pesticides and their effects on -the environment into a
single agency.

Scope. This agency has the- responsibility for re-
searching, developing, and enforcing standards, pre-
scribed by law, for emissiOnstnd effluents: evaluating
and registering .pesticides and developing new pest
management procedures: controlling' toxic and poi-
sonous substances; develdping new methods in pol-
lution control; and insuring that adequate technical
personnel requirements are developed.

As a result of combining all the organizations
identified above into a single agency, the EPA now
has the responsibility for enforcing the F1FRA, as
amended (FEPCA). These responsibilities include,
but are not limited to, registering each and every
pesticide, classifying pesticides, prosecuting individ-
uals for misuse of pesticides, and insuring that mini-
mum standards for certification are established and
complied 'with_

Exercises 1234):
1. What was the purpose' for creating the EPA?

2. Of the statements provided, identify the ones that
pertain to the functions of the EPA by placing an
X beside applicable statements, .

_ a Approves and registers all pesticides for
their uses.

b, Enacts laws pertaining to pesticides.
c. Enforces the FEPCA.

It)



d. Responsible for developing new pest manage-
ment procedures. .

e. Certifies all personnel as being competent
to apply pesticides.

3. List the three departmental organizations that are
included under the EPA.

235. Identify the governing department for the OSHA
and its purpose, and state the scope of the OSHA per-
taining to its functional responsibilities.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA). The OSHA is an organization that operates
under the US Department of Labor (USDL) with re-.
gional - offices established throughout the United
States.

Purpose. The purpose of the OSHA is to insure that
all employees have safe and healthy working condi-
tions. As you will see in Section13-2 of this chapter.
there are many requirements established by the
OSHA to insure safe entoniologieki operations...

Scope. The OSHA has authority to develop and
publish occupational safety standards; inspect work
areas to insure that standards are met; issue citations
for noncompliance with its regulations; and maintain
education, training, and information mgrams to pro-
mote safe practices. i

This administration is a very valuble source to
obtain assistance in establishing safe working condi-
tions for you and your fellow workers.

Exercises (235):
I. Whatis the governing department for the OSHA?

2. State the purpose for the OSHA.

1 List the functional responsibilities of the OSHA.

236. Identify the governing department for the NIOSH
and its purpose, and list the functions and responsi-
bilities **thin its scope.

National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). The NIOSH is an organization that
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operates under the US Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare (USDHEW).

Furiiose. The NIOSH prepares new or improved
occupational safety and health standards and provides
qualified personnel to enforce these standards.

Scope. This. organization under the USOHEW is /61/4-
responsible for formulating new or improved occupa-
tional safety and health standards and for conducting
educational programs to provide an adequate supply
of qualified personnel to carry out these standards.

The NIOSH now has the responsibility for testing
and approving many items of personal safety protec-
tive equipment required bt entomological operations
that formerly was the responsibility of the US Bureau
of Minis. This will be brought to your attention in
Section 3-2 of this chapter when respiratory protec-
tive devices are discussed_

I

Exercises (236):
1. The NIOSH is an activity that is controlled by

. what department?

2. The NIOSH was formed to (enforce occupadonal
and health standards) or rs (formulate improved
occupational and health standards). Underline the
correct purpose.

3. Name a responsibility of the NIOSH identified in
the text that is directed toward you as an entomology
specialist.

237. Point out how the statutes and regulations of the
EPA and the OSHA relate to State and local control
over Air Force pest management programs.

State and Local Statutes and Regulations. Although
the EPA establishes the minimum Federal require-
ments for environmental protection and the OSHA
establishes the minimum Federal requirements for
safe working conditions, the State and local govern-
ments have the perogative of establishing more strin-
gent requirements for environmental protection and
safe working conditions.

As an Air Force pest manager you must be very
knowledgeable of the laws est4blistkd within the
State and-community to which you are signed. You
must perform all entonfoIcigical functioniwithin
laws established by the State and local gor*rnr ant,
if their laws are more stringent than Federal laws.
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Exercises (2n):
1. When can the State and local governmenti over-

ride Federal statutes and regulations established
by the EPA and the OSHA in regard to protecting
the environment and employees?

f trft.-+

2. Based upon the information contained in this ob-/
jective, you an an -Air Force pest manager must,
adhere to which requirements?

3. What is the primary function of EPA?

3-2. Safe Handling of Pesticides
As an entomology specialist, it is your responsibility

r take every precaution available during all phases
!of pesticide handling to protect yourself, fellow
workers, and others and to prevent accidental destruc-
tion of property through negligence_

Since all pesticides are toxic to some form' of life
anifliany are explosive and flammable, they present
many- hazards to the environment in one way or an-
other or a combination of ways_ These hazards can be
reduced to almost nonexistent if you and everyone else
will follow the basic precautionary rules for handling
pesticides.

This section will identify and explain pesticide
labels and will identify the- facility requirements for
entomology sections and the safety requirements to
be- adhered to during all phases of pesticide handling_ .

238. State the purpose and uses of.pesticide labels,
identify' .the parts of a pesticide label, and interpret
signal words and symbols that may appear on pesti-
cide labels..

Pestielde Labels. Each and every pesticide is re-
quired to be registered by EPA. and each pesticide
container is required to be labeled.

EPA has established strict regulations requiring a
minimum of information to be furnished by the manu-
facturer and printed on each pesticide container
label before it can be registered.

You have probably already noticed the frequency
in which the pesticide label has been referred to in
the previous, portions of this text, and it will be re-
ferred to over and over again in the remaining por-
tions because the pesticide label is the most important
and informative-source for identifying the pesticide
and the safe handling precautions.

Purpose of pesticide -labels. The pesticide label
serves the same purpose as an Air Force regulation

and-must be strictly adhered to. Any deviation that
would be to a less degree than theinformation pro-
vided by the pesticide label subjects you to the same
punishments as the disobeyance ofan Air Force regu-
,lation would. In addition to this, you will he Subject to.

/a fine, imprisonment, or both under Federal laws
' governing the use of pesticides. However, you are

encouraged to take more preimtionarytneasures than
stated on the -pesticide label. In fact, more such pre-
cationaey measures are sometimes required by other
regulations.

Remember that EPA -has only established mini-
mum standards to be followed' when handling, pesti-
cides, and other agencies can establish and enforce
stricter standards.

Use of pesticide labels. The pesticide label is used
as a guideline for the safe storage, mixing,"uses, and
application of that specc pesticide. These guidelines
for safe- storage, mixing, and application must be
recognized as the very minimum standard that must
be met, but the standard can be increased. The speci-
fic recommendations-for the uses and actual mixing
and application rates that are provided on the pail-.
tide label must not be deviated from under any cir-
cumstance_ All other recommendations pertaining to
pesticide use, formulation, and application, such as
the pesticide recommendations that are included in
Appendix-A of supplements to Volumes 4, S. 6, and7
of this CDC. in AFM 91-16, and in AFM 91-19, must
be recognized as being only general recommendations
that may be obsolete and will no longer apply.

When you find contradictory information between
-the recommendation= provided on the pesticide label
and pesticide recommendations provided in the CDC,
AFM 91-16. and AFM 91-19, always follow-the rec-
-ominendations on the label.

Remember that pesticide manufacturers expend
much time, effort, and money in conducting research
on their products and they are the authoritative source!

Parts of the label. As previously stated, EPA re-
quires that certain information concerning each pesti-
cide be provided on each and every pesticide c ontainer
label.

To assist you in recognizing and identifying the type
of information that is provided on a typical pesticide
container label.- a specimen label and explanations
concerning the parts of a typical pesticide label are
provided below.

Figure 3.1 iap provided for your reference throughout
the discussion concerning the path of a typical pesti-
cide container label.

a. Brand name. EaCh co9pany, has brand names
for its products and is the most identifiable name.
This name is the one that appears in ads and is identi-
fied vividly on each pesticide label as is shown beside-
the number "4" in figure 3-1.

b. Common name. Many pesticides have complex
chemical names. Some have been given another name
to make them easier to identify. These are called
common names. For instance. carbaryl is the common
name far-l-naphthyi N-methylearbarnate. A chemical
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OMICRONS FOE USE

Amid Is a pesticide for the cortrol of serials species
of pest birds. It Is composed of a choice bird food
icaprepatad with as active bird manegement chetelcel.
Birds higestiag Avitrol react with tetras sysaMoise
aid calls. By limiting the amount of halt available b
relatively few blob. the seabeds: of the fleck can hs
frightened away from most roasts sod feeding sitm. ,
with a mioinium of mortality. Far best nulls the
apoliattlase Medd be made at the piper time aid
placemeler the direction of trabed persceseL

Prdeeidisg With untreated feeds at the fame comosi
doe as the Avitrol carrier is essay essetbal to Its
Illative debrreact of lards with Amid. Osnialsb.
senaticio at bird habits should ts made to estattisli
pioper feedieg location aid to &semis* that no de-
strabk or protected bird species an orient tint may
feed cs Avitrci. After pest bird feeding Is sebbilabed,
Immediately replace entreated grab with Avitrol.
Repeat Mittel treatment until bird embers have been ,

mimed to acceptable kerb to the premises.

Avitrol grail to lethal to most Mr& trait host
to cause flock-frightening symptoms.
desired minimal mortality, the Slat rl
grab alio& be limited to scattered
that sill provide feeding cgporttoity for
number of demontrating Nrb. The re
feedieg area may be covered with we
provide desirable dilution.

6-
For

t

WHEAT

For the Control of
SPARROWS, CERTAIN BLACKBIRDS

AND COWBIRDS IN, ON

OR\ IN, THE AREA OF S

NESTING AND R

/May proton taste symptom if Swallowed or by con-
. =with the akin. Needle withproteetive gloves. shoo

53- thoroughly with soap mad water alter bandlbg. before
or Smoking. Change to clean clothing after

It swaHosed, bduee vomiting and call a
14 Do not feed to livestock or thickets. Do act

pain for livestock feed or for human co-
il Do mit cerisminatestreame, lakes.oroads

rid. Do mot allow this material to ra-
ted places after control measures are

Do we use where kW Vain or meal) will
mstuabiated.

CAUTION

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILI' EN

ve ignited
--Aminopyrdise

Inert bgredlests
Wheat
Hydrogen Chloride

67-- Net Coated'

mum. MUST NOT BE EXPOSED IN ANY MANNER 9
THAT SAY ENDANGERDESIRABLE AND PROTECTED
B IRD SPEC IF THERE IS A QUESTION OF SUCH
H AZARD, CONSULT LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL
GAME AUTHORTTIES BEFORE UNDERTAKING BIM 10 -
MANAGEMENT WITH AVITROL. INVESTIGATE
LAWS THAT 11A1 mower? THE USE OF. ANY Toxic
CHEMICAL IN BIRD CONTROL. 11

A VITRO!. CORPORATION

TULSA, OKLAHOMA

EPA Reg. No. 11611-1
U.S. Patent 3.150.041

EPA Est. 11640-Ci( -1

Figure 3 -I. Typical pesticide container label.
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Do not rouse empty container. Destroy

17 - it by buryiag with waste or bumble,
Stay away from smoke or fumes.

NOTICE: Buyer and/or user resumes all risks of we
and/or Windbag of these materials notary err label
Instructions.
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made by more than one company will be sold under
several brand names, but you may find the same
comtnon name or chemical name on all of them. There
is no common name for the pesticide on the illustrated
pesticide label, but the chemical name is identified
directly beneath the active ingredient beside the
number -7." -

c. Ingredient statement. Every pesticide label must
list what is in the product. The list is written so that
you can see quickly what the active ingredients are.
The amount of each active ingredient is given as a
percentage by weight or as pounds per gallon of con-
centrate. It can be listed by either the chemical name
ar the common. name. The inert ingredients need not
be named. but the label must show what percent of
the contents they make up. This statement is identi-
fied beside the number "7" in figure 3-1.

d. Net contents. The net contents number tells
you how much product is in the container. This quan-
tity may be expressed in gallons. pints. pounds,
quarts. or other units of measuce. The net contents
line .is identiftect_kside the number -8" in figure 3-1.
If the label wm. actual. there would be a quantity
entered on the line.

e. Name and address of manufacturer. The law
requires the producer or distributor of a product to
put the name and address of the company on the label.
This is so you will know who made or sold the product.
This information is beside the number'? in figure 3-1.

I. Registration and establishment number. A regis-
tration number must be on every pesticide label: it
shows that the product has been registered with the
Federal Government. It usually is fund on the front
panel of the label and will be written as "EPA Regis-
tration No. 0000." The establishment number tells
what factory made the chemical. This number does
not have to be on the label. but will be somewhere
on each container. The EPA registration and estab-
lishment numbers are identified beside the numbers
10" and -II." respectively. in figure 3-1.

g. Directions for use. The instructions on how to
use the pesticides are an important part of the label
for you. This is the best way you can find out the right
wav to apply the product.

The use instructions Will tell you:
The pests the product is registered to control.

t Labels use common names *pests. Knowing these
names will help you choose the proper pesticide and
find control information.)

The crisp, animal, or other i:cm the product can
be used on.

Whether the product is for general or restricted-
use.

In what form the product should be applied.
How much to use.
Where the material should be applied_
When the material should he applied.

This information is identified beside the numbers
-1" and -5- in figure
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The misuse sraremenr is to remind you that it is
a violation of :Federal law to use a product in a.e.-
manner inconsistent with its labeling. Do not -use
a product on a crop or for a pest not listed on the
label. Do not use it at more than the recommended
rate. Before the product could be registered, EPA
required to manufacturer to conduct many tests to be
-sure the label directions were correct. By following
them exactly,: will:

Get the best results the product can give.
Avoid breaking the law.

This information is identified beside the number
"3" in figure 3-1.

A reener4i statement. if required for the product.
will tell ru _ how much. time must pass before an
area treated with the pesticide is safe for reentry
by a peron without protective clothing. Consult
an authoOative source for special rules that may
apply-

The specimen label shown in figure 3-1 does not
have a reentry statement because it is not applicable.

The category of applicator, if required for the Pro-
duct. will limit use to certain categories of commer-
cial applicators.

.1Although this inforthation- is not readily ideritif%.
able. it: is included beside the number "6" fin fig-
ure 3-1i

StorOge and disposal directions must be provided
on eajh pesticide container label to tell yod how to
store and dispose of the product and empty con-
taincri..

Thit :formation is identified on the: specimen
label . ide-the number "17* in figure 3-1J

h. Signal words and symbols. In order ,'to -do their
job, /most pesticides must control the target pest.
By their nature. they are toxic. Therefore. some may
be hazardous to people. You can tell the toxicity of
a koduct by reading the signal word and looking at
the 'symbol on the label.

Tilrlie signal word is one of the most important parts
of t e label. It tells you approximately how toxic the
pesticide is to humans. The signal words as provided,
in figure 3-2 are established by law, and each manu-
facturer is required to use the current one on each
and every label_ In addition to the signal word, the
statement "Keep Out of Reach of Children" must be
included on each and every label.

The signal word along with the statement is identi-
fied beside the number.-12" in figure 3-1.

_ Now. refer to figure 3-2 and you can see that -the
signalssvord CAUTION that -- is contained on the
specimen label means that ;Ms Pied:Jet has a low
toxicity or is comparatively free from danger to
humans-

The synth& is one of the best ways to catch a per-
son's eye, and this is why a skull and crossbones
symbol is used on all highly toxic pesticides along
with the signal waft! DANGER and the word
POISON.



Signal
Words

.

Toxicity
.-Approximate Amount
Needed To Kill the
Average Person

DANGER Highly a taste to
toxic a teaspoonful

WARNING , Moderately a teaspoonful to
toxic a tablespoonful

CAUTION Low an ounce.
toxicity to more than
or a pint
compara-
tively free
from
danger

All products must bear the statement
"Keep out of reach of children."

Figura 34. Signal wants.

The specimen label provided in figure 3-1 does not
have a skull and, crossbones because the product is
not highly toxic.

L Type of formulation. Different types of pesticide
formulations {such as liquids, wettable powders. and
dusts) require different methods of handling. The
label will tell you what type of formulation the pack-
age contains. The same pesticide may be available
in more than one formulation. Although'this infor-
mation is not readily identifiable on the specimen
label provided. it can be seen beside the number "2-
in figure 3-1.
j. Precautionary statement. The precautionary

statement will provide you with information con-
cerning the hazardrto humans and domestic animals,
environmental hazards, and physical and chemical
hazards. This information will be included on the
pesticide label if applicable to the product.

The hazards to humans and domestic animals
statement will tell you the ways in which the product
may be poisonous to man and animals. It also will
tell you of any special steps you should take to avoid
poisoning, such as the kind of protective equipment
needed.

If the product is highly toxic, this section will in-
form physicians of the proper treatment for poi-
soning.

This type of information is identified beside the
number "13" in figure 3-I-
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The environmental hazards statement is included
on pesticide labels to assist you in avoiding wrong or
careless use of the product to prevent environmental
damage.

Examples of this type of information are as follows:
This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to

direct treatment or to, residues on crops."
"Da not contaminate water when cleaning equip-

ment or when disposing of wastes?'
Do not apply where runoff is, likely to occur?'

Labels may contain broader warnings against
harming birds, fish, and wildlife.'

This information' is identified beside the number
"IS" on the' specimen label in figure 3-I.

The physical and chemical hazards statement will
warn you of any special fire. explosion. or chemical
hazards that may be presented by the product.

This information has not been included on the
specimen label.

Statement of practical treatment. If swallowing
or inhaling the product or getting it in_youreyes or on
your skin would be harmful,--the label will tell you
emergency first aid_meaStires. It also will tell you
what types-of- e iposu re require medical attention.

-The-pesticide label is the most important informa
non you can take to the physician wben'you think
someone has been poisoned. -

4rs



The statement of practical treatment is identified
beside the number "14" in figure 3-1.

1. Statement of use classification. Once EPA has
finished the process of classifying all pesticides as
being in either the general use or restricted use cate-
gOry, all manufacturers of pesticides will be required
by law to identify each of their products by providing
this information on each of their product labels.

EPA is classifying pesticides into the categories
on the basis of:

The hazard of poisoning.
The way the pesticide is used.
Its effect on the environment.

The general use category is for pesticides that
present very little or-no hazard to the applicator or
-the environment when used exactly as identified by
the information on the label.

The label on the general use pesticides will read
-General Classification."

The restricted use category is for pesticides that
could cause some human injury or environmental
damage even when used as directed on the label. The
label on these products will say:

-Restricted use pesticide for retail sale to and ap-
plication only by =railed applicators or persons under
their direct supervision."

The restricted use statement must be at the top of
the front panel of the label.

The specimen label that is illustrated in figure 3-1
does not contain the information pertaining to its
category of use because it has not been developed.

As you have seen, the pesticide label contains much
information, although some of it is not readily de-
picted. You must train yourself to always read the
pesticide container label and follow all instructions
provided on this document to protect all environ-
mental elements as much as possible.

Exercises MS):
1. What is the purpose of pesticide labels?

2. The pesticide label is used as a guideline for

3. A skull and crossbones is used on

4. 'latch column A with column B.

Column .4
a EPA Reg. No. 11649-

--- b. V9.517 merr.
c If swallowed induce vomit-

ing and call a physician.

Column 8
1. Brand name
.2. Common name
3- Ingredient statement
4 Net content
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d DANGER.
Avitrol.
Restricted use pesticide
for retail sale to and ap-
plication only by certified
applicators.

g. Avitrol. Tulsa, Oklahoma,
_h Handle with protective

glotA=.
Carbaryl.

j. Pellet form.
k.3 pounds.

_1. When it should he applied.

S. Name, address of

6. Reims:ill/magmatic:and ;It-
tabli.shrnent number

7. Directions for use
S. sySignambolsiswords and

9. Precautionary .6-t
statement

10. Type of formulation Pr
l. Statement of practi-

cal treatment
12. Statement of use

classification

239. Specify the location in which an entomology
facility should be located and identify the functional
areas that should be contained within an entomology
facility.

I
Facility Requirements for Entomology Sections.

Having the proper entomology facility is just as
important to the safety mission as wearing protec-
tive equipment and should be enforced just as em-
phatically; however, like trying to justify preventive
pest management programs as opposed to corrective
pest management programs to higher levels of man-
agement, it is your responsibility to submit sufficient
justification to obtain an adequate entomology facility.

There are several publications available that will
identify the location, construction design, and fur-
nishing that is required for an entomology section
which may assist you in preparing the justification,
if needed.

If there is only one inadequate entomology facility
within the Air; Force.. this constitutes tar too many
inadequate facilities for safe storage of pesticidoi
and pesticide dispersal equipment, mixing of pesti-
cides, and personnel hygiene and protection.

The purpose of this objective is to identify the
location' and type of facility that should be utilized
for an entomology shop and to identify the basis for
justification.

Facility location. Entomology shops and other
facilities that are utilized for storage of pesticides
and pesticide dispersal equipment must be located in
an area separate from other activitiesIo prevent con-
tamination to the environment and to personnel dur-
ing normal operations or in 'case of fire or pesticide
spills. Entomology shops or any other area that is
utilized for storing entomological equipment and sup-
plies must not be utilized jointly with any other
activity or function due to the unique hazards pre-
sented by pesticides of various types.

These requirements are outlined in EPA Standard
40 CFR 165.10 (b).

Facility layout. An entomology shop must contain
adequate space and specific functional areas to com-
ply with safety and medical directives.
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A facility that is utilized as the focal
'following

for
entomological functions must contain the following
areas as a minimum:

Insecticide storage area.
Herbicide storage area.
Pesticide dispersal equipment storage area.
Pesticide dispersal equipment wash area.
Pesticide mixing area.
Personal hygiene area.
Office area.

Facility design. In order for an entomology shop
its be adequate for performing entomological func-
tions safely, the functional' areas within the facility'
must be designed to meet, at least, the minimum
safety requirements that are outlined in EPA and
OSHA Standards, NEC (National Electrical Code)
Articles, and Air Force publications.

a. General facility design. Entomology facilities
must be designed to provide sufficient space to
permit the 'proper ,storage. of all pesticides and
pesticide dispersal equipment, the installation of
required safety items within the mixing and form-
mutating area, required items for personal hygiene
to be installed, the installation of required office
equipment. and the installation of a wash area
for equipment.

In addition to sufficient space, the following
requirements exist:

(1) The ceiling beight,of this facility must be
a minimum of 71/2 feer.---OSHA Standard 29 CFR
1910.37(1).

(2) There must not be any projections extending
from the ceiling that are less than 6 2/ feet. OSHA
Standard 29 CFR 1910.37(i).

(3) Floors nnist be constructed 01 concrete or
impervious material to facilitate easy cleanup of
pesticide spills and must -be of nonslip design.
EPA Standard 40 CFR 165.10(c) (4).

(4) There must be at least two unobstructed
exits for each confined space. OSHA Standard
'29 CFR 1910.36(b) (8).

(5) All exits must be at least 2V., feet wide.
OSHA Standard 29 CFR 191037(f) (6).

(6) All doors within the facility must open out-
ward (when exiting from the area being sealed off).
AFR 127-101. Chap 6. paragraph 4-1.a.(5).

(7) Fire exits must be equipped with panic hard-
Ware. AFR 127-101. Chap 6. pare 4-I.a.(5).

(8) Fire exits must be identified with illuminated
signs that are in red letters on a white background or
vice versa. AFR 127-101, Chap 4. pare 4-La.(10) (a).

(9) The facility must be provided with the proper
quantity and quality of illumination for each func-
tional area. (The proper quantity of light is regulated
or determined by the minimum standards established
in AFM 88-15 and AFR 127-101, Chap 5. para
5-4.1:4(1)4.

(10) Electrical outlets and switches must be
properly griiunded and wired for polarity. NEC
Aiticle 210-7.
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(II) There must be a specially designed area that
is paved _or lined with impervious material with-a
Closed drainage system for equipment washing.'tst.
EPA Standard 40 CFR 165.10(c) (4).

(12) Hot and cold potable water must be readily 409
available within the facility. OSHA Standard
29 CFR 1910.141(b).

It is recognized that this list is not a complete
listing of all the general designs for an entomology
facility, however, it does provide you with the basics.
Others will be identified as the discussion continues
with the design requirements for each functional area

b. Pesticide storage areas. Entomology facilities
must be designed to provide Safe storage' of .pesti-
cides. The pesticide storage facility requirements
are as follows:

(1) All facilities utilized for storing pesticides
must be 'enclosed with a climb-proof fence to ex-
trude unauthorized personnel. EPA Standard 40 CFR
165.10(cX 1).

(2) Pesticides must be separated into like sub-
stances and stored in separate areas because unlike
substances may possibly react with 'each other, which
could present potential explosion and fire hazards.
AFM 127-101, Chap 6, para-6-8e.

(3). Pesticide storage areas must be constructed to
contain water and other materials used in firefighting..
EPA Standard 40 CFR 165.10(g)(2).

(4) Electrical outlets, switches, and lighting must
be explosion-proof. AFR 127-101, Chap 6, pare 6-8e.

(5) Adequate ventilation (a complete ohange of air
within the room at least six times per hour) must be
provided. OSHA Standard 29 CFR 1910_ I06(dX4)
and AFR 127-101, Chap 6.6para 6-8j. -

(6) Doors and windows must contain locks that.
are designed to prevent the possibility of entrapment
within the storage area. AFR 91-21, pare 5a.

(7). Pesticide storage areas should be insulated' to
prevent freezing and overheating and must be fire-
resistant. AFR 127-101, Chap 12, para 12-28a.

(8) Sufficient illumination must be provides as
prescribed by AFM 88-15. AFR 127-101., Chap 5,
pare 5-4 b(1).

c. Equipment storage and maintenance area.
The entomology facility must be designed for stor-
ing pesticide dispersal equipment to provide se-
curity and to facilitate preinspections. mainte-
nance, and filling.

The equipment storage area should be large
enough to store all hand- and power-operated
persal equipment and should be provided with a
-large workbench.

Since entomology personnel are required to per-
form all maintenance within their capability (minor
or major) on all types of pesticide dispersal equip-
ment and most equipment reconditioning occurs
during the coldest time of the year. the facility
should be designed with an exhaust ventilation sys-
tem to remove .carbon monoxide while equipment is
being checked-and tuned.
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d. Pesticide mixing area_ The following facility
requirements exist for the pesticide mixing area:

(1) A deep stainlesssteel sink for mixing.
(2) Hot and cold water.
(3) Eyewash. AFR 127-101. Chap 3. para 3-31d.
14) Deluge shower. AFR 127-101. Chap 3.

pare 3-31d.
(5) Exhaust ventilation with hood over the mixing

sink. AFR 127-101, Chap 3. para 3-31e.
(6) A rack for drying and storing small pesticide

sprayers. and measuring and mixing equipment.
(7) Sufficient illumination, which is of utmost

importance. AFR 127-101. Chap 5. para 5-4 b(1).
e. Personal hygiene area.,. An entomology facil-

ity must be equipped with a suitable persZinal
hygiene area to encourage and facilitate personal
cleanliness. "

The following requirements exist for the personal
hygiene area in accordance, with AFR 127-101,
Chap 5, para 5-10 a (1):

(1) Shower:
(2) Lavatory_
13) Commode.
(4) Personal lockers.
(5) Towel dispensers.
(6) Washing machine_

-(7) Dryer:
1: Office area_ An office area must be provided

for entomological functions and should be fur-
nished with the following equipment:

( I) Office desk_
(2) Filing cabinet.
(3) Chairs.

The office should be sealed to prevent Toxic
pesticide vapors and be properly ventilated aitcl ,
illuminated.

If you know for a fact or even ,suspect that the
entomology shop to which you are assigped is not
adequate or does not comply with the standards
established by EPA and OSHA with regard to lb
location or layout. you should bring this to the atten-
tion of your supervisor.

in order to haveyour s..uspicions.confirmed or have
the discrepancies corrected, you must first expend all
efforts through the chain of command established for
you; and secondly. if no action has been taken by toy-
one within your chain- of command. you may have to
bring these discrepancies to the attenrion 0- the
Ground Safety Office of -Medl,ial Services. Remem-

. 'bee. it is your responsibility to do everything within
your ability to protect the-environment. yourself, and
everyone else from the hazards as-.ociated with pesti-
cides, ,

NOTE: Technical guidance and assistance k avail-
able through EPA and OSHA Regional Ofrices o
answer any questions you-may hae with regard to
clic environment and industrial safety.

ti
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Exercises (239):
I. Where should the entomology facility be located

with respect to other activities? .
ir COO

Z What type floor should be in the entomology shop
- area?

3. What is the minimum ceiling height of the eino-
mology shop area?

4. Place an X in front of those functional areas
which are located in the entomology facility.z

a. Recreational area
b. Insecticide storage area
c. Chemical laboratory
d. Herbicide storage area .
e. Dining area..
f- Pesticide d" sal equipment storage area
g. Chemical store rea
h Piint storage area

*i Pesticide dispersal equipment wash area
j: 'Pesticide mixing area
k. Spray booths

Personal hygiene area
rn.Office area

5.. Where can you find the minimum safety require-
ments for anientomology facility?

6_ Why mu nesticides be separated into like sub-
stances and stored in separate areas?

7. To reduce the possibility of breaking toxic vapors
while mixing pesticides indoors, what should the
mixing area contain?

"8. Adequate ventilation within a pestic ide storage
room is described as being when there is a .eorp-
plet.e change of air within the room at least
times per hour.

9. In what a,a of an entomology facility should the
diluge shower be installed?



240. Specify selected pesticide storage precautions
and requirements.

Storage Precaistions. To reduce or prevent explo-
sion and fire hazards and to protect yourself and
others from pesticide poisoning while pesticides and
equipment are being stored, the following precautions
must be taken:

(1) Pesticides Must be stored in accordance with
label recommendations.

(2) All pesticide and pesticide dispersal equip-
ment storage areas must be kept locked when not
in use.

(3) Pesticides must be
children.

(4) Exhaust ventilation
to entering storage areas.

(5) The No Smoking. eating, or drinking rule"
must be observed while in storage areas.

(6) Unlike pesticide substances must be stored
separately.

(7) Excess. illegal, and expired shelf-life pesti-
cides must be segregated and stored separately ac-
cording to the method of disposal.

(8) Each storage area must be properly identified
as to the type of substance contained and labeled on
the outer surfacff a the door.

(9) Warning igns that read "WarningPesticide
Stora;:e". or other similar signs must be posted on
each visible side of the storage area.

(10).A list oft..hetnicals contained within the stor-,
age area must be posted on the outer surface of each
door.

(11) Names, addresses, and' phase numbers of
individuals to contact in case of emergency must be
posted on the outer surface of each door.

(12) Fire protection procedures must be posted on
outer wall near the door.

113) Cleanup procedures for pesticide spills and
for the disposal of contaminated items must be posted.

(14) Presticides must be continually stored in con-.tainers that are sound.
(15) All pesticide containers must be labeled and

plainly visible. _

(l6) Combustible materials must be labeled as
such.

( -17) Pesticide containers must .be inspected, fre-
quently for deteriorated conditions.

(18) If pesticides are transferred from deteriorated
containers to sound containers or frori one container
toaeother, utilize the same type of container and be
sure to label it with the same information that was on
the previous one. -

(19) Pesticides must not be stored in empty food
or drink containers.

(20) All pesticide containers must be kept sealed
during storage.

(21) Pesticide containers -must be stored in rows
to permit easy visibility. Of labels and easy access.

stored out of reach of

must be turned on prior

(22) Containers that gallons or larger must
bi stored at very low It

(23) All glass containers must be stored at low,
levels in unbreakable encasements.

(24) Pesticides with the least shelf life remattun g
should be used 'first_

(25) Pesticide dispersal equipment. must be
labeled "Contaminated with Pesticides."

(26) Absorptive clay, hydrated lime, or deter-
gents must be available for emergency cleanup of
pesticide spills.

(27) Appropriate fire extinguishers must be
readily available.

(28) The medical department must be notified,
in writing, of the types of pesticides being stored
and of their hazards

(29) The fire department must be provided with
a floor plan of each storage area identifying the
types and location of the various pesticides_

. (30) The fire chief must be provided the home
and business telephone numbers of storage custo-
dians. EPA regional administrator, and the Pesti-
cide Safety Team Network of the National Agicul-
tural Chemical Association.

,
If *these general storage precautions are observed

'at all times, hazards presented by pesticides to-the
environment, yourself, and others, will be reduced
greatly.

Exercises (240): ..
1. Where must a list of chemicals contained within .

the storage area be posted?

2. What are the requirements for storing excess.
illegal, and expired shelf-life pesticides?

3. Exhaust ventilation must be turned on
to entering the storage area.

4. Pesticides must continually be stored in con-
tainers that are

5. Pesticide containers must be stored in rows to
permit visibility of labels and

access_

, 6. What items of equipment must be readily available
in storage areas in case of firer
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241. Cite selected pesticide mixing precautions and
requirements.

Mixing Precautions. This phase of pesticide han-
dling is very, important to you because it is the phase
in which you are most apt to be contaminated with
the most toxic form of the pesticide. To reduce or pre-
vent possibilities of being contaminated, the following
precautions must be observed:

(I) Read the pesticide label and follow the pre-
scribed mixing instructions.

(2) Wear required safety protective equipment
(Section 3-3 of this chapter).

(3) Keep children and other unauthorized persons
out of mixing area.

(4) Mix pesticides in a well-ventilated area.
(5) Adhere to the no smoking. eating. or drink-

ing rule" while mixing pesticides.
(6) Mix pesticides in a well-lighted area.
(7) Mix pesticides in an area that is capable of

preventing spilled pesticides from contaminating
other areas.

(8) Insure that showers and washing facilities
are available within the immediatearea of mixing for
personal decontamination in case of pesticide spills
or splashes.

(9) Know the first aid measures to be taken for
the pesticide being mixed.

(10) Utilize the buddy system when possible.
(11) Open bagged pesticide- comainers with a

sharp knife instead of tearing.
(12) Close all containers immediately after use

and place them back in proper storage.
113) Keep pesticide containers below eye level

during mixing to prevent splashes to-the face.
(14) Mix only the amount of formulation needed.
(15) Avoid electrical and fire hazards.
(16) Clean all equipment used during the mixing

operation that is not required to be used during the
application and hang for drying is necessary.

These precautions that have been identified are
the basic precautions to be taken in protecting your-
self and others and to prevent property and environ-
mental damage. There are others that you will prob-
ably think of. which is good. because the more
precautions you take the safer the operation will be.

Exercises (241):
1. Mix pesticides in a well and

area.
2. Know the measures to be taken for

the pesticide being mixed.
3. Mix only the of formulation needed_
4: Keep pesticides below level during

mixing to avoid splashes to the

1 Adhering to mixing precautions is very impor-
tant because this phase of pesticide handling is
the phase in which you are most apt to be

with the most form -of
the pesticide.

/C4
242. Point out selected pesticide transporting pre-
cautions and requirements.

Transporting Precautions. Pesticides can present
many hazards to the environment; yourself, and
others if they are transported without the knowledge
of how to do it safely and without adhering to the
basic safety precautions.

The vehicle and the dispersal equipment used in
transporting pesticides are important in this phase
of handling pesticides. because if the wrong type
vehicle and delapidated equipment are used. many
hazards are presented.

Each vehicle used for transporting pesticides must
be assigned directly to the entomology section and

- is 'not to be loaned to other units., because this vehicle
has become contaminated with pesticides and will
present unnecessary and unwarranted hazards to
of hers. -

The vehicle must be the type that contains num-
erous locked storagecompartments for storing various
types of pesticides.. supplies. equipment. and tools
during transport and for conducting entomological
operations throughout the base area. Such locked.
compartments prevent access of any of these items
by children and other unauthorized people while un-
attended by entomology personnel.

To prevent undue expOsure to toxic vapors and
splashes to driver and passengers, the vehicle must
be designed so that these storage compartments are
not within the same' enclosure- that is occupied by
the driver and passengers.

In addition to these requirements. the vehicle must
provide complete visibility within all directions and
be capable of traveling and towing equipment over
almost all types of terrain. Complete visibility is nec-
essary to prevent vehicular and pedestrian accidents
and to monitor the operation of powered dispersal
equipment being towed.

Pesticide dispersal equipment used in transport-
ing pesticides must .be in good repair to prevent
dripping and splashing of pesticides during the
travel, thus reducing contamination of the environ-
ment and hazards to children and others_

The following precautions must be observed dur-
ing the transport phase of pesticide handling

(1) Read the pesticide label' and follow special
instructions for transperting pesticides when given.

(2) Wear required safety protective equipment
while loading and unloading pesticide equipment.

(3) Keep children and other unauthorized people
away from vehicle and equipment.
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(4) Label pesticide dispersal equipment as being
contaminated with pesticides. Use signs .that are
large enough to piovide easy. visibility and one that
can be understood by everyone.

(5) Keep all storage compartments locked at all
times.

.

(6) Drive slowly and avoid quick short turns to
prevent pesticide spills.

(7) Know the first aid procedures to be taken-for
pesticides being transported and be oriented at all
times as to locations where assistance can be ob-
tained. ,

(8) Insure that emergency procedures and tele-
phone numbers are available in the vehicle in case
of pesticide spills and traffic accidents.

(9) Insure that a CO2 fire extinguisher is avail-
able and secure on the-vehicle used for transporting
pesticides. -.

(10) Insure that vehicles and equipment are in
safe operational condition. I,

(I I) A container of water should be available on
the vehicle for emergency decontamination of eyes
and skin in the event of pesticide spills and splashes
to the body.

,

_ . (12). Transport all pesticides in unbreakable con-
tainers.

(13j Insure that all pesticide containers being
transported, except for equipment, have a complete
EPA label on each.

(14) Insure that safety chains ant' locking pins
are in place prior to tcrwing disperse: equipment.

There have, been many cases of accidental poison-
ings that have occurred due to unsafe transporting
of pesticides. Most of these poisonings occur to chil-
dren while the vehicle being used to transport pesti-
cides. is left unattended with no safe way to secure it
from reach. Remember. you have the responsibility
to insure that every precaution available is taken to
transport pesticides safely because you are the one
who is knowledgeable of the hazards that -arc presented
by pesticides.

Exercises (242):
I. The transport.. : vehicle must contain numerous

compartments for storing pesticides.
1 Keep and other unauthorized

away from the transporting vehicle
and equipment.

3. Pesticide dispersal equipment used in transport-
ing pesticides must be in good to
prevent dripping and splashing of pesticides.

4. Vehicles used for entomological operations must
be assigned directly to the section.'

5. To identify pesticide dispersal equipment as being
contaminated with pesticides. a must
be placed on the equipment.

6. K eep 01 com parunents
at all times.

1

243. Specify selected pesticide application precau-
tions and requirements.

"3.
Applicatita Precautions. It is in this phase of pesti-

.cide handling that most possibilities of con taminaung
the environment, yourself, and others with pesticide
formulations exist. This phase also presents the most
possibilities of veliculitr and pedestrian accidents.

As though these are not enough hazards presented
during the pesticide application phase, there are
others, such as fire and electrical hazards; contamina-
tion of food and beverages through direct or indirect
methods; and causing damage to facilities, facility
furnishing, and wearing apparel.

Because of the varied situations that are involved
in this phase of pesticide handling, the precautions to
be taken will be separated into general, outdoor, and
indoor application precautions.

General application precaurions. The general ap-
plication precautions that must be taken areas follows:

(I) Select the most-safe and effective pesticide
and pesticide formulation for each pest rrnuegement
program. _

(2) Reacrand follow all instructions provided by
the pesticide label.

(3) Inspect all safety protective equipment to be
used and make necessary corrections.

(4) Wear all required safety protective equipment
for the type of pesticide and pesticide formulation to
be applied and the operation being performed. .

(5) Adhere to the "No smoking. eating, or drink7
ing rule" while applying pesticides.

(6) Know the hazards that may be presented to
the environment, property, people. and other non-
target- organisms by the pesticide to be used.

. (7) Insure that all pesticide spills are promptly
cleaned up.

(8) Plan ahead to determine the action to be
taken in case of accidental poisoning or other acci-
dents that may be involved in the application of

pest(i9c1)disn.ow first aid measures and antidotes to be
taken for the pesticide selected to be used.

(10) Know emergency telephone numbers of medi-
cal and fire departments-

( I I) Keep a fire extinguisher readily available
that is suitable for the type of .,-..:.ticide formulation
being used. ,

(12) Insure that all areas in which pesticides are
being applied are vacated of untrained people while
pesticides are being applied.

( 1 l)' Insure that a change of clothing, water, and
soap is available within the immediate vicinity of
where pesticides are being applied in case of con-
tamination. .

(14) Select the most safe and effective item of
pesticide dispersal equipment to be used for the pesti-
cide formulation and the area in which it is to
be used.

-":
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(15) Perform a preoperational inspection on
equipment to be used to insure that is is operational
and does not leak.

(16) Insure that equipment is properly calibrated
for the rate of application required.

(17) Insure that equipment being pulled by a ve-
hicle is properly secuml with safety chains and
lockpins.

(18) Insure there are no obstructions to visibility
while applying pesticides. If there are, half opera-
dons, and arrange for escort or assistance.

(19) Utilize the buddy system when performing
operations that require towing dispersal equipment
and the use of highly toxic pesticides.

(20) Apply pesticides only after all hazardous
aspects have been analyzed and it has been deter-
mined that all foreseeable hazards have been elimi-
nated.

(21) Release all pressure from pesticide dispersal
equipment following application,

(22) Clean all equipment that has been used.
(23) Always wash yourself and change clothing

following application.

Outdoor application precautions. The following
outdoor application precautions must be taken in addi-
tion to the general application precautions previously
identified:

1

( I) Know the topography of the terrain to avoid
contamination of underground water sources, streams,
ponds, rivers, and lakes..

(2) Observe windspeed and direction.
(3) Keep upwind from the direction of pesticide

drifts.
(4) Reduce drifts as much as possible.

- (5) Avoid contamination of nontarget areas and
organisms.

(6) Inform personnel of pesticides that are to be
used, the signs and symptoms that are characteristic
of the pesticide, and the precautions that can be taken
by them when pesticides are being applied within
close proximity of their habitatiOns or work areas.
NOTE: If the Program is to be conducted basewide.
notify all personnel by using the Daily Bulletin and/ or
base newspaper.

(7) Avoid direct application of pesticides to power
lines. transformers, and transformer banks.

(8) Avoid traveling over terrain that could over-
turn vehicles or equipment.

(9) Avoid direct application of pesticides to ve-
hicles, pets, pedestrians, and other people outdoors.

( 10) Insure . that vehicle and towed equipment
lights -are operable and on. including emergency
flashers. while applying pesticides from roadways.

( 1 1) Be escorted by an escort vehicle while con-
ducting fogging operations within base ho using areas.

( 12) Do not exceed 5 mph while applying pesti-
cides from vehicles.

If these precautions, along with the general precau-
tions are observed, the outdoorappfication operations
will be muel more safe and effective.

door application precautions must be taken in addition .

Indoor application precautions. The following in- yi
to the general application precautions previously
identified:

(1) Prior to indoor application of pesticides, con-
duct a survey to determine the type and location of
pests, degree of_infestation; potential hazardous con;
ditions that exist, and the actions that must be taken
prior to actual accomplishment. /I.

(2) Make appointments with responsible bilking;
occupants as to the date and time that treatment will
be. accomplished and inform them of the type and
characteristics of the pesticide to be used and the pie-
cautions anji actions that must be taken by them such
as building preparations, safe reentry times/ and
cleanup instructions. /

(3) Insure that all dishes, utensils, food contain-
ers, food, beverages, stored products, tobaccos, and
smoking equipment are removed or covered.

(4) Avoid the application -of liquid pesticidal for-
., tnulations to electrical panel boxes, outlets, switches,

lighting, and fires.
(5) Insure that all electricity and heat sources are

turned off at the building's primary source when
fumigants and volatile formulations are being applied
indoors.

(6) Avoid the application of pesticides to interior
portions of refrigerators and ovens to prevent toxic
vapors of pesticides from being transferred to foods
that are contained within.

(7) Do not apply pesticides to closets and drawers
unless all items have been removed.

(8) Do not apply residual sprays or dusts to floors
and baseboards in areas where small children 4infants
and toddlers) sleep and play.

(9) Do not apply pesticidal baits in areas that are
accessible to children and pets.

(II)) Avoid applying pesticides directly overhead
by keeping the equksinent orifice extended away from
and in front of you, -

(I I) Insure that fish aquariums,are turned off and.
covered or removed, because aquatic organisms are
the mostsensitive forms of life to pesticides.

(12) Insure that indoor plants are removed or
covered when volatile formulations are to be applied
indoors.
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The applicaiiOn precautions identified in this ob-
jective are only the basic precautions that should be
adhered to and are noeithended to:beniscontrued as
the only precautions that must be taken.-It is to your
benefit and others that all of these precautionsalong
with the ones that you think of and the special ones
that are identified on each pesticide container-be
observed. It is not only to your benefit 4 is your...re-
sponsibility to follow all precautions possible when
applying pesticides.



Exercises (243):
I. When applying pesticides, insure that all pesticide

are promptly cleaned up.

2. Insure that the equipment is properly
for the rate of application required.

3. When applying pesticides outdoors, reduce
as much as possible.

4. In addition to presenting the most possibilities of
contaminating the environment, yourself, and
others, the application phase of pesticide handling
presents the most, possibilities of
and accidents

5. Prior to applying pesticides, you should
to determine the to be

taken in case of accidental poisoning or other
accidents that may be involved.

6. The most appropriate general application preca-
tion that offers the best protection against inges-
tion of pesticides by the operator is also referred
to as a, rule_ What is the rule that is being refer-.
enced?

7. If a pest management program is to be conducted
basewide; all personnel should be notified_ How.
can this notification be accomplished?

8. To reduce the chances of having an accident
within base housing areas while conducting fog-
ging operations, what should be done?

9. What inforination should be provided to personnel
when pesticides are to be applied within close
proximity of their habitations or work areas?

243. Point out selected pesticide disposal methods and
precautions.

Disposal Methods and Precautions. Although this
is the last phase of pesticide handling discussed, it is
not any less important than the Otherphases. Exc61-4/
sive and overextended shelf-life pesticides and cares-
sive and deteriorated pesticide containers must be-S
disposed of in accordance with the instructions pro-
vided on the pesticide container label, EPA Standards
(40 CFR.165 se ies); AFR 19-1, and / or AFM 67-1.

Excess stocks of petticides will be pEoixssed in
coordination with the local Chief of Supply or the
Defense Property Disposal Office in accordance with
procedures outlined in AFM 67-1, Volume VI.

Pesticides and pesticide containers that have deter-
iorated or are unsuitable for return to depot stocks
will be destroyed in accordance with procedures out-
lined in AFR 19-1:

The general disposal precautions for extended
shelf-life pesticides and deteriorated pesticide con-
tainers are as follows:

(I). Dispose of pesticides and pesticide containers
in a specially designated landfill and in accordance
with State and local standards_

(2) Provide a list of the pesticides and quantity of
each to landfill personnel.

(3) Rinse all pesticide containers, other than paper;
containers, at least three times prior to disposal. /I

(4) Destroy all containers, other than aerosol cans,
beyond reuse prior to disposal. .

(5) Keep all pesticides and pesticide containers
properly stored until they' can be disposed of.
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Now that the safety precautions for storing, mixing,
transpOrting, applying, and disposing of pesticides
have been idenyied. you can see that you have a great
responsibility. Not only must you know how to protect
yourself, but you must know how to protect the en-
vironment. property, and others.

Remember. these precautions are only _general
guidelines and do not cover all aspects of pesticide
handling; therefore, you must follow all instructions
provided on each pesticide container label pertaining
to special situations. .

Exercises (244):
I. Dispose of pesticides and pesticide containers in

a specially designated and in accord-
ance with State and Local

2. Air Force Manual 67-1. Volume VI, outlines the
procedures for disposing of stocks of
pesticides.

3.- Pesticides and pesticide containers that have de-
teriorated or are unsuitable for return to depot
stocks will be destroyed in accordance with AFR

4. All empty pesticide containers other than paper
containers must be at least

prior, to disposal.
5. Pesticide containers must be properly

'until they can be disposed.of.
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245. State the purpose, frequency, and method for
conducting pesticide inventorlm.

Inventory of Pesticides. You should conduct at least
once a month a complete inventory of all pesticides
that you are responsible for- This inventory should
be documented and maintained as an operational shop
record. Of course, more frequent inventories are de-
sirable. but these interval inventories would not
necessarily have to be recorded.

Inventories serve as a good management tool for
all suppli and equipment, and every conscientious
pest ma er will maintain complete and accurate
inventory ords_

. The purpose for conducting pesticide inventories
is threefold; first, it 'provides an additional security
measure; second, it provides the capability of detect-
ing early signs of pesticide. container deterioration;
and third, it provides an additional means for insuring
that pesticides are properly stored.

When pesticide inventories are not conducted regu-
larly. there seems to become a laxity in control, and
personnel within the section begin to provide pesti-
eides to their friends and others (who are untrained
in proper pesticide use), for use withiri and around
their homes.

Pesticides, especially thoke that. are restricted use
pesticides, should never be provided to friends or any-
one else, because they do not know the proper way to
apply pesticides, nor do they know the proper way to
store them. Therefore. you are responsible for any
accidents that may occur through ignorance and neg-
ligence on the part of the individuals whom you gave
the pesticide to.

There are many times that deteriorated conditions
of pesticide containers ate detected while_conducting
inventories. If the inventory had not been conducted..
the container could have deteriorated to the point of
allowing. a major spillage of the pesticide, which
would have immensely increased potential hazards.
However, with early -detection of deterioration, the
pesticide would be transferred to an approved sub-
stitute container and relabeled which reassured safe
and proper storage.

In order to maintain an accurate inventory of pesti-
cides you must record all pesticides received between
each inventory and the ones that have been with-
drawn from the inventory. When the inventory has
been completed you should compare the withdrawals
with the materials received to insure that the pesti-
cides on hand match the total of the two transactions.

If you have less pesticide On hand than the records
indicate, you should conduct another inventory im-
mediately and recheck pesticides withdrawn and re-
ceived records to determine if a mistake was made;
if no mistake is found, then you should expend all
efforts to determine why the pesticide cannot be ac-
counted for, especially when the pesticide is very
toxic or if the quantity is significant. -7

ElefeiSCS (245):
I. The pesticide inventory serves as a

for good management to conscientious
managers.

pest

2. When should extreme effort be expended to locate
pesticides that cannot be accounted for?

3. Why are pesticide inventories conducted?

4. Shotild you ever provide; esticides to your friends?
Why?

5. When should pesticide inventories be conducted?

6.' Explain how to maintain adequate pesticide inven-
tory records.

3-3. Protective Equipment
All personnEl who handle pesticides are definitely

exposed to the hazards of contamination through in-
halation, ingestion, and absorption, of pesticide
vapors, mists, and dusts.

As an entomology' specialist, it is your responsi-
bility to insure that you and your fellow workers wear
all required safety protective equipment during _all.
phases of pesticide handling.

in this section, you will become knowledgeable of
the various types of safety proteilive equipment re-
quired for the safe handling of 'pesticides and tile di-
rectives that outline the responsibilities-for insuring
that protectivrquipment is worn.

246. Specify the responsibilities of wearing safety
premtive equipment.

Responsibilities -Outlined. As pointed out in the
introduction of this section, it is your responsibility
to insure that you and your fellow workers wear all
required safety protective equipment during all phases
of pesticide handling. However. this responsibility
rests not only upon you, but upon all echelons ofcorrt-
man& from top to bottom,

This objective will identify pertinent directives that
°eine the responsibilities, for insuring that pesticides
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are handled safely to include the wearing orrequittd
safety protective equipment -,

AFR 91-21, Pest Management Program. AFR 91-
21 states that each major command will provide for
periodic training of base civil engineer personnel
engaged in pest management in the safe mixing and
application of pesticides. Additionally, this same
regulation states that the civil engineer will inspect
and determine the safety of pesticide handling and the
Director of Base Medical Services will assure that
pesticides are handled safely and with appropriate
concern for the environment _

. AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Hand-
book. This regulation states that the use of personal
protective equipment will not be used as a substinite
for the elimination of unsafe acts and conditions, but
rather as a supplemental safety measure. This regula-
tion also states that commanders will direct exposed
personnel to wear protective equipment and clotifing.-

When job requirements specify the wearing of pro-
tective equipment (pesticide labels would be an ex-
ample), this requirement then becomes both a part of
safety regulations and a condition of employment. -

If military personnel avoid or disregard orders to
wear protective equipment. they may be guilty of dis-
obeying a direct order and will be subject to the pro-
visions of the Uniform Codeof Military Justice.

Civilian employees who avoid or disregard safety
requirements are subject to corrective actions outlined
in the civilian personnel manual.

Exercises (246):
1. Who has the responsibility of insuring that you

wear the required safety protective equipment?

2. What is one consequence if you fail to wear the re-
quired protective equipment_ prescribed by the
pesticide label? -

3. Name. the Air Force regulation which states that
commanders will direct exposed personnel to wear
protective equipment and clothing.

4. Who has the responsibility for insurin that peri-
odic training in the safe mixing and application of
pesticides is provided to civil engineeririg personnel .

engaged in pest management? 1

5. Who has the responsibility for inspecting and de-
termining the safety of pesticide handlins?

6. Personal safety-protective 'equipment is not used
as a but as a for per-
sonal safety.

a
4?

).
7f-As outlined in AFR , insurance that

pesticides are handled safely and with appropriate
concern for the environment is the responsibility
of the

. 4
247. Point out the identification, uses, and mainte-
risme of safety protective equipment in terms of she
type, purpose, and/or maintenance procedures.

Items and Maintenance of Safety Protective
Equipment Required for Handling Pesticides. There
are many items and many types of various items that
can be used for protecting the body from pesticides,
and the more protection utilized, the less. chance you
will have of becoming a victim of pesticide poisoning.

Knowing what item of equipment to vfear, and
wearing it, is not the only important aspect of personal'
protection, 'because you may be wearing the proper
required equipment and still be poisoned if the equip-
ment has not been fitted and maintained properly.
Therefore, it is essential that you know each item of
protective equipment that is required to be worn- the
purpose of the equipment. and-how ti, -naintain this
equipinent.

Coveralls. Coveralls that cover the entire body
should be worn during the mixing and application
of pesticides to protect the skin from contamination.
Coveralls are authorized for entomology personnel
to be worn only while on the job. They are not to be ..
utilized as a replacement for the normal military or
civilian dress, which means they are not to be worn
to dining facilities, snack bars, base exchange faciii-
ties, commissaries, movies, or any other base facility
except while performing actual entomological duties.

Coveralls that are worn must be washed separately
from other clothing on f daily basis in soap and water.
To prevent contamination of other clothing, coveralls
that are utilized by entomology personnel mat not be
sent to the base laundry or public laundry to be
washed. Washing machines and dryers are authorized
in entomology sections in order for_ you to maintain
your own coveralls in a .clean condition at all times.

Another aspect of maintaining coveralls is the fre-
quent inspection to detect holes, tears, and thinning
of material. If any of these conditions are detected.
the coveralls should be replaced through the supply
system.
JWaterproof raid$141-1S. If it is suspected that cover-
alls will become saturated during the mixing of appli-
cation of pesticides, you should wear a waterproof
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rainsuit. These rainsuits can normally be obtained
within the supply system and are identified as foul
weather gear. This type of protective clothing is very

,o appropriate when handling the more derrnally toxic
pesticides or if you will be applying liquid pesticidal
formulations for long periods at a time.

Maintenance of these rainsuits involves washing
with soap and water and hanging up to dry. The rain-
suits should be spected frequently for holes and tears
and _replaced if these discrepancies are noted.

Aprons, A aubber apron should be worn at times
-while mixing `pesticides. especially when large quari-
titieg of liquidpesticides are being handled. The
apron serves as an additional precaution to prevent
the contamination of the pubic region with pesticide.
This is very important because this region of the body
is the most susceptible external region of the body for
pesticide absorption. .

To maintain the apron. simply wash with soap and
water and inspect it frequently Tor tears or holes.
The apron should be Lubricated with vegetable oil
periodically to prevent cracking.

Boots. ,Rubber or neoprene boots should be worn
when mixing or applying liquid pesticides. especially
if they are being handled on large-scale operations,
because leather or canvas boots will absorb liquid
pesticides. Boots should be worn with the tops be-
neath the legs of the coveralls or rainsuit

Boots can be obtained through the supply system
as part of the four weather gear and are maintained

washing with soap and water frequently. inside
and out. to remove pesticide contaminant. Rubber
boots should also be periodically lubricated with veg-
etable oil to prevent drying and cracking.

Gloves must be worn during all phases of
pesticide handling and during the cleaning of disper-
sal and protective equipment to prevent skin con-
tamination. There are several types of gloves that can
be worn. but leather or cotton gloves are not among
these types to he worn while handling pesticides. The
gloves used -must be unlined and liquidproof,

Neoprene gloves are probably the most commonly
used glove in pest management operations: however.
some fumigants are readily absorbed by 'neoprene.
so be sure to read the label on the pesticide container.

Another type of'glove that is popular for use with
pesticides is the medical examination glove because it
is extremely flexible and is disposable. This glove is
not to be used when heavy work is involved.because it
is very thin and apt to tear easily.

Gloves should fit the hand snugly and should be
halt; enough to extend well above the wrist so that
they can be orn beneath the sleeves of coveralls
or rainsuits

Glb%es of all types can be obtained through the
normal supply system and are maintained by washing
with soap and water, inside and out. and inspecting
for holes and tears. To inspect for small pinholes
and slits. simply lilI each glove with water and
gently squeeze while holding the cop of the glove
closed with one hand. If damage is cketected. shred
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the gloves so no one else can use them and dispose 0
of them.

Gloves must be periodically lubricated with veg-
etable oil to prevent drying and cracking.

NOTE: When disposable gloves are used, they
should be shredded and disposed of also. Never dis-
pose of gloves that have been used with pesticides
until they have been destroyed beyond the point
of reuse.

Hats. A wide-brimmed liquidproof hat should be
worn while applying liquid pesticides to protect
yoUr head and offer additional protection to the
neck, eyes. mouth. and face. The hat should not have
a 'cloth or leather sweatband in it because these
sweatbands absorb pesticides and they are very dif-
ficult to clean. --- = .

The hat is used,to protect the head, which is the
second, most susceptible external region of the
body for pesticide absorption. This is due to the
large amount of natural body oil that is contained
in the hair. and the oil speeds the absorption rate.

The type. of hat used by construction workers
4 plastic hardhat with plastic sweatband) is very
good for protecting the head and is available
through the supply system. This' hat can be easily
maintained by frequently washing it with soap and
water. inside and out.

Goggles or faeeshields. Goggles or a faceshield
must be worn while mixing and applying pesticides
to protect the eyes. -There ate times when a face-
shield will be more adequate than goggles and vice
versa. Just remember to offer your eyes as much
protection as possible in each and every circumstance.
The biggest disadvantage in using the faceshield is
that a respirator cannot be worn comfortably with it.
and in most circumstances a respirator of some type
is required.

Goggles and faceshieids are available through the
normal supply system and are authorized for ento-
mology personnel. There are many types of-goggles
that are available. -but when you order them, try to
obtain the type that completely encloses the eyes.
This type has a tendency to fog over but excludes
all possibility of mists and dusts from entering.

To maintain goggles and faceshieles wash them
with soap and water. inside and out. after each op-
eration. The elastic headbands will absorb pesticides
and stretch. so they should be replaced frequently.
if goggles are rubber. they should be periodically
lubricated with vegetable oil to prevent drying and
cracking.

Ear protectors. -Ear protective devices such as
earplugs or ear muffs must be worn while operating
equipment that have been determined as being noise
hazardous and while working in areas that present
noise hazards.

Maintenance of earplugs amounts to nothing
more than keeping them clean by washing in a
warm soapy water solution. The ear muffs should
be inspesced periodically to detect hardening of



the rubber pads. These pads must be replaced
, when hardening is detected. 41.

Respirators and gas masks. Respirators and gas
masks are basically the same, but they are generally
thought of in a different sense. Most entomology
personnel refer to the respirator as the half -face
mask that is designed to protect the respiratory
system from most harmful pesticidal -dusts, mists,
vapors, and gases. On the other hand; the gas mask
is generally thought of as bein the full-face mask
that is used when fumigants ale being applied or
when very toxic pesticides are Iseing applied in an
enclosed area.

Since there are many types off red. pirators and gas
masks to choose from, it must, be pointed out at
this time that the only ones authorized for use are
the ones that are approved by either NIOSH (Na-
tional Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health) or MESA (Mining t Enforcement and
Safety Administration).

Cartridges and canisters for respirators and gas
masks must be the type designed to protect against
the specific pesticide being used and to fit the
specific respirators and gas Tasks that are avail-
able in your section. The incorrect cartridges or
canisters for the pesticide being used is as haz-
ardous as having no respiratory protection. just
as would having the wrong types of cartridges or
canisters for the respirators or gas masks used.

Chemical cartridge respirator. You should wear
this kind of respirator when you are only inter-
mittently exposed to toxic pesticides. Air is in-
haled through both a lifter pad and a cartridge
designed to absorb pesticide vapors. .gases. and
particles.

Chemical canister respirator (gas mask). This
respiratory protective device should be worn when
you are exposed to a continuous concentration of
a toxic pesticide. The canister has longer lasting
absorbing material and filters than the cartridge

-and protects the face better. Neither the canister
nor cartridge type can be used when the oxygen
supply is low.

Supplied-air respirator (gas mask). You may use
this kind of respirator when mixing or applying
pesticides:

When,the oxygen supply is low.
When you are exposed to high concentrations of

highly toxic pesticides in enclosed areas, as in fumi-
gation. .. ,__

When your work can be done close to a supply of
clean air.

Clean air is pumped through a hose to the face
mask.

Self-contained breathing apparatus (gas mask).
You should wear this kind of respirator under the
same conditions as the supplied air respirator.. It
does about the same thing. The difference is that
you carry cylinders of air oxygen with you. usually'
on your back. This lets you move more freely and
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over a wider area than you can with a supplied air
respirator. - ../.

The chemical cartridge and the chemical canister 6.**
respirators are the two most common types of res-
pirators

eP
used in Air Force pest management opera-

tions. Although all types are available through nor-
mal Air Force supply systems, the cartridge and
canister types are more easily obtained. The sup-
plied -air respirator and the self-contained breathing
apparatus can be obtained with proper justification,
but if they are only needed once in awhile, they can
be obtained from the Fire Department or Environ-
mental Support Section on a Temporary Issue Re-
ceipt (AF Form 1297). .

To maintain respiratory protection devices,- wash
all rubber surfaces and plastic faceshields with
soap and water after use. Rubber surfaces should
be lubricated with vegetable oil periodically to pre-
vent the rubber from drying and cracking. .

Cartridges and canisters must be discarded when
odors are detected in them or once it becomes un-
usually difficult to breathe through them. The ex-
piration date on cartridges and canisters must also
be checked to insure that the expiration date has
not been exceeded. If so, these items are not to be
used and must be discarded immediately.

Each person assigned to an entomology section
should be issued coveralls. hoots,' gloves, goggles,
respirator. and a hat to be maintained separately
from uncontaminated equipment and clothing in
personal lockers. These items of protective equip-
ment are to be maintained by each individual.

Rubbeiized protective equipment should be
'stored in a cool. dark area if the storage is-to be a
prolonged one.

Items of safety equipment required to be worn is
dependent upon the type of pesticide being handled.
the phase in which it is being handled, and the
method in which it is being applied. There are no
safety recommendations that can cover all situa-
tions; therefore. it is your responsibility to read and
follow the instructions provides on each pesticide
container label and -use common sense in wearing
more protection as the hazards increase fo: han-
dling pesticides.

Exercises (247):
L What restrictions apply to wearing coveralls?

2. What pieces of equipment -are authorized in
entomology sections to maintain your coveralls
in a clean condition at all times?

3. What item of protective clothing would be worn
if it is suspeCted that coveralls will become
saturated with pesticide?
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4. If you are applying liquid pesticidal formula-
tion for long periods at a time you will wear
a

5. When mixing large quantities of liquid pesti-
cides you should wear an

6. The most susceptible external region of the
body for pesticide absorption is the.
region.

7. How should hoots be worn?

8. When must gloves be worn?

\
9. A wide-brimmed liquidproof hat shouldI be

worn while applying peiticide.

10. What is worn to protect the eyes when mixing
or applying pesticides? 1

II. When working in areas where noise relay be
hazardous you must wear

12. The only gas mask or respirators authorized
for use are approved by i and

1

i

13. Cartridge and canister must be discarded when
are detected or it becomes dif-

ficult to through them.

14. To maintain respiratory protective devices.
wash all rubber surfaces and plastic face-
shields with and

IS. Rubber surfaces should be lubricated with
oil to prevent the rubber from

and

3-4. Pesticide Poisoning Symptoms and First Aid <e>
from the previous exercise it can readily be C)

I seen that pesticides are toxic and present hazards
! to people in many ways, either directly or indirectly

through ignorance, which leads to negligence.
Negligence leads to many problems. These prob-

,' ferns may be minor or major, but in any event we
must be knowledgeable enough to render assist-
ance in overcoming this problem.
i The problem which we are referring to is Reel-

/dental pesticide poisoning. As you have already _
/ learned, a person may become poisoned through

ingestion, absorbtion, and inhalation. -

This section is devoted to the recognition of signs
and symptoms of various types of pesticide poison-
ing and the accomplishment of first aid procedures
based upon the type of pesticide and the method
of entry.
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248. Identify the compound, that is dorenbed by
the mode of action statement.

Modes of Action of Common Pesticide Cam.
pounds. The methods in which pesticides affect
humans and other mammals are commonly referred
to as modes of action. The modes of action of many
pesticides in use today are either unknown or, in
some instances, are only partially understood. How-
ever, medical research does provide sufficient infor-
mation to permit certain generalizations.

Information pertaining to the methods in which
Pesticides affect humans and other mammals are
given for the following compounds.

Organophosphates. These pesticides attach them-
selves to cholinesterase, an enzyme in the blood,
which is normally present and required for proper
nerve function. Since the action of organophosphorus
pesticides restrain the enzyme cholinesterase, they
are referred to as "cholinesterase inhibitors" Or
"antichotineasterase compounds."

Carbcimates. These compounds are very similar to
the organophosphorus compounds with regard to the
modes of action_ Carbamates also inhibit the enzyme
cholinesterase; however, tney differ in action in that
the effect on cholinesterase is very brief because the
carbamates are quickly broken down in the body.
Carbamates are referred to as "rapidly reversing in-
hibitors" because the reversal is so rapid that, unless
special precautions are taken. samples of blood
cholinesterase of mammals that have been exposed to
carbamates commonly will be inaccurate, appearing
to be normal. ,

Organochlorines (chlorinated hydrocarbons). The
exact modes of action of these compounds is not
known; however, they do act on the central nervous
system. and repeated drises can cause liver and
kidney damage in animals.

1
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Botanicals. The botanical compounds must be
divided because the modes of action vary greatly
based upon chemical structure and toxicity to humans.

a. Pyrethrum. Pyrethrum is one of the least toxic
pesticides available. The extent of injury to humans
usually results in minor skin allergies, sneezing, and
runny or stuffy nose.

b. Strychnine. This chemical is know to effect:the
nervous system and in some instances causes extreme
nervousness. The exact mode of action is still not
completely understood.

c. Nicotine. This chemical is one of the most toxic
poisons and the action is very rapid. Nicotine acts on
the nervous system and in extreme cases causes
'paralysis of the respiratory muscles which results
in death..

Petroleums. Petroleums such as kerosene, diesel
oil, and No. 2 fuel oil have been used as mosquito
-larvicides for many years. Research indicates these
oils have a Toxic fraction with 'a low boiling point and
high volatility which penetrates the tracheae of larvae
and pUpae and produces an anaesthetic effect, and a
less volatile fraction which acts more slOwly and gen-
erally does not have any direct toxic action, but suf-
focates by mechanical interference with breathing.

Fuel oil No. 2 and diesel oil are the commonest
solvents for the synthetic insecticides such as mala-
thion used for larviciding, fogging, or misting. In
making emulsifiable concentrates and formulations
for airplane applications, it is often desirable to use
i higher concentration of these insecticides than can
be dissolved in these oils, so an auxiliary solyent.
such as xylene. is used. .,

Petroleums may be absorbed orally or through the
respiratory tract but are only slightly absorbed
dermaY. When sufficient quantities are ingested or
inhaled by humans it can cause severe aspiration and
occlusion of the respiratory ,-.,tem and may cause
pneumonia or death.

Fumigants. The modes of action of fumigents are
varied: therefore. the.fumigants that are commonly
used within the Air_Force will be discussed individ-
ually. .- ,

a Methyl bromide. This compound is among the
most hazardous of the chemical compounds. Methyl
bromide affects the protein molecules within certain
cells of the body and causes severe kidney damage.

b. Hydrogen phosphide. Hydrogen phosphide is
highly toxic to all forms of animal life, and the mode
of action is the result of interference or inhibition of
important cellular enzyme systems vital to the oxygen
transport mechanisms of the body.

c. Hydrogen cyanide (calcium cyanide). Hydrogen
cyanide can be inhaled or ingested and can increase
excretion of thiocyanate in the urine which can result
in cytotoxic anoxia.

Anticoagulants.' These compounds cause capillary
damage and inhibit the formation of prothrornbin
which prevents the clotting of blood. This causes

internal bleeding after repeated dosages have been
consumed.

/Exercises (21):
I. What compound inhibits the formation of pro-

thrombin which prevents the blood clotting
process?

2. Name the botanical compound .that is considered
to be one of the least toxic pesticides.

3. Two compounds that inhibit or restrain the enzyme
cholinesterase are and

4. What compound affects the protein molecules
within certain cells of the body and causes severe
kidney damage?

1.

249. Identify the pesticide compound that is described
by the signs and symptoms of pesticide. poisoning.

Signs and Symptoms of Pesticide Poisoning. You
should know what kinds of sickness 'are caused by
the pesticides you use. You also should know the
conditions under which each one may make you sick.

There are two kinds of -clues to pesticide poisoning.
Sonic are feelings that only the person who has been
poisoned can noticesuch as nausea or headache:
These are symptoms. Others, like vomiting, also can
be noticed by someone else. These are Signs. So you
should know:

What your own feelings might mean.
What signs of poisoning to look for in your co-
workers and others who may have been exposed.

All pesticides in the same chemical group cause
the same kind -of sickness. This sickness may be mild
or severe, depending on the .pesticide and the amount
absorbed. But the pattern of illness caused by one
type of pesticide is always the same. Having some of
the signs and symptoms does not always mean you
have been poisoned. Other kinds of sickness may
cause similar signs and symptoms. Headache and a
feeling of being unwell. for example. may signal the
start of many kinds of illness. It is the pastern of
symptoms that makes it possible to tell one kind of
sickness from another. which is the subject of this
topic as we discuss various chemical compounds.

.
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Organophasphates. These pesticides injure the
nervous system, The signs and symptoms go through
stages. They normally occur in this order:

a. Mild Poisoning.'
Fatigue.
Headache.
Dizziness.
Blurred vision.
Too much sweating and salivation.

O Nausea and vomiting.
Stomach cramps or diarrhea.

b. Moderate Poisoning.
Unable to walk.
Weakness.
Chest discomfort.
Muscle twitches.

- Constriction of pupil of the eye.
Earlier symptoms become more severe.

r. Severe Poisoning.
Unconsciousness.
Severe constriction of pupil of !ye-

. Muscle twitches.
Secretions from mouth and nose.
Breathing difficulty.
-Death if not treated,

Illness may be delayed a few hours. But if signs
or symptoms start more than 12 hours after you
were exposed to the pesticide, you probably have
some other illness. Check with your physician to
be sure.

Carbamates- The only carbamates likely 'to
make you ill on the job act almost like organophos-
phates. They produce the same signs and symp-
toms if you are poisoned by therm But the injury
they cause can be corrected more easily by a physi-
cian. For this reason. most carbamates are safer.
than organophosphates. The label will warn you of
the danger.

Organachlorines. Not many o rganoch lorines-
(chlorinated hydrocarbons) have poisoned appli-
cators.

Early signs and symptoms of poisoning include:
Headache.
Nausea.
Vomiting.
General discOmfort.
Dizziness.

With more severe poisoning. convulsions follow.
They may even appear without the warning 'symp-
toms. Coma may follow the convulsions. The per-
son also may be unusually excited or irritabld.

Botanicals. Botanicals are pesticides that have
been made from plants. and some are very toxic
and cause different 'reactions depending on the
type of chemical which we are about to study.

a. Pyrethrum, The signs and symptoms of this
poison in early stages usually result in;

i
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Skin irritation.
Sneezing
Runny nose.

/??
More severe poisoning symptoms may include

headaches, tremors, and convulsions.
b. Strychnine., Signs and symptoms of this type

poisoning include:
Nervousness.
Stiffness of face and leg muscles.
Cold swear.
Falling asleep.

A victim may undergo as many as 10 of these
attacks before either recovering or dying. Usually
a victim will succumb if medical aid is not obtained
before five of these convulsions occur. If a victim
withstands the first 5 to 6 hours, chances of re-
cr --y are good.

r. Nicotine. Poisoning from this chemical is
recognized by:

Local skin burns.
Skin irritation.
Extreme stimulation.
Extreme excitableness.

These signs and symptoms! are usually followed
by feeling depressed_ In fatal cases, death usually
occurs within 1 hour due to paralysis of the respira-
tory muscles. ' .

Petroleums- Too much exposure to these .com-
pounds may make a person seem drunk. The signs
and symptorni are:

Poor coordination.
Slurring words.
Confusion.
Sleepiness.

Repeated exposure to these compounds can
cause permanent internal injury. !

Fumigants. These compounds may present the
same signs to humans as the petroleums. The signs
and symptoms for common fumigants are provided
below. N \

a. Methyl Bromide: This compound may make a
person seem drunk, The signs and symptoms are:

"Poor coordination;
Slurring words.
Confusion.

' Sleepiness:

Repeated exposure to the fumigant methyl bromide
has caused permanent internal injury-,without early
signs or symptoms of poisoning. You can absorb a fatal
dose of it before symptoms appear. i

_

b. Hydrogen Phosphide. The earl:, symptoms of
hydrogen phosphide poisoning are. acute. obvious,
and readily reversible. Overexposure of hydrogen
phosphide results in

Tightness in the chest and diaphragm.
Vomiting.

,..
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Diarrhea.
Numbness.
Anxiety.
Dry coughs.

In cases of severe poisoning, victims may ex-
perience cyanosis, muscular spasms. and cardiac
insufficiency.

Hydrogen Cyanide. The signs and symptoms
for this fumigant are as follows:

'Headache.
Weakness.
Nausea.
Vomiting.
Increased rate of respiration.
Depression.
Rapid but weak pulse.

In cases of severe poisoning, victims may exper-
ience cyanosis and convulsions, which may result
in death.

Anticoagulants. Anticoagulant poisoning may be
recognized by experiencing pain to the back and
abdominal area. Vomiting and nosebleeding usually
occurs because anticoagulants are designed to induce
vomiting and prevent the blood from clotting. Vic-
tims may have a skin rash appear in the form of red
patches along with unexplainable bruises around the
elbows and knees.

Now that you are aware of the effects of some
chemical compounds. keep in mind that everyone is
subject to various diseases and sicknesses. There-

-fore. individuals who work with pesticides may not
actually be poisoned even though, they may appear
to have some of the signs and symptoms. However,
we must be alert_

Get medical advice quickly if you or any of your
---feilow-weriters have unusual or explained symptoms

starting at worliorleter the same day. If you suspect
a person- has been potionegi do not' leave him alone.
DO not let yourself 'or anyoneelse get dangerously
sick before calling your physician' or going to a hos-
pital. It is better to be too cautiouihan too late.
Take the container (or the label) of thi.pesticide to
the physician. Do not carry the pesticide container
in the passenger space of a car or truck.

Exercises (249):
E. Name a pesticide that might cause skin irritations.

sneezing, and a runny nose.

Z. Tightness in the chest, vomiting, diarrhea.' numb-
ness. anxiety. and dry coughs are the signs and
symptoms o' overexposure to which compound?

3. A compound that produces baeially the same
signs and symptoms that are produced by organ -
ophosphate compounds is a

.)
4. Deserive the difference between a "sign' and a

"symptom" with referenceeo pesticidepoisoning.

5. List only the signs that may be presented in the
case of mild poisoning by organophosphate com-
pounds.
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6. The reason that most cairantate pesticides are
considered safer than organophosphate pesticides
is that injury' by carbamates can be

7. The two compounds that present the sarrk signs".
and symptoms that are characteristic of a drunk
person are and

8. 'A oerson experiencingpain to the back and ab-
dominal area, vomiting, and nosebleeding may
have poisoning.

-/-

250. Identify methods in which accidental pesticide
poisonings occur in mule of the appropritte.meestue
to be taken to prevent diem.

How Accidental Pesticide Poisonings Occur! We,
as humans, are considered to be the-most intelligent
of all animal forms, so it seems that no one should be
dumb enough to become poisoned by pesticides, How-
ever, there are many cases of human pesticide poison-
ings reported each year. and there are rnan5P.more that'
are not reported because they have not been severe
enough to cause recognition by individuals.'

identallyMost all pesticide poisonings occur
through actions on the par; of supposedly intelligent
human beings. If we are, so intelligent why and how
do pesticide poisoning accidents occur?! This ques-
tion can, be answered by two werds, ignorance and
negligence.

It hasalready been pointed out that pesticides,
can poisap people through ingestion, absorption,
and inhalation, but the methods by which these pesti-
cides are accidentally ingested. absorbed. and in-
haled have Yu:a been pointed out. The purpose of this

1 9.1
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objective is to identify the methods by which these.
*sons are accidentally taken into the body and to
identify measures, that can be taken to prevent thete
accidents.

flow pesticide poisoning accidents occur through
ingestion. Accidental ingestion of pesticides occurs
through the following methods:

Sprays and dusts enter the mouth during appli-
cation.

Pesticides are consumed from unlabeled or con-
taminated containers, such as beverage and milk
containers. , -

Siphoning pesticides by the mouth in transferring
from one container to another.

Eating or drinking items that have been contami-
nated with pesticides.

Prevention for accidental pesticide ingestion. The
following measures can be taken to prevent accidental
ingestion of pesticides:

Insure that the area being treated is vacated by
ether personnel during. application.

Insure that respirators or masks are worn by
operators.

Insure that all containers used for storing pesti-
cides are clearly and properly labeled at all times.

Store all pesticides in a secure area and out of
reach of children. -

Insure that all consumable products and wares
-are removed or property covered when pesticides
are being applied within the same area-

s\ Insure that the no smoking, eating, or drinking
rule is complied with during all phases of pesticide
handling.

Never employ the mouth for siphoning pesticides.

How pesticide poisoning accidents occur through
absorption. Accidental absorption of pesticides occurs
through the following methods:

Pesticides settle on the skin during application
and are absorbed.

Spilling or splashing pesticides on clothing and
skin during mixing. transporting, and/ or application.

Entry into treated areas too soon after applica-
tion and coming in contact with recently applied or
spilled pesticides.

Pesticide Containers (empty or with contents)
left insecure or undisposed of. permitting reuse or use
as play objects for children.

Maintaining contaminated pestiCide equipment.

Prevention for accidental pesticide. absorption. The
following measures can be taken to prevent accidental
absorption of pesticides:

Insure that the area being treated is vacated by
other personnel during application.

Store all pesticides in a secure area.
Insure that coveralls. gloves, boots, goggles, and

hats are worn during application and aprons are worn
in addition while mixing.
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Mix, transport, and apply pesticides carefully to
avoid spills and drips.

Clean up pesticide spills immediately,
Observe the no smoking. eating, or drinking rule it

while handling pesticides.
Allow sufficient time for pesticide residuals to

dry before reentry is allowed.
Properly discard or secure empty pesticide con-

tainers.
Secure partial or full pesticide containers so that

unauthorized personnel cannot obtain them.

How pesticide poisoning accidents occur through'
inhalation. Accidental inhalation of pesticides occurs
through the following methods:

During storage, mixing, and application.
.Unsecured or occupied areas that are being

treated.
Smoking contaminated smoking supplies.

Prevention for accidental pesticide inhalation. The
following measures can be taken to prevent inhalation
of pesticides:

..Store' pesticides in a well-ventilated area.
Store all pesticides in a secure area. -

Inspect 'containers for deterioration.
Mix pesticides in a well-ventilated areas
Observe the no smoking, eating, or drinking rule

while handling pesticides.
Wear approved gas masks or respirators .while

mixing or applying pesticides.
Temporarily vacate and secure areas that are

being treated.
Properly identify areas-that are being fumigated.
Comply with the no smoking, eating, or drinkir.6

rule while applying pesticides.
Discard or secure pesticide containers.

Exercises (250):
Match the methods of accidental poisoning with the
appropriate preventive measure.

methods ofPoisoning
I Pesticides are drunk

front beverage contain-
ers. .

Pesticides are ingested
while applying sprays
and dusts.

_1. Pesticides are absorbed
by children through con-
tact with unevaporated
residuals.

s. Pesticides are inhaled
within the storage arm.

5. Pesticides are ingested
by the operator during
application even though

requ tied protective
eqtuptTleM was being
worn at the time.

Preventhoe Ateosures
a. Prevent reentry into

treated areas until
residuals are dry.

b. leisure that areas where
pesticides are kept are
properly ventilated.

c_ Always wear appropri-
ate respirators foi jobs
being 'accomplished.

d. Adhere to the no snak-
ing, drinking. or eating

e. Insure that pesticides
are only stored in their

'proper container at all
times.



6. The two baiic causes of all accidental pesticide
poisonings occur through and

. .

7. List the two preventive measures that appear in
each of the three groups of preventive measures.

251. Given pesticide poisoning situations, list the pro-
cedural steps that should be followed in rendering
first aid to victims of poisoning; specify responsibili-
ties and basic guidelines for giving first aid.

First Aid Procedures for Suspected Pesticide Poi-
soning. As an entomology specialist, you are respon-
sible to plan ahead by anticipating possibilities of
accidental pesticide poisoning and establishing ac-
tions to be taken in the event poisoning does occur.

If you are alone in the field with an individual who
becomes sick. or if you become sick while applying
pesticides. cease operations immediately and pro-"
ceed to obtain the nearest professional medical as-
sistance.

in the event you are alone with an individual who
has become acutely poisoned with pesticides in the
field and a vehicle is available, transport the victim
immediately to a facility that has a telephone or pro-
fessional medical assistance, depending upon the con-
dition of the victim and proximity of the facilities.

Each and every individual is obligated to do what-
ever can *be done to save a human life when called
upon to render first aid. Your first responsibility in
rendering first aid is to keep the victim alive. and the
second is to seek professional medical assistance as
soon as possible. .

Being a pest manager. you must know the first aid.
procedures for pesticide poisoning, because it's very
possible that you may be the first to arrive at a scene
of pesticide poisoning, and you will be required to
render first aid to the victim. Or you could even be
the victim of accidental pesticide poisoning yourself.
In either case, you must know What to do and how to
respond to the situation. Remember that first aid is
only a measure to save a victim until professional
medical assistance can be obtained and is not to be
substituted for professional medical assistance.

The primary purpose of first aid is to prevent further
absorption of a poison, which means that aid must
,14 given immediately. The intent of this objective is
to provide you with procedural steps that can betaken
in circumstances -which involve pesticide poisonings
that occur through absorption, inhalation, and inges-
tion, if you happen to be the victim. or alone with a
victim.

First aid procedures if you are the victim. Prior to
using any pesticide, it is important to read the direc-
tions in the "Statement of Practical Treatment" on
each pesticide container label. These instructions can
save yo'br life and the lives of your fellow workers.

a. Self first aid for absorbed pesticides. If you get9.
a pesticide on your skin:

FirstRemove the pesticide as quickly as possible. 47
E jNOT This may require you to jump immediately

into a shower or waterhole, clothes and all.
. SecondRemove all contaminated clothing and
wash your entire body thoroughly to include the hair,.
eyes, ears, and under the fingernails.

ThirdObtain medical attention for examination
and to alert Ore staff for possible side effects- .

- b. Self first aid for inhaled pesticides. If you ac-
cidentally inhale pesticides:

FirstVacate the area and get to fresh air immedi-
ately.

SecondObtain medical attention for examination
and to alert the staff for possible side effects. ,

c. Self first aid for ingested Pesticides. If you ac-
cidentally ingest pesticides:

FirstRinse your mouth with plenty of water.
SecondIf the "statement of practical treatment"

on the pesticide label recommends a general antidote,
administer at once.

ThirdObtain medical attention immediately.

First aid procedures ifyou are alone witha victim.
As a general rule, from the safety standpoint, you
should never apply the more toxic pesticides alone.
You should always operate under the "buddy system"
just as it is suggested when hiking or swimming, be-
cause one never knows when an accident may occur.
If an accidental pesticide poisoning 'does occur to a
fellow worker; you should know the first aid proce-
dures and follow them step by-step-. There are many
circumstances that may be involved in accidental
poisonings such as the victim being poisoned through
absorption, inhalation, and/or ingestion and being
conscious or unconscious with or without readily
available medical assistance. Therefore, recognition
of these circumstances and your speed and accuracy
in reaction to these circumstances is your responsi-
bility and could mean the difference in life or death
to your fellow worker and a clean conscience for
yourself.

a. When pesticide poisoning by skin absorption is
suspected. If the victim 4s unconscious and medical'
assistance is not readily available by telephone.
follow these steps:

FirstDon gloves and. remove the victim from the
contaminated area by carrying, using extreme caution
to avoid self-contamination.

SecondDetermine if the victim is breathing; if
not. administer back pressure-armlift artificial respi-
ration immediately: and if breathing (or once the
victim's breathing has been restored), deconta minate
the victim by drenching the entire body, clothes and
all, with a shower, hose. or waterhole.
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ThirdTreat the 'victim for shock. . :'' FirstDon- air-supplied respirator and remove vic-
FourthDetermene the type of pesticide absorbed tim to fresh air, if in an enclosed area.

Second Loosen all tight clothing.
ThirdDetermine if victim is breathing; if not,

administer back pressure-armlift artificial respiration
immediately.

FourthIf victim it breathing, or once breathing
has been restored, treat for shock.

FifthDetermine the type of pesticide involved in
the incident if possible.

SixthObtain medical assistance as rapidly as.pos-
sible, keeping the victim quiet and warm and moni-
toring the victim's condition.

r
if possible.

FifthObtain medical assistance as rapidly as pos-
sible and provide the medic with (all information
possible pertaining to the victim's condition, the first
aid measures rendered, and the type of pesticide ab-
sorbed or suspected to have been absorbed.

If the victim is unconscious and medical assistance
is reedity available by telephone. 'follow these pro-
cedures:

FirstDon gloves'and remove the victim from the
contaminated area by carrying, using extreme caution
to avoid self-contamination.

SecondE.etermine if the victim is breathing: if
nor, administer back pressure-armlift artificial respi-
ration immediately; and if the victim is breathing (or
once breathing has been restored), decontaminate
the entire body in the same manner as previously
described.

ThirdTreat the victim for shock.
FourthCall for medical assistance and provide all

details possible at this time concerning the incident.
FifthDetermine the type of pesticide responsible

for the poisoning and remain by the victim to monitor
conditions and to provide information to the medic.

If the victim is conscious and medical assistance is
not readily available by telephone, follow these steps:

FirstDon gloves and remove the victim from the
contaminated area by carrying, using extreme caution
to avoid self-contamination.

SecondDecontaminate the victim by drenching
the entire body.

ThirdTreat the victim for shock.
FourthDetermine the type of pesticide absorbed

, if possible.
FifthObtain medical assistance as rapidly as

possible and provide the medic with all information
possible pertaining to the victim's condition. the first
aid measures rendered, and the type of pesticide ab-
sorbed or suspected to have been absorbed.

If the victim is conscious and medical assistance is
,readily available by telephone. follow these steps:

FirstDon gloves and remove the victim"from con-
taminated area by carrying, using extreme caution to
avoid self -eontarnination.

SecondDecontaminate the victim by drenching
eeee:e entire body.

ThirdTreat the victim for shock.
FourthCall for medical assistance and provide all

information possible at this time pertaining to the
c incident.

FifthDetermine the type of pesticide responsible
for the poisoning, if not already known, and remain
by the victim to monitor conditions and to provide
additional information to the medic.

h. When pesticide poisoning by inhalation is sus -
pected. . ,

If the victim is unconsciutts and medical assistance
is not readily available by telephone follow these
steps:

If the victim is unconscious and medical assistance
is readily' available by telephone. follow these steps:

First Don air-supplied respirator and remove vic-
tim to fresh air if in an enclosed area.

SecondLoosen all tight clothing.
ThirdDetermine if victim is breathing; if not, ad-

minister back pressure-armlift artificial respiration
immediately.

Fourth If victim is breathing, or once breathing has
been restored, call for medical assistance.

FifthTreat the victim for shock.
SixthDetermine the type of pesticide involved in

the incident if possible..
SeventhRemain with victim to monitor the vic-

tim's condition and to provide information to the
medics pertaining to the incident.

If the victim is conscious and medical assistance is
not readily available by telephone, follow these steps:

FirstDon air-supplied respirator and remove vic-
tim to fresh air if in as enclosed area.

SecondLoosen all tight clothing.
ThirdTreat the victim for shock. .

FourthDetermine the type of pesticide involved
in the incident if possible.

FifthObtain medical assistance as rapidly as
possible while monitoring the victim's condition.

If the victim is conscious and medical assistance is
readily available by telephone, follow these steps:

FirstDon air-supplied respirator and remove' vic-
tim to fresh air if in an enclosed area.

SecondLoosen all tight clothing.
ThirdCall foi medical assistance.
FourthTreat the victim for shock. _e.
FifthRemain with victim to monitor the victim's

condition and to provide information io the medics
pertaining to the incident.

te When pesticide poisoning by ingestion is sus-
pected.

If the victim is unconscious and medical assistance
is no! readily Available by telephone. follow these
steps:

FirstDetermine if victim is breathing: if not, ad-
minister back pressure-armlift artificial respiration.

SecondObtain medical assistance as rapidly as
possible if victim is breathing or once breathing has

f been restored..
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Third--:During transport to, or while waiting for
medical assistance, treat the victim for shock and
monitor the victim's condition at all times.

Jf the victim is unconscious and medical assistance
is readily available by telephone, follow these steps:

FirstCall for medical assistance.
-SecondDetermine if victim is breathing; if not,

administer back pressure-armlift artificial respiration.
ThirdTreat the victim for shock.
FourthDetermine the type of poison' ingested if

possible and remain with the victim until medical
assistance arrives.

FifthOnce snedical assistance has arrived, provide
all the information possible pertaining to the type of
poisoh ingested and first aid measures that have been
administered.

II: the victim is conscious and medical assistance is
not readily available by telephone, follow these steps:

FirstObtain medical assistance as rapidly as pos-
sible by transporting to a hospital or physician.

SecondDuring the process of obtaining medical
assistance, monitor the victim closely.

Thirdlf.victimiosei consciousness, check breath-
ing; and if not, administer back pressure-armlift
artificial respiration.

FourthOnce victim's breathing has been restored,
proceed for medical assistance and provide the medics
with all information possible pertaining to the in-
cident. . .

° if victim is conscious and medical assistance is
readily available by telephone, follow these Steps:

FirstCall for medical ,assistance.
SecondDetermine the type of pesticide ingested

if possible.
ThirdAdminister the recommended antidote if

there ii one and if it is available. - ..

It is recognized that the first aid procedures outlined
in this objective do not cover all pesticide poisoning
situations and that they are not absolute. However,
they do provide you with a basis for rendering first

- aid to a poisoned .victim. There are many circum-
stances in which you may be required to react on your
own common knowledge of first aid and the Circum-
stances involved at that time. .

Exercises (251): .,::}
, I. A victim is suspected of being poisoned with a

fumigant, is unconscious and breathing, and
medical assistance is not readily available. The
first aid procedures to be taken are the following.

2. A victim is suspected of- being poisoned by ab-
sorbing pesticides, is, conscious, and medical as-
sistance is readily available. The first aid proce-
dures to be taken are as follows:

o

3. A victim is suspected of being. poisoned by the
ingestion of a pesticide, is unconscious and not
breathing, medidal assistance is not relidily avail-
able by telephone. The first aid procedures to be
taken are as folloWs: f??

4. If you happen to spill pesticides on your body,
what is the first step that you should take in ren-
dering first aid to yourself?

5. Why should medical attention be. obtained .even
though poisoning is not expected to be severe?_,

What is the most important source for obtaining
first aid instructions for each pesticide?

4

7. What,responsibility rests upon you as an Ento-
mology Specialist prior to applying any pesticide?

,.. .
8. (a) What is your first iesponsibility in rendering

first aid?

y IP

(b) What-is your second responsibility?
.- . ..-

. : .

9. First aid is not to be substituted for

. .

10. Reeognizing the fact that all peiticide poisoning
situations cannot be predicted and the first aid
procedures to be applied in any given situation
are not absolute, how may you be required to
react? 4

11. The first aid procedures to be taken toaccidental
pesticide poisoning depends upon the
involved at the dine.

12. The type of artificial respiration to be adminis-
tered to a victim of pesticide poisoning is the

type._
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252. Identify; the types of antidotes to be administered
for specific pesticides and the precautions to betaken
for pesticide poisoning situations.

Antidotes foe Accidental Pesticide Poisoning. Many
antidotes have already been discussed in previous
objectives because an antidote is defined as a remedy
used to counteract effects of a poison or prevent or
relieve poisoning. Therefore, the safety precautions
for storing, mixing. transporting, and applying pesti-
cides and a knowledge of first aid, are in ways anti-
dotes because they can prevent or relieve poisoning.

Discussion within this objective will be devoted to
providing, special warnings in the use of antidotes for
certain types of poisons and in certain situations and
to identify antidotes that are liven orally or intra-
venously for common pesticides.

Special warnings for oral antidotes. There are times
and certain types of poisons in which oral' antidotes
must not be given to a victim of accidental poisoning
because they could and most probably would cause
more damage to the victim. It is your responsibility
to know when and when not to administer an anti-
dote for specific types of poisoning. Special warnings
for administering antidotes are as follows:

Most toxic chemical Labels provide first aid in-
structions ("Statement of Practical Treatment" on
pesticide labels) for that particular chemical. There-
fore. if the container for the poison known to be re-
sponsible for the accidental poisoning is readily avail-
able. it is imperative that yOu read these instructions
prior to administering anything orally.

Never give anything orally to an unconscious
victim.

You should never induce vomiting if the victim
is unconscious or is in convulsions.

You should never induce vomiting if the victim
has swallowed petroleum products such as kerosene,
gasoline, and diesel fuel, or has swallowed corrosive
poisons such as lye, acids, and Lysol.

Vomiting should be induced-when noncorrosive
substances have been swallowed, if the victim is con-
scious and not convulsive. .

Antidotes for common pesticide compounds. There
are several household items normally sound within
the home that can be used as antidotes for poisons.
and the item that should be- used depends upon
whether or not vomiting is to be induced. The anti-
dotes given at home Or on the"job are only temporary
measures. and their effects on the vietimof accidental
pesticide poisoning is dependent upon the speed in
which they are given. Antidotes that have, been given
at home or on the job are not to besubstituted for pro-
fessional medical treatments.

Some household items and their uses as antidotes
for poisons are as follows:

-elearrwater can be used as-a-diluent.
Salt water can be used as a diluent and emetic.

Milk can be used as a diluent or neutralizer of
acid or alkali poisons. .

Milk of magnesia can be used as a neutralizer -of
acid poisons.

NOTE: Before any of these items are used as anti-
dotes remember the "special. warnings" that were
given at the beginning of this objective.

The universal antidote is used for a wider variety-
of commonly used pesticidesthan any other antidote.
This antidote is given orally in cases of poisoning by
the following pesticide compounds:

Organoehlorines (chlordane, Dieldrin,
dane, etc.):

Phenoxys (2, 4-D, 2.4,5-T. and 2,3,6-TBA. etc.).
Hydrogen cyanid(calciuni cyanide).
Pentachiorophenol.
Nicotine sulfate.
Sodium fluoroacetate.

NOTE: The universal antidote has only a slight
-possibility in counteracting sodium fluoroacetete.
Although the possibility is slight, it is better than,
none at all, but there is still no proven effective anti- .

dote for sodium fluoroacetate.
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The universal antidote can be.prepared by a phar-
macist by mixing 2 parts activated charcoal, 1 part
magnesium. 1 part oxide, and 1 part tannic acid. This
mixture is then administered' as 1/2 ounce per 1/ 2-
glass of warm water.

NOTE: A homemade universal antidote can be pre-
pared by using 4- tablespoons of crumbled burned n

black toast 2 tablespoons of strong tea, and 2 table- .

spoons of milk of magnesia.

Atropine is the specific antidote for organophos-
phate pesticides such as the chemicals contained in
the Diazinon, Malathion, and Parathion groups and
the carbamate pesticides such as carbaryl and Prop-
oxur. Atropine can be administered intravenously
or orally.

An antidote that is frequently used in conjunction
with atropine to counteract organophate poisoning is
2-PAM. However, it must not be used for carbarnate
poisoning.

Vitamin K is the antidote to be used in counteract-
ing anticoagulant poisons such as warfarin. Diapha-
cin, and Pival. This antidote must be administered by
u physician.

SAL is a specific antidote to be used for arsenical
poisons. This antidote can be obtained from a phar-
macist but must be injected by a physician.

Now that you are aware of the requirements for
handling pesticides safely at all times and guidelines
have --been furnished in the ptevention of pesticidal
accidents, you should be capable of avoiding the un-
warranted. destruction of property, contamination of
the environment. and hUman poisoning.

In the event that_poisonine does occur to humans
by pesticides. you now have the basic knowledge for



keeping victims alive until professional mediae assist-
ance is obtained.

Exercises (252):
1. An antidote for pesticide poisoning.should never

be administered until the type of
responsible for the poisoning is known.

2. You must never administer anything orally to an
victim.

3. For what circumstances can vomiting be induced?

4. When-should vomiting not be induced?

5. Antidotes that are given in the home or on the
job are only measures and should
never be substituted for
treatment.

6. The degree of results in administering proper
antidotes is dependent upon the
in which they are given.

7. List two common household items that are iden-
tified in the text that can be used as neutralizert
for some pesticide poisonings.

8. The spec4lcantidote for organophosphate poison-
.

ing is _.'1.,-- , and this antidote can be used
as an antidote` if,;n carbamate poisoning. ,,,

.
1/9. -

in9. List the ingredients a the amount of each
gredient required in pr . aring the homemade
universal antidote.

I

I10. The pharmaceutical universal anti te' is given
orally to counteract what pesticidal c. pounds?

tl. What antidote can be used for organophosp
but not for carbamates?

- 12. Name the antidote that can be obtained from a
pharmacist but must be administered by a physi-
dan for arsenical poisoning.

100

13. Vitamin K is the antidote that must be adminis,
tered by a physician to counteract
poisoning.

14._ Based upon what you have read in previous dis-
cussions of pesticide characteristics, what is the
function of Vitamin K?

In
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APPENDIX A

1.Three or . patr4 of walking lags (Fig. 1 A & 3) 2

Five or more pairs of vaikins legs (Fig. 1 C o D) 33

2. Mr. pairs of calking legs (Fig. 2 A)

four pairs n: walking legs (Fig. 2 I1)

Fig. 2 A

). wino prasent. 6(41 developed (Fie. 3 A)

9inp absent or rudimentary (Fig. 3 R b C)

(

Z40.% /
A43.772"1"%atA "IF

Fig. 2 5

3

25

---muutliparts

4

Fig. 3 A

4ith pair of xeherandus sings' (Fig. 4 A).

4'01 tuck pairs of wing: (Fig- . 9 6 CI

-r

Fig. C

13

+AMR DTFTLRA

A-1
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5. Wings with scales (Fig. 5 A). FAMILY CULICIDAE MOSQUITO

Wings without cales (Fig. i D). OMURA OTHER THAN MOSQUITOES rta

7. IF 1

./'

/// r LA. 5 A

ar,. % .16
'0.

b. Mouthp.Irt, 44..pt..1 !or with elongate proboscis (Fig. 6 A)

Fig. 5 B

7

Houthparts AdoPtvii for chvwing. without elongate peobosdis (Fig. 6 8) 9

7. Wings den-Italy towered with scat*; proboseis coiled (Fig. 7 A)

"""

'..hrins not Covered with scales; proboscis not coiled (Fig. 7 0)

ORDER LEPIDOPTERA
MOTH OR BUTTERFLY

Fig. 7 8

a. Wing 141th-fringe of long hair (Fig. 8 A). ORDER TRYSANOFTERA /BROS

ling w!clout :ong hair (Pig. 8 II). ORDER KEMVIERA KISSING BUG

Fig, 4 A



11

9. loch Pair of wings membranous end similar in *eructate trig, q A) 10

Front pair of in shel.Lil'44. of leathery, tervii, as covers tut the gecond oair trig, B s), 11

44Pf

FLA. q A rig. 9

L'). 30:m 04.(,. wino .imilar in lige (rig. 10 A). ORDER IEODTERA. . TERMITE

W1014 .mall'r than front wing (r4. to 5). ORDER HYMENOPTERA,
BEE. HORNET, wAsp, vtuog JACKET, OR ANS

f/f7' 141,

/4,

F:4- It; A

Fig. 10 8

sL. Frolt w1n41 horny or leaehery without distinct veins (Fig. tl A)..... L:

Froze togs Leathery or paper.tiSe, with distinct veins (Fig. 11 8). ORDEROMTVOPTERA ..COCKROACH

Fig. Il A

..

,......Z...

Ar.to,c1 L.Ith aro-;m i cote:; -tnis snorter than abdomen (Fig. 12 A). OknEt DEAMAktERA EARWM.

?:do-Ln Wtn4b coveting abdomen (Fig. 12 R. ORDER L:LILEOL,rFRA BEETLE

"V.j.
q...M..11

A-3

2 r

F . ,2 A

CFA-082



13, Moughperta with awl (or;chmwing (F1g. 1) A)

Mouchpercm with a lung book or sty1mt for mucking up food (fig. 13 ,,, 16

21

1 ... inch thr.. tvilr.1nal tailo (rig. 14 A). ORDER THYSANURA smExrism AND FIRDRAT

Without Chive ion.; trninsi tails (Fig. 14 3) IS

Fig. 14, S

IS. Abdomen with prominent p..r of cerci (Fig. 15i). ORDER. DERMAPTERA EARWIG

abd.men wirhuut prominent pair of eurci (Fig. 15 5) 16

Fig. IS A Fig. 15 B

I. With narrow waist (rig. L6 A). ORDER HYMENOPTERA ANT

Without narrow waitt (Pig. 16 3) 17

Fi.. 16 A

A-4
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O. Anis/nos with fewer Chan 8 segments (rig. 17 A)

Antenna w&Ch sore than S mimics (rig. 17 6)

FiS. 11 A. Fig. 17 8

10

16. AbOomen with 0 or fewer segmenCe (rig. 11) A). ORDER COLLENSOLA. StAlOOTAIL

Abdomen with wore then 6 segments (Fig. 18 8). ORDER MALLOFNAOA. GREUINO LOUSE

Pig. 18 A Fig. 18 II

19. 14eSti4 with 4-5 seSsencs (Pig. S9 A) 20 ,

Tarsus with 1-3 segments(tig. 19 8). ORDER PSOCOFTERA BOOK LOUSE OR PSOC.0

20. Pronotom narrower.th.n head. never coverinic head (rig. 2u A). ORDER tOPTERA TERMITE

PrAn6tum hiroader rhJn head. often covering head (rig. 20 A). ORDER ORTHOPTERA COCKROACH -

fi$. 20 4

A-5

Fig. 20 B
CFA-08a



21, flattened laterally (Fig. 21 A). ORDER SIPRONATERA FLEA

flattened done-ventrally (Fig. 21 B).

Fig. 21 A

It
tarreiv'-''

141113:11110
Pig. 21

MIPS22. Foot terminating in protrnaiblc bladder (Fig. 72 A). ORDER.TE4SAN

foot notoarminating in protrusibLe bladder (Fig. 22 0 23

49".""$

Fig. 22 A

23. Beak jointed (fig. 23 A). ORDER EERIETERA BEDBUG

Beak not jointed (Fig.:23 I) 24

Fig. 23 B

24. Wouthpat4 retracted into head (fig. 24 A), ORDER ANOFLURA SUCK= LOUSE

Mout/warts not retracted into bead (Fig. 24 11). ORDER DIPTERA...

Fig. 24 A

--KED' OR LOUSE MT

A-6

108

X044

Fag. 24 b

CFA-085



25. Abdomen well-developed (Fig. 25 A). CLASS ARACHRIDA ib.

Abdomen peg-like (Fig. 25 8). CLASS PYCNOCONIDA . r SEASPLDER

26. Abdomen OZtinetlysegmented (Fig. 76 A)

Abdomen not distinctly segmented (Fig. t6 8).

27

..4 Fig.-26 8

27. Abdomen lengthened to form a tong tail'..(ng. 21 A) 28

. -

Abdomen not lengthened to forms Long tail trig. j27 6) tti

28. Toil with stinger (Fig. 28 A). ORDER SCORPION/DA

Toil without stinger (Fig. 28 8).

Fig. 27 S

. SCORPION

ORDER* PEI:Mit:UM* WO SCORPION

I
ri

rig. -:43 A Fig_ 28 B
It

(
CFA-086
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29. With large pincer-like claws (Fig. Z9 A). ORDER PSENDOSCORPIOWIDA PSEUDOSCORP/ON
4

Without large pincer like clown (fig. 29 1) 30

S.

Pig. 29,3

30. Logs not longer than body (Fig. 30 A). ORDER SOLPUGIDA..

Liks much longer than body (Fig. 30 1). ORDER PNALANRIDA
4

SUN SPIDER

DADDY LONG-LEG SPIDER

Fig. 30 A

31. Abdomen constricted to torn a oArrou waist (Fig. 31 A). ORDER AmblE/Da

AbdIften not constricted (Fig. 31 1)

SPIDER

32

Fig. 31

32. Bod:4 with long hair; !teller's organ absent (Fig. 32 A). ORDER ACARZOA MITE

Body without hair or short hair: Roller's organ present (Fig. )2 1). ORDER ACARINA TICK

ee.
4

F 'ON. //
Fig. 11 A

A-8

110 .
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3:. Five to 7 pairs of walking Legs (Fig. 33 A). CLASS CRUSTACEA 34

36More than 14 pairs of walking Legs (fig."33

34. Abdomen without appendages (Fig. 34 A). ORDER COPEPODAT-.. COPEPOD

'Abdomen wLrh appendifes (Fig. 34 B) .

ripwa
4.0,., -z.!0- --- .-- -=-Ndt C-4- ; 14*-410:-Alw_tz _

leilliwr". AM 1111111,...-
4111.111%-

4,.i": ;10=0'
.41

Mk..

Ili iiii.
OR :

,Fig. 34 A Fig. 34 II

34. Thorax cowerrd with a fused plate; eyes, when presenr, on movable scalha (Fig. 35 A41 RI
ORDER DECAPODA LOBSTER, CRAB, CRAYFTSti, STUMP, ETC.

1

Thorax not covered with a fused place; eyes, when present,
ORDER 1SOPCDA .

not on movable stalks (Fig. 35 C 6 D)...
SMUG, FILMIC

Fig. 35 D

!b. 0.e ;air of less per body ftgment (Fig. 36 A). CLASS CHILOPODA CENTIPEDE

Zwo pairs of legs per body eSment (Fig. 36 El). CLASS DIPLOPODA . MILLIPEDE

'4r "fr4""1.4,14tiffingliNttiVrir

Fig. 36

CFA-01111

A7-9
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Answers For Exercises

CHAPTER 1
,

Rd.:renew
200 - I. The arrangement of hying things into groups having

similar characteristics.
Systematic biology.
Standardized; universally.

The-binominal system means applying two names to an
organism.

201 - Z Pukx.
203 -- 3. Domestics.
201 -4. Seientifte.nanic.

200 - 2.
2CO - 3.

201 -I.

202 1.
202 - 2.
202 - 3.
202 - 4,
202 - 5.
202 - 6.

Kingdom.
Class.
Genus.
Phyla.
Phyla; Orders.
Structure.

203 1. a. AaimaL
b. Phylum.

203 - 2. a. Capable of motion.
b. An exoskeleton.

204 - 1.
204 - 2.
204 3.
204 - 4. .

204 - S.

False.
Arthropod&
trauma and Arac. nida
CnntaZelf
a. 2. -

c. 5.
d. 1.
5. 4.

205 - 1. Three.
205 - 2. Exoskeleton.
205 - 3. Respiration: abdomen.
205 - 4. Flies; small knobs; balancer.
205 - 5. Wing thorax.
205 - 6. a. I.

b. C.
C. I.
d.

205 - 7. Metamorphosis.
205 - 8. Incomplete (gradual) metamorphosis.
205 9. Complete metamorphosis.
205 - 10. 'Without metamorphosis.
205 1 1. Molt.

206- -i. b.
206 - 2. ra.

206 - 3. h.
206 - 4_ a.
206 -. 5. k_

206. 6. e.

206 - 7. o.
206 - 8. j.
206 - 9. L

206 - W. C.
206 - II. at.
206 - 12. i
206 - 13. L
206 - 14. d.
206 - IS. g.

207 - 1.
207 - 2- a.
207 3. . b.

208 - 1. e.
208 2. c.
208 - 3: b.
208 - 4. a.
208 - 3. d.
208 - 6. a. Oviparous.

b. Parthenogenesis.
e. Chitin.
d. Intersegmental membranes.
e. Skeletal system.
1. "Open.**

209 - I.
"209 - 2.

209 - 4.
209 - 5.
209 - 6.
209 - 7.
209 -8.
209 - 9.

Smell,
Touch; hearing.
False.
False.
Smell.
Depositing the eggs.
Compound.

Stimuli
a.

CHAFFER 2

210 I. a. Original/basic survey.
b. Routine survey.
e. Operational survey.

210 - 2, a. To provide the basis for determining whether or not
management programs should be implemeked.

b. To provide the basis for determining the 'type of
management program to be implemented.

c. To monitor conditions that maypossibly enhance pest
problems.

d. To evaluate pest management programs.
2l0 - 3. Probing.
210 - 4. Skimming.
210 - 5. Trapping.
210 - 6. Dipping, biting (and) landing count.

211 - L (a) Surveillance and (b) identification.
211 - 2, Live collections must be conducted when specimens arc

to be used for research.

113
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211 - 3. a. (1) Trapping.
(a) Light traps.
(b) Cage traps

(2) Biting and resting.
(a) Aspirators.

b. (1) Cloth drags.
(a) Flannel cloth drag.

(2) Picking.
(a) Tweezers.

e. (1) Trapping.
(a) Cap traps.

d. (I) Dipping.
(a) Dipper.

(2) Skimming.
---(a)-Dipper.

e. (1) Combing.
(a) Comb.

(2) Brushing.
(a) Brush.

(3) Swirling.
(a) Swiding jar.

(4) Picking.
(a) Tweezers.

212 . 1.
212 2.
212 -3.
212 - 4.

213 = 1.
213 - 2.
213 - 3.
213 - 4.
213 - 5.

213 - a.

'214: I.

214 -2.
214 - 3.
214- 4.

214 - 5.
214 -6.
214 - 7.
214 - ft.

214 9.

215 - I.
215 - 2.
215 - 3_

215 4.

216 - 1:
216 - 2.
216 - 3.
216 - 4.

217 - 1.
217 -2.
217 - 3.
217 -4.

Pictorial; dichotomous.
Dichotomous.
Pictorial.
a. 1) Dictyoptera.

(2) Cockroach.
(3) 1.2, 3, 4. 6. 9 (and) 11.

b. (I) Acarina.
(2) Tick.
(3) 1. 2.25, 26, 31 (and) 32.

Adjust the width of the eyepiece adapter.
To adjust the =wilt-nation.
Propedy illuminate the specimen..
Right eye.
Clean with asotton swab that has been moistened with a
soap detergent solution and dry with a cotton swab.
False

Allow interested perstnu to become familiar with pests
common to the area.
Dry preservation.
2 percent caustic potash; synthetic detergent.
Cut off the abdomen at the base, lay it on a flat surface.
and squeeze the fluid out by rolling a small round object
from abdomen tip toward the cut off portion.
Gainers-hair brush.
Ethyl acetate. bauene, and ether.
Direct. staging, carding, and pointing.
Scientific name of specimen, the scientist who described
the specimen. and the date originally described. .

Paradiehlorobenzerin naphthalene.

Soft-bodied.
Ethyl alvi=ed. Pampers fluid (and) chloral hydrate.
Spirit specimens should be stored in a-cool
dark area and away from all sources of heat.
Smearing.

Remove air bubbles.
4: 5.
Back and forth motion.
a. Determine the number of liqual ounces required to fill

the container.
b. Convert the ounces into cubic centimeters.
c. Divide the total cubic centimeters by 3_

10 percent caustic potash: 12 hours.
Lig(iteis
Acetic acid.
Acid fuchsin.

4

217 - 5.
217 - 6.
217 - 7.

I

Water.
Dehydrate.
Caustic potash.

218 -1. 11) b.
(2) a
(3) d.
(4) e.

218 - 2. Medical service:
3.---Major command.

219 -1. After-the-fact! situation or predicting pest problems
based upon piious records.

219 - 2. County Health Office. . -

.219 - 3. County Extension Office and the County Health Office.
219 - a Average rainfall annually, average tenqxratures. averAge

wind speed; and average wind direction.
Pest Control Historical Report.
Pat Sumniary Report.
Original/basic survey.

19?

219 =.
219 - 6.
219 -7.

220 b, d.
/220 -2. b. d,

220 -3_ c, f.
220 - 4. f.
220 - 5. a.
229 - 6. a. c.

. .

221- 1, a
221 - 2.- e.
221 - 3.. h.
221 - ;4.
221 -
221 - 6. g.
221 - 7. b.
221 - 9. d.
MI - 9. a.
'221 -10, I.

- II.. k.

222 - 1. IlaturaL
222 - 2. Applied - preventive.

-222 - 3. Applied - corrective - preventive.-
222 - 4. Applied - corrective.
222 Applied - Preventive.

223 - I. Legal;
223 - 2. Chemical.
223 - 3. Sanitation.
223 - 4. a. I

b. 6.
e. 5.
d. 1.
e. 2.
f. 4. o
8- 3-
h. 3.
i. 1.

j. 5.
k. 4.
1. 4.

224 - 1. Misting.
224 - 2. Dusting.
224 - 3. Fumigation.
224 - 4. Aerosoling.
224 - 5. Fumigation.
224 - 6. Oranulatioo.`
224 - 7. Baiting.

225 - I. in
225 - 2. a.
225 3. a.

- 4. b.

1 14 .
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225 - 5. b.
715 - 6. a.
225 - 7. b.
225 - 8. a.
225 - 9. a.
225 - 10. a.
225 - IL a.
225 - 12. a.
225 - 13. a.

- 14. a.
225 - 15. b.

225 - I.
226 - 2. C.

226.3. L
"6 -4. d.
226 S. a.
226 - 6. b.

Z27 t, a.
b.

-C.
d.

227 - 2, a.

- 2. b.

c.
d-

Pesticide resistance.
Effects and effectiveness of pesticides. -
Effects and effectiveness of techniques.
Effects and effectiveness of equipment.
Insure that pesticides are prepared and applied
accurately; collect and ship live specimens.
Use- Monitor. and annotate the effects and effective-.
Same as b.
Same as b and e.

228 - I. All fersonncl engaged in direct field supervision of pest
management operations or those who operate inde-
pendently of direct supervision.

228 - 2. Two years:
228 -"I. To identify individuals who have proved that they are

competent in handling pesticides in accordance with
Federal laws and to insure that they are aware of. and
knowledgeable of. current policies relating to all phases
of pest management.

228 - 4. Civil engineering. -
228- 5. Request certification through proper channels to the

designated certifying official_
228 - 6. a. Category of certification requested.

b. Name of individual.
c. Military rank or civilian grade.
d. Social security number_
e. Training accomplishments within the career field.
f. Length of time performed the miser field letperience).

- 1. Require repetitive treatment
229 - 2. Resistant.
229 3. Each time pesticides arc applied.
229 4. a. Provides a complete record of treatment_

b. Identifies the individual who performed thew:amens.
C. Serves as proof of treatment.
d. Eliminates the need of producing and reproducing

local forms of lop.
229 - 5. At any time after 15 November 1979.

_230 1. Facilities that are constructed completely or panty of
wood_

230 2. They must be inspected annually;. however, they should
he inspected semiannually.

230 - 3. To record inspections, provide information pertaining
to the building conditions, and so record actions taken.

230 - 4. After the building has been disposed of or if the instal-
lation is inactivated and dropped from real property
accounts.

230 5. Date Inspected - 14 January 1977..
Building Number - 302.
installation - Mitchell AFB.
Type Building "Permanent" block should show an -x."
Inspector Self Alone.

Block 1, Other (Specify) - "Deteriorated attic vent
screens."

Block IL Other (Specify) - 'Termites in rafters."
131oek 'III - An "X should appear in block beside
. "Niansubterraztean."

Block V - An "X' should appear in !ski& beside
"Superficial'

Block VI - Other (Specify) - -Replace screens over aide
vents: inject raises with peninchlorophenol."

Mock VII - The Yes block should have an "X" in the
Wood Injection for Dry-wood Termite space. To the
right of that in Chemical Used space the word"pental
chlorophenor.should appear_

Black VIII - Labor - S227.00
Material - 573,00

'Other- 530.00
' Total - 5330.00

Block IX- Vase"- 17 January 1977.
Title of individual - Section Supervisor.
Signature Name of Self Alone signed.

231 I. Daily; AFR
231 -2 To creme a Pest Fife_
231 - 3. Daily pest management activities.
231 - 4 AFR 91-214 AFM 300-4 (and) AFM 84-200.
231 - 5. AFM 300-4.
231 - 6. Data element code AVD.10 should betide/edit; columns

I through 5 on lines i and 7.
Data element code MAT should be entered in columns
6 through 9 on line 1 only.
A -1" should be entered in column 17 on line 1 for Area
Treated.
An "A" and a should be entered in columns 18 and
19. respectively, On line 1 for Unir of Measure.
A -r shpuld he entered in column 20 on lines 1 and 7 for
Building Terrain.
Data element code SNOP20 should be entered in
columns 21 through 26 on line f only.
The abbreviation EMUL should be entered in columns
27 through 30 on line I for Pesticide Form.

should be enteted in column 36 on Fine 1 for
Pesticide Quantity.
An "L" and a "Er should be entered in columns 37 a nd 38.
respectively, on "iine-1 for Vnit of .Measure. -
An "5" should lie entered in column 39 on line 1 for
Supply Source.
A and a -z- should be entered in columns 44 and 45.
respectively, on line 1 for Man-Houni Labor.
A*3- should be entered in column 51 on line 7 for Man-
Hours Survey_
A "1" and a -0" should' be entered in columns 78 and 79.
respectively, on lines I and 7 for Month.
A-l" should be entered in column 80 on line Land a -r
should be entered in column 80 on line 7 for Card Code-

232 - L .

232.2.
232 - 3.
232 - 4.

233 - 1.
233 - 2.

233 - 3.

5

CHAPTER 3

a. To provide laws pertaining to the certification of the
usefulness of chemicals employed in agriculture.

b_ To provide specified requiremene for safety preen,-
dons in handling and applying agricultural chemicals.

C. To provide specified requirements for registering
- agricultural chemicals every 5 years.

Keep Out of Reach of Children.
Congress.
Nematodes. plant growth regulaiots, desiccants (and)
defoliants.

Amendment: F1FRA. -

To extend Federal registration and regulation to all
pesticides.
You should have placed an X beside c, d. and f.



o

234 1'. 1.

234 2-
234 - 3.

235 - I. US Department of Labor. -

235. 2. To insure that all employees have safe and healthy work-
- ing conditions.

235 - 3. a. Develop and publish occupational safety standards.
b. Inspect work areas to insure that standards am met.
c. Issue citations for noncompliance with its regulations.
d. Maintain education. training. and information pro-

grams to promote safe practices.

It was created because of continuing pressure to limit the
use of pesticides. It c ombines all activities of the Federal
Government concerned with pesticides and their effect
on the environment into -a. single agency.
You should have placed an.X beside a, c. and d.
Department of Agriculture. Department of Interior, and
Department of Health. Education, and Welfare.

236 1. US Department of Health. Education, and Wdfart.
236 2. Formulate improved occupational and health standards.
236- 3. Testing and approving many items of personal safety

protective equipment.

2371- I. As long as the State and local requirements are more
stringent.

2371- 2. The- more stringent requirements, whether they be
Federal. State. Or local requirements.

2371- 3. To establish minimum Federal requirements forenviron-
mental protection.

238 - It The pesticide label sera= the same purpose as an Air
Force regulation.

238 - 2 The safe storage, mixing, uses, and application of that
specific pesticide.

238 - 3. Highly toxic pesticides.
2.38 - 4 a. 6

b.3
c. I1
d. 8
e
f. 12
3. 5
h. 9
i. 2
j. 10
k. 4
L 7

;239 - I. ; It should be located in an area separate from other
activities,

239 - Paved.or lined with impervious material.
239 - 71h feet.
239 4. You should have placed an X beside to. d, f, i, j, Land m.
239 5. EPA and OSHA Standards. NEC Articles. and Air

Force publications.
239 - 6. Pesticides should be separated into like substances and I

stored in separate areas because they may possibly react
with each other. which could present potential explosion'
and tire hazards.

239 - 7. Exhausr ventilation system with hood,
239 - 8. Six.
239 - 9. Pesticide mixing area.

240 - I.
240 - 2.

240 - 3
240 4.
240 - 5
240 -6.

241 - I.
241 -
241 - 3.
241 -4.

On the outer surface of each door.
They must be segregated and stored separately aecardirtg
to the Method of disposal.
Prior.
Sound. _

Easy: easy.
Appropriate tire extinguishers.

Ventilated; lighted.
Fast aid..
Amount.
Eye; face.

241 - 5. Contaminated: toxic.

242 - 1. Locked.
242 - 2 Children; people.
242 - 3. Repair:
242 - 4. Entomology.
242 - 5.- Label.
242 - 6. Storage; locked.

243 1. Spills.
243 - 2. Calibrated.
243 3. Drifts.
243 - 4. Vehicular: pedestrian.
243 - 5. Plan ahead: action.
243 - 6. No smoking, eating, or drinking while handling

pesticides-
243 7. 'Daily Bulletin and/or base newspaper,
243 - 8. Be escorted by an escort vehicle.
243 - 9. Pesticides that are to be used, signs and symptoms that

are characteristic of the pesticide, and the precautions
that can to taken.

244 - I. LandfilL4standards.-
244 - 2. Excess. . 4
244 - 3. 19-3. -
244 - 4. Rinsed: three
244 - 5. Stored.

245 - I. Tool. - /-
245 - I When the pesticide is very toxic or when the quantityis

sigoinealit.°
245 - 3:- To provide additional security measures, the capability

of detecting deterioration of containers, and an addi-
tional means of insistency that pesticides are properly
stored.

245 - 4, No. They do not know how to apply pesticides nor the
proper way to store them.

245 - 5.1 At least once a month, but more often ir desired.
245 - You must record all pesticides that have tieen received

/ and withdrawn from the time of the last inventory until
the present inventory.

V

246 - 1.
246 -2
246 - 3_
246 - 4.
246 - 5.
246 - 6.
246 - '7.

You.
You-would be guilty Of disobeying a direct order.
AFR 127-101.
Major command.
Base Civil Engineer.
Substitute; supplement.
91-21; Director of Base Medical Services.

247 1. They are not to be worn to dining facilities, snack bars.
and base exchange facilities except while performing
actual entomology duties.

"247 2. Washing machines and dryers.
247 - 3. You will wear a rainsuit.
247 - 4. Rainsuit.
247 - 5. Apron.
247 - 6. Pubic
247 7. With the tops beneath the legs of the coveralls or

rainsuir_
247 - 8. During all phases of pesticide handling.
247 - 9. Liquid.
247 - 10. Goggles or facesilields.
247 - IL Earplugs.
247 - 12, !COSH; -MESA.
247 - 13. Odors; breathe,
.247 - 14. Soap; water.
247 - 15. Vegetable: drying: cracking.

248 - 1. Anticoagulants.
248 - 2. Pyrethrum.
248 - 3. Organophosphatcs; earbarnates_
248 - 4. Methyl bromide.

16 211
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249 - I. , Pyrethrum.
249 - 2. t Hydrogen phosphide.
249.3.. Carbamate.
249 - 4. A sign of pesticide poisioning can be noticed by someone

else. whereas a symptom of pesticide poisioning can only
be noticed by you.

249 - 5. Sweating, salivation, vomiting, diarrhea.
-249 - 6. Corrected more easily.
249 - 7. Petroleums; fumigants.
249 - 8. Anticoagulant.

250 1.

250 -2.
250 - 3.
250 -4.
250 - 5.
250 -a
250 - 7.

e.
c.
a.
b.
d.
Ignorance; negligence.
Store all pesticides its a secure area; observe the no smok-
ing, eating, or drinking rule.

251 - I- a. Don air-supplied respirator and remove victim to
fresh air.

b, Loosen tight clothing.
c. Treat the victim for shock.
d., Determine type of pesticide Involved. if possible.
e" Obtain medical assistance as rapidly as posisible.

251 - 2. a. Don gloves and remove theliietim fromcontaminated
arta.

b. Decontaminate the victim by drenching the entire
body.

e. Treat the victim for'shock.
d. Call for medical, assistance and provide all informa-

tion possible ay the time.
e_ Try to determine the type of pesticide responsible for

the poisoning and remain by the victim_.
251 7 3. a. Adminiscei back pressure armlift artificial respira-

tion.
b. Obtain medical assistance as rapidly as possible.

/.
e. Treat the victim for shock and monitor the vied:via

conditiottit all times.
251 - 4. Remove the pesticide as quickly as possible.
251 - 5. /lecause.the severity is not actually known and to alert 1)

medical staff for possible side effects.
251 - 6. Theitatement of practical treatment found on the pesti-

cide label.
251 7.,To plan ahead by anticipating possibilities of pesticide

poisoning and establishingattion ro be taken in the event
/ of pesticide poiscining.

25t -= 8: (a) To keep the Victim alive,
(b) Obtain medical assistance,

251 - 9. Professional medical assistance.
251 - 10. On your own common knowledge of first aid and the

circumstances involved at the time.
251 - I I. Circumstances,
251 - 12. Back pressure - artnlift.

252 - I. Pesticide.
252 - 2. Unconscious.
252 - 3. If it has been determined that the victim has swallowed a

n oneorrossive substance and the victim is conscious and
not convulsive.

252 - 4, If the victim has swallowed petroleum products or if the
victim is unconscious or convulsive.

252 - 5. Temporary; professional medical.
252 - 6. Speed.
252 - 7. Milk and milk of magnesia.
252 - 8. Atropine.
252 - 9. Four tablespoons of erumblc5 black toast. 2 tablespoons

of strong tea solution, and 2 tablespoons of milk of
magnesia.

252 - 10. Organochlo rims. phenoxys. hydrogen cyanide. penta-
ehlorophenol, nicotine sulfate (and) sodium fluor*.

252 - I!.
252 -
252 - 13.
252- 14.

1 -I

acetate.
2-PAM
BAL.
Anticoagulant.
To dot. the blood in humans.
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T 0 P 1. WATCH ANSWER SHEET.TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY. -

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
/20

CrVOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE
56650 02 21

INTRODUCTION TO PEST MANAGEMENT

Carefully,read the following:
DO's:
17 -Check the- "course," 'volume," and "form" numbers from the

answer sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet
identification number" in the righthand column of the
shipping list. If numbers' do not match,-take action to
return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI
immediately with a note of explanation.

2. NOte that item, numbers on answer sheet are sequential in
each column.

3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking, answer
sheet.

4. Write the correct answer in themargin at the left of the
(When you review for the course examination, you

can cover our answers .with a strip of paper and then
check your review answers against your original choices.
After you. are sure of your answers, transfer them to the
answer sheet. If youpaul, to change an answer on the
answer sheet, be sure-that the erasure is complete. Use a
clean eraser. But try to avoid any,erasure. on on the
answer sheet if at all possibli.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
' 6. Keep Nblume; Review Exercise booklet for -review and

reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, 'process questions 'or

comments throw*: your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If
voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments
to scr on ECI Form 17.

DON'Ts:
I7--BEn't use answer sheets other than one furnished

specifically for each review exercise. -

.2_ Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking
blocks. Double marks or excessive markings which overflow
marking blocks will egister as errors.

3. Don't fold, spinals; staple, tape, or mutilate the answer
sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead
pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES. ARE USED ON THE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item
number on the VRE is the Learnin objective Number
where the answer to that item can be located. Th-E7-1

answering- the items on the VRE, refer to the Learning
objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE results
will be sent to you on a posTFOCTWhich will list the
actual VRE items yamissed. Go to the VRE booklet and-
locate the Learning, Objective, Numbers for the /items
missed. -Oo to the text and carefully review the, areas
covered by these references. Review the entire VIM
again before you take the closed-book /Course
Examination.

56650-02-21



MULTIPLE CHOICE
??/

1. (200) Systematic biology. classifies living things into

a. groups having similar characteristics.
b. animal or vegetable groups.
c. land orwater groups.
d. airborne or land groups.

2. (201) What is meant by the binomial system of nomenclature?

'a. Using two classification systems.
b. Classifying plants and animals separately.
c. Applying two names to an organism.
d. Classifying plants and animals by a name and a number.

'3. (202) what are the major divisions of the animal kingdom?

a. Phyla. c. Genera.
b. Classes. d. Species.

e

4. (202) Which of the following terms represents the greatest
degree of nomenclature breakdown in the animal kingdom?

a. Phyla. c. Order.
b. Class. d. gamily.

5. (203) Man and insects are classified in the same

a: phylum. c. class.
b. kingdom.-. d. genus.

6. (203) what is meant by exoskeleton?

a. No skeleton.
b. Skeleton on the -inside.--
c. Skeleton on the outside.
d. No bones in the skeleton.

7. (204) What'class includes scorpions?

a. Diplopoda. a. Insecta.
b. Chilopoda. d. Arachnida.

8. (204) which of the following classes are of main concern
to us?

a. Insecta and Arachnida. c. Arachnida and Chilopoda.
b. Insecta andziplopodal d. ,Arachnida and Diplopoda.

9. (205) The purpose of intersegtental membranes in insects
is to

a. protect internal' organs.
b. allow movement between body parts.
c. provide a point for attachment of legs.
d. allow the insect to grow.

2'
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10. (205) The three main body regions of an ,moot are
the

a. prothorax, mesothorax, and metathorax.
b., head, thorax, and abdomen.
c. proboscis, thorax, and legs.
d. exoskeleton, head, and thorax.

11. (026) Sucking lice belong to which of the following
orders?

a. Coleoptera. c. Diptera.
b.1 Dermaptera.

1
d. Anoplura.

12. (206). The order of insects that is most beneficial
to man is

a. Homoptera. c. Hymenoptera.
b. Isoptera. d. Mallophagt.

13. (2C7} Spiders are considered beneficial to man because

a. they are generally harmless and destroy other pests.
b. their web is very useful.
c. they are harmless and aid in food production.
d. their bite builds immunity to other poisons.

14. (207) To which class do spiders and scorpions belong?

a. DiPlopoda. c. Insecta.
b. Arachnida. d. Chilopoda:

15. (208) What prevents the loss of water through the' respiratory
system in insects?

_ -

, a. Gills in the tracheal-trunks.
b. "Lungs in the abdomen.
c. The presence of humidity in the air.
d. Valves in the spiracles.

16. (208) The reproductive system of egg laying insects
is termed

a. larviparous. c. parthenogenesis.
b. oviparous. d. vas deferens.

17. (209) Which organs provide the sense of touch in'insects?

a. Cuticle and antennae. c. Hairs and antennae.
b. Cuticle and feet. d. Hairs and feet.

18. (209) Insect behavior is influenced by all of the following
stimuli except

a. ligtit-
b. heat.

3

c. gravity.
d. memory.
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19. (210) Why is it necessary to conduct pest survey; when
management programs are already in operation?

a. TO evaluate the effectiveness of the program.
b. To determine the type of program to be implemented.
c. To make use of available manpower and equipment.

1/4)

d. To determine if the program should be discontinued.

20. (210) A probing survey is used to determine the

a. presence of pests in hard to reach areas.
b. damage from past treatments for pests.
c. presence of potential pest breeding places.
d. damage from'termites, fungi, and wood borers.

21. (211) A primary reason for collecting pests is to

41 a. eradicate them. -

b. identify new species.
c. kill them for testing.
d. detect and identify disease carriers.

22. (211) What pests are usually collected with a cloth
drag?

a. Ticks. c. Mosquitoes.
b. Mites. d. Cockroaches.

23. (211) What prevents ectoparasites from being lost when
they are brushed from an anesthetized animal? ,

a. They are anesthetized also.
b. They cannot crawl up the sides of the collection.

pan.
c. They are stunned by the brushing.
d. They are killed by the brushing.

24. (212) What process is used when using keys to identify
pests?

a. Ordering. c. Structuring.
b. Elimination. d. Reduction.

25. (212) What do you need in addition to-your identification
key in order to identify a pest specimen?

a. A dichotomus and a couplet.
b.. A good specimen in alcohol and a magnifying glass.
c. A microscope and a specimen in good condition.
d. A disected specimen and wall chart.

26. (213) If you wear glasses, what should you do when
using a microscope?

a. Take your glasses off while viewing.
b.- Take your glasses off while adjusting microscope.
c_ Make adjustments with glasses on; do your viewing

with glasses off.
d. Do all adjusting and viewing with your glasses on.

56650-02-21
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27. (213) How IS the proper wicth of a microscope eyepiece
determined?

a.. View with one eye at a time until the field is visible
without moving your head.

b. Measure between the centers of your eyes; adjust
the same distance to the center of the eyepieces.

c. Move the eyepieces while viewing; adjust until you
see two distinct images. .

d. Move the eyepieces while viewing; adjust until you
see a single image.

28. (214) How should you clean specimens that are
fragile or dry and rigid?

a. With a small camel hair brush.
b. By immersing in a synthetic detergent and water

solution.
c. By immersing in 'alcohol or formaldehyde.
d. With a moistened cotton swab.

29. (214) Which method of pinning is best to use for mounting
small dry-preserved specimens?

a. Carding. c. Pointing:
b. Staging. d. Direct pinning.

30. (215) What type of specimens are,best preserved in
spirits?

a. Soft bodied specimens. c. Very large specimens.
b. Very small specimens. d. Hard Crusty specimens.

31. (215) How should spirit preserved specimens be stored?

a. In a ventilated jar or other Container.
b. In a well lighted warm area.
c. 1n-a cool, dark area, away from all sources Of heat.
d. Anywhere as long as they are in an airtight container.

32. (216) How should a mold be prepared before filling
with plastic resin?

a. Coat the interior of the mold with uncatalyzed resin.
b. Apply a mold release Compound to the interior of

the mold.
c. Wash the mold and dry in a light bulb oven.
d. wash the mold in synthetic detergent and leave wet.

33. (216) What precaution should be taken when stirring
a resin and Catalyst mixture?

a. Do not create any bubbles in the mixture.
b. Use a plastic stirring rod.
c. Allow bubbles to float to the top and skim them

off.
d. Stir until the mixture begins to thicken.

5
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34. (217) Whattype of specimens are best suited for slide
preservation?

161Cp
a. Any specimen which can be made transparent. %)

b. Very small, soft specimens.
c. Specimens no larger than the slide.
d. Parts of large specimens.
I,

35. (217) How are specimens cleared of internal body.tissues
prior to slide mounting?

a. By soaking in alcohol and squeezing the abdomen.
b. .By 'fraying body fluids bout with a hypodermic needle.
c. By cold soaking in caustic potash solution for 12

hours.
d. By placing in a vacuum chamber foir' 12:= hours:

36. (218) On a military installation, who is responsible
for initiating and supervising the planning and:execution
of all insect, rodent, and other pest control activities?

a. Installation commander.
b. Base civil engineer.

c. Industrial engineer.
d. Base medical service.

37. (218) Who is responsible for advice on the control
measures and chemicals to be used in an on-base pest
management program?

a. Base medical services.
b. The base civil engineer..
c. The environmental protection agency.
d. The pollution control authority.

38. (219) Which of the following methods of pest control
is often used, although it is not the most desirable-
method?

a. Local data,and records.
b. County health office information.
c. After the fact.
d. National Weather Service information.

39. (220) What is the first step in selecting pest management
procedures?'

a. Determine ehe equipment and material available.
b. Identify the pests.
c. Determine the personnel available.
d. Identify pest locations.

40. (220) All phases of pest management planning should
be based on

a. economy and safety.
b. effectivenessand economy.
c. safety and effectiveness:
d. responsibility and authority.

56650-02-21
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41. (2215 Which of the following sections can be of help
0 to you in the repair of two cylinder engines?

a. Power Production. c. Pavements and Grounds.
b. Equipment Section. d. Environmental Support.

42. (222) Which of the following types of controls are
instvumental in controlling pests?

a. Dry weather and natural predators.
b. Natural and applied.
c. Pesticides and natural predators.
d. Natural and artificial.

.43. (222) Which type of control is best lor pest management?

a., Natural.
b. Corrective.

c. Artificial.
d. Preventive.

44. (223) Which control method is considered a biological
Control?

a. Maintaining proper drainage.
b. Chemical destruction of arthropod pests.
9. Good sanitation practices.
d. Protection of insectivorous arthropods.'

45. (223) Which of the following control. methods is considered
a mechanical control?

a. Pviper erection and preparation of facilities and
grounds.

b. Traps and barriers.
c. Control of 'harmful arthropods.
d. Frequent disposal of refuse.--

46.''(224) The fumigant that is the most beneficial for
in-transit fumigation of stored-food pests is

a_ hydrogen phosphide. c. napthalene.
b. paradichlorobenzine. d. methyl bromide.

47. (224) Which of the following factors is an advantage
of mist application overaerosol,application?

a. Better penetration of dense vegetation.
b. Better residual effect.
c. Readily adaptable to ULV applications.
d. Less hazardous.

48. (224) Dusting as a means of pesticide application is
the preferred treatment

a. to control aquatic pests.
b. in the sub-slab injection for termites.
c. around electrical equipment.
d. for sewage trickling filters.

21;)
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49. (224) Baiting is generally used to control

a. mosquitoes. c. flies.
'b. rodents. d. cockroaches.

SO. .(225) What type of pesticides are usually used for
space treatment?

a. Dusts and granules.
b. Granules and solutions.

c. Emulsions and dusts.
d. Solutions and emulsions.

51. (225) How are space treatments normally dispersed?

a. By misting or spraying;
b. As fog type aerosols.
c. By dusting.. '

d. with granular dispersal equipment.:

52. (226) How does foilage treatment affect plants?

a. Cuts off oxygen,Supply to the plant.
b. Stimulates desirable plants which Smother undesirable

plants.
c. Burns tissues or causes excessive hormone growth.
d. Decreases nitrogen food supply.

53. (226) Which type of soil treatment stops the growth
of vegetation by preventing seed germination?

a. Selective. C. Preemergence.
b. Nonselective- d. Postemergence.

54. (227) An increasing problem for pest managers is the

effectiveness of new products.
resistance of pests to pesticides.
lack of guidelines for new pesticides.
initial research that is required before new 'pesticides
can be marketed.

55. (228) Bow often do pest management personnel who hold
a certificate of competency have to be. recertified?

a. Semiannually. c. Biannually.
b. Annually. d. Every three years.

the Al' Pcirm-483?

a.
b_
c.
d.

56. (228) what publications cover

a. APR 91-16 and AFM 91-21.
b. AFR 91-12 and AFM 91-61.
c. APR 91-21 and AFM 91-16.
b. AFR 19-21 and ,AFM 19-16.

8
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57. (229) what is AP Form 2467?

a. A pest control historical record maintained at each
facility.

b. A pest control' historical record'maintained in the
..CE organization.
A request for pest control services. -

d.- A certification of discontinued need for pest control
services.

58. (229) How long are the Al Forms,2467 kept on file?

a. 2 years. c. 4 years.
b. 3 years. 5 years.

59. (230) What type of facilities require a DD Form 1070,
Termite and Wood Decay Inspection?

a. All wood facilities.
b. All wood or partial wood facilities.
c. All wood facilities which had no preventive measures

taken aUring-construction.
d. All wood or partial wood facilities which had no

preventive measures taken during contraction.

60. (230) On base facilities requiring wood pest inspections
should be inspected.at least

a. semiannually; preferably monthly:
b. quarterly; perferably monthly.
c_ annually; preferably semiannually.
d. biannually; preferably annually.

61. (231) Row often is the AF Form 290, Transcript for
Pest Report, prepared?

a. Daily. c. Monthly.
b. Weekly. d. Quarterly.

-

62. (231) In completing the AF Form 290, the first coded
data element entered on the form is the

a. pest name. c. pest survey.
b. pest control operation. d. 'herbicide.

63. (231) On AF Form 290, what type of pest would be indicated
_by the data code DVMS1? °

a. Cockroaches. c. Snails and slugs.
b. Adult houseflies. d. Adult mosquitoes,

64. (232) What important amendment was made to the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.in 1963?

a. Prohibition for agricultural use.
b. Prohibition for commercial sale.
c. Labels stating the contents are harmless.
d. Labels stating "seep out of reach of children."

56650-02-21
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65. (232) Agricultural chemicals should be registered every

a. 2 years. -ie.:- 4 years.
b. 3years. d. 5 years.

A6. (233) How are you, as an' entomology specialist, effected
by the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act?

a. Prohibited the use of restricted pesticides.
b. By the certification requirement.
c. FEPICK does not apply to government personnel.
d. No penalties can be applied to Air Force personnel.

67. (234) What agency bas prime responsibility for' regulation,
research, and education in the field of environmental
pollutants?

a. IRS. c. .EPA.
b. CIA. d. SAO.

68. (235) Which of the following agencies would you contact
for help in- establishing safe working conditions and
procedures?

a. PIFRA. c.* FEPCA.
b. OSHA. d EPA.

69. (236) what agency is responsible for developing new
or improved occupational safety and health standards?

a. Office of Occupational Safety and Health'Administratia.'
b. U.S. Bureau*of Mines.
c. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

Bureau of Labor Statistics.

07

70. (237) Which of the following statutes andibr.regulations
Overn your activities as an entomology specialist?

a. Federal.
b. Federal and State.
c. Federal and local.
d. Federal, 'State, and local.

71. (238) When-a conflict is found between'a publication
or directive and information' on a pesticide label, what
should you do?

a. Follow the label;
b. Follow the regulation.
c. Get a clarification from EPA.
d. Get a clarification from OSHA.

56650 -02 -21
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72. (238) Wat is the purpose of the reentry statement,
on the pesticide label? . .

a. Tells when re-registration is regdired.
b. Indicates length of time before pest will reenter

the area.
c. Indicates approximate time of presticide effectiveness.

. d. Tells how much time is required before a person
without protective clothes can enter an area.

73. (238) Which part of a pesticide label is considered
one of the most important?

a. Signal Word.
b.. Registration and Establishment Number-.
c. Misuse Statement.
d. Storage and Disposal Instruction.'

74. (239) Which statement beit describes the selection
of an entomology facility?-

a.- Space adjacent to other shops with safe storage.
_b. Separate from other shops with adequate safe storage.
c. Joint use of existing facilities with other associated

specialties.
d. Storage facilities should be in a separat- building

from shop.

75. (239) For adequate ventilation in a pesticide storage
area, a complete change of air is needed at least how
many times per hour?

a. Two. P. Six.
b. Four. 4. Eight.

76. (240) 'What should be done before entering a pesticide
storage area?

a. Turn on exhaust ventilation fan.
b. Put on protective clothing.
c. Notify the fire department.
d. Notify the medical service.

77. (240) WOat is the purpose of having absorptive clay,
hydrated lime, or .detergents, available in a pesticide
storage area?

a. To absorb pesticide vapors.
b. To dlean up pesticide Spills-.
o. To neutralize pesticide on the skin.
d. To neutralize different vapors to prevent explosions.
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78. (241) What action should be taken first when mixing
pesticides?

a. Put'on protective-,clothing.
b. Locate a well ventilated area.
c. Read and follow label directions.
d. /Wow the first aid measures for the pesticide you

are using-.

79. (241) which statement best describes why the mixing
phase of pesticide handling is so important?

a. You must work alone.
b. Pesticides are unpredictable.
c. Unmixed presticides are flammable. ,

d. You are working with the most toxic. form of the
pesticide..

A242) In vehicles,: how are entomology personnel protected
from exposure to pesticide vapors and splashes?

a. Personnel wear protective clothing' and equipment.
b. Pesticides are hauled in trailers.
c. All pesticides and equipment are sealed before transporting.
d. The passenger compartment is separate, from the storage

:compartment..

81. (242) why is a container of water carried on entomology
vehicles?

a. Emergency fire protection.
b. Mixing pesticides.
c. Decontamination of skin and eyes in the event of

a spill.
d. Drinking.

82. (243) Which phase of pesticide handling presents the.
greatest threat for contaminating yourself, the environment,
and others?

a. Mixing. c. Transporting.
b. Application. . d. Clean-up. .

83. (243) After pesticide application, what should be done
before transporting the equipment?

a. Install warning signs On the equipment.
b. Request an escort.
c. Drain the equipMent.
d. Release all pressure.

84. (244) what is the most convenient source of instructions
for pesticide disposal?

a'. The pesticide label.
b. The base medical service.
c. Your shop chief.
d. Sanitation engineering.

56650 -02 -21
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85. (244) What publication ,outlines the procedures for
disposing of pesticides and containers which have deteriorated
or are unsuitable for return to depot stocks?

a. AFM 19-1.
b. APR 19-1.

86. (245) How often should you

a. Daily.
b. Weekly.

c. ATM 67-1.
d. APR 67-1.

inventory pesticides?

c. Monthly.
d. Quarterly,

87. (245) 'Pesticide inventqlries are taken to determine'
all of the following conditions except .

a. proper utilization. 'c. container deterioration.
' b. security. d. proper storage.

88.. (246) Whi, has the final responsibility for insuring
that you and yourfello4 workers wear appropriate protective
equipment when handling; pesticides?

a. YOU.
b. Your supervisor. I

c. The civil engineer?.
d. The director of base medical Servi-ces.

]
89. (246) Which of the following statements is true concerning

, the wearing of protective equipment?

acD. Regulations specify safety conditions not safety
equipment.

b. Regulations require that protective equipment be
worn when speclfied by job re5Uirements.

c.: It is optionaland up to the individual.
d. It 'shouldalwaysbeworn if available.

90. (247) When are;entomology personnel authorized to wear
coveralls?

a. AnytiMe.,
b. When applying\pesticides.
e. When mixing pesticides.
d. When mixing or\applying pesticides.

91. (247) A water proof iainsuit is the most appropriate
when

a. applying small amounts of liquid pesticides
b. using fogging machines.
c. handling dermally toxic pesticides.
d, usinTa-fumigating pesticide.

.-
92. (247)' What maintenance is required.on rubber boots?

a. 'Washing and
b. Sealing and
c. Lubricating
'd. Washing and

sesiing .

lubricating.
and patching.
lubricating..

56650-02-21
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93. :(247)' Which type of gloves is recommended for pesticide
handling?

a. Lined leather. c. Unlined neoprene.
b. Unlined cotton. d. Lined neopreme.

94. (247) What is the most important factor to consider
when using a cartridge type gas mask or respirator?

a. The mask or respirator must matach the pesticide
being used.

k. Any cartridgeor maskis better then none.
c. The cartridge must match the pesticide being used.
a. A mask must fit.loose'so you can exhale:

'95. (248) The pesticide that is the least toxic to humans
is

a. 'pyrethrum. c. nicotine.
b. strychnine. d. hydrogen phosphide.,

96. (248) 'Whieh of the fOlIowing compounds affect the protein
molecules within certain cells of the body and cause
kidney damage?

a. Methyl bromide. c. Hydrogen cyanide.
b. Hydrogen sulfide. d.., Calcium cyanide.

97. (248) Which of the following symptoms can resat from
nicotine poisoning? .

a. Minor skin allergies, sneezing, and runny or stuffy
nose.

b. Severe kidney damage.
c. Extreme nervousness.
a: Paralysis of the respiratory muscles.

98. (249) Which compounds react like organophosphates but
are easier to treat?

_ a. Organochlorines. c. Carbamates.
b. Botanicals. d. Fumigants.

99. (249 In order to survive, how soon after poisoning
should a victim of strychnine poisoning receive medical
aid?

a. Five to six hours.
b. Before ten attacks.
c, Before falling asleep. .

d. Before. five convulsions occur.

100. (249) Which pesticides cause bruises around the elbows
and knees?

a. Fumigants.
b. Botanicals.

c. Petroleums.
d. Anticoagulants.
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101. (250) Accidental pesticide'poisoning is caused primarily
by

a. poor ventilation'and horseplay:
b. inadequate protective gear.
c. ignorance and negligence.'

4- d. poor facilities and procedures.

102. (250) Which of the-following measures can be used
to prevent accidental ingestion of presticides?

a. Removing or covering food and utensils.
b. Insuring adiquate ventilation.
c:- wearing protective clothing.
d. Avoiding smoking while applying peiticides.

i

103. (251) What is the first thing you shoUld do if you
get an absorbed pesticide on your skin?

a. Remove the pesticide as quickly.as possible,
b. Remove all your clothing.
C. Seek medicil aid. 1 ,

d. Alert staff of possible side effects.

104. (251) When you are alone with a conscious victim of
pesticide poisoning, what is the first thing you must
determine?

a. Method of treatment.
b. The distance to the hospital.
c. Method of poisoning: ingestion, absorption, or

inhalation.
d. Severity of the poisoning.

105. (252) -A poison vlctim should not be given anything.
orally

a. if medical personnel are not available.
b. until you know what the poison is.-
c. when you want,to induce vomiting.
d. if the victim is unconscious.

106. (252) A pesticide poison that haS no known effective
antidote is

a. sodium fluoroacetate.
b. hydrogen cyanide.
c. pentachlorophenol.
d. nicotine sulfate.

15
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Preface

THIS VOLUME of CDC 56650, Enreundogy Specialist, provides you with
knowledge about the following 'subjects: pesticides and environment, and pesticide
dispersal equipment. To become certified as an entomology specialist, you must be
knowledgeable in these subjects as well as those that you have covered previously
along with those to be covered in later volumes.

Please note that in thisvolume. we are using the singular pronoun he, his, and him in
its generic sense, not its masculine sense. The word to which it refers is person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvements, send them to Tech Tng Cen/TTOOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion progiam to submit
corrections fOr typographical or other mots.

If you have any questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development. Behavioral Objective
Exercises, Volume Review Exercises, and Course Examination), consult your
education officer. training officer, or NCO, as appropriate.. If he can't answer your
questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL. 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17,
Student Request for Assistance. .

This volume is valued at 33 hours (11 points). . ..

Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of May
1977.
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CHAPTER 1

'0?h,

$ :NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of these
carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a kerning goal for you. The text that follows
the 'objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you's cheek on your schievement.'When you complete them. see if your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective
and its text.

Pesticides and The Environment

THE WORD "pesticide" has been the subject of many
discussions for many years and has really been
brought to the attention of the public in recent years
through' almost all categories of news-media. This,
concern for pesticides is jitstifiable.because most are
very toxic, and if not handled properly they can cause
severe damage io the environment; however, if they
are handled properly, they are . a great asset to the
environment.

Within this chapter, pesticides that are commonly
used will be discribed quite thoroughly, and you will
become knowledgeable of how pesticides are classified
and formulated. This chapter will also provide
information concernin the environmental elements
and the effects pestici s may have on the
environment.

1-I. Pesticide Classification and Characteristics
In order to select the approprgte pesticille for the

pest that is needed to be managed and to manage the
pest properly and safely. a knowledge of pesticides is
required. This section will present information
concerning the methods in which pesticides are
classified ..and will discuss ,the characteristics of
commonly used pesticides.,

dee. Identify the classifications of pesticides in terms of
pest to be managed; mode in which it enters the body,
and the stage of the pest to be acted upon.

Pesticide Classification Methods. Pesticides are
generally classified according to the type of pest to be'
managed. the mode in which it enters the body (or the
mode of action in managing plants using pesticides).
and the stage of the pest to be acted upon.

Pest to be managed. The first step that must be
taken in classifying a pesticide is to determine what the
pest is that needs to be managed- Until now. almost all
discussion pertaining to chemicals has been devoted to
the term "pesticide," but beginning here, we will be
more technical by classifying a pesticide according to
the pest to be managed.

l

As previously stated in Volume 2, a pesticide is a
chemical designed to lull pests; but if the pests happen
to be insects, then the pesticide would be classified as
an.. insecticide. Arachnkides are used to manage
Arachnids such as spiders, scorpions, ticks, and mites.
Pesticides that are used in managing plants are
cla.seified as herbicides, and those that are used for
managing fungi would be classified as fungicides.
Notice the manner in which most of the pesticides used
for managing each type of pest begins with the pest
type and ends with "cicle which means "kill," as in
rodenticide, a pesticide used to kill rodents such as rats
and mice.

Stage of pest acted upon. The second step in
classifying a pesticide involves the pest stage to be
controlled. The stages are the developmental process
of certain insects and are referred to as egg, larvae,
pupae, and adult. Controls are seldom directed toward
the egg stage because this stage is very difficult to
locate; furthermore, eggs are difficult to penetrate.
The pupae stage is another stage that is not normally.
controlled because it is the dormant stage in most
cases. The larvae and adult stages are the stages most
generally controlled because these are the most
damaging and they are easier to control.

Using this information, you can understand that
insecticides are identified as ovicides. larvicides. or
adulticides. depending upon the intended use. For
example, if the insecticide is to be used for controlling
the larvae stage, the insecticide would be further
classified as a larvicide.

Along this same order, herbicides can be further
classified as being preemergence or postemergence
herbicides. Preemergence herbicides are pesticides
designed to kill seeds and immature stages of plants
before they break the soil. The postemergence
herbicides are designed to kill the top growth of
vegetation.

Mode of entry or action. The final step in classifying
pesticides is traditionally accomplished according to
the method in which it kills.

Pesticides that are designed to kill pests when taken
into the- digestive system are classified as stomack
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poison. Stomach poisons are applied directly to the
natural food of pests, mixed into bait material, or
sprinkled over runways. These poisons are very
effective against certain pests that chew, suck, and
have protective shields; they are generally very toxic to
humans and other vertebrate animals.

Contact poisons are pesticides that are designed to
kill pests through absorption. These poisons are
applied direetly to the pests or to surfaces the pests will
crawl over. Contact poisoni-are Probably used more
than any other type of pesticide..

Respiratory poisons are most often referred to as
fumigants. These poisons arc volatile chemicals that
kill an organism by entering through its respiratory
system and are very usaiii1 in managing pests that are
difficult to manage by other methods.

Exercises (400):
Complete: the following exercises by entering the
correct response from the list below in the blank space
or spaces.

.;

Arachnicide
Fungicide
Herbicide
Insecticide
Rodenticide
Adulticide
Larvicide
Ovicide
Postemergence
Preemergence
Contact
Fumigant
Stomach

I. A pesticide that is used to manage vegetation
would be classified as a

2. A pesticide that is used to control the eggs of an
insect would be classified as an

3. A pesticide that kills an nrganism when it is
applied directly to the organism or when the
organism °crawls into it lis classified as a

poison.

4. A is a pesticide that is designed
to kill rats and mice.

2

5. The complete classification of a pesticide that is
designed to kill adult mosquitoes when thiy fly
into it is as follows

poison.

6. A pesticide designed to kill seeds and bottom
growth of plants is classified as

7. The .pesticide that would be used in managing -
spiders would be classified as an

8. A pesticide that kills by ingestion would be
classified as a poison.

401. Specify characteristics, uses, availability, and
safety precautions of arsenical compounds.

Arsenicals. Arsenical compounds used as
pesticides are divided into two groupsinorganic and
organic.

Arsenicals (inorganic). These compounds are
derived from mineral elements, and due to their
persistence (ability to remain stable for longperiods of

' time) the majority of them are Restricted Use
Pesticidei.

Paris green (copper aceto-meta-arsenite)
impregnated into vermiculite granules can be used to
control certain species of mosquito larvae, providingit
is so stated on the pesticide container label. This
compound is a nonstandard stock item and should
only be used when required and upon approval.

Arsenicals (organic). These compounds are derived
from plant and animal matter and are much less
persistent then the inorganic arsenicals that were
discussed as insecticides. The more common
compounds used within the Air Force as herbicides are
DSMA, MSMA, and AMA.

DSMA (disodium monomethylarsonate) is .a
postemergence herbicide that is soluble in water;
nonvolatile, and nonflammable_ It is formulated as
water soluble powders -containing 50 to 100 percent
hexahydrate, and as dry mixtures with vermiculite
containing 2. to 4 percent hexahydrate. Total water
soluble arsenic in the 50 and 100 percent powders is
I2S and 25.56 percent, respectively. DSMA is
compatible with the salts and esters of 2,4D and is a
standard stock item.

MSMA (monosodium methanearsonate) is used as
a selective, cbntact, postemergence herbicide. It is
formulated as a water soluble powder and is very
similar to DSMA in action, although it is more
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phytotoxic and is more effective in high temperatures.
It is a nonstandard stock item.

AMA (ammonium xnethancarsonate) is a selective
post -emergence herbicide formulated as a water
soluble liquid. This compound is often added to silvex
in controlling certain vegetation. This is a
nonstandard stock item.

These organic arsenical compoinids are considered
to be moderately-toxic upon ingestion and moderately
to relatively nontoxic through absorption; however.
protective clothing and equipment Mint be worn, and
there must not be any smoking, eating, or drinking
during the handling of these compounds. Always
insure that these compounds do not contaminate any
water source during or after application,

Exercises (401):
I. Comparing the characteristics of organic

arsenicals and inorganic arsenicals, you will find
that organic arsenicals are derived from
and matter; whereas inorganic
arsenicals are derived from elements.

1 The arsenical compounds that are used as
herbicides are organic / inorganic arsenicals.

3. The arsenical compound that can be used to
control certain species of mosquito larvae is

4. Of all the chemicals discussed within the arsenical
compounds. the only one that can be obtained as a
standard stock item is

5. A common use characteristic of tiSMA. MSMA.
- and AMA is that all th ree are Used as

herbicides.

6. Point out the Safety precaution that applies to
environmental protection.

402_ Specify characteristics, availability, and safety -

precautions of sulfur compounds. and match the
organic sulfur compounds with their appropriate use.

Organic Sulfur (Carbamates). In contrast with the
inorganic sulfur compounds (to be discussed later),
organic sulfur compounds are being used more

-extensively due to. their rapid breakdown within the
environment. Common organic sulfur compounds
used on Air Force installation are carbaryl, propoxur.
EPTC, and SMDC.

The carbaniates are derivatives of carbamic acid.
Typical carbamatcs contain nitrogen but differ from
the chlorinated hydrocarbons and organophosphate
insecticides in their lack of chlorine and phosphorus.
Most carbanaues are contact insecticides, lowering the
cholinesterase level and acting -as nerve poisons in
much the same matinee as organophosphate
insecticides. A number of carbamates, such as
carbaryl, ptoduce a rapid knockdown of insects
similar to the action of pyrethrum.

Carbaryl (Sevin) is widely used in Air' Force pest
management ptograms to control a variety of pests. It
has a low mammalian toxicity but is highly toxic to
honey bees. Carbaryl dusts are used at two to five
percent concentrations to kill fleas on dogs and cats
(except kittens and puppies .under 4 weeks of age).
Since the restrictions on the use of DDT in the United
States, carbaryl dust has been one of the insecticides of
choice to kill the Oriental rat flea in =vine typhus
control programs and wild rodent fleas in rural plague
control programs. Carbaryl sprays and dusts have
been used to control adult mosquitoes. Very finely
powdered.catbaryl combined with other insecticidal
dusts has been used effectively in aircraft disinsection.
This compound is probably most often used in
controlling ornamental and turf pests and is a
standard stock item. .

Propoxur (Baygon) acts both as a stomach poison
and contact insecticide. In cockroach control; the 2
Percent bait acts as a stomach poison, while the I
percent spray acts as a long lasting residual contact
insecticide. Propoxur differs from many' other
insecticides in having a "flushing action," or irritating
quality that forces insects out from hiding places to
make greater contact with sprayed surfaces. It also has
a rapid knockdown action. In some areas. staining and .
odor problems have been noted following
applications. Propoxur is also used in controlling
mosquitoes, flies, sand flies, ants, earwigs, and many
other arthropods. In residual applications, it is
effective in controlling the brown dog tick, but
propoxur should not be used in treating animals
themselves. Propoxur is a cholinesterase inhibitor and
must be -used witli care despite is moderate toxicity to
mammals. This compound is e standard stock item.

EPTC (S-Ethyl diprophlthiocaxbamate) is a
nonstandard stock selective herbicide applied as a
preemergence. It is formulated as granules or water
soluble liquid (emulsifiable concentrate). This
compound is more effective on grasses than orbroact
leaf plants and can .be mixed with 2,4-17/.

The acute oral toxicity of carbamates is high, but the
acute dermal toxicity is low; however, as in all cases,
when handling any pesticide you must wear protective
clothing and equipment a nd you must observe the very
important rule of no .smoking, eating: or drinking

3
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while handling these compounds. NOTE SMDC is
used as a fumigant: therefore, it will be discussed later
within this section along with the other fumigant
compounds.

Exercises (402):
1. Match the organic sulfurcompounds in column A

with the appropriate use in column B.
Column A Cotunut B
Compound Use

a. Carbaryl.
.b. EPIC.

c. Proponur.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Residue titaltment
for cockroach contra
Fumigant that it used for pat
vegetation control.
Selective preemageoce treat-
ment for grass controL .

Disasection of aircraft.

2. Why are carbamates being used more extensively
today?

3. Name the organic sulfur (carbamate) compound
that is used as a fumigant is pest vegetation
control programs.

4. What is a disadvantage in using propoxur in some
areas?:

5. Despite Baygon's -moderate toxicity to mammals,
care must be taken during handling because it is a

inhibitor.

6. The carbamate compound that produces a rapid
knockdown of flying insects is

. 7. List the two safety precautions that -netst
taken as personal protective measures while
handling organic sulfur codkounds,

8, Most carbamates are available as
stock items.

403. Cite characteristics, uses, availability, and safety
precautions of botanical compounds.

Botanicals. These are organic compounds that are
derived from plants and are used extensively in pest
management programs. They may be used as contact

4

sprays and' as stomach poisons, depending upon the
compound. The botanical compounds most often used
by Air Force personnel as insecticides are pyrethrum
and nicotine *sulfate.

Pyrethrum is extracted from the flower head of the Q
chrysantherum cineraniaefolium and is used as a
contact insecticide. It is relatively unstable and is
readily decomposed by alkalies, light, and air and is
most generally used as a space spray.

This insecticide provides quick knockdown of flying
insects but is one of the least toxic insecticides of all to
warm blooded ankle's.

Pyrethrum is available as a standard stock item in
the 0.6 percent aerosol and the 0.4 percent solution
forms.

Nicotine sulfate is derived from the alkaloid
nicotine contained in thetobacco plant and is -obtained
from the wastes of cigar and cigarette manufacturing
industries. Decoctions of tobacco have been used
against sacking insects for many years prior to now.

The 40 percent solution of nicotine sulfate is the
only forumula of this insecticide that is available for
use by Air Force personnel: It is a nonstandard stock
item and is used in the control of spider mites as
residual contact sprays on ornamental plants.

Although these botanicals are considered to be
contact compounds, they do have some fumigating
properties; thirefore, when handling these compounds
avoid inhalation by wearing appropriate respiratory
devices and wear protective clothing and goggles.

Strychnine is the only botanical compound used by
the Air Force.as a rodenticide at the present time.
Strychnine is a white powder, prictically insoluble in
water but is readily soluble in chloroform and certain
other organic solvents; however, it can only be
obtained by Air Force personnel' in the form of a'
premixed bait. Its authorized use by the Air For& is
restricted to controlling prairie dogs and moles and is a
nonstandard stock item.

Prairie dogs are protected by Federal laws;
therefore, you must consult with the Fish and Game
authorities before implementing any control programs
against prairie dogs.

Strychnine is highly toxic if ingested; therefore, you
aver ees -precaution available to avoid
contamination of all1F.and-water-son.nd to
prevent children and animals from doming tam
contact with it.

Exercises (403):
1. Botanical compounds are and are

derived from

2. Name the characteristics of pyrethrum that could
be considered as disadvantages or as advantages.
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3. What is the botanical compounitithat is used as a
rodenticide?

4. Although the botanical compounds that are used
as insecticides are primarily considered' to be

compounds, they also. have soma
properties.

5. Name the botanical compound that is applied as a
residual contact spray to ornamental plants_

6. What "is :the only botanical compound that is
available as a standard stock item?

7. What is the safety precaution that must be taken
to protect the environment from botanical
poisons?

404. Specify characteristics, availability, and safety
precautions of orgaziochlorinecompounds,and match
the rganochlorine compounds with their appropriate

°

: -

Organochlorines. Organochlorines (cidoritiated
hydrocarbons) are organic synthetics* produced
compounds that contain chloride, hydrogen. and
carbon elements. with some containing other elements
such as oxygen and sulf . These compoundsare very.
persistent and. contribu d immensely to . the recent.
concern of pesticide spoken about previously.
Because, of this, most organochlorine formulations
have been classified as Restricted Use Pesticides,
which means that they can only be used in specific
situations and by certified personnel or personnel
under their direct supervision.

There._are five organochlorine compounds that are
----availaleteis date for use by Air Force personnel_

Dieldrin, aaidanc, lindificchlordecone, and. .

holethoxyChlor are available foriire kr-
situatio ns as pesticides even though they are restricted.
Only dieldrin, chlordane, and lindarte can be obtained
as standird stock items and only then in certain
formulations. .

Dieldriri is a tan, flaky, solid in its purest form and is
commercially available in various formulas, but is
only available to the military in a 15 percent
emulsifiable concentrate form, it is highly toxic to
most insects when used as a contact or stomach poison
and is highly persistent and effective in the control of.
termites. . .

Chlordane is a pale amber, oily fluid that can be
dissolved in many solventsbut not in waterto
produce oil 'solutions, emulsifiable' concentrates, or
formulated as wettab le. powders, and dusts. Chlordane

fumigant. Because of its, volatility, chlordane is not .(1),,1
acts as a stomach poison, contact insecticide; and

recommended for general indoor use, but it is effective
and allowed to be used outdoors in treating for
termites.

Lindane is the gestate' isomer _of benzine
heeachloride (heck-sa-KLO-ride), a chlorinated
hydrocarbon insecticide which has been used
extensively since World War II until it was placed on
the Restricted Use List. It is a colorless, crystalline
solid, practically insoluble in water, slightly soluble in
petroletun oils, and soluble in acetone, aromatic, and
chlorinated solvents. Lindane has a slightly musty
odor and has considerable fumigating properties. It is
a relatively stable compoiidd but is dehydrochlor-
inated by alkali. Lindane can be used in specific
situations for controlling pests such as carpet beetles,
powder post beetles, lice, and millipedes, if so stated
on the pestiiide label.

Chlordecone (Kepone) is a chlorinated polycyclic
ketone compound. It is used as a stomach poison to
control ants and 'cockroaches and is prepared/in bait
material such as peanut butter. In specific situations,
Kepone baits are authorized for use by certified Air
Force personnel in controlling cockroaches as a
supplementlq residual sprays, providing the pesticide
label permits.

This poison bait must not be used in places that are
accessible to children and pets; since it is very toxic to
Mammals. Always handle with rubber . gloves or
equivalent type and avoid contamination of other
food and water sources. Adhere to the no smoking,
eating, and drinking whil$ handling pesticides rule.

Methoxychlor is related to DDT. It is lessoxic to
mammals than DDT and is considered one of the
safest of insecticides. it is used to replace DDT in
many household sprays and aerosols because of its low
toxicity to humans, its tendency to be metabolized and
excreted in the urine by vertebrates, and particularly
its biodegradability. Since it breaks down within
weeks after its application and does not remain as a
residue in the environment, it is authorized for use by
certified Air Force personnel in the control ofblack
flies if the pesticide label so states.

01.

Exereetes
1. Why are organochkirmescalled chlerinatec_

hydrocarbons?

.2. Why are almost all organochlorine compounds
Restricted Use Pesticides?
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3. What organochlorine compotind is used as a
replacement for DDT in many household sprays
and aerosols?

4. How are organochlorine compounds produCed?

5. List the individuals who can use Restricted -Use
Pesticides.

6. Match organochlorine compounds with their
appropriate uses and characteristics:

Compound

a Chlordane.
b. Chlordecone...
c. Lindane. .

d Methoxyehlor.

Uses and Charoaerisdes

I. Easily soluble in acetone. has a
musty odor. and is need for
controlling 'carpet beetles.

2. Prepared as a bait material
and is used as a stomach poison
to control cockroaches.

3. Considered ro be less toxic than
DDT to srammals and may be
used to control black flies.

4. Acts as a stomach poison.
contact poison. and respiratory
poison, and is used in termite
treatment programs.

5. Can only be obtained in the 15
percent E/C by the Air Force
and is only authoriaed to be
used in control of termites.

405. Specify characteristics and safety precautions of
organophosphate compounds,"list the organophos-
phases that are evailahle as standard stock items, and
match the organophate compounds with their
appropriate uses.

Organophosphates. These compounds are
synthetically produced and are basically derived from
phosphoric acid and are characterized by their similar
structure and mode of action. All of them work as
inhibitors of the enzyme cholinesterase.

In the early 1970s, the organophosphate insecticides
played much the same role in controlling arthropods
of medical importance as did the chlorinated
hydrocarbons from the middle 1940s to the middle
1960$. The organophosphates have almost completely
replaced the chlorinated hydrocarbons as the

----------isestieides-oLchoice because they are effective against
insects resistant to the orgy tochiefine-coro ounds an/ d

are considered to be nonaemunulative in the body of
humans. Therefore, these compounds will dissipate
through the functions of the normal body systemafter
a short period of time as compared to
organochlorines.

Since the majority of insecticides authorized foruse
by Air Force personnel consists of organOphosphates,. LI
they will be separated into three groups for easier
discussion.

Malathion group. This group is made up of open
chain compounds as distinguished from aromatic
hydrocarbons containing. phosphorus, and is
54:abet-Imes referred to as the aliphatic derivatives of -

phosphorus compounds which inchule"'Malathion.
dichlorvos, dimethoate, )sled, and- trichlorfon.

Malathion is one of the safest and most useful of
insecticides, being a far less active cholinesterase
inhibitor than most other common - organic
phosphates. It has a less adverse effect upon the
natural habitat than more persistent insecticides and,
is generaLhas replaced DDTas the chemical of choice
for killing adult mosquitoes, bedbugs, and him.= lice.

Technical grade malathion is a clear amber fluid
which can be incorporated into solutions, erindsiflahle
concentrates, dusts, and wettable powders. The tido r-
causing impurities have largely been removed in
present-day, premium grade materials. Malathion is
registered for the control of more than 100 species of
insects and is a standard stock item within the Air
Force inventory.

Residual application of malathion to surfaces at a
rate of 100 to 200 nulligmms persquarefoot (standard

.applications of I to 2 gallons of 2.5 to 5 percent sprays
are 1000 square. feet) have given effective kt11 of
mosquitoes fOr 3 to 5 months. When used as a fog. or
mist in space spraying, excellent mosquito kills have
been obtamed. Ultra-Iow volume space application of
malathion Mth groud °ramie' equipuienthas resulted
in spectacular control of mosquitoes in many areas.

Dichlorvos (DDVP or Vapona) was synthesized
and tested by research workers at the Center for
Disease ControL It differs from most other
insecticides in that it can be incorporated into resin
strips or pellets, to -give off toxic vapors for up to 4
months. and thus to be used as a residual flonigam-
DDVP resin strips, a standard stock item, arc sold-
commercially and used by the general publicto control
cockroaches, ants, spiders, clothes moths, silverfish,
and many other household insects. The Ai_ r Force uses
these strips for inclusion into retrograde cargo.

Dichlorvos emulsions,, a nonstandard-stock item,
can be used as residual sprays. or as spacmplays for
controlling pests such as bedbugs, 6iticg midges,
mosquitoes, and stored products pests.
- Dirnethoate (Cygon) has been proven effective-as a

they are biodegradable: therefore: they do not----spacespra and larvicide in controlling flies. As a
contaminate the environment for very Icing, have less . residual spray it is -ve--in_controlling most
Ion g-lasting. effects on no n ta rger-o rganisms. common fly species except the housefly, althoirgifis-----

The greatest ad van tage of o rga n o ch I o ri fie recommended for controlling housefly larvae. Other
compourids from the medical standpoint is that they uses of Dimethoate allowed by the Air Force are for
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controlling -spider mites and scale insects. This
compohnd is a nonstandard stock item and must be
obtained through local purchase.

Naled (Dibrom) is closely related to dichlorvos
(DDVP), two bromine atoms being added to the
molecular structure: It is a contact and stomach
poison. This material is a standard stock item and is
geperally used in space sprays for control of adult
mosquitoes and flies at application rates of from 0.02
to 0.1 pound per acre, significantly lower dosages than
are used with malathion for mosquito control. Naled
aerial applications are reported to provide better adult
fly control than malathion, a factor of some
importance in vector control in disaster or flooded
areas. Naled is app roved for aerial' ULV application
and has provided excellent control of flies and
mosquitoes in many areas. It is also used as a bait or
spot treatment for houseflies out-of-doors. It
sometimes irritating to people, causing them to cough
and sneeze, thus limiting its usefulness in populated
areas. Naled can cause corrosion of insecticidal

'equipment, and requires special cleaning precautions
or the use of special materials such as-stainless steel,
plastic, or fiberglass.

Naled must be used with care to avoid hazards to
fish and wildlife, although it breaks down chemically
within a few days after application. It has moderate
toxicity to humans. Naled can be obtained as a
standard stock item.

Trichlorfon (Dipterex) is approved for use by the
Air Force only in the treatment for white grubs on golf
courses, parks, ornamental turf, and cemeteries;
however, it is a nonstandard stock item and must be
ordered through local purchase.

When used with normal precautions, trichlorfon
creates a very low toxic hazaid to insect controllers
and the public. It should not be mixed with malathion,
-because the resultant mixture is more toxic to
mammals than either of the chemicals used separately.

Parathion group. This group of insecticides have
one or more phenyl radical in common and at times
are referred to as the Aryl (Phenyl) derivatives of
phosphorous compounds which include abate,
fenthion. rabon. and ronnel.

not
is very effective as a mosquito larvicide but

not as an aduIticide. Its extremely low toxicity to
mammals. birds, and fish, plus its high toxicity to
mosquito larvae make it very effective for mosquito
control. Abate may be applied by ground or aerial
equipment.

The one percent Abate sand formulation was used
in the Aedes aegypti eradication program at the rate
of one-tenth teaspoonful per gallon of. water, or
approximately one:part per million Of actual toxicant.
It may be used at this rate for the treatment of
birdbaths. animal drinking containers, and drums of
rainwater. Because rainwater is often' used for
drinking or. cooking in Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, a careful evaluation of Abate was made for 4
weeks without clinical symptoms or side effects

attributable to Abate and without detectable effect on
red blood' cell or plasma cholinesterase. Abate is a
nonstandard stock item within. the Air Force
inventory.

Feithion (Baytex) is an organophosphate et)y,
roinsecticide that provides quick kill and long-lasting

residual effects.This is a nonstandard stock item and is
only authorized to be used in controlling adult
mosquitoes in Florida and Texas; and even then, it
must be applied by certified personnel using ground
equipment.

Rabort (Gardena) is a relatively new contact
insecticide, and thus farits use is Hinted vithin the Air

Tao- to tick and mite control. It has low mammalian
toxicity and prospects of being used in mosquito
control programs. This is a nonstandard stock item
and, as in all cases, adherence to the pesticide label is
mandatary.

Ronnel (Korlan) is a contact insecticide which is
useful in fly and flea control. It has low toxicity'to
humans: however, is a nonstandard stock item.
Residual treatments have been used to control
'houseflies for up to a week or more. Such treatments
are more effective against other species; such as the
little housefly, that have resting habits similar to those
of the housefly. Ronnel is also authorizerrfor use in
controlling_ dogand cat fleas whenapplied indoors as a
reSidnal, provided label recommendations are
followed.

Dazinon group. The common insecticides
authorized for use in Air Force pest management
program within this group include% diazinon and
chlorphyrifos.

Dia7.411311, a standard stock item, is authorized and
widely used by Air Force personnel_ in .controllin
cockroaches, silverfish, fleas, spiders, and many other'
houiehold pests. It is more toxic to humans than
malathion; therefore, only the 0.5 percent spray and 1
percent dust are used. Pyrethrins or dichlorvos maybe
added to diazinon sprays to provide a rapid
knockdown or a flushing of cockroaches, thus
producing a more effective kill.

Spray solutions should be diluted not more than 24
hours before use. The solvent used in formulations
may stain certain plastic, rubber, and asphalt
materials such as tiles and floor coverings. Dust
applications may be used to supplement spray
applications for more complete coverage.

Chlorpyrifos (Dursban) acts as a contact insecticide
and stomach poison with some fumigant actionin field
formulations. It has proved effective in controlling a
wide variety of arthropod pests. The 0.5 percent spray
of chlorphrifos bas given longer, eriods of control of
cockroaches in some experiments than either diazinot
or propoxur.

In mosquito control, it has shown promise as a
larvicide and adulticide. It is highly toxic to mosquito
larvae, with a LD9S value of 4.5 parts per billion
against Aedes aegypn". Durban is effective against
culex larvae in polluted waters. It has also been used as
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a prehatch treatment to control temporary pool
mosquito larvae. For example, Aeries 'vexans lardy
were controlled in Minnesota where it was effectivefor
periods of more than 60 days. Although Dursban was
not labeled for ULV (ultra low 'volume) applicatibli
with ground or aerial equipment as of February 1973,
experimental work with backpack ULV sprayers in
Minnesota lire a good redumion of aedes
mosquitoes. .-

Since Dursban is slow acting against many insects,
dichlorvos or pyrethrins' may be added to sprays to
give a rapid knockdown. .Mixtures of 0.5 percent
Dursban with 0.5 percent pyrethrins or 0.5 percent
DDVP produced rapid knockdown of cockroaches
and I00 percent-mortality inlaboratory tests. It.is less
expensive to use 0.5 percent dichlorvas than the higher
concentration of Dursban. .

Dursban, a standard stock item, is moderately toxic
to warm blooded animals. Heavy application of 0.5
percent emulsions and suspensions in Aedes aegypti
laigiciding has decreased the plasma cholinest
level in applicators.

Exercises (405):.
I. How are organophosphate compounds produced,

and from what are they basically derived?

".

2. The extensive use of organophosphate
compounds began in the early

.
3. Organophosphate compounds have almost

completely replaced organochlorine compciunds
in the control of medically important arthropods
because organophosphates are effective against
insects that are to organochlorine
compounds.

4 What are the advantages that organophate
compounds have over the organochlorine
compounds?

S. Organophosphate compounds are devided into
three groups; these groups are
and

6. List the organophosphate compounds that are
available as standard stock items within the
Air Force in one form or another.

8

7. Match organophosphate compounds with their
appropriate use.

ComPotail

a. Alsace.
b. Dia:item..
c.12schlorvos.
d. Dimethoate.
e. btalathiou.
f. Ralson.
g. Rennel

vale

t. Very effective for controlling
mosquitoes when applied as
residuals. fogs. or mists.

2. Widely used by Air Force
personnel in controlling web-

3. Vety effective as a mosquito
larvicide but not as an add&
tide.

4. Authorized to. be .wed in
controlling dog and cat fleas
when applied indoors as a
residual if so stated on the
pesticide label.

5: use is limited within the Air
Force to molsol ticks and mites.

6. Resin snip's premed trim this
compound are used within the
Air Force for *cement into
retrograde cargo.

7. Authorized for use within the
Air Force for controlling
spider mites and scale insects,
if label to states.

406. Point out characteristics, uses, availability, and
safety precautions of benzoic acid compounds.

Benzoic Acids. These compounds are readily
inuslocated in the plant_ They kill through both root
and foliage absorption. They are gaud temporary soil
sterilants for both perennial and annual weeds.,

2,3,6,-TBA'is formulated as the dimethylamine salt
of triChlorobenzoic acid, containing 2 pounds per
gallon acid eqUivalent. It is nonvolatile,noncorrosive,
and nonflammable. It is a mild skin irritant. It is
compatible with 2,4-D amine, dalapon, diuron, and
monuron.

PBA is a mixture of a small amount of 2,3,6-
Trichlorobenzoic acid and a higher proportion of
several other polychloroben.zoic acid derivatives. It is
formulated as; the dimethylamine salts of
polychlorobenzoic acids, containing 4 pounds per
gallon, acid equivalent:-It is nonvolatile; noncorrosive,
and nonflammable. It is a mild skin irritant. It is
compatible with 2,4-D amine, dalapon, diuron, and
monuron. '

PBA and 2,3,6,-TBA are more effective than 2,4-D,
2.4.5-T, or silveX on binthveed, field; bur-fmnseria;
cockle, white; halogeton; knapweed, Russian: spurge,
leafy; and thistle, Canada.

Dicamba is formulated as the demethylamine salt of
2-methoxy-3.. 6-dichlorobenzoic acid in water,
containing 4 pounds, acid equivalent; per gallon.

It is very effective on several hard-to-kill
broad-leaved weeds, such as buckwheat, tartary;
garlic, wild; knotvieed, prostrate; Russian-thistle;
smart-weed, green; sawthistle, perennial; spurry, corm;
thistle, Canada; and wild buckwheat.
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Of these three benzoic acid herbicides. only
Dicamba is a standard stock item: The-others must be
obtained through local purchase.

When handling tbese compounds. wear protective
equipment and clothing. Avoid drifts so that desired
vegetation will not be affected and water sources will
not be contaminated.

Exereises (406):
1. Benzoic acids are readily

are very effective as temporary soil
in plants and

2. The benzoic acid compounds that are more
effective for controlling bindweed, knapweed, and
spurge than 2.4D. 2.4,5T, or silvex are

and

1. The benzoic acid compound that is very effective
on hard-to-kill broad-leaved weeds such as
buckwheat. knotweed, and wild buckwheat is

4. Of the three benzoic acid compounds discussed,
the only one that is a standard stock item is

5. What should you do - to avoid personal
contamination?

407. Cite characteristics and uses of aliphatic acid
compounds. and list the- side) precautions to be
observed with aliphatic acids.

Aliphatic Acids. These compounds are relatively
strong acids and arc primarily used as herbicides. They
are derived from sodium salt and are usually obtained
in powder or pellet farms; They are water soluble and
are used principally as selective translocative
preemergence,and postcmergence herbicides_ The two
most common aliphatic acids utilized in the Air Force
are Dalapon and TCA..

Dalapon -(2.2-Dichloropropionic acid) is
formulated as the sodium salt of dichloropropionic
acid. It is a water-soluble powder applied in solution
for foliage spray. A typical commercial product --
available as a standard stock item within the Air Force
inventory contains 85 percent of the salt or 74 percent
of the acid equivalent. The acute oral toxicity is low. It
is not absorbed through unbroken skin. Undiluted, it

9

may-cause skin irritation after prolonged contact, but
spray concentrations are not irritating. The powder or
concentrate solutions can cause painful irritation of
the eyes_ Dalapon is used principally to control
grasses, but it is also effective against cat tails; pine,
jack and white; phragmite rushes; and white-cedar. It
is g growth-regulator type of herbicide that is
translocated from leaves to roots and rhizomes of
perennial. grasses. It is more effective in foliar
applications than TCA, but it is also absorbed,by the
roots. For general weed control, it is mixed with a
broad-leaved weedkiller such as 2,4D, arnitrole, or
silvex. Dalapon disappears from the soil most rapidly
in warm and humid regions. It peisists longer in dry,
cool soils where microbial activity is loW.

TCA (Trichloroadetate acid) is very, similar to
Dalapon, but a typical commercial pro2luct contains a
higher percentage of sodium salt; therefore, it is
basically used as a temporary soil sterilant.TCA is a
nonstandard stock item within the Air Force
inventory.

Do not apply these compounds near desired
vegetation or irrigation water or when heavy 'mini are
expected. because these compounds have a tendency
to leach out of top Soil.

Wear protective clothing and equipment. avoid
drift, and wash spray equipment immediately
following use because these compounds are very
corrosive.

Exercises (407):
1. Aliphatic acids are derived from

and are used as herbicides.

2. Aliphatic acids may be applied as or
herbicides.

. What aliphatic acid compound is used basically as
a temporary soil sterilant?

4. Dalapon is primarily used to control

5. List the environmental safety precautions that
must be observed when using aliphatic acid
compounds.

6. Equipment that has been used to apply aliphatic
acid compounds should be immediately
because these compounds are

2 4 11
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408. Spetify characteriSties, uses, and availability of
phenoxy compounds.

Phenoxys. The phonoxy compounds include 2,4-D,
MCPA, 2,4,5-T, and Wye*: In the acid form, these
herbicides are only slightly soluble in water. For -
commercial use, they are formulated as esters, which
form milky emulsions with water and also dissolve in
light oils, or as water soluble salts. The amines are the
most widely used salts. Theyarneasily soluble inwater
and are Commonly sold in liquid form. There are also
sodium and ammonium salt formulations that are sold
as water-soluble powders, but they are not so effective
as the amine salts on bard-to-kal species or on weeds
that are in bud stage and beyond. All of the salts are
practicilly nonvolatile. Two general kinds of esters are
commercially availablb: relatively high-volatile esters
and relatively low-volatile esters. Although the Low-
volatile esters, vaporize less rapidly, both types are
volatile at high temperatures. Drift can occurwith any
of the formulations if the spray is in very fine droplets
or mist_madjhere is a wind.

The -Flienoxy furmulations are moderately toxic.
The hazard to livestock and wildlife is negligible on
treated vegetation, but toxic amounts core be eaten if
animals had access to undiluted concentrates or large
amounts of spray mixtures. As ordinarily handled,
these materials are not likely to cause irritation to skin
or eyes. They are not absorbed through the skin to any
appreciable extent and, in the amounts likely to be
inhaled, are not hazardous. Neither is the ingestion of
harmful amounts likely. At dosages used for weed
control, they may harm fish in still, shallow water.
They are noncorrosive and nonflammable.

2,4-D is formulated as water-soluble 'sodium,
anitnenium:oramine salts and volatile o r tow-volatile
esters. Sodium salts and esters are also available as
dusts. A new formulation is the diamine salt. It is an
oil-soluble amine that has the week-killing properties
of an ester aid the nonvolatile features of amine salts.
It is formulated in a concentrate containing 2Pounds,
acid equivalent, per gallon.

2,4-D is used for the control of herbaceous
broadleavecriveeds. It can be applied at extremely low
concentrations compared with the inorganic
herbicides, such as borates and chlorates. It is
absorbed through leaves and is readily translocated in
the plant, but it is also absorbed .bY plant roots. It is
commonly used as a selective herbicide rather than soil
sterilant Its effect, when applied to the soil, is
temporary except under very: dry conditions or cool
weather. 2,4-D is used on imany! perennial broad-
leaved weeds, since it is tratislocated to the roots and
underground storage organs. It is carried with the
sugars as they move out cif the leaVes. It is, therefore.
most effective on warm sunny days when
photosynthesis is active. his a very' useful herbicide to
kill annual nongrass weeds that frequently reinfest an
area treated with a soil sterilant 4fter it has leached
below the surface layer. It is also; an inexpensive and
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convenient cheinical to kill certain weeds that are
tolerant to a soil sterilant. Op roadsides and similar -*

areas where grasses are disirab4 for erosion control
and in turf. 2,4-D can be used selectively tolrill broad-
.leaved plants in sod. 2,4D is alskeffective on certain
broad-leaved aquatic plants. It is also used for the Vi
control of woody plants. The salt formulations are kit
practically nonvolatile, but, with the possible oir
exception of the diamine salt, are less effective than the
esters on hard-to-kill species: The low-volatile esters
are equally as effective as the volatile esters and in
some instances are.better. Some woody species, axe
tolerant to 2.4 -D but susceptible to 2,4,5-T and vice
versa. For use on mixed populations, the two
herbicides are combined in a formulation sold as
"brush killers." These brush killers contain one-third
to one-W.2,4,5-T and two-thirds to one-half 2,4-D.
Brush killers are also effective on poison ivy, poison
oak, and poison sumac.

The esters are used extensively in oil for basal-bark,
stump, and cut-surface applications. Diesel oil,
kerosene, and water are used ascarriers. They are Used
in the fall and winter on deciduous trees when there are
few active leaves present or in the summerto increase
penetration of leaves, bud scales, and baik. Water is
commonly used as the carrier with ester in emulsion
for foliage Sprays. Only small amounts of oil can be .

used for this latter purpose (up to 10 gallons peracre),
since oil kills leaf tissue and hence prevents movement
Of the Chemical to the roots.

MCPA contains several isomers, but the 2- methyl-
4- citloroisomer is the most effective for killing weeds.
Therefore, the better forinulations contain a. -high
proportion of this isomer. The most widely used
formulations are the sodium and amine salts. MCPA
is very similar in use as 2,4-D,'because it too, is used in
controlling herbaceous broad-leaved weeds; however,
it is more expensive.

2,4,5-T is generally used in 'the ester formulation,
although there are sodium and triethanolamine salts.
There is also a new diamine formulation containing 2
pounds, acid equivalent, per gallon; 2,4-D and
2,4,5-T are also combined in a formulation called
Mesh killer.

This chemical can be used for the selective control of
broad-leaved weeds in turf and for some emersed
aquatics of nongrass species, but it is used principally
for the control of woody plants. Like 2,4-D, it is a
growth ..regulator type of herbicide that can injure
nearby broadleaved plants through drift. Handling
precautions are the same as for 2,4-D. The salt
formulations are practically nonvolatile but, with the
possible exception of the diamine salt, are less effective
than the esters on woody plants. The low-volatile
esters are equally effective as the volatile esters and in
some instances are better.

Some woody species are tolerant to 2,4-5-T but
susceptible to 2,4-D and vice versa. Brush killers are
used on mixed populations.

Silvex is an organic acid that is formulated as a low-
volatile ester. a liquid potassium salt. and a granular
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product. When emulsified with water or an oil-water
carrier, the ester formulation is used as a selective
translocated .,foliar spray tq control many broad-
leaved weed's' avid some woody plants. Commercial
products aF formulated of mixed propylene glycol
butyl ether esters, a butoxyethanol ester, or an iso-
octyl ester of silvex to contain 4 pounds, acid
equivalent, per gallon. Undiluted, the esters are very
painful- to the eyes and irritating to the skin; but .in
diluted spray mixtures, they are only mildly irritating.
In acute oral toxicity, they are similar to esters of
2,4D and 2,4,5T.

Ester formulations of silvex are used ifi.much the
same way as esters of 2.4,5T except that (I) they are
safer where drift onto cotton is a hazard; (2) they are
more effective as a foilage spray on maple, redbud,
Cherokee rose, taltcedar, and trumpet creeper, (3)
they are not so effective for basal-bark and cat-surface
applications; and (4) they are more effective on mouse:
ear chickweed, hen bit, and yucca.

The liquid salt formulation is a solution of the
potassium slat of silvex containing 6 pounds, acid
equivalent., per gallon. It is used to control aquatic

weeds. This formulation is less toxic than the ester
formulations to fish except brown trout. It does not
injure land plants growing adjacent to treated areas. It
is similar to 2,4D in its effect on many species of
submersed aquatic weeds and is more effective on
some. Handling precautions are similar to those for
the ester formulations.

The granular product contains 20 percent acid
equivalent. It is used to control the same aquatic weeds
as the liquid salt. Handling precautions are similar to
those for the liquid salt and esters except that there is

. more danger of inhaling dust and less danger of skin
irritation, Toxicity to fish is the same as for the liquid
salt:

All phenoxy compounds that have been discussed
are available as standard stock items within the Air
Force inventory except MCPA.

Protective equipment and clothing are required
while handling these' compounds. Apply these
compounds in a manner that they will not contaminate
portable water sources.

Exercises (408):
L Phenoxy formulations are toxic.

2. _List the advantages of using phenoxy compounds
for the operator when they are applied at the
recommended rate and strength.

3. The phenoxy compound 2,4D is used to control
weeds.

The phenoxy compound that is principally used
for controlling woody plants is

5. When 2,4D and 2,4,5T are combined in a ji
formulation, this preparation is sold as a

6. The liquid salt formulation of silvex is used to
control weeds.

7. The formulation of silvex that is used in much
the same way as 2,4,5T is the
formulation.

$. The phenoxy compound that is not available as a
standard stock item is

409. Identify characteristics, uses, availabBity, and
safety precautions of phenylurea compounds.

Phenytureas: These compounds used for soil
sterilants include monuron, diuron, and fenuron.
They are only slightly soluble in water. low volatility,
noncorrosive, and nonflammable. They are
formulated as water-dispersible powders and graOular .

products. With the- exception of the granular
materials, all forms are applied as suspensions in
relatively large volumes of water and require agitation
in the spray tank.

Although these chemicals do not move far laterally
in the soil, they may be washed down surface of
slopes to kill vegetation below and theleach deeply
enough to reach the roots of trees, shrubs, and other
deep-rooted plants growing under the treated area. All
three chemicals can irritate eyes, nose, throat, and
skin.

Monuron is- formulated as a water-dispersible
powder containing $0 percent active ingredient. It is
also formulated as a granular material.

The effects of monuron on all weeds are slow to
appear. Monuron is more effective in light sandy soils
than in heavy types at equivalent rates and is more
active in mineral soils than those high in organic-
matter content. It is much more soluble in water than
diuron, so it is better adapted to areas of less than 25
inches of rainfall a year except along irrigatioU and
drainage ditches. It is also preferred to diuron fo r soils
containing considerable amounts of clay, especially
bentonite. or of organic. matter. At high rates, it
leaches readily from sandy soils a nd moves downward
twice as fast as diuron in bothcIay and sandy soils. It is
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somewhat more effective on graises than nongrasses
and gives better control than sodium chlorate. Heavy
rainfall and standing or running water; conditions
favoring microbial activity such as warm soiltof high
organic-matter content and moisture; and soil
cultivation shorten its persistence in the soil. Sterility
of the soil may last I to 3 years; this depends on rates
applied, soil type, and rainfall.

Diuron is even less soluble in water than monuron.
It is formulated as a water-dispersible powder
containing 80 percent active ingredient. There is also a
liquid suspension, containing 2.8 pounds per gallon,
active' ingredient.

The effects of diuron on all weeds arc slow to
appear. Diuron is more effective than monuron where
rainfall is over 25 inches a year and especially on sandy
soils. It is not recommended fotareas oflow rainfall,
especially to control deep-rooted plants. Larger
amounts of diuron then monuron are absorbed by all
soils; consequently, it is more persistent

Fenuron is more soluble in water than monuron or
diuron, but still only small amounts can be dissolved
(0.02 pound per gallon water). It is formulated as a 25
percent pelleted product. It is inactivated more rapidly
than monuron or diuron and is adapted as a soil
sterile= only for dry areas.

Of the three phenylurea compounds discussed,
Fenuron is the only one that is a nonstandard stock
item.

As with all pesticides, protective equipment and
clothing must be worn while handling ,these
compounds, and precautions must be taken to'avoid
damage to desirable plants and contamination of
water sources.

Eiereises (409):
1. What is the primary use of phenylurea

Compounds?

2. Match phenylurea compounds with their
appropriate use?

Compound

a Diuron. ( I)
b. Fenuron. (2)
c Mouton.

(3)

Use

Soil sterilant for dry areas_
Most effective as a soil sserilant
where rainfall is over 25 inches a
year and especially on sandy soils.
Most effective as a soil sserilant
where rainfall is less than 25
inches a year.

3. The two phenylurea compounds that are standard
stock items within the Air Force are
and

4. List the safety precautions for using phenylurea
compounds.

A A .

4.1
410. Specify characteristics, uses, inrailability, and
safety, precautions of Maxine compounds.

Triazines. Triazine compounds inc'ude simazine
and atrazine. These are soil sterile:4s when applied at
high rates. They are notiborrosive, nonflimmable, and
present no electrical, or conductivity pro lem around
utilities, powerplants, transformers, sigst l blocks, or
other electrical', installations.

Simazine, a standard 'stock item, partically
insoluble in water. ks formulated as 80 percent
water-dispersible powder and as a 4 per t granular
product. Both -formulations are us for the
nonselective control of vegetation on where any
plant growth' is undesirable. The granular product is
also effective against rooted aquatic plants such as
coontail; fanwort, horned 'pond weed', And water
milfoil.

Simazine is absorbed by soil colloids. High 4:tenon-
exchange capacity, high organic-matter content and,
to a less extent, high clay content of soils seduce its
toxicity to plants. It is probably also deacnvated by
'soil micro-organisms. Simazifielhaslitde or no contact
action on foliage, so th is.no' drift hazard. It can
penetrate an unbroken eat:Cuticle and Is absorbed
only through the roots. Simazine is ineffective until
water carries it to the root zone, and its action is slow.
It is easily removed from equipment by washing. It
forms asuspension in water that requires agitation to'
keep the chemical from separating out

Atrazine, a nonstandard stock item, is formulated
as an 80 percent water-dispersible powder and. a 4
percent granular product. It is more soluble. than
simazine, so it is more effective in dry areas. Weeds
that are better controlled with atrazine than simazine
are: horsetail; Indian hemp; lettuce, prickly. nutgrins,
yellow; rush, sedge; and thistle, Canada.

Atrazine, unlike simazine, is absorbed through
plant leaves; hence, there is a drift hazard. It is slightly
more toxic than simazine to mammals and remains
toxic in the soil Tor a slightly stoner time.

Exercises (410):
1. When applied at high rates, triazine compounds

are used as

2. The triazine compound that has little or no
contact action on foliage and does not penetrate
unbroken leaf cuticles but is absorbed only
through the roots as

12
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3: The triazine, compound that is available as
standard stock item within the Air Force is

4. The triazine compoUnd that presents a drift
hazard is

5. Based upon the text. would be the
safest to use.

411. List the characteristics of dinitro compounds and
the hazards presented to humans; and cite uses and
availability of the dinitros.

Dinitros. These are contact herbicides used alone
and to fortify oils. The parent compounds do not
dissolve in water but are soluble in oil. Sodium.
ammonium. or amine. salt formulations are water
soluble.

The three parent compounds are designated by the
Weed Society of Amercia (WSA) as: DNAP.
4.6-dinitro-o-sec-amylphenol; DNB P. 4.15-dinitro-o-
sec-butylphenol: and DNC, 3,5-dinitro-o-cresol.

All three compounds are yellow dyes that stain skin,
hair. and clothing. They are highly poisonous if
swallowed, if absorbed through the skin, or if any
appreciable amount of spray .mist is inhaled. Although
they are not irritating, they are readily absorbed
through the skin. They should be kept away from heat
and open flame.

These compounds are nonstandard stock items
within the Air Force inventory and are used sparingly
at the present time .by Air Force personnel.

The parent compounds are used nonselectively for
top-kills of vegetation_ The sodium, ammonium.
amine salts are used selectively. The parent
compounds are very effective contact herbicides that
control a wide range of herbaceous plants, including
many oil-resistant plants. They require large amounts
of water, and their effectiveness as weed killers varies
widely with the temperature.

The dinitros are not economical to use on perennial
grasses and on coarse. vigorous. annual grasses.
Repeated applications-arc required for control in areas
of long seasons and high rainfall.

DNBP is the most effective form. DNC the least,
effective. and DNAP intermediate.

DIN; BP commercial formulations contain 5
pounds DNBP per gallon plus 87.9 percent oil or an
alkanolamine salt containg 3 pounds DNBP per
gallon. Ammonium salts of DNBP contain 1 pound
per gallon.

DN AP commercial formulations contain 75 percent
D` AP.

$

DNC commercial formulations contain 30 percent
sodium salt of DNC. The effectiveness of DNC can be
increased by adding ammonium sulfate, aluminum
sulfate. or sodium bisulfate.

Exercises (411):
1, List the physical characteristics of the parent

compounds of the dinitros.

2. List the hazards presented to humans by dinitro
compounds.

3. Dinitro parent compounds ate used as
herbicides and are very effective for

controlling plants.

4. The three parent compounds of the dinitros
compounds are and

..

5. Why are these compounds nonstandard stock
items within the Air Force?

412. Point out characteristics, uses. availability, and
safety precautions of anticoagulant compounds.

Anticoagulants. These are synthetic -organic
compounds that are used mostly as rodenticides,
although at least one of these compounds is used in the
medical treatment of humans in the prevention of
blood clots. . .

Anticoagulant rodenticides act to reduce the
i

clotting ability of the blood. resulting in internal and
external hemorrhage and eventual death. An.
important characteristic is that relatively low dosages
of anticoagulants ingested daily for approximately 7
days are fatal to rodents when the same total amount
as a single dose may produce no significant damage or
symptoms. The low . concentrations at which the
anticoagulant rodenticides are effective almost
eliminates the hazard of acute toxicity to humans and
greatly reduces this hazard to domestic animals. Also.
the meal baits in which they are used are not generally
attractive to children and pets.

The anticoagulants kill in a radically different
manner form the older single-dose poisons. Most
single does poisons kill rats within hours ( lh hour to 48
hours)" after ingestion. Anticoagulants must be
ingested in small amounts for several days before they
become effective. Even when weakened, rats
apparently do not associate their loss of strength with

1
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their food supply. They return to feed on
anticoagulant treated baits again and again. Thus. the
prqblem of."bait shyness .commonly associated with
"'one shot" poisons is largely overcome. Nonfatal'
doses of single-dose oisons are painful: whereas.
anticoagulants apparen y cause no pain. .

Warfarin iticnown by e chemical name -3(alpha-
acetonyl-benzy1)-4-hy oxycoumarin, and its
chemical formula is CI9H1 4. It is also available as
the water soluble sodium salt of this end form called
warficide. Warfarin concentrate for mixing with solid
food baits was first released for public use in June
1950. It is a colorless and stable crystalline solid at
ordinary temperatures and pressures. It is odorless,
tasteless, and has .a low solubility in water.

Warfarin is available as a 0.5 percent powder
concentrate suitable for mixing with a" bait sucl as
cornmeal. The I concentrate diluent is cornstarch.
Ready-to-use dry bait mixes containing 0.025 percent
warfarin are also available. The sodium salt of
warfarin is sold as a 0.5 percent concentrate which is
readily dissolved in sufficient water, to make a final
waier bait concentration of 0.05 mg. I ml.

It may be used in most situations for the control of
rats and mice. The susceptibility of the various species
of domcstic and field rodents differs. In the interest of
both economy and safety. the lowest bait
concentration consistent with the most effective
control should be used.

Thorough mixing of the bait and poison is of the
utmost importance. A power mixer should be used
when large quantities are mixed on a routine basis. It is
important that clean mixing equipment be used to
avoid contaminating the poisoned bait with materials
which may reduce its acceptability to rats and mice. A
small amount of activated charcoal. about.ih. ounce to
20 pounds of bait mixture, may be added to discolor
the bait mixture and prevent it from being mistaken
for food. Equipment.used in preparing poison baits
must be thoroughly cleaned after its use.

In areas frequented by children or pets. bait should
have a protective covering such as pipes, boards, and
cans. They should be placed in areas where accidental
spillage would not contaminate food and water of
humans and desired animals.

Warfarin can kill any mammal or bird by causing
hemorrhage if it is ingested in sufficient dosage over a
period of days. When used in baits at concentrations as
high as 0.025 percent. household pets must eat fairly
large quantities of the poisoned bait over a period of
days before fatal hemorrhage occurs. Data from
animal experiments suggest that a single feeding of
prepared bait by an animal would be harmless except
to certain very susceptible animals", especially
pregnant females. However. where children or pets are
present. both food and water baits should be placed to
minimize the possibility of accidental ingestion.
Species differ greatly in susceptibility. For example.
chickens may be raised to maturity on an adequate
growing mash containing an effective rodenticidal
concentration of warfarin.
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Fumarin (trade name for cumafuryl) is another
anticoagulant that was released for sale in the United
States in June 1955 as a 0.5 percent concentrate to be
diluted for ude to 0.025 percent by adding 19 parts of
bait (carrier) material to each part of concentrate by, A

. weight. The chemical name of .cumafuryl is ..3-51_
(alphaacetonyl-furfur) .A-hydroxycoumarin. The %if
concentrate is a whiteMuffy powder that is tasteless
and 'odorless. The manufacturer ofl Fumarin
recommends a cereal grain as the carrier and suggests
that lower concentrations may be effective against
certain species under ideal conditions. There is no
apparent adVantage to increasing the concentration
over the 0.025 percent strength. Increased
concentration might be less effeckive due to reduced
bait ac cance.

The anufacturer recommends that baits should
not be ad' erated with other poisons or insecticides..
To do so might create an acceptance problem.

1

Pival is a fluffy, yellow powder with a sligihtly
moldy, acrid odor suggestive of marigolds or tobacco.-
It is essentially insoluble in water but soluble in
organic solvents. The sodium salt derivative, though
soluble in water up to 0.1 percent, nevertheless
precipitates sufficiently from many natural waters to
be observed grossly and to cause concern about
diminished efficiency. To eliminate this drawback, a
stabilizing agent. versene (regular), can be added to the
water to make a 0.1 percent solution from which the
pindone will not precipitate.

Pival is obtainable as a 0.5 percent concentrate in
cornstarch. The manufacturer recommends a 1:19
dilution by weight in bait. The sodium iltk (Pivalyn) is
available as packaged units sufficient to poison I quart
of water. Each packet has versene added to the
Pivalyn.. - .

Pival may be used in most situations for the control
of rats and mice. It appears to beapproximately equal
to warfarin in its rodenticidal effectiveness. Pival has
been found to inhibit mold formation and the
development of insects infesting grain.

Diphacinone is one of the newer anticoagulant
chemicals made available in the fall of 1957. This
material is available as a 0.3 percent concentrate.
which is mixed 1 pound to 19 pounds of bail; and in a
ready-to-use dry bait formulation containing a 0.005
percent, concentration of the active ingredient. 2-
d iphenylacety1-1, 3-indandionc. The manufacturer of
this product called Diphacin claims that this material
requires fewer successive feedings to kill than other
anticoagulants and that it resists insects and mold.
Methods of application for rodent control are similar
to those used.for other anticoagulants in food baits.

PMP (commercial name) is another one of the
newer anticoagulants. Its chemical name is 2-isovalery
I-I. 3-indandione. PM P is available as a ready-to-use
dry meal bait containing 0.055 percnet toxicant. in a
1.1 percent starch concentrate for use in food baits, in
a water soluble bait, and for professional use only in a
2.18 percent tracking powder. A universal concentrate
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for use in either cereal or water baits is also' Rabic
containing 4.33 percent PMP.

Food. baits may be prepared from the starch
concentrate containing one percent PMP. The
manufacturer recommends the standard dilution rate
of one part concentrate to 19 parts of bait material_

The water-soluble form is available in 1 3/3 ounce
key opening cans, and the contents are added to '1
quart of water. The manufacturer emphasizes that
"effective use requires-continuous exposure over a
period of 6 to 10 days or until rodent activity ceases."

Anticoagulants are available 'as standard stock
items in the forms of universal concentrates and ready -
ixed baits. Diphacin is available as a standard stock
item in a bait block form.

Exercises 412: .

1. Anticoagulant compound:. are primarily used as
but may be used in medical

treatment-of humans to prevent

2. Explain how anticoagu

`Z .

3. Comparing anticoagulants with the older single
dose 'type rodenticides. lig the advantages of the
anticoagulant compounds, for the following:
& Safety to other animals and humans:

b. Humane aspect:

c. Acceptability:
.4.

4. The anticoagulant compound that is described as
being a white fluffy powder that is tasteless and
ockirless in the concentrateform is

5. The anticoagulant compound that probably
would be the best to use in damp, dark areas
where molding may be a problem is

6. The anticoagulant compound that is described as
being a colorless. odorless, tasteless, and stable
crystalline solid at ordinary temperatures and
pressures in the concentrate farm is

7_ The anticoagulant compound that is described as
being a fluffy yellow powder with a slightly moldy
acrid odor in the concentrate form is

8. Of arthe anticoagulants discussed in the text, the
one that would most likely not be used in damp.
dark areas due to its mold inhibiting
haradteristids. is

9. What is the 'poly anticoagulant rodenticide
compound that is" available in a bait block form
as a standard stocis item -within the Air Force

system?

15'
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ID- From the safety standpoint, relatively lo w dosages
of antisfoagulants must be ingested .420 for
approximately how many-days?

413. identify characteristics, utats,4availa6 and
safety precautions of various pesticidil cTiptpcanias.

Other Pesticidal Compounds. The compounds that
are discussed in this objective include flouines,
thallium s_sulfate, zinc phosphide. synthetic
pyretnroids, diquat. and mercury compounds.

Flouring. Only one of these compounds is available
for use by military personnel in controlling pests,
which is a synthetic organic element_

Sodium monofluoroacetate (Compound 1080) is a
light, white, crystalline compound, odorless and
tasteless, soluble in water, but practically insoluble in
organic solvents.' fats, and oils. Although this
rodenticide is a nonstandard stock 'tent it is available
for military use; but, because of its high toxicity to
vertegrates. its use is restricted to the point .of almost
nonexistence and most be approved by the Surgeon
General of the service involved.

There is no know antidote for 1680: therefore, every
safety precaution must be taken td prevent inhalation
and ingestion. Wear disposable gloves and dispose of
them properly. wear respirator designed to protect
against this compound. and insure that, the- no
smoking. no eating, and no drinking rule is strictly
inforced while handling this compound.

Thallium sulfate. This is a synthetic inorganic
compound that contains a bluish lead-like metal
element and is greyish white in color. odorless and
tasteless. It is a highly toxic stomach poison used
primarily for controllin domestic and fiedl rodents_
This compound is no longer Mailable to Air force
personnel and it is practically impossible to obtain
anywhere in the States.
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The only reason for mentioning thiscompound is to
bring awareness to its toxic:kir and to make it known
that it is not to be used. Because this compound has
not been festricted for very long, it is possible that you
might happen to find some of this compound'
pigeonholed in pest managnMent sections. In ease you
do find this compound in a shop, you should arrange
for disposal by following the guidelines established by
AFM 67-1, Volume 6 or AFR 19-1.

Zinc phosphide. Zinc phosphide, a synthetic
inorganic compound, is a heavy, dark gray powder
that is chemically stable and insoluble in water. It has a
faint odor' of phosphorus due to the slow release of
phosphine (PH3). Both the powder and gas of very
toxic. Zinc phosphide should be weighed and 'affixed
out-of-doors, preferable, orlin a well - ventilated room,
to avoid inhalatiori of gas' or dust. Gloves should be
worn when one is mixing or distributing baits.

This rodenticide has been used for many years and is
effective against all species of rats and mice. Though
highly toxic to all animal life, some animals will not eat
baits prepared with it because of its objectionable odor
and taste. Most species of rats and mice will accept
attractive zinc phosphide baits.Zinc phOsphide is used
at a strenght oliabout one percent by weight in blended

. or mixed baits. The baits durst be thoroughly talked
beciuse of the small amount of toxicant required.

Zinc phosphide reacts with dilute acids to release
phosphine: therefore, bait materials containing
organic acids may be unsuitable because they cause
this poison to deteriorate too rapidly. However, bait
materials that cause slow 'deterioration may be
desirable as a safety factor. This compound is a.
standard stock item within the Air Force inventory.

As asafety faitor. tartaremetic(anlimonypotasium
tartrate) should be added to.the poison before mixing
with bait in the proportion by weight: zinc phosphide,
S pant; tartar emetic, 3 parts. even though
acceptability of such baits is thereby reduced. Oils and
fats used as a binder also increase absOrption of poison
into a rat's body.

Poisoned baits should be placed out of reach of
other animals= Wear gloves when handling poison and
poisoned baits. Ule .rubber gloves' in mixing baits.
Wash all utensils after mixing. Distribute bait with a
spoon, and discard all unused bait safely. Be sure that
each container is labeled "Poison" and pliced out of
reach of children, irresponsible person. pets, and
livestock.

Syr:Aerie pried:folds. These are synthetically
produced compounds that are used extensively as
replacements for natural pyrethrum.

Allethrin is
This

to the cinerin I found in
pyrethrum. This insecticide was synthesized by
workirs of the US Department of Agriculture as a
repla6ement of natural pyrethrutnArtlethrin is usually
fortified by synergists such as piperronyl butoxide or
4GK 254. Field populations of es and mosquitoes
nave not developed resistan to pyrethrum or
alethi in..

Resmethrin (SBP-1382) is one of a group of
synthetic pyrethroids made by modifying the structure
of natural pyrcthrins. It is more effective against some
insect species than the' natural pyrethriics, is even less
hazardous to mammals. and does not require
synergists to enhance its insecticidal action. In 1973, ap
commercial preparation containing' resmethrin was J
sold in the United States to control insects in
households_and.restatmuits. This preparation includes
ultraviolet light screening agent which helps prevent
breakdown of the material, permitting residual
insecticidal action for a longtime, particularly in
areas such as those behind stoves in kitchens. !

Because pyrethroids do not persistalong time in the
environment, much research is being conducted with
these materials. They may eventually play a role in
controlling. adult mosquitoes and flies, includingthe
stable fly.

These compounds are primarily used as aerosols for
space spraying areas in the control &Vying insects and
are commonlyettegeived,. instead of pyrethrum,

"'through the Air Force supply system even though they
are not listed as a standard stock item.

Diquat. This compound is a nonvolatile,
nonflammable, _and nonselective contact herbicide
used for aquatic weed aintrolAt is highly toxic to
meilmmalswhen ingested, and special precautions must
betaken to avoid inhalation and ingestion: however, it
is a standard stock item.

Mercury. All mercury compounds are highly toxic
and may be eitber inorganic or organic.-Due to their
high toxicity, there is only one mercuric compound
that is used by the Air Force, and that is PMA.

PMA (Phenyl mercuric acetate) is a selective
compound used as a pastemergence herbicide. This
compound has also been used as a fungicide in treating
seeds and grains to prevent molding.

PMA is formulated as a water solliton and as
granules. These formulations can cause severe burns
and irritations to the skin and eyes.

This is a highly toxic compound both orally and
dermally. and extreme care must be taken to prevent
ingestion. inhalation, and contact- 'hyl wearing
coveralls, gloves, hat, boots. respirator, and goggles.

Do not apply to turf if temperature is above 85° F.
(30°C). and avoid drift.

PMA is e nonstandard stock item but can be
obtained' through local purchase.
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Exercises (413)
Match compounds with the statements that apply, -to
each::

Compound Siaiement

a. This compound is a heavy dark gray
powder that has a faint odor of phos-
phorous and is used as a todenticidc
when mixed with bait. . .

I Allethrin.
2, Diquat.
3 PMA.
4 Resmethrin_
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Compound Sloiement .

S Sodium
monolluoro-
aCetate.

6. Thallium
sulfate.

7. Zinc
phosphide.

a. This compound is used as a space
spray kir controlling flying insects
and does not require a synergist to
enhance its insecticidal action.

c. This compaind is used as a non-
selective contact herbicide for
controlling some species of aquatic
weeds and ig highly toxic to mammals
when ingested.

d. This compound is a light, white
erystalline compound thar is odor-
Iess, tasteless, highly toxic, and is
soluble in water and is used as a
rodenticide water bait upon approval
by the Servide Surgeon General.

e. This compound is one of several
compoundsthat was synthesized as a
replacement of natural pyrethrum
and is normally fortified by a
synergist_ -

f. This is a highly toxic compound both
orally and dertnally. and is
formulated as a water solution
and as granules. Formulations of
this compound can cause severe
burns and irritations to the skin and
eym and should not be applied to turf
when temperatures are above 85° F..

S. This compound is no longer
available to Air Force personnel,
and is practically impossible to
obtain within the United States. lt
is a synthetic inorganic compound
that is greyish white is color and is
odorless and tasteless..

Complete exercises 8 through 1
8. The compound that is often referred to as

Compound 1080 is

9. Of *all compounds discussed thus far, the one that
has no known effective antidote is

10. The compound that must be disposed of upon
detection due to its use being extremely limited
and cannot be used by Air Force personnel is

I

1 1.' The substance that is added to zinc phosphide as
a.safety factor is

414. State the characteristics, uses. availability. and
safer: precautions for each identified fumigant
compound.

- Compounds Used as Fumigants. Fumigants are
gases designed to kill cells and tissues of plant and
animal matter by penetrating the dermal wall and

respiratory process. These gases are dispersed in
molecular form which provides thorough and rapid
penetration. Fumigants may be obtained in solid.
liquid, and gaseous forms. Regardless of what form
the fumigant is obtained in, the end result will be in
gaseous form once it is released.

All modern fumigants that prOduce effective control
of pests are also toxic to man. Therefore, every
fumigator must receive thorough training, must be
provided with proper equipment, and must
understand the hazards associated with the fumigants
he uses.

Naphthalene. This common household fumigant is
obtained by the distilling of coal tar. The product is
marketed as moth balls or flakes and is used by the Air
force in controlling bats. Naphthalene has proven to
be an excellent repellent for squirrels, skunks, and rats
in inclosetipaces. it has been replaced, to a Urge
extent, byParadichlorolaenzene, a fumigant that hai a
more pleasant odor..Naphthalene flakes are available
as a'nonstandard stock item.

'Paradichlorobenzene (PDR). This is a chlorinated
hydro-carbon . compound and is used primarily for
protecting woolens, Furs, and insect collections from
insect :attack,: and as a masking deodorant in such
places as public restrooms. Satisfactory control of fly
breeding in garbage cans is maintained by applying
two ounces of PDB per can every 1 to 2 weeks in a
container attached to the cover. Paradichlorobenzene
is a nonstandard stock kern.

Dichlorvos. This compound was previously
discussed in this section under the subject of
organophosphates. it does serve as-a fumigant.and is
authorized for use by the Air Force when placed
within retrograde cargo.

Calcium cyanide_ This compound is probably the
most commonly used rodent fumigant for gassing
rodent burrows outdoors or small inclosed harborages
indoors. Calcium cyanide should never be used near a
building occupied by people_ It is a grayish-white
compound available in either granular or powdered

-form which produces hydrocyanic acid gas upon
exposure to moist air. Both the dust and the gas
liberated will kill any animal, including insectsand
man. In rat control it is used to treat burrows and
under certain:circumstances small inclosed spaces or
harborages. An advantage of this gas over poisons is
that it kills the flea and mite parasites as well, a factor
of considerable importance in controlling the spread.
of diseases such as plague and murine typhus.

Calcium cyanide is extremely hazardous to humans
and should be used only be well-irained personnel.
Personnel should stand upwind while applying this
fumigant and must have appropriate gas masks and
cannisters available for use. Calcium dust is available
as a standard stock item.

Aluminum phosphide. This compound is one of the
newest compounds used as a fumigant. The fumigant
is actually hydrogen phosphide which is a gas released
by aluminum phosphide. It is used primarily for
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intran.sit freight car fumigation to rid processed
nonperishable subsistence items of stored products
pests. This compound can be obtained in pellet, tablet,
and powdered forms and is a standard stock item
authorized for use by military personnel in fumigating
for stored products pests which is accomplished by the
lapin= atmosphere fumigation method.

Aluminum phosphide has a very rapid molecular
action, is corrosive to gold, and, in its pure state, is
highly explosive when exposed to the atmosphere; but
the forms in which-it is obtained for Air Force use have
been formulated with a cooling agent and protective
layer to retard rapid decomposition curd' by
exposure to the atmosphere.

Although this compound is considered to be the
safest fumigant available, protective° clothing and
equipment still must be worn when entering or
cleaning a freight car of stack that is under
fumigation. The advantages Of this fumigant is the
intransit fumigation abilityand the fact that stacks can
be fumigated under cover within a building that is
occupied by other personnel.

SMDC (Vapant). This.is a solid compound that is
readily soluble in water and is recognized as a
fumigant for controlling vegetation. Its use in the Air
Force is limited, but it can be used as a preplant
fumigant to kill germinating seed of both grasses and
nonskasses. It is sometimes used in controlling
nematodes and soil fluid and is a nonstandard stock
item.

Sulfuryl fluoride. This fumigant is a nonstandard
stock .item, but is authorized for use by Air Force
personnel in fumigating structures for dry wood
termites. This is a liquid compound that is stable,
odorless, nonflammable, nonexplosive. noncorrosive,
and shows rapid penetration and may eventually
replace methyl bromide.

Methyl bromide. This is a harvy.(heavier than air),
odorless, and nonflammable gas fumigant. It is a
standard stock item and is authorized for use within
the Air Force for fumigating structures in treating for
dry wood termites. Other methyl bromide uses include
fumigating for clothes moths and carpet beetles and
also as a herbicide fumigant

As a herbicide fumigant, it is used as a preplant
herbicide to kill seeds and can be used to control
nematodes and soil fungi. It is especially good as a
herbicide fiirnigane because of its heavy properties
which allows it to remain on the ground instead of
rising.

Since methyl bromide is odorless, chloropicrin is
added to provide a warning agent.

All fumigants are toxic to all forms of life, and their
use mustbe with extreme caution. Applicator must
wear protective clothing and equipment. Gas masks
with appropriate cannisters for the type of fumigant
being used must be worn and precautions must be
taken to avoid explosions and fires. The area being
fumigated must be adequately and readily identified

with the posting of warning signs, and in Mesecases
the areas must be sealed aff to keep individuals away.

Detailed safety precautions for using all types of
pesticides are provided in Volume 2,

Exercises (414):
State the characteristics, uses, availability, and
safety piecaut: Ins for each of the fumigants identified
below.
I. Methyl bromide:

a. Characteristics
(1)

b. Uses:
(1)

(2)

c. Availability:

d. Safety precautions:
(1) Personal protection

(2) Property protection

(3) Public protection

2. Aluminum phosphide:
a. Characteristics:

(I)

(2)
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b. Uses:

c. Availability:

d. Safety precautions for
(1) Personal protection

(2) Property protection

(3) Public protection

3. Calcium cyanide:
a. Characteristics:

(1)

(2)

(3)

b. Uses:

c. Availability:

1\
d. Safety precaations for

(I) Personal protection

(2) protection

1-2. Pesticide Formulations and .Calculations
In most cases, pesticides -are received in

concern rated form to save expenses for transporting.
Therefore, you as a pest manager, will be required to
prepare pesticidal formulations that will be effective
and safe from the pesticidal concentrates. TO do this,
you must know what type of materials that can be used
in preparing a certain type of formulation. In addition
to this, you be capable of calculating the correct
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amount of concentrate to be used in obtaining and
identified percent of finished product and calculating
the eorrectamount of finished product to do the job
according to recommendations. provided cat the
pesticide label.

Tit calculate the amount of finished product needed
to do a job, you must' also be able to calculate the
amount of areas to be treated and; in-many cases, the
speed in. which the pesticide has to be applied in order
to apply it at the recommended rate.

Within thil section, dismission Will be based upon
the identifiaton of supplementary materials used in
conjunction with pesticides, the Components of
common pesticide formulations; the methods for
calculating the amount of area,.rate of application.
and the quantity of pesticide concentrate to be added
to obtain a proper mixture.
NOTE All calculation exercises in this chapter have
been carried two places beyond ,the decimal point to
obtain a more accurate product which is required
when pesticides are involved.

415. Match supplementary materials with their
appropriate purpose of. use in conjunction with
pesticides.

L ,

Supplementary Materials and Their Use. The
materials used in the context of this course are
materials that help the pesticides to work more
efficiently and economically by acfing as ,solvents,
emulsifiers, spreading and wetting agents, adhesives or
st ickers, perfumes and masking agents, synergists, and
carriers or diluents. It is generally not economical to
apply pesticides as technical grade material or in
concentrated form. A wide variety of chemicals have
been found useful in formulating sprays and dusts.

Am:viten= These are substances that keep pests
away from plants or animals .by emitting odors that
are offensive or present an appearance or taste that js
undesirable. Diethyl toluamide, a repellent, is applied
to exposed skin surfaces and clothing to preient attack
by mosquitoes and other arthropods. Moths are
repelled by clothing treated with naphthalene.
Repellents do not necessarily kill arthropods. but they
do protect people and materials from arthropod
attack.

Attractants. These are substances that attract
arthropods by sensory stimulation. They are used to
hire arthropods into traps or away from certain areas.
They are also used to enhance poison baits so that an
arthropod will eat it. An example of attraction is the
response of insects to odors from foods, opposite sex,
prey, or from sites suitable for the deposit of eggs. A
few attempts have been made to use the principle of
attraction to induce pests to eat poison baits or to lure
them into various types of traps.

Pessicarus. Very finely powdered silica gels 'and
silica aerogels have been tested for the control of
cockroaches, fleas, kissing bugs. dry wood. termites,
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and such ectoparasites of domestic animals as ticks, I coalesce and separate into continuous layers of oil and
water. In the familiar oil-in-water insecticidal
emulsions, the many finely divided oil' droplets form
the dispersed phase and the water comprises the
continuous phase. '

The early emulsifiers were soaps, but moderausage
requires more effective synthetic detergents such as the 1
Tritons, Spans, and Tweens. Substances that lower the
surface tension of water tend to stabilize a water
emulsion.

lice, and mites. Mice aerogels and diltomaceons
earths are also used to protect-stored-grains from the
attacks of beetles and moths in mahy countries. These
compounds kill arthropods by damaging the outer,
waterproof layer. of the arthropod exoskeleton, the
epicuticle,either - by absorbing the fatty or waxy
materialor By abrasion. The arthropods lose liquid
rapidly, 'sometimes becoming incapacitated in an
hour's time, and die by dessication. These materials

\ are reported to be nontoxic to man and to warm-
\ blooded animals. Sorptive dusts are amorphous rather

than crystalline compounds, so; they do not cause
silicosis. Since the action of the dusts is physical rather
than chemical, it Lepossible that arthropods will not
become resistant to them. The real problem is using
this type of control is to keep the fine powder in areas
where arthropods will come in contact with it. -

, .Solvents. A solvent dissolves a pesticide so that the 7. live. Wetting -agents promote the formation of a-
Molecitles of a pesticide are evenly dispersed - continuous film of pesticide' on water-repellent
throughout the resultant solution: The solvent acts surfaces or incrase the rate with which the pesticide
both' s a carrier for the pesticide and as a diluent, soaks into or wets other materials. Sofro:mated oils, the
reducing the concentration of the insecticide, to the higher sodium alkyl sulfates, and other surface-active -
most economical percentage:' Some solvents, such as dispersants may be added to pesticidal dusts to .
petroleum fractions, also add to the insect-killing produce wettable pesticide, powders (also known as
powers of .the formulation. Many pesticidei are water-dispersible powders) which form suspensions
dissolved in solvents such as fuel oil, kerosene; or when added to water.
xylem in the preparation of field spray solutions or Adhesives or stickers. Adhesives are substances
emulsifiable concentrates. The selection of a solvent added to liquid sprays to improve the adhesive quality
depends on its ability tp hold thpestieide in solution, of the insecticidal deposit, especially to avoid leaching'
its _ toxicity to animal and plant life4' its odor and by the rain. Protective materials such as gelatin, glue,
staining characteristics, and its fire hazard. . rosin, and other gums axe valuable adhesives.

Two general types of solvents.are commonly used: Masking agents: Perfumes or Masking agents
(1) volatile liquids. such as xylene, which evaporate agreeable scents, like oilawintergreen, that areadd
after spraying and leave only a residual deposit of the to household insecticides to mask unpleasant od,Ots
pesticide, and (2) nonvolatile or semivolatile liquids, such as those of kerosene, pyrethrum; or
such as petroleum oil, which leave the surface coated - cyclohexanone. There are many proprietary pe,ifiames
with a solution of the toxicant. Fuel oil and kerosene and masking agents now available.
do not dissolve the high concentrations of pesticides Synergisms. Synergism (from the G
needed to make emulsifiable concentrates, so other "working together") is said to occur
compounds are often used as auxiliary solvents. The materials give greater physiological
flashpoint must be considered when selecting a' applied together than separately. C

.
Spreading and wetting agents. Many of the

synthetic enndifiers and detergents are used also as
wetting and spreading agents. These agents are rather
difficult to define except according to the mariner in
Which they are used. Detergents are developed
priinarilit for their cleaning ability. Spreading agents,
such as Hercules Triton 11-1956, may be added to oil
larvicides to decrease the serf= in-which thelarvae

meaning
when two
on when

compounds
pesticidal solvent for fogging operations. Materials added to pesticidal mixtures do increase their toxicity;
with a lose flashpoint increase the fire hazard of an therefore, the amount of the basic pesticide-in the
insecticide: therefore, solvents with flashpoints over formulation may be greatly reduced. For example, the
200° F are preferred. addition of the relatively inexpensive synergist

Emuistfiers. An emulsifier is a surface active agent piperonyl butoxide to fly and mosquito sprays makes
(detergent) that stabilizes a mixture of a liquid within a it possible to reduce the amount of the more expensive
liquid:; Milk, for example, is an emulsion -with tiny pyrethrum insecticide and still obtain effective
globules of butterfat and other ingredients suspended control with substantial savings in the final formu-
in water. A technical grade insecticide may be lation. These synergism mayalso be used to counteract
dissolved in xylene and an emulsifieradded to produce the resistance of insects to certain chemicals. A
an emulsifiable concentrate of low bulk that may be synergiit apparently brings about an alteration in the
stored and moved with ease, rather than .storing or insects physiological reaction to an insecticide,
shipping large amounts of more dilute materials. At making the poison more effective. A synergist applied
the time of use, the concentrate is diluted with water, as much as a day before the pesticide may still produce
the most universal and economical carrier, to produce an activating effect. _However, a sines-gist applied after
and inexpensive and effective emulsion. the pesticide is of no value. The most practicable.

The emulsifier forms a thin film around each minute procedure is to mix the synergist with the insecticide;
droplet of oil, resisting the tendency of the droplets to then, only one application is required.
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Some of the activators, or spi ts, are piperonyl
butoxide, sesamex. sulfoxide, ropyliSome, and
MGK -264.

Carriers and diluents. Most pesticidal dusts are
purchased ready for use. but may be diluted for special
purposes. Some of the generally available carriers
include attapulgite, bentonite. calcite, diatomite,
gypsum, hydrated lime, kaofin,clay, pyrophyllite, and
talc. Dust carriers'should lie relatively low in cost,and
must have great -absorptive capacity. when they are
used to absorb liquid pesticides such, as malathion.
These carriers must not produce any breakdown of the
pesticidal chemical. Dusts are usually mixed in a.ball-
mill or other type of blending machine. They must be
extremely fine particles and of low density in order
that they may, be airborne for a considerable distance
when applied.

Exercises (415):
Match each of the supplementary materials with the
purpose of use.

2.
3.

5._6.
7.

9.

Purpose of Use

Ad hesives ; suckers.
Attractants.
Carriers! diluehts.
Dessicants.
Emulsifiers.
Masking agents.
Repellents.
Solvents.
Spreading and wetting
agents.

30. Synergisti,

Supplementary Materials

a. Peanut butter, apples. and
sugar_

b. Xylem. fuel oil. and kerosene.
c. Oil of wintergreen. and

shaving lotitin.
d. Bentonite. vermiculite. and

talc.
Gelatin. and resin.
Silica gels.
Naphthalene and paradich-
torobenzene.

h. Synthetic detergents.
Piperonyl butoxide, and
sesames.

e.

416. Match the formulation components with the
appropriaterpesticidal formulation.

Pesticide Formulations and Their Components.
Pesticides are produced from- natural or synthetic
chemicals that kill insects readily. but will not cause
undue hazards to man. animals. and plants when
formulated and applied correctly. Precise formulation
and application are essential in all pesticidal
programs. Some toxicants are applied as technical
grade pesticides. such as malathion or naffed in ultra-
low volume applications. Most pesticides. however.
are made into proper strength dusts. granules,
suspensions. solutions. or emulsions before
application. Dusts are often diluted to lovier
concentrations with talc or pyrophyllite. Wettable
powders are mixed with water to form suspensions of
desired concentration. Liquid sprays are often
purchased as concentrated solutions or emulsifiable
concentrates. Concentrated solutions may be diIut4d
with oils. and emulsifiable concentrates with water. to
prepare field strength solutions or emulsions.

Technical grade pesticide. This is the basic toxic
agent in its purest coMmercial form. It is rarely Ot
chemically pure. Some technical-grade pesticides are
liquids; others occur in solid form. Technical grade
malathion is a clear amber .liquid, whereas
chlorpyrifos (Dursban) is a white, granular, crystalline
material. Some undiluted technical grade pesticides
are used in ultra-low volume space applications.
However, in most cases. technical grade pestiCides are
mixed with a carrier before use, forming a dust,
granule, suspension, solution, or emulsion as shown in
figure 1-1 (components of basically dry formulations)
and figure 1-2 (components of liquid formulations).

Pesticidal dusts. .A pesticidal dust in its simplest
form. is merely finely pulverized insecticide such as
sulfur dust used to repel chiggers. Most pesticidal
dusts, however, consist of the technical gradepesticide
and an inert carrier, figure 1-1, such is talc or
pyrophyllite, with each minute particle of the carrier
coated with the chemical toxic to insects. Dusts.psay be
applied by hand, by simple dust guns, by largePower
dusters, or by airplanes. These materials are usually

. low in cost, easy to apply, nonstaining. and nontoxic
. to vegetation.

Pesticides in dust form are generally absorbed
through the skin. but may be dangerous if inhaled into
the respiratory tract. Dusts do not adhere well to
vertical surfaces and are easily removed by rain and
wind. They are unslightly in the home and 'have been
replaced. for the most part, by sprays and aerosols.

Pesticidal granules. These are basically the same as a
dust formulation as shown in figure 1-1, except the'
carrier particles are larger. Vermiculite is used as the
inert carrier instead of "talc or pyropityllite in most
granular formulations. Since granules are heavierthan
dusts. they do not adhere-to leaves: therefore. they will
penetrate dense foliage. which are real advantages
where it is desirable forthe pesticide to reach the water
surface for mosquito control in vegetated swamps, or
to get to the ground surface through trees and shrubs
for chigger or fire ant control. Other advantagei of
using granules are that they prOvide longer lasting
effects and they are not as apt to drift away from the
target areas, as for an example of granules being used
as herbicides.

Wettable powders. This formulation consists of the
technical grade pesticide an inert carrier. and a wetting
agent (usually a synthetic detergent) whiCh facilitates
mixing it with water. This is illustrated in figure I-1..
Many wettable powders contain an anticaking agent:
which prevents lumping while in storage. and a
dispersant which helps keep the particles in
susAnsions from settling out too quickly: Wettable
powders may have a technical grade chemical content
ranging from 15 to 90 percent. The insecticide is coated
(absorbed) onto a fine inert dust. such as talc or
pyrophyllite. Wettable powders have advantages over
other concentrates. They do not require the addition
of solvents which can cause injury to plants, they lack a
solvent odor. and they do not have a tendency to
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irritate the skin of the operators or to be absorbed
through the skin.

Pesticidal suspensions. This formulation, as shown
in figure I-I, is obtained when wettable powders are
added to water. A great advantage of a suspension is
the tendency of the pesticide to be deposited on the
porous surface of the structure sprayed. When porous
materials such as concrete, plaster, adobe,' or
unpainted wood arc sprayed with a suspension, the
water penetrates, leaving the carrier and the maximum
amount of the pesticide on the surface available to kill
pests. By contrast, when solutions or emulsions arc
spayed, they penetrate porous materials sothat less of
the pesticide remains on the surface. During use,
suspensions should be agitated continuously or
frequently to prevent settling of the solid pesticide
particIes.

Suspensions tend to clog the strainers and nozzles of
sprayers, especially when the wettable powder is
stored for long periods in humid areas, which causes a
clumping of particles, or when it is applied in high
concentration. Trouble is experienced . when using
some municipal water supplies. Some waters produce
foaming while others require the addition of more
wetting agent.

Pesticidal solutions. This formulation, figure 1-2,
consists of the technical grade pesticide dissolved in a
solvent such as kerosene, diesel oil, or xytene.
Solutions are available as ready-to-use. formulations

CFN-005

(sucft as the ordinary household fly and mosquito
sprays with a low percentage of pesticide) and as
solution concentrates. Solution conoentraten contains
high percentage of insecticide and must ordinarily be
diluted in oil, water, or other suitable solvent and
diluent, indicated on the label, befort use. Some
concentrates are used without dilution in ultra-low
volume AULV) applications. In residual spraying, the
solvent evaporates from the treated surfaces, leaving a
deposit of the pesticide. DDT and some other -
insecticides causes "blooming" of fine crystals that are
readily picked up by the feet and bodies of insects,
Some other pesticidesd, such as chlordane and
malathion, do not crystallize; thus forma thin filial of
insecticide on treated surfaces.

Solution concentrates have the advantage of low
volume, which reduces bulk, Weight, and shipment
costs. They are diluted at the destination, often in the
field, making their portability a real advantage. The
diluted mixture is termed -field strength solution-" Oil
solutions are used extensively in fog applicators, but
are unsatisfactory for most dilute spray applications'
because of their toxicity to plants unless they are being
used for the purpose of vegetation control.

Emulsifiable concentrates. Emulsifiable
concentrates, figure 1-2, consist of the technical grade
pesticide, a solvent. and an emulsifying agent. usually
a synthetic detergent_ Emulsifiable concentrates have
the same advantages as the solution concentrates, plus

TECHNICAL
GRADE

PESTICIDE

1" SOLVENT = SOLUTION
..._

+ SOLVENT - EMULSIFIER
.

= EMULSIFIABLE
CONCENTRATE

1- SOLVENT + EMULSIFIER + WATER - EMULSION I

Figure 1-2. Components of Liquid formulations.
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the benefits of a low cost and a readily available
diluent water.

-Pesticidal emulsions_ When the emulsriable
concentrate is added to water and agitated, an
emulsion is formed, figure 1.2, and the concentration
of pesticide is reduced to the desired field strength.
Pesticidal solutions and emulsifiable concentrates
usually are clear, whereas emulsions have an
appearance similar to milk. the most common natural
emulsion. Unlike solutions; most pesticidal require
periodic agitation to prevent the concentrate from
separating out of the water. Emulsions or solutions.
diluted to field strength, are called finished sprays.

Emulsions are widely tased for the residual
treatment of solid surfaces. ests that rest on these
treated surfaces are killed by the residue of pesticide.
Some emulsions remain effective fora longer time on
masonite and bare or painted wood than on glazed tile
or shiny metal. This is an important consideration in
determining the time interval between . residual
applications. Emulsions with a high percentage of the

'pesticide (and solvent) may burn plants,.Therefore,
any emulsions sprayed on plants should have a loiv
percentage of pesticide and solvent and a high
percentage of water. Mosquito larvicidal treatments
with emulsions arc usually confined to shallow bodies
of water and to treatment of water containers, where
excessive dilution will not take place. Oil solutions are
more suitable for deep bodies of water. Mosquito
larvicidal' treatments with emulsions are usually in a
thin film that kills the larvae when they come to the
sprayed surface to breathe atmospheric air- Emulsions
may damage aluminum, varnish. and painted surfaces.
due to the action of solvents such as xylene. Emulsions
are often corrosive to metal sprayers and their fittings.
Sprayers, used to dispense emulsions should be made
of stainless steel.. aluminum, fiberglass,, or other
noncorrosive materials. After use, the sprayers. are
easily cleaned by a water rinse.

Invert emulsions. These formulations 'are water -in-
oil mixtures in which every droplet is surrounded by
oil instead of water. This results in a viscous material
that is difficult to apply but is less likely to drift. This
type of formulation is used very seldom by/the Air
Force. but it does have certain merits in herbicidal
applications_

Exercises (416):
Match the formulation components with the
appropriate pesticidal formulation.

Prinerda Formulation

1_ Emulsifialic concen a.
=MS.
Invert emulsions. b.

3. Pesticidal dusts.
- 4. Pesticidal emulsions. c.

5- Pesticidal Traoules-
- 6. Pesticidal solutions.

Pcsticzelal suspensions. d.

Formulation Components

Technics] grade pesticide and
vermiculite.
Technical grade pesticide.
talc. and synthetic detergent.
Technical grade pesticide.
sytene. synthetic detergent.
and meter.
Purest commercial toxicant.
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8. Technical grade
pesticide.

: 9 Wettable powders.

e. Technical grade pesticide.
pyrophilitc, synthetic deter-
gent, and water.

f. Technical grade pesticide.
and kerosene.

g. Techtheal grade insecticide,
kerosene, and water.

h. Technical grade pesticide and
- PYroPhYtfite

i. Technical grade pesticide.
,xylene, and synthetic
detergent.

417. Solve given area calculation problems.

Area Calculations. In order to apply pesticides in
accordance with pesticide label specifications. you
must first determine the amount of area to be treated.
Pesticide labels will specify that a certain amount of
the pesticide must be applied over a specifienumber of
square feet, linear feet, cubic feet, or acres. Therefore,
when you are required tomcat a designated facility or
area, you must know 'exactly how many square feet.
linear feet. cubic feet, or acres are involved.

This objective. will enable you to obtain this
information so that you can prepare and apply the
exact amount of pesticide required .at the rate
specified.

Table 1-1, Table of Equivalents, is provided for your
information and reference, as required,' in the
remaining portions of this course.

Square foot formula for rectangles_ Determining
the square feet is required when the pesticide libel
specifies a certain quantity of pesticide to be applied
per square foot, thousand square feet, or other. This
term usually applies to a rectangular area such as
walls, ceilings, floors, and/ or a plot of ground.

(Square foot formula for rectangles):

X=W=L

Where:

X = total square feet within an aiea
W = width of area
L = length of area

Example! Determine the total square feet
contained in an area that is 20 feet wide and 40 feet
long:

X=WxL
X=20 x40
-X= 800sgit

NOTE: There are times when some pesticide labels
refer to linear foot application of pesticides. When this
term is observed, it is in reference to the actual distance
(in feet) from one point to another. The width is not
important in this case. because it has already been
considered with the type of equipment designated to
be used.



TABLE 1-1
TABLES OF ,EQUIVALENTS

weigtt:

I ounce lot (avoirdupois)
I pound (lb) (avoirdupois)
1 ton WS abort)
I toe (US long)

I gamma
I milligram
1gram (gm)
1 kilogram Ogg)
1 ton (metric)

Volume or Capacity Measure (Liquid):

2. fluid ounce (US)
I pint (pt)
1 quart NV (VS)
I gallon (gal) (US)

1 gallon (Brit)
1 liter

28.3495 grants
= 18 omens 453.50 grams

2.000 ponds 907.185 kilograms = 13. B83 tons (US long)
2.240 powile -= 1,016.047 idlograine 1.12 tons
(US short)

= 1 microgram = 0.001 milligntni
= 1,000 gammas 0.001 gram

1,000 milligrams
1,000 grams = 2.205 pounds (avoirdupois)

= 1,000 kilograms = 2,205 pounds = 0.984 tons (US long)
1.302 toss WS abort)

29. 57 -milliliters
= 36 fluid ounces
= 2 pit= = 0.9463 liter

4 quarts- = 0.8327 gallon (Imperial or British)
= 231 cubic inches = 0.1337 cubic loot = 3.7115 liters

- 1.2009 gallons (US) 4.546 liters
= 1.000 mil Miters = 1.057 quarts

At all temperatures up to I.000F, one gallon water weighs approadmately 8.3 pounds,
and one gallon of kerosene weighs apprtmintarely 6.8 Made.

Volume or Capktity Mcasuie (Dry):

1 quart (VS)
1 bushel (bar) fug)

1 babel (13i4)
liter //

Volume/or Capacity Measure (Cubic):

1 cubic inch
I cubic foot

1 cubic yard
1 clibiLc millimeter
1 ribib centimeter

LinesirMeasure (Length):
t V

1 inch (ill)
Y foot Sftl
1 yard (7d)
1 rod (rd)

mtle

1 micron (
1 millimeter
1 centimeter
1 meter
1 kilometer

Square Measure (Area):

1 square foot
I square yard
1 square rod

1 acre

I square mite
1 square meter

1' hectare

2 pints 1.1032 liters
32 quarts = 4 pecks * 1.244 cubic feet
= 0.989 British bushel

= 3.2843 cubic feet = 36.368 liters = 1.032 US bushel,
= 0.9081 dry quart (US)

36.387 cubic centimeters
3,728 cubic incites = 29.822 US liquid quarts
= 7.483 VS liquid gallant = 25.714 VS dry quarts
= 0.80357 US bushels = 23.316 liters

= 27 cubic Ieet = 0.7646 cubic meter"
= 0.001 cubic centimeter
= 0.061 cubic inch

- 2.54 centimeters = 25.4 millimeters
12 inches = 30.5 centimeters = 0.3048 meter

= 3 feet = 0.9144 meter
= 5.5 yards = 16.5 feet 5.029 meters
= 320 rods A 1,760 yards 5,280 feet

= 1.6094 kilometers
0.001 millimeter

- 0.0394 inch
= 10 millimeters = 0.394 inch

100 centimeters = 3.28 feet = 39.37 inches
.= 1,000 meters = 0.6214 mile

,= 144 square inches = 0.0939 square meter
". 9 square feet = .0.8361 square meter
= 272.25 square Met = 30.25 square yards

= 25.283 square meters
= 43,560 square feet = 4.640 square yards

= 160 square rode = 0.4047 hectare
= 640 acres = 259 hectares
= 1.550 square inches = 1.196 square yards

= 20.76 square feet
= 2.471 acres = 10,000 square meters
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Square foot formula for triangles. This forinula is
rarely required in pest management programs, but it
may be needed for some areas that are MOM of a
triangular shape than rectangular. This would allow

.,.
more accuracy in determining the total square feet
than figuring on the rectangular basis. .

(Square foot formula for triangles):

X=BxPx.5

Where:

X -J. total square feet within an area
W = base of area
P = point of area
.5 = constant

Example: Determine he total square feet contained
in a triangular area that basa 30-foot base and a 50-
foot point: l ;

..
1.f

X=1:154pxj X=30x50x -
5 op

X= 110.6 or 750 sq_ ft.

Square foot formula for circles. This formula is
rarely used. However, it may be used more freqUently
than the square foot formula for triangles. Some
circumstances that might require the use of this
formula include the required treatment of modern
structures of circular design and the treatment of
ground areas surrounding flag poles.

(Square foot formula for -circles):

X=IrR2

Where:

X - total square feet within an area
y- = Constant (3.14)
R2 = Radius of circle (squared)

_ _ ____

Exampie: Determine the total square feet within a
circle that has a radius of 35 feet.

X = Tr R2 - . X=3.14x 35 x 35 ,-
X = 3246.50 or 1,846 and ti2 sq. ft.

Cubic foot formula. This formula is used in
determining the total volume eantained in an inclosed
area such as a room, an entire building, or possibly a
stack of commodities to be fumigated under cover. As
previously stated, this formula is_ usually ret:luired
when space sprays or fumigants are to be used.

(Cubic foot formula):

X=Nsixl.xli
. .

Where:

X - total cubic feet within an area
w = width of area
L = length of ?tea
14 = height of area

I

Example: Determine the total cubic feet
contained within an area that is 40 feet wide, 60 feet
long, and 8 feet high:

1:

xarwxixli xtoxisoxi. X ..! 19.200 at. &
1 ;

r i

1

Exercises (417): - i
Solve each of the area calculation problems (to the
nearest hundredths) that are provided below:

. . .

1. The total square feet contained in a triangular area
that has a 100-foot point and a 60-foot base is

The total square feet contained ina circle that has
a radius of 50 feet is

3. The total square feet/Contained in a rectangular
area that is 5 feet wide and 70 feet long is

i

1

I

4. A warehouse/measuring 70 feet long, 30 feet wide,
and '18 feethigh would contain _./f_._ cubic feet.

/
/ I

1

d/ 1

'1_ .

418. Solve given capacity calculadln problems.
i

Capacity Calculations. Although the capacity ofOpacity
equipment used in dispersing pesticides

has already been determined-and zyperly identified,
there could be situations that would itianire-you_to___
determine the capacity of a sprayer tank or other
container that is to be used for formulating and
transporting liquid pesticides. .;

Following the eompletion of this objective, you will
be able to calculate the capacity, in gallons. of
cylindrical, elliptical, and rectangular containers.

Formula forcakulating the capacity of cylindrical
containers. This formula can be used in determining
the number of gallons- or ounces that any given'
cylindrical container can hold. ;
NOTE: All measurements must be in inches.

(Formula for cylindrical containers):

25
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X = L x D2 X 0.(K)34

Where:
r

;

X = capacity in gallons
L = kngth of container

)

02 = diameter of container (squared)
0_0034 = constant

--

i

-



Example: Determine the capacity, in gallons, of a
cylindrical container that is 6 feet (72 inches) long and
4 feet (48 inches) in diameter.

X=LxD2x0.0034 X=6x4x4x0.0034
X=72X48 X0.0034 X = 564-01 gallons

Formula for daeulating the capacity of rectangular
containers. This formula will be useful in determining
the number of gallons or ounces that any given
rectangular container can bold.
NOTE: All measurements must be in inches.

(Formula for rectangular containers):

X =Lx WxDx lawn

Where:
X = capacity in gallons
L = length of container
$11t7= width of container
D = depth of container
0.004329 = constant

Example: Determine the capacity, in gallons, of.a
rectangular Container that is 5 feet 60 inches long, 3
feet (36 inches) wide, and 3 feet (36 inches) deep.

x=1.xwxDx0.004329 X-=Sx3x3xii.004129
X 60 x 36 x 36 x 0.004329

X = 336.62 gallons

Exercises (418k
Solve each of the capacity calculation problems (to

,'the nearest hundredths) provided below:

/ 1. You have had a new rectangular container
fabricated by the metal fabrication section on base
which is to be used as a pesticide container. You
are now faced with the problem of determining the
capacity of the container so you will know how
many gallons of pesticide it will hold. If the
dimensions of the container measures 4 feet long,
3 feet wide and 1=!z feet deep, 'the capacity
of the container will be gallons.

2. The capacity of a cylindrical container that
. measures 4 feet long and 3 feet in diameter will be

gallons.

415. Solve
problems.

given rates of application calculation

Calculations for Ratessof Application. Information -
pertaining to the rate of application for a specific
pesticide is otovided on the pesticide label: however,
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this information varies with the type of pesticide being
used. Rates of application for liquid insecticide may he
given in gallons of finished spray per thoUsand square
feet, gallons of finished spray per acre, pounds of
active ingredient (Al) per thousand square feet, or
pounds of active ingredient per acre. Most pesticidal,
dust and granule formulation application rates are
given in pounds of diluent or active ingredient per
acre.

Rates of application for many herbicides are given
in ounces or pounds of acid equivalent (AE) pe r square
foot, rod, or acre.

When applying space sprays and fumigants, the rate
of application will normally be given -in gallops,
ounces, or pounds per thousand cubic feet.

It is very seldom that you will be treating an exact
amount of area that is identified on the pesticide label.
Therefore, you will be required to determine the exact
amount of area to be treated and convert this twill
area into common usable figures in order t o determine
the exact amount of pesticide to be applied, and in
some situations, the speed in which it must be applied.

Linear application formulas. When pesticide labels
specify that a certain quantity of pesticide formulation
must be applied within a specific distance, you must
know the dispersal rate of your equipment for the
formulation to be dispersed and the Speed that you
must travel.

a. Cilculating dispersal rate. To calculate the
dispersal late of pesticide dispersal equipment, you
must collect andmeasure the quantity of dry or liquid
ounces dispersed by the equipment in I ainute. This
number is then multiplied by the number of minutes in
an hour and then divided by the number of ounces
contained in a pound or a gallon, depending upon the
type of material.

(Dispersal rate formula):

X = 0 X 60

128/16

Where:

X = dispersal me
0= ounces (thy or liquid) in 1 minute
60 = constant (minutes in hour)
128 = coral-in-(oun= invallon if formulation is liquid)

(table 1-I)
16 = constant (ounces in pound if formulation is

(table 11)

Example: Determine the number of gallons a John
Beam Sprayer disperses in an hour when 80 ounces are
collected in I minute.

X = x 60

128

X = 80 x 60

128

X= 37.5 Jai per lir



4.

NOTE: The previous formula and the formulas that
follow can be used with either dry formulations, such
as dusts and granules, or liquid formulations simply by
substituting pounds with gallons, dry ounces with
liquid ounces, or vice versa.

b. Calculating travel speed. To calculate the speed
that the pesticide dispersal equipment must travel, you
must know the dispersal rate of the equipment, which
was done in the previous example, and the quantity of
pesticide to be applied per mile. The quantity of
pesticides to be applied per mile is identified on
pesticide labels.
NOTE: The remaining formulas in this objective will
be based on known and unknown information. The
known information is provided in each example and
the unknown information is what you will be
determining.

(Speed' per hour formula):

Speed = dispersal rate per hour

quantity per mile

&ample: A pesticide label specifies that this
pesticide must be applied as a finished spray the rate of
40 gallons per mile. The equipment that you are going
to use has been proven to disperse 35.5 gallons per
hour, and now you must determine the speed that you
must travel to obtain the proper application rate.

Unknown: Speed per hour
Known: Dispersal rate per hour

Quantity per mile

Speed = dispersal rate per hour
Speed =

35_5

quantity per mile 40

Speed = WM miles per hour

Area application formulas_ Information pertaining
to the dispersal of pesticides over a given area is
specified on the pesticide label: however, area
application rates are expressed differently from those
for linear applications.

To perform area applications of pesticides properly.
you must know the formulas for calculating various
information that is required, such as the flow rate of
the equipment to be used, speed. in which the
equipment must travel, the amount of area to be
-treated, the gallons of finished spray required, the
gallons offinished spray to be applied per acre, and the
spray strength.

The formula for calculating the flow rate of
equipment has already been discussed under the
subject of linear application, and the formula for

'calculating the amount of area to be treated was
discussed in objective 417. Therefore, discussion
within this objective will continue with the formulas
for calculating the unknowns such as speed of travel
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for equipment, the gallons of finished spray required,
and the gallons of finished spray to be applied pe r acre.

a. Calculating quantity of finished product.
Determining the gallons or pounds of finished product
is required when the pesticide label specifies that the
pesticide must be applied at the rate of X gallons per
pounds per acre.

(Quantity of finished product formula):

Quantity required = square feet X. quantity per acre

43,560 (square feet lien acre)

&ample: A pesticide label specifies that the
pesticide must be applied at the rate of 120 gallons of
finished spray per acre. The area to be treated is 60,480
square feet. How much of the finished product will be
required to treat the entire area?

Unknown:
Known:

Quantity required
Quantity per acre
Square feet in area
Square feet in an acre (table 1-l)

Quantity require d sq ft X pi per acre

43,560

Quantity requited =
60,480 x 120

43.560

Quantity required = 166.6! gallons of finished product

p

b. Calculating speed in feet per minute. Once you
have determined the quantity of pesticide that is
required to treat an area you must then determine the
speed that you must travel to disperse the total
quantity at the proper rate over the entire area. The
following formula is used to determine the speed in
feet per minute that you must travel to apply a given
quantity of finished product to a given number of
square feet.

(Speed in feet per minute formula):

43,560 X quantity dispersed per minute
Width X quantity dispersed per acre

Example: A pesticide label specifies that a pesticide,
must be applied at the rate of I00 pounds of finished
product per acre. The area that requires treatmentis
2.3 acres, and the equipnie-u to be used has been
calculated to disperse 4 pounds per minute and has a
swath width of 20 feet. How fast must this equipment
travel to apply this pesticide over the entire area at the
specified fate:- --

Unknown: Speed in farper-minute.
Known: Square feet in acre (tablei-l) ---

Dispersal rate per minute
Swath width
Quantity per acre

256



Speed in ft per min no 43.360 X lb dispersed per min

swath width X lb dispersed per acre

Speed in ft per min w 43-56° X4
20 X 100

Speed in It per min wt 87.12 (or 0.99 mph)

NOTE: To convert the speed in feet per minute to
speed in miles per hour, simply divide the speed in feet
per minute by 88 because this is the number of feet of
travel at I mph.

c. Calculating quantity per hour. There will be times
when it will be necessary for you to determine the
quantity of finished product that is required to be
applied over a designated area. As an example of this,
you may be required to furnish this type of
information for it to be included in the Base
Environmental Impact Statement.

(Quantity rate per acre formula):

Quantity 43,560 X qmy dispersed per min

swath width X speed in ft per minr

Example! You have just completed a pest
management operation that involved the treatment of
12 acres for the control of bagworms using a
suspension formulation that was prepared and applied
in accordance with the rates specifiea on the pesticide
label. The pesticide was applied with a nonportabie
mist-dust blower which has adispersal rate of 3 gallons
per minute and a swath width of 40 feet. The speed of
travel was 3 mph or 264 feet per minute. The finished
product was applied at the rate of how many gallons
per acre?

Unknown: Quantity rate peracre
Known: Square feet in an acre (table I-1)

Dispersal rate per minute
Swath width
Speed in feet per minute

Quantity rate per acre w 43-560 X 11a1 dispersed per min
swath width X speed in ft per rain

Quantity rate per at 43.560 x

40 x 264

Quantity rate per acre = 12375 or 12.38 gallons per acre

Exercises (419):
Solve each of the calculation problems (to the nearest
hundredths) provided below.
1. How many pounds of dust can be dispersed from a

nonportable mist-dust blower in I hour if 93
ounces are dispersed in 1 minute?

2. The pesticide label specifies this pesticide to be
applied as a finished spray at the rate of 7 gallons
per mile. The equipment that will be used will

disperse 35 gallons per hour. At what speed shiadd
this equipment travel to obtain the proper
application rate?

3. You are to treat an area 3 miles long by 10 feet
wide for ticks. The label of the pesticide that is
to be used specifies it should be applied at i rate
of 75 gallons of finished spray peracre. How much
of the finished product, is needed to treat the
entice area?

4. You are to apply insecticide dust to 3.8 acres using
a Buffalo Turbine which disperses 8 pounds per
minute with an effective swath width of 50 feet.
The insecticide you are to use is to be applied at a
rate of 75 pounds per acre. At what speed (in mph)
must your equipment travel to apply this product
at the specified rate?

5. It is necessary to treat 25 acses for the control of
sod webliorms using a granular formulation
prepared and applied in accordance with specified
pesticide label rates. This will be applied with a
turbine mist-dust blower which has a dispersal
rate of 4 pounds per minute and a swath width of
90 feet. The speed of your equipment will be
5 mph. How many. pounds per acre will be
applied?

420. Solve given formulation calculations problems.

Formulation Calculations. Dusts are usually
purchased ready to use, but may be diluted for special
purposes with one of the inert carriers. Technical
grade pesticides and their solvents do not usually have
the same specific gravity or weight per gallon. They
cannot, therefore, be mixed according to volume, but
must be prepared on a weight-to-weight basis. They
may then be further diluted by volume with sufficient
accuracy, as the specific gravity of the ingredients has
been compensated for in the preparation of the
concentrate. Chlordane, for example, weighs twice as
much as kerosene. A solution containing 2 gallons of
technical chlordane and 98 gallons of kerosene would
contain 4 percent of chlordane by weight, not 2
percent A Chlordane 20 percent concentrate, however,
contains 20 percent chlordane by weight. Therefore, it
may be diluted by volume in the proportion of 1:9 to
produce a 2 percent finished spray. Figure 1-3,
Proportional Ratio, illustrates the principles for
selecting the correct formula to use in diluting
pesticidal concentrates.
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CONCENTRATE

PROPORTIONAL

+

RATIO

. DILUENT

strength: %

consistency: LIQUID
consistency: LIQUID

CONCENTRATE. DILUENT

strength: -%
consistoniy: SOLID

+ consistency: SOLID

1

ACTUAL QUANTITIES

CONCENTRATE DILUENT

Istrength: %

consistency: LIQUID

CONCENTRATE DILUENT

strength: %

consistency: SOLID

CONCENTRATE DILUENT

.. strength: %

consistency: SOLID

CONCENTRATE 'DILUENT

+ consistency: LIQUID

+ consistency: SOLID

+ consistency: LIQUID

strength: ct.7-

'consistency: LIQUID
4.

I consistency:
1

LIQUID Use 0 -.SxAxD

S x A

tsUse 0 - SxAx
C

Figure 1-3. Proportional ratio.

Proportional formula. This is a simple dilution
formula for diluting a liquid with a liquid; or a solid
with a solid. This formula is a ration. such as 1:19. and
does not give the amount of concentrate required to
prepare. a certain quantity such as 5 gallons of 50
percent malathion emulsifiable concentrate (see
examples I and 2 below).

Proportional Formula (Ratio for diluting liquid
with liquid. or dust with (hist):

x= /
S

Where:

X =
=

S

number of pans of diluent to add to I part of concentrate
concentrate_ percent of active ingredient
strength of percent of active ingredient in finished spray
or dust.
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Co x W

cfsi-dos

'1

&ample 1. Prepare 100 gallons of 2.5 percent
malathion emulsion -from 50 percent malathion
emulsifiable concentrate and water.

C

X =
I or 19 parts of diluelter.:19 dilation

:With's. total of 20 (10
too gait6°5, or 5 gallons
3) parts -.

emulsifiable concentrate.

t) parts. each part equals
df 50 percent malathion

Add 5 gallons of 50 petent

'IQ

1



malathion emulsifiable concentrate to 95 gallons of .
water to make 100 gallops of2,51rerizent malathion
emulsion. . 5

- Since manyismall pesticidal applications involve I
gallon quantitils, and it is difficult to mast= parts of
a gallon accurately, it is wise to remember Aral one
gallon contains 128 ounces andT6 wodc with the ounce
dilution ration. .

Example 2. Prepare 1 gallon (128 ounces) of 2.5
percent malathion from 50 percent -malathion
emulsifiable concentrate and.water for use in a hand
sprayer.

X = C -1.
X

2.5% 1

.

,

20X so - I or 19 parts of diluent, or (1:19 dilution ratio)

r
. With f total of 20 (19 + 1) parts, each part equals
12S or or tx. ounces.
20 pans A

Add 6% ounces of 50-)percent malathion
emulsifiable concentrate to the hand sprayer and fill to
the 1 gallon fill mark on the tank. Use a plastic or metal
measuring cup for accurate.meaiurement.

SAC formula. This formula is used when it is
desired to produce a certain eirrintity of pesticide using
materials of the same form, such as liquid with liquid,
or solid with solid (see examples 3,4, and 5 below).

SAC formula (for preparing certain quantity):

Q.SxA
C

Wheilt '

Q = quantity of concentrate required in mixture (pounds.
gallons. ounces).

S = strength or percent of active.ingredient in the finished
. dust dr spray -

A = amount of finished spray or dist to be prepared (pounds.
galfm6 or ounces)

C = concentrate. percelit of active ingredient

'Example 3. Piepare 100 pounds of 10 percent
malathion dust using 75 percent malathion dust and
talc:

Q.SXA
C

Q = 10% X 100 lb 1000

75% 75
= 13.33 lb

Add 13.3 pounds of 75 gement malathion dust to
. 863 of talc to make 100 pounds of 10 percent dust.

Example 4_ Prepare 100 gallons of 0.5 percent
diazinon emulsion using 20 percent diazinon
emulsifiable concentrate and water.

S X A

Q= 0.5%x roo gat
20%

_2.5 gal

Add 2.5 gallons of 20 percent diazinon emulsifiable
concentrate to 92.5 gallons of water to make 100
gallons of 0-5 percent diazinon emulsion.

.E.Tampkl..Preisare 1 gallon (128 owaces) of 0.5
percent diazinon -emulsion from 20 perEent
emulsifiable concentrate and water.

Q. SXA
C'

0.5% X 128
Q=

-

44-20I° =

Place '1Z fluid ounces of 20 percent': diazinon
emulsifiable concentrate in she sprayer, and add
enough Water to -make 1 gallon.

SAD SACformula. This formula is used when it is
desired to produce a certain quantity of insecticide
from ingredients whose form is different,.such as
mixing a solid wettable powder with water to produce
a suspension (see 'examples 6,7, and8 below.) .

SAD SAC formula (weight to volume formula):
The following formula rem be used to prepare a

solution of'suspension on a wiv (weight-to volume)
basis using either the technical grade insecticide or a
concen

tratte.
sx Ax D."

C

OW Q = pounds of concentrate to use
S = strengsh-ofpereentap of- active -ingredients in

finished spray .
A = amount in gallons of finished spray
D = density: weight of 1 gallonof diluent (water is 834 lb/gal)

- C = concentrate: Percentage of active ingredient i
-Example d. Prepare 100 gallons of 1.25 ..percent

malathion suspension from 75 percent Wettable
powder and.water.

Q1Sx.k5cri

Q = 1.25% X 100 gal X 8.34 'hi/gal
75%

Q = 1.04150
75

Q = 13.9 lbs of 75 percent water dispersible powder.

Fill the mixing tank with most of the 100 gallons of
water. Add the 13.9 lbs of 75 percent water-dispersible
powder and mix. Fill to the 100-gallon level.

Example 7. Prepare 1 gallon of 2.5 percent
malathion suspeniion from 75 percent water-wettable
powder and water.
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Q= SXAXD
C

= 2.5% X 1 gal X 8.34 11W811
75%-

Q= 20.85
75

0.28 lb (4.5 oz) of 75% water dispersible powder.

. Add 4.5 ox. of 75 percent wettable malathion
' powder to the .hand sprayer. Add water slowly with

constant mixing to the gallon mark.
DichnPier8- Prepare 7.5 liters (7500 ml or about 2.

-gallons) of 5 percent suspension from 75 percent
' malathion wettable powder.

A= SXAXD

Q= 5% k 750* ttrl x 1 grarec
75%

Q = 500 gm of 75 fircent water wettable powder

Place 500 grams of 75 percent wettable malathion
powder in the 2-gallon sprayer. Add a small amount of
water and stir to make a slurry. With constant stirring,
add water slowly to the 7500 ml mark.

This formula may be used to prepare solutions and j
suspensions on an accurate basis. After the amount of
material to be used has been computed and weighed,
place it in a container and make a permanem mark to .

be used when solutions far suspensions an% being
prepared by field versonneL They will the be hble to
mix chemicals by volume without using scales to make
measurements each Sine a-tankfulis- to-be mixed.

SAD COW:formla. This formula is used when the
liquid concentrate is prepared on the basis of pounds

, of pesticide per gallon of formulation (see example 9
below).

The following formula may be used to dilute-liquid
concentrates prepared on the basis of pounds of
pesticide per gallon.

Example 9. Prepare 100 gallons of 0.5 percent
% hlordane emulsion from an emulsifiable concentrate
contsfining 4 pounds per gallon.

.Q= SXAXD
CO x W

Q = (9=196 x 100 p1 X8.341b4a1
' -100% X 4 /Wald

Q a 104 gallons of chlordane concentrate

Add 1 gall'on of 4 poinds/ gallons chlordane
concentrate to sufficient water to make 100 gallons of
finished spray.'

Exercises (420):
<,-,:-.Solve; each of the following formulation calculation

problems to the nearest hundredths. '
1. Prepare 200 gallons ofcl.gercent spray using a

20-percent emulsifiable concentrate. Bow much
emulsifiable concentrate is required?

sxAXD
COxW

Where:

Q w quantity of concentrate required ill gallons
S = strength of percentage of active ingredients in the

finished spray
A = amount of spray to be prepared in gallons
D w density: weight of, gallon of diluent. ususlv water

(8.34 Ras)
= concentrate: 100 percent

W m.wrighr of the pesticide ceocentratiln paurels pgr gallon

Many pesticides are now sold with the label
indicating pounds of pesticide per gallon rattier than
percentage of 'toxic materihls; examples arc
chlordane-8 pounds per gallon. or 4 pounds per
gallon. In this case. the .weight-to-weight formula is
modified so that the factor CO is considered as 100
percent. and a factor W-pounds of pesticide per gallon
is added.

2
3I

2. Prepare 100 gallons of .5 percent suspension
using 25 percnet wettable pow4er insecticide.
How many pounds of 25 percent wettable powder
are required? .

3. Prepare 50 gallons of ! percent emulsion using
an emulsifiable concentrate containing 1.5 pounds
active ingredient per gallon. How much concen-
trate is required?

4. Prepare 100 pounds of .025 percent warfarin using
a .5 percent concentrate. What is the dilution
ratio?

S. Prepare 5 piunds of 2 percent dusting powder
using 25 percent wetfable powdtt and talc. How
much concentrate is required in ounces?

.6_ Prepare 2 gallons of 1 percent suspension using
a 10-percent wettable powder. How many pounds
of concentrate is required?

421. Solve given herbicidal calculation problems. -

Unique Calculations for Herbicides. This objective
has been included to discuss calculations that are



primarily restricted to the formulation and application
of herbicides. inmost cases, the calculation formulas

given previously sill -apply to herbicides; however,
some herbicide labels give formulation and
application instructions that are not common with
other 'pesticide labels. The folloWing forinulas should
assist you in formulating and applying herbicides
when the herbicide label contains 'information that
May be uncommon to you at this point.

Calculating acre-feet of water. Calculating the acre
feet contained in a body of water may be required
when a pesticide must be -applied per acre-foot of
water. Although the use of the following formula is not.
common fcir insecticides, it is frequently used for
herbicidal applications to aquatic vegetation.

(Acre-feet of water formula):
,1

Acre-feet of water 13 surface acres X average
depth of water in feet

Eratitple: Determine the acre-feet of water
contained in a- body -of water that has an overall
surface area of 2 acres and an average depth of 3 feet, -

Acre-feet of water = surface acres X average
depth of water

Acre-feet of water = 2 X 3
Acre-feet of waters 6

Calculating product rates of liquid formulations.
Calculating product rates-may be required when using
herbicides andis-almostentirely-uniquforherbicidal
applications, The following formula is used to
determine the product rate when AyM 91, Herbicide
Manual For Noncropland Weeds, weenies that it is to
be applied at asandard rate per acre using X number
of pounds of active ingredient (AI) or acid equivalain
(AE) per acr_el.

(Product rate formula for liquid formulations):

Product rate pee acre =standad rate per acre
lb of AI per gal

Product rate per we =
4

Product rate per acre = 2.5 gallons

Calculating product rates of dry' formulations.
Calculating product rates of dry materials is required
when the herbicide label specifies that thaerbicide
contains a certain percent-of active ingredient and it
must be applied at the standard rate identified by-
AEM 91 -19.

(Product rate formula for dry-formulations):

Product rate per ace= M x Standard rate per acre
4c AI

Example: A herbicide label specifies' that the
herbicide is 80 percent active ingredient and A F14 91
specifies that the herbicide used for this operation
must be applied at the standard rate of 10 pounds per
acre. What is the product rate of the herbicide applied?

O
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Product rate per we =-11L._° ...X standard tale per We

Product rate peracre= M X 10
so

Product romps sae =123 pounds

Calculating total p-roduet to be applied to a body of
water. When herbicides are to be, applied to control
aquatic vegetation it is often necessary to calculate the
quantity of herbipide to be applied in ppm (parts per
million). The ?allowing formula is used to determine
the quantity of totaliroduct required when the rate of
application is given in parts per million.

(Quantity of total product for ppm application
formula):

Total product = parts per million X acre -feet of
water X 2.7
NOTE: The 2.7 is constant because 1 acre-foot of
water 'weighs 2,722,500 pounds; therefore', anepart-per.---
milhoii equals 2.7 pounds of chemical to be added to
each acre-foot of water.

Exampk. A herbicide is to be applied to 6 acre-feet
of water at the rate of,2 ppm. How much of the total
product will be required to treat this body of water?

total product = ppm X acre-ft of water X 27 .
.Total product = 21< 6 X 2.7
Total product = 324 pounds

_NOTE: _Once you have determined the quantity in
pounds-of ktariiiadlicithat-ws11-be-requiredso treat
the area, you will need to convert the pounds of toga
product into pounds of active ingredient This is done
by using either the product rate formula for liquid
formulations or the product rate formula for dry
formulations which were provided at the beginning of
this objective.

Exercises (421);
Solve each of the following herbicidal calculation
problems (to the nearest' hundredths).

. The product rate to be applied-when a herbicide
must be applied at a standard rate of 5 pounds of
'active ingredient per acre that contains 2 pounds

. of active ingredient per gallon would be?

2_ How much total; product of a herbicide is required
to treat a lake at the rate of 2 ppm that has a
surface area of 12 acres and has an average depth
of 5 feet?'

a
3. The product rate to be applied when a herbicide is

to be applied at the standard rate of 5 pounds per
acre using a 75 percent active ingredient product
would be?

263



422. Identify pesticide particle size with the type of
application.

Pesticide Application and Particle Size. The
effectiveness of a pesticide is greatly influenced by the
size of the droplets or particles inte'which it is broken
when applied. For example, in residual applications, a
spray is desirable in order to wet the surface and leave
a long-lasting deposit: whereas in space spraying, to
kill mosquitoes and flies on the wing, a mist or fog
should- be used so that the pesticide will remain
suspended in the air for a time to kill the insects
exposed to the droplets. Pestitides may. be applied
either as liquid ow as dusts.

Liquid sprays. Liquid sprays range from rain -like
drops delivered by orchard sprayers to mists and fogs
produced by mist, fog, OF aerosol generators. It is
impossible to break up a liquid into entirely uniform' -
droplets, although the range of dropitt' size may be
considerably restricted. There are alwayi some
droplets among the others, even when the spray is
rather coarse. The usual practice is to refer to the mass
median diameter (MMD) of the spray, which is the
droplet diameter that divides the voluine or mass of
the spray into two equal portions, respectively, more
finely and more coarsely atomiied. The unit of
measurement is the micron, I /1000 of a millimeter or
about 1 125,000 of an inch. The average diameter of a
human hair is about 100 microns. .

Coarse sprays contain droplets 400 microns or more
in diameter, which are produced with coarse disc
nozzles or solid-stream gun nozzles.

---F-ine_sprays have droplets ranging from 100 to 400
microns, pro due.-e-erwithhigh-pressurathrough hollow-

_ . _

cone and fan:spray nozzles.
Mists range in droplet size from 50 to 100 microns in

diameter. They are produced by high-pressure pumps.
high-speed mechanical rotors, and atomizers.

Aerosols, smokes. cozdfogs..Aerosols. smokes. and
fogs may be defined as assemblages of solid particles

"or liquid droplets suspended in air andranging in size
for 0.1 to 50 microns. Pesticidal aerosols and fogs may
be produced byspraying insecticides into a blastof hot
aiw as with the thermal aerosol generator, or by mixing
them with a liquefied gas which is then -released
through small orifices, as with the household "bug
bomb." They can also be produced by atomization
from very fine nozzles. or by being thrown off theririi
of high-speed rotors.

Fumigants. This includes fumes. vapors,, and gases
and consists of particles in the range,of 6.001 to 0.1
Microns in diameter. These are common in the output
of thermal fog generators. vapor prodticing
equipment, and the release of fumigant .compounds
within the atmosphere.

DustS and granules. Pesticidal dusts occur in three
sizes:

Coarse dusts have a partkie size about 175 microns
or larger, which include granules. -

Medium dusts range from 45 to 175 microns.' .

Fine dusts have a particle size of 44 microns or less.
Fine dust particles will pass through a 3257Mesh

screen, i.e., one with 325 wires to the inch. A cootie
dust is used when excessive drift must be avoided, as
in airplane application.-

During the past few years, increasing concern has
been expressed about the effects of pesticides on
nontarget organisms, particularly fron2,the buildup of
pesticides in the environment following' repeated
applications. Therefore, there has been great interest
in recent research indicating very effective.control
o insects could be obtained by dispensing very small
arhounts of pesticide (such as 0.5 ounce of naled or 3
ounces of malathion per acre) in the form of millions
of tiny droplets evenly dispersed over large areas.

Today it is assumed that the effectiveness of a
pesticide increases with an increase of its exposed
surface. For droplets of different diameters, the
volumes are to each other as the -cubes of the
diameters, 'while the surfaces are to, each of her as' the
squares of the diameters. Thus.' for equalvolumes of
one aerosol dispersed as droplets of 50 microns in
diameter' and another as dropleti of 5 microns in
dia_ meter. there would be 10 X 10 x 10: or 1000 times.
as many of the smaller droplets. while the surface area
of the smaller droplets would be IQ X 10. or 100 times;
as great as the total surface area of the larger droplets.

Exercise* (422):
1. Match pesticide particle size ranges uith,thetype

of applicatioil by placing the alp ha 'letter of the
particle size range in the blank beside the

.appropn ate application.

Pesticide Application Particle Size Range in Microns

1 AeresOls and_fogi..
2. Fine sprays.
3. Fumigants.

_ 4 Medium-Mao.
_ S. Mists.

a.
b.

d.

0.001 - 0.1
0.1 - 50.
50 - 100.
45 - 75_
100 -400.

*

'Complete the following statements:

2. The average diameter of a human hair is about
microns.

3. The effectiveness of a pesticide is greatly
influenced by the of the particles
when applied.

4.1 Ifyou were applying pesticide particles that range
in size from 0.1 to 50 microns as opposed to
particles that range, in size from 30 to 100

would (increase:
the effectiveness of the pesticide

(increase:decrease)-



1-3. Effects of pesticides on the Environment
The environment is our surroundings and its many

forms of life. Every plant Oranimalisaffected by other
plants and animals In the environment. Factors like
rain, temperature, and wind are part of the
environment, and these factors can affect pesticides,
which in turn affect the environment. Although rain,
temperature, and wind cannot be controlled, the use of
pesticides cap.

In order to understand the effects of pesticides on-
the environment, ecology must be discussed to identify
the important environmental elements and their
relationship to each other. In addition to this, you
must also be able to distinguish and understand the
difference betiveen pesticide toxicity and pliticide
hazard. Once you understand the relationship of the
environmental elements and the toxicity and hazards .
of pesticides, you' Can then realize the beneficial and
detrimental aspects of pesticides.

423. - Define' ecology and assess the Importance and
role of identified 'environmenral-eleinents:

Ecology. Ecology is defined as the study of the
relationship of living things, the environment they live
in, and their relation to other living things. Literal
translation of the word ecology is "bousehold or place
to live"; therefore, a pond could be the household for a
fish. The water, oxygen, and other aquatic life would
be the environs:tient of the fish. .

As a pest manager, you must understand the
importance of each element within the environment
because you are in a position to increase or decrease
environmental hazards. You have a responsibility of
managing pests effectively and economically in a
method that will not adversely affect the environment.

This objective is designed to enable you, as a pest
manager, to recognize the interdependence of all
elements within the biosphere and to select pest
control methods that will reduce hazards to the
environment.

Life within the environment is a very thin layer of
the atmosphere. This thin layer of life is scientifically
referred to as the biosphere. The biosphere consists of
biotic_ (living) elements and °biotic (nonliving)
elements. Interaction and continuous recycling of
these two elements constitute an ecosystem. .

Abiotic elements. Nonliving elements within an
ecosystem play an important role in the
interdependency within the biosphere becausethey are
required for the growth and development of the living
elements. Nonliving elements within the biosphere
consist of several cycles and are referred 'to as the
natural cycles, Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,. hydrogen /
phosphorous, and iron are only a few of the natural'
cycles. Although there are many natural cycles, you
will only study the three that are considered to be most
basic.

The carbon cycle is the basic deli-gent within the
ecosystem. Most carbon in living organisms is carbon
dioxide (CO2). First, we seecarbon dioxide being used
by photosynthijs411ants (plants essential in
producing 4ighiViihme plants require carbon dioxide
along with other elements to manufacture food for the IS1/4j-
plants. These plains then store the food in tissues then :
are eaten by herbivores. Herbivores synthesize'',
(transform) the arbon compound into other'
compound forms. In ttirn, the herbivores are
consumed by the carnivores that redigest and
synthesize the carbon once again into other
compounds. Some of the carbon is released back into
the atmosphere as CO2, while the remaining carbon is
disposed of as a excretory waste. Bacteria and fungi
feed on--this organic matter and reduce it into simple.
elements' again, At this stage, most of the organic
carbon is released in the atmosphere as carbon
dioxide, and the remaining portions= drawn into the

-earth's'surfac e. and eventually transformed into coal.
The nitrogen cycle is also important; because it too,

aids, plant growth. Plants, obtain nitrogen directly
from the soil with the assistance of bacteria living in
the plant roots. Froth thii point, the cycle continues on
and 'onjust as the -.carbon cycle.

Another important- natural cycle is the relatively
simple oxygen cYCle: ?.ts:Srou know, oxygen is a by-
product of photosynthesis: Oxygen can be found in air
and water and is vital in the respiration .process of
green plants and consumers of green plants. The
consumers of green plants take in oxygen from the
atmosphere and they troapcise oxygen into carbon
dioxide, which is expelled:end taken in.by the green
plants. The green plants 'then -.transpose carbon
d i o x i d e i n t o oxygen; so this process continues its cycle:

As stated earlier, there are 'many more equally
important natural cycles that could be discussed, but
the need to divert the discussion tn,the biotic elemetits
is in order at this time. ,

Biotic elements..-.Green plants and,:cOnsupters of
green plants are the two prime living elements in each
ecosystem. Green plants are considered to -be the
primary biotic element because they manufacturefood
from energy of the sun and inorganic matter. *Green
plants provide an integral link in the natural food
chain by storing the sun's energy and passing_it.
'through the ecosystem in a series of steps of eating and:
being eaten. Green plants are also very: important in
the respiration process, as previously explained in the
paragraph concerning the oxygen cycle.

Just like green plants, the consumers of green plants
are alsis vital in the respiration process. Their relation
in the respiration process and the dependency of each
*meat is also explained in the oxygen cycle.
Consumers of green plants include (but are not limited
to) animals, insects, bacteria, and fungi; and they too,
provide another important link within the food chain_

Up to this point, you have studied the importance of
abiotic and biotic elements within the ecosystem and
have realized their relationship in the 'respiration
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process, but more discussion should be devoted to:
their relationship and dependency within the food
chain. This relationship and dependency of the abiotie
and biotic elements within the food chain can be.better
understood by using the following example.

The abiotic elements are required to provide food
for the green plants which are considered to be the
basic food element within . the ecosystem. Green
plaits then provide food for the herbivores (plant
eaters, such as rabbits) and omnivores (plant and meat
eaters, such' as man). Rabbits are then eaten by the
carnivores (meat eaters, such as coyotes) and again the
omnivores. Other carnivores such as bears, hawks,
and vulttires kill and eat the coyotes and each other.
Then comes man, who kills various carnivores-for
food and sport, and in turn, man dies. With the death
of plants., herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores
conies the food source for the decomposers (bacteria,
fungi, and protozoa). As the decomposers feed, they
return essential organic matter to the soil to support
plant growth; thus, completing_the food chain..

Discussion about phytoplanktons has been reserved
for last because they consist of both. green plant and
consumers of green plant matter. Phytolauktons are
very minute 'organisms that float about in variotis
bodies of water and are the principal producers of
photosynthesis. It is estimated that they produce 70
percent of the earth's photosynthesis which is required
for oxygen renewal in the atmosphere.

Based 'upon this information, it is understandable
that each cycle and -element is dependent upon each
other. and the-interaction between them is required to
support each ecosystem. The biosphere is constantly
undergoing changes and each change affects an
ecosystem; thus. it is your responsibility to insure that
you do not present hazards that could immensely
affect the environment. -

Exercises (423):
1. Define ecology.

What is the biosphere?

3. The basic element within the ecosystem is the
cycle.

'4. Describe the interdependence of green plants and
animals in the respiration process.-

5. Describe the role played by the abiotic elements
within the biosphere.
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What are the two prime living elements contained
in each ecosystem?

*141/4

7. What is considered to be the 'primary biotic
element?

8. State the importance of animals If green plants
within the food chain.

9. Describe phytoplanktons.

10. State the role of importance played by bacteria,
fungi, and protozoa within the food.chain.

I

424. Identify the beneficial and detrimental aspects of
pesticides.

impact of Pesticides in the Environment. in order
to discuss and understand the full impact pesticides
have in the environment, you Must look at the
beneficial and detrimental' aspects.

Pesticides may be beneficial or detrimental, and at,
times, simultaneously, depending upon their use. This

.comment can be better understood as the discussion
progresses.

Beneficial aspects of pesticides. Pesticides are
required to manage pests of medical and economical
importance. Without the aid of pesticides, farmers
could not produce enough yield from the crops to
support the increased-population because these crops
would be severely. damaged by the spread of
undesirable plants and plant eating insects. Structures
could be rendered unsafe and totally destroyed by
many fungi and insects if the structures are not treated
with pesticides. Pesticides have contributed
immensely in the decline of many diseases that were
dreadfully feared a few years ago because of the
number of cases causing death. Today, many of these
diseases are almost nonexistent and rarely spoken of in
the United States due to using pesticides.

There are many vertebrate animals. insects,
arachnids, and others that are responsible for
transmitting diseases and are venomous; in addition,
many are simply a nuisance, causing humans to lose
sleep and not be able to enjoy outdooractivities. From
this information, you can understand that pesticides
are required to maintain a healthy and prosperous
Nation, and they do have a beneficial role in our
environment.



Detrimental aspects o-fpestideks. Pesticides present
many, hazards to the environment because they can
affect many biotic elements. Generally, these effects
are/very minor and temporary; however, if pesticides
were continually used without proper knowledge of
their hazards and without concern, the effects could
become severe and permanent.

in order to fully understand the impOrtance of this
section, the possible long-range effects of continuous
Misuse of pesticides must be considered and
remembered throughout.

The major problem with pesticides is the effect they
may have on nontarget organisms (organisms that are
not intended to be affected). Regardless of how'
carefully pesticides are applied, there is always a
possibility of destroying nontarget organismt. This
can occur either directly or indirectly.

Direct destruction of nontarget organisms is usually
the result of applying pesticides to kill target
organisms when nontarget organisms are in the same
area; therefore, both organisms would be killed. This
is a perfect example of a pesticide, being beneficial and
detrimental at the same time-

indirect destruction of nontarget organisms is
generally caused by pesticides moving off target
through natural environmental nditions such as the
air, soil, and water.

When pesticides are being applied outdoors,
pesticide. particles (liquids or diists) are carried off
target by wind currents. These particles rnayremain in
the wind currents for a long Period of time and

-.drift. some paiticles are caught on trees, others
transferred to an area several mil away. During the

eventually settle to the ground, and Vie remaining few
may be suspended in the atmosphere. Aerial
application of pesticides presents the greatest problem'
of pesticide drift, followed by the fogging of outdoor
areas for mosquito control and- thel application of
residual pesticides to trees and shrubs,.

Soils are contaminated with pesticides in many ways
other than drifting pesticide particles settling to the
ground. The suspended pesticide particles in the
atmosphere may be released to the ground as rains
cleanse the atmosphere of many other suspended
particles. Rain will also wash pesticide particles from
buildings, trees, shrubs, and grasses; thus the particles
accidentally contaminate the soils. Once pesticide
particles are in the soil, they may move throughout the
soil by leaching.

Almost all pesticide particles eventually end up in
water regardless of how carefully they are applied. As
pesticide particles drift through the air', they fall tothe
earth's surface and settle on trees., shrubs, grasses,
soils. streams, rivers, ponds, lakes, andoceans. Rains
increase the amount of pesticide particles iri water by
removing particles from the air and transferring them
from the trees. shrubs, grasses. and soils through
runoff and leaching. When this occurs. the pesticide
particles are carried to ponds,and streams. These
particles collect and increase as they ire transferred to
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livers, lakes, and oceans that may be a great distance
from the original target.

Persistent pesticides probably contribute more
environmental hazards than any other product,
because they do not bieak down very easily or quickly.
These pesticides may remain stable for weeks months,
or even years in the air, soil, water, forthennore, soine.
amy actually transform into a more toxic compound
than the original Compound after several years. The
prime concern over the use of' persistent pesticides is
the effect they may have on the food chain. The food
chain can be severely jeopardized by these persistent
compounds. For instance, an area is treated with a
persistent compound to manage grubs , that are
destroying turf. The grubs come in contact with the
compound and are killed. Along come the moles that
feed on the grubs. Salim may die, others may live, but
now they halm the commmd stored in their bodies. The
toxicity level may increase within their bodies, and
when they sweeten by other animals, the toxicity level
may be so high that the predator will be kind:I./This
process can continue throughout the food chain and .
eventually afflict humans. These effects may be
nervous disorders, cancer, birth defects, or death from
high toxicity levels. Traces of many persistent
pesticides can be found in almost any product from '

eggs to breast milk, and the sad part about the whole
process Er., Slat these persistent pesticides can be stored
and transferred through a continuous cycle.

As yet, pesticides have hot completely destrOyed any
particular element within the environment; however,
they have disrupted certain elements and have caused'
a lot of concern from time to time.

Keeping in mind the statement made previously
about the possible long-range effects, it is conceivable
that pesticidal could destroy certain elements in the
future, if used improperly. Protecting the
environmental elements from pesticidei is your
responsibility and is the subject of discussion in the
next objective.

Exercises (424):
1. List the beneficial aspects of pesticides from the'"

economical standpoint

2, List the beneficial aspects of pesticides from th6
medical standpoint

3. When could the detrimental effecti of pesticides
. become severe and permanent? b

4. What is the major problem wig k pesticides?
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5. List the methods by which pesticides may
contaminate soils?

6. Describe the methods in which rain can
contaminate soils with pesticides.

7. Describe a persistent pesticide.

8. Describe the hazards that can be presented by
pesticides within the food chain.

9. A characteristic of some persistent pesticides is
their ability to transform into a more
compound than the compound
after several years.

425. Specify methods for reducing pesticide hazards
in the environment.

Methods of Reducing Pesticide Hazards in the
Environthent. Environmental damage-, by pesticides
can be virtually eliminated by simply adhering t o some
fundamental pest management principles. Foremost ;
of these principles is the accurate assessment of the
pest profit= to determine if, a pest. management
operation 'is really necessary. Then, If a 'valid pest
management requirement actually. exists, select and
execute' measures that will provide maximum pest
management results while causing minimal
environmental damage (using pesticides' asa last
resort).

D%ermine the requirements for pest management
program& Pest management requirements can be
accurately determined only after surveying the area

'concerned to confirm the existence of pest populations
and to identify environmental conditions conducive to
the existence and propagation of these pest
populations. /An ongoing pest surveillance program is
very effective not only in detecting existing problems,
but is also an invaluable toad in indentifying potential
pest proble4s so that timely preventive measures can
preclude th need for drastic eradication measures in
the future. As a general rule, environmental sanitation
techniques. such as elimination of harborage and
breeding areas. will prevent buildups of pest
populations without causing significant damage to
populations of desirable species. Occasionally, the use
of biological methods, such as the introduction of
predacious minnows to impounded water to feed on
mosquito larvae, will provide very satisfactory'control
of certain mosquito populatiobs. In other instances.
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mechanical devices or structural modifications
buildings may provide satisfactory results: In any case,
pesticides should be used only when there is a
substantial need to immediately reduce a pest
population and no otherceasible technique will do the
job.

The following hypothetical situation is an example
of problems reqtfiring a certain amount of value
judgment as well as expertise in maintaining a high
degree of target-specificity in-applying pesticides. The
problem involves a close association.between wasps
and honeybees in a housing area. The wasps have
established several large nests under the eaves of a
number of houses in the housing area- This is a matter
on considerable consternation among the housing
occupants since the wasps, if disttubid, will readily
attack and sting human beings. It is a well-established
fact that wasp stings are painful in all cases, and in the
case of hypersensitive people, will usually cause
dangerous (sometimes fatal) allergic reactions.
. In selecting a means of eradicating the wasps,,the

pest management operator finds that he must consider
the fate of a large number of honeybees that he has
observed working in the flower beds around the
houses. Honeybees produce food (honey) and are
extremely important crop pollinators (some crops can
reasonably be expected to fail in the absence of
honeybees); hence, are considered to be highly
beneficial insects, Also, honeybees, when away from
the hive, are not prone to attack and sting people. The
matter orwhether or not to apply pesticides for control
of the wasps at the risk of killing:a number of
honeybees requires a value judgment on the part of the
pest -management operator.. In this instance, the
human- health factor outweighs the beneficial tact&
associated with the honeybees, and the operator will ...,
be justified in using pesticides to kill wasps. However,
if the operator is a skilled professional and is
reasonably concerned with the preservation of
beneficial life forms, he will minimize the damage to
the honeybees by selecting a nonpersistent insecticide
and apply it with equipment that can direct the
chemical directly at the wasp nests. This will confine
most of the pesticide tolhe target area. Any pesticide
that drifts to the flowers will quickly degrade and pose
little or not threat to the honeybees. To further reduce
the risk to the honeybees (and to himself), he will
choose to apply the pesticide at night when both the
honeybees and the wasps are inactive. Night time
applications of pesticides to wasp nests are especially
desirable because all the wasps are on the nests at night
and the entire colony can be killed with one pesticide
application. Also, since wasps are not active at night,
this technique will virtually eliminate the possibility of
the operator receivng stings from enraged wasps.

As discussed in Volume 2. there are two
fundamental types of pest control, natural and
applied. Two examples of natural controls are
unfavorable weather conditions and predation.
Natural controls occur without help of mankind.



Applied controls are those in which human effort is
directed toward the control of pests. In the foregoing
problem, natural controls could not be relied upon
since wasps are'itot- affectedyb predation and since
unfavorable weather conditiorrs-do-not-normally
occur until the arrival of winter. In a situation like this,
it is necessary to resort to applied controls such as the
use of a pesticide to kill the adult wasps and

..mechanical destrucioir\of the nests to prevent the
hatching of a new populOolof wasps.

Implement preventive and corrective nonchemical
controls when possible.. When pest management
programs are implemented `.they become applied
controls. They should only be implemented if nature
cannot manage the pests adequately and quickly
enough for the situation. If a lied controls are
required, preventive or co nonchemical
controls should be implemented whenever and
wherever possible.

PreVentivemeasuresare normally p rred because
they are designed to forestall the buil up of pest
populations. Also, they are almost, al more
effective and more economical in the 1 run.
Preventive controls, consist of good sans tion,
construction desists and maintenance to exclude pests,
and drainage or management of impounded wat
Legal controls, such as quarantine measures, are
effective in preventing the introduction of alien pests
into an uninfested area. Occasionally, preventive
controls' may also serve as corrective measures.

The routine programming of corrective controls is
fr-1--"Ite least desirable technique because the control

rata:sures are intended_ to tope with pest populations
after they have grown to intolerable levels. Such
controls do not provide for elimination of pest
Problems. They simply reduce the problem,
temporarily, to tolerable levels. Since these measures
seldom produce permanent results, they must be
repeated frequently and, as a consequence, are very
expensive in the long run. Also, since correctives
measures usually require frequent repeated
applications of pesticides, they pose a significantly
greater threat to the environment. As arule.corrective
controls, particularly the use of pesticides, should be
used only when there is a need to effect an immediate
reduction of a pest population to avert an impending
medical problem or economic loss. In the previously
discussed wasp problem, the use of chemical corrective
measures was justified because of a need to
immediately eliminate a hunt= health hazard. The
mechanical destruction of the nests was a preventive
Measure of sorts, in that it was designed to prevent
reestablishment of the colonies.

Implement safe and effective chemical controls. The
timely and sustained implementation of nonchemical
pest management techniques will significantly reduce
the need to resort to tbt use of pesticides. When,
howeVer, as a result of inadequate or improper
nonchemical measures or as a result of natural (or
man-made) disasters, and migrating pest invasions, it

becomes necessary* to effect an immediate reduction of
pest populations by chemical means, pest
management personnel should select the chemical and
method of application that will provide maximum
results in terms of both pest eradication and

-environmental protection.
In order for-fSesticides--to_be used safely and

effectively, they must be selected onVie-basis-of_the
type of pests and their location.. You must be
knowledgeable of their development, habitats, and
feeding habits. In many situations, it is more effective
and safe to control pests in the larvae stage because
they are m ore susceptible to ehstnicals, which requires
less chemical to co ntrol them. If you know the habitats
of pests you can direct control efforts to specific areas
instead of having to treat an entire area just to insure
the pests are affected, therefore, reducing hazards to
nontarget organisms.

The feeding methods of pests is important in' the
selection of pesticides to be used in management
programs. For chewing pests, stomach poisons
applied to their food source would probably be more
effective and less hazardous to other organisms in the
area, especially those that are not chewing organisms;
thus, you reduce the hazards to nontarget organishis.
Contact poisons are veryuseful, and iffinany cases, are
required, but they do present more hazard to
nontarget organisms than the stomach poisons.

Now that the common bases for pesticide selection
have been established, further environmental
protection steps must be considered. These steps are
the formulation and application of pesticides.
Manufacturers conduct extensive. research at an
enormous expense to detetmine the proper
formulation strength application rates for pesticides.
This data, along with a great deal of other important
information, as a matter of law, must be registered by
the Environmental Protection Agency before the
product' can -1se-marIcetecl.--The-formulation and
application prOcedures, as well as all use restriction
are binding on all users of the product (including
Government agencies). It is most important, therefore,
that labeling instructions be strictly adhered to. This
practice will insure maximum effectiveness of
pesticide applications and minimum damage to the
environment. Overdoses of pesticides rarefy provide
an increased kill of pests. They do tend to needlessly
,contaminate the environment, waste materials, and
cause development of pest populations that are
resistant to the chemical involved.

Exercises (425):
1. List the three steps that can be taken to reduce

pesticide hazards in the environment.

2. What is the only way to accurately determine
the requirements for pest management?



3. When should applied pest management programs
be implemented?

4. If pest management programs must be
implemented, what controls should be considered
first?

5.. Cari-preventive controls also serve as corrective
measures?

6. Why are preventive controls normally preferred
over corrective controls?

7. Implementation cf norichernical pest manage-
ment techniques will significantly reduce the need
of pesticides if they are and

8. Why may it become necessary to implement
,chemical control programs?

9. To reduce hazards presented to the environment,
pesticides must be selected on the basis of the

of pests and their

ID. How can maximum effectiveness and minimum
hazards to the environment be insured when pests
are to be managed by pesticides?

426. Define pesticide resistance and tolerance, state
the types of physiological resistance, and specify the
methods by which pests become resistant or tolerant to
pesticides, and the methods of minimizing these
problems.

Pesticide Resistance and Tolerance. As
Entomology Specialist, you must be very familiar with-
the terms "pesticide resistance" and "pesticide
tolerance," because these terms are used frequently in
most publications and discussions concerning pests
and '.the controls to be used. You must also be
knowledgeable of the types and methods in which
pesticide resistance and tolerance are acquired and
minimized, because you will be confronted with these
topics throughout your career in the entomology field.

Pesticide resistance. Pesticide resistance can be
defined as the ability of a pest population to withstand

I

.
pesticide treatments that were generally lethal to
earlier populations. 0 is often stated that insects
develop resistance; however, this statement is
inaccurate.. Hi:sista* is a trait that is inherited g.
through a complicated genetic process by a few
individuals within al reasonably large population.
There is a tendency, for this hereditary trait to be
passed from parent to offspring. However, where a v.

very few resistant/ specimens exist in a large
population, probability dictates that only a very few
resistant breedinecombinaticeis will occur, thus
insuring that the trait will not develop throughout the
population. Population alterations begin to occur,
however,_ when tl# natural process of checks and
balanCes isiiitesuptediss the introduction to
pesticides into th (population:Tn-the-initial_s_t_ages of

population, it ea generally be said that a majority of
the use of a pa 'cuter pesticide. to control Cpest-----___:___

ri
the individuals / are resistant_ , The susceptible
individuals, upon exposure to the pesticide, die, while
the resistant individuals survive (the weak perish; the
strong survive). This Process progresses to the point
where the resistant strain, through its ability to
survive, achieites a position of dominance in i
population reproduction. Continued use of the
pesticide involved simply reinforces this dominance by
the resistant individuals until finally, virtually all
reproduction ,Ss being done by resistant individuals,
thereby producing a resistant population. Once thi
occurs, further use of the pesticide will produce

-unsatisfactory results. The matter can be further
complicated i by cross-resistance, a process whereby
exposure to one pesticide can produce populatiOns
that are als resistant to one or more other pesticides.
This rest nce .to pesticides occurs in two forms,
physiological and behavioristic.

1

i 1
Physiological resistance is the ability of an organism

to physically negate the effects of the pesticide. Many
facets of; physiological resistance are not clearly
understocid. However, the following types of--physiological resistance have been determined to exist:

SIow Te sorption.-rate. --Some_members of a
populatiOn absorb the poison too slowly icriective-a-- ----______
lethal dose from a normal exposure.

Storage. Some members of a population have
the ability to store the poison in nonsensitive body
tissues before it can kill.

Excretion; Some members of a population are
- .. able to excrete the poison before- it can kill.

'--* Detoxification. Soine members of a population
are able tocletoxify the poison-before it can kill_ This
detoxification...is known to be Vie- - -- result of an
enzymatic action. The harmless detoxification
products are stored, excreted, or metabolized.

Substituting biochemical systems. Death by
pesticide poisoning, as from any other means, occurs
as a result of blockage of vital life functions. This
blockage is usually accomplished by the-destruction or
paralysis of vital organs. Some members -- of a
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population are able to effect alternate accomplishment
of the blocked function by other body systems until
normal biophysical balance is restored.

Behavioristic resistance occurs in'two forms:
Habitat. A few Members of a population may

occupy a habitat different from that of the normal
population. As a result, they are not exposed to
routine pesticide applications.

Avoidance. Some members of a population May
be particularly sensitive to the pesticide. As a
consequence, they will avoid contact with it.

Resistant members of a population, regardless of
the type of resistance, tend to survive the pesticide
application and rebuild a resistant population.

As the foregoing discussion illustrates, insects do
not truly develop resistance to pesticides. The emer-
gence of resistant populations occurs as a result of
man-made alterations of the breeding population that

allows resistant strains to become dominant, thus
permitting-massive-reproduction of the resistant
strains.

Pesticide tolerance. Pesticide tolerance
defined as the ability of one or more pests within a pest
population to withstand pesticide treatments that are
lethal to others within the population.

Tolerance is another means by. which certain
members of a pest population may survive pesticide
applications. Tolerance is acquired, whereas
resistance is inherited. When an individual-is exposed
to one or more sublethal doses of pesticide, the body
tends to develop a tolerance to that particular
pesticide, making it possible for the individual to
survive a future lethal dose. This tolerance, however, is
not passed on to the offspring. Tolerance usually
occurs in two different forms, physiological and
behavioristic.

Physiological tolerance is the result of adjustments
by body systems that prevent the normal harmful
action of the pesticide_

Behavioristic tolerance is the behavioral adjustment
the pest makes as a result of having undergone an
unpleasant experience due to contact with a sublethal
dose of the pesticide. This unpleasant experience
causes the pest to recognize and tend to avoid the

2. Define pesticide resistance.

3. Define pesticide tolerance.

4. Behavioristic resistance occurs either by
Or

S. The primary difference between resistance and
tolerance is that resistance can be
and tolerance is

6. Describe the types of physiological resistance
identified below:
a. Slow absorption rate.

b. Substituting biochensical-systems

427. Distinguish between pesticide toxicity andd
hazard, state the method in which LD50 is expressed

. and determined, state the LDSO of Identified
pesticides, and define acute oral and dermal LDSO.

-pesticid
Now that the problinis-ofTesistance-and_tolerarice.

have been discussed. the quesiton arises, "How can
these problems be prevented or minimized?" One of
the most effective solutions- is to use pesticides only
when absolutely necessary. This deprives insect
populations of the exposure required to develop
resistance and tolerance. When pesticides must be
used. adhere strictly to label instructions. This will
minimize underdoses and overdoses, both of which
contribute significantly to resistance and tolerance.

Exercises (426):
1. List two methods for preventing or minimizing

resistance and tolerance? - -

Pesticide Toxicity . and Hazard. Federal law
requires that all manufacturers of pesticides place
accurate and complete formulation and application
instructions on their container labels. These
instructions and other information on the labels must
be based upon very extensive research which, in turn,
must be reviewed and approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency before the label is registered for
use. During this research, the manufacturer must also
establish toxicity levels for the pesticide being tested.
This is the topic of this discussion.

Comparing toxicity and hazard. A number of
people tend to use the terms "toxicity" and "hazard"
synonymously when discussing pesticides. This
practice Ti ereCineous-since-toxicit_v_impliestlie ability
of a compound to cause death or injury, whet eas *-
hazard implies the likelihood that the compound will
cause death or injury in a given situation. "Toxicity,"
therefore, represents a. fixed quantity and "hazard"
represents a variable quantity. For example, consider
sodium monoflouroacetate (Compound 1080). This is
an extremely deadly rodenticide that_is- capable of
causing death in warm-blooded-mammals when
ingested in rather minute-qUantities. It is an extremely
toxic compound-whether locked in a steel vault or
placed-on a kitchen table where small children are
present. The toxicity of the compound does not vary.
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regardless of its location. However, when the com-
pound is left on a kitchen table in the presence of
small children, it presents an infinitely greater
hazard than when locked in a Steel vault. In addition to
the hazard to human beings, the hazard to other
desirable-animal and plant forms must be considered
when selecting and applying pesticides. This can be a
complicated process due to the fact that many
pesticides with a low mammalian toxicity are
extremely toxic to cold-blooded animals and vice
versa. AL these hazards can be minimized or
eliminated' by adhering to label instructions and
practicing safety when handling or applying
pqsticides.

Determining and expressing LD50 values. Toxicity
of pesticides is based principally upon the results of
laboratory tests wherein rats, mice, and rabbits are
exposed to carefully measured doses of pesticides.
These animals are used because their bodies function
much in the same way as human bodies. The test
animals in the laboratory environment are carefully
examined before the test to insure that all body
functions are normal and that they are healthy
animals. The ultimate objective of these tests is to
determine the amounrof pesticide that is lethal to 50
percent of the test group of animals. Accurate results
require -that all animals in the test group be as nearly
identical, biologically and physically. as possible
(same weight, sex, age. etc.).

In conducting the tests. rabbits weighing two
kilograms (4.4 pounds) are used. Only 1 rabbit at a
time is Used in the beginning. This procedure permits
the determination of an appr4itilate amount of
toxicant required before group testin-ithus avoiding
the needless killing of an excessive number of
laboratory animals. Assuming that, during a given test
series, it is determined that 500 milligrams of toxicant
is lethal. but 490 milligrams is not lethal, the group test
will begin with 10 animals. each of which will be
exposed to 491 milligrams of toxicant. If more or less
than 5 (50 percent) of the animals die, another test is
conducted on another group of 10 animals with an
appropriate adjustment in the dosage of toxicant. This
process is repeated until 50 percent of a test group is
killed by a measured dosage. Once the 50 percent
fatality test is established, several more tests, using the
same amount of toxicant on a different group_of 10
animals each time, are conducted to validate the

-results. if consistent results aze obtained throughout
the validaffairdsts:the-resulti!tre_considered to be an
accurate determination of the relative toxiCity-of the
pesticide being tested. This toxicity is expressed in
terms of milligrams of pesticide per kilogram of body
weight that produces a 50 percent kill of the test
groups. This isfiguratively expressed as LD50 (lethal
dose for 50 percent kill rate). The following
mathematical process is used to arrive at the LD50
value. assuming that 492 milligrams of toxicant were
required to kill 50 percent of the test animals:
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Toxicity

I.D50 at 492
2

milligrams of toxicant required to kill 50%
of test animals

kilograms of body weight per animal

I.D50 w 246 ant kg

From this test we have determined that the pesticide
being tested has an LD50 value of 246 mg/kg, but
what does this mean in relation to the hazards
subjected to humans and the environment in general?
if we analyze the test process, we can readily seeahat
the results are statistical quantities relating to a large
group of test animals. Such results are useful- in
determining relative toxicities of pesticides and
educated estimates to the effects on any given
individual. The only way to determine the amount of
toxicant required to kill any given individual is to
poison him to the point of death (an undesirable
process). Thus. we can accurately conclude that an
established L141150 value' is not necessarily required to
kill a given individual, since' varying physiological
functions produce varying degrees of susceptibility in
different individuals.

Relationship of LD50 values and pesticide
classification. LD50 values are useful in classifying
pesticides into groups according to their relative
toxicities as follows: Highly toxic = 0-50 mg/ kg,
moderately toxic = 50-500 mg/ kg, low-order toxicity
= 500-5000 mg/ kg and comparatively free from
danger = 5000-1- frig/ kg.

As you can see, the lower the numbers, the more
toxic a pesticide is. This is because a lower number
indicates that a smaller amount of toxicant is required
to cause death..

Toxicity is usuall3r expressed in terms of exposure
routes. The two common terms are "oral toxicity'
which relates to ingestion of the toxicant by mouth
and 'dermal toxicity" which relates to absorption of
the toxicant through the skin. Most pesticides can be
absorbed through the skin. Dermal toxicity values are
based upon the quantity of toxicant that will kill 50
percent of the test animals when absorbed through the
unabraded skin. Oral and dermal toxicities of a given
toxicant are rarely identical. Usually. dermal exposure
is less hazardous than oral exposure. However, some
chemicals are almost as dangerous when left in contact
with the skin as they are when ingested and, in no case
should any toxicant be left in contact with the skin.

-especially if the toxicant is in its concentrated form.
The relationshiPisfUral-anddermalID50 values of

pesticides are illustrated in table 1-2.
It is apparent that mankind's traditional practice of

environmental exploitation must now be modified..
From the beginning of time until very recently, man
has pursued his socioeconomic endeavors on the
premise that the earth's natural resources were
inexhaustible and that the earthly environment was



Insecticide

TABLE 1-2

COMPARISON OF ACUTE ORAL AND pekmm. TOXICITIES

Acute Dermal',
Toxicity to
Female tints
LD50 (Mg/kg)

Acute Oral
Toxicity to
Female Rats
LD50 (Mg/kg)

HIGHLY TOXIC INSECTICIDES - Acute oral toxicity to rats - 1-50 mg/kg

ethyl parathion
dioxathion (Delnav)
methyl parathion
dieldrin

3.6
23
24
46

6.8
63
67
60.

MODERATELY TOXIC INSECTICIDES - Acute oral toxicity to rats - 50-500 mg/kg
. .

odichloryos (DDVP, Vapona) 56 75
toxaphene . 80 780
chlorpyrifos (Durshan) 82 x* 202
propoxur (Baygon) 86 2400
lindane 91 900
Paris green 100 2400
DDT 118 2510
chlordecone (Kepone) 125 2000
fenthion (Baytex, Entex) 245 330
dimethoate (Cygon) 245 . 610
heptachlor . 162 250
diazinon 28' 455
naled (Dibrom) 250+ 800+
chlordane 430 690

LOW-ORDER TOXICITY INSECTICIDES - Acute oral toxicity to rats

carbaryl (Sevin)
trichlorfost (Dipterex).
malathiOn
tabon (Gardona)
ronnel ,(Korlan)
Mirex

500
560

1000.
1125
2630
3000

4000
2000
4444
4000
5000
2000

- 500-5000 mg/kg

INSECTICIDES COMPARATIVELY FREE FROM DANGER - Acute oral toxicity to rats
5000+ mg/kg

methoxychlor
Abate

6000
13,000

indestructible and, in fact, inalterable at the hands of
man_ Now, largely due to the burgeoning world
population and rapidly advancing industrialization,
we have been compelled to face the stark reality of
natural resource depletion and increasingly harmful
environmentalenvironmental pollution.

This text ha discussed the interdependentenfall-
elements, living and nonliving, in our environment.
Human beings are an integral part of this environment
and are just as dependent on the other elements of the
environment as any other organism. Therefore, in
order to insure our own cdntinued existence and state
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6000
4000
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of well-being, we must not conunit acts that could
ultimately result in the destruction of any essential
element of our environment.

We, as pest managers, have a great responsibility
resting on our shoulders. M you have seen, pesticides
are an essential tool in the control of medically and
econornicallyimkortant pests, and will remain so for
the foreseeable future. It has been -demonstrated, on
the other hand, that.the improper and indiscriminate
use of pesticides can exert a very destructive influence
on our environment. It is our responsibility to use
pesticides only to the extent necessary and to insure

.1



that we use them in such a way as to prevent
unnecessary deleterious effects on the environment.
We must make. the greatest, possible use of
nonchetnical methods to manage pest populations.

Exercises (427):
1.- Define hazard.

2. Define toxicity.

3. Explain what the term "I:DST means.

4. The toxicity range for moderately toxic pesticides
is to mg/ kg.
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5. Briefly explain the method for determining the
relative toxicity of a pesticide.

.41
6. What is. the primary difference between oral

toxicity and dermal toxicity?

41.

7. Dernial exposure is usually
(snoiiress) hazardous than oral exposure.

8. Paris green is - toxic upon oral
expogure but is considerea to be a toxic
compound upon dermal exposure.
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CHAPTER 2.

Pesticide Dispersal Equipment

SINCE 1940,,, THE control of insects has been
revolutionized by two outstanding d_avelopments;
first, the production of -, phenomenally effective
pesticides such as the chlorinated hydrocarbons;
organophosphates, and carbamates, and second, the
parallel development of new types of pesticide
equipment. Many types of application equipment,
such as thi ultra-low volume nsecticide jietators,
have become available only during the-past several
years, so that pest managers need to examine .their
current needs to profit from the new developments.

Hundreds of different kinds of sprayers, dusters,
aerosol generators, and other devices have been
designed. manufactured. and marketed. The selection
of the best equipment fora pest management program
is of great importance since pesticide application
problems may seriously affect a program. The safe and
efficient dispersal of..pesticides to control insects and
other arthropods affecting health, morale, and the
economy. requires a knowledge of pesticide
application equipment and training in the method of
applying these pesticides.

This chapter identifies and describes the uses of
equipment utilized by Air Force pest managers;
outlines operational and maintenance responsibilities
and procedures; and describes the methods used for
regulating' dispersal rates and calibrating pesticide
dispersal equipment.

2-1. Types and Uses of Equipment
A certain item of equipment can be used in several

different types of pest management programs.
However, there is usually one item of t:quipment that
will be more efficient and safe for particular program
than other types 3f equipment. The purpose of this
section is to provide you with the basis for selecting
peiticide dispersal equipment and help you to identify
the' various types and uses' of pesticide dispersal
equipment commonly I used in Air Force pest
management programs.

428. Identify factors that are involved in selecting pest
managethent equipment,

Basis for Selecting Equipment. Before the actual
selection of pest management equipment, you must
consider all the factors that are outlined in Volume 2,
Chapter, 2, objectives 220, 222 through 22k and
objectives 416, 422, 424, and 42.5 in Chapter 1 of this
volume.

Following the reveiw of these objectives, it is
obvious that there are many factors that must be
considered in selecting equipmen4 and yet, there are

e remaining factors that are used as basis for
selecting equipment are dependent upon:

Availability.
Effectiveness.
Safeness.
Cost.
Durability of the equipment.

Availability. When selecting equipment to be used
for a particular pest management situation, the
selection should be based upon the equipment that is
presently available, providing it will do the job
effectively and safely. However, there may be some
pest management situations that will require special
equipment for treatment In this case,* you should
check the Table of Allowance (TA 489, Part C) to see if
the equipment desired is listed and authorized for yaur
section. Whether the equipment is authorized or.not,
you must prepare and submit sufficient justification as
to why this equipment is required.

Effectiveness. This one of they primary factors' that
must be considered when selecting equipment The
equipment selected must be the most effective for
accomplishing the job that is required-and it must be
the safest.

If the equipment required is not presently available
and you desire 10 obtain it, you must consider the
frequency of required use and the effectiveness and
safeness of the equipment to be used in other pest
management programs. After these facts have been
considered and you are convinced that this equipment"
is necessary, you must prepare and submit sufficient
justification to convince the higher levels of
management.
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Safeness. This is the most important Nam: to be
considered when selecting equipment for pest
management programs. Regardless of how effective
the equipment miitit be for, a pest management
situation, if it is unsafe, do not use it.

Cost. With today's austere operational budget, it is .

essential that the cost of the equipment be-considered
when selecting equipment to be purchased, The
equipment that you select, should be low in cost
initially and should be cheap to'maintain.

Durability. Durability is one ;of the factors that
should be considered when considering the total cost
of the equipment. An item of equipment may have a
low -purchase price which would be low in cost
initially, but if the equipment is not durable. the
overall cost may be great due to the expenditures
incurred for maintenance or possibly having to replace
it.

Remember, the effective use of pesticides depends
upon the availability of efficient and durable dispersal
equipment. When asked to select equipment, you
should select it on the basis of its being the most
effective and the safest for the job to be accomplished,

Exercises (4213):
1. Why is the identification of the type of pest

important in selecting control equipment?

2. Describe the effects that environmental condi-
tions may have on the selection of.equipment.

_ .

41.

427. Match listed items of manual sprayers w
uses that are described.

h the

Types and Uses of Manual Sprayers. Now that you
ire aware of the many factors that must be considered
when selecting equipment, you must know the types
and uses of manual sprayers that are available for use
in implementing safe and effective pest management
programs.

Generally speaking, there are four manually
operated sprayers that are commonly used in Air
Force pest management programs. There are
compressed air sprayers, aerosol dispensers, siphon
atomizers, and pistol sprayers. There are three other
types of manual sprayers that are commonly used
within and around the home that you should be
familiar with. These are knapsack sprayers, trombone
sprayers, and garden hose sprayers. .

Compressed air sprayers. This item of equipment
(fig. 2-1) is the mainstay of most pest management
programs. It is used particularly to apply residual

for accomplishing the job that is 4;773. The equipment you select must be the most /
required and it also must be

4. Your selection should be based on that which is
presently and provided that it
will do the job and

S. The most important factor to consider in selecting
- equipment is that the equipment must be

6. The equipment you select should be low in
initially and should be

to maintain.

7. if the equipment is not - the overall
cost may be great_
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Figure 2-I. Compres+ecl air sprayer 'typical).
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sprays for mosquito, fly, and flea control; larvicides
for mosquito and fly 'control; spot treatments and
crack crevice treatments for cockroaches. ants; ticks,
and many other types of household insects; and small
area treatments outside to control fleas, ticks, and
other pest species. Much care must be taken in
selecting high quality equipment.

Aerosol dispensers. The aerosol dispenser "bug
bomb" is more widely used by the general public than
any other type of pesticide applicator.

There are two basic types of aerosol dispensers: the
first being a small low-pressure, dispOsable dispenser
(fig. 2-2) that is used in the average household and the
second being a larger. high-pressure, refillable
dispenser (fig. 2-3) that is used by many professional
pest managers. Both types are used as space sprays for
killing flying insects and to flush pests from harborage
areas.

One of the most common types of aerosol
dispenses for flies' and mosquitoes contains
pyrethrum, allethrin, or synthetic pyrethrum for quick
knockdown, a synergist such as piperonyl butoxide,
and a synthetic insecticide such as methoxychlor for
the kill. Other aerosol dispensers contain different
chemicals to kill cockroaches, ants, and other
household insects. One bqmb, manufactured to
throw a fine stream for 10 to 20 feet, is used to spray
nests of stinging insects such as wasps and hornets
from a safe distance.

Siphon atomizers. The siphon atomizer °Oil gun..
is a familiar household item. There are two types of
siphon atomizers. Type being an intermittent
atomizer wit houtran interchangeable nozzle and the
other type being a continuous atomiser with an
interchangeable nozzle.

Figure 2-2. Aerecol disperser (small)_
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Figure n. Aerosol disperser (large).

As a getieral rule, these sprayers' are designed to*
control flying insects, particularly flies and
mosquitoes. In recent years, aerosol dispensers have
practically supplanted this type of sprayer. Pneumatic.
paint sprayers operate on the same basic principle as
theflit gun, but are powered by an electric or gasoline
motor, They are sometimes used for space spraying in
larger buildings where hand equipmentis inadequate. ,

Pistol sprayers. The pistO1 sprayer (fig. 2-4) is much
like the gun used for oiling automobile springs. A fine,
solid stream of pesticide is produced by pulling the
trigger an the gun. It is especta*Zy valuable when small
amounts of solution or emulsibn need to be applied to
cracks and crevices in buildings for cockroach and ant
control. pistol sprayers are especially designed to
resist corrosive chemicals. A plastic container hi been
used to apply small amounts of insecticide to
collections 'of wafer in small containers, such as tin
cans, saucers under flower pots, old tire% or water
drums. They were used extensively on the Aeries
aegrini eraclication-prograin and may pIay a part in
many urban mo lit° control programs.

Knapsack sprayers.' Knapsack sprayers are -used
chiefly in treatment of 'small gardens, and to a lesser
extent for mosquito larviciding in very swampy areas
where it is difficult to pump up a, compressed air
sprayer. Adjustkble nozzles" are usually standard
equipment on these sprayers.

Trombone sprayers., Some trombone sprayers can
spray a stream of pesticide 20 to 30 feet vertically.
Trombone sprayers used around buildings usually
have the insecticide in a pail, as show.nin figure 2-5,
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while other types used in mosquito larviciding have the
pesticide in a tank. carried on the back of the pest
controller..

Garden hose' sprayers-Although the primary use of
the, garden sprayer (fig 2-6) is for garden, lawn. and
shrubbery insects, it can be used to control fleas, ticks.
and chiggers in yards, or to apply residual insecticides
near the base of buildings to keep out insects such as
cockroaches. earwigs, or mites. Although this type of
sprayer is very useful for many householders. it is
limited to the area that can be reached with the garden
hose.

Figure 2-s. Pistol sprayer (typical).

Exercises (429):
Match the use of applicator in column A with manual
applicators in column B.

Co/sown .4
Use of Applicators

E Used around buildings with
insecticide in a pail_

2. Used for . applying small
amounts of solution to cracks
and crevice in buildings for
cockroaches and ant control.

3. Used to apply residual sprays
for mosquito, fly. and flea
controL

_ 4 Primarily used for garden.
lawn, and shrubbery insect:

5. Used for treatment of small
gardens.

6. Designed to control flying
insects.

7 Most frequently used for
spray application in house-
holds,

Column 13
Applicators

a. Compressed air
sprayers.

b. Aerosol dispensers.
c. Syphon atomizes.
d. Pistolsprayers.
c. Knapsack sprayers.
f. Trombone sprayers.
g. Ganlen hose

sprayers.

430. Match listed items of manual chisters with the.
uses that are described.

Types and -1.;ses of Manual- Dusters. There are
several types, and variations of manual dusters. but
only seven will be described in this objective. You must-
be capable of recognizing these items of e9uipment
and `be knowledgeable of their uses because they will
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Figure 2-1. Trombone sprayer (typical).

be referred to quite often in day-to-day Air Force pas t'
management programs and . pest management',
literature.

Hand shakers. The hand shaker (fig. 2-7) is ideal for
placing pesticides on high or difficult-to-reach areas.
A large shaker which holds 9 pounds of insecticidal
dust- has been used for dusting exposed rat runs along
the base of walls and foundations to kill ,rat .

ectopsrasites such as the oriental rat fleas which
transmits organisms that cause plague and rdurine
typhus. Small 1- or 2-pound shakers may be used for
dusting rat runs not accessible to the large shaker.

Hand bellows. This duster (fig. 2-8) is used where
careful placement and neatness are essential, dusting
crevices where cockroaches and silverfish hide, or
placing a small amount of anticoagulant dust in voids
for mouse control.

Bulb dusters. The bulb duster 2-9) is also
designed for careful indoor dusting operations. Its
uses are basically the_same as the It4nd bellows, but
some operators prefer the bulb' duster as opposed to
the hand bellows, . - .

: - ,

.

CF -052

Figure 2$. Garden hose sprayer (typical).
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Figure 2-7. Hand shaker (typical).

CF -069

Hand plunger dusters. The handplunger duster (fig.
2 -I0) is suitable for applying patches of malathion and
carbaryl dint outdoors or in outbuildings for rodent
ectoparasitecontrol. This duster can also be used to
apply' pesticides to control-many other types of pests
such as chiggers. mites. and ticks.

Rotary hand dusters. The rotary hand duster (fig. 2--
II) is used effectively for applying pesticides for
controlling fleas, ticks. and other ectoparasites around
premises, and for applying dusts as mosquito
larvicides. Most rotary hand dusters are sold witha
fan-shaped tip to give a broad . band of dust for
mosquito larviciding or for area treatment in flea, tick,
or chigger coal roi.

Poor pump dusters. The foot pump duster (fig. 2-12)
is designed for applying calcium cyanide to rat
burrows to kill bOth 'rats and rat ectoparasites. This
equipment is useful for applying dust to rodent
burrows and other inclosed harborages.

C060

Figure 2-ti Hand bellow.. (typical).
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Granular spreaders. There are two basic types of
spreaders commonly used in.tAir For pest
management programs; one is known as the grass
seeder (fig. 2-13), and the othei ii a puslitype fertilizer
spreader. Both types can be used, effectively in
applying pesticide granules over small outdoor areas
.to control many insect larvae and pest vegetation.

Figure 2-9. Bulb duster (typical).

Exerepea (430):
Matcli the use of dusters in column A with the type of
manual dusters in column B.

Cohann .4 Cokonn B
Vse of Morose Dialers . Manual Dialers

1. Used effectively in controlling a.
fleas and ticks around pre- b.
mises and dust-for larvicide. c.

2. ldenl for placing peltitides d.
on high or difficult-to- .
reach areas. e.

_ 3. Usid outdoors to distribute f.
pesticides ro Control- insect g.
larvae and pest vegetation.

4. Used where careful place-
ment and neatness are
essential.

5 Used to apply calcium
cyanide to rat burrow

6. Suitable for applying
patches of malathion and
carbaryl dust outdoors or in
outbuildings.

7 Designed for careful indoor
dusting operation. I

Hand shakers.
Hand bellows.
Bulb dusters.
Hand lanter
dusters.
Rotary hand dusters.
Foot pump dusters.
Gransdar smarten.

i-121.16.u16
Figure 2-10. Hand plungei buster (typical).
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Figure 2-11. Rotary hand duster ttyPieal)-

431. Match listed items of portable -powered
equipment with the uses that are described.

applying pesticides to small outdoor areas and areas
that arainaccessible by larger mist-dust blowers. Thisfol
equipment can beused forapplying_residuals to trees,
shrubs, and grasses for controllingpats-ofvegetation,.f
ants, earviigs, and ectoparasites such as fleas, lice,
ticks, and mites. The backpack mist-dust blower is
also used in larviciding programs for mosquitoes, flies,
and beetles and can be used to treat exterior surfaces of
buildings to control flying insects such as flies,.
mosquitoes, wasps, and hornets, and to control
spiders.

Types and Uses of Powered Equipment4Portable).
Portable powered equipment has improved pest
management programs tremendously, because it has
permitted access to areas that were not accessible with'
larger items of equipment and at the same time, has
reduced the amount of tirpe.,..I.7quired for treatment.
These- items of equipment, along with their common
uses, will be identified smith this objective. For text
purposes. the term "portable" applies to items of
equipment that can be carried easily from one place to
another by one or two individuals.

Backpack mist-dusr blowers. The backpack mist-
dust blower (fig. 2-14) is very light in weight and can
easily be carried by one individual. Many models of
this equipment can be used to apply liquids. dusts. and
granules. This item of equipment iS very useful in

Figure 2-12. Foot pump duster ttypicall.

Figure 2.13. Granular spreader (typical).

Hand-carried thermal fog generators. This item of
equipment is designed to disperse only solution
formulations and is used primarily for small localized
outdoor space treatments to control flying insects. a
typical hand-carrier thermal fog generator is
illustrated in figure 2-15.

Hand - carried, ultra -low volume generators (UL V).
. This hand-carried ultra-lbw volume generator (fig. 2-

16) is primarily designed to disperse technical grade or
very highly concentrated pesticide formulations. This
item of equipment can be used for spacestreatmenti
and residual treatments of small indoor and outdoor-
areas. Its principal use outdoors is for mosquito
adulticiding programs and its principal use indoors is
for controlling structural pests.,

49
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Frame-mounted hydraulic sprayers. This type of,
equipment is designed to disperse emulsion. and .
solution formulations as sprays. This frame4nounted
hydraulic sprayer (fig 2-17) is not efficient for
dispersing suspension formulations because it does
not have an adequate agitator for suspensions. Due to
its versatility and ease in handling and
maneuverability. it-isprobably used more often than
any other type of poweredequipment-in normal day-
to-day pest management operations. This item of
equipment is especially useful in soil poiioning
operations for controlling termites; applying resid uals
to trees, shrubs, and grasses for controlling pests of
vegetation and ectoparasites: applying residuals to
exterior surfaces' of buildings and beneath them to
disease vectors and venomous arthropods: applying
herbicides to oontrol pest vegetation: and applying
.larvicides to soil andwater areas for controlling beetle,
fly, and mosquito larvae.

Exercises (431):
Match uses in column A with the type of equipment in
column B.

Oft

tailor:

X.Ce

s,

r
."-I -

A

P221°21.4:011.A.

-

Figure Z-1-1 Backpack mmiJusi blower
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Figure 3-15: Hand-mined thermal fog generator (typical).

Column A
'Uses

1. Designed toilisperse technical
grade or highly concentrated
thrnsulations.

2. Designed to disperse only
solution formulation.

3. Designed to disperse
emulsions and solution
formulations.

4. Lightweight unit for
dispersal of dusts.

Column B
Type of Equipment

a: Backpack mist-dust
blowers.

b. Hand-carried
thermal fog
generators.

c. Hand-cstrier ultra-
low volume
generator.

d. Frame-mounted
hydraulic sprayers.

432. Match listed items of nonportable powered
equipment with the uses that are described.

Types and Uses of Powered Equipment
(Non portable). Nonportable powered equipment as
described in this text is equipment that Must be
transported by some type of vehicle due to the weight
or awkwardness of the equipment. The types of
nonportable powered equipment are as varied as the
portable powered equipment. Althd'ugh the designed
uses for each type are baiically -the same, the
nonportable equipment designed for treating larger
areas in a very short time...
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Figure 2-16. Hand-earried ULV generator (typical).

Noepartable mist;tiast-blawers.._ This type of
powered equipment is manufactured in-Many-forms- .
for different pest management programs. Some are
designed to be mounted on. trailers and others for
trucks of various sizes; some are designed to rotate on
a rail base, and others that are mounted on a fixed
base.

This item of equipment can disperse liquid, dust,
and granule formulations and is used for treating large
outdoor areas by applying pesticidal mists and dusts to
trees, shrubs, and grasses for controlling pests that
attack vegetation and the ones that harbor in
vegetation. The nonportable mist-dust blower (fig. 2-
18) is also used for applying residual mist to exterior

surfaces of buildings for controlling adult flying
insects, and venomous arthropods, and-for applying
larvicides to turf and "rater for controlling beetle, fly,
and mosquito larvae.

Trailer-mounted hydraulic sprayers. The trailer
mounted hydraulic sprayeris used toapply all types of
liquid formulations as sprays. There are two basic
types of this sprayer. One is the boomless sprayer and
the other, is the boom, sprayer, however, some are
designed to be.used either way, as illustrated in figure
2-19.

a. Boomless hydraulie sprayer. The boornlcss
hydraulic sprayer is designed to' disperse pesticides
through a single nozzle and is used for applying
residual sprays to trees and shrubs for controlling
pests of vegetation; applying residuals to buildings.

_refuse containers, and sanitary landfills fo r controlling
'flies in-draosquitoesc_applying larvicides to fly and
mosquito breeding areas; aftiilying-herbicides as spot
treatments for controlling pest vegetation arounifitn--
posts, .utility poles, storm drains, and sow rs; tn cracks
of sidewalks, and streets, and in iMproved turf areas.
The boomless hydraulic Sprayers are 'also used to
apply herbicides in ditchbank, irrigation and drainage
systems; basal;-barlc, stump, and fcnce-row treatments.

b.. Boom hydraulic sprayer. The boom hydraulic
sprayer is designed to disperse pesticides through
several nozzles that are contained in the boom. This
allows the pesticide to be applied at an even rate over a

(P-

Figure 2-17. Frame-mounted hydraulic sprayer (typical).
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wide area of soil and turf in a single swath. This t
hydraulic sprayer is used in soil poisoning treatments
in the prevention of termite infestations and 'seed
germination. It is also used to apply pesticides over
turf and grass areas to lontrol larva and adult pests of
vegetation, fly larvae, and-existing pest vegetation.

Nonportable thermal fog generators. The
nonportable thermal fog generator (fig. 2-20) breaks- ;

up' the insecticide into an aerosol by means of hot 1

exhaust gasei. This item of equipment is used in space ;

treatment programs to control flying insects,
especially mosquitoes, in large outdoor areas Ir is ,1

especially advantageous for use in areas where wide
swaths must be relied 'upon to kill flying insects several
hundred feet away. A solution formulation is the only I'
type of formulation that can be dispersed with this
equipmeni. .

iVonportable mechanical aerosol generators. The
nonportable aerosol generator (fig. 2-21) produces an
aerosol that is similar to a fog by means of die"
insecticide being forced by a large volume of air
through special nozzles. This type of equipment is
designed to disperse both solution and emulsion
formulations for space treatment programs to control
flying insects, especially mosquitoes. Due, to its
capability of producing an aerosol similar to a fog
without being thermally produced, it is often referr(ed
to as a "cold logger."

The advantages of this item of equipment I as
compared to the nonportable thermal fog generator
are that there is no visible cloud of insecticide to create
traffic hazards, there is no heat applied to cause
thermal breakdown of the insecticide.-and emulsions
can be used as effectively as solution which cpuld
result a savings. of solvent costs.

Nonportable ultra -low volume generators (L L Vv.
During the past several years. thre has been a rapid
and dramatic increase in the use of undiluted
insecticides applied at extremely low dosage to control
insects-of medical and economical importance which
employs the use of a .,ULV generator.

The nonportable ultra-low volume generator I() fig. 2-
22) may replace or supplement the use of thermal and
cold fog generators in years to come..

In the ULV method of application, the technical
insecticide is atomized into millions Of tiny droplets,
the majority varying_ from 5 to 50 microns (from
I.:5000 to 11500 of ainch) in diameter, and'dispersed
evenly over the treated area. This technique has
resulted in substantial savings in money and time due.
to the reduced amounts of insecticide that are required
and eliminating the diluent, mixing, and transport of
larger volumes of diluted formulations.

It 'is reported that ULV generators which disperse
cold aerosols are more effective against adult
mosquitoes than the thermal fog generators which
disperse thermal aerosols_ ULV applications
frequently use less insecticide per acre treated than do
cold or thermal loggers or misters. resulting in savings
in insecticide cost, elimination of diluents. and time for.
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Fiore 2-4. Non portable thermal fog generator (typical).

loading or travel of equipment. Other advantages of
ULV aerosols are that they do not produce dense
fogsas do thermal fogs that constitute a Faille
hazard and might result in deaths of children running
or bicycling into the fog. The nonportable ULV
generator is relatively small. Its insecticide tank is
usually of the 5 to 10 gallon size, and it is'usually
mounted on a small vehicle such as a 112-ton pickup
truck. By contrast, the nonportable thermal fog
generator as well as the nonportable aerosol generat or
is much larger and heavier; its insecticide tank .may
contain 25 to 200 gallons or more, and it is usually
mounted on a larger vehicle, such as a 1- to 3-ton
truck.

On the other hand. ULV applications may be less
effective titan thermal fogs in heavy vegetation. In
some areas, car spotting, or damageto automobile
finishes, has occurred because of the corrosive
properties of some of the insecticides, but generally
only when large droplets (greater ahan 100 microns.
the diameter of a human hair) are present in the spray.
Greater care must be taken in handling the
concentrated or technical insecticides used in the ULV
method because of increased degree of exposure to
toxic concentrations of the chemical, particularly by
spillage during loading operations, than with the
diluted fuel oil formulation used in the thermal foggers
and cold loggers.

Another type of ULV dispersal equipment, similar
to the one illustrated in figure 2-23. is authorized for
use in large warehouses and storage areas in treating
for stored prciducts pests.
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Figure 2-21. Nonportable mechanical aerosol generator (typical).

Exercises (432): . -

Match uses in column A with powered equipment in
column B.

Column A
Uses

1 Used to apply pesticide over a
wide area at an even rate.

2. Used to apply undiluted
insecticides at extremely low
dosage.

_ 3 Used to apply mists and dust
to trees, shrubs. and grass.

4 Used to apply liquid
formulations through sin&
nozzle.

5 Used to disperse solution
or emulsion formulation for
space treatment to control
flying insects.

6 Used to break up insecticides
by hot exhaust gases.

433: Specify the types and
equipment and supplies.

Column
Powered Equipment

a. Nonportable mist-
dust blowers.

b. Boorrtless hydraulic
sprayer.

c. Boom-hydraulic
sprayer.

d. Nonportablethermal
fog generators.

e. Nonportable
mechanical aerosol
generators.

I. Nonportable ultra-
low volume genera-
tors (lThir).

uses of fumigation

Types and Uses of Fumigation Equipment and
Supplies. There are many- items of equipment and
supplies that axe required for fumigation programs.
However, the items that are required will depend upon
the type of fumigation operation that is to be
implemented.'

'This objective will identify the types and uses of.
- equipment and supplies that are commonly required
for fumigating. `-

Fumigant. As you have already discovered in
objective 414, there are many fumigant compounds
that are available for use in Air Force pest
management programs. The uses of these compounds
were also discussed within the same objective.
Therefore, they will not be discussed at this rime,
although you should review these compounds before
you continue this objective.

Covering material. For all inplaee stack and
structural fumigation operations, an air-tight cover is
required to be placed over the stack or building to
contain the fumigant. A heavy thick material such as a
10 mil polyethylene or canvas cover is required for all
fumigation operations except when fumigating with
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Figure 2-21 Noapanabk ULV generator (typical).

hydrogen phosphide. To perform inplace stack
fumigation using hydrogen phosphite, a fight, thin (2.
to 6 mil) polethylene film covering should be used.

Padang materfaL Any type of material can be used
to pad all areas on a stack or building that could create
a war in the coveting material.

Tape. Wide maslci"" +spe is useful for taping the
packing material to corners and other protrusions of
stacks and buildings. However, plastic pressure
sensitive tape (4 inches wide and 4 mil thickness)
should be used to reinforce the portions of the
coveting that are lately to come in contact with corners
orother protrusions should the packing material fail
off The wide cloth or cellophane tape can also biased
to make temporary repairs to the covering in the event
it becomes torn.

Sand Snakes. This term "sand snakes" applies to the
tubingtubing that is used to seal the bottom edges of the
covering material that is used in inplace stack,
. structural, and soil fumigation operations to the floor
or ground. Sand snakes are prepared bylining tubes (6
feet long a nc 5 inches wide) that have been formed
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from 10 mil polyethylene, nylon, or canvas material
with sand.

Tape measure. Fumigants must be applied' at a
certain rate within a specific amount of space;
therefore, a trim measure is required to determine the
amount of spacethat iisequired to be treated before
the Operation. .\ , .

Fans. Sparkproof electrically operated. faits are
required to be used when conducting inplace stack and
structural fumigation operationswitb inethyl broinide
or carbon disulfide to keep the fumigant ciralating.
Without the fans, methyl bromide would settle to the $

floor or ground and carbon disulfide yould form
pockets at the highest levels in the covering. Tbii,'
would present very hazardous situations ineithercase.

Fumigant trays. To conduct hydrogen phosphide
inplace stack fumigation, the aluminum phosphide
pellets and tablets must be loosely scattered in a single
layer in an aluminum tray and placed under the stack
covering. This prevents the tablets or pellets from
coming in contact with foods and materials that could
create lire and explosion:hazards. Disposal is made



much Oiler by placing the tablets or pellets in a tray,
which t 5ntains the residue. 1

Gas erection and metering devicq. To perform
fumigation operations effectively and safely, gas
detection and metering devices are required.
Fumigants must be applied at a certain rare per cubic
foot of space bping treated, which Means that there
must be so many parts per million of fumigant
concentrate contained within the space over a
specified period of time. In order for this to be done,
you must' monitor these concentrates by _taking air
samples from the, area being fumigated .with the
detection and metering devides as frequently as is
spec d on the fumigant label. If the concentrate level
is higher or lower than tt.: level the; is recommended
to be maintained, you must make the proper
adjustments. Remember, if the concentrate is lower
than recommtded; the fumigation operation will not
be effective. and if the concentrate is higher, this
presents a yell, potentially hazardous situation.

There arc many types of gas detection and metering
devices available (*ruse with fumigants; in many
cases. there may be..several devices for each fumigant. .,
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For exam-Ile, the MSA pump, Dritger bellowspump,
and the Auer bulb detection apparatus and detection
tubes are all available for use with hydroge
phosphide.

These Items or othersimiiar itemeof detection d
metering devices are available for use with oth r types'
of fumigants and will provide you with the ppm of
fumigants contained within treated area.

NOM In order to obtain an curate
reading of the amount of f igant
.contained in an area, you must h he
appropriate detection apparatus for he
fumigant being used and the detection
rube must be specifically designed to match
the apparatus being used. ,

Other devices that are available for use in detecting
the presence of gases. other than oxygen and carbon
dioxide within the air are Halide gas detectors,
fumiscopes, and explosimeters. These devices are only
designed to detect contaminant and explosive
properties within the atomosphere and will not
identify the type of fumigant exposed.

.fr ,

Figure 2-23 We: generator for w.arehouee treairaent.
s'S
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Vapari:ation trays. In most methyl bromide
fumigation operations conducted within thc Air
Force, a plastic tube is extended from the nozzle of the
fumigant container to a stainless steel tray which
allows the liquid to flow from the container into the
tray for vaporization.

Thermometers. Atmospheric and commodity
temperatures are very important contributing factors
in the effectiveness and safeness of most fumigation
programs. For instances methyl bromide can be used
effectively in areas where temperatures may be 39° F
(4° or possibly trwer, whereas hydrogen phosphide is
not to be used in areas where the temperature is below
40° F (4.48° C).

In almost all cases each fumigant will have an
optimum temperature in which it will be most
effective, and the optimum temperature will vary with

'each fumigant; thus, the gas concentration and time of
required exposure will vary as the temperatures vary.
It is for this reason that a thermometer is required in
fumigation operations.

Moisture permeable envelopes. For railcar
fumigation' with aluminum phosphide pellets or
tablets, special moisture permeable envelopes arc
required for containing the pellets or tablets.

Warning signs. Regardless of the type of fumigation
operation that is to be conducted, warning signs that*
specify the type of fumigant being used, precautions to
be taken, and emergency phone numbers of
responsible individuals must be conspicuously posted
at every visible approach to the area where fumigation
is to occur,

Safety protective equipment. As previously
discussed in Volume 2, coveralls, gloves, and a hat
must be worn during all phases of fumigant handling
and monitoring. An approved full-face respiratory
device designed to protect against the fumigant
compound must be worn duringall phases of handling
and monitoring all types of fumigants with exception
to paradichloro-benzene naphthalene. and aluminum
phosphide,

A respiratory protective device is not required to be
worn while applying aluminum phosphide tablets.
pellets. or bags as long as the application can be
completed within 20 minutes., however, an approved
respiratory protective device and canister must be
readily available or within the possession of the
operator.

Exercises (433):
1. When performing inplace stack fumigation with

hydrogen phosphide. a light, thin
film is used.

2. To prevent tears in the covering materials.
projection or sharp edges are padded with
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3. What is thc tubing used to seal the bottom edges of
covering material called? .

1
4. What is used to determine the amount of space

prior to fumigating?

5. To keep the fumigant circulating, sparkproof,
electrical are used.

6. Aluminum phosphide pellets and tablets are .

loosely scattered in a single layer in an

7. To perform fumigatiolfroperations effectively and
safely, gas detection and devices
are required to be used.

8. Methyl bromide is vaporized in a stainless steel

9. Where are aluminum phosphide pellets or tablets
placed when used to fumigate railcars?

10. Warning signs will be conspicuously posted at
every visible approach to the area being

11. An approved protective device
and canister must be readily available when
applying fumigants.

434. Match the listed trapping devices with the
animals they are primarily used for in trapping.

Trapping Devices. Most of the trapping devices that
are used in managing pests were identified and
discussed in Volume 2. The trapping devices
previously identified are used not only for collecting
pests in surveys, but they are also very beneficial and
often the most practical fon controlling pests in many
situations.

Light rrapst,;The types of light traps that are
illustrated in figures 2-1 through 2-4 of Volume 2, kill
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many nocturnal flying insects that would not be killed
otherwise. These traps can be used near patio or
camping areas to attract mosquitoes, and nuisance
pests away from the areas that you want to enjoy.
There are other types of light traps that are specially
designed with an electrical grid used especially for
attracting and killing flying insects around outdoor
entertainment areas.

Baited jar traps. These traps are very useful for
, controlling many types of crawling pests. This type of

trap is often the safest for use in controlling
cockroaches in child care centers where pesticides
would be unsafe. These jar traps can also be used to
some degree as a personal protective measure by
placing the legs of beds in jars to prevent scorpions,
centipedes. and millipedes from crawling into bed with
you. Jar traps are also effective in attracting certain
flying insects such as flies, bees, and wasps_

Cage traps. Cage traps of the types previously
identified (figs. 2-7 and 2-8 of Volume 2) are very
effective in controlling almost all domestic and field
rodents and many types of predatory animals. The
larger types of these traps are especially useful for
controlling birds' and predatory animals that are
protected by Federal, state. andlor local laws.

Steel and wood-base snap traps. Steel and wood-
base snap traps such as the ones illustrated, in figure 2-
24 are used for controlling vertebrate animal pests
when injury or death to the animal is not of concern.
These types of traps are most often used within the Air
Force for controlling domestic and field rodents. The
small wood-base snap traps are used primarily for
controlling mice indoors. although they are sometimes
used in the control of field mice outdoors. The larger
wood -base snap traps and steel traps are most often
used to control rats indoors and outdoors and to
control field rodents nd other pest mammals. Steel
and wood-base snap aps may be used baited' or

li

unbelted, depending up n where they are to be used
and for what they are to be used.

Exercises (434):
Match the use of traps in columh A with the trapping
devices in column B.

Cultiinn
eve

1. Used to control most domes-
tic and field rodents.

2. Used to control vertebrate
animal pests when injury or
death to the animal is not of
concern.

3 Used to kill nocturnal
flying insects.

4 Used to control cock
roaches where a is unsafe
to use insecticides.

Column 8
Trapping Devices

a. Light traps.
b. Bait jar traps.
c Cage traps.
d. Steel and wood-base

snap naps.

435. Speeify the uses and effectiveness of
miscellaneous pest management equipment.
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Types and Uses of Miscellaneous Pest Management
Equipment. There are several miscellaneous items of
equipment that are used in managing pests.
Miscellaneous items of equipment as discussed in this

considered to be items used by pest managers.
objective refer to devices that are not normally Z$6

Because you may be required to use miscellaneous .

items of equipment yourself or you may require their
use by someone else, you must be knowledgeable of
these items and their uses.

Frightening devices. These devicqs.are
used in the control of birds without causing harm to
them. There have been many devices designed and
tested for controlling birds, but the ones that have
proven most effective are carbide exploders, revolving
flashers. and sound recordings.

Revolving flashers are normally installed in rafter
areas inside aircraft hangers; vehicle maintenance ..
facilities, and warehouses and are operated
intermittently during the night.

Carbide exploders of the type illustrated in figure 2-
25 and sound recordings of birds in danger can be used
in areas along flight lines to' keep birds off aircraft
runways and taxiways to prevent damage to aircraft.

Regardless of the type of mechanitaiwkithtening
device employed in managing pest birds, they must be
operated infrequently to prevent the birds from 4
becoming accustomed to the device.

Shotguns fired into the. vicinity of bird flocks have
been proven most effective of all frightening devices in
the control of birds in open areas along flight lines, and
discharging pellet rifles in hangars, warehouses, and
maintenance facilities have been effective in keeping
birds out of these places.

NOTE: The use of firearms as frightening
devices on Air Force bases must be
approved by the base commander and is
normally accomplished by security police
personnel.

Tranquilizing devices. These devices are generally
gas-operated dart guns and are used in controlling
many types of wild animals such as skunks, raccoons,
coyotes, and foxes that strayed or became established
on Air Force installations:Mese devices are also used
to control stray domestic animals such as dogs and
cats that are allowed to run loose on base. The
operation of tranquilizing devices is the responsibility
of security police personnel and requirps special
training because the amount of tranquilizer to be used
is determined by the weight of the animal to be
tranquilized and using the correct amount is very
critical.

Other application devices. Aerial dispersal is 'the
distribution of pesticides from aircraft. It is done
according to an established plan to obtain maximum
efficiency in pest control..The establishment of the
need for aerial spraying involves a knowledge of the
pest species. To obtain uniform coverage of an area,
preplanned flight patterns, altitudes. and airsp'eeds
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EXPANDED TRIGGER

DIRECTION OF
RAT RUN

Figure 2-24. Steel and wood base snap gram

must be carefully followed. To operate at excessive
altitudes or in high winds will cause dissipation of the
pesticide. resulting in insufficient chemical pesticide
reaching the control area

Air Force Regulation 91-22 describes the
procedures for pest control by aircraft. Aerialspraying
conducted within the Air Force isaccomplished by the
aerial spray flight located at Rickenbacher Air Force
Base. Columbus. Ohio. The aerial spray flight is
operated by the Air Force Reserves. Requests for
aerial spraying must be justified; therefore, this type of
control must be discouraged .unless there is an urgent
need for it. All aerial spray operations are carried out
under she direction of specially trained personnel who
accompany the aircraft. Local responsibility. once the
initial request is made, is usually limited to assisting
the spray personnel upon their request.

Early morning or just before dusk is the most
effective time to do aerial spraying. Aerial spraying is
expensive; therefore, before a spraying program is
planned. costs of modification and operation of
necessary aircraft should be weighed against the cost
of ground control units. Also, effective aerial spraying
can be accomplished only by flying at low altitudes,
and certain terrain or major obstructions may limit
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spraying operations. Any major deviation from
standard spraying procedures- to avoid obstructions
will nullify the benefits of aerial spraying.

Another point to consider during the 'planning,
stages of aerial spraying is the probability of
endangering wildlife. Normally, birds and mammals
are not affected by insecticides deposited at a normal
rate, but they may be endangered if higher-than-
normal rates are used.

Aerial dispersal of pesticides permits a quick
coverage of large areas. When time is of the utmost
importance to prevent massive infestation or an
outbreak of disease, aerial spraying is the only
practical measure of effective control. Aerial spraying
also permits coverage of terrain inaccessible to grdund
equipment,

Pouring of chemicals may be of value under certain
conditions. Measured amounts of insecticide may be
poured into fast-flowing streams for blackfly control
A sprinkler can be useful for mosquito larviciding of
catch basins.

Dragging bags of chemicals through water, or
laying the bags in moving water may serve to control
blackfly larvae or other water-dwelling forms.
Calculations should be made to assure adequate



control ,without damage to fish or other wildlife. Do
not pollute human water supplies.

Drip cans are superior to pouring or dragging for
water treatment because pesticide dosage can be
controlled more exactly. They are better suited to use
in moving than in still water. ,

Paint brushes are very effective for applying
controlled amounts of pesticides to areas where pests
hide or run. They are especially suited for controlling
household insects such as cockroaches and silverfish.
There is less chance of damaging materials such as
synthetic floor tiles or painted woodwork when
applying pesticides with a paint brush than with a
sprayer.

Exercises, (435):
I. Name the frightening delices that have proven

most effective.

2. The use of firearms as frightening devices on
Air Force installations must be approved by the

3. Aerial dispersal of pestiCides permits a
coverage of large areas.

4. Tranquilizing devices are generally gas-operated
guns and are used to control

many types of wild animals.

5. Measured amounts of insecticide may be
into fast-flowing streams for

blackfly control.

6. Blackfly larvae may be controlled by
bags of chemicals through water or
the bags in moving water.

7. What is an effective met hod of applying measured
dosages of pesticides for water treatment?

8. An effective method of applying controlled
amounts of pesticides to areas where pests
hide or run is by using

436. Identify the types of pesticidal pumps with their
selection. use. and care.

Types and Uses of Pesticidal Pumps. There are
several types of pumps that are available for applying
pesticides, and each type has its own characteristics.
When ordering equipment, you must also specify the
type of pump desired, because in most cases, an item of VI
equipment can be equipped with several types of es),
pumps. Therefore. if the type of pump desired is not
specified, you are apt to receive/an item of equipment
that you cannot use or one that4ou will have very little
use for.

When selecting pumps, you must consider the type
of pesticide and pesticide formulation that is to be used
most often in the pump and how much pressure and
volume is going to be required for dispersing the
pesticide formulation.

The pump selected must be adequate for all spraying
pressures you are going to use, and it must provide
enough flow to:

Supply all nozzles.
Allow for hydraulic agitation when needed.
Leave a reserve to allow for loss of flow due to

wear.

Pumps should resist corrosion and abrasion. The
capacity of the pump should be about twice the nozzle
delivery rate to provide for an overflow that is by-
passed back to the tank for agitation of the spray.
The several types are as follows:

(1) A rubber - impeller pump is cheap, is riot injured
by abrasive suspension, develops about 35 psi, but is
not adapted for oils.

(2) A rotary-gear pump has pdsitive action.* The
discharge rate depends on Ilk *peed of rotations.
Suspensions are hard on the gears. It is cheaper to
replace plastic gear pumps than to repair permanent
equipment.

(3) A centrifugal pump is a single-rotating impeller
type. It pumps a large volume of spray but does not
develop a high pressure-40 to 70 psi. It can handle all
spray materials with minimum wear. It is not self-
priming, so must be mounted lower than the tank.
Unlike most pumps, it pushes the liquid in one
direction only.

(4) A piston pump is designed for large quantities of
spray and moderate to high pressuresup to 1,000 psi.
It has one or more plungersconnected to a crankshaft.
The plungers or pistons can be used for any type of
sprayer, stand rough treatment, and are long lasting
but expensive.

(5) A nylon-roller pump gives good service, but it is
expensive and is not well adapted for suspensions. It .

pumps only after reaching a high speed.
(6) A diaphragm pump is similar to a piston pump

except that one side of the chamber is made of a
flexible fabric that creates the. vacuum. This pump
handles abrasives well, but the fabric does not always
last long under the pressure normally required fOr
spraying. The diaphragm. however, can be replaced
easily and economically.

Remember, centrifugal pumps provide high volume
at low pressure. They are not self-priming. Piston and
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Eigure 2.2i Carhotle evloder

disphragm pumps provide moderate to high volumes
at high pressure. They are self-priming. Roller and
gear pumps provide moderate volume at low to
moderate pressure. They are self-priming in most
equipment. Do not use wettaule powder formulations
in gear pumps. If you need pressures about 75 psi,
piston pumps are more likely to provide them over a
long period of time.

You will damage a pump if you operate it dry or
with a restricted inlet. Follow the manufacturer's
recommendations for pump operation. Keep all
shields in place.

Exercises 4436i:
1. Match the pump types in column 13 with state-

ments in column A by placing the numher.
representing a type of pump, in the blank
provided by the appropriate statement: some
statements may app4 to mom than one pump.
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C'r.hrmr, Column B

A Do not use with wettante I. Centrifugal.
powder formulations. 2. Piston.

b. Not self-priming. 3. Diaphragm.
c. Used for pressures over 4. Roller or gear.

73 psi.
d Self-priming.
c. Provide high volume at low

pressure.
t Provide moderate volume at

to to moderate pressure.
g. Provide moderate to high

volumes at high pressure

2. Complete the following statements concerning
pesticide pumps:

a. When ordering equipment you must specify
the desired.



b. When selecting pumps, you must considerthe
type of pesticide and

c, The pump selected must be adequate for all
spraying you are going to use.

d. Pumps should resist and

e. You will damage a pump if you operate it
or with a inlet,

437. Match the type of spray pattern produced by
nozzles and their uses with the appropriate type of
nozzle described.

Types and Uses of Nozzles. The nozzle is the most
important part of the sprayer, for it determines how
the pesticide will be sprayedas a solid stream, flat
fan, hollow cone, solid cone, or broadcast. It also
determines the rate of spray outputs; a given pressure.
Nozzles are available in many types and styles, each
designed with a particular purpose in mind. They may
be mounted in many ways. If two or more nozzles are
placed at the end of a wand, the spray gun is referred to
as a spray boom. The orchard spray gun has a single
nozzle that can be adjusted to produce spray patterns
varying from a solid stream to a tine mist by reducing
the size of the whorl chamber. Many commercial
compressed air sprayers have adjustable nozzles.
However, nonadjustable nozzles are desirable for Air
Force pest management programs, because they may
be depended upon to deliver a definite amount of
pesticide per unit of time.

The pesticide distribution rate and pattern of
nozzles is dependent upon:

The nozzle design or type.
Its operating pressure.
The size of the opening.
its discharge angle.
Its distance from the target.

Solid stream nozzle. This type of nozzle applies a
fine stream of pesticide and is used in spray guns to
spray a distant target and for crack and crevice
treatment in buildings. The solid stream nozzle is also
used in a nozzle body to apply pesticides in a narrow
band or inject thcm into the soil.
. Flat fan north's. There are three types of flat fan
nozzles:

( I ) The regular flat fan nozzle makes a narrow oval
pattern with lighter edges. It is used for broadcast

\

spraying. This ,pattern is designed to be used on a
boom and to belaveriapped 30 to SO percent for even
distribution. `,\

(2) The even flat ne makes a uniform pattern
across its width. It is u for band spraying and for
treating walls and other rfaces.

(3) The flooding nozzle ekes a wide-angle flat
spray pattern. It works at lo r pressures than the
other flat fan nozzles. Its pats n is fairly uniform
across its width. It is used for br dent spraying.

Hollow cone nozzle. There are two t s of hollow
cone nozzles: the core and disk, an' the whirl
chamber.

The pattern is circular with tapered edges an ittle
or no spray in the center. It is used for spraying fah e
and mosquito larviciding.

Solid cone nozzle. This nozzle produces a circular
pattern with the !spray being well distributed .
throughout the pattern and is used f or sp rayi ng foliage
and mosquito larviciding.

Broadcast nozzle. This nozzle forms a.wide flat fan
pattern and is used on boomless sprayers and on boom
sprayers when attached to the end of the boom to
extend the effective swath width.

. Exercises (437):
Match the type of nozzle in column A with its spray
pattern and use in column 13 by placing the correct
letter in the blank space provided.
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Column A

I Solid stream nozzle.
2 Flat fan nozzle

(regular).
3 Hollow cone nozzle.
4 Solid cone nozzle.
5 Broadcast nozzle.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Column B

Circular pattern with the
spray well distributed
throughout the pattern.
Designed to be used on a
boom and to be overlapped
from 30 to 50 percent.
Forms a wide, flat, fan pattern
and is used on boomless
sprayers.
Used to spray distant targets
and cracks and crevices in
buildings.
The pattern is circular with
tapered edges and with little
or no spray in the center.

438, Match typical numbers that may appear on
nozzles with their appropriate meaning.

Interpreting Information Contained on Nozzies.
Most nozzles supplied with compressed air rprayers
have a nozzle disc consisting of a simple steel plate
with a hole in the center instead of the more elaborate
nozzle tip. These discs often have numbers stamped on
them ranging from 1 to 10. representing 64ths of an
inch. Thus.. a No. 7 disc would have an aperture of
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7/64-inch in diameter, and would prodtice larger
droplets suitable for heavy applications. A number 1
disc would produce a very fine spray. Disc nozzles are
commonly used for large power sprayers that operate
at high pressures. producing a very fine mist. They are
also satisfactory for applying pesticide suspensions
with the compressed air sprayers.

Several manufacturers have developed nozzle
systems in which carefully calibrated nozzles are
designated by number.

Teejet nozzles are rated according to the angle at
which the spray leaves the nozzle and to the outpUt in
tenths of a gallon per minute at a pressure of 40 psi
(Pounds per Square Inch). Thus, an 8002 nozzle used
in residua) spraying of emulsions on ordinary surfaces
produces a flat fan spray at an.80° angle with a rate of
0.2 gallon per minute at a pressure of 40 pounds per
square inch. Similarly, a 5004 nozzle used in residual
spraying of suspensions on porous surfaces produces a
flat fan spray with a 50° angle with a rate of 0.4 gallon
per minute at a pressure of 40 psi; and a 0001 nozzle
used to apply emulsions or solutions to cracks and
crevices for cockroach control produces a solid stream
at 0.1 gallon per minute with a pressure of 40 psi.
Many pest control operators in buildings wish to
change the spray pattern from time to time as they
work 'through a building. Therefore. they use a
Multeejet nozzle with 4 openings. two (50015 and
730039) to produce fan type sprays. and 2(000021 and
0001) to produce solid stream sprays.

Exercises (438):
Match the given nozzle number in column A with the
statement number in column B that correctly identifies
it by placing the letter in the space provided.

o/limn A Column 8

. I 0001. a Produces a flat fan spray a t an
_ 2 6 Mr angle with a rate of 0.2

3 $004 gallon per mrnure
_ 4 3002. b. 6.64.

c. Applies emulsions and
solution, to cracks fur cock
roach control.

d Produce a flat fan spray at a
501 angle wtth a rate of 0 4
gallon per minute.

2-2. Equipment Operarion.

Operating equipment properly is just as important
in the safe and effective application of pesticides as is
selecting the right equipment for the formulation and
type of treatment. You can have the right equipment
for the formulation to be dispersed and the type of
treatment to be implemented: but, the pest
management program can still be ineffective and
unsaie if you operate the equipment improperly.

Another aspect that must be considered in operating
equipment is the fact that equipment must be operated
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properly to prevent damage to the equipment. If 1

equipment is operated improperly, it is most certain 0
that damge will occur. sooner or later. and the
efficiency and safety of the equipment will be reduced.

This section provides information that will assist
you in operating pest management equipment
properly and safely. This information will consist of
identifying the types and uses of operational and
maintenance guidelines and outlining operational
procedures and safety precautions.

439. List the types of operational guides and identify
the statements pertaining to operational and
maintenance guides as being true or false.

Operational and Maintenance Guides. Proper
operation and maintenance of equipment can best be
accomplishec' by using the commercial or Government
publications that outline operational, maintenance,
and safety procedures fora specific item of equipment.
As a matter of fact, you are required to follow the
operational, maintenance. and safety procedures that
arc outlined in these publications, provided there is a
publication written for the item of equipment you are
to use.

These publications may be identified as technical'
orders (TOs) for the Air Force, technical manuals
(TMs) for the Army and Marine Corps, NAV DOCS
(MOs) for the Navy, technical information
memorandums (TIMs). and commercial manuals for
all Services.

In many ceses, one publication for an item of
equipment will be used jointly by two or more services.
When this occurs, the publication will reflect a TO
number. a TM number. an& or an MO number that
has been assigned by the appropriate services
involved. Other publications that are used jointly by
the services may reflect a TIM number which would
apply to all services.

Commercial publications, such as the Operation
Manuals, may or may not be assigned a TO, TM, or
MO number by the appropriate services. If there is an
item of equipment which is manufactured by the same
company that is purchased and utilized by a majority
of Air Force. Army, Navy. and/or Marine Corps
installations. the commercial publication will
probably be assigned a TO, TM. and/ or MO number.

There are other types of publications that may be
available for you to use when operating or maintaining
equipment. These publications may be in the form of
standard operating procedures (SOPS) or operaticaal
instructions (Ols) and generally prepared by the
organization to which you are assigned.

Regardless of the type of publication that is
available for operating and maintaining equipment,
the publication must be adhered to and regarded in the
same manner as though it were an Air Force
regulation:

For items of equipment that have any of these types
of publications. the equipment must not be operated



or maintained unless the publication is being used by
' the operator or mechanic during the actual operation

or maintenance.

Exercises (439):
I. List seven types of technical publications that may

be wed for the correct operation. maintenance.
and safety of pesticide equipment.

2. How often should preoperational inspections be
performed?

Zl
3. What must you do before operating any piece of .

equipment?

4. What are preoperational inspections on
2. Answer the following statements as true or false: equipment designed to insure?

a Technical orders (TOs) are used
primarily by the Air Force.

b. Commercial publications are used by
the Navy and Marine Corp.

c. Technical manuals (TMs) are used by
the Army and Marine Corp.

d. Technical information memorandums
(TIMs) are used by all the services.

e Standard operating procedures (SOPS)
and operational instructions (0Is) are
generally prepared by the using
organization.

440. State the purpose and frequency of conducting
preoperational inspections.

Preoperational Inspections. Before operating any
item of equipment, you must perform a preoperational
inspection on the equipment. Preoperational
inspections must be done prior to each use, regardless
of how soon since the equipment was last used. ff there
is a publication that outlines the preoperational
procedures for the item of equipment to be operated, it
must be used during the preoperational inspection,

Preoperational inspections on equipment are
performed to insure that the equipment can be safely
operated at its optimum efficiency. These inspections
must be accomplished on each item of equipment,
regardless of the type. whether it is a mouse trap or the
Government vehicle that you drive, and even if there
are no written guides pertaining to the equipment.

Besides being required, prFoperational inspections
are performed to reflect a true .professional pest
manager, because the manger is only as good as the
equipment. It can be very embarrassing' for you and
the section when you have filled compressed air
sprayer, ready at the job site to apply the pesticide;
and, the sprayer doesn't operate or it leaks profusely
from the pump handle. simply because you neglected
to perform the preoperational inspection on the
equipment. .

Exercises (4491:
I. What is the purpose of conducting a preopera-

tional inspection?

5. Besides being required, preoperational
inspections are performed for what reason?

441. Match given types of manual spray equipment
with preoperational inspections and operational
procedures.

Operation of Manual Sprayers. As previously
stated. before operating any item of equipment, a
preoperational inspection of the equipment is
required. Therefore, you must be knowledgeable of
sprayer components and inspection procedures.

In order to obtain optimum operational efficiency
of spray equipment, or any other equipment, it must
be properly prepared for operation, and then, it must
be operated in accordance with the appropriate
operational guide. Because there are normally several
variations for each type of spray equipment.
discussion within this objective concerning
preoperational and operational procedures for
equipment must be restricted to generally common
procedures. Wt will also identify safety precautions
that must be taken while handling the equipment.

Compressed air sprayers. The compressed air
sprayer has a small I- to 3-gallon cylindrical tank
equipped with an air pump, hose, spray gun, and other
components necessary for applying liquid insecticides.
An exploded view (with identified components) of a
typical compressed air sprayer is illustrated in figure 2-
26. The tank should be filled two-thirds to three-
fourths full and air compressed into the remaining
space. This compressed air exerts pressure on the
liquid and forces it through the outlet pipe, hose,
cutoff valve. and nozzle. As the liqbid leaves the
nozzle, the spray pattern will depend on the air
pressure maintained in the sprayer and the type of
nozzle used. The air should be compressed to 40 psi.
after which spraying may continue until -pressure
drops to approximately 30 psi.

To assist you in performing a preoperational
inspection on the compressed air sprayer, typical
procedures are provided. Refer to figures 2-26. 2-27,
and 2-28.
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FItture 22.6 1),pical compressed air sprayer (exploded slew)

a. If the sprayer is unopened, turn the pump
assembly counterclockwise very slowly to insure that
all pressure has been relieved from within the
formulation tank. When the pump assembly is opened
faster than the air is allowed to escape, it is very
damaging to the threading at the top of the tank and
within the pump assembly; plus, it can cause serious
injury to the operator because the puinp assembly
could be ejected upward by the pressure within the
tank.

b. Check the threading on the tank and within the
pump assembly to insure the threads have not been
worn away or broken off.

c. Insure that the pressure release opening is clear to
allow the release of pressure when pump assembly is
turned counterclockwise. This pressure release
opening is located on the exterior top portion of the
pump assembly,

d. Insure the pump assembly rod is straight to
prevent excess wear to the pump assembly bonnet.

e. insure that the gasket is in place, is straight, and is
not brittle or deteriorated.

f Check the pump cylinder to insur& that it is not
dented and is not cracked. The inner portion should be
cleaned frequently with a large bottle brush to prevent
caking of formulations and to remove corrosive
substances that may cause pitting.

29i,
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g,The check valve must be inspected to insure that it
is in place, is not deteriorated, and is not lodged open
by debris and metal filings, Thearea between the cheek ip
valve and the pump cylinder should be flushed with 4
water frequently to remove debris and metal filings.

h. inspect the piston cup to insure that it is firm, but
pliable. The cup should be lubricated periodically with
vegetable oil to prevent it from becoming dry.

i. Check the outlet pipe to insure that it is securely
attached and is free of debris.

j. Check the formulation tank for cracks and holes
that may be in the tank or around solder joints.

k. Insure that all hose and wand fittings and
couplings are tight.

I. Inspect the hose to insure that it has not become
brittle and to insure there are no cracks or holes.

m. Insure that the cutoff valve is functioning
properly.

n. The spray gun assembly should be inspected
periodically to insure that strainers are unclogged and
to insure that 0-rings and seats are in good condition
and are free from debris.

Once the sprayer components have been inspected,
pour plain water into the tank, insert the pump
assembly and secure it, pressurize the tank, and inspect
for leaks and tests the shutoff valve. If there are no
leaks and the shutoff valve functions properly, the
sprayer is ready for use.

Always insure that the pressure is released after each
use and never transport the sprayer with pressure
applied. Pesticide formulations should not remain in
the sprayer for an extended period of time.

Aerosol dispensers. The small, low - pressure aerosol
dispenser consists of a can with a discharge valve and
nozzle at the top, and a tube extending from the valve
to the bottom of the can. The insecticide is a
concentrated oil solution is mixed with a propellant
(usually the nontoxic gas Freon in liquid form) and
placed in the can at the time it is assembled. When the
discharge valve is pressed, propellant gas within the
can forces the insecticide-propellant mixture through
:he nozzle and it is atomized into spray.

The large, high pressure aerosol dispenser has a
much heavier constructed tank, extended nozzle, and
a shutoff valve that is turned to regulate the r to of
discharge.

A preoperational inspection on this item of
equipment consists of checking the container, valve,
and nozzle to insure that these items are not corroded
or damaged.

Always store aerosol dispensers in a cool place and
never throw used ones into a fire.

Siphon atomizers. With the intermittent type of
siphon atomizer, a pistim pump forces a stream of air
over the tip of the siphon tube. This creates a partial
vacuum in the tube. The insecticide is sucked from the
tank attached to the pump into the airstream which
breaks the insecticide into spray. The principle of
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Figure 2.27. Pump assembly (exploded view(,

operation for this atomizer may be better understood
by viewing figure 2-29 which provides an exploded
view with identified components of the intermittent
siphon atomizer.

The continuous siphon atomizer forces air into the
tank to develop and maintain a constant pressure and
deliver a continuous spray discharge.

To pet-form a preoperational inspection on this item
of equipment, follow these procedures:

Check the formulation tank and pump cylinder
for deterioration.
Insure that the gasket beneath the filler cap is in
position and is not deteriorated.
Insure that the plunger cup is firm but pliable.
insure that the nozzle and siphon tube are not
damaged and are free of debris.

Piston sprayers. A fine, solid stream of insecticide is
produced by pulling the trigger on the gun. Pistol
sprayers are especially designed to resist corrosive
chemicals_

PRESSURE
RELEASE
OPENING

CF-O 3

A preoperational inspection on thii item of
equipment includes checking the container for cracks
and holes and insuring that the closure gasket is in
place and is in good condition. The trigger assembly
should also be tested to insure that it is operable, and
the nozzle must be free of debris.

Knapsack sprayers. A simple diaphragm or piston
pump and a mechanical agitator are mounted inside
the tank and actuated by a lever worked by the
operator's right hand., The pesticide is under liquid
pressure during each stroke of the pump. The
operation may be better understood by viewing figure
2-30. which provides an exploded view of a knapsack
sprayer and identifies the components that were
discussed.

To perform a preoperational inspection on the
knapsack sprayer you would check the tank, spray
gun, and hose in the same manner and for the same
purpose as you would the compressed air sprayer. In
addition to these items, you should check the
operating lever to insure that it is operable, check the

Figure 2-2$ Spray gun assembly
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Figure 2-29. Typical siphon atomizer (exploded views

agitator to insure that it is secure and operable, and
insure that the diaphragm is in place and has not
become deteriorated.

Trombone sprayers. This item of equipment is
operated by holding onto the rear handle with one
hand and pushing and pulling the front handle in a
trombone-like action. This action causes a plunger
and a cylinder to move on each other, creating a
siphoning action.

A preoperational inspection on this equipment
includes checking the spray gun to insure that it is
operable and insuring that the hose is in good
condition and the nozzle is free of debris.

Garden hose sprayers. This sprayer is designed to
connect to a garden hose and utilize the household
water supply and water pressure for dispersing the
pesticide. it consists of a jar for holding concentrated
spray material, a spray gun attached to the lid. and a
suction tube from the gun to the bottom of the jar. A
shutoff valve is provided at the gun. The gun draws the
spray concentrate from the jar by suction through
tubes and mixes it with the water flowing from the
garden hose through the, gun, This makes a dilute
spray which is delivered frOm the nozzle.

To perform a preoperational inspection on this item
of equipment, you should insure that the hose
connecting gasket is in place and serviceable; insure
that the hose connection is tight; insure that the
shutoff valve is operable; insure that the suction tube is
in place and does not contain cracks or holes; and
insure that the nozzle is free of debris

Remember the final step in performing
preoperational inspections on items of spray
equipment is to test them with plain water before
idling them with pesticide formulations.

Exercises (441):
Match the type of sprayei with the correct
preoperational inspections or operational procedures.
The type of sprayer may have more than one statement
that applies.

/rem of Equrpmenr Surrernenr

_ I Compressed air
sprayers.

2. Aerosol dispensers
3. Siphon atomizers

a Must be inspected to insert
that the diaphragm is in place
and has not become deteno-
rated.
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4. Pistol iprayen.
S. Knapeact sprayers,
6. Trombone sprayers.
1. Garden hose sprayers.

b. Must be inspected to insure
that the suction eube is in
place and does not contain
cracks or holes.

c. Should be operated with a Py
pressure of 40 pei.

d. Is operated by holding onto
the rear handle with one hand
end pullet; and pulling the
front handle with the other.

e. A fine, solid stream of insect-
' icide is produced by the

squeezing of a trigger device.t Pesticide is dispensed by
pressing down on the dia.
charge valve.

g. The principle of operation
includes a piston pump
forcing a stream of air over
the tip of the siphon tube
which creates a partial
vacuum in the tube end suck'
insecticide from the tank into
an airstream.

h. Required en inspection of the
agitator to insure that it is
secure and operable.

i. Checking the container. valve.
and nozzle is the only require-
ment for conducting a
preoperational inspection on
this item of equipment.
This item of equipment
requires an inspection of the
check valve to insure tbat it is
in place. is not deteriorated.
and is not lodged open by
debris and metal filings,

442. Specify preoperational inspections and

irrational
procedures for manual dusters.
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Figure Typical knapsack sprayer lexpluded



°parse Inn of Manual Dusters. Proper operation of
manual dusters requires a knowledge of
preoperational and operational procedures; therefore,
this objective is devoted to identifying these
procedures and the applicable safety precautions.

Hand shakers, This shaker is rectangular with a
handle attached to one side. The detachable lid has a
screen end to sift the insecticide dust when t he duster is
shaken. A long handle may be attached to the duster to
facilitate the treatment of overhead beams and rafters.
If the shaker is fitted with 16- to 20-mesh screen, or a
perforated lid, a baffle is not necessary to keep the dust
from being dispensed in too great guantities.

Be careful when applying dust to high areas to
prevent the dumping of dust on yourself*, To prevent
electrical shorts and possibly fires, do not use this
shaker...in areas that contain electrical wiring.

Hand bellows. This is a rubber cylinder (about 3"
tall) with a metal top and bottom. The top is open and
fitted with a cork. The bottom has a metal extension
tube. A large coil spring touching the top and bottom
supports the device inside. Dust is placed inside the
cylinder from the top, the cork is inserted, and dust is
blown out through the extension tube by hand
pressure on the top and bottom.

A preoperational inspection involves nothing more
than checking the rubber cylinder for cracking and
splitting and insuring that the spring has appropriate
tension and the extension tube is not clogged.

Bulb dusters. The bulb duster is normally a 4-inch
rubber bulb fitted with a screw-cap containing a dust
nozzle. After the bulb is filled with dust and the cap
replaced, hand pressure on the bulb disperses the dust.

Before operating the bulb duster insure that the bulb
is not cracked-and the nozzle is fitted tightly and is not
clogged.

Hand plunger dusters. This item of equipment
consists of an air pump with a glass or metal reservoir
into which the air blast is directed to disperse the
insecticide as a fine cloud or as a more or less solid
blast. If the duster is turned so the delivery tube is
beneath the dust. very heavy dust patterns will be
produced.

A preoperational inspection of this equipment
consists of checking the pump assembly in the same
manner as for the siphon atomizer pump assembly.

Rotary hand dusters. This duster has a 5- to 10-
pound capacity hopper from which dust is fed by a
mechhnism into a fan case. When the crank is turned,
the fan blows the dust through a long tube. Most
dusters may be adjusted to deliver from 5 to 20 pounds
of dust per acre under normal conditions.

To perform a preoperational inspection on a rotary
hand duster check the crank to insure that it is

operahle and insure that straps are not frayed to the
extent of possible breakage.

When operating this equipment outdoors, keep the
wind to your back and let the dust blow downwind
from you.

°

F001 pump dusters. The foot pump duster is a
hand-operated plunger type blower with a container
for rodenticide dust or fumigant. a.stirrup is provided
so that the pump can be held down with one foot while
the operator pumps air and rodenticide into the
treatment area through a short length of hose. The l-
and 5-pound capacity foot pumps are most commonly
used for fumigating rodent burrows.

A preoperational inspection for this item of
equipment includes checking the pump assembly in
the same manner as for the hand plunger duster and
the siphon atomizer and insuring that the air-selector
valve is operable. Cheek the hose to make sure it is not
cracked and is tightly secured to the duster frame.

Operators should wear a gas mask, long-sleeved
shirt, and rubber gloves when using calcium cyanide in
a foot gun. They should always stand upwind from the
point where the hose is inserted into the burrow to
avoid inhalation of dust or cyanide gas.

Granular spreaders. The type of granular spreader
illustrated in figure 2-13 consists of a rotary slinger
plate operated by gears and a hand crank, and a
cylindrical metal hopper or cloth bag granule holder.
There is a possibility when this equipment is being
used in tall grass and cat tails that the gears and
rotating plate get clogged with vegetation, which then
causes breakdowns. A protective sheet of metal can be
mounted parallel to and below the stinger plate and
ahead of the latter to divert the vegetation away from
the moving parts.

Before operating this equipment make sure there are
no obstacles that would prevent the rotating plate
from turning, insure that the crank handle is securely
attached, and inspect the grease fitting for dryness or
excessive grease. .

Operate this equipment with the wind to your back.
making one complete revolution of the crank handle
per normal walking step taken. and wear goggles and a
respirator.

Exercises (442): .

1, Why are hand shakers equipped with a long
handle?

2. What does the preoperational inspection of a
hand bellows consists of?

3. Before operating the bulb duster, what should you
do?

4. The preoperational inspection of the hand plunger
duster is the same as which other assembly?
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5. WM; should you do when operating the rotary
hand duster outdoors?

6. What is a foot pump duster often used for?

7. When operating the granular spreader, you
should make one complete revolution of the crank
for each

443. Match given statements one the operation of
portable powered equipment with the appropriate
Item of eqt.f..,..ztrit.

Operation of Portable Powered Equipment.
Although the proper operation of po-rtabl powered
equipment is no more important than that of the other
types' of equipment. it is more essential in reducing
hazards to the operator and in maintenance
expenditures.

Backpack mistdust blowers. As the name implies.
this unit is carried on the back of an operator. These
blowers have a tank capacity of 2 td 4 gallons and are
powered by a small air-cooled gasoline engine. Some
of these machines can disperse liquids, dusts, or
granules. They are extremely usisful in dispersing
adulticides or larvicides over terrain where wheeled
vehicles cannot travel. In general. the effective swath is
reported as 30 to 80 feet with back-mounted mist
blowers.

In performing a preoperational inspection on this
equipment, the following items should be checked:

Formulation sank and-return line for cracks.
- Formulation tank cap gasket to insure the

gasket is in place andn good condition.
Harness strays to make sure that they are not
frayed to the extent of possible breakage and to
insure that all buckles are in tact and operable.
Dust and liquid formulation dispersal hoses to
insure that they are not cracked or do not
contain holes and to insure that all couplings are
in their proper place and are secure.
Dust control valve and lever to insure they are
operative.
Liquid control valves to insure they are
operative.
Liquid nozzle to make sure that it is free of
debris.
Turbine blower oil levet.
Fuel level.
Fuel cap to insure that the gasket is in place and
has not become deteriorated.
Turbine blower filter for cleanliness.
Air titter for cleanliness.
Starter pull rope to insure that it is operative
and is not frayed to the extent of probable
breakage.

All screws, nuts, and bolts to insure that they .1
are tight.
Insure that the proper type of gasoline (regular) ipe
and oil (nondetergent SAE-30) is used.
Insure that the proper mixture of gas and oil fuel b
is obtained and used (1 ounce of oil to 16 ounces
of gasoline).

The safety precautions that must be observed when
using the backpack Mist-dust are as follows:

Do not operate the equipment beyond the
recommended engine rpm.
Do not overfill the fuel tank or oil reservoir.
Do not remove the fuel tank cap when the tank
is full and the engine is warms
Start the engine before placing the equipment on
your sack to prevent the possibility of gas
spilling on you and the engine while trying to
start it.
Keep the equipment as level as possible on your
back and avoid excessive shaking to prevent
spillage of pesticide and gasoline on you and the
engine.
Operate the engine at low rpms for a short time
before turning it off.

Hand-carried thermal fog generators. The type
of equipment illustrated in figure 2-15 utilizes a pulse-
jet engine similar to that used in the Geritnan V-1 buzz
bomb dUring World War H. This equipment has very
few moving parts, no rotating parts, and requires no
lubrication. Gasoline is burned at the rate of 60
explosions per second. producing hot exhaust gases.
An oil solution of insecticide is forced into the sank
under 6 pi pressure tapped from the engine head, and

,. the rate 6,f flow is determined by the formulation valve.
--PriFleiize may be regulated by adjusting the flow of
the insecticide from 0 to 15 gallons per hour, the latter
rate depending upon the viscosity of the insecticide
liquid. The technique of using this type of fog
generator is similar to that used when operating other
fog generators. The loud noise produced by the pu Se-
jet engine is objectionable during the night ho rs.
However, one of the chief advantages of this mach ne
is the fact that the flutter valves cost less than a dot ar
to replace. An electrical spark and an air pump re
used to start it, but are not required after operation as
commenced, since the machine is self-igniting a ter
combustion has been initiated.

Preoperational inspection procedures for this item
of equipment include checking the following:

Engine tail pipe to insure that it is not exces-
sively carboned.
Insecticide injection orifice for cleanliness.
Fuel tank and insecticide tank to insure that
each contains its appropriate substance and does
not contain leaks.
Fuel and insecticide tank caps and gaskets to
make sure that they are in good repair.
Control valves to insure that they are operative
and are in the appropriate position for starting.



Fuel and insecticide lines for cracks and holes.
Couplings or fittings for tightness.
Wire guard around the barrel to insure that it is
in tact, in place, and is secure.
Air pump assembly to assu it that it is operating
properly.

Before attempting, to start this equipment, make
sure that no one is in front of the barrel or is behind the
exhatist, because this item 'of equipment has
been known to shoot fire from both ends. Insure that
gasoline is in the gasoline tank and fuel oil is in the
insecticide formulation tank bec'ause if these
substances are reversed it could cause the machine to
explode.

While operating the portable thermal fogger. keep it
as level as possible, which means that the nozzle must
be kept in a horizontal position and not pointed into
the air or toward the ground. This equipment must not
be operated in confined areas that contain flammable
substances.

Handcarried ultra-low volume generators
(ULV). Most handcarried ULV generators utilize a
small engine similar to the one used with the backpack
mist-dust blower. The units will weigh from 15 to 25

-pounds and will have a dispersal rate of t.1(2 to 2 ounces
per minute.

A preoperational inspection on this item of
equipment should include a check of the following
items:

Fuel level.
Oil level in the supercharger.
Starter pull-rope for frayed condition.
Carburetor and supercharger air filters for
cleanliness.
Carburetor ctorliment bowl for cleanliness.
Fuel and pesticide tanks for holes and cracks.
Dispersal hose for crack and holes.
Nozzle fins for foreign debris.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
'Screws, nuts, and bolts for tightness.
Pesticide tank cap gasket for firmness and
pliability.
Regulating and control valves to insure they are
operative.

The hand-carried ULV generator uses a gas and oil
fuel mixture. Therefore. you must insure that the
proper mixture is obtained and used as prescribed by
the operational manual for that particular item of
equipment. Generally, the gas and oil fuel mixture will
consist of 5 ounces of outboard motor oil to 1 gallon
of regular gasoline. This mixture should be prepared
in a clean container and mixed thoroughly before
putting it into the gas tank.

The engine must be operated at full rpm. and a
pressure of 3 to 4 pounds per square inch should be
maintained in the air manifold and pesticide tank to be
most effective.
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Frame- mounted hydraulic sprayers. This item of
equipment is generally designed to disperse pesticidal
sprays at pressures ranging from 150 to 350 psi at 2 to 4
gallons per minute. It is provided with handles for
carrying by 2 people, a suction hose with a strainer for X?
insertion into a separate formulation tank, a return
hose, and a discharge hose.

A preoperational inspection on this item of
equipment should include a check of the following
items:

Fuel level.
Fuel tank for cracks and holes.
Engine oil level.
Engine cylinder head for foreign debris.
Pump piston for required oil.
Unsealed lubrication points for dryness or
excessive grease.
Starter rope for excessive fraying.
Engine air filter for cleanliness.
Suction, return, and discharge hoses for cracks
and holes.
Spray gun for operability.
Nozzles for foreign debris.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws, nuts, and bolts for tightness.
Drive belt for excessive fraying and proper
tension, drive pulleys for tightness and
alignment.
Shut-off and regulating valves to insure they are
operative.

Before performing the operational test on this
equipment, you should insure that all jewelry is
removed and form fitting protective clothing is worn,
along with the required safety protective equipment.
Make sure that the discharge hOse is capable of
withstanding pressures in excess of the pressure that is
capable of being produced by the pump to prevent
hose rupture.

To conduct the operational test. place the suction
hose in a sufficient quantity of water. place the
pressure regulator control lever in the release position,
and close off the discharge hose. Then start the engine
and allow it to warm for 2 or 3 minutes. While waiting
for the engine to warm, reinspect the equipmmt for
leaks, ;Wiley alignment, and other malfunction If no
discrepancies are noted. adjust the pressure regulator
to the desired operational pressure and open the
discharge hose while holding onto it firmly. If all
systems are functioning properly. the equipment ii
ready for use: if not, do not use the equipment until
discrepancies have been corrected.

Exploders. The exploder shown i:._ ngure 2-25
contains an automatic striking mechanism, &flint, LP-
gas regulator with hose, and an LP-gas cylinder. The
exploder is operated by the pressure of the LP-gas. As
the gas is released through the regulator and hose. it
activates the striking mechanism as it passes through
to the explosion chamber. Thus, the striker produces a
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spark from the flint which explodes the gas. The time
interval between explosions is controlled by adjusting
the precise-regulator. These explosions, which are
very loud (approximately 120 decibels), should be no
more frequent than every 3 minutes.

To perform a preoperational inspection on this item
of equipment, you should check the following:

LP-gas cylinder for metal'weakness and weight.
Regplator valves and hose for cracks and holes.
Striking mechanisni for foreign debris.
Flint condition.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Combustion barrel fcir foreign debris.

Before performing an operational test on this
exploder, you should wear ear plugs or ear protective
muffs and insure that the test is not conducted in an
open flame area or enclosed area that is occupied by
other personnel.

To perform the operational test, connect the
regulator valve to the LP-gas cylinder and open the
main valve fully. This will activate the striking
mechanism and create an explosion if the exploder is
operating properly. Set the precise-regulator to the
time interval deired and then time the explosion
intervals. The amount of time between explosions
should be the length of time desired.

Exerdses (443):
Match the statements concerning the operation of
portable powered equipment in column B with the
appropriate item of equipment in column A by placing
the correct letter in the blank space provided.

Column A Column 8

I Backpack mistdust a. All jewelry should be
Mower removed and form

2. Hand-carried thermal fitting protective
fog generator clothing worn. along

with the rowed safety_Hand-carried ultralow
volume generator. protective equipment.

4. Frame-mounted b. The effective swath is

hydraulic sprayer. between 30 to 80 feet.
5 Exploder. c. When performing an

operational check. You
h ou Id wear ear plugs or

ear protective 'muffs.
d Operates similar to the

German V-1 buzz bomb.
e. The gas-oil mixture will

consist of 5 ounces of
outboard motor oil to
gallon of regular
gasoline.

f While operating this
item of equipment the
nozzle must he kept in

horizontal position
and LI mast not lti
operated in confined
areas that content nem-
ma ble substances
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g. This item of equipment
mutt be operated at full
rpm and a pressure of 3
to 4 pounds per square
inch should be main-
tained in the manifold
and pesticide rank.

PA0.
444. Cite operational characteristics, inspection
requirements, and safety precautions relative to
nonportable mist-dust blowers.

Nonportable Mist-Dust Blower Operation. This
type of equipment has a four-cylinder gasoline engine.
a fan, a hopper to hold pesticide dusts or granules, and
a tank to hold liquid pesticides. The high-velocity fan
forces air through the large air discharge boom and
blows the pesticide dust or granules into the control
area, frequently for several hundred feet or yards. The
liquid pesticide is forced through special small nozzles
into the large air discharge boom and blown from the
machine as..a spray or mist.

The following items should be checked when
performing a preoperational inspection on the
nonportable powered mist-dust blower:

Fuel level.
Engine oil level.
Battery water level.
Battery terminals and cables.
Gasoline sediment bowl, blower fan, air boom,
and nozzles for foreign debris.
Fuel pump for leaks.
Fuel and pesticide tanks for cracks and holes.
Pesticide hopper for cracks and holes.
Hopper agitator for security.
Fuel and liquid pesticide lines for cracks and
holes.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws, nuts, and bolts for tightness.
Unsealed lubrication points for dryness or
excessive grease.
Drive pulleys for tightness.
Drive belts for fraying and proper tension.
Hopper drive chain and boom steering chain for
weak links and lubrication.
Shutoff and regulating valves for operability.

Before performing the final phase in the
preoperational inspection on this equipment
(operational test using water or talc) you should insure
that all jewelry is removed and form fitting protective
clothing is worn. Clothing that is excessively loose
fitting and jewelry have a tendency to be caught in
drive belts, pulleys. and protruding objects which can
cause serious injuries. You must also insure that no
one is standing in front of the air boom or beside the
air fan because the items create extreme suction and
air velocity. The air boom should be pointed upward
before starting this equipment.



After you have completed the first step in the
preoperational inspection and have taken the
prestarting precautions, start and operate the
equipment to insure that there are no leaks and dotal'
parts are operational.

Most models of this equipment are not designed to
produce high pressures, because they rely on the air
velocity to disperse the pesticide; therefore, you must
not operate the equipment with pressures exceeding
the recommendations set forth in the operation
manual for the specific equipment.

Exercises (444):
I. The high velocity fan forces air through the large

air discharge

2. The liquid pesticide is forced through small
nozzles into the large air discharge boom and
blown from the machine as a or

3. What parts of the electrichl system should be
checked?;

4. The fuel pump should be checked for

5. An operational check should be performed using
nr

. 6. When operating this equipment. you should
remove all and wear

clothing before starting this equipment.

445. Point out operational features of trailer.
mounted hydraulic sprayers.

Trailer-Mounted Hydraulic Sprayer Operation.
With this type of equipment the liquid pesticide
formulation is pressurized by means of a power-driven
hydraulic pump with suitable regulators provided to
maintain the desired pressure. Pressures range from 20
to 800 psi. The spray pattern is determined by the
pressure and the type of nozzle used, varying from a
solid stream to a fine mist. The power sprayer has a
tank of 50 to. 600 gallons capacity. with a rotating
agitator to keep. pesticides in suspension. A gasoline

motor or power takeoff operates a piston-type
hydraulic pump. The power sprayers most used in Air
Force pest management operations are small outfits of
not more than 200-gallon capacity mounted on
trailers. These sprayers deliver a maximum of 1 to 10
gallons or spray per minute and are provided with
pressure regulators in order that the recommended
pressure may, be maintained.

The pressure regulator is typically a large, steel ball
bearing forced against a valve seat by a spring. A nut.
thumb screw, or lever adjusts the spring tension to
provide high or low pressure. When pressure exceeds
that desired, the WO bearing is displaced and the
surplus spray recirculates through the pump or is
forced back into the spray tank. The powersprayer is
provided with one or more hose leads to which are
attached spray guns similar to those used with the
small compressed air sprayers. These sprayers may
also be used with the orchard gun ordinarily
purchased with the sprayer. The orchard gun is
adjustable to provide any pattern from a solid stream
to a fine cone spray. The orchard gun. or a spray boom
with several nozzles, may be used for-treating dumps
or other areas requiring heavy applications.

Most engines used on this type of equipment are
designed to be operated at a minimum of 1800 rpm and
a maximum of 2800 rpm; however, the operator's
manual must be referred to and the engine should be
operated according to recommendations.

Pumps should not be' regulated to exceed the
maximum pressure prescribed in the operator's
manual. Generally speaking, pressures should not
exceed 400 psi for Air Force pest management
operations.

The following items should be checked when
performing a preoperational inspection on the trailer-
mounted hydraulic sprayer:

Fuel level.
Oil level.
Carburetor air filter for cleanliness.
Starting rope for excessive fraying. .

Engine cylinder head for foreign debris.
Fuel arid pesticide tanks for cracks and holes.
Hoses for cracks and holes.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws, nuts, and bolts for tightness,
Drive belts for fraying and proper tension.
Drive pulleys for tightness.
Unsealed lubrication points for dryness and
excessive grease.
Agitator for paddlecondition and security.
Shutoff and regulating valves for operability.
Nozzles for 'foreign debris.

Before performing the operational test with water.
you should remove all jewelry and be dressed inform
fitting protective clothing. 'Insure that the pesticide
dispersal hose and return hose are designed and
capable of withstanding pressures well above the
pressure range of the pump to prevent the hoses from
bursting. Make sure that the spray gun and/or boom
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are shut off. If the sprayer contains an air dome that
must be precharged, you should charge it with the
amount of air specified in the operator's manual.

Exercises (445):
IWhat is the range of pressures in the hydraulic

sprayer and how are they controlled?

2. What is the power.sprayer tank capacity?

3. How Pare pesticides kept in suspension?

4. Most Air Force power sprayers have a capacity of
gallons and are mounted on a

. 0

5. These sprayers deliver from to
gallons of spray paint per minute.

minute.

6. Most engines used on this type of equipment are
designed to be operated at a minimum of
rpm and a maximum of rpm.

7. In all cases ithe operator's
should be referred to and the engine should be

accordingly.

8. Pumps should not be regulated to exceed the
pressure prescribed in the

operator's manual.

446. Specify operational features of nonportable
thermal fog generators.

Nonportable Thermal Fog Generator Operation.
These large thermal fog generators use an air-cooled
motor to run the air blower. the fuel pump, and the
insecticide pumpthe only moving pins of the
equipment. Air is delivered by a rotary air blower into
the combustion chamber where it is mixed with
gasoline vapor and ignited, burning into the
combustion temperature of 800 to 1200° F. The hot
gases then pass out of the machine through a fog head
or spud. The oil solution of insecticide is pumped
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through the particle size selector, which is a simple
delivery valve, and then is injected into a cup in the fog
head indirectly into the nozzle where it is vaporized by
the blast of hot gases. As the hot oil vapor is
discharged into the cooler outside air, it condenses, 6
forming very small droplets or fog.

The delivery rate of the large machines normally is
from 40 to 120 gallons per hour with the vehicle
moving at 5 to 10 miles per hour. As t he delivery rate is
increased, the burner temperature is increased to
assure adequate vaporization of the larger volume of
insecticide solution. The smallest particles may be in
the range of a smoke or fume (0.001 to 0.1 micron) and
range upwards to 100 microns or more, but ideally the
majority should be in the S to 25 micro& size to kill
mosquitoes and flitx. There is frequently a "sorting
out" of particles with the larger ones closest to the
machine and the sniailest ones drifting 'several
hundred feet or more with a favorable wind. _

For most routine adulticiding, No. 2 fuel oil is the
preferred solvent for insecticides. Oils of higher
viscosity than No. 2 diesel sometimes called "fog
oils." generally produce a more spectacular fog than
diesel oil. but several comparative tests of these oils
have shown they have no advantage overNo. 2 fuel oil
for killing adult mosquitoes. Since these special "fog
oils" usually are higher priced. No. 2 diesel oil remains
the solvent of choice for thermal fogging.

To perform a preoperational inspection on this item
of equipment, you should check the following items:

Fuel level. ,
Engine oil level.
Turbine oil level.
drive belts for fraying and proper tension.
Drive pulleys for tightness.
Fuel and insecticide hoses for cracks and holes.
Fuel and insecticide tanks for cracks and holes.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws. nuts, and belts fiktightness.
Linsealed lubrication points for dryness or
excessive grease.
Shutoff and regulating valves for operability.
Starting rope for excessive fraying.
Fuel pump reservoir level.

Before performing the final phase of the
preoperational inspection (operational test using
diesel fuel only) you should remove all jewelry and be
- dressed in form fitting protective clothing. Make sure
that no one is in.-tint of the dispersal nozzle. and be
sure that the fuel valve on top of the combustion
chamber is closed. Also, insure that the insecticide
regulating valve is in a closed position.

After you have performed the previous checks and
have taken the necessary safety precautions. the
equipment can be started.

After the thermal fogger has been started, check for
leaks again while the engine is warming; then. slightly
open the fuel valve on top of the combustion chamber
and listen for combustion. Once combustion has been
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41obtained, regulate the fuel pressure control lye on
the front panel to obtain approximately 200° F
reading on the temperature gage.

After this has been done, open and adjust the
insecticide formulation pressure control valve that is
located on the front panel to obtain the density of fog
that is desired.

Following. the completion of all these steps,
reinspect the equipment for leaks and proper
functioning of gages and control valves.

Exercises (446);
1. The nonportable fog generator uses an air-cooled

motor to run what components?

2. Air is delivered to the combustion. chamber where
it is mixed with gasoline vapor and ignited.
burning at a combustion temperature of

to °F.

3. What happens as the hot oil vapor is discharged'
into the cooler outside air?

4. What is the delivery rate of the large machine?

5. Ideally. the insecticide particles should range from
to microns

in size to kill mosquitoes and flies.

6. What is the solvent choice for thermal fogging?

7. Once combustion has been obtained, regulate the
fuel pressure to obtain a temperature of

° F.

.
447. Cite operational features or nonportable
mechnical aerosol generators.

Nonportable Mechanical Aerosol Generator
Operation. The mechanical aerosol generator breaks
up the insecticide into file particles by mechanical
pneumatic means. The insecticide can be in either a
water emulsion or an oil solution. The emulsion is
sometimes preferred as less likely to cause "burning"

...-of vegetation outside. or to have less fire or explosion
hazard indoors. a atomized oil soultions. In one of the
mechanical fog generators, concave discs are mounted
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on a hollow drive shaft with a cavity between each pair
of discs. Turning at high speed, the discs expel both air
and liquid outward between their rims by centrifugal
force. The partial vacuum, thus created, pulls liquid
from the tank through the hollow drive shaft and into
the cavities by means of feeder holes in the shaft. A
blower on the same shaft drives the insecticide droplets
away from the machine at a high velocity. Particlesize
depends upon the speed of rotation, the delivery rate,
and the viscosity of the insecticide.

To perform a preoperational. inspection on the
mechanical aerosol generator, you should check the
following items:

Fuel level.
Engine oil level
Battery water level.
Battery terminals and cables.
Blower oil level.
Carburetor air filter for cl4anliness.
Blower screen for foreign debris.
Unsealed lubrication points for Oryness or
excessive grease.
Drive belts for fraying and proper tension.
Drive pulleys for tightness..
Shutoff and regulating valves for operability.
Fuel tank for cracks and holes.
Fuel and insecticide hoses for cracks and holes.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws. nuts, and bolts for tightness.
Engihe cylinder head for foreign debris.
Fuel pump for leaks.
Fuel sediment bowl for foreign debris.
Nozzles for foreign debris.

Before performing the operational test' on the
mechanical aerosol generator, you should insure that
all jewelry has been removed and form -fitting
protective clothing is being worn along with the
required protective equipment. You must also insure
that the insecticide suction hose and the return hose is
submersed in a sufficient quantity of clean water.

After you have completed the previous checks arid
have taken the necessary safety precautions, the
equipment can now be prepared for operation.

To prepare the equipment for starting, you should
close the air pressure valve, turn the three-way valve to
the bypass position, open the flow control valve
counterclockwise one or two turns, close the fluid
pump drain-cock, open the fuel shutoff valve, and
prime the carburetor. Now pull out the choke control,
pull the governor control one-third of the way out and
lock, depress the ignition and starter switches. adjust
choke for smooth operation, allow engine to warm,
make necessary adjustments in the choke as the engine
turns, and then lock the governor in the idle position.

While the engine is warming up reinspect the
equipment for leaks. If no leaks or other malfunctions
are detected at this point, the operational test can now
be continued.
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Obtain a reading of 5.2 inches of mercury on the
manometer by regulating the engine rpm with the
governor control. Once the desired reading has been
obtained, lock the governor control in place and then
open the air pressure valve. Adjust the flow control
valve to obtain a reading of 0.6 gpm on the flow
control gage. The fluid pressure gage should now have
a reading of 15 to 20 psi.

The mechanical aerosol generator should now be
reinspected to insure that all items are functioning
properly and there are no leaks from any source_

Exercises (447):
I . How does the mechanical aerosol generator break

up the insecticide into fine particles?

2. The insecticide can be eithera
emulsion or an solution.

3. Why is the emulsion sometimes preferred to a
solution?

4. What does insecticide particle size depend on?

5_ A blower drives the insecticide droplets away from
the machine at a velocity.

6. During the preoperational check, a manometer
reading of inches of mercury should be
obtained by regulating .the

7. The flow control valve should be adjusted to.
obtain a reading of
on the flow control gage.

8_ The fluid pressure gage should have a reading of
to psi

448. Specify operanonal features of the nonportable
ultra-low volume generators.

Nonportable Ultra-Low Volume Generator ((il.V)
Operation. Thii item of equipment is relatively small
in comparison with the other types of nonportable
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equipment. The insecticide tank is generally a 5- to 16
gallon capacity tank and the equipment is usually
mounted on a small half-ton pickup. The nozzles
utilized on this equipment must be capable of 6?
producing droplets in the 5- to 27-micron range,- as a
minimum of which the average droplet size should not
exceed 12 microns in diameter.

To perform a preoperational inspection on this item
of equipment, you should check the following items:

Fuel level.
Engine oil level.
Air pump oil level.
Battery water level.
Battery terminals and cables for tightness and
corrosion.
Air intake filter pad for cleanliness.
Formulation filter for cleanliness,
Pop safety valve for operability.
Drive belts for excessive fraying and proper
tension.
Drive pulleys for tightness and alignment.
Nozzles for foreign debris.
Gasoline and insecticide tanks for cracks and

,
Gasoline and insecticide hoses for cracks and
holes.
Couplings and fittings for tightness.
Screws. nuts, and belts for tightness.
Engine cylinder head for foreign debris. -
Carburetor filter for leanness.
Shutoffand regulating valves for operability.

Before performing the operational test on the ULV"
generator, you should insure that all jewelry is
removed and form fitting protective clothing is worn
along with the required safety protective equipmeAt.
Make sure that no,one is in front of the nozzle and
keep the nozzle pointed away from individuals.

Once the preoperational inspection is complete and
all safety precautions have been observed, the
operational test is now ready to be accomplished.

Start the engine and allow itto warm to the.point of
the aluminum separator being hot enough to sizzle a
drop of water. While waiting for the engine to warm,
reinspect the equipment for leaks. excessive
vibrations, and pulley alignment.

After the engine has warmed. turf on the chemical
flow switch and monitor the air pressure gage. The air
pressure to the air tip should be maintained between 75
to 85 psi, and the air pressure to the formulation tank
should be maintained between 12 to 17 psi. These
pressures are regulated and maintained by the engine
and pump rpm. The engine should normally be
operated at 2500 rpm and the pump operated at
approximately 900 rpm. Leaking couplings, fittings
and hoses, and improper drive belt tension can cause a
drop in pressure which would necessitate an increase
in the engine and pump rpm.

This is just one more reason -for performing the
preoperational inspection and operational test on this



equipment before taking it out on a job. if everything
checks out okay, then the equipment is ready for use;
however, if malfunctions or discrepancies are detected
the item should be corrected before it is used.

Exercises (448):
I. The ULV insecticide tank has a capacity of

to gallons.

2. The ULV is usually mounted on a

3. The nozzles on this equipment must be capable of
producing droplets in the to
micron range.

4. T....he average insecticide droplet size should not
exceed microns.

5, After the engine is warm, the pressure to the air
tip should be maintained between
and _____ psi and the air pressure in the
formulation tank should be maintained between

and psi.

6. How are proper pressures maintained?

T. The engine should normally be operated at _.
rpm and the pump at rpm.

8. What can cause a drop in pressure and require a
higher engine rpm?

449. Mitch operational features with the appropriate
item of nonportable powered dispersal equipment.

Operation of Nonportaisle Powered Dispersal
Equipment. As you have noticed, the effective and
safe operation of nonportable powered equipment is
accomplished in the same manner as with the portable
manual equipment because both are accomplished by
using and following the procedures outlined in
appropriate operational manuals or operational
instructions.

You have also seer- that there are various types of
ncnportable equipment used for managing pots, and
for each item of equipment there are specific
operational principles. preoperational checks, and
safety precautions.

By reviewing objectives, 444 through448, you will b
be able-to identify each item of equipment with its
specific operational principles, preoperational checks.
and safety precautions.

Exercises (49):
Match specific features in column A below with the
correct type of nonportable powered dispersal
equipment in column B.
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Co,onn A

I Hot vapor ,condenses in the
cool outside air, localise a foe.

2 Mounted on a half-ton pickup.
3 Uses high velocity fan to force

insecticides out into the
control area.

4. Uses both dry and liquid
pesticides.

S. Ferssure shoUld not exceed
400 psi for Air Force
operation.

6. Insecticide may be water
emulsion or an oil solution.

7 Particle size depends upon
speed of rotation. delivery
rate. and viscosity of
insecticide.

8. Pesticides kept in suspension
by a rotating agitator.

Column 13

a. Mist-dust blower.
b. Traikr-mounted

hydraulic sprayer.
c. Thermal fog

generator. .

d. Mechanical aerosol ,,,,
generator. ""

e. Ultra-low volume
generator.

2 =3. Equipment Maintenance
Besides having to select the right equipment for the

job to be done, performing preoperational and
operational inspections, and having to operate
equipment properly, you must also maintain pesticide
dispersal equipment in peak operating condition in
order to conduct effective and safe pest management
programs. -

Maintaining pesticidal equipment is your
responsibility and must be a continuing effort on your
part, because the equipment can only be as effective
and safe as the condition in which you keep it
maintained. ..

This section will identify organizational
maintenance tasks that must be carried out as part of
your responsibility in maintaining pesticide dispersal
equipment.

aso. Define organizational maintenance and list tasks
related to it.

Organizational Maintenance Reiponsibilities.
Organizational maintenance is the maintenance that is
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P
ormed by personnel within the section. This

in lodes the maintenance that is performed as
op rat or maintenance. Organizational maintenance
co sists of performing all maintenance within the
ca bility of the section, It is your responsibility;
the efore. you must be knowledgeable ofthe common
tas s that you will be required to perform. These tasks
lost de cleaning, servicing, adjusting, repairing,
repl sing, and calibrating disposal equipment and/or
equipment components. Remember that all
mai enance must be accomplished in accordance
with ppropriate publications which identify the tasks
and

1

equency of tasks to be performed.

Exerlses (450):
I. D fine organizational maintenance.

i

i2. Lit the tasks that are included in organizational
m intenance, dispersal equipment and
colnponents.

3. A111 maintenance must be accomplished in
accordance with

45l. List the purposes for cleaning pesticide dispersal
equipment and specify the cleaning methods to be used
on identified types of dispersal equipment.

Equipment Cleaning. To prolong the life of the
equipment, each item must be cleaned after each use
because', dirt and pesticidal formulations are most
damaging to protective coatings and internal portions
of the :equipment. Another purpose for frequent
cleaning is to reduce contamination hazards. The
cleaning methods used for cleaning pesticidal
equipment will depend upon the type of equipment to
be cleaned. These cleaning methods, along with the
types of equipment that can be cleaned by each
method,; will now be discussed.

Flushing. Each item of equipment that is strictly
designed to disperse only liquid pesticidal
formulations must be flushed after each use. Flushing
should !be done before washing the items of
equipment. because flushing after washing would
redeposit pesticide particles on the exterior surfaces.
which would defeat the purpose for washing.

Flushing is the term that is applied to cleaning the
entire inner portions of the pesticide dispersal system
to remove dirt and pesticides from the formulation
tank, pump. hoses. and nozzles.

Flushing this system is very important because
many pesticides are corrosive, and if left inside the
system they can be very damaging.

Equipment that is designed strictly for dispersing
solution-type formulations must be flushed with a

s

I

solvent such as kerosene or. No. 4 grade fuel oil and
never with water, whereas equipment that is designed
strictly for dispersing emulsion and suspension-type
formulation must be flushed with water end never with
a solvent. For those Lams of equipment that are
designed to disperse solutions, emulsions, and
suspensions, regular flushing with water is most
practical; however, an . occasional flushing with a
solvent may be required especially if the equipment is
being prepared for extended storage.

Washing. All items of nonportable powered
equipment, along with the compressed air sprayer.
pistol sprayer, knapsack sprayer,garden hose sprayer.
and the frame-mounted hydrauliv sprayer, can be
cleaned by washing with a detergent and water
solution. All exterior surfaces of the equipment must
be washed after each use to remove damaging dirt and
pesticide particles. Care must be taken to avoid
applying water to engine components. The interior
portions or dust hoppers should be washed, providing
they are not to be used for several4tours afterwards to

- allow drying time.
The equipment must be rinsed thoroughly and

should be wiped dry to remove corrosive substances
that may have been deposited by the water.

Triple rinsing. The triple rinse method of cleaning
equipment is flushing the liquid pesticide dispersal
system three times; the first two tiines using.sepa rate
solutions of detergent and water, and the third time
using water only. This method must be used to flush an
item of equipment that is designed for applying
solutions, emulsions, and I or suspensions prior to its
being used to apply a type of pesticide different from
the type of pesticide it was just previously used for
applying.

Vacuuming. For items of equipment that are
designed strictly for applying dusts and/ or granules,
cleaning should be done by vacuuming. Hoppers on
other items of equipnAt that are used strictly for
dusts and granules should also be cleaned by
vacuuming,

Wiping. Wiping with a damp or dry cloth is the
cleaning method that should be used to clean engines
and equipment where water would be damaging and
would cause the equipment to be inoperable for a
period of time.

Steam cleaning. The steam cleaning method is
primarily restricted to removing heavy deposits of oil
and grease from nonportable poured equipment_
This method is also used for cleaning nonportable
powered equipment that requires field or depot
maintenance prior to the equipments being forwarded
for maintenance.

Waxing. All items of nonportable powered
equipment should be waxed periodically to further
assist in the removal of dirt and pesticide particles and
to provide protection to the protective coatings.

Exercises (451): .

1. List the purposes for cleaning pesticide dispersal
equipment.
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2, Equipment designed to disperse liquid formula-
tions should be after each use.

3. When should flushing be done?

4. What would result if a piece of equipment were
flushed after washing?

5. Flushing is used to remove pesticide from what
parts of equipment?

6. With what must equipment designed strictly for
solution-type formulations be flushed?

7. Equipment designed strictly for emulsion and
suspension-type formulation must be flushed with

and never
4)1

8. When washing equipment, care must be taken to
avoid applying water to the
compartment.

9. The third rinse of the triple rinse process uses
only.

10. Equipment designed 1-3r applying dust or granules
should be cleaned by

11. Engines should be cleaned by
with a or
cloth.

12. cleaning is used to
remove heavy deposits of greake and oil.

13. To provide added protection. equipment should
be periodically.

452. indicate whether given statements reflect the
correct practices and procedures to service equipment.

Equipment Servicing. Proper servicing is vital to
the operation and maintenance of equipment, because 4
improper servicing may cause the equipment not to
operate, or if it does operate, it could be very damaging
to equipment components and could present very
serious hazards to the operator and others.

Fuel The proper type and quantity of fuel must be
used for each item. of powered equipment. For some
items of equipment a gasoline and oil mixture is
required for operating the equipment. However, most
equipment only requires regular gasoline as the fuel
type. Do not overfill fuel tanks, especially those that
are pressurized. If fuel tanks are overfilled, spillage
will result due to the expansion of the fuel and the
transporting of equipment.

Lubricant. There are many types of lubricants that
are used in maintaining pesticidal equipment. The type
of lubricant to be used depends upon the type of
equipment and location of use. For this reason, you
must always refer to the equipment manual.

For most items of powered dispersal equipment.
SAE 30W detergent.oil is normally used in the engine
block. The type of oil normally used in gear boxes of
equipment is SAE 90W nondetergent, and blowers
normally require SAE 30W nondetergent oil.
Regardless of the type of oil used or where it is used, it
requires changing periodically and must be changed
according to manufacturer's recommendations.

General purpose grease is normally used for
lubricating shaft bearings and other movable parts
that are provided with unsealed grease fittings. These
items must be maintained with the appropriate
amount and type of grease. These fittings should be
greased just to the point before the grease begins to
ooze. Sealed grease fittings require less frequent
lubrication. You must never overlubricate these
fittings because this will cause the seal to break and
will damage the bearings.

Water. Not many items of dispersal equipment are
equipped with radiators, but if they are, you must
insure that the proper water level is maintained at all
times. If the water level in the radiator is very low, it
will cause the equipment to overheat and be damaging
to the engine.

Unsealed batteries utilized on equipment must be
filled to the proper level with water and maintained at
this level at all times. Distilled water should be used
when possible.

Air. Some types of hydraulic sprayers contain
pressure domes that require" precharging before
operation. Precharging is done by using air to
pressurize the dome with a specific amount of pressure.
for the desired operational pressure.

Vehicle tires must be inflated and maintained with
the proper air pressure to prevent uneven wearing and
blowouts.



NOTE: Use extreme caution at all times when
servicing equipment with air, and always service
equipment according to the information provided
in the appropriate publication.

Exercises (452);
Identify the statements below as correct (C) or
incorrect (0. Make corrections to the incorrect
statements.
1. Improper servicing may cause equipment not to

operate.

2. If not properly serviced. the equipment will not
operate.

3. The type of fuel used in equipment is not
important as long as it runs.

4. Overfilling tanks is hazardous.

5. The type of lubricant used depends on the
equipment.

6 The type of oil used in gear boxei; is SAE 30W
detergent.

7. When greasing equipment. the grease should be
applied until it begins to ooze.

ti, Water is not required in dispersal equipment
engines.

9. Batteries should he 'serviced with distilled water
when possible.

-10. Vehicle tires are the only components requiring
air on dispersal equipment.

11. Equipment publications or fOs should always he
followed when servicing equipment,
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il()453. Point out requirements for making equipment
component adjustments.

Adjusting Equipment. Many items of powered
dispersal equipment, especially the items of equipment
that are nonportable, have several components that
require adjusting. Proper adjustments must be made
in order for the equipment to operate effectively and
safely. All adjustments must be made in the manner
specified by the appropriate equipment operation
publication.

Spark plugs. Most manufacturer's operation
manuals specifythe frequency for inspecting, cleaning,
and replacing spark plugs. However, you can inspect
these plugs more frequently for proper gap settings.
Before installing new spark plugs into equipment, the
spark gap must be adjusted by gently spreading or
squeezing the ground electrode away from the center
electrode or toward the center electrode.

NOTE: When removing or installing spark plugs,
use a spark plug socket wrench and apply straight
and even pressure on the wrench as you turn it to
avoid breaking the porcelain that surrounds the
plug. Tighten the plug snuggle into the block but
don't overtighten it.
Points. Points must be adjusted according to the

equipment manufacturer's specifications. Points
require periodic inspections to determine their
condition because burned contacts of points can and
most often will cause the engine to run very rough.
Points that are being installed must be adjusted after
they have been placed inside the distributor by using a
point gage and a screwdriver.

Carburetor. Many items of powered dispersal
equipment are obtained with a preset governor to
control the engine rpm. The governor should never be
tampered with; however, idle screws and fuel/air
mixture screws on the carburetor do require minor
adjustments from time to time. These adjustments
must be in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations and can be accomplished with a
small screwdriver or open-end wrench.

Control valves. Control valves require frequent
adjustments, and adjustments are determined by the
amount of flow desired or engine rpm desired.

Drive pulleys. Pulleys must be properly aligned on
pulley shafts to prevent excessive wear to drive belts
and pulley shafts. Extreme vibrations in equipment
can also be caused by improperly aligned pulleys.
Pulleys must be adjusted to the proper distance
between pulleys to provideproper tension on drive
belts.- Proper adjustment of isulleys is obtained when-
drive belts can be depressed 3,d:,-inch per foot distance
between pulleys.

Exercises (453): N

I. All equipment adjustments must be made
according to the appropriate



2. When servicing spark plugs they are either
or replaced.

3. When spark plugs are being replaced. they should
be checked for proper ..

4. Using an improper tool on a spark plug can cause
the to break.

5. Points must be adjusted according to

6. Burned contact points cause an engine to run very

7. Should the governor on an engine ever he
tampered with?

8. idle screws and fuel; air mixture screws on a
carburetor will require minor
from time to time.

9. How are control valve adjustments determined?

10. What may cause extreme vibration in equipment?

I. Proper pulley adjustment is obtained when drive
belts can be depressed inch per foot
between pulleys.

454. Indicate whether given statements correctly
reflect policies ILTA procedures in repairing pesticide
dispersal equipment.

Equipment Repair. Repairing -pesticide dispersal
equipment can be a very challenging and interesting
task, especially if you happen to be 'mechanically
inclineerThere are many repairs that are very simple
to do, but others may be very difficult; for example.
replacing a plunger cup on a compressed air sprayer is
a very simple repair task, but freeing a sticking valve in
an engine can be a very difficult task.
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Most repairs are accomplished by either replacing
parts of a component or replacing the entire
component. Naturally, it is less expensive to replace
parts .than to replace the component; therefore,
equipment should be repaired by replacing parts
rather than the entire component when possible.

An adequate supply of parts and components that
require frequent replacement should be maintained
within the section at all times to expedite repairs to
equipment. Most manufacturers of equipment
provide a complete parts list in the equipment
operations manual for that item of equipment to assist
you in ordering replacement items. The manufacturer
is the best source for obtaining parts and information
pertaining to the equipment. In many cases, the
manufacturer is the only source for obtaining certain
parts for the equipment. .

Control valves, pumps, and spray guns are
equipment components that normally require
frequent repairs. Generally, repairing theie
components requires replacing certain parts such as
valve seats, 0-rings, packing, gaskets, springs, gears,
bearings, and pistons.

Inoperative or damaged indicator gages, shaft
bearings, hoses, and drive belts are components that
should always be replaced instead of repaired. When
pump and control valve housings are cracked,
replacement of these components is normally
required.

Replacing parts in a carburetor crib be very tedious
and should not be attempted by an unskilled
individual or without specificinstructions. Repairing
carburetors requires exactness.

Exercises (454):
Identify the following statements as correct (C) or
incorrect (I) and correct the incorrect statements.

1. Most repairs are accomplished by replacing parts
or complete components.

2. Equipment repairs should be accomplished by
replacing components when possible.

3. A parts supply is not maintained within the
section.

4. The manufacturer's manual *usually contains a
parts list.

5. Control valves. pumps, and spray guns do not
usually require frequent repairs.

. ,



6. Replacing carburetor parts requires a skilled
technician,

2.4. Equipment Calibration 44.

The final step in preparing your equipment for
effective and safe application of pesticides is
calibrating the equipment.

You can select the right equipment for the job have
it in proper operating condition, adhere to safety
precautions, and operate the equipment properly, and
still not be able to do the job effectively and safely
without calibrating the equipment.

Calibration Vsimply adjusting your equipment to
apply the desired rate of pesticide. You need to do this
so that you can be sure you are using each pesticide as
directed on the label. Too much pesticide is dangerous;
too little will not do a good job. Only by calibrating
correctly can you safely get the best results.

After you have completed this section. you will
understand the procedures used for calibrating
equipment. which is a must for pest managers.

455. Specify procedures used for calibrating pesticide
dispersal equipment.

Equipment Calibration Methods. There are many
ways to calibrate equipment. The preferred methods
differ according to the type of equipment that is to be
used.

Calibration of sprayers. To apply a pesticide evenly
and accurately. your sprayer must 'move at a constant
speed. It also must operate at a constant pressure.
Each nozzle must be clean and at the right height. All
nozzles must be of the correct type and size for the job.
Each nozzle in the system must deliver its rated
amount of pesticide,

First. choose the speed. pumping pressure. and
nozzle or nozzles that you want to use. Fill.the spray
tank with water and operate the sprayer in place to fill
the plumbing. Top off the tank and spray a measured
area as if you were applying the pesticide, Measure the
amount of water needed to refill your tank_ This is the
application rate per unit of area. If it takes 8 gallons to
refill the tank after spraying I acre. you are spraying at
the rate of 8 gallons per acre. If your sprayer has a tank
of more than 100 gallons capacity, you should spray an
area large enough to use at least 10 percent of the tank
capacity.

If your sprayer is delivering more or less spray than
the label directs. you can change the rate three ways:

(1) You can change the pressure, Lower pressure
means less spray delivered; higher pressure means
more spray delivered. This is not a good method.
because a pressure change may change the nozzle
pattern and droplet size. Pressure must be increased
four times to double the output.

(21 You can change the speed of your sprayer.
Slower speed means more spray delivered; faster speed

means less spray delivered. This method is practical
for small changes in delivery rate, If you drive half asi
far, you double the delivery rate.

(3) You can change the nozzle tips to change the
amount delivered. The larger the hole in the tip, the
more spray delivered. This is the best method of
making major changes in the delivery rate of sprayers.
Always select nozzles for the job you want done. Use
the manufacturer's performance charts to make your
selection.

After making a change, you must recalibrate your
sprayer to make sure the rate is correct.

You have adjusted your sprayer, and you know how
Many gallons of spray per unit of area your equipment
will apply. Next, you must find out how much
pesticide to put in the tank to apply the correct dosage
of pesticide. To do this you need to know two more
facts:

a How much your sprayer tank holds.
The amount of formulation to be used per unit
of area. This will be given on the label.
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Suppose your tank holds 50 gallons of spray. The
directions say to apply I pint of formulation on each
acre. In our example, you found that your sprayer
applies 8 gallons per acre. First, find the number of
acres one tank load will spray. Divide 50 gallons by 8-

SO gallons per tankful
= 6 1/. acres per tankful

gallons per acre

To find the amount of formulation, you must
add to your tank so you can spray 6 1/4 acres with 1
pint per acre, multiply I pint by 6 1/4.

pint per acre X 61/. acres per tankful = pints per tankful.

. Suppose the formulation of a pesticide is a 50
percent wettable powder and you want to apply IA
pound of active ingredient per acre. In our example,
your tank will cover 61/4 acres.

Find how many pounds of formulation are needed
to apply 1/2 pound of active ingredient per acre. There
is Ih pound of active ingredient in 1 pound of 50
percent wettable powder formulation. So you need to
use pound of formulation for each.acre your sprayer
will cover,

1 pound per acre x 6+41 acres per tankful = 6'4 pounds per tankful

You should add the 61/4 pounds of wettable powder
to a small amount of water in a clean bucket. Stir until
it is mixed well, and then add this mixture (called a
slurry) to the partly filled tank. Remember to operate
the sprayer's agitator while adding the slurry and
filling the tank.

Even after your sprayer is calibrated, you should
recheck it often. Be sure you are spraying the same size

3.0
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area for each tankful as you figured on. If you are
spraying more or less acres than you planned, stop
spraying and recalibrate. If you have figured wrong or
your sprayer changes its delivery rate. you will be able
to catch it before you make a major mistake.

Calibration of dusters and granular applicators.
These items of equipment are calibrated as follows:

Read the manufacturer's operator's manual.
Follow these instructions to set the gate
openings for the product you are going to use.

CAUTION: Always set the openings from the same
direction, such as from closed to open. This will
minimize variations in settings.

Fill each hopper to an easily determined level.
Operate the equipment over a measured area or
distance at your normal working speed. The area
should be large enough to use 25 percent of the
hopper contents.
Refill the hopper to the same level, weighing the
amount of pesticide needed to replace what was
used.
The amount of pesticide it takes to refill the
hopper is the amount applied to the measured
area. If the amount applied does not fall within 5
percent of the recommended dosage per unit of
area. reset the gate opening and repeat the
previous three steps.
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Keep a record of the area treated with each
filling of the hopper. This will let you see any
slight change in rate of application and make the
necessary adjustments.

Exercises (455):
I. What is required to apply a pesticide evenly and

accurately?

kc)

2. If your sprayer has a tank capacity of I00 gallons
or more. you should spray an area largeenough to
use how much of the tank capacity?

3. What is the best method of changing the delivery
rate?

4. What is a pesticide slurry made of?

5. When setting the gate opening of a duster or
granular pesticide applicator. you should use
approximately of the
hopper capacity and then check again.

1



Answers for Exercises

CHAPTER 1

eference
400 - 1. . Herbicide.
400 - 2.- Ovicide insecticide.
400 - 3. Contact.
400 - 4. Rodenticide.
400 - 5. Adulticide, insecticide. contact.
400 - 6. Preemergence herbicide.
400 - 7. Arachnicide.
400 - 7. Stomach.

401 - 1. Plant: animal: mineral.
401 2. Organic.
401 3_ Paris green.
401 -4_ DSMA.
401 - 1. Postemergence.
401 - 6. insure that these compounds do not contaminate any

water source during or after application.

402 - I. a. 4.
b. 3.
e. 1.

402 - 2. Because they break down within the environment.
402.3. SMDC.

402 - 4. It may cause staining and odor problems.
402 5. Cholinesterase.
402 - 6_ Propoxur.

2. 7. a. Wear protective clothing and equipment.
b. Observe the rule of no smoking, eating, or drinking
while handling these compounds.

- 8. Standard.

1. Organic. plants_
- 2. Pyrethrum is unstable and is readily decomposed by

alkalies, light, and lir.
403 - 3. Strychnine.
403 - 4. Contact; fumigating.
403 - 5. t Nicotine sulfate,
403 - 6_ Pyrethrum.
403 - 7. Avoid contamination of all food and water sources.

404 - 1. Because all of them contain chlorine, hydrogen, and
carbon.

404 - 2. Because they are very persistent.
404 3. Methoxychlor.
404 - 4 They are produced synthetically from plant and animal

(organic) matter.
404 - S a. Certified personnel.

b. Personnel under the direct supervision of certified
personnel.

a. 4.
b. 2.
c. I.
d. 3. -41

404 -6.

405 - I. They are produced synthetically and are basically
derived from phosphoric acid.

405 - 2. 19701.
405 - 3 Resistant.
405 4. Organophosatc compounds are biodegradable and are

n onaccumulative in the body of hiimans.
405.5. Malathion; parathion; die:Anon.

405 - 6. a. Malathion.
b. Dichiorvos,
e. Haled.
d. Diakinon.
e. Dursban.

405 - 7. a. 3,
b, 2.
c.6.
d. 7.
e. 1.

f. 5.

g. 4.

406 - I.
406 - 2.
406 3.
406 - 4
406 5

407 1.

407 - 2
407 3.
407 - 4
407 - S.

407 - 6.

408i.
408 - 2

408 - 3.
408 - 4.
408 - 5.
408 - 6.
408 - 7
408 - 8.

409 - I
409 2

409 - 3
409 - 4-
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314.

Tranalocated, sterilants.
PM and 2.3.6,-TBA.
Dicamba.
Dicamba.
Wear protective equipment and clothing.

Sodium salt. selective tninslocative.
Preemergence. posternergence.
TCA.
Grasses.
a. Do not apply near desired vegetation.
b. Do not apply near irrigation water.
c. Do not apply when heavy rains are expected.
Washed, corrosive.

Moderately.
a. They are not likely to cause irritation to skin or eyes.
b. They are not absorbed through the skin to any

appreciable extent.
c. The amounts likely to be inhaled arc dot hazardous:
d. Ingestion of harmful amounts is not likely.
Herbaceous, broad-leaved.
Silvcx.
Brush killer.
Aquatic.
Ester,
MCPA.

Used as soil sterilants.
a. 2.

b. I.,
3.

Monuron. diuron.
a. Wear protective equipment and clothing while

handling these compounds.



e 410 - 1.
410 - 2.
410 - 3_
410 - 4.
410 - 5.

b. Avoid damage to desirable plants and contamination
of water sources.

Soil sterilants.
Simazine.
Simazine.
Atrazinc,
Simazine.

411 - 1. a. They arc yellow dyes.
b. They are not soluble in water but are .aluble in oil:

411 - 2. They arc highly poisonous p-swallowed, absorbed, or
inhaled.

411 - 3. Nonselective contact. herbaceous.
411 - 4. DNAP; ONBP: EINC.
411 - S. Because of this toxicity and impracticality.

412 - 1. Rodenticides, blood clots.
412 - 2. By reducing the clotting ability of the blood which causes

internal and external hemorrhaging and eventually
death.

412 - 3. a. Anticoagulants must be ingested in small amounts for
Leveret days before they become effective.

b. Cause no pain to the rodents.
c. Bait shyness is avoided.

412 4. Cumafuryl (or Fumarin).
412 - S. Diphacinone for Diphacin).
412 - 6. Hydroxycoumarin (or wallahs*
412 - 7. Pival.
412 - 8. Pival.
412 - 9. Diphacin.
412 - 10. Seven.

413 - 1. e.
2. c.
3. f.
4. b.
5. d.
6. g.
7. a.

.8. Sodium monofluoroacetate.
9. Sodium mono fluoroacetate.
10. Thallium sulfate.
11. Tartar emetic.

414 - I. a.

b.

c.
d.

414 - 2. a.

b_

c.
d.

414-3. a.

b.
c.
d.

(1) Heavier than air.
(2) Odorless.
(3) Nonflammable.
(4) Gas fumigant.
(1) Treating for dry wood termites.
(2) As a herbicide to kill seeds. nematodes. and soil

fungi.
Standard stock item.
1l) Protective clothing and equipment to include

a gas mask and canister that is appropriate for
the fumigant.

(2) Avoid explosions and fires.
-(3) Post warning signs and seal off area.
(I) Has rapid molecular action.
(2) Highly explosive.
Used for fumigating stored products pests in non-
perishable subsistence items in transit and in place.
Standard stock item.
(I) Wear protective equipment and clothing when

entering or clearing.
(2) Avoid explosion and remove all gold items.
(3) Post warning signs.
(I) Greyish-white compound.
42) Powdered or granular form.
13) Produces hydrocyanic acid.
Gassing rodent burrows.
Standard stork item.
(1 i Must stand upwind and have appropriate gas

mask and cannister available.
(2) Must not use near buildings occupied by pcopk.
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415 - 1.
415 - 2.
415 - 3.
415 - 4.
415 - 5.
415 - 6.
415 - 7.
415 - 8.
415 - 9.
415 - 10.

416 - I,
416 - 2_
416 - 3.
416 - 4.
416 - 5.
416 - 6.
416 - 7.
416 - 8.
416 - 9.

e.
a.
d.
I.
h.
C.l
b.
h-
i.

i.

8-
h.
g.
a.

e.
d.
b,

417 - 1. Squate foot formula for triangles
XwEIXPX0.5
X =60 X 100 X 0.5
X = 3000 (Answer: 3000 sq ft)

417 - 2. Square foot formula for circles
X = wR2
Xw 3.14X SOX 50
X = 7850 (Answer: 7,850 sq ft)

417 - 3. Square foot formula for rectangles
X=WXL
X 7--- 5 X 70
X = 350 (Answer: 350 sq ft)

417 - 4. Cubic foot formula
X=WXLXH
X= 3(IX 70xgo
X = 37,100 (Answer 37,00 sq ft)

418 - 1. Formula for rectangular containers
X=LxWXDX 0.004329
X= 4X 3X 1.5X0.004329
X 0 dig X 36 X 18 X (004329
X = 134.649 (Answer: 134.65 gallons)

418 - 2. Formula for cylindrical containers
x= Lx 132 X 0.0034
Xw4X 3X 3x0,0034
x= 48 x 36 X 36 x 0.0034
X = 211.507 (Answer. 211.51 gallons)

419 - 1. X=0X60
16

X = 93 410_
16

55110X =
16

X = 348.75 (Answer 348.75 pounds)

419 - 2. speed . dispersal rate per hour
quantity per mile

Speed = 35
7

Speed ,ff 5 (Answer: 5 miles per hour)

419 - 3. In solving this problem, you should use two steps. The
first step is to determine the total square fect within the
area and the second step is to determine the total amount
of finished product that is required.
Siep 1: The total square feet within the area to be
treated is determined.by using the square foot formula
for rectangles in objective 417.

Tomtits: Total square feet = width X length
x =WxL

31
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X so 10 feet X 3 miles (miles must be converted into
linear feet by multiplying 3 x 5.280)

X - 10 x 15.840
X - L58.400 (Answer for step 1; 158,400 sal ft)

Step 2: Indetermining the total amount of finished
product that is required, the formula for adeulating
quantity of finished product should be used.

Formula: Quantity required

= square feet x quantity per acre
43,560 (square feet in an acre)

= 158.400 (from step I) x
43.560

= 11.880.000
43.560

= 272.72 or 273
(Answer 273 gallons of finished product)

419 - 4. Speed in feet per minute.
43,560 x lb dispersed per min.

Swath width x lbdispened per acre

43.560x g

3750

= 92,928
Speed in miles per hour = 1.056 (92.928 ÷ 88)

(Answer 1_06 mph)
419 - 5. Quantity rate per acre

43,560 x quantity dispersed per min.

Swath width x speed in feet per min.

= 43.560 x 4
90x 440 (5 mph convened into feel per minute)

. 174,240
39.600

4.4 (Answer: 4.4 pounds per acre)

420 - I. SAC formula (Exampk 4)
Q=Sx A

C

Q 1 x 200

20

Qw lx 50x11.34
100 x 1.5

Q =417
ISO

Q= 2.78
420 - 4. Proportional formula

X -= C 1

S

X= 0.5 1
0.025

X= 20 -1
1

X= 19

420 - 5_ SAC formula (Exampk 3)

Q.SxA
_C

(Answer. 2.78 gallons)

(Answer: 1 to 19 ratio)

2x 5
25

lo

25

4. 0.4 pounds (Answer: 6.4 ounces) ,

420 . 6. SAD SAC formula (Example 6)
Q.SxAxD

C

sx2x(1.34
10

16.68

10

Q = 1.668 (Answer: 1.67 pounds)

421 - 1. Product rate formula for liquids
Product rate per acre

standard rate per acre

Id or Al per gal
Q . 200

5
20

2

Q = 10 (Answer: 10 gallons) = 2.5 (Answer: 2.5 gallons)

420 - 27 SAD SAC formula (Exampk 61 421 - 2. In solving this problem, you should use two steps. TheQ.SxAxD first step is to determine the aere-feet of water contained
C in a body of water and the second step is redetermine the

total product of herbicide required to treat the body of
0,5 x WO x 8_34 water.

25 Slep I: Acre -feet of water formula
Acre-feet of water = surface acres x average depth

Q = 417 Acrfeet of water = 12 X 5
Acre-fen of water .1, 60

25 Step 2: Quantity of total product for ppm application
Q = 160 tAnswer: 1668 pounds) formula

Total product = Pans per million X acre-feet of water x
420 - 3. SAD COW formula ( Example 91 2 7 -.Q.SxAxD Total product o 2 x 60 x 2.7

Co x W
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Total product = 324 (Answer: 324 pounds)
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421 - 3. Product rate formula for dry formulations .

Product rate per-acre A..° X standard rate per acre
%AI

Product rate per acre ag 2.-0 x 5
75

Product rate per acre 6.666
(Anstver, 6.67 pounds)

422 -1. 1. b.
422 - 2. e.
422 - 3. a.
422 - 4. d.
422 5. C.
422 - 2. 100 microns.
422 - 3. Size.
422 - 4. Increase.

423 - 1. Ecology is defined as the study of the relationship of
living things, the environment they live in. and their

. relation to other living things.
423- 2. It is a very thin layer of life within the environment

and consists of biotic and abiotic elements.
423 - 3. Carbon.
423 - 4. Green plants transpose carbon dioxide into oxygen

which is required by animals: the animals then expel
carbon dioxide which is required by plant.. '-

423 - 5. They provide nonliving elements that are essential for
growth and development of living elements.

423 - 6. Green plants and consumers of green plants.
423 - 7. Green plants. ,
423 - 8. Animals provide essenstial organic matter to the soil to

support plant growth.
423 . 9. phytoplanktons consist of green plants and cons umers of

green plate matter and produce 70 percent of the earth's

organisms that float about in various bodies of water.
423 - 10. Bacteria, fungi, and protozoa act as decomposers of

plants and animals which return essential organic
matter to the soil to support more plant growth; which
in turn, supports animal growth.

424 - 1. a. Food production.
b. Property protection.
c. National prosperity.

424 - 2.. a. Reduces arthropod related diseases.
b. Reduces venomous arthropods.

424 - 3. Only if pesticides were continually used without proper'
knowledge of their hazards and without concern. ,

424 . 4. The effect they may have on nontarget organisms.
424 - 5. Direct application, drift, and rain. .
424 - 6. Rain can contaminate soil with pesticides by cleansing

the atmosphere. trees, shrubs. grasses, and structures
of suspended panicles.

424 - 7. One that does not break down easily or quickly.
424 8, The toxicity level an increase. through the series of

eating_and being eaten, to.the point of causing many ill
effects to the body and possible death.

424 - 9. Toxic, original.
425 - I. a. Determine if pest management programs are

required.
b. If requirement exisits, implement preventive and

corrective nonchenucal control when possible.
c. If chemical controls are required, implement safe and

effective chemical controls.

'425 2. Surveying.
425 - 3. Only after it has been determined that natural controls

will not be adequate.
425 . 4, Preventive and corrective nonchemical controls.
425 - 5. Yes.

W3
423 - 6 , Because they're designed to forestall the buildup of peat

populations and they are almost always more effective
and economical in the long run.

425 - 7. Timely, sustained.
425 - I. Because of inadequate or improper mechanical measures

or because of natural disasters and Migrating Pat
invasions.,

42;k- 9. Type. location.
425 - 10. It is of utmost importance to min and apply pettieidet in

accordance with the pesticide label.

426 - I. a. Use pesticides only when abeolutely necessary.
b. Adhere strictly to label instructions.

426 2. The ability of a pest population to withstand pesticide
treatments that were generally lethal to earlier
populations.

426 - 3. The ability Of one or more pests within a pest
population to withstand pesticide treatments that
are lethal to others within the population.

426 - 4. Habitat; avoidance.
426 - 5. Inherited; acquired.
426 - 6. a. Poison is absorbed too slowly to receive a lethal dose

by some members of a pest population.
b. The ability to effect alternate !unctions of body

systems by some members of a pest population.

427 - I. The likelihood that the compound will cause death or
injury in a given situation.

427 - 2. The ability of a compound to cause death or injur when
used in a particular way or place.

427 3. It memos the lethal dose of toxicant required to kill 50
percent of the test animals expressed in milligrams
of toxicant per kilograms of body weight.

427 - 4. 50.500 mg/ kg.
427 5. After the approximate amount of toxicant required to

kill has been determined on single test animals. a series
of tests are conducted on groups of animals that are as
close to being identical as possible with appropriate
interim adjustments being made in toxicant dosages
until 50 percent of the test animals within each of
several test groups are killed.

427 - 6. In the exposure routes.
427 - 7. Less.
427 - 8. Moderately, low-order.

CHAPTER 2

42B 1. Bemuse different pests require different controls and
therefore require different types of equipment..

428 - 2. Environmental conditions such as wind velocity, water
sources, and the ,once of beneficial plants and
animals must be considered when selecting equipment.

428 - 3. Effective, safest.
428 - 4. Available, effectively, safely.
428 5. Safe.
428 - 6. Cost, cheap.
428 - 7. Durable.

429 - 1.
4Z9 - 2.
429 - 3.
429 - 4.
4Z9 - 5.
429 -6.
429 - 7.

430 - 1.
430 - 2.
430 - 3.
430 - 4.
43D - 5.
430 - 6.
430 - 7.

(.
d.
a.

g.
c.
r.
b.

e.
a.
8.
b.
f.
d.
c.



.1,

431 - 1.
431 -2.
431 - 3.
431 - 4.
432 - 1.
432 - 2.
432 - 3.
432 4.
432 - 5.
432 - 6.

c.
b.
d.
a.
c.
f.
a.
b.
I.
d.

433 - 1. Polyethylene.
433 - 2. Packing material.
433 - 3. Sand snake.

440 - 1.
440 - 2.
440 - 3.
440 4.
440 - 5.

441 - 1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

442 - I.
442 - 2.

433.4,1 Tape measure.
433 - S. Fans,

442.3.

433 - 6. Aluminum tray. 442 . 4.
433 - 7. Metering, 442 - 5.
433 - 8. Tray.
433 9. In a moisture permeable envelope. 442 - 6.
433 10. Fumigated. 442 - 7,
433 - 11. Respiratory.

443 - 1.
434 - I. c. 443 - 2,
434 2. d. 443 - 3.
434 - 3. a. 443 - 4.
434 - 4. b. 443 S.

435 1. Carbide exploders. revolving flashers, and sound 444 - I.
recorders. 444 2.

435 2. Base commander. 444 - 3.
435 - 3. Quick. 444 - 4.
435 - 4. Dart. 444 - S.
435 5. Poured. 444 - 6.
435 6. Dragging. laying. 444 - 7.
435 7. By using drip cans.
435 8. Pains brushes. 445- I.

445 2,

436 - 1. a, 4 \ 445 3,
..

b. 445 4.
c. 2 445 - S.
d. 2, 3. 4 445 - 6.
c. 1 445 - 7.
1. 4 445 - 8.
II- 2, 3

436 .2. a. Type of pump. 446 - 1.
b. Pesticide formulation. 446 - 2.
c. Pressures. 446 - 3.
d Corrosion, abrasion.
e. Dry. restricted.

446 4.

446 - S.
437 I, d. 446. 6.

437 - 2. b. 446 7

437 . 3 e.
437 4. a. 447 - 1.
437 - 5, c_ 447 - 2.

447 - 3.
438 - I. c.
438 - 2. b. 447 4.
438 3. d.
438 - 4. a. 447 - 5.

447 - 6
447 - 7.

439 - I. Technical orders. technical manuals. NAV DOCS.
technical information memorandums, commercial

447 - B.

439 2.

manuals, standard operating procedure. and operational
instructions.

a. True
b. False
c. True
d. True
e. True

44e - I.
448 2.
448 3.
448 - 4.
448 - 5.
448 - 6.
448 - 7.
448 - 8.
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BEST COPY AtliTAPLE

To determine if the equipment is operational; 0
Heron each use.
You must perform a preoperational inspection.
That the equipment can be operated correctly and safely.
To reflect a true professional pest manager.

e ,i-
f, i.j
e.
a. h.
d.
b.

To facilitate treatment of overhead beams and rafters.
Checking the rubber cylinder for cracking and splitting.
Insure that the bulb is nor cracked and the nozzle is
titled tightly and is not clogged.
Siphon atomizer pump assembly.
Keep the wind to your back and let the dust blow
downwind from you.
Fumigating rodent burrows.
Normal walking step taken,

b.
d, f.
e. g.
a.
e.

Boom.
Spray. mist.
The battery water level. and the terminals and cables.
Leaks.
Water, talc.
Jewelry, lone fining protective clothing.
Upward.

20 to 800 psi, they are controlled by suitable regulators.
50 to 600 gallons.
By a rotating agitator.
200, trailer.
1, 10.
1800, 2800.
Manual, operated.
Maximum.

The air blower, the fuel pump, and the insecticide pump.
800. 1200.
It condenses. forming very small droplets or fog.
It is normally 40 to 120 pitons per hourwith the machine
moving at 5 to 10 miles per hour.
5,25.
No. 2 diesel oil,
1200.

By mechanical pneumatic means.
Water, oil.
It is less likely to cause burning of vegetation or to have
less Ore or explosion hazard.
Sliced of rotation, delivery rate, and viscosity of
insecticide.
High. .

5.2. engine rpm.
0.6 gpm.
15. 20.

5, 16.
Half-ton pickup.
S. 27.
12.
78, 85. 12. 17.
By the engine and pump rpm.
2500, 900.
Leaking coupling. iittiags and hoses, and loose belts.

.,



449. 1,
449 2.

449 - 3.
449 - 4.
449 5.

449 6.
449 - 7.
449 11.

c.
e.

a.
a:-
b.
d.
d.
b.

450 1. Maintenance performed by personnel within the section.
and includes operator maintenance.

450 2. Cleaning. servicing. adjusting, repairing. replacing. end
calibrating.

450 - 3. Appropriate publications.

451 1. a. Prevent damage to protective coatings and internal
parts.

b. Reduce contamination hazards.
451 - 2. Flushed.
451 - 3. . Prior to washing.
451 - 4. Pesticide particles would redeposit on exterior surfacer.
45! - 5. Formulation tank, pump, hoses, and nozzles.
451 - 6_ With kerosene or No. 4 grade fuel oil, never with water.
451 7. Water, solvent.
451 - B. Engine.
451 9. Water.
451 - 10. Vacuuming.
451 - H. Wiping, damp. dry.
451 - 12. Stearn. -
451 - 13, Waxed.

452 - 1. C.
452 2. I, the equipment may operate but could be damaged,
452 - 3. t. some equipment requires special fuels or a mixture

of gasoline and oil; failure to use the proper fuel
cause damage.

I

All l'AFS, at 1931 124 MO

452 - 4. C.
452 5. C.
452 6. 1, SAE 90W sandal:mutt for par boxes; SAE 30W

detergent for crankcases. -
452 7. I. Only an unsettled !Wisp
452 - IL I, Some engines are liquid cooled, and water levels must

be maintained.
452 - 9. C.
452 10. 1. Some hydraulic sprayers have pressure domes

requiring air.
452 - I I. C.

453 - I. Publication.
453 2. Adjusted.
453 - 3. Gap.
453 - 4. Porcdain.
453 . 5. Equipment manufacturer's specifications.
453 - 6. Rough. .
453 - 7. No.
453 - B. Adjustments.
453 9. By the amount of flow desired or engine rpm desired.
453 - 10. Improperly aligned pulleys.
41? - 11. 30.

4:4 .. 1. C.
454 - 2. 1, Parts should be replaced

less expensive.
454 3. (. Parts should be kept on
454 - 4. C.
454 5. 1, These items usually' do
454 - 6. C. -

when possible since it is

head to expedite repairs.

require frequent repairs.

455 - 1. Your sprayer must move at a constant speed'
455 - 2. At lean 10 percent.
455 - 3. Change the nozzle tips.
455 - 4, Wettable powder and water.
455 - 5 25 percent.

i
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1. MATCH ANSWER INEEm TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBFP.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENUZ ONLY.

(141;

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

56650 03 21
PEST MANAGEMENT, CHEMICALS AND EQUIPMENT

Carefully read the following:
DE's:
1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification
number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do
not match, take actionto return the answer sheet and the shipping
list to ECI immediately with a note of explanition.

2. Note that item ambers on answer sheet are sequential in each

3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.-
4. Write the correct answer in the margin at _the left of the item.

(When you review for the course examination, you can cover your
answers with a strip of paper and then oheok your review answers
against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers,
transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the. answer -sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a
clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on on the answer sheet
if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise.hooklet for review and reference.

.owv, 7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments
through your unit trainer or OJT superviaor. If'voluntarily
enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.

DON'Ts:
1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished spacifically for

each review exercise.
2. Don't mark 'on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks.

Double marks or excessive markings whioh overflow marking blocks
will register as errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES IRE USED ON TEE VOLUME

. REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each item number on the
'IRE in the Learning Objective Number where the answer to that
item-can be located. When answering the items on the VRE, refer
to the Learnin Ctjectives indicated by these Numbers, The VIE
results 11 be sent to you on a postcard which will list the
actual VRE items You missed. Go to the VRE hoCklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the
text and carefully review the areas covered by these references.
Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed -book
Course Examination. '

34,a
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1. (400) Wb ch insect stages are usually controlled with inseCticide?

str.1a. Pupa and adult. c. ,Larval and adult.
b. Egg d larval. d. Egg and pupal.

2. (400) ioh one of the followipg systeMs is attacked by fumigants?

a. Dige tive. c. Circultory.
b. Nery . d. Respiratory.

3. (401) ch one of the following pesticides is a postemergence
herbicid and a standard stock item?

a. Copp aceto-meta-arsenite (paris green).
b. Dis ium monomethylarsonate (DSMA).
c. Mono dium methanearsonate (MSMA).
d. Amm ium methanearsonate (AMA).

4. (401) I organio arsenicals are undesirable for use as pesticides
because hey

a. rem n stable for long periods of time.
b. are co short lived.
c. are ineffective for many pests.
d. are ery difficult to apply.

5. (402) do carbamatea differ from hydrocarbon and, organophosphate
insectic des?

a. By t eir chlorine and phosphorus content.
b. They contain hydrogen instead of nitrogen.
c. They are noncontact insecticides.
d. By t eir_laok of chlorine and phosphorus.

6. (403) S rychnine is used to control which of the following?

a. Rode ts.
b. Plan s.

c. Insects.
d. Arachnids.

7. (404) foil of the following organochlorines is considered
the saf =t insecticide?

a. Chlo decone.
b. Met rychlor.

2

c. Lindane.
d. Chrordane.
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(405) Which of the folloWng Ilsecticide& act, be incorporated

into resin stripes to give off toxic vapors for long periods of
time?

a. Dichlorvas.
b. Malathion.

9. (405) Which of the following
tick and mite control?

a. Parathion.
b. Rabon.

c. Dimethorte.
d. Naled.

insecticides has been limited to

c. Hormel.
d. Fenthion. ,

10. (406) Which of the following pests is controlled by the use of
benzoic acid compounds?

a. Spiders and mites.
b. Mosquitoes and flies.
c. Perennial and annual weeds.
d. Cockroaches and bedbugs.

II. (406) Wha precautions must be taken when using benzoic acid
solutions?

a. Be alert for fire and explosion.
b. Do not use on broad leif plants.
c. Apply on windy days to insure good coverage.
d. Wear protective clothing and avoid drifts.

12. (407) Aliphatic Acid herbicides should not.be used when heavy
rains are expected because they

a. will be diluted and ineffective.
b. leach out of top soils and affect other areas.
c. are incompatible with water and become poison to animals.
d. will increase in strength and kill all vegetation.

13. (408) The phenaxy formulations are

a. moderately toxic. c. highly toxic.
b. corrosive. d. nontoxic.

14. (406) 2. 4-D is commonly used as a

a. soil sterilant.
b. general herbicide.
c. selective herbicide.
d. combination herbicide and insecticide.

337
3
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15% (400) Phenylureas are used as

a-. general herbicides. c. growth retardants.
b. selective herbicides. d. soil sterilants.

16. (409) What type of aoil is best suited for the application of
monuron?

a. Sandy soils with high organic content.
b. Sandy soils with high mineral content.
c. Tight clay soils with high mineral content.
d. Tight clay soils with high organic content.

17. (410)- When is Simazine most desirable to use as a :mil sterilant?

a. When you do not want to kill aquatic plants.

b. When selected plants are to be.killed.
c. Where the soil has a high clay content.
d. Where any plant growth is undesirable.

18. (410) Atrazine is more effective in dry areas than Simazine because
Atrazine is

a. less soluble: e. more soluble.
b. more penetrating. d. leas penetrating.

19. (411) The parent compounds of Dinitros are dissolved in

a; of 1., c. acetone.
b. water. d. salt water.

20. (412) What is the advantage of using anticoagulants for killing
rodents?

a. Small dosage reduces hazards to humans and domestic animals.
b. They are not toxic to humane and domestic animals.
c. Only one dose is necessary.
d. Rodents shy away from it once they are affected and leave

the premises.

'21. (412) The precipitation of pival from natural water can be prevented
by

a. continuous agitation.
. adding sodium salt.

4

c. adding a stabilizing agent.
d. using distilled water.
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22. (413) What is one of the greAte-, hazairds of -odium monL:lucracetate
(compound 1080)?

a. It is very volatile.

b. It is absorbed by the skin.
c. There is no known antidote.
d. Rodents carry the poison to other animals.

23. (413) The purpose of using an ultraviolet light screening agent
in Resmethrin is to .

a. make it easy to find in the dark.
b. prevent the breakdown of the material.
c. decrease the life of the material.
d. make the material more attractive to rats.

3/10

24. (414) Which of the following fumigants is used to kill rodents in
their burrows?

a. Naphthalene. c. Dichicrvas.
b. Aluminum phosphide. d. Calcium cyanide.

25. (414) Which of the following fumigants is used to control vegetation?

a. Aluminum phosphide. c. Calcium oanibe.
b; SMDC (vapam). d. Paradichlorobenzene.

26. (414) What is added to methyl bromide to act as a warning agent?

a. Sulfuryl fluouride. c. Calcium cyanide.
b. Aluminum phosphide. d. Chloropicrin.

27. (415) A substance that produces sensory stimulation is called

a. an attractant.
b. a dissicant.

28. (415) Sulfonated oils are used as a

c. a solvent.
d. an emulsifier.

a. sticking agent. c. wetting agent.

b. masking agent. d. synergist agent.

29. (415) Which item may be used to counteract the resistance of
insects to certain chemicals?

a. Emulsifiers. 0. Synergists.
b. Wetting agents. d. 'Diluents.

56650-03-21



30. (415) Select a desirable characteristic of a carrier.

a. The carrier must produce a wettable powder.
b. The carrier must improve the adhesive quality of the insectioide.

d. The carrier must not produce any breakdown of the pesticidal
c. The carrier must dissolve the high concentration of pesticide%3

chemical.

31. (416 The-purest commercial form of a pesticide is

a. a dust. c. crystalized.
b. granules. d. technical grade.

32. (416) Pesticidal granules are used to

a. penetrate dense foilage.

b. stick on vertical surfaces.
c. cover porous surfaces.
d. cover metal surfaces.

33. (416) Solution concentrates that are diluted at their destination
are called

a. emulsifiable solutions. c. anticaking solutions.
b. field strength solutions. d. wettable powder.

34. (416) Emulsifiable concentrates consist of a

a. field strength solution, wettable powders, and an emulsifying
agent.

b. technical grade pesticide, an inert carrier, and a solvent.
c. technical grade pesticide, a solvent, and an emulsifying agent.
d. wettable powder, water, and a solvent.

35. (416) Emulsions or solutions diluted to field strength are called

a. emulsifiable concentrates.
b. pesticide solution.
c. finished sprays.
d. inert carrier.

36. (417) Which formula should you use to determine the number of
square feet in a triangle?

a. X a 132, c. X = W x L.
b. Xr.BxPx.5. d. X x L x H.

32&*
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37. (417) Which formula should you use to dete-nine the number af131
cubic feet in a roam?

a. X;82. c. X = W x L.

b. X=BxPx.5. d. X=WxLx H.

38. (418) The formula for calculating the capacity in gallons of
a rectangular container is

-a. X = D2 x L x .034. c. X=LxlixDx . 00434.

b. X=TixL2x . 0429. d. Xr.LxDxlix .004329.

39. (419) You are to apply pesticide at the rate of 75 pounds of
finished product per acre with equipment that dispenses 3 pounds
per minute over a 30-foot swath. Determine the speed at which
the equipment must travel to apply the pesticide at the specified
rate.

a. 6.6 mile per hour. c. 0.66 mile 'per hour.
b. 3.3 mile per hour. d. 0.066 mile per hour.

40. (420) Pesticides and their solvents are usually prepared on a

a. volume basis. c. PSI basis.
b. weight basis. d. PPM basis.

41. (420) How many ounces of 50% malathion emulsifiable concentrate
must be added to water to produce 2 gallon's of 10% malathion?

a. 5.12 ounces. c. 51.2 ounces.
b. 25.6 ounces. d. 76.8 ounces.

42. (420) How many pounds of water-dispersible powder must be added
to 100 gallons of water to prepare a 2.5% malathion auspenzion
from 50% wettable powder?

a. 83.4 pounds. c. 25.4 pounds.
b. 41.7 pounas. d. 4.17 pounds.

43. (421) How many pounds of total product will be required to treat
Aix acre-feet of water at the rate of 2 ppm?

a. 12.2. c. 32.4.

b. 24.1. d. 61.3.

44. (422) Dust particles with a size of about 175 micron are classified
as

a. qoarse.
b. fine.

c. medium.
d. minute.

7
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45. (422) Dust particles with a size of 44 microns or leas are
considered

a. fine.

b. coarse.
c. medium.
d. minute.

46. .(422) The effectiveness of a pesticide

a. decreases with an increase of its exposed surface.
b. decreases with a decrease of its exposed surfice.
c. increases with a decrease of its exposed surface.
d. increases with an increase of its exposed surfaos.

47. (423) Select the two kinds of ecosystem elements that exist in
the biosphere.

a. Biotic and naturak.. c. Abiotic and natural.
b. Biotic and abiotic. d. Natural and nitrogen. -

46. (423) The basic cycle within the ecosystem is the

a. hydrogen phosporous cycle. c. oxygen cycle.
b. nitrogen cycle. d. carbon cycle.

49. (424) The problem of pesticide drift is greatest during

a. fogging application. c. dusting application.
b. aerial application. d. flooding or raining.

50. (425) Pesticides shoultl be used only wheil

a. no other technique will do the job.
b. the area is over populated with pests.
0. mechanical devices are not effective.
d. biological methods are not effective.

51. (425) The least desirable technique of corrective controls is

a. legal controls. c. preventive controls.
b. natural controls. d. routine programming.

52. (426) In what two forms does resistance to pesticides occur?

a. Physiological and behaviouristic.
b. Detoxification and absorbtion.
e. Habitat or detoxification.
d. Storage and excretion.

32,
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53 (426) Pesticide polooning occurs as a result of

a: big-physical imbalance.
b. blockage of life functions.
c. routine pesticide poisoning.
a. detoxification.

(427) Which of the following statements best describes the toxicity
of a pesticide?

a. A compound that will cause death or injury in a given situation.
b. A compound that has the ability to cause death or injury.
c. A compound which represents a variable quantity.
d. A compound in which the amount of danger will vary with its

location.

55.. (427) What does the 50 represent in LD50?

a. The solution is half and half.
b. 50% of the solution is toxic.

50% of a test group is killed by a measured dosage.
d.. The toxicity of the pesticide is 50%.

56: (427) What terms are used to express the exposure routes of
toxicity?

c

Oral and dermal. c. Mouth andskin.
b. Lungs and skin. d. Intravenous and digestive.

$7. (428) When you are selecting spectal equipment to be used for
a particular pest management situation, you should refer to the

a. Table of Insects. c. Table of Equipment.
b. Table of Allowance. d. Cost vs Life Table.'

58. (428) Which t:i.f the following factors is most important when selecting
pesticide dispersal equipment?

a. Cost. .c. Durability.
b. Safeneds. d. Effectiveness.

59. (429)- Which of the following pleoei of spray equipment is most
widely used by pest managers?

a. Compressed air sprayer.
b. -Disposable'aerosol, dispenser.
c: Refillable aerosol dispenser
d. Siphon atomizer.

56650-03-21
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60. (429) Select the pieCe of equipment that operate %Ike a siphon
atomizer

a. compressed air sprayer. c. paint sprayer.
b. aerosol dispenser. d. pistol sprayer.

61. (430) When neatness and careful placement of insecticidal dust
are required, which duater should be used?

a. Hand bellows. c. Hand plunger duater;
b. Hand shaker. d. Rotary hand duster.

62. (430) What type pesticide equipment is beat suited for applying
Pesticide over small outdoor ground areas?

a. Hand shakers. c. Foot pump dusters.
b. Hand bellows. d. Granular spreaders.

63. (431) Which of the following pieces of portable powered equipment
is used to disperse only solution formulations to control flying
.insects in small outdoor areas?

a, Backpack mist -dust blowers.
b. Frame-mounted hydraulic sprayers.
c. Hand-carried thermal fog generators.
d. Hand-carried ultra-low volume generators.

64. (431) Which of the following pieces of portable powered equipment
is primarily designed to apply highly concentrated pesticide formulations?

a. Frame-mounted hydraulic sprayers.
b. Backpace mist-dust blowers.
c. Hand-carried thermal fog generators.

. d. Hand-carried ultra-low volume generators.

65. (t132) Which of the following pieces of nonportable powered equipment
is designed to disperse liquid, dust, and granular formulations?

a. Trailer-mounted hydraulic sprayers.
b. Mechanical aerosol generators.
c. Thermal fog generators.
d. Mift -dust blowers.

66. (432) In nonportable thermal fog generators, pesticide is broken
into an aerosol by

a. special nozzles. c. air pressure.
b. exhaust gases. d. boom nozzles.

10
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67. (433) What is a primary requirement for inrlace stook an! structural
fumigation operati.ms?

a. All openings must be taped.
b. All pesticides used must be nontoxic to humans.
c. A liquid-tight cover over the stack or building.
d. An air-tight cover over the stack or building.

68. (433) What is the purpose of a sand snake in the fumigation
process?

a. To seal the corners of stack or buildings.
b. To seal the air-tight cover at the floor or ground.
c. To act as a weight for covers at roof edges.
d. To act as a weight for door and window ledges.

69. (433) You can be sure that you have applied the proper rate of
fumigation to a stack or building by

a.

b.

c.

d.

applying a specified amount of
checking to see that all pests
using more than the calculated
taking air samples of the area

fumigant for a specified time-
are dead.
amount of fumigant.
being fumigated.

70. (433) Which of the following fumigants does not require the use
of a respiratory protective device while itis being applied?

a. Aluminum phosphide. c. Methyl; bromide.

b. Hydrogen cyanide. d. Vapam,

1

71. (434) Which of the following traps is best suited for crawling
pests -where the use of pesticides would be unsafe?

a. Baited jar traps. c. Cage traps.
b. Light traps. d. Snap traps.

72. (435) Which of the following frightening devices requires approval
of the base commander?

a. Revolving flashes. c. Tranquilizing devices.
b. Sound recordings. d. Firearms.

73. (435) ',When is aerial spraying most effective?

a. In cold weather.
b. In hot weather.
c. When the wind is blowing briskly.
d. In the early morning or just before dusk.

56650-03-21
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74. (436) Which of the following pumps provides a large volume at
a moderate pressurf::

a. Rotary gear.

b. Piston.

c. Centrifugal.
d. DiaphragM!

75. (436) Which of the following pumps is suitable for high pressure,
stands abrasives well, and i$ easy and inexpensive to repair?

a. Diaphragm. c. Nylon-roller.
b. Piston. ,d. Rubber-impellar.

76. (437) Which of the following components is the most important
part of a sprayer?

a. The pump. c. The pressure regulator.
b. The mixer. O. The nozzle.

77. (437) Which of the following types of spray nozzles is best suited
for spraying distant targets' and crack and crevice treatment?

a. Regular flat fan nozzle. c. Solid stream nozzle.
b. Even flat fan nozzle. d. Hollow oone nozzle.

78. (438) What is indicated by the number 9 on a disc nozzle?

a. The output is .9 gal per minute.
b. The output is rated at 90 psi.

c. The spray angle is 900.
d. The disc has a'9/64 opening.

79. (438) Select the Teejet nozzle you should use to spray an emulsion
on an ordinary surface at an angle of 60° with raft of 0.3 gallons
per minute at 40 psi.

a. A 3006 nozzle. o. A 6003 nozzle.
4 b. A 3008 nozzle. d. An 8003 nozzle.

80. (439) Which of the following publications outlines equipment
maintenance and operating instructions for all the services?

a. TOs. c. TMs.
b. TIMs. d. NAV DOCS.

81. (439) What organization usually prepares Standard Operating
Procedures and Operational Instructions?

a. The manufacturers.
b. Major Air Command.
0. The operational organization.
d. Air Force Logistics Command.

56650-03-21
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82. '('k1M) A preoperation inspection should be performed on, pat.:

equipment before,

a. every operation.
b. the first operation of the day.
c. the first operation of the'week.
d. the first operation in the morning and afternoon.

83. (441) When you are performing a'preoperational inspection on
a compressed air sprayer, you should

a. release the air through the shutoff valve on nozzle.
b. release the air by turning the pump assembly very slowly'

counterclockwise.
c. not fill the tank more than half full of liquid.
d. not pressurize to more than 50 psi.

84. (441) What is the final'step in the preoperational inspection
of spray equipment?

a. Place the pressurized tank under water to check for leaks.
b. Pressurize without liquid to see if it will hold.
c. Fill with pesticide and start spraying.
d. Test with plain water.

85. (442) Which of the following precautions is standard for most
manual dusters?

a. Insure proper lubrication and adjustments.
b. Operate them with the wind at your back.
c. Use an inert dust foe preoperational inspection.
d. Do not try to carry them by yourself.

86. (443) What is the final step in the operating procedures for
the backpack mist-dust blower?

a. Shut off pesticide before stopping engine to clear chamber.
b. Shut off fuel to engine to stop it.
c. Operate the engine at low rpm prior to shutdown.
d. Use all pesticide in unit before stopping.

87. (443) When you are refueling a handcarried ultra -low volume
generator, you should

a. use only leaded gasoline in the fuel tank.
b. mix the fuel and oil in the proper proportion and pour it

into the tank.
a. use only unleaded gasoline in the fuel tank.
d. pour one-half pint of ten weight oil into the fuel tank.

332
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88. (443) When you are performing a Jreoperaticn inspection on an
exploder,lyou should wear

a, a_face shield. P
h. ear plugs or muffs.
0. a filtering face mask.
d, for fitting protective clothing.

89. (444) Before you start the nonportable mist-dust blower, you
should:Make sure that the boom is

a. removed.. c. pointed downward.
b. pointed upward. d. in 'a horizontal position.

. '

90. (445) When the regulator on the trailer-mounted hydraulic sprayer
unloads, the excess pesticide goes

a. back to the tank.
b. to the spray nozzles.
c. to the relief drain line.
d. back to the inlet side of the pump.

91. (1146) When the delivery rate of the nonportable thermal fog
generator i3 increased, the

a. fuel pressure is increased.
b. fuel pressure is decreased.
c. burner temperature is decreased.
d. burner temperature is increased..

92. (446) Which of the following pesticide solvents is preferred
for the nonportable thermal fog generator?

a. No. 2 diesel oil..
b. Fog oil.

c. Kerosede.
d. 10 weight engine oil.

93. (447) A manometer reading of 5.2 inches of mercury is obtained
on the mechanical aerosol generated by

a. adjusting the engine choke after warmup.1
b. positioning the three way valve.
c. regulating the engine governor control.
d. positioning the flow control valve.

94. (448) .If the engine of a nonportable ultra-low volume generator
is operating at 2500 rpm and proper pressure cannot be maintained,
most likely the

a. engine vacuum is low.
tr." drive belttension_is_loose.
c. viscosity of pesticide is too high.
d. lines are clogged with pesticide residue.

14
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95. (449) Which one of the following statements best describes the
inspection requirements of powered portable, ano powered
nonportable dispersing equipment?

a. An equally thorough inspection is required for each of the
three types of equipment.

b. Portable powered equipment requires the most thorough inspection
since the operator is so close to it.

c. Nonportable powered equipment is more complex and requires
a more thorough inspection.

d. Manual equipment requires the most thorough inspection since
it is not as sturdy as others.

96. (450) Which of the following types of maintenance is not considered
organizational maintenance?

a. Equipment repair.
b. Component replacement.
c. Equipment overhaul.
d. Calibration and adjustment of controls.

97 (451) To triple rinse equipment, you should use

a. two rinses with
water.

b. one rinse with
water.

c. three separate
d. three separate

detergent and water, and one rinse with clear

detergent and water, and two rinses with clear

rinses with detergent and water,
rinses with' plain water.

98. (451) Equipment designed for applying dusts and /or granules
is best cleaned by

,a. vacuuming. c. flushing.
b. washing. d. rinsing.

99. (452) What type of oil is generally used in the engine block
of most powered dispersal equipment?

a. SAE 90W nondetergent. a. SAE 30W detergent oil.
b. SAE 30W nondetergent oil. d. SAE 10-40W detergent oil.

100. (454) Entomology shop personnel are not authorized to make
which of the following carburetor adjustments?

a. Governor. c. Fuel/air mixture.
b. Idle speed. d. Choke;

15
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101. (4541 elect the component that is normally repaired rather
than re laced.

a. Spr
b. In
C. D

d. Wo

y guns.
eritive indicator gage.

aged shaft bearing.
drive belt.

102. When y perform maintenance on spray nozzles to insure the proper
outpu and spray pattern, what kind of maintenance are you performing?

a. R pair.
b. A justment.

c. Calibration.
d. Service.
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Preface

IN THIS VOLUME of CDC 56650, Entomology Specialist, you will learn about the
many arthropods that carry diseasesio humans and domestic animals, as well as those
generallyconsidered to be pests. Because of the immense numbers of thesearthropods..
this course can cover only the most important disease vectors and pests.
. Arthropods are divided into two classes: Insects and Arachnids. The insects that
this volume wilt cover include mosquitoes, flies, fleas, and lice. You will also learn
about two arachnids: ticks and mites:

As an entomology specialist, you must be extremely knowledgeable of these
arthropods because you will be responsible. to a large degree. for protecting base
personnel and domestic animals from diseases and morale problems that may be
associated with these arthropods.

This volume provides you with inforMation to enable you to identify the medically
important insects and arachnids. You will also learn about the life cycles. habits, and;.

habitats of these important arthropods so that you can implement timely control
programs. To assist you further in the selection and implementation of effective and
safe control programs, this volume outlinei the control measures, chemical and
nonchemical, that you can use to manage the arthropods that, you identify.

Appendixes A and B are included as a separate inclosure to Volumes 4. 5. 6, and 7.
Please note that in this volume we are using the singular pronouns he, his, and him

in the generic sense. not the masculine sense. Theword to which these pronouns refer is
person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement. send them to Tech Tng Cent TTGOX.
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit
corrections for typographical or other errors.

If you have any questions on course enrollment or administration, or any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to CareerDevelopment. Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer. or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions. send them
to ECI. Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 30 hours (10 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate. and current as of

August 1977.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objective. Each of these
carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning'goil for you. Thetext that follows
the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the infor-
mation give you. a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see if your answers match
those in the back of this volume. If yo r response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and
its text.

.-

.
Mosquitoes

MOSQUITOES have probably caused more human
disease and suffering than any other group of insects.
Such diseases as malaria and yellow fever kill thou-
sands of people each year in certain parts of the world.
Mosquitoes are very important in the epidemiology
of many diseases. For this reason. the Air Force is
vitally interested in the mosquito and its control. After
reading this chapter you should know f I) the methods
and cycles of disease transmission. (2) the significance
and characteristics of important mosquito species, (3)
the development and habits of mosquitoes, and (4)'
the techniques of surveying. collecting, and controlling
mosquitoes.

1-1. Disease Transmission Methods and Cycles
Diseases can be transmitted mechanically or bio-

logically by an arthropod, Within these two methods.
there arc two cycles by which an arthropod can infect
humans and animals: the host-parasite cycle and the
host-parasite-vector cycle. You need to know about
these methods. cycles. and diseases so that you can
central the arthropods involsed. Mosquitoes are the
most important group of arthropods that transmit
disease to humans.

600. Complete given statements that concern the
cycles in which diseases are transmitted.

Host- Parasite Cy cle. The host-parasite cycle of
disease transmission lni olves only two living factors.
;is illustrated in figure I-I. The two-factor diseases
are transferred from human to human without the
assistance of any other living organism.

Some common diseases that are transmitted
through the host-parasite cycle are measles. pneu-
monic plague. cholera, typhoid fever. gonorrhea. and
syphillis.

kteasles and pneumonic plague can he spread from
one human to another by the air, cholera can be con-

I

,

tracted from water, and typhoid fever can be con-
tracted from food. Gonorrhea and syphillis are venereal
diseases that are contracted through intimate sexual
relations. -

Certain diseases in which arthropods. such as mites
which cause scabies. parasitize man fit the two-factor
(host-parasite) epidemiologic pattern. By making a
minor adjustment to include arthropods that harm
man directly but are not parasites you can add diseases
classified under "envenomization" (including spider
bites and bee stings) to this cycle. A disease entity
similar to the latter group and which may be classified
with them is tick paralysis. This condition sometimes
follows the prolonged attachment of a hard tick to a
region of the neck.

Of all the diseases discussed that are transmitted
within the host-parasite cycle, the arthropod-related
diseases are the only ones that have a susceptible link
that you can control as an Air Force entomology
specialist. The other diseases must be controlled by
medical service personnel with immunization, innocu-
lation, quarantine. and decontamination programs.

Host-Parasite-Vector Cycle. The host-parasite-
vektor cycle of disease transmission involves three
primary living factors. This disease transmission cycle
ca'n be separated into two categories: a human as the

1

, 'Disease cysts wish lima OnmarV livm111 ractore
4140st-.ParaSIta),

Host

:1;2'
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Figure 1.2 Disease cycle with three primary living factors in which
man is the principal of only host Ihostparastte.yectori.

principal or only host and a human as the incidental
host.

Diseases involving humans as the principal or only
0 host. These diseases include filariasis, dengue. malaria,

yellow fever. dysentery. and epidemic typhus (see fig.
.1-2). These diseases are transmitted by, and are often
perpetuated in. animate carriers. Although in the
broadest sense. vector-borne diseases may include
those transmitted from human to human, general
usage in the United States restricts the term "vector-
borne disease" to those transmitted to humans by
arthropods or nonhuman vertebrates..

Dengue and yellow fever are caused by viral para-
sites transmitted by the Aedes mosquitoes. Filariasis
is caused by helminth parasites biologically trans-
mitted by the Cala mosquitoes. Malaria is caused by
protozoan parasites biologically transmitted by the
Anopheles mosquitoes. Dysentery is caused by
bacterial parasites mechanically transmitted by flies.
Epidemic typhus is caused by a rickettsia] parasite
mechanically transmitted by the body louse.

. Diseases involving humans as she incidental host.
These diseases include rabies, plague. tularemia,
spotted fever. murine typhus. and encephalitis (see fig.
1 -3). These diseases are transmitted from animals to
humans and are usually called zoonoses. In this
disease cycle the nonhuman vertebrates arthropods
are designated as the vectors and are the normal hosts
for the disease while humans and domestic animals
are the incidental hosts. The incidental hosts are
nonessential and at times are dead ends in this chain
of disease transmission.

In this cycle of disease transmission. control pro-
grams should be directed toward the vector because
in most cases the vector is the most susceptible link in
the chain.

Exercises (600):
I. There are basic cycles involved in

the transmission of to humans by
living

1

4

2. The cycles are identified as the
cycle and the cycle.

3. The two-factor diseases are transmitted from
to without the assistance

of any °titer
4. Some common diseases that are transmitted

through the host-parasite cycle include
a

, and
5. Measles and pneumonic plague can be spread

from one human to another by
6. Cholera can be contracted from
7. Typhoid fever can be contracted from
8. Syphillis and gonorrhea are
9. Arthropods which harm man directly but which

are not parasites, cause diseases by
and include and

10. The host-parasite vector cycle of disease trans-
mission involves living
factors.

11. Diseases involving humans as the principal or
only host include - , .

and
12. Dengue and yellow fever are caused by

which are transmitted by
the mosquitoes.

13. Filariasis is caused by parasites
which are transmitted by the

mosquitoes.
14. Malaria is caused by parasites

which are biologically transmitted by the
mosquitoes.

15. Dysentery is, caused by parasites
which are transmitted by-

16. Epidemic typhus is caused by a
parasite and is mechanically transmitted by the

17. Diseases involving humans as the incidental host
include

Di ovals with those odrnaty living lactose
In *Stich men is an incidental host

illostPiaisite..Vectod.

and

babies
Encephalitis

laurInts Typhus
Spotted Faye(

Ty I anode
Plague tothst than
phownonici

'needing.' loss

Parasiteincidental VecIoi
Hest

Parasite Mose

Pars
Figure 1,1 Disease cycle with three primary living factors in which

man, b an incidental host ihostparasiterectorl_
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18. These diseases are transmitted from
to and are usually called

601. Name and explain the two methods for trans-
mitting vector-borne diseases and complete given
statements concerning ttrtaiodiseases and the ways
in which they are transmitted.

MeCbanical Transmission Methods. Mechanical
transmission of disease occurs whe.n an arthropod
transports microorganisms. such as dysentery, typhoid,
Or cholera bacteria, on its feet. body hairs, or other
suces to'human food or to the human.

In. mechanical- transmission, the parasite neither
changes nor multiplies significantly within the vector.
The arthropod is simply a vehicle that transports the
parasite. Some examples are:
I. Houseflies and the typhoid fever bacillus is

cockroaches carried on the feet and body hairs.
or the bacillus which causes dysen-
tery passes through the alimentary
canal with feces or through re-
gurgitation.

- The protozoan that causes Afri-
can sleeping sickness is carried on
the mouth pans.

3. Stable flies - The anthrax bacillus is carried
on the mouthparts.

2. Tsetse flies

4. Deerflies The tularemia bacillus is carried
on the mouthparts.

The housefly, .thisca chntiestica. is probably the
most loathsome mechanical transmitter of disease.
Throughout much of the world it is a common sight to
qee flies, which have recently bred or fed in filth.
crawling over human food and dishes and even on
people's faces. Scientific studies have shown a close
relationship between the incidence of bacillary dysen-
tery and the abundance of flies in a community. Flies
may also carry the virus of trachoma from one person
to another. Cockroaches and vinegar gnats are known
tp visit sewers and liquid excrement or decaying food
and later feed on human food in houses.

Nologfcal Transmission Methods. Biological trans-
mission of disease occurs when the arthropod not only
transmits the microorganisms from one host to
another host but is essential to the life history of the
parasite.

When the parasite multiplies. changes in form. or
passes through part of its cycle in the arthropod
vector, which serves as an essential host. the trans-
mission is termed "biological." The period of multi-
plication and change until an infected vector becomes
infective is called the extrinsic incubation pertod. to
distinguish it from the period of disease incubation

in man, the intrinsic incubatioriperiod. There are three 3i
basic types of biological transmission.

Propagative. The parsites multiply within the
valor but undergo no change in form. Examples are:
mosquitoes with encephalitis or yellow fever viruses
that multiply in the cells of the gut and the salivary
glands. ticks with spotted fever rickettsiae in various
tissues, and fleas with plague bacteria in the gut
cavity.

CycIo-developmental. The parasites undergo
changes in form within the vector but do not multiply.
An example is the filarial worm in a vector mosquito.

Cycle-propagative, Th e parasites undergo change in
form and also multiply within the vector. Examples
are malarial parasites in an anopheline mosquito and
trypanosomes (which causes Chagas disease) in a
triatomine' kissing bug. ,...-

There are some unusual types of biological trips-
mission when rickettsia! diseases are involved. '

.Transovarial transmission occurs when a rickettsial
disease is passed from the adult female tick or mite to
the eggs that are layed.

Transstadial transmission occurs when the riekett-
sin] disease is passed from larva and/or nymph to
adult.,

Exercises (601):
I. On a separate sheet of paper. name and explain the

two methods of transmitting vector-borne diseases.

2. Complete the folic/wing statements concerning
diseases and the methods of transmission.
a. The typhoid fever bacillus is carried on the

and
of and

b. The protozoan that causes African sleeping
sickness is carried on the of

c. The anthrax bacillus is carried on the
of

d. The housefly is probably' the most loathsome
transmitter of disease.

e. Biological transmission of disease occurs when
the arthropod not only transmits the micro-
organisms from one to another
but is essential in the life of the
parasite.

I. Transovarial transmission occurs when a
disease is passed from the adult

female or to the
that are laid.

e. Transstadial transmission occurs, when the
rickettsia' disease is passed from
or to

3

3 il 4;
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602. Match certain mosquito species with given
descriptive statements. and complere other Vatements
concerning the significance of mosquitoes add diseases
transmitted.

Mosquitoes and Their Significance. As we said
earlier. mosquitoes are the most important group of
arthropods that transmit disease to humans. Because
numerous species are involved. there are marked
differences in their breeding habits, behavior, and
dispersal. Three genera are of particular concern as
carriers of disease: Anopheles, Aedes. and Cukx.
These genera are shown in figure I-4,

Little was known of the mosquito's role in the trans-
mission of disease until 1877 when it was discovered
that a filarial worm was transmitted by a mosquito.
The transmittal of the worm was proven in 1897 by a
scientist named Sir Roland Ross. In 1900. after years
of extensive experimentation. Dr. 'Carlos Finlay and
Walter Reed proved that Aedes aegypti was the vector
(carrier) of yellow fever.

Malaria. The various types of malaria are acute or
chronic diseases caused by tiny protozoan'parasites of
the genus Plasmodium which are transmitted from
person to person by the bite of Anopheles mosquitoes.
Although there are 15 Anopheles species in the United
States. only two seem to be particularly important in
malaria transmission: Anopheles quadrirriaculatus
east of the Rockies. and Anopheles freeborn west of
the Rockies.

Yellow Fever. This viral disease may be acute and
fatal or so mild that infections are not apparent. The
two epidemiological types. urban and jungle yellow
fever. are caused by the same virus, and protection is
given by the same vaccine, but the mosquito vectors
and vertebrate hosts are quite different.

Urban ellow fever. This disease is transmitted by
the yellow fever mosquito. .4edes aegypti. Although
no epidemics have occurred in the United States since
the outbreak at New Orleans in 1905 and no major epi-
demic has occured in the Americas since 1942,
epidemics were once reported for most of the large sea-
ports in southern United States. and sometimes as far
north as Philadelphia, New York. and Boston.
Formerly, this malady recurred over wide areas of
South and Central America and was introduced
repeatedly into the United States. Aedes aegypti has
been eradicated From many of the countries in Central
and South America. In 1964 the United States began
to work on the Aedes aeppli Eradication Program in
the southern United States, Puerto Rico, and thi
Virgin Islands. and in 1965 in Hawaii. The program
made much progress in these areas until it was
curtailed in late 1968 because of lack of funds.

Jungle yellow fever. This disease, also called sylvan
or sylvatic yellow fever, is normaly a disease of
monkeys and some other wild animals. transmitted
most- frequently by species of treetop frequenting
Haernagogus and Aedes and possibly by Sabethes.
The occasional human cases are contracted when

4

. .4z
people in the forest d e bitten by infected mosquitoes.
Haernagogus spewzinii.fako. :a tree-hole breeder,
appears to- be the major vector in South America,
being replaced by Aedes leucocelaenus clarki and
other species in Central America and parts of South
America.

Dengue. Dengue. also known as breakbone fever, is
an acute, rarely fatal disease caused by a virus. it
characterized by sudden onset, high fever, severe head-
ache, backache, joint pain, and a rash appearing the
third or fourth day. particularly on the hands and feet.,"

Dengue fever is transmitted from person to perscin
by the yellow fevere mosquito. Aedes depot The
cycle. therefore, is similar to that of urban yellow
fever. Aedes albopictus is an important vector in
Hawaii, the Philippines, and Southeast Asia.
Mosquitoes obtain the virus from the blood of infected
persons during the time period of the day before the
initial fever to Inc third or fourth day of the disease.

The virus multiplid the mosquito, which becomes
infective in from 8W14 days after the infected blood
meal. Under favorable temperature conditions, the
mosquitoes remain infective for the rest of their lives,
which may be 1 or.,2 months or more.

Dengue may occur in epidemic form in almost any
part of the Tropics or subtropics. It has been prevalent
in the Mediterranean, Africa, South America.
Southeast Asia. and the Pacific Islands. The Public
Health Service has been concerned with six outbreaks
in the past 40 years.

Encephalitis. A number of arthropod-borne viral
(arbovirUs) diseases affect the central nervous Osten).
causing an encephalitis, or inflammation of the brain
(encephalon). Eastern (E E). Western (WE). St. Louis

L E). California (CE): and Venezuelan equine (VEE)
are the types of encephalitis occurring in the United
States: each is caused by different viruses:

Human cases of thearthreipod-borne encephalitides
(plural of encephalitis) vary from mild, inapparent
infections to very severe illnesses with permanenr
damage to the nervous system. or even death. Horses
may have similar rnild or severe infections with EE.
WE. and VEE viruses, whereas the SLE virus causes
only inapparent /infections. Birds may die from
encephalitis, pirticularly red-winged blackbirds.
house sparrowi, and pheasants inferred with EE virus.
The basic transmission cycle from bird to bird is main-
tained by ,Mosquitoes with the human and horse cases
considered as accidents and dead end hosts in the
chain of:infection.

Small birds and nestlings of such species as the
house sparrow. grackle. or red-winged blackbird
develop a very high level of virus infection (viremia)
for a few days during which time mosquitoes 'ran
become infected, whereas the level of virus is usually
lower in many of the larger birds. horses, and man.

Eastern encephalitis. This form is one of the most
serious arbovirus diseases with 50 to 75 percent of the
human cases ending fatally. This disease is found
along the Atlantic and gulf coasts and inland in the
Mississippi River Valley in lidited areas. It occurs
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commonly in horses and in game farm pheasants.
Aedes sollichans. Aedes vexans, and Mansonia
perturbans are suspected vectors of this disease in the
bird to human cycle.

Western encephalitis. This disease is found in all of
the States west of the Mississippi river as well as in
Wisconsin and Illinois. WE virus has been found in
limited areas in the eastern United States in birds and
mosquitoes. There were many major outbreaks in
horses in the 1930's with thousands of cases and many
deaths. The largest human epidemic. involving over
3.000 cases, occurred in 1941. Another large epidemij
occurred in 1952. particularly in the Central Valley
in California. There were 141 reported cases in 1958.
More encephalitis was reported in 1965 than at any
time since the 1941 epidemic, 172 reported human
cases occurring primarily in live States. Western
encephalitis is generally a milder disease than Eastern
encephalitis. with human deaths reported in 2 to 5
percent of the cases.

Culex tarsalis is the most important mosquito
vector of Western encephalitis. particularly west of the
Mississippi. Isolations of WE virus have been made
from many species of mosquitoes and birds through-
out the United States. However, the rarity or absence
of Culex tarsalis in the eastern United States may help
to explain 'the small number of cases of Western
encephalitis east of the Mississippi river.

St. Louis encephalitis. This disease has been found
in all of the States west of the Mississippi river, in the
Ohio River Valley, in Florida, and in the Camden,
N. J.Philadelphia. Pa., area.

Birds are considered to be the main reservior of St.
Louis encephalitis virus, particularly house sparrows,
house finches, and domestic pigeons. St. Louis
encephalitis is considered to be a more serious disease
than Western encephalitis, but less so than Eastern
encephalitis. The majority of cases occur in older
people. Mortality rates vary from about 5 percent to as
high as 33 percent, particularly in people over 60 years
of age. Members of the Culexpipiens-quinqutfasciarus
complex are the chief urban vectors. Culex tarsalis is
the chief vector in rural areas in western States. Culex
ntgripalpus is the vector in the Tampa Bay area.
Florida.

St Louis encephalitis is the one type of this disease
abundant enough in densely populated areas, as
Houston and Dallas. to justify mosquito control as a
method of encephalitis control. Cases of the three
other types in the United States. Eastern. Western.
and California. on the other hand. occur generally in
small numbers over wide areas, with lower human
populations per square mile, making it difficult to
obtain funds to operate, effective encephalitis pro-
grams by mosquito control.

California encephalitis (CE). This virus was first
isolated from .4 edes melaninton (originally identified
as dorsalis) and Cule.r tarsalis in California in 1943
and 1944. Most cases of this disease are reported from
the Midwestern States. such as Ohio. Indiana. and
Wisconsin.

,

a.,
The CE virus differs from Western, Eastern, and

St. Louis encephalitis because mammals rather than
birds act as reservoirs. This virus or antibodies
against the virus have been found in a number of
small- and medium-sized mammals, such as snowshoe
hares. cottontails, tree squirrels, and ground squirrels.
Aedes in:serious, Aedes canadensls, and Aedes
trivittatus are suspected vectors of this virus since
these species are forest- or woodland-dwelling mos-
quitoes and most of the human cases have occurred in
rural. forested areas where the mammal reservoirs live.

Venezuelan encephalitis. This disease occurs often
in large epidemics in northern South America and the
West Indies. One case was reported in the Miami area
in 1968. Mansonia drilla= Aedes taeniarhynchus,
and Culex(Melanoconfon)species are suspect vectors.

Fllarlasb. This disease as occurs in humans is
caused by the nematodes, Wuchereria bancrofti and
Brugia ..malayi; therefore, there are two types of
filariasis, the Bancroftian And the Malayan.

These. nematodes may live in various parts of the
lymphatic system and people may harbor them with
no apparent symptoms, or the filarial worms may
cause inflammation and other complicitions. Pro-
longed or repeated infections may cause extreme
enlargement of external genitalia, breasts, or legs in
some people and is often referred to elephantiasis.

.Filariasis is widespread in many tropical and sub-
tropical regions throughout the world. In the Western
Hemisphere it occurs in the West Indies, Colombia, .

Venezuela, Panama, and the coastal portions of the
Guianas and Brazil.

A small endemic center existed for many years near
Charleston. S. C., but it has now disappeared. In many
parts of the United States, Puerto Ricans and other -
people who have recently left the Tropics may have the
microfilariae circulating in their blood. However, the
disease is not now known to be naturally acquired in
the United States.

The young filarial worms are transmitted from
person to person by various species of mosquitoes.
They undergo developmental changes in the mos-
quito, which is an essential link in the cycle of trans-
mission. The microfilariae occur in the human blood-
stream during certain stages of an infection: Here they
are picked up by mosquitoes as they feed. A minimum
period of 10 to II days is required. for the develop-
mental stages in the mosquito. From the mosquito
they reach the new host at the next feedings They are
not injected into the new host by the mosquito but'
actively penetrate the skin. perhaps at the site where
the mosquito punctured the skin. Many species of
mosquitoes are known to be capable of transmitting
filariasis, though these may not all be important in
nature. Some important known vectors of W. ban-
crofii. are Culex quinqueliaciatus. Culex pipiens.
Aedes polrnesiensis. and Anopheles gambiae. The
generally accepted vectors of Brugia Inalari are mos-
quitoes in the genus ,Nansonta.

There have been a few reported cases of human
infections with animal filariae. Some of these .cases

6
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may have been caused by the dog heart worn (Diro-
faaria inmates) of which mosquitoes are known
vectors.

Exercises (6402):
1. In the blank space by the

place the number of th
species in column B.

a.
b.

c.

d.

e

g.

h

J

t.

Column A
Carrier of malaria.
Jungle yellow fever
carrier.
Urban yellow 'fever
carrier.
Transmits dengue from
person to person.
Vector of Eastern
encephalitis.
Western encephalitis

carrier.
Urban vectors of St
Louis encephalitis.
Rural vectors of Sr.
Louis encephalitis.
Suspected vectors of
California encephalitis.
Carry nematodes that
cause Bancroftian fi-
lariasis.

k. Carry nematodes that
cause Malayan filariasis.

1 Known vectorsof animal
filariae.

m Tampa Bay vector for
St. Louis encephalitis.

n_ Suspected vectors for
Venezuelan encephalitis.

statements in coluMn A.
e appropriate mosquito

Cohmut
I. Dirofilaria humeri:.
2. Cukx piplens

quinquefasciatus.
3. Antes rntlaninton
4. Anopheles freehand
5. Aedes moRypii
6. Haernagogus
7. Sabeihes.
8. Antes sollkhaess
9. Cutex torsalis

10. Afansonia atillans
11. Aedes polynesientis.
12. Anopheles gambiae
13. Haentagogus spegarzenii

foko
14. Aedes kuroctraentas clarici
15. Anopheles

quadrinsoculatus
16. Acores alkepiceus
17. Aedes vexans
18_ Mansonia persurhans
19. Culex negerpalpus
20. .4edes teiseriono
21. Aedes canaderesis
22. Aedes envenoms
23. Aedes tatteivehynchus
24. Cuter melanin-onion
IS. Manseenea.

Complete the statements below.
a. The various types of malaria are acute or chronic

diseases caused by tiny protozoan parasites of
the genus which are transmitted
from person to person by thecbite of
mosquitoes.

b. Aedes mosquitoes transmit urban
and have been eradi-

cated from many countries of and

c. .The cycle of is similar
to that of urban yellow fever.

d. Human cases of thearthropod-borneencephali-
tides vary from inapparent infec-
tions to illnesses with

damage to the
or even

e. Eastern encephalitis is one of the most
arbovirus diseases with to
percent of the human cases ending
Western encephalitis is found in all of the States
west of the river and in

and Illinois

g. Western encephalitis is generally a 13_3
141:1disease that Eastern encephalitis.

It. Birds are considered to be the
of the St. Louis encephalitis virus.

i. The California encephalitis virus differs from
the other in that rather than birds
act as

j. Filariasis is caused by and is some-
times called

1-2. Mosquito Development and Habits
In order to control mosquito populations effec-

tively. you need to know how mosquitoes develop
from eggs to adults as well as how they behave as
adults.

603. Complete given statements concerning the
development process of mosquitoes.

Mosquitoes have four distinct stages in their life
history: the egg, larva, pupa, and adult (fig. I-4),. The
first three- stages occur in water. but the adult is an
active. flying insect that feeds on the blood of man and
animals or upon plant juices.

Eggs. Eggs are white when rust deposited but become
dark within an hour or two. In general, mosquito eggs
fall.into three distinct groups: (1) those laid singly on
the water surface; (2) those laid together to form rafts
which float on the'water surface. and ,(3) those laid
singly out of the water. These differences are reflected
in the structure of the egg.

Anopheline eggs are laid singly on the water surface.
They are elongate oval. usually pointed at one end
and provided with a pair of lateral floats (see fig. 1-4).
They average. about one-half millimeter in length.
Hatching usually takes place within 2 or 3 days. The
eggs of Toxorh,vnchites are also laid singly on the
water surface where they arc kept afloat by means of
air bubbles that form amongthe spines on the eggshell.

The eggs of Culex. Cultseta, Martsortia and Urftno-
taerria are laid side by side to form a raft often con-
taining 100 or more eggs. They remain afloat on the
surface of the water until hatching occurs. usually only
a few days.

Eggs that are laid out must be placed so that the
larvae can readily reach the water or they must he able
to survive long periods of drying until such time as

' they may be flooded. The eggs of Aedes aegypti. Aedes
triseriattis. and Aedes orthopodomyia are laid on the

, sides of containers or tree holes just above the water
level so that with a rise in the water the eggs hatch.
Other species of Aedes and all species of Psorophora
lay their eggs on the ground where they remain until
flooding occurs. Some species may survive in the egg
stage for 3 to 5 years if flooding does not occur. In
some cases hatching occurs as soon as the eggs are
flooded; thus, several generations per year may occur.
This is typical of the Psorophora group and of Aedes
vexans and A edes sollichans. Others must be subjected
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to freezing before they will develop; thus. there is only
a single generation per year. Many species of Aedes
belong in this.group, examples being Aedesstimulans
and Aedes abserrants.

Larvae. The larvae of all mosquitoes live in water
in permanent ponds and marshes. in temporary flood
waters or woodland pools, in water contained in tree
holes, leaves of plants, or artificial containers. Mos-
quitoes have adapted themselves to almost all kinds of
aquatic situations except flowing streams and the open
waters of large streams, lakes, and seas. Although

,mosquito larvae get their food from the water in which
they live. they must come to the surface for air or, as
in the case of Mansonia, obtain air from the under-
water portions of plants.

The larval period includes four developmental
instars which usually require at least 4 to 10 days for
completion. At the end of each instar the larva sheds
its skin, or: molts. The fourth inner is the mature larva
and with the fourth molt the pupa appears.

Mosquito larvae move about in two ways: by jerks
of the body and by propulsion with the mouth
brushes. Movements of anopheline larvae at the
surface are generally of the first type. The -crawling"
movements of culicine larvae over the bottom and the
slow movement at the water surface are probably due
to propulsive action of the mouth brushes. Mosquito
larvae assume characteristic positions in the water.
Anopheline larvae lie parallel to the surface, while
most other groups hang head down with only the tip of
the air tube penetrating the surface film. Although
larvae are heavier than water, they can rest just
beneath the surface without effort. Certain non wetting
structures, such as the air tube in the culicines and
the spiracular plate and palmate hairs in the anophe-
lines. serve to suspend them from the surface film.

Many physical, chemical, and biological character-
istics of water affect mosquito larvae. These charac-
teristics include temperature. light, movement,
dissolved gases and salts, and other living organisms
present. Vegetation is important as protection for the
larvae. Predators, such as fish and insects. destroy
great numbers of mosquito larvae.

The three body regions of the larva, head, thorax,
and abdomen. are distinct. The head bears the an-
tennae, eyes. and mouthparts. The antennae are
located on each side toward the front. Behind the
antenna near the hind margin of the head are t he eyes.
The mouthparts are at the underside of the head near
the front. They consist of a series of brushes in addi-
tion to the grinding and grasping structures. Thus, the
larvae is able to strain out small aquatic organisms
and particles of plant and animal material present in
the water. A few predaceous species have mouthparts
adapted for grasping and swallowing their prey.

The thorax is broader than the head or abdomen
and is somewhat flattened. It has several groups of
hairs which are useful in identification of species.

The abdomen is long and subcylindrical, consisting
of nine well - defined segments. The first seven seg-
ments are similar. but the eighth and ninth are con-

siderably modified. The eighth segment bears the
respiratory apparatus. In the anophelines this appa-
ratus consists of paired spiracular openings. while in
the other groups a prominent air tube it present. The
ninth segment is out of line with the other segments
and bears two to four membranous tapering appen-
dages commonly known as anal gills. These anal gills
seem to serve more for the regulation of osmotic
pressure than for respiration.

Pupa.. The mosquito pupa also lives in watcrand is
very active. It does not feed. but it must come to the
surface for air except in the case of Mansonia species
(spp). The pupa differs greatly from the larva in shape
and appearance, the front part, consisting of the head
and thorax, being greatly enlarged and enclosed in
sheath. On the upper surface is a pair of respiratory
trumpets. The abdomen consists of eight freely
movable segments with a pair of paddles at the tip.

Mosquito pupae are undoubtedly the most active of
all insect Rupee. Most species are lighter than water,
their buoyance being due to an air space between the
wing cases on the underside of the combined head and
thorax. By vigorous movement of the abdomen. the
pupae move about with considerable speed, rising
directly to the surface when movement stops.

The pupal (stage lasts from I day to a few weeks,
no species being known to pass the winter as pupae. At
the end of the pupal stage, the pupal skin is broken
and the adult works its way out, crawls onto the
surface of the water, and is soon ready to fly away.

Adult. The adult mosquito (fig. 1-5) is a small
fragile insect with a slender abdomen. one pair of
narrow wings, and three pairs of long, slender legs. It
varies in length from slightly over 1116 inch to about
1 t2 inch. The three body regions, head. thorax, and
abdomen, are well defined.
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The head of a mosquito (fig. 1-5) iiXlmost spherical
and is joined to he thorax by a narroOr.membranous
connection. It bears a pair of large comtiound eyes. a
pair of antennae. a pair of palpi and the proboscis, The
antennae arise on the front of the head between the
eyes. They are long, slender structures consisting of
15 segments, only 14 of which are ordinarily visible.
Each of the last segments bears a' whorl of hairs which
are short and sparse in the females but long and bushy
in the males. The antennae are believed to serve as
organs of hearing and smell. The palpi are five-
segmented structures originating at the lower front
margin of the head near the proboscis. in anon helines,
the palpi of the female are about as long as the probo-
scis. while those of the male are enlarged at the tip. In
culicines the palpi of the females are short, while those
of the male are usually long, densely haired, and
pointed. The proboscis projects downward and
forward from the lower front margin of the head. It
consists of a labium or sheathlike structure enclosing
a group of six stylets. The labium serves as a-protective
sheath for the stylets but does not enter the wound
when the mosquito is biting: The stylets serve to pene-
trate the skin of the host animal and also fonn a small
duct through which saliva is injected into the wound,
as well as a canal through which liquid food is drawn.
The mouthparts of the male are incapable of piercing
the skin of human or animal hosts.

The thorax or middle region of the body, bears the
wings and legs. The upper surface of the thorax or
mesonotum is covered with coarse hairs or scales and
bears several groups of hairs or bristles used for
identification purposes. The long, slender legs arise
from the lower sides of the thorax. Each leg consists of
a short conical c.o.va, a small hinge-like trochanter.
a stout femur. a long slender tibia. and a five-seg-
mented tarsus. The first segment of the tarsus is the
longest and is often equal to the tibia in length. The
fifth tarsal segment bears a pair of small claws. The
legs are covered with scales of varying colors. forming
patterns which are often useful in separation of
species. The wings are long and narrow with charac-
teristic venation. The veins are clothed with scales.
often of varying colors which may be distributed to
form definite patterns. The hind margin of the wing
also bears a close-set row of long, slender. fringe icales.
A pair of small knobbed structures known as haheres
is found behind and slightly below the wings. They-

vibrate rapidly when the mosquito is in flight and
serve as organs of equilibrium.

The elongate abdomen (fig. 1-5) is nearly cylindrical
consisting of 10 segments, only 8 of which are readily
visible. The 9th and 10th segments are greatly mOdi-
tied for sexual functions. North American species of
Anopheles have no scales on the upper surface of the
abdomen. In the cullicines, the abdomen is covered
with scales which often form characteristic markings.
In .-I el/es and F'sorophora, the female abdomen is
tapered aptcally. with the eighth segment withdrawn
into the seventh. In other genera in the United States
the abdomen is bluntly rounded at the apex. The
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terminal segments of the male abdomen are greatly
modified for mating. These structures are often of
value in identification of the species.

Exercises (603):
1. Mosquitoes have

their life history; the
and

2. Anopheline eggs are laid on the
surface,

distinct stages in

3. Eggs which are laid out of the water must be
placed so the larvae can

4. Some. species may survive in the egg stage for.
to years if

5. The eggs of some species must be subjected to
before they will develop.

6. The larvae of all mosquitoes live in
7. Mosquitoes have adapted themselves to almost all

kinds of aquatic situations except
and

8. Water characteristics that affect mosquito larvae
are

, and other

9. Mosquito larvae have three distinct body regions:
the ,and

10. The head bears the
and

I 1. The thorax is broader than the or
and is somewhat

12. The abdomen is long and subcylindrical, consist-
ing of well-defined

13. The mosquito pupa lives
and is

14. The pupal stage lasts from
to a

15. The adult mosquito is a
insect with a slender . one pair of
narrow and three pairs of-

16. The head of a mosquito is almost
and is joined to the thorax by a narrow
connection.

17. The thorax. or middle region of the body, bears
the and

M. Given statements concerning the general habits of
adult mosquitoes. identify and correct any false
statementi;

General Habits of Adult Mosquitoes. About equal
numbers of male and female mosquitoes are produced.
The males ordinarily emerge first and remain near
the breeding places, mating with the females soon after
their emergence. Only the females bite and most (but
not all) species require a blood meal before they can
lay fertile eggs. The female tends to travel greater
distances and appears to live longer than the male.



,

Flight habits vary considerably. Aedes aegvpsi.
probably the most domesticated of all mosquitoes,
breeds primarily in and around human habitations
and flies short distances, usually a "block" cm...about
100 yards. Most anophelines have a maximum flight
range of about I mile. However, other species, such as
Aedes vexanS and Aedes sollichans can fly 10 to 20
miles or more.

Mosquitoes also vary considerably as to their pre-
ferred hosts. same species feeding on cattle, horses, or
other domestic animals. while others prefer man. A
few species feed only on cold-blooded animals and
some subsist entirely on nectar or plant juices. Some
are active during the daytime and of hers only at night.

The female mosquito requires 2 days or more to
digest the blood meal she has ingested. lay a batch of
eggs, and then seek another blood meal. This cycle of
feeding. laying eggs. and feeding again may be repeated
four or five times or more in the time beta en the first
blood meal and the later one (10 to 14 days afterward)
when the mosquito is infective and can pass on para-
sites which have developed in her body.

The lifespan of adult mosquitoes is not well known.
Some species apparently live 1 or 2 months during
the summer. although under unfavorable conditions
t his time may be greatly reduced. Adults that hibernate
may live for 6 months or more.

Exercises (680 .

Place a C by correct statements and an I by incorrect
statements: explain why incorrect statements are false:_ 1. There are more female than male mosquitoes.

2. Males ordinarily emerge first.

_ 3. Males usually leave the breeding places soon
after emergence.

4. Males mate with females soon after emergence.

_ 5. Only females bite.

_ 6. All species require a blood meal before they
can lay fen i le eggs.

7. Flight habits vary considerably and distances
range from several feet to as much as 20
miles.

_ FL Mosquitoes show no preference as to their
host.

aas
_ 9. The female mosquito requires 2 days or

more to digest a blood meal, lay a batch of
eggs, and seek another blood meal.

10; Hibernating mosquitoes may live as long as
6 months or more.

1-3. Important Mosquito Species
As you probably know by now, the four most

important genera of mosquitoes are the Aedes.
Anopheles, Mansonia and Culex. You need to know
as much as you can about the species in thesegenera so
that you can control them for medical or,nuisance
reasons. You also should be familiar with these and
other mosquitoes that are pests to domestic animals.

605. Match important Aedes mosquito species with
their identifying characteristics.

important Aedes Mosquitoes. The genus Aedes
contains More than 500 species distributed from the
polar regions to the Tropics. Almost half of all North
American mosquitoes belong to this genus, which
includes many of the major pest species as well as
important disease vectors. There are some 60 species
of Aedes known from the 'United States of which
about 40' may be rather common, at least in certain
regions. In general the Aedes mosquitoes assume
greater importance as one goes from the Tropics
northward. In the northern United States, as well as in
Canada and Alaska. many species of Aedes occur and
are often present in astronomical numbers. Appendix
B has been included in the supplement to this volume
for you to refer to during the following discussion.

Aedes aegypn. This mosquito is known as the
yellow fever mosquito. It is a small. dark species that
you can recognize by the lyre-shaped silvery-white
lines on the thorax and by the white bands on the tarsal
segments. It is the vector of urban yellow fever and
dengue. It is a pest of some significance when it occurs
in large numbers.

This species has a limited distribution within the
United States. II occurs in the Southeastern and
Southern States. extending northward to North
Carolina. Tennessee. and Arkansas.

Aedes aig,rpti is sem idomesticated. breeding almost
exclusively in artificial containers in and around
human habitations. The eggs are laid singly on the
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sides of the container at dr above the waterline. or, less
commonly, on the water surface. They are able to
withstand drying for several months and hatch quickly
when the container is again filled with water. Hatching
may take place in 2 or 3 days if temperatures are high.
Typical breeding places are flower vases, tin cans; jars.
discarded automobile tires, unused water closets.
cisterns. rain barrels, and sagging roof gutters. Aedes
aegypti breed also in tree holes, their traditional
breeding site. Under favorable conditions the larvae
complete their development in about 6 to 10days. or in
much longer periods iereoolweather. The pupal period
is about 2 days under normal conditions. The life cycle
may be completed in 10 days. although it may vary up
to 3 weeks or more. It breeds throughout the year in
the Tropics with generations succeeding each other
rapidly. In the southern United States, the reproduc-
tion rate slows down during the winter. and the eggs
may remain dormant for several weeks or months.
This species is very susceptible to cold and does not
survive the winter except in the southern United
States.

The adults apparently prefer the blood of humans to
t hat of other animals, entering houses readily. often
those that are well screened. .4edes aegvpri bites
principally during the morning and late afternoon. It
attacks quietly. preferring to bite about the ankles,
under coat sleeves. or at the back of the neck. often
becoming a troublesome pest. The adults appear to be
rather long lived as they live 4 months or more in the
laboratory. Their flight range is normally about 100
feet to 100 yards. but long distances have been
recorded.

.4edes canadensis. This dark mosquito has the tarsi
banded with white at both ends of the segments. It is
widely distributed in the United States. being particu-
larly common in the Northern States. It is often a
serious pest in woodland situations but rarely migrates
far from its breeding places. California encephalitis
has been found in this species.

Aedes anadensis is one of the first mosquitoes to
appear in early spring. The larvae breed in woodland
pools filled with meltingsnows or by spring rains. This
kind of mosquito shows preference for pools yith a
bottom of dead and decaying leaves, although it may
also he found in roadside puddles, sink holes. wooded
swamps and isolated oxbows of small woodland
streams. There may be more than one generation per
year and the adults live for several months.

4edes dorsalis. This mosquito is medium sued and
varies in color from dark brown to a whitish straw
color. The upper surface of the abdomen is marked
With a longitudinal stripe of pale scales and the hind
tarsi are banded with yellowish scales at both ends of
the scaments. A edes .dorsalis is a severe pest of humans
and cattle throughout the arid and semiarid regions of
western United States. It occurs over most of thr
country. but it rare and unimportant in the Eastern
and Southern States. -treks' mektitttron is very simifar
to donut& (from which California encephalitis ,Was
first isolated} in the West.

r. -

The larvae deve op in the salt marshes of the Pacific 'N
Coast and in irri tioh and flood waters of the interior.
It is a common b er in irrigated pastures and waste
water pools. Se -ral broods are produced each year in
irrigated areas, brood following each flooding.

The females a f Aedes dorsalis are vicious biters.
They attack day or'night, being particularly active in
the evening or o calm, cloudy days. They are strong
fliers and occas nally.migrate in large broods. They
are commonly ound. 10 miles from their breeding
places: a flight f 22 miles has been recorded in Utah.
The females. a at times, the males, may be taken in
great numbers in light traps. Overwintering takes
place in the eg stage, moreover the eggs may remain
viable for seve al years.

.4edes sonic tans. The salt-marsh mosquito Aedes
soilicitans is t e most important of the salt-marsh
species' and o e of the most severe mosquito pests
known. It occ rs along the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal
Plains from aine to Texas and has been reported
from ,many i land areas where brackish waters are
available. Su' h inland records include New York,
Indiana. Ken ucky. Illinois, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
and New Me ico. Adults can be recognized by the
golden color of the upper side of the thorax and a
longitudinal tripe of white or yellowish-white scales
on the abdo en. The proboscis and tarsi also have
wide pale ba ds. The eggs of this species are laid on the
mud of ma hes where they remain until flooded by
high tides o rains. Breeding generally occurs on the
parts of the arsh not covered by daily tides: usually
pot holes an depressions of various sizes areused, but
sometimes ey occur over extensive level areas. The
eggs must r main dry for at least 24 hours before they
will hatch. fter having been dry for a week or two.
they hatch within a few minutes when covered with
water. De elopment of the larval and pupal stages
requires yen to ten days during warm weather.
Several aerations can be produced each year.

The ad Its of Aedes solikilans are strong fliers and
often mi ate in large swarms from the marshes to
citiesan towns many miles away. They very common-
ly fly 5 o 10 miles and may travel up to 40 milis or
more. he migratory flights begin just before dark and
may c nsist of tremendous numbers of mosquitoes.
During the day they rest among the grasses, though
they /will readily attack anyone who disturbs them.
even/ in full sunlight. They are fierce biters and may
liteiially drive a person from the marsh areas. Fortu-
nafelt'. they do not often come indoors. They have
been a very severe deterrent to the development of
ome of the coastal resort areas. They are often

collected in light traps in great numbers.
ureniorhynehus. The" black salt-marsh

mosquito has crossbands of white scales on the upper
side of the abdomen and white rings on the proboscis
and tarsi. It occurs on the coastal plains from Massa-
chusetts to Texas and on the Pacific coast in southern
California. It has also been reported from certain
inland areas around salt pools in oil fields. It is the
most abundant and troublesome salt-marsh species



along the South Florida coasts and may be a severe
pest as far north as New Jersey.

The breeding habits are similar to those of Aides
sollicitans, though it also breeds in fresh water .pools
near the salt marshes. The adults are strong fliers and
fierce biters. They are active principally at night and
are suspected vectors of California encephalitis. They
may be very annoying in the shade during the day. but
are less likely than Aedes sollicitans to attack in bright
sunlight. The flight range for most females is approxi-
mately 4 miles.

Aedes triserlaws. The tree-hole mosquito is blue-
black in appearance with silvery-white scales at the
sides of the thorax. It occurs throughout most of
eastern United. States. It breeds principally in tree
holes, old tires..tin cases. barrels and other artificial
containers. Because the bite is painful. this species can
be troublesome in the woods. It is suspected of carrying
California encephalitis. Adults apparently do not
wander far from their breeding places. Larval develop-
ment is rather slow as nearly a month is required to
reach maturity.

Aedes trivitionis. This species is widely distributed
in northern United States from Mpineto Idaho. It has
been taken as far south as Georgia. Louisiana, and
Arizona. It is a fierce biter and an extremely annoying
pest in some of the Northern States. It is a suspected
vector o f California encephalitis. The upper surface of
the thorax is marked with two conspicuous whitish
stripes.

The larvae occur mostly in flood-water pools and
temporary rain pools. The yound larvae feed at the
surface of the water, but the later instars spend most of
their time concealed in the vegetation at the bottom of
the pool. Perhaps it is for this reason that larvae are
ieldom encountered even though adults may be
present in large numbers. Emergence of adults begins
about 8 days after hatching. The adults rest among
grasses and other vegetation during the daytime. They
will bite when disturbed. but are especially active in the
evening. They apparently do not migrate far. ,

Exercises (605):
Match the Aedes mosquito species in column B with
applicable characteristics in column A. Place the letter
of the species in the blank space by the characteristic.
Some characteristics may apply to more than one
species.

.

.4 . Characterisurs B Species
1 Small and dark with lyre-shaped a. .4egsrit

silvery. white lines on the thorax. b. Taertiorhpichus
2. The tarsi is banded with white at c. Sollicirans

both ends of the segments. d. Trivia a us
3 Nledium-sued mosquitosarng c. Tr:serums%

from dark brown to whitish f Dorsoles
luau, calico g. Cancidensis

4 Very similar to dorsaiis. h. Ifatommon
5 %lost imponant of the salt-

marsh ipecies

12

6 Found on the .coastal plains
from Massachusetts to Texas.

7. Tree-hole mosquito,
S. Fierce bites and an extremely

. annoying pen.
9. Strong Mess and migrate in large

swarms.
W. Prefers the blood of humans to

that or other animals.
II Principally active at night.
12. Suspected vector of California

encephalitis.
13 vector of urban yellow fever.
14. Severe pest of humarisand cattle

throughout the arid and semi-
arid regiora of the western
United States.

IS. One of the first mosquitoes to
appear in the early spring.

16. Eggs must dry for at least 24
hours before they will hatch.

17 WhiclY distributed in northern
United States from Maine to
Idaho.

aa)

606. Complete given statements concerning important
Anopheles mosquitoes.

Important Anopheles Mosquitoes. Anopheline
mosquitoes are distributed throughout the United
States, one or more species being present in every
state. Most anophelines have spotted wings while most
culicines have clear wings. The females are easily
distinguished from the culicines by having palpt
about the same length as the proboscis. Anophelines
can usually be distinguished also by their resting
position. The anophelines rest with the head. thorax.
and abdomen in a straight line normally at an angle of
from 40° to 90° while the culicines rest nearly parallel
to the surface. .,

Appedix B is included in a separate supplement for
your reference while important mosquito species are
bcing described.

A rropheks quadrirnaculaius. This fairly large, dark -
brown mosquito has four dark spots near the center of
each wing. The palpi and tarsi are entirely dark.

This species is the most important vector of malaria
in the United States. It is the anopheline most fre-
quently found in houses, and is more likely to attack
humans than any other anopheline of the United
States. with the possible exception 'of Anopheles
freeborn, Careful studies have shown that approxi-
mately 5 percent of the meals are human blood.
Anopheles quadrimaculotus has probably been
responsible for the transmission of almost all human
malaria which has occurred east of the Rocky
Mountains. The bites are less painful than those of
many other species of mosquitoes and often go
unnoticed.

This species is distributed from the southeastern
United States northward to southern Quebec and
Ontario and westward to the Dakotas. central
Nebraska_ Kansas. Oklahoma. and Texas_ It also
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occurs in eastern Mexico as far south as Vera Cruz. It
has been of greatest importance in the South Atlantic
and Gulf Coastal Plains and the lower Mississippi
River Valley. It may also become abundant at times in
areas as far north as Minnesota. Michigan. New York.
and New England.

Anopheles quaarinfoukuus breeds chiefly in
permanent fresh-water pools, ponds, and swamps that
contain aquatic vegetation or floating debris. It is most
abundant in shallow waters. In some areas it appears
to favor open, sunlit waters while in others it is found
in densely shaded swamps. This species shows a
preference for clear. quiet waters neutral to alkaline
at does not usually occur where the pH is lower than

six 1.
Anopheles quadrirnoculaws larvae can withstand

rather low temperatures. but they do not complete
their development at temperatures below 50 to 55° F.
(10.08 to 12.88 C.) and no appreciable development
takes place until the waterotemperature reaches 65 to
70° F_ (18.48 C.). Even at these temperatures. from
30 to 35 days may be required for development of the
aquatic stages. The most favorable temperature for the
development of AP:of/he/es quadrimaularus is
between 85 to 9t7° F. (29.68 to 32.48 C.) at which only
about 8 to 14 days are required. Larvae may often be
found where water surface temperature exceeds 100°
F during the afternoon. although they probably
cannot survive constatit water temperatures much
shove 95° F. (35.28 C.).

The males emerge first. remainingnear the breeding
places. The females mate soon after emergence. often

'during their first day. either before or after the first
blood meal. A female may mate repeatedly. although
one mating is sufficient to insure the production of
fertile eggs during her entire life. Egg laying begins
from 2 to 3 days after the first blood meal. A single
female may lay as many as 12 batches of eggs and a
total of over 3000 eggs.

During the daytime adults remain inactive, rest in
cool. damp. dark shelters. such as buildings. caves.
and under bridges. Feeding and other activity occurs
almost entirely at night. They enter houses readily to
feed upon humans but they feed more frequently on
other warm-blooded animals. such as cows, horses,
mules. pigs. and chickens. Normally most adults fly
not more than one-half mile from their breeding place
and only a small percentage fly farther than I mile.
A nophele3 cnootIrnmetilanis is not ordinarily taken in
light traps in great numbers.

In the most southern part of the country-Inopheles
ipothInoraculatus breeds continuously through the
s ear. Oser must of as range. however. it spends the
winters as fertilized adult females in cases. hollow
irees.,havments. and other protected places. In all but
the most northern areas at may emerge from hiberna-
tion and mos e about and take blood meals on warm
Joss durum: the winter. In the "Trine. the lernalcs
emerge. take a Mood meal and deposit their eggs.
There may he as many as 9 or 10 generations each
season. Populations often reach a peak during July or

'0
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A ugustjand decline rapidly in September and October.
Hibernating females may survive for 4 to 5 months.

Anopheles freeborn:. Thc western malaria mosquito
is similar in appearance to Anopheles quadrimacula-
tus. It is the most important vector of malaria in
western United States. It enters homes and animal
shelters readily and bites avidly at dusk and at dawn.
This species occurs over most of the area west of the
Continental Divide, from southern British Columbia
to Lower California and may occur eastward to West
Texas.

Anopheles freeborn breeds in permanent or semi-
permanent waters at least partially exposed to the
sunlight with vegetation or flotage. Clear. clean.
slightly alkaline water is preferred. Larvae may also be
found in slightly brackish water near the ocean or in
desert pools. It normally avoids water polluted with
sewage or other organic materials. Breeding may take
place in habitats very similar to those in which Ano-
pheles quadrimarulatus is found. but it has for the
most part adapted itself to seepage areas. borrow pits.
hoof prints, improperly irrigated fields, and the edges
of streams and irrigation canals. Rice fields are a
particularly favorable breeding place for this species.
This mosquito is well adapted to the semiarid region
in which it occurs. if

In California, Anopheles freeborn . leave their
hibernating placesin February. obain a blood meal.
and lay eggs for/the first generation. Because of the
abundance of bieeding places at this time of year and
the scarcity ,of predators, large broOds develop.
Succeeding,generations are greatly reduced in range
and size by the recession of waters. ,except where
irrigation`waters maintain their breeding places. In late
fall at the end of the dry season. females migrate long
distanees. sometimes 10 to 12 miles to. seek shelter in
outbuildings. homes, and cellars. During the winter
season they are in a state of semihibernation from
which they emerge on warm days and nights for
feeding. Thc winter biting is sometimes referred to as
"nibbling,- They move about nervously. often attack-
ing at the ankles and seldom feeding to repletion.
These winter feed.ngs usually do not result in develop-
ment of eggs. They may, however, result in the trans-
mission of malaria.

The midseason flight range of . Anopheles freeborn
is generally restricted to a I-mile radius. In cases of
very heavy production in rice fields. longer flights up
to 21/2 miles have been noted. Males are seldom found
more than one-quarter mile from their breeding places.

Exercises (606):
1. The Anopheles quuchirnuculatus is the most

important vector of in the United
States.

2. Pie quadrimactelartos is the species most freq uent-
ly found in and is more likely to
attack

3. Approximately percent of the
gotedrionuculunt. meals are



4. The quadriMaculatus bite is painful
than other species and will often go

5. The-Anopheles freeborn! is the most important
vector of in the western United
States.

6. Rice fields are particularly favorable_
fo r the freeborn!.

7. The freeborn! enters homes and animal shelters
and bites a vidly at_ and at_

8. The freeborn! normally avoids water polluted
with or other
materials.

9. In California. freeborni leave their hibernating
places in

10. In late fall, at the end of the dry season.freeborni
migrate long distances.

I I. Winter feedings by freeborn! usually do not result
in development of ; however,

may be transmitted.
12. Male freeborni are seldom found more than

from their breeding places.

607. Indicate whether given statements concerning
Culex mosquitoes are correct or incorrect.

Important Culex Mosquitoes. The genus Culex
includes about 300 species. Most of these species occur
in the tropical and subtropical regions of the world.
Although some 26 species have been reported in the
United States. only 12 of these are at all common. The
group includes several important pest species and
disease vectors. .

Refer to Appendix B in the supplement while you
are studying these important mosquito species.

Cukor pipiens and Culex qUinquefasciants. The
northern and southern house mosquitoes are closely
related and difficult to separate. They are medium-
sized, brown mosquitoes with crossbands of white
scales on the abdominal segments but no other promi-
nent markings. Culex pipiens, the northern house
mosquito. occurs throughout the northern United
States and extends as far south as Georgia and
Oklahoma. Culex *piens quinquefasciants. the
southern house mosquito, occurs in all the Southern
States from coast to coast and extends northward to
Nebraska.Iowa. Illinois. and Ohio. One or both of
these mosquito species are found in every State.

The house mosquitoes are the most common species
in many of our urban communities and rural premises.
They often enter houses where their habit of "singing"
is very annoying. Culex quinquelasiand is a severe
pest. Culex pipiens may alsO feed on man. Members
of the Culex pipiens quinquefasrialus complex are
important vectors in urban epidemics of St. Louis
encephalitis, particularly in the Midwest.

Culex pipiens and Cider quinquefascianis breed
prolifically in rain barrels. tanks, tin cans. and
practically all types of artificial containers. Other
important sources of these mosquitoes are storm-
sewer catch basins, poorly drained street gutters.
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polluted ground pools, cesspools, open septic tanks,
and effluent drains' from sewage disposal plants. A
heavy production of house mosquitoes is often associ-
ated with unsanitary conditions.

These mosquitoes lay their eggs in clusters of from
50 to 400 eggs. The dusters. known as egg rafts, float 33
on the surface of the water. The eggs hatch within a
day or two in warm weather. From 8 to 10 days are
required for completion of the larval and pupal stages.
In somewhat cooler weather or early spring or late fall
these aquatic stages may require 2 weeks or more.
Breeding continues throughouthe warmer mo nil's of
the year. Some can survive and produce fertile eggs
without a blood meal.

These species do not migrate far except when great
numbers are being produced. Ordinarily, when adults
are present. larvae will be found nearby. They are
active only at night and may be found resting during
the day in and around houses, chicken houses, out-
buildings, and various shelters near their breeding
places. They are readily attracted to light traps.

Culex ravens. This mosquito is a medium-sited.
dark species with a broad, white band at the middle of
the proboscis and white bands at each end of the tarsal
segments. It is a fairly important pest species in some
parts of its range. It is more active soon afterdusk and
may enter buildings in search of blood. Cidei tarsal&
has been found naturally infected with the virus of
both St. Louis and Western encephalitis. Laboratory
experiments have also demonstrated its ability to
transmit Iscra diseases. Epidemiological studies
carried on in several Western States indicate that is it
more frequently infected with these viruses than ale
other mosquitoes. The infection is apparently ac-
quired from feeding upon birds and later transmitting
it to other birds or to horses or humans. It is con-
sidered to be one of the most, or possibly the most
important vector of encephalitis to humans or horses
in the western states.

Culex tar.salis is widely distributed west of the
Mississippi River including southern Canada and
northern Mexico. It is also known from Wisconsin
and is most abundant along the Pacific coast. In
California. it occurs from sea level up to 7600 feet in
the Sierra Nevada. It is essentially a dual mosquito.

The larvae develop in a wide variety of aquatic situa-
tions. In the arid-and semiarid regions, they use almost
all types of water, but they are most frequently found
in temporary to semipermanent bodies of water
associated with irrigation. These areas include canals,
ditches. borrow pits, impoundments. ground pools,
and hoof prints. They breed in water flowing from
cesspools and other waters containing large quantities
of organic material from human wastes. They also
breed in artificial containers of various types. such as
cans, jars. barrels, drinking troughs, ornamental
ponds, and catch basins. Females deposit at least two
rafts of eggs. usually containing from 100 to 150 eggs
each. Hatching normally occurs within 48 hours. The
larval and pupal stages develop rapidly and breeding
continues from early spring until late fall.
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Adults are active chiefly from dusk to dawn. During
daylight hours the adults remain at rest in secluded
spots. They frequently can be found on porches, on
shaded sides of buildings. in privies, or under bridges.
The majority, however, rest in grass and shrubs, or
along cut banks of streams. Culex tarsalls apparently
must have a blood meal in order to produce fertile
eggs. it has a wide range of hosts but shows some
preference for birds, though it also commonly feeds on
cows, horses, and humans. Dispersion studies have
shown that Codex tarsalis will fly at least 11 miles,
although the majority probably remain within a mile
of their breeding places. Considerable numbers of
Culex topsails may be collected in light traps and
carbon dioxide traps.

Culex nigripalpus. This mosquito is principally c
tropical, but it occurs as far north as Tennessee and I
North Carolina. it is quite common in Florida and

,becomes an important pest species in flooded fields. 1
Larvae are also found. in ditches and grassy pools.;
Culex nigripalpus is the proven vector of St. Louis!
encephalitis virus in the Tampa Bay outbreak in 1962.:

Exercises (607): .

Identify the following statements as correct (C) or
incorrect (1): correct the false statements._ I. The genus Ceder includes about 300 species

found in the tropical and subtropical regibns
of the world.

_ 2. The northern and southern house mos-
quitoes are closely related and difficult to
separate.

1 'Members of the Culex pipiensquinguefaia-
MS complex are important vectors in urban
epidemics of Western encephalitis.

_ 4. A heavy production of house msoquitoes is
often associated with unsanitary conditions.

5 Cidet mosquitoes lay their eggs 10 at a tirne

6. Eight to 10 days are required for hatching
eggs in %arm weather.

' A blood meal is required for fertile eggs.
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_ 8. Culex tarsalls has been found naturally
infected with St. Louis and Western
encephalitis.

9. Tarsilis larvae develop in all kinds of water
except in waters containing large amounts of
organic material.

_ 10. Topsoils apparently requires a blood meal in
order to produce fertile eggs.

I 1. Tarsalis has wide variety of hosts but ex-
cludes birds.

12. Culex nigripalpus is the proven vector of St.
Louis encephalitis v:rus.

608. Complete given Statements that pertain to thee
characteristics of important Mansonia mosquitoes.

Important Mansonia Mosquitoes. This group
includes three species in the United States. one
of which is very widespread and common. They are
troublesome biters and severe pests in many areas.
Mansonia eggs are laid in rafts on marshes or lakes.
After hatching. the larvae descend below the surface of
the water and insert their air tubes into the stems or
roots of aquatic plants_ They remain below the water
surface throughout the larval and pupal stages obtain-
ing air from these plants. Because of this unique habit.
.Mansonia larvae cannot be controlled by use of
ordinary surface larvicides.

Mansonia perturbans. This mosquito is large,
speckled. and brown and white with a characteristic
pale band at about the outer third of the hind femur
and tibia. It is distributed in the Southern and
Eastern States-from the gulf coast to Canada. It is also
known from some of the Great Plains and Rocky
Mountain States and from the four Pacific Coast
States. This species has been found naturally infected
with the virus of eastern encephalitis in Georgia. Its

. role in the epidemiology of this has not been established.
Mansonia perturhans hreed in marshes. ponds. and

lakes having a thick growth of aquatic vegetation.
Larval development is unusually slow. requiring
several months. The larvae that hatch one season do
not ordinarily complete their development until the
following spring_ They remain below the water surface IP
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throughout this period though they may detach from
their host plants and move about. The pupae also have
breathing tubes adapted for penetrating plant tissues
and they too attach to plants from which theyget their
air. The pupal stage requires 5 to 6 days: The adults
emerge in late spring or early summer. There appears
to be only one generation per year throughout most
Or the range oethis species. It is possible that a partial
second brood may be produced in Fldrida. Larvae
have been found associated with a number of plants.
Some of the more important ones are pickerel weed,
cattail, water lettuce, arrowhead. aquatic sedges, and
swamp loosestrife.

The females will bite during the daytime in shady.
humid places, but are principally active in the evening
and early part of the night. They readily enter houses
and bite viciously. These strong fliers are frequently
taken in light trap collections.

Mansonia ritillons. This tropical species is fairly
common in Florida and has also been reported from
South Texas. It has been found in nature infected
with Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus. The adults
are severe biters and fairly important pests in Florida.
The eggs of Mansonia Indians are laid on the nder
surface of the leaves of water lettuce. The larvae and
pupae attach to the roots of this plant, developing in
the same manner as described for Monsonia pertur-
bans. The adults are frequently taken in light traps.

Exercises (608):
1. Mansonia mosquitoes include

species in the United States.
They are troublesome . and severe

in many areas'.
3. They remain below the water surface throughout

the and stages.
4. Mansonia larvae cannot be controlled by the use

of ordinary larvicides.
5. Mansonia perrurbans have been found naturally

infected with the of
6. Perrurbans larval development is unusually slow.

requiring
7. Larvae which hatch one season do not ordinarily

complete their development until
8. The female periurbans will bite during the day-

time in shady. humid places but are principally
active in the and

9_ These strong fliers are frequently taken in

-r.

10. .Vlansonia Millions is a species fairly
common in and has also been
reported from

I I. Mansonra Millians has been Found in nature
infected with virus.

12. The eggs are laid on the under surface of the leaves
Or

;

*
609. Match listed mosquito specieli important to
domestic minas with the appropriate characteristics.

i

Mosquitoes important to DoMestie Anhnali.
Almost all mosquito species WILL attack domestic'
animals, such as horses, cows, and dogs from time to
time, but most are not considered to be serious pests
of these animals. However, there are a few species that
actually prefer these animals and ire serious medical
or nuisance pests. .

Tfie Aedes arlanticus, Aedes tormentor, and Aedis
infirrnanis are almost identical in appearance and can
be separated only in the larval star or by a study of
the male genitalia. They are distributed throughout
the Southeastern States. Thetemales are vicious biters
attacking readily during the daytime in or near
wooded areas. They have been reported driving cattle
from woodlands by their attacks. The virus of Cali-
fornia encephalitis has been isolated repeatedly from
this group of mosquitoes. .

The Aedes spencerii is an important pest mosquito
of the prairie regions of Minnesota, North Dakota,
Montana, northward into Canada, and southward to
Illinois, Iowa. Nebraska, Colorado, and Utah. The
females are fierce biters, attacking during the day,
even in bright sunlight. They are serious pests of man
and livestock. They often migrate into cities and
towns. but the extent of their night range has not been
determined. There is probably only one generation a
year. The larvae are found in surface pools filled by
melting snow or spring rains.

The Aedes nigrornaculis is a medium-sized, dark
mosquito that has a longitudinal line oT yellowish-
white scales on the upper surface of the abdomen. It
has bands of white scales at the. base of the tarsi
segments but not at the apex. This species is an
important pes mosquito throughout the western,
plains extending from Minnesota west to Washington
and south to Te and Mexico, During recent years
it has assumed great prominence in the irrigated
pastures of the West, especially in the Central Valley
of California, The remarkable spread of this species
is indicated by the fact that it was not known in
California until 19.37. It now occurs over most of the
State at the lower elevations and is rapidly replacing
Aedes dorsalls in open sunlit pools of waste irrigation
and other intermittent water.

This species has proved to be extremely-well adapted
to pasture irrigation. The eggs will hatch within 2 to
6 days after they are deposited. if flooding occurs.
Aedes nigromaculis is able to produce a brood follow-
ing each irrigation, which is usually at intervals of 8
to 12 days in the Central Valley of California. Under
favorable conditiOnS, a brood may be produced within
5 days, and as many as 20 broods can be produced in
one season. In most areas of the San Joaquin Valley,
,cedes nigromactihs is now the number one pest
problem and is present in astronomical numbers. For
example, a light trap operating for three nights near
an irrigated plisture collected almost a gallon of
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irtosquitoes. predominantly Aedes nigromaeulis. As
many as 20 mthon eggs of this species may be found in
a single acre of irrigated pasture.

The adult is a severe pestaof man and animals.
attacking readily and inflicting a painful bit. It will
bite during the daytime but is most active during the
evening hours. It is a strong flier and may migrate
several miles from its breeding ground. This species
passes the winter in the egg stage.

'The Culisetg incieiens is the most common culicine
mosquito with spotted wings in the United States. It is
principally western in distribution, being reported
from Texas. Oklahoma. Nebraska.' and all States to
the west. In some areas. it is a troublesome pest while
in others it seems timid about biting man..lt isreported
as feeding more frequently on domestic animals.
Ceihveta incidens breeds in a wide variety of habitats
from the brackish water pobls on the Pacific coast to
spring water and snow pools in the mountains. It has
also been taken in reservoirs. ornamental ponds. hoof
prints, rain barrels, and discarded automobile tires.

The Cultseta Infonaut is a large. grayish-brown
mosquito with broad, lightly scaled wings. It has been
reported from almost all the States except in upper
New England. In the Northern and Western States it
breeds throughout the spring and summer. whgg in the
South it is more common during the winter. They do
not readily attack man, but they do attack domesti-
cated animals and may be of considerable annoyance
to livestock. Culiserez Mornaaz has been found
naturally infected with the virus of Western encepha-
litis and in laboratory experiments it has been shown
capable of transmitting the virus. Its habits indicate
that is is unlikely to be an important vector of this

. disease to man.
The Pvorophora confirms is known as the glades

mosquito in Florida and the dark rice field mosquito
in Arkansas and adjacent rice - producing areas. It is a
medium to large dark species having a narrow ring of
white scales near the apex of the hind femur. Psory-
',nova 41)rdirarii% is the most widespread and important
species ol ,ropiroru in the United States. It occurs
throughout southern United States, extending west-
ward to South California and northward to Nebraska
and Iowa. New York. and Massachusetts. It reaches its
grealVil abundance in the 1- lorida Everglades and in
the rice fields of Aikansas and !visssissippi. The
females are tierce biters. attacking anytime during the
day or night. Great numbers of these mosquitos may
oecasionall. kill livestock and can make it almost
unbearable for humans to remain in infested outdoor
areas.

l'Inrorthrwcz twritilmix breeds in temporary rain
pools. irriyation waters. and seepage pools. Eggs are
[nit laid on water SU daces but on groUnd t hat is subject
to flooding from rainfall, oserflow. or irrigation. Soil
with low, rank vegetation seems to he ideal tot egg
deposition. Drained rice tields are among the most

sorable sites. Eggs will hatch alter 4 or 5 dai.s. thei.
Lire submerged at that time. It the!. remain on the
surface of the soil kir two or three weeks or longer and

are then flooded, hatching may begin within a few
minutes. Psorophora mends passesthi winter in the
egg stage. The larval period for Psorophora confinnis
is very short. During midsummer in Arkansas. it may
be completed in as,little as 4 days. The average time at
a mean temperature of 79° F. (26.32 C--eNs slightly
over 5 days. The pupal stage is completed in I or 2
days. The number of generations per season varies
from one to many. depending upon how often suitable
hatching conditions occur. Areas that dry up and ale
then flooded a few days later may produce a brood
with each flooding. Such conditions are provided with
certain types of irigation, particularly rice culture.
Adults live from I to 2 months. They have a flight
range of up to 10 miles.

The Psorophora eiltata is a very large. yellowish-
brown mosquito wit h shaggy legs. which is 'mmonly
known as the gallinipper. It is a vicint. 'Pr and
because of its large size presents a terrifi,... appear-
ance. Psorophora eiliata is widespread through
eastern United States from Mexico io Canada, being
abundant locally in the Sbuth and Middle West. When
present in numbers it is,p severepestatackingreadily
during the daytime-is well as in the evening.

It is one of the few species whose larvae feed on
other aquatic insects including mosquito larvae, It
breeds in temporary pools. often in association with
Psorophora confinnis and Aedes vexans upon which it
feeds. The fourth instag larvae may consume three or
four other larvae in 1 day. Psorophomeilitalarvae are
easily recognind in the -field as they are two or more
times as long as most other species. They hang almost
straight down from the water surface. The larval and
pupal life is short as,is characteristic of this group of
mosquitoes. The eggs are raid on the surface of drying
soil and hatch when flooded as -with Psorophora
confinni.s.

Exercises (609):
Match each mosquito species in column B with the
appropriate statements in column A pertairsting to its
characteristics. Place the letter of the appropriate
species in the blank spaces by the characteristics.

1 - ("hankie r
I. Aire almost identical and can a.

he separated onl!. in lanai h.
stage or by study ol the male a.

twnitaiia. d.
Larvae tound in pools filled e.

with melting snow Or spring t

. raim
3 Wa% unknown in California g

until tgrl
4. Known as she glades mosquito

in Florida.
c eiimmonh known as the

cslhttipper
b Cause eonilife rabic annoy- .-

Ar.i:e to livestock but do not
normalh. 41146* man

B spe,,,es
iregromaruhv

Pturpphora Iolliirnts
.-reties wenCerri
Psorophora ciliates
Culcsera trulikns
4erler alianrieus.
torrnerroor, infirrrralas
Colarrir trufrrnata



7. In some areas it is a trouble -
soma pest while in other
areas it seems timid about
biting man.

8. One of the few species whose
larvae feeds on other aquatic
insects including Mosquito
lartm9
Have

eeal
reported driving

cattle rom woodlands by
their, attacks_

10. Most widespread and im-
portant species of p son,-
photo in the United States.

11 As many as 20 broods may
be produced in one season.

12. The females are tierce biteri.
attacking during the day or
even in the bright sunlight.

_ 13 Found to be naturally in-
fected with Western enceph-
alitis.

1-4. Mosquito Surveys and Control Methods
Adult and larval' mosquito surveys are essential for

any effective mosquito control program. Becattse the
larval stage of development is the most susceptible to
control, you should direct your efforts toward this
stage whenever you can. However, there wilt be times
when you must control adult mosquitoes by mechani-
cal and chemical means. The adult survey will help you
know when such a control program is necessary.

610. Cpmplete giien statements concerning the
purpose for conducting mosquito surveys, and match
listed mosquito species with the ap ropriate c _ °edam
method used to gather the varioyd species.

Surveys are essential for the planning, operation.
and evaluation of any effective mosquito control
program. whether for the prevention of mosquito-
borne diseases or the lowering of populations of these
biting insects to a level permitting normal activities
without undue discomfort.

Purpose of Conducting Adult Mosquito Survey.
The adult survey permits evaluation of the incidence
of mosquitoes in a community where they may bite
people, and shows the relative abundance of the
various species present at any time. Using this infor-
mation and reference material on the breeding sties
and habits of mosquito 'species. the vector control
specialist can determine the need for a control pro-
gram and conduct an effective search for the larval
breeding places. The adult mosquito survey furnishes
data for using space spraying equipment at the. best
time and place, and for reporting to supervisor and to
the public the extent of the problem and results of
control operations. Interpreting adult mosquito
survey reports and translating this information to
action will save manpower. materials. and equipment
and furnish justification for the entire operation.
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Equipollent. The required equipment is simple arid
inexpensive. It consists of a collecting tube or aspir-
ator, pill boxes. cages (for lye collections), field record
forms or notebook, pencil, flashlight, and map.

Collection Methods. The methods you use to collect
mosquitoes depend upon the species to be collected as
mosquito species vary greatly in habits.

Biting collections The collection of mosquitoes as
they bite is a convenient method of sampling popula-
tions. In making biting collections or counts; you

'should expose part of your body by rolling up your
skews or trouser legs or by removing your shirt. Sit
quietly for a designated period of time (usually 10 or
15 minutes). The mosquitoes are collected with an
aspirator or chloroform tube, either by the collector
or a coworker. In many parts of the Tropics it is
customary to make biting collections about sundown
from a domestic anitnal, such as 5 white home. If you
take collections at night, you need a flashlight.
Whether you take counts from human beings or
animals, you should remember that certain individuals
are more attractive to mosquitoes than others. It is
therefore desirable for the same person or abimal to
be used throughout a given survey. Collections must
be made at regular intervals and at approximately the
same time of day so that biting rates at different
stations may be compared to show trends in mosquito
populations.

With day-biting species, the index may be based
upon the number of mosquitoes that alight upon one's
clothing in a given time interval (the laeling rate).
rather than those actually in biting position. This
method is more practical when populations are very
high and is. useful for a rapid check of mosquito
abundance before and after treatment. The landing-
rate method has been used especially with certain
species of Arles or Psorophora found in salt marshes,
rice fields, or the arctic and subarctic tundras.

Bait traps. Animal bait traps. or stable traps have
been used extensively in the West Indies, South
America. and other parts of the world. Bait traps are
somewhat expensive to build, transport, and maintain,
but a series of these traps will collect live mosquitoes
over a wide areas for a whole night without large
numbers of other insects and in areas where electric
power is not available. The animal is generally pladed
in the trap in theeveningand left overnight. The trap is
inspected early in the morning and the mosquitoes are
counted andf or collected. Horses, calves, mules,
donkeys. and sheep have been used as attractants.

Window traps. Window traps employing the same
principle as the animal bait trap are somtimes used: the
humans sleeping inside serve as bait animals. The
baffles can be mounted in the windows of the buildings
with the screen cages inside io catch mosquitoes as
they enter. On malaria control programs the cages
usually are placed outside because mosquitbes. that
have rested on pesticide treated surfaces often have a
positive phototropic reaction and try to fly out of a
treated house.
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Carbon`dioxide /raps.' Solidified carbon dioxide
(dry ice) will attract large numbers of some mosquito
species. This type of trap is generally baited with
about 3 pourids of dry.ice and wrapped in newspaper.'
It is very effective in collecting large numbers of
Cuter tames.

-Insert nets. Insect nets are used to collect mosquitoes
from grass and other vegetation. This type of collec-
tion is of value in determining iheabundance of those
species that rest in these habitats during the daytime,
Such as Aedes means. Aeries Aedes
toeniorhinchus,.and-Aedes nigromaculis.

Dv resting stations. Adults of many species are
inactive during the day. resting quietly in dark, cool,

0 humid places. Careful inspection of daytime shelters
gives an index to the population density of these
mosquitoes. This method is especially useful for
anopheline mosquitoes and is commonly used for
Anopheles quadrittraculatus and A nopheksfreeborni.
It is also of value in estimating populations of some
culicines, such as Culex gainquefasciatus. Culec
tarmac. and Culiseta melanura. Mosquito resting
stations may be divided into two general types:
natural and artificial.

Natural resting stations are places normally present
in an area, such as houses, stables, chickenhouses.
privies, culverts, bridges. caves. hollow trees, and
overhanging banks along streams. With experience
you can evaluate the suitability of shelters by casual
inspection. Dwellings, especially when unsereened,
often prove to be satisfactory resting stations, being
especially important when mosquito-borne diseases
are investigated.'-Under such conditions they furnish
an index to the number of mosquitoes which may bite
man and transmit encephalitis or other diseases.

Suitable resting stations may not be available in
sufficient numbers to give a satisfactory evaluation of
the mosquito population. It may be necessary to
construct special shelters or to use boxes. barrels, kegs.
etc., as artificial resting stations. Many different types
01 artificial shelters have been used. They should
always he placed near the suspected breeding places in
shaded, humid locations. Mosquitoes enter such'
shelters at dawn, probably in response to changes in
light intensity and .humidity and ordinarily do not
[cave until dusk.

Light traps. Mosquito light traps attract adults from
a considerable area when they are placed in locations
remote from competing light sources.

Thc mosquito tight trap is mounted on a post, or
hung from a tree, with the light 51/2 to 6 feet above the
ground It should be located 30 or more feet friim
hu Wings in open areas near trees and shrubs. It should
not he placed near other lights, in areas open to strong
winds, or near industrial plants giving off smoke or
gas. ('he traps are operated ono regular schedule from
one to seven nights per week. They arc turned on just
before dark and turned of f after daMight. You can us;:
an automaiic time clock or photoelectric cell to start
and stop the trap. or you can turn the trap on and off
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by hand. The collection should be removed each
morning and placed in a properly labeled box until it
can be sorted and identified.

Wide differences have been noted in the reactions
of different species of mosquitoes to light. Therefore,
light trap collections must be used in conjunction with
other methods of sampling mosquito populations.
They have proven very useful in measuring densities of
'some mosquitoes, such as Aedes sollicitans. Aedes
verans. Aedes nigromacuhlis. Culex piPtens. Mon-
santo perturbans. Some anophellnes especially
Anopheles albimanus. Anopheles crucians. Anophe-
les atropos, and Anopheles-walkert. are also readily
taken in light traps. The common mosquito. Anophe-
les quadrproaculatus. however, is seldom taken in
significant numbers.

Exercises (610):
1. Complete the following statements concerning the

conduct of mosquito surveys by filling in the blanks
with the appropriate words.
a. Surveys are essential for the

and °laxly effective mosquito control
program.

b. The adult survey permits evaluation of
mosquitoes in a community

where they may bite people,
r. Interpreting adult mosquito survey reports and

translating this information to action will save
and and

will furnish for the entire operation.
d. The required equipment is and

e. The collection of mosquitoes as they bite is a
convenient method of sampling

1. In many parts of the Tropics it is customary to
make biting collections about sundown from a

g. It is desirable for the same person or animal to
be used

h. Collections must be made at inter-
vals and at approximately the same

Animal bait traps have been used extensively in
the
and other parts of the world.

.j. Window traps are used with
serving as bait animals.

k. Carbon dioxide traps are effective in collecting
mosquitoes.

I. Insect nets are used for collecting mosquitoes
from and other

m. Natural resting places are places
present in an area.

n. Mosquitoes usually enter shelters at
probably in response to changes in
and
Light traps attract adults from a considerable
area when they arc placed in locations remote
from

0.
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P. Wide variations have been noted in the reactions
of different species of mosquitoes to

2. Match mosquito species in column B, with the
appropriate collection methods in column A. Place
a number of the species in the blank space by the
collection method.

- Co/Jerilyn Me hod
Carbon dioxide traps.
Window traps
Bait "traps
insect nets
Light traps
Racing stations
Biting collections
Landing rate
Day biting collections

B- Species
I_ Aeries solliclians
2. Psorophoro
31 Colts tarsolb
4. Aedes roeniorhynehus
5. Anopheles freeborn,
6. Aedes nigromoculis
7. Aedes tnxorss
8. Anopheles

quadrignocularns
9. Culisesa melt:Toy

10. &ilex quirtroiefosciann
II. Cider pipiens
12. Monsonio perturbans
11 Anopheles albinianus
14. Anopheles walkeri
13. Anopheles melon
16. Anopheles atropos

611. Complete given statements concerning the
purpose for conducting larval mosquito surveys and
the equipment required; match statements concerning
collection methods with the appropriate mosquito
.species collected.

Conducting Larval Mosquito Surreys. Mosquito
larvae are found in all-types of aquatic habitats from
warm, brackish, seaside marshes to the pure, cold
water of melted snows. They are found in suctidiverse
locations as rivers, lakes and ponds, crab holes, pitcher
plants, cave troughs, funerary urns, bottles, cans,
reservoirs, tree holes, old tires, and vases.

You must assume that mosquitoes have adapted
themselves to almost every conceivable type of aquatic
situation. You must have information regarding the

. sacral breeding habits of the species known or
suspected to be present in the area before you begin
larval surveys. An experience person may be able to
spot the probable- mosquito breeding places in a
specific areas by means of a rapid 'reconnaissance
survey. These places should be carefully numbered
and marked on the map.

Purpose. Larval surveys are required to determine
the specific breeding sites and establish permanent
larval sampling stations. Larval surveys show the
exact areas in which mosquitoes breed and. their
relative abundance. For this reason they are of special
value in control operations.

Equipment. A white enamel dipper about 4 inches in
diameter is most used for collecting mosquito larvae.
You can extend the handle of such a dipper to a con-

vatient length by inserting a suitable piece of cane or
wood. Many special dippers are used for specific
purposes so that their capamty can be related directly
to the water surface area examined. Thus, you can
compute the number of larvae per square foot or
square meter with reasonable accuracy.

To inspect small artificial containers or cisterns ybu
_may need a flashlight or a _mirror to reflect light into
the breeding place. You can use large bulb pipettei or
siphons made of rubber tubing to remove water from
small obscure areas,osubhas tree holes. The water may
then be put in a dipper or pan where the larvae are
counted and collected. Widemouthed pipettes (eye
droppers) are used for removing larvae from the
dipper or pan; small vials, prefetably with screwcaps,
serve to hold the larvae until they can be identified or
mounted on slides._ Screened- bottom spootes may be
subitituted for pipettes-if the larvae are to be trans-
ferred to widemouthed bottles. Alcohol of 95 percent
strength is a most satisfactory preservative but 70
percent alcohol is in common use.

Collection methods. Mosquito larvae are usually
found where surface vegetation or debris are present.
Thus, in the larger pond or lakes, larvae are ordinarily
confined to the marginal areas. It is necessary to
proceed slowly and carefu Ily in searching for mosquito
larvae, as disturbance of the water or casting of
shadows may cause the larvae to dive to the bottom.
Anopheline larvae are collected by a skimming move-
ment of the dipper with one side pressed just below the
surface. The stroke is ended just before the dipper is
full since larvae will be lost if the dipper is filled to the
point that it runs over. Where clumps of erect vegeta-
tion are present, it is best topress the dipper into such
clumps with one edge depressed so that the,water flows
from the vegetation into the dipper. Culicine larvae,
such as Aedes vexans, sollicitans, or taeniorkinchus
or the species of Psorophora. require a quicker motion
of the dipper because they are more likely to dive
below the surface when disturbed,

You should always record the number of dips made
and the number of larvae found. The larvae are trans-
ferred to small vials by a wide-mouthed pipette and
preserved in alcohol for later identification. It is
possible to get a rough idea o( the breeding rates by
computing the number of larvae of each species per
dip. The number of dips required depends upon the
size of the area. but for convenience they should be
made in multiples of ten., Inspections should be made
at intervals of I to 2 weeks during the breeding season
because areas entirely negative at one time miy be
found breeding heavily at other times.

Variations in the procedure described above are
required when inspecting for certain species. For
example...Wonsan/a larvae remain below the water
surface throughout their development. You can find
these larvae. by pulling up aquatic plants (cattail.
sedges, pickerelweed, etc.) and washing them in a pan
of water. A search of the bottom muck and trash from
the area where the hoit plants have been uprooted may
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be productive. Scoop this material and examine it in'
pans of clear water.

Inspection for Aedes aegypti involves a careful
search for artificial containers in which these domestic
mosquitoes breed. Such inspections are usually made
on a premises-by-premisep basis where bottles. tin
cans, vases, automobile tires, and all other containers
of water are examined. You can find the Aedesaegyptl
index by dividing the total number of premises in-
spected into the number in which breeding is found.
Collection of the larvae may require a dipper but is
more frequently accomplished directly by means of a
w idemout hed pipette,

Inspect ion for Aedes triserianss and Aedes sierrensis
involves searching for tree holes and artificial con-
tainers in which these species breed. These are often
too small to admit an ordinary dipper, but water may
be siphoned into a dipper or pan where you can see the
larvae.

Exercises (611): .
I. Complete the following statements concerning the

conduct of mosquito larval surveys.
a. Mosquito larvae are found in all types of

b. Larval surveys are required to determine the
specific and establish
permanent larval

c. Special dippers are used to determine the
number of

d. Screen-bottOm may be substituted
for if the larvae are to be trans-
ferred t o bottles.

e. Alcohol of percent is the most
satisfactory preservative but
percent alcohol is in common use.

f. When collecting culicine larvae, disturbing the
surface or casting ashadow will cause the larvae
to
You should always record the number of
made and the number of found.

h. Inspections should be made at intervals of
to weeks.

i. Variations in proCedures are required when
inspecting for

g.

Match the mosquito species in column B with the
I. collection methods" in column A.

(..ileetkot tferhods
Skimming with dipper
Pulling up aquatic plants
and washing in j pan oi
water
tie...oiling up muds and
washing in dear water
Inspecting art
Llintainers
Searching tree hide.

3.

4
5

fi Nftetei
4ecie; (Jerilyn
Purrrphora
the fume
4edes terrine
leeks 171477dfCIS

-tnriphelrne
Aviles soilfrilans
Aelles sierrensrs
-realer Nentorhtniittr%

r ;

6 12.Complete given statements pertaining to methods
used in controlling mosquito larvae.

Biological Control. Mosquito-eating fish offer the
greatest oppoi-tunities. in biological control for the
average none search mosquito control organization.
Many mosquito abaiement districts raise and distri-
bute top minnows (such as Gambusia)and other small
fish to control mosquitoes in cisterns, water tanks,
garden pools, and marshes.

In Hawaii and the South Pacific, not-too-successful
control has been attempted using the larvae of
To.rorhynehites (formerly Megarhinus) to devour the
larvae of Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. In
Canada and Alaska careful observations have been
made of the predaceous larvae of Chaoborta, Mach-
lonyx. and Eucorethra in the biological control of
Aedes larvae,

Other possibilities of biological control- methods
include the use of parasites and bacteria. although
these methods have not proven to be effecti\re or

' practical at this time. The planting of trees in certain
locations to shade bodies of water where light-
requiring mosquito larvae abound shows good
prospects.

Construction and Maintenance Control. The filling
of mosquito bleeding places with soil. rock. or rubbish
is the most permanent kind of mosquito control
operations, being of particular value in the elimination

, of small depressions that do not require a good deal of
material. Filling operations often add value to the
property.

Mosquito control may be accomplished by open
ditching, subsoil drainage, and diking with use of tide
gates. The choice of these methods depends upon
many factors. such as relative cost, terrain, soil type,
and extent of mosquito breeding areas,

Sanitation Control. The method used in controlling
mosquito larvae involves the removal of vegetation
from impounded waterand the removal of allartificial
water containers. such as cans. bottles. and tires.

Chemical Control. If areas cannot be drained or
filled at reasonable cost and control by fish, salinifica-
tion, or other naturalistic methods are not possible,
larvicidal control is often the method of choice.
Larvicidal control is of primary importance in areas
where immediate control of pest or disease-carrying
mosquitoes is necessary, particularly in cases of
extensive flooding following such natural disasters
as hurricanes or prolonged rainy seasons.

The synthetic organic insecticides may be applied as
dust. pellets or granular formulations, wettable
powders. solutions, emulsions or technical' trade
material. Dusts have been widely used as mosquito
larvicides. but they are light, subject to air currents
and spotty application, and may stick to leaves. Pellets
or granular formulations have a larger particle size
permitting them to slip through leaves or dense vege-
tation reaching the water surface to kill mosquito
larvae. Wettable powders are frequently used in the
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prehatch treatment of areas for the control of mosquito
larvae. These wettable powders may be applied on
snow and ice or on earth in dried-up mosquito breeding
areas seeded with eggs of temporary pool mosquitoes.
Oil solutions may be sprayed on water surfaces to kill
both anopheline and culicine larvae and pupae,
particularly in waters with high organic content. Most
mosquito control organizations continue to use some
petroleum oil to kill mosquito larvae that are resistant
to the organic insecticides. Emulsions have been
employed extensively in treating irrigated waters, such
as tire fields, where oil solutions would be toxic to
cultivated plants.-The water in the emulsion serves
as a carrier for the minute oil droplets containing
insecticides, facilitating treatment of large areas with
hydraulic equipment. The emulsion breaks almost
immediately after the spraying operation. producing
an oil film upon the surface of the breeding area.
Technical grade insecticides are used particularly with
the IJLV (ultra low volume) method of control, often
from airplanes.

Petroleum oils were the first of the larvicides to be
widely used, following the pioneer research of L 0.
Howard in 1892. on the use of kerosene to kill mos-
quito larvae. Petroleum oils are toxic to the eggs,
larvae and pupae of both anopheline and culicine
mosquitoes. There are two lethal fractions in petrol-
eum oils used for mosquito control: a toxic fraction.
with low boiling range and high .volatility, which
penetrates the tracheae of larvae and pupae and
produces an anesthetic effect; and a lasting fraction
which acts much slower and generally does not have
any direct toxic action but suffocates by mechanical
interference with breathing.

NOTE: It is recommended that the larvicide be a
different chemical from that used for adult control.
For example. it may be desirable to use Paris green or
fuel ,oil with a spreading agent as a larvicide, and
malathion as an adulticide. Prior to implementing any
type of control program, insure that the program is
one that has been approved by appropriate agencies.

Exercises (612):
I. Mosquito-eating offer the greatest

opportunities in the biological control. of
mosquitoes.

2. Many mosquito abatement districts distribute top
minnows and other small fish to control mos-
quitoes in

and
3. In Hawaii and the South Pacific. control has been

attempted using the larvae of Tomothnchites to
devour the larvae of

4: The planting of trees to shade bodies of water
where larvae abound shows
good prospects.

5. Filling of mosquito breeding places is the most
of mosquito operations.

6. Sanitation control involves the of
from impounded water.
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7. Larvicidal control involves the use of
in the control of larvae.

8. A disadvantage of dust larvicide is that it is subject
to and may stick to

9. Wettable are frequently used in the
treatment of areas for die.control

of
10. Oil solutions may be sprayed on Water surfaces to

kill both and larvae
and _

11. Emulsions have been used extensively in treating

12. Technical grade insecticides are used particularly
with the
method of control.

13. Petroleum oils are toxic to the
, and of both anophe-

line and culicine mosquitoes.
14. Petroleum killi by and

r

613. Complete given statements concerning the
methods used far controlling adult mosquitoes.'

You can effectively control adult mosquitoes by
using mechanical and chemical controls.

'Mechanical 'Control. Adequate screening of all
nccupied structures is a must. Bed nets should be used
under field conditions when screening of structures is
impossible or impractical.

Screening. Screens are made of galvanized iron.
copper, bronze, aluminum, or plastic. Near the ocean
iron and copper screens are not recommended because
of the corrosive action of salt sprays. Plastic' screens
have given years of good service in these areas. Screens
must be of the proper mesh, must fit tightly and be
kept in good repaire The ordinary window screen with
16 16 or 14 18 meshes to the inch will keep out most
mosquitoes, but screens with 16 20 or23 mesh may
be necessary in areas with small mosquitoes, such as
Aedes aegypri and Aedes faeniorhynchus, according
to most authorities. Frequently, 'Mosquitoes follow
people into buildings or enter on the hiiman host. For
this reason, screen doors should open outward and
have automatic closing devices. Residual- insecticide
applications on and around screen doors give added
protection. Xylene emulsions of insecticides often
affect the galvanizing on ordinary iron screens, with
subsequent rust problems,'and may affect some plastic
screens. Therefore. kerosene solutions are preferable
for such residual sprays.

Bed nets. The bed net, or mosquito bar. is a useful
item in temporary camps and in the Tropics. Mosquito
netting is a cotton or nylon cloth with 23 to 26 meshes
per inch. White netting is best, as mosquitoes acciden-
tally admitted into the net are easily seen and killed.
Most bed nets are rectangular in shape and large
enough to permit a personwto sit up in bed. The net is
suspended over the bed and tucked in under the
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mattress, An aerosol bomb' may be used to kill
mosquitoes in the net before the person retires, or they
can be killed by hand.

Chemical Control. Adult mosquitoes can be
controlled effectively by applying chemicals as
aerosols. mists. fogs, dusts, and residuals.

Aerosols. Aerosol bombs are used to kill mosquitoes
in homes, temporary lodging facilities, and field tents.
A few seconds' release of the aerosol will kill all species
of mosquitoes (and flies, Midges, and gnats) in an
ordinary-sized room, tent, or trailer. It is not hazard-
ous to humans if used as directed on the container.

Fogging and misting. Fogging and misting opera-
tions are conducted during the late afternoon and
early evening, at night, or in the early morning when
the air is calm. or winds vary from 1 to 6 miles an hour.
If winds are exceptionally strong, fogs and mists are
dispersed so swiftly that effectiveness is reduced_
Similarly. fogs generated during the middle of a hot.
day. may drift across hot pavements or roads and be
dispersed by rising currents of warm air known as
thermals_ By contrast. at night, there may be an
inversion of air temperature so that fogs are held close
to the ground as thick. long-lasting blankets, pro-
ducingexcellent control of mosquitoes. Under normal
operating conditions. the space-spraying machines
travel al 3 to 7 (averaging .5) miles per hour. Some of
the larger thermal fog generators have a rated maxi-
mum dutput of about 40 gallons per hour, but
normally disperfe 15 to 25 gallons per hour. Many of
the larger mist machines. have a greater output.

Outdoor space treatments with mist or fog machines
have been carried out effectively against species of
Aedes. Culex. ,tlansonia, and Psorophora mosquitoes.
DOT was formerly the insecticide of choice as a space
spray. but the development of resistance to this and
other chlorinated hydrocarbons as well as the residue
problem. have led to the use of the less persistent
organic phosphorus and carbamate compounds.
Susceptihle populations of mosquitoes can be reduced
effectively by the use of fuel, oil solutions containing
pesticides that are recommended for this use in
accordance with the pesticide label and Appendix A
(included in a separate supplement).

For example. when 40 gallons or more of 6 percent
malathion fog solution is applied per hour over a
swath width of one city block (about 300 feet) at a
%chicle speed of 5 Miles per hour downwind. good
control of adult mosquitoes will ensue_

Tests in Florida and Georgia have shown little
difference in the biological efficacy of thermal and
nonth6rmal fop. A number of "cold loggers" have
been developed which give effective control in experi-
mental field trials.

Mist applicators can he calibrated to give applica-
tions of as much as 0.5 pound per acre in wind velocities
as high as lil miles per hour. Mists settle much more
rapidly than togs. The problem lies in obtaining a
sutficic:nth small particle size to obtain an adequate
swath viidth.

1

Space spraying is the chief activity of many orga-
nized mosquito abatement' districts and is (wrongly)
the only method used by an even larger number of
communities which attempt to reduce mosquito
annoyance. .,

Control of adult mosquitoes by space spraying gives
only temporary control. If mosquito populations are
high. and the species are strong fliers, such as pest
mosquitoes in the genera Aedes, Culex. Mansonia.
and Psorophora, migration back into the area may
occur following treatment making daily applications
necessary.

Dusting. In past years there has been much interest
in the use of dusts for adult mosquito control. Three
percent gamma isomer BHC agricultural dusts have
been used for emergency mosquito control in many
parts of the country. It has given good results because
of the immediate knockdown and a short residual
action when resting mosquitoes came in contact with
the dust particles on vegetation. Recent tests in
Georgia and Florida with groundclispersed dusts
(10% and 7.5%) of carbaryl produced 99 percent
reduction of adult salt -marsh mosquitoes at dosages
of 0.2 and 0.3 pound of carbaryl per acre.

Residual sprays. Residual spraying is the applica-
tion of an insecticide to a surface in order to leave a
film, or a deposit of crystals. which will kill insects for
weeks or months thereafter. This method is particular-
ly adapted to the control of Anopheles mosquitoes
because of their habit of entering buildims and resting
on surfaces. This method can also be used against
other house-frequenting mosquitoes including
important vectors of encephalitis, such as Culex
'arsons. and Culex quinquefasciatus. or carriers of .

M yellow fever and dengue. such as Aedrs aegypti.
The insecticides .are usually chlorinated hydro-

carbons or organic phosphorus compounds applied as
solutions. emulsions. or suspensions. In the United
States. oil solutions or water emulsions have been
widely used because these formulations do not leave
unsightly deposits in houses with painted walls,
wallpaper, or good furniture. In most tropical areas,
water suspensions have been used because of economy
in transporting anq handling water-wettable powders.
The powdery deposit of these suspensions is not
particularly noticeable of objectionable on mud.
adobe, or thatched walls or roofs. and the insecticide
is readily available to kill mosquitoes. rather than
being absorbed into the sprayed surfaces as is the case
with solutions or emulsions,
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Exercises (613):
I. Screens of iron and copper are not recommended

near the because of the
of

2. the Aedes aegtpti mosquito requires screen with
or

mesh.

/
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3. Since mosquitoes follow hosts into buildings,
screen doors should open and haye

devices.
4. The bed net. or , is a useful

camps and in theitem in
5. An aerosol bomb may be used to kill mosquitoes

in the before the person retires, or
they can be

6. Aerosol insecticides are not hazardous to
if used according to

7. Fogging and misting operations are conducted
during the

,or in the
when the air is

8. Under normal conditions the space-spraying

4

9.

10.

11,
12.

13.

14.

(
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machines travelatan average speed of
miles per hour.
Some of the larger thermal fog generators have a
rated maximum output of about
gallons per hour.
Teats in Floridi and Georgia have shown
difference in the biological efftascy of thennaland

fogs.
Mists settle much more --. than fogs.
Control of adult mosquitoes by spate spraying
effects only control.
Dust control has given good results because of the
immediate and short
Residual spraying leaves a which is
effective for or
afterward.
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CHAPTER 2

*0

Flies

FLIES ARE PESTS bbth indoors and out. More
important. many flies breed in excrement and filth
from which they carry disease-causing organisms to
food, drinking water, or directly to the human body.
Throughout the world, flies serve as mechanical and
biological carriers of organisms t hat cause some of the
most common and important diseases, such as
typhoid fever, diarrhea, dysentery, cholera. trachoma.
African sleeping sickness, and onchocerciasis. Larvae .
of some species of flies infest man or animals and
cause serious sickness or even death, while other
species attack and destroy crops. Today it is recog-
nized that the abatement of fly population is essential
to human well-being and the control of many serious
and widespread diseases.

You can control flies most effectively if you can
identify species, know the life cycle and habits of
problem species. and understand the dynamics of
lb populations. Present.; methods of fly control are
only partially effective: ready answers cannot be
given to every fly problem. However, recognized
techniques. Judiciously employed. can often reduce
the numbers of flies and decrease the transmission.
ot flyborne diseases. lmproect ensironmental sanita-
tion, the primary control measure. reduces the pre-
alence of many fly species and furnishes dividends

illi
in heiter living, conditions for people.

2-1. Ways in Which Flies Become Important
to Humans

Hies are important to humans because of their
annoying habits and ability to spread diseases and
destroy agricultural products.

614. Liss she ways in which flies are important to
humans and name the diseases that certain flies carry
or create.

.Annoy. Domestic hies can :Oleo individual elli-
cienc% and products% ay because 01 the amount ot time
that is cspended swatting and dri% tug flies away.
Domestic tlies Can ailed morale ot indkiduals be-
cause ot disruptions to picnics and other outdoor
recreational acts ales.
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Bite. Not all flies bite, but those that do may cause
serious trouble. Biting flies do not have venom in the
usual sense. Instead the effects of their bites result
from the human reaction to saliva poured into-the bate
wound to prevent clotting of the blood during the
feeding process. Frequently, biting flies, such as
blackflies. punkies, horseflies, and deerflieS, seriously
interfere with such activities as farming, hiking,
camping, and outdoor sports, particularly in coastal
areas or in the northern part of the United States.
In susceptible individuals. the bites of these insects
may produce severe lesions. hard knots beneath the
skin, secondary infections, high fever. and general
disability. The stable fly. is common around human
habitations and-its-bite-gin be quite severe. Blackflies
bite viciously, sometimes attacking in such numbers
that they kill the victim. In the Balkans in 1923. over
16.000 domestic animals were killed by blackfly
attack. Eye gnats do not bite, but thbir rasping mouth-
parts damage the delicate membranes of the eye.

Transmit Deseases. Flies transmit disease both
mechanically and biologically. Many flies. particularly
the housefly and other domestic flies. have filthy
habits that make them efficient vectors of disease.
Flies spread pathogens (desease-causing organisms)
in five ways: (1) on their mouthparts. (2) through their
vomitus, (3) on their body hairs, (4) on the sticky pads"
of their feet, and (5) through the intestinal tract by
means of fly feces. The housefly is considered by
many authorities to be the most widely distributed as
well as the most dangerous insect closely associated
with humans.

Mechanical. Under optimum conditions. flies can
be as effective in spreading enteric infections as are
fingers. dirty eating utensils, and contaminated food.
As a typical example. a housefly feeds on human
feces in a privy used by a person sufferigg from diar,
rhea and later alights on food being prepared in a
kitchen. The fly inoculates the food with riathogenic
bacteria. such as the diarrhea bacteria (Shigella) or
the typhoid bacillus (Salmonella typhi). which multi-
ply rapidly in the food. When, hours later. the food is
eaten. the people become infected and develop
diarrhea.

.

Domestic ales I particularly the housefly) mechan-
ically transmit organisms causing bacillary dysentery,
infantile diarrhea. typhoid fever, paratyphoid fever:
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cholera, amoebic dysentery. giardiasis, and pinworm,
roundworm, and tapeworm infections.

Flies with rasping mouthparts, such as eye gnats,
are reported to carry the organisms that cause tra-
choma. epidemic pinkeye or conjunctivitis. and yaws.
[here is also evidence that the organisms that cause

tularemia and anthrax are\transmitted mechanically
on the mouthparts of deerflies and horseflies from
an infected animal to a healthene.

Bi logic-al. Many species of bloodsucking flies setve
both as vectors and as intermediate hosts of patho-
gens. particularly of protozoi and helminths causing
human diseases. This phenomenon is known as the
biological transmission of disease-causing organisms.
Examples include the tsetse flies of \Africa which
transmit the trypanosomes causing Aftifan sleeping
sickness of humans and nagana of animal. the hlack-
flies which transmit the worms causing onaocerciasis
(blinding filariasis) in Africa and Latin Amellna. and
the sandflies which transmit protozoa causin' many
Iorms of lcishmaniases in Europe. Asia. Africa and
Central and South America. Other diseases hay g
this type of epidemiology include [oasis (African eye,,
worm disease). bartonellosis (oroya fever) of South \
America, and sandfly fever of the Mediterranean
region.

Producers or Myiasis. Many species of flies lay
their eggs or larvae on the flesh of mammals. includ-
ing man. The larvae then invade the flesh of the host
animal. producing a condition known as myiasis.
Cattle and sheep are commonly afflicted. as are many
wild animals. such as rabbits and deer. Typical ex-
amples 01 this type of mviasis are the screw-worm
maggots in cattle and the .botfly larvae in horses. In
addition. people may eat food infested with fly larvae.
II the larvae survoe the gastric juices and lice in the
alimentary canal, intti;111 trryiums manifested by
queasiness and diarrhea frequently results. Typical
examples of intestinal myiasis are caused by eating
such foods as I i:iti, meat, or chees`e infested with flesh
fly larvae or cheese skippers. or by drinking water
containing rat-tailed maggots. , ,-

Destroy Agricultural Products. Many species of
flies. such as the Hesstan fly. cabbage maggot. onion
maggot. apple maggot, clover seed midge.'and seed
corn maggot. attack and damage plants directly. Some
(lies transmit organisms causing plant disease. such
as bacterial sett rot ol egetablis: lire blight ot apple.
pear. and quince: ergot ot rye and wheat: oli%e knot;
and bacterial rot ot apple. In addition. flies,suck blood
and annoy cattle to such an extent as to decrease milk
and meat production. cause myitisis in man)' domestic
animals. and transmit diseases such as anthrax.

Exercises (614):
-,.

I. List ti%e major guys in uhich the. al lect humans.

2. In what five ways dO flies spread pathogens?

a

3. List six diseases that domestic flies can transmit
mechanically.

ki
4. What disease can occur if people eat food infested

with fly larvae and the larvae survive the gastric
juices?

2-2. General Characteristics of Flies.V
There are certain anatomical and life cycle charac-

teristics common to most flies. Flies are insects be-
longing to the order Diptera.

615, Indicate whether given statements pertaining to
the general characteristics or flies are true or raise
and correct the false ones.

Anatomy. Adult Diptera are distinguished from all
o fter insects by the folloviing two characters: (1) two
wings (the scientific name is derived from Di z.. two +
ptero a = wing). whereas most other adult insects have
four wings: and (2) two halteres. the tiny knoblike
structures located behind the wings that represent the
'rudimentary second pair of wings. The relatively
few wingless adult flies always hive halteres.

Adult flies have three distinct body regions: head,
thorax. and abdomen. The head bears a pair of very
large compound eyes which often comprise most of
the head. one pair of antennae or 'feelers," and the
mouthparts, which are adapted for piercing and suck-
ing, rasping, or sponging. depending on the species.
The thorax consists of three segments called the
prothorax. mesothorax, and metathorax. each of
which bears a pair of legs. Each leg is composed of a
basal, cosa, short trochanter, relatively strout femur.
slender tibia, and a five-segmented tarsus. The single
pair of wings is fastened to the mesothorax and the
halteres to the metathorax. The long veins which
reach the wing margin in domestic flies are termed `
Sc ifor subcosta). then 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. The shape of
the vein 4 (straight. curved. or angled) is used in
identification (see Appendix B). The abdomen is
composed of from four to nine segments and the
genital organs

Lire Cycle. Flies have four stages in their life cycle:
egg. larva. pupa. and adult. They develop by a pro-
cess known as complete metamorphosis (fig. ?AI. A
few specie& such as some flesh flies and tsetse flies.
retain the eggs within the body of the female until
hatching and give birth to larvae. In general, the
I.prue teed dillcrently and occupy a difterem habitat
from that of the adult. Lar.tie ol most flies are com-
monly termed -maggots." the pupae of many flies
are enclosed in a tough skin know n as a p-uparium and
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Figure 2-1. Life cycle of housefly.

do not move very much. The time required for devel-
opment (torn egg to the adult varies greatly. from a
few days to more than a year, depending on the
species of fly. and the environmental conditions.
particularly the temperature and humidity.

Exercises 4615):
Label the following statements with a C ur un I to
indicate correct or incorrect; supply information to
correct the incorrect statements.

Flies belong to the order Diptera and have
two wings.

- '-Al, t1il: es have mouthparts that are adaptelif
tor piercing and sucking. rasping, and
sponging.

Each suction of the thorax has a pair ol legs

4) I he abdomen is used lor identification.

5. Hies have live stages in their life cycle:
lara pupa. maggot. and adult..

h Some temale flies gi% e birth to !Lir% ae.

7. I he larvae 01 most dies are coninioni called
magglas

egg.
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2 -3. Fly Species
Some of the fly species with which you should be

familiar are houseflies,, other domestic flies, flesh
flies, bottle flies, blowflies, and botflies. There are
also some of lesser imPortance for you to study in
this section. First, you!will read about the housefly.
one of the most commOn around humans.

616. Complete given statements concerning the Iden-
tification and biology of houseflies,

Identification and iliology of the Housefly (Mum
domestica). The ho 'sefly (fig. 2-2) is a small species,
6 to 9 millimeters 4 ro) long with a dull thorax and
abdorhen, the thor x with four longitudinal dark
stripes, the sides of he abdomen usually pale basally.
and the fourth wink vein sharply angled, ending be-
fore the wing tip. .he arista of the antenna has many
fine hairs like a fe ther.

The housefly and its relatives are often termed
"domestic" species because of their close association
with man. The adults feed on human foods, and the
larvae are often most abundant in human wastes such
as excrement, garbage. and open dumps.

The housefly iiiccurs, throughout the United States /
and is usually the most abundant species found in 1

homes and restrpurants.
Because of the housefly's close association with !

people and their foucl, its habit of breeding in human/
excrement and; other filth, its abundance, and its
ability to traniimit germs. it is considered to be $-
greater threat to human welfare than any of the other
species. i

Life Cycle. The development stages of the housefly
require 8 to 20 days under average summer conditions
(fig. 2-1). Thq female begins egg laying within 4 to 20
days after she emerges as an adult. Thy small, white.
oval eggs abput I millimeter long are deposited in
batches of 715 to 150. Five or six batches are laid
during the lifetime of the average female. fur a total
of about 500 eggs per female. Eggs are usually placed
in cracks and crevices in the breeding material away
from direct light. Hatching occurs in 12 to 24 hours
during the summer months. The active young larva
burrows at once into the breeding media using its
ttvii mouth hooks for tearing and loosening fooci parti-
cies and for working it; way along. The three larval
stages last from 3 to 24 or more days. The usual time
during warm weather is 4 to 7 days_ Larvae regulate
their temperature by moving to various levels in the
breeding material. Studies indicate that feeding larvae
choose temperatures from 86° to 95° F. (30.24 to
35.28° C.) those ready to pupate prefer lower temper-
atures. The distribution of larvAe in the breeding
media under natural conditions is believed to depend
chiefly on temperature and moisture anti. to a lesser
extent, upon odprs. When growth is complded,
larvae migrate to drier portions of the media or leave
it entirely to burrow into soil or under debris to pupate.



Figure VI Housefly (.ifutra annstral.

the mature larva is about 12 mm long and creamy
white in color. It is conical and has two dark mouth
hooks at the anterior end and two oval spiracular
plates at the broad posterior end. It is easily distin-
guished from other fly larvae by the three sinuous
slits in each spiracular plate_

When ready to pupate. the larva contracts until the
skin forms a capsulelike case about 6 mm in length.
This case (the puparium) encloses the true pupa which
is immobile and takes no food. The pupal stage ordi-
narily lasts 4 to 5 days. but may be as short as 3 days
at temperatures around 95° F. 135.28° C.) or as long
as several weeks at low temperatures. V; hen the pupal
period is complete. the fly breaks open the end of the
puparium by the expansion of a bladderlike organ, the
ptilinum. located on the front of the head. The ily
then works its way out of the puparium and up to the
suriace of the soil. Here the wings unfold and the
body expands. dries, and hardens. This change re-
quires about 1 hour under summer conditions. Adult-
hood is reached in about 15 hours. Mating may then
take place.

Breeding Media. Almost any' type of warm moist
organic material may furnish suitable nourishment
for housefly larvae. Animal manure is an excellent
breeding medium, accounting for as many as 95 per-
cent of the houseflies in some rural areas. Fresh horse
manure may produce as many as 1200 ianiae per
pound. Manure of other animals (cows, pigs. rabbits,
fowl, etc.) is also very suitable. Accumulations of
fowl excrement are commonly infested with larvae,
but scatter droppings in dry pens are seldom infested.
Human excrement. often loaded with organisms
pathogenic to humans, is a dangerous source of fly
breeding. Breeding occurs in privies, in exposed feces.
and in incompletely digested sludge from sewage
treatment plants. Garbage and pet manure are-almost
always the important source of houseflies in urban
communities. Fly breeding may be a problem it' gar-
bage is dumped indiserimsnatelr on the premises or
it it is stored in inadequate containers. Open garbage
dumps. commonly present in and around cities, pro-
duce large numbers of flies.

lg

Adult Food. The adult housefly is very active,
moving about busily from one attractant to another
throughout most of the daylight hours. It is strongly
attracted to feces and other types of decaying organic
material, as well as to milk and foods intended for
human consumption. Under natural conditions, house- 1
flies seek a wide variety of food substances and there-
by obtain a balanced diet. Because of the nature of
the houseflies' mouthparts, their food must be in the
liquid state or must be readily soluble in their salivary,
and crop secretions. The liquid food is sucked up
through the spongy !Actium at the tip of the
proboscis. Water is essential, and houseflies will not
ordinarily live more than 48 hours without it. Sugar
or starch is necessary for long life, and protein is re-
quired for production of eggs. Common sources of
food are milk. sugar, blood, meat broth, and many
other foods found commonly in and around human
habitations. Two or three 'feedings a day are neces-
sary. As the housefly moves about over various items,
it periodically regurgitates liquid from the crop and
tests the surface with its proboscis, producing light,
strawcolored spots known as vomit spots. Darker
spots which may be observed are fecal spots, com-
monly found on glass. walls, ceilings, light strings.
electric wires, and on other surfaces upon which flies
rest. Accumulations of fly specks are good indicators
of habitual resting places of flies.

Resting Places. Flies rest much of the time and
show a strong preference for edges. They rest indoors
on light strings and electric wires, walls, ceilings,
and other places. They rest outdoors chiefly on fences.
electric wires, edges of buildings, weeds and vegeta-
tion, particuarly branches. Flies are essentially in-
active at night. Their nighttime resting places are
usually protected from the wind.

Flight. Housefly populations can disperse rapidly
into new areas by flight. Although houseflies cruise
at only about 4 miles per hour and wander somewhat
aimlessly, they travel as far as 6 miles (as the crow
flies) within 24 hours, and as far as 20 miles, eventu-
ally. Flight range tests using flies tagged with radio-
active materials have been performed in a number of
different parts of the United States. After releasing
the radioactive flies, the scientists set out baited traps
in concentric circles around the release point. Most
of these tagged flies recovered were trapped within
1 mile, but a few were taken as far as 20 miles from
the point of release.

Longevity. Lifespan of the adult depends chiefly
upon the availability of food and water, and upon
temperature. Observations during midsummer in
Texas indicate that when well fed. flies live 2 to 4
weeks. At Ithaca. New York. adult flies survived 70
days under experimental conditions. In hibernation,
flies may live over winter, often from October to
April. .

Temperature. Flies are inactive at temperatures
Wow 45° F. (7.28° C.) and are killed by temperatures
slightly below 32° F. (0° C.). Flight begins when aic
temperature is about 53° F. (11.76° C.) and complete
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activity occurs when it reaches about 70° F.
421.28° C.). Maximum activity is reached at 90° F.
432.48° C.) with a rapid decline at higher tempera-
tures until 112° F. (44.80° C.) which produces paraly-
sis and death.

Humidity. The effects of humidity are closely re-
lated to those of temperature. and it is difficult to
assess one without considering the other. Lethal ef-
fects of both high and low temperatures are more
marked when humidity is high. Above 60° F.
415.68° C.). flies live longest at a relative humidity of
42 to 55 percent. Below 68° F (20.16° C.), they are
active and long lived. Flies reach a physiological opti-
mum at high temperatures and low humidities. This
characteristic correlates with their great abundance
in desert areas.

Light. Flies are phototropic; that is, they generally
move toward light. The success of the ordinary fly
Trap depends upon. this trait. The bait attracts flies
to the iower part of the trap, and they are captured
when they leave the bait and move around toward the
light. Flies are inactive at night, but they will resume
activity under artificial illumination. The effects of
light on fly activity are closely correlated with those
of temperature and humidity.

Wind. Flies are sensitive to strong air currents and
are not likely to venture out on extremely windy days.
However, some are caught and carried great distances
by high winds (such as hurricanes). Houseflies, prob-
ably wind borne. have been collected over the ocean
more than 100 miles from shore. At lower velocities,
hues may travel with the wind or against it. They move
upwind toward an attractive odor, against moderately
strong winds, but move downwind on light breezes
not hearing attractive odors.

Natural Enemies. Organisms in its environment are
of great importance to the housefly: Most 01 these
organisms do no harm, but come act as parasites or
predators. Natural enemies of flies include fungi.
bacteria. protoioa. roundworms. other arthropods.
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and certain mammals.
particularly humans,

F:xercises (616):
1 1 he houseflies arc (dam termed

species because of their close with
ma n.
[he housefly occurs throughout the United States
and is usually- the most abundant species 'mind in

and
he doelopment stages of the housell!, require

to days under average
summer vonditions.

4 1 he lemale hems egg laying within
to day, alter cmentenee as an

or hatches" of ekes are
laid during the lifetime tit, a female lor a total ot
about eggs per female.

a, I be true is immobile and takes no
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7. Almost any type of , p

material may furnish suitable nourish-
ment for housefly larvae.

8. Adult flies are strongly attracted to
and other types of decaying material.

9. Under natural conditions, houseflies seek a
of food substances and thereby ob-

tain a
10. Warer is essential and houseflies will nor ordi-

narily live More than hours without it.
11. Accumulations of fly specks is a good indication

of _ of flies.
12. Although houseflies cruise at only about

miles per hour and wander aimlessly, they travel
about - miles within 24 hours and as
far as miles eventually.

1.3. Lifespan of the adult depends chiefly upon the
availability of and
and upon

14. Flies are inaritive at temperatures below- .
15. Flies are killed at a minimum temperature below

and a maximum temperature above

16. Lethal effects of both high and low temperature
are more marked when relative humidity is

17. Flies are phototropic: that is. they generally
move

18. Flies are sensitive to strong and
are not likely to venture out on days

19. Natural enemies of flies include

other
and certain

617. Match each item in a list of domestic flies with
statemenrs pertaining to their importance and bio-
logical factors,

Little Houseflies (Fannia spp). Little houseflies
are small flies' seldom more than 7 mm long. They
resemble houseflies in having a full thorax and abdo-
men. but differ in having only three relatively incon-
spicuous dark longitudinal stripes on the thorax and
the tiiurth wing vein is straight (Appendix B). The
adults are frequently seen hovering in midair out-
doors or less commonly in the middle of a room. a
chicken house. or a barn. Little housellies lay their
eggs particularly in the excrement of humans. horses,
cows, and poultry, or sometimes in piles of decaying
grasses piled up on lawns, The eggs hatch in about a
day and the flattened, spiny larvae complete their
de elopment in a week or two depending on tempera-
ture. Fannin are of less importance as household pests
or disease vectors than the housefly. Howeyer. there
ate numerous records of larvae of this genus causing
in!, lasts in man.

Stable Fly alornoxys calcifrons). The stable fly
is distinguished from all other common domestic flies



by its piercing proboscis which protrudes bayonetlike
in front of the head (fig..2-3). This species is 5 to 7 mm
long, has a dull thorax with four dark longitudinal
stripes, a pale spot behind the head, and a dull colored
abdomen With dark spots. The fourth wing vein is
gently curved and ends near the wing tip. The arista
of the antenna has fine hairs only on the upper side.
Both male and female are vicious biters and attack
man and a great variety of animals. The female lays
her eggs in pram waste more often than in manure.
She may lay eggs in old strawstacks, piles of ferment-
ing weeds, grass, peanut hay. or stable manure well
mixed with straw or hay. The stable fly is a major pest
along the seashore, particularly on the gulf coast,
where it is known as the dog fly. it lays its eggs in
piles of marine weeds on the beaches and is a serious
pest in late summer and early fall. Larval development
takes X to 30 days or more, depending on temperature.
The stable fly is not considered an important agent in
mechanical transmission of organisms causing in-
testinal diseases. 'It does not breed in human excre-
ment and is not commonly attracted to feces or gar-
bage. It is therefore, less likely to pick up germs of
diarrhea and other intestinal diseases.

Because of its bloodsucking habits, the stable fly
has been suspected of transmitting a number of dis-
eases but there is no proof that it is a biological
%ector of surra (a trypansonal disease of horses and
mules) and infectious anemia (a Virus disease of
horses). Stable fly larvae have been reported as caus-
ing myiasis of humans and of domestic animals.

False Stable Flies (Muscina spisj. False stable flies
are slightly larger and have heavier bodies then house
flies, averaging about $ mm long. These insects have
a dull thorax and abdomen. with blackish markings,
like the housefly. but differ *in having a pale tip to
the s'cuttellum'and the fourth wing vein gently curved
and ending about at the wing tip (Appendix B).

False stable flies breed in decaying animal and
N egetable matter and are commonly found in scattered
garhage. Ihe larvae become carnivorous as they near
maturity and destroy other fly larva& that they en-
counter. Larval development a verago, 15 to 25 days.

Figure :-1 Stable ili,

The adult fly enters houses frequently and is attracted
io human foods, including meat, fruit, and vegetables.
it is a vector of disease organisms, and there are re-
ports of cases of human intestinal myiasis that
probably resulted from ingesting foods containing
eggs of Muscina.

Tsetse Flks (Glessbra spp). Tsetse flies are found
in tropical and subtropical Africa. They vary in size
from that of a housefly to that of a flesh fly, are
usually brownish in color, and have a bloodsucking
type of proboscis similar to that of the stable fly.
The arista of the antenna has branched hairs on the
upper side. The wing is remarkable in having the
distal cell shaped like a meat cleaver, and is often
called the "cleaver cell." Tsetse flies are biological
carriers of the trypanosomes that cause two forms of
African -sleeping sickness (Gambian in West Africa, -
and Rhodesian in East Africa) in humans and nagana
in cattle and in many, types of hoofed animals. These
insects are, therefore, of greatest public health im-
portance in causing sickness and death in humans
and animals, and in depriving man of a source of meat
and milk and animals for agriculture.

Dump Flies (Ophyra app). Dump flies are shiny
black flies, smaller than the housefly, with the fourth
wing vein straight (Appendix 8). Dump flies are
widely distributed throughout the United States and
are frequently abundant in cities. They are often
found in fly trap collections, particularly those set
near garbage disposal sites, hence their common
name. Some researchers report that the larvae develop
in human and animal excrement, kitchen wastes, and
animal carcasses. Second and third stage larvae are
predaceous on other fly larvae and may help reduce
populations of housefly larvae.

Exercises (617): .

Match the domestic fly species in column B with the.
statements concerning their importance and biological
!actors in column A.

Celumn A Cullum B
1 They are of le,is importance than a. False stable

houseflies as household pests or flies
disease sectors, b Dump flies

' Second and third stage larvae are c. Little house-
predeceous.on other Ily larvae and flies
ma} help reduce populations of d. Tsetse flies
housefly larvae. e. Stable flies

% Both male and female are vicious
burrs and attack man and a great
sanely of animals.

4 Biological 'carriers of trypanosomes
that cause two forms of Alrtcan
sleeping sickness.

5 Breed in deca.ing animal arid liege-
table matter and arc Lnmmiin1),
tound in deeming garbage.

618. Complete given_vatements concerning the Iden-
tification. impurtance. and habits of flesh flies.
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Identification and Rio)ogy of Flesh Flies (Family
Sarcophagidae). Flesh flies resemble the housefly in
general appearance. but usually are larger and differ
in having three dark longitudinal stripes on the thorax.
a checkerboard pattern of grayish and dark spots on
the abdomen, and the tip of the abdomen is usually
reddish brown. The fourth wing vein is sharply angled
and ends before the wing tip (Appendix B). There
are hundreds of species of flesh flies in the family
Sarcophagidac. They arc common called flesh flies
because the larvae of most species breed in meat,
cheese.. fish, and other foods left exposed on which
flesh fly larvae Are developing. Flesh flies are un-
usual in that the females deposit living larvae rather
than eggs. Some species breed prolifically in animal
excreta. especially in dog stools. and may be very
abundant in urban communities. They do not enter
homes nearly as often as houseflies. \Vhen they do.
they are often found in kitchens and bathrooms. The
females are strongly-attracted by the scent of food,
such as I ish and meat, and to the odor of human excre-
ment. They hate been observed depositing larvae in
containers with fecal samples in some laboratories.
uhicti has led to false reports of human intestinal
mj.lasis. Some species of flesh flies in the genus
Wohilahrtio 'cause cutaneous mviasis in humans and
are major peSts at mink and fox farms. killing newborn
or yiaung animals.

Exercises (6181:
1-lesh flies resemble the housefly in general ap-
pearance. but usuapstare larger and differNo hav-
ing dark longitudinal stripes on the

patter not gray ish
and dark spots on the and the tip
(it the abdomen is usually

2. fhe common name "flish flies" prohahly origi-
nated because the larvae of most species breed in

and
Flesh flies are unusual in that the female deposits

rather than eggs.
4 Some speeics ol flesh flies in the genus 10)hilahrita

catIse cutaneous myiat.., in ind are
matiir pests ul - and farms.

619. Match a list of bottle flies and blowflies with
the appropriate identifying characteristics, and
complete given statements concerning the impor-
tance and biology of these flies.

liotile Hies and blowflies I irnils alliprioridea)
las their eggs upon animal earcasses.,ind meat
products. causing then to swell, -bottle." or
-Now" tstali maggots, ill the adult flies hate
the shiny color of blue or green hottles.%Thet are
common in most urban, areas and are often
ahundant about garbage dumps. abattoirs. and
meat p ices:sing plants, h hat e long liicht

ranges and a keen sense of smell that guides thei%
to dead animals and other attractants, even whesilocated

in remote areas. They enter houses much C
less frequently than houseflies; The development
stages are the same as for the housefly. Although
they usually deposit their eggs upon mat, they will
oviposit upon a wide range of fresh and decaying
plant refuse if meat is not presenv Eggs may be
deposited on living animals, although clean.
healthy animals are rarely attacked.. Upon emerg-
ing from the egg, the larvae feed fo? a -short time
upon the -surface of the food near the egg mass,'-
then bore into the less putrid material within.

tWhen fully developed, they leave the breeding
aterial and burrow into the ground. The' pup;

arium is formed within a few days and emergence
occurs from 3 to 20 days after pupation. Callipho-
ridae serve as mechanical vectors of disease
organisms in the same way as do houseflies. They'
have simile nonpiercing mouthparts and feed iQ
much the same way. However, since they enter
homes and restaurants less frequently,- than house-
flies. they appear to have lest opportunity for dis-
semipat:ng disease organisms to food.; The larvae
of miany sppcies cause animal and human mytasis.

Bluebottle Flies (Cynomyopsis cadaveiza and
CallOhora). Bluebottle flies are medium to large
species. 10 to 15 mkt long or more. with a dull
thorax and shiny metallic blue. green,-or purplish
abdomen (fig. 2-4). They frequently enter buildings
to hibernate during the_ winfer anti emerge when
buildings are heated or oh warm -winter days,
causing annoyance as they 'fly around with a loud.
burring sound. Bluebottle flies require 15 to 20
days or more to develop from egg to adult. Tne
adult iiies are attracted to flowers. feces, i.nerripe
traits, and other decaying vegetable matter as well
as to sores ol living animals. Bluebottle fly lartae
may cause intestinal myiasiS.

Greenbottle Flies and Rronzebottle Flies
{Phoenicia spp and others). Greenbottle and
bronzebottle the include ma* species in the
genera Phoenicia, Lucilia. Burolticilia and other
less common genera_ These insects occur from the
Atlantic to the Pacific and throughout the world.
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Two of the species most commonly associated with
man in the United States. are the greenbottle fly
(Phoenicia sericto (fig. 2-5), which has a shiny
greenish thorax and abdomen, often with reddish
or coppery reflections, and the bronzebottle tly
(Phoenicia pallescens), which has a shiny thorax
and abdomen usually with coppery or bronzy re-
flections predominating over the greenish color
(Appendix B). The life cycle is normally completed
in 9 to 21 days with four to eight generations per
year. The eggs are deposited on . decomposing
animal 'matter or in garbage containing mixtures
of animal matter. Females are strongly attracted
to flesh and oviposition begins with a few hours
after the death of an animal. Fresh meat is often
attacked within a few minutes after exposure.
They also deposit eggs on wounds and occasionally
cause intestinal myiasis. The average number of
eggs produced at one time is about 180, although
single females have been reported to deposit over
2000. The optimum temperature for development
of eggs is about 94° F. (34.72° C.), and hatching
occurs in about 8 hours at this temperature.

The larvae complete their development in 2 to
10 days' and then move away from the breeding
medium and burrow in the soil. The larval stage
may be greatly prolonged if temperatures are low.
These flies normally overwinter as full grown
larvae in the soil. Pupation occurs within 3 days if
temperatures are favorable, the pupal stage lasting
3 to 6 days under warm conditions. The adults may
successfully emerge through several inches of
earth (half of the flies emerging from puparia
buried under 3 feet of. loose soil reached the sur-
face in experiments). Adults mate and deposit
eggs 5 to 9 days after emergence. The green bottle
!lies are most active on' warm, sunny days. They
arc attracted to garbage (particularly where it
contains mixtures of meat and fruit), plant juices.
and nectar. They are often seen in large numbers
lm shrubbery. leaves of cucumbers and other
melons. and on other plants. At times, particularly
in the spring and fall,' they enter houses and
restaurants where they usually attract attention
because of their buzzing flight. They may fly 10

miles from their breeding places within a few days.
Favored;, nighttime resting places include trees.

,hushes, and sides of buildings.
Black Blowfly (Pkormia regina). The black blowfly

has a shiny black thorax and abdomen and metallic
blue-green luster. The setae on the top of the thorax
are noticeably shorter than in other calliphorid flies
and the mesothoracic spiracle (on the side of the
mesothoraX behind the head),is brick red (fig. 2 -6)-
1 his species occurs throughout the United States and
is most abundant in the early,spring. In the southern
part of Vie United States it may be uncommon in
summer, but is active on warm days throughout the
winter. It is a mechanical carrier of organisms causing
diarrhea and dysentery. It is a common producer of
myiasis in sheep and cattle iii the southwestern United

)

t.,
States, where it is found in wounds, castration inci-
sions, and dehorning incisions. The life cycle requires
10 to 25 days or more and is generally similar to that
of the green bottle flits. The eggs are,'laid in masses
in animal carcasses or in the edges of wounds in living
animals. Larvae may occur in great numbers in animal 7
carcasses or in paunch contents of slaughtered ani-
mals. They also breed abundantly in garbage. The
larval stage requires 4 to 15 days and the pupal stage
3 to 13 days. The adults can deposit eggs 7 to 17 days
after emergence. The adults are strong fliers and have
an effective flight range of 6 to 10 miles. In the North
they overwinter as full grown larvae, but in the South,
as adults.

Cluster Fly (Polienia nub). The cluster fly is
slightly larger than the housefly and the abdomen
often has a slightly metallic reflection beneath a pol-
linose checkerboard pattern. It is easily recognized
by the thick, yellowish-to-brassy, crinkled hair be-
tween the black setae on the top of the thorax and the
tufts of yellowish hairs on the side of the thorax. The
cluster fly. is distributed throughout the Northern
Hemisphere and is very common in the northern
United States. The eggs are deposited in the soil and
hatch in about 3 days. This species is most unusual
in that the larvae are parasites of earthworms, within
whicii they feed and grow for about 2 weeks. They
then leave the earthworm and piipale in the soil .for
about two weeks. Newly emerged adults are often
most abundant after rainfall, suggesting that the
adults can burrow from their puparia to the surface
easier when the soil is soft and moist. There are prob-
ably four generations or more a year in the United
States.

Cluster flies derive their names from the fact that
the adults enter buildings in the fall to hibernate and
accumulate in clusters, in closets, attics, and unused
rooms. They may be concentrated in open ceilings or

.walls, or may crawl behind window casings, mold-
ings, loose wallpaper, pictures, or furniture. During
mild weather in the winter or early spring, or if a cold
building, such as a church, is heated occasionally,
they move about sluggishly, often with a loud buzzing
noise. thus attracting attention to their presence.
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Figure 2-6 Black blown,,

They arc not of direct public health importance, but
they may be a nuisance in buildings where they
hibernate, In hospuais in the northern United States.
there have been many complaints, forexample, of
cluster flies in operating rooms. The flies apparently
entered these rooms through small openingsaroutid
air ducts or electric fixtures from the cold attic above.,

Screwworm Flies (Cochliontykt spp).' Screwworm
flies are slightly larger than the housefly and have a
bright yellowisliface and a shiny.-hlue-green thorax
and abdomen. The thorax has three dark longitudinal
stripes and the mesothoracic spiracle is white. The
primary screwworm larva (Coe/thorny/a horninivorax)
is an obligatory parasite responsible for most of the
oases of screvworm infestations in animals and
humans in the United States and in Latin America.
The adults are rarely collected in ordinary fly traps.
The secondary screwivorm larva (Cohliomiti mac:el-
:arta) is a scavenger and garbage feeder. The adults
are often abundant in fly traps in the southern United
States. The differences between the adults in these
two species are minute. The tarsal tracheal trunks are
deeply pigmented in the pnmars. screwworm and lebs
sO in the secondary screwworm. The screwworm is the
larva, or maggot. of the screwworm fly. The taper of
the larva's body and the rings of spines that encircle
It somewhat resemble a wood screw, hence its com-
mon name.

The primary screwworm (Cohliontyla
veirax ) is a tropical and subtropical species widespread
in Latin America. Formerly it occurred (brougham the
year in southern Florida and Texas, but extended its
range northward by llight.and on shipments of domes-
tic animals so that it occurred by fall aS tar north as

Itvaa, and California. The primary serev..
worm is slnell) parasine, attacking only, clean fresh
wounds. rt parasitires.cattle. sheep, goats. humans.
and other animals. Iniestation of 20 percent of the
lisestock hose been reported in some irrea*% with
mortalit reaching 20 percent of those infested. In
1935. there were 1.200.000 cases in livestock and 55
cases in humans in Texas alone. However. by use of
the sterile-mate technique. beginning in 1958. the
prima!) scretsworm was eradicateu from the United
States east of the Mississippi Riser. Eradication acct
of the NI issassippi is more dalliculcheeause of reintro-
duction from Mexico. rhe eggs of the prirnat'y sercur-;
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worm are laid in single batches of 10 to 400 eggs in
or near wounds. They hatch in 11 to 21 hours and the
larvae penetrate the tissues, leaving their posterior
ends exposed to the air. Feeding is completed in 4
to 8 days. after which they drop to the ground and
enter the soil to pupate. The average life cycle under
summer conditions requires about 24 days. Adults
seem to be less active than other Calliphoridae. but
they have a recorded flight range of 9 miles.

The secondary screwworm (rochtionyia tnacellatia)
is very similar to the primary screwworm in appear-
ance. It occurs throughout the United States, but is
seldom abundant in the North. This species does not
infest living tissues, but it will infest wounds where
it feeds upon the dead tissues. It is frequently involved
in the "blowing" of meat in shops and homes, and
may be of economic importance in this connection
especially in abattoirs. The eggs are deposited in a
loose, yellowish mass consisting of 40 to 250 eggs.
They hatch in about 4 hours, the larvae feeding upon
dead animal `tissues. They reach maturity in. 6 to 20
ddys and then crawl into the soil for pupation. The
total time required for development into the adult
stage ranges from 9 to 39 days, with development
being most rapid in a warm, humid climate. Ten to
14 broods may be produced annually. The adults
usually live Z to 6 weeks. They feed on a variety of
foods, from garbage to nectar,'-Dead animals and
vegetation surrounding them have swarms with thou-
sands of these flies. A maximum flight range of 15
miles hat been recorded.

Exercises (619):
I. Match the 'bottle flies and blowflies in column A

with the identifying charo"teristics in column B.

Column .4
1. Bluebottle dies

Greenbottle flies
Black blowflies

- 4 Cluster Hits
Serev.worm flies

Column B
a. penes its name from the Tact

that it accumulates in closets.
alines. and unused rooms to
hibernate.

b. Their arc 10 to 15 mm fore or
more, with a dull thorax and shiny
metallic blue, green, or purplish
dbdomen.

C. 1 he fly has been eradicated from
the United Stales east of the
Mississippi riser by the sterile-
male technique. ,

d. The optimum temperature for
desetopment of eggs to about
94" 1. t 34.72°

e. In the North they oveminter as
tad grown larvae, but an the
South. as adults.

2. Complete the following statements concerning the
importance and biology of the bottlefly and

1. Bottle flies and blowflies lay their eggs upon
animal carusses and meat products
"hbit I e" or-blow"

s.



2. Calliphoridae serve as mechanical vectors of
in the same way as do

3. Bluebottle flies require days or
more to develop from egg to adult.

4. The life cycle of the greenbottle fly is normally
completed in 9 to 21 days with to

generations per year.
5. The black blowfly is a strong flyer and has an

effective flight range of miles.
6. The primary screwworm larva is an obligatory

parasite responsible for most of the cases of
screwworm infestations in and

in the United States and

620. 'Complete given statements concerning the im-
purtance and life cycles of botflies.

Identification and Biology of Bones (Families
Cuterebridae, Oestridoe. and Gasterophilidae). Botfly
larvae cause myiasis in many kinds or domestic ani-
mals and in humans. These flies are in three different
families, but the more important species can be dis-
cussed together: The human botfly (Dermarobta
hummis) occurs in Suuth and Central America and in
Mexicu. Its larvae parasitize birds and mammals. in-
cluding man. The adult fly does not seek its hust di-
rectly but uses as a vector some uther species of insect
or arachnithas Psurophora mosquitoes, domestic flies,
and ticks). The female captures a vector species, glues
her eggs to it. and then releases it. When the vector
alights on a warm-blooded animal. the eggs of the
hottly hatch and the larvae penetrate the skin. Devel-
opment rcquiFes from 50 tu tpo days after which
larvae emerge from the host, drop to the ground. and
pupate. The rabbit and rodent bots (Cuterehra spp)
are able to cause nasal and dermal myiasis in man as
well as to parasitize their normal hosts.

The sheep thinly (Oestrus oris) usually causes
nasal myiasis in sheep but may cause myiasis of the
human eye. It is worldwide in distribution. The cattle
botflies or ox warbils (Hypoderma spp) are usually
found in tumorous swellings on the backs of cattle.
but they may cause myiasis in horses and humans.
The Iarsae of horse botflies (Gusrerophilus spp)
usually live in the alimentary tracts of horses. asses:
and 'related hosts. After completing de%elopment.
they pass out with the feces, pupate, and the adults
emerge. The adult female fastens her eggs, tu the hair
or lips of a host animal. 'The larvae are 'either swal-
lowed or they burrow under the sk in. eventually reach-
ing the alimentary canel where they fasten to the
lining by means of their mouth hooks.

Esercises (620:
I The human buitly occurs in and

America and in
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2. The adult fly does not seek its host directly but -

uses as a some other species of
or

3. The sheep botfly usually causes nasal myiasis in
sheep but may cause of the

4. The cattle botfly or ox warbles are usually found

-
in on the of .cattle.

5. The larvae of horse botflies usually live in the
tracts of

and related hosts.

621. Match a list of flies of moderate importance, to
humans with the appropriate descriptions, and com-
plete given statements concerning these flies..

There are several flies that are important to us but
to a smaller degree than those we have already dis-
cussed because they have less association with people
in the United States.

Midges (Families Chaoboridse and Chironomidee).
Midges are tiny flies, usually 1 to 4 millimeters long,
which breed in water or damp soil. Adult midges do
not bite. However, they may occur by the millions and
be most annoying. It is sometimes difficult to keep
them out of people's eyes and nostrils, particularly
when the midges are attracted to lights. The Clear
Lake gnat, a species of Chaoborid midge, is a serious
pest in parts of California.

Adult midges cause trouble by getting into fresh
paint, getting into paper factories and ruining sheets
of paper, and staining the sides of painted buildings.
Chironomid midge larvae are sometimes found in
water reservoirs and are carried throughout the dis-
tribution system.

Eye Gnats (Family Chloropidae). Eye gnats are
tiny shiny black flies with reduced wing venation.
The important genus Hippelates has a curved,
blackish spine on the hind tibia (fig. 2-7). Eye gnats
are often very abundant in the southern United States.
They ' warm about the face and eyes and rasp the eye
membranes with their mouthparts. In the southern

Fugure 2 -? E!.e gnat <Nippelaivij
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Uiiited States and in the Coachella Valley in Cali-
fornia, eye gnats transmit organisms causing epidemic
pinkeye. or conjunctivitis. Sometimes so many chil-
dren are affected that the schools are actually closed
for a week or more. The larvae of eye gnats breed in
loose soil. frequently over Vast areas of rich agricul-
tural land. which makes control very difficult. The life
cycle is completed in from 2 to 4 weeks.

Biting Gnats. Puhkies. No-See-Cms (Family Cera-
topogonidae). Some of the ceratopogonid midges in
the genera Culicoliks and LeptoconoPs are vicious
biters. Culicoides are tiny flies, about the size of the
head of a pin, generally witkspotted wings and re-
duced wing venation (fig. T-8). Their bites often
cause intense pain. for many people worse than that
of a mosquito. Important pest species include Culico-
ides ~Hew. Culicoides hollensis and Culicoides
Toren of the East and Gulf coasts and Leproconops
wrens and Leprootiqps kerteszt in the South and
West. Several species of Culicoides. called "punkies."
-no-see-ums." or "sandflies." are so small that they
can crawl through the ordinary 16-mesh window
screen and be serious pests at, summer camps, shore
restaurants, and bathing beaches. In this country
Colteoedes variipennis transmits the virus that causes
blue tongue of sheep. Outside the United States
Culicoides spp are sectors of human filarial worms
I Ilansonella orzardi and elcanthocheiloneme per -
stansl and two types of worms (Onchoceree eervicalk
&A horses and mules and Onehoerea gibsoni affect-
ing cattle) that cause animal dieseases.

Sandflies, Filter Flies and Moth Flies (Family
Psychodidae). The family Psvchodadae contains,
small fuzzy flies with hairy wings divided into two
distinct groups: the filter and moth flies in the sub-
family Ps ehodidae. whose females are not blood-
suckers. whose wings are held rootlike over the hody,
and w hose lars ac are commonly aquatic: and the sand-
flies in the subfamily Phlebotomihac I fig. 2-9) whose
females are bloodsuckers. whose wings are not held
rootlike mei. the body, and whose larvae are typicallr
terrestrial I he Iilter and moth fly group is widely
distrihutect and abundant in most putts of the Cruted
States. .Adult moth and filter flies are often found on
bathroom and kitchen windows, Some common
sources 'it domestic infestations are dirty garbage
containers, water traps in plumbing fixtures, and ac-
cumulated gelatinous debris around the edge Lit sinks .
and wash basins built into counter tops. A common
American moth lb is 'Psyelteeda alterpeara. Outdoors
the larvae may he found in collections of dirty water
and in decomposing organic materials. such as grass.
plant litter. sewage. and gar huge. Filter flies( Psychotic:
$pir) are a serious problem at man% sewage treatment
plants. Some filter fly larvae ma cause myrasis in
man. In the Near and Far East. North Africa, and
Central and South America. sandflies in the genera
Phiebortmlut and hozyseevra may bite humans and
transmit organisms causing sandll fever, seertil
types of lets hma nias& and hartonellt5sis. Bloodsucking
sandtlies arc comparatwel rare: and are not known to
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transmit human diseases in the United States. The
adults have been found most often in hollow trees or
in rodent burrows, and their immature stages May 3
breed there. Recent taxonomic work places the im-111
portant species of sandflies in Europe. Africa, and 0
Asia in the genera Phlebotomies and Sergeettbenyla
and the important, man-bisimg American species in the.
genus Lutzomyla.

Blackflies (Family Simulliidae). Blackflies (fig.
2-10) are nearly worldwide in distribution and second

'only to mosquitoes as bloodsucking pests of humans.
They are small. 2 to 5 millimeters long, stout-bodied
flies with short antennae, wings with the anterior
veins well developed, and a humped thorax which
has given them the' common namc "buffalo gnats."
Both sexes suck nectar from flowers and most females
suck blood. The eggs are laid in or near flowing water
and the larvae and pupae are found attached to sub-
merged rocks. sticks or vegetation. The adult emerges
from the pupa in a submerged cocoon and floats to
the surface of the water in a bubble of air. Many
species mate soon after emergence.

Blackfly bites are painless at first. but later become
swolien, hard, and painful, sometimes infected from
scratching. Females of certain species attack humans
while others confine themselves to mammals or birds.
They swarm around exposed parts of the body, Par-
ticularly the head. and get into the nose, eyes. ears,
and mouth. Heavy attacks may be fatal to humans,
cattle, horses, and poultry. possibly from toxemia,
anaphylactic shock..or suffocation brought about by
inhalation of large numbers of swarming insects.
Several species transmit tularemia in North America,
human onchocerciasis iblindierfilariasis due to
Orichoeerea volvulus) in Africa and Central America
and bOvine onchocerciasis in Europe and Austrilia.
Other species transmit deadly protozoa (Leucocyto-
zoon) to ducks and turkeys.

Crane Flies (Family Tipulidee). Crane flies, which
resemble mosquitoes superficially, are slender flies
with long legs. They differ in having a V-shaped
suture curthrthorax and no scales on the wings. They
breed in water, moist soil, and damp. rotting vegeta-
tion. Many species. 12 to 25 mm or more long. are
attracted to lights and enter homes, thus causing
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Figure 2-9 Sandfly (Phieburomus).

complaints about invasion by "giant mosquitoes"
even though they are unable to bite humans.

Hover or Flower Flies (Family Syrphldae). Hover
or flower flies are small to large flies which resemble
bees or wasps. Many of them are conspicuously
marked with yellow and black. The distinguishing
Willi- characteristic is a pigmented line, called a
sparious vein, on the wing. The larvae of some species
bleed in highly polluted water and have long breath-
ing tubes which have caused them to be called -rat-
tailed maggots.- Sometimes these are very abundant
:n sewage treatment plants. Species of Erisrullis and
Helophilus occasionally cause human myiasis.

Horseflies and Deerflies i Family Tabanidae). H orse-
ies and deertlies rival mosquitoes and blackflies as

annoying pests of humans and domestic and wild

Figure 2-10 Slacktly. or buffalo gnat.
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animals. Many are vicious biters and can inflict pain-
ful wounds that itch for days. Onlythe. females suck
blood; the males feed on plant ,nectar. In most parts
of the United States decrflies (Chrysops) are more
serious pests of man-than horseflies (Tabanus and Hy-
bamitra) which are major pests of cattle and horses.
However, along the Atlantic coast, the salt-marsh
green heads (Tabanus nigravittatus) are vicious pests
of humans, particularly at bathing beaches. Other
species of horseflies may be serious bloodsucking
pests elsewhere. Many species deposit their eggi on
vegetation near water.' and their larvae develop in
damp soil or water but some develop in dry pasture-
lands. In general, most species have one geneffition
a year, 'but some of the larger species such as the
black horsefly (Tabanus atratus) (fig. 2-11) may take
2 or 3 years for development.

The family Tabanidae contains small to very large
flies. 6 to 33 mm in length. generally recognized by
the five posterior cells on the wing and the 3-seg-
mented antenna.

Horseflies (Tabanus) usually are larger than deer-
flies and lack spprs on the hind tibiae.

Deerflies (Chrysops) average 6 to 12 mm long,
generally have spotted wings. and havetwo spurs on
the hied tibia (fig. 2-12).

Tabanidae are vectors of several diseases of man
and animals caused by such organisms as viruses

Figure 2-11. linTsellY-

(equine infectious anemia. vesicular stornatitis.' hog
chioera. and California encephalitis) bacteria (an-
thrax and tularemia), rickettseae or rickettsia-like
organisms (Q fever and anaplasmosis). trypanosomes
(surra). and filarial worms ( boasis and elaephorosis):
In the United States deerflies, particularly Chrysops
&soils are important in the mechanical transmission
of tularemia in the West. where the disease is some-
times known locally as deerfly fever. Both deerflies
and horseflies may serve as mechanical carriers of
anthrax bacteria from domestic animals to man,
particularly in southern United States.

Cheese Maggot and Related Forms (Family Pio-
philidae). The cheese skipper or maggot ( Piophila
casae).is about the size of the housefly. The larvae are
slender and pointed toward the head end. At one.stage
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the larvae are able to skip as much as Id inches hori-
zontally and 6 inches vertically by curving their bodies
into rings. fastening their mouth hooks onto their ab-
domens, suddenly releasing their holds, and showing
themselves into the air. The life cycle requires 12 days
or more. The adult deposits 140 to 500 eggs on cheese
or hams. The adults transmit disease agents mechan-
ically. The larvae cause intestinal myiasis in humans.

Soldier Flies (Family Stratiomyildae). Soldier flies
in the genus Ifermeria breed in decaying .vegetation
and organic materials and may cause intestinal
myiasis in humans. These flies may be an important
check on populations of domestic flies since the
soldier fly larvae tend to keep material in privy pits
soft.and moist. an unfavorable habitat for housefly
larvae.

Snipe Flies (Family Rhagionidea). Snipe flies breed
in water or soil. Their larvae are predaceous. Mem-
bers of the genera Atherix. Rhagio. Spantopsis, and
Symphyrornyia bile man. They have not been shown k
to be the vectors of any human disease.

Vinegar Flies and Fruit Flies (Family Drosophill-
dee). Vinegar and fruit flies breed in decaying fruit
and may suddenly become numerous in a house. The
usual sources in the home are overripe fruit and dirty
garblige containers. The fruit fly (Drosophila melon°.
Raster) belongs in this family. Much of the knowledge
of the science of genetics is based upon studies with
this insect. Some species of Drrisophila cause intesti-
nal myiasis in humans.

Sheep Ked and Louse Flies (Family Hippobo-
seidne). Hippoboseida.e_are all ectoparasitic on birds
and mammals. The-sheep keel. Meluphagus (Maw.
is often found crawling on the bodit s of sheephandlers
and may inflict a painful bite. It is suspected of being
a vector of Q fever in Canada. Bird louse flies. such
as Pseudolvtichiu ranariensis from the pigeon, may
also he sound Non and biting man.

Exercises (621):*
1 Minch the name of the flies in column A With the

statements in column B.

(",114ritot
I 11 IdgCs

. Pals
1 listing gnat,. puny.le
4 N.ind. filter. &rid

math the.
5 Illacktlie%

Cr.inc the.
Hater or Hauer Ilse,

A 11.r.e Jnd dcetilic,
hecte: maggot Anti

tel.oed torm
111 Soldier ales
I I Snipe tiles
12 1. incg.ti in.1 Emit

ked " iii ,e

h

c:

d

KO. e .s "humped" thor.tx.,
which has given them the com-
mon name -buffalo gnats.-
] het ,ore nut k noun to hr sec-
tor, .4 .*ti human disc-iNc
lhq ma) transmit
that cause pinkeye, or con-
junctivitis.
Sometimes called "giant mil.-
quinces- :nen though ihe% arc
unahic to hour man
ltpporotI.tdae .ire ectu-

.in 3d nhirn-
I1141
HNC(' in tlet.,1oIng I roil Lind
mat -ustdeoli, hecorne nurser-
ots in tu.te
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Tiny flies, usually I to 4 milli-
meters long. which breed in
water or damp soil

h. By curving their bodies into
rings they can throw them-
selves about JO inches hori-
zontally or 6 inches vertically.

i. They rival mosquitoes and
blackflies as the most annoying
pest of humans and animals_
So small that they crawl
through ordinary 16-mesh
window screen.

k. Are Comparatively rare and are
not known to transmit human
disease in the United States.

I. Breed in decaying vegetation
and organic materialsand may
cause intestinal 'initials in
humans.

m. The larae are sometimes
called rat-tailed maggots.

2. Complete the following statements concering flies.
1. Chironomid midge larvae are sometimes found

in
2. Eye gnats are tiny. shiny black flies with

wing venation.
3. Culieoicks variipennis transmits the virus that

causes
4. Adult moth and filter flies are often found on

and windows.
5. Blackllies are nearly worldwide in distribution

and second only to mosquitoes as
pests of humans.

6. Crane flies, which resemble mosquitoes are
slender flies with

7. Horseflies (Tobartus) usually are larger than
deerflies and lack on the

N. The adults of the cheese skipper and related
forms transmit disease agents
and the larvae Cause in humans.

2-4. Survey Methods and Control Measures
Fly surveys reveal what species of flies are present

and furnish an index as to fly abundance in an area.

Figure 2-12. Moil%



By comparing your successive surveys, you can evalu- the cone opening is difficult to find, few escape.
ate control effectiveness. Since it is not possible to Because not all flies respond to the same attractant,
determine the precise number of flies, surveys are de- use an all-purpose bait: fish heads, chicken entrails,
signed to give an index of the population. A good sur- vegetables, and fruit, Place traps in different sections
vey will also show relative numbers of the various
species. The method you use must be reliable enough
that successive surveys can be compared. Reliability
is limited by your skill, the errors inherent in the
methods, and the fluctuations of fly population in
response to environmental conditions.

The control measures that we will cover in this
section include natural means. applied measures,
such as environmental sanitation and chemical con-
trol, and integrated control. First, though. let's exam-
ine some methods for conducting surveyo.

622. Complete given statements concerning the pur-
pose of conducting fly surveys, the methods used to
collect flies. and the use of information gained from
the surveys.

Methods for Conducting Surveys. in determining
tly populations and the need for control, adult surveys
are usually more practical and reliable than larval
.arreys. Consequently. all commonly employed tech-
niques are related to adult populations, The most
generally used methods are the insect net surveys, fly
trap surveys, and the fly grill surveys. The insect net
and fly trap surveys are used to determine the finds
EA flies present in an area. whereas the fly grill surveys
provide an index to the relative numbers of the vari-
ous species in the fly population. None of these types
of surveys gibes an absolute count of the fly popula-
tion present in an area.

Mini net surveys. The standard -sweep net is often
used to make a quick survey for adult flies. particu-
larly at open dumps. cattle feed lots, or in epidemic
or disaster areas where there are large amounts of
decaying vegetables and fruits. dead animals. garbage.
or rouse. The specimens can be killed with a chioro-
iorm or cyanide killing tube. determined. counted.
and recorded

F/j trap surveys. Trap surveys have the advantages
of securing a reasonable cross section of the popula-
tion for careful identification. making an approximate
count of the relative numbers of the various species.
and trapping flies alive for laboratorystudy7-1- he tbl
commonly used Ily trap survey technique. -are ttte
baited trap and the cone trap. Bait traps are user 1
for determining the species present and, roughly. tie
relative numbers of the various species. A good k it
trap must be durable, attractive. easily used. and
should have some device for fastening it to the ground.
Attach a suitable sign, such as "Do Not Touch, Con-
ducting Fly Survey.' Place an attractant in the pan
under th trap. After the flies feed or deposit eggs
on the bait, t . move toward the light and enter the
trap through a small opening in the cone. Since they
do not generally fly dow nward to escape. and since

and in different types of blocks (slums, good housing,
business, industrial, etc.). Flies are killed in chloro-
form jars, then identified and counted. Collections
may be stored in boxes, such as ice cream cartons.
Each collection 'should be labeled with date, location,
method of collection, and name of collector. In exten-
sive surveys a special form may be designed for re-
cond.ing data.

Fly cones are used primarily-to collect live flies for
bacteriological and virological study. The fly cone'
trap, made orscreen wire, is placed over ai natural
attractant (garbage, manure, etc.), trapping flies
beneath it. A dark cloth is thrown around the coneand
the apparatus is carefully agitated. Attempting to
escape. the flies move upward toward the light and
enter the cage; then, sliding door of the cage is
closed and the collection is labeled. Flies may, be
taken to the laboratory for bacteriological and viro-
logical study.

Fly grill surveys. Fly grills are used widely in mod.
ern' evaluation of fly populations. Fly grill 'surveys
are faster than baited trap or fly cone surveys and

- give a valid picture of the fly situation. The fly grill
depends upon the tendency of flies to rest on edges;
it presents many attractive resting sites. The grill is
placed over natural attractants (garbage, manure,
etc.) and the number of flies landing on the grill dur-
ing a 30-second interval is tabulated. When the grill
is put down, the flies are disturbed from the attractant
and fly upward for a short distance, When all is again
quiet. they come back down. alighting on the grill
instead of the attractant. If fly counts are so high that
total counts become impracticable, you can divide the
grill into halves, quarters, or sixths. with painted
markings. You must count at least one-sixth of the
grill. Make a minimum of 10 counts in each block
sampled, and record the 5 highest counts. This piece
of equipment is often called the Scudder fly grill,
for Dr. Harvey Scudder of the Communicable Disease
Center (CDC) who first developed this method of
making adult fly surveys.

ReconnaisSanee surveys. Reconnaissance surveys
are ordinarily used as a supplement to fly grill surveys.
You take them in a vehicle or on foot by observing the
abundance of flies in favored resting places and re-
cording densities as estimated grill readings. These
surveys provide data to guide control operations in
areas lacking grill coverage, to facilitate rapid control
in times of epidemic or disease, to serve as post-
treatment evaluations of space spray applications.
and to serve as preventive maintenance- inspections
during times of low fly density. Reconnaissance sur-
veyors should be very familiar with fly grill surveil
methods. -

Use of Survey Information, The success of fly con-
trol programs depends largely on close coordination
of entomological surveillance and control activities.
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Ely comparing data from survey to survey it is possible
to find problem arcas and to concentrate efforts to
eliminate the most important breeding sites of, flies.
Primary emphasis should be given to environmental
sanitation rather than insecticidal application. One
of the best uses of survey data is in reports and pub-
licity prodsms to make key officials and other base
personnel more aware of program activities and to
obtain their support.

r
Exercises (6221;
I. Adult surveys are usually more practical and re-

tiahle than ,
2. The standard insets sweep net is often used to

make.a quick survey for flies.
3. The two commonly used fly trap survey techniques

are and
4. Fly cones are used primarily to collect live flies

for and study.
5. Fly grills are widely used in modern evaluation of

h. Reconnaissance surveys are ordinarily used as a
supplement to surveys.
Primary emphasis should be given to
rather than insecticidal application.

623. Complete given statements concerning the nat-
. ural measures that control flies.

'Natural Ply Control Measures. The primary
factors binning the density of fly populations are the
physical environment, including availability of food,
skater, shelter. and suitable breeding media; para-
sitism 1-.... viruses. rickettsiae. spirochetes. bacteria,
lung]. protozoa, and roundworms; predation by centi-
pedes. mites, spiders. pseudoscorpions. other insects,
amphibians. reptiles, birds, and mammals: and com-
petition of one fly with another for the benefits of
the environment.

Flv populations are modified by reproduction.
which is often tremendous: mortality, which is also
enormous; and migration, which varies with the na-
ture of environmental pressure. Many more flies are
horn than can survive. The numbers of flies an area
can support is limited by the nature of the physical
and biological environment. Excess flies must either
migrate or die.

E wimple.. Block A has an environment capable of
supporting 1000 houseflies and of producing 125,000
additional flies every 2 weeks. The newly developed
flies flex' sevsre competition for food. water. and
sheliCr."> 1 hey. are killed by disease and predation_
Some migrate and compete with neighboring Ily pop-
ulations. The small percentage surviving mate: and
the females compete for suitahle media in which to
l,i their eggs. Another 125,000 eggs hatch and the
great struggle begins anew. '

vo 1

Many parasites and predators decrease domestic
fly production. Some bacteria, such as Bacillus Our-
ingiensis, have been used. The protozoan, Ociospor, a
muscaedomesticae. may be an important factor in
controlling the housefly and several other domestic
flies. Some species of mites, such as Macrocheles
muscaedomesticae prey upon flies. The larvae of a
number of domestic flies, such as Ophyra and Mrs-
cola, feed on other species of fly larvae and have
been reported to play a role in controlling houseflies.

All of these parasites and predators are normal
inhabitants of manure. In order to derive maximum
benefits from natural flycontrol, these parasites and
predators must be permitted to live in the dung.

EXerciso (623):
I. The numbers of flies an area can support is-

by the nature of the and
environment.

2. The biological aspects that modifies fly popula-
tions are . and migration,

3:The three, most important physical environment
factors that limit the density of fly populations is
the availability of ,
and

4. In order to derive maximum benefits from natural
fly control, and must
be permitted to live in dung.

*- .
624. Provided statements pertaining to the biological,
mechanical, sand construction-and maintenance con-
trol measures, identify the statements as being true
or false.

The applied control measures that can be imple-
mented against flies include biological, construction
and maintenance, mechanical, sanitation, and chem-
ical. The biological, construction and maintenance.
and mechanical controls will be discussed within this
objective. However, because of the extensive discus-
sion that is required for the sanitation and chemical
controls, these controls will be discussed in separate
objectives.

Biological Control. Flies have been controlled by
rearing tiny hymenopterous parasites and releasing
them to prey upon certain species of flies. Manyof,
the natural parasites, predators, and bacteria have
been physically brought in and released in areas that
are heavily infested with flies.

Controls have even been accomplished by steri-
tiring male flies and releasing them to mate with the
females of the same species.

A classic example of the sterile-malectechnique to
control or eradicate insects is the program which
eradicated . she primary screwworm (Cochliomia
liormiliviirao from the southeastern United States.
Millions of scrcwworms were rearedin the laboratory.
Males were sterilised with radioactive cobalt and
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liberated in the field where they mated with normal
females. Since the female screwworm mates only
once. eggs never hatched from the females that had
mated wits sterile mates. The screwworm was eradi-
cated from the southeastern United States in 1958
and 1959 with savings of millions of dollars annually
to the cattle industry. However, in the southwestern
United States-the sterile-male technique has not been
so successful because of constant reintroduction of
screwworms from Mexico. If adequate numbers of
vigorous and competitive sterile males are introduced
into a natural population to mate with norm2{I females.
that populition will soon cease to exift. The sterile
males should outnumber the fertile males in the target
population so that the chances of a sterile male mating
with a normal female greatly exceed that of a-fertile,
normal male. The sterile male technique has been
attempted in controlling tsetse flies in Africa, house-
flies in the United States, and fruit flies in thel)acific.

Mechanical Control:Controlling flies by means of
mechanical measures includes the use of screens, fly
t raps. electrocution devices, and electric fans.

Screening. Screening buildings is the most widely
used fly exclusion technique. Although costly. and
nut detrimental to the fly populations, This method
can keep buildings virtually free of flies and will
therefore be continued as long as major insect prob-
lems remain unsolved. Sireens should be made of
copper. aluminum, plastic, or some other noncor-
rodible material. They should be mounted in durable
frames and should not detract from the appearance
of a building. The screen size should be about 16 mesh
116 strands to the inch) in order to give the greatest
protection without undue loss of tight or air circula-
tion. The screens should fit tightly in,the window or
door frames so that the flies and other insects cannot
enter around the edges.

Fly traps. While useful for survey purposes, traps
merely harvest the excess fly population and gise little
immediate- relief, and no long range control. New re-
earch with fly attractants. may add to the usefulness
01 fly traps in the future.

Electrocution. Electrocution has proven effective
under certain situations. Two common techniques
are used In the first, a fly trap is electrified. In the
second. electrification of window and door kreens
is accomplished using house current transformed to
low amperage and high voltage 0500 to 4000 volts is
desirable). When the tiles alight on the-screens. they
are immediately killed. yet these screens vral=itot
harm a human bring or other large animal. Installa-
tion of electric screen is very expensive. It has been
used where the fly problem is acute.

Elerir fans. Fans mounted over doorways leading
to food service establishments will keep out a signifi-
cant percentage of flies. Large buildings sometimes
have air barriers or doors. to keep out dust. smoke.
and insects. but which are hardly noticeable to persons
passing in and out. Air velocities should be greater
than 1500 tee!: per minute at a 3-foot level to obtain
a reasonable degree of efficiency.

4

Construction and Maintenance Control. Base
facilitiesighould be constructed and maintained in a
fashion /hat will exclude flies from entering. Doors
and windows must fit snuggly and all holes leading to s
eaten& portions of facilities must be sealed.

Exercises (624):
Mark the following statements as true or false.
,- 1, The applied control measures that can be

implemented against flies include biological,
construction and mhinten#nce. mechanical.
sanitation, and chemical._ 2 The primary screwworm fly has been eradi-
cated from all parts of the United States
through the sterile-male technique.

:. 3 Screening buildings is the most widely used
fly exclusion technique. .

4. Fly traps provide good long-range control.
5 Electrocution is a very effective method of

fly control._ 6 Fans mounted over doorways leading to food
service establishments will keep out a signifi-
cant percentage of flies.

625. Complete given statements concerning environ-
mental sanitation control of domestic flies.

Modern fly control programs involve both refuse
control and environmental sanitation. Sewage add
industrial wastes. while usually not the number one
fly breeding sources, can be major fly producers.
Since some of these wastes are heavily laden with'
germs, or pathogens causing diarrhea and dysentery.
they become important beyond th volume from
the public health standpoint. Atli al feeds and ex-
crement. plus a large number minor breeding
sources. can add significantly to e fly population.
These sources should be sought out d minated in
order to have an effective fly control program.

Refuse Storage. Sanitary refuse storage on all pre-
mises is the basic requirement for effective domestic
fly control. At individual homes and small aprtments,
metal or plastic garbage cans are suitable for storing
garbage or refuse. Garbage cans should be of heavy-
duty construction to prevent damage by collection
personnel, rust-resistant. watertight. easy 'to clean.
and easily handled by one man. They should have
tightly fitting lids to exclude flies and recessed bot-
toms to prevent rusting, if made of metal. Ideally. all
garbage should be placed in polyethylene or plastic
bags to provide an additional barrier to fly breeding.
Enough containers should be provided on all premises
so that refuse need never be stored in boxes. cartons.
bags, or simply left on the ground. Heavy plastic bags
are widely used as liners for refuse containers, but
they should not- he used as substitutes for garbage
cansPlastic bags can be torn open by cats. dogs.
and rats, and are often not fly-tigra. Garbage cans
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;should he kept on.a neat and easily cleaned rack,
platform, or %lab. Spillage of garbage on soil can be a
source of fly production. Cans should be ol 24- to 32-
gallon capacity or smaller. Larger cans make the job
of collection too difficult. At large apartments and
other establishments, such us restaurai.ts, tarp metal
bulk containers are more satisfactory generally than
garbage cans. They should have lids which close
automatically and be so constructed that they can be
cleaned easily. Fly larvae are often found in the sludge
in the bottom of garbage cans and bulk containers.
A;hes and other heavy refuse may be stored in cans of
20-gallon capacity of less.

Refuse Collection'. Under optimum summer tem-
peratures. the eggs of domestic flies hatch in 12 to
24 hours, and the three larval stages are completed
in 3 to 4 days. In rder to prevent fly larvae in garbage

containscans and bul contains from migrating out to pupate
in the ground arby, refuse should be collected from
premises at regular intervals: twice weekly from resi-
dences and daily tram high use areas. particularly
food-handling establishments, transit quarters. and
large apartments.

Refuse Disposal. The sanitary landfill is one of the
most economical and adaptable methods of disposing
of garbage and refuse. At a prope'lly operated sanitary
land1111. the most important practice to reduce fly
breeding is compacting the refuse and covering it...

with 6 inches or more of earth daily. When the land-
till is completed. a linal cover of 24 inches of com-
pacted earth effectively eliminates fly. mosquito.:
and rodent breeding. Low, swampy, submarginal land;
may be reclaimed as a byproduct, further reducing
populations of mosquitoes and flies, and increasing
property ,.clue. 1

Other Sanitation Measures. M i nor breeding sources
may play a greater or lesser role in the domestic fly
problem. A concerted effort should be made to locale
and eliminate as many of these as possible. Look tor
such things as animal feeds which are kept wet by
rio Mali, accumulations ut animal manures improperly
spread or poorly stored. dog stools, and other ant al
excrement not usually surveyed. In short. search Put
and eliminate any accumulation of organic material
that remains moist long enough to produce flies.

Weeds are an I iperi invitation for large population,
of flies. They pros ide extensive and aried cover for
the pests. make insecticide application difficult, and
prevent itilett Utile control of refuse. feces, and other
breeding media.

A

Exercises l6251:
Complete the lollowing statemenis concerning the
entrrunmental sanitation control of flies.
f. Modern fl control 'program, insolse both refuse

control and
Sanitary refuse storage on all premises is the haste
requirement for

3. Garbage cans should be o1 heavy -duty construction
to by garbage collecter,.
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4. Under opttmUm summer temperatures. the eggs of
domestic flies hatch in hours.

5. IThe sanitary landfill is one of the most economical
and adaptable methods of disposing of

-I

6. At a properly operated sanitary landfill, the most
important practice to reduce fly breeding is

the refuse and covering it with
inches or more of earth daily.

626. Match given statements with the appropriate
chemical "control measures for domestic flies, and
complete other given statements.

Chemical control procedures include residual
sprays, fly baits. impregnated cords, space sprays,
and larvicides. While each measure by itself may be
effective to a certain extent, it is frequently desirable
to use two or more methods at the proper time to
achieve maximum control.

NOTE: The decision to apply any insecticide is
the responsibility of the agency or individual con-
cerned. Each person applying an insecticide should
be certain that the intended use is in conformance
with existing local. State, and Federal regulations
and with the label information.

Residual Sprays. For many years residual sprays
were one of the major methods of controlling house-
flies. However. the housefly has'developed resistance
to many of the chlorinated hydrocarbon and organo-
phosphate insecticides.. Thus, these treatments are
of little value in controlling this species. although
they are effective against other such species as the
little houseflies and blowflies. For outdoor applica-
tion. the addition of sugar helps to prolong maximum
effectitizeness. Depending or ,he level of sanitation
and e intensity of fly breeding. such residual spray
treatments may have to be repeated as often as every
2 to 4 weeks.

Recommended chemicals to be used as residuals
for control)ng flies are provided in Appendix A in
a separate supplement.

Fly Baits., Flies can be controlled by dry or liquid
baits which possibly can be prepared from one of the
pesticides recommended in Appendix A. Dry baits
generally contain I to 2 percent of the insecticide and
an attractant such as sugar. coated over an inert car-
rier. such as ground corncob. oyster shell. or sand.
Liquid baits generally contain 0.1 to 1.2 percent of
the insecticide and 11/ percent sugar as an attractant
dissolved in water. Commercial baits contairiing these
insecticides are available, or Ate baits can be pre-
pared from water-wettable powders or emulsifiable
concentrates. Dry baits scattered by hand or from a
sifter-type container produce dramatic reductions in
tly populations within a few hours but are effective
tor only a day or two, particularly if placed on damp
dirt strrfaces. Permanent bait stations reduce the time
and effort required to provide constant insecticidal
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pressure on the fly populations. These bait stations
include simple plywood trays covered with hardware
cloth for dry baits and chicken-watering fountains
with a cellulose sponge in the trough to prevent clog-
ging with dead flies for liquid baits. If the emulsifi-
able concentrate of the organophosphate insecticide
is not readily available, you can place a piece of
dichlorvos resin strip in the sugar water in the chicken-
watering device, These are sometimes used to provide
fly control in, backyards near barbecue grills. People
using fly baits should check, regulations before apply-
ing them. Data from studies in Georgia and Florida
indicate that flies resistant to residual sprays were
killed by baits containing these same organophosp hate
insecticides.

Space Sprays. Space sprays are based on the con-
cept of actually hitting the insects with a lethal
particle of the insecticide. They do not provide a
residual deposit of the toxicant and must be repeated
periodically, sometimes before each meal in food-
handling establishments or each day in dairy barns.

For indoor use householders frequently rely on
handoperated sprayers, or aerosol dispensers con-
taining 0.1 to 12 percent of synergi/ed pyrethrin or
allethrin for quick knockdown of pest flies.

For outdoor use, space sprays have been used &cc-
tively at refuse dumps, near slaughter houses and
cattle feed lots, and in alleys near food-handling
establishments and cargo storage areas.

Regardless of where the space spray is to be used,
make sure that the chemical is authorized to be used
in the area to be treated. You can find recommended
chemicals and the location of use as space sprays fo(
fly- control in Appendix A.

Fly Cords and' Resin Strips. The installation of
insecticide-impregnated cotton cords at a rate of 30
linear fret tat cord per 100 square feet of floor space
has provided good fly control an stables`lor periods
sary mg from 6 weeks to an entire season. The flies
rest on the cords and absorb a lethal dose of insecti-
cide through their feet. CDC research has shown that
better fly control occurs when the cords are hung
vertically las 15 pieces of cord 2 feet long, or 10
pieces of cord 3 feet long, per 100 square feet of floor
space) rather than hori/ontally (as 30 feet of cord
parallel to the floor). Diazinon and parathion are the
insecticides of choice in commercially prepared fly
cords which have been labeled for installation in
milking barns. calf sheds, poultry houses and feed
rooms. Dichlorvos-resin strips have been used as
residual fumigants in fly control, giving off a lethal
dose cif' dichlorvos vapor for periods as long as 3 to 4
months when used at a rate of one unit per 1000 cubic
feet. In (ieorgia dichlorvos resin strips gave 95 per-
cent reduction of all flies trapped from garbage pits
i with a diameter of about 30 inches and 72 inches
deep) in a recreational area when installed at a rate
of one -half to one unit per'ptt. Dichlorvos-resin strips
have also provided effective control of flies in indoor
areas with minimal ventilation when used at a ,rate of
one unit per 1000 cubic Net. They should not be used
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t
in rooms where infants, sick, or aged persons are con-
fined, or in areas where food is prepared or served.

LarvIeldIng. Larviciding for the control of domestic
flies has never been %spy successful. One of the real
problems is adequate penetration of the breeding
media (as garbage or manure) so that the chemical
actually comes in contact with the larvae.1However;
new developments such as the use of it:teenile hor-
mone chemicals may make this type of control more
productive. Some workers have attempted to alter
the chemical makeup of the breeding media so that,
although the females lay eggs in it, the larvae do not
reach maturity. The traditional example is the addi-
tion of borax to manure 'to retard fly breeding. Such
treatment makes the manure unsuitable as fertilizer.
Chloride of lime. used to deodorize privies, is a poor
larvicide. Some chemicals which have shown promise
as larvicides are diazinon (0.5% to 1%), dimethoate
(1.0% to 1.25%, and dichlorvos (0.5% to 1.0%). In
garbage cans the addition of 2 ounces of paradichloro-
benzene every week or twois effective. Small pieces
of dichlorvos resin strip placed in special holders in
garbage cans have given good control of. domestic
flies for 2. to 3 months or longer.

Repellents. Repellents are coming into more.and
more use to (I) keep flies away from animals, and
(2) keep flies away from doors of food service estab-
lishments. Livestock smears and sprays commonly
used contain oil of cloves, safrol, pin oil, camphor,
or tabutrex. Diethyltoluamide is an excellent fly repel-
lent for human use and will repel mosquitoes, ticks,
and mites as well. Several proprietary materials are
available for use as fly repellents around food service
establishments. providing they are authorized for
this use.

Fly Attractants. Attractants have been used to a
limited extent to attract flies to specially treated
breeding media. This, however, has been found to
have little use in most large control programs. The
addition of new synthetic lures to dry organophos-
phate fly baits offers promise of success in controlling
domestic flies and eye gnats. Sticky fly paper. once
widely used, has fallen into general disuse as it is
unsightly and only serves to attract : z flies than
would ordinarily be present.

Exercises (626):
I. Match the chemical control measures for flies in

column A with the statements in ,column B.

Column .4
I Residual sprays

- ' Fly baits
3 Space sprays
a Fly cords and

resin straps
5 Lars icidinit
is Repellents

_ I Fly ;Attractants
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Column 8
a. the iastallation tit insecticide-

impregnated cotton cords at a rate
A 30 linear feet of cord per 100
square feet of floor space has pro -
sided good fly control in stables.

h the housefly has developed re-
sistance to many of the chlorinated
hydrocarbon and organophosphate
insecticides. And these treatments



C.

d

e.

t.

5.

are of Mile value in controlling
this species.
One of the real problems is ads-
coal! penetration of the breeding
media.
Livestock smears and sprays coin-
manly used contain oil of cloves,
sacral, pine oil, camphor, or tabu-
trex
Dry halts generally contain I to 2
percent of the insecticide and an
attractant such as sugar.
They do not provide a residual
deposit of the toxicant and must
be repeated periodically.
This has been found to have little
Use in most large control programs.

2. Complete the following statements concerning the
chemical control of flies. .

1. For many years, residual sprays were one of the
major method of controlling

2. For outdoor application, the addition of sugar
helps to _ .

3 Liquid baits generally contain 0.1 to 0.2 pert _

of the insecticide and as an
dissolved in water.

4. Dichlorvos strips give off a lethal does of vapors
for periods as long as months.

5. Larviciding for the control of domestic flies has

6. Several proprietary materials are available for
use as fly repellents around

627. Complete the statements that are provided con-
cerning integrated fly control programs.
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Integrated fly control takes the principle of environ-
mental sanitation and supplements it with the use of
biological agents and the judicious use of insecticides. 4

Since most fly control requires the cooperation of C
the entire base, education is the number ontrequire- vol
ment of a good program. It benins with a realization
of the problem by responsible individuals, extends
through the orientation of officials, and reaches its
fruition in the education of all people on the base.
Fly surveys, to determine the extent of the problem
and to guide the control operations, must be made.
Then, efficient and effective control 'measures must
be taken. Additional surveys are used to evaluate the
results of the effort and point out where more control
measures are necessary.

Once a high degree of fly abatement has been
achieved, a continuing program is necessary to main-
tain the gain. Yet, it is in this area that fly control
programs most often fail. When flies are no longer a
serious problem, group interest lags, other problems
take away the attention of officials, and the flies begin
a gradual but certain return. Organized fly control
should be incorporated into t!te regular program of
every entomology section.

r
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Exercises (627):
1. The most important element in satisfactory control

of domestic flies is a of
2. Since most fly control requires the cooperation of

the entire base. education is the
of a good program.

3. Once a high degree of fly abatement has been
achieved, a continuing program is necessary to

4. Organised fly control should be incorporated into
the program of every
section.
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CHAPTER 3

Fleas

FLEAS CARRY DISEASE in many parts of the
world. They carry the organisms of bubonic plague
and fleaborne typhus from rats to humans. In addi-
tion. they make insidious attacks on humans and
domestic animals. After studying this chapter, you
should know the names, characteristics. and controls
of important flea species.

3-I. Characteristics and Habits
Since fleas differ in their host prefefences, vector

ability. and degree of association.with human beings,
you need to know which species are prevalent in order
to judge the possible disease significance and to plan
suitable control methods. This section covers the
identifying characteristics and the habitats of the im-
portant flea species. But first let's study the general
characteristics and habits of fleas during each of their
developmental stages.

628. Indicate-whether given statements pertaining to
the general characteristics and habits of fleas are
true or false; correct the false statements.

Adults. Fleas are small. wingless insects varying
from I to 9 millimeters in length. averaging_ 2 to 4
millimeters_ The name of the ilta order. "Siphonap-
(era.- refers to their 'method of feeding through a
,siphon or tube and to their lack of wings. The flea
dig. 3 -I) is compressed laterally with spines directed
to the posterior, features which adapt it for moving
about between the hairs and feathers of mammals
and birds. Most species move about a great deal and
remain upon the host only part of the time to obtain
a hlood meal, The mouthparts consist chiefly of three
+Islets that are used to penetrate the skin of the host.
and form a for sucking blood. The paired maxil-
lae. acting as cutting organs. enter the skin with the
epipharvnx. On reaching a small blood vessel, the tip
of the epipharynx :raters the lumen while the maidllae
iv, hich form the st,..ivary canals) remain outside emit-
ting saliva from time to time. Thus, fleas may be
characterized as capillary feeders - -a fact of impor-
tance in transmission of pathogens. Both sexes feed
upon .blood, and the female requires a blood metal
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before producing eggs. The long, possterful legs of
certain species are adapted for jumping 7 to 8 inches
vertically and 14 to 16 inches horizontally.

Most species infest the smaller mammals, such as
rodents, rabbits, moles, and bats. Fewer species are
parasitic upon larger animals and birds. Most fleas
are specific in their host preference, feeding on only
one type of host for closely related species in the
same genus), while others have developed an ability
to feed upon various hosts. Fleas are very sensitive
to extremes of temperatures and humidity. This ex-
plains the relative abundance of fleas infesting ani-
mals that live in burrows and sheltered nests and the
light infestations of fleas on mammals or birds that
have no permanent abode or live in nests exposed to
the elements. Nests furnish an abundance of organic
food for flea larvae leading to a high rate of survival.
Fleas infesting,burrowing or nocturnal animals tend
to have poorly developed eyes, or eyes,may be absent.
Those infesting animals active during the day are
more likely to have well-developed eyes. Some fleas
feed at frequent intervalsonce a day or more often.
They are tasily disturbed and seldom complete a meal
at one feeding. The human flea.. continues feeding
after the digestive tract is gorged, causing the passage
of undigested blood from the anus.

Adults are usually ready to feed in 24 hours after
emergence from the cocoon. Mating usually follows
the initial blood meal and usually occurs on the host
animal. Fleas have a complete metamorphosis as
shown in figure 3'-2.

Eggs, Eggs are usually deposited among the hairs
or feathers of the host or in the nest. They are smooth,
spherical to oval, light colored, and large enough to
be seen with the naked eye. Since they are not 'cid"),
or attached to the host. the eggs drop onto the ground
or into the nest or bedding of the host, a factor im-
portant in explaining the later high concentration of
adult fleas in dog or cat boxes or kennels, and °neer-
tain rugs dr in portions of a building. A flea does not
lay her full quota of eggs at one time. but after blood
meals. which are necessary for development of the
eggs. Successive matins are not necessary for the
fertilization of futuig eggs, as the sperm cells from
the initial mating arse stored in the spermatheca of
the female and are used as required. The eggs hatch in
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Figure 1- I. Flea diagram.

2 days to several weeks depending upon temperature
and hurnklit

Larvae. I.arute are small, I3-segmented, wormlike
creatures without legs but with chewing mouthparts.
rite blind, acute. Ahtsh flea lartae are often found
in the house in floor cracks and rugs. or in kennels,
stables, chicken coops. animal burrows, and nests.
The tartar.: teed on all types of lima= debris or Ilea
feces, which are eornpo:sed of more or Jess digested
blood. The three larval stages may he completed in a
Ixeek to se oral months.

Pupae. Pupae are usuall!, enclosed in cocoons of
tinel!. spun silk encrusted with granules of sand or
sarious types 01 debris. [he pupa] stage is usually

completed quickly. but the newly formed adult may
remain resting within the cocoon from which it
emerges on stimulus, depending on the species. Cat
fleas emerge in response either to vibrations or carbon
dioxide which would indicate proximity to a host.
[his !actor may help explain the large number of
hung*, cat fleas that attack people returning home
after an absence of several weeks. Certain wild
rodent fleas emerge in response to an increase in
humidity which may occur only once a year in some
desert areas.

Exercises (62g):
1. Place an X in each blank by a true statement.

EGG _ APV A PUPA

I :uury 12 I ioc VA VLe 01 :ICS
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_ a Fleas are small, winged insects.
b Most fleas remain on the host only part of

the time.
c. Fleas are characterized as capillary feeders.
d. Fleas are not very sensitive to extremes of

temperature and humidity.
e. Some fleas feed at frequent intervals.
I. Adult fleas are usually ready to teed in 6

hours after emergence from the cocoon.
g. A flea lays her full quota of eggs at one time.
h The three larvae stages may be completed in

a week to several months.
i. The pupal stage is usually completed quickly.

2. Correct any of the false statements in exercise 1.

629. Complete the statements that are provided con-
cerning important aspects of fleas that are used ex-
tensively in identification to species.

Most of the important characteristics of fleas are
shown and labeled in figure 3-1.

Gene! Comb. The presence or abSence of genal
combs is a quick way to identify certain flea species.
II genal combs are present, the number of teeth con-
tained on the genal comb and the position of the comb
are other significant identifying characteristics.

Pronotal Comb. The presence or absence of prono-
tal combs is an important identifying characteristic
ot certain Ilea species. Some flea species are Identi-
fied by the presence of the genal comb and the ab-
sence of the pronotal comb, or vice versa, and some
may have neither or both,

Other Characteristici. ('he shape of the head.
length of the labial paten. position 01 the ocular
bristle. number and position of the plantar bristles.
and shape of the spermatheca in lemale specimens
arc also used extcnsitely in the identification of flea
species.

Exercises (629)t
I II a comb is present. the number of

teeth on the genal comb can he determined.
"..` I he shape of the length of the

labial position ot the
bristle. number and position of the plantar

. Ind shape ot the in female
specimens are also used extensitely in the identi-
fication of the flea species
Some ileas are identiticd by the presence or ab-
sence of the comb and the

comb.

630. Match a list of flea species with appropriate
descriptive statements.
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Oriental Rat Flea. The oriental rat flea (Xenopsylla

cheopis) is the chief vector of bubonic plague and
tleaborne typhus. This insect was first collected in
the Nile Valley; hence, the species name '`cheopis"
for Cheops, the Pharaoh who constructed the Great
Pyramid at Giza. The oriental rat flea has been in-
troduced into all sections of the world with Norway
and roof rats. The flea is established throughout most
of this country, being one of the most abundant rat
fleas in the South and in southern California.

The oriental rat fleas do not have a genal or prono-
tal comb, the ocular bristle is in front of the eye, and
the mesopleuron has a vertical rodlike thickening
(see Appendix B). Females can be recognized easily
by the pigmented spermatheca. This flea is the only
species in the United States that hds a dark-colored
spermatheca. This feature is often of great value in
making a quick identification of survey material col-
lected in alcohol or saline water without making a
slide preparation of the specimen. The life cycle
varies, being completed in as few as 4 to 8 weeks.
Adult oriental rat fleas may live for 2 to 4 weeks, de-
pending on the temperature and relative humidity.

Human Flea. The human flea (Pulex irritans) is
found throughout the warmer parts of the world. It

As the most important species attacking humans on
the Pacific coast and is often responsible for a derma-
titis or allergy, due to flea bites. It also causes severe
annoyance in the Middle West and South. particularly
in homes and surrounding premises. On farms severe
infestations of human fleas have often been traced to
hogpens. where these insects have persisted for weeks
or month,, after the hogs have been carried off to
market. The human flea attacks a wide variety of
hosts including swine, dogs, coyotes, prairie dogs,
ground squirrels, and burrowing owls. This flea has
been collected on these last four hosts in areas remote
from human habitations. The human flea has been
experimentally infected with plague and shown to be
capable of transmitting the bacteria in the laboratory.
The human flea can be distinguished from other
common United States fleas by the absence of the
pronotal and genal combs, the ocular bristle being
inserted beneath the eye, and the absence of the in-
ternal, rodlike thickening on the mesopleuron (see
Appendix B). A second species of Pulex (Pulex
sinudans) occurs in the central and southwestern
United States and in Central and South America.

Northern Rat Flea, The northern rat flea (.Vosop-
s,tqlus,Mseiaru.$) is commonly found on domestic rats
and house mice throughout North America and
Europe. This flea is not abundant in areas having an
extremely warm climate. It does not readily bite
humans and is most commonly found in temperature
regions, where plague is not a severe problem, It is
the predominant rat flea in the northern United States
and is well established in Canada. This species may



he of impor lance in transmission of plague organisms
Irani rat to rat. It has been taken from wild rodents
on a few occasions. In 1971. specimens of the north-
ern rat Ilea were lound infected with plague bacteria
in the I acoma area area of Washington, See Appen-
dix B for a description of the northern rat flea.

Dog and Cat Fleas. The dog flea (Crenoephalaies
cams) and cat flea (Crerrocephulides jells) probably
occur throughout the United States. although they
arc !CNN common in the kooky Mountain States. The
cat Ilea seems to be more ats'andant and generally
distributed than the dog fleas.

The head is about twice as long as high in the cat
flea. while It is only about as long as high in the dog
Ilea. in addition, the Irmo margins of the heads of
these two species hasc different shapes. The angle
is more acute in the cat Ilea than in the dog flea. In
most eat fleas the tirst and second teeth of the penal
comh are approximately equal in length, while in
tsptcal dog fleas the first tooth is shorter than the
second Nee Appendix B. The dog flea has two stout
bristles betWeen the lung postmedian and apical
bristle on the hind margin oti the hind tihia. while the
eat flea has only one bristle in this position.

Both species are found commonly in homes, under
houses. or in Yards. preferring locations where dust
and organic debris accumulate. These fleas attack
eats. dogs. and a wide sariety of other mariimals, such
as 1.1.)NeS. raccoons. and rats. They are serious pests
at humans, particularly during the summer, causing
,c1. ere bites. Under tavorahle conditions, a generation
ot the cat Ilea requires about 2 to 4 days for the eggs.

to 24 days for the lar%ae, and fist: to seven days for
the pupae to deselop.

Chigoe Flea. fhe Chigoe flea (Tuns.fc penetratA)
is .1 small. burrow ing Ilea bound in tropical and suh-
oopical regions in North and South.America. the
West Indies. and Africa. It is not known to !we be-
come established in the United States. The flea is
unusual in that the female actually burrows into or
becomes embedded in the skin of the host. Engorge-
ment with blood and the development of eggs cause
great distention ot the Ilea abdomen. People are most
Irequentl' attacked between the toes or under the
toenails, where the flea may swell to the sire of a
small pea and cause sesere pain. Inflammation and
tormution tit ot1ccrs may result. Secondary infection
may cause tetanus or gangrene.

Stick tight Flea. The sucktight flea (Echithrrpphuga
i'allivaceaj is a small species that has no penal or
pronotal combs but the front margin of the head is
angular It attaches firm]. to its h4,:ist during the adult
stage. otters torming ulcers on the head and neck of
domestic fowl. The eggs are deposited in these ulcers
and, atter hatching, the larsac crawl out and drop to
the ground to Iced upon organic mutter. All stages
rnat he found in Paulin yards and adjacent buildings.
I his Ilea attacks rats. cats. dogs, rabbits, ground
squirrels. horses, toad. and rraEl other animals, in-
,:hiding humans. This flea has been lound tweeted
with plague and can he inteeted with tleahorne typhus

rickettsia. This lien plays a minor foie in disease
transmission because the females remain permanently
fastened to one host by means of their serrated
mandibles.

Exercises (630):
Match column A with column B.

Cotionn
idertttiving Charaereustrit.
I. Important in transm ission rot

plague organisms from rat to
rat.
Small. burrowing It found in
tropical regions.

3. Do not hate a witl or pronotal
comb and the mesopleuron has
vertical rodlike thickening.

4. Occurs throughout the United
States.

5. Responsible lor dermatitis or
olkrgy,

6. Female remains permanently
Iastcned to the host b) means
of serrated Mandibles
Females recognired by pig-
mented %peimathcea.

riot hate a genii or prortinal
comb or rodlike thickening on
mcsopieuron.

IP Not .thundant rn .fleas basing
citticincly warm climate.

IQ Found commonb in homes and
prefer locations Y. her,: dust Ind
organic debris accumulates

I i 1-emaleN become embedded in
the skin ot the host.

I s Deposits eggs in ulcers

3-2. Surveys and Control Measures
Esaluation surwys arc essential operations in oe

control of fleaborne diseases. There are two types of
control: pest flea control, and control of rodent fleas
lor disease presention.

Colionn B
FIFeas

a. Oriental rat Ilea
h. Human Ilea
c. Northern rat flea
d. Dog and cat flea
C. Chigoe flea
r. Sucktight Ilea

r

631. Complete given statements concerning the pur-
pose and methods of conducting rodent ectoparasite
surveys.

Sursess may iniohe sampling 01 a population of
rats to learn the relatlie abundance 01 Norway and
roof rats in the locality. particularly animals infected
with plague or tleaborne typhus. Another type of sur-
vey measures the ectoparasite population of rats to
determine whether or not the oriental rat flea is preva
lent It is also possible to determine the incidence Lit
Ilcahorne typhus in the rodent reser% oir hs means ot
complement lixation or %Veil-Felix tests of rat Mood,
and tO plague by culturing certain tissues. such as
the spleen. The abuse types of inlornlation are gen-
orall% recorded for each lot 411 rats trapped.



Survey Methods. The usual surrey method for de-
termining the number of parasites per rat and the
percentage of rats infested by oriental rat Drab re-
quires the trapping of live rats at numerous points
in the survey city. The rats are trapped in #0 steel
traps arid placed Immediately in individual cloth bags
to prevent ihtilescape of fleas and other ectoparasites.
I hey are brought to the laboratory in these bugs.
which are labeled to show the date, trapper. species
and sex of rat. locality, and other information. The
rats arc anesthetieed and combed with a fine-toothed
comb in order that the parasites may be collected in a
large white pan. These parasites are later identified.
counted, and recorded along with the rat number
and other information on the trapped rat. It is then
possible to determine the number of oriental rat fleas
per rat and the percentage of rats infested by the fleas,

fhe ectoparasite survey indicates the degree of
uttest-ation by oriental rat fleas and other ectopara-
sites. and hence the potential danger of transmission
°I rotienthorne disease, should it _be present in the
rodent population.

Surreys made before and at intervals after dusting
programs measure the effectheness and duration of
the control operation. Surveys are made in planning
a sector control program in order to determine
whether or not dusting operations arc necessary. This
type ot survey plus the information obtained from tab-
ulation of the incidence of disease in humans and
domestic rats. furnishes basic information for an
epidemiological study of the disease.

Exercises (631):
I Rats are trapped in ir0

placed in individual cloth
the escape of
sites.

2. 1 he rats are combed with a comb
so that the parasites can he collected in a large
a hite pan.

I I he cetoparasite survey indicates the degree ot
attestation hy

traps and
to prevent

and other esiopara-

632. Complete gisen statements concerning the
methods used in controlling pest fleas on pets and on
premises.

Control of Pest Fleas on Pets and Premises. Pest
Ilea control mac he dhided into two main categories:
contr it Lit pest fleas on pets. primarily cats and dogs.
and control of pest fleas on premises. the princapal
approach to control is through insecticides Insecti-
cides for the control ot t]eas on pets or inside huild-
imis arc usualls less toxic and are used at a lower
concentration titan those applied outside buildings.

1A, ith cat and dog fleas. reinestation will occur
sso hin a short period of time unless thorough control
procedures are carried out. Simultaneous treatment
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of both hosts and premises gives a much better chance
for economical and quick control than either alone-. -

Thus, if a eat or dog is treated to ICJ] a flea infestation,
it will soon become heavily infested again unless all
nearby flea breeding cites are treated. It is necessary .s
to know the habits of the animal in order that its .43
favorite resting places will be known. A treatment of "
the infested animal plus a complete coverage of all
breeding sites is much more effective than weekly
treatments of the animal alone.

Control of pest fleas on pets. Control of cat and
dog fleas. the usual species found on pets or in build-
ings. can be accomplished with a number of insecti-
cides, The insecticides of plant origin. applied as
dusts are safe to use on cats, kittens, puppies, dogs.
and other domestic animals: however make sure that
the presticide is recommenced for that use.

All insecticidal dusts should be applied to the fur
with a shaker. or by hand. and rubbed in to give a
complete treatment. Avoid getting the dust into the
eves. nostrils, and mouth of the animal. Also, avoid
making heavy applications to the abdomen as the ma-
terial will be licked off by the pet. Start the applica-
tion above the eyes on the head and cover all areas
backward to the tail and haunches, being certain to
treat thoroughly around the ears and-underneath the
forelegs. A tablespoon of dust will treat a small ani-
mal, while as much as an ounce will be required for a
large dog. Frequently. following the application of
insecticidal dusts, fleas become extremely active and
make cats and dogs most uncomfortable for some timc.

Resin collars containing dichlorvos are labeled for
use on dogs (except whippets and greyhounds) and
on cats (except Persian). They provide protection
usually for 2 to 3 months. These resin.d'ichlorvos col-
lars should be used with care since some animals
show individual sensitivity to the insecticide. Cotton
webbing collars impregnated with D.75 to 1.0 percent
lindane may be used on either dogs or eats.

A relatively new development in the control of
fleas and other ectoparasites on dogs is the use of
one of the less toxic organic phosphorous insecticides.
runnel or trichlorolon. as a systemic insecticide. Pills
containing ronnel are sold and ted to the animal only
hy. or on the order of, a licensed veterinarian.

Cloural (4' pep fleas on premises. For effective
control of fleas, the treatment of the animal should be
supplemented by insecticidal applications to the pre.
misc.. Special attention should he gisen to the resting
places ot the animal. where the Ilea eggs. larvae,
pupae and adults are most abundant. Flea infestations
may he greatest in dog kennels and bedding rugs.
under porches, and similar resting places. Where
oossible. the animal's bedding should be laundered in
am. soapy water. or burned. A vacuum cleaner may
he used to remove accumulations of lint and dust that
contain Ilea larvae and pupae. Then the infested pre-
mises may he treated with a residual insecticide such
as 2 percent malathion, or I percent ronnel. at a rate
of about 1 gallon per 10(M) square feet tit floor surface.



fie sure to read the pesticide label to see it the pesti-
cide can he used for the purpose intended. A numher
of factors will influence the choice of material and
type ot iormulation to he used for indoor applications.
particularly odor, fire Ward. possibility t4 staining.
and use ol the treated area,

Dusts may also he used in controlling fleas inside
buildings. particularly animal hoses or bedding. base-
ments, and other situations where the whitish dis-
coloration from powders is not ohjectionahle,. Dusts
are frequently blown under porches, the crawl space
tinder h9mes, in attics, and garages.

In many placea in the 'fluted States, especially in
the South and West, yard inlestations ol fleas often
are a real problem. Sanitation is just as important
ID flea control as in other aields 01 vector control,
Animal manure 4nd debris should be removed from
pens and yards where fleas may he developing.

For insecticidal treatment of lawns and yards.
dusts or suspensions are frequently: used in preference
to emulsions or solutions. Wettable powders and
dusts are sale on shruhbery'and grass and have a long
residual action. but they leave a light-colored deposit.
I he dusts are frequently twice as strong as the sprays.
Emulsions containing these insecticides may he used
in y aids it the operator is certain that the emulsions
being used AM riot harm the plants. Some of the
auxiliary solvents used in preparing emulsion con-
centrates will "burn" foliage or grass. The use of
solutions on vegetation Is even more dangerous since
many of the petroleum solvents are known to be
phytotoxic. Care should be taken not to release
sprays at high pressure close to foliage since this
may also damage aegetation. .A n y soil or lawn areas
ihat require treatment should he very thoroughly
soaked

Exercises (632):
1 Pest ilea control may be divided into two main

categories: control ot pest fleas on
control of pest fleas on
Cat and dog fleas can he controlled on domestic
animals using insecticides of origin
applied as
All insecticidal dusts should he applied into the fur
with a or by and

in to gate a complete treatment.
4 -\ treatment ot the infested animal plus a complete

coverage of all sites is more ellective
than a treatment of theammal alone.

5, gesin collars -containing are labeled
i or use on dogs and cats.

are sold and ted tot Pills containing
animals only hs a licensed keit:marl:in.
Atter animal heddine has hcen thoroughly cleaned.
the untested premises may he treated with a resid-
ual insecticide such as 2 percent

may he used in controlling fleas
inside buildings. where the a hitish discoloration
from [loaders in not obieetionable.

I.
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9, Emulsions may be used in yards if the operator is
certain that emulsion do not harm the

633. Indicate whether given statements pertaining to le
the control of rodent fleas to prevent diseases are true
or false and correct the fake statements.

Control of Rodent Fleas For Disease Prevention.
Control of rodent fleas for disease prevention may be
divided into two main categories: control of rodent
fleas in urban areas and control of rodent fleas in
rural area. Thoroughness is essential iii controlling
rodent !leas,

control of rodent fleas trt tirhan areas. Fleas are
the Most important vectors of plague and fleaborne
typhus. Outbreaks of both diseases have been con-
trolled in the past by rat killing. ratproofing. aria im-
proved sanitation. but real progress in the control of
these diseases was not achieved until the mid-40's
with the advent of DDT and the anticoagulant rodent-
icides. In the early campaigns. control measures
started 'outside the infested area and worked towards
the suspected center of infection. Today, control op-
crations are started at the suspected focus and work
outwards.

In controlling an epidemic of plague or fieaborne
typhus, the following sequence of control operations
has worked in a number of areas:

(I) Surveys to determine the extent and intensity
of the problem.

(2) Application of residua! insecticides such as
malathion. diatinon. or carbaryl to kill the infected
fleas. particularly the oriental rat flea.

(3) Use of anticoagulant rodenticides such as
warfarin. Pival, or Fumarin.

(41 Rat trapping, poisoning with "one-dose"
rodenticides. such as red squill or Mc phosphide.
or burrow gassing.

(51 Improved general sanitation to keep rodent
populations at the lowest possible level, paying
particular attention to refuse storage. collection and
disposal. and harborage elimination.

(6). Rodent stoppage or ratproofing.
(7) Continued surSeys and maintenance to prevent

buildup of disease potentials.

Under the current concept of urban control empha-
sis is placed on residual insecticides and anticoagu-
lant rodenticides, plus rat trapping. rodentproofing,
and improved sanitation.

The application of residual insecticides at the sus-
pected focus of infestation at the start of control
activities places emphasis on killing the infected fleas
as quickly as possible. The anticoagulant rodenticides
are also distributed on the first day because these
compounds do nut kill rodents until they have eaten
these materials for several consecutive days. It is
wisest to wait at least 2 or 3 days before rat trapping
or area poisoning with -one-shot" poisons. such as



red squill or line phosphide. so that the rodents wan-
dering about treated areas can pick up the insecticide
on their feet or fur and carry it into their harrows to
kill the greatest number of fleas in these breeding
places. More important. as the rodents are trapped
or are killed by rodenticides, any fleas still on the
rodents will he killed by the "hlanket" of insecticide
before they can bite other animals, including man,
decreasing the disease hazard.

Personal protection. You may obtain relict' from flea
attack when going into a heavily infested area by
treating ankles and trouser legs with dimet1151 phtha-
late. I his will give protection for several hours against
cat and dog fleas. Clothing may be impregnated in
benzyl benzoate to prevent flea attack. The Depart-
ment of Detense has recommended the use of M -1960
containing N-but ylacentanilide, benzyl benzoate. and
2- butyl -2- ethyl -1. 3-propanediol with Tween 80 as
an emulsifier, for clothing treatmentparticularly
the trousers. More recently. diethyltoluamide, sold
commercially as OFF or DEET, has shown great
promise as a flea repellent. After an area has been
dusted, these materials are no longer necessary.
Insecticide dusts prevent biting almost immediately.
although 3 to 4 hours may be required for complete
mortality of dusted fleas.

Cuntrol of fleas aboard aircraft. The possibility of
introducing plague-infected fleas into the United
States via containerized cargo from plague=endemic
areas has led to investigations of suitable chemical
control measures. Tests conducted on the use of one -
half or one dichlorsos-resin strip in "Conex" shipping
containers (approximately 300 cubic feet) filled with
simulated cargo gave 98 percent to 100 percent kills
at oriental rat fleas on rats exposed for 4K hours at
temperatures at 60' F. (15.68° C.) or above. Expo-
sures of 6 hours at temperatures of 78' F. 125.76' C.)
to 86: F. (30.24c C.) in empty "Conexes" gave aver-
age kills of 90 percent in 24 tests. With-a 24-hour
exposure at temperatures of 75: F. (24.08° C.) to
83 F. 128.56`' C.), complete kills were ohtaincd with
one-half or one strip in empty or simulated cargo
filled -Conexes:' Tests in Florida with dichlorvos
indicate that vapor concentrations ut 0.25 microgram
per liter iii air for ' hours produced complete kills of
oriental rat flea.

For the disinfection at unoccupied aircraft, high
concentrate micronized dusts at various insecticides
were evaluated in cooperative tests by the U.S. De-
partment ot Agriculture and the Center for Disease
Control. Application of micronized dusts of 64 percent
propoxur, 20 percent fenthion, 40 percent Dursban or
26 percent SBP 1382 at a rate of 2 grams of dust per
1001) cubic feet produced complete kills of oriental
fleas_

During the period 1945 to 1968, 10 percent DIY1
dust was the insecticide of choice in controlling fleas
during epidemics of plague and tleahorne i phus. both
in the United States an-I merseas. fiowei.er. in the
I. Tilted States, applications of E)131 dust to rodent
rumvays and harborage Is now recommended ,inly
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during epidemics.. With the present restrictions on
the use of DUI- and other chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides in the United States, and the prohlem of
DDT resistance in many parts of the world including
Southeast Asia, other insecticides should be consid-
ered for controlling the oriental rat fleas.

General sanitation should liesimproved as quickly,
as Ilea control is achieved. Men working in the area
should be vaccinated against plague.pr murine typhus
and wear fleaproof clothing that has been treated with
repellents, such as M-1960 or conventional repellents.
The more time-consuming work of rodent stoppage
should not be started until the danger of contracting
these diseases is reduced. -

..

The insecticide dust is applied to rat burrows,,holes
in Maori and walls, and enclosed spaces that rnay
serve for rat harborage. It is especially important '1c)
treat spaces between double walls and floors ands\
under merchandise where there are rat entries be- \
cause the danger of disease spread from rodent to
man is most severe in ,buildings. Apply the dust so
that there is no contamination of food with the insecti-
cide, particularly during application or by blowing
or tracking.

Dust patches consist of a layer of insecticide dust
around a rat hole, entryway, burrow, or along a rat
run that is in use. The thickness of the patch should
depend upon the amount of rat travel evidenced by
the presence of rat droppings and footprints. It may
vary from a thin film to a patch 1, 4 to 3, 8 inch thick,
Rat entries should be dusted thoroughly and an area
6 to 8 inches long placed on the narrowest pari of the
runway. Patches on stairways should completely
cover two adjacent stair treads. When parasites of
roof rats are to be controlled, dust alternate spaces
between rafters an overhead "swings." Rat swing
marks are usually detected by their dark and glossy
appearance because the rat rubs oil from its fur while
swinging beneath [lifters or traveling along a plate.
Dust patches should be placed near feeding, watering,
and harboring places of rats and other locations fre-
quented by these rodents.

Control of rodent fleas in rural areas, The control
of wild or commensal rodents (which serve as a reser-
voir of Ileaborne diseases) and of their ectoparasites,
is difficult, expensive. time-consuming, and often
meets with public apathy or disapproval.

In controlling plague epizootics in the western
United States, the application of 2 to 3 ounces of 5
percent carharyl dust per burrow has given good
control of wild rodent fleas, particularly the prairie-
dog flea. One treatment usually was sufficient to elim-
inate fleas totally in a treated area for at least
12 weeks.

Exercises (6331:
I. Place an X in treat of the true statements.

a. Fleas are the most important vectors of
plague and fIcaborne typhus.

/ c'L., (.5 j



_ h. You may uhtain relief from Ilea attack when
going into a heavily infected area by treating
ankles and trouser legs with runnel.

c. To control fleas aboard aircraft dichlurvos-
resin strips have been used successfully.

d 1-iir the disinfection of unoccupied aircraft 2. Correct any false statement* in exercise 1,
use micronired dust of h4 percent propoxur.

c Personnel working in infected areas should
be vaccinated against plague or murtne
t%'phus.

f. The danger of disease spread from rodent to
man is most severe in rural areas.

. 51
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CHAPTER 4

Lice, Ticks, and Mites

LICE. TICKS. AND MITES have been with usfor
centuries. Infestations with lice occur today in the
United States and many other countries despite great
efforts to maintain high standards of health. Entomo-
logy and health personnel are often called upon if
infestations include or expose large groups of people,
particularly' in those areas such as schools, dormi-
tories, hospitals, and child care centers.

Ticks. vicious bloodsucking pests, are important to
the Air Force because they can disrupt a mission if
they are allowed to contaminate areas and infest
people and domestic animals. Low morale, sickness,
and sometimes death are the result of increased
population of these pests.

Mites often infest foods, stuffed furniture, and
mattresses. Some of the larger infestations in buildings
result from invasions by rodent mites, bird mites, and
clover mites. A number of the mites discussed in this
chapter are vectors of organisms that cause diseases
which affect people and their animals; others cause
dermatitis and allergic reactions in humans.

4.11. Lice
The three sucking lice that infest humans are the

body louse. the head louse. and the crab louse. The
body louse is the species involved in epedemics of
louseborne typhus. trench fever, and relapsing fever,
but all three cause pediculosis. This section discusses
the medical impartance..biology, and control of these
lice.

634. Mark given statements pertaining to the general
characteristics of lice as true or false and correct the
false statements.

Identification and Classification. Sucking lice
belong to the order Anoplura. These wingless insects
are flattened dorsoventrally (fig. 4-1) from top to
bottom like a pancake. Adult lice have mouthparts
consisting of three stylets modified for piercing and
suckmg; the stylets are retracted within the head when
not in use. Their legs are short and stout. with a large
claw on one or more of .the three pair of legs for
grasping and holding onto hairs. The eggs of lice d iffer

from those of most other insects because they are
attached by cement and possess a distinct cap or
operculum. Females are usually larger than males and
the tip of the abdomen is notched or bilobed. Males
have the tip of the abdomen rounded with the some-
what cigar-shaped genitalia often visible throtigh the
body wall.

Development. Lice have three immature (nymphal)
stages which resemble the adult stage..Most nymphs
differ from adults in having fewer hairs on their
bodies, fewer sclerotized plates, and in being sexually
undifferentiated. Li9e are, therefore, good examples
of insects with incomplete or gradual metamorphosis,
that is, insects with three stages of life: egg, nymph,
and adult (fig. .4-2).

Host. Most sucking lice spend their entire life as
ectoparasites on mammals (exceptions are baist
marsupials, certain aquatic mammals,and carnivores
exclusive of the dog family). The body louse is a
conspicuous and important exception because it rests
on clothing except when feeding. Sucking lice occur
only on mammals. never on birds, reptiles. or amphi-
bia. Each species of louse generally feeds upon only
one species of host animal, one genus, or more rarely,
one group of mammals. In general, closely related
groups of mammals appear to be infested by closely
related species of lice.

Exercises (634):
I. Place an X in front of the true staterr._:.ts.

a_ The crab louse is the species involved in the
epidemics of lousebome typhus and relapsing
fever.

b All three types of sucking lice cause pediculosis.
c. Adult lice have mouthparts consisting of

three stylets modified for piercing and sucking.
d The eggs of lice are smooth, spherical, and

are not sticky.
e Most sucking lice spend their entire life on

mammals.

2 Correct any false statements in exercise I.



ALL Los ARE ABOUT THE SAME LENGTH

ABDOMEN ELONGATE WITHOUT HAIRY
PROCESSES LATERALLY
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"'FIRST PAIR OF LEGS SMALLER THAN SECOND

OR THIRD PAIR OF LEGS

""--.......................ABDOMEN SHORTER WITH HAIRY
PROCESSES LATERALLY

CRAB LOUSE ( PHIHRUS PUBIS )
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635. Identify given statements pertaining to louse
characteristics as applying to the head louse. body
louse. or both.

The body louse I Pechetilw irtonurna hiernammi and
head louse 1 Pedit Illus htifitallf4S eapii are s ery
similar to each other physiologically, but they differ
morphologically in sire. proportion, and color. They
also ditter hiologically in habits, one form living on the
head and neck and t he other on the body.

Adult Identification. The adult body louse is 2 to 4
millimeters long. greyish white in color. and is gen-
erally 10 to 20 percent larger than the head louse

The head louse is I to 2 millimeters long an,i is
grcisti white with dark margins

Habitat, Adults and nymphs of head lice are found
in the hair and on the scalp: they tend to he most

53

prevalent on the back of the neck and behind the ears.
Theyare not known to infest eyebrows or eyelashes.

Although as many as 1000 body lice have been
removed from the undergarments of one person. it is
more typical to find less than 10 lice per person_ Most
of the lice are on the inner surface of the clothing, next
to the skin. Females tend to congregate along seams
for egg laying. Some of the adults tend to migrateaway
from the skin to the outer garments and to other
persons. Head and body lice can move fairly rapidly
and will pass from host to host, or from host to
bedding, by simple contact.

It is difficult to find human lice and crab lice away
irom humans. Reds occupied every night by unsanitaty
indisiduals have more chance of being infested. If
unoccupied it several nights, they tend to he free of
lice. Head and body lice may be acquired by personal
contact and by putting on infested garments. Head live

s.
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may he acquired by contact with upholstered chairs
and by using infested brushes and bombs. Hairs with
eggs attached may he blown ahout. Lice tend to leavea
le%,erish patient and see,. other hosts.

Feeding Habits. These lice depend upon human
blood as a means of life. They suck blood for long
periods of time. but they do not ordinarily become
engorged. Some individual lice feed too avidly.
causing rupture of their digestive system, and succumb
because of their greed. During feeding. dark red feces
may he deposited on the skin.

When ready to feed. the louse anchors its mouth to
the skin, stabs an opening through the skin, pours
saliva into the wound. and pumps blood from the
injury into the digestive system by means of the
pharyngeal pump.

The body louse remains attached to clothing fibers
and bends over to feed while the head louse simply
remains attached to holy hairs.

Egg Laying. Mating occurs frequently and at any
time in the adult's life, from the first 10 hours to old
age. Eggs are fetid 24 to 48 hours later. depending upon
temperature conditions. Eggs are cemented on head
hairs by head lice or on the underclothing by body lice.
II the human is relatively nude,as in some tropical
areas, lice may infest heads and necklaces. Body lice
rhav deposit 9 or, 10 eggs per day and a total of 2.70 to
300 eggs in a lifetime. Head lice are less prolific.
depositing about 4 eggs per day for a total of about 88
in a lifetime. fhe hatching of eggs is greatly reduced
or completely prevented by exposure to temperatures
above 1000 F. t3.O8° e_t or lower than 75° F.
(24_01.1° C.).

Nymph Development. After emerging from the egg.
the louse nymph molts three times before becoming a
sexually mature adult. Therefore. there are three
nymphal instars, differing from each other by the
increased length of the abdomen as development
progresses. f he nymphal stages require 8 to 9 days for
lice remaining in contact with the human body. but
may require 2 to 4 weeks when the clothing is remoYed
at night. If the clothes are worn for so eras days. all of
the lice will usually laCCOMI') the total ille cycle of
head and body lice may he completed in about 18 days

Exercises (635):
Match the items in column A with those in column B.

Column A
I. the adult louse is 210 4 ms11 Primers flag

4nd greyish while.
2. Ihe adult louse is Ito 2 mil limeien long

and is greyish white with dark margins.
3 Are not known to infect eyebrows or

eyelashes.
4. Can move rainy rapidly from host to

host by simple contact.
S May he acquired by putting on infected

Narrows.
6 Female lays eggs along clothing seams.
7 Tend of leave feverish patients and seek

other hods.
8 May deposit 9 Ql to eggs pet day.
9 May deposit 4 eggs per day

JO The nymphal stage requires It to I days
when remaining in contact with human
body.

h.

c, 8 ?,
Head bee
Body lice.
Hach

636. Complete given statements concerning the
characteristics of crab lice.

Characteristics of Crab Lice. Crab lice (Pthirus
pubis) are small (0.8 to 1.0 mm). grayish-white insects
with a short abdomen bearing hairy lateral tufts and
large second and third pairs of legs which give them
a crab-like appearance (fig. 4-1).

These insects are most commonly found on hairs in
the pubic arcas, but they may be found on hairy areas
of the chest or armpits. Infestations of the eyebrows
and eyelashes have been rel.Jrted frequently. Crab lice
on the eyebrows feed in a very localized area and cause
hemorrhages into the skin which result in a bluish
pigment directly above the eyebrows.

The life cycle of the crab louse is similar to that of
the head and body lice. The eggs are glued to hairs but
are smaller than the body lice eggs.

There are three nymphs: stages. In a few specimens
that were carefully studied, it took 13 to 17 days for
them to become adults. Adult life lasts less than a
month. All stages are more sedentary than those of
head or body lice. They tend to settle down at one spot.
grasping hairs with the legs of both sides of the body.
inserting the mouthparts, and taking blood inter-
mittently for many hours at a time. 'The legs are
adapted for grasping large hairs and. in the position
adopied, the adult prefers hairs widely spaced (com-
pared with the dense hairs of the head). This may
partly explain the distribution of the crab louse which
is found most commonly on the hair in the pubic and
anal areas. This insect survives only a short time away
from the host.

Crab lice are spread chiefly by sexual contact, but
they may he acquired by other means, such as infested
toilet seats and beds. and by close personal contact.

Q
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Marty authorities believe that there has been a re-
surgence in the number of eases of (.rab louse infesta-
tions related to the present worldwide climate of
cultural perntissiveness.

F:serelses (636):
I Crab lice are small. insects.
2. These insects are most commonly found on hairs in

the area.
3 l'he egg, of the crab louse are glued to

but are smaller than the lice egg,.
4 1 he adult crab louse preturs hairs

spaced.

637. Provided with statements that pertain to lice
controls, identify each of the statements as pertaining
to the control of body, head, or crab lice, or all three.

I he three kinds of lice that infest humans differ
considerably in habits and. therefore, require different
method, of control. Because the body louse is the
sector of epidemic typhus and other diseases. emphasis
has been placed on development of measures for its
control.

Control of Body Lice. lace eggs are laid on the cloth.
attached to the fibers: wool cloth is much preferred to
other kinds In looking for infestations, examine the
clothing along the seams and tolds, especially on the
inside of the underwear.

Ordinary laundering with hot water will destroy all
stages of lice on infested clothing and bedding. Dry
cleaning may be used to destroy lice on wool garments.
The solvent used in cleaning is toxic to lice, and the
%team used in pressing makes certain that control is
complete. Pressing woolens at home is also satis-
factory, but special attention must be given to the
seams.

1 hree insecticide powders. U) percent DDT. I

percent lindane. and 1 percent malathion, have been
extensively used to control body lice. During epi-
demics of typhus, 10 percent DDT has been the
insecticide of choice in many parts of the world. In the
United States. where DDT is difficult to obtain and
4 here us use has been largely banned since 1973. or in
areas where body lice are resistant to DDT. these
insects may be controlled with dusts containing 1

percent lindane. 1 percent malathion, or 0.2 percent
pyrethrin. or 0.3 percent allethrin synergized with
piperony I hutoxide. providing the pesticide label so
states.

These powders are frequently dispensed in 2-ounce
sitter-top cans or plastic bags fo individual use The
powder should be applied over the inner ,urfac.e of the
underwear and evenly distributed by hand, with
special emphasis on the scums and folds. The scams
inside the shin and trousers and socks or ,tockings
should he similarly treated. About one ounce of
povider is necessary for one treatment.

9
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Hand-operated dust blowers or motor-driven air
compressors with as many as 10 dusting heads have
been used for mass treatment of civilian populations,
troops, and prisoners of war. The clothing need pnt be
removed. About 2 ounces of the powder is shaken or
blown into the clothing through neck openings, up the
sleeves, and all around the loosened waist of trousers.
In delousing women, an extra amount of insecticide
may be introduced around the neck and the applica-
tion at the waistline omitted,

Contra, of Head Lice. Head lice spread rapidly
through a family and may be transmitted to people
throughout a community. They are most abundant in
children. In some countries. girls tend to he more
heavily infested by both head and body lice than
boys.

Thy eggs. often calk 41 "nits." are thc easiest stage to
discover when inspecting for head lice. They are most
commonly attached to the hair, close to the scalp
behind the car.

With schoolboys, men, or prisoners of war. a very
close haircut or even shaving of the head to remove the
egg, and all later stages is a simple, inexpensive
method of rontrolling head lice. With women and
girls. other methods are often used. Both the lice and
eggs must be destroyed.

The application of 1 percent lindane or I percent
malathion dust in pyrophyllite or talc is effective.
although it is unsightly. The dust should remain on the
scalp 24 hours in order to produce a complete kill. A
second treatment 7 to I0 days later will kill all lice that
have hatched since the first treatment.

Control of Crab Lice. As with head and body lice, a
simple treatment for crab louse control is shaving or
cutting the infested hair to remove adults, immature
stages. and eggs glued to hairs.

Insecticides. such as the ones recommended in
Appendix A for controlling crab lice, or chemicals
that are recommended for this use on the pesticide
label may be used.

People are very sensitive about infestations of crab
lice. A rumor or an infestation in a large office building
can do much to disrupt normal operations and cause
distress. If these problems are dealt with quickly and
firmly, they will soon be forgotten.

Other Lice Control Measures. Frequently, liquid
preparations are more acceptable than dusts because
the powders are unsightly and suggest that the person
is infested with lice. Also, louse powders are not
registered for use in California. Shampoos or lotions
are available commercially, such as A -200 Pyrinate
containing 0.2 percent synergized pyrethins. Cuprex
with 31 percent tetrahydronaphthalene and 0.03
percent copper oleate. and Bornate with 5 percent
isohornyl thioeyanoacetate and 0.16 percent dioctyl
sodium sulfosuceinate.

Two emulsifiable concentrates for controlling all
;hree pecies of human lice are available by physician's
prescription. One contains I percent lindane K
The second iTopocidei is also known as tiBIN and
contain, the following materials by weight: hentyl



hentoate tilt percent. DD l' 6 percent, herriocaine
12 percent, and I ween /10 14 percent. The present
formula does not contain DDT. NB1N is diluted with
water before application. Each person is required to
take a soup and water bath helore treatment. The
mixture should be kept out set the eyes. People
treated with K well should not bathe again for at least
24 hours: those treated with l'opoode should wait 41i
hours. lientocaine is u very effective ovicide. thus. the
eggs, as well as the active stages. are killed.

I he safest and hest materials for head louse control
are emulsions containing 0.2 percent pyrethrins. 1

percent lindane t Kwell). or 12 percent bertql bentoate.
or insecticide dusts containing I percent lindane or 1
percent mutat harm The following procedure for using
emulsions is qufe end easy to I °How.

I I) Shampoo and dry the hair thoroughly.
i 2i 'eat person in chair with head tilted backward

.ind eves covered with towel.
tai Apply the emulsion liberally to the hair and

scalp with brush and swab. Work against the nap of
the hair and touch all hair and the whole scalp.

141 Comb the hair in the usual manner.
(S) After 10 minutes with the pyrethrin emulsion.

or alter 24 hours with the lindane or bentyl Inatome
emulsion, shampoo the hair.

ifo Dry. comb. and brush hair to remove dead lice
and loosened eggs.

Exercises tank
Match the items in column A with those in column B.

C.,,Iumra 4 (..rharrn B
I Laundering mtestee clothing i.sith hot 4 Hod!. lice

water will destroy ail stagei of lice h herd lice
: One percent lindane powder used to c club lice

control lice at All three
1 Lad:dun. i. ordaln mg II 2 percent pi,re-

thrin are the salem and hest control of
:iee

_ 4 Sha%ing or cutting the hair io the simples'
Treatment

4-2. Ticks
The material in this section introduces the tick and

rc%ICws the characteristics. distribution, and Control
of the tick. the material will also cutter the methods
of personal protection. controlof animals, and treat-
ment of infested areas

438. Complete given statements concerning the
disea_ses that ticks spread.

licks are known to spread tine groups of deadly
diseasei.

I I1 Rickettsia! spotted Pesci and I) loci'
I21 Bactertai-tularemia
131 Spirochetal relapsing !ever

(4) Viral - Colorado tick fever.
(5) Prom/oat Texas cattle fever. qZ15 I

At; you can see, ticks can cause great discomfort to
humans, See table 4-I for the following discussions.

Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. This is a febrile
disease caused by Rickettsia rickettsia. In the west,
the Rocky Mountain wood tick (Dermacentor
andersont) and the rabbit tick (Haernaphysaiis
leporispalustris) spread the disease from animal to
animal. Dermucentor andersoni is the most impor-
tant western vector and both male and female of the
species are infectious. The American dog tick (Derma-
centor variabilis). shownin figure 4-3, is the most
important vector in the east. Another species, the lone
star tick (Ambiornma arnericanum) is probably a
vector in parts of the eastern United States and Texas,
Oklahoma. and Arkansas.

Dermacentor ticks are well suited as vectors of
spotted fever because their larvae and nymphs feed on
rodents, and the adults attack man and other large
animals. However, transmission of the fever does not
occur unless the tick remains attached for more than
2 hours.

Spotted fever has been reported from 46 of the 50
States. This disease is not contracted in Hawaii or
Alaska and is seldom reported inland in New England
or New York or in the West Central States. The
greatest number of cases have been reported from the
South Atlantic States, particularly Virginia. Mary-
land, and North Carolina. Great differences in the
virulence of the disease have been reported, the
western strain being considered more deadly than the
eastern. However, the fatality rate for spotted fever is
about as high in the East as it is in the West.

Tularemia. Tularemia or rabbit fever, is a plague-
like disease transmitted to humans from rabbits or
rodents. This disease has caused heavy losses in sheep.
The disease bacteria, Franciselia tularensis (Formerly
known as Pasteurella tularensis), infects a wide
variety of hosts, but is especially prevalent in rabbits.
Tularemia is transmitted to these hosts by ticks of the
genera Dermaentor. Amblyonttna, and Haernaphy
salts, which may transmit the disease organisms to
their offspring in the egg and from one stage to
another. People acquire the disease by contact with,
infected rabbits or other animals, the feces of infected
ticks. or by tick bites.

Relapsing Fevers. There are two distinct diseases
known as relapsing (vet'. one tickborne, the other
lousehorne. They show only minor clinical variations
and are distinguishable by differences in mode of
transmission and geographic distribution. These
diseases occur on every continent with the possible
exception of Australia and are caused by the spiro-
chetes in the genus Burretia. The epidemic, louse-
borne type is most frequentledue to 8orrelia recurren-
t's and the endemic. tickborne type is caused by a
n,mber of species of Rorrelia Lousebome relapsing
teser is not known to occur in the Cnited States at the
present time.
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TABLE 4-1 .

I ick Nova INSFASES IN 'I [I UNI I EV S I KIES

It.

41

Name of
Disease

Disease
Organism

Type
Organism Tick Vector

Rocky Mountain
Spotted fever

Rickettsia rickettsii rickettsia Derrnacentor Variabilis
D. Andersoni
D. Occidentalis ***.
Amblyomma americanum
Haernaphysilis leporispalustris *

Tularemia Pasteurella tularensis bacterium D. variabilis
D. andersoni
H. leporispalustris *

.:
Aurnblyomma americanum

. I
.

Relapsing Fevers
.

Bur relia spp, -Spirochete Ornithodoros hermsi 0 talkie

ii 0Parkeri 0. tt.ricate
. ti

D. andersoniColorado Fever Birus Virus

Q- fever Coxiena burnetti
-7,--
rti'kettsia

.

D. andersbni
A. americanum
Otobius Megnini ***

-

Tick paralysis --no organism, toxic secretion ----
.

D. variabilis

Anaplasmosis ** Anaplas:ma spp.
...

protozoan Many tick species . , .

Cattle tick fever Babe sizi bigernina protozoan Boophilus anrwlatus, B. micraplus

Bullis fever UnknoWn rickettsia . Amblyomma americanum f ?)

1 Transmits disease among rabbits.
** Disease of rattle,
*** Found infected in nature but i reinsruis skin t) man has not been reported.

. . '
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Figure 4-1 Life escle of rneriem dog tia,

in the United States relapsing fever spirochetes are
transmitted by soft ticks of the genus Ornirhodoros
in limited areas of 13 Western States. There are four
species which are proven vectors of relapsing fever
spirochetes: Ornithodoros hermsi; in California.
Nevada. Idaho. Oregon, Washington. and Colorado:
Ornahodoros taricara and Ornerhodoras take in the
United States from Florida to California and north-
ward to Kansas. Colorado. and Utah: aad Ornitho-
doros parkari in northwestern United States. Ticks
remain infective for life and pass the spirochetes to
their offspring. Both ticks and their rodent hosts may
serve as reservoirs for the disease. Infections of
humans are believed to take place by contamination of
the wound or skin by tick secretions in some species.
Ornahodoros ruricaza. Ornhhodoros parkeri. and
Ornirhodoros hermsi definitely infect by the bite.

Colorado Tick Fever. Colorado tick fever k a viral
disease of short duration and low mortality. charac-
terized by sudden onset, leukopenia (reduction of
white corpuscles in the blood ), and absence of the rash
usually associated with rickettsia( diseases. Human

FEMALE

cases occur in Western Canada and in Washington.
Oregon, Idaho. Montana. California, Nevada, Utah.
Wyoming. Colorado. and South Dakota in an area
correlating well with the range of Dermaeentor
andersoni. Tice virus has been isolated from the Rocky
Mountain wood tick and a number of small rodnts,
particularly ground squirrels_ The disease is Most
prevalent in adult males, but also occurs in women and
children.

Cattle Tick Fever. Cattle tick fever (Texas cattle
fever) is a deadly disease of cattle caused by tiny
protozoans (Babesia bigemina) which destory the red
blood cells. This disease is transmitted by the cattle
tick Bovphrha annularus or the tropical cattle tick
Boophilusmirroplus. At one time. the disease occurred
in 16 states. ranging from California eastward and
from Texas northward to Kentucky and Virginia.
killing many cattle. It has been virtually wiped out in
the United States by such measures as quarantine and
compulsory cattle dipping; however. the disease still
causes many cattle fosses in the Tropics.

39,,
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Tick Bile Paralysis. Tick bite paralysis. produced
by the engorging female hard tick. is probably caused
by a neurotoxic substance in the tick saliva, possibly a
foreign protein such as partially digested blood. The
symptoms develop ahout 6 days after the tick becomes
attached and while engorgement is well under way,
There is a rapid upward piogression of flaccid paralysis
starting with the feet aqd legs and extending to the
face, tongue, and phatynx. sometimes ending with
respiratory failure and death. Tick paralysis is most
frequently observed in children under seven years of ,

age and has a high fatality rate. In the United States
in 1950. 12 deaths occurred among 94 cases for a 12.7
percent mortality rate. In another study in the Pacific
Northwest of the United States, 27 deaths occurred in
23a eases, an 11 percent fatality rate. In North
America the wood tick and the American dog tick are
the two species that most commonly cause tick
paralysis. This disease is most frequently observed in
the Northwest and in the southeastern States. The
usual site of tick attachment is the scalp. particularly
the hack of the head. Persons camping and hiking
should prevent tick attachment by thorough inspection
of the body and garments and the use of tick repellents
and protective clothing. Small girls are the most
subject to tick paralysis. their long hair can conceal
the ticks owhe back of the neck. Grown persons are
rarely ps.raTYted. Recovery of patients is rapid follow-
ing simple removal of the engorging tick and appli-
cation of a suitable antiseptic. Tick paralysis also
occurs in dogs and cattle.

Q Fever. Q levet (Qiiery fever I is a rickettsia' d isease
which has also been known as nine mile fever. The
causative organism, Coxiella humeri. has caused
outbreaks among stockyard workers in Australia and
the United States. in laboratory workers. veterinarians,
and farmers. The disease has been reported from all
continents and in ever-widening localities. The Rocky
\fountain wood tick, one star tick. spinose ear tick.
and many other species have been found infected. Tick
tissue and feces become massively infected with this
rickettsial agent. At least one human case occurred
when a hunter -popped" an engorged infected tick in
his mouth, the rickettsia easily entering his body
through the moist oral tissues. It is sikspecied that
humans may inhale the disease organisk with dust
and droplets contaminated with material from
infected animals.

Exercises 434):
1. The live groups of deadly diseases transmitted to

humans by ticks are (al spotted
and Q lever: Ibl tulaiernia: (c)

relapsing fever: (d) viral.
(el protutoal.

2. IN..,ermacentor ticks are well suited as vectors Of
fever hecause their Itirrac and

nymphs feed on rodents. and the adults attach to
peaple.
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3. Tularemia or fever is a plague-like
disease transmitted to humans from rabbits or
rodents.

4. Colorado tick fever is a disease of
short duration and low mortality..

5. Cattle tick fever is a deadly disease of cattle caused
by tiny (Babesin bigemina).

6, Tick bite paralysis is probably caused by a neuro-
toxic substance in the tick

39. Identify given statements pertaining to the general
characteristics and habits of ticks as being true or false
and correct those that are false.

General Characteristics. Ticks have three charac-
teristics which distinguish them from the insects: the
head. thorax, and abdomen are fused into one body
region: they have no antennae: and in the nymph and
adult stages they have four pairs of legs. In true
insects, on the other hand. the body is divided into
three regions known as head. thorax. and abdomen.,
they possess a single pair of antennae; and when fully
grown they have three pairs of legs.

The order Acarina (ticks and mites) usually differs
from other arachnids in that the body is not segmented;
the cephatothorax and abdomen are fused to form one
body region.

Ticks belong to the suborder lxodides of the order
Acarina. They can be distinguished from other
Acarina by two characteristics: the tarsus of the first
leg has a conspicuous sensory pore known as Haller's
organ. and most species have a prominent, toothed
hypostome not found in mites or chiggers.

There are two main groups of ticks: the hard ticks
(family Ixodidao and tt:e soft ticks (family Argasidao.
The hard tick is distinguished by a dorsal shield or
scutum (fig. 4-4) immediately behind the capitulum
(false head). The dorsal shield is small in the female,
but in the male it covers the entire dorsal surface. The
soft tick has no dorsal shield. Hard ticks also are
tapered anteriorly while most soft ticks are blunt.

In the United States hard ticks are much more
abundant than soft ticks, cause greater annoyance.
and are far more important in the transmission of
disease to humans and their animals. An identification
key to some common tick species is provided in
Appendix 13 for your use.

Habitats. Hard ticks ordinarily spend much of their
life on the ground or on vegetation awaiting hosts.
They are must abundant in shrubby areas. especially
along paths, and are scarce in deep woodland. Boophi-
lus species pass most of their time on animals, being
one-host parasites. Generally, hard ticks feed upon
three hosts: frequently. but not always. the larvae and
nymphs feed on small mammals or birds and the
adults feed on large mammals. Derniticemor alhipic-
tux. a one-host hard tick. is an exception. The soft
ticks feed upon a host only a short, time and may be
called plural-host ticks.
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Figure 4-4 Hard tick diagram.

Climatic Factors. Temperature is an important
climatic factor affectingPck development. Unfed hard
ticks can endure the frigid winter weather in their
sheltered retreats. but engorged ticks and eggs are less
resistant. The spring and summer heat induces greater
tick activity. Hard ticks can endure long submergence
in water and are not injured by humid weather. They
usually die quickly in a dry situation, whereas soft
ticks generally exist in much drier situations.

Longevity. Many hard ticks require a year or two to
complete their life cycle but may take longer under
unfavorable conditions. Under optimal laboratory
conditions, the normal 2-year life cycle of Derma-
cernor andersord and Ambiyomma americanum can
be reduced to 2.5 to 3.5 months, Some ticks are long
lived. Specimens of Ornithodoros iurkaia have been
kept under observation for more than 12 years.
Ornithodoros tholozemi. an Old World species, is
known to have a lifespan of 20 to 25 years. Ticks are
not easily starved out by rotation of cattle pasturage
and other cultural measures.

Feeding. Most ticks parasitize a wide range of host
animals. Only a few species show a marked preference
for feeding upon one animal species. Ticks feed upon
mammals, birds. reptiles, and some amphibians.
When feeding, the tick inserts the barbed hypostome
(fig, 4-5) into an incision made by its chelicerae. Most
species cause no pain to the host, and the unsuspecting
hu nan host may be completely surprised when he
finds a tick attached on his body. However. some tick
specie's. sulsh as the lone star tick, cause a painful
bite. Only females of the hard ticks become greatly
distended. Omithodoros hermsi becomes engorged in
15 to 2D minutes while the American dog tick and most
other hard ticks req'iire several days.

Transmission of Pathogens. Ticks serve both as
mechanical and biological carriers of pathogenic
organisms. The mouthparts of ticks feeding on
infected animals may become contaminated with the
pathogens which are inoculated into healthy animals
when the ticks move from one animal to another. This
mechanical type of transmission is often called infec-
tion 'through interrupted feeding. In addition, ticks
serve as reservoirs of viruses. rickettsiae. bacteria. and
protozoa, with transmission of the various pathogens
from infected adults through the egg to the following
larval. nymphal, and adult stages. This method is often

termed "transovarial" or "transstadial" transmission
of pathogens. Epidemiologically. this last mechanism
is of great importance in maintaining the disease-
causing organisms in an area during periods of adverse
weather conditions. such as cold winters or hot, chi,
summers; in establishing endemic foci of suchdiseases
as Colorado tick fever. spotted fever, relapsing fever,
tularemia, cattle tick fever, and anaplasmosis; and in
maintaining areas with virulent strains of a pathogen.
Infected ticks may require several hours of feeding
before sufficient parasites are passed into a susceptible
host to cause infection. Therefore, campers and people
who work in tick-infested areas should check them-
selves periodically for ticks and remove any they find
as soon as possible. The feces of infected ticks often
contain pathogenic organisms. Some authorities'
consider that in halatio nof dust, containing the minute
fragments of tick feces loaded with Q fever organisms,
is an important method of contracting this disease.

Mouthperts. Ticks do hot possess a true head, but
have a capitulum (fig. 4-4) consisting of a basal
portion, the basis capituli, to which the hypostome,
chelicerae, and palps are attached. The hypostome
typically bears many rows or ricurved barbs which
anchor the tick to the skin of its host. The chelicerae
serve as cutting organs to permit insertion of the hypo-
stome. The palps have four segments or articles, with
the fourth segment very small in the hard ticks and
approximately equal to the other segments in the soft
ticks. The palps do not penetrate the skin of the host.
In the hard ticks the mouth parts project from the
anterior end of the body. while in the soft ticks they
project on the ventral' side, hidden dorsally by the
body.

Exercises (639):
I. Place an X in front of the true statements.

a Ticks have head, thorax, and abdomen fused
into one body region.

b. The hard ticks have no dorsal shield.
c. There are two main groups of ticks: hard and

soft.
d. Hard ticks ordinarily spend most of their life

on the ground or on vegetation, awaiting
hosts.
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_ e Engorged tick can endure frigid weather
better than unfed hard ticks.

.._.._ I Soft ticks generally exist in much drier
situations than hard ticks.

_ g Many hard ticks require a year or two to
complete-their life cycle.

_ h Only the male of the hard tick becomes dis-
tended when engorged.

i Transstadial transmission of pathogens is
accomplished by transmitting from the adult
to the egg and through the larval. nymphal.
and adult stage.
One method of contracting diseases is by the
inhalation of dusts containing minute frag-
ments of tick feces.

.. i

2. Correct the faNe statements in exercise I.

640. Complete given statements concerning the
developmental stages of ticks.

Ticks have four stages of development: egg. larva,
nymph. and adult (fig. 4-3E

. Egg Stage. Mating of hard ticks usually occurs white
the ticks are on the host animal. Afterwards the female
drops to the ground and deposits eggs on or near the
earth. Several days are required for development of
the eggs. The female hard tick feeds once and lays one
large batch of eggs dig. 4-3). sometimes numbering in
th'e thousands, and dies after oviposition. Most of the
soft ticks engorge several times and deposit 20 to 50
eggs in a batch after each blood meal. Eggs hatch in
two weeks to several months. depending upon tem-
perature. humidity, and other environmental factors.

Larva Stage. The larvae. or "seed ticks" possess only
six legs and are not distinguishable as to sex. Because
their chance of attaching to a host is not good, some-
times prolonged fasts are obligatory.

Despite tolerance to starvation, a very high percen-
tage of larvae fail to survive. Some climb on vegetation.
waiting for a small rodent to pass within reach. Others
actively seek a vertebrate host, being guided by the
scent of the animal. After a blood meal. the engorged
larvae usually drop to the soil. shed their skins. and
emerge as eight-legged nymphs. The larve of one-host
ticks remain on the host to molt.

Nymph Stage. The nymph (fig. 4-3) has eight legs
like the adult but has no genital opening. This stage
also must undergo a critical waiting period for a
suitable host. After engorgement. the nymph drops
from the host. molts. and becomes an adult. Nymphs
may rest for long periods of time before becoming
adults. Although the life cycle of some species of hard
ticks may be completed in less than I year. it may
require 2 to 3 years. or longer. Each time a tick leaves

its host it risks its survival on the chance that it will
find another host. Some species have the advantage of
molting on the host. For example. the cattle tick is a
one-host tick. Multiple-host ticks are ahle to exist
because of their very great reproductive capacity and 6
their ability to survive for long periods without food.

The hard ticks have only one nymphal instar, the
nymph becoming an adult after molting. Soft ticks
may have several nymphal instars.

Adult Stage. Typically the nymph molts after
engorgement and becomes an adult (fig. 4-3). Sex then
is distinguishable for the first time as the female hard
tick differs from the male in having a small scutum.
The sex of soft ticks may be determined by the shape
of the genital opening located between the second pair
of legs. In male soft ticks the genital opening is almost
circular, while it is oval, definitely broader than long,
in female specimens. Unlike mosquitoes. both male
and female hard ticks are bloodsuckers and both
require several days feeding before copulation. After the
male, hard tick becomes engorged. he usually copulates
with one or more females and then dies. Following
copulation. the female tick drops to the ground. The
eggs require several days to develop. Then she begins
oviposition. After a few more days, her life's mission
accomplished. the spent female hard tick also dies. The
female soft tick may lay several small batches of eggs
but she requires a blood meal before each episode of
oviposition.

Exercises (640k
1. Ticks have four stages of development:

,and
2. Mating of hard ticks usually occurs while the ticks

are on the
3. For the eggs to develop requires
4. Eggs hatch in 2 weeks to several months, depend-

ing upon and
other fact-Ors.

5. The nymph has legs like the adult.
6. Nymphs may for

periods of time before becoming adults.
7. Despite tolerance to starvation, a very high

percentage of larvae
X. The hard tick has nymphal

instar.
9. Typically the nymph molts after

and becomes an adult.
10. Following copulation the female hard tick

641. Complete given statements concerning tick
surveys. .,

Tick Survey Methods. From rick surveys, you can
determine the species present, the degree of tick
infestation, whether control is needed: and the
results obtained from control efforts.
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To dete ine the infested host and the degree of
infestatio ,

7
you can pick the ticks from the host

animals or analysis. To determine the infestation of
vegetated areas, use the tick drag method. To conduct
this survey with the tick drag, slowly drag it over low
vegetation beside roads and paths. After dragging a
Specified distance. say 50 feet, pick the ticks from the
cloth and put than into vials containing 70 to BO
percent alcohol. From this collection, you can
adequately determine the species and calculate the
approximate degree of infestation.

Exercises (641);
I. From tick surveys, you can determine the ,

the degree of whether
and the results obtained from

2 To determine the degree of infestation, you can
the from the host

animal for analysis.
Z. To determine the infestation of vegetated areas.

use the

642. Complete given statements 'pertaining to tick
contrni measures.

You may obtain some degree of protection against
ticks by keeping your clothing buttoned, your trouser
legs tucked into the topt of your socks, and your
shirttail into your trousers. Avoid sitting on the
ground or on logs in brush areas, and at intervals
inspect your clothing and body for ticks. If you find
and remove them before they become attached to your
body. you will protect yourself from exposure to tick
paralysis and tickborne disease. Clearing and burning
hrush eking paths will reduce the likelihood of tick
infestation. In residential areas, closely cut lawns and
well-kept yards help control ticks and their small
rodent hosts.

It ticks become attached, remove them with a steady
pull so that you don't break off their mouthparts and
leave them in the wound. There is no certain way to
make ticks detach the,. mouthparts, but a drop of
chloroform. carbon tetrachloride. ether. benzene.
s.aseline, or fingernail polish helps remove them.
Always apply an antiseptic to tick bites. If your hands
touch the tick, thoroughly wash them with soap and
cater.

Tick repellents. Many repelknts have been tested
against ticks, but no general chemical is known. The
application of a repellent to exposed skin provides
little protection against ticks since they crawl under-
neath clothing and attack untreated portions of the
body. For this reason, treating clothes with repellents
is suggested instead of treating the skin. Indalone,
diethyltotuamide, dimethyl curhate, dimethyl
phthalate. and !Dewy] henfoate provide up to 40
percent protection. Saturate clothing with a solution

t)2

or emulsion of the repellent. A 5-percent solution or
emulsion will give a deposit of about 2 grams a square")
foot on denim, ordinary cotton khaki, or light wool,' 03
To wet a complete uniform including socks, shirt and
trousers thoroughly, about 3 pints are required, After 13
you have saturated your clothing, hang it outdoors to
dry. Properly treated clothing will provide good
protection against ticks, chiggers, and mosquitoes
for several days. You should wash and re-treat clothing
thoroughly at weekly intervals or before infrequent
outdoor excursions.

Control of Ticks on Domestic Animals. You can
free dogs and cats from ticks by using an approved
pesticidal dust. Never use diazinon and dieldrin to
treat these animals. To clear up infestations, you must
treat the pet and the infested area at frequent intervals.
At times, it is necessary for you to launder or destroy
the animal's bedding if infestation is heavy. If tick
infestation is light, you can satisfactorily pick or comb
ticks from animals.

Liquid washes may give better penetration of the
hair than dust and may be used as an animal dip by
veterinarians. Successful control of ticks on dogs by
oral use of tonne' has been reported by veterinarians.

Control of Ticks in Buildings. The brown dog tick
and the American dog tick come into dwellings on
domestic pets. The nonresistant brown dog tick can be
effectively controlled by chlorinated hydrocarbon
insecticides such as lindane. However, in many areas
the dog tick has become resistant to the chlorinated
hydrocarbon insecticides; therefore, you must use
residual applications of organic phosphorous insecti-
cides, such as those recommended by the pesticide
label. If tick infestations are severe, you will have
to re-treat both the building and fhe pet. The pesticides
should be employed as spot treatments to baseboards.
floor and wall crevices, window frames and other
harborage sites. Five-foot-wide band treatments of
pesticide granules around fouridations may prevent
entry of ticks.

Control of Ticks in Vegetated Areas. You can
control ticks in vegetated areas by using approved
pesticidal dusts, granules. emulsions, or suspensions.
The level of control secured is dependent on the
adequacy of the coverage. In brushy areas. 50 gallons
of spray or 40 pounds of dust per acre are required.
Approximately half these amounts are needed on thin
cover sites, such as lawns. As certain ticks (e.g.,
Dermacentur variubilis) congregate along roads.
paths. and trails, treatment may be restricted to these
areas. Treatments with these, chemicals usually
prevent reinfestation for 30 days or more. Vegetation
maintenance such as removal and cutting is very
effective at times for controlling ticks and should
be accomplished before establishing field encampments,

Control by Removing Hosts, In cases where build-
ings are severely infested with brown dog ticks which
show resistance to insecticides, remove the dog and
thoroughly treat the building with an approved
insecticide. After removing the dog, dip, dust, or
spray him with a recommended' insecticide. Other
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hosts of different tick species are field rodents. You
can control these pest hosts by poisoned bail (warfarin,
phial. zinc phosphide. strychnine. etc.), trapping, or
rodentproofing with masonry. sheet metal. etc.

Exercises (642):
I. If ticks become attached, remove them with a

so as not to break off
their mouthparts.

.. There is no certain way to make ticks detach their
mouthparts; however, a drop of _

, Or
helps remove them.

3. For a tick repellent clothing with a
solution of emulsion of the repellent.

4. insecticides used as repellents are

and
5. Never use and to treat

dogs and cats for tick control.
6, If tick infection is light. you can satisfactorily

or ticks from animals.
7. In buildings. the nonresistant brown dog ticks can

be controlled effectively by chlorinated hydro-
carbon insecticides such as

K. You can control ticks in vegetated areas by using
approved pesticidal

or
9. Besides controlling ticks on domestic animals in

buildings, in vegetated areas you may also control
by

4-3. Mites
Most species of mites are so small that licey are

barely visible to the naked eye. Their life cycles are
often short, 2 to 3 weeks; thus, mites increase their
numbers very rapidly under favorable conditions.

643. Complete given statements concerning mites and
the diseases they carry.

Mites are important to humans because they cause
or are involved in:

( I) Scabies or mange-like conditions, produced
primarily by paw. itch. and follicle mites.

(2) Dermatitis. produced primarily by direct attack
of chiggers. bird and rat mites. straw-itch mites, and
cheese and flour mites.

I Infestation of the lungs. intestine, or urinary
passages (by lung mites or certain cheese and flour
mite).

( 4) Tapeworm infestations of domestic animals and
man (beetle mites serve as intermediate hosts for
certain tapeworms).

(5) Anergic reactions to mites (entire or fragments
thereof) and their excreta may produce conditions
similar to asthma in some persons.

(6) Transmission of organisms that cause diseases, /
primarily those organisms that cause four groups of
diseases: nn

Viralas encephalitis (transmitted by certain
bird mites).

R ickettsialas rickettsialpox (transmitted by the
house mouse mite), scrub typhus (transmitted by
chiggers in the Pacific area of the Old World), and
possibly murine typhus (transmitted by the tropical
rat mite).

Bacterialas tularemia (transmitted by the tropi-
cal tat mite in the laboratory) and epidemic hemor-
rhagic septicimia (transmitted by the snake mite).

Filarialas in the cotton rat (transmitted by the
tropical rat mite).

Scabies and Related Mange-like Conditions.
cables is the most important disease caused by mites.

It occurs throughout the world and is caused by the
scabies mite, itch mite, and mange ntite. Sometimes
the mites cause only a mild rash, but often they cause
serious skin irritations that lead to secondary infec-
tions which produce either conditions, similar to
impetigo, or severe allergic reactions that prevent
persons from sleeping at night. The scabies mites
burrow under the skin, leaving open sores or linear
burrows containing the mites and their eggs. The first
symptom of scabies is itching, especially at night and
frequently over much of the body, The signs ofscabies
are often obscured by scratching. sec on dary infections,
or impetigo.

Itch mites found on domestic animals are almost
indistinguishable from human scabies mites. Cases of
mange in humans which probably originated from
animal infestations are usally of short duration.
Mange mites from animals can live on humans but are
not able to reproduce and establish infestations.

Scrub Typhus and Hemorrhagic Fever. From the
viewpoint of disease transmission. chiggers are
probably the most important group of mites because
they transmit the rickettsiae that cause scrub typhus
(also known as tsutsugamushi disease. Japanese river
bottom fever, and Mossman fever). This disease is not
found in the United States. However, it has been a
disease of importance to American military personnel
that have been stationed in the Orient since 1941.
Scrub typhus occurs from India. through Southeast
Asia, to Japan and Korea. Scrub typhus is transmitted

, by several species of chiggers.
Chiggers are also suspected of transmitting epidemic

hemorrhagic fever. This is a disease. probablycaused
by a virus, that American troopsencounterecl in Korea.; It causes fever and kidney damage and is fatal in about
5 percent of the cases.

Rick et isialpox, In 1946 an outbreak of ''atypical
chickenpox' in some New York City adults led to the
discovery of a previously unknown rickettsia! disease,
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which was named rickettsialpox and transmitted to
humans by the house mouse mite from house mice
which were the reservoir for thedisease. Riekettsailpox
has also been reported from Boston. Massachusetts:
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania; and Cleveland, Ohio.

The tropical rat mite (Ornithonyssus bawts), which
is far more abundant than the house mouse mite. has
been shown capable of transmitting rickettsailpox in .

the laboratory,
Encephalitis. Encephalitis virus has been found in

the chicken mite (Derman,vssus sylviamunt) and the
tropical fowl mite (Ornithonyssus bursa). The role of
these mites in vectoring this disease to humans has not
been confirmed but it is believed that it is minor if it
exists at all:

Dermatitis. Skin inflammations (dermatitis) are
caused by several types of mites, primarily chiggers,
rodent and bird mites, straw itch mites, and grain or
cheese mites. Probably no creatures on earth 'can
cause more torment for their size than chiggers
I redbugs). They are found throughout the Tropics and
subtropics. Although they are rare in the northeastern
United States. they are common in the southern half,
in the Mississippi Valley. and the Central Valley of
California. They are most abundant in wooded areas,
swamps. along roadsides, and particularly where food
and shelter for wild rodents and birds are found. as in
patches of raspberry and blackberry bushes. The
chiggers attach most often in areas where the clothing
fits tightly. as at the top of the stockings. the waist
area where belts or underwear constrict, and in the
armpit area.

Chiggers do not suck blood. The reddish color that
is characteristic of some specieshence the name
"redbug" is due to pigments in the mite's tissue, not
to blood. Chiggers inject saliva into the host's skin.
The reaction of the saliva and host's flesh forms a
feeding tube (stylostome). This feeding tube is filled
with lymph and partially digested tissue which the mite
sucks up as food. In some specimens the stylostome is
twice the length of the engorged chigger. Severe cases
of chigger dermatitis can itch for a week or longer a nd
he as irritating as acute cases of poison ivy or poison
sumac.

Bird mites also cause irritation and ,annoyance.
Chicken mites often feed on people who work either in
chicken houses or in live poultry markets. Chicken and
bird mites may swarm from pigeon, starling, and
English sparrow nests in the eaves or attics along the
outside of buildings and crawl through doors or
windows, or through openings into the upper portion
of buildings. and bite people.

Tropical rat mites (Ornithonyssus bacori) also bite
humans. Very often. though not always, persons are
bitten when the usual host. the rat. is not available to
the mites. Frequently such attacks are associated with
death of the eat as the result of trapping. poisoning.
or disease: the destruction of rat harborage; or keeping
rats out of premises by rat stoppage.

The straw -itch mite (Nemores ventrico.susi is
normally a parasite' of the larvae of a number of borers.
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Outbreaks of strawitch mite dermatitis are usually
associated with infested straw and arc most common
in the midwestern United States. Two of the largeit of
mese outbreaks occurred at the State fairs in Indiana. 1
polis, Indiana, among farmers, visitors, and attend-
ants, particularly-4eH students who had show animals I
bedded on infested straw. The grain and cheese mites
are frequently found in tremendous numbers in
flour, grain, dried fruits, and cheese, particularly when
humidity and temperatures are high. Some of these
mites cause derrnititis among persons who handle the
infested foods.

Infestations of Internal Organs. A number of mites
are obligate parasites that live in the respiratory tracts
of common laboratory animals. such as dogs, monkeys,
and birds. Pneumonyssoides eardnum has been found
in the sinuses and nasal passages of dogs, and Pneu-
monyssus simicola in the lungs of a high percentage
of rhesus monkeys used in laboratory research. The
canary mite (Sternosionta tracheacoturn) has been
found in the trachea and air sacs of canaries. Other
species of nasal mites in the family rhinonyssidae are
found in the sinuses of many specks of wild and
domestic birds.

There are a number of reports of mite infestations
of the alimentary canal and of the urinary tracts.
Laboratory workers at the Center for Disease Control
have examined samples of feces and urine in which
mites were found. Most of the mites in the fecal
samples examined have been -common grain and
cheese mites in the families Acaridae. Glycyphagidae.
and Tarsonemidae. Mites of these families infest
vegetable products and could have been ingested with
food. However. it seems likely that some of the fecal
samples. and most of the urine samples. had been
contaminated by mites that werc in the container
packing.

Intermediate Hosts of Tapeworms. Many species of
beetle mites in the group Or iba tei serve as intermediate
hosts of at least 13 species of tapeworms. One of these
tapeworms. &Melia sruderi. has been reported at
least 12 times from humans. A well-known tapeworm
of sheep. goats. and cattle. .Vloniezia expansa. uses
oribatid mites as an intermediate host. The eggs of the
tapeworms are ingested by the mites, and during the
next several months. the tapeworms develop to the
infective cysticeroid stage within the mites. Herbi-
vorous animals feeding on vegetation on which
infested mites are crawling easily acquire an infesta-
tion. and the tapeworms develop to the adult stage in a
period of several weeks. Oribatid mites probably are
the intermediate host of the human tapeworm
(,lfesoestoides).

Allergic Reactions. In recent - years. research
workers studying the relationship between asthma and
house dust have discovered several species of house
dust mites (genus nermatophaguides) in dust from
houses_ The two most important species in the United
States seem to be Dermarophoguides jarinae and
Dermatophagoider pteronycsilts. They are abundant
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in dust from Mattresses and hedroom floors, but are
also found in smaller numbers in other parts of houses.

Annoyance. Many species of mites invade houses
and are annoying simply by being there: they do not
bite man or transmit diseases. The clover mites
ffir.iobiu praeliosuj frequently infest houses in great
numbers and annoy householders. particularly in the
northern half of the United States, They do not bite
man. transmit disuse. or damage foodstuffs. but their
presence is disturbing. They often swarm by the
thousands over outer walls of buildings. particularly

lM those with a sunny exposure. and make their way
indoors through cracks and crevices about doors.
windows, foundations. and elsewhere. They swarm
into houses in the fall. seeking. as do box elder bugs
or cluster flies. a place to hibernate. The following
spring. they become active again, seeking a way out of
the house and back to the growing plants on which
they feed. Most clover mite complaints come from new
residential areas with well-fertilized lawns or shrub-
bury next to buildings. where the mites have oppor-
tunity to huild up large populations. They migrate
into homes as cold weather approaches. Usually
householders report myriads of "tiny bugs" literally
coating the walls as they attempt to 'warm into or out
of a home. When crushed in linens, curtains. walls, or
woodwork. they produce a reddish stain.

Exercises I643):
I. is the most important disease caused

by mates.
2. The first symptom of scabies is
3. Mange mites from animals can live on humans but

arc not able to and establish

4. Chiggers are probably the most important group
of mites because they transmit the
that cause

5. Chiggers are also suspected of transmitting

6. Rickettsia] pox is transmitted to humans by the
mite.

7. The and mites are
frequently found in tremendous numbers in flour.
grain. dried fruits. and cheese.

X. Oribatid mites are probably the intermediate host
of the

64.1. Give the appropriate term for given definitions
or phrases pertaining to miles and their suborders.

Macs dilfer so greatly i rum one species co another
that short, general description cannot apply to all
species. 1 hen:fore. titir lust descriptions are hased
.111 1,lt olts stillorders oi mites.

General Classification and l)eseription. tittles arc
members 411 the class A raelituda and the order %cti-
rina A cl.pical ientale mite is itsciall) less than 0.3 4.

mni tong with a sacklike body that is often membran-
ous or membranous with hard plates. There is no well- as)
defined segmentation of the body. The head region, 9
known as the capitulum or gnathosome. has cutting
structures known as chelicerae which bear two scissor-
like blades. called ehelae, that are used for biting.

ites undergo four stages of developmentegg, larva,
nymph, and adult. Six-legged larvae hatch from the
eggs. molt. become eight-legged nymphae, and de-
%clop into adults.

Description of Mite Suborders. There are three sub-
orders of mites that will he described in this text and
each of the suborders contain several important
mites.

Suborder Mesostigtotato. The mites have a single
pair of spiracles lateral W the legs--usually associated
with an elongated peritreme (if there is no peritreme,
the mite is usually a highly specialized parasite of the
respiratory tract of vertebrates). Haller's organ is
absent: the hypostome is neither toothed nor devel-
oped for piercing. Representatives include such
species as the house mouse mite (Liponr.ssoicies
sunguineus). chicken mite (Dermunyssus gailinue),
tropical rat mite (Ormithottssus harsh), tropical
fowl mite (Ormitlionssus bursa), :old northern fowl
mite (OrnitImmrssus sylvtartun).

Sethortier Trombilliformes. Mites of this suborder
have a pair of spiracles on or near the head region
(the gnathosome). The chelicerue are usually modified
for piercing; the palpi are usually. free and highly
developed. Haller's organ is ahsent. The cosae Sel-
dom form conspicuous internal projections beneath
skin. There are no anal suckers.

Representatives include chiggers (Tremmhicetla and
allies in the family Tromhiculidae). gall mites (family

riopm odael. I °Mete mites, (Deinorkx species),
straw-itch mites (Promotes verimt.strv). water mites
(Nrilruettruict). spider mites (Terra:whits and allies),
clover mites (Bryotqa pruetio.sca and other mites
(1piyobiu. Cheyletiella, and allies).

Suborder .S'atptilormes. These mites have no
spiracles: a lew hale a .systern of tracheae that open
through stigmata and porose are on various parts of
the body. There is no Hailer's organ. The coxiie Corm
conspicuous internal projections beneath the skin of
the venter of the body. The mouthparts arc usually for
chewing; they have strong chelae. The palpi are
simple. Anal Nuckers are often present.

Some representatives are the mange and itch mites
f.Surropte.s. .Votoerlres. Psort.opres). house dust mite);
Wermatophagoitki, cheese mitcs I 7).f-wimp's,
Culogipittus. Glycyphugus), feather mites (Analgesi-
dael. and hair mites flistrophoridae. Myoroptes of
mice).

Exercises (644):
1. %lite class.

%Lie order.
Head region of mites.
Scissor -like hludes used for biting.
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5. Four stages of mite development.
b. Representatives of this suborder

include the house mouse mite and
chicken mite.
Representatives include chiggers
and water mites.

it, Representatives include the
house dust mites, cheese mites.
and leather mites,

645. Match a given list of miles with the appropriate
given descriptive phrases.

Itch Mites. The itch mite is a very tiny mite. The
letnElles average 0.2 to a4 mm in length. The males
are somewhat smaller. Each mite is oval and saclike:
the body surface is finely wrinkled. The mouthparts
contain paired paips and chelicerae, and are located
at the anterior end_ The anus is located at the poste-
rior end, The dorsal surface has a number ofeonspieu-
ous blunt spinesand many backward-pointing triangu-
lar scales. The legs are short and stocky, the two
anterior pairs being well separated from the two
posterior pairs. Other important identifying charac-
ters are given in the key to common mites in Ap-
pendix B.

I he female burrows beneath the outer layer of skin
and lays her eggs in the sinuous tunnels that she
excavates. The eggs hatch into larvae, that have six
legs. The larvae become nymphs (with eight legs),
and finally the nymphs become adults. The adults
Ilse about a month. Scabies mites occur most com-
monly in tiny papules. particularly in the webbing
between the lingers and in the folds of the skin at
the wrists. Positise identification is made by excising
a tiny bit of flesh. treating it with 10 percent sodium
hy droxode or potassium hydroxide solution. and ex-
amining the tissue on a slide with a microscope that
has a magnification of 100 diameters or more. The
short. stubby legs, the triangular scales, and the peg-
like spines on the back are easily seen in good prep-
arations.

Chiggers. Chiggers teed on people and other serte-
hrates only in the larval stage. They haw the follow-
ing detelopmental stages: egg, deutio.um, larsa,
nyrnphochrysalis, nymph, imagochrysalis, and adult.
On humans they attach in those areas ot the body
where clothing fits tightly. as at the ankles, waistline,
and armpits. As a rule. the larva feeds only once.
sucking lymph and partially digested skin tissue (not
blood) through its stylostome. The nymphs and adults
teed on the eggs or young of Carious arthropods. such
as mosquitoes and springtatie not on humans. Under
optartim conditions. the life cycle can he completed
in about 50 days. In most ot the ('filed States. there
are one to three generations a year, depending on
latitude. But breeding may be continuous on the gull
coast and in Florida. Chiggers feed on Li wide 1.tiriely

of snakes, turtles, birds, and small mammals as well
as on humans,

House Moose Mites, These mites have been foundI
from Utah and Arizona to Boston and Washington.
They have been collected by the thousands in apart-
ment houses where house mice were abundant. A few I
have t,..-n collected on rats. The females can be dis-
tinguished from most other bloodsucking mites by the
presence of two dorsal shield!. (see Appendix B), a
large anterior plate and a small posterior plate. The
protonymphs, deutonymphs, and adults suck blood.
The house mouse mite is a proven vector of rickettitial-
pox in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York,
Pennsylvania, and Ohio.

Tropical Rat Mites. The tropical rat mite is often
responsible for severe "rat-mite dermatitis" all over
the world, Females are usually recognized by their
scissor-like chelicerae, the narrow, tapering dorsal
and genito-ventral plates and the egg-shaped anal
plate (see Appendix B). The protonymphs and fe-
males suck blood and are often tremendously dis-
tended after feeding, This characteristic is so pro-
nounced that laboratory workers who identify rat
ectoparasites often sort the swollen tropical rat mite
from among other species without optical aid, and
then confirm identification with a microscope.
I Chicken Mites. This mite is found throughout most
of the world on domestic fowl, pigeons. English
sparrows, starlings, and many other birds. The large
dorsal and anal plates, short sternal plate, and needle-
like chelicerae are important characters for identify-
ing this species (see Appendix B). The chicken mite
is one of the most common species that cause human
dermatitis in houses, on chicken ranches, and in mar-
kets where chickens are sold_ Infestations of this
mite are often first noticed as the mites crawl about
on chicken eggs. Chicken mites tire intermittent
eaters. To feed they crawl onto the birds at night or
when the birds are in their nest. In the daytime, they
hide in cracks and crevices in chicken houses. or in
floors, walls, and ceilings of buildings in which birds
nest.

k Northern Fowl Mites. The northern fowl mite is
similar to the tropical rat mite, but it has a much
shorter sternal plate. This plate has only four setae;
the setae on the dorsal plate are quite short. This
species is common on domestic fowl, pigeons. spar-
row, and starlings, It bites humans readily.

Northern towl mites overwinfer in bird nests (as
those of barn swallows and pheobes) and in cracks
in buildings. There are several generations each year:
the buildup in populations is very rapid. In poultry
houses. the mites prefer to stay on birds most of the
time. but they have been found on eggs and in litter.
On birds, they are often abundant about the vent,
tail, and neck; there they suck blood and may
form scabs.

Tropical Fowl Mites. fills mite is similar to the
tropical rat mite. but it has a wider dorsal p' ..te, and
is found on domestic and wild birdsseldom on
rodents.
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Srraa -u( it man. I his mite is normally a parasite
it insects that bore Into grain or wood. It sometimes,
however, bites humans severely. Unfed females of the
species are very small. but after mating, the female
becomes greatly englargeti. They arc then easily
+.1sitsle to the naked eye, resemhling a tiny pearl be-
cause of the swelling of the body behind the last pair
ol legs. l he first and second pairs tti legs are widely
separated from the third and fourth pairs The club-
shaped hair between the base ut the first and second
pairs of legs is an important characteristic in the
identification ol thus mute (see Appendix B), A single
teniale may produce 21)0 to 300 eggs. which are re-
tined within the body until the offspring have passed
through all stages ol development. The young, males
and females. are produced 1.ivaparitusly and are sex-
ually mature at birth. Mating takes place soon after,

Grain and Flour Mites. The grain and hour mites
tamily Acaridtie and family Tyroglyphidae> are tiny.

and pale gray or yellowish white. They have conspicu-
ous. lung hairs. The anterior two pairs of legs are
vsidely separated tram the third and t math pair of
legs. These mites iced on a wide Uriety of organic
material and are sometimes %cry abundant in leaf
mold, flour, hair mattresses. and similar substances.
1 he cause grocers" itch and copra itch.

Exercises (645):
\latch ihi; name of the mites in column A voth their
correct description in column H.

_ 4
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646. Complete given statements concerning the
methods used for conducting mile surveys.

Mite Survey Methods. Survey methods vary with
the habits of the species being investigated. In chigger-
infested areas use black glass plates or cardboard
rectangles. Place these vertically and make counts at
definite intervals. Ii chiggers arc present. they will
climb to the upper edges and congregate there. Test
about a doien spots to locate trouble areas. Use a
repellent before you start the survey otherwise, the
chiggers may find you before you find them.

Berlese funnels are frequently used to collect flour
and grain mites and other fret-ranging species, such
as bird mites in nesting material.

Estimates of chigger. bird, and rodent mite popu-
lation densities can be based on data gathered by:

u. Stunning or killing animal ectoparasites (with
ether or chloroform) on dead or trapped animals.
and combing for healing) the parasites from the
animal into a white. enameled pan.

h. Picking the mites oil with fine forceps. particu-
larly in the case of chiggers that have fastened tc an
animal.

e. Placing the live host animals in cages that have
v.ire or hardware cloth bottoms so that any mites
that drop oil after engorging will fall into a pan of
water put under the cage. (This procedure is often
used to collect chiggers 'Rim snakes. turtles, or small
rodents).

d._ Placing a dead host animal in a glass jar contain-
ing water and a detergent. The jar is shaken thor-
oughly to separate ectoparasites from the animal. The
liquid is then poured into a funnel containing filter
paper. Any mutes will he strained out on the paper.

Exercises (646):
I. M ite survey methods vary with the habits of the

species
2. Black glass plates or cardboard rectangles are used

to survey areas.
3. Reriese funnels are frequently used to collect

and mites.

647. Given selected techniques, identify the type of
control being used and the mite that is to be controlled:
complete given statements pertaining to the chemical
methods used for mite control.

Mile Control. Mites can he controlled through
ensuronmental methods, including sanitation.
mechanical. and construction and maintenance
controls, as well as by chemical methods. The met hod
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used depends on the mites to be controlled and the
circumstances.

Environmental methods. Rat and house mouse
mites can be controlled by:

a. Trapping or poisoning rats and mice to eliminate
the source of the blood meal essential for nourishment
and reproduction of mites.

b. Starving out rodents by storing garbage and food
in ratproof containers, rooms or buildings.

c'. Keeping rodents out of buildings by rodent
stoppage.

Bird mites can be controlled by:
a. Modifying buildings so that birds cannot enter

or nest. (Give special attention to louvers, gables.
eaves and atticseven though the work calls for
screening, carpentry, or masonry.)

h. Trapping or poisoning birds to eliminate the
source of blood meals for the mites.

Clover mites can be controlled by:
a. Removing vegetation near houses and pruning

shrubs so that they are at least a yard from buildings.
h. Maintaining a strip of bare ground 2 to 3 feet

wide around buildings.

Chigger control depends on modifying the environ-
ment to permit sunlight and airto circulate freely, thus
drying the usual damp habitat of the chigger. These
modifications consist of:

a. Keeping lawns and gardens closely cut and
edged, and keeping flower beds free of weeds.

b. Eliminating tall weeds and shrubs. particularly
blackberry and raspberry bushes. which furnish food
and shelter for the bird and rodent hosts of chiggers.

(. Using (in scrub typhus areas) mechanical equip-
ment, such as bulldozers and flamethrowersthus
reducing human contact with the mitesto clear
campsites. and using rodent control to eliminate
chigger hosts_ .

Grain and flour mites can usually be controlled by:
a. Rotating food materials to remove the oldest

items first (to prevent buildup of infestations).
h Ventilating to prevent the 'accumulation of

moisture (mites thrive on foods that have a moisture
content of 20 percent or more).

e. Eliminating foci or infestations (by vacuum
cleaning entire warehouses-with attention to horizon-
tal surfaces such as beams and window ledges).

Chemical methods. Sprays or dusts are used for
residual treatment indoors and are frequently used as
spot treatments in trouble areasaround windows
and doors. at the tops of foundations, around plates
and at the ends of joists, on baseboards. and at the
edges of floors. Dusts are usually applied at higher
concentrations than are sprays. They are placed in
voids, in louvers near bird nests, in rodent runways,
where the mites wilt and the children will noi,
normally come into contact with the insecticide.

hii

Residual treatment outdoors has been used for the
control of clover mites and chiggers especially, but less
commonly on the outside of buildings for control of
bird and rat mites.

Fumigation control of flour and grain mites is
difficult and should be carried out only by a certified
pest control operator. All fumigants arc very poisonous
and should be used only by qualified operators and
only according to the directions on the fumigant
container's label.

Sulfur has long been used as a chigger repellent.
Although the results are variable, it has often given
control when dusted into socks, underwear, and outer
clothing. Children at summer camps often prefer
sulfur to some of the new repellents that have a dis-
agreeable odor.

Many mosquito repellents. such as Indalone, ethyl
hexanediol. and dimethyl phthalate will, when applied
to the skin, also repel chiggers for 2 to 4 hours. One of
the best of the newer repellents is diethyltoluamide.

Most of the good mosquito repellents area's° effec-
tive when used to treat clothing. The most durable
treatment recommended at this time is benzyl benzo-
ate, which will withstand two or three washings.
M -1960. which contains 30 percent benzyl benzoate,
withstands one or two washings.

Persons who have been in an area infested with
chiggers can kill most or all mites that Nave attached
themselves by using a thick lather in a hot bath or
shower as soon as possible after exposure. After the
bath, an alcohol rubdown will help. particularly on the
welts. For temporary relief from itching, compbunds
such as calomine lotion are available at Most drug
SWIM.

Much progress has been made in the treatment of
mite infestations on humans and animals. Sulfur
ointment. long used in the treatment of scabies, is no
longer recommended because it can cause a dermatitis
as severe as that caused by the mites. Best results are
obtained by taking a hot, soapy bath first, drying the
skin thoroughly, and then applying one of the three
following remedies to all the body below the neck.
Kwell cream. or a lotion containing 1 percent gamma
isomer of benzene hexachloride or lindane: Eurax,
a salve incorporating 10 percent N- ethyl- O -crotonto-
luide in vanishing cream;' or 12 percent benzyl benzo-
ate. The next day take a bath and change to clean
clothing, night clothes, and bedding. Itching may
persist for several days and is not a sign of super-
infection. It is important that this be understood:
overtreatment is common. In perhaps 5 percent of the
cases a second course of treatment is necessary after
an interval of 1 to 2 weeks.

In treating scabies. thoroughness is essential.
Launder every piece of clothing and bedding that may
have come into contact with the infested person. If one
member of a family or group of persons has scabies,
all close contacts should get treatment.
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Exercises (641):
1, Given a technique forcontrolling mites (column Al.

state whether the type of control is environmental
or chemical. and name the mite' that it would
control (column B). .

('buxom I

I Starving out rodents by I

storing garbage and food in
ratproof containers. moms,
or buildings

' Using diethylioluamide. 2

I Maintaining a strip of hare
ground 2 to ifs "ode around
buildings.

4. Rotating food materials to 4.

remove the oldest items first.
S Keeping lawns and gardens S.

closely cut and edged and
keeping flower beds free of
weeds

i

Column fi
Tope of
Control

uS

.tfor &mg
("i,rur4,11eti

C.

6 Treating Clothing with henzyl 6.
benzoate.

7. Trapping or poisoning buds 1.
to eliminate the source of
hlood meals for the mites.

4,
2. Complete the following statements:

a. Persons who have been in an area infested with
chiggers can kill most of all miles that have
attached themselves by using a
in a or as soon as possible
after exposure.

b. Fumigation control of and
mites is difficult and should be carried out only
by a pest control operator.

c. For controlling mites indoors and outdoors.
you should apply sprays and/ or dusts around

and , at the tops
of . around plates at the end of

on , at the edges
of
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Ng) . I two. Jo. ea.le\ ,,F it a Is van,

600 1 1 1 ost- parasite, hos -par asde -s ector
rmo I Homan, human, lising organtsm.
Nur Wettsle, pneumonic plague. cholera. 1}phoid leser,

gonorrhea tandl ssphillo
Moo - A I he air
(oft 6 Water
/imp . Frmal
hno - enecul d ',casts
rou - hisenornoration. spider bites bee stings
Nut It) three prima,.

- I I .allow tcser. dssenter I.andl epi-
demic typhus

61,0 - 12 Viral parasites. Aedes-
699 - 13 llelininth, horlogicalls. Cults
real - 14 Protoroan, Anopheles
600 - 15 Bacterial, meecharitcally. (lies
(101) - 16 Ricketlial. hods louse
Nil) - Rabies. plague. tularemia, spotted teser murme is phis

land I encephalitis.
too . Ill Animals, humans. /osmoses

o4,1 1 - 1 a Mechanical I he arthropod sen es as a 1chicle lor
the transport of the disease lirganisrn 1 hi, transport

when the organism Is carried tin the beet.
hods hairs niouthparts, or alimentary canal It is
carried from places of NM to human food Or the
human himself and may be deposited in the feces or
he regurgitation.

h .,101igscal rite arthropod sector Noises as J hall tor
cue disease organism T here are three ispes .11
to ttical transmission
Ill F3ToPit8;90,e the Fara...ie.. multiply within the

sector but undergo no change in form.
121 Us clo-desclopMental the .parasites undergo

change, in )orrn vothin the lector but do rtio
mUltipis
Ci.i.liopeopogatite I he parasites undergo
-hinge In form and also multiply

I - 2 a 1-cet. hod) hairs. flues .:sielsroaches
6 \1.iuthparts. tsetse tiles
s Mouthparts. stank Ilies
d Mechanical
c 14 .It, h11(11.%
t ltxbett,ral, t14,1, mile. eggs
Ii 1 al a. osmph. adult

6i12, - I a 4 15
Is 6 It.

5

J
s

I -4

It

u. 1, 9. 20, 21. 22-
1 2. 11. 12,
it 25
I

m. 19-
n. 10. 21 24-

6(12 - 2. .1. Plasmodium: anopheles.
h. Aegyptu yellow lever; Central: South America.

Dengue fever.
d. Mild; very severe: permanent; nervous system; death.
e. Serious; 50; 75; fatally.
I. Mississippi; Wisconsin.
g. milder.
-h Main reservo'r-
r. Animals; reservoirs.
). Nematodes: elephantiasis.

no] - 1 Four; egg, larva. pupa (and) adult.
603 - 2. Singly; water,
6113 - 3. Readily reach the water
603 - 1 3; 5: tlisoding does not occur.
603 - 5. Freezing.
603 - fa Water.
igi3 - 7 Flowing streams; open waters.
603 8 Temperature. light. movrement, dissolved gases and

salts land other) living organism&
693 - 9 Head. thorax land) abdomen.

- 19 Antennae, eyes (and) mouthparts.
- I I Flcrid; abdomen; Battened,

143 - 1: %uric. segments.
601 - t3 In water: very active
601 - 14 One duo, Irw ikeeks.
hi)) 15 Small. tragule: abdomen; wings; long slender legs.
603 - 16 Spherical: membranous
no3 - 17 Wings. legs

604 - 1 1. about equal numbers are produced.
- 2 C
- 3 1. they remain near the breeding places

hIMt- 4 C
104 - 5 C
604 h 1 most. but not all require a blond meal.
MW-
MW I. N.trious species preter different hosts
604 y f.

64 - 10

6(15 - I

61P5 I g
ter5 1 I

605 - 4 h

r415 -- A
/415 h

6115 e

NO d
tsr.i ,
615 -ltl a
605 - t 1 h. d



605 - 12, c, d, b.
605 - 13. a.
605.14. 1.

605 - 15. g. 610 - 2.
605 - 16. c.
605 - 17, d.

606 - I. Malaria.
606 - 2. Houses; humans.
606 - 3. 5; human blood.
606 - 4. Less: unnoticed,
606 - 5. Malaria.
606 - 6. Breeding places.
606 - 7. Dusk: dawn. 611 1.

606 - 8. Sewage; organic.
606 - 9. February.
606 i Females.
606 - 11. Eggs; malaria.
606 - 12.' One-quarter mile.

607 - 1 C
607 - 2. C.
607 - 3. 1; St. Louis encephalitis. 611 2.

607 - 4. C
607 5. 1; in clusters of 50 to 404 eggs.
607 6. I; in a day or two: 8 to 10 days required for completion

of the larval and pupal stages.

ts.607 - 7. I. some kinds do not require a blood meal.
607 - 6. C, 612 - 1.

607 9. I; they use almost all types of water. 612 - 2.

607 - 10. C. 612 - 3.

607 - 11. I; birds are their preferred host. 612 - 4,

607 - C. 612 - 5.
612 - 6.

608 - [-Three. 612 - 7.

608 - 2. Biters: pests. 612 8.

608 3 Larval; pupal. 612 - 9.

608 - 4.. Surface. 612 - 10.

608 - 5. Virus; Eastern encephalitis. 612 - 11.

eitig - 6. Several months. 612 - 12.

608 - 7. The next spring. 612 - 13.

608 - 8. Evening early part of the night. 612 - 14.

608 - Light trap collections.
601I 10. Tropical; Honda: South Texas. 613 I.
6118 - IL Venezuelan equine encephalitis. 613 - 2.

601t - 12. Water lettuce. 613 - 3.
643 - 4.

609 - I. f. 613 - 5.

609 - 2. c. 613 - 6.

609 - 3 a. 613 - 7.

(09- 4 h
609 d. 613 S.

609 -- 6 g. 613 - 9

609 - 7 c. 613 - 10.

609 K. d. 613 - 11.

609 - 9 I 613 - 12

609 - 10. b. 13.

609 - 11. a. 613 - 14.

609 - 12.1 c,
609 - 13. '$.

a

610 - 1 a. Planning, operation and(ands csiduation.
h The incidence ot
c Manpower, materials land) equipment: agotic:soon
d. Simple, Inexpensist
c. Populations.

Domestic animal.
.g. I hroughout the test.

Regular. rime .11 day
West Indies. South America.
Sleeping humans.

k Cuicx tarsal's.
I. Grass: segetation.,
in. I%ormails.

n. Dawn; light intensity: humidity.
o. Competing light sources.
p. Light.
a. 3.
b. 1. 16 (depending on species and preferred host!.
c. I. 16 (depending on species and type of bait used),
d. 1. 4. 6, 7.
c. 1, 6. 7. 11. 12. 13. fa. 15, Mi,
I. -. 5, 8.9. 10.
g. I. 16 (depending on species and preferred host).
h. 2 (plus some species of Aedes).
i. 2 (plus some species al Aedes).

a. Aquatic habitats.
b. Breeding sites; sampling stations.
c. Larvae per square foot_
d. Spoons; pipettes: widemouthed.
e. 95; 70..
f. Dive to the bottom.
g. Dips; larvae,
h. I; 2.

Certain species.
a. 2.4. 6. 7. 9.
b. 3.
c. 3.
d. 1.
c. 5.8.

Fish.
Cisterns, water tanks, garden pools (and) marshes.
eiedes argypri and albopirms.
Light-requiring.
Permanent: control.
Removal; vegetation.
Chemicals.
Air currents and spotty application: leaves.
Powders; prchatch; mosquito larvae.
Anaphelinc; culicine; pupae.
Irrigated wataa.
Ultra - low - volume.
Eggs, larvae, land) pupae.
Toxic effect; suffocation.

Ocean: corrosive action: salt sprays.
16 x 16 x 23.
Outward: automatic closing.
Mosquito bar; temporary; Tropics.
Net: killed by hand.
Humans: directions.
Late afternoon: early esening, at night; early morning;
calm.

40.
Little; nantherrnal.
Rapidly,
Temporary.
Knockdown; residual.
Film: weeks; months.

CHAPTER 2

6t4 - '90i only do nits annoy and bite humans, but they
spread and create -disease and destroy agricultural
products.

614 2. On their moathparts through their vomitus. on their
body hairs. on the sticky pads of their feet, and through
the intestinal tract by means tit tly feces.

614 3 Any six ot the following: bacillary dysentery. infantile
diarrhea. typhoid fever. paratyphoid fever, cholera,
Amoebic dy sentry. giurdIasis. and pinworm, round 1441 rra,
and tapeworm intections.

614 - 4 Intestinal myiasts.

615 - I C.



615 2.

615 3.
615 -1.

615 5.
6/5.6.
hI5 1

616 - l
616 - 2.
616 - 3.
616 4.

I. dilletent species hate rnouthparts adapted fur dif-
ferent activities.
C.
I; the wings 'straight. curvet. or angled) are used in
identification.
1: tour stages (egg. larvae. pupa. and adult),
C.
C.'

662222 21.

Domestic: association. 622 - 3.
Homes; restratirants. 622 4

8. 20. 622 - 5.
4: 20. 622 - 6.

3. Blue tongue In sheep.
4, Bathroom: kitchen,
5. Bloodsucking.
6. Long legs.
7. Spurs: hind tibiae.
11. Mechanically; intestinal myiasis.

ALadrtstill surveys

Baited trap; cone trap.
Bacteriological; virological.
Fly populations,
Fly grill,

616 - 5. Fise: six: 500. b22 7. Environmental sanitation.
616 - 6. Pupa; lood.
616 7. warm: moist: organic. 623 I. Limited: physical: biological.
616 - K Feces; organic. 673 - 2. Reproduction; mortality.
616 4 Wide variety; balanced Mel. 623 - 3. Food. water. (and) shelter.
616 10. 48. 623 4. Parasites: predators.
616 11 Habitual resting places.
616 - 12. 4. 6. 20, 624 1. True.

616 13 Food; wooer: temperature. 624 2. Fake.
616 - 14 45' F (7,28° Cp. 624 - 3. True.

616 11 32° F.10° F 144.80° C) 624 - 4, False.

616 - 16 High. 624 5. True.
616 - Toward light 624 - 6. True.

616 - lif Alf currents; extremely windy
616 - 19 Fungi. bacteria, prinoroa, roundworms. arthropods. 625 - 1. Environmental sanitation.

625 - 2. Efecse domestic fly control.amphibians, reptiles, hods tam) certain) mammals. 625 ti
625 - 3. Prevent damage.

617 1 c. 625 4. 12 to 24.
617_ - h 625 - 5. Garbage and refuse_2.

617 - 3 c. 62S 6. Compacting; 6.
hi- - 4 d.
617 5. a. 626 - 1. f. PI.

2. c.
hot - I niree thorax. checkerboard_ abdomen: reddish brown. 3. I.

ran - 2 Meats; animal carcasses 4. a.
618 3 (.icing lance 5 C.

hi - H umans. mink. loc.

bre I 1 h 626 - Z. 1. Houseflies.
Z 2. Prolong maximum etlectiscncss

c 3- 10 sugar: attractant.
4 a, 4 3 to 4.

c 5. New been sery successlut
619 - Z. 1 Causing them to -.well. with maggots. 6. Food senior establishments.

2 Disease organisms; houseflies.
5. 15 to 20 627 - I. High level: ens 'momenta! sanitation.

1-.tut, Nan 627 - 2. 'Cumber one requirement.
S h to Ig 627 - 3 Maintain the gain.

627 - 4, Regular: entomolor..6 Animal:, humans. Bun America.

6211 - I South. Genital. Mexico
6."1 .2 %ri:tor, oheo,rachrod 628 - I Mark h, c, e, h. i with an X
62ti . \huls. human eye 628 - 1 Charge winged to wingless
620 4 T ornorou-- iv-ellme.. hacks !)deer the word -nut.-
620 - 5 Aliment:ars. horses. asses

1 Change 6 in 24
g. Change lay to'-dues nut

h21 - t 1 e

629 l (;anal
211 - I Head. palm. ocular. tastes. permathsca
6.4 (icnal, prunotal.

,1 610 - I. c,
hi(- 2.
hi((- 3 a

it
6115

-
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I! h hill-
I
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630 - 11. c.

630. 12. f.

631 - I.
631 2.
631 - 3.

Steel: bags; fleas.
Fine-toothed; pan.
Oriental rat fleas.

632 - I. Pets; premises.
632 - 2. Plant; dusts.
632 - J. Shaker; hand: rubbed.
632 - 4. Breeding; weekly.
632 5. Dichlorvos.
632 - 6. Ronne'.
632 - 7. Malaihion.
632 - I. Dusts.
632 - 9. Plants.

633. 1. True a. c. d. c.
633 - 2. b. Change ronnei to dimethyl phthalate.

1. Change rural areas to buildings.

CHAPTER 4

634 I True b. c. e.
634 - a Change crah to hod).

d Lice cos are attached by 'cement.

635 - 1 h
635 2. a.
635 - 3 a.
635 - 4 c.
635 5 c
635 - 6 h
635 - 1 c-
635 is h.
635 9 J.
635 - 10 c

636 - I (ireyish-whitc.
636. 2. Pubic.
636 - 3 Hairs: hods
636 1. Widely.

637 1

637 - 2. 1.
637 - 3 b
637 - 4. d.

638 Rickettsial. bacterial. spirochetal: Colorado tick lever:
le.cas cattle lace-

638 - 2 Spotted.
43h - 3 Rabbit.
638 .1 viral.
638 . 5 Protu2parr,
61b - 6 Sails*.

640 - 7. Fail to survive.
640 - 8. Only one.
640 - 9. Engorgement.
640 - 10. Drops to the ground.

101

641 - 1. Species present: tick infestation: control is needed.
control efforts.

641 - 2. Pick; ticks.
641 - 3. Tick drag method.

642 - I. Steady pull.
642 - 2. Chloroform. carbon tetrachloride. ether. benzene, vase-

line (or) fingernail polish.
642 - 3. Saturate.
642 - 4. lndalone. diethylfoluamide, dimethyl earhate dimethyl

phthalate (and) benzyl benzoate.
642 5. Diazinon; diektrin.
642 - 6. Pick: comb.
642 - 7, Lindane.-
642 - 8. Dusts. granules. emulsions for) suspensions.
642 - 9. Removing hosts.

643 - t. Scabies.
643 - 2. Itching.
643 - 3. Reproduce: infestations.
643 - 4_ Rickettsiae: scrub typhus.
643 - 5. Epidemic hemorrhagic fever.
643 6. House mouse.
643 - 7. Grain: cheese.
643 - 8, Human tapeworm.

644 - I. Arachnids.
644 - 2. Acarina.
644 - 3. Capitalism or gnathosome.
644 4. Chelae.
644 - 5. Egg, larva. nymph. and adult.
644 - 6. Mesostigmata.
644 - 7. Trombidiformes.
644 - 8. Sarcoptiformes.

645 - I. b-
645 - 2. C.

645 - 3. f.
645 - 4. 1.

645 - 3. a.
645 - 6. e.
645 - 7. g.
645 - N. h.
645 9. d.

646 - I. Being investigated
646 - 2. Chigger-infested
646 - 3. Flour: grain.

647 - 1 Ape of Control ,Ilia being Controlled
AN - I a, c, ii, t, g. 1. I ,ire true. I, Environmental. Rat and house mouse mite.
639 - 2. b Change hard tick to soft tick. 2. Chemical. Repel chiggers.

c Change interchange engored and tinted 3. Environmental Closer mite_
h Change male to iema le 4. Environmental. Grain and (lour mites.

5. Environmental. Chiggers.
640 - 1 Egg. lama. nymph i and) adult 6, Chemical. Mosquito.
640 - 2 Host animal '. Environmental. Bird mites.
640 - 1 Social days 647 - 2. A. Thick lather: hot bath: shower.
640 - J temperature- hutment% and other) ens ironmental h Flour: grain: certified.
640 5 1:otto c. Windows: doors: foundations: joists: baseboards:
640 - 6 'test. long Bono..
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MULTIPLE CHOICE
443

1. (600) How'many basic cycles are involved in the transmission
of diseases to.human by living organisms?.

a.
b.

2.
3.

.
c.
4.

4.

S.

2. (600) Which of, the following common diseases would
most likely be spread by the air?

a. Pheumonic plague. c. Cholera.
b. Typhoid fever. d. Gonorrhea.

3. (600) Which of the following would be classed as a
host-parasite-vector cycle disease?

a. Malaria. c. Typhoid fever.
b. Pneumonic plaque. d. Cholera.

4. (601) Which of the following would be a true statement
about the mechanical transmission of vector-borne diseases?

a. During transmission the parasite changes significantly.
b. During transmission the parasite multiplies significantly.
c. As a mechanical transmitter, the arthropod is simply

a vehicle which transports the parasite.
d. As a mechanical transmitter, the arthropod is essential

in the life history of the parasite.
,

5. (601) Which arthropOd is probably the most loathsome
mechanical transmitter of disease?

a. Mosquito. c. Housefly.
b. Deer fly. d. Cockroach.

6. (601) In biological transmission of disease the term
cycle-propagative refer to the condition in which

a. the parasites undergo no change in form within
the vector.

b. the parasites multiply within the vector but undergo
no change in forms.

c. the parasites neither multiply nor undergo changes
of form within the vector.

d. the parasites undergo change in form and also multiply
within the vector.

7. (602) What genera is the vector carrier of yellow fever?

a. Aedes.
b. Aster.

c. Culex.
d. Anopheles.
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B. (602) Which of the following species or mosquitoes

90451transmits malaria?

a. The aedes alarki. c. The anopheles culex.
b. The aedes aegypti. d. The anopheles freeborni.

9. (602) Filariasic disease is transmitted from person
to person by ,various species of

a. ,rats. c. roaches.
b. flies. d. mosquitoes.

10. (603) pow many distinct stages do mosquitoes have in
their life history?

a.' 2. c. 4.
b. 3. d. 5.

11. (603) The adult mosquito has how many wings and legs?

a. One pair of wings-three pairs of legs.
b. One pair of wings-two pairs of legs.
c. Two pairs of wings -one pair of legs.
d. Two pairs of wings-two pairs of legs.

12. (603) Which statement best describes the eyes of an
adult mosquito?

a. One large eye containing many eyes.
b. One pair of large compound eyes.
c. One pair of normal eyes.
d. Two pairs of normal eyes.

13. (604) Which one of the following statements about adult
mosquitoes is correct?

a. Only the female bites.
b. The male lives longer than the female.
c. The male travels further than the female.
d. More females are produced than males.

L4. (604) Which species of mosquito is the most domesticated,
breeding around human habitations and only flying about
100 yards?

a. Aedes vexans. c. Culex tarsalis.
b. Aedes aetgypti. d. Culex pipiens.

3
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15. (605) Which genus of mosquito makes up haif Of all
North American mosquitoes, =ate more than 500 species
and is distributed from polar.legions to the tropics?

a. Aedes.
b. Culex.

c. Anopheles.
d. Mansonia.

16. (605) What mosquito is the most important salt marsh
species and one of the most severe mosquito pests
known?

a. Aedes aegypti. c. Aedes canadensis.
b. Aedes dorsalis. d. Aedes sollicitans.

17. (606) Which mosquito, is the most important vector of
malaria in the United States?

a. Aedes aegypti. c. Anopheles freeborni.
b. Aedes dorsalis. d. Anopheles quadrimaculatus.

18. (606) What is the most favorable temperature for the
development of Anopheles quadrimaculatus?

a.' 35 400 F. c. B5 - 90° F.
b. 55 - 600 F. d. 95 - 1000 F.

19. (607) About how many species are there of the Culex
mosquito?

a. 30.

b. 300.
c. 3,000.
d. 30,000.

20. (607) Which house mosquitoes are closely rqlated and
difficult to separate?

a. Northern and southern. c. Northern and western.
b. Eastern and western. d. Southern and eastern.

21. (607) Which genus has a habit of "singing" that is
very annoying an is known as the house mosquito?

a. Aedes. c. Anopheles.
b. Culex. d. Manson's. .

22. (608) Which genus of mosquito remains below the water
surface throughout the larval and pubal stages, obtaining
air through the stem of aquatic plants?

a. Aedes.
b. Culex.

4

c. Adopheles.
d. Mansonia%
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23. (608) Which mos-4uito larva.:. cannot be controlled by
use of ordinary surface latvicides? ._

a. Aedes.
b. Culex.

c. Anopheles.
d. Mansonia.

24. (609) Which species of Aedes mosquito breeds in irrigated
pastures of the west and is now the number one pest
in the central valley of California?

a. Migromaculis. c. Tormentor.
b. Infirmatus. d. Dorsalis.

25. (609) Which one of the following mosquitoes has spotted
wings and is the most common culicine mosquito in the
United States?

a. inornata. c. Confinnis.
b. incideus. d. Dorsalis.

26. (609) Which one of the following mosquitoes has been
found to be naturally infected with the virus of western
encephalitis?

a. Culiseta inornata. c. Psorophora confinnis.
b. Culiseta incidens. d. Psorophara ciliate.

27. (610) When determining the collection method to be
used for collecting adult mosquitoes, which factor would'
be considered first?,

a. The time of.the year.
b. The species to be collected.
c. The number of mosquitoes present.
d. The number of personnel available.

28. (610) Which class of mosquitoes whould most likely
be detected by using the landing rate collecting method?

a. Dangerous varieties.
b. Species which gather in small numbers.
c. Day-biting species.
d. Tropical species.

29. (610) Which of the following mosquito species can be
effectively trapped by carbon dioxide traps?

a. Aedes vexans. c. Culex torsolis.
b. Anopheles freeborni. d. Culiseta melanura.

511 I
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30. (611) Why are larval mosouico surveys conducted?

Snla. To determine the requirements for adult control
measures.

u. To determine locations which personnel should avoid.
c. To determine specific breeding sites.
d. To locate adult mosquitoes..

31. (611) Why are special dippars used to collect mosquito
larvae?

a. Because, they a.le.leas'likely to disturb the larvae,
b. So their capacity can be directly related to the

water surface area being examined.
c. So they will attract the larvae and entrap them.
d So they will not harm the larvae.

32. (611) If an area is found to be void of larvae during
one collection, what should be done on future collections?

. a. The area should be bypassed.
b. The area should be searched more thoroughly.
c. The area should be checked again.
d. The area should be sprayed before taking a new sample.

33. (612) When is chemical, control most important?

a. When an area has a natural growth.
b. When the body of water is flowing.
c. When the larvae are too numerous for other methods.
d. Following floods or extended rainy periods.

34. (612) Which one of the following chemical formulations
is least desirable for use as a larvicide in bodies
of water?

a. Dusts. c. Pellets.
b. Wettable powders. d. Granules.

35. (613) Why are xylene solutions undesirable for residual
sprays?

,

a. They are narmful to plants.
b. They are toxic to humans.
c. They are detrimental to screens.
d. They are too short lived.

36. (613) Which one of the-following statements is true?

a. Extreme care must be exercised.
b. They are not too effective when safe amounts are
used.
c. They are harmful to paint and furnishings.
d. They are safe, convenient, and effective.

6
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37. (613) Which one of the following statements concerning i?
space spraying is true?

a. It is effective for one month.
b. It is not effective.
c. It is effective temporally.
d. It is effective for one season.

38. (614) - Which of the following best describes the disease
carrying ability of flies?

a. They are mechanical carriers.
b. They are biol6gical carriers.
c. They are chemical and biological carriers.
d. They are mechanical and biological carriers.

39. (614) Which one of the following factors of fly behavior
is of the least importance?

a. Annoyance.
b. Bites.
c. Mechanical transmission of disease.
d. Biological transmission of disease.

40. (614) Which of the following are susceptible to myiasis?

a. Cattle. c. People.
b. Horses. d. All of the above.

41. (615) How many body regions does an adult fly have?

a. 2. c. 4.

b. 3. d. 5.

42. (615) How many stages are there in the life cycle of
a fly?

a. 1.
b. 2.

c. 3.
d. 4.

43. (615) What is the common-name for the larvae of most
flies?

a. Maggots. c. Pupae.
5. Eggs.- d. Metamorphosis.

44. (616) Which one of the following flies is considered
the greatest threat to humans?

a. The horsefly. c. The housefly.
b. The blackfly. d. The deerflY.

'.
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45. (616) How do fly larvae regulate their temperature? 10
a. By leaving the breeding place.
b. By moving about in the breeding material.
c. By excreting a fluid which evaporates.
d. By a built-in temperature control system

46. (616) Which one of the following food ingredients is
required in order for ho%Iseflies to produce eggs?

a. Calcium. c. Minerals.
b. Fiber. d. Protein.

47. (617) Which one of the following flies isithe biological
carrier of the two forms of African sleeping sickness?

a. The tsetse fly.
b. The stable fly.
c. The false stable fly.
d. The housefly.

48. (617) Which of the following fly species help to control
other Ulf populations?

a. The tsetse fly and the stable fly.
b. The housefly and the dump fly.
c. The dump fly and the false stable fly.
d. The false stable fly and the housefly.

49. (618) Which one of the following features is an unusual
characteristic of the flesh fly?

a. They breed in animal flesh.
b. The females deposit living larvae.
c. They eat animal flesh.
d. They deposit their eggs in animal flesh.

50. (619) What happens to blowfly larvae after they leave
the breeding..material?.

a. They burrow into the ground.
b. They are ready to breed.
c. They bore deeper into the material.
d. They leave to start their own colony.

51. (619) Which one of the following fly species is active
on warm winter days in the south?

a. The blue blowfly. c. The green blowfly.
h. The black blowfly.. d. The bronze blowfly.

52. (619) whic'n one of the following fly species is a parasite
of earthworms?

a. The black blowfly. c. The green blowfly.
b. The screwworm fly. d. The cluster fly.
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53. (619) Why are screwworm fiiec more diifictilt to control.

7west of the Mi.s:,!,..stilpi?

a. Because tnere is such a large expanse of land.
b. Because they are reintroduced from Mexico.
n. Because the climate is ideal for the screwworm.
d. Because there are so many more animals in the west.

54. (620) In what manner does the female bat fly deposit
her eggs?

a. Directly to a warm blooded animal.
b. Directly to the ground.
c. Indirectly to a warm blooded animal through water.
d. Indirectly to a warm blooded animal by use of a

vector.

55. (620) What kind of disease do the rabbit and rodent
bat cause in humans?

a. Nasal and dermal myiasis.
b. Intestinal myiosis.
c. Tick fever.
d. Conjunctivitis.

56. (621) Why are eye gnats so difficult to control?

a. Effective insecticides are harmful to desirable
plants and animals.

b. They breed in remote areas and are hard to reach.
c. They are parasites of desirable animals.
d. They breed in l000Se soil over vast areas of land.

57. (621) Where do filter flies create a very serious
problem?

a. Around swimming pools.
b. In large eating facilities.
c. Around sewage treatment plants.
d. In water treatment facilities.

58. (621) How do soldier flies check the populations o.
domestic flies?

a. By eating housefly larvae.
b. By killing adult houseflies.
c. By keeping privy material soft and unfavorable for

their larvae.
d. By keeping male houseflies from mating with females.

9
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59. (622) In rie of the f- 'lowing locations would
an insect ncli. 3urve.., be used/

a. In an eating facility.
b. In an open dump.
c. In living quarters.
d. At an athletic field.

60. (622) How different species of flies be attracted
to a bait trap?

a. By using a variety of baits.
b. ay isolating the trap.
c. By lighting the trap.
d. By hanging the trap off the ground.

61. (622) Why is it difficult for flies to escape from
traps?

a. They become frightened and disoriented.
b. The trap contains chloroform.
c. The flies are killed when they enter.
d. The openings are on the bottom and flies generally

fly up to escap4.

ill

62. (623) Which one of the following would have the greatest
effect in limiting a fly population?

a. The chemical controls used:
b. The physical and biological environment.
c. The long-range weather conditions.
d. Parasites and predators.

63. (624) Which one of the following control measures is
considered mechanical?

a. Spraying.
b.. Sterile male technique.
c. Parasites and predators.
d. Screening.

64. (624) Which one of the following mechanical control
methods has no effect on the. fly population?

a. Trapping. c. Screening.
b. Electrocution. d. Swatting.

65. (625) Which of the following items. when used alone,
is inadequate for the storage of refuse?

a. Plastic bags.
b. Metal garbage cans.
c. Plastic garbage cans.
d. Metal bulk containers.

10
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66. (().'')) Which ono .o:". the foliow,:. procedu.c.: is not
considered as a lizir.;,..c,Lion mr,thg.,i of domestic fly control?

a. Refuse disposal. c. Refuse collection.
h. Spraying and togging. d. Weed control.

51. (b26) Why is it necessary to identify fly species before
applying chemical control measures?

a. So you will know how much chemical to use.
b. Because some flies are desirable and you don't want

to kill them.
c. To determine whether to use a residual spray or

not.
d. Because some flies have become resistant to certain

chemicals, so you must know what to use.

68. (626) What precautions should be observed when applying
space sprays?

a. Do not use indoors.
b. Make sure the chemical is authorized.
c. Do not use outdoors.
d. Do not use more than once a day.

69. (626) Why has flypaper been discontinued as a means
of killing flies?

a. It does not work effectively.
b. It attracts more fliib than would ordinarily be

present.
c. It is unsafe to use.
d. Flies have become immune to it.

70. . (627) What is the number one requirement of a good
Ely control program?

a. CoopOnfation. c. Direction.
b. Coordination. d. Education.

71. (628) What is the main objection to fleas?

a. They are pest annoyances to domestic animals.
b. They contribute to the breeding of other pests.
c. They are vectors of serious diseases.
d. They are annoying to humans.

72. (628) What is required by a female flea before she
can produce eggs?

a. A blood meal.
b. A temperature over 72° F.
c. Plenty of organic food.
d. The absence of sunlight.

56650-04-21



.73. (630) Which one of the p11...wing flea.: in the chie
vector of bubonic plague?

a. The human flea.
b. The Oriental rat flea.
e. the northern rat flea.
d. dog and cat flea.

74. (631) What is done with rats immediately after they
are captured during an ectoparasite survey?

a. They are killed.
b. They are placed in wire cages.
c. They are anesthetized.
d. They are placed in cloth bags.

75. (632) What usually accompanies the treatment of pets
for fleas?

a. A short period of illness from the effects
of the pesticide.

-b. Discomfort from increased flea activity.
c. Skin irritations from the pesticide.
di Human infestation from the fleas; leaving the pet.

76. (632) Which one of the following pesticide formulations
is most effective for outdoor treatment of fleas?

a. Emulsions.
b. Solutions. .-.

c. busts.
d. Sprays;

77. (633) Which of the following would you most likely
use to control fleas aboard an aircraft?

a. Dichlorvos.
b. Warfarin.

78.. -(633)

c. Red qUill.
d. Zinc phosphide.

hieve a complete kill of oriental fleas
aboard an unoccupied aircraft, you would use

a. Aerosol.
b. Micronized dust.

c. Emulsions,.
d. Fumigants.

79. (634) How many Stages of life do insects with incomplete
or gradual metamorphosis have?

a. 2. C. 4.
b. 3. d. 5.

80. (635) The number of eggs the head and body lice may
lay in one day is

a. 4 body lice and 9 to 10 head _lice.
b. 9 to 10 body lice and 9 to 10 head lice.
c. 4 body lice and.4 head lice.
d. 9 to 10 body lice any head lict.

12
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81. (635) The total life cycle of head and body iice is
usually completed in about

a. 6 days. c. 18 days.
b. 12 days. d. 24 days.

82. (636) Which of the following statements is characteristic
of the crab lice?

fly

a. They lay their eggs along thick clothing seams.
b. They are often found on dogs and cats.
c. They survive briefly away from host.
d. They hibernate during the winter months.

13. (636) Crab and body lice are chiefly spread by

a. humans. c. birds.
b. rodents. d. dogs and cats.

84. (637) Which one of the following kinds of cloth is
preferred by body lice for laying their eggs?

a. Rayon. c. Cotton.
b. Linen. d. Wool.

85. (637) When delousing clothing, you should pay very
close attention to the

a. lapels. c. seams.
b. collars. d. pockets.

- 86. (637) What is the easiest stage of head lice to discover?

a. The eggs. c. The pupal.
b. The larvae. d. The adult.

87. (638) How long must a tick stay attached in order to
transmit spotted fever?

a. One hour. c. Three hours.
b. Two hours. d. Four hours.

B8. (638) What treatment is required for tick paralysis?

a. Removal of the tick and administering suitable antibiotics.
b. Immediate medical attention by a doctor.
c. Removal of the tick and application of a suitable

antiseptic. /
d. Remove tick and apply suction to remove venom.

89. (639) Which one of the following locations is least
likely to contain large numbers of hard ticks?

a. In the ground around small vegetation.
5. Shrubbery areas.
c. Areas along paths.
d. Deep woodlands.

0
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90.
feeding?
(639) What is meant by inrection through interrupted

a. Biological transmission from infected -tick to healthy
animals.

b. Mechanical transmission of disease by a tick feeding
on an infected animal and then feeding on a healthy
animal.

c. Biological transmission of disease by a tick feeding
on an infected animal and then a healthy animal.

d. Mechanical transmission from an infected tick to
a healthy animal.

91. (640) How many legs does the seed tick have?

a. 4.
b. 4.

c. 6.
d. 8. .

92. (640) The female soft tick can be identified by

a. A circular genital opening.
b. An oval genital opening.
c. Its large scutum.
d. Its nymphal instars.

93. (641) One method of determining the infestation of
ticks is by

a. checking with the hospital.
b. spraying and collecting the dead ticks.
c. using a tick attracting trap.
d. picking the ticks from the host animal.

94. (641) A tick drag should be used on an area of about

a. 25 feet. c. 75 feet.
b. 50 feet. d. 100 feet.

95. (642) Which of the following courses of action would
you most likely take to help control tick infestation
in residential areas?

a. Spray the grass weekly.
b. Cut the grass closely.
c. Burn the grass yearly.
d. Remove all hosts.

. .

96, (642) How much tick repellent is needed to wet a complete
uniform?

a. 1 pint. c. 3 pints.
b. 2 pints. d. 4 pints.

97. (642) Which of the following is a type of poison bait
used to control field rodents infested with ticks?

a. Warfarin. c. Hexachlorophene.
b. Polyethylene. d. Nitro-Bentene.

56650-04-21
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98. (543) ,Which mite nransmits rickertsialpox lo humans?

a. Bird and chicken mites.
b. House mouse mites.
c. Grain and cheese mites.
d. Straw-itch mites.

99. (643) Which of the following mites is the intermediate
host of certain tape worm's?

a. Bird and chicken mites.
b. House dust mites.
c. Beetle mites.
d. Grain and cheese mites.

100. ,(643; Which mite does not bite man, transmit disease
or damage foodstuffs?

a. House mouse mites.
b. Bird and chicken mites.
c. Itchmites.
d. Clover mites.

101. (645) Which mites are tiny, pale gray or yellowish-
'white and have conspicious long hairs?

A. Grain and flour mites.
b. House mouse mites.
c. Itch mites.
d. Northern fowl mites.

"'-' 102. (645) Which.of the following mites is normally a parasite
.-/ of insects that bore into grain or wood?

a. Grain and flour mites.
b. Straw-itch mites.
c. Tropical fowl mites.
d. Northern fowl mites.

103. (645) Which of the following mites Can be identified
by its large dorsal and anal plates, short sternal
plate, and needle-like chelicerae?

a. Grain and flow mites.
b. Straw-itch mites.
c. Chicken mites.
d. Tropical rat mites.

104. (646)1 Black glass plates or cardboard rectangles
are Used in surveying areas infected with which of
the following?

a. House mouse mites.
b. Bird mites.
c. Chiggers.
d. Flour and grain mites.

15
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105. (647) Which or the following would be least likely
used to reduce the chigger population in your yard?

a. Spraying with ethyl hexanediol.
b. Eliminating tall weeds.
c. Trapping rodents.
d. Keeping lawns closely cut.

56650-04-21
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Preface

1N THIS VOLUME OF CDC 56650, Entomology Specialist, you will learn about
venomous arthropods and reptiles as well as some significant household pests.

Appendixes A and B are included as a separate inciosure to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Please note that in this volume we are using the singular pronounshe. his and him in

the generic sense, not the masculine sense. The word to which these pronouns refer is
person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvenient, send them to 3700 TCHTW/TTGOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use Cie suggestion program to submit
corrections for typographical or other error,:

If you have any questions on course enrollment or administration, or any of ECrs
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, BehavioralObjective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them
to Ea, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance,

This volume is valued at 15 hours (5 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate. adequate. and current as of August

1977. !,
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94.
CHAPTER 116%

11111.11r
NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of these
carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you. The textthat follows
the objective gives you the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the
information give you a cheek on your achievement. When you complete them, see if your answers
match those in the back of this volume. If your response lo an exercise is incorrect, review theobjective
and its text.

Venomous Arthropods and Snakes

IN RECENT YEARS the number of hospital
admissions due to bites and stings by venomous
arthropods has exceeded admissions for treatmenjof
snakebite. The arthropods most frequently listed'as
responsible have been wasps, bees, ants, caterpillars,
spiders, scorpions, and centipedes. Only about a third
of the deaths due to venomous animals in the United
States in the last few years were caused by snakebite:
the others were caused by venomous arthropods.

There are about 136 species of snakes in this
country, only 21 of which are poisonous and likely to
cause death. At least one deadly species of snake is
found in every state except Alaska and Hawaii.

This chapter will cover the importance,
characteristics, and controls of venomous insects,
arachnids. and snakes.

1-1. Arthropod and Reptile Venoms
Injury from venoms produced by arthropods and

reptiles is a common public health hazard. Millions of
people within the United States are affected each year
by the venoms that are produced by these creatures.
This section covers the types of venom produced by
arthropods and snakes, the mode of action of these
venoms, and how these venoms are introduced into
humans.

BOO. Provide the names of toxins that produce given
effects.

Types of Venom Produced by Arthropods and
Reptiles. There are five basic types of venom that
arthropods and reptiles produce:

a. Hemolytic toxin.
b. Neurotoxin.
(.. Urticating toxin.
d. Vesicating toxin.
e. Hemorrhagic toxin.

Most arthropods and reptiles in the United States
produce a hemolytic venom.

Mode of Action of Venoms. Hemolytic toxin
causes a breakdown of red blood cells. It may kill large
blocks of tissue in the area of the envenomization.

Neuroioxin is a systemic toxin that affects the
nervous system. It inhibits reflexes and may cause
shock in severe cases.

Urticating toxin simply produces wheals (raised
areas) on the skin.

Vesicating toxin produces blisters on the skin.
Hemmorhagic toxin prevents the normal clotting

ability of blood. Thus, it causesa reddening of the skin
in the area of envenomization.

Exercises (800):
Provide the name of the toxin that produces each of
the following effects.
1. Inhibits reflexes and may

cause shock.
2.
3.

red blood cells.

Produces skin blisters.
Causes a breakdown of

801. Relate given envenomization methods and
venom types to the appropriate arthropods and
reptiles.

Methods of Envenomization. Most envenomiza-
tion occurs through stings and bites. Other methqds
include pinching and contact. The methods 'of
envenomization, the types of venoms introduced, and
the producers are outlined below:

Envenomimoon
Method Tasrn Producer

Hemolytic Insects: wasps. mud
daubers, yellow jackets,
hornets, honeybees. and
bumble bees. Arachnids!
scorpions.

Neuroses in Arachnids: scorpions ltwo
species within the CS).

Stings



Envenomisation
Malta

Bites

Contact

Pinching

Toxin

Neurotoain

Hemorrhagic
Unseating

ye: mating

Hemolyue

Producer*

Arachnids; black widows
and brown widows.
Reptile: coral snakes.
Insects: wheal bugs (both
heniolytie and neurotosin).
Intents: bedbugs and thrive.
Insects: puss emelPillars.10
moths. and saddle -back
caterpillars.
Insects: blister betties
Diplopids: millipedes
Chitopids; centipedes.

Exercises 004
1. Match the producers in column A with the

envenomization methods and toxin types in
column B. The items in column B may be used
more than once.

Column A Column

I Yellow jacket. a. Neurotoxie bite._
Scorpion. b Hemolytic sting

3. Black widow. c. Vesicating contact._ s. Bedbug. Hemorrhagic bite.
5 Puss caterpillar. e. Neurotoxic sting._
6 Ms hpede. f. Hemolytic pinch._

Centipede. g. Urticating contact._
a. Coral snake.

1-2. Bees
This section covers the good and bad aspects of bees

in relation to humans, the general characteristics of
bees, important bee families, and measures that you
can take to manage bees.

802. Identify given statements concerning the
beneficial and detrimental aspects of bees as true or
false, and correct the tike statements.

Rees are generally more beneficial than detrimental
to humans: however, the degree to which they help or
hurt depends on the bee species and location.

Beneficial Aspects. Honeybees are the most
beneficial bees to humans in respect to food
production. These bees produce honey, and. most
important of all. they pollenate crop-bearing plants.
Honeybees also produce beeswax. Beeswax is used
extensively as a sealant because it does not harden
readily and remains pliable for many years. Beeswax is
also used for lubricating bow strings.

Bumblebees arc very beneficial to humans be cause
they poilenate plants that cannot be pollenated by
honeybees. Some plants have a nectary that is so deep
that only the bumblebee with its long tongue can
cross-pollenate them.

Although the carpenter bees are important in plant
pollenation. this beneficial aspect is often
overshadowed with its detrimental habits.

Detrimental Aspects. Honeybees. bumblebees, and
carpenter bees are all important from the medical
standpoint. The hemotoxic venom causes local pain
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generally followed by swelling and reddening of the
sting area. Some people arc naturally immune to bee
stings and won't swell at all, while others will swell
excessively and be confined to bed. In some cases, the
effects of bee stings can, cause nausea, fainting, and
even death.

Carpenter bees are more important from 40 1.3
economical ;, standpoint than from a medical.
standpoint because they cause considerable structural
damage to wood buildings.

All bees can be a severe nuisance pest to human s at
times.

Exercises (1102):
In the space provided by each statement below, place&
C to indicate a correct statement or an I to indicate an
incorrect statement; correct the false statements.

1. Bees a
detrim

_ 2. Honey
bumble

_ 3. Food p
aspects of the honeybee.

4. Beeswax hardens and remains useful for
years.

S. Bumblebees pollenate plants that cannot be
pollenated by honeybees.

6. Carpenter bees are less beneficial than honey-
bees or bumblebees, but they are also less
detrimental.

7. Bee stings are often painful and cause sick-
ness and discomfort but never death.
Bees can be severe nuisance pests to humans
at times.

generally More beneficial than
al to man,
s are more beneficial to man than

uction is one of the least beneficial

803. Provide the names of the bees that bestillt given
descriptions.

Characteristics of Bees. All bees are insects
belonging to the order Hymenoptera btu not all
belong to the same family nor do they have the same
characteristics. Since the carpenter bees will be
discussed in another volume, only the characteristics
of the honeybees and bumblebees will be discussed
here.

Honeybees. Honeybees belong to the family
Apidae. They are characterized by their construction
of vertical combs of wax and the fact that the queen
alone cannot start a new colony. There are several
races of honeybees, and each race has varying
characteristics. For example, the Italian bees are a
gentle race, but the German bees are agressive and
need no prompting to sting. Fortunately, the Italian
honeybees are more prevalent in the United States.

Honeybees are social insects that live in large
colonies that may consist of 20,000 bees or more.
Honeybees have a distinct social order that is known
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as a caste system. The castes of the honeybee consist of
the queen, worker, and drone. The workers are
actually sterile females and are the ones that are most
often seen scurrying about. These workers are
approximately 15 mm long and have very hairy faces
and a saclike organ the pollen basket, on the outer
surface of each hind tibia. The pollen basket is used for
transporting pollen back to the hive.

Bumblebees. These bees belong to the family
bombidae and generally nest inside holes in the
ground. such as those constructed by burrowing
animals. Bumblebees live in colonies during the
summer but only the queens survive the winter.
Bumblebee colonies differ from the honeybees in that
there are several queens in a bumblebee colony as
opposed to only one in a honeybee colony. The
colonies also differ in that bumblebees have no worker
caste. Thus. the undeveloped female queens must
carry out all chores.

Bumblebees are much larger than honeybees and
their bodies are hairier. They do not have pollen
baskets but have a spur on each hind tibia.

Exercises 4803):
Provide the name or names of the bees that best fit the
following descriptions.

1. These bees belong to the
order Hymenoptera.

2. These bees belong to the
family Apidae.

3 There are several queens in
this kind of colony.

4 These bees generally nest
inside holes in the ground.

5 These colonies have no
worker caste.

6. This kind of bee includes
gentle Italian bees and
agressive German bees.

7 Undeveloped female queens
must carry out all chores.
These bees do not have a
pollen basket.

304. Provided with situations that require the control
of bees, state the techniques that would be most
appropriate.

Contrnl of Bees. Since most bees are very
beneficial. you should make every possible effort to
control them without harming them. You must also
protect yourself to keep them from hurting you.

Personal pn The best way to protect
yourself from bees is to avoid them. If you see bees
v. ork ins in an area. leave them alone because most will
not harm you unless you disturb them. If you are
invoked in outdoor activities, check the area
thoroughly for signs of bee swarms or hives and avoid

3

the areas that are occupied by bees if possible. People
that are allergic to stings should undergo a series of
desensitization shots to increase their tolerance to
stings.

Physical removal. Honeybees can be effectively
controlled simply by transferring established colonies
from one area to another. To remove an established
colony, expose the colony in order to cut away the
combs. Fasten the comb portions containing brood
into frames With cotton string to entice the bees into
the hive. Keep the hive for a couple of days near the
entrance to the area in which it was established.
Remove swarms of honeybees from bushes or other
exposed areas by holding a white cotton cloth beneath
the mass and raking them gently away. After you have
collected the bees, transfer them to beekeepers or to
open fields.

When you give bees to beekeepers or collectors, you
solve the problem of controlling them. In addition,
you do the environment a favor and you don't have to
kill the insects with chemicals.

Collecting honeybees is an art tc;:t should be done
only by experienced people. If you are inexperienced's
and you must remove honeybees, be sure that you are
clothed properly and are wearing a bee net over your
head. Wear loose fitting clothing with the cuffs of
sleeves and legs tightened over gloves and boots to
prevent the bees from entering.Tie the bottom of the
bee net securely over the collar of your clothing to
prevent bees from getting inside the net.

Chemical control. Bees are generally susceptible to
insecticides (dusts. sprays. or aerosols) and are easily
controlled when t hey are swarming or when the colony
is exposed. Since bees are inactive at night and are
massed in their colony, take control measures in the
late afternoon or early evening.

Control of bees that have become established in
inaccessible areas is more difficult and may require
several treatments in order to kill the entire colony.
Insecticidal dusts are more effective in this instance
because they can be blown into the area for workers to
carry into comb cavities. This process should be
repeated weekly for 2 to 3 weeks.

Q

Exercises (304):
For each of the, situations below, state the control
techniques that would be most appropriate.
1. A colony of bees has swarmed and is infesting a

decorative bush outside the main entrance to the
commissary; they are a serious threat to the
commissary patrons.

2. A colony of unwanted bees is nesting in an animal
burrow on the golf course; they are a hazard to
golfers. and several people have been stung.
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1-3. Wasps .

At times. wasps become severe pests to humans.
especially when they build nests near, in, or on homes.

This section covers the important activities and the
general characteriestics of wasps as well as the
measures that you can use to control them.

805. Complete given statements concerning the
important activities of wasps.

important Aspects of Wasps. Like bees, all wasps
are medically important to humans because of their
stinging ability, and, as with bees, the reactions of
humans to their stings depend on each person.

Wasps are very beneficial to humans in food
production, but most help in a different way than bees.
Wasps do not produce honey, nor do they produce
beeswax, but they serve as pollenators of plants to a
small degree. Wasps are more important in food
production as being parasites of many insects that are
responsible for destroying crops. -

There are several wasps that destroy vegetation, and
there are others that parasitize insects and arachnids
that are very beneficial to humans.

Exercisers (805):
Complete the following statements.
1. Like bees. all wasps are medically important to

humans because of their ability.
2. The reaction of a person to a wasp sting depends

on the
3. The most important aspect of the wasp benefit to

humans is that they are parasitizers of many
that are responsible for

destroying .

4. There are several wasps that destroy

806. Identify given statements pertaining to the
general characteristics of wasps as being true or false,
and correct those that are false.

1

i

General Characteristics ofWasps. Wasps belong to
the order Hymenoptera, which is also represented by
bees and ants. The adults have two pairs of
membranous wings. The adult females have
ovipositors that are used to make holes for depositing
eggs or to sting humans and other animals. In some
wasps the ovipositor is very prominent and
nonretractiblei in others, the ovipositor can be
retracted into the abdomen, completely concealing it.

Most wasps that are more beneficial than
detrimental to humans are loners and do not construct
massive nests. This way of life might account for the
fact that they are not considered to be severe pests of
humans.

The significantly harmful wasps are generally social
insects that build large nests around, on. or in human

dwellings and work areas. These wasps are attracted to
sweets, fruits, and meats. They may actually bite off
portions of foods. This attraction explains their
presence around human dwellings and picnic
activities. The social wasps may construct mud nests
that resemble beautifully fashioned vases, globes, or
mud clods. They may also construct paperlike nests
with exposed or concealed cells. These nests may be N .
found around the eaves of buildings, within attics, in OA.
shrubs, brush piles, woodpiles, in holes in the ground,s-
or under objects on the ground.

Eureka (806):
Place a C or an I in the spaces provided to identify the
following statements as correct or incorrect; correct
the false statements.

_ 1. Wasps belong to the order Hymenoptera,
which is also represented by bees and ants.

_ 2. The purpose of the ovipositor in the female
wasp is laying eggs. sP

_ 3. Wasps live in colonies and are severe pests to
humans.

_ 4. Wasps that do live in colonies construct nests
of mud or a paperlike substance.

_ 5. Wasp nests may be found in a variety of
different locations.

807, Complete given statements concerning measures
that you can use to control wasps.

Wasp Control. Avoid killing wasps simply for the
sake of killing them. If an occasional wasp appears
indoors, the occupant can control it by letting the wasp
out or by using a common insecticide aerosol bomb.

To control wasps that have established nests
indoors or outdoors, you should treat the nests with
approved insecticidal dust or solution formulations.
Treat the nests, at night when all the wasps have
returned to the nests and are inactive. Even though the
wasps are inactive at night, you must wear protective
clothing and a head net.

Always adhere to the use, application, and special
precaution instructions on the pesticide label and/ or
those that are provided in Appendix G of AFM 91-16.
Mllilary Enromology Operanonal Handbook.

4
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fn keep wasps from entering indoor areas, make
sure that facilities are screened properly and that doors
and windows fit snuggly in their frames.

After you have treated the nests. and wasp activities
have ceased, remove the nests and crush them to
destroy the egg, larvae. and pupae stages. Remove and
destroy all nests that you find in the wittier season to
prevent their reuse.

Exercises t1187 k .
Cnmplete the following statements concerningcontrol
measures for wasps. You may need to refer to
Appendix A in a separate inclosure).
1. Killing wasps just for the sake of killing them

should be
2. Art occasional wasp indoors can be controlled by

or by ustng an
Wasp nests should be treated with
or at

4. Even though wasps are inactive at night you
should
when treating nests.

5. After nests have been treated and all activities
have ceased. nests should be
and I o destroy the

and
stages.

h. Nests found in the winter should be
to prevent their

7. The proper pesticides to use for controlling
types of bees indoors or outdoors includes

or

K. The percent strength for propoxur used to kill
hers should be

a fhc form for carboryl used to kill bees should he

10. The method used to apply resmcthrin to kill bees
is to

1-4. Hornets and First Aid for Stings
Although hornets in all actuality are wasps. theyare

included in a separate section because their
characteristics are somewhat different from the other
t t. pies of pest wasps.

This section covers the characteristics of hornets.
controls for hornets, and the first-aid treatment for
Iirne;ioptcea stings.

11011. Correct given false statements pertaining to the
importance. ciassificatton. and habits of hornet.

'Importance. Although hornets parasitize certain
insects and arachnids. their danger to humans
otershadows their smail degree of helpfulness. These
insects are %cry sicious and inflict ses% painful stings.
es en more paintul than the yellow racket wasps. of

-5

course, the effects of hornet stings depend on the
individuals that have been stung, as in cases of other
Hymenoptera stings. Hornets are the most feared of
all the Hymenopterous insects.

Classification. Hornets belong to the order
Hymenoptera, family Vespidae, as do the more
common pest wasps. The hornet that is most common
and distributed throughout the United States is the
baldfaced hornet (Vespuia Marulasa).

This species is a large (approximately 22 mm long),
black and white hornet. The thorax and abdomen is
much broader than other wasps and these parts are not
separated as distinctly as the thorax and abdomen of
other wasps.

Habits. Hornets construct paperlike- nests like
some other pest wasps, but the nests of hornets are
c nmplctely inclosed with a paperlike covering and may
resemble a massive oblong-shaped ball being wider
near the suspended end. The nests of these insects are
often attached to a tree limb or beneath any projecting
surface.

Control. Hornets can be controlled effectively by
using the measures previously outlined to control bees
and wasps.

Exercises MOP;
I. Correct any incorrect statements.

a. Hornets are a very vicious variety of wasp.
b. Hornets are important to humans from a

medical standpoint.
c. The sting of the hornet is worse than all other

bees except the yellow jacket.
d. Hornets have no beneficial qualities in respect

to humans.
e. Hornets construct large oblong nests of a

paper-like material and are inclbsed.
f. Hornets are controlled by the same procedures

as other bees.

*09. Complete given statements pertaining to the
firstaid treatment of Hymenoptera stings.

First Aid for Hymenoptera Stings. Unless you have
received several stings at one time or are allergic to
stings, a good first-air treatment is normally sufficient.
However, if you have received many stings or if you
are allergic to stings, you should receive treatment for
shock and get medical help as quickly as possible.

Unlike the wasp and hornet. the ovipositor of the
bee has barbs oti it. Therefore. when the bee uses it as a
weapon. the sting. poisbn sac. and other parts of its
anatomy are torn from the bee's body and remain in
the victim. Thus. the first-aid treatment for bee stings
differs from the treatment of wasp, and hornet stings
in that the bee sting must be removed.

To remove the sting. place the sharp edge of a knife
blade immediately below the sting entrance and
position it flat against the skin with the sharp edge
closest to the exposed. portion of the song. Carefully



pull the blade in the same direction as the angle of the where people brush against webi or are bitten while
sting to avoid breaking the sting off. This method putting on clothing in which spiders are hiding.
prevents squeezing more venom from the poison sac. The most important-species are members of the
DO NOT use tweezers. - genera Airax in Australia; Harpactirella in South

water and bicarbOnate of soda to the inflamed area.
Africa; Chiracant
the Pacific

hium in portions of the Far East and
fic Islands; Glytocranium. Phoneutria.

Once the sting has been removed. apply a paste of

NOTE: Neve& -kub a sting...tree. Rubbing only Pamphobeteus. Cronus. and Lycosa in some portions i
speeds the flow of venom intothe blocil and increases of South America; and"Loxosceles in South, Central,/i.,
the area of inflammation. and North America. The most important species chef

0.occur within the United States belong to the gene
Exercises (809): Latrodectus (widow spiders) and Loloceles (brin/Complete the following statements pertaining to the spiders). . /
first-aid treatment of Hymenoptera stings. . The important spiders wiihinthe genus Latrodectus
1. If you are allergic or have received several stings include the black widow (Latrodectus mac ns),,

you should obtain brown widow (Latrodectus geontetrIces), red "dow
as soon as possible. --lairoder:us bishopi). and the Northern /widow

2. Treatment fora bee sting differs from a (Latrodectus varfoltis). i
Or sting in that the The brown recluse (Loxoceles ieclusa) loathe only
must be . poisonous member of the genus Laxocilese that

3. Since the bee sting has a poison sac attached to it, ' occurs within the United States.
you should not try to remove it with .

4. Medication for a bee sting consists of a
ofwater and of

S. A bee sting should never be rubbed because this
taction only the flow of

into the blood and increases
the area of

1- Spiders
T re are only a few spiders that are dangerous to

hum ns within the United States, but spiders of all
types are probably more feared by humans than any
other venomous arthropod. This fear of spiders is a
re t of not knowing their characteristics and not
mon izing the few species that are dangerous.

The intent of this section covers, the general
characteristics of spiders, the most medically
important spiders within the United States, spider
habits and habitats, as well as measures that can be
implemented for managing spiders.

810. Identify as true or false given statements
pertaining to the importance and potential danger of
spiders, and correct the false statements.

Importance of Spiders. Contrary to the popular
belief that most spiders are poisonous and harmful.
they are actually more beneficial than detrimental.
Spiders occupy a wide variety of ecological nichcs,
ranging from treetop level in tropical rain forests
(hunting or wolf spiders). to positions over well
defined hunting trails, to silk-lined, underground
tunnels.

All spiders are predaceous, feeding largely on
insects. Because of their habits. they can often play an
important role in maintaining the balance bf nature
and limiting insect populations_ Dangerously
venomous spiders occur in or around living quarters

The most important poisonous spidei within the .1

United States is the black widow spiderjhe bite of the
female black widow spider, although npt as important
as generally believed, can. produte death, the death
rate running approximately S percent. Although deny,.,
young children or the very aged ate supposed to be
most susceptible to black widow spider venom, most
US deaths occur among males bitten in the Ecnital
area, usually while using outdoor *ivies. The majority
of deaths in this country are among migrant workers in
the California vegetable fields. The male black widow
spider has very little venom and the tnouthparts are
not strong enough to penetrate human skin.

Both sexes of the brown ,recluse are capable of
inflicting poisonous bites to mammals. The typical
reaction following a bite by the brown recluse is
necrosis (killed tissue) at the site of the bite. The victim
may not be aware of being bitten for 2 or 3 hours, or a
painful reaction may occur instediately. A stinging
sensation is usually followed by intense pain. A small
blister usually rises and a large area around the bite
becomes congested. and 'swollen: The patient may
become restlessa feverish, have difficulty in

"sleeping. The local pain is frequently quite intense and
the area surrounding the bite remains congested and
hard to the touch for some time. The tissue affected

..Justly by the venom is killed and gradually sloughs
away, exposing the and rlying muscles. IFe edges of
the wound thicken and a raised while the central area
is filled by den'se scar tiss ng takes place quite
slowly and may take 6 to 8 weeks. The end result is a
sunken scar which has been deleribed as resembling a
hole punched or scooped from the body. Scars ranging
from theosize of a penny to a half-dollar have been
reported. The necrotic condition described above is
typical of all bites of the brown recluse. However, in
some cases a general systemic reaction has also
occurred. The systemic disturbances probably occur
infrequently and are the result of a "full" bite (i.e., the
injection of a maximum amours of venom). or extreme
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sensitivity to the venom. This general reaction to the
bite of the brown recluse usually requires;
hospitalization. Those in poor general physical
condition, young children, and older people are more
apt to be affected seriously by the bite of the brown
recluse.

Exercises (810):
Identify :he statements below as correct or incorrect.
and correct the false statements.
I. Spiders are considerably more beneficial than

detrimental.

Contrary to popular belief. all spiders are
poisonous.

3. All spiders are predaceous.

4. Spiders play an important role in limiting the
insect population,

-5. Dangerously venomous spiders occur in a very
few areas of the world.

6. The most important poisonous spider in the
United States is the brown recluse.

7. The male black widow spider has very little venom
and the mouthpans are not sufficiently strong to
penetrate the skin of humans.

X. The female brown recluse is the only one of the
species which is poisonous.

9. The full bite of a brown recluse is no more serious
than a partial bite.

10. Die very bid or the very'young, are likely to be
affected most seriously by the bite of a brown
recluse.

O.,

7
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811. Complete given statements concerning spider
classification and characteristics.

Classification and Characteristics of
Spiders. Spiders belong to the order Araneida in the
class Arachnida. They are found worldwide, but most IP
live in the temperate and tropical zones.

Many spiders use their poison to paralyze their prey.
Although the venom is sufficient for this purpose with
insects and some small animals, humans are not
generally bothered. Very fews piders have mouth parts
that can penetrate the skin of humans, and most of
those that do have venom that can produce only local
symptoms or an occasional allergic reaction.

Spiders, like other arachnids, have eight legs, no
wings and no antennae. Unlike scorpions, ticks, and
mites, spiders (fig. I-I) have an unsegrnented abdomen
attached to the cephalothorax by a short pedicel or
stalk. The eyes are simple, usually eight grouped .

together or separated acrostihe head. The head also
has a pair of antennalike or leglike pedipalps and a
pair of chelicera with fangs. There are many types of
spiders with considerable variation in size, color,
locomotion, web-spinning characteristics, methods of
hunting and catching prey, shelter-seeking, and other
distinctive characteristics. After hatching from eggs,
immature spiders pass through several instars before
reaching sexual maturity. Typically, females pass
through more instars than do males. The life span
varies with such factors as food supply, natural
enemies, temperature, and humidity. The black widow
and the brown recluse have life cycles characteristic of
most spiders.

--CEPHILOTHORAX
WAIST --

ICIDOMEN

Figure I-I. Black widow spider.

Exercises (810:
Complete the following statements concerning the
classification and characteristics of spiders..

1. Spiders are generally found in
and zones.



2. Many spiders use their poison to
their prey.

3. The venom of most spiders is sufficient as far as
insects and small animals are concerned;

are not generally bothered by the
venom of _ spiders.

4. Very few spiders have that can
penetrate the of humans.

5. Typically, female spiders pass through more
than males.

812. Match a list of spiders with statements pertaining
to their identification, habits, and habitats; complete
other statements pertaining to the black widow and
brown recluse spider.

Black Widow Spider. The female black widow
spider (Locrrodecrus macrons) is 12 to 14 millimeters
in length while the male is about half that size. The
entire body is usually a bright, shiny black (fig. 1-1)
except for the markings: however. on some specimens
the thorax and legs may be a dark brown. There are
short. black hairs covering the body and legs but they
are so fine that they are not usually noticed. The
female has on the underside of the abdomen an
hourglass-shaped spot which is usually a bright red,
although orange to cream colors may occur on those
found in some geographical areas. In addition, the
males have rows of red spots and diagonal yellowish
stripes of various straw colored markings on the upper
surface of the abdomen. These markings may be
present in various combinations. The legs may be
alternately pale and black banded. Immature females
vary in t heir markings so that their appearance may be
between that of adult male. and adult female.

The female black widow produces several sacs with
an average of some 200 eggs each in round. creamy-
white cases attached to her web. The eggs usually
hatch in 2 to 4 weeks to very tiny, gray, active spiders
which are cannibalistic. The eggs are usually laid
during the summer and the young forms reach
maturity the following spring. These spiders are found
on the underside of privy seats. in piles of lumber and
trash, and in empty paint cans and buckets. They are
frequently found beneath houses in some areas, and
they may occur in storerooms and garages. The web is
extremely irregular and very loosely woven, and the
tube into which the female retires is not in plain view.
The black widows live in dark areas and generally
avoid light. Their normal food is insects, and they
usually bite man only if they are disturbed.

Brown Widow Spider. The female brown widow
spider I Lactrodectus geometricasi is usually brown to
grey in color and has the red to orange hourglass
marking that is typical of widow spiders. Al present,
this spider is found only in Florida on or near
huildings.

!dike the egg sacs of a black widow spider, the egg
sacs of the brown widow spider are tufted and fluffy
and honey gold in color.

Red Widow Spider. The female red widow spider
(Larrodecnis bisho0i) is quite different in color from
other widow spiders. The legs and cephalothorax are
generally reddish brown and the abdomen is basically II.
dark brown splotched with yellow and has a red to
orang :. spot on the underside, unlike the hourglass
marking that is typical of other widow spiders.

The only place that this spider is found at presets, 1
in the palmettos and scrub-pines of southern and
central Florida. The egg sacs of this spider are
generally white, smooth, and round.

Northern Widow Spider. The female northern
widow spider (L.actrodecrus variolus) is very similar in
color to the black widow spider except it is not shiny
black but instead is smokey black.

This spider is distributed from northern Florida to
southern Canada and is very common in British
Columbia. It is generally found in isolated woods, in
tree stumps, and in brick or stone walls.

The egg sacs of the northern widow spider are
paperlike and brown in color.

Brown Recluse Spider. The brown recluse spider
(Loxosceles reclusa) is of medium size, measuring
about 10 to 15 millimeters long and 5 to 7 millimeters
across. The legs are long. Both legs and body are
covered with minute brown hairs but appear almost
bare to the unaided eye. The body color varies from
light fawn to dark brown. The most distinguishing
mark is the d rk fiddle-shaped band on the anterior
portion of a ace which narrows to a thin

.centerline extending al st to the abdomen (fig. 1-2).
Unlike most spiders, this s ies and its close relatives
have six instead of eight eyes.

Figure 1-2. Brown recluse spider.

The brown recluse spins a medium-sized irregular
web with a maze of threads extending in all directions
without definite pattern or plan. The web fibers tend to
be very viscid. In the laboratory this spider often
constructs a retreat of loose silk in one part of its web.
For a retreat in winter in its out-of-doors habitat. the
brown recluse spins a tube of thick silk which
somewhat resembles the hibernation retreat made by
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jumping spiders. Females usually produce more than
one egg sack with a maximum .production of five, Egg
production averages about 135 with hatching
occurring in 2 weeks. The setae of the young are very
dark; the abdomen is yellow-brown; and the rest of the
body color is pale tan. Except that the "fiddle" pattern
is not evident on the carapace, the spiderlings resemble
the adult. There are eight instars in the development to
the adult stage, the first one occurring within the egg
sae and all others outside. The duration of the second
through the eighth instars is variable. sometimes
extending for as long as 200 days. Indoors these
spiders are commonly found in houses and associated
buildings, boiler houses, schools, churches, libraries,
stores, and other such buildings. Because the spiders
are sedentary and avoid the light they are seldom seen,
but they can be found in almost any place which has
been relatively undisturbed for a long period of time.
such as behind pictures, beneath and behind furniture,
in boxes of toys. in clothing, and among stored papers.
Even though the brown recluse has been found most
often in and about houses. its natural habitat seems to
be out of doors, at least in the southern part of its)
range. In outdoor locations it has been found beneath
flat rocks, under loose bark, in crevices of old decaying
logs, and in trash piles.

Exercises (S12):
I. Match the

appropriate
lion, habits.
column A.

,1

spiders in column B below with
statements concerning identifies-

and habitats of important spiders in

6.(ionto .4

- J. The mule is about half thesire of
the female.

h Red to orange hourglass
marking.

c Red to orange marking
unlike the hourglass.

d. Covered with minute brown
hairs.

e Young spiders are cannibalistic.
f Found in palmetto and scrub-

pmes of southern and central
Florida

g. Smokey black instead of chin)
h Fiddle-shaped marking on the

anterior portion of the
COta paCC
Found in Florida

cillidimer 8

I Red Widow.
2 Brown recluse.
3. Black widow.
4. Sorthern widow
5. Brown widow.

2,. Complete the following statements which pertain
to black widow and brown recluse spiders.
a. The female black window produces several

sacs with an average of eggs
each.

b. The eggs usually hatch in to
weeks.

9

c. Black widows usually lay their eggs in the
and the young spiders

reach maturity the following rl
d. Black windows are usually found on the under-

side of , in piles
of and
and in empty
and

e. The normal food of the black widow is
and they usually bite man

only if
f. The most distinguishing mark of the brown

recluse spider is the dark
shaped band on the back.

g. The female recluse usually produces more than
egg sac with a maximum

production of
h. Indoors, the brown recluse is commonly found

in and associated

. and
and other such buildings.

i. Because these spiders are sedentary and avoid
the they are seldom

j. Although often found in houses the natural
habitat dike brown recluse see ms to be

S13. Complete given statements concerning the
control of spiders.

Control of Spiders. Physical control methods. such
as eliminating all possible breeding areas, are of
considerable value in the elimination of black widow
and other spiders. Care should be taken to destroy the
webs in buildings and inhabited areas and to kill the
spiders by crushing or with insecticides. The egg sacs
found in the webs should always be destroyed. since as
many as 300 young spiders may emerge from a single
sac.

Approved insecticidal dusts and sprays (see
Appendix A, in a separate inclosure) can be effective
against spiders; and even aerosols can cause them to
drop from their webs so that they can be crushed
easily. Contact sprays -and dusts containing
carbamates and organophospates are effective.
Standard stock items of dusting powders and of
wettable powders. emulsions, and oilbase sprays will
provide good control. Residual sprays will be less
effective than contact sprays, but should be used in
areas routinely frequented by poisonous spiders.

Exercises (813):
Complete the following statements which pertain to
the control of spiders. You may need to use Appendix
A (in a separate inclosure),
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1. Physical control of spiders includes,
all possible

webs,
spiders, and' destroying
sacs.

2. Approved dusts and sprays can be
effective against spiders.

3... Aerosols can be used to cause them to
from their so that they can be

easily.
4. Contact sprays and dusts containing

and are effective.
5. Residual sprays are less effective than

sprays, but should be used in areas routinely
frequented by spiders.

6. The residual insecticides used for spiders are

Or
7. The percentage of chlorpyrifos used for spiders is

8. The form of the insecticide propoxur used for
spiders is

814. Complete given statements concerning first -aid
treatment for spider bites.

Treatment for Spider Rites. Since the venoms
produced by the widow spiders and brown spiders are
different, they require different treatment. Treatment
for the bites of widow and brown, spiders must be
administrered as soon as possible by trained medical
personnel because first-aid treatment is ineffective and
is, therefore. unnecessary.

Exercises (814):
Complete the following statements concerning firstaid
treatment for spider bites.
1. First aid for widow spiders and brown spiders

differs because of the different
produced.

2. The primary reason that first-aid treatment
should not be rendered is that

3. Treatment for medically important spiders must
be administered as soon as possibly by trained

personnel.

1-6. Scorpions
Scorpions are most common in the southern regions

of the United States from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
Most scorpions within the United States are
categorized as pests within buildings and outdoor
areas frequented by humans. There are two scorpions
of medical importance within the United States. .

This section covers the importance. description,
habits. and habitats of scorpions. You will also learn
about the controls and first-aid treatment for
scorpions.

. .

815. Identify given statements pertaining to the
importance of scorpions as being true or false, and
correct those that are false.

Importance of Scorpions. There are 4 families w ith
over 300 species distributed throughout the tropics,
subtropics, and temperate regions of the world. Many
scorpions invade dwellings in search of food or shelter.
Others are normally found in the locations frequented
by humans. While most scorpions can cause only
painful stings, some species cause many deaths. The
medical importance of a scorpion is determined by its
habits and venom potency, not by its size. Some of the
most dangerous species seldom attain a length of more
than 7.5 centimeters. in contrast, stings by scorpions
12 to 15 centimeters lo ng may produce only temporary
local pain in man.

Most scorpions of medical importance are members
of genus Centruroides in portions of the southwestern
United States and throughout Mexico; genusTityus in
Central and South America; genera Buthus and
Androcionus in the Middle East and North Africa.
and genus Perabuthus in South Africa. Dangerous
venomous species may also occur in other sparsely
settled portions of Africa and Southeast Asia where no
meaningful clinical records are kept. Centruroides
sculpturatus and Centruroides gertsdichi are the only
poisonous scorpions known to occur in the United
States; both are found mainly in southern Arizona and
parts of neighboring States.

Exercises (815):
Place the letter X in the provided space before each
true statement, and correct any false statement.

1. There are over 300 species of scorpions.
1 The only poisonous scorpions in the United

States are found mainly in southern Arizona
and parts of neighboring states.

3. Some of the most dangerous species of
scorpions usually attain a length of more than
15 centimeters.

_ 4. Many scorpions invade dwellings in search of
food or shelter.

_ 5. The medical importance of a-scorpion is
determined by its habits and venom potency.
not by its size.

816. Complete given statements concerning the
identification, habits, and habitats of important
scorpions.

identification, Habits. and Habitats of Important
Scorpions. Scorpions belong to the order
Scorpionida in the class Arachinida. Scorpions have
four pairs of legs and .one pair of, large claws or .
pedipaips. The body has two divisionsthe anterior,
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unsegmented cephatothorax and the posterior,
segmented abdomen. The last six abdominal segments
form the "tail." with the end segment modified in the
form of a hooked stinger (fig. 1-3). The end segment,
or telson, has two poison glands. The tail is carried
arched over the back, and the stinger is inserted into a
victim by a quick forward thrust. The venom is ejected
through the needle-sharp, hollow stinger. Adult
scorpions vary in length from less than an inch. Colors
vary from nearly black to straw-color; and some
scorpions are striped. Most scorpions have smooth
bodies. though some are hairy.

Figure I-3 The scorpion.

The two poisonous scorpions in the United States
are straw-yellow in color; Centruroides gerrschi has
two irregular black stripes on the upper surface of the
body. The length is 5 to IS centimeters and the width of
the ccphalothorax is approximately 6 millimeters. The
tail is about 1.5 millimeters in diameter and bears a
subaculear tooth at the base of the stinger. The
pedipalps are long and slender.

Scorpions do not lay eggs. but bear their young
alive The young are carried for some time on the back
of the female. Scorpions are nocturnal and.are seldom
seen during the day unless they are disturbed in their
hiding places. The most common poisonous species in
the United States, Centrumieles sculpturcaus. is
frequently found under loose bark of various trees,
particularly eucalyptus and cottonwood, or under old
logs and rocks. They are found occasionally on outside
walls. particularly on buildings where a large amount
of water is present, such as wash houses. They are also
frequently tound under wet rags. in folds of newspaper
and magazines. and occasionally on clothing taken
from a clothes basket. Indoors. scorpions are found in
areas where insects are plentiful. such as under the
house. in attics. or in hollow walls. In some buildings.
scorpions may be found more or less routinely which
indicates that they are breeding in the area. However.
if they only appear once or twice a year they are
probably being brought into the house in packages of
seeetahles. hoxes. and firewood

11
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Exercises (816): p9I. Scorpions have pairs of legs and
pair of large claws or pedipalps.

2. The body has divisions; the anterior,
celphalothorax, and the posterior

abdomen.
3. The last six abdominal segments form the

, with the end segment modified
in the form of a hooked

4, The two poisonous scorpions that occur within_the United States are in
color; Centruroides genschi has two irregular

stripes on the upper surface of
the

5. Scorpions are and are seldom
useen during the unless they are

disturbed in their hiding places.
G. Scorpions are found occasionally on outside

walls, particularly on buildings where a large
amount of is present.

7. Indoors, scorpions are found in areas where
insects are plentiful, such as under the
in , or in hollow .

817. Complete given statements concerning the
measures that can be implemented to control
scorpions.

Control of Scorpions. Avoidance is the best
method of physical control and should include:
picking up objects carefully so as not to be stung by the
scorpions which may be hiding beneath them.
emptying shoes and slippers vigorously before putting
them on, not walking around barefooted after dark,
and shaking out clothing. Clothing should not be
dumped on the floor but should be hung carefully, and
preferably away from the wall. Folded bedding may
also serve as hiding places for scorpions. Beds in
heavily infested areas should be kept away from the
walls: and in, some cases it may be necessary to place
the legs of the bed in clear., widemouthert glass jars.
These jars should not have water placed in them, as
this might lead to mosquito breeding.,

General cleanup of trash piles will help control
scorpions by cutting down on their hiding places. It
should be remembered that insects are the principal
food for scorpions, and that killing such insects.
particularly those that live on the ground. will be of
benefit. Scorpions can go into hiding for 2 or 3 months
after a period of abundant food, and can live as much
as 6 months without food or water. Many species
require from 3 to 5 years to reach maturity: thus,
hunting out and destroying these animals on a regular
basis will cut down on their numbers enormously,

Trapping of scorpions can be carried out in heavily
infested areas by dampening a burlap sack or other
piece of heavy coarse cloth and spreading it on the
ground in the evening. Scorpions will crawl under it
during the night and can then be easily destroyed the



next moring. Cats. although Hof very little value in
mouse control, can be quite effective in controlling
scorpions, but they must be trained. Dogs are of little
%aloe against scorpions but are quite likely to be stung
by them and possibly killed.

Many attempts have been made to control
scorpions by the use of fogs. mists. and aerosols.
Generally speaking, these methods are of very little
value because of the scorpion's habit of hiding in
cracks and crevices which are seldom reached by such
treatment. Residual spraying or dusting of breeding
areas provides good control. See Appendix A (in a
separate inclosure) for pesticide recommendations.

Exercises (1117):
I . The principal food for scorpi ons is
2. Scorpions can go into hiding for or

months after a period of abundant food.
3. General cleanup of trash piles will keep control of

scorpions. by cuttingdown on their
places.

4. Trapping of scorpions can be carried' out in
heavily infested areas by dampening a
sack and spreading it on the ground in the

5. The two pesticides used to control scorpions are
and

Ma. Complete given statements pertaining to first-aid
treatment for scorpion stings.

First-Aid Treatment for Scorpion Stings, Follow
the procedures below fora victim stung by a poisonous
scorpion:

(1) Immediately after the sting, place a ligature (a
tourniquet) between the sting and the body. Tie it as
near to the sting as possible to prevent rapid
absorption of the venom. A shoelace or something
equally slender makes a good ligature. but a
handkerchief is poor. The ligature should be loosened
briefly every 10 to 15 minutes.

121 Put an ice pack directly on the site of this sting
and have the victim hold it there.

(3) Antivenins are available for the poisonous US
and Mexican species and ,Some others: thus,
professional medical assistance must be obtained as
soon as possible.

Ekertises 181111):
I. Immediately after being stung a

should be placed between the
and the

2. A piece of should he placed
directly on the site of the sting.

1. The ligature must be loosened escry to
minutes.

4. For the poisonous US and Mexican species of
scorpion there are available

5. Even if first aid has been rendered
medical assistance must be obtained as soon as
possible.

1-7. Otiter Venomous Arthropods
This Section identifies venomous arthropods of less

tried icafi importance than those already covered in this
chapter. They are less significant because they do not
attack) often and are not very toxic to humans. The 3
arthrdpods covered here are centipedes, millipedes,
conenoses, catepillars, and moths. You will also learn
aboui control measures for them.

Cebtipedes belong to the class Chilopoda.
Millipedes belong to the class Diplopeda. Roth are
found mostly in the tropical, subtropical, and'warm-
temperature regions of the world. They are all
predaceous, and have well-developed poison glands
for killing their prey.

Conenoses, also known as assassin bugs, belong to
thel class lnsecta, order Hemiptera, and the family
Reduviidae. They are carnivorous insects and are
generally predaceous to other insects and to arachnids.

Catepillars are the larvae of moths and butterflies,
and are in the order Lepidoptera. In the United States,
there are 10 families with species troublesome to
humans, There are many more irritating species
Scattered widely throughout the world. Our discussion
will begin with centipedes.

Si,. Match a list of venomous arthropods with
statements pertaining to identifying characteristics
and effects.

Centipedes. Centipedes are flattened dorso-
ventrally. The body is made up of a distinct head and
15 to 170 or more similar segments. Each segment has
one pair of tracheal openings and one pair of strong
mandibles. and two pairs of maxillae. Individuals of
some species attain a length of 25 centimeters or more.
Adults of several species have shining greenish or
blackish bodies, and orange or red legs and heads,
Some are yellowish with dull red, longitudinal bands.
Some centipedes are markedly phosphorescent. Sexes
of centipedes are distinct, and the females either lay
eggs or give birth to living young. The young resemble
the adults. having approximately the same number of
segments.

Centipedes differ from millipedes (class
Diplopoda), which have two pairs of legs on each body
segment, a nearly rounded rather than flattened body.
and which feed principally on decaying vegetation.
Centipedes hide by day under Stones. rubbish, leaves.
logs, and in other dark areas. They feed by night on
earthworms. insects, mice. or lizards, depending on
their size. They kill or paralyze their prey quickly with
venom and chew it for ingestion with their mandibles.
The common, long-legged house centipede (Scutigera
forceps) is usually regarded as quite beneficial because
it feeds on household insects.



Importance. Milli centipedes are harmless. since
only a small number have fangs strong enough to
penetrate human skin. They bite large animals only in
self defense, The secretion injected is primarily a
digestive enzyme, containing only a small proportion
of venom. The amount of this material introduced
depends somewhat on the size of the centipede and on
the time elapsed since the fangs were last used, the
small, fast running, house centipede IScutigera
cleoptrata) has been known to pierce the skin and
cause pain. The larger house centipede acutigera
forceps) can bite and cause intense local pain. Other
centipedes can also inflict very painful bites. The 2.5
centimeter Scolopendra giganteu of the Tropics is
considered very poisonous, its bite sometimes
requiring hospitalization of victims.

Effect and first aid. Centipede bites may cause
local pain. erythema, hardening of the skin. formation
of papules, rash, swelling, purple patches.and swollen
axillary glands. but such symptoms usually subside
within 24 hours if the wound is uninfected. There have
been no deaths recorded from the bites. Treatment
usually consists of locally applied palliatives, such as
weak ammonia. compresses of sodium bicarbonate, or
cpsom salts.

Millipedes. Millipedes are more cylindrical than
flat. The body is made up of a distinct head and a trunk
that consists of several segments. Each trunk segment
bears two pairs of jointed walking legs which lack
poison claws. The head bears a pair of short antennae.
a pair of mandibles, and two pairs of maxillae.

Millepedes range in size from less than 2.5
millimeters to 16 centimeters. They are slow moving
despite numerous legs. and are nocturnal. secretive,
vegetarian. and terrestrial. Thev lay eggs. and the
oung resemble the adults but have fewer abdominal

segments and only three pairs of walking legs.
Importance. Millipedes may be accidental

parasites of humans. inhabiting the intestinal and
urinars. tracts. Some, produce offensise fluids from
paired glands located in the abdomen. These fluids
have sometimes produced a dermatitis in humans.

First ant Victims that have been contaminated
with the fluid excreted by millipedes should deluge the
contaminated area with soap and water immediately.
I his will remov e the fluid and should he all that is
required.

Conenosts (Assassin Bugs). Conenoses have a
cone-shaped head. with a three jointed proboscis that
is carried in a folded position close to the body. When
disturbed. the proboscis is projected forward in a
manner similar to a spring that has been bent over and
one end released. Conenoses range in size from 12 to
25 millimeter, and are basically brown in color. Some
hale white to yellow wide spots on each side of the
abdomen. The winds are about as long as the abdomen
and arc folded one on top of the other.

rhese insects are attracted to lights at night and w ill
commonly enter huildings They are blood-sucking
insects that usually feed upon other insects although
the% ~sill reach's teed on mammals. including humans
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Some species have been so persistent in human
bedding that they have been referred to, and are
commonly known as. Mexican bedbugs. Conenoses
can produce a very severe reaction through their bites
to humans even though the bite might not be felt at the
time of injection.

Conenoses lay their eggs on plants in outdoor areas.
but, inside, they lay the eggs in dark, dusty cracks.
crevices, and corners, The eggs hatch into nymphs and
the nymphs pass through eight nymphal instars before
reaching the adult stage.

Importance. For the most part. conenoses are
beneficial to humans in that they attack other insects
and are known to be predaceous upon bed bugs.
However, they are also known to be vectors of Chaga's
disease. and they produce a very strong hemolytic-
nturotoxin venom. The bite of these insects may not
even be recognized (because of the anesthetizing
effect) until the insects have completed their feeding.
which might last anywhere from 3 to 7 minutes.

Effects ancl,first Md. There may be no reaction to
the bite of a conenose by some individuals. but, to
others. the reaction might be severe with the effects of
the venom lasting for several months. The venom
produced by conenoses is hemolytic and neurotoxic.
You should treat the bite area with iodine to prevent
secondary infection. Place a paste of bicarbonate of
soda and water over the bite area along with an ice
pack to localize the venom and to give temporary relief
until you can get professions! medical assistance.

Caterpillars and Moths. The larvae of some moths
and butterflies have large spines' which, while
harmless, create the fake impression that the
caterpillars are dangerous. On the other hand. most of
the caterpillars with urticating or netting hairs appear
harmless. Some are actually attractive. being
strikingly colored. Lepidoptera exhibit complete
metamorphosis. The caterpillars hatch from eggs, and,
upon maturity, transform to pupae. Most species of
moths spin cocoons in which they pupate. Most
species of butterflies do not. After pupation, the
sexually mature adult emerges. Most adults are
capable of flight, but some females are wingless.

While the medical importance is due primarily to
urticati ng hairs. some caterpillars, such as the larvae of
the cabbage butterfly (Pieris brassicae). have
poisonous body fluids which produce intestinal
inflammation and death in cattle which ingest the
caterpillars with food. One caterpillar. the mealworm
trisopialarinalls). can act as the intermediate host of
the rat tapeworm (llymenolepis diminuta) which
occasionally infests man. Ophthalmia nodosa is a
disease of the conjunctiva. cornea, nr iris of the eye
caused by nettling hairs. In a few cases, the adult
Lepidoptera hese nettling hairs; but in some of these
cases. these are larval hairs adhering to the adult.
Symptoms produced by the urticaling hairs differ with
the species of moth, and with the individual reaction
differences of the victims. Cases of caterpillar rash are
more widespread than commonly supposed. and can
be casily misdiagnosed in areas where not very
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common. The venom of caterpillars is produced in
glands located at the bases of hairs, sometimes outside
the body surface. These may occursingly or in clusters
of tubercles* on thi; body of the insect. Upon contact of
the spines with the victim's skin, the venom may
emerge through an opening at the tip of the spine; or a
portion of the hair or spine may break off in the
wound, thus releasing the venom. The more important
venomous Lepidoptera are described below.

PUSS Caterpillar. The puss caterpillar is about an
inch long when full grown. It has a thick, fleshy body
completely covered and hidden by long silken hairs of
a tawny to greyish color. The upper side appears to
have a convex form. Under the long hairs are
numerous short spines in rows on tuberculate ridges
and connected with underlying hypodermal poison
glands. This species is quite common in the Southern
States, and at times becomes very abundant. At such
times a great many cases of stinging have received
medical attention. Schools have been closed in some
areas until the caterpillar was brought under control.
The severity of the symptoms depends largely upon
individual reactions. The initial reaction is usually an
intense, burning pain immediately after contact. This
is followed by raised papules and reddening, then by
generalized swelling and numbness, which may be
accompanied by nausea and vomiting. Stings on the
wrist have resulted in swelling of the entire arm to
about double size. Fever and symptoms of nervous
disorder are not uncommon in children.

Brown-tail moth. The brown-tail moth larva is
about 3.8 centimeters long. The head is light brown,
the body dark brown to almost black with a broken
white line on either side and two conspicuous reddish
spots on the back near the posterior end. Nu, :roue
tubercles with long, barbed hairs and with .port,
brown hairs between are located on the back and sides
of the body. This insect is a serious pest of fruit and
shade trees in the Northeastern States. The larvae are
the most notorious of our poisonous caterpillars.
Short, barbed hairs are easily lost by the catepillar.
Further. the cocoons and even adult moths harbor
these hairs; and they are easily carried by wind
currents. On striking the skin, these hairs ease intense
itching on exposed parts of the body. They adhere to
clothing drying on the line; then they cause severe
dermatitis when the clothing is worn. Ingestion of
these hairs by swallowing or inhaling can cause serious
internal disturbances and injury. Nodular
conjunctivitis is caused by these hairs getting into the
eye.

White-marked tussock moth. This moth has a larva
which is considered one of our most beautiful
caterpillars. The head and the glands of the sixth and
seventh abdominal segments arc a bright vermillion. A
band on the back is velvety black. bordered with
yellow. subdorsal stripes. There is another yellow
band on each side just below the spiracles. On each
side of the prothorax there is a slender tuft of long.
black hairs with plumelike tips. A similar brush is
located on the back of the eighth abdominal segment.
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The first four abdominal segments have dense.
brushlike tufts of cream colored or white hairs. This
moth is a general feeder on foliage of deciduous trees
and shrubs, and is often a serious pest of shade and
fruit trees. It is found from Colorado to the Eastern
States. The short barbed hairs can cause considerable
skin irritation, The nettling hairs are found on all
stages of the larvae. They are scattered over the body
in the first two instars, while they are localized in the
white dorsal tussocks of the first four abdominal
segments in the later states. The hairs are interwoven
in the cocoons at the time of pupation.

10 Moth. This moth is widely distributed
throughout the Eastern and Central States. The larva
is probably the most generally known of the nettling
caterpillars in the United States. It feeds on a wide
variety of food plants, including willow and even corn.
The full grown larva is abut 6.4 centimeters long. It is
pale green with sublateral stripes of red and cream.
Numerous green spines, with a few black ones among
them, radiate from tubercles on the body creating a
mossy appearance. Some of the long spines bear hairs;
but the poison spines have peglike tips and are
connected with very large venom glands. These spines
do not normally break offend drift with the wind as do
the spines of some catepillars. Only the tip breaks in
the wound. Direct contact with the larva and its
nettling spines is normally required to produce the
intense itching caused by the venom:

Saddle-hack caterpillar. This caterpillar is found
throughout the Central, Eastern, and Southern States
where it feeds on a wide variety of forest and fruit trees.
However, it is not normally numerous in any location.
It has a purplish-brown spot surrounded by a large
green patch on the back giving the appearance of a
dark saddle on a green saddle blanket. It has tufts of
bristling stout spines with acutely pointed tips. The
spines are connected with poison glands. The spine
tips break off in the skin; and the venom is forced into
the wound. The poison affects some people severly.
causing extreme pain.

Exercises (11119):
1. Match column A with column B.

Column A Column 8

1

_ 2
_ 3.

4
5_ 6

_ 1
8

9

Generally feeds on foliage of a.
deciduous trees- b.
Purplish-brown spot sur- c.
rounded by large green patch.
Carnivorous insect and is d.
generally predaceous to other
insects. e.

More cylindrical than flat. f.
Flattened do rso-vent rally.
Poison spines have peglike lips
connected with very large
venom gland.
Spines are connected to poison
gland.
Youths resemble adults.
Has cone - shaped head with
three-jointed proboscis that is
carried in a folded position close
to the body.
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8.
h.

Centipede.
Millipede.
Conenose
(assassin bug).
Puss
caterpillar.
Brown-tail moth_
White-marked
tussock.
10 moth.
Saddle-back
caterpillar.



Column A

10. Two pairs of legs on each body
segment.

_ 11. Serious pest of (nut and shade
trees in the Northeastern Stales.

12. Under long hairs are numerous
than spines connected to
underlying hypodermal glands_

_ 13. Pale green wit h sublateral strips
of red and green.

14 The head is light brown: the
body is brown to almost black.

15. Head and glands of the sixth
and seventh abdominal segment
are bright vermillion.

1b Thick fleshy body completely
covered and hidden by long
hairs of tawny to greyish color.

828. Complete given statements concerning the
controls for centipedes, millipedes, eonenr
caterpillars, and moths.

Control of Other Venomous Arthropods. This
objective outlines measures that may be used to
control centipedes. millipedes. conenoses. and
venomous caterpillars, and moths.

Control if centipedes and millipedes. Proper
screening to keep centipedes and millipedes out of
buildings and caution while disposing of these
creatures are about the only preventive measures
which can be recommended for avoiding their bites.
troops on duty in areas where large centipedes are
prevalent should be advised not to touch them or
attempt to catch them. Fortunately, large Centipedes
are seldom if ever so numerous as to necessitate special
control. measures. Properly fitting doors and good
screening should keep centipedes and millipedes from
living quarters. Troops in the field should use caution
in putting on boots and other clothing which may have
been on the ground overnight. Presence of Centipedes
and millipedes in tents in tropical areas is a good
reason for sleeping in a properly "tucked-in" bed net,
Cnntact sprays will kilt centipedes and millipedes.
Residual sprays are moderately effective. Sec
Appendix A tin a separate inclosure).

COMM' conenoses. Since conenoses fly readily
and are attracted to lights, it is imperative that
huddings are property screened and door and windows
lit snugly in their frames.

If a conenose happens to get on you and you arc
aware of it. brush it off gently and swiftly to prevent
hang bitten.

Where conenose, are abundant. you can apply
rooduals around doorways. window frames, and
around lighting. Be sure to use insecticides that are
recommended for this type of treatment and appl it
according to the instructions provided.

,mtr()1 of caierptilar.i and !mirky. Control
measures for these venomous arthropods are the same
as those that arc used to control ornamental and turf
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pests which are discussed later in this course. You can
find the recommended controls for caterpillars and
moths in Appendix A (in a separate inclosure) under
"Tent Caterpillars and Fall Webworms." When you
use these control measures for those caterpillars that
easily shed their netting spines, you should try to kill
them in the shortest possible time. Slowly dying
Caterpillars move contortedly. and will shed many
hairs and spines before they die.

Exercises (828):
I. Residual insecticides for control of centipedes is

2. The residual insecticide used to control millipedes
indoors is

3. Where conenoses are abundant
can be applied around

and around
4. To control tent caterpillar and fall wcbworms on

ornamentals use
and

1-8. Snakes
In this section. you will learn about the identifying;

characteristics of poisonous snakes within the United!
States. This section will also provide you with
information pertaining to snake habits, habitats, and
bite symptoms. as well as the first-aid treatment for
snakebites.

821. Indicate whether given statements pertaining to
snakes are true or false, and correct those that are
false.

Facts About Snakes. Snakes contribute an
important part in maintaining the "balance of
nature." They control destructive animals, such as
field mice and other rodents. They have aesthetic value
or beauty in themselves. just as birds do, and they are a
very interesting group. Many have commercial value.
the skins of which are used in making leather goods.

Snakes belonging to the families Crotalidac and
Elapidae are poisonous; however, fatalities resulting
from snakebite in the United States have never been
high. considering the size of the country and its large
population.

Fear of snakes is duc to a lack of knowledge
concerning the identification of poisonous snakes and
some of the fallacies (not facts) that have been passed
down through generations. The following are some of
the common fallacies and facts about snakes:

a. Snakes are slimy. This is not true. Snakes are
actually cleaner than we are. They base hard glossy
shields and scales covering their bodies and for this
reason appear slimy.

h. The forked tongue of some snakes is poisonous.
No. the tongue is a harmless organ which is not
poisonous tin cen the poisonous species) and is a
highly sensitive organ of taste and smell It also detects

ihrat ions.
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c. The tails of some snakes sting or have poisonous
properties. Some snakes such as the "horn snake" (the
correct name of which is the mud snake) have hard,
scaley, and pointed tails which they will deliberately
press against your hand when you restrain them but
their tails are nor poisonous.

d. Some kinds of snakes commonly attack man.
There have been two recorded instances of snakes
having made uprovoked, offensive movements toward
man. One was a black snake with her young and the
other was an eastern diamondback rattlesnake with
her young. Both snakes were in an inclosed area.
Snakes are also prone to bite if they are disturbed
when shedding skin and during the breeding period.

e. The glass snake is a snake. It is not a snake but a
lizard with a tail twice as long as its body. The tail will
grow back on if it is broken or knocked off.

f Snakes can charm birds. No, the bird is frozen
with fear or is pretending it is hurt to draw the snake
away from its young.

g. A snake will not cross a horsehair rope. A
horsehair rope does not stop a snake.

k Snakes take milk from a cow. Snakes will drink
milk from a saucer but not from the cow.

i. The hoop snake will chase a person by holding its
tail in its mouth and roiling overand over. This fallacy
is commonly attached to mud snakes also and is a
physical impossibility. Snakes have a backbone just as
man does.

j. The spreading adder or blow snake (correctly
called the hog-nosed snake) exhales a poisonous vapor
when approached or offended. These snakes do inflate
their lungs and hiss loudly when disturbed but there is
no poisonous vapor emitted. These snakes are so
harmless that if the hissing sounds and flattened head
do not succeed in scaring the attacker, the snake will
roll over on its back. open its mouth wide. and play
dead. It is also very hard to enrage or excite this snake
enough to make it bite.

k. Snakes can't bite under water. Water moccasins
eat fish, so how do they catch them? They bite them
and inject poison.

Exercises (821):
Identify each statement as true or false. Correct the
false statements.

I. Snakes help in maintaining the "balance of
nature."

2. Poisonous snakes belong to the families
Crotalidae and Elapidae.

3. Fatalities from snakebite in the United States
are relatively high.

4. Snakes are not slimy.
5. Snakes can't bite under water.
6. The spreading adder exhales a poisonous

vapor.
7. People fear snakes because snakes often will

deliberately make unprovoked offensive
attacks on man.

822. Match a list of Crotalidae snakes with statements
pertaining to their deseripdon, distribption, babbitt,
food, breeding, and habits, complete other statesmen
concerning the Crotalidae snake family.

Family Crotalidae. The poison snakes of the
United States belong to two families: Crotalidae and
Elapidae. The Crotalidae. the family of long-fanged
pit vipers, includes the bushmaster and fer-de-lance of
South America and the copperhead, water moccasin,-
and rattlesnake of this country. Pit vipers strike their if
prey from a lateral loop and inject a large amount of
toxic venom, which almost immediately overwhelms
the victim. When the prey dies, or is almost dead, the
snake swallows it.

Pit vipers are so named because of the facial pit
between the eye and nostril on either side of the head.
This pit is lined with a delicate epidermis and connects
with a well-developed nerve whi;h extends backward
to the brain. Because of the presence of this nerve, it is
believed that the pit is sensory in nature, being
receptive to heat waves and thus directing the strike.
The pupil of t he eye is vertically elliptical, and the head
is flat and triangular shaped, possessing a poison gland
and retractable fangs rigidly attached at their base to
movable maxillary bones.

Water moccasin. This is a,stout and heavy-bodied
snake, with an abruptly tapering tail and a chunky,
ugly head. The average size is 3 to 4 feet (91.44 cm to
1.22 meters in length but some specimens have been
found which are 5' feet.(1.52 m) in length. The body
color is dark brown or olive with 10 to 15 wide, black.
transverse blotches (barely shOwing, or not at all, on
the back of old snakes), more sharply defined on the
sides of the body than on the back. The upper and
lower lip plates are yellow and the inside of the mouth
is white; hence. they are commonly called gappers or
cottonmouths. The abdomen' is yellow and is blotched
with dark brown or black. The young resemble
copperheads because they have a pinkish or reddish
brown coloration on the body with a coppery looking
head. There is a broad dark band through the eye:

a. Distribution. Moccasins are found from the
swamps of Virginia through Florida, along the Gulf
States to East Texas. The range northward extends
through eastern Oklahoma. Arkansas, Mississippi,
southern Illinois. Indiana, and Tennessee.

b. Habitat. They are semiaquatic, found along
sluggish streams, bayous, lagoons, and swamps and
other bodies of water with thick, marginal vegetation.

c. Food. They feed on frogs, fish, other snakes,
birds, small mammals, lizards, small turtles, baby
alligators, and salamanders.

d. Breeding. It usually takes place in March, and 7
to 12 young are born alive in August or September.
The pit vipers all produce living young (viviparous).
The young are more brilliantly marked than the adults
and, as we have mentioned, are frequently confused
with copperheads.
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e. Habits. Moccasins are sluggish and irritable in
the wild state. A thoroughly aroused cottonmouth
throws its head upward and backward and holds its
mouth wide open, revealing the white interior. These
very dangerous snakes resemble closely several of the
nonpoisonous water snakes (Natrix) and are difficult
to distinguish from them in the field. Behhvior offers
some of the best clues. Water snakes usually flee
quickly or drop with a splash into the water, but
cottonmouths often stand their ground with a
vibrating tail or crawl slowly away. In the fall
moccasins retreat to higher ground to hibernate and
thus are not necessarily found in the immediate
vicinity of water.

Copperhead. These are richly colored. heavy-
bodied snakes with 15 to 25 chestnut-brown
crossbands on the hazel or pinkish-brown body. These
crossbands are constricted on the midline of the
snake's body so that they appear as hourglasses from
the top and as inverted Vs from the side. The average
size of copperheads is about 3 feet (91. 44 cm) long.
The uniform. coppery tinge of the head has given this
snake its most popular name. The abdomen is pale
pinkish brown, with a row of dark spots on each side
(ventral view). The copperhead is also known in some
parts of the country as a rattlesnake pilot, pilot, or
Chunk -head:

a. Distribution. They are found in central
Massachusetts and through all of the Eastern States to
northern Florida. along the Gulf States to Texas.
thence northward through Arkansas, Uklahoma,
Kansas. Missouri. Illinois. Indiana, Ohio,
Pennsylvania. and New York.

6 Habitat. These snakes are arboreal as well as
terrestrial. frequently climbing vegetation in search of
food. They are found in rocky or wooded areas such as
the mountainous and ledgy regions of the North and
inhabit the damper deciduous woods and low-lying
stretches of cypress growth of the South. These snakes
are found together in small numbers throughout the
year. They are commonly found in deserted quarries in
the North. where they hibernate in the rocks with their
close relatives, the banded rattlesnakes.

... Food. This snake has a highly variable diet.
Feeding on small mammals and birds, other snakes,
frogs. and insects such as caterpillars and cicadas. The
food preference seems to be seasonal.

it Breeding. Mating takes place in April or May
and 6 to 12 brilliantly colored young are born alive in
August or September. The young have sulphur-yellow
tails.

e Habits. As in the case with the other pit vipers.
they coil and rapidly %ih rate their tails when disturbed.
Their coloration is highly protective. especially when
these reptiles are motionless against a hackground of
autumn-colored leaves As a general rule. they are less
Irritable than the water moccasin and will seek cover
swiftly when disturbed, except when they are
cornered. Old stone walls and natural ledgy terrain
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should be approached with caution because they are
common resting places for this snake.

Rattlesnakes. They are the most interesting and
important reptiles inhabiting North America, because
at least one species is found in every State except b,
Alaska and Hawaii. Rattlesnakes are so named Or
becaused they have horny interlocking joints at the
end of the tail that make a sharp rattling sound when
shaken. Some species attain such a large size that they
rank high in point of deadliness among the venomous
snakes of the world. They are highly variable, ranging
from 18 inches (45.72 cm) in the case of the pygmy
rattlesnake (Sistrurus Miliarius) to 6 feet (1.82 meters)
in the case of the eastern diamondback. rattlesnake
Wrote/us Miliarius). The same species may vary in
color. There is great color variation in both yellow and
black phases of the banded or timber rattlesnake. The
massasauga (Sistrurus Catenates) is partial to bogs
and swamps, while the horned rattlesnake, or
sidewinder. thrives in dry desert areas. As we said
before. rattlesnakes have been found in every State
except Alaska and Hawaii, but their headquarters
(according to number of species) is the southwest.
Except for the southwest, there are few areas where
more than one or two species occur. The borders of the
ranges of the different species may extend slightly into
that of another./ Because of the highly diversified
habits and charaCteristics of this group of snakes, we
will consider only the eastern diamondback
rattlesnake. the largest and most deadly poisonous
reptile found in the United States. It ranks among the
world's most deadly snakes:

a. Distribution. The eastern diamonback is found
from Florida. in many of the adjacent keys, north ward
through the Coastal Plains to southern North
Carolina and westward along the Gulf States to
extreme southeastern Louisiana.

h. Description. It is a stout-bodied olive to dark
brown snake with a hold pattern of large black or
brown diamonds down its back. These diamonds have
bright yellow borders, about the width of a single
scale, and become obscure toward the tail. Beneath the
eye is a dark band, bordered on each side with a
narrow band of bright yellow. The abdomen is dull
yellow. With the exception of a more vi% id pattern.
young specimens are like the parent. They commonly
grow to 6 feet 1 1,82 m) but may attain a length close to
9 feet (2.74 m) and weigh 12 to 15 pounds OA to 6.8 kg)
or more.

c. Habitat. This snake inhabits the wild bruill
country of the southern lowlands, where pines and
palmettos flourish. These snakes have been commonly
observed hiding under the broad leaves of the dwarf
palmettos during the day and leaving them at twilight
to feed. So closely do the body colors blend with the
vegetation and the effects of sunlight and shadow, that
these snakes are seen with some difficulty.

d. Food. These huge snakes feed largely on rabbits
and quail, principally the former. The) wander into



areas of dwarf and scrub palmettos in search of their
prey. Hunters and other persons who have occasion to
enter such diamondback infested areas should take
the necessary precautions to keep from being bitten. A
description of the poisonous potentiality of this reptile
is shown in the following example. The maneuvers of
the average specimen when feeding in captivity are
interestinga medium sized rabbit is placed in the
cage. and the snake shifts its coils to a striking postuic
The rabbit shows no sign of fear and may hop toward
the reptile. which draws back its head. While nosing
about, the rabbit momentarily presents its side to the
snake and like a flash the deeu is done. The human eye
can observe but two things: first, the snake appeared to
strike at the rabbit. and secondly. to have barely
touched it with its jaws. The snake is back in the
original position before the rabbit's frightened squeal
is over. The little creature bounds forward. rolls on its
side. kicks convulsively. and is dead. Barely l minutes
passes from the time of the serpent's strike to the
termination of the death struggle.

e- Breeding. An average of 9 or 10 living young are
born in August or September. They are about 14
inches (35.6 cm) in length.

f Habits. This snake is chiefly terrestrial in its
habits, as arc all of the Crotalus species. but it is also
somewhat arboreal, seen occasionally in low, scrubby
bushes. It is also aquatic because it takes to the water.
even crossing salt water among the nearby keys of
Florida. It may even be seen a few miles out at sea.
swept there by the outgoing tides. The pygmy
rattlesnake and the massasaug,as differ from the
Crotalus species in that they ore smaller in size and
thus have proportionately smaller rattles. that they
have nine large symmetrical shields or plates on top of
the head similar to the other pit vipers (copperheads
and water moccasins). and that they inhabit a damper
habitat. The poison of some pygmy rattlers is actually
more toxic, drop for drop. than venom of the larger
species.

Exercises (822):
I. Match column A with Column B.
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7. Found from the swamps of
Virginia thiough Florida. along
the Gulf States to Texas,
extends through eastern
Oklahoma, Arkansas,
sippi. southern Illinois,
Indians, and Tennessee.

8 Feeds on frogs. fish. other
snakes, birds, small mammals,
lizards, small turtles, baby
alligators, and salamanders.

_ 9. Mates in April or May. Give
birth to from 6 to 12 brilliantly
colored young with sulphur
yellow tails.

ID. Feeds on small mammals, birds,
other snakes, frogs. and insects.

2. The head of the pit viper is (round/flat)
3. Pit vipers strike their prey and inject a (small/

large) amount of toxic venom.
4. Pit vipers have pits on their (heads/ bodies)

5. The sidewinder rattlesnake thrives in (swamps/
deserts)

6. The eastern diamondback rattlesnake is the
(smallest/ largest) and (least/ most) deadly reptile
found in the US

823. indicate whether given statements concerning
the Eispidae snake family are true or false, and correct
those that are false.

Family Eiapidae. With the exception of the coral
snakes, this family inhabits chiefly Asia, Africa, and
the Malay Archipelago. Two of its more formidable
family members are the black mamba of Africa. the
males of which actually go out of their way to attack
humans during the breeding season, and the king
cobra, which has frequently caused as many as 20,000
deaths yearly in India.

The Elapidae family contains two species of coral
snakes found in this country (Micrurus and
Mirruroides) which differ from many of their family
relatives by the -hood" apparatus which the cobra has.
1 he coral snake grasps its prev by the neck or body and
rapidly chews the poison in....considerable venom is
injected and the prey is thus weakened for the
sv..allouing process. The coral snake holds on and the
fangs are worked along the body until the prey is
shifted into a position from which it may he swallowed
head first

Description. These snakes are smooth, shiny, and
cylindrical. The body is ringed with bands of red and
black with more narrow bands of yellow_ Thesnout is
black with the black rings bordered with yellow and
the colors red and yellow touching. The 'venom -
conducting apparatus consists of short, stout. ays
MO. 4nd iMincnahlt: tangs on the ltlrtyiird part of the
upper law. the pupil of the eye is round and the head is
the s4rne as the neck

to)



Distribution. Micrurus is found from North
Carolina south through Florida, westward to Texas,
and northward up the Mississippi to Indiana.
Micruroides is found in Arizona and New Mexico.

Habitat. These snakes. which average 2 to 21/2 feet
(60,76 to 76.2 cm), are secretive and sometimes
burrowing, found commonly under the bark of
decaying logs. They spend the majority of their lives in
such places but frequently come out after heavy rains
in search of food.

&dd. These snakes feed chiefly on small snakes
and lizards.

Breeding. In contrast to the pit vipers, they are
oviparous, laying up to seven elongate eggs in
decaying bark or damp soil. Little else is known about
their breeding habits.

Habits. They are seldom encountered because of
their secretive habits, but they are sometimes handled
by children and other people (through ignorance of

'their poisonous properties) because of their attractive,
coloration and unoffensive nature. They rarely bite
but are extremely dangerous. These snakes do not
strike, as do the pit vipers. but grab their prey and
eh i the venom in_ Their venom is Ilso different from
that of the pit vipers. The coral snakes have a
neurotoxic venom which attacks the nervous system
and the thoracic muscles, especially those of the
diaphragm, so that breathing is difficult. The poison of
the pit vipers is hemotoxic and effects the tissue and
the red blood cells,

Exercises (923):
Identify the statements as true or false, and correct the
false statements.

I Coral snakes have a hemotaxic venom.

2. The males of the black mamba of Africa go
out of their way to attack humans during the
breeding season.

I he cobra anti coral snakes are tromdillerent
families

.t I he king cobra has caused as avant .ts 20.001)
deaths !. earl+. in India.

_ 5 ( weal snake, hair .1 "hood

Comi snakes are -moot)), 1110. And
.t hndrtc.il-

7, Micruroides is found in New York and New
Mexico.

6./1
B. Coral snakes average 2 to 21/2 feet in length.

9. Coral snakes are usually found in open spaces
sunning themselves.

..._ 10. Coral snakes lay eggs.

824. IAA the symptoms of pit viper envenomizallon
end the signs of coral snake envenoinization.

Symptoms of Snakebite. The following outline of
signs (what another , person can observe) and
symptoms is divided according to the snake family
causing the poisoning.

Envenornization by pit vipers:
a. Presence of one or more fang puncture wounds

14).
b. Prompt and progressive swelling.
c. Pain.
d_ Ecchymosis (bruiselike discoloration).
e. Ns:Ace and vomiting.
f. Bleeding from the fang punctures.
g. Blister formation.
it. Respiratory and visual difficulties.
i. Shock.
j. Local necrosis (decay of tissue). often severe.

ure I I Snakebite.

Enlenfornization h1. enrol snakes:
a. Presence of fang puncture wounds.
11 Blurring of vision.

Ptosis (drooping of eyelids), unste4c1%. gait.
d. A feeling of thickened tongue and throat.

slurring of speech, and tingling sensations.
e. Soft tissue 'welling at the puncture point.

Drowsiness. lassitude.
i Nausea and vomiting.
h. Excesske salivation and sweating.

Burning pain .it the site of injury Ipain and
suelling occastonall% rnat he absent in the presence ul
CriNcnomization t.) certain elapids).

45A



Exercises (824):
1. List the symptoms of pit viper envenomization.

2. List the signs of coral snake. envenomization.

825. Identify given statements pertaining to the
treatment of snakebite as being true or false, and
correct the false statements.

Treatment of Snakebite. In the course of your
work. you may be required to enter snake-infested
areas. Never enter such an area alone. Follow the
approved practice of proceeding in groups of at least
two or three individuals. If you or one of your
company are bitten in spite of precautions. you should
seek professional medical attention at once.

If you can get professional medical treatment within
an hour after the time of the bite, you should disregard
extensive first aid. Keep calm and proceed for
treatment.

In the event that you are snakebitten and first aid is
required. there are a few rules you should bear in mind:

(1) keep calm. Excitement stimulates the flow of
blood and shortens the length of time required for the
venom to reach vital organs.

12) Identify the snake. if possible. Its identity is
necessary before specific antivenin treatment can be
given. If you are the victim, don't spend more than a
few minutes at this activity and don't move more than
a few feet away. Remember. DO NOT stimulate blood
flow unnecessarily. if you are able to kill the snake
immediately, check for fangs in the snake. Also. check
for fang marks at the site of the bite- See figure 1-4. If
the snake is poisonous, swelling occurs rapidly. The
skin becomes a dark purple and ordinarily two
puncture ',points, made by the fangs, are seen clearly,
as shown on the left in figure 1-4. Sometimes only one
puncture mark appears. Scratches accompany the
puncture wounds. Nonpoisonous snakebites, shown
on the right in figure 1-4, appear only as scratches.

(3) Immobilize the bitten part in a position below
the level of the heart.

14) Apply a constricting tourniquet. Put it 2 to 4
inches closer to the heart than the site of the bite.
Reapply the band ahead of the swelling if it progresses .
up the arm or the leg. If the snake is positivele-,.
identified as a viper (rattler. moccasin. or
copperhead). apply the tourniquet tighrenough to
occlude venous return flow. Be sure you have a pulse 5.
below the tourniquet. Release the tourniquet I minute
every 30 minutes.

(5) If you are giving first aid to another person
whose breathing fails, administer mouth-ev-mouth or
mour.h.tt-noce artificial respiration. Obtain assistance
from the nearest medical source at the earliest possible
moment.

20
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(6) Make incisions and begin su soon as.
possible. You should take,this step preferibly within
10 minutes, but not after Yhour following the bite.
You. should perform this procedure only when the
snake ',Identified as pohtt or when swelling,
pain. an her symptoms, as listelfeeteeiously, have .

developed, d jtou cannot .reaeb the services of.a
doctor within n'..hour..Here aye the general rules foe,
incision and sett ion treatifitelti_'

a. Sterilize a sharp instrument.
b. Make the cuts through the-tang ineeks parallel to

the long axis of the limb toddeepenough to allow free
bleeding. Cuts should be.about 1,4 inch deep and 16
inch long. Do not make crosscut incisions. The
incision must penetren2 thiskin butrot enter muscles
or underlying strudures (tendon. blood vessels,' or
nerves). NOTE: You should never retake incisions on r
fingers. hands. wrists. toes, feet, or utiles unless it is
ex; mely necessary or the part is so swollen that such
in .A cannot damage underlying stfuctures.

1_ erform Suctionwith suction cups'or by mouth,
spitting freqtiently, end continue' for at least 31)
minutes. (Snake poison is harmless in the mouth
unless there is a cut there.) If you are the victim, you
can do this yoUrself if, you can reach the fang marks
with your mouth.

d. Get medical help as soon as possible.

Most antivenins 'produced today are narrowly
specific and neutralize only the venom that was used in
their production. Relationship of the snake species
(for examplerbsing rattler antivenin fora copperhead
bite) isinot a safe criterion for judging the value of an
antivjhin in treatment.

Exercises ($25):
Identify the statements as correct or incorrect, and
correct those that are incorrect._ I. Never enter snake-infested areas alone.

2. Ehtomology personnel may administer
antivenin. - .

3. When treating forsnakebite. institute incision
and suction within 10 minutes but not after 2
hours.

4. Snake poison is harmless to the mouth which
has no cuts

-- 5. Nonmedical personnel should never make
incisions or{ fingers, hands, wrists, toes, feet
or ankles unless the part is highly swollen.
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6. The best rules to follow when a worker is
bitten by a snake are: help the victim keep
calm., identify the snake and get medical help
as soon as possible.

a26. Complete given statements pertaining to the
measures that may be used to control snakes.

Site Sanitation. Removing brush and woodpiles,
keeping vegetation cut short. and trimming vines and
brushes will eliminate harborage areas and will
discourage snakes because this eliminates rodents
from the area which are the food source of snakes. An
effective rodent control program will aid
immeasurably in controlling snakes.

Avoidance. The be.. personal protection against
snakes is to avoid their natural habitats, If you must
enter these areas, wear hip boots and make sufficient
noise so that the snakes can get out of your way or at
least warn you. Do not sit on logs or rocks until after
you have made a thorough inspection.

You will probably be required to answer calls
concerning the presence of snakes in or under various
base facilities. In this went, you should wear hip boots
and have a bright, reliable flashlight and a good set of
snake tongs because you must inspect every area
possible within the facility, including the attic and S.

under the flooring, providing the facility is designed in
this manner.

Chemical Control. The use of chlorinated
hydrocarbon pesticidal dust has been proven
somewhat effective for the control of snakes. When
necessary, these chemicals can be used as barriers and
in preparation of traps.

One foot wide barriers of dusts surrounding
encampments and facility grounds are effective for N
discouragingsnakes from entering the protected areas_

Traps constructed from dampened burlap sacks
that contain chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticidal dusts
can be placed in out of the way protected areas within
or around a facility offers good control of snakes. The
dampened burlap sacks attract the snakes and they are
poisoned as they lay upon them.

Exercises (826):
I, An effective control program

will aid immeasurably in controlling snakes.
2. The best personal protection against snakes is to

theii natural habitats.
3. The use of hydrocarbon pesti-

cidal --has been proven somewhat
effective for the control of snakes.

4. As an Entomology specialist looking for snakes
under buildings, you should wear

and a have a bright reliable

21
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CHAPTER 2

Household Pests

HOUSEHOLD PESTS rob the citizens of the United
States of millions of dollars each year contaminating
and spoiling far more than they eat. When present in a
restaurant or store, they repel customers and cause
economic loss. They damage clothing, rugs, and other
items. They cause disease in and transmit disease to
people and their domestic animals. In your job, you
should be able to recognize common household
species, know their public health importance, and be
able to recommend effective control procedures.

21. Cockroaches
Cockroaches (order Dictuoptera, family Blattidae)

form the oldest group of insects. They are among the
most persistent pests and exhibit a high ilegree of
adaptability. Although many species live outdoors:
others have moved indoors and have become among
the most widely distributed and most numerous of
pests.

This section covers the cockroach species that are
considered to be important household pests. the life
history and habitats of these pests, and the controls
that can be used to manage them.

827. State the importance and give the general
identifying characteristics of cockroaches.

importance. Cockroaches are the most important
household pests infesting homes. hotels, restaurants,
bakeries. and many other food serving establishments.
Cockroaches have become well-adjusted to living with
man They harbor in the cracks and crevices provided
hs human buildings. They subsist on the bits of food
scattered where hu-mans live or travel. Cockroaches
haw been reported nibbling on the eyelashes.
fingernails. and toenails of sleeping children. They
impart an unsasory odor and taste to food they infest.
Cockroaches prev on bedbugs. They carry thE
organisms causing enteric diseases (diarrhea.
tivsvnter . typhoid. food poisoning) from sewers and
garbage cans to the food of humans. The rat tapeworm

menidepes damn:act) can he picked up by
cockroaches las well as by mcalorms. fleas. and other
arthropods) and then transmitted to humans through
the insect's fecal material. This di ease is not
,onsidered serious hecause ot the limited number ot
human cases. the cockroach in its transmission can he
,:onsidered nunor

General Characteristics. Cockroaches (fig. 2-t)
undergo gradual metamorphosis and progress
through nymphal stages to the adult. There are about
55 species in the United States, but only 5 are common
pests indoors.

Most species possess wings. When present, there are
two pairs with the front pair usually being long,
narrow, opague, and leathery. Cockroaches have
chewing mouthparts and can usually be recognized by
their oval, flattened shape, the head concealed under
the pronotum, and the Icing bristlelike antennae.

These insects are live in groups and are active at
night. They prefer warm, damp, secluded hiding
placing during the daytime, such as electrical panel
boxes. refrigerator insulation, sink cabinet, drain pipe
areas, furnace rooms. sewers. food service equipMent,
cracks and crevices of floors, walls and furniture.

The eggs of cockroaches are inclosed within'
purselike capsules called oothecae. which may contain
from 12 to 50 eggs. depending on the species. The eggs
ne contained in two rows of divided chambers. The
female often carries the ootheca protruding front the
end of the abdomen for several days before dropping it
or gluing it to a surface.

The tiny white nymphs that emerge from the eggs
closely resemble the adults. They go through
successive periods of growth separated by molts and
form the adults.

Exercises (1127):
Complete the following statements.
I. Cockroaches are the most important household

pests, infesting
and

2. They harbor in and
provided by human buildings.

3. Thev subsist on the of
man scatters where he or

4. Cockroaches are on bed bugs.
5. They carry the organisms causing enteric diseases

from sewers and garbage cans to the
of man.
I he rat tapeworm can be picked tip by cock-
roaches, as well as by
and other arthropods.
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ORIENTAL
FEMALE

ORIENTAL
MALE

ORIENTAL COCKROACH

EILATT6 ORIENTALIS

ORIENTAL ORIENTAL
NYMPH EGG CASE

GERMAN FEMALE
GERMAN

NYMPH
GERMAN FEMALE WITH EGG CASE

GERMAN COCKROACH

BLATTELLA GERMANICA

GERMAN
EGG CASE

BROWN BANDED
FEMALE

BROWNBANDED
AfALE

BROWN-BANDED COCKROACH

SUPELLA SUPELLECTILIUM

AMERICAN MALE AMERICAN FEMALE

AMERICAN COCKROACH

PERIPLANETA AMERICANA

Figure 2-1 rhr cockroach
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7. There are about cockroach
species in the (Jr lied States.

8. These insects live in groups and are active
and prefer . .

hiding places during the other
part of the day. .

9. The eggs of cockroaches are inclosed within a
purselike capsule called

10. The tiny white which emerge fro:11
the eggs closely resemble the _

828. Relate given cockroach species to their
identifying characteristics.

The five most important indoor cockroaches are
the:

German.
Brown-banded.
Oriental.
American.
Australian.

German Cockroach. The German cockroach
i Bland& germanica) may also be known'ast he "water
bug- or "croton bug" and is the most active, widely
distributed, and serious household cockroach.

Both sexes are fully winged and very similar in size
(approximately 13 mm long) and coloration (pate
brown body with two parallel. longitudinal, black
stripes on the pronotum). The small nymphs are black
with a tan stripe down the middle of the pronotum
extending from behind the head onto the base of the
abdomen. See Appendix B, in a separate inclosurc.

This cockroach is abundant in kitchens, bathrooms.
and pantries. The most common way for it to enter
buildings is with onions. ptatoes. and bottled drinks.

The German cockroach has a relatively short
developmental period. lasting from 2 to 4 months. The
ootheca is yellowish and contains 30 to 40 eggs and is
almost as large as the abdomen of the female. It is
carried by the female at the end of her abdomen until a
day or so before hatching occurs. This egg-carrying
process is accomplished only by this species.

Brown-Banded Cockroach. The brown-banded
cockroach &Capella supellecrilium) is one of the most
difficult cockroaches to control because it does not
confine its activities tothe kitchen and pantry. but may
be found throughout the building.

The brown-banded cockroach resembles the
German cockroach but is slightly smaller. It has two
tight brown crosibands. one at the base of the
forewings and one 1.5 millimeters further back.

The males and females are so different in general
appearance that they are commonly identified as two
different species of insects. The male is longer. morc
ciender and a, lighter or yellowish -tan color with the
wings longer than the abdomen. The female is shorter.
more heavily-bodied, and dark brown in color. Her

wings do not extend beyond the abdomen. You can see
these differences in Appendix B, page B-13 (in a
separate inclosure).

The nymphs are usually more clearly "brown-
banded" than the adults. They have a light transverse
band on the thorax and a similar band on the
abdomen.

The brown-banded cockroach can be found
anywhere in a building. It may be found in a desk
drawer or behind a picture frame. Besides feeding on
foodstuffs, it feeds upon the glue on postage stamps.
sizing in books, wallpaper paste, and otherarticles not
normally considered to be food.
, The ootheca is shorter than that of the German
cockroach. It is about 4.6 mm long, usually yellowish
or reddish-brown in color. It t urns green when the eggs
are near development. There are usually 18 eggs per
capsule. 13 of which generally hatch.

Oriental Cockroach. The Oriental cockroach
(Blarra orlenralis) is one of the filthest cockroach
species because of its prevalence in sewer lines, damp
and dirty basements. and other unsanitary places.

This cockroach is dark brown or black and is from
2.5 to 3.2 mm long. The male is slightly shorter and
narrower than the female and bears shortened,
truncated wings which cover one-half to three-fourths
of the abdomen. The female has only short, oval wing
pads as shown in Appendix 0(in a separateinclosure).

-141 Immature stages are entirely dark-brown or black
and are similar to those of the American cockroach.
They lack the fleshy pad (aralla) between the tarsal
claws which is present in all stages of the American
cockroach.

This cockroach is found abundantly in kitchens apd
pantries., It is also fond of warm. damp basements,
areas containing steam and water pipes, sewer
systems, and theaters.

The female carries the dark reddish-brown egg
capsule for only 30 hours before depositing it. The
capsule contains approximately 16 eggs.

Mperican Cockroach. The American cockroach
(Penplanera amerfrana) is the largest of the five major
cockroaches and is one of the filthiest along with the
Oriental cockroaches. It is a large (3.8 cm) reddish-
brown cockroach with both sexes having well-
developed wings which extend beyond the length of
the abdomen. Only rhe male has cerci and styli. It has a
pale area surrounding the pronotum, See Appendix B
(in a separate inclosure).

The first . stage American cockroach nymph has
entirely dark antennae. The later American cockroach
nymphal stages have an entirely dark abdomen.
ladoors, this cockroach may be found in warm places.
such as sewer systems.. basements. and steam tunnels.
During the warm months it can be found in such places
as trees. dumps. outbuildings. and woodpiles. This
species causes extensive damage to book bindings.
manuscripts. clothing, labels, and foods intended for
human consumption.

24 456
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The ootheca of the American cockroach is reddish-
brown, and is about 11/2 times as long as wide. It
contains about 14 eggs which require a 2-month
incubation period. All of the eggs are deposited within
the ootheca in about a 24-hour period. after which the
capsule may be dropped at random or attached to
some surface.

Australian Cockroach. The Australian cockroach
(Periplaneta auatralasiae) is a less serious pest than the
tour previous species.

This cockroach is slightly smaller than the
American cockroach, being slightly less than 2.5 mm
long with a vivid pale area surrounding the edge of the
pronotum_ The front wings have an outer pale streak
at the base. See Appendix B (in a separate inclosure).
Both sexes are fully winged and similarly marked,

The nymphs are strikingly marked with yellowish
spots on the thorax and abdomen. This cockroach is
commonly found inside of buildings as well as out of
doors. In cold weather it frequently is abundant in
heated buildings. such as greenhouses.

The ootheca contains approximately 25 eggs. The
hatching nymphs will molt about nine times before
maturity.

Exercises (8231:
I Match the cockroach species in column B with the

identifying characteristics in column A.

I ,duorri a Cidamm A

Charm ienitri Specter

.1 %Lea .teak. American
lisirthuied and seri.,us hOle.e. 2 Oriental
hold cockroach 3 Australian.
Largest and one of the filthiest 4 German
Feeds upon glue on postage 5 Brown-
stamps. wing in hooks. wall- handed
paper paste' and other articles
Writ normal's sonsiderrd to be
tool
Less serious pest than the other
lour

e I.tek the Flesh% pad hetucen
,ksics

g29. State the methods you can
cockroaches.

use to control

Ph,ical Preventive Controls. Because it
cockroach hahits. good sanitation is imperative in
achicsing and maintaining good control. In the
ansenee 01 reasonably good sanitation. chemical
,ortt rill measure, cannot he tull effect Ise.

You must remote all rood scraps and residues.
including greasy hams. as a basic procedure in
cockroach control. Do not limit such sanitation
measures to triad facilities Significant infestations can
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develop around vending machines and adjacent
refuse containers which receive empty milk cartons.
ice cream bar wrappers. and similar packaging. These
containers invariably retain a food residue.

Food should be kept in closed containers to reduce
availability to cockroaches although the primary
consideration here is preventing contamination.

Whenever practicable food and containers
particularly susceptible to cockroach infestation
should be checked outside before they are brought into
homes, hotels, and food-serving establishments.

Water should not be allowed to run or seep into
harborage areas where it will maintain humidity
conditions favorable for cockroaches.

Proper design of structures and food service
equipment and placement of equipment is important
in reducing harborage and in making sanitation easier,
Partitions and counters and other building
modifications often give excellent harborage for
cockroaches. Food service equipment should be
designed and installed to minimize areas in which food
residues tend to accumulate and to make thorough
cleaning as easy as practicable under limiting space
and other conditions.

Chemical Control. I n households pesticides should
be applied as a spot treatment, using a coarse spray or
a dust to treat along baseboards and water pipes, in
cabinets, under refrigerators. and behind stoves.
Staining problems may arise in treating certain types
of surfaces. Be careful when you spray oil-Luse
solutions around asphalt or vinyl tile floors. Spillage
on surfaces of this type causes a softening and surface-
marring effect.

Studies have shown that the activity of insecticidal
residues is markedly influenced by the type of material
to which the formulation is applied. Compounds that
are somewhat volatile persist longer on painted metal
surfaces than on unpainted metal, whereas the reNerse
may be true with other toxicants.

For controlling cockroaches in dining facilities. pin -
stream spray insecticides into cracks and crevices in
walls, baseboards. furniture. fixtures. cabinets. and
other places where cockroaches hide. Blow dust into
dead spaces. or on electric wires, fuse boxes, and other
items which sprays might damage.

Several compounds are available for use as baits.
Ilse speed of kill and the length of activity vary with
the insecticide.

Dust applications offer an advantage over liquid
treatments in that they give better penetration of
inclosed areas, such as beneath cabinets and in wall
voids. They are nut normally used in visible areas
because of their unsightly. appearance. The drift
qualities of dust enable them to be used in any area
that is difficult to spray. A disadvantage. however, is
that cockroaches tend to avoid dust deposits. Certain
dusts containing fluoridated silica acrogels are
reported to act as a desiccant us well a. a repellant to
coc kroac hes



The use of aerosol formulations in combination
with a residual spot treatment is of value influshing
the insects from protected recesses and obtaining
quick kills in heavy infestations. The residual
treatment should precede the aerosol application. In
other instances, the application of the spot treatment
together with baits may be more effective than either
application alone.

Of the various species of cockroaches associated
with humans, the German cockroach, Blattella
germanica, is of greatest significance not only because
of its widespread diltribution but also because it alone
has shown the ability to develop resistance to many of
the insecticides used for cockroach control, Since the
detection of resistance to chlordane in this species in
1953, the organophosphorus insecticides have been
routinely used for its control. However, during the
past decade populations resistant to diazinon.
fenthion, and malathion have been detected in several
parts of the United States. Resistance to malathion
appears to be specific but that to diazinon extends to
related chemicals. Recently, a strain slightly resistant
to propoxur (Baygon), a carbamate, was reported
from Louisiana. Despite the occurrence of
organophosphorus-resistant populations in certain
localities, such resistance has not, as yet, created a
widespread control problem.

Exercises 4829):
Complete the following statements concerning the
methods of controlling cockroiches.
I. Because of cockroach habits,

is imperative in achieving
and maintaining good control

2. In the absence of reasonably good sanitation,
control measures cannot be

expected to be fully effective.
3. The wide variety of food acceptable to cock-

roaches makes removal of
and .

including
a basic procedure in cockroach control.

4. Significant infestations can develop around
machines

5. Food should be kept in containers
to reduce availability to cockroaches.

6. in households, pesticides should be applied as a
treatment. using a

spray or a to treat baseboards.
7. Caution should be used when spraying oilbase

solutions around or
tile floors. .

14. Dust applications offer an advantage over
treatments in that they give

better of inclosed areas.
u. Dusts are not normally used in

areas because of their appearance.
M. The use of aerosol formulations in combination

with a spot treatment is of value
in flushing insects from protected
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I I. The German Cockroach has shown the ability to
develop a to many of the insec-
ticides used for cockroach control
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2-2. Silverfish and Firebrats.

Although These insects are not nearly as important
as the cockroaches, they do become severe pests in
many homes and other facilities at times.

This section will give you information pertaining to
their importance, characteristics, and the controls that
can be employed against them.

830. Determine whether given statements correctly
reflect the importance and the characteristics of
silverfish and firebrats.

Importance and Characteristics of Silverfish and
Firebrats. Besides the fact that these insects are
annoying, they attack such materials as Book
bindings, photographs. wallpaper, labels, and the
sizing of any of these paper prothicts. They alsoattack
starched clothing, linen, rayon, cereals, and grain. In

- -spite oft heir prevalence and constant close association
with humans, silverfish and firebrats do not appear to
be vectors of any human diseases. .

The silverfish and firebrats (order Thysanura,
family Lepismatidae) are the commonest forms of the
most primitive insects..They are Small (19 mm Ico.g),
carrot shaped, fast moving, wingless insects with long
antennae. The abdomen of these insects iSlong and
bears three appendages (a pair of cerci and a median,
caudalfilament) on the posterior end. The color of the
silverfish is a uniform glistening silver, while the
firebrat is grayish and mottled with dark markings.

. Silverfish and firebrats exhibit little or no
metamorphosis, the young looking very much like the
adults. Development of the common silverfish
(Lespisma saccharine) requires about 12 weeks from
egg to adult. Silverfish range far from their hiding
places at night in search of food: and will quickly infest
an entire building, They harbor where food and
moisture can be readily obtained. Firebrats harbor
under hot, dry conditions. such as behind stoves or
around fireplaces.

Exercises (830);
Identify the statements below as correct (C) or
incorrect (I) and correct the false statements.

1. Silverfish and firebrats attack book bindings,
photrigraphs, wallpaper, labels, and sizing of
paper products.

They also attack cereal and grain but not
clothing.

`a.. ::" t3



3. Silverfish and firebrats do not seem to be
vectors of any human diseases.

' _ 4. Silverfish and firebrats are the commonest
forms of the most primative insects.

5. Silverfish have two sets of wings while fire-
brats have only one set.

6. Silverfish and firebrats sometimes infest
entire buildings.

r
831. Stale the control measures that can be
implemented In managing silverfish and firebrats.

Exercise the same care in controlling silverfish and
firebrats in homes. domitories. bakeries. and dining
facilities as you would in controlling cockroaches.

Physical Control. Silverfish and firebrats can be
controlled to some extent by inspecting furniture.
carpets. and other cloth goods before placing them
within a facility, especially those items that have been
stored or shipped during transfers.

Reducing food supplies to the least amount
practicable may be of some benefit in preventing
damage. Physically excluding these arthropods from
stored susceptible fabrics will prevent infestations.

Chemical Control. Silverfisli and firebrats can be
controlled by applying residual insecticide emulsions
(see Appendix A. in a separate inclosure, for
recommended chemical and application methods and
rates) to cracks and crevices and behind furniture.
Give special attention to the basement, attic, closets,
ovens, and around bookcases. A good cockroach
control program will normally control silverfish and
firebrats_

Exercises (1131):
1. A good control program will

normally control silverfish and firebrats.
1 Silverfish and firebrats can be controlled to some

extent .by inspecting
and other goods before
placing them within a facility.

3. To control silverfish using malathion, apply as a
spray or apply with a

brush to , surfaces behind and
beneath

similar areas where insects hide.
and

2-3. Bedbugs
The common bedbug has been a-pest of humans

since prehistoric times and has spread to most parts of
the world. This insect has been prevalent in Europe for
centuries -and has been in this country since the early
colonial days although, it apparently was unknown to 1
the Arqerican Indian. The bedbug gains access to
living quarters in traveling bags and laundry or by p
migration. It is frequently transferred from person to I
person in transportation facilities.

This section: (1) identifies the bedbug and its
importance, (2) describes its characteristics. (3) relates
its life history and habits, and (4) names the controls
that can be employed against bedbugs.

832. Describe the bedbug's appearance and its
relationship with people.

1
Identifying Characteristics. The adult bedbug (fig.

2-2) is approximately 5 mm long, 3 mm wide, and
reddish brown in color. The flattened oval body is
adapted for hiding in narrow crevices. The head bears
a pair of four-segmented antennae and piercing-
sucking mouthparts which fold to lie between the first
pair of legs. The wings are represented by pads. The
body may become greatly enlarged and blood red
during the taking of a blood meal. The bedbug belongs
to the order Hemiptera and the family Cimicidae.

Relationship with Humans. Both sexes of the
bedbug feed on mammalian (any of the highest class of
vertebrates) blood, particularly that of humans.
Bedbug bites differ from flea bites because they don't
leave a red spot surrounded by a circular reddish area
fading into the normal skin as does the flea. Bedbugs
have not been proved to be an important disease
bearer, Nit heavy infestation can lead to human
nervous and digestive disorders- The two species of
bed bugs that attack humans are the Citnex lecrularius
and the Cirriex irenipterus. the first one being
predominant in temperate regions and the second
being predominant in tropical regions.

Exercises (832):
1, What are the size and color of the normal adult

bedbug?

2, What is the appearance of the bedbug during a
blood meal? ...

3. What sex and species attack humans?

4. What effects do bedbug bites have on humans'
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Figure 2-2. The bedbug.

833. State the general habits and describe the
development of bedbugs.

Habits. Bedbug-infestation can be detected by the
characteristic buggy odor. blood stains on sheets, and
fecal stains along crevices. This insect is very seldom
seen during the daytime because of its nocturnal
ha bits.

Development Bedbugs develop through a gradual
metamorphosis. The female lays very few eggs until
she has had a meal of blood. Generally, a single blood
meal is sufficient foreach instar or nymphal stage after
the first. She lays from I to 5 eggs daily for a period of 2
months or until approximately 200 eggs are deposited.
Complete development from egg to adult takes from
18 to -56 days (depending on the temperature). The
adult lives from 6 to 12 months. The female can live
nearly a year without food and can endure freezing
temperatures for arying periods of time.

Exercises (478):-
Complete the following sentences.
I. Bedbug infestation can be detected by the charac-

teristic
stains on sheets, and

stains along crevices.

-
834. Give appropriate bedbug management
techniques.

Control of Bedbugs. You can effectively control
bed bugs in living quarters by applying an approved
insecticide emulsion (see Appendix A, in a separate
inclosure, for chemicals to use and read insecticide
label) to infested mattresses, pillows, bedsteads. L
baseboards, furniture, crevices, and behind doors and' V
window frames. One application of an approved
chemical solution should control bedbugs for more
than a year. The bedbug is so susceptible to insecticide
poisoning, that it is possible to eliminate the pest from
living quarters and other places. Fumigation and other
types of treatment are unnecessary. The control of
bedbugs has changed from a major problem to a very
minor one.

When you are preparing to spray quarters, remove
the clothing, rubber material, gas Masks, and other
objects that you must protect from kerosene. Do not
remove bedding or other items that may be infested,
because the bedbugs may be transferred in them to a
new location. For good results when spraying, follow
the steps outlined below;

a. Move beds away from the wail to permit
spraying the wall surfaces.

b. Fold mattresses and place in the center of the bed
at an angle of 45°.

c. Open windows for ventilation before starting
spray operations. Apply residual spray at a rate of 1
gallon to 1,000 square feet of area. Use the standard 2-
gallon sprayer with a fan-spray nozzle and a pressure
of 30 to 40 psi Apply the spray to point of runoff
withourfilling the air with a foglike mist.

or. With a two-man crew. beginat one end and work
around the room, spraying cracks, wall beams and
braces, and other places likely to harbor bedbugs.
Spray to a height of about 4 feet from the floor for
single beds and 6 feet if double-tier beds are used.

e. Spray one end of the bed, including the coils and
covers, and one folded edge of the mattress. Return up
the opposite side and spray the bed, coils, corners, and
mattress edges. Observe all recommended safety
precautions when spraying.

Exercises (S34):
Identify the following statements concerning bedbug
controls as correct (C) or incorrect (1).

2. The time of day bedbugs are usually seen is
I. The control of bedbugs is a major problem.

3. Bedbugs develop through a gradual 2. When spraying for bedbugs. remove only
4. The female bedbug lays very few eggs until she has items which are not infested.

had a of 3. Move beds away from walls to permit
5 Complete development !tom egg to adult takes

_
spraying of wall surfaces_

from to
days. depending on the

6. The adult bedbug lives from
to months.
The female can live merely a with-
out and can endure
temperatures for varying periods of time.
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_ 4 Leave mattresses flat when spraying.
5. Keep windows closed to prevent the escape of

the insecticide.
_ 6. Apply a residual spray at the rate of 1 gallon

to 1.000 square feet of area.
7. Spray to a height of 4 feet for single beds and

6 feet for double-tier beds.

..



2-4. Crickets
As an entomology specialist you will be required to

rid base facilities of crickets at various times- Thus.
you must know the identifying characteristics and
habits of these insects.

1135. Relate common cricket species to descriptive
statements.

Identification and Habits of Crickets. Crickets
belong to the order Orthoptera. They have biting
mouth-parts. long legs fitted for jumping, and may
have wings when full grown. They develop by gradual
metamorphosis. going from the egg through a series of
nymphal instars to the adult. The adult male produces
the familiar chirping sound by scraping 'his upper
wings together.

The house cricket (Acheta domestica), is,found
throughout the United States. This shiny, black irksect
is fond of warmth and often becomes troublesomt in
bakeries and homes. In warm weather, it lives out of
doors. especially in garbage dumps. and enters the'.
home chiefly in cold weather. They may be numerous
in newly constructed homes. Cave and camel crickets
occur throughout the world. They are usually wingless
and have antennae that may be four or five times as
long as the body. These large nocturnal insects are
usually brown or gray and may be found in
outbuildings or basements. They apparently do little.%
if any damage. Jerusalem crickets aienopelmorus
luscus) are large. clumsy insects with but heads. Many
people In the southwestern United States believe they
have a venomous bite_ but they are harmless.

Excercise (835):
1. Match the cricket species in column B. with the

descriptive statements in column A.

( ,piumn .1

I .Irge charm!. insects with hig
heads

2 Fond of warmth and is itten
troublcsoine in bakeries and
aonics.
Antennae may he tour or roe
times 11 !Ong as the hod:,

4 Many people hellesc ihes
has e a L enornous hitc
I 'swills brown or area

h Enters the home chief's in
s.11til %rather

3

(*dun?), 11

J Jerusalem cricket
b Home cricket.
c t.rs c and i:ancl

smarts

836. titate what controls can use against crickets.

Control of Crickets. Crickets may be effectirely
controlled t- app4ing approved insecticide). indoors
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as residuals (see Appendix A, in a separate inclosure,
for recommended chemicals). These residuals may be
applied to floors, walls, ceilings. and other areas, such
as in and around fireplaces and dark crevices, in
basements. and behind baseboards. Treatment in food
facilities must be restricted to cracks and crevices. The 0
formulation can be applied to surfaces by spraying or
brushing.

Baits' can also be used indoors for controlling
crtckets by placing the baits in areas where crickets are
numerous and tend to congregate.

To prevent crickets from entering buildings.
residuals can be sprayed in a 5-foot band on soil
around the structure and on the foundation wall to a
height of 2 to 3 feet.

You must use your chemicals in accordance with the
recommendations piovided on the pesticide label.

Exercises (836):
Complete the following statements concerning the
controls for crickets.
1. Crickets may be effectively controlled by applying

approved insecticides indoors as
2. These residuals may be applied to

, and other
areas such as in and around

and behind

3. Treatment in food facilities must be restricted to
and

4. The formulation can be applied to surfaces by
or

5 can also be used indoors for
controlling crickets.

6. Baits are placed in areas where crickets are
numerous and tend to

7. Tn prevent ctickets from entering buildings.
can be sprayed in a -

foot band on around the
structure and on the wall to a height
of to feet.

2-5. Ants
A nts are among the most abundant of animals being

found under both arid and humid conditions in the
tropical, temperate. and upper temperate regions of
the world. They feed upon every food consumed by
humans and are troublesome household pests. You
must be able to identify important ant species. know
their habits. and be able to use the control measures
that are effective in ant management.

S37. Give the important aspects and general
characteristics of ants.

Importance and General Characteristics of
Ants. Some ants feed predominately on sweets.



whereas others prefer meats and grease. Ants may be
rare vectors of the organisms causing enteric diseases
from feces or garbage to human food. All ants bite,
and some ants sting. Reaction to ant bite or ant sting
can be severs; in sensitive individuals. Fire ants, which
have a highly venomous sting. are a major problem in
parts of the southeastern United States. Ants act as
scavengers and predators of many harmful insects.

Ants are distinguished from other insects by having
the first one or two abdominal segments reduced into a
knobbed pedicel or stalk situated between the thorax
and the abdomen proper, and by their elbowed
antennae. The forewings of ants are larger than the
hind wings and have comparatively few veins. Ants
have chewing mouthparts, their heavy mandibles
being suitable for biting, piercing, cutting, and
gnawing. The smallest ant is less than 1.5 mm long,
and the largest ant attains a length up to 3.8 cm.

Ant colonies may last many years. some of them
longer than the years allotted to man. The colony is
established when the newly mated female discards her
wings, digs a nest, and produces eggs for a new brood.
After nourishing her young through the larval stage,
her labors are over as the larvae pupate and theyoung
workers emerge and take over the work. The worker
ants feed the queen, fight off all enemies, construct a
maze of tunnels. and care for the young. When the
colony has become strong, a special brood of males
and females is reared to establish new colonies. These
winged adults emerge for their marital flight in vast
numbers in order to mate and seek new homes.

Exercises 0137):
Complete the following statements concerning the
important aspects and general characteristics of ants.
I. Some ants feed predominately on

whereas others prefer and
2. Ants may be rare vectors of the organisms causing

diseases from or
to human food.

3. All ants bite. and some ants
4. Reaction to an ant bite or sting can be severe in

individuals.
5. Fire ants. which have a highly

sting, are a major problem in parts of theUnited
States.

6. Ants acts as and
of many harmful insects.

7. The forewings of ants are than the
hindwings.

8. Ants have mouthparts. their
heavy being suitable for

and
9. The smallest ant is less than mm

long, and the largest ant attains a length up to
cm

10. Ant colonies may last many years. some of them
longer than the allotted to
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1 I. The worker ants the queen, fight off
all enemies, construct a maze of
and for the young.

12. When the colony has become strong, a special
of males and females is reared

to establish

838. Associate important ant species with their
definitions.

Argentine Ant. The adult queen is approximately 5
mm long with the male being about half the size. The
workers pre apprOcimately 2.5 mm long. These ants
are brown.

This species is CMC the worst house pests known
throughout the Southern States and in some Northern
States. It invadesomes in hordes in search of sweets.
Although it does not sting. it bites freely. The nests
may be found outdoors in the open ground or beneath
wooden objects.i These ants will move indoors and
possibly nest to 'seek warm dry areas to hibernate.

Pharaoh Ant: The adult worker of this species is
from 1.5 to 2 millimeters long. It varies in color from
red to yellow and has three segments in the antenna'
club.

The pharoall ant feeds on sweets and greases. It is i
one of the most difficult species to control in the home
because ma nytoionies may exist in a single house. The
pharaoh ant nest in almost any secluded spot, but
it prefers areas that are relatively warm.

Little Blacic Ant. This ant is jet black in color andis
approximately 1.5 mm long.

The naturil food of this ant is the honeydew that is
derived from aphids and the sweet secretions of plants.
However. it will invade homes readily in search of
sweet foods. The nests of this species are found
beneath rocks, in lawns. or in areas that are free of
vegetation.:

Thief Ant. This ant is one of the smallest
(approximhtely 1.25 mm long). It is yellowish and has
a two-segmented club antenna. This ant nests in
exposed areas outdoors and under buildings. The thief
ant feeds chiefly upon greasy substances, but it may
feed on sweets. it is prevalent around sinks and
cupboards.

Odorous House Ant. The odorous house ant
worker is from 2 to 3 mm long. It is brownish to black
in color.

This ant is widely distributed throughout the United
States and is especially apt to invade buildings during
rainy weather. It has an unpleasant odor when it is
crushed. You must find the nesting site in order to
control the odorous house ant. The nest may be in the
woodwork of the building or under the subfloor near
hot water pipes. This ant feeds principally upon
sweets.



Fire Ant. There are many varieties of fire ants. The
workers range in size from 1.6 to 5.8 mm long. They
are brownish red, witha brown to black abdomen. The
head and part of the thorax is usually yellowish in
color.

Fire ants are so named because of their fiery stings.
The most important species are the imported fire am.
the southern fire am. and the tropical fire am. Besides
their ability to sting severely, these ants are important
agricultural pests because of their foragingand mound
building habits. The fire ants also injure livestock,
wildlife, and crop workers.

The bite or sting of this insect produces a dermatitis
and general toxic effect. Its venom, insecticidal and
antibacterial, produces instantaneous paralysis of
fruit flies. house flies, termites, weevils, and mites.

The nests of these insects are usually under stones.
boards. in rotten wood, cracks in concrete, beneath
houses, at the base of plants and tufts of grass, and
especially near fire places. The average size of the nests
found in the United States is an area of 2 to 4 feet in
diameter.

The fire ant feeds upon greasy substances when
indoors. It also gnaws on fabrics. especially dirty
clothing.

Exercise (838):
I. Match the important ant species in column B with

the statements in column A.

Ci,forno -I

_ I One of the smallest of all
ants and is ellowish in
color
Varieties include importrd.
southern. and tropical
Has an unpleasant mail
when crushed.

4 invades homes in hordes.
C Saiural food is honeydew

derived from aphids
it Difficult to control in the

home since man) colonies
mas exist

a.
h.
c.
d
e.
f.

Cahoot'? 5

Fire ant.
Lode black ant
Argentine ant
Odorous house ant
Pharaoh ant.
Thad' ant.

839, State how you can control ants_

Indoor Ant Control. Sanitation is a big factor in
reducing ant infestations indoors. Most ants enter
building.: 1. 'earch of their favorite foods_ Eliminating
the food source for ants includes: removing all crumbs
and spilled food and drinks from floors. tables. and
counter tops: covering, sealing. and storing all
prepared and unprepared food and drink items:
properly storing all refuse; promptly washing all
cooking and eating warci: and rinsing ioda bottles
heiore storing them.
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To control ants indoors with chemicals, make spot
treatments with approved and recommended
insecticidal dusts or sprays. Approved ant baits can
also be used. Before you select or use chemicals for
controlling ants, refer to Appendix A (in a separate 1
inclosure). Most importantly, always refer to your lor....
pesticide labels.

Apply a coarse spray of emulsions or solutions to
areas where ants normally occur. You can apply these
liquid formulations by using a small compressed air
sprayer or a paint brush.

You can apply baits and dusts lightly near
baseboards. in closets, under sinks and refrigerators,
and other areas where ants normally occur, but only in
areas that are inaccessible to children and pets.

Outdoor Ant Control. To control ants outdoors
you should use the spot treatment application.
Emulsions. suspensions, or dusts can be used for
controlling ants outdoors as long as these
formulations contain chemicals that are approved for
this purpose and they are applied in accordance with
label recommendations.

These formulations can be used for treating nests
and approximately 6 inches around the nests and for
treating various points along the ant trails. The
mounds must be saturated: therefore, dusts must be
watered into the nests.

Baits can be used for controlling tire ants in outdoor
areas by applying these baits within a few inches of the
mound entrance. Treating for fire ants is a special
problem and must be accomplished with expertise.

Exercises (837):
Complete the following statements concerning the
controls used in managing ants.
I

will cause ants to go to other areas
for food.

2. Before storing soda bottles they should be

3. To control ants chemically indoors.
treatments with insecticidal or

should be accomplished. Approved
ant can also be used.

4. Liquid formulations can be applied by using a
small _

or a
5. Baits should be used only in areas which are

inaccessible to and
6. For outdoor ant control. spot treatments with

, and . or
can be used.

7. Ant mounds must be therefore.
roust be watered into the nests.

S. Treating for fire ants is a problem
and must be accomplished with



2-6. Earwigs.
In your job. you will be called upon to rid various

base facilities of earwigs from lime to time. Although
this task is generally not continuous you must still be
able to identify these inseets.and control them. The
term ''earwig" is believed to have been derived from
the belief that this insect would enter the ears of people
while they slept and borc into the brain. In truth,
earwigs are harmless to humans.

Earwigs are important household pests because they
gather in lawns and invade building in great hordes.
They can be serious morale and economic pests
because the presence of these hordes often prevents
people from enjoying outdoor activities and can
depreciate property values. This insect is a pest of
vegetation in a minor way. but it is also beneficial
because it feeds upon other insects.

840. Correct false statements concerning the
identification, habits, and habitats of earwigs.

Identification, Habits, and Habitats of Earwigs.
Earwigs belong to the order Dermaptera and are
short-winged insects that bear a pair of forceps at the
posterior end of the abdomen. These forceps are
relatively straight in the female but are bowed outward
in the male. The adults are approximately 16 mm long,
dark reddish brown, with a reddish head, and pale
yellowish brown legs in color and have biting
mouthparts.

These insects are omnivorous and will eat almost
anything that they can chew. They are not known to fly
readily or travel very far by crawling. Earwigs have a
gradual metamorphosis. Their entire development
from egg to adult is completed in approximately 5
months.

Earwigs. can be found outdoors in dark, moist
crevices. such as between building foundations and
soils, and under board* stones. and welcome mats.
They can be found indoors hiding in baseboard
voices. under furniture. and in basements.

Exercises (840):,
Identify the following statements as being correct or
incorrect, and correct those that are false.
I. Earwigs belong to the order Acarina_

2. Earwigs are short winged insects that bear a pair
of forceps at the posterior end of the abdomen.

3. Adult earwigs are approximately 16 mm long,
dark reddish brown. with a reddish head and pale
yellowish brown legs.
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4. Earwigs will develop from eggs to adults in about
2 months.

$41. Discriminate between true and false staIentents
concerning the control of earwigs.

Control of Earwigs: To prevent earwjgs from
entering buildinp,-you can apply a residual emulsion
or suspension containing an approved insecticide
outdoors. Apply the insecticide to the soil ilia band 5
feet wide around the entire building. Treat the
foundation wall from the ground to a height of 2 to 3
feet.

Spray or brush residuals of an approved i/Isecticidal
suspension on door and wind ow sills, stoves, and other
out-of-the-way places where you find these insects
indoors. Use only the crack and crevice treatmeit in
areas where foods are stored, prepared, and served.

Nonchemical controls for earwigs generally are not
very effective: however. clearing vegetation away from
building foundations and insuring that doors and
windows fit snugly in their frames may prevent entry
of these pests.

Exercises (841):
Decide whether the following statements are true
false.
_ 1. A good method of controlling earwigs is to

paint or spray a residua: emulsiot, 'on a band
5 feet wide around a building.

2. You should treat cracks and crevices only'in
areas where food is prepared or stored.

_ 3. Nonchemical control of earwigs is normally
effective.

or

2-7. Clovermites
This section covers, the important. identifying

characteristics, habits, and habitats of the clovermite
as well as the measures that you can use to control
these arachnids.

Until about 1943, the clover mite was not of concern
of humans, but since then it has become increasingly
more important and is now considered to be a serious
household and plant pest.

Clovermites enter buildings in great numbers in the
springtime. Not only- do they annoy people by
swarming on them, but they may damage such items as
walls. window shades, drapes. and furniture because
they leave red spots when they are crushed.

842. Identify given statements contenting clovermites
as being correct or incorrect and amend the false
statements.

Identification. Habits. and Habitats of Clovermites.
As you recall from Volume A, clovermites are members
of the class Arachnida and the order Acarina.
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They are brownish or reddish iind are about 0.75
mm long. [hey are different from other mites by being
larger and having long front legs and
featheryappearing plates on their bodies.

Clovermites can reproduce without a fertilized
ovum (female parthenogenesis). The female deposits
bright red eggs in such locations as under the basal
bark of trees, in cracks and crevices of concrete
foundations, and between walls. They feed on almost
any type of herbacious plants and deciduous trees, as
well as on some conifers, but, they prefer herbacious
plants.

Exercises 4842):
Identify each of the following statements as being
correct or incorrect, and correct those that are false.

I. Clovermites are members of the class
Arachnida.

2. Clovermites are members of the order
Acarina.

3, Clovermites prefer to feed on herbaceous
plants.

r
i. -4 The female usually deposits eggs in carpets

and clothing

5 Clovermites arc brownish or reddish in color
and are approximately 0.75 mm long.

h. Clovermites are capable of reproducing with-
out -a fertilized ovum.

the eggs of the closermite are white.

843. Prescrihe the control methods that you should
use for given clovermite control situations.

Control of Clovermites. Space treatments using
aerosols pros ide immediate but temporary relief from
these pests indoors. Therefore. after aerosol
treatment. you should implement a more permanent
is tie 4 )f control

To pro ate long-lasting relict tram these rest... meal
interior and exterior surfaces of dour and window
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frames and sills with approved residual insecticide
emulsions or suspensions.

In addition to treating the exterior surfaces of door
and window frames and sills, use a residual emulsion 9
on the soil surrounding the building foundation (5 feet
band) and the foundation walls (to a height of 3 feet).
Approved insecticide emulsions or suspensions can be
applied as residuals to lawns, shrubs, and trees that are
near the building.

Exercises (843):
1. A building has been invaded by a large number of

clovermites. What should you do immediately to
provide relief for the occupants?

2. To provide for a long-lasting relief of these pests
on both the interior and exterior of buildings,
what should you do?

3. For an additional exterior treatment. what should
you do'?

.....1.,..

2-8. Pillbugs and Sowbugs
Pillbygrand sowbugs are distributed throughout

the world but are most abundant in areas of high
humidity. These crustaceans are of concern to you as a
pest' manager only when they are present in great
numbers.

Pill bugs and sowh ugs are important to humans only
as n'ance pests when they enter buildings. They are
unsightfy and they cause special concern to many
people. especially those who are not familiar with
them. 1

844. Associate given, identifying characteristics and
habits with the pillbug and sowbug.

Identifying Characteristics and Habits. Contrary
to popular belief, pillbugs and sowbugs are not the
same! Sowbugs can be distinguished from pillbugs
because sowbugs cannot roll up into a ball as the
pillbug can. This characteristic of the pillbug has
prompted many people into referring to it as a "roly-
poly." Another characteristic that is possessed by
sowbugs that distinguishes them from pillbugs is the
two prominent taillike appendages that are not present
on pillbugs.

Both sowbugs and pillbugs are oval and somewhat
flattened in shape. Both are grayish to black in color
and are approximately 12.5 mm long.

Tinhorns and sowbugs belong to theclass Crustacea.
order Isopoda. thus they have a need for high humidity.
These crustaceans prefer very moist areas and van be
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found outdoors under almost any object. They may
also be found under piles of decaying grass cuttings
and vegetable matter and in cracks that are between
building foundations and soils. Pillbugs and sowbugs
can be found primarily in damp basements and ground
level floorings of buildings. .

.

Sowbugs and palbugs normally feed4171111 upon
decaying vegetable matter, roots of small plants, ancj,',
often on mushrooms. Females give birth to living
young and the young develop into adults through a
series of molts. Because these crustaceans are generally
inactive during the winter months, they are only pests
during the warmer seasons.

Exercise (544);
1. Identify the statements below as they apply to

pillbugs or sowbugs; place a P or an S in the blank
spaces provided to indicate pill bug or sowbug.
Some statements may apply to both.

Not capable of rolling up into a ball.
Belong(s) to the class Crustacea.
Feed at night on decaying vegetation, roots of
small plants, and sometimes mushrooms.
Sometimes referred to as a "roly poly."
Two prominent taillike appendages.
Oval and somewhat flattened.
Grayish to black in color,
About 12.5 millimeters in length.
Give birth to living young.

M. Detail the measures that you can use to manage
pillbugs and sowbugs.

Physical Measures. Si.- ce these cri.staceans
congregate in large numbers under and between
objects, you can pour hot water over them to destroy
the ones in a certain group. You canals° distribute hot
water around the edges of building foundations to kill
any pillbugr and sowbugs that have congregated in
these areas. '

It

Site sanitation includes such measures as removing
grass and leaf piles, picking up objects that lay upon
the ground, and keeping the area free of garbage.

To control these pests in basements and ground
floor areas without chemicals, keep these areas dry
and well ventilated. Make sure that doors and
windows lit snugly in their frames and that objects are
stored off the floor and away from walls. Raise
windows in dry weather for ventilation, but keep
windows and doors closed in damp weather.

Chemical Measures. You can control these
crustaceans chemically by applying an approved
pesticide emulsion or suspension to entire lawn and
turf areas ,or as a band treatment around a building
foundation. Of course, you must apply these'
formulations cri accordance with the information

.provided on the pesticide label,
,

Exercises (845*
Complete the 'following statements concerning the
control measures used for managing pillbugs and
sowbugs.
1. Pillbugs and sowbugs can be controlled by using

and -
measures.

.

2. They can be killed by pouring
on them.

3. Site sanitation
removing.

includes such measures as
and

, picking up objects laying on the
, and keeping the area free of

4. Control of these pests in basement* and ground
floor areas without chemicals can be
accomplished by keeping these areas

.., and well
5. Cherfeal control of these crustaceans may be

obtained by applyine-an approved
or to entire

and _areas or as a
treatment around the building

foundation. .,

,



Answers for Exercises

Reference:

800 - I

3.

CHAPTER 1

tieurotozin.
V esicating toxin.
Hemolytic toxin.

80/ - I b
2 c

3 a.
4 d.
5. g.

6. c.f
8. a.

802 - 1. C.
2. C.
3 I. They produce honey and pollenate crop-bearing

plants.
4 1 It does not harden readily and remains pliable for

years.
5.

6.
7

C
I. They cause serious damage to structures.
I. Deaths have been reported from bee stings.

8 C

n03 - i Alt bees
2. Honeybees,
3 Bumblebees.
4. Bumblebees
5 Bumblebees.
6 Honeybees
7 Bumblebees.
8 Bumblebees.

KM I If you can handle bees. gently rake them onto a white
cotton cloth. When you have collected all the bees, take
them to an open field and release them.
If you or someone in yourshop cannot handle bees. con-
tact a beekeeper to take care of them for you Beekeepers
arc usually glad to get thelien and you avoid killing the
bees with chemicals /

2. Application of insecticide dust, spray. or aerosol will
control these bees: however. several applications may
be required Dust is probably the best insecticide to use
in this situation.

805 1 Stinging
2 Individual
I Insects. crops
4 Vegetation

sOri - 1 C
1 h is used for making holes lor depositing egip and for
stinging.

4 C i

35

3. 1. Some wasps are solitary insects and cause very little
trouble to humans.

4. C.
5. C.

807 - I.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6_

7.

8.
9.

10.

Avoided.
Letting it out: aerosol bomb.
Dust: solution formulations: night.
Wear protective clothing.
Removed: crushed: egg;
Destroyed: reuse.
Carbaryl: propoxur: resmethrin.
1. 0.
Dust.
Saturate nest with spray.

larvae: pupae.

808 - I. c. The hornet sting is worse than all other bees-including
the yellow jacket.

d. They are helpful in a small way in that they do
parasitize certain other insects and arachnids.

809 - 1. Medical attention.
2. Wasp: hornet: removed,
3. Tweezers,
4. Paste: bicarbonate: soda.
5. Speeds; venom; inflammation.

810 - 1. C
2. 1. Very few species in the United States are poisonous.
3. C.
4. C.
5. 1. They appear in many parts of the world.
6. 1. The black widow is more important.
7. C.
8, 1. Both sexes are poisonous.
9 1. A full bite affects body functions as well as creating

a very serious local wound.
10. C

811 , 1.
2,

3,
4.
5.

Temperate: tropical.
Paralyze.
Humans: most.
Mouthparts: skin.
fasters,

812 - 1. a. 3.
b. 3. 4, 5.
c.' I.
d. 2.
c 3

f. I
g. 4.
h. 2.
I. I. 5.

2. a. 200
b 2: 4.
c. summer: spring.



e

.

d Privy seats, lumber; trash; paint cans;
\
buckets. 7. False, Mankind fear snakes because they leek know-

c. Insects: &wished. "- ledge of snakesand believe fallacies that have been passed

f. Piddle. down through generations.
& One; five.

i. Light: seen. 3. b.

h. Houses; buildings; boiler houses; schools; churches: 822 - I. tl....E.
libraries; stores. 2. a.

j. Our of doors. 4. a. . ____
5. c,

813 - I Cleaning up; breeding areas: destroying; killing; egg. 6. c.
2. Insecticidal. 7. a.

3. Drop; webs; crushed. 8. a.
4. Carbomaies; organophosphates. 9. b.
5. Contact; poisonous. 10. b.
6. Propoxer: ehlorpyrifos; diaztnon. 2. Flat.
7. 0 25 io 0.5. 3. Large.
8 S 4. Heads.

5. Deserts.
814 - 1. VCCIOMS. 6. Largest; molt.

2. Because first-aid treatment is ineffective.
3. Medical. 823 - 1. False, NettrotOxic.

2. True.
815 - t 1. 2, 4.5 are True_ 3. False. Both from family Elapidae.

2 They seldom grow larger than 7.5 cm. 4. True.
5. False. The cobra has a "hood."
6. True.

616 - I Foul; one. 7. Farm Arizona and New Mexico.
2. Two; unscgmented segmented 8. True.
3 Tail; winger. 9. False. They are secretive,
4. Straw-yellow, black, body 10. True.
5. Nocturnal: day
6 Water 824 - I. a. Pain.
'. House: attics, walls b. Nausea.

e. Respiratory difficulty (possibly a sign also).
817 - I Insects. d. Visual difficulty.

2 2 :3 2. a_ Presence of fang puncture wounds.
3 Hiding.
4. Burlap: evening.

b. Drooping of eyelids.
c. Unsteady gait.

5 Marmon: propoaur d. Slurring of speech.

818. 1
2.

3

4

5

819 - 1.

820 - I

2

821 !

3
4
S

6

Ligature is tight tourniquet);
Ice.
3: 5

sting: body

Antivenins 825 - I.
Prolesvional.

j 2.

I b. 3
2. h
3 .: 5.
4 is 6
5 a
6, g 826 - 1.
7 h. 2.

;1 a 3.
9 c 4.
lit Is 5.
1; e

12 d
13. g
14 e
15 b Kr - I.
lb d .7.

3
I Diarinon 4-

.2 Prnposur 5

Revidualv. doorways, window !tames. lighting 6
4 Diarinon, carbaryl: malathion. 7

h oe
frue

8

910.

False Lou
True 8211 I

False Can
False Do nor

36

e. Swelling at puncture point (possibly).

g.f. Vexineeisstiinst sweating.

Correct,
Incorrect. Only a doctor or other suitably trained
medical personnel may ad minister antivenin.

Correct.
Change "2" to "1.-

Correct.
Correct.

Rodent.
Avoid_
Chlorinated; dust.
Hip boots; flashlight.
Burlap sacks.

CHAPTER 2

Homes-. hotels: restaurants; bakeries.
Cracks; crevices.
ads; food; lives; travels.
Predaceous.
Diarrhea; dysentery: typhoid; food poisoning; food.
Mealworms: fleas.
55
At night, warm, damp; secluded.
Oxyornth

;chase; adults.

a 4.

b. I.
,. 5

.4 r
a. ...? c.)



d. 3
e 2.

829 -1 Good sanitation.
2. Chemical.
3. Food scraps: residue: greasy films.
4. Vending.
5. Closed.
6 Spot; coarse; dust.
7. Asphalt: vinyl.
8. Liquid: penetration.
9 Visible; unsightly.
10 Residual: recesses.
II Resistance.

830 - I C.
I. They also attack starched clothing. linen. and rayon.

3. C.
4 C.
5 I Bath are wingless.
ti i Firebrats prefer hot dry places.

K31 - 1 Cockroach.
2 Furniture; carpets: cloth.
3 Coarse; paint; baseboards; cabinets; refrigerators; sinks;

Stoves.

832 - 1 5 mm long 3 mm wide, and reddish brown,
2 Greatly enlarged and red.
3 Bosh sexes; Crotex lectularress, Ctmex hernsprems
4 Nervous and digesuse disorders.

1t:13 - I Buggy odor; blood; feral.
2. Night.
3 idetamorphosis.
4 Meal; blood.
5 18; 56; temperature.
6 6; 12

Year, food: freering

nta I 1

2 C
1 C
4 1

5 I.
4% C
' C

41S -1 4
b

3 c
4 a

5 .:
o h

1,16 - I Residuals
Floors: walls. ceiling: fireplace.., dark ere%ices, in
basements. baseboards

? Cracks, erel..ces
.1 Spratang, brushing.
1 flails
o congregate

Residuals, 5, sod; foundation, :, I

N1" . I Nwem, meats. g
: r ntenc: Ines. garbage
I Sting.

x31

4. Sensitive.
5. Venomous; southwestern.
6. Scavengers; predators.
7, Larger.
8. Chewing; mandibles; biting; piercing; cutting; gnawing.
9. 0.06; 3.8.
10. Years: man.
1 I. Feed; tunnels, care.
12. Broad: new colonies.

838 1. L
2. a.

3. d.
4. c.

S. b.
6. e.

839 I. Eliminating the food supply.
2. Rinsed.
3. Spot; dusts: srrays; baits.
4. Compressed air sprayer; paint brush.
5_ Children; pets.
6. Emulsions; suspensions: dusts.
7. Saturated; duns.
8. Special. expertise.

.840 1. Incorrect. Dermaptera.
z. Correct_
3. Correct.
4. Incorrect. 5 months.

84 f - I. True.
2. True.
3. False.

842 1. Correct.
2 Correct
3. Correct.
4, Incorrect. Under the basal bark of tree. in cracks and

crevices, and between Walls.
5. Cursed.
ft Correct.
7. Incorrect. Red.

1143 - I Treat the space with aerosols.
2. Treat the interior and exterior surfaces of doors, window

frames. and sells with an approved insecticide emulsion
or suspensions.

3. Treat the soil surrounding she building foundation
l5foot band) and the foundation waits (3-foot height)
with an emulsion :. Apply approved emulsions or
suspensions to lawns, shrubs. and trees.

344 - I. a. S.
b P. S
c P, S.
d P
e S
f P. S
g. P. S
h. P. S
I P. S

845 - I. Chemical; noncherniCal (physieail
Not water

3. . Grass. leaf piles, ground. garbage.
4. Dry, %ensnared.
5 Pesticide emulsion. suspension; lawns; turf; band,

,

40 15F1 Ill. .911 in ...500
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EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

56650 05 21
HOUSEHOLD PESTS, VENOMOUS ARTHROPODS, AND REPTILES

Carefully read the following:
DO's:
1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the

answer sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet
identification number" in the righthand column of the
shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action to
return the answer sheet and the Shipping list to ECI
immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in
each column.

3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer
sheet.

4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of -the
item. (When you review for the course examination, you
can cover your answers with a strip of paper and then
check your review answers against your original choices.)
After you are sure of your answers, transfer them to the
answer sheet. If you have to change an answer on the
answer sheet, be sure thaT-tHe erasure is complete. Use a
clean eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on on the
answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and

reference.
7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or

comments through your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If
voluntarily enrolled student, Send questions or comments
to ELI on ECI Form 17.

DON'Ts:
17-5511't use answer sheets other than one furnished

specifically for each review exercise.
2. Don't mark on the' answer sheet except to fill in marking

blocks. Double marks or excessive markings which overflow
marking blocks will register as errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer
sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead
pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In paredthesis after each item
number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number
where the answer to that item can be located. When
answering the items on the VRE, refer to the Learning
Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE results
will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the
actual VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and
TO-Zia the Learning -5E-itive Numbers for the items
-missed. Go to the text an carinffirreview the areas
covered by these references. Review the entire VRE
again before you take the closed-book Course
Examination.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

1. (900) Most arthropods and'reptiles in the United States1V
produce

a. a neurotoxin. C. a hemmorhagic toxin.
b. an urticating venom. d. a hemolytic venom.

2. (901) The method of envenomization and the type of
venom produced by wasps are

a. stings, hemolytic. c. bites, neurotoxin.
b. stings, neurotoxin. d. bites, hemolytic.

3. (901) The method of envenomization and the type of venom
produced by bees are

a. stings, hemolytic. C. bites, neurotoxin.
b. stings, neurotoxin. d. bites, hemolytic.

4. (802) Which of the following bees is the most beneficial
to humans in respect to food production?

a. Carpenter bee. c. Bumblebee.
b. Honeybee. d. Xing bee.

5. (803) Which of the following descriptions would identify
a bumblebee?

a. Nest'in the ground, hairy bodies, no pollen basket.
b. Nest in the ground, hairy faces, Pollen basket.
c. Nest above ground, hairy faces, pollen basket.
d. Nest above ground, hairy bodies, no pollen basket.

6. {904) Insecticidal dust to control bees should be applied
weekly for

a. 1 to 2 weeks. c. 3 to 4 weeks.
b. 2 to 3 weeks. d. 4 to 5 weeks.

7. (905) Wasps are very beneficial to humans in food production
because they

a. produce honey. b. are parasitizers.
b. produce beeswax. d. are good pollinators.

8. (806) Which of the following statements describes the
wasp?

a. Two pairs of membranous wings, forewings larger
than hindwings.

b. One pair of hairy wingsforewings smeller than
hindwings.

c. Two pairs of hairy wings, forewings larger than
hindwings.

d. Two pairs of hairy wings, hindwings larger than
forewings.

2
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9. (807) To control wasps that have established nests,
treat the nest

k
a. at night.
b. at midday.
c. with approved insecticidal dust.
d. as stated in options a and c above.

10. (808) Which of the following statements reflects the
habit of the hornet?

a. Construct paperlike nests with exposed cells.
b. Construct completely inclosed paperlike nests.
c. Construct mud nests resembling vases.
d. May burrow into the ground to nest.

11. (809) 'When you have an embedded sting in your arm,
you should

a. carefully remove it with tweezers.
b. carefully remove it with a sharp knife.
c. seek immediate medical aid.
d. apply a suction cup to remove the venom.

12. (810) The most important poisonous spider within the
United States is the

a. brown recluse. c. black widow.
b. brown widow. d. red widow.

13. (811) Spiders belonging to the class arachnids are identified
as having

a. segmented abdomen, eight legs, no wings, and no
antennae.'

b. segmented abdomen, six legs, no wings, and two antennae.
c. unsegmented abdomen, six legs, no wings, and two

-antennae.
d. unsegmented abdomen, eight legs, no wings, and no

antennae.

14. (812) .Which of the following statements identify a
brown recluse spider?

a. Dark fiddle-shaped band on the anterior portion
of the carapace.

b. The abdomen is dark brown splotched with yellow.
c. Usually brow!' or grey with red hourglass markings.
d. Not shiny black, but smokey black.

15. (813) Which of the following residual insecticides
can be applied in a dust form to control spiders?

a. Pyrethrins. c. Dursban.
b. Baygon. d. Diazinon.

3
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16. (814) To treat a victim bitten by a widow or brown
spider,

a. swab the biten area iodine. 13
b.' use first-aid treatment immediately.
c. apply a sodium bicarbonate paste and cover with

a hot pack.
d. seek trained medical personnel to administer treatment.

17. (815) The scorpions of medical importance found mainly
in southern Arizona are members of genus

a. Tityus. ti c. Perabuthus.
b. Buthus. s d. Centruroides.

18. (816) The scorpion has four pairs of legs and a body
with two divisions,

a. unsegmented cephalothorax and unsegmented abdomen.
b. unsegmented cephalothorax and segmented abdomen.
c. segmented cephalothorax and segmented abdomen.
d. segmented cephalothroax and unsegmented abdomen.

19. (817) The two residual insecticides used to control
scorpions are

a. propoxuz and chlorpyrifos.
b. diazinon\ and dichlosovos.
c. malathioh_and pyrethrin.
d. diazinon.and propoxur.

20. (818) In rending first-aid treatment to a victim stung
by a posionous scorpion, you would .

a. apply a tourniquet as near to the sting as possible.
b. apply hot compresses on the sting area to draw OA

the venon.
c. immediately swab the sting area with alcohol.
d. do all of the above.

21. (819) A cone-shaped head with a three jointed proboscis
carried in a folded position close to the body--these
are characteristics of which of the following insects

a. Brown-tail moth. c. White-marked tussock.
b. I0 moth. d. Conenose.

22. (820) You can control-centipedes and millipedes around
buildings by using the residual insecticide

a. malathion. c. propoxur.
b. aluminum phosphide.) d. pyrethin.

56650-05-21



23. (821) Which one of the following statements is true
concerning snakes?

a. A horsehair rope does not stop a snake.
b. Snakes can't bite underwater.
c. Snakes take milk from a cow.
d. A hoop snake chases people by holding its tail in

its mouth and rolling over and over.

24. (822) The snake which feeds largely on rabbits and quail
is the

sy

a. moccasin. c. horned rattlesnake.
b. copperhead. d. eastern diamondback.

25. (822) Which of the following snakes will seek cover
quickly when disturbed except when cornered?

a. Moccasin. c. Horned rattlesnake.
b. Copperhead. d. Eastern diamondback.

26. (823) The coral snake belongs to the family

a. Bostrichidae. c. Lycidae.
b. Anobiidae. d. Elapidae.

27. (824) Which of the following symptoms describes the
envenomization by pit vipers?

a. Excessive salivation and sweating.
b. Slurring of speech and tingling sensation.
c. Prompt and progressive swelling.
d. Drooping of eyelids and unsteady gait.

28. (824) Which of the following symptoms describes the
envenomization by coral snakes?

a. Bruiselike discoloration.
b. Shock, vomiting, and nausea.
c. Local decay of tissue.
d. Excessive salivation and sweating.

29. (825) Incision and suction treatment for a snake bite
should be started within

a. 10 minutes, but not after 1 hour.
b. 10 minutes, but not after 2 hours.
c. 20 minutes, but not after 1 hour.
d. 20 minutes, but not after 2 hours.

30. (826) For the control of snakes, the method which has
been proved somewhat effective is

a. organophosphate pesticidal emulsions.
b. chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticidal dust.
c. organophosphate pesticidal dusts.
d. chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticid51 emulsions.

56650-05-21
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31. (827) How many species of cockroaches are common pests
indoors in the United States? $

a. 5.
b. 20.

c. 35.
d. 55.

32. (828) Which is the largest of the major cockroaches?

a. Brown-banded. c. Oriental.,
b. Australian. d. American.

I33. (828) What cockro ch resembles the German cockroach
but is slightly smaller?

a. Australian. c. Bown-banded.
b. American. d. Oriental.

34. (828) Sow long does the female oriental cockroach carry
the dark reddish-brown egg capsule before depositing
it?

a. 2 weeks. c. 30 hours.
b. 12 hours. d. 1 month.

35. 0528) Which are the two filthiest of the major species
of cockroaches?

a. Brown-banded and German. c. American and Oriental.
b. American and brown-banded. d. Oriental and German.

36. (828) Which of the following cockroaches is the less
serious pest of the major species?

a. American. c. German.
b. Australian. d. Oriental.

37. (829) To achieve and maintain effective control of
the cockroach, it is imperative that you have

a. chemical control.
b. good sanitation.
c. aerosol treatment.
d. food supply for cockroaches.

38. (829) What insecticides have been routinely used for
the control of the German cockroach?

a. Chlordane. c. Pyrethrum.
b. Nicotine sulfate. d. Organophosphorus.

39. (830) Where will silverfish harbor?

a. Duct work for a heating system.
b. Food storage and moist places.
c. Behind stoves or around fireplaces.
d. Under hot, dry conditions.

6
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40. (830) Whoat is the shape of silverfish and firebrats?

a. Carrot. c. Diamond.
b. Beet. d. Hexagon.

41. (831) What type of chemical treatment is normally used
to control silverfish?

a. Application of residual insecticide emulsions.
b. Misting.
c. Fogging.
d. Aerosoling.

42. (832) To what family does the bedbug belong?

a. Supella supellectilium.
b. Blatella germanica.
c. Cimicidae.
d. Lespisma.

43. (832) What specie of bedbugs is predominate in the
temperate region?

a. Supella supellectilium. c. Cimex hemipterus.
b. Blatella germanica. d, Cimex lectularius.

44. (833) Depending on the temperature, how long does it
take for complete development of a bedbug from egg to
adult?

a. 10 to 15 days. c. 18 to 56 days.
b. 8 to 12 weeks. d. 1 to 2 weeks.

45. (834) How long will one application of an approved
insecticide emulsion control bedbugs?

a. 30 days. c. I year.
b. 6 months. d. more than 1 year.

46. (835) To what order does the cricket belong?

a. Orthoptera. c. Lespisma.
b. Hemiptera. d. Supella.

47. (835) What cricket enters the home chiefly in cold
weather?

a. House.
b. Cave.

c. Camel.
d, Jerusalem.

48. (835) Which of the following crickets are believed
to have venomous bites?

a. House.
b. Cave.

7

c. Camel.
d. Jerusalem.
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49. (836) Control treatment for crickets in food facilities
must be restricted to

a. line area only. c. flat surfaces.
b. cracks and crevices. d. the entire room.

50. (836) How can you prevent crickets from entering buildings?

A. Residuals. c. Fogging.
b. Misting. d. Aerosoling.

51. (837) How are ant colonies established?

a. The male and the female dig a nest, discard their
wings, and both produce eggs for a new brood.

b. The male digs a nest so that the female can produce
her eggs.

c. The female lays her eggs, and the male d4n1 a nest
and covers the eggs.

d. The newly mated female discards hei wings, digs
a nest, and produces eggs for a new brood.

52. (837) All ants will

a. sting. c. eat sweets.
b. rate. d. eat meats.

53. (838) Which ant is the most difficult to control in
the home?

a. Thief.. c. Little black ant.
b. Pharaoh. d. Argentine.

54. (838) Which ant is one of the smallest?

a. Thief. c. Little black ant.
b. Pharaoh. d. Argentine.

55. (838) What is the natural food of the little black
ant?

a. Greases from cooked foods.
b. Sweets from cooked foods.
c. Sweets and greases.
d. Honeydew that is derived fr . aphids.

56. (839) When applying pesticide to an ant nest outside,
you apply it to the nest and in a

a. 3-inch band around the nest.
b. 6-inch band around the nest.
c. 12-inch band around the nest.
d. 18-inch band around the nest.

57 (840) To what order do earwigs belong?

a. Orthoptera. c. Dermaptera.
b. Cimex hemipterus. d. Domestica.

8
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58. (840) What type mouthparts does the earwig have?

a. Biting. c, Chewing.
b. Sucking. d. Vacuum.

59. (841) When spraying for earwigs, where would you spray
outdoors?

a. In the water area only.
b. /n the soil in a 5-foot band around the structures

and on the foundation wall to a height of 2-3 feet.
c. Only on the foundation wall to a height of 2-3 feet.
d. Only in a 5-foot band on the soil around the structure.

60. (842) How can the clovermites be distinguished from
other mites?

a. Clovermites are larger than other mites and have
long front legs and feathery-appearing plates on
their bodies.

b. Clovermites are smaller than other mites and have
wide spread legs.

... Clovermites are green n color and are a lot larger
on the plates of their bodies than other mites.

d. Clovermites can fly, other mites cannot.

61. (841) What is a temporary control for clovermites?

a. Sprinkle dust on the floors.
b. Employ space treatments, using aerosols.
c. Use an approved insecticide emulsion or suspensions.
d. Use the spray outside and inside.

62. (844) How can sowbugs be distinguished from pillbugs?

a. Sowbugs roll up into a bill.
b. Sowbugs are longer and have a flat head.
c. Sowbugs cannot roll up into a ball.
d. The sowbug is known as the "roly-poly."

47d
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Preface

THIS VOLUME OF CDC 56650, Entomology Specialist, provides you with
knowledge concerning the more important economic pests, which include stored
product pests, structural pats, and ornamental and turf pests. In order for you to
become a certified pest controller, you must be very knowledgeable in these subjects as
well as those previously discussed.

Please note that in this volume, we are using the singular pronouns he. his. and him
in the genericsense, not the masculine sense. The word to which these pronouns refer is
person.

Please note that in this volume, we are using the singular pronouns he, his, and him
in thegenericsense, nor the mascuhnesense. The word to which these pronouns refer is
person.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text.
or recommendations for its improvement. send them to Tech Tng Cen/TTGOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit
corrections for typographical or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's.
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO, at appropriate. If he can't answeryour questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 3 hours (II points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate. adequate. and current as of

September 1977.
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject midair is developed by aserieeof Learning Objectives. Each of these
carries a 3-digit alphanumeric identifier and is in boldface type. Each sets * !earths' goal for you. The
text that follows the objective gives you the Information you need to reach that goal. The exercises
following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete them, see if your
answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the
objective and its text.

Stored Product Pests

,THERE ARE MANY insects that are important as
stored product pests to the civilian community and to
the Air Force. The majority of these insects are in
either the order Coleoptera, the beetles, or the order
Lepidoptera, the moths. These pests are divided into
two groups according to the type of product they
generally infest. These groups include those pests that
infest fabrics and those that infest foods.

Insects steal our food, infest our dwellings, and
damage our property. Through the centuries. an
increasing number of insects have been adapted to
indoor life, preferring buildings because of the
moderate temperature. plentiful food and water. and
abundant harborage.

Eccaomically. the second most costly pests at
military installations are the stored product pests.
These,pests destroy a variety of products composed of,
or derived from, materials of plant or animal origin.
Damage may occur at the point of origin. in transit, or
in storage.

This chapter covers the more important pests within
each group by providing you with descriptions and
other important aspects of each of these pests. In
addition. the survey and control procedures are also
provided..

Appendix B is in the supplement of Volumes 4.5, 6.
and 7 to help you make field identification of common
stored product pests.

1-1. Fabric Pests
Fabric pests are important to us m that they at times

infest and damage Air Force facility furnishings and
our own furnishings and clothing. These pests can be
very costly. especially when infestations become
severe. Problems with these pests have been reduced
immensely with the manufacture of many home
furnishings and clothing from synthetic materials.
However, synthetic materials cannot be considered
entirely safe from fabric pests because many are still
susceptible to attack_

1

This section covers the important fabric pests by
providing you with information pertaining to their
description, importance, development and control.

A01. Associate given fabric pests with statements
concerning their identification, importance. and
development.

There are two moths and four beetles that are
included in this group because of their attacks on
products containing hair, wool, and hides.

Webbing Clothes Moth. The webbing clothes mot h
attacks wool, hair, and fur. It is a most destructive
insect, damaging woolen clothing and furnishings.
The webbing clothes moth is about 13 trim long and is
covered with shiny golden scales. it has a tuft of
reddish-golden hair on its head and has. black eyes.
The antennae are darker than the rest of the body. This
particular moth avoids strong light. The eggs are laid
on food and are secured with gelatinous material.
They are usually placed deep in the fibers. The larvae
will often spin feeding funnels. They may feed some
distance from this tube or abandon it altogether and
build another one. When ready to pupate. the larvae
spin silken, pupal cases.

Casemaking Clothes Moth. The casemaking
clothes moth feeds on wool, hair, bristles, felts,
feathers, hides. tobacco, drugs, spices. and nut meats.
Ithas a wingspread.of 13 to 15.5 mm and has a more
brownish hue than the webbing clothes moth. There
are three dark spots on each wing, but they are easily
rubbed off. The life cycle is similar to that of the
webbing clothes moth except for the larval stage. The
larva spins a silken case and carries it with it as it
moves about. The larva will die if removed from this
case. When it is ready to pupate, it seals ui both ends
of the case.

Black Carpet Beetle. This beetle is the most
destructive carpet beetle in the United States. It is
distributed throughout the country. The adult is a
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small. black, or dark brown beetle not over 4.6 mm
long, sometimes flecked with white or reddish scales.
The adultsiced on the pollen of flowers. The life cycle
varies from 1 to 2 years and only the larval stage
attacks stored products. The larva is long (about 9.3
mm) and narrow with golden setae on the body and a
tuft of long setae at the posterior end. When disturbed,
it curls up and ''plays possum." Larvae feed upon
seeds, grain, woolens, silks, felts, skins, feathers, milk
powder, and many other materials. They are often
abundant under undisturbed portions of carpets (such
as under sofas and large chairs) and in dark corners.
The damage may not be noticed until a heavy
infestation has developed. Its larvae may cause
canthariasis. ,

Common Carpet Beetle. The common carpet beetle
is a special pest of carpets, but it also attacks woolen
and other animal products, such as feathers, leather,
furs. hairbrushes. silks, and museum specimens. The
adult is oval in shape, about 3 mm long, basically black
in color with minute' hitish scales and a longitudinal
band of orange red scales around the eyes. The adults
feed on nectar and pollen. The eggs may- be simply
dropped upon the surface of fabrics or they may be
thrust deeply into the fabric so that only one end
remains visible. The eggs are small, whitish in color,
and have projections at one end. These projections
help them attach to fabrics. The larva, which is the
destructive stage. is reddish brown with numerous
black and brown hairs and is approximately 3 mm
long.

Furniture Carpet Beetle. The adult furniture carpet
beetle is very colorful. It is basically black in color:
however, it is covered with yellow and white scales and
presents a mottled yellow-white and black appearance
on its dorsal surface. This beetle is oval in shape and is
from 2 .c, 3.5 mm long.

The adult female usually deposits her small white
eggs in the pile of mohair. in the nap of .clothes. on the
surface of clothes. or in cracks and crevices of flooring.

The larva is very similar in appearance to the
common carpet beetle larva, but differs in that the
furniture carpet beetle larva has peculiar spearheaded
hairs protruding from the posterior tufts.

Spider Beetle. There are many species of spider
beetles: therefore, this discussion is based on their
general characteristics.

The adults are very small (usually from 2 to 4 mm).
oval Or cylindrical beetles that appear as giant mites or
very small spiders. Most of these beetles are reddish
brown.

The larva feeds on wool. hair, and feathers and will
also feed upon fabrics and cereals. These pests are
capable of surviving in very cold temperatures for
extended periods of time. This ability probably
accounts for their presence in cereal products in
Canada and the Northern United States.

Exercises (A01):
Match the description in column A with the fabric pest
in column B.

I.

_2.

3.

_4.

5.

6.

COIUmn A

Larvae are long and nar-
row with golden sole on
the body .

Blackeyed adult is covered
with shiny golden scales
with reddish-golden hair
its head.
Pest capable of surviving
in a very cold temperature.
Adult is black in color
with minute whitish scales
and longitudinal band of
orange-red scales around
the eyes.
Adult is basically black:
however. it is covered with
yellow and white scales.
Larvae will die if removed
from the case.

a.
b.

c.
d.
C.

f.

Colermn B .1

IS
Webbing clothes moth.
Casemaking clothes
moth.
Black carpet beetle.
Common carpet beetle.
Furniture carpet beetle.
Spider beetle.

A02. Complete given statements pertaining to the
damages incurred by fabric pests and to the surveys for
these fabric pests.

Damage Recognition and Survey of Fabric
Pests. In most cases the presence of fabric pests goes
undetected until someone sees that furnishings or
clothing have been damaged. When these damages are
discovered, you may be called upon to determine
whether or not the damages were caused by fabric
pests. Since damages incurred by these pests may often
resemble damages caused by such mechanical means
as scissors, snags. punctures, cigarette burns, rodents,
or termites, you must be capable of recognizing the
differences. The descriptions of damages and the
probable cause of the damages provided in table 1-1,
should help you.

If you decide that fabric pests were actually
responsible for the damages incurred to the fabrics.
you must conduct a survey to determine whether there
is an existing infestation. Keep in mind that the
damage may be old and may have occurred elsewhere.

In conducting fabric pest surveys, you should
inspect all clothing and clothing storage areas
thoroughly for further damages and -the presence of
adults, pupa skins, and/or larva. In addition to
inspecting clothing and clothing storage areas, you
should' inspect all other fabric furnishings contained in
the facility. While conducting these inspections, pay
close attention to all hidden areas, such as the seams
and pockets of clothing, corners of storage areas, and
beneath and behind the cushions of sofas and chairs.

Exercises (A02):
1. In most cases the presence of fabric pests goes

until
2. Damages incurred by fabric pests may often

resemble damages caused by mechanical means
such as snags, and punctures. or

and
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TABLE 1-1

DAMAGE ASSEMSSMENT FOR FABRIC PESTS

Probable Cause Damage Description \.
,,,

1. webbing Clothes Moth Usually fixed silk tubes sometimes bearing trans. this frai(s. often
showing the color of the cloth. Nap of wool eaten away in-Spiits
if lightly damage*. holes completely through fabric if infestation
is extensive. Larvae may be present in the tubes. U fur, hairi\
are cut at base cubing loose fur and exposing the hide with some
webbing present. Fecal pellets are bun-shaped. \\\

2. Caeernalcing Clothes Moth Cigar;;shaped cases 1 /18" to 318" (size depending on larval age)
usually attached to the fabric at one end. Cases white or bearing
slight colors of the Infested fabric. Cases appear to move about
if larvae are inside and are stationary if they contain pupae
or U empty. If eases are absent, damage Is recognized as
surface feeding in irregular furrows or when damage is severe.
by holes through the fabric. Webbing essentially absent

%

3. Mechanical Damage Fabric actually cut; threads pulled. broken, torn, or looped;
and exposed ends frayed. No Loss of threads unless section
of fabric torn out, Damage to neighboring area not expected.
In rugs. loops pulled out.

4. Rodents Damage is very similar to mechanical damage but the damaged area
may be soiled and hairs may be present.

5. Burns

6. Black Carpet Beetle

7. Furniture and
r:ommon Carpet Beetles

8. Hide Beetles

Irregular or round holes in wool that may or may not penetrate
fabric. 'rips of exposed threads usually curled and charred.
In fur curling of damaged hairs: leather scorched.

Fabric damaged with no traces of silk-like threads. Much surface
damage with various penetrating holes. If infestation light,
damage may be limited to scattered holes with surrounding surface
damage. A few or many cast larval skins may be present. Frans
'ai the form of minute irregular pellets often the color of the fabric.
in fur, hairs cut at base with no injury to hide; hair drops Out
readily and hide may be bare in severe infestations. Cast skim,:
no webbing.

Fabric damaged with no traces of silk-like threads. Much surface
damage with various penetrating holes. If infestation light,
damage may be limited to scattered holes with surrounding surface
damage. A few or many cast larval skins may be present.
Frain in the form of minute irregular pellets often the color
of the fabric. In fur and brushes, principal damage to MIS of hair
leaving numerous uneven areas.

Hide rather badly damaged on exposed side (not fabrication scars).
If on fur, damage is on the inner surface: holes and loss of hair
result from complete larval penetration of hide.

9. Termites Cotton or hemp binding of wool rug eaten leaving the wool untouched.
Hard mastic substance present.

3
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3. Irregular or round holes in wool fabrics that may
or may not penetrate the fabric with tips of
exposed threads, usually being curled. would
probably indicate damage caused by

4. The nap of wool missing in spots with the pos-
sibility of holes appearing completely through the
fabric. and. if furs are involved, the hairs being
cut at the base. causing loose fur and exposing the
hide describes the damage most generally caused
by

5. Surveys for fabric pests are conducted to
determine whether there is an

6. All and clothing storage
areas should be inspected
for further_ damages and
of pupa skins, and! or

%,..

While conducting inspections for fabric pests, you
should pay close attention to all
areas such as the and
of clothing. corners of areas and
beneath and behind the _.- of
and

A03. Given a series of statements. correct any that are
false.

Control of Fabric Pests. Controls for fabric pests
may be either preventive or corrective and may be in
the form of nonchemical or chemical controls.

Preventive control. The best preventive control
measure for protecting clothing against fabric pests
attacks is to place the clothing in a cold storage facility
when possible. This Is particularly important when
expensive furs are invoiced. When cold storage
facilities cannot be used or are not practical. articles of
clothing may be placed inside plastic bags along with
paradichlorobenzene crystals (moth balls) and sealed.
Although it is the least effective, another course of
action that may be taken when clothing cannot be
placed in cold storage or in bags is to distribute
paradichlorobenzene crystals in the areas where
clothing is stored.

NOTE: See Appendix A in the supplement to
Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7 for rate of application of
paradichlorobenzene crystals, and insure that these
crystals are placed out of reach of children.

Corrective control. Clothing that is infested with
labile pests may be rendered free of these pests (if they
are in the adult or larvol stages) by placing the clothing
in a very cold environment (near the freezing point) for
a couple of days. Dry cleaning or laundering garments
wills generally kill all stages of development. If
pcSticides are required, clothing and other fabrics may
he residually treated with an approved insecticide: of
Lourse, furritgation nroyides the hest guarantee for a

complete kill of all stages of fabric pests. While
clothing and household furnishings are being treated,i
a residual should be applied to baseboard& floors.
behind radiators, closet shelves, walls. and surface'
areas of carpeting.

NOTE: See Appendix A in the supplement to
Volumes 4, 5. 6, and 7 for chemical control of carpet

, beetles and clothes moths. Remember, never
substitute the recommendations found in this course
for the information contained on pesticide labels.

Eiterebes 004
Correct any false statements.
1. Controls for fabric peso may be in the form of

nonchemical or chemical. but the controls must be
preventive in nature.

2. Placing clothing, especially expensive furs, in a
cold storage facility is the best preventive control
measure for protecting clothing against fabric
pest attacks.

3., When safely using paradichlorobenzene crystals
as a preventive control measure in clothing areas.
the crystals can be distributed at random.

4. Placing clothing in a very cold environment for a
couple of days is an effective corrective control of
fabric pests as long as these pests are in either the
larval or pupal 1:tages.

5. Approved insecticides may be used effectively for
residually treating clothing and other fabrics as a
corrective control measure fat fabric pests.

6. Fumigation is an effective corrective control
measure for fabric pests and can be accomplished
by anyone who is assigned the 566XO AFSC.

1-2. Stored Food Pests
Stored food pests rob the citizens oi the United

States of approximately one billion dollars worth of
stored food each year. This cost doesn't even take into
account the damage to crops in the field or tosses due
to diseases of humans and domestic animals
associated with these pests.

Scored food pests have heen separated into five
groups based upon their feeding habits; those that (1)
attack whole grains, (2) attack broken grains. (3)

LI 0am
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attack beans and peas. (4) attack meats and cheese.
and (51 are general feeders. You will learn about the
habits. habitats, and control of these pests in this
section,

A04. Distinguish hetween true and false statements
concerning whole grain pests. and correct those that
are false.

Whole Grain Pests. The pests discussed within this
objectoe are those that principally infest whole grain.

Mee It tI1* it The rice weevil ISitophiltis ortz0 is
worldwide in distribution and is probably the most
important grain pest. 'Flits small. reddish-brown to
black snout beetle. 3.1 to 4.2 mm long. has small.
round pits On the thorax and two reddish or yellovvmh
spots on each wing cover. The larva is short. fat, and
whitish. irhe adult is a strong flier. The larva and pupa
develop within a single grain of rice or kernel of corn,
from which the adult weevil emerges about 30 days
after the egg is /aid. The adult female lives 4 to 5
months. depositing 34)0 to 40(1 eggs in small openings
bored into grain. The rice weevil feeds upon corn, rice.
wheat barley, and other grains. The rice weevil is a
major pest in the south.

Grrnur t weevil. This wee'. it (.4*(rophillis gremarliex)
is similar to the rice weeyil in appearanc., but with
oval pits on the thorax and with the wing covers
uniformly dark brown. This insect has become
thoroughly domesticated, losing its power of flight
and forsaking w ill and cultivated grain fields for grain
storehouses. This snout beetle is slightly larger than
the rice weevil and lives from 7 to 8 months. The
granary weevil is primarily a pest of the north.

(ndelI. The cadelle (Tenehroule3 meneritani4 as) i%
a hlaek beetle. H 3 to 12 5 mm long, with the head and
pronotum distinctly separated from the forewings by a
loose joint. The large. whitish. fleshy larvae are about
19 mm long when fully grown and may be recognized
by their prominent black heads, the paired black spots
on the three segments of the thorax, and two short.
dark hooks at the posterior end of the abdomen.
Larvae burrow into the woodwork of grain bins. A
seemingly clean bin may harbor thousands of larvae,
pupae. and adults. The life cycle requires from 2 to 14
months. with many adults hying more than a year. The
females lay about 1,000 eggs m protected situations.
such as in cracks near food. The cadelle feeds upon
grain and grain products and does much damage to
bolting silk in flour mills. It is especially injurious in
unclean mills

/(yer grain borer. the lesser grain borer
t Rim zopertha dominica) is a brown or black, slender,
cylindrical beetle with numerous coarse elevations on
the pronotum It is about 3 mm long and is most
common in the Cult States. but may occur anywhere
in the country. Roth larvae and adults attack and
destroy wheat kernels. fhe telltales lay up to 500 eggs
each. dropping them in the loose grain. In warm
weather. the life stele is completed in about 1 month

S
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Angenentuis grain moth. The Angoumois grain
math airoirerga terroh.1110 is a light grayish-brown or
straw-colored moth with a satiny luster and wing
expanse of 12.5 to 16.6 mm. The hind wings are fringed
with long, dark setae and have a point at the tip like a
finger. This feature distinguishes the insect from the
clothes moth. The larva is white with a brown head. I t
is only 5 mm long and lives within the individual grain
of wheat, corn, or other grain. It passes the winter in
stored grain. The adult emerges and infests cereal
crops either in the field or in storage and deposits
about 40 eggs. The entire life cycle mjay he passed in 5
weeks. I he Angoumois grain mifth is second in
importance to the rice and granary weevils as a pest of
stored grain. It is of greatest importance at the South
and in the soft. red. winter wheat region of the Eastern
and Central States,

Exercises (404):
1. Place the letter "T" in front of the correct

statements.

a. The rice weevil is a small.. reddish-brown to
black snout beetle with small. round pits on
the thorax and two reddish or yellowish spots
on each wing cover.

h. The adult rice weevil emerges about 30 days
after the egg is laid.

c. the granary weeYil is similar to t he rice weevil
in appearance, but it has oval pits on the
thorax and the wing covers are uniformly
dark brown.

d. The granary weevil often frequents the
Southern States.

U. The cadent: is /a black beetle wit hthe head and
pronotum distinctly separated from the fore-
wings by a loose joint,_ I the lesser grain borer is a white or grey,
slender, cylindrical beetle with numerous
coarse elevations on the pronotum.
In warm weather, the lesser grain borer life
cycle is completed in about l month.

h. The Angoumois grain moth is a Light grayish-
brown or straw-colored moth with a satiny
luster_

I. The larvae of the Angoumois grain moth is
black with a brown head and lives within the
individual grain of wheat, corn. or othe grain.

2. Correct any false statements.

g.

M15. identify given statements pertaining to the
descriptions, importance, and development of
important broken grain pests as being true or False,
and correct the false statements.

Broken Grain Peso. The pots discussed within this
obje.ctis.e arc those that principally infest processed
grains, such as cereal, flour, and corn meal.
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(or:Aired flour beetle. The confused flour beetle
arthiiittlin remora:um) attacks cereal products and is
the worst insect pest of prepared cereals. It is a shiny,
reddish-brown beetle. 3.6 mm long with a flattened,
oval body. The head and thl thorax are densely
covered with minute punctures, and the wing covers
are ridged lengthwise and are sparsely punctured
between the ridges. The antennae gradually enlarges
from head to tip. This beetle is not known to fly even
though it has wings. Eggs are laid on the surface of the
food with a sticky substance sot hat it becomes covered
with the product. They will hatch in 5 to 12 days.

Red flour beetle. The red flour beetle (Tribolium
casteneum) is very similar to the confused flour beetle
in its life history, habits, and appearance. This
similarity probably accounts for the naming of the
confused flour beetle. Even though they are very
similar, there are some morphological differences in
the two,,For example. the antennae of the red flour
beetle ends with the last three segments being abruptly
enlarged. Another difference is that the sides of the
thorax are curved instead of being somewhat
straightened is with the confused flour beetle. In
addition to these differences, the red flour beetle can
fly.

Mediterranean flour moth. The Mediterrranean
flour moth finagacta kuhniella) prefers cereal
products, but it will attack a wide variety of foods,
including whole grain. bran, nuts, and dried fruits. It
has a wingspread of less than 25 mm. The forewings
are pale gray with transverse, wavy. black markings.
The hindwings are a dirty-white color. The whitish
larva (about 12.5.mm long with a brown head) lives in
a silken tube, and its silk clogs machinery and tangles
flour, nuts, chocolate. dried fruit, and other foods.

Indian meal moth. The Indian meal moth (Plodia
interpuetellai prefers coarse grades of flour and milled
products, but it will attack a wide variety of dry food
products. This moth has a wingspread of about 19 rnm
and is easily recognized by the distinctive markings on
the forewings. These wings are reddish brown with a
coppery luster on the outer two-thirds and whitish
gray on the upper third_ The tiny, white, brown-
headed larvae spin a silken thread that forms a loose
webbing that is readily detected in heavy infestations.

Exercises IA05):
1. Place the letter --r" in front of the correct

statements.

a. The confused flour beetle attacks cereal
.products and is the worst insect pest of
prepared cereals.

h. The confused flour beetle is shiny, reddish
brown, with a flattened, oval body.

c. The confused flour beetle is not known to fly
even though it has wings.

d. [he antennae of the red flour beetle ends with
the last three segments being abruptly
smaller.

r The red flour beetle is not capable of flying.

f. The Mediterranean flour moth prefers cereal
products, including whnle grain, bran, nuts.
and dried fruit.

_ g. Mediterranean flour moths are pale grey with
transverse, wavy, black markings. The
hindwings are a dirty-white color.

h. Indian meal moths prefer fine grades of flour
and milled products.

i. The forewings of the Indian meal moth are
reddish brown with a coppery-luster on the
outer two-thirds and whitish gray on the
upper third.

2. Correct any false statements.

AN. Provide derails concerning the identification,
life cycle, and feeding habits of important bean and
pea pests.

Pests of Beans and Peas. Although there are several
arthropods that attack beans and peas, there are only
two that are significant to you. Both are weevils that
are actually beetles (order Coleoptera) with snouts.

Bean weevil. The bean weevil (Acanthoscelldes
obtectus)is a short snout beetle that feeds u pod stored
beans and peas. The adult is approximately 3 mm long
with reddish legs and a light olive-brown color,
mottled with darker brown and Jay. The body
narrows evenly toward the head. The tiny, legless larva
and pupa live within the bean, whereas the adult
emerges from the bean and feeds upon other materials.
The female deposits eggs in beans. both in the field and
in storage. Six or seven generations may be completed
in a year. As many as 28 weevils have been known to
develop in one bean. The use of tight sacks has been
found to afford considerable protection. Bean vines
and other refuse should be burned in the field or
plowed under to prevent propagation of this insect.
The adults hibernate in fields and warehouses.

Pea weevil. This weevil (Bruchus pisorum) is
similar to the bean weevil, but it is larger (5 mm long).
brownish flecked with white. and it has black to gray
patches of scales. There is one generation per year, the
adults overwintering in peas in the field or in storage.
Egg deposition occurs only in the field. House mice eat
pea weevils by cracking open the infested pea. eating
the weevil, and discarding the pea.

Exercises (A06):
I. The bean weevil is a short beetle

that feeds on stored beans and peas.
2. The tiny. legless and

live within theobean. whereas the
emerges from the bean and
upon other materials.

3. The adult bean weevil hibernates in
and

4. The pea weevil is similar to the
it volt

3. The pea weevil deposits eggs onit in the

i
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A07. Match meat and cheese pests with given
statements concerning the identification, significance.
and feeding hahits of meat and cheese pests.

Pests of Meat and Cheese. This objective discusses
the pests that infest principally the products of animal
origin.

Larder beetk. 1 he larder beetle (DertneAte.,
fardartuvi is about 8 mm long, dark brown, with a wide
yellow band across the front part of the wing cover.
The larva is hrown, very hairy, tapering towards the
ends of the body. This insect is worldwide in
distribution. The eggs are laid on or near animal
products. such as feathers, horns, skins, hair, ham,
bacon. dried beef, and like products. The life cycle
requires 40 to 50 days. This insect may be found in dog
biscuits, cheese, museum specimea, dried fish, and
stored tobacco. Ii is also known to penetrate lard.

Red-legged lion beetle. This insect Olecrobia
rultprst is a shiny blue to green beetle. 3.5 to 6.2 mm
long, with reddish legs. It is especially troublesome in
the Middle Atlantic States. The adu Its usually disperse
Iss rapid running. but can fly. The mature larva is
about 10 mm long. purplish. with six short legs, and
tapers toward the head. The life cycle usually takes 36
to 150 days The female lays 00 to 1,000 eggs on
exposed meat. Thus, hams must be wrapped
immediately after smoking. The larva can perforate
grease-soaked paper wrappings This pest lives
primarily un dead and decaying animal matter, but if is
sometimes reported in groceries and warehouses in
smoked ham. bacon, garlic. bone meal, and other
materials.

ehee.te margot. This pest is a fly (Piophila easel)
about the sue of a housefly and is often referred to toe
cheese skipper. The adult is black with a bronze tint on
the thorax. It has reddish-brown eyes and iridescent
wings which he flat over the body. The larva is a
slender maggot, pointed toward the head end. The
larva is able to skip as mucn as 10 inches horizontally
and 6 inches vertically by curving its body into a ring,
fastening its mouth hooks onto the end of its
abdom'en, suddenly releasing its hold. and throwing
itself into the air. The life cycle of the insect is

completed in 12 days under favorable conditions. The
adult deposits 140 to 500 eggs over a period of 3 to 4
days. This insect infests ham and cheeses. The adults
can transmit enteric diseases to man by
contamination. and the maggots cause intestinal
irritation when ingested with cheese. The recognind
common name -cheese skipper" is very unfortunate
lor this pest. because skippers are mothlike
Lem& ptera.

Exercises (A117):
Match the statement in column A with the pest in
column B
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Column .4

I I his beetle is shiny blue woh a.
reddish legs. Ir

__ 1 the larva is brown. very hairy.
and tapers towards the end of
the body.

3. the adult is black with a
beanie tini an the thorax,
reddish-brown eyes, and
iridescent wings which lie flat
over the body

4 fight mm long, dark brown.
with yellow hand across the
(runt part of the wing cove..

5 rhe larva has sot shnell legs
and tapers toward the head

I, I he Lusa is a slender maggot
potnted towards the bead end.

c.

Colton'? 8

Lanier heel le
lied-legged ham
beetle
Cheese maw.

c)o

A08. Provided with true and false statements
concerning general feeder pests, identify the incorrect
statements by correcting them.

General Feeder Pests. Even though many of the
stored product pests previously discussed may infest a
variety of products. they are considered to be specific
in food choice, This preference is not the case with the
general feeders.

Saw-toothed grain beetle. The saw-toothed grain
beetle (Orrzaephilue surinamensis) is an important
pest known throughout most of the world. The adult is
a small, active, brown beetle. 2.5 mm long, with a
flattened body and six saw-toothed projections on
each side of the thorax. The larva is yellowish white.
about 3 mm long. with a brown head and an abdomen
tapering toward the tip. The females live for 6 to 10
months. depositing 45 t o 285 eggs in foodstuff. Several
generations may occur each year, as the life cycle
requires only 3 to 4 weeks during the summer. The
saw-toothed grain beetle is an important pest in
grocery stores, food warehouses, and grain storage. It
readily penetrates packaged cereals, dried fruits. and
candies. It also attacks flour, meal, sugar. drugs. dried
meat, and tobacco.

Cigarette beetle. The cigarette beetle 11.asiodertna
serricornej is principally a pest of tobacco. but it will
feed upon many other products as was evidenced by its
presence in the tomb of Tutankhamen in Egypt. This
small, oval, light brown beetle is 2.5 mm tong with
smooth wing covers, The head is retracted beneath the
thorax. The adult beetle flies readily. The larva is
yellowish white, curved, very hairy, with a light brown
head, and is about 4.2 mm in length. The life cycle
requires from 6 to 12 weeks, and there may be 5 to 6
overlapping generations per year in warm localities,
but there is only I generation in cooler areas. The
female deposits as many as 100 eggs in tobacco. grain.
milled cereals, and other products. This insect infests
upholstered furniture. feeds, dried plants. drugs, black
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and red pepper pyrethrum powder. raisins. nee. and
many other commodities.

Drug store beetle. The drug store beet le
(Mara/mon puma taunt/ is similar (01N...cigarette beetle
in appearance, but i t is slightly larger ( 2.5 3mm lung).
mare elongate and has 'he wing covers distinctly
striated. I he last threx segnients of its antennae are
sawlike. Its toad is even more varied than that of the
cigarette beetle. and it is said to feed upon "almost
anything except case iron." It peculiardiet includes
such odd materials as strychnine, belladonna. books.
mummies, and lead

Khara berth. Phis beetle is pale red to brown or
black and is tram I 7 to 3 mm long. Females are much
larger than males. I he temale lays up to 126 eggs,
which hatch yellowish-brown larvae with long setae.
I he far., a deselops into a pupa and the pupa into an
adult. The life cycle requires about fi weeks during
warm weather the larvae may live for years without
load. K hapra beetles (Tragoderrna granarium) feed
in dried s cget Ales or animal matter of all kinds. Only

the :otah western United States is known to he infested
at the present time. If you find any of these beetles, you
must report them immediately to the I..:.S Department
at Agriculture.

Exercises i A08):
1 Correct any false statements below.

a. The adult saw-toothed grain beetle is a small,
acute e brown beetle with a flattened body and four
saw-toothed projections on each side of the
thorax.

h. The saw-toothed grain beetle is yellowish while*
with a brown head and an abdomen tapered
towards the rip.

/
c the cigarette beetle is a small. coal light green

beetle with smooth wing covers.

d The cigarette beetle larva is yellowish v. bite.
cursed_ . cry hairy. with a light brown head.

I he drug .tore beetle i.i similar to the khapra
hectle in appearance

t The drug stare beetle diet includes strychnine.
helledonna. hooks, and lead.

It l'he female k harm beetle is much larger thapthe
male,

h. the k hapra beetle larva
food,

may live tar years without

409. Distinguish between true and false statements
pertaining to the survey and collection of stored
product pests, and complete uther given statements.

Survey and Collection Techniques for Stored
Pruduct Pests. The dry stores area is probably the
most overlooked food service area from an
entomological point of view. The insects that infest dry
stores may not be easy to discover in light infestations.
but heavy infestations can be nauseating. The
monetary loss of foods due to insect infestations can
run into hundreds of dollars as well as depriving
personnel of certain food items until replacements are
available.

Surveys are a vital part of any pest management
program. A good survey prograpi not only allows
you to control a current infestation, but helps you
prevent future infestations, Make a visual inspection
on all incoming goods that are susceptible to insects. If
a heavy infestation is present at time of receipt. reject
the load. A light infestation detected at this time would
indicate a need for treatment before these items are
stored.

The following guidelines for determining the fitness
of insect infested .subsistence items for human
consumption have been approved by the Surgeon
Generals of the military services.

a. When an infestation is found to include larval
stages of an insect species bel6nging to genus
Tragoderrna or other dermestids, one insect within the
product is justification forcondemnation of the food
product.

h. When an infestation is found to involve insect
species belonging to the genus Trihollum, three insects
per pound within the product container is justification
for the condemnation of the food product.

c. When an infestation is found to involve insects
other than those belonging ro the genus Trogaderena
for other dermestids) or Traholadm, a maximum of six
insects per pound of product is permissible.

d. For all resale subsistence to be sold at military
commissary and or exchange outlets: any insect
found within a subsistence product container is
Justification for the condemnation of the food
product.

Most insects has e a sexy high reproductive potential
which, combined with a short cycle. permits an
incipient infestation to become damaging within a

It
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short period PI hint. I he inspector (base setermarian
in +ether tit:kilt:lined itltienth should regard each new
shiptnent as sweet and should not assume that the
apparent absence ot insects means that none are
present Cereals with less than one insect per pound
nuts. become heassl) 'Motet! within 30days. requiring
that the cereal he sold for animal feed or destroyed.
I ark detection ol inse41 infestations plus prompt
control measures make it possible to %use saluable
titan.' stocks. Should destructite pests he lound.sam plc
the contents to determine the condition ol the total
and the abundance of infesting insects

I u conduct an inspection and collect stored prodoet
pests, sou need a Ilashlight, sials and pillboxes, hand
lens, and ,totahle samplers 1 sampler. or "thief" is a
gooi for tenoning coitee, corn, rice. or other products
loon a sack without damaging the sack It is usually
[Hit practical to sample closed cartons or food in
inultissall hags antes,' there is good reason to suspect
infestation It Food is not kept in these types of
containers iot long periods of time, the danger in loss
is small

Make Inspections throughout the warehouses at
week's inters:As during the warm months and at
monthly inters al, during the cool months. Stop at
each Vocation w here susceptible food is stored. Canned
I tiods. sugar. and other items not high's susceptible to
ilarnage arc usually bt passed or gisen a Linick
examination I. :canon': carefully heans, hams, cereals.
anti improperts packaged cheeses It is a good practice
to check windosi.s for flt mg insects and to examine
floors. pallets. and walls for insects that hale emerged
Insects affecting sacked grains and cereal products are
tound on I he exterior of the hags and at the ends is here
the h:tgs are stitched ('se the flashlight in examining
hese locations. .1 rul collet.t specimens lot

oh:nolo:atom I he lot norther 1 each shipment is
recorded in a notebook. together with the date ol
receipt. origin ot the shipment. date the infestation sc as
discosered. .1nd name of the inspector.

Items mat he inspected while they arc in frerght can
or on loading platforms hetore the are placed in
storage. One inspection method used is sampling from
sme ot the packages and placing the food in
incubators so that insects may emerge and he detected.

morbid of detecting feces in flour is to shake the
Hour in a flask with a saturated salt solution
containing gasoline i 35 ml ol gasoline. ZOO ml at salt
solution, 50 g of Omit Allow the flask to stand for 30
minutes Stir at 5-minute imersals without disturhing
the gasoline laser. I se .1 trap flask to collect floating
niaterialoul e \amine this material for insect and
TOttUTII feces

Exercises A081:
I fissile' the '.etter 1 i n Irani of t he t rue %T.IICIllet11%

,t It a s isitai inspection reseals a heat ink:sta-
tion present at the rime of receipt, the lot
should be I-elected

Condemnation of the food product is justified
if you find one insect in the larval stage of
species belonging to genus Trilgodertna or
other dermest ids.

e. Condemnation of food products is justified if
you find two insects belongLing to the genus
Triluditort per pound within a product
container of insects.

d When an infestation is found to invoke
insects other than those belonging to the
genus Trogrnrrou or Tribollutrt a maximum
of three insects per pound of product is
permissible.

e Warehouses should be inspected at weekly
intervals during the warm months and
monad) intervals during the cool months.

:2. Earl) detection of insect infestation plus
control measures make it possible to save valuable

stocks.
Z. To conduct an inspection and collect stored

pi ()duct pest you will neeci
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and suitable

and improperly packaged should
be examined careful!).
Insects aftecting sucked grain and cereal products
are iound on the of bags and at the

w here the hags are
ti. 1.1-it. lot number of each shipment is recorded in a

notebook. together with the of
receipt, of shipment
infestation was dim:meted. and
ol the inspector.
One inspection method used in sampling some ot
the packages anti placing the fond in
so that insects may and he

MO. Complete given statements concerning various
preventive control measures for stored product pests.
and identify the type of preventive control that the
slat men's describe.

Preventise Control of Stored Product Pests. Some
people's custom at storing Food for later consumption
pros ides insects and easy lising. Some pests live in the
fields and II, into storehouses or are transported in
with infested food. Others live only in stored foods and
ins ade fresh material which is brought in. If the
storehouse prosides favorable moisture. temperature.
and harborage. not only may tremendous economic
loss result. but people are exposed to insect-borne
disease. Stored product pest control should he
ciimiticted on a sear round hams. Pres ention is the hest

t.$ 4: Lint rol stored product pests I here are seseral
w as s to present these pests. including:

Sanitation.
Palletieing.
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Rotation.
Isolation.
Ventilation.
Packaging.
Insectproof construction.

Sanitation. Cleanliness is an important factor in
preventing insect damage to stored products. 74any
warehouses have become highly infested because
flour. rice. or other foods have been spilled on the
floors and allowed to remain for long periods of time
to reinfest each new shipment of clean merchandise
placed in storage. It is essential that all torn bags be
repaired immediately, that floors be kept clean, and
that efforts' be directed toward preventing
cootamination of stored food products.

Palletizing. Do not allow the placing of canons.
bags. and other containers of goods directly upon the
floor. Oak or pine pallets should be employed to store
these items, each pallet containing a load that can be
transported from place to place by hydraulic lift.
Cartons or bags should be placed upon the pallets by
hand labor. but after this ol.n.,ion. machinery Can be
used to transport the palletizoi stocks from place to
place. There is a trend toward, shippini; :naterial on
pallets so that the merchandise can be loaded and
unloaded by machinery. Cereal products or ether
foods must not be stacked. against warehouse walls or
ceilings. as this placement prevents adequate
inspection and creates a fire hazard. Stacking food
products against the walls also increases the amount of
rodent harborage. Stacks should not be so high that.
they crush cartons and bags. as this practice also will
increase the probability of infestation.

Rotation. Rotation of stocks is an important factor
in preventing losses due to insects. If old stocks are
allowed to remain in storage for long periods of time.
the insects may; complete one or more life cycles, and
light infestations may become damaging ones. Old
stocks remaining on hand may infest stocks
subsequently received. The accumulation of dirt and
filth. rodent urine or feces, and moisture may result in
the eventual loss of valuable foodstuffs. Food stored
under such conditions is especially subject to insect
attack, and the formation of mold may impart an off-
flavor,

Isolation. It is important to isolate new stocks of
susceptible items from the old supply. Often a carload
of feed or flour is stacked on or near a few remaining
sacks of old infested materials. This placement results
in the immediate infestation of the new shipment.
Susceptible items must be stored as remotely as
possible from old stocks. whether the infestation is
heavy or light, or even if the material is believed to be
free from infestation

renrilanon. Adequate ventilation is important in
the storage of dry foods. ,A high moisture content is
conducive to attack by insects and mites and the
formation of mold. Ventilation may be provided by a-
foot access aisles between stacks and the walls, and 2

10

feet between the stacks and the ceiling. Ventilators and
doors should be opened during dry weather and closed
during periods of excessive humidity. During the
winter, it is advantageous to permit cool air to

-circulate in warehouses unless this air may cause
damage t o products subject to freezing. Grains may be
subjected to extremely low temperatures without a
damage, Cold is a useful factor in deterring insect '
infestations. as most species develop slowly at lowi
temperatures and. many individual insects are killed by
freezing temperatures.

Packaging. The Careful packaging of subsistence
items can greatly limit insect infestations in stored
food. Generally, it is best not to reuse packaging. If
packaging is to be reused. it must be sterilized by heat
or fumigation.

Insecrproofing. Grain stored in poorly constructed
buildings may become infested by insects flying in
from nearhy fields or warehouses. Poor construction
encourages rapid buildup of large populations.
Carefully planned and constructed warehouses can
minimize this hazard. Make the budding as
Insectproof as-possible.

Exercises (AIM; ,'
I. The seven preventive control measures of stored

products pests are

and

L .
2. It is essential that all 'bags be

immediately. that floors be kept
and that efforts be directed toward

preventing of stored -..\.
.N.

products.

3. What type of preventive control measure is
applied to the above statement?

4. Proper practice in food storage does ncit allow
placing and other

of goods directly upon the

5. What type of preventive control measure is
applied to the above statement?

If old stocks are allowed to remain in storage for
periods of the insects

may complete or life
cycles.



'7, What type of preventive control ,measure is
implied in the above statement?

M. Susceptible items must be stored as
as possible from old whether
the infestation is heavy or light. or even if the
material is believed to be free from infestation.

9. What type of preventive control measure is
applied in the previous statement?

lit Doors and ventilators should be
during dry weather and _ during
period.- of excessive humidity.

1. What type of preventive control is applied in the
previous statement?

12 Stcrilriation by hear or fumigation is necessary if
is to be reused.

What type of preventive control measure is
applied in the previous statement?

- 14. Carefully and
uarehouses can minimize infestation caused by
insects flying in from nearby fields and
warehouses.

15. What type of preventive control measure is
applied in the previous statement?

Al 1. Complete given statements pertaining to the
corrective control of stored prnduct pests.

Corrective Control of Stored Product Pests. Once
stored foods hose become infested with insects, they
must he controlled to prevent the spread of these
insects and to reduce further damage. The corrective
methods that sou can use to control stored product
pests is the subject of this objeeto.e.

Rudrururn. Radiant energy has been used
experimentally to eliminate pests from stored food
and in a limited was in food plants. I his technique

II

may become a commonly used method for stored food
pest control in the near future.

High frequency electric fields. Sto product pest
control through selective heating by gh frequeney 0
electric fields has been accomplished erimentally
and shows promise as a method of elimtniating insect ff
eggs from stored foods.'

Biological. Parasitic wasps'i (Anisopterootalus
calandrae, Caphalortooria rarsalls, Brawn hebewr.
Idechrhis eanescens. etc.). fly larvae (Omphrale

fenetrralis. Oniphrale globrifions, etc.), and mites
(straw itch mites, floricolus grain mites. etc.) prey on
stored-product insects and can be effective in limiting
art infestation. A crab spider, Thanarus pertinstridnus.
is commonly found preying upon stored food pests.

Residual spraying. Readual spraying in
subsistence warehouses should be restricted to walls
and floors only. Use only those chemicals that are
recommended. Be sure to follow all label instructions
as each pesticide is registered with EPA only for those
uses listed on the label. The label is the law.

.Space sPraYing. Space ,. sprays consisting of
approved insecticides (see appendix A of supplement
to Volumes 4.5.6, and 7 may be applied by using ultra-
low-volu me dispersal equipment. This equipment fills
the air with tiny droplets of insecticide that kill insects
in flight or upon exposed surfaces. This method also
helps kill these pests between pallets, bags.. and in
other locations. Such treatments do not constitute
fumigation and are feasible only for destroying insects
that have not penetrated bags and cations. These
treatments are regarded as preventive maintenance
rather than as a means for eliminating existing
infestations.

Ft/info/ion. Fumigation of stored products is the
traditional means for destroying all insects infesting
bins. elevators, warehouses, and storerooms-
Fumigation is dangerous and should be attempted
only by qualified personnel.

The in-transit fumigation program should
drastically reduce infestations of products arriving by
rail. but this does not mean that you should curtail
your survey programs. In addition to the intransit
fumigation mentioned egrher, in-place (stack)
fumigation may also- be used. Fumigation 'ith
aluminum phosphide kills all stages of the pests
involved. and if proper procedures are followed, it is a
safe and economical method of eradication.

Fumigation is usually accomplished in containers.
vaults. buildings. or box cars at atmospheric pressure.
More satisfactory treatment can be obtained in
vacuum charr bersespecially.develoy-' it fumigation
purposes. These installations are very expensive and
are not available to all areas. Bagged and packaged
materials may be completely disinfested of live insects
by vacuum fumigation methyl bromide will penetrate
to the center of a 200-pound sack of flour or through
cartons used for packaging cereals). These
fumigations are not completely effective at
atmospheric pressure. and vacuum chambers are
recommended. Fumigated items must be placed in
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proper storage after treatment. As insect eggs are not
always killed. stocks are susceptible to reinfestation. It
is not desirable to fumigate the same items repeatedly.

After a warehouse has been freed of stored product
pests. it is very important to examine all incoming
stocks carefully to avoid introducing new infestations.

Reclamation. Reclamation is a term used to denote
the processing of materials in order to prevent severe
losses, providing the infested items will pass the
standards of the Food and Drug Administration.
Immediate fumigation of lightly infested materials will
often suffiCe, but heavily infested materials can rarely
be put to use as human food. Flour may be rebolted to
remove most of the infesting insects, but the minute
fecal matter and eggs are not removed. Hams infested
by cheese maggots may be trimmed and repackaged in
order to maintain them in a salable condition. Cereal
products may be fumigated and repacked in multiwall
sacks to prevent further damage. It is good practice to
use multiwall bags for cereal products that are to be
shipped overs9s to the tropics in the holds of ships,
making conditions favorable to insects. Military
products are often stockpiled overseas under

12

conditions which subject them to high temperature
and humidity over a period of time.

Exercises (A 1 l):
I. Use of energy to eliminate pests

from stored rood has been used experimentally.
2. Space spray consisting of approved insecticides

may be applied by using
dispersal equipment.

3. The pesticide used for ULV application in indoor
space treatment is

4. Fumigation with
will kill all stages of the pest involved, and if
proper procedures are followed, it is a safe and
economical method of eradication.

5. More satisfactory treatment can be obtained in
chambers es pecia Ily

developed for fumigation purposes.
6. Immediate fumigation of infested

materials will often suffice, but infested
materials can rarely be put to use as human food.

7. Cereal products may be an
in multiwall sacks to prevent

further damage.
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Structural Pests

STRUCTURAL pests arc the most important pests.
from an economic statidpoint. on military
installations. These pest include fungi. termites,
powder post beetles. carpenter bees, and carpenter
ants. You must be very familiar with these pests
because it is your responsibility to prevent pest
damage to all base facilities, power line poles. and
telephone poles_ Your duties include conducting
frequent inspections as well as taking preventive and
corrective actions in maintaining structures free from
structural pests.

This chapter will provide you with information
pertaining to the importance. descriptions, and
general characteristics of the more important
structural pests and will describe the preventive and
corrective controls that you can use to maintain base
structures free from destructive fungi, termites,
powder post beetles, carpenter bees, and carpenter

cants.
2.1. Wood-Destroying Fungi

Wood is an abundant. versatile. and relatively
inexpensive material. However, unprotected wood
and wood products in use and in storage are subject to
the destructive effects of fire, mechanical damage,
insects, marine borers. moisture and weathering, and
decay fungi. Of all of these, decay fungi causes the
greatest losses_ All of the "dry rot," "wet rot," and
"natural deterioration" of wood is caused by living
decay fungi. All can be prevented through recognition
of the characteristics and biology of fungi. by knowing
the conditions that are conducive to fungi growth, and
being knowledgeable of the methods that may be
implemented in the control of fungi. You have
probably seen wood-rotting fungi as mycelia! mats its
the reproductive stages, as mushrooms. toadstools.
and bracket fungi. However, by the time these surface
growths are formed. extensive damage has been
caused by the microscopically small mycelia! threads
I hvphae) which have penetrated deep within the wood.
For this reason, you must learn to recognize signs of
early attack by fungi. and to differentiate between the
fungus damage and the destructive effects of moisture
and weathering.

Al2. Complete given statements concerning the
classification, characteristics, and reproduction of
fungi: identify other statements as being true or false.
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CHAPTER 2

Recognition and Classification. Fungi belong to
the division Thallophyta of the crypt °gamic plants.
There are five major classes of fungi. One of these.
class Basidiomycetes, contains the Order
Hymenomycetales, which is composed of five families.
All five of these families have genera containing wood-
destroying species. Some 2.000 species of wood-
rotting fungi are known, of which 200 to 300 are
commonly involved in wood deterioration on a serious
scale.

.

Because laboratory procedures are normally required
for the specific identification of the wood-rotting
fungi. it is fortunate that their identification by genus
and species is not required to prevent the destruction
of which they are capable. However. these fungi are
easily organized into an "artificial" system of
classification based on the destruction they do. This
system is dependent upon the metabolic processes of
the fungi. upon the composition of the materials on
which or within which they grow, and upon the rates
and methods of growth. By the use of this system, all
fungi on wood in storage or in use may be identified as
being mold fungi, stain fungi. or wood-rotting ftingi.

Mold fungi. These may infect wood in storage or in
use. Woodinhabiting fungi require both moisture and
air within the wood and that each is in excess of 20
percent of the dry weight of the wood. The mold fungi
in wood enzymatically break down and utilize only
such materials as starches, sugars, gums. and oils. and
have no direct effect upon the cellulose and lignin. The
hyphae of most molds penetrate the wood through
existing pores and pits, and usually have no direct
chemical or mechanical effects upon the cell walls. In
removing nonstructural elements of the wood, molds
often reduce any natural water repellency and make
the wood more subject to wetting and to decay. Mold
fungi may be found on the surface of wood which is
being attacked at depth by decay fungi.

Stain fungi. Stains' of various types may be
produced in wood by some of the deep mold fungi. and
will range from nearly black through shades of blues.
browns. reds, and yellows. Of all the wood stains. the
blue .stain, or sap stain, is probably the most common
and is the most serious. In the wood rays. in which the
food substances are conceotrated. the causal fungi can
seriously damage the cell walls and weaken the wood
mechanically_

49;
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It ....d-rinting fungi. These normally begin on the
sumo; or in checks or other openings, later
penetrating to depth, where considerable destruction
can result. In the initial or incipient stages. the hyphae
spread in all directions through the wood. Unlike the
hyphae of mold fungi, which pass from cell to eell
through naturally existing holes. the hyphae of rot and
decay fungi pass through "bore holes" which form at
the cell walls at points of contact with the tips of
growing hyphae. During the incipient stages there is
no apparent dissolution of the wood other than at the
microscopically small bore holes, nor are there visible
changes in in characteristics other than the slight
discolorations caused by some species. These
discolorations may be easily overlooked, or may be
mistaken for the color changes caused by mold fungi.
chemical staining, or weathering. As decay progresses
beyond the incipient stages, the appearance of the
wood may be altered more and more perceptibly. In
the advanced stages of decay, the wood may become
punky, spongy, stringy, ring shaked. pitted, or
crumbiy, depending on the species of wood and of
fungus, and upon the extent of fungal development.
The wood-rotting or decay fungi are usually thought
of as belonging to three major groups: the white rots,
the brown rots. and the water-conducting fungi.

a. White rots of wood_ and wood products are
caused by those fungi that are enzymatically capable
of attacking the ligno-cellulose complex of the cell
walls and degrading the lignified material. Because of
the slight color changes usually involved, the white
rots may at times be difficult to see. Some have dark
brown dr bl4k zone lines at the areas of incipient
decay which n+ay be the only visual evidence of white-
rot damage_

h. Brown rots of wood are caused by those decay
fungi that can attack the ligno-cellulose coMplex, but
which are incapable of degrading the lignin. The
brown-rot fungi destroy the cellulose, but leave the
lignin and some other materials as a brownish residue.
which. when dry. may be easily crumbled into a
powder. Not infrequently the brown residue is found
in a dry rather than a moist condition. a situation
which has led to the widely used, though
inappropriate. term "dry rot." It should be
remembered that the rotting of wood requires the
activity of wood-rotting fungi and that these living
organisms require for their development a moisture
content of greater than 20 percent. After a period of
initial growth. many of the brown-rotting fungi can
develop structures highly resistant to desiccation.
Some survive for several years in air-dry wood and
severely damage wooden structures that are only
intermittently exposed to moisture. For this reason.
the use of infected wood for the construction or repair
of buildings can be harmful or even dangerous.

C. Water-conducting fungi are brown-rot fungi that
can conduct water from a single source to otherwise
dry itructural wood. The two most important water-
conducting fungi are Meridius larvmans and Poria
inerascata. Meruhus iacrEmans is the most common
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building decay fungus in northern Europe. and is
occasionally found in the northern United States.
Poria incrassata, commonly called building poria is
more tolerant of elevated temperatures. and isiSw
consequently the more common of the two important
water-conducting fungi in the United States. The A
initial growth may take place in cellulose material in tf
most soil beneath structures,. The ability of the %,
building poria to extend its growth over the surface of /
inorganic materials permits it to bridge foundation
walls and to reach the wood above them. Its tendency
to first attack unexposed surfaces and its ability to
conduct moisture to heights of more than 20 feet are
responsible for the extent of the damage that may be
done Wore any destruction is readily evident.

Life and History of Destructive Fungi. You should
not forget that fungi are living organisms. They are
plants that have lost their ability to utilize sunlight for
the production of their foods.

Spore distribution. Fungi do not produce true
seeds,containing many-celled embryonic plants; they
produce single-celled spores from which new
individual plants develop. Most fungus spores are of
microscopic size, lightweight, resistant to extreme
conditions of temperature and humidity. and readily
dispersed by wind and water. Fungus spore' and even
the fungus hyphae are easily carried from the ground
and from infested wood to sound wood by wood-
inhabiting insects.

Germination and growth. When the correct
environmental conditions of humidity and
temperature exist. a fungus spore germinates with the
development of a hyphal tube or filament. If only
Water and inorganic materials are present. the growth
will stop after the organic materials concentrated in
the spore have been used up. The presence of the
correct nutrients. such as the cellulose in wood,
permits the further groWth and branching of the
hyphae and the formation of the mycelia! Mailus and
t:ie spore-bearing structures, such as bracket fungi.
toadstoOds, mushrooms. and puffballs:

Physiology and Metabolism. The physiology of the
fungi differs from the physiology of green plants in
that fungi. lacking chlorophyll. are incapable of
synthesizing organic nutrients from dissolved
inorganic materials. In the parasitic fungi. the
mycelium penetrates living cells or the spaces between
them and absorbs the intracellular or intercellular
fluids of the host organisms. Most saprophytic fungi.
such as those that decay wood. secrete substances t hat
dissolve some or all of the solid organic, materials on
which the fungi are growing. All or some of these
dissolved or "digester materials are then absorbed by
the hyphae and used for growth and development.
Most of the wood-rotting fungi produce an acid
reaction in various types of culture media; pH values
as low as 2 -1 are not uncommon. In the failure of
structural concrete at points of contact with rotting
wood. the effect of fungus-produced acids should be
considered. Other,metabolic products are also formed.
and with the acids. destroy wood and other materials_
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To a lesser extent. the purely physical effects of fungal
growth may also destroy useful materials. Mildew and
mold fungi are found on a great variety of both living
and dead organic materials.

Exercises (4121:
I. Place the letter "r before each true statement.

a. Une of the classes of fungi is Basidiornycetes.
___ h. Wood-inhabiting fungi require both moisture

and air within the wood and that each is in
excess of .10 percent of the dry weight of the
wood.

c. In removing nonstructural elements of wood.
molds often reduce any natural water
repelling and make the wood more subject to
wetting and decay.
Mold fungi may be found on the surface
of the wood which is being attacked at depth
h% decay fungi.

c. Of all the wood stains, the blue stain, or sap
stain, is probably the most common and the
)east serious.
The ability of the building poria to extend its
growth over the surface of inorganic materials
permits it to bridge foundation walls and to
reach the wood above it.
Fungi produce true seeds containing many-
celled embryonic plants.

h I he physiology of the fungi differs from the
physiology of green plants in that lungi,
lack nig chlorophyll, are incapable of writhe-
siiing organic nutrients from inorganic
materials.

s. Most of the wood-rotting fungi produce an
alkaline reaction in various types of cultural
media.
Mildew and mold fungi are found on a great
variety of both lining and dead organic
materials_

2 Correct any false statements.

g.

.

By using the artificial system of classification, all
lungi on wood in storage or in use may be
identified as being fungi.

fungi. or fungi.

Mold fungi in wood enrymatically break down
and uti hie only such materials as

and
and have no direct effect upon
and

5. Stains of various types may be produced in wood
by some of the deep mold fungi and will range
from nearly through shades
of
and

l5
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b. The wood-rotting or decay fungi are usually
thought of as belonging to three major groups:
the , the -- ,

and the fungi.

7. White rot a of wood and wood products are caused ?I,
by those fungi which are enzymatically capable of
attacking the complex of the
cell walls and degrading the
material.

a. Brown rots of wood are caused by those decay
fungi which can attack the
complex- but are incapable of degrading the

9. The brown rot fungi destroy the
but leave the and some other
materials as a residue, which.
when dry. may be easily crumbled into a powder.

10. Water-conducting fungi are fungi
which ace able to conduct water from a single
source to otherwise dry structural wood.

11. When the correct environmental condition of
and exist. a

fungus spore will germinate with the development
of a hyphal or

12. Most saprophytic fungi, such as those which
decay wood substances which

some or all of the solid organic
materials on which the fungi are growing.

413. Identify as true or false given statements
concerning the measures that you can use to control
wood-destroying fungi.

Wood-destroying fungi can becontrolled effectively
through (1) frequent inspections to detect the presence
of fungi or conditions that are conducive to fungi
growth. (2) initiating preventive measures to deter
fungi growth, and (3) implementing corrective actions
to eliminate fungi growth.

Inspection. The wood in the buildings at military
activities should be inspected at least annually, and
semiannually when possible or warranted, to



determine the presence and extent of insect and fungus
infestations and the type of control required. This
inspection is often made in conjunction with the
inspection for termite attack. Particular attention
should be given to locations where the occasional
presence of moisture from condensation or
precipitation permit the growth of wood-rotting fungi.
Crawl spaces under basementless buildings permit
access for the inspection of structural timbers below
the floor level. Wood in contact with masonry or metal
subject to moisture condensation presents special
hazards. Window and door frames and porch columns
and railings should be given special attention. as heavy
coatings of paint may hide conditions of rot. The use
of a sharp pointed probe is advised in making these
inspections. When inspecting wood in use, you should
not neglect the pallets used in the storing of supply-
items.

Preventive Control. Preventive control of wood-
destroying fungi can be divided into two categories
from the standpoint of pest control personnel at base
level: wood in storage and wood in use.

Protection of wood in swage. Lumber in storage
can be protected from fungus damage and the
destructive effects of moisture changes through proper
storage management and dip-treating untreated
lumber.

Lumber should be stored off the ground or flooring
and under a protective overhead shelter. It should be
stacked with a slight space between each board and
elevated slightly at one end to allow ventilation and
water runoff. These storage methods are discussed in
considerable detail in AFM 67-3, Storage and
Materials Handling.

A quick dip treatment of stored lumber with water-
repellant pentachlorophenol will provide protection
during a long storage Life where the, wood must be
exposed to the weather. Before it is dip treated, the
lumber should be stickered and baled ready for
storage, and it should be dried to a moisture content of
no more than 20 percent.

Protection of wood in use. Structural wood in use
often requires protection from destructive fungi. The
series involved and used in planning control are
blsed upon the growth requirements and physiology
of the fungi, and are thus like those involved in the
protection of lumber in storage. The actual practices
employed to prevent decay, however, are different.
Preventive control is based upon the use of
preservatives and upon the control of moisture due to
condensation, to the puddling of rain water, and to
capillarity or seepage. Preventive control should begin
with the planning and design of a given structure.
Since our buildings now exist, it is too late to change
the original designs. However, it is not too late to make
some of the structural modifications needed to
prolong the useful life of our buildings. This is
particularly true when repair work is required as the
result of the destructive actions of fungi. When it is
noted that a particular design feature existing in
several building has been in part responsible for
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fungus damage,. consideration should be given to
minor modifications of the others before expensive
repairs are required. Proper design begins at or below
the ground level and provides for drainage away from
the structure. At some activities, there are buildings
under which rain water collects. This situation must be 1*-
corrected if the buildings are to be saved. Even with
adequate drainage, condensation on the sills, joists, al
and subflooring of basementless buildings may be so V
severe as to result in rapid detetioration.

a. Ventilation. It is important to maintain
ventilation of the crawl spaces under basementless
buildings (and in those with incomplete basements).
The following formula for ventilation will normally be
adequate if there are no pockets of stationary air
permitted in .corners or behind interior, foundation
walls. This formula is called the 2' plus 1/ 3' formula. It
requires that the crawl space vent opening have a net
unobstructed area equal to 2 square feet for each 100
lineal feet of outside wall plus 1/3 square foot for each
100 square feet of crawl space area. Obstructions
require larger openings. If the vents are covered with
louvers or 1116-inch mesh insect screen, the size should
be doubled. If they are covered with both; the size
should be tripled. If the gross area is partially covered
by bars, grills, or grids. it should be adjusted to permit
an adequate net area. The practice, employed at some
activities, of entirely closing the vents during cold
weather will lower the fuel bill, but will increase the
maintenance costs and shorten the useful life of our
structures.

b. Ground cover. In areas where the expense of
comfortably heating occupied buildings provided with
adequate ventilation of the crawl spates seems -
prohibitive, the employment of another condensation-
prevention technique may be desirable. A method
which has proven successful involves the use of a soil
cover. Asphalt roil roofing of the grade that weighs SS
pounds per roll of 108 square feet has proven
satisfactory. No lapping, fastening, cementing, or
preliminary careful-leveling is required. Plastic films
are also effective. They are easier to handle, but
require weighting at the corners.

c. Protection from water. Most cases of serious
decay in siding and exterior trim are found on
buildings having little or no roof overhang or with
faulty eaves, gutters, or downspouts. Excessive
amounts of water run down the sides and seep into
joints. particularly butted joints between siding pieces
and between siding and trim. It is nearly impossible to
maintain joints sufficiently tight to exclude seepage
water during severe rain washings. Paint cannot be .

depended upon to seal joints. In many areas. the siding
and trim containing appreciable amounts of sapwood
require protection by the following: (1) good
projection of eaves and rake of gables to prevent all
but occasional rain washing; (2) tight joints plus well
maintained paint films to minimize rain seepage
during occasional wettings: (3) lightweight,, vapor-
permeable (breathing) building papers under siding to
hasten the drying of any seepage water; (4) good
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flashing of exposed doors, windows or other openings.
and any horizontal projections: and (5) the use of
eaves, gutters, and downspouts. When rain washing
cannot be prevented. preservatives should be used.

d Building appendages, Wooden porches and
exterior steps. even when of the best design and
construction. are decay hazards. and any feature
promoting seepage will greatly hasten decay. Step and
stoop rails, if protected by well-maintained painted
surfaces, exhibit marked differences in susceptibility
to decay, depending on the type of construction.
Considerable protection is afforded by extending the
rail over the top of the newel rather than abutting the
end of the rail to the side of the post. Any rail splice...._,0.
occurring over a post will greatly increase the decay
hazard. These design features should be considered
during inspections and when replacement is required.
The common practice of placing trim over the ends of
drop siding normally creates no decay hazard, but
instead allows less water seepage than the common
butt joints of siding to trim. With bevel siding, the
placement of trim over the siding ends tends to reduce
wetting, but not to any great degree. The bevel results
in a long vertical opening and allows easy water flow
back under t he siding. With bevel siding, metal corners
are the only structural means of reducing water
seepage; all other types ofcorner joints leak badly.

r. Wood preservatives. Because there are no design
modifications that can prevent all decay if roof
overhang and ventilation are insufficient, the use of
preservatives is advised. When badly rotted wood is
found. it should. of course. be replaced. In all cases.
preservatives should be used. and in some cases,
preservation to depth must be employed_ Because of
the seepage factors involved and the probable
incipient rot in the wood adjacent to that replaced. the
use of surface preservation is advised. After a rotted
piece of wood is removed, and before it is replaced.
ocher structural wood soil in place in the area of decay
should be saturated as thoroughly as possible by
brushing or spraying on a water repellent 5 percent
pentachlotophenol solution in minerzi spirits. Three
or more brushings may be required. To permit
penetration of all treatments after the first, apply them
before the solvent has dried and the water-repellent
material has sealed the wood against further
absorption. Building sidings that require painting may
be easily treated with a preservative before the paint is
applied, the water-repellent material in the
preservative acting as a prepaint wood primer.
Brushing on of all the preservative that can be
ithsorhed in window frame and sash is advised in all
cases before renewing the paint. Power sprayers
prosaic a ready means of treating susceptible areas
under hasementless buildings. The heavy application
of a water repellent 5 percent penrachlorophenol
solution can make the structural timbers. even at their
points, almost completely impervious to water and.
therefore, safe from the destructive effects of decay
fungi. In the preservative treatment of structural wood
in place, pay particular attention to all joints and to
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wood in contact with concrete, brick, metal, stone. and
other surfaces on which moisture tends to condense
even more readily than on wood. The application of
preservatives to wood in place will be most effective
when the wood is dry: it is a job which should be. ,
whenever possible, saved for dry weather. Preservative U
emulsions and greases are suitable for use in many
locations, but they may affect the paintability of
wooden siding and trim.

Corrective Control. Corrective control of wood-
desttoying fungi can also be divided into two
categories; protection of wood in storage and of wood
in use.

Protection of wood in storage. Wood found to be
fungus infested in storage should be removed from
clean lumber. and should be handled as eXitlairied in
the paragraphs discussing preventive treatment. It
should in no case be allowed to remain untreated in a
lumber yard.

Protection of wood in use. Seriously rotted wood
can only weaken the structure of which it is part; it
should be replaced. Lightly damaged wood may be at
least partially protected by the use of preservatives as
discussed in preceding paragraphs. Attempts to
pressure -treat wood in place by applying fungicides or
insecticides under pressure to drilled holes will
consistently produce poor results. Deep penetration
can. however, be obtained by the surface application
of grease or emulsion' formulations. In the control of
water-conducting fungi. give special attention to the
moisture source. The use of water-soluble fungicides
may be advisable at such points. Though it may be
desirable in some cases. it will rarely be necessary to
use wood preservatives at the points to which these
specialized fungi have conducted moisture. provided
the rhizomorphs are completely destroyed and their
lower portion poisoned with fungicides.

Exercises (A13):
I. Place the letter "T" before the true statements.

a. Wooden buildings at military activities
should be inspected at least annually. and
semiannually when possible or warranted, in
order to determine the presence and extent
of insect and fungus infestation and the type
of control needed.

b. Lumber should be stored off the ground or
flooring and under a protective overhead
shelter.

_ c. A quick dip treatment of stored lumber with
water-repellent pentachlorophenol will
provide protection during a long storage life
where the wood must be exposed to the
weather.

d. Preventive control is based upon the use of
preservatives and upon the control of
moist ure.
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e. The closing of vents under basementless
buildings in cold weather will lower the fuel
bill, decrease the - maintenance cost. 'and
extend the useful life of structures.

f. A condensation-prevention technique used
under buildings makes use of a soil cover if
adequate ventilation cannot be provided.

g. Most serious decay in sidingand exterior trim
is found in buildings having little or no roof
overhang or faulty eaves. gutters. or
downspouts.

h. Wood porches and exterior steps are decay
hazards.

I A 5 percent pentachlorophenol solution in
mineral spirits may be used as a wood
preservative.
Preservative emulsions and greases are
suitable for use as wood preservatives,

Correct all false statements.

J.

2-2. Termites
In youriob. you will more than likely be spendinga lot
of time on the job inspecting base facilities for termites
and then controlling them. It is a .part of your
responsibility to prevent damage that may be caused
by termites whenever possible as well as to detect early
infestations and take the necessary action.

It is for these reasons that this section provides you
with information pertaining to the importance, types.
general characteristics, caste systems, colony
development, and requirements of termites.

A14. State the beneficial and damaging traits of
termites.

Importance of Termites. Termites are the most
destructive insect pests at military activities. They may
so severely damage a building as to be responsible for
its condemnation. They eat wood and other cellulose
products, such as paper, 'cardboard, and fiberboard,
and will destroy structural timbers, pallets, crates,
boxes, tool handles, furniture, books, and other wood
products. Also. in their search for food, they will
damage many materials that they don-t normally eat.
In tunneling through the ground. subterranean
termites will penetrate lead-covered and plastic-
covered electrical cable, and thus will cause shorting
out of electrical systems.

Although termites are very destructive, they are an
important part of ecology in that they help microbial
organisms hreak down wood and other cellulose...
materials into humus.

Termites may live for years in buried tree stumps or
form lumber beneath concrete buildings. and then
penetrating hairline cracks in floors and walls as well
as expansion Joints suddenly erupt in search of edible
materials such as may be found in interior door frames
and rarely moved furniture, such as file cabinets and
bookcases. In attacking packaging and crating in
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storage areas, they will seriously damage such stored
items as nylon parachutes and woolen clothing. On
their bodies, they carry fungus spores from the soil and
thus contribute to structure/ decay.

Exercises (A14):
I. How do termites rank among the destructive

insect pests at military activities?

U

2. What types of substances do termites eat?

3. In what way are termites beneficial?

4. How severely can termites damage buildings?

5. In what way do termites contribute to structural
decay?

A15. Identify given statements pertaining to the types
of termites as true or false. so

Types of Termites. There are many species of
termites in the world. For practical purposes, those in
the United States are commonly divided into two

- major groups: subterranean and nonsubterranean.
Termites receive their common names from the
location of their colonies or nests and from their
feeding habits. Subterranean termites (Rerienlitermes)
often work in wood above ground, but must have
direct communication by means of their tunnels with
the underground colony.

The nonsubterranean termites (Kaiorermes)
colonize above ground. Although they have the
common habit of feeding on the cellulose usually
derived from wood or wood products, their life cycles
and methods of attack, and consequently their
methods of control, are quite different. Depending on
these factors, the nonsubterranean termites may be of
the powderpost, dry-wood, damp-wood, or rotten-
wood varieties.

Exercises (A15):
Indicate whether the statetnents below are true (1) or
false (F).

1. The common names for termites are
determined solely from the location of their
colonies.

2. Although subterranean termites often work
in wood above ground. they must have
channels to the underground colony.

3. Nonsubterranean termites often work in
wood below the ground surface.
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4. The major group of termites that is subdi-
vided into dry-wood, damp-wood, or rotten-
wood varieties is the subterranean group.

Alb. Discriminate between the features of termites
and ants.

General Description of Termites. Termites are
commonly but erroneously called white ants.
However, not all species and castes of termites are
white. and "no termite is a true ant. Termites are about
ant size. You can tell the flying reproductives from
ants by two distinguishing characteristics: the wings
and the body shape. The termite has four wings of
approximately equal length and about twice as long as
the body. The ant's wings are only a little longer than
the body. and the second pair is much shorter than the
first. The ant is typically wasp waisted, having the
abdomen connected tod the thorax by a thin petiole,
while the "slab-sided" termite is not pinched in at the
waist.

Exercises (Alb):

I. The flying reproductive termites can be readily
distinguished from ants by the
and the

2. The first and second pairs of wings of termites are
in length;

whereas t he first pair of wings of ants are
than the second pair.

3. The body of an ant is typically
waisted. while the body of the termite is "

IP

4. Termites are often erroneously referred to as

A17. Given statements that pertain to termite caste
systems, colony development, and lite requirements,
identify the type or termite to which each statement
applies.

Colony Development and Caste Systems,
Although both major divisions of termites have a caste
system to some extent, the subterranean group is most
common and is also the most complex.

Nimsubterranean. Since dry-wood termites
Kalcserrnes) are the most common group of the

nonsubterranean termites within the United States,
the nonsubterranean group will be discussed as dry-
wood termites throughout the remaining portions of
this ter&

Col* development follows definite, predictable
patterns for various species in various climatic areas.
The presence of termites is most often noticed by
building occupants during or shortly after an
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emergence of the sexually mature, winged
reproductives. After the emergence and the pairing of
male and female reproductives, the swarm is rapidly 0
dissipated as individual pairs leave to establish new /
colonies. The dry-wood termites will normally seek the ek
shelter of cracks and crevices in sound. dry wood
above the ground when establishing new colonies. The
subterranean termites establish their new colonies in
the soil near wood.

In area of temperate climate, a colony develops
slowly. A relatively new colony of dry-wood_ termites
consists of only the original reproductives and no
more than six nymphs. At the end of 2 years. the young
colony may consist of the original reproductives. I

soldier, and 12 or more nymphs. Old colonies have
fewer than 3,000 individuals, and winged
reproductives capable of establishing new colonies are
never found in colonies less than 4 years old. No
worker caste is found in Kalotermes colonies.

Subterranean. These termites have four
castes: the workers, soldiers, secondary
reproductives, and the primary reproductives.

The workers (fig. 2 -I) are responsible for many
functions of the colony. They feed and care for the
other members of the colony who are not capable of
feeding themselves. Workers attack the wood and
digest the cellulose by means of the protozoan that is
contained in their stomachs. The workers are the first
eggs hatched in a colony; therefore, they are
responsible for increasing the size of the colony, and as
the workers grow in the colony, the colony itself
grows. The workers care for, feed, and groom the
queen, the eggs, and the soldiers.

The only function of the soldiers is to protect the
colony. Their head and thorax are modified for the
protection of the colony (fig. 2-1). Their main concern
is the ant, a vicious natural predator.

The secondary reproductives are wingless (fig. 2-1)
and are the most important source of eggs for the
colony. They may get a group of males and workers
together and set about building another colony close
to the original without any above-the-ground
warning.
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The primary reproductives are the winged swarmers
(fig. 21). These adults have dark pigmentation and
two pairs of equal length wings. Males and females
pair off in the swarm and then attempt to establish a
cell, where mating occurs. When the eggs hatch, the
new colony has its start.

A relatively new colony of subterranean termites
will normally consist of the original pair of
reproductives. a few dwarf workers, and one dwarf
soldier. During the second year, the young
reproductives may be found. A full 2 years is required
for the complete development of the reproductives. In
older colonies, supplementary reproductives may
assist in colony development, and thousands of eggs
and a quarter of a million termites may be found. In
the colonies of subterranean termites, the worker caste
predominates. The workers are small, cream colored.
soft bodied, and sexless. The soldiers have large heads
with specialized mouth parts and are normally
incapable of feeding themselves. The nymphs are
immature termites, often immature reproductives.
They may be observed to have "wing pads" which,
upon the maturity, develop .into wings.

During periods of favorable w.mther, mature
colonies may produce new swarms of dark-bodied,
winged reproductives. The time of emergence will
depend upon geographic area, climatic conditions, the
species of termite involved, and other factors such as
the heating of the building infested. In temperate
areas, the emergence of termites may be expected in
the spring. and depending on species, also at odd times
during the summer and fall. if the emergence occurs
within a building, the flying termites may constitute a
considerable'nuisance. As the reproductives may be
emerging as rapidly as the limiting size of the openings
permit, the existence of residual insecticides in the area
or the use of contact insecticides as sprays or mists will
be of little value. Injecting contact insecticides into the
emergence openings can provide a measure of relief.
but if nothing is done, the emergence will last for only a
few hours.

Termite Life Requirements. Termites have
specialized food requirements which make them
destructive. moisture requirements which make them
vulnerable to control by soil poisoning, and
requirements for protection which can make their
early detection difficult.

Food. Termites characteristically live on wood and
other cellulose materials. Depending on the type of
termite involved, the wood may or may not serve as the
nesting site. but it always serves as a source of food.
The food that the termites ingest in small pieces is not
digested directly by the termites. but by
microscopically small protozoa living within the
termites' digestive tract. The termites utilize the
byproducts of the protozoan metabolism for their own
nourishment.

A/oasis/re. Termites. like most other forms of
animal life, contain considerably large quantities of
water in their body tissues. Because they are typically

soft-bodied and delicate insect., termites must be
protected ,against excessive drying. The dry-wood
termites seal their nests and tunnels tightly during
periods of low atmospheric humidity. Despite this
habit, .1 hey are normally limited in their distribution to
regions of high humidity. The subterranean termite
constructs its own air-conditioning system by
maintaining its nest in the moist soil and connecting
the nest and the feeding galleries with airtight tunnels.
Despite their air-conditioning, subterranean termites
must normally return to the moist soil several times
each day, a fact that makes them particulary
vulnerable to control at or below the ground line. In
extremely wet soil conditions, subterranean termites
may construct "subnests" above the ground.

Protecrion. Termites have several natural enemies,
the most serious of which are probably the ants that
can easily enter the termite tunnels in search of food.
The ability of some termite species to plug up their
galleries almost as rapidly as they are invaded provides
some degree of protection against ants. The greatest
deterrent to sustained attack by ants is the ability of
the soldier termites to plug up the tunnels with their
heads or to defend them with rather formidable jaws.
The soldiers of some tropical species are equipped to
wage a form of defensive "chemical warfare."

Exercises (A17):
Match the statement in coium n A with the type termite
in column B.

Column A

1 A caste system exists among these
termites.

2. A soldier caste costs among these
termites,

3. These termites may nest above
ground.

_ a. The worker caste predominates in
this group.

_ S These termites require moisture its
order to survive.

6 The only function of the soldier is to
protect the colony.

7. The secondary reproductives are
wingless and the most important
source of eggs for the colony.

X The primary reproductives are
winged swarmers.

_ 9 These termites seek the shelter of
cracks and crevices in sound wood
above the ground_

10 These termites must normally return
to the moist soil several times each
day

Column B

a. Subterranean
termites.

b. Drywood
termites.

C. Subterranean
and dry-wood
termites.

AIL Identify given statements concerning the
recognition of termite damage as true or false.

Termite damage to buildings follows predictable
patterns. If permitted to continue, the damage can
become extensive_ Since facility inspection is of
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primary importance in the enntrol of termites, you
must be able to recognize damage caused by termites.

Damage Pattern. Depending upon the design and
building materials used, the quality of workmanship,
and certain environmental factors, a given structure
will he subject to attack by a given species of termites
in a particular manner. Termite attacks in several
similar buildings are so similar that you can find a
predictable pattern.

in their blind probing for new sources of food.
subterranean termites construct exploratory tunnels
through the soil. These tunnels emerge above the
ground level and are then usually cemented securely to
solid objects. such as foundation walls and piers or
pipes. These tunnels of earth and other materials can
continue upward, when protected. until the termites
Lind food. They often reach heights of several feet. If
solid objects block their path. the termites will
continue probing until they have found or created a
passage. They can penetrate expansion joint fillers.
They can also use natural cracks in foundation walls.
Because the spaces between bricks or building blocks
are rarely completely filled, termites may use these
areas. Hollow tile foundations can provide a nearly
perfect approach to structural wood. as the termite
tubes are well protected and are not detected during
inspections.

Once gaining entry to the wood of a building. the
termites may carry on their destruction of several years
before they are found. The use of termite shields will, if
the shields are properly installed and maintained.
force the termites to extend their tubes out over the
surface of the shields and thus will facilitate
inspections. In buildings comprised primarily of
concrete and masonry, damage may be limited to such
wooden items as doors and window frames,
baseboards. and insulating materials composed of
wood fibers. In masonry and concrete buildings with
wooden floors, damage may, be most severe below the
floor level. In frame buildings with solid concrete
decks. the damage may be evident first in door or
window frames or baseboards. but more extensive
hidden damage to studs. sheathing, and sole plates
may exist. In wooden frame buildings, the pattern
varies, depending on the type of construction and
environmental factors. but the damage may include all
of these types.

Extended Damage. Though it is unusual. a new
building can be damaged severely during its first few
years. This will happen when wood debris, usually tree
stumps and roots. containing large. active colonies is
left In the soil at the building site. Under such
conditions, the extended pattern of damage is the same
as that found in older buildings with well-established
colonies. The emergence of termites at a point much
above the first floor level in a frame structure would
normal]) indicate a large colony and considerable
damage. An emergence of subterranean termites may
occur in the attic of a two-story building..
Subterranean termite tubes have been found at an
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elevation 62 feet above the ground level in a military
building.

Inspection. All structures built wholly or in part of /
wood should be inspected at least annually for active
termite infestations, regardless of preventive measures
employed in construction. Attention must also he
given to those conditions conducive to future termite
attack. Under some conditions. inspections should be
made semiannually rather than annually. The
subterranean nests of termite colonies or points of
entry into buildings can often be located quickly if the
emergence is observed. For this reason, pest control
supervisors should give prompt attention to all
complaints, such as those concerning 'flying ants."
which could indicate a termite emergence. All
information available at the time the complaint is
answered should be recorded on the form used for
recording the scheduled annual/ semiannual
inspections. The purpose of the annual/semiannual
inspection includes the on-the-site planning of control
procedures as well as the detection of active or
potential infestations. Thus, the inspections of
structures should be made by personnel trained in the
selection and application of the proper control
techniques as well as in the determination of the need
for control. All termite inspections and treatments
must be recorded on the DD Form 1070. Termite and
Wood Decay 'Inspection.

Exercises (A18):
I. Place the letter "T" before the true statements.

a. Termite attacks in similar buildings are not
usually so similar that a predictable pattern
may be found.

h. subterranean termites will build tubes of earth
up the foundaVon walls.

c. In buildings made primarily of concrete and
masonry. damage may be limited to wood
doors and window frames.

It In concrete and masonry buildings with
wooden floors. the damage may be very
severe above the floor level.

e. In frame buildings built on concrete slabs, the
damage may be evident first, in door or
window frames or baseboards.

r. The emergence of termites at a point much
above the first floor level in a frame structure
would indicate a large colony and consider-
able damage.
All termite inspections and treatments must
be recorded on DD Form 1070.
Pest control supervisors should not give
prompt attention to all complaints.

Correct all incorrect statements.

h.

A19. Complete given statements concerning
measures that map be taken to prevent and correct
termite problems.



An effective and economically managed program of
termite control will always include the three principal
phases of inspection, preventive control, and such
corrective control as may be required.
The techniques used include the elimination of food
through the proper design and construction and
through the application of sanitation at the building
sites; the control of moisture through adequate
drainage and ventilation; the exposure of termite tubes
through the use of impenetrable barriers between the
soil and the structural wood; and the use of chemicals
for direct poisoning, for the creation of barriers by soil
poisoning, and for the preservative treatment of wood.

Preventive Control. The best time to provide
protection *pm subterranean termites is during the
planning and construction of a building. Many
common design and construction practices are
favorable for infestation. Some preventive control
measures can be applied after construction and during,
the use of the buildings.

Consrruction. Military buildings should be
planned and constructed to provide protection against
termites. Recommendations regarding design and
construction and the use of wood preservatives should
be followed without deviation regardless of the
urgency to complete construction by a specified date.
Some common errors of design and construction are
burial of stumps, logs, boards, stakes, form lumber,
and wood scraps beneath buildings or next to the
foundations; improper grading and drainage;
insufficient air circulation and cross - ventilation;
failure to use chemically preserved wood.

Site sanitation. All surplus wood, including
stumps, tree roots, logs and other wood debris, should
be removed from the building site before
construction work is started. All form lumber, grade
stakes. and wood scraps should be removed by the
tune construction work has been completed.

Foundation construction. It is important that
building foundations be impervious to subterranean
termites and that woodwork resting on the foundation
be protected against attack. Foundation types may be
rated by their relative resistance to penetration as
follows:

a. Poured concrete, reinforced to prevent cracks.
with the expansion joints properly tilled.

h. Masonry walls capped with a minimum of 4
inches of reinforced concrete or its equivalent.

c. Hollow blocks with all of the top rows and joints
between blocks filled with concrete.

d. Wood posts. piers, steps, or braces pressure
treated with an approved chemical preservative and
capped. when recommended, with metal termite
shields to prevent the insects from gaining hidden
access to the buildings or other structures,

Ventilation and drainage. It is necessary to provide
adequate ventilation and drainage to prevent termite
attack. The number and size of openings should be
determined by the soil moisture. air movements. and
humidity Areas beneath buildings should be well
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drained. The soil adjacent to foundation walls should
be graded to permit the drainage of surface water away
from the buildings.

Clearance beneath buildings. In order that periodic.
inspections can be made for subterranean termites,
adequate crawl space should be provided beneath
buildings. The minimum clearance for effective
inspection is 18 inches from ground to bottom of
lowest joist, beam, or girder.

Skirting. When skirting is used, a clearance of 3 to 6 St
inches between it and the ground is needed. If this
space is closed in winter, it should be reestablished
early each spring.

Miscellaneous appendages, All miscellaneous
building appendages, including porches, steps,
terraces, platforms, and fire escape ladders. should be
installed with an unbridged clearance or effective
barrier so as to, prevent entry of termites into
buildings. All wood used in contact with the soil
should be pressure treated with approved wood
preservatives. Only treated wood should be used for
construction timbers placed on concrete or masonry
foundations. Pipes and conduits often provide
entrance points for termites. Plumbing, electrical
conduits, and other piping should be installed clear of
the ground and should not be supported by wood
braces or other appendages that touch the ground. At
the point where piping enters the floor of wall from
below ground, a funnel type of shield caulked with a
coal-tar type of mastic provides an effective barrier.

Chemical soil barriers. Residual insecticides may
be added to the soil. When properly applied, they will
provide long-lasting barriers of poisoned soil adjacent
to foundation walls and piers and under concrete
slabs. The formulations and application rates
provided in Appendix A in the supplement represent
the minimum found to provide effective control for
native North American species for long test periods.
Any variation in rate of application, materials, or
concentrations should be as recommended by the
command entomologist or pesticide label. Water
emulsions arc normally used. Oil solutions may be
used when recommended by appropriate technical
authority. Oil solutions should not be used against
surfaces that have been waterproofed or dampproofed
with asphaltic or other materials subject to
deterioration by oil. Oil may "burn" the roots of
esnamental plants. Oil for solutions should not be
heavier than No. 2 fuel oil.

Wood preservatives. Lumber and other forest
products t hat are exposed to excessive moisture, fungi,
and wood desrroyinginsectssuch as termitesshould be
treated with wood preservatives to prolong their useful
life. The type of treatment and the preservatives to be
applied depend upon the type and severity of exposure
and upon the desired life of the material treated.
Surface treatments as well as dip or soak treatments,
which provide shallow penetration. protect wood
against dry-wood termites. However. the deeper
penetration provided by pressure treatment is required
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tor protection against siihte
wood actually treated is
"bridge over" treated wood
as they will bypass ot
materials.

Screening. As a deterre
termites, I K x I K mesh. no
he used to cover all point
doorways, ventilators. an
attention should be given to screening louvers, eaves,
or apron ventings. and field strips supporting tile.

EArerror Aurface%. Further prevention of attack by
dry-wood termites can he obtained by maintaining
smooth exterior surlacel on buildings. All exterior
cracks, grooves. and points should he well filled he fore
painting. A good cola of paint, with careful
application at points at vulnerability, will aid in
warding oil attack.

Corrective Cuntrul 'rhe corrective control of
termites involves the same basic principles as does
preventive control. an many of the same procedures
are used. However, be ause in this case the control is
applied to existing structures, some different
techniques are used f r the application of chemicals.
Though insecticides ;applied to soils may kill out
existing colonies, the creation of a barrier of
impenetrable soil is the aim of soil poisoning. But
because of the combination of certain types of
structures and and the labor costs involved,
limited "spot treatment" of t he most vulnerable areas
may he lustified in /some cases. Because of the great
variations in -emit 1pes and in termite species, such
limited spot treatment should he considered only if
recommended by the command entomologist.

Sail beneath a concrete slab may be treated either
[rum above the slab or from outside the building. In
the prnsare tree:tory method. holes are drilled through
the slab on 12- to 18inch centers 6 to 8 inches from
cracks and ex parisOn joints. The insecticide is pumped
through these 'holes to provide quick, even
distribution. A plumhers test plug or similar device
with an expandable rubber ring is used to seal the hole
and prevent back flow of t he emulsion under pressure.

Using the rociiling method, holes are drilled through
the foundation wall beneath the slab, and a long
pertorated pipe. pointed at the end, is driven between
the slab and the soil. The insecticide is then pumped
through the rod, under pressure. as the rod is
withdrawn.

Control of e xist ing colonies of dry-wood termites by
means other than removal of the infested wood
requires the application of tonic chemicals to the
termites in the wood. The application methods include
iniectain of dust, injection of liquids, surface
application of penetrating chemicals, and fumigation.

a. Dusting Insecticidal dusts may he blown into
holes punched or drilled into the termite gallery only
very small quantities arc needed

h. Squiring Insecticidal liquids may be squirted
through holes into the termite nests. Oil formulations

:mean termites. Only the
rotectecl. fermites will
ith theirshelter tubes just

er rionedihle structural

t to attack by dry-wood
corrodible screening may

ot entry such as windows.
other openings. Particular
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which will stain or prevent later painting should be
avoided.

e. Surface treatment. If no paint 'film is present to
block peni.tration, surface treatment can be effective.
Grease or emulsion formulations of
pentaehlorophenol will penetrate satisfactorily, but
may prevent later painting. Trichlorobenzene will
penetrate deeply and has a fumigating effect. It can be
fortified with insecticides (see Appendix A of
Supplement of Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7).

J. Fumigation, Structural fumigation with methyl
hromide will kill all dry-wood termites in the structure.
However, it is expensive and hazardous, and provides
no residual effect to prevent future infestations.

Exercises (A19):
L. The three principal phases of termite control

include
and

2. The hest time to provide protection from
subterranean termites is during the
and of a building.

3. Some common errors of design and construction
are burial of

4.

5

6.

7.

K.

, and
beneath buildings or near toundations: improper

and ; insufficient
and cross-ventilation:

failure to use preserved wood.
Before a building is constructed, the soil adjacent
to the foundatiou walls and piers and under
concrete slabs must be treated with a

to provide a tong-lasting
barrier.
During the construction stage. the lumber or other
forest products which are exposed to excessive
moisture, fungi, and mod destroying insects
should be treated with a

to prolong their useful life.
On exterior surfaces, a good of

will aid in warding off attacks
from termites.
Soil beneath a concrete slab may be treated from

the slabs and from
the building.
The four methods of applying toxic chemicals for
the control of termites are

and
9. For a surface treatment for control of termites. the

insecticide which wilt penetrate deeply and have a
fumigating effect is

it). Structure fumigation with
will 01 all dry-wood termites in the structure:
however, it is hazardous and provides no residual
effect.

2-3. Wand-Boring Insects
Wood-bonng insects are separated into three

groups: the powder post beetles. the powder post



borers, and the carpenter ants and bees. This section
covers the characteristics (descriptions, habits, and
habitats) of these insects as well as the controls for
them.

A20. Discriminate *thong the general characteristics
of three powder post beetle families.

Powder Post Beetles. Powder post beetles are so
named because of the powdery substance (frass) that
appears in areas where these beetles are working. This
powdery substance may be observed on wood surfaces
or in piles on the floor near chair and table legs.

The powder post beetles are separated into three
families: Lyctidae. Anobiidae. and Bostrychidae.
Powder post beetles belong to the order Cokoptera.
The larvae are responsible for most damages. They are
the second most important insect pest of wood articles
and timbers.

Lyradoe. This family is the true powder post beetle.
The, larvae are whitish with dark brown heads and
mandibles. The anterior portion of their bodies is
larger than the posterior portion. The larvae have
three minute pairs of legs. The last pair of spiracles are
much larger than the other. The very young larvae
bore into the wood source. Once they mature, they
bore almost' completely out in order to pupate.

Once pupation is complete. the adults bore
completely out, pushing a fine powdery wood dust out
of the wood as they emerge. The adults are reddish
brown to black and are from 2.4 to 5.6 mm long. The
antennae of these beetles: terminate in a two-
segmented club. The tibiae bear spurs. The basal
abdominal segment is as long as the second and third
segments combined.

True powder post beetles only attack seasoned
wood and will not attack a live tree or freshly cut
wood. The adults will usually deposit eggs into the
surface pores of lumber while it is being stored and
whilejt is curing. After development is complete,
which may take 3 months to a year, the adults will
emerge from finished wood and furniture products.

These beetles prefer the sailwood of hardwoods
such as oak, hickory, and ash, and are commonly
found in tool handles, pallets. furniture, picture
frames, and in interior woodwork of buildings.

The exit holes, which run parallel with the wood
grain. are filled with frass (absent of fecal pellets) and
are approximately 1.2 mm in diameter.

Anobiidae. The larvae of this family attack the
sapwood of hardwoods and softwoods, such as pine.
oak, beech. alder, and willow. Anobiidae larvae prefer
old wood and are commonly found in girders. beams.
foundation timbers. and antique furniture.
' The larvae are described as being whitish, slightly
curved, wrinkled. and having tiny hairs on the body.
They have three pairs of short legs and toothed
mandibles. They range in size from 6.3 to 12.5 mm
long.

When young, the larvae bore into the wood. where
they may live for a year or two. Just before they
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pupate, they bore toward the surface, but not
completely out.

When the adults, emerge, they leave small holes
which average 2.4 mm in diameter. The tunnels or
galleries may run across the wood grain and are
loosely filled with frass containing distinct elongate or
bun-shaped fecal pellets. These adults are reddish to 14
blackish brown and are usually less than 8 mm long. f
The thoracic region is usually margined at the sides. I
and the head is barely visible from a dorsal view. They 7
do not have spurs on the tibiae. They deposit eggs in
cracks and crevices of old wood or in the mouth of an
old exit hole.

Bostrychidae. This family of powder post beetles is
commonly referred to as the false powder post beetle.
There are two species that are most commonly
encountered: the bamboo borer and the lead-cable
borer.

a. Bamboo borer. This bosarychid in the adult
stage is brown, cylindrical, and 3 to 4 mm long. As the
common name implies, it prefers bamboo woods and
will often be found in furniture, ornaments, and poles
constructed from bamboo.

b. Lead-cable borer. The lead-cable borer is also
known as the short-circuit beetle, because it actually
causes shorts in telephone and other electrical circuits
while feeding upon its preferred food source (lead)
which is found in underground cables. This beetle is
also often found in wine casks. The adults are reddish
brown. cylindrical, and 5 to 6 mm long.

Bosarychidae larvae are whitish, curved, wrinkled.
and robust. They have small heads and greatly
enlarged thoracic regions that bear three pairs of well-
developed legs. Their mandibles are not toothed.
Larval tunnels generally run parallel with the wood
grain and are tightly packed with frass.

The adults bore into the wood to deposit their eggs
and may at times insert the eggs into the cells of the
wood. Once the eggs hatch. the larvae bore toward the
surface and pupate. After pupation, the new adults
emerge from the wood. The adults have an enlarged,
roughened thorax that gives the beetle a hump-backed
appearance. They have spurred tibiaes.

The entrance and exit holes of these beetles average
6.3 mm in diameter.

Exercises (A20):
Match the description in column A with the type beetle
in column B.

Column A

The very young larvae bore into the
wood source. and once mature,
they bore almost completely out to
pupate.

2. The emerging adults leave small
holes which average 2.4 aim in
diameter

3. The adult bores into the wood to
deposit eggs and may at times insert
eggs into the cells of the wood.

Column

a.
b.
c.

Lyctidae.
Anobiidae.
Ilostryehidae.



Cofterrn .1

4 The adults have a roughened
thorax that is enlarged. giving the
beetle a hump-backed appearance.
and they have spurred tibiaes.
The tunnels or galleries may run
across the wood grain and are
loosely filled with trios containing
distinct, elongated or bun-shaped
fecal pellets.

6. A true powderpost beetle.
7 False powder post beetle.
K The larvae attack the sapwood of

hardwoods and softwoods.
9 These adults are reddish to blackish

hrnwn in color and are less than It
mm long.

10. The larvae have three minute pairs
of legs. and the last pair of spiracles
are much larger than the others.
The antennae terminates in a two-
segmented club, and the tibiae bear
spurs
The larvae have three pairs of short
legs and tooth mandibles.
The larvae are whitish. shahily
curved. wrinkled. and have tiny
hairs on the oody.

_ 14. The larvae have small heads and
greatly enlarged thoracac regions
that bear three pairs of well
developed legs

15 The larvae prefer oldwood and are
commonly found in girders. beams.
and foundation timber

lf) The larvae are whitish with dark
brown heads and mandibles

l': The basal abdominal segments are
as lung as the second and third
segment combined.
The adult's thoracic region is
usually margined at the sides and
the head pa barely visible from a
dorsal view They don't have spurs
On the tibiae.

19 Adults are reddish brown to black
and are from ..4 to 5.15 nun fool.

20 Lanai tunnels generally run
parallel with the wood grain and are
tightly packed with bass.

21. The larvae anterior portion of the
body is larger than the posterior
portion.

2' Their mandibles are not toothed
23 Only attack seasoned wood; will

not attack a live tree.
24 The larvae range in size from ti.3 to

12.5 mm long.
25 Order the sapwoods of hardwoods.

such as oak. hicicor!., and ash
26 The larvae mal. Ilse in the wood lor

4 year to two before boring towards
the surtace.

21 Fto holes run parallel with the
stood grain. are filled with frass.
and arc 1 2 mm to diameter

28 the larvae are whitish, cured.
wrinkled and robust

_ 5

--
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A21- Identify the family of powder post borers to
which given statements apply.

5 0'
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Powder Post Borers. Powder post borers belongto
the order Coleoptera and are separated with two
families. Cerambycidae and Buprestidae. TheseS`
beetles are primarily feeders on dry woods. Under
natural forest conditions, they play an important role /
in the reduction of dead trees to permit new growth.
Their destructiveness in structural woods, however,
can result in considerable economic losses.

Cerambycidae. This family of beetles is often
referred to as long-horned wood borers or
roundheaded wood borers. It contains some of the
largest species of wood borers. Cerambycids will
attack living or dead wood; therefore, they are
generally considered to be pests of ornamental plants.
such as shade trees and fruit trees. However, the old
house borer is one species that is very important as a
structural pest. It attacks sapwood of softwoods. such
as pine and spruce, and is commonly found in floor
joists, sills, beams, studs, and subflooring.

The old house borer deposits eggs in tight crevices.
such as cracks and natural checks in boards. Upon
hatching, the larvae bore into the wood. They may stay
in this stage for 2 to 3 years. The tunnels excavated are
round because the head and thoracic region of the
larvae are round. These tunnels are loosely filled with
frass. Before the larvae pupate. they bore toward the
surface. Following pupation, the adults emerge at the
surface and leave oval holes.

The old house borer larvae are flesh colored,
straight bodied, wedge shaped. and may be up to 25.6
mm long. The adults are brownish black in color and
have many gray hairs on the head and anterior portion
of the body. Each wing cover has two patches of gray.
and, when fused, they will form either two transverse
bands or two downy white spots.

Bupresiidae. This family of wood borers is often
referred to as flatheaded wood borers because of the
enlargement of the thorax immediately behind the
relatively small head, Like the family Cerambycidae,
the buprestids attack living and dead wood and are
considered to be more important as pests of
ornamental plants than as structural pests.

Buprestids are attracted to smoke. This attraction
leads them to forest fires. where they deposit eggs in
bark cavities of scorched trees- Once the eggs hatch,
the elongate. whitish, legless larvae bore into the
sapwood and leave t unnels that are tightly packed with
frass,

The adults can usually be recognized by their bright
metallic colors. Because there are many species of
buprestids. the coloration and size of these beetles
vary. Most are iridescent blues and bronzes. These
beetles range in size from small to medium and may be
either flat bodied or cylindrical.

Exercises (A21):
Match the statement in column A with the family of
powder post borers in column B.



Column A Column 8

I. Primary feeders on dry wood. a. Cerambycidae.
2. Will attack living or dead wood. b. Buprestidae.
3. Pests of ornamental plants. such as

shade trees and fruit trees.
C. Both.

4. Long-horned wood borers or
roundheaded wood borers.

5. Flat heated wood borers.
_ b. Destructiveness in structural woods

can result in considerable economic
loss.

7 Old house borers attack sapwoods
of soft woods and are commonly
found in floor joists. subflooring,
sills. beams, and studs.

8. Adults have bright metallic colors:
most are iridescent blues and
bronzes.

9 The adults are brownish black and
have many gray hairs on the
anterior portion of the body.

W. The tunnels excavated are round
because the head and thorax region
of the larvae are round.

A22. Identify statements pertaining to the preventive
and eorreedve measures for the control of powder post
beetles and borers as true or false; correct any false
statements.

Control of Powder Post Beetles and
Borers. Powdcr post beetles and borers can be
controlled effectively by implementing preventive and
corrective measures.

Preventive control. Wood susceptible to powder
post beetle attack and intended for prolonged or
indefinite storage may be protected economically by a
preventive treatment. Oil solutions containing
chlorinated hydrocarbons, applied as 3-minute dips,
have proven effective in preventing beetleattack for CO
years or more after treatment. Emulsions and
suspensions are less effective than oil solutions.
Satisfactory solutions may be prepared from fuel oil.
trichlorobcnzene, or other recommended solvents. An
effective general-purpose protective dipping solution
should contain 5 percent pentachlorophenol,
approximately 5 percent of a water repellent, one of
the approved chlorinated hydrocarbons, and a
penetrating solvent. The pentachlorophenol will
prevent fungus damage, and the chlorinated
hydrocarbons will prevent insect attack. When wood
so treated is cut or refinished, the cut surfaces should
be covered with preservatives by dipping or brushing.
An excellent wood preservative. without the
insecticide, is pentachlorophenol. The
pentachlorophenol is not needed unless the wood is to
be stored or used where it would get wet and be
subjected to attack by decay. For .such wood not
subject to decay, an oil solution containing one of the
recommended insecticide solutions will be adequate to
protect it from beetle attack. Tool handles. gun stocks.
and other items may be protected against lyct us attack
if all surfaces are coated with a heavy linseed oil or
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paint which fills the wood pores and prevents
oviposition (depositing of eggs).

Corrective control. Active infestations can be
controlled with 3-minute dip treatments in oil
solutions of the chlorinated hydrocarbons. Thorough
brush and spray applications are effective on small -
dimensiondimension stock, such as tool handles. For control i
buildings, good penetration of the insecticide is it
important. Paint, varnish, or enamel. should be
removed before the insecticide is applied. In the
treatment of laid flooring in buildings, deeper
penetration is generally attained by thoroughly
brushing the oil solution into 'existing beetle
emergence holes and the crevices between the boards.
Merely spraying the oil solution onto the exposed
surface of the flooring frequently does not give
sufficient penetration to give satisfactory control. In
heavy-dimension stock, two or more applications may
be required. For heavy timbers, vat dipping or drilling
and injection of the oil solution under pressure may be
necessary. Fumigation with methyl bromide in
vacuum chambers is effective, but it provides no
residual protection.

exercises (A22);
I. Place the letter "r before the correct statements.

_ a. Oil solutions containing chlorinated hydro-
carbons. applied as 3-minute dips. have
proven effective in preventing beetle attack
for 10 years or more after treatment.

b. Emulsions and suspensions are more effective
than oil solutions.

c. An effective general-purpose protective
dipping solution should contain 5 percent
pentachlorophenol, approximately 5 percent
of a water repellent, one of the approved
chlorinated hydrocarbons, and a penetrating
solvent.

d. The pentachlorophenol will prevent insect
attack, and the chlorinated hydrocarbons will
prevent fungus damage.

e. Active infestations can be controlled with a
3-minute dip treatment in oil solutions of the
chlorinated hydrocarbons.

f- . Paint, varnish or enamel can be left in place
when the insecticide is applied.

g. Spraying the oil solution onto the exposed
surface of the flooring frequently does not
give sufficient penetration to give satisfactory
control.

2. Correct any false statements.

A23. Complete given statements concerning the
characteristics and controls of carpenter ants and bees,

Carpenter Ants and Bees. These insects belong to
the order Hymenoptera. Even though they are
venomous, they have been reserved for this section
because they are more important as structural pests.

crnu



Carpenter Ants. Carpenter ants are so named
because they tunnel into wood and excavate to provide
the galleries that form a. home for the colony.
Although they are general feeders and will not eat the
wood, they can sometimes do serious damage.
Common black carpenter ants are large ants.
sometimes 12.5 mm long. They build their nests in a
variety of places, such as the dead heartwood of living
trees, logs, house timbers, poles, and almost any wood
material. They are most destructive in soft woods.
Most of their tunnels are approximately parallel and
run lengthwise with the grain of the wood. Other
shorter tunnels that cut across the grain connect the
longer parallel tunnels within the wood and open to
the outside. Where wood damaged by
carpenter ants. it should be For the most
satisfactory control. short of removal of the infested
wood, the nest must be located. Insecticidal
formulations containing chlorinated hydrocarbons
are effective if injected into the nests. In some cases. it
is difficult to find the nest. but the ants may be seen
coming from cracks or joints in the building. In such
cases, good control can often be obtained by the use of
insecticidal dusts that are carried to the nest by ants
walking through them, or by the use of poisoned baits.

Carpenter bees. Carpenter bees belonging to genus
Xlocopa are large bees, sometimes an inch long. The
majority of these bees are found in the southern
portion of the United States and in the Tropics.
Carpenter bees, like carpenter ants. do not eat wood
but excavate tunnels for nesting sites. Unlike ants and
some other bees, carpenter bees are not social insects
developing large colonies. Tunnel openings are usually
perfectly round. or nearly so. The tunnels, which may
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extend as much as a foot, are divided into brood cells.
The occasional tunneling of structural timbers by,
carpenter bees should cause no alarm to building
occupants; however, repeated attacks in the sante area
may result in significant damage. Dusting partly
completed tunnels with insecticide powder will kill the
adult bees. Insecticides may be used as preventive
sprays or may be packed into the tunnels, which are
then sealed with putty. The most effective preventive
treatment for use in structures in a heavy protective
coating of paint.

Exercises (A23):
I. Carpenter ants are so named because they

into wood and to
provide the galleriel that form a home for the

1 colony.
2. Carpenter ants are most destructive in

woodi.
3. Insecticidal formulations containing

hydrocarbons are effective if
into the nests.

4. Good control can be often obtained by the use of
insecticidal that are
into the nests by ants walking through them.

5. The majority of carpenter bees are found in the
portion of the United States.

6. Carpenter bees do not wood but
tunnels for nesting sites.

7. Partly completed can be
with insecticide to kill the adult bees.

8. The most effective preventive treatment for use in
structures is a heavy protective
of



CHAPTER 3

Ornamental and Turf Pests

ORNAMENTALS (trees and shrubs) represent an
important part of the wealth and beauty of this
country. They make up our forests and beautify
residential grounds,. city streets, highways, and the
countryside in general. On many of our military
installatio, cultivated plantings and forest areas are
the most attractive features. In addition, they provide
protection against dust, erosion, and flooding.

Trees and shrubs on military installations may be
attacked and progressively damaged by insects and
other pests in many ways. For example, a colony of
caterpillars may strip the foliage from twigs and
branches; aphids may suck the sap from new shoots
and leaves, causing them to wilt or to grow
abnormally; tiny scale may ,encrust branches and
twigs. withdrawing enough food to kill plants
outright: and borers cif manx.kinds may invade the
bark and wood, seriously injuring or killing plants.
More subtle and often more serious is the damage
caused by those insects that carry bacterial, fungal, or
viral disease.

Turf is subject to attack from insects and insectlike
pests that cause it to turn brown and die. The
extensively grassed areas at military installations
represent important investments in land management
(dust and erosion control) and in the morale benefits
of lawns, golf courses, and recreation areas. The many
pests which destroy lawns and other grassed areas are
grouped by the methods of attack and types of
damage. Some live in the sod and chew the grass roots.
Others live above ground and chew the leaves and
stems. Still others suck the juice from the plants.

3-I. Ornamental Pests
Ornamental pests, as discussed in this section. are

identified as those insects that feed on trees and shrubs
by eating entire leaves, eating portions of leaves, and
boring into the bark and sucking the sap frem leaves
and stems. Other insects included in this group are the
gall-forming insects.

This section covers the characteristics and controls
for (l) common Iepidoptera defoliators. (2) webbing
lepidoptera defoliators. (3) miscellaneous lepidoptera
defoliators. (4) skeletonizing defoliators, (5) mining
defoliators. (6) bark beetles and engravers, (7)
sapsuckers. and (8) gall formers.
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A24. Associate three common Lepldoptera
defoliators with their descriptions.

Common Lepidoptera Defoliators. Many of the
insects that defoliate shade trees and shrubs are
general feeders that attack a wide variety of hosts. The
more important and abundant ones are typical
caterpillars, such as the fall cankerworm, white-
marked tussock moth, and gypsy moth.

Fall cankerworm. The fall cankerworm is found in
nearly all parts of the northern United States and as far
west as Montana and south to the Carolinas and
Missouri. It has been reported in Colorado and
California. '

The adult male has a wingspread of approximately
31 film. The wings are light gray with pale markings.
The female is light gray and wingless.

Eggs are deposited in clusters on twigs in late fall
and hatch in the spring. Pupation occurs in a silken
cocoon in the ground just a few inches below the
surface.

White-marked tussock moth. This moth is found
along the entire Atlantic coast and westward to
Colorado. It feeds chiefly upon shade trees, such as
sycamores.

The adult has a wing spread of about 25 mm. The
wings are gray with wavy dark bands and pale
markings. The female is robust, light gray in color, and
is wingless.

Eggs are deposited in the fall on silken cocoons in
which pupation occurs. They are covered with a white
liquid substance that becomes hardened to form a
crust which makes themvery noticeable against the
bark of trees. These eggs hatch in early spring and the
larvae begin to feed immediately.

The larvae are approximately 3.8 cm long. They
have a bright red head and two raised red humps on
top near the posterior end.

Gypsy moth. The gypsy moth is found primarily in
the New England States and parts of New York and
Pennsylvania. It feeds mainly upon such trees as apple,
alder, birch, oak, and willow.

The adult male has a wing spread of about 3.8 cm.
These wings are brown with yellowish markings. The
wings of the female are almost entirely white with a few



dark markings and are approximately 5 cm across.
The female has a thick heavy body and does not fly.

Exercises (A24): .

Match the statements in column B with the pests in
coluntn A.

Co funk? .4

Fall
cankerworm.

2. White-marked
Tussock moth.

3 Gypsy moth.

Column B

a. It feeds mainly upon such trees
as apple. alder. birch, oak, and
willow. The adult nTale has a
wing spread of about 15 cm.
Theft wings arc brown with
yellowish markings.

b. It feeds chiefly upon s bade trees.
such as sycamores. The adult
has a wing spread of about 25
mm. The wings arc gm, with
wavy dark bands ano pale
markings.

c The adult male has a wing
spread of approximately 3l
mm. The wings arc light gray
with pale markings.

A25. Associate three webbing Lepidoptera
defoliators with their descriptions.

Webbing Lepidoptera Defoliators. Many
important pests of ornamentals construct webbed
tents on limbs and branches of host trees. Others
inclose themselves within rolled leaves or leaves tied
and webbed together. The large, ugly webs or rolled
and tied leaves, combined with the stripping of foliage
by the caterpillars, adds to the unsightly appearance of
damaged trees.

Fall webworm. The fall webworm is a moth
belonging to the order Lepidoptera. it is only
important as an ornamental pest in its larval stage. as
is the case of all Lepidopteras. It feeds upon shade and
fruit trees and is most abundant in the eastern region
of the United States but is also found westward to the
Rocky Mountains. An unusual characteristic of fall
webworms is the forming of a thin white web that
incloses the tips of branches on which the worm is
feeding. As they grow and foliage within the web is
consumed. the web is extended to cover more leaves.
Remember this characteristic especially. because it is
essential to detect the presence of fall webworms when
you conduct surveys.

The larvae are approximately 28 mm long and pale
yellowish or greenish. They have a longitudinal
greyish stripe down the center of their backs with a
yellow strip along each side. and are black and orange
spotted.

The adults have pure white wings that may be
spotted with black at times. The wing spread of these
adults is approximately 25 mm.

Fall webworms spend the winter as pupae in a thin
cocoon on the ground. They emerge as adults in late

spring and lay their eggs in masses of up to 500 on the
bottom of leaves. The eggs hatch in about 10 days and
the larvae begin to feed, eating the entire leaves. A_

Eastern tent caterpillar. The eastern tent caterpillar4-
is a moth that eats code-cleaves ofshade and fruit trees.
It is found from the Rocky Mountains and eastward.

These insects construct webs in the forks of main
branches in a tree. Unlike the fall webworms, the webs
of eastern tent caterpillars do not inclose leaves; they
serve only as protective living areas. The larvae must
leave the web to feed. ....__

The eastern tent caterpillar is approximately 5 cm
long and black with a white longitudinal stripe on its
back. On each side of the stripe is a row of alternating
pale blue and velvety black spots. It is sparsely covered
with light brown hairs.

The adult is robust and has a reddish-brown body
and wings. The forewings have two whitish lines
crossing them. The male has a wingspread of about 3.2
cm, while the wing spread of the female is only aboin
12.5 mm. .,

The adults appear in early summer and lay as many
as 300 eggs in wide bands around small twigs of trees.
A sticky substance deposited over the eggs hardens
and attaches the eggs to the twig. The larvae hatch and
overwinter within the eggs, emerging in early spring.
At first, the larvae feed upon the eggcovering material
and then they spin the web.

Spruce bud worm. This moth larva is probably the
most destructive leaf roller and tier in the United
States. It is a serious pest of spruce, balsam fir, and
ponderosa pine. The larvae feeds first by boring within
old needles and then tunnels into opening buds. They
later tie the tips of twigs together. forming a nest, and
when they are full grown. they spin loose cocoons in
the nest or on a twig, where pupation occurs.

The adults are active in the summer and lay their
eggs on foliage. The eggs hatch and the young larvae
spin protective coverings under the bark scales to
overwinter. The larvae then become active in the
spring, feeding on opening buds.

The adults are attractively striped or spotted in
browns or grays. When resting, they appear to be bell-
shaped because of the manner in which the wings are
folded across their backs. The moths seldom exceed 25
mm in wing spread.

The larvae are greenish and have sparse hairs
protruding from tiny raised areas on their bodies.

Exercises (A25):
Match the statements in column B with the pest in
column A.

Column A Column 8

-. I. Fall wcbworm a. It cats entire leaves of shade and
2 Eastern tent fruit trees. These insects

caterpillar. earisiroci webs in the forks of
3 Spruce bud main branches in a tree. The

worm. web does not inclose leaves and
serves only as a prntcctivc living
arca.
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Column B

b. Is only important as an
ornamental pest in its larval
stage, It feeds upon shade and
fruit. trees. The white web
inclose the tips of branches that
are being fed upon.

e_ it is a .serious pat of spruce.
balsam tit, and ponderosa pine.
The larvae feed first by boring
within old needles and then
tunneling into the opening bud.
The adults are active in the
summer and lay their eggs on
foliage.

A26. Identify given statements pertaining to
bagworms and cunvornts as being true or (flee, and
correct those that are false.

Miscellaneous Lepidoptera Defoliators. There are
several miscellaneous arthropods that often consume
the leaves and needles of ornamentals. The most
common of this group are the bagworms and
cutworms. ..

Bagworms. The bagworm is a caterpillar which
lives in a silken cocoa Mike bag to which is attached
bits of leaves and stems from the host plant. The bag.
approximately 5 cm long, is attached to the stems and
twigs of she host plant. The bagworn: is principally a
pest of shade trees, shrubs. and hedges. although it
favors evergreens of all kinds. especially junipers,
cedars, and arborvitae. Affected plants may be
partially or totally defoliated.

Cutworms. Cutworms are smooth. plump
caterpillars. gray or brownish, and 2.5 to 5.0 cm long
when full grown. They are seldom seen because they
usually remain hidden under clods of earth or in the
topsoil by day. In the evening, cutworms emerge to
feed to foliage, buds, green fruits, and succulent
growth of ornamentals. Heavy infestations cause
severe damage and at times young plants may be
killed.

Exercises (A26);
Mark the following statements as being correct (C) or
incorrect (I). Correct those that are false.
_ 1. The most common insects in the miscel.

taneous Lepidoptera defoliators group arc
bagworms and cutworms.

2. The cutworm is a caterpillar which lives in a
silken cocoonlike bag to which is attached bits
of leaves or stems from the host plant.

3. The bagworm is principally a pest of shade
trees. shrubs, and hedges, although it favors
evergreens of all kinds.
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_ 4. Bagworms are smooth. plump caterpillars.
gray or brownish, and 2.5 to 5.0 cm long when
full grown.

fi
ki ._ S. Cutworms are seldom seen because they

usually remain hidden under clods of earth or
in the topsoil by day.

A27. Identify given statements as pertaining to the
elm leaf beetle, Japanese beetle, or both.

Skeletonlaing Defoliators. Leaf beetles, as the
name implies, feed ontbe leaves of plants as adults or
larvae or both. The adults are characterized by a great
variation in coloration and markings; they are spotted.
striped, or patterned in brightly contrasting colors.
The larvae are usually soft bodied and sometimes
highly pigmented.

The feeding pattern of the adults is often
characterized by a skeletonizing of the leaves,
generally the lower surface. The larvae and adults
consume the upper and lower epidermal layers of the
leaf. leaving only the veins and cross veins untouched.
Heavy feeding by either the adults or larvae causes a
distinct brown or gray appearance of the trees
attacked.

Elm leaf beetle. This beetle can be found in almost
every region of the United States but is most
commonly found in the New England and Mid-
Atlantic States. As its name indicates, its preferred
food is that of the elm tree.

Both the adult and larval stages feed on the leaves.
The adults eat irregularly shaped holes in the leaves in
early spring, while the larvae feed on the leaves'
undersurface, leaving the upper epidermis unbroken
in the summer.

The adult beetle is approximately 6 mm in length.lt
is dull yellow with black spots on the head and
pronotum. It has a black band near the outside °leach
elytron (wing cover) and a short streak at the base of
elytron.

Japanese beetle. This beetle is distributed from
Maine to Florida and eastward to the Mississippi
River. although it is most abundant in Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Delaware. Pennsylvania, and
Maryland. It feeds upon the foliage of many types of
plants as an adult. It also feeds upon cheroots of many
plants in the larval stage.

The adults appear in June and lay their eggs in the
ground, Upon, hatching, the larvae (grubs) -feed on
decaying vegetation and living plant roots. As the
weather gets cooler. the larvae burrow deeper into the
ground and overwinter. As the weather warms, they
begin to work themselves closer to the surface to
pupateln May.

The adults are described as being approximately
12.5 mm long and bronzy green in color. The elytra are

5 1 i- 4.,
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brown. There are six while spots along each side of the',
abdomen.

Exercises (A27):
In the blank spaces provided. identify the

skeletonizing defoliators by placing an E for elm leaf
beetle, J for Japanese beetle, and B for both.

1. Their preferred food is that of the elm tree.
2. Both the adult and larval stage feed on the

leaves.
3. The adult beetle is approximately 6 mm in

length and is dull yellow with black spots on
the head and pronotum.

4. Heavy feeding by either the adults or larvae
causes a distinct brown' r gray appearance of
the trees attacked._ 5. It feeds upon the foliage of many types of
plants as an adult as well as on the 'roots of
many plants in the larval stage.

_ 6. The adults appear in June and lay their eggs
in the ground.

7. The adults are approximately 12.5 mm long
and bronzy green in color.

A28. Associate four mining defoliators with their
descriptions.

Mining Defoliators. Leaf-mining insects consume
the tissues between the upper and lower surfaces of
leaves and needles. On deciduous trees, miners make
blotchlike or irregular serpentine mines, thus
producing brown patches or blotches on leaves. When
numerous, they kill the leaves and thus disfigure the
plant or tree. On conifers, the needles are hollowed
out, and the dried, mined needles have a scorched.
sickly appearance, When leaf miners are numerous.
growth of plants and trees is retarded, and at lime's, the
plants and trees may be killed.

Holt. leaf miner. Holly leaf miners are the larval
sage of a small dark or yellowish fly. The maggots are
less than 4.7 mm long. with whitish, cylindrical. soft.
legless bodies_ The head is indistinct and is located at
the pointed end of the body. The mouthparts consist of
one or two parallel, toothed hooks. The pupae
hibernate over the winter within the leaf mines.

Arborvitae leaf miner. Arborvitae leaf miner is the
larval stage of a small, gray moth with a wingspread of
only 8.3 mm. The larvae are 5 mm long, green with a
reddish tinge and black head, and short bristles across
the back of each segment. The larvae mine the terminal
leaves by eating out the inside. The mined tips turn
yellow or whitish and, finally, brown, and stand out
prominently against the normal green foliage. In
severe cases, all the foliage is mined, and the shrubs
turn brown all over. The moths emerge in May and
June and lay, their eggs in late June.
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Basswood leaf miner. The basswood leaf miner is
the larval stage of a small, reddish-yellow,
wedgcshaped beetle, which passes the winter under kik
leaves and trash of the tree. It becomes active in May,
skeletonizing the foliage. Eggs are Iaid singly in 0
feeding areas and covered with excrement. The larvae
start feeding into the leaves in single mines; then
several join together in a common mine. Spiny pupae
appear in the mines in August. The beetles emerge to
do more feeding before hibernation for winter begins.

Birch leaf miner. The birch leaf miner is an
important sawfly. It was first discoVered in
Connecticut in 1923. It is now a major pest of birch in
New England. New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
air!, recently, Oregon. Infested trees look as if they
had been blighted by disease.

The mature larva is 6.2 to 12.5 mm long. rather flat,
and whitish with black spots on the underside of the
thorax and first abdominal segments. This miner
passes the winter in a cell in the soil. The adult is a
black sawfly, 1.5 mm long, it emerges in the spring
about the time leaves are half open and lay its eggs in
the new leaves. The larvae first make small, gray,
kidney-shaped blotch ,mines in the leaf. Gradually,
half of the leaf turns brown. There are several
generations, with the female sawflies laying eggs
always in the newly developing leaves. Hence, the first
brood is the worst, when all the leaves are new. The
later broods infest mostly ends of branches of water
sprouts.

Exercises (A28):
Match the statements in column B with the pest in
column A.

Column A

..._ 4.

Holly leaf
miner.
Arborvitae .
leaf miner.
Basswood
leaf miner.
Birch leaf
miner.

Cohenn B

a. Is the larval stage of a small. reddish.
yellow wedge-shaped beetle which
passes the winter under leaves and
trash of the tree.

b. The larval stage of a small. dark or
yellowish fly. The maggots are less
than 4.7 mm long. with whitish.
cylindrical, soft, legless bodies.

e. Infested trees took as if they had been
blighted by disease. The mature
larvae is 6.2 to 12.5 mm long. rather
flat, and whitish. with black spots on
the underside of the thorax and first
abdominal segments.

d. is the larval stage of a small. gray
moth with a wing spread of only
8.3-mrn_

A29. Complete given statements concerning
measures that you can take to control ornamental
defoliators.

Control of Ornamental Defoliators. When you are
controlling these pests with insecticides, always make



sure that the insecticide is approved for the use
intended. Appendix A of the supplement to Volumes
4. 5, 6. and 7 provides you with a list of chemicals that
are recommended for controlling these pests, but you
must always read the label of the container to see for
sure if you can use it.

Common lepidoptera defoliators and skeletonizing
defoliators are easily controlled with insecticidal
sprays and dusts.

Leaf and needle miners often are difficult to control
because they are concealed between the layers of the
leaf..Insecticidal sprays are effective; however, you
must provide thorough coverage and repeat the
treatment when necessary. Light infestations ofneedle
miners. may be controlled by handpicking infested
needles or twigs from the-tree.

Insects in webbed tents and in rolled and tied leaves
usually can be controlled by the insecticidal sprays
recommended for general defoliators. Mechanical
methods also are useful when infestations are confined
to individual trees or single limbs or branches.
Destruction of wild cherry trees, a preferred host of the
eastern tent caterpillar. is helpful in reducing the
populations of this pest. Tents on other trees can be
pruned off-and destroyed or, on occasion, burned in
place. The removal and destruction of rolled and tied
leaves also is effective in controlling light infestations
on individual ornamentals.

Bagworms are readily controlled by handpicking
bags from affected hosts. In situations where
handpicking is not feasible, control can be achieved
with insecticidal sprays. Chemical control is effective.
however, only in the spring and early summer months
when the bagworms are feeding and thus are
vulnerable to the toxic sprays.

Exercises IA29):
I. Insects in webbed tents and in rolled and tied

leaves usually can be controlled by the insecticidal
sprays recommended for

2. Leaf and needle miners often are difficult to
control because they are concealed between the

3. Bagworms are readily controlled by
bags from affected hosts. .

4. When controlling ornamental defoliatori with
insecticides, always insure that the insecticide is
approved

A30. Identify given statements pertaining to the
importance, description, and control of bark beetles,
as true or false:

importance. Description, and Control of Bark
Beetles. Bark beetles and engravers are major pests of
coniferous trees in forested areas. Forest trees serve as
the breeding place for most species. Ornamentals that
are usually forest trees but are growing under
unnatural conditions often are attacked and killed.
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For the most part, both adults and larvae live in the
bark or wood of trees. Many species confine their
attack to pines. although other conifers and
hardwoods often are affected.

Bark beetles and engravers are small, black or dark
brown, cylindrical beetles. They are usually less than t
6.2 mm' long. The larvae are small, soft, white or
yellowish-white, legless, strongly curved grubs. Most "A
species are found between the bark and the wood Ilk
along the stem, of the trees. Some bark beetles, t+
however, feed entirely in the corky layer of outer bark. 11
You can recognize all of the bark beetles and engravers
by the characteristic pattern of winding galleries
constructed by adults or larvae in the cambium tissues
beneath the bark. The engravers, as the name implies,
etch the wood beneath the bark in the construction of
their galleries. Bark beetles, however, do not score the
wood. Attacked trees are quickly killed and foliage
soon turns a sickly yellow, red, and brown and finally
the needles fall to the ground.

Control of bark beetles and engravers is primarily
prevention because attacked trees usually are quickly
killed and cannot be saved. Individual trees Can be
protected against attack by spraying bark surface of
stems with an approved insecticidal emulsion. Trees
damaged through neglect and carelessness are highly
attractive to bark beetles and engravers. Measures
taken to avoid this darnaltvill decrease the
probability of attack by bark les and engravers.
Cutting and destroying trees previously killed by bark
beetles will also lessen the possibility of attack of
surrounding shade trees.

Exercises (A30):
Mark each of the following statements "1" for true
and "F" for false.

I. Bark beetles and engravers are major pests of
coniferous trees in forested areas.

2. Bark beetles and engravers are small, black or
brown, cylindrical beetles, usually less than
6.2 mm long.

3. Bark beetles score the wood.
4. The engravers etch the wood beneath the bark

in the construction of their galleries.
S. Individual trees can be protected against

attack by spraying bark surface of stems with
an approved insecticidal emulsion_

6. Attacked trees are quickly killed.

A31. Give details of borer damage and state how to
control the ornamental borers.

Ornamental Borer Damage. The larvae of some
beetles and moths are borers in the woody tissue of
ornamentals. They are a constant threat to. and
serious pests of. these plants. Borers attack a wide
variety of ornamentals and shade trees, especially
dogwood, lilac, apple, ash. birch, rhododendron, pine.

-17. 14..0,
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locust, maple, sweetgum. and oaks. Since infestations
usually begin in weakened trees, the damage caused by
wood borers often goes unnoticed until serious injury
develops. injury is caused by larvae tunneling under
bark and into the wood. Some confine their attack to
the sapwood of the trunks, decreasing the vigor of the
host plant and causing foliage to wilt. Others bore into
the heartwood of trees. Still others hollow branches
and twigs. Wilting leaves on individual branches or
twigs are suggestive of their work. The twigs or
branches eventually die and are broken by the wind.
Dangling dead branches become conspicuous. Close
examination of trees attacked by borers usually
reveals fine boring dust being pushed from the holes by
the larvae as they extend their tunnels. Severe
infestations may result in the girdling and eventual
death of the tree attacked.

Control, Since the larvae are well protected within
the bark and wood. control of borers is very difficult.
There are. however, a number of remedial measures
that you can take. Since infestations usually start in
weakened trees, cultural methods of control are often
effective. Application of fertilizers monthly and
frequent watering of weakened or newly transplanted
trees will increase plant vigor and help them to
overcome attacks to some extent. Wrapping the
trunks of newly transplanted trees with paper or
burlap will lessen the chance of attack. In the early
spring, pruning and.burning and dying or unthrifty
twigs or branches containing borers will reduce
infestations. Preventing inadvertent damage to the
bark through carelessness will also be helpful in
lessening the chance of attack by borers.

Borers within the wood or bark can be killed by
injecting carbon disulfide. paradichlorobentene. or
benzene hexachloride paste into the tunnels and
sealing the openings with putty. Overwintering borers
living just beneath the bark of infested trees can be
killed by applying such an insecticidal residual as a
bark wash in the spritig.

Exercises (A31):
I. The larvae of some beetles and moths are

in the woody tissue of ornamentals.
2. Injury is caused by larvae

and into the
3. Close examination of trees attacked by borers

usually reveals
being pushed from the holes by the
as they extend their

4. Wrapping the trunks of newly transplanted trees
with or will lessen the
chance of

5. Borers within the wood or bark can be killed by
injecting

Of
. paste into the and sealing the

openings with
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AM. Associate given sapsuckers with their
descriptions and the control measures used on them.

Description and Control of Ornamental
Sapsuckers. Many insects and some other arthropods
feed only on plant sap. Spotting, discoloration,
malformation. and general devitalization of the
foliage, twigs, or other plant parts arc caused by
insects and mites that have mouthparts adapted for
piercing plants and extracting sap. Solid parts of the
plants are never consumed. The injury consists of
enlarged growth (galls): foliage disturbances, such as
bleaching or yellowing: or deformations. such as
curling. All parts of all plant species are subject to
attack by these pests. but usually a given species infests
only a particular plant part. Most sapsucking insects
belong to the orders Hemiptera and Homoptera, but
some are mites (class Arachnida) and many of the gall
formers are wasps (Hymenoptera) and flies (Diptera).

Aphids. Aphids are sapsucking insects that cause a
general devitalization of t he part of the p lant fed upon.
When feeding is sufficiently intense and continuous,
branch killing and even tree killing results. Aphids
commonly produce large quantities of honeydew;
sometimes during heavy infestations. the excreted
liquid may appear as mist falling from the tree. This
honeydew often spots or forms a glistening coat on the
leaves, cars. and other objebts located below. Various
insects utilize honeydew as food. Some species of ants
also care for and protect the aphids. even moving them
to new feeding areas, thereby forming a mutually
beneficial relation.

The adult aphids are small insects.0.8to6.2mm
long. with delicate. soft. globular to pear-shaped
bodies that are colored variously yellow. red, green,
gray, blue, or black. The adults occur as both winged
and wingless forms; the winged forms have two pairs
of delicate membranous wings that are usually held
rootlike over the body- There are three pairs of long,
slender thoracic legs with two-segmented tarsi. The
antennae are prominent and threadlike, with three to
six segments. The beak appears to arise from between
the front legs. The nymphs resemble adults in most
characteristics except that they are smaller in size,
always lack wings, and are sexually immature.

The life cycle of some aphids is simple, whereas
others have a complex type of development. The latter
can be outlined in a general way as follows. They pass
the winter as eggs on the primary host plant. The eggs
hatch in the spring to produce nymphs, which all
mature as wingless females. They reproduce without
mating (parthenogenesis). and some (Aphididae) give
birth to living young (viviparous), whereas others
(Adelgidae) always lay eggs (oviparous). Seseral
additional, similarly produced, asexual, wingless
generations may be produced on the primary host
before a winged asexual generation develops, These
migrate to the Secondary host plant, where wingless
females are produced again for a number of
generations. A second. winged. migrating generation_
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consisting solely of females, develops later in the year,
and these return to the primary host plant. A bisexual
generation then develops. These mate, and each
female lays one overwintering egg. See Appendix A of
the supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7 for pesticide
recommendations.

Scale insects. Scale insects are so called because
many species secrete a scalelike wax Coating over their
backs, and others resemble bark scaler. These insects
cause general devitalization and death of the infested
parts by extracting plant sap and by injecting toxic
saliva into the host plant tissues. Different species
attack different parts of the hosts, but most infest the
twigs and smaller branches. The soft scales frequently
produce large amounts of honeydew, which attracts
nectar-feeding insects. The honeydew that is not used
falls on the leaves, twigs, and branches located below,
where it forms a medium on which black sooty molds
grow. Only a few species are troublesome forest pests,
but many are injurious to shrubs and to shade and
ornamental trees. A few species produce useful
products. such as shellac; and in. past times, some scale
insects were the sole source of certain brilliant dyes.

In the adult female, the body may be flattened,
globular, hemispherical, saclike, elongated, or
circular. Sometimes it is covered with wax in the form
of powder, cottony masses, or a continuous scalelike
layer. The females are always wingless, and the legs,
antennae, and compound eyes are reduced or absent.
Most species are sedentary and cannot move from the
place where they settle after the crawler stage. The
males, though seldom observed, usually have a pair of
membranous wings. The legs are well developed, the
antennae are long. with 6 to 13 segments, and the beak
is absent. The nymphs of the first instar (crawlers) of
6'0411 sexes have legs, antennae, functional
Mouth-Parts, and are mobile; other nymphal instars of
both sexes are scalelike, with male scales being smaller
and often more elongate. Most species lay eggs, but a
few reproduce by giving bkryth to living young
(viviparous). The crawlers disperse to new places on
the same host plant or get carried to new host plants by
wind. birds, or other animals. There may be one to
three additional instars and one to six generations per
year. depending on the species and the length of the
summer season. Insecticides are seldom used for
protecting forest trees but commonly are used on
shrubs and shade trees. Mineral oils (3 percent
emulsions) can be used as dormant sprays on most
decidous trees except walnut, beech, and sugar maple,
which are injured by oils. The heavy, dormant oil
sprays also may injure evergreens; therefore, only the
lighter, milder, summer oil emulsions are suitable.
Dormant oils are best applied in the early spring
before the buds begin to expand. but during a time
when the temperature does not drop below freezing for
at least 24 hours following application. See Appendix
A of the supplement to Volumes 4, 5, b, and 7 for
pesticide recommendations.

Metall-hugs. Mealybugs are closely related to the
scale insects. They are small in sue and are covered
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with a soft and fine, white, granular material which
forms long cottonyhke threads over the body.
Mealybugs damage hosts by sucking juices from
plants in much the same manneaas is done by the scale
insects.

There insects can be controlled effectively by using
the same methods as described for aphids in Appendix
A of the supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Spider mites. Spider mites are minute, reddish or
yellowish spiderlike arthropods barely visible the 1
naked 'eye. Their bodies are rounded, shiny, and
covered with fine hairs.

Spider mites infest most ornamental plants and
many shade trees. They feed by sucking juices from the
underside of leaves and tender parts of plants. The
result of their feeding is a stippled appearance of the
foliage. which later discolors and dies. The lower
surfaces of leaves on infested plants have a residue of
cast skins, eggs, and webbings.

Spider mites can be controlled to some extent by
destroying weeds and brush adjacent to ornamental
plants. Chemical controls would be the-same as for
aphids and mealybugs.

Leafhoppers. Leafhoppers are very small, slender,
delicate insects. The adults are variously colored and
hold their wings over the back in tentlike fashion. They
are very active and hop a considerable distance when
disturbed.

Leafhoppers attack a wide variety of grasses,
shrubs. and shade trees:They injure plants in various
ways. The sucking of plant juices causes a withering
and curling of the leaves, the killing of tender tips, and
the dying of the edges of leaves. Some species transmit
plant diseases, mor so to cultivated crops than to
ornamental and shade trees. ,

Controlling leafhoppers involves the same measures
as for aphids. You can find the pesticides in Appendix
A of the supplement to Volumes 4, 3, 6. and 7.

Spittlebugs. Adult spittlebugs resemble
leafhoppers in appearance, except they are more '

heavily bodied. The name is commonly applied to the
nymphs, which secrete a frothy protective foam
around themselves.

Spittlebugs are pests of ornamentals and conifers.
Some species have alternate hosts in nymphal and
adult forms. They suck large quantities of sap from
plants and cause numerous small pinholes in phloem
and bark tissues. Needles of heavily infested trees turn
brown, and twigs and branches are killed. In severe
infestations, hosts may be killed in 2 to 3 years.

To control spittlebugs, follow the control outlined
in Appendix A of supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7
for aphids.

Laebules. Lace bugs are small, rectangular insects
with an expanded prothorax extended and rounded,
resembling a hood. The outer pair of wings are
strongly veined and lacelike and are held flat over the
back. The nymphs are frequently covered with spines.

LUCC b ugs attack many shrubs and shade trees. The
adults and nymphs feed by suckingiyuices from their



hosts, usually from the undersurface of leaves.
Damaged leaves have a spotted, grayish appearance
on top and a black, shiny. varnishlike excretment and
cast skins on the undersides. Severe infestation cause
leaves to turn brown and finally to drop:

Lacebugs can be controlled effectively by following
the procedures outlined for aphids in Appendix A of
supplement to Volumes 4,' 5. 6, and 7.

Thrips. Thrips are very small insects varying in size
from less than 1.0 to 1.6 mm in length. They are slender
and usually are blackish, brownish, or yellowish. Most
flowering plants r. id shrubs are subject to attack by
thrips. They feed on the tissue of the foliage, buds.
flowers, and bulbs by puncturing the surface and
sucking juices from the part attacked. Buds may fail to
open. Flowers may be deformed, blotched. or
streaked. Foliage' attacked loses its rich colors and
develops a characteristic yellowish or silvery
appearance. Usually, the foliage does not drop
prematurely; therefore, the off-color appearance
generally lasts until the end of the season. In addition
to the damage mentioned above, some species are
known to carry certain virus diseases of flowering
plants.

Control of thrips is difficult because the minute
insects hide in the sheaths of leaves and flower stems as
well as within the flowers themselves. It is difficult to
reach them with sprays, and repeated applications are
often required.

Exercises (A32):
Match the statements in column B with the pests in
column A. More than one statement may apply to
each pest. Refer to Appendix A when necessary.

(',,lumen .4

I Aphids.
2 Scale Insects.

Al ealy bugs
_ 4 Spider mites
_ 5 Leafhoppers

6. Spitilebugs.
Lacebug5
Thrips

a.

h

g-

h

C roluenn

Can be controlled by using, mala-
thion. Coser foliage thoroughly.
including underside
Can be controlled by using
dimethoate Coser foliage
thoroughly.
They are reddish or Yellowish
arthrnpods hardly stable to the
naked eve Their bodies are rounded,
shiny, and soyered with line hairs
A few species produce useful
products such as shellac. and in the
pass Nonle were the sole source
certain brilliant dyes
Are small. rectangular insects with an
expanded prothorax, extended and
rounded. resembling a hood.
R eSein Die leafhoppers in appearance,
except the are more heavily bodied
The are slendee and usually are
blackish, brownish. or Yellowish.
klost flowering plants and shrutware
suhieci to their atiduk

ert small. slender. delicate insects
The adults are sariously colored and
hold their wings riser the hack in tern-
like lashion
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L They are small and are covered with a
soft and fine, white. granular material
which forms colIonylike Ihreads Over
the body.

A33. Complete given statements concerning the
description, damage, and control of ornamental gall-
forming pests.

importance. Description, and Control of
Ornamental Gall Formers. Most of the gall-
producing insects are wasps (Hymenoptera;
Cynipidae) or midges (Diptera; Cecidomyiidae), but
galls are also caused by aphids. chermids. and
phylloxera (Homoptera, Aphididae, Chermidae, and
Phylloxeridae), mites (Arachnid a), and even the
larvae of some beetles (Coleoptera. Buprestidae. and
Cerambycidae). Many species of these pests are able to
stimulate plant tissues so the abnormal swellings
(galls) are formed on the leaves, twigs. or roots. These
galls vary in size, shape, and structure according to the
species of pest and plant involved; therefore, specific
identification usually can be made solely from the
characteristics of the galls. Insect galls can be
differentiated from other types of galls because they
contain one or more chambers or depressions in which
the insects are or have been. Sometimes, the insects
become completely enclosed by the plant tissues;
whereas for other species. there is at least one opening
to the outside. Galls on trees seldom cause serious
damage, bat they sometimes make shade trees
unsightly. All species of plants are attacked, but the
oaks. hickories, poplars. spruces, and hack berries are
most commonly infested. The life cycle of these gall
formers are diverse and sometimes complex. The
adults commonly appear early in the spring at the time
plant growth starts, so that larval growth and the
resulting gall formations occur during the period of
most active leaf' and terminal plant growth. Only
rarely are control measures used against gall formers.
See Appendix A of supplement to Volumes 4.5.6, and
7 for pesticide recommendations.

Exercises (A33)
1. Most of the gall-producing insects are

Or
2. Many species of these pests are able to

plant tissues so that abnormal
igalis) are formed on the

Or
3 on trees seldom cause serious

damage, but they sometimes make shade trees

4. To control wasps indoors, you would use
and apply it at or in

early when the pests are least
act ive_

5. Insect gall% can he differentiated from other types
°flails because they contain one or more

Or in which the
insects or



A34. Discriminate between correct and incorrect
statements pertaining lo the overall survey end control
methods for ornamental pests.

Overall Survey and Control Methods for
Ornamental Pests. The first essential for effective
control of insect pests is vigilance and an interest in
looking for insects and signs of their damage. To
detect the presence of insects before they cause serious
damage to valuable trees and shrubs, you should
carefully examine the plants at least once a week
during the growing season. You should examine
deciduous trees in winter also, when you can see scale
insects more easily than when the trees are in leaf.

To control ornamental pests effectively and
economically, you first must identify the pests and the
host plants. Then, select. your insecticides, prepare the
correct dosages, decide on the proper application, and
select your equipment.

Selection of insecticides. Selection of insecticides
usually follows three basic rules. Use a stomach
insecticide for pests with chewing mouthpans; use a
contact insecticide for those with sucking mouthparts:
and use a fumigant for larvae. such as wood borers.

In order to simplify instructions and to avoid
complicated storage problems, select and restrict the
number of insecticides to the lowest feasible minimum
consistent with effective results.

Preparation of correct dosages and the proper
application of insecticides. Insecticides that are
effective in the destruction of pests are. with few
exceptions. toxic to humans. This is also true of most
of the solvents used in the preparation of insecticides.
H owever, no serious effects will normally result to
control operators or to human and animal
populations exposed to the treated environments if
insecticides and application rates given in Appendix A
of supplement to Volumes 4, 5.6, and 7 are followed.
and if pesticides are applied only by or under the direct
Supervision of trained and certified personnel as
required by Department of Defense directives.

Spray injury may occur when plants are sprayed
under improper conditions. Avoid injury of this kind
by taking the following precautions.

Do not apply dormant oil sprays in the fall.
Apply dormant oil sprays from January 1 until
buds swell in the spring.
Do not apply dormant oil sprays during sudden
drops of temperature to below freezing. A good
rule to follow is to apply dormant oil sprays only
when the temperature is above 4O F (4.48° C).
Do not apply dormant oil sprays on maples,
beeches. walnuts, or Japanese flowering cherry
trees of the varities Yoshino, Akebono. and
Benihigan, which are sensitive to oil injury.
Do not spray summer oils when the temperature
is above 86= F (29.68° Cl. particularly under
high humidity and drought conditions.

Selection of equipment. Spraying and dusting
equipment varies in size and type from the small
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dusters and knapsack sprayers that are suitable fora
few small shrubs to large mechanical dusters,
hydraulic sprayers, mist blowers, airplanes, and
helicopters that are used on large shade trees and
forested areas. ,

Dusting of insecticides in some cases may be lesi
troublesome. but it is effective against fewer insect
pests. Sprays and mists have a distinct advantage over *j
dusts in that the loss from drift is less because they
adhere better to plants.

Hydraulic sprayers and mist blowers, in most cases,
complement rather than replace each other. Each has
its particular advantages in the application of spray
materials. For example, the spray hose gives the
hydraulic sprayer much more maneuverability for
spraying in congested areas, around plantings, or in
areas inaccessible to heavy equipment. The mist
blower, however, has the advantage over the hydraulic
sprayer in spraying along streets, parkways, and open
areas where ample space is provided for maneuvering
the equipment. Under these conditions. the mist
blower can spray large trees more rapidly and at lower
cost than the hydraulic type of sprayer. Wind is more
of a hindrance in spraying with the mist blower than
with the hydraulic sprayer. The tops of tall trees can be
sprayed satisfactorily with the mist blower only where
there is relatively little wind. More skill is required on
the part of the operator in obtaining proper spray
coverage with the mist blower than with the hydraulic
sprayer. 6'his is because of the wind factor and
relatively low volume of concentrated spray material
used for obtaining spray coverage by the mist blower
as compared to the large volume of dilute spray
applied by the hydraulic sprayer. Separate and mark
all spraying equipment that you use to apply
herbicides, including hoses and nozzles. Do not we
this equipment, for spraying Insecticides on trees and
shrubs. .

Protection of automobiles. When you must spray
in areas where cars are parked. put an announcement
in the Daily Bulletin or other station publication and
post proper warning signs at least I day before the
spray operation. These notices should give the car
owners ample time to part their cars elsewhere during
the period of spraying.

Recommendations for ornamental pest
control. Trees and shrubs that are maintained in a
healthy growing condition are less likely to become
seriously damaged by insect pests than those that are
suffering from injury caused by improper pruning,
mowing, cultivation, lack of water. low soil fertility,
and poor soil condition. ,

To assist in maintaining trees and shrubs in a
healthy condition, it is often necessary to take
preventive measures to protect them from harmful
insect pests. Under forest conditions. these losses are
usually offset by the regeneration of new plants. but
under cultivated conditions, costly replanting is
necessary. Careful selection of plant materials that are
healthy, vigorous. and resistant to insect attack, as
well as sanitation through pruning and burning
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infested wood, arc essential preventive measures. It is
important that a preventive control program be
developed for the area concerned.

Insecticide recommendations are given in Appendix
A of the supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7. These
recommendations are not all inclusive for all insects
attacking shrubs, trees, and forested areas everywhere
in the United States, but they do form a suggested
guide for the development of a major command
installation preventive control program based on local
insects and host plants. You should coordinate with
the area or command entomologist in the
identification and control of pests ,attacking shrubs.
trees. and forested areas on Department of Defense
installations.

Exercises (A34):
Mark the following statements att being correct or
incorrect by placing a C for correct and an I for
incorrect.

i

i

_ 1. The first essential for effe tive control of
insect pests is vigilance an an interest in
looking for insects and signs pf their damage.

2. Use a contact insecticide Wor pests with
chewing mouthparts.

3 Use a stomach insecticide for those with
sucking mouthparts.

4. Use a fumigant for larvae, such as wood
borers.

5 Do not apply dormant oil sprays in the fall.
6. Hydraulic sprayers and mist blowers, in most

cases, complement rather than replace each
other.

7. When u is necessary to spray in areas where
cars are parked. an announcement in the
Daily Bulletin or other station publication
should be made and proper warning signs
posted at least 1 day before the spray
operation_

K. Do not spray summer oils when the
temperature is above 80° F. particularly
under high humidity and drought conditions_

3.2. Turf Pests
The pests discussed within this section include

insects, nematodes, snails. slugs, and plant fungi. The
grounds on Air Force installations must be
maintained in a state that is pleasing to the eye and in a
condition that will prevent rain and wind erosion.
Thus, you must be able to recognize the effects of pests
on turf and grasses. You must also knoww hat controls
to use to maintain turf and grass free from these
damaging pests.

435. Relate given sod and root infesting insects with
their descriptions,

..,
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Soil and Root Infeating Insects. Soil and root
infesting insects include grubs (larvae) of many
beetles, mole crickets, wireworms, billbugs, and ants.
This objective will describe these pests to enable you in
recognizing them so that you can implement the (I..
proper controls that are outlined in Appendix A of the
supplement to Volumes 4, 5. 6, and 7. J)

Grubs. There are numerous species of beetles 0
whose larvae, or grubs, attack the roots of grasses I'
during the grub's underground development. They are
whitish to grayish and, except for the larvae of the
green June beetle, lie in a curled position,

a. May or June beetles. Adults are 12,5 to 18.8 mm
long, blackish-brown beetles. They are most abundant
between April and mid-July, depending on which of
more than 200 species they may be. Grubs of some
species remain in the soil 2 or 3 years. They remain
inactive well below the sod during the winters, but
come up again to feed upon grass roots during warm
weather. May beetles are found throughout the
country.

b. Japanese beetles. Japanese beetle grubs are
about 25 mm long when mature. They feed upon the
roots of grasses and of various other plants from
August through October and again in April, Beetles
appear in May or June, remain for 6 weeks or so, and
are well known for their destructive mass attacks on
berries, orchard fruits, truck and garden crops,
ornamentals, and shade trees. They occur in varying
numbers from southern Maine southward into South
Carolina and westward into Ohio and West Virginia,
with isolated colonies existing in several other states
westward to the Mississippi River. The spread of the
Japanese beetle has been retarded by a cooperative
Federal-State regulatory program in which 5 percent
of the area of the United States is under quarantine.

c. Green June beetle. The body of the green June
beetle is almost an inch long, slightly flattened, and
grey green with yellow edges. It is active from June
through August. The larva of the green June beetle is
distinctive in that it is not curled and that it crawls on
its back while searching for decaying organic matter
on which it lives. Harmful holes in turf and little
mounds of earth result from this exploration. There is
only one generation per year. Green June beetles are
found mostly in the Southern States, but frequently as
far north as Long island.

(.1. Masked chafer. The masked chafer beetle is 12.5
mm long, brown, and often observed around lights on
warm humid evenings from June to September.
Larvae are sometimes called annual white grubs
because the life cycle is completed in I year. They
attack the roots of grass. The northern masked chafer
is found from Connecticut south to Alabama and west
to California. The southern masked chafer is common
the Southeastern States and is found in Iowa and
Illinois.

e. Rose chafer. The adult rose chafer is 12.5 mm
long, yellowish brown, and has long spiny legs. It is
found in late spring or early summer. The grub is



about 18.8 mm long and slightly narrower than most
other grubs discussed here. There is one generation per
year. Turf damage by this species is generally less
severe thanthat done by other grubs. but it may be bad
in sandy areas. Rose chafers are found in the eastern
United States and west to Colorado and Texas.

/: European chafer. European chafers are tan to
'chocolate brown beetles, 12.5 mm long, that appear in
June and July. Their larvae. which are generally
similar' to other chafer grubs. complete. their
development in I year and are serious turf pests in Ncw
York State. Isolated infestations have been.found in
Connecticut and West Virginia.

g. Oriental beetle. Oriental beetles are broad-
bodied. spiny-legged beetles. 15.6 mm long, varyingin
color pattern. but usually straw colored with me
dark markings on the body. They appear in lat June
through August. These larvae are diffi It to
distinguish from several of the grubs !ready
described. The life cycle is usually completed in I year,
but.the grubs may pass two winters in the soil. Tbey
kill lawn grass by eating off the roots close tot soil
surface. They are found in Connecticut, southe tern
New Yolk,.and northern New Jersey.

h. Asiatic garden beetle. Adult beetles are onl 9,4
mm long...cinnambn brown. and appear velvety.

. underside of the body is covered with short yello
hairs. They are active only at night. are troublesome
on many garden and ornamental plants, and are most
prevalent from mid-July to mid-August. T
have more slender bodies than most of the other
related grubs. They usually damage the roots of grass
in association with 'weeds that afford some shade.

I, Whitefringed beetles. These snout beetles are
dark grey, slightly less than 12.5 mm long. with pale
.white margins on the wing covers extending along the
prothorax. The beetles are found from early May to
October. The full grown larvae are about 12.5 mm
long, yellowish white, and almost hairless. They chew
away the lower part of the stem and taproot of many
kinds of plants and may sometimes become
troublesome in turf. There is one generation per year.
and the distribution is currently confined to the
Southeastern States_

j Rhinoceros beetle. The rhinoceros beetle is 5 cm
long. Its larva is 7.6 cm tong. It is a peSt of lawns in
Florida; where it is found during the summer and fall.

Mule crickets_ These peculiar looking creatures are
brownish, sometimes almost olive colored insects 3.8
cm long with powerful forelegs adapted for digging.
Mole crickets make burrows that resemble tiny mole
tunnels in the soil. These crickets disturb grass
seedlings and cut off established grass roots by their
tunneling. There is one generation per year. They are
most numerous in the South'Atlantic and Gulf Coast
States from North Carolina to Texas.

Wirrivorras. The adults of wirev.orms are slender
brown "click beetles."' The larvae, or wireworms
themselves. may be 115 mm to 3.8 cm long at maturity
and are usually hard. yellow brown. smooth. and
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wormlike. They bore into the underground parts of
numerous farm crops and other plants. This boring
into and feeding in grass roots and stems causes'
withering and death. Wireworms remain in the soil for
2 to 6 years while developing. moving only a few yards
during this time. Their distribution is cosmopolitan.
but they are most serious in areas of high rainfall or
where irrigation is practiced.

Billbugs. Adult billbugs are various colored
beetles, 5.0 to 18.7 mm long, with long snouts or bills
at the tip of which are strong jaws. With these jaws,
adults burrow into grass stems for food and for the
deposition of their eggs. Leaves are also fed upon.The
larvae have soft, white bodies, hard. yellow to brown
heads. and are rather small. They feed upon fibrous
grass roots of turf and small grains throughout the
grasslands and cultivated areas of the United States.

Ants. There are numerous species of ants that have
become 'associated with humans and their property.

/ Most are small. 2.5 to 6.3 mm long, ranging in color
from yellow to black. Several of these. such as the

cornfield and little black ant, are frequent inhabitants
of established lawns throughout the country. The
Argentine and pavement ants are found in lawns in the
Southeast and Atlantic Coast States, respectively.
Their ant hills and underground nests smother or
destroy the roots of surrounding turf. The southern
fire ant is spreading northward from the Gulf Coast
States, where it forms loose mounds or numerous
scattered asters in grassed areas. Texas leaf-cutting
ants damage turf by, establishing unusually deep nests,
by provisioning these nests with cut leaves of plants for
fungus growing purposes,"andby stealing grass seed.
This ant is found in Texas and 'Louisiana.
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Exercises (A35):
Match the statements in column B with the pests in
column A.

Codumn Column 8

1. Grubs.
2. May or June

beetles
3. Japanese

beetles.
4 Green June

. beetles
5. Masked chafer
b. Rose chafer.
7 European

chafer.
l- i. Oriental beetle.
9. Asiatic garden

beetle.
10 Whitefringed

beetle.
11. Rhinoceros

beetle.
Mole crickets
wureworms.

Ants.

a. Well known for attacks on berries.
orchard fruits. truck and garden
crops. ornamentals. and shade trees.

h. "12.5 mm long. brown, and is often
observed around lights on warm
humid evenings from June 10

Sytember.
c. These snout beetles are dark grey.

slightly less than 12.5 mm long. with
pale white margins on the wing covers
extending along the prothorax.

d. most are small. 2.5 to e.3 mm long.
ranging in color from yellow to black.
Their underground nests smother or
destroy the roots of surrounding turf.

e. {Snack the roots of grasses during its
underground development. They are
whitish to grayish and. except for the
larvae of green June beak,. lie in a
curled position.

f. Its body is almost an inch long,
slightly flattened.and gray green with
yellow edges.



Column 8

g. Are broad bodied, Spiny-lewd
beetles, 15.6 mm long. Varying in
color pattern. but usually straw
colored with some dark markings on -
the body.

h. The adults are slender brown "click
beetles." Their larvae may et 12.5
mm to 3 8 cm tong at maturity.
usually hard. yellow brown, smooth.
and wormlike.

1. Adults are 12.5 to 18.8 mm long,
blackish-brown htetles. They are
most abundant between April and
mid-July
They vary in color. are 5,0 to 18.7 mm
long. with long snouts or bills at the
tip of which are strong jaws,

k. The adult is 12.5 am long, yellowish
brown, and has long spiny legs. it is
found in late spring or early summer.

1. These creatures are brownish,
sometimes almost olive colored.
insects 3.8 cm long. with powerful
torelegs adapted for digging.

zn. Are tan to chocolate brown beetles,
12.5 mm long, that appear in June
and July

n. Adult beetles are only 9.4 inm long.
cinnamon brown, and appear
velety. The underside of the body is
covered with short, yellow hairs

is 5 cm long, and its larva is 7 N cm
lung. It is a pest of lawns in Florida

AM. Associate given leaf and stem damaging insects
with their damaging characteristics and general
descriptions.

Damaging Insects to Leaves and Stems of
Grasses. Insects with this category include the sod
webworm, cutworm. lucerne moth, fiery skipper. and
grasshopper.

Stu, webwornis. Adult moths of the webworms are
12,5 to 25 mm long are yellowish brown to dirty gray.
They hide in the grass during the day. coming out in
late afternoon or evening. The webworms themselves
are about 18.8 mm long. light brown, and covered with
fine hairs. Thcy build short, silk-lined tunnels in the
ground at the bate of the grass plants. From these they
emerge at night to feed on the grass. often dragging
bits of the blades into their burrows. Sod webworms
prefer new lawns. Ragged patches in the turf are the
first signs of damage: however, in heavy infestations.
large areas of turf may be completely killed. Most of
the important species have several generations per

Webworms occur throughout the United States.
Armrworms. Two of this group are important to

turf: the armyworm and the fall armyworm_ The
armyworm adult is a pale brown moth with a single
white dot in the center of each forewing. The forewing
of the fall armyworm adult is dark grey and mottled.
while the hintwing is grayish white. Both have a 3.8 cm
wing spread- he caterpillars resemble each other
more closely, having a bas4c tan to green color with
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three yellowish-white hairlines down the back from
end to end. Armyworms hide in the soil by day and
feed first on the stems and then on the leaves of grasses 1.1
at night. Fall armyworms do not leave the grass plants
to hide. When these species are numerous, they may %.1
devour plants to the ground. causing more or less
circular bare areas in turf.

Cutworms. There are many species of cutworms.
Some species remain in the soil and feed upon roots
and underground parts of stems: others cut grass off at
the soil line. -and still others devour the blades.
Damage is done at night, leaving small, elongated, or
irregular. closely cropped brown spots in the turf.
Cutworms are of worldwide distribution; however.
certain species are found primarily in southern and
others in northern climates.

Lucerne moth. The adult is grayish brown with two
pairs of dark spots on each forewing. The larvae of this
moth may occasionally attack turf, particularly in
California.

Fiery skipper. Adults are small yellowish-brown
butterflies. Early larval attack results in , isolated.
round, bare spots I to 2 inches in diameter. The spots
may become numerous enough to destroy much of a
grassed area. This insect is an occasional pest of lawns
in California.

Grasshoppers. There are more than 100 species of
grasshoppers that may feed on range vegetation or
grassed areas. Most of these are 2.5 to 5.0 cm long and
vary widely in coloration from mottled tones of tan to
degrees of green and yellow, with or without spots and
stripes. The migratory grasshopper and two other
species that have the typical migratory habit are highly
destructive during outbreaks. These adults fly in
swarms and, as a group. lay their eggs in well-defined
beds. There are one or two generations per year. These
grasshoppers have occasionally destroyed grass and
other vegetation cover over wideareas. They cut stems
and blades close to the ground. often eating only part
of what they have selected. While grasshoppers are
found throughout the world, most extensive damage
in this country has occurred primarily in the Central
and Western States.

Exercises (A36):
Match the statements in column B with the insects in
column A.

Ceofimm

3.

3

5

Sod webworm. a
Armyworm
Cutworm.
Lucerne moth
Fiery skipper
Grasshopper. b.

(-ilium,: 8

he adult is grayish brown with two
pairs of dark spots on each forming
The larvae of this moth may occa-
sionally attack turf, pan icularly in
California
Most are 2.5 to 5.0 crit Iona and vary
widely in coloration from mottled
tones sit tan to degrees of green and
yellow. with or without spots and
stripes. They cut Niems and blades
clove to the ground, often eating only
part of what they hate selected



Column 11

c. The caterpillars resemble each other
closely, having a basic tan to green
color with three yellowish-white
hairlines down the back from end so
end. They hide in the soil by day and
feed first on the stems arid then on the
leaves of grasses at night.

d. Adults are small yellowish-brown
butterflies. Early larval attack results
in isolated, round. bare spots I to 2
inches in diameter.

e. Some species remain in the soil sod
feed upon roots and underground
parts of stems: others cut grass at the
soil line: still others devour the
blades.

f. Moths of this insect are 12.5 to 25 mm
long and are yellowish brown to diny
gray in color. They feed at night.
often dragging bits of blades into
their burrows.

A37. Discriminate between true and false statements
pertaining to sucking insects and correct those that are
false.

Sucking Insects Destructive of Turf and
Grasses. This group of insects includes the leaf bugs.
chinch bugs. leafhoppers, and scale insects,

Leajbugs. This bug feeds on certain lawn grasses.
killing the grass in spots. The leafbug is found
throughout the United States, but it is best known in
California lawns.

Chinch bugs. An adult chinch bug is about 4.2 mm
long. It is black with white However. the
immature, or nymph. forms cause most of the injury.
At birth they are one-half the size ofa pinhead and are
bright ted with a white band across the back. They
increase in size and darkness with each of four molts.
There are normally two generations. with the adults
overwintering in clumps of perennial grasses or similar
shelter. There may be a partial third generation in the
southernmost States. Cultivated and wild grasses are
attacked, causing yellowish spots at first, which then
turn brown as,t he turf dies. The chinch bug has been
found throughout the United States and is one of the
most destructive of the turf-attacking insects.

Leafhoppers. There are several species of the
leafhopper that feed upon and injure turf. They are less
than 5.0 mm long and may begreen yellow or light tan.
Adults hold their. wings over their backs in wedge-
shaped. tentlike position, but they fly short distances
readily when disturbed. Both nymphs and adults suck
plant juices. and especially in dry 'hot weather. they
may cause extensive off-color of lawns (gray to a light
brownish yellow in spots). This effect may be mistaken
for damage due to dry weather or disease. Leafhoppers
are found worldwide.

Scale insects. There are several species of scale
insects that injure turf. primarily in the Southern
States_ Being tiny and inconspicuous. these true bugs
are frequently overlooked. They are usually round or
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oval with a waxy covering. Eggs develop into active
crawlers or nymphs. These soon insert t heir backs into
plant tissue and suck out plant juices. The following
are the common scale pests of cultivated turf.

a. Rhodegrass scale. The adult is 3.1 mm in
diameter, globular, and dark purplish brown. It is 3
covered with a white cottony secretion. Both the adults .4,
and nymphs cause turf browning by attacking chiefly a
the plant crowns of Bermuda grass and St. Augustine
grass. There may be five generations a year. This scale
is found in southern Texas, Louisiana, Florida. and
California.

b. Bermuda grass scale. Adults are 1.6 mm long,
oval, and covered with a white, hard secretion.
Nymphs and adults damage Bermuda grass, where
with heavy infestations, they kill the grass and leave
brown patches. Bermuda grass scale is most prevalent
in Florida.

c. Ground pearls_ These are scale insects,
measuring 1.6 mm across, that have a hard, cream-
colored covering which encloses their bodies so that
they look like small, round pearls. The feed on the
roots of Bermuda grass in the South and Southwest,
and centipede grass in the South, causing turf to turn
brown and eventually die.

Exercises (Ant
Mark the following statements as being correct (C) or
incorrect (1). Amend any false statements.

_ 1. The leafbug feeds on certain lawn grasses and
kills the grass in spots.

2. At birth, the chinch bug is one-half the size of
a pinhgad and are black with a white band
across the back.

3. The leafhoppers arc less than 5 mm long and
may be green yellow or light tan. Both
nymphs and adults suck plant juices, especi-
ally in dry. hot weather.

_ 4. The common scale insects of cultivated turf
are the Rhodegrass scale, Bermuda grass
scale. and ground pearls.

A38. Complete given statements concerning the
survey and control measures for turf and lawn-
damaging insects.

Survey and Control of Turf and Lawn-Damaging
Insects. Blotchy, dying grassed areas may tk the result
of disease, nutritional unbalance, drought, or insect
damage. Check first for the presence of insects.
Extensive injury to turf by many insects may be largely
prevented through initial surveillance and a few.
simple inspection techniques.

Grub populations are best evaluated in the fall
before cold weather or after the soil has been warmed
by the sun in the spring. Cut three sides of a strip of sod
1 foot square by 2 or 3 inches deep, laying it back by
using the uncut side as a hinge. Knock grubs from the
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exposed grass roots and soil with a trowel or blade,
Make several such samples at random in an average
sized lawn. A half'dozen or more gru bs per sq uare foot
indicates need for control.

Chinch bugs may be detected by the use of a tin can
with both ends removed. One end of this cylinder is
pushed into the ground in a yellowed portion of the
damaged turf. Fill the cylinder with water. If chinch
bugs are present they will float to the surface within
several minutes.

Sod webworms, arm yworms. and cutworms may be
brought to the surface by applying I tablespoonful of
pyrethrum extract in 1 gallon of water to 1 square yard
of turf. If you see 12 to 16 of them per square foot,
apply a recommended insecticide.

You can detect wireworms by passing broken-up
sod througn x hand sifter made of a pieced four-mesh
hardward screen attached to a frame. Allow the
resulting soil to fall upon a second sifter, made with
standard windot, screen, where you can see the shiny,
yellow wirewormi. To control these insects, follow the
use recommendations provided on pesticide labels.

Exercises (A38):
Complete the statements.
1. Grub populations are best evaluated in the

before cold weather or after the
has been warmed by the

In the
2. Cut sides of a strip of sod I footsquare by - inches deep.

laying it back, using the uncut side as a
A or more
per square foot indicates need for control.

4. Wireworms may be detected by passing
sod through a hand sifter made of a piece of

hardware
attached to a frame.

A39. Complete given statements concerning the
general characteristics of nematodes.

Nematodes. Nematodes are often serious plant
pests which require control. Nematodes, or eelworms,
belong to the class Nematoda of the phylum
7%lemathelminthes. Most mature nematodes are quite
small, requiring magnification to be seen, but some
parasitic roundworms grow to a length of 0.9 meters_
Nematodes are found nearly everywhere in nature,
from arid deserts and hot springs to polar seas and ice
caps. and from beach sands to the bottoms of lakes
and rivers. Many are free living, while others are
parasites of plants and animals. Over 50 species
parasitize man. It has been estimated that as many as
80.000 species parasitize sertebrate animals, that a
larger number of species parasitize invertebrate
animals. and t hat a still greater number arc parasites of
plants or are tree living in soil or water. The total
number of individual nematodes is beyond human
comprehension. A tablespoonful of ooze from the sea
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bottom may contain thousands, and the top acre-foot
of cutivated soil may contain many billions. Most
nematodes in the soil arc harmless, and some are even
beneficial to man's purposes. They are one of the most
important biological and mechanical factors in soil sl
building. Those nematodes with which we are
concerned here are parasites of plants. Some of these
damage the roots, some the stems, some the leaves,
and some the seeds of many agricultural and
horticultural plants.

Recognition characters and biology. Nematodes
are unsegmented roundworms quite different from all
other forms of life, Plant parasites may be less than 0.4
mm long when fully grown, and few ever exceed 8
millimeters. In most, the body is very slender and is
tapered at both ends.

There is a tough cuticle, secreted from underlying
tissue, which may be smooth, striated, bossed, or
ornamented with spines. The body has longticlinal
muscle fibers only. These fibers produce flexing
movements. but no elongation or contraction. When
seen under a microscope in clear water,t he movements
seem to produce only a useless thrashing about.
However, in the presence of plant debris or soil
particles, the flexing of the body can produce a
forward movement,

Both sexes exist in nematodes, though some females
can produce eggs in the absence of males. The tiny
larvae which hatch from the eggs are shaped like
adults. They grow rapidly, shedding their cuticle
several times before reaching maturity. Under
favorable conditions, growth may require a few days
to a few weeks, depending on the species. Some will
repeat the reproductive cycles as long as temperature
and moisture conditions are favorable and as long as
the host plant lives. Some will leave dead host plants to
enter the soil; some will stay in the dead plant tissue
and may remain dormant for several years.

Feeding methods vary from one type of parasite to
another. Some enter the plant cells and eat the cell
contents. Some feed by means of stylets that puncture
the cell walls and, like hypodermic needles, permit the
nematodes to suck out the cell juices. The stylet
punctures permit penetration by disease-causing
bacteria. Parasitic fungi enter the plant through the
holes made lay the nematodes! hat feed within the cells.

A single root-knot nematode female may produce
500 to 1,000 eggs: yet few of the larvae which hatch
from them will ever live to reach maturity and to
reproduce. Nematode parasites of plants have many
enemies- in the soil. They are captured readily and
devoured by other soil ,animals, such as insects and
predatory, free-living nematodes. Even certain soil
fungi are capable of trapping living plants; thus.
nematodes must compete with fungi for food. Since
nematode movement is more or less random, and since
the nematodes are very small, they must be very close
to a food source to find it. Those that penetrate some
forms of "'resistant" plants are effectively trapped. for
their activity is limited and they are seldom able to
reproduce.



Exercises (A39):
1. Most mature nematodes are quite

requiring to be seen.
2. Both sexes exist in nematodes, though some

females can produce in the absence
of

3. When nematodes are seen under microscopes in
clear water, the movements seem to produce only
a useless

,

A40. Complete given statements concerning the
damages caused by the root-and top - growth- attacking
nematodes.

The nematodes that parasitize plants may be
categorized arbitrarily by the part of the plant they
parasitize and by the way they attack. Some of the
individual species attack many types of plants, the
common garden nematode Heterodera schachtii being
found on over 1,000 varieties. The evidence of
nematode infestations may be indicated by stunted
growth occurring in grassed areas, flower beds, small
gardens, and ornamental shrubs. Whenever you find
such conditions, you "should consider attack by
nematodes as a possible cause.

Root - Attacking Nematodes. Nematodes, that
attack roots may be separated into four groups based
upon the part of the root in which they
infest: sedentary parasites, endoparasitic,
seriiiendoparasitic, and ectoparasitic.

Sedentary parasites. In this group, females become
fixe'd in one position. where they feed until death,
Unlike most others, these females do not retain their
wormlike appearance but become swollen. The
important types of sedentary parasite nematodes are
as follows:

a Cyst nematodes. The femiles of this group of 12
to 15 species develop into brown, pear-shaped cysts,
which contain and protect viable eggs up to 10 years.
Plants that they attack appear stunted, have yellow
leaves, and have a very fine, hairy looking root system.
Hosts include some tnftk crops, clovers. and
ornamentals and are subject to U.S. and foreign
ouara ntines.

h. Root-knot nematodes. There are eight species in
this group in which the females become globular. but
do not form cysts. They usually may be found in
swollen knots in the root system. These knots typify
the group. which attacks 1.800 species of plants. Plants
included are nursery stock, ornamentals, and grasses.

End °parasitic nematodes. Eggs are deposited in
lesions within roots where the larvae feed. All stages
may be found free in the soil.

a. Burrowing nematodes. One species parasitizes
several hundred species of plant ,., which include
woody ornamentals. It is a serious pest of citrus.
causing tip diehark, sparse growth, and spreading
decline. It is currently under quarantine in Florida,
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b. Meadow or lesion nematodes. There are 20
species of this group, which are found in small lesions
in roots or free in the soil. Hosts appear necrotic and
unthrifty, and include fruit trees. trees, ornamentals,
and nursery stock.

Semiendoparashic nematodes. *These nematodes
feed both externally and within the roots of plants.

a. Spiral nematodes, There are about 12 described
species oft his group. They are usually found free in the
soil around roots. Attacked plants ,demonstrate
chlorosis, stunting, and sometimes sparse growth.
Spiral nematodes damage ornamentals, including
roses and boxwoods, and lawn grasses.

b. Lance nematodes. There are two species of lance
nematodes whose damage looks like that caused by
spiral nematodes on the same hosts. However, these
are also pests on some lawn grasse

Migrant or ectoparasitie, nematodes. These
nematodes feed at the tips and along the surface of
roots. They sometimes insert part of their bodies into
the root tissue. This damage results in chlorosis and
stunting due to sparse root systems having short,
stubby, lateral roots.

a. Sting nematodes. Thereare two sting nematodes,
both of which are parasites of ornamentals and lawn
grasses, They normally are found in the light, sandy
soils of the coastal plains.

b. Stubby root nematodes. Only one of 15 species
or this group is known to be parasitic. It is of
widespread distribution in the United States and
affects a variety of plants, including a large number of
grasses and truck crops.

r. Dagger and needle nematodes. Two important
species in this group are primarily parasites of
perennials.. One causes the general decline of
boxwoods and roses. Dagger nematodes have
worldwide distribution. Little is known about the
prevalence of the needle nematodes, but they have
been collected in Europe, the Pacific Northwest, and
several species in the Southeast.

el. Stunt nematodes. This group is comprised of
parasites of many plants. One species is an important
pest of strawberries, tobacco, and ornamentals. Stunt
nematodes have been found in the East, Southeast,
and a Southwestern State.

e. Ring nematodes. There are about 20 known
species of ring nematodes. Evidence indicates that they
are important parasites of trees and other woody
perennials. but they also are found associated with the
roots of grasses and many other plants. They live in
many parts of the world.

Top - Growth- Attacking Nematodes. Nematodes
attacking the top growth of vegetation may be
separated into three groups, based upon the part of the
plant that they attack. These groups are called the bud
and leaf nematodes. stem and bulb nematodes. and
seed gall nematodes.
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Bud and leaf nematodes. There are a dozen or-so.
species in this group that are important pests. Some
feed in the developing buds and, subsequently, in the
very young leaves. They cause leaf crimping,
deformation, and plant unproductivity. Strawberries,
alfalfa, and rice may be hosts to these parasites.
Several species attack primarily the leaf parenchyma,
where progressively darkening, angular spots may
lead to eventual defoliation. This occurs on
chrysant hemum. aster. dahlia, zinnia. and other plants
raised for their flowers. Distribution of this group is
widespread. These nematodes that feed within the leaf
will move from leaf to leaf in films of water from rain
or dew.

Stem and bulb nematodes. A number of species of
nematodes invade the stem and bulb parts of such
hosts as alfalfa. clover. and certain grasses. as well as
such ornamental bulbs as iris, tulips, and narcissus.
They invade the parenchymatous tissue and injure the
plant with their salivary secretions. Distortion.
hypertrophy. necrosis, secondary infection, or general
unthriftyness result. Members of the group are found
throughout the world.

Seedgall nematodes. Two of 11 species of this
group are important economically in the United
Slates. They develop in the growing part of wheat,
lawn grass, and grasses grown for commercial seed.
They complete development within a resistant gall in
the seed. Seeds are destroyed or contarninated.
Animals feeding on The infested seeds are poisoned.
The wheat nematode is found primarily in the Eastern
States, while the bentgrass nematode occurs -_3n
greatest numbers in the Northwestern States. ,

.,'

Exercises (A40):
1. The four groups of root-attacking nematodes are

and
2. In the sedentary parasites group. the females

become in position
where they feed until

3. Plants that cyst nematodes attack appear
have leaves, and have a

very . hairy looking
system.

4. Root-knot nematodes attack
species of plants.

5. Endoparasitic nematodes eggs are deposited in
within where the

feed.
6. Burrowing nematodes are a serious pest of

causing
growth, and

decline.
7. Meadow or lesion nematodes are found in small

in or free in the

8. Semiendoparasitic nematodes feed hoth
and within the of

9 Spiral nematodes are usually found
in the around

10. Lance nematode'damage looks like that done by
nematodes on the same hosts.

11. Migrant or ectoparasitic nematodes feed at the
and Mc ng t he surface of _. S'

.12. Bud and leaf nematodes feed in the developing
and, subsequently, in the very

leaves, causing leaf . -
and plant

13. Stem and bulb nematodes invade the
tissue and injure the with their

secretions-
14. Seedgall nematodes complete development

within a 'resistant in the seed.
Animals feeding on the infested seeds are .

A41. State the survey and control procedures for
nematodes.

Unthriftiness, stunting. malformation, chlorosis, or
death of plants may be caused by nematodes, insects,
nutritional deficiencies. drought, and other
conditions. It is, therefore, necessary to establish the
presence of nematodes and to identify them in order to
take the right corrective measures.

Survey. Collect soil and root samples as follows
and forward them to the appropriate command
entomologist after you have received approval from
the local agricultural department. If the plant in
question is small and is expendable, place its roots and
most of the soil attached to them in a 1-quart
polyethylene bag or freeze bag. Attach a label with the
names of the installation. collector, host plant, and
locality written on it in indelible pencil or ink. close the
bag with a rubber band and put the bag in a suitable
mailing box. Wrap the box and place the agricultural
permit label on the box. In the case of a large plant. get
a sample of its roots and associated soil. Bag and label
this similarly. if turf is affected, include a 2-inch square
plug 6 inches deep from the margin of the infested
area.

Preventive Control. Nematodes brought into
installations in soil and plants will adversely affect
plants to which they spread. It is. therefore, a must that
everyone responsible for grounds maintenance take
the few preventive measures **necessary to avoid the
spread of plant parasitic nematodes.

Nematode free stock. All nursery stock to be used
on military installations should be procured certified
free of plant parasitic nematodes or otherwise be
certifiable under local restrictions.

Equipment steam cleaned. Incoming and outgoing
equipment or any other facility on which there may be
soil attached should be thoroughly steam cleaned or at
least washed off. and the equipment allowed to dry.
Cleaning off all soil and exposing the equipment to
direct sunlight is sufficient in areas where cyst
nematodes are not a problem.

Quarantines. Several Federal quarantines have
been established to prevent the further spread of
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certain nematodes. Some states also have local
restrictions. Those responsible for the dispatch of
plants, plant products, soil. tracked vehicles, or earth-
moving equipment to or from military installations
should familiarize themselves with the quarantines
applicable within their areas of operation. -

Chemical Control. all nematocides are highly toxic
to animals. Thus, you must take precautionary
measures to avoid inhalation and skin contact.

One of the most important considerations in
selecting a nematocide is its phytotoxicity. A few
important plant nematodes infest aboveground parts
of plants. You can use penetrating sprays of
nonphytotoxic nematocides on these. However, most
of our important plant nematodes are inhabitants of
the soil. You can use nematocides toxic to living plants
in seedbed or field preplant sterilization. In order for
chemicals to reach the nematodes in the soil, you must
use either vaporized or water-dispersed nematocides.

Infected liquids that vaporize. The most successful
control has been attained by soil fumigation with
vapors liberated by volatile liquids that are injected
into the soil at closely spaced intervals. Diffusion
through the soil, and subsequent effectiveness. is
largely dependent upon soil porosity. moisture, and
temperature.

The area must be prepared and leveled as for
planting. Soil moisture should not be unusually high
or low, and the temperature should be between 60°
and 80° F (15.68° and 26_88° C).

Inject volatile soil fumigants into the soil at depths
of g to 10 inches to facilitate proper vaporization and
dispersal. You give this treatment in small plots with
specialized hand equipment and I-foot grid pattern.
When you calibrate the application to the
manufacturer's recommended dosage rate. you make
the injections at the points of grid line intersection.
Tamp the holes closed. Normally. a waiting period of 2
to 3 weeks before planting is required with most
nematocides.

tractor -drawn application equipment is available
for larger areas. Its principle is essentially the same,
except that furrows are dug. treated. and covered by
the equipment.

Thc use of methyl bromide requires a different
procedure and different equipment. The area must be
leveled. as prepared for planting. and irrigated to bring
the moisture to about 60 percent of capacity.
Distribute buckets or similar supports over the area.
Also put out shallow pans to receive the plastic
applicator hose from the methyl bromide container.
Securely fasten a hose directly over each pan, the
numbers of which depend upon the manufacturer's
dosage recommendation. Lead the other ends of the
hoses outside the area to be treated. Then. drape a
plastic tarpaulin. free from holes. over the supports.
Seal its edges thoroughly with a trinch border of soil.
Attach containers of liquid methyl bromide under
pressure to special couplings on the outer end of the
plastic hose). When you puncture these enntainers. the
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methy bromide flows into the pans and becomes a very
penetrating gas.

Water- dispersed drenches. The development of
effective nematocides that are nontoxic to growing
plants.has stimulated increased use of water- dispersed
drenches for the control of nematodes in turf and a .3
wide variety of ornamentals. Areas to be so treated
must be watered, but not saturated. Measure the I.) *
diseased zone and a 6-foot strip of healthy looking turf
around it. Calculate the dosage in accordance with
manufacturer's recommenditions. Make the proper
dilution of the emulsion- concentrate with water.
Disperse it by hand sprinklers or with power
equipment. In the lattercase, run a test with water only
in order to attain accurate distribution. Following
treatment. irrigate the area with 2 inches of water.
Plantings or a single plant may be treated similarly.
You can use a metal rod to open holes in thesoil within
the root area 15 to 25 inches deep. A small earth dam
made around the base of the planting or plant will
contain the water required following treatment.

Exercises (A41):
1. List in sequence the steps that you should take to

confirm suspicions of nematode damabe to small
and expendable plants.

2. What actions can you take to preclude the spread
of plant parasitic nematodes? Answers may be
listed in any order.

3. State the type and describe the method of
treatment for controlling nematodes when you are
going to use hand equipment and phytotoxie
nematocides.
a. Type.

b. Method.

A42. Identify as true or false given statements
pertaining to snails and slugs.

Importance of Terrestrial Snails and Slugs. In
some parts of the world, snails serve as food for man
and are cultivated for this use_ In many other places,
some species of terrestrial snails and slugs are very
serious economic: pests.

While most species native to the United States are
solitary in habit and do very little damage. some
introduced species require control. Because these
imported species arrived in the United States without
their parasites and predators and because they are
colonial in nature, they can build enormous
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populations in limited areas. These-highly destructive
snails require continuing control and constant
vigilance to prevent further introduction and. spread,

Many species not native to the United States are
prohibited entry by Federal quarantine. Military
equipment and vehicles returning to the United States
from overseas operational or storage areas must pass
quarantine inspection for living snails. When live
snails are found during quarantine. inspection.
fumigation. saltwater washdown. or steam cleaning
are required. These operations are time consuming
and costly wherever performed. but they are
considerably more expensive at United States ports
than at overseas ports before shipment.

Snails- and slugs are of economic importance for
three reasons: (I) Some serve as food for people. (2)
Many function to maintain a balance of nature in their
native areas. (3) Others can be very destructive.
particularly when introduced into new areas.

Human food. Some helicine snails have served as
food since early zimes.They are highly nutritious and
are considered to be delicacies. For a number of years.
over a million pounds of European snails per year. were
imported into the United States.

The giant African land snail is an important food
source in its native areas. and in some locations the
snail forms the largest single item of animal protein in
the human diet. This snail is not considered a delicacy
as are the European helicines, and many people
consider it to be inedible. In its native area. the African
snail is highly beneficial. but in those areas to which it
has been exporteo. it is a serious economic pest.

.Vatural controls. Snails and slugs in their native
habitats are members of natural communities in which
their populations are controlled by ecological forces.
These natural population controls include natural
enemies (predators and parasites), unfavorable
climate. and an inability to overcome competition for
food and shelter. Snails are an integral part of this
ecological balance-

, Economic pests. When a snail or slug species is
introduced 'into a new area, it usually leaves its
predators and parasites behind. If these important
checks are not present. and if other environmental
factors are favorable, the species can realize its full
population potential. If this potential is high. only a
short period of unchecked reproduction will cause the
population to erupt. The invaders then proceed to
consume certain plants in great quantity, destroying
food and shelter of other organisms. Reduction in the
abundance of these native species results. followed in
turn by their predators and parasites. The whole
organization of a community may in this way be
completely disrupted by such an immigration. This
can cause many beneficial plants and animals to
disappear permanently from the area. When the
introduced species has exhausted its food supply. it
may emigrate in many directions to other
communities. Thus. the indirect economic import of
introduced species actually may be far greater than the
more obvious economic importance.
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Of the approximately 725 species of terrestrial snails
and 40 species of slugs now recognized in the United
States (exclusive of Alaska and Hawaii), 44 snails and
I I slugs have been introduced. Within the areas into
which they have been introduced, the distribution for j
any species tends to be spotty. Population densities are
influenced by depths and types of soils. by climatic ik
conditions. by availability of food. and by the intensity
with which land is cultivated. A chatina has become
established in Hawaii. Though it has been intercepted'
during quarantine inspections at California ports,
Arhatina is not known to have become established
there. Theba pisana was introduced into California in
the early 1920's, and had became well established
before extensive control programs brought about its
eradication. It was introduced into South Carolina in
1956 via military cargo returned from North Africa
but was eradicated before it became firmlyestablished.
Helix aspena and Otala lactea have become well
established in California. Considerable time, energy,
and expense have been devoting to combating them.

Where it has been introduced A chatina fulica feeds
on a wide-variety of plants. As a group, grasses are
nearly immune to attack. Even the larger "grasses."
such as rice, sugar cane, and corn are fed upon only
when no other foods are available. but many weeds are
eaten. Food preferences seem to vary from place to
place where this snail has been introduced, but
throughout its present area the giant African land snail
is highly destructive to many plants. Most fruits and
vegetables raised by man are attacked. and such other
economically important plants as tobacco, cotton.
rubber, and young teak trees are eaten as are many
ornamental plants. The extent of damage that might
be done by this snail if introduced into the continental
United States is unknown.

Of the several economically important
Mediterranean snails. Theba pisana is considered the
most destructive. It has a voracious appetite. When
young. it will consume three to live times its own
weight of vegetation each day. and it will double its
size in the first week and again in the second. Some of
the Mediterranean snails are stem feeders. but Theba
pisana, though it eats stems of some legumes, feeds
primarily on leaves. Many snails eat straw, manure,
and dead plants and animals, but Theba pisana will eat
these only if foliage is nor available. It feeds on weeds.
particularly on thistle and other composites. It
destroys alfalfa and a wide variety of legumes. and has
a strong propensity for citrus. It has demonstrated its
ability to become' a serious economic pest where
introduced, as have its near relatives.

Exercises (A42):
I. Place the letter "T' before the correct statement.

a, In some parts of the world, snails serve as
food for man and are cultivated for this use-

- b. When snails are introduced into new areas.
they may become serious economic pests.



c. For many years over a million pounds of
snails per year were imported into the United
States.

d. The giant African land snail is en important
food source in its native area.

e. The number of native snails is controlled, to a
large extent, by natural enemies and climate.

f- . Many snails eat straw, manure, and dead
plants and animals; however, Theba psiana
will eat these only if foliage. is not available.
Achatina have become established' in
California.

2. Correct any incorrect statements.

A43. Associate the names of the terrestrial snail and
slug families with given descriptions, and complete
statements concerning the biology of snails found in
military cargoes.

Terrestrial snails and slugs are gastropod mollusks.
Almost all of those of economic importance belong to
the order Pulmonata. The shell, if present, is basically
a simple spiral or helix and is composed primarily of
calcium carbonate. There are no gills, but rather an
air-breathing lung opening by a contractile pore.

Slug Families. There are four families of slugs
found in the United States.

Families Veronicelildae. Arionidae, and
Limacide. These slugs are all either completely
without shells or have only internal vestigial shells.
Some of the more important genera are: Veronicella,
Arlon. Milax. Deroceras. and Limax.

Family Testacelliadae. Slugs in this family have
small. rudimentary shells near the posterior ends of
their bodies. A single introduced species. tem:cella
haliondea spends considerable time in the ground.
where it feeds chiefly on earthworms.

Snail Families, There are five families of snails
found in the United States.

Family :oniiidae. Snails of this family are almost
worldwide in distribution. The shell is usually
umbilicate. and has a low spire that gives it a rather
discoidal outline. The lip is thin and not reflected (not
turned back). Some of the species native to North
America are of little economic importance. but three
introduced species of the genus Oxychilus are pests.
Some of these not only feed on young plants, but are
predatory and carnivorous and feed on other snails.

Family Bradybaenidae. the shell of this family is
wider than high, thin. narrowly umbilicate. with a
rather depressed spire. The lip is reflected. The species
Bradybaerza similaris is a pest of horticulture and
floriculture whenever introduced in areas of suitable
climate, such as Hawaii.

Family Achannidae. Snails of this family have
shells that vary in shape from oval to long and thin. All
are longer than wide. These snails are distributed
widely, and many are quite destructive. Two species of
C'ecilioide.s have beenr introduced into the United
States. They usually stay in the soil, and are moved
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with roots of plants. Two species of Opeas have been
introduced from the Orient and tropical America.
Four species of Lamellaxis have been introduced into
the United States from tropical areas of both the old
and new world. Subulbta octona has been introduced
from the Tropics, and Rumina decollata from the
Mediterranean. The most destructive pest in this
family is the giant African landsnail Achatina fulica.
which has spread widely throughout the Central and
Southwestern Pacific. This snail, which can reach an
overall length of nearly I foot, has been intercepted at
United States ports but his not become established in
North America.

Family Helicellidae. Shells of these snails are all
either umbilicate or perforate, with shapes that vary
from long and narrow to broad and flat. This is a large
family, with snails of several species introduced into
North America from Europe, Western Asia, and
North Africa. Some of these are not only very
destructive, but are readily transported because they
leave the ground in hot weather and crawl onto
surfaces where they seal the shell against drying.
Several species of Cochlicella Helicella, Monacha. and
Hvgromia have been introduced into the United
States.

Family Helicfdae. The shells usually are banded,
wider than high, loosely coiled, with the central
column hollow or umbilicate. Adults often have the
umbilicus closed over by an extension of the lip. This
family is of European origin. It contains the edible
snails. Two species of Otala are cultivated as food.
Various species of economic importance in the genera
Helix, Cepaea, Otala, and Theba have been
introduced into the. United States, and Helicigona
elsewhere into North America.

Snails In Military Cargoes. The land snails that
quarantine officials find most commonly on military
cargoes belong to three genera: Theba. Helicella, and
Cochlicella. The habits of these snails are typified by
Theba pisana, the white garden snail. In the autumn
and winter rainy season of plant growth, the snails
actively feed and reproduce. They are reported to
reproduce by self-fertilization, although mating has
been observed. Prior to egg-laying, the snail prepares a
nest by loosening the soil with its mouthparts and
moving it to the rear by undulating movements of the
foot. After the egg mass isteposited at about a 1-inch
depth. the burrow is filled with soil. After about a week
in the soil, the eggs hatch, and the small snails move to
the undersides of leaves to feed. With the onset of the
hot. dry. summer months, they cease to feed and seek
surfaces above the hot ground to aestivate (pass the
summer in a dormant state). In search of suitable sites,
they often fallow the slime trails of other snails.
Hundreds of aestivating snails may be found covering
a small thorn bush or a signpost, The secreted mucous
not only seals the shell and prevents drying, but also
glues the snail to the surface on which it aestivates. In
this condition, the snails can withstand long periods of
dryness. and are unharmed by temperatures of up of
130° F (54,88° C), for short periods. In seeking sites
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for aestivation. the snails invade crates of military
supplies, and in their dormant state. they can be
shipped considerable distances before rain, fog, or
other moisture reactivates, them.

Exercises (A43):
I. Match column A with column B.

Column Column B

Descripme
Searemenis

Family of Snails and
Slugs

I. Snails of this family vary in shape
from oval to long and thin.

2. The shell of this snail is usually
umbilicate and has a low spire
that gives it a ralher discoidal
outline.

3. These slugs are all either com-
pletely without shells or have only
internal vestigial shells.

4. Shells of these snails are all either
umbilicate opt perforated. with
shapes that vary from long and
narrow to broad and Flat.

S. Slugs in this family have small.
rudimentary shells near the
posterior end of their bodies.

f- s. A snail in this family will have a
shell wider than high. thin,
narrowly umbiltcate. with a

rather depressed spire.
The shells are banded, wider than
high. loosely coiled, with the
central column hollow or
umbilicate.

a.
b
c.
d.

f.

Veronicellidae_
Testacelliadae.
Zonitidae.
Bradybaenidae.
Achatinklae.
Helicellidae.
Helicidae.

2. In hot months, snails seek surfaces
the grotind.

.3. Most snails pass the summer in a dormant state
called

4. The Theha pisana reproduces by

A44. Complete given the statements concerning snail
and slug inspection.

Inspection for Snails and Slugs. Inspections for
terrestrial snails and slugs have two
purposes horticultural and quarantine.

Horticultural inspection. To inspect for snails and
slugs in gardens, gree nhouses, and other horticultural
areas. you must actually search for the pests. Where
you find Plant damage but do not see slugs or snails.
you should inspect at night or early in the morning
after a rain. You can use attractants, such as
metaldehyde or diced apples or other fruit. to draw out
the snails and slugs. When you can't inspect at night or
early in the morning. place baits on sheets of wrapping
paper so that you can see the slime trails.
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Quarantine inspection. Basically, a quarantine
inspection for terrestrial snails is a search for the snails
on materials shipped on containers, and on tracked
and wheeled vehicles. It is important to inspect small
and obscure spaces where only very small snails may
have been able to find space. Thorough inspection of
cargo and cargo spaces on arrival at a United States
port generally is more difficult and more

ofconsuming than inspection at the point of origin of the
cargo.

A thorough inspection should be made of all
military material and personal household effects of
military and civilian personnel before they are moved
from a known snail area to any destination. Because of
the tendency of snails to hide in crevices, or to crawl
into holes or other openings. You must inspect the
interior as well as the exterior of containers when you
see likely entry holes. The smaller snails resemble
ordinary pebbles in color markings as well as size;
therefore, you could overlook a significant infeination
on a superficial inspection of contaminated articles.
CONEX boxes, particularly when they have been in
contact with the soil. offer a number of havens for
snailsthe bottom runners (some of which are
hollow), the lift hook slots, and the occasional rust
holes in the more weathered boxes. You should
examine all sides of each likely item. Note in particular
any cracks, crevices, or other areas not readily
observable. Forklifts frequently will be required for
inspection of bottoms of boxes, crates, and the heavier
articles. Occasionally, the presence of snails may be
indicated by a faint slime trail. Steel cylinders present
good hiding places for snails aestivating under the
screw cap and adhering to the pallets on which
cylinders are often fastened. Pipes of all types are
especially attractive to snails since caps or plugs are
seldom feasible. In the case of halftracks, cranes, and
other heavy equipment, steam or water-jet cleaning is
recommended in lieu of or in addition to examination.
When you examine the ships before they are loaded,
give attention to the bottom of holds and around the
sides of ledges. Hold bulkheads near the engine room,
being warmer. are favored snail sites. Snail-free cargo
should never be loaded until holds have been inspected
thosoughly and found or made snail -free.

Exercises (A44):
I. The two purposes of snail and slug inspections are

and
2. To determine slime trails. baits may be placed on

of
3. The two best times to inspcct for snails in a garden

are at night or
after

4. Cargo inspection is easier at the point of
than at the point of

5. Occasionally, the presence of snails may be
indicated by a faint trail.



A45. Identify as true or false given statements
penalising to the control of snails and slugs: correct
any false statements.

The five categiiries of snail control are physical
control. cultural control. biological control. chemical
control. and decontamination_

Physical Control. You can search actively for the
pests and handpick or Crush them as you find them.
but physical control may also include the following

``practices to prevent military supplies,' engineering
equipment, and transportation equipment from
becoming infested with snails and slugs:

a. Incoming supplies should be stored in
Warehouses. Land snails normally do not enter
buildings to aestivate; therefore, inclosed structures
provide the greatest protection against infestation.

b. If warehouses are not available for storage,
paved storage areas can be used. However, these areas
must be protected by sound, aggressive, and

c., continuous chemical and cultural control programs.
i.. Only snail-free supplies should be stored in

warehouses or in snail-free storage areas. Infested
ca rgo should never be mixed with snail-free cargo in
storage or in transit.

d Equipment and materials (forklifts. tractor
trailers. railcars, pallets, dunnage, and tarpaulins)
used in the storage or transportation of noninfested
supplies must be snail-free. Equipment not in use
should be returned to snail-free areas. Equipment used
to handle or transport snail-infested supplies should
not be used to transport snail-free 'cargo unless the
equipment has been fumigated.

e_ Snail-free storage areas should be established at
those installations where large quantities of supplies
are stored in open areas.

t: To prevent the contamination of commercial or
military carriers during the movement of supplies
from one installation to another. only snail-free cargo
should be shipped.

e. Adequate procedures must be established to
prevent snail "stowaways" in personal household
effects of military and civilian personnel. Lawn
furniture. sporting goods (boats. motors. etc.).
bicycles. motor scooters. utility trailers, and other
pei sons! effects that are allowed to remain outdoors
must be fumigated before they are packed for
shipment.

it. Equipment used in grounds maintenance work
should not be stored or left icllein snail-infested areas.
this equipment should be cleaned and returned to the
equipment storage area at the end of each day.

r. CONEX transporters should be stored in
warehouses or in snail-free areas when not in use. They
should not be stored or allowed to remain on the
ground. Snail-infested supplies or household effects
should never he packed in CONEX transporters for
shipment.

Cultural Control. Cultural control involves
destroying habitat; or hiding places by clearing

I
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underbrush and by eliminating refuse piles, loose
boards, and stones, The mowing of grasses and weeds
will help keep some species from increasing in
population. Cultivation of the soil duringthe period of
snail activity and breeding season will destroy many
snails and their eggs. Plowing or turning the soil is
preferred. but discing and cultipacking is helpful in
areas where plowing is not practical, such as
ammunition storage areas, golf courses, fence rows.. i
and airfields. Plowingand the seeding of small grain to /
reduce' erosion is recommended every 12 months.
Burning heavily infested areas has been employed
successfully in eliminating aestivating land snails in
California and North Africa.

Biological Control. The biological method for snail
control is based on the natural balance between
mollusks and their enemies. This balance is shifted in
favor of the introduced species when they become
pests, but it can be shifted in the opposite direction by
importing their foreign predators or by conservingand
augmenting natural. established predators. In
introducing predators. extreme caution must be
observed because of the possibility that they may
become more serious pests than their prey- Any
introduction of foreign species can be made only after
careful study and approval by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Many mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians, rodents, and insects have been recorded
as occasional predators of snails and slugs. In the
continental United States, however, none. offer
effective and practical means of control of introduced
species of snails and slugs, except for the limited use of
turkeys. ducks, and chickens. Carnivorous snails
attack some economically important pest snails and
can greatly reduce the pest population at times.
Dependence upon predators requires acceptance of
the pest population level sufficiently high to maintain
the predator population.

Chemical Control This kind of cont.l involves the
use of contact sprays and paints. irritating powders,
poison baits, and deterrents. Since land snails must
have lime to consolidate their shells and must actively
search for it if it is not readily available tc them, you
can paint or spray objects with 1 percent solution of
calcium arsenate mixed with lime water. This mixture
serves as a lure and as a poison. Sprays of Bordeaux
mixture. kerosene emulsion. chlordane. lindane,
pyrethrum. DDT, soap solutions. and lime sulfurs are
good repellents. but they are not effective in
eliminating the snails or slugs.

Sodium pentachlorophenate is a contact poison
that effectively controls land snails and slugs for a
period of several days to several weeks. This material
should be used as barrier to surround materials to be
protected from snail contamination. Apply it at the
rate of 40 pounds per acre. Frequency of application
depends upon soil conditions, rainfall, and the density
of the snail population. Protective barrier rings of coal
tar, soot, ash. lime. salt, and other substances often are
used to keep snails and slugs from valuable plants,
eardens. and other areas where they could cause
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damage. Since some of these materials can kill
vegetation or injure the soil. you must use them with
caution. Lime. salt, soot. ash, and similar substances
act as dehydrators. causing slugs and snails to secrete
slime so copiously that they dry out and die. These
materials have limited effectiveness during the wet
seasons of the year and must not be relied on as"cure-
all" materials. Metaldehyde has been found to be one
of the most important chemical weapons against land
snails and slugs. but it is not always completely
effective against all species.

Baits containing metaldehyde have been used
successfully in reducing most snail and slug
populations. The success of poison baits in snail
control depends upon the timing of the application.
Apply baits when the snails are active and feeding,
You can get baits commercially in meal or pellet form
with or without calcium arsenate and containing
metaldehyde. Prepare the bait by the following
formula:

10 ounces metaldehyde
:',0 ounces calcium arsenate or sodium fluosilicate
20 pounds wheat bran or cornmeal

Add enough water to moisten the halt. Apply the bait
at the rate of 1 pound per 1.000 square feet 140 -50
pounds per acre).

In general, baits are more effective in areas where
vegetation is scant. The use of metaldehyde sprays is
not recommended. When handled as recommended. it
can be used safely as a pesticide. When used in
combination with an arsenical. you must also observe
all use restrictions and precautions specific to this type
of toxicant.

Decontamination. High-pressure washdown is
used to remove snails as well as encrusting dirt from
military vehicles. Tracked ramps are used to elevate
the vehicles sufficiently to permit hose handlers to
clean the undersides thoroughly. Cleaned and
reinspected vehicles are parked only on snail-free
hardstands to await ship loading. When washdown is
needed at points of arrival alter shipment. sea water is
used and is drained only into bodies of salt water.

Snail-infested materials that cannot be
decontaminated by washdown are fumigated.

Exercises (A45):
1. Place the letter "T" before each correct statement.

a. Land snails normally enter buildings to
aest mate._ h. CON EX transporters should be stored in
warehouses or in snail-free areas.

c. Infested cargo should never be mixed with
snail-free cargo in sturage.

d. The mowing of grass and weeds will keep
some species of snails from increasing in
populist ion.

_ e I he introduction of predators is a biological
method of controlling snails.
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_ f.- Sodium pentachlorophenate is a good
repellant for snails.

_ g. Protective barrier rings of coal tar, soot, ash,'S.
lime, and salt are used to keep snails and slugs y
from valuable plants.

h. Snail-infested materials that cannot be
decontaminated by washdowns are
fumigated.

2. Correct any false statements.

A46. State the characteristics of plant fungi.

Characteristics of Plant Fungi. Fungi are small,
generally microscopic, plants lacking chlorophyll and
conductive tissues. Mott-of the 100,000 fungus species
known are strictly saprophytic (living on dead organic
matter which they help decompose). About 50 species
cause diseases in man and animals. More than 8000
species of fungi can cause diseases in plants.

Fungi can enter plant tissues through wounds,
through natural openings, and/or directly through the
cuticle and the epidermis. Once inside the plant. the
fungi remove nutrients from the plant and use them for
their own growth and production.

The mere removal of nutrients that the plant cells
would normally use for their own processes is
sometimes sufficient cause for development of an
unhealthy condition in the host cells. This condition"
leads to localized or generalized disease symptoms on
the plant.

Exercises (A46):
I. Fungi are small, generally

plants lacking and
tissues.

2_ More than species of fungi can
cause diseases in plants.

3. Fungi enter plant tissues through
through and.
or directly through the and the

4 Once inside the plant. fungi remove
from the plant and use them for their own

and

A47. Relate symptoms of important plant diseases to
the names of the diseases.

Plant Diseases Caused by Fungi. Diseases of pla nts
caused by fungi are so numerous that it is impossible to
discuss each of them within this text. Three of the most
common plant diseases caused by fungi are covered
because they occur throughout the world and affect
many varieties of plants.

bumping roll frot,i red). Damping-off disease of
seedlings occurs all oser the world in %alit:vs and forest
soils, in tropical and temperate climates. and in almost
ei,ery. greenhouse_



Older plants are seldom killed when infected with
the damping-off pathogen, but they develop stem
lesions or root rots, their growth may be retarded
considerably, and their yields may be reduced
drastipally,

Powdery mildew. Powdery mildews are very
common diseases on a great many plants, including
grasses, vegetables, ornamentals, shrubs, and trees,
particularly in arid and sernigrid environments.
Powdery mildew of roses occurs everywhere in the
world where roses are grown.

Powdery mildew is one of the most important
diseases of roses, both in ttie garden and in the
greenhouse. The disease appears on roses year after
year and causes reduced flower production and
weakening of the plant by attacking the buds, young
leaves. and growing tips of the plants.

Here are the symptoms: On the young leaves the
disease appears at first as slightly raised. blisterlike
areas that soon become covered with a grayish-white,
powdery fungus growth. As the leaves expand. they
become curled and distorted.

On older leaves, large white patches of fungus
growth appears. but there is usually little distortion.
Lesions on leaves may appear more or less discolored.

Dutch elm disease. Dutch elm disease owes its
name to the fact that it was first described on elm in
Holland in 1921. Since then the disease has spread
throughout Europe. parts of Asia, and most of North
America_ In the United States the disease was first
found in Ohio and in a few States of the East Coast as
early as 100; since then it has spread westward as far
as Idaho and is expected to continue to spread. Dutch
elm disease is the most destructive shade tree disease in
the United States today. It affects all species of elm.
The American elm, which is the most valuable native
elm shade tree, is one of the most severely affected. The
disease may kill branches and entire trees within a few
weeks or a few years from the time of infection.

This disease is the result of an unusual partnership
between a fungus and an insect. Although the fungus
alone is responsible for the disease, the insect is the
indispensable vector of the fungus, carrying the fungus
spores from infected elm wood to healthy elm trees.
The insects responsible for the spread of the disease are
the European elm bark beetle (Scolytus multistriatus)
and the native elm bark beetle( Hylurgopinus rufipes).

The first symptoms of the disease appear as sudden
or prolonged wilting of the leaves of individual
branches or of the entire tree. Wilted leaves frequently
curl. first turn yellow, then brown. and finally fall of
the tree earlier than normal. Most affected branches
die immediately after defoliation. The disease usually
appears first on one or several branches and then
spreads to other portions of the tree. Such trees may
die gradually branch by branch over a period of
several years, or they may recover. Sometimes.
however. entire trees suddenly develop disease
symptoms and usually die within a few weeks. Usually
trees that become infected in the spring or earls

summer the quickly, while those infected in late
summer are much less seriously affected and may even
reCOVer,

Exercises (A47):
Match each statement in column 8 with the plant
disease in column A. There may be more than one
statement for each disease.

Column A Column II

Plant Disease

2.
Damping oft
Powdery mildew_
Dutch elm.

Statements

a. On young loaves it appear's* first
asslightly raised blisterlike areas,

b. It is one of the most important
diseases of roses, attacking buds,
leaves. and growing tips.

c. The most destructive shade tree
disease; causes branches to die
immediately after defoliation.

d. It occur in valleys and forest
sails. in tropical and temperate
annum,. and in almost every

e. grThe:nlihntousesYmptom of the disease
appears as sudden or prolonged
wilting of the leaves of individual
branches or on the entire tree.

A48. Identify as true or false given statements
pertaining to the control of fungus diseases of plants.

Control of Fungus Diseases of Plants. The endless
variety and the complexity of the many fungus
diseases of plants have led to the development of a
correspondingly large number of approaches to their
control. The particular characteristics in the life cycle
of each fungus. its habitat preferences, and its
performance under certain environmental conditions
are some of the most important points to consider in
attempting to control a plant disease caused by a
fungus.

The use of treated seeds is always recommended
and, for control of certain diseases, it is mandatory.
Destruction of plant parts or refuse harboring the
fungus spores. use of clean tools and containers,
proper drainage of lawns and fields. and proper
aeration of soil and plants are all very important
practices in the control of most plant diseases caused
by fungi.

The use of plant varieties that are resistant to certain
parasites has found its greatest application in
controlling such fungus diseases as rusts and wilts. The
most effective method. however, and sometimes the
only one available for controlling most of the fungus
diseases of plants. is through application of chemical
sprays or dusts on the plants. their seeds, or into the
soil where the plants are to grow.

Most fungicides are used to prevent diseases on the
aboveground parts of the plants and are applied on the
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foliage as sprays or dusts. Almost all of these are
protectants, since they can only prevent Fungi from
causing infection but cannot stop an infection once it
has started.

There are a number of fungicides which include
many inorganic and organic compounds. The most
common of these are elemental sulfur copper
compounds (Bordeaux mixture, Cuprocide,
Perenox), thiocarbamates (thiram, ferfam, nabam.
maneb, zineb, ziram), and mercury compounds (tag,
coromerc).

Exercises (A48);
I. Mark each of the following statements C (correct)

or f (incorrect).

a. The particular characteristics in the life cycle
of each fungus, its habitat preferences, and its
performance under certain environmental..
conditions are some of the most important
points to be considered in attempting to 7
control a plant disease caused by a fungus.

b. The use of treated seeds is always recom-
mended, and foe control of certaidiseases, it
is mandatory.

c. The most effective, method of controlling
fungus disease& of plants is through applica-
tion of chemical sprays or dust on the plant.

d. Most Fungicides are used to correct diseases
on the aboveground parts of plants.

2. Correct any incorrect statements.



Referener

5.

6.

c.
a.
f-t
e.

b.

CHAPTER 1

Answers for Exercises

A02- I. Undetected; someone sees the damage.
2 Scissors; cigarette burns; termites; rodents.
3. Burns.
4. Webbing clothes moths.
5. Existing infestation.
6. Clothing: thoroughly; presence; adults; larvae,
7 Hidden; seams; pockets; storage; cushions: sofas; chairs.

A03 1 Controls for fabric pests may be in the form of nonehem-
ical or chemical and may be either preventive or
corrective.

3. When safely using paradichlorobenzene crystals as a
preventive control measure in clothing storage areas.
the crystals should be distributed so that they are placed
out of reach of children.

4. Placing clothing in a very cold environment fora couple
of days is an effective corrective control of fabric pests.
providing the pesu are in the adult or larval stages.

6. Fumigation is an effective corrective control measure for
fabric pests but mast be accomplished only by personnel
trained in-fumigation.

AOs - 1. a, b. c. e, g, and li are true.
2. d--Change Southern to Northern.

-Change white and grey to brown and black.
s -Change black to while,

405 l a. b. e. f. g. and i are true.
2 d - Change smaller to enlarged

e Remove the word "'not
h - Change fine to coarse

.A06 I Snout,
2. Larvae; pupa; adult. feeds.
3 Fields; warehouses
4 Bean.
5 Field

An7 -

4
5

h

b
4.
c

a

Is

AUK - I a Change four to atx
4: Change green to brown
e - Change khapta to cigarette

A09 - I. a. b. and c are trite.
2. Prompt; food.
3. Flashlight, vials. pillboxes; hand lens; samples,
4. Beans; hams; cereals: cheese.
5. _Exterior; ends; stitched.

Dale; origin; date: name.
7. Incubators; emerge; detected. ,

A10- I. Sanitation; palletizing rotation; isolation; ventilation;
packaging; insect proof construction.

2. Torn; repaired; clean; contamination; food.
3. Sanitation.
4. Cartons; bags; containers; flood-
5. Palletizing.
6. Long; time~ one; two.
7, Rotation,
8. Remotely; steal.
9. Isolation.
10. Opened; closed.
I 1. Ventilation.
12. Packaging,
13. Packaging,
14. Planned; constructed.
15_ Insectmoofing.

Al I - I. Radiant.
2. Ultra-low volume,
3. Pyrethrins.
4. AluMinum phosphide.
5. Vacuum.
6. Lightly; heavily.
7. Fumigated; repacked_

CHAPTER 2

Al2 I. a, c. d. f. b. and j are true.
2_ b Change 40 to 20.

e - Change -least" to "most.'
g Add 'do not" before produce.
i - Change "alkaline to "acid."

3. Mold; stain; wood rotting.
4. Starches; sugars: gums; oils; cellulose; lignin.
5. Mack; blues; browns; reds; yellows.
6. White rots; brown rots; water-conducting.
7. Lignocellulose; lignilied.
8. Ligno-cdlulose:lignin.
9. Cellulose; lignin: brownish.
M. Brown-rot.
II. Humidity: temperature; tube; filament.
12. Secrete; dissolve.

An a, b. c. d. f. g. h. i, and 1 are true.
2. .10;0C:tannic "decrease"ream" to "Machu" and "'extend" to

14 I. Termites are the most destructive insect pests.
2. Wood and other cellulose products, such as paper.

cardboard, and fiberboard.
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3. Termites are an important part of ecology in thag they
help microbial organisms in breaking down wood and
other cellulose materials into humus.

4. To the point that the buildings have to be condemned.
5. Termites carry fungus spores from the soil on their

bodies.

Al5 - 1. F
2. T.
3. F.
.1. F.

A 1 6 - 1 . Wings; body shape.
2. Approximately equal; longer.
3 Wasp; slab sided.
4, white ants.

Al7 1 C.

2. c.
3. c.

4 a.
5. c.
a c.
7. C.

B. c
9. b.
10 a.

A 1 8 - 1 . b. c. c. F. and g arc true.
2. a Delete she word -not."

d - Change -above" to "below-
h Delete the word "not.-

419 I Inspection; preventive control; corrective control.
2. Planning, constnictiosi.
3. Stumps; logs: boards; stakes; form lumber; wood scraps;

grading; drainage; air ventilation: chemically.
4. Residual insecticide.
5. Wood preservative
6. Coat: paint.
7. Above; outside. -

R. Dusting; squirting; surface treatment, fumigation.
9. Treed° robinzene.
10. Methyl chloride.

420 - a.
2. to

3-
4 c.

?5. b.
6 a.
7 c.

b
9 Is

0 a.
a.

2. b
3 b
4 c.
5 b.
6 4
7a
8 Is

9 a
20 c.
21 a.
22 c.
23 a

, 24 b
25 a
26 b

2' a.
28 c

A21 I. c.
2. c.
3. e.
4. a.
5. b.

6. C.

7. a.
8. b.
9: a.
10. a.

A22 - 1. a. c. e. and g are tnic.
2. b - Change 'more" to 'less,"

- Change "insect" to "fungus.-
Change "fungus" to Insect"

f - Change "can be left in place" to "should be removed."

A23 - 1. Tunnel; excavate.
2. Soft.
I. Chlorinated; injected.
4. Dusts; carried.
5. Southern.
6. Eat; excavate.
7.4 Tunnels; dusted; powders.
IL Coat; paint.

CHAPTER 3

A24 - I. e.
2. b.

3. a.

A25 - 1. b.
2. a.
3. c.

A26 - 1. C.
2. 1. The bagworm is a caterpillar which lives in a silken

cocoontike bag to which is attached bits of leaves or
stems from the host plant.

3. C.
4. 1. Cutworms are smooth, plump caterpillars, gray or

brownish, and 2.5 to 5.0 cm long when full grown.
5. C.

A27 1. E.
2. E.
3. E.
4. B.
5. J.
6. J.
7. J.

A28 1 b.

2. d.
3. a.
4. c.

A29 1 General defoliators.
2. Layers of the leaf.
3. Handpicking.
1. For the use intended. 1

A30 - 1 T
2. T.
3. F
1. T

3

6. I.

A31 I Borers.
2. Tunneling under bark. wood
3 Fine boring dust: larvae: tunnels.
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4 Paper; burlap; attack. 9. Free; soil; roots. 4"byt,h
5. Carbon disulfide: paradichlorobenzene; benzene

II?.TSpipsira;liloots. ahesachlonde; tunnels; putty
12. Bud: young; crimping: deformation; ursproductivity.

A32 1 a. b. 13 Parenchymatous; plant; salivary.
2. d 14. gall: poisoned.
3 a, i.
4 a, I:. MI - I. a. Collect soil and root samples.
5 a, h b. Get shipment approval from the local agricultural
6 o. I.

a, e.
department.

c. Place the plant roots and most of :be soil attached to
8 a. g. them in a 1-quart polyethylene or freeze bag.

d. Make a label identifying the names dike installation.
A33 I. Wasps; nudges

2. Stimulate: swellings; leaves: twigs. roots. collector. host plant, and locality, Put the label in the
bag.

3 Galls; unsightly.
4 Carbaryl, night: morning.

e. Close the bag with a rubber band and put it in a
mailing box.

5 Chambers, depressions: are; have been. F. Wrap the box and place the agricultural permit label
on the box.

A34 - 1. C g. Forward the box to the appropriate command
2 1 entomologist.
I I

2. a. Become familiar with quarantines within your area of
4 C
5. C

operations.
b. Insure that incoming and outgoing equipment or any..

7
A C other soiled facility is thoroughly steam cleaned or at

C: least washed off and allowed to dry.
K 1 c. Insure that all nursery stock to be used on your instal-

lation are procured certified free of plant parasitic
A35 1 e. nematodes.

2 i A41 - 3. a. Preplant soil sterilization.
3. a. b. Prepare the area by digging. leveling, and marking it
4 f, off in a 1foot grid pattern. Calibrate equipment and
5 b inject recommended volatile liquids at a depth of 3 to
6. k. 10 inches and at each intersecting grid line point.

m
8. g
9 n

A42 1. a. b. c. d. c. and f are true,

ill e
2. g. Achatina have nor.

11 .s

12, 1

A43 - 1. 1, c.
2. c.

13. h 3. a.
14. j, 4. f.
IS d

S. b.
6. d.

AM', - / 1 7 g.
2. c

3 e
2. Above.
3. Aestivation.

a a. 4. Self-fertilization.
5 d
n h A44 - I. Horticultural: quarantine.

437 C
2. Sheets; wrapping paper.

- 1 3,

Slime.

the
2 1: charge black" to "bright red." 4 Originin; arrivalmorning;

a ram.
.

3 C
4 (..'

A3it - 1 FM!. soil; sun. spring
Z. Three. two or three, hinge
1 Half &ten. grubs.
4 Broken-up. four-mesh, wreen

".45 - 1. h. c. d, e. g. and h are true.
1. a. after "normally" insert ''do not."

f. Delete "repellant" and add "ixonract poison

A46 1 Microscopic; chlorophyll; conductive.
N14 - I Small. magnification 2. 8,000

.2 Eggs; males 3. Wounds; natural openings. Cuticle; epidermis
t Thrashing about 4 Nutrients; growth; reproduction.

A4fr - I $cdentarl, para%ures. endtparasutic, sernientinparamtiv; A47 - I. d
ectopars%ituc 2. 4. b

2 Fixed. one. death 3 :. e
1 Stunted. )ellnu, line. root
4 1..400 A4K - 1 a C
.1 I 1-..ions. rout... lar.ac h f'
h ettrip, cup dichack, sparse, spreading c C

I Olons roon, .011 d I
x 1- vernally. root., plan.. 2 d Price "correct" and insert *pram."

I~1t-l t.)
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S T 0 P 1. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

EXTENSION come INSTITUTE
VOLUM REVIEW EXERCISE

56650 06 21
COLLECTION, IDENTIFICATION, AND CONTROL OF IMPORTANCE ECONOMIC PESTS

Carefully read the following:
DOls:
1. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer

sheet address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification
number" in the righthand column of, the shipping list. If numbers do
not match, take action to return the answer sheet and the shipping
list to ECI immediately with a note of explanation.

2. Note that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each
column.

3. Use a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item.

(When you review for the course examination, you can cover our
answers with a strip of paper and then cheek your review answers
against your original choices.) After you are sure of your answers,
transfer them to the answer sheet. If Fau have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a
clean-eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on on the answer sheet
if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.
7. If Mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments

through your unit trainer or OJT supervisor. If voluntarily,

enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI Form 17.
DON'Ts:
1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically fOr

ach review exercise.
2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except te- fill in marking blocks.

Double marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks
mill register as errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.
4- Don't use ink or any marking other than a #2 black lead pencil.
NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE mammas ARg USED ON ThE VOLUME

REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthepis after each item number on the
VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the answer to that
item can be located. When ahswering the items on the VRE, refer
to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The VRE
results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list tke
actual VRE items nm missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate
the Learning Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the
text and carefully review the areas covered by these references.
Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
Course Examination.
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1. (110l) What pest spins and carries a silken togs during
its larval stage?

a. Black carpet beetle.
b. Furniture carpet beetle.
c. Casemaking clothes moth.
d. Webbing clothes moth.

2. (ACT) 'Which is the mast destructive carpet peek?,

a. Common carpet beetle.
b. Black carpet beetle.
c. Furniture carpet beetle.
d. Casemaking clothes moth.

3. (402) The presence of fabrics pests is usually diseowesed

a. during routine spraying operations.
b. after they, have dammed clothing aid furaishiega.
0. while the pests are in the larval stow.
d. before damage to clothing and fureitere wears.

4. (A03) The best premimtive central mmeaure ter fairies peels is

a. dry cleaning or leuedering fabrics.
b. treating fabrics with residual inseetieides.
c. placing clothing in a veld storage !Minty.
d. placing clothing and paradiahlarobseses* el stale Lae plastic

bag and then sealing.

S. CA03) The best corrective ehemicel esetrel aseaure for !aria
pests is

a. rulegating the fabrics.
-b. treating fabrics with residual insecticides.
c. treating basebbards, floor, Closet shelves, and walls of

areas where fabrics are stored.
d. placing paradichorobensens crystals in areas where fabrics

are stored.

6. (A04) What pest is considered the most important whole gain
pest?

a. Cadelle. a. Granary
b. Rice weevil. d. Drugstore beetle.

2
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7. (04) What larva burrows into the woodwork of grain bins?

a.

b.

Granary weevil.
Lesser grain borer.

0. Rice weevil.
d. Cadelle.

6-
a

8. (A05) Which of the following insects is the worst pest of prepared
cereals?

a. Red flour beetle.
b. Cadelle.

o. Confused flour beetle.
d. Indian meal moth.

9. (A05) What moth is easily recognised by pale gray..forewinge with
transverse, wavy black sarkinel

a. Indian meal moth.
b. lagoumois grain moth.
c. Webbing clothes moth.
d. Mediterranean flour moth.

10. (A06) "A pest with reddish legs and a light olive-brown color,
mottled with darker brown and gray," identifies the

a. been weevil. 0. oadelle.
b. pea weevil. d. red flour beetle.

11. (06) Which pest lays its asp only in the

a. Dean weevil. c. Confused flour beetle.

b. Pea weevil. d. Granary weevil.

12. (A07) What insect is referred to as a cheese skipper?

a. Larder beetle. 0. Cheese maggots..
b. Red-legged ham beetle. d. Cheesesite.

13. (A07) Which of the meat and oheesa pests also infests
museum specimens, and dried tobacce

a. Larder beetle.
b. Chdese maggot.

14. (A06) Which beetle dines
;Dummies, and lead?

a. Khapra.
b. Cadelle.

dog biscuits

a. Red-legged hap beetle.

d. Cadelle beetle.

on such delicacies as strychnine, belladonna,
/--
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c. Cigarette.
d. Drug store.
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15. (A09) When a product is found to contain lime or a species
belonging to the genus 'fro oderma, What is the minimal =Mbar
of insects per..rund to just or oondemnation of a comOdity?

a. 1. \ c. 6.

h. 3. d. 10.
%Za

16. (A09) When is the best time to inspect oommoditiee that are brought
on base for sale?

a. After prolonged store..
b. Soon after storage.
c. Immediately upon arrival.
d. After a complaint has been reoeived.

17. (A10) Which of the following nay be prevented when cereal products
and other foods are stacked against warehouse malls or oeilings?

a. Fire hazard. o. Damaged packaging.
b. Rodent harborage. d. Adequate lospeotion.

18. (A10) All of the following are forma of preveotivi antra for
stored produot pests

a. palletizing. o. halation.
b. isolation. d. rotation. .

19. (A11) Which type of-corrective control or stored prodhat pests
is restricted to use on malls and floors?

a. Residual spraying. o. Space spraying.
b. Radiation. d. Reclamation.

20. (A17) Vacuum chambers are recommended for what type or corrective
control of stored product pests?

a. Space spraying.
b. Fumigation.
c. High frequency electric fields.
d. Residual spraying.

21. (Al2) Which wood material is not utilized by mold fungi?

a. Starches.

b. Sugar.

o. Guns.
d. Lignin.

22. (Al2) Poria incrasaaba is an =maple of which type fungi?

a. White rot. o. Stain fungi.
b. Water conducting. d. Mold fungi.

4
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23. (A13) The maximum permissible moisture content for safe storage
of lumber before it is dip-treated is

a. 10 percent. c. 30 percent.
b. 20 percent. d. 40 percent.

4
24. (A13) What percentage of pentaohlorophenol is recommended to

make wood almost completely impervious to water?

a. 1 Percent. c. 5 percent.
b. 3 percent. d. 10 percent.

25. (A14) The insect pests most destructive to structures at military
activities are

a. fungi. c. carpenter ants.
b. termite*. d. carpenter bees.

26. (A15) To what genus do nonaubterranaan termites belong?

a. Reticulitermes. a. Xyf000pa.
b. Kalotermes. d. Cimex.

27. (A16) What characteristic best distinguishes sexually mature
reproductive termites from sexually mature reproductive ants?

a. Termites have two pairs of wings that are of equal length.
b. Ants halm two pairs of wings that are of equal length.
c. The first pair of wings are longer than the Second pair

of wings of a termite.
d. The first pair of wings are shorter than the second pair of

wings on an ant.

28. (A16) The body of a termite is described as being

a. wasp-waisted. c. elliptical.
b. slab-sided. d. tubular.

29. (A77) WhY is the worker caste of the subterranean termite so
important to the colony as a whole?

a. They protect the oolony from invaders.
b. They produce egg* to sustain the colony.
c. They produce the food for the members of the colony.
d. They feed, care for, and maintain all of the other members

of the colony.

30. (A17) Vicious natural predators of termites are

a. ant eaters.
b. monkeys.

5 r1 5

c. man.
d. ants.
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31. (A 18) What form is used to record both termite lamictiess and
treatment?

a. AF Form 290. c. DD Form 151i2.

b. AF Form 2467. d. DD Form 1070.

32. (A16) What is the primary advantage of using termite Shields
in building construction?

a. They keep termites from penetrating expansion Joint fillers.
b. They keep termites from entering creaks Is bricks amd building

blocks.
c. They facilitate detection by forcing extension of termite

tubes.
d. They prevent above ground penetration.

33. (A19) When is the best time to provide protection against termites?

a. Immediately after construction is completed.. ..
b. During the final construction.
c. During planning and construntion.
d. One year after construction is completed.

34. (A19) The rodding method is a procedure used for

a. preventive termite control.
b. corrective termite control.
c. site sanitation.
d. structural fumigation.

35. (A20) Which one of the powder post beetles is identified by larval
tunnels tightly packed with frees and running parallel with the
wood grain?

a. Lyctidae. c. Bostrychidae.
b. Anobiidae. d. Ceramhyoldae.

36. (A20) The larvae of which powder post beetles attack the sapwood
of pine, oak, beech, alder, and willow? .

a. Anobiidae. c. Boetrychldae.
b. Lyctidae. d. Cerambycides.

37. (A21) Which adult powder poet borers can usually be recognised
by their bright metallic colors?

a. Lyctidae. c. Bostrychidee.
b. Buprestidae. d. Ceremhycidme.

6
f.
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38. (A22) For use on stored wood subject to dempnemat an eseeIleat
wood preservative without insecticide is

a. chlorinated hydrooarbon. c. pentmohlorephemel.
b. trichlorobanzene. d. trisodimm Oboe/Mete.

39. (A22) What corrective control for powder post beetles is used
to treat laid flooring in buildings?

a. Brushing with an oil solution.
b. Spraying with an oil solution.
c. Spraying with pentaohlarophenol.
d. Brushing with pentaohlorophen01.

40. (A23) In structures, the most effeotive preventive treatment
against carpenter bees is to

a. spray the surfaoe with pentaohlorophawsol.
b. spray the surface with triohloromett ane.
e. away the surface with chlorinated hydrocarbons.
d. apply a heavy protective coating of paint.

41. (A23) Carpenter ants and bees use wooden structures to

a. provide nesting sites.
b. provide food for the larvae.
0. escape from their predators.
d. obtain food for themselves.

42. (A24) Which of the common lepidoptera defoliators
eggs on twigs in late fall?

a. White marked tus000k moth.
b. Fall cankerworm.
c. Gypsy moth.
d. Fall webworms.

deposits its

43. (A24) The common lepidoptera defoliators that feed mainly on
trees such as apple, alder, birch, oak, and willow are the

a. white-marked tussock moths.
b. fall cankerworms.
0. gypsy moths.
d. fall webworms.

44. (A25) Which of the webbing lapidoptera defoliators spends the
winter as pupa in a thin cocoon an the ground?

a. Fall cankerworm. 0. eastern tent caterpillar.
b. Fall webworm. d. Spruce bud worm.

7
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45. (A25) Which very destuctive webbing lepidopters defoliator
spends its larval steep in proteoted aoveringe under herb
scales?

vtft/s

a. Fall cankerworms. o. Easters teat caterpillars.
b. Pall webworsa. d. Spruce bud worms.

46. (A26) The lepidoptera defoliator that, as a caterpillar, lives
in a silken cocoon-like bag to whioh is attached bits of leaves
and stems from the host plant is the

a. bagworm. a. fall wehmerms.
b. cutworms. d. eastern teat caterpillars.

47 (A26) The lepidoptera defoliators that are seldom seenleosuse
they usually remain hidden under clods of earth or in the topsoil
during the day are

a. bagworms.
b. cutworm'.

a. fall wehwarms.
d. eastern tent eaterpillars.

48. (A27) The larvae of which skeletcalsing defoliators hatab is
the ground and feed cm denying vegetation and plant roots?

a. Japanese., beetles. a. 01m leave beetles.
b. Fall cankerworm'. d. Cutworms.' ,

49. (A20) The holly leaf miner is the larval stags of a

a. small dark or yellowish fly.
b. small gray moth.
c. wedge-shaped beetle.
d. white with bleakepot fly.

50. (A20) The larvae of whioh type of leaf miner sate kidney-shaped
blotches on leaves?

a. Holly.

b. Basswood.
e. Arborvitae.
d. Birch.

51. (A25) The larvae that eat out the

a. holly leaf miners.
b. basswood leaf miners.

52. (A29) Chemical

a. late summer.
b. fall.

insidu of terminal leaveslare

c. arborvitae leaf miners./
d. birch leaf miners.

control of begwarma is effective only in the

winter.
spring and early suMmer

8
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mermal,

53. (A30) Bark beetles and engravers can be ft.:agonised by the characteristic
pattern of

a. straight galleries.
b. winding galleries.

c. stripping of bark.
d. color change in the leaves. t(0

54. (A30) A method used to lessen the attack of bark beetles is to

a. spray the tree with a protective paint.
b. spray the surrounding foilage with herbicide.
c. out and destroy the infested tree.
d. score around the base of the tree.

55. (A31) To kill borers within wood or bark you oan use

4. carbon disulfide. c. calcium carbonate.
b. pentachlorophenol. d. fertilizer and water.

56. (A31) Newly transplanted trees can be somewhat protected from
borers by

a. wrapping the trunk with paper or burlap.
b. spraying the roots with insecticide before beckfilling.
a. spraying the new foliage with insecticide.
d. filling all existing holes.

57. (A32) What minute reddish or yellowish arthropod infests ornamental
plants and shade trees?

a. Aphid. c. Spider mite.
b. mealy bug. d. Leaf hopper.

58. (A32) A bug that sucks large quantites of sap from plants and
causes numerous mall pinholes in the phloem and bark tissue is
the

a. spider mite. c. mealy bug.
b. aphid. d. spittle bug.

59. (A32) An insect that is the sole source of some brilliant dyes
is the

a. scale insect. c. mealy bug.
b. aphid. d. spider mite.

60. (A33) Insect galls can be differentiated from other types of
galls because they

a. are not as large as other galls.
b. contain one or more chambers or depressions.
c. are honeycombed an the' plant.
d. are larger than other galls and are site in color.

9
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61. (A34) Summar oils should not pe sprayed if lai temperature is
above

a. 52° F.
b. 64° P.

o. 79° F.
d. 860 F.

62. (A34) When it is necessary to spray inareaa where cars are parked,
what action should be taken?

a. Spray away from the cars.
b. Cover the cars with gestic.
c. Display warning signs me day in advance.
d. No precautions are necessary.

63. (A35) Grubs normally lie in a curled position. The exception
to this rule is the

a. June beetle. c. wireworma.
b. Japanese beetle. d.

64. (A35) Wireworms are most prevalent in

a. dry sandy soils. c. pastures and hay fields.
b. gardens and orchards. d. high rainfall areas.

65. (A35) Normally, pavement ants are found in lawne.in

a. the Atlantic Coast states.
b. Texas and Louisiana.
c. the West Coast states.
d. the New England states.

66. (A36) The fiery skipper moth is a lawn pest normally found in

a. Texas and Louisiana.
b. the New England states.
c. the Atlantic Coast states.
d. California.

67. (A36) The best way to distingmiah between the ampler, and the
fall armyworm is that the

a. fall armyworm is more brilliantly colored.
b. armyworm has a white dot an each forewing.
o. armyworm feeds only during the day.
d. fall armyworm remains in the soil at night.

68. (A37) One of the most destructive of the turf attacking insects
is the

a. leaf bug. a. chinch
b. leaf hopper. d. scale insect.

10 r- A
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69. (A37) Which of the following turf attacking insects are common
in the southern states?

a. Leaf bugs. c. Leaf hoppers.
b. Chinch bugs. d. Scale insects.

70. (AA) Sifting broken-up sod through hand sifters is the recommended
method for detecting the presence of

a. grubs. c. outworia.
b. chinch bugs. A. wirework's.

71. (N38) Which of the following turf and lawn damaging insects' can
be detected by pushing a tin cylinder into the around and filling
the cylinder with water?

a. Grubs. o. Chinch bull.
b. Cutworms. d. Wireworms.

72. (A39) Nematodes are classified as

a. free-living. c. animal parasites.
b. plant parasites. d. all of the above.

73 (A39) Nematodes are also known as

a. cutworms. c. roundworms.
b. wireworms. d. armyworms.

74. (A40) In which type of root attacking nematodes does the female
become fixed in one position where she feeds until death?

a. Sedentary parasites. c. Semiendoparastic.

b. Endoparasitic. d. Ectoparasitic.

75. (A40) Which root type nematode attacks fruit trees?

a. Root-knot. c. Lance.
b. Meadow. d. Stubby root.

76. (A41) What has been the moat successful method of controlling
nematodes?

a. Quarantines. c. Herbicides.
b. Soil fumigation. d. Water-dispersal nmmatocidem.

77. (A42) How many species of terrestrial snails are found in the
continental United States?

a. 725.

b. 750.

51/

c. 800.

d. 825.
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78. (A42) The Maaiterranean snail that is 10618v:tired to,oa sna moat
diatructive is the

a. Theba pisana. c. °tile lactes.
414S.

b. Achatina. d. gar;

79. (A43) How many families of snails are found in the United States?

a. 5.

b. 7.

O. 9.

d. 11.

80. (A43) The aestivation of snails refers to the

a. ability to reproduce asexually.
b. preparation of a neat for ew-
e. infestation of vegetation by snails.
d. period of dormancy during the aummar.

81. (A44) To facilitate inspection what can be used to attract and
draw -out snails and slugs?

P

a. Fresh fruits: a. Sodium chloride.
b. Dried apples. d. Sugar water.

82. (A44) When inspecting wheeled and tracked equipment for asaiIi,
wnit is --reocinended in lieu of or in addition to examination?

a. Submersion in chemically treated water.
b. Spraying with diesel oil.
c. Steam or water-jet cleaning.
d. Treatment by infrared light,ing.

83. (A15) The best method of cultivating soil in order to destroy '

snails and snail eggs is

a. discing. (5. turning.
d. harrowing.b. cultipacking

9L. (A45) What predators may be used to control, snails and slugs?

a. Hogs. c. Snakes.

b. Chickens. d. Lizards.

.85. (A46) What is the common site of plant fungi?

i. Size of a dime. c. Microscopic.

. b. Size of a lemon. d. Macroscopic.

86. (A47) 'What type of disease: commonly found on rose lemma, appears
in the form of raised blisters? -,

a. Root rot.
b. Dutch elm disease.

c. Damping-off.
d. Fowdery mildew.

12
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87. (A48) What is the most effective anchsametimes the only method I)

available for controlling moat of the fungus diaeaaes of plants?

a. 'Afelloation of chemical sprays not Chemical dusts on the plants
or into -the soil.

b. Application of a chemila3.-mrpray and dust combination into the
soil, never on the pleats.

C. Use of a chemicir type seed planted just beneath the existing
plant root, . r

d. Application of chemical spraya or dusts on the plants, their
seeds, or into the soil where the plants are to grow.

88. (4148) What important points should be considered In attempting
to control plant disease or'ised by fungus?

a. Life style characteristics of each fungus with no particular
attention to its habitat preferenbes.

b. Life style charaoteriatics of each fungus, its habitat preferences,
and it performance under certain environments.

c. Characteristica of fungi under varOue climatic conditions
with special attention to its rate of growth and appearance;

d. Special attention to its rate of growth under certain temperatures,
with additional attention in its habitat preferences.

54j
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(AFSC 56650)
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Preface
THIS VOLUME of CDC 56650, Entomology Specialist, provides you with knowledge
concerning the more important vertebrate a nd vegetative pets which includesdomestic
and field rodents, bats, birds, aquatic plants, woody plants, grasses, and herbacious
broadleaf plants. In order for you to become a certified pest controller, you must be
very knowledgeable in these subjects as well as those previously discussed.

Please note that in this volume, we are using the singular pronouns lie, his, and him
in the generic sense, not the masculine sense. The word to which these pronouns refer is
person.

Appendixes A and B have been bound as a separate inclosure. This supplement is for
use with Volumes 4, 5. 6, and 7.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of this text,
or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Trig Cen/TTGOX,
Sheppard AFB TX 76311. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion program to submit
corrections for typographical or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration. or any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer. or NCO. as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI. Gunter AFS AL 36118. preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for
Assistance.

This volume is valued at 36 hours (12 points).

Material in this volume is technically accurate. adequate. and current as of
September 1977.
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i CHAPTER 1

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives. Each of these c
carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets 'learning goal for you. The text that follows the
objectivesa-vino:I the information you need to reach that goal. The exercises following the information
give you a check 0 your achievement. When you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back
of this volume. If your response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Vertebrate Pests

THE DOMESTIC RODENT is a major problem on
military installations. One of your primary duties is to
control these pests. Not only must you contend with
the domestic rodent, but you must control several field
rodents.

Other field vertebrates that you need to be able to
recognize. and-manage include rabbits, hares, moles,
shrews. and predatory animals. This chapter covers
these pests as well as bats, birds. and domestic animals.

1-1. Domestic Rodents (Order Rodent* Family
Muridse) -

Three species. of murine rodents live in close
association with htimans: the Norway rat (Rama
norvegicus), the black or roof rat lRattus maw), and
the house mouse (Mug musculus). These three
imported murine rodents are far more important to
humans and their property than are the rodents that
are native to the United States. One or more of these
three are found almost everywhere that man dwells.
Because these rodents live near humans, they are also
known as the domestic rodents.

This section deals with the importance,
identification. life cycle. habits. habitats. and control
of the murine rodents.

C01, Complete given statements concerning the
importance of murine rodents.

Murine rodents inhabit the buildings and destroy
the food and property of humans. They also endanger
human well-being by being the reservoir or vector for
such diseases as plague, murine typhus. salmonellosts.
leptospirois. and rickettsialpox. They also serve as the
host for cctoparasitcs that are the actual vectors of
some of these diseases. We will divide this discussion of
the importance of murine rodents into two parts:
economic and medical.

Economic Importance. The murine rodents,
especially the roof and Norway rats. cause tremendous
financial losses each year by destroying and
contaminating food. dilling poultry and other
domestic animals, and destroying property.

Destruetion of food. Rats eat millions of bushels of
grain each year. They eat it in the fields, grain.

t,E?:
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elevators, processing mills, trucks and trains, stores,
and homes. Because rats are omnivorous, grain is not
the only food product they attack. The eating cycle
given above can apply to many other products.

Contamination of food. Rats and mice commonly
excrete wastes, both feces and urine, while feeding and,
thus. contaminate and make unfit for human
consumption about three times as much food as they
eat. To give you an idea of the amount of damage that
is possibk, rats drop from 25 to 100 pellets a day and
excrete 10 to 20 cc of urine each day. Another way in
which rodents contaminate food is through the
shedding of body hairs.

Destruction of poultry and other domestic animals.
Rats may destroy hundreds of baby chicks in one night
and have seriously injured young pigs, lambs, and
calves. This type damage may become a major problem
because rats kill not only for food but also for the sake
of killing.

Destruction of property. Rats destroy by gnawing.
They will gnaw through such items as concrete, brick,
wood, and even metal. Such gnawing could cause a fire
should a rodent gnaw thrtiugh the insulation on
electrical wiring. Fire could also occur through
spontaneous combustion from flammable materials
gathered for use as nesting materials. Burrowing
rodents can also cause severe damage to structures or
runways as they undermine and weaken these facilities.
Rodents on aircraft are very dangerous because their
consistent gnawing habit could cause damage to
electrical lines, pneumatic lines, or control cables.

Medical Importance. Although there are many
diseases transmitted by the rat, only the ones of
importance to man will be discussed here.

.11trrine typhus fever. This disease is transmitted
from rats (the reservoir) to humans by the rat flea. It is
similar to epidemic typhus. which is transmitted by
human lice. The rickettsia) organisms cause the disease
to enter the bloodstream when feces of infected fleas
are rubbed or scratched into a fleabite wound or
broken skin tissue.

flaKue. A plague reservoir exists in wild rodents of
the western states and is transmitted from rodent to
rodent and from rcdibtt to humans by the bite of
rodent fleas. There is always a danger that domestic



Leptospirosis (Wei Is disease). Human infections
result from direct or indirect contact with the infected
urine of rodents. The spirochetes which are found in
water or on food may enter through mucous
membranes. minute cuts or abrasions of the skin.
Therefore. Weil's disease is more often found in sailors.
miners, sewer workers, fish or poultry dealers, and
abattoir (slaughterhouse) workers.

Ratbitefever. The bacteria that cause this disease are
found on the teeth and gums of many rats and are
transmitted from a rat to a person by a rat bite. The
most frequently occur 3 rat bite fever in the United
States is called Haverhi" :.: cr.

Saimonettosis. Salmw.elt..-:is is a food poisoning
disease that causes diarri. vi a.. dysentery. It is spread
in several ways. One way is 131 -4atamination of edible
materials with rat feces containing infective bacteria.
Salmonellosis is a common disease found wdrldwide.

Rickettsialpox. The disease is transmitted from the
house mouse trf humans by the bite of a mite that the
mouse harbors. Rickettsialpox is a mild, nonfatal
disease which resembles chickenpox. Although these
diseases may not be major problems in the United

'States at she present time, there is always the possibility
of a major outbreak as long as rodents are living near
humans. Also, as a member of the military. you may be
sent to areas where epidemics of these diseases are
frequent; therefore. you should be familiar with the
vectors. hosts. and reservoirs of each of the diseases.

Exercises (C01):

1. Murini. rodents inhabit the and
destroy the and of humans.

2_ Some of the places where rats eat millions of
bushels of grain a year are in

. and
in stores. and in

3. Rats and mice commonly excrete wastes, both
and ___ _ . while and

thus, contaminate and make unfit for
about three times as

much as they eat.
4. Rats often kill for the sake of - .
5. Rats destroy by gnawing and will gnaw through

such items as -- , , .
and even

6. Fire could occur through from
flammable materials gathered for use as
materials.

7 Murine typhus fever is transmitted from rats to
man by the

l The bacteria that causes rat bite fever is found
41n the and of many rats and is
transmitted from rats to humans by the
of the

9. Riekettstalpox is transmitted from the
to humans by the of the mites

that the harbors.
10. Salmonellosts is a common disease sound

rodents will become infected and carry the infection to
man. This diseaie is usually fatal to rats. fleas, and
humans.

CO2. Distinguish among the features of the roof rat,
Norway rat, and house mouse, and identify the
droppings or these marine rodents.

Field Identifleadon of Marine Rodents. Rodent
control measures cannot be effective unless you know
ivith which rodent you must deal. Thus, you must
know how to identify the three most important species
of murine rodents. Table 1-1 describes the physical
characteristics that you can use to make your
identification. Identifying factors other than physical
characteristics, such as droppings, gnawing., or trails,
sometimes will be your only dues to a correct
identification. See figure 1-1 for examples of the
different types of rodept droppings. The following text
will give you more information for identification.

Norway rat. The Norway rat (Ranee norvegicus).
predominantly a burrowing rodent, is the most
common and largest of the domestic rats. Numbers of
this pest are ggnerally distributed thi'oughout the
United Statet and the temperate regions of the world.
The recognition characteristics and biology of the
Norway rat not given in table 1-1 are as follows:

Fur: costae. reddish brown
Droppings: large (up to three-foarths inch long). capsule-shaped.
Sexual maturity: attained in 3 to 5 months.
Gestation period: average 22 days.
Young: average 8 to 12 per liner.,
Number of filters: average 4 to 7 per year.
Length of life: average about I year.
Harborage: ground level. burrows in ground and under

foundations of buildings, and in rubbish dumps.
Range: frequently 100 to 150 feet.
Food and water omnivorous. garbage. meat, fish, and cereal: 3

daily requirement 3/4 to I ounce dry food. 1/2 to 1 ounce of
water.

Roof rat. The roof rat (Raffia rauus), an agile
climber, is a middle-sized rodent with a range confined
largely to the South and to the Pacific coast in the
United States. It is found most abundantly in the
tropical or temperate regions andsis rare or absent in
the colder portions of the world.

The recognition characteristics and biology not
given in table I-I of the roof rat are as follows:

1141

fatp
NORWAY RAT IBLUNT1

AVERAGE LENGTH 11"

...
0.....euitab,

e.., woo

MOOSE MOUSE IROiNtED)
AvE0AGE LENGTH %

ROOF RAT (POINTZ01
AVERAGE LENGTH ii.

Figure 1 I Compon.cin of nutrtne rodcrit droppings.
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TABLE l-1
CHARACTERISTICS AND MEASUREMENTS OF ADULT MURINE RODENTS

Species
Norway Rat

(Rattus norvegicus)
Rod Rat

(Battu& rattus)
Howie Mouse

11

(Mus musculus)

Weight 10 - 11 oz
(280 - 480 gm)

4 - 12 oz
(110 - 340 gm)

1/2 - 3/4 oz
(14 - 21 gm)

Total length
(Nose to tip
of tail)

12 3/4 - 18 in
(325 - 460 mm)

13 3/4 - 17 3/4 in
(350 - 450 mm)

6 - 7 1/2 in
(150 - 190 mm)

Head and
Body

Blunt muzzle;
heavy thick body
7 -14 in
(180 - 255 mm)

Pointed muzzle;
slender body
6 1/2 - 8 in
(165 - 205 mm)

Small
2 1/2 - 3 1/.,2 in
(65 - 90 mm)

Tail

,,

+a

Shorter than head
plus body, carried
with much less
movement, corn-
parativeiy, than
roof rat. Lighter-
colored on under
side at all ages.
6 - 8 1/2 in
(150 - 215 mm)

Longer than head
. plus body generally

moving whip-like,
uniform coloring
top and bottom at
all ages and for all
subspecies.
7 1/2 - 10 in
(190 - 255 ram)

Equal to or a little
longer than body
plus head.
3 - 4 in
(75 - 10 mm)

Ears Small, close set,
appear half buried
in fur. Rarely
over 3/4 in
(20 mm)

Large, prominent,
stand well out from
fur. Generally
over 3/4 in (20 mm)

Prominent, large
for size of animal,
1/2 in (15 mm) or
less

Hind Foot Usually over
1 1/2 in (40 mm)
from heel to tip of
longest toe.

Generally less than
1 1/2 in (40 mm)
from heel to tip of
longest toe.

Feet are Shorter,
darker, and broader
than most wild mice.
Generally less than
3/4 in (20 mm) from
heel to tip of longest
toe.

Fur. three color phases in the United States the black rat Manus
rartusi. black to slate-gray, Alexandrine rat tRattus rattus
alexandrinus). tawny above an?' grayish-white below; and the
frail rat t Ratrus rattus frugivorust. also tawny above with a
white to lemon-tilored belly

.nrimpings medium-sized (up to 1 2 inch long), spindle-shaped
-d.--tiexual maturity: attained in 3 to 5 months

CUGestation period: average 22 days.
g Young average 6 to it per litter

Number of litters average 4 to 6 per tear
samher weaned 4% erase about 20 per year per female
l.ength of life. average about I veer
Harborage: above ground level, indoors in attics. and between

walls. outdoors in trees and dense vine growth
Range frequently WO to 150 lee
Food and water. Omnivorous: segetables, trunk and cereal

grains. dads requirement 12 to I ounce dry food an up to I
ounce %Me?

3
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House mouse. The house mouse Plus musculus),
the smallest of the delmestic rodents, is widespread and
abundant throughout the United States. It is found
from the Tropics to the Arctic regions throughout the
world.

The recognition characteristics and biology ofithe
house mouse not given in table I-I are as follows:

Adult weight. I 2 ounce.
Fur. dusky gray.
Droppings. small II A melt long), rodshaped
Sexual matunty attained in 11/2 months
Cot arson penod..Vcrast 19 days.
Young. average S to 6 per litter.
Number of litters- as many as A per sear.
Number weaned: average 341 to 35 per year per female
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2. Droppings of these murine rodents are
a. Small (1/8 inch long), rod-shaped. The rodent is

the
b. Large (up to 3/4 inches long) capsule-shaped.

The rodent is the
c. Medium size (up to 1/2 inch long), spindle-

shaped. The rodent is the

CO3. Complete given statements pertaining to ibe life
cycles of murine rodents.

Life Cycles of Murine Rodents. The ife of the
average rat or mouse is fairly short, a the young
mature rapidly. As you recall. the gest tion period is
only about 3 weeks. In addition, 1 is possible for
females to be producing young al st continuously.
Fortunately for control efforts, sev ral things can slow
this reproduction. Mating is not 'ways successful, or
is not even *tempted imme tely after young are
born. Then, too, if a female is ursing young and is also
pregnant. birth of the ne itter may be delayed as
much as a week. The len h of this delay depends on
the number of nursing ygiing and the size of the unborn
litter_

Young rats and ice enter this world none too
gently. Large litters re the rule. and in the confusion at
birth some of the ew born may be killed and eaten.
Birth is usually p ceded by a flurry of nest building.
Although the fe ale remains quiet during the birth,
she is very new sand may be disturbed by intrusions.
Often wln a at or mouse nest containing young is
disturbed. th mother will move the young to another
place. Man litters thus moved probably do not
survive. In ny event, although large numbers of young
rats and nice may be born, many of them die or are

6killed be re they are weaned.

Thos young rats and mice which survive the
accidents at birth grow very rapidly although they are
virtually helpless. They have almost no control over
their //own body heat or temperature and may became
very cold when left untended for a period of time in
cold weather. Infant Norway rats can survive a body

perature as low as 34° F. (1.12° C.). An adult rat is
killed under most circumstances when body

niperature reaches 59° F. (15.12° C.). The growing
nfant rat slowly acquires the ability to control its own
body temperature. M about 73 days of age it can
maintain a high temperature even under cold
conditions.

Newborn rap and mice are helpless in many ways:
I heir eyes and-ears are not open: they are hairless: and
their legs are small and poorly developed. They move
about by a combination of wriggling and paddling. In
the Norway rat the ears open in about 3 days, but no
signs of hearing can be detected until the rat is 12 days
old. During this early period mice and rats respond
largely to heat and touch, although they probably have
some ability to smell. In all three species fine hair
appears on the body in about.a week. They optn their

is

5

eyes at about 12 to 14 days of age. At this time the
air ady active youngsters enter a period of intense
i estigative behavior. They begin to take excursions

ut of the neat, often as a result of following the mother 5)
when she leaves. For about 3 weeks the young depend el
on the mother for food.They begin to take solid food v
in the middle of the third week. At the end of this
period they can live away from the mother if forced to.

Mice can actually survive on solid food as soon as
the eyes are open although they normally do not begin
to take such food until a few days later. In the wild, the
mother rat or mouse may feed her litters until they are 4
to 5 weeks old. By this time their activity is essentially
adult except for statist behavior and fighting. These
latter activities appear later and at the same time, in
rats at 2 to 3 months Of age, and in mice when they are
about 2 months old;

Exercises (CO3):

I. The life of the average rat or mouse is fairly
and the young Mature .

2. Although large, numbers of young rats and mice
may be born, many of them or are
before they are weaned.

3. Young mice 914 rats have almost no control over
their own heat or temperature and may
become very Cold when left for a period of
time in cold weather.

4. Newborn rats and mice are helpless in many ways: ,

their and are not open; they are
and their are small and poorly,

developed. I

5. In all three Species fine hair appears on the body in
about _'

6. They open their eyes at about to days
of age_

7. For about _ weeks the young depend on the
mother for food.

8. Mice can actually survive on solid food as soon as
theme. _ although they' normally do not
begin to take on food until a few days later.

C04. Discriminate between true and false statements
pertaining to the habits of marine rodents, and cowed
those that are false.

Habits of Marine Rodents. To control murine
rodents effectively, you know about their habits. This
objective covers the general activity, reaction to
strange objects. climbing, jumping, swimming,
nestirig. burro wing. and gnawing habits of murine
rodents.

General activity. Young rats and mice gradually
become familiar with their surroundings while
undergoing a "training" period with their mother.
Their first trips away from the nest are often by
accident. Nursing young, clinging to their mother's
nipples, are, sometimes dfigged from the nest as she
leaves. Later they may follow her for a short distance
when she leaves the nest_ This habit of following

5$8



increases until finally they regularly accompany her as
she goes about her normal activities. During this
period they learn their home area by associating with
and imitating their mother. However, there is no
evidence that she consciously tries to teach them. They
learn by imitation and experience, part of the latter
being gained when they accompany each other on
forays. By the time the youngsters are 3 months old,
they are very active and are completely independent.
This level of activity remains high until they are about
nine months old, when old age overtakes them and
they slow down.

When food is abundant, the rat shows the greatest
activity during the first half of the night. The rat
becomes most active at or shortly after dusk. This
activity continues until about the middle of the night.
The house mouse shows a similar pattern of nocturnal
activity, and, in addition, shows a second laser activity
peak starting well after midnight and lasting until
dawn. Superimposed on this nocturnal activity are
short periods of restlessness and activity °cuffing every
few hours throughout the day and night. these shorter
activity periods are related to periodic stomach
contractions in the rat: The major pattern of nocturnal
activity breaks down, however, when the rat is hungry.

Knowing where the rats and mice are likely to go is
important in such control procedures as rat-proofing.
They like to use regular paths or runways, especially
along walls or objects that present a vertical plane.
When a rat or mouse wants a piece of food. it will run
under and behind things until it gets as close to the food
as it can. Then. if the food is in the open, a shortdash is
the only exposure to danger. The farther away from
runways that traps or baits are placed, the smaller the
chance that they will be visited.

Reaction to strange objects. Rats and mice very
often carefully avoid strange objects, even strange
food. This habit contributes greatly to their ability to
survive even in the most dangerous environments.
Strange objects may be dangerous or even deadly. It is
to the rodent's advantage to investigate them very
cautiously. Interestingly, this "strange-object" reaction,
has led to many stories about the "wily" and "highly
intelligent- rat. The answer to a great number of these
stories is that the rat recognized the trap only as a
strange object to be avoided, not specifically as a trap.
Probably one of the reasons that the last few rats or
mice in a builidng are so difficult to kill is that these
survivors have the strongest reaction to strange
objects. Hence. they avoid all new attempts to kill
them. Rats may avoid new food for several days. This
is an important fact in poisoning operations. When the
rat or mouse first begins to take a new food, it may only
take "token" amounts. If these amounts contain a
sublethal dose of poison, they may make the animal
sick and thus strengthen the avoidance reaction. This is
the biologic basis for the use of unpoisoned bait. or
prebaiting, before the poison is added. The feeding
studies also indicate that hunger causes the avoidance
br strange objects to break down more quickly.

.
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In environments where "strange objects" appear
regularly, however, rats and mice may show little or no
evidence of the avoidance reaction. This is particularly
true in such places as warehouses where a constant S'
turnover in harborage and food is occurring. Rats
feeding on garbage are accustomed to new foods and
may accept anything edible.

Climbing ability. Roof rats and house mice are
notoriously good climbers, and even the Norway rat
can climb well if it has to. There are records of Norway
rats having crossed with city streets by walking
telephone wires. This use of wires is common among
roof rata and house mice.

Rats and mice can climb the vertical walls of most
brick buildings. This is understandable for the smaller
house mouse, but even the larger rats climb well. They
can climb any vertical surface where they can get a
toenail hold. By means of a fingernail test of the surface
of the average brick building, you can see how easily a
rodent could hang on. Even stucco is often rough
enough to permit ready climbing. Vine covered walls
are perfect runways, and since the vines afford
concealment they can be used by day or night. Smooth
surfaces can be climbed if there is a pipe, a corner, or
something else against which the rat or mouse can
brace its back. Rats have been found using both the
outside and inside of rusty 3-inch pipes placed against
walls. Nailheads or screwheads placed too close
together can serve as steps for rodents to climb. Rats
have crossed sheet metal flashing by catching the top
edge with the claivs of their forefeet and swinging
across overhand. When improperly installed, sheet
metal guards have failed to stop rats. Even the rat
guards used on ship mooring lines are seldom installed
properly and, therefore, do not prevent crossings.

In rodent control work, however, it is necessary to
draw a line between the possible and the probable in
rodent climbing. For example, it is possible for rats to
climb most types of vertical walls, but the chance of
rats climbing these walls without supporting wires or
pipes is quite remote. Remember that rats and mice do
not climb at every opportunity. They work only as
hard as is necessary. and only when they are driven by
hunger or lack of shelter will they try the feats
mentioned above. This practice greatly simplifies the
necessary precautions against rat entry and reduces
ratproofing costs.

Jumping ability. Because rats can reach as much as
13 inches along smooth vertical walls. a safety factor
must be added to rat guards to make certain that the
rodents do not pass. The distance that should be
completely clear of possible holding points is I B inches.
Rats can be expected to make a standing high jump of
nearly 2 feet. With a running start and a bounce against
the vertical surface two-thirds of the way up to give
them a boost, rats can jump a little more than 3 feet.
tinder these conditions even the much smarer house
mouse can jump more than 3 feet -high. I. :raping out
and down from a height of 115 feet. a rat can cover a
horizontal distance of 8 feet. It can do even better with
a running start.
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Swimming ability. All three of the introduced
murine rodents are good swimmers. This is especially
true of rats: they have been known to swim as
much as 1:2 mile in open water. Thereare reports that
rats swim up through floor drains without hesitation.
They probably come from a manhole or other break in
the sewer lines, although rats may live in the sewer
itself.

In many large cities, rats use the older sewer systems
as regular highways. If you are responsible for
ratproofing inspection, you should be familiar with the
layout of the major sewer lines in your area.
Information is especially important on small lines
which were abandoned but not removed when larger
mains were laid. This is very important in cities where
the first sewers were made of wood.

Nesting. Rats and mice will nest wherever they can
find safety close to food and water. They can use holes
or burrows in the ground to hide and nest outdoors. In
buildings. rats and mice use double walls, the space
between walls and ceilings, closed-in spaces around
counters, or any place hidden from view that enemies
cannot reach. The more rubbish that is piled around.
the more objects that are stacked in corners or closets.
the greater the number of hiding and nesting places.

Generally, rats and mice build their nests in hiding
places that are relatively quiet. They gather whatever
soft material is nearby. or tear up paper and cloth to
line the nest. .

Rat nests generally are bowl-shaped and about 8
inches in diameter. Occasionally, they are completely
roofed over. In addition to cloth and paper. such
materials as grasses, excelsior, small twigs. and other
soft materials may be used.

Mouse nests are similar to rat nests but are smaller,
about 5 inches in diameter. Normally, they are
completely covered. and entrance is through a small
hole in-one side. Nest-building activity is greatest just
before young are born and at the start of cold weather.

In addition to disclosing nesting sites. a careful
search may reveal hidden resting and feeding stations.
These are places safe from enemies where rats and mice
can eat or rest undisturbed. These stations are usually
found somewhere between the food supply atid the nest
or burrow entrance. To these spots the mete and rats
carry or drag food. and they leave behind feces, food
wrappings. and scraps. The ideal condititin. of course.
is where harborage is such that runways. too, can be
concealed_ Too often this condition islound around
homes and business places. .

Burrowing. The three rnurine rodents differ
considerably in their tendency to burrow_ This habit is
most highly developed in the Norway rat. As an
adaptation to burrowing. the ears of this species are
small. and the hairs in the ear openings keep dirt out

The roof rat is more adapted' to a life of climbing. It
burrows 00, in areas where/Norway rats .ere absent.
Its burrow system as seldorrlestensive

House mice burrow where other harborage is not
available. in and aroundbuildings mice seldom have/

/

trouble finding cover. but in open fields they burrow
well and extensively.

Because of a peculiarity in rat-burrowing habits, S.
rodent control workers have developed the L-shaped
curtain wall to protect buildings from rat entry under
the foundation walls. When rats and mice attempt to
burrow under a wall, they often begin a short distance
away and burrow at an angle toward the wall. Usually
they reach it before they are 18 inches deep. and upon
reaching if they may follow it downward. Most
important,: once they reach the wall they will not dig
away from. it to go around an obstruction.

Gnawing. Nature seldom has provided an animal
with a more effective cutting tool than the rodent's
front or ,incisor teeth (fig. 1-3). Young rats and mice
begin to gnaw as early as the second week of life.
Throughout their lives the teeth keep growing rapidly.
In adult laboratory rats, the average growth for upper
incisors is 41/2 inc he a year. and the lower incisors grow
51/2 inches. The grisw.th rate in wild rats probably is
similar. This fast growth allows continuous gnawing
without wearing out the Cutting edge of the teeth. It
may, however, cause trouble, Sometimes rodents are
found with a front tooth broken and the one in the
opposing jaw very long. This bears out the idea that the
grinding action of the opposing teeth helps keep the
teeth short. It is believed that the hard enamel on the
front of the rodent's incisors wears away the softer
dentine on the back of the opposing tooth and thus
helps keep the tooth sharp. It is difficult to see how
gr.ay.:Ii . as such. could keep the teeth sharp, although
this icle. still persists. It would be like a chisel that grew
sha-he more it was used. '

,RIL, ... will gnaw almost anything. Some of
this gnawii - : ri-!Iy to keep the teeth short, for
some of it seems to ses... nu other purpose. This would
explain why many holes are gnawed much larger th.an
necessary. It also explains random cutting of furniture
legs and counter posts.

To get to food, rats and mice gnaw any material with
a gnawing edge that is softer than the enamel of their
teeth. This material includes such things as wood.
paper board. cloth sacks. lead pipes. cinder block.
asbestos. and aluminum. They have pierced concrete

I if.)-- 7
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used for ratproofing before it had time to harden and
havc evcn gnawed through sun-dried adobe brick.
Roof rats are even better at gnawing than are Norway
rats.

Exercise IC04):

Identify the following statements u coned
incorrect. Amend those that are incurred.

I. You must know the habits of rodents to
control them effectively.

or

2. Young rats and mice are trained by their
father.

_ 3. Rats become more active at dawn.

_ 4. Rats and mice avoid strange food.

5. Rats and mice can climb vertical wails of brick
buildings.

_ b. Rats can make a standing high jump :.%1 4 feel.

_ 7. Rats are good swimmers. They can even swim
up through floor drains.

_ 8. Rats and mice generally build their nests in
noisy places.

_ 9. The burrowing habit is most highly developed
in the Norway rat.

10. The teeth of rats and mice keep growing
throughout their lives.

C05. Complete given statements concerning the
-feeding habits of marine rodents.

Feeding Habits of Murine Rodents. The feeding
habits of rats and mice are sufficiently different to
require different controls. All three species have
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regular eating habits, determined by differen'es in the
species, in the amount and kind of food, and in the
dangers involved in securing it.

Rats usually begin searching for food a little after
sunset each day. However, mice are Mail and hard to
see, and come out during the day whenever possible.
They all treat food much the same way, once they find
it. Usually, they carry or drag it to a hiding place before
eating it. Occasionally they eat the food on the spot if it
is in small enough pieces. Usually, however, rats and
mice will eat in the open only if they are starved, if no
enemies are around, or if the pieces are too big to move
to cover.

Rats are fairly steady eaters. Mice are nibblers,
taking a bit here and a bit there. Hence, in efforts to
poison mice a great many baits should be put out quite
close together to make sure that the mice nibble
enough to kilt them.

Norway rats feeding on mined garbage perfer such
foods as meats, grain, grain products (such as
oatmeal), cooked eggs, and potatoes. On the other
hand, they show very little desire for such foods as raw
beets, peaches. Onions, celery, cauliflower. and 4reen
peppers. There appears to be an aversion to highly
spiced foods.

The choice of food is determined largely by the
environment of the rat or mouse. For example. citrus
fruits are not preferred by rats and mice, but in Florida.
the roof rat is considered a serious pest in citrus groves.

Exercises (COS):

I. The feeding habits of murine rodents are
determined by differences in the ' , in the

and kind of , and in the
involved in securing it_

2. Rats usually begin searching for food a little after
day.

3. Rats are fairly eaters, where mice are

4. Norway rats feeding on mixed gaibage preferred
such food as . .. ,

and
5. The choice of food is determined largely by the

of the rat or mouse_

C.6. identify as true or fake given statements
pertaining to the signs of the presence of murine
rodents, and correct those that are false.

Survey and Inspection for Murine Rodents. Often
you must inspect an area to determine the extent of rat
or mouse infestation. Often rodents leave
characteristic signs of their activities behind them.
These signs can often tell you the species present. the'
degree and location of the infestation. and the habits of
the animals. It is always desirable that you observe as
many signs as possible before you make a decision as to
the presence and degree of any rodent infestation.

Sight. The most positive proof of infestation. of
course. is to see a live rat or mouse. However. because
these rodents generally are nocturnal and secretive in
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their habits. live animals seldom are seen. Asa rule, h is
only in very heavy infestations that rats and mice show
themselves when humans are present. They are
especially secretive if there is much human activity in
the area.

Dead animals may indicate either a current or a past
infestation. If the carcass is dried or reduced to a
skeleton, it may mean only a former infestation. If
many recently dead animals are found. find out
whether poisons have been used in the area. if poisons
have not been used, there is the possibility that an
epidemic disease. such as plague, is present among the
rodents. If disease is suspected, do not handle the dead
rodents with your bare hands. If possible. place them in
cloth or paper bags to prevent the escape of fleas and
other ectoparasites. Hold them for examination by
specialists to determine the cause of death.

Sound. The various noises made by rats and mice
may give clues as to their presence and location. These
noises are rarely heard unless the area is otherwise
quiet Upon entering an infested building, stand still to
allow the sound of your own entry to subside so that rat
and mouse activity may be resumed. You may hear the
sounds of running. gnawing. and scratching, especially
from double walls and floors_ Various squeaks and
churring noises are also produced. The squeaking may
accompany fighting and may occur intermittently for
several minutes. Also, youngsters in the nest make
faint squeaking noises

Droppings. Presence of rat and mouse feces is one of
the best indications of an infestation. All three animals
commons. produce quantities of droppings. These
droppings may be a key to the species present and its
relative abundance.

It is important to be able to determine the age of rat
and mouse droppings. This information is necessary in
deciding whether an area is currently infested. Fresh
droppings are soft enoughto be pressed out of shape
and often have a glistening, moist appearance. The
color varies according-to the kind of food eaten, but
usually it is black or nearly black. Within a few days,
depending on climatic conditions. droppings become
dry and hard. la..er the surface becomes dull. and
with great age they assume a grayish dusty appearance
and may crarrthle sily when pressed with a stick. The
appearance of the surface alone. however, may be
misleading, Droppings may be black and shiny and
still be hard and crumbly. Old droppings dampened by
rain or other moisture may appear fresh. but when
crushed they do not have the putty-like consistency of
fresh droppings. _

The quantity and sues of fresh droppings found tn
an area may give an indication of the number of
animals present_ Freih droppings mean that at least
one rat or mouse is present. Since only rarely are
Norway and roof rats found occupying the same area.
presence of several sites of fresh droppings' means that
several ages of rats are present and that reproduction
probably occurring. This often is the case ire

extensive infestations. Droppings are most numerous
alc.ng runwav:s. near harborage. in secluded corners.
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and near food supplies. In contrast. the burrows, and
nests. especially. are usually very clean and have no
droppings. Rats and mice have actually been observed
carrying feces from nests and burrows.

The number of rodent droppings found in any area
depends not only on the amount of rodent activity but
also on how often floors are swept and how rapidly
stored goods are moved, The absence of droppings
may not always mean that no rodents are present', for
droppings are present irregularly in infestation.
Sometimes they are abundant, sometimes scarce. On
the other hand, and presence of old droppings, even in
quantity, does not mean that the area is currently
infested.

Runways and rub marks_ Since rats and mice
generally occupy only a limited area, they may use the
same pathway many times. Out of doors or on earthen
floors these runways may appear as clean-swept, well-
packed earth paths 2 to 3 inches wide. In dusty areas.
runways may consist of tracks made in dust bypassing
rats or mice Mg. I-4). Occasionally. you may even see
the wavy line of a dragged tail. In many areas rats and
mice leave dark smears or rub marks when they rub
against objects as the result of natural oils and dirt on
their bodies.

Outdoors. runways are easily seen in dense
vegetation, such as lawn grass, and they may even be
conspicuous on bare earth. However, the location of
runways usually reflects the rodent's generally
secretive habits. Most often, they are found along
walls, under boards, behind stored objects and
accumulated litter, and in similar places. it is
important to search such places carefully, .

Rat and mouse runs in or on buildings, are often
marked by more or less extensive rub marks. You can
find-these marks around gnawed holes. along pipes and
beams, on the edges of stairs, along walls, or anywhere
else that the rodent is likely to travel. Swing marks
made by rats passing under floor joists along a beam
generally indicate the presence of roof rats, Norway rat
runs are more often near the floor. House mouse runs.
on the other hand. may be anywhere. They are the most
'difficult to locate because they are small and often very
faint. It is especially important to search behind
vertical pipes near walls for evidence of rub Marks.
Small vertical pipes and colurdns are* favorite means
by which rats and mice change floors.

","-isz
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You can often tell how old a rat or mouse run is. A
fresh run over earth will generally be hard-packed and
free of dirt and litter. Heavy use may even give it a
shiny appearance. Dusty cobwebs across a run, of
course, mean that it is no longer used. Fresh rub marks
and smears are soft when scratched. Old marks are
brittle and may flake off.

By tracing rat and mouse runs, you can find the
harborage. the food and water supply, and the means
of entry' into buildings may. This information will help
you take the right control measures.

Tracks. You may find tracks anywhere along rat and
mouse runs, both outdoors and inside. You can see
tracks more clearly with side illumination from a
flashlight than with direct light from above (fig. 1-4).
Especially good places to find tracks are in dust in
little-used rooms and in mud around outdoor puddles.
Rat tracks are fairly large. A hind foot of a walking
Norway rat may leave a print 11,4 inches long. Roof rat
prints are about the same size. Mouse footprints are
conspicuously smaller, rarely being even 1/2 an inch
long, and are much closer together.

Tracks found outdoors generally are fresh because
wind and rain would quickly erase them. The age of
tracks indoors is more difficult to estimate; they may
appear fresh long after having been made. lf the dust is
thin enough. you can determine their age by pressing a
finger lightly into the dust near the t rack and observing
the color. Fresh tracks should show about the same
color as the finger mark. while old tracks will be
different in color and have less sharply defined edges.
Knowing the speed with which dust falls may be
helpful. In a dusty flour mill where there is a heavy
deposit every day. visible tracks are probably quite
fresh. In the still air in the unexcavIted area beneath a
building. tracks last a long Timor-

A very helpful procedure is the use of a fine dust for
tracking. You can dust any fine powder; such as
pyrophyllite or flour. on a susepcted runway and
inspect it later for footprints. Spread the powder
smoothly to a depth of rto more than 1; 8 inch.

Gnawing. Recent gnawings through wood can be
distinguished by the fresh. light-colored appearance of
the gnawed surface and the presence of small, chewed
pieces or cuttings in the vicinity. The edges of the
gnawed area become darkened in a few days, and small
cuttings are soon scattered or swept away. -Another
way to determine the age of gnawed openings is to
notice the sharpness of the bitten edges. A freshly
gnawed opening has sharp edges which scratch the
animals as the_ ass through. They will stop and nibble
at the offending edge so that as the openings become
older. they acquire well-rounded edges. Evidence of
recent gnawing is one of the most reliable signs for
determining the presence of rats and mice.

The extent of damage to materials may be an
indication of the degree of infestation. You must be
careful to determine whether the gnawing was done by
une or more species. A mixed infestation of rats and
mice may be present. and damage done by mice may be
ascribed to the rats. When recently delivered materials
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are damaged, you can assume that the infestation is a
current one.,In this case, the extent of damage may be a
very reliable index to the number of animals present.

Exercises (C06):

In the following list, mark each statement "C" for
correct and "I" for incorrect. Amend the incorrect
statements.

I. The most positive proof of infestation, of
course, is to sec a live rat or mouse.

2. If many receptly dead animals are found, you
should ask about the use of poisons in the area.

3. The various noises made by rats and mice may
give clues as to their presence and locations.

-- 4. The droppings are not usually a key to the
species present and its relative abundance.

_ 5. The quantity and size of fresh droppings found
in an area may give an indication of the number
of animals present.

6. Out of doors or on earthen floors these runways
may appear as clean - swept, well-packed earth
paths two to three inches wide.

7. The hind feet of a walking Norway rat may
leave a print 11/2 inches long.

8. A way to determine the age of gnawed openings
is to check the sharpness of the bitten edges.

C07. Complete given statements pertaining to
sanitation control of marine rodents,

Sanitation for the Control of Marine Rodents. The
primary factors influencing the degree of infestation
are the amounts of food and harborag: available. Few
rats are found in buildings where food is not handled.
The cleanliness of an establishment is a most important
factor affecting the number of rats present. When
waste food is piled on the floor, in open cans, or in
other unprotected sites. little else is needed to support
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rats. Rat infestations can usually be traced to
unsanitary conditions. consisting chiefly of infrequent
refuse collection and inadequate disposal practices.
General sanitation as a rodent control measure
includes primarily a planned and continued program
of collection and disposal of debris, rubbish. and
garbage. and the proper stacking of food supplies.
Such practices reduce available food and harborage
for rats.

Sanitation for the control of rats and mice also
involves storage of all garbage and rubbish in
rodentproof containers and the proper storage of
usable materials. You should eliminate structural
harborage. such as small, protected inclosures under
cabinet shelves and stairs. If you remove harborage
and food sources. rat and mouse populations will be
permanently reduced.

Make sure refuse storage facilities include enough
cans of approved capacity to hold all garbage and
rubbish that normally accumulate between collection
days.

Proper storage of usable materials reduces available
food for rodents. Make sure all foodstuffs are stacked
12 to 18 inches off the floor, as shown in figure 1-5.

Frequent sweeping of floors removes rodent food
and permits ready detection of fresh signs. A white
hand 6 inches wide painted along the floor next to walls
in foodhandling locations can help you see droppings.
tracks. and other signs that indicate the presence of
rode nts.

You should perform regularly scheduled inspections
to detect any new evidence of rodent infestation.
Effective and permanent control of rats and mice can
be attained only through a continuous sanitation
program.

1.:xercises (C07):

1.. The cleanliness of an establishment is a most
important factor affecting the - of
which may be present.

2. Rat infestations can usually be traced to
conditions. consisting chiefly of in-

frequent collection and inadequate
practices.
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3. Make sure refuse storage facilities include enough
of capacity to hold all

and that normally accumulate between
collection days.

4. Make sure all foodstuffs are stacked to
- inches off the floor.

5. You should perform regularly scheduled to
detect any new evidence of infestation.

C08. Complete given statements pertaining to
controls other than sanitation for murine rodents.

Construction and Maintenance Control.
Rodentproofing (fig. 1 -6) existing buildings to prevent
and control rats is sometimes necessary. Sheet metal of
26-gage or heavier. 1 4-inch mesh hardware cloth. and
neat cement are suitable materials for use in
ratproofing. Openings more than I 4-inch wide in the
interior of warehouses should be closed. Other
openings. such as cracks around doorways. gratings,
and windows less than four feet above the ground
through which rats may enter directly or by enlarging
the opening should be covered with 1.4-inch mesh
hardware cloth or other suitable ratproofing material.
Openings around boxed-in piping and wire conduits
should be closed_ Conduits for wiring should be closed
and limited. if possible, to sizes 'that will prevent
passage of rats and mice. Fire stops in double walls and
floors of wood construction should exclude potential
rat runways along beams. Spaces between walls should
be blocked. Doors should be self-closing and should fit
tightly. Wood sills and"doors at ground level may be
sheathed in sheet metal to prevent gnawing.

Rats can be kept out of buildings through tunneling
by extending a wall downwar4 24 inches below the
ground surface. with a horizontal lip projecting 12
inches out from the base. When the rats hit this block.
they almost always- stop digging. This curtain wall has
a twofold purpose: it precludes the possibility of rat
infestations that result in the spread of disease and the
loss of foodstuffs; it prevents the burrowing which
results in undermining of walls and their possible
subsequent collapse.

Mechanical Control. Traps are useful when poisons
fail or are too risky. Box-type and cage-type traps
catch rodents alive for breeding and for ectoparasite
removal in disease szadies. The snap trap is one of the
most effective methods for killing rats and mice.
particularly mi-e. You must fasten the bait securely to
the trigger. For rat control, you can expand the trigger
with earth- I or sci en wire and use it unbaited.

The numbei Ir. steel trap usually catches rates alive.
This trap is preferred when the rat is to be examined for
ectoparasites or when blood samples .are to be taken.
Steel traps are generally used unbaited. The trap
should be set with the jaws open across the runway and
securely fastened with a chain.

Cage or box traps are usually less convenient and are
not as ellieient as steel traps, but they catch rodents
uninjured. Placing cage traps in dark places or
covering them with burlap bags increases catches.



Chemical Controls- Poisoning programs are
effectively used before sanitation or cleanup programs
are begun. in order to prevent a mats movement and
spread of 'rodents. Rodent killing without good
sanitation is ineffective because these rodents rapidly
regain the original population level through their high
birth and survival-of-young rat.

Baiting. A poisoned bait contains a poisoning agent
or rodenticide, a food, and sometimes an emetic. The
following bait materials are suggested:' fresh meats,
bacon, fresh or canned fish, yellow cornmeal, corn,
hulled oats, rolled oats, cracked wheat, bread, cake,
chicken scratch feed or mash. seeds. apple, banana,
peach, pear, pineapple. melon. tomato, sweet or Irish
potato, peanut butter, nut meats, prepared dog food.
candy, cheese. coconut. and butter.

Norway rats are inclined to favor meat and fish.
Roof rats prefer fruits and vegetables. Both readily
accept sweets. grains. and nut meats. Mice seem to
prefer bacon, sweets, grains or seeds, peanut butter.
cheese, apples. or sweet potatoes.

Fresh baits are the most acceptable to rats and mice.
Mix only enough bait for immediate needs. A binder of
vegetable. mineral. or fish oil is often added to cerealbr
dry baits to hold poison and dry bait together, to aid in
mixing, and to increase the absorption rate of poison
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into the rat's body (Storer, 1952). Do not use water or
milk as a binder as it will cause baits to sour, mold, or
spoil quickly. You can use glycerine in place of oil or
water as a binder. To keep baits from freezing, add
about 25 percent glycerine by weight or volume to
protect the baits to about 20° F. You can retard
rancidity by adding 0.025 percent Dupont DDPD, an
antioxidant now 'widely used in livestock feed.
Oatmeal contains a natural antioxidant. A mold
inhibitor such as 0.1 percent of 2, 4, 5-
trichlorophenylacetate may prevent mold formations
in baits placed in humid locations, but will reduce
palatability of bait slightly. Sodium sulfite (1 percent)
is a preservative sometimes added to perishable baits.
Bacon fat, gravy, syrup, or molasses are used as a
combination lure and binder, Cereals or grains rosy be
used with meats or fish to reduce costs. A discoloring
agent. such as charcoal, is added as a safety factor.

An emetic, usually tartar emetic (antimony
potassium tartrate), is mixed with arsenic trioxide,
since phosphide, thallium sulfate, and ANTU baits to
protect other animals even though the acceptability of
such baits is thereby reduced, Rats are among the few
animals that are unable to vomit.

Baits may be used in solid form as cubes or slices
coated with the more toxic poisons like zinc
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phosphide. or ground and thoroughly mixed with the
poison. Ground baits may be distributed in about 12-
inch diameter balls. loose or wrapped in 4-inch squares
of waxed paper ("torpedoes").

Baits should be used liberally where you find many
recently left signs of rats. A major fault in unsuccessful
poisoning programs is the use of too few baits. Good
places to set baits are in or near rodent burrows. runs.
and harborage. Collect single-dose poison baits that
are uneaten after two days. Burn or bury rodent
carcasses.

water requirements of rats and mice can oe the basis
for successful poisoning of these animals. Poisoned
water bait consists of watcr and a rodenticide. If
normal sources of drinking water can be eliminated or
reduced. chances for success with this method are
enhanced. Even though mice may depend on the water
(obtained from food as their major source of water. they
will usually drink water. If their normal supply of food
has a low moisture content. their need for drinking
water willhe greater.

Anticoagulants require a different method of use:
than other rodenticides. Bait mixtures are frequently
placed in paper pie plates or permanent bait stations.
as shown in figure 1-7. The number of pie plates or bait
stations vary with the degree of Infestation. Small pie
plates hold t 4 to I 2 potind. whereas permanent bait
stations often hold over a pound of bait mixture.
Anticoagulant bait mixtures are usually exposed for a
minimum of 2 weeks. Repeated doses must be
consumed by the rodent for a period of 5 or more
consecutive. daa s in order to kill. Therefore. you must
protect other animals and shield baits from the weather
with bait boxes. boards. pipes. or cans. Note locations
of all bait containers so that inspections can be made
rapidly and consumed bait replaced. At each
inspection smooth itre bait so t hat you can see any new
signs of feeding. Replace moldy. wet. caked, or insect-
infested baits with fresh ones. If successive inspections
show that hair i5 undisturbed, move it to an area
snowing fresh rodent signs.

yurc I ii.kit .1.111oti.
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Use shallow bait containers. Fasten them to t he floor
surfaces or be sure that they are heavy enough to
prevent rodents from dragging them to their burrows.
A roofing tack driven through containers into the floor
reduces spillage and movement.

Be sure to mix baits as directed. Too much poison
may give bait a strong taste or odor. Too little will not
kill and may result in "bait shyness." Excessive
amounts of poison increase the danger to man and
domestic animals. Poor mixing results in nonuniform
baits. poor kills, and a speedier development of bait
shyness. Mechanical bait mixing equipment is
necessary where large quantities of bait are mixed on a
routine basis_

CAUTION: You must clearly label poisons and
mixing equipment. Do not use mixing equipment for
other purposes. Lock up poisons and mixing
equipment when not in use. Treat all poisons with
respect. Avoid inhaling powders or getting poisons on
hands, clothes, or utensils from which they may reach
the mouth. Always mix poisonS in a well-ventilated
place. particularly when you are mixing dry
ingredients.

Burrow gassing. Burrow gassing (cyanide dusting) is
used as a supplementary measure for killing rodents
but .should not be attempted by untrained operators.
Several materials are available for this purpose, one
being calcium cyanide. Cyanide dust is very effective
when it can be blown into a burrow system. Calcium
cyanide dust is not as effective-when the ground is
extremely dry: some soil or air moisture is needed to
concert dust to gas.

CAUTION: Cyanide fumes are highly toxic and
rapidly fatal. You must avoid inhaling dust or fumes.
Cyanide gas is lighter than air: therefore. DO NOT gas
burrows leading under occupied buildings. Indoor
fumigation requires thoroughly trained professionals.
Exercises 1C08):

I Sheet metal of -gage or
heavier. mesh hardware cloth.
and cement are suitable
materials for use in ratproofing.

2. Rats can be prevented entry to buildings through
tunneling by extending a wall inches below
the surface.

3 The trap is one of the most
effect's': methods for lulling rats and mice.
particularly

4 Roof rats prefer and
as food.

incorporated into bait increase
the absorption of poison into the rats body.

h. Water requirements of rats and mire can be the
basis for successful of these
animalS.
POISOngd water bait consists of and

00 much poison mas gise halt a
or



9. Excessive amounts of poison increase the danger
to and

10. Burrow gassing is used as a
measure for killing rodents but should not be
attempted by operators.

II. Because cyanide gas is lighter than air. you must
not gas burrows that lead under

1-2. Field Rodents

While domestic rodents pose a continuing problem
in many areas, numerous other rodents also require
control. The many types of field rodents (also called
feral rodents) are "native" species in the areas where
they are found. and they do not follow people from
place to place. Though some common names, such as
"field mice." are widely used, the species differ from
place to place. In addition to rats and mice. you may
also have to control several types of feral squirrels.

C09. Identify as true and false given statements
pertaining to the importance of native mice and rats.

Importance of Native Mice and Rats. The
importance of the various native rats and mice of the
family Cricetidae (or Muridae) depends on their
species. their numbers, and the type and location of the
military installation.

They may all serve as reservoirs Of disease. While
many members of this family are primarily nocturnal.
some are sufficiently active in daylight hours to be
attacked by biting flies. A single Neotorna live-trapped
in Texas was a host for fleas. ticks. and three warble-fly
larvae. In addition. this animal had plague. Wood rat
nests in the Southwest are often infested with various
species of Piot:ma. which transmit the trypanosome
of Chagas" disease.

The overall importance of these rodents at military
installations is primarily economic. Native rats and
mice can damage communication lines. This is
particularly true of field telephone cable which. on the
ground. obstructs rodent runways. The rats and mice
remove the insulation and often sever the cables.
Rodents can find access to parked aircraft within
which they destroy control and communication cables.
Repellent-treated communication cables are now
available.

Rice rats. and to a great extent the cotton rats.
damage waterways and impoundments by burrowing.
Deer mice. or white-footed mice. are normally
destructive only at the larger military installations with
many acres of undeveloped lands. When white-footed
mice are very numerous. they can become pests: in
togged-over forest areas where they destroy the seeds
that remain in the ground or that fall from the seed
trees left for the purpose of reforestation. in new areas
to he seeded to forest trees. in grainfields. particularly
these containing shocks of corn and wheat. and in feed
and food storage places in farm buildings and Houses
They also cat the buds and bark of young trecs. but. in

this respect. they are not nearly so destructive as
meadow mice.

The injuries inflicted by meadow mice and pine mice
vary greatly from year to year. depending on the
abundance of the rodents. the nature and extent of
their food supply, and weather conditions. The
fluctuation in the numbers of the mice is continual.
irregular. and abrupt, owing to the varying birth rate.
disease. availability of food, and the extent to which
the rodents are preyed upon by their enemies among
wild birds, mammals, and snakes. Thus. the mere
presence of these mice is a menace requiringcontinous
close .observation.

Even relatively little gnawing may greatly damage
trees if it occurs at vital points. As a rule. the greatest
injury to trees is inflicted during winter under cover of
snow. Damage is usually more severe. therefore.
during a hard winter with deep snow than during a
mild one. The rule is not invariable, however, as severe
injury has been recorded at all seasons and under a
great variety of conditions.

The kinds of crops injured by field mice are
practically without limit, but orchard trees. nursery
stock. small fruits, and shrubbery probably suffer the
most damage. Root crops, tubers, and bulbs are very
attractive to mice, particularly to pine mice. and losses
often approach in severity those caused by injury to
fruit trees. Mice are fond of clover and alfalfa also, and
the aggregate annual loss from inroads on these crops
is considerable. Cereals are damaged most heavily in
the shock but are subject to attack at all times. Because
of these different habits. the greater part of the injury
to trees and other vegetation by the meadow mouse is
inflicted above the ground; injury by the pine mouse is
inflicted below the surface, where, in the case of crops.
it often remains unsuspected until harvest, or, in
orchards. until the foliage of the undernourished.
girdled trees begins to wilt. Meadow mice occasionally
girdle the trunk of a tree below the surface of the
ground. but they seldom continue to remove the bark
from the roots as pine mice do.

Deep snow and lack of clean cultivation enable
meadow mice to work above the ground level without
fear of detection. The reason that it is important to
distinguish between the two mice is that mechanical
protectors and clean cultivation around trees. which
are successful aids in controlling damage by meadow
mice. have little effect on pine mice which do not rely
on surface vegetation for food or protection.

Exercises (C09):

I. Place the letter T before the correct stafements.
a. Considerable damage to communication

lines is done by native mice and rats.
_ b. Deer mice or white-footed mice damage

waterways and impoundments by
burrowing.

c. Rice and cotton rats are normally
destructive only on large militay
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installations with many acres of
undeveloped land.

d. Meadow mice usually will girdle the trunk
of a tree above the ground.

e. Root crops, tubers, and bulbs are very
attractive to pine mice.

2. List the letter of the false statements and correct
them.

C10. Associate the names of native mice and rats with
their identifying characteristics.

Recognition Characters and Biology of Native Mice
and Rats. Native mice and rats belong to several
families. There are many species with diverse food
habits. While many are essentially omnivorous, they
have, for the most part, adapted to a vegetarian diet. A
few are distinctly destructive. Most can, at times, be
detrimental to human welfare.

Meadow mice and pine mice. Although these mice
are closely related, their habits differ, and, as these
habits have a bearing on control practices, it is
important to be able to distinguish the groups.

The range of the common meadow mouse and its
allies includes almost all of North America southward
to Guatemala. as well as the northern two-thirds of the
Eurasian Continent. The range of the pine mouse is

. restricted to the eastern half of the United States. from
the Atlantic coast to eastern Kansas and Nebraska.
and from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Lakes.

The two types may be distinguished readily by their
appearance. by the nature of their burrows. and by the
kind of injury they do. The mice of both of these
groups. often called voles, are blocky little animals
with relatively coarse fur, usually dark brown in color.
and with small, beady, black eycs and almost-
concealed ears. The pine mouse is somewhat the
smaller of the two. Its reddish-brown fur is less shaggy
and more velvety. Its tail is short, being about the same
length as the hind foot. The tail of the meadow mouse.
on the other hand. usually is nearly twice as long as the
hind foot_ The average weight of meadow mice is 35
grams (I% ounces) and that of pine mice 25 grams
(approximately 1 ounce). The females of each species
weigh slightly less than the males.

Meadow mice are very prolific and under favorable
conditions produce up to 131itters of young a year. The
number of young in - litter varies from I to 11. the
average being five. The size of the litter fluctuates with
the population level of the mice. large litters
predominating when mice are becoming abundant.
Pine mice arc less prolific; although they also may
produce several litters a year. these number only one to
five young each.

Roth meadow mice and pine mice are active
throughout the year. although the former are most
restricted in movements during the winter, and the
latter are probably less in evidence during dry. hot
weather. The outstanding difference in the habits of
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these two mice is that the pine mouse is a burrowing
animal, living and feeding very largely underground,
whereas the meadow mouse. although constructing
shallow tunnels and nesting chambers underground,
feeds mostly on the surface. Both of these voles are
primarily vegetarian, though pine mice will feed on
insects when insects are abundant.

White-footed mice. The white-footed mice. also
known as deer mice, are widely distributed throughout
North and Central America. They are found from sea
level to the vegetation line of the highest peaks and
from the heavily timbered areas to the desert.

There are many species and subspecies, but all have
the characteristic white underparts and white feet. The
color of the sides and upper parts varies from dark gray
(nearly black) in forms inhabiting regions of heavy
rainfull to light yellowish-brown in those living in
desert regions. The species also vary in size. the
combined head and body length running from 80 to
170 mm and tail length from 40 to 205 mm. The weight
of adults ranges from 15 to 50 grams (1/2 to 2ounces).
All have large cars, prominent eyes. and tails at least
one-third the total length of the animal.

White-footed mice are almost completely nocturnal.
They do not make runways of their own as the meadow
mice do. They use such trails as the runways of
meadow mice and the tunnels of moles and pocket
gophers.

They are found in practically all types of habitats
in woodlands and swamps. along water-courses, in the
wide, open spaces of the upland prairies. about rocks
and cliffs, and in deserts. Those inhabitingthe prairies,
open cultivated areas, and fence rows usually make
their nests in short. simple burrows. Those in
woodlands live largely on the surface of the ground.
building their nests and living quarters among the
roots of shrubs and trees, in decayed stumps and
hollow trees, and under logs. They may even make use
of deserted nesting cavities of birds or abandoned
birds' nests in bushes. A few live and travel about in
trees. They may also establish temporary quarters in
cultivated fields and make permanent homes in barns
and houses where the house mouse is not abundant.

These mice do not hibernate. Their little tracks may
b seen in the snow the day following the coldest night,
showing that they had been out seeking food.

White-footed mice are very -prolific. They breed
throughout the year in the temperate regions and
prodice one to nine young at a litter. Although they
occur throughout the United States in great numbers,
they concentrate in excessive abundance only in
certain areas where they become of economic
importance. They are extremely numerous in the
Weitern States.

As might he expected from their wide distribution.
white-footed mice consume a great variety of foods,
but they apparently prefer seeds. nuts, and grains. The
seeds include those of grasses. weeds, shrubs. and trees.
They often store them in burrows and in the cavities of
old stumps. They will devour the bodies of mice that



have been caught in traps and will kill and eat pocket
mice. They also eat insects. their eggs. and their larvae.

Wood rats. Various species of these large rats are
widely distributed throughout North and Central
America. They have long, hairy tails. which are bushy
in some species. The ears are large and membranous.
The skull is long, angular, and heavy. These rats are
chiefly vegetarians. They eat flowers, fruit, seeds,
stems. and bark. They often carry their food to their
dens where the discarded portions of plant material
may be added to the mounds of sticks and twigs.
Cactus and other fleshy plants serve as moisture
sources in arid areas where water is not available.

Rice rats and cotton rats. These rats are distributed
widely in Nonh, Central, and South America. The rice
rat eats a variety of seeds, sedges, fruit, and berries. It
takes the large seeds of grama grass, wild rye, and
marsh grass and is sometimes a pest in rice-fields.
When these foods are in short supply, the rice rat goes
to the shore where it feeds on small crustacea and
mollusks exposed at low tide. It also feeds on insects.
The larger cotton rat has similar food habits and is a
pest of sugar cane and sweet potatoes. In addition, it
has pnived a menace to ground-nesting birds as it will
eat both eggs and young.

Exercises (Cl 0):

1. Match column A with column B.

(*dillOt?/ A Cnhimn 8

I Long. hairy tads which
are bushy in UMW
species. Ears arc large
and membranous.

2. Pests of sugar cane and
sweet potatoes

-- 1 Hase short tails. ap-
proxtmately the same
length as the hind loot.

4 Hase tails approximate-
1 twice the length of the
hind loot

i lakes large seeds at
grama grass. wild rye.
and marsh grass. and is
1/4TiletlffleS a pest 111 rice
fselds.

. 6 these di, not tobernate

a. Meadow mice_
b. Pine muse.
C While-footed mice.
d. Wood rats.
e Rice rats
I. Croton rats.

Complete given statements concerning the
inspection and control of feral rodents.

)Inspection and Control of Feral Rodents.
Inspection for the native mice and rats involves a
determination of the cause of damage and a search for
runways and tracks. Native mice and rats can be
controlled at military installations by trapping or
poisoning.

Trapping. This is the best way to determine species
and numbers. Meadow and pine mice arc easily
trapped in small wooden-based snap traps. Set these
traps in the runways and at right angles to them so that
a mouse foloaing its usual route will pass d ireely over

the trigger. Near the entrances to burrows is a good
location for traps. For best results, the trap should be
baited with oatmeal, apples, or vegetables, but mice
can be caught in an unbelted trap if it is set properly in
a runway. For convenience in finding a trap, mark the
site with a bit of cotton twisted on a nearby weed or
twig or on a stick stuck into the ground. Examine the
traps and reset them twice daily. For trapping white-
footed mice about buildings, the small wooden-bated
snap trap is very satisfactory. Bait the traps with
breakfast rolled oats or nutmeats. Mice can be
controlled around seedbeds in forestry nurseries by

1 trapping if enough traps are used to cover th e area well
' Set larger traps for the wood rats and cotton rats.

Baiting. The most effective and least expensive way
to control meadow and pine mice is to use poisoned
baits. For large-scale operations, you can also use
poisoned baits to reduce the numbers of white-footed
mice. Although the effectiveness of baits varies in
different localities, even under some unfavorable local
conditions, the proper application of well-prepared
poisoned baits will destroy a sufficient number of the
mice to protect trees and crops.

In many cases, nearly all the meadow mice and pine
mice may be killed by baits poisoned with zinc
phosphide and strychnine. For control of deer mice,
strychnine alkaloid proves only fairly efficient under
most conditions. In those localities in which the
acceptance of strychnine- poisoned bait is very low, you
can use zinc phosphide baits as a followup. Zinc
phosphide is highly toeie to mice, and is taken readily.

Most phosphide compunds deteriorate rapidly on
exposure to the air, but zinc phosphide retains its
toxicity for three weeks or more after exposure on dry
bait material. On moist bait, it loses its toxicity more
rapidly, but, even so, its toxic period is sufficiently long
to make the bait effective. Zinc phosphide is insoluble
in water but slightly soluble in fats and oils. Hence, oils
may be used in the formulas. -

To reduce the concentration of zinc phosphide and
increase the volume of the toxic material (rodenticide)
so as to obtain a more uniform distribution of the
poison on bait materials, blend one part by weight of
finely powdered magnesium carbonate thoroughly
with two parts of zinc phosphide. One-half ounce (IS
grams) of the blended material, hereafter referred to as
zinc phosphide rodenticide, as sufficient for ten quarts
of apple cubes or three quarts of steamed rolled oats.
When finely pulverized (micro-sized) arsenic trioxide
is available. you can use it in the same manner as zinc
phosphide. It does not deteriorate as does the zinc
phosphide, nor does it give as effective results, but it
may be used as a substitute.

Strychnine alkaloid is an effective poison. but its
bitterness and its initial physiological action in
cramping the muscles may cause the mice to fail to eat
enough at one time to be fatal. In western states where
the mice are accustomed to feeding on grains,
strychnine placed on oat baits often produces
satisfactory results.
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There are four good bait materials fOr meadow and
pine mice: fruits, vegetables, grains, and seeds. Of the
fruits, the apple is best; of the vegetables, sweet potato
or carrot: and. of the grains and seeds. oats.

Deer mice prefer steamed rolled oats or wheat.
However, breakfast rolled oats and corn meal are
accepted fairly well and may be employed in a limited
way. Such special baits as steamed rolled-oat groats
and hulled sunflower seeds are well-accepted by these
mice. You can use them extensively if the materials are
available at a reasonable cost. Bait formulas and
preparation instructions are given in Appendix A of
the supplement to Volumes 4. 5. 6. and 7..

Meadow mice are trail makers, and deer mice often
follow these trails. You can find the trails in orchards in
tall grass. under mulch. in ruts, and along furrows. You
can usually tell -whether a runway is in use by its
appearance and by the presence of freshly cut, short
pieces of grass stems or of fresh droppings on the trail
floor.

Place poisoned baits directly on the floor of used
trails and cover them with a handful of grass or other
litter, Baits not placed in trails are usually wasted. In
areas in which only pine mice or pine mice and moles
but no meadow mice occur, there may be few or no
trails on the surface of the ground. This is often the case
in sandy loam soil. The presence of mice is indicated by
small. open holes about 1 inch in diameter. You can
drop poisoned baits into these holes. Bait the area
thoroughly. taking care to see that both the surface
trails and the deeper pine mouse burrows are treated,
Control depends as much on complete coverage of all
mouse-infested sites within the area as on the
effectiveness of the poisoned bait. Place baits at all
rock outcrops. along stone wails and drainage ditch
hanks. as well as at the base of each tree where you find
mouse trails or holes. You can protect communication
cables from rats and mice by treating them with
repellent compounds. The degree of protection
depends on the compound used, on its application. on
the species of rodents in the area, and on the length of
exposure.

Exercises (CI I1:

I. Inspection for the native mice and rats involves a
determination of the cause of and a search
for - and

2. The best way to determine species and numbers isby - .
3 Native mice and rats can be controlled at military

installation by _ or -
4, The bait used to trap white-footed mice about

buildings is breakfast _ or nutmeats.
5 In many cases, nearly an the meadow mice and pine

mice may be killed by baits poisoned with
phosphide and -

b. There are four bait materials that are acceptable to
meadow and pine mice:and -.
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7. Poisoned baits should be placed directly on the
floor of used trails and covered with a handful of

or other - .
8. Baits should be placed at all rock outcrops, along a

stone _ and drainage ditch as well as at
the base of each -where mouse trails or holes
are found.

02. Identify three members of the squirrel family.

Feral Rodents in the Squirrel Family. Of the many
species in the squirrel family (Sciuridae), the most
troublesome at military installations are the ground
squirrels (Creams). the prairie dogs (Cynomys), and
the woodchuck, groundhog, or marmot (Marmota).
The burrowing members of the squirrel family can
cause serious economic damage (including erosion) by
their extensive digging. But the greatest importance of
these rodents is that they serve as reservoirs of disease,
primarily plague and tularemia. They also are hosts of
the ticks that carry Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever.

Ground squirrels (Citellus). These rodents (fig. 1-8).
erroneously called gophers, are found in western North
America from Alaska to Mexico. They are also found
in eastern Europe and Asia south to Turkestan and
western Mongolia.

Those of western North America range in length
from 23 to 48 cm from the tip of the nose to the end of
the tail. They are gray to reddish brown. Most species
have large ears. a rather long and narrow skull, well-
developed cheek 'pouches. and long, fully haired tails.

These feral rodents burrow extensively when
numerous_ Temporary burrows are sometimes made to
extend the area of foraging. They feed chiefly upon
green vegetation early in the spring. Later they will feed
on grass stems. fruit. berries, and many species of
insects, They store seeds. In areas with told winters,
ground squirrels will hibernate.

Prairie dogs (Cynomrs). These rodents are also
found in the western United States and northern
Mexico. They are havier bodied than are ground
squirrels and have shorter hair which lies close to the
body. The head and back are tan or light brown. While
the ground squirrels tend to be somewhat gregarious,
the 7i-urie dogs are truly colonial and live in "towns."
Like the ground squirrel. the prairie dog feeds
primarily on vegetation. but it will eat insects readily.

Woodchucks, groundhogs, or marmots (Marmota).
These feral rodents are found from the eastern United

Figure I st Ground squirm( Cterai rodent).
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States to the mountain ranges of California. They are
also found in Western Europe and most of Asia. They
are heavy, robust. well-furred animals. The crown of
the head is darker than the body. Where terrain
permits, burrows are constructed on hillsides or low,
sloping banks. While,..they will occasionally eat
grasshoppers, snails, and small birds. they are more
herbivorous than are ground squirrels or prairie dogs.
They enjoy clover, alfalfa, flower heads, and other
herbaceous plants. In some mountainous areas of
western United States, they are nearly as gregarious as
ground squirrels. In the eastern Unite Icl States, their
burrows usually are more isolated Hibernation
usually lasts through late winter.

Exercises (C12):

I. Name the feral rodents to which the following
descriptions apply. Give the species as well as the
common names.

This rodent is living in northern California. It is
gray to reddish brown: In the winters, it will
hibernate.

a.

b. This rodent is living in Georgia. It is heavy and
well-furred. The crown of its head is darker than
its body. It is mostly herbivorous. but it may eat
small birds.

k.. [his rodent is living in a colony in northern
Mexico. It is heavy-bodied with a tan head and
back.

Cl3. Identify as correct or incorrect given statements.
pertaining to the control of members of the squirrel
family.

Control of the Squirrel Family. There are no special
inspection techniques for burrowing members of the
squirrel family. You can control them by baiting.
gassing. trapping, or shooting them. Your choice
depends primarily on the size of the job.
i Shooting. This can be the easiest and cheapest

control for an occasional ground squirrel or
woodchuck. However. land use may dictate against
this form of control. Shooin; is not an economical
method for control in large areas of infestation.

Trapping. Like shooting, trapping can be a cheap
and effective control technique where you have a
limited infestation. Steel traps baited with bacon or
with peanut butter will readily take ground squirrels.
Be sure to attach the traps to sturdy objects to keep
them from being dragged deep into burrows.

Gassing. Various fumigants are effective for the
control of ground squirrels. prairie doss. and

11.

woodchucks. To use carbon monoxide, park a jeep,
truck, or tractor near the burrow, and use a hose to
direct the exhaust to the burrow. Pack soil around the
ht. This procedure can be effective, but it is time
consuming.

Calcium cyanide dust and carbon disulfide are (0)
useful in control over small areas or as cleanup fk
applications to eliminate scattered rodents not killed .1
by poison when an area is baited. They are also useful 3
at times when the animals will not accept poisoned 111
baits. You can pump either of these materials into the .

burrows with appropriate equipment. Yo U CM also put
carbon disulfide into the burrows on cotton waste balls
soaked in the liquid fumigant. There is some fire
hazard connected with the use of this material because
the liquid btirns readily, and the vapor is highly
explosive. You can apply calcium cyanide to burrows

' with a tablespoon attached to the end of a 20-inch
wood handle. Place a tablespoonful(11/2 to 2ounces) of
the toxicant on the burrow floor as far in as you can
reach. Cover the mouth of the burrow with sod. Place
the sod upside down so that less soil will fain to cover
up the cyanide dust. Calcium cyanide dust is most
effective when the soil is damp. Fumigants also have
the advantage of killing fleas and other insects in the
burrows. This action is important in plague control.
Carbon disulfide is less effective in this respect than in
calcium cyanide.

Poisoning. The use of poisoned baits is usually the
most economical technique for control of burrowing
members of the squirrel family. You can find bait
formulas and preparation instructions in Appendix A
of the supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Although there are no materials registered for this
purpose. strychnine bait has proved most effective for
squirrels when they are "poaching" (gatheringseeds or
grain in t heir cheek pouches to store or to carry away to
some favored place for eating). The strychnine is
absorbed through the pouch lining. When squirrels are
feeding, they remove the hull of the grain and are not
likely to be poisoned by the strychnine coated on the
hull. During periods of maximum feeding (early
spring), use the zinc phosphide bait formula should be
used. Prebaiting part of a squirrel-infested area with
unpoisoned grain is a recommended test to determine
whether the squirrels will eat the bait or "pouch" it.
NOTE: You must get' approval from the command
intomologist before you use poison baits.

If approval has been granted, scatter poisoned grain
bait thinly with a spoon. Place it on hard, bare ground
and along or near open spaces on runways, thereby
making it easy to find. The recommended dosage is
about 1 tablespoonful of vain scattered over 1 to 2
square feet. One quart of a strychnine-coated grain
provides 30 to 35 tablespoonfuls. When domestic
animals might be endangered. the poisoned grain
should be placed only in the burrows or scattered very
thinly. Find out about local conditions affecting
control operations from local. county, or state agencies
having an interest in this problem.



Exercises (C13):

1. Place the letter "-f before the correct statements.
a. The choice of methods of controlling

burrowing members of the squirrel family
,depends primarily on the size of the job.

h. The easiest and cheapest control for an
occasional squirrel or wood chuck is usually
shooting.
Steel traps baited with bacon or peanut butter
may readily take ground squirrels.
Calcium cyanide dust used to sas ground
squirrels and prairie dogs is most effective
when the soil is dry.
Carbon disulfide is more effective than calcium
cyanide in killing fleas and other insects in
burrows.
The use of poisoned baits is usually the most
economical technique for control of burrowing
members of the squirrel family.
During periods of maximum feeding, the zinc
phosphide bait formula should be used.
Prior approval must be obtained from the
command entomologist before using poison
baits.

2. Correct all incorrect statements.

d.

e.

1.

g.

_ it

C14. Complete given statements pertaining to the
importance, recognition characters, biology,
inspection, and control of pocket gophers.

Importance. Recognition Characters, Biology,
Inspection.. and Control of Pocket Gophers. Pocket
gophers are rodents in the family Geomyidae.
Members of this family are found from Saskatchewan
south to Panama. but are most abundant in the
western United States and Mexico. These animals,
occasionally require control at military installations.

Importance. The mounds made by gophers, besides
being unsightly. are a mowing obstacle in lawns and
other turf areas. They also create a safety hazard in
airfields and training areas, Gopher burrows
frequently cause leaks in dikes and embankmenits
holding impounded water and thus contribute io
serious sod erosion. These animals also serve as
reservoirs of plague.

Recognition characters and biology. Pocket gophers
are well- suited for a life underground and are seldom
seen outside their burrows. The forelimbs have greatly
enlarged digging claws. The naked tail has a tactile tip.
The large. heavy incisors protrude beyond the lips. On
the sides of the mouth are the openings for the fur-
lined. external cheek pouches. The ears are minute.
and the eyes are small. Pocket gophers feed on roots,
tubers, bulbs. and other vegetables, They burrow
extensively. pushing earth up to form aboveground
mounds. Main tunnels and laterals are common. In the
continual search for food, a single pocket gopher may
extend tunnels to cover an area of an acre or more.
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Inspection. There are no special inspection
techniques for pocket gophers. You can tell their
burrowing from that of the burrowing members of the C
squirrel faMily because squirrels burrow for dwelling
purpOses rather than in a continual search for food. 0
You can distinguish pocket gopher burrowing from the
burrowing of the moles because moles work nearer the
surface and push the sod up in a nearly continuous
ridge.

Control. You can control pocket gophers by baiting,
trapping, or gassing. Before you select a control
methods. inspect the areas adjacent to the damaged
area for tunneling to determine the true extent of the
control operations required. You may want to use one
of the following methods:

a. Gassing. The fumigants and use techniques
discussed for the control of ground squirrels apply to
control of pocket gophers, with two additional
requirements. (1) Because a single pocket gopher will
tunnel extensively, more gas and more effort is
required per animal killed. (2) Make every effort to seal
off the burrows to prevent excess escape of the gas.

b. Trapping. Trapping is effective for control of
gophers if it is conducted by trained personnel. The
Macabee gopher trap can produce good results. Select
freshly constructed mounds for placing traps. Each
gopher moun d,is more or less fan shaped, with the plug
of the lateral burrow at the base of the fan. You can
locate the main runway with a ()lobe or by digging out
the lateral to its junction with the main tunnel. Set two
traps. one facing each way, in the main runway because
the gopher may approach from either direction. In
some instances. traps are effective when set in a lateral
that is long enough that the trap does not exteed into
the main runway. Cleanout the plugged opening of the
burrow with a garden trowel or long-handled spoon.
Enlarge the opening sufficiently to admit the trap.
Place the traps in gopher runways 12 to 18 incites inside
the burrow, which is lett open or only partially closed.
Air and light will bring the gophers out to repair the
tunnel. Baiting gopher traps is not recommended.
Fasten the traps to suitable stakes with a small wire or
cord. When traps are not fastened, captured gophers
often escape with them.

c. Poison baits. The most effective and economical
method of gopher control in large areas is the use of
poison baits. Locate the main runway should with a
probe, and place the bait in the runway. Summer and
fall are the best seasons for poisoning gophers. Bait
formulas and preparation instructions are given in
Appendix A of Supplement to Volumes 4. 5. 6. and 7.

Exercises (C14):

1. Pocket gophers also serve as reservoirs of
.-.

2. Pocket gophers create a safety hazard in
and _ areas.

3. The forelimbs of the pocket gophers have greatly
enlarged



4. The pocket gophers feed on ,

and other vegetables.
5. The burrowing members of the squirrel family

burrow for shelter purposes rather than a continual
search for

6. Pocket gophers can be controlled by
or

7. When you are gassing for control of pocket
gophers, make every effort to off the
burrows to prevent excess of the gas_

8. Baiting gopher traps is _ recommended.
9, and _ are the best seasons for

poisoning gophers.

1-3. Other Field Pests

Although rodents are the primary vertebrate pests,
you sometimes must control several other field
animals. Sorneof these other vertebrates are: rabbits,
hares, and pikas: moles and shrews; and predatory
animals.

C15. identify given statements concerning rabbits,
hares, and pikes as being true or false.

Rabbits, Hares, and Pikas. These animals belong to
the order Lagomorpha. They differ from rodents in
that they have four upper incisor teeth rather than two.
The second pair of incisors is smaller than and behind
the first pair.

The pikas. or conies, belong to the family
Ochotonidae. They have short, rounded ears, a
vestigial tail, and hindlimbs that are not elongated as
are those of hares. Pikes are limited to the Rocky
Mountain slopes of western North America, They are
of little significance at military installations. Hares and
rabbits belong to the family Leporidae,

Importance. Hares and rabbits serve as the primary
reservoir of tularemia. They are also reservoirs of
spotted fever and, to a lesser extent. of plague. The
rabbit tick, Haemaphysalis leporis palusiris, plays an
important role in transmitting spotted fever and
tularemia From rabbit to rabbit and thus in
maintainingnatural reservoirs. Rabbits and hares are
of economic importance at military installations
because they damage trees and erosion control
plantings. Damage is most prevalent at installations in
the-western United States where large populations of
jack rabbits frequently develop. Although epizootics
drastically reduce their numbers at intervals of about 7
years. other control measures are often needed.

Recognnion characters and biology. Hares and
rabbits are heavily furred animals with long ears and
elongated hindlegs. They inhabit most of the major
landmasses and some islands.

The true rabbits, of the genus Sylvilagus, include: ( I)
the cottontails, which range from southern Canada
south to Argentina and Paraguay: (2) the smaller brush
rah hit of the United States Pacific coast; and (3) the
marsh rabbits or swamp rabbits of the southern and
southeastern United States. The young of this genus
are horn naked, blind. and helpless.

,The harts, of the genus Lepus, are represented by the
jack rabbit and by the varying hare, or snowshoe
rabbit. The young hares are born in an advanced state
with the eyes open and the body well-furred. They can
move about soon after birth.

Control. Techniques employed for the control of (p

hares and rabbits indude poisonirig, trapping, A
shooting, applying repellents, and constructing V
barriers. The methods best suited for-use depend on
regional and local conditions. Where the presence of
hares or rabbits constitutes a threat to health or a
significant economic problem, get the, advice of the
appropriate command staff entomologist.

Exercises (C15):

Place the letter T before the inn statements.
_ I. Rabbits and bares belong to the ..s.sier

Lagomorpha.
2. Rabbits and hares have two upper incisor teeth

rather than four.
_ 3. Hares and rabbits serve as the primary

reservoir of tularemia.
4. Rabbits and hares do,extensive damage to trees /

and erosion control plantings. ,/
Hares and rabbits are heavily furred animals
with long ears and enlongated hind legs. 1

6. The young rabbits are born in an advanced
state with eyes open and the body well-furred.

7. Techniques employed for the control of hires
and rabbits include poisoning, trapping,
shooting, applying repellents and constructing
barriers.

C16. Complete given statements pertainint to the
importance of moles.

Importance or Moles (Nonrodent Vertelirate Pests
Moles belong to the order Insecti ora. famil

depend largely upon atmospheric ru idity and ti e
Talpidae. The general distribution of les stems o

resulting condition of the soil_ 1 )ey are absent
altogether from and regions, and where the prairids of
the middle west merge gradually into the Plains,!they
live only along watercou---- In these regions' of
deficient rainfall, the ground is so dry and hard during
the greater part of the year as to be wholly unsuited to
the existence of earthworms and insect larvae, upon
which the mole depends for food. In the east, molesare
most abundant in moist, rich soils along streams,
particularly if these places are somewhat shaded, In the
cooler, more uniform climate of the Pacific Northwest,
they are plentiful anywhere in the well-watered valleys,

Moles often disfigure lawns. damage golf courses,
and ruin seedbeds in gardens and nurseries. They cause
damage in cornfields, gardens, and flowerbeds by
eating seed corn and plant roots and also by traveling
along the rows, heaving the plants out of the ground,
and thus causing heavy crop losses. Mounds raised by
moles in hayfields break or quickly dull the knives of
the mower cutter bar or else necessitate raising the bar
so much as to reduce the crop.
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TheT mole is also a potential carrier of plant pests and

/ diseases. and the mole's work may seriously increase/ the damage during such outbreaks. In scratching or
eating infected bulbs or -ootsand then going to healthy
plants. these animals may spread disease organisms.
such as the mosaic virus and other bacteria or spores as
well as injurious nematodes. One mole ca n easily travel
100 yards a day through loose soil.

Exercises (C16):

I. The general distribution- of moles depend largely
upon the atmospheric - and the resulting
condition of the - .

2. In making their mounds and runways. moles often
disfigure- damage _____ aTi ruin

'n gardens.
1 The mole is a potential carrier of plant and

(17. Identify given statements concerning the
recognition characters and biology of moles as being
correct or incorrect.

Recognition Characters and Biology of Moles. So
seldom is the mole seen. even by those familiar with its
work. that it is often confused with other small
creatures. particularly the shrew.Ihe vole I or meadow
mouse). and the pocket gopher. The mole is readilv
distinguished from the poc ket gopher by the absence of
cheek pouches and by its les.- conspicious eyes. The
mole is not a rodent and can be readily distinguished
from any of this order and from the shrew by its short.
stout. front limbs endiog in broad. rounded hands with
strong claws and with palms turned outward. It has a
rather elongated body, close, plushlike fur, a pointed
.snout. and a short tail.

Neither external eyes nor ears are ordinarily in
evidence. If not totally blind, the common mole of the
eastern part of the United States can at best merely
distinguish between light and darkness. as what
remains of its organs of sight lie wholly beneath the
skin. The degeneration of these organs has apparently
not proceeded so far in Townsend's mole (the largest
mole on the continent). which usually opens its eyes
when annoyed by an nhserver. The eyes of the star-
nosed mole also are readily discernible. The mole lives
mostly underground. Its experiences come through its
sensitive touch. acute hearing. and highly developed
tense of smell. While the animal is seldo m seen above
ground, it sometime, ventures out of its tunnels, chiefly
at night.

When a mole is living in lawns. gardens. or fields.
telltale ridges or conspicuous mounds of earth plainly
indicate its runways. The ridges show the direction and
course of the animal's hunting paths. which are so close
to the surface that the sod or the sod crust is raised.
The mounds indicate deeper tunneling_ Such mounds
thickly dot the mole-infested area of the Pacific coast
country. They are of much rarer occurrence in the
habitat of the common eastern species. but the star-
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nosed mole regularly uses this method to dispose of
dirt from its tunnels.

The number of mounds or ridges in a field does not (
indicate the number of moles present. One Townsend's
mole. for instance. in a period of 77 days constructed
302 mounds on a quarter-acre field.

The mounds of Townsend's and other moles of the A'
west coast re:.emble superficially the earth heaps
thrown up by pocket gophers, but usually they can be
diitinguished. The mole heaps are the more rounded .
and symmetrical and are built up, volcano fashion, by
successive upheavals beneath and through the center of
the pile. The soil that is thus excavated rolls down the
sides from the summit. The pocket gopher, on the
other hand, brings up the soil excavated in its workings
and dumps it on the surface in armfuls, thus forming
low, semicircular or fan-shaped accumulations of fine
dirt more or less to one side of the burrow exit.

The more permanent tunnels of the mole commonly
run along fences, hedges, walks, plant rows, and the
ridges of open fields. These places give the mole some
concealment or shelter. These burrows, vary in depth
from only 1. or 2 inches to levels beneath the reach of
the plow. They constitt to a labyrinth of runways.
apparently constructed with no definite plan and
including here and there an enlargement.

A mole's appetite seems to be almost insatiable.
When held in captivity and given food to its liking. one
will sometimes eat more than its weight in a day. The
large quantity of food thus required is no doubt due to
the intensely active life the little animal leads. Few
other mammals are relatively as strong or do as much
hard work in a day. The mole's food generally consists
of adult insects and their larvae, and earthworms. For
the common eastern mole. earthworms and white
grubs constitute the bulk of the food. Beetles and
larvae. other ground-inhabiting insects and their
cocoons and puparia. spiders. centipedes, and some
vegetable matter also are included in the eastern mole's
diet. Townsend's mole also lives largely on earthworms
and larval and adult insects. but it takes a considerably
greater quantity of vegetable matter than does the
eastern mole. As the mote's short teeth are not well
suited to gnawing, damaged roots are managled but
not cut clean.

Moles probably never become dormant_ They
extend their surface runways. however. mainly at times
when soil conditions are favorable -after rains in
summer or during periods of thaw in winter. At other
times in their search for food. moles must use their old
runs or work at depths and in situatinas unaffected by
frost or drought. Movements of sed-inhabiting worms
and insects, including larvae, tend to bring ever fresh
supplies of food into these tunnels.

Contrar: to popular opinion. moles are slow
hrceders. 1 heir lite of seclusion sheiterwhem from
many dangers To maintain their normal numbers
from generat.on to generation. a, rapid rate of
increase. therefore, it is not necessary. Moles grow and
tick clop will, surprising rapidity. For example. in the
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Northwest, most of the young are born in the latter half
of March and the first half of April, spend about a
month in the nests, and early in June are so well grown
as not ordinarily to be distinguished from the parent
moles. This rapid growth accounts for the fact that
small young moles are seldom trapped. By the time
they leave the home nest and take to the runways for
themselves, they-already have attained something like
the size and proportions of adults.

Exercises (C17):

I. Place the letter "T" before the true statements..

The mole is a rodent.
b. The mole has short, stout. front limbs ending in

broad rounded hands with strong claws and
with palms turned outward.

c. If not totally blind, the common mole of the
eastern part of the United States can at best
merely distinguish between light and darkness.

d. The mole lives mostly underground. .

e. fhe mounds show the direction and course of
the animal's hunting paths, which are so close
to the surface that the sod or the soil crust is
raised.
A moles appetite seems to be almost insatiable.
A mole's food generally consists of adult insects
and their larvae and earthworms.
Moles grow and develop with surprising
rapidity.

2. Correct the false statements.

CIS. State how you should inspect for the presence
and population of moles.

Inspection Methods. No special inspection methods
apply to determining the presence of moles. Their
presence is evident from their digging. The only way
you canotake a population survey is to observe their
activity.

If you make an opening in a mole's runway, the
animal will repair the hole when it next comes that
way. By taking advantage of this habit, you can gain
much information if you will visit, at short intervals
through the day. each of a number of runs in which you
have made a small break. You are as likely to find

-moles working at one hour of the day or night as at
another. especially in seasons when there is no great
va' ition in temperature throughout the 24 hour day.

Exercises 1C1ti):

I How :an you determine the presence of moles?

22

.
2. State the inspection methods 'you should use for

population surveys.

Co--/

CD. CoMplete given statements concerning mole
control.

Control. You can control moles by limiting their
food; by trapping, drowning or gassing by using
repellents: and, to some extent. by constructing
barriers.

Food control. The control of moles in lawns and
other turf areas can be achieved effectively, though
indirectly, by the application of insecticides. Such
treatments control beetle grubs and other lawn insects,
thereby depriving the moles of their natural food
supply. The moles are not affected directly by the
insecticides in the dosages used, but they remain out of
the area because of the absence of food. Specific
dosage recommendations for various insecticides are
given in Appendix A of the supplement to Volumes 4.
5, 6, and 7.

Trapping. Trapping is a universally applicable and
satisfactory method of mole control, but it is successful
only if the habits and instincts of the mole are
considered carefully. Tht suspicion of the mole, for
instance, is aroused when its sensitive nose encounters
anything foreign in its runway, and it will immediately
back up and burrow around or under an ordinary trap
set in its tunnel. It is not suspicious of dirt blocking the,
runway, however, as its burrow is closed frequently by
farm machinery and by people and large animals
stepping on it. The mole will immediately push its way
into such a dirt blockade. reopen it. and continue on its
way.

This habit provides opportunities for using a
specially designed trap that straddles. eneircks.,or is
held suspended above the runway. the 'rigger pan,
resting on or hidden in a dirt blockade. tinder such
conditions, the unsuspecting mole cannot detect the
presence of the trap. In pushing into the dirt
obstruction. it either lifts the trigger pan or pushes the
dirt against the hidden trigger arm and thus rtle3SeS the
trap spring.

Another fundamental condition for you to
remember is that the mole is sensitive to an unnatural
environment. For this reason, you should never tear up
large or numerous sections of the mole burrow in
attempting to locate a favorable setting for a trap. You
also should bear in mind that a poorly set trap is a
detour sign for the ever-suspicious mole. The selection
of a frequently, ,used runway for a trap set is of prime
importance.

East of the Rocky Mountains, Rlace the traps in the
hunting tunnels, which are close to the surface and are
indicated by the. conspici -WS ridges. These surface
runways are made for the-primary purpose of finding
food. Many of them are. therefore, not used more than
once: others. however. serve as highways an I are used
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regularly. Ordinarily, 4 runway that takes a straight
course for some distance or seems to connect two
systems of workings will he in constant use. You often
can determine the used tunnels by poking a small hole
into all tunnels in the area and noting later, usually
within a few hours, which ones have been closed. In
large fields you can find the runs in use by driving a
vehicle back and forth across the area, flattening the
mole ridges at intervals ot5Oto100feet. The following
day the regularly used runways will be raised again.
When you can locate the deeper runs, which often are
highways used by many moles, you can catch a number
of moles by continued use of traps in the same place.
Such deep tunnels are usually 3 tol2inehts or metre
helow the surtace. along fence lines or ridges in open
fields, or at crossings from sodded to cultivated
ground.

In such cases, an entire 6 -acre field can be treated
successfully by setting traps along the fence rows. As
moles are acose,throughout the year, they may he
trapped at any season, although it is not practical to
carry on operations when the ground is froren or
exceedingly dry. The best time to trap is when fresh
signs of mole activity are noted_

The large moles of coastal Washington, Oregon. and
,Califorma (Scapanns %pp.) differ in habits from the
common moles east of the Rocky Mountains in that
they push to t he surface numerous piles of earth (mole

indicating the Approximate location of the
deeper burrows. This habit makes it feasible to trap
them in the deeper, main-traveled tunnels.

to locate the runway. use a probe or slender metal
rod3ie or 4 leet king and about 3 §inch in diameter.
such as an end-gate rod. or a piece of14-inch gas pipe.
l'itih the probe into the soil3or4inehee away from a
selected mound II you are directly over the runway.
you will feel a sudden give us the rod breaks into the
tunnel opening. II not, move the rod to either side. and
repeat the probing process at 2-inch intervals around
the mound until you break through into the runway.
You can probe f further at inters als of a foot or so from
the mound to determine the direction of the tunnel.

Mole miss nn the market are of two general types.
the gripping and the harpoon. Gripping traps come in
several designs. including the choker-loop crap, the
seissorseaw trap. and the diamond -paw trap. All are
about equally etteetrve The harpoon trap is more
popular than traps of the gripper type because it is set
more eaeds, It is somewhat less efficient. however,
because the mole may escape if t he prongs do not strike
a steal spot

to use the harpoon trap. pack down the runway
ridge with sour toot and push the set trap Iwith safety
catch in place, into the ground so that the trigger pan
rests snugly in the depressed ridge and the two pointed
supports straddle the runway evenly then release the
safety catch If the ground is hard or gravelly. spring
t he trap once to make sure that the impaling spikes or
prongs eases penetrate into the soil tor Oleo lull
length. If they do. reset the trap without ehansungois
position enoi, select a new plaice

I
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To set a gripper trap, make an excavation across the
burrow a little deeper than the burrow, just the width
of the trap. A garden trowel is useful for this purpose.
Note the exact direction of the tunnel from the opened
ends, and place the set trap so that its jaws evenly
straddle. or its loop encircles, this line of course. Then
block the excavated section with loose, damp soil from
which you have removed all gravel and rubbish. Pack
the soil firmly underneath the trigger pan with your
fingers and set the trap so that the trigger rests snugly
on the built-up soil; omit this step when you use the
diamond-jaw trap. Finally, 1111. the trap hole with
enough loose dirt to cover the trap level with the trigger
pan and to exclude all light from the mole burrow. The
mole in forcing its way through the soil blockade will
be certain to spring the trap by raising the trigger pan
(of the' choker-loop or scissors jaw trap) or by moving
it to one side (if you use the diamondaw trap).
Choker-loop and diamond-jaw traps, both of the
gripper type. may be set successfully in loose, mellow.
damp soils without making an excavation by following
the method described for setting the harpoon trap.

Drowning. Moles may be drowned out by flooding
the runways, especially during April. when the young
are most likely to be in the nest and cannot escape the
water.

Gassing. Gassing has been given increased attention
in recent years, following the development of highly
toxic and easily applied compounds. Calcium cyanide
dust or carbon disulpOide in a gaseous form pumped
into the runway may destroy the moles under certain
conditinns or may cause them to avoid the gassed
areas. The method is not very dependable, and the cost
often is greater than the results justify.

Repellents. The marked tendency of the mole to
avoid obnoxious or injurious substances often makes
the use of repellents practical in small restricted areas
of lawns or gardens Lye, paradichlorobenzene, and
napthalene are effective. Open the visible mole
runways with your finger or a small stick, insert a
teaspoonful of one of these materials and close the
opening carefully. Make applications at intervals of X
to 10 feet along the raised runways and should be
repeated whenever sections of old runways show signs
of hieing in use or w ;Jen any new ridges appear. Fencing
small areas with woven wire or with concrete is
sometimes practicahle where valuable plants require
special protection against eastern moles.

Rumen. Galearrized hardware cloth with 4 meshes
to the inch for excluding mice as well as moles will last
a number of years. but concrete walls I inch or more
thick have been found cheaper in the long run. Fencing
alone, however, cannot always be depended upon, and
it may he necessary to supplement this method of
control In trapping.

Haim Appendix .A of the supplement to Volumes 4,
5, e, and 7 prrivides information pertaining to the ts pe
of poison bait that can be used in the control of moles
listed . under "Rodenticides"i and also outlines the

preparation and application rates and methods
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Exercises W19):

I. Motes can be controlled by controlling their
by or _ by

using
2. The control of moles in lawns and other turf areas

can be achieved effectively by limiting their food
by applying

3. The mole is most sensitive to an
environment.

4. The surface runways are primarily for the purpose
of finding .

5. Mole traps on the market are of two general types.
the _ and the

6. Moles can be drowned out by flooding the
especially during April.

7- Gassing is not very dependable, and the
often is greater than the results justify.

8. Effective repellents are paradichlorobenzene.- and .

9. Fencing small areas with or with is
sometimes a practical method of controlling
moles..

10. In Appendix A of supplement to Volumes 4, 3, 6,
and 7 the pesticide listed to be used for bait for
moles is

11. Three gripper traps are and
I 2. The type of trap that is easier to set is the

trap.
13. To set a gripper trap, you must make a

blockade.

C20. Identify given statements pertaining to the
importance, recognition characters, biology, and
control of shrews, as being true or false.

Shrews belong to the family Soricidae of the order
Insectivora. They occur nearly worldwide. The most
common species inhabiting the eastern half of North
America is the short-tailed shrew. Blaring brevicauda.

Importance. Short-tailed shrews are unique in that
they have a poisonous substance in their salivary
glands. When they attack their prey. such as mice. the
poison enters the blood stream raffle victim and causes
partial paralysis. In the case of humans, the bite is not
considered particularly dangerous. although it Ca Uses a
burning sensation and shooting pains that may last for
several hours or days.

Shrews are highly beneficial in that they help to
control insects. mice. and other forms of life that may
at times be objectionable to human interest. They are
not known to transmit any diseases of importance to
humans or other animals.

They may cause some damage by eating a relatively
few tree seeds on certain reforestation projects.
Although at times they also eat small amounts of
vegetable matter. it is doubtful whether any
appreciable injury to gardens or crops can be
attributed to them. Such injury as most often caused by
the mice that frequent the same runways. Shrews may

occasionally wander into buildings where they are
unwanted.

Recognition Characters and Biology. Shrews can be
readily distinguished from mice. They have a more
streamlined appearance and smoother fur. They have
minute eyes and long, pointed snouts. Their anterior
teeth are not differentiated by form intq incisors,
canines, and premolars. Their poorly developed, small,
black eyes are probably only capable of distinguishing
night from day. External ear openings are concealed by
fur.

The sticews found in this country are smaller than
moles, and they lack the large, paddlelike, digging
front feet"characteristic of the moles. Shrews prefer to
live in woods, swamps, or grassy meadows adjacent to
streams. They often make their homes under fallen
logs, tree stumps. rock piles, or in rank grass.

Some forms are aquatic, and have stiff hairs lining
the toes. Shrews frequently utilize the tunnels and trails
of pine or meadow mice. On rare occasions, they may
inadvertently enter places of human habitation,
usually through cracks and other openings in
foundations near ground level.

The animals are extremely active and very
belligerent. Their high metabolie rate requires a
tremendous amount of energy, and they must eat
frequently in order. to sustain life. The diet consists
almost entirely of animal food, particularly insects.
earthworms, snails, salamanders, etc. They are entirely
fearless and do not hesitate to attack snakes, birds, or
mice much larger.than themselves. They sometimes eat
roots, nuts. seeds, and fruits, p.zrticularlyduring winter
months_ They do not hibernate.

Some shrews possess scent glands that emit a
disagreeable secretion that discourages predators. In
addition to anal glands, they have cutaneous side
glands which actively secrete during breeding seasons.

They breed throughout the year, with peaks during
the spring and fall seasons. There may be several litters
annually of one to ten young in each. The young
usually reach adult size in 4 to 6 weeks and mate when
approximately 3 months old.

Control. As shrews are beneficial in Most situations.
controls rarely are applied. However, if control is
indicated, shrews are easily trapped. with small
Mousetraps set in runways and near holes. Meat baits
are most generally successful.

Exercises (C20):

identify these statements as true or false. Correct any
that are false.

I. Shrews belong to the family Insectivore.

2. Shrews are found only in the midwest.
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N..
_ 3. Shrews are more beneficial than harmful.

4. The short-tailed threw is poisonous.

5. Shrews help to control insects and mice.

_., 6 Shrews can hardly be distinguished from
mice.

7 Shrews usually live where humans live.

,:

_ 8. Shrews are very active and very belligerent.

4.

9. Shrews will attack snakes or mice much larger
than themselves.

10. Shrews breed only in the fall.

_ I I, Shrews cannot swim.

_ l2. Controls are rarely applied to shrews.

C21. Complete given statements concerning the
importance and control of predatory animals.

Importance and Control of Predatory Animals. On
large military reservations, coyotes (or prairiewolves).
foxes. and other predators may find sinctuny. They
may leave and go to neighboring farms and grazing
areas to destroy game, beneficial wildlife, and domestic
animals. Sometimes, these animals are reservoirs for
rabies and may be responsible for its spread. At times,
these animals damage aircraft arresting barriers and
can present senous hazards to aircraft.

Predatory animals can be controlled through the use
of traps and poison baits; however. they should not be
killed without prior approval of the command
entomologist. The assistance of the entomologist and
specialists from the Department of the Interior. Fish
and Wildlife Service, should be obtained for the
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-control of these animals. When rabies or other diseases
are present, you should get help from the State health
authorities.

Exercises (C2l):
.

I. Coyotes, _____ , and other predators may be
found on large military reservations.

2. Predators, such as coyotes, are reservoirs for

3. At times animals airoraft arresting barriers.
4. Predatory animals can be controlled with

and poison baits,
5. When rabies is present on base, as an entomology

specialist, you should get help from the

4/6

1-4. Domestic Anirrtais

You will sometimes be called on to control domestic
animals that have been permitted to run loose and
breed. These animals can be a serious health hazard to
other animals on base as well as to people.

C22. Identify as true or false given statements
pertaining to the importance and control of domestic
animals.

Importance and Control of Domestic Animals.
Domestic animals, such as dogs, cats, and homes play
an important role in almost everyone's life. Almost
every housing unit on Air Force installations has at
least one dog or cat and often there will be more than
one per unit. As for horses, almost every large Air
Force installation has a riding stable so that Air Force
.members can enjoy horseback riding.

As long as these animals are properly controlled by
the respective owners, they present no problems, but
when dogs and cats are allowed to roam freely
throughout," the base uncontrollable multiplication
results. When these situations occur, you have an
overabundance of semiwild animals. Thus, there is an
increased potential of rabies in the animals on base.
The animals in an uncontrolled state can transmit
rabies143 humans. These same animals serve as hosts to
the medically important ectoparasites such as fleas,
ticks, and mites.

The owners of the domestic animals have the overall
responsibility for controlling their pets. Owners should
confine their pets by fencing, leashing, or keeping them
indoors. They must insure that the pets have been
innoculated against rabies and that innoculations are
current.

When the owners do not meet the requirements (me'
responsibilities for controlling their pets, the security
police must become involved. Security police
personnel may catch or shoot the animals.

Since you have a responsibility for controlling pests
on Air Force installations, you may be required to rid
an area of stray dogs and cats. This task may be



accomplished by using traps and, in extreme
situations, using poison baits and fumigants.

Before you implement any control measure that
might injure the animals, be sure that you have
obtained proper approval through the chain of
command.

Exercises (C22):

Indicate whether each statement is true or false.
Correct any false statements.

I. When stray animals are a problem. use any
means you feel necessary to control them.

2. Almost every large Air Force base has a riding
stable.

_ 3. The average military housing unit has at least
one domestic animal

4. Domestic animals allowed to run loose an base
can transmit rabies, but that is the only real
problem.

_ 5. Animal owners have the responsibility of
controlling their pets and insuring that they
have been innocufated.

6. The entomology specialist should use traps to
control stray dogs and cats. Only in extreme
cases should he use poison bait.

1-5. Bats
Although bats are mammals, their habits, their

importance. arfd the applicable control metie:als are
quite different from those of the mammals you have
already studied. This section gives you information
pertaining to the importance. recognition characters,
biology, inspection, and control of bats.

C2.3. List the undesirable characteristics of bats and
state their one beneficial feature.

Bats belong to the order Chiroptera. They are found
nearly all over the world. Of 2000 species, about 65 live
in the United States. Occasionally, the presence of
these animals creates a problem for military pest
controllers.

Importance. Bats are relatively harmles^ animals in
themselves and may be considered beneficial through
their control of insects. But, from a medical
standpoint, bats are reservoir; (and occasionally
vectors) of such serious human diseases as rabies,
.relapsing fever (Borrelia sp.), Japanese "13"
encephalitis, Chagas' disease, dermatomycoses, and
histoplasmosis.

Bats have many parasites, and most of these will feed
on humans. Some of their common parasites are:
argasid ticks; mites in at least four families; bedbugs:
bat bugs; and "bat ticks," which are flies adapted for
parasitism,

When bats invade homes or buildings, they become
nuisances and require control. Bats normally roost in
natural shelters, such as caves and hollow trees. Some,
however, live in attics, spaces between walls, or any
unused, darkened areas well above ground, From these
places. Their parasites move to attack people. When.
bats are present in large numbers, they create an almost
overwhelming ammonia odor resulting from urination
and defecation. The odor persists for a long time after
the roost is broken up. The sounds caused by these
sometimes restless, crawling animals is often
disturbing to human occupants. While bats cause no
actual damage to structures. their presence is
undesirable. ..-

Exercises (C23):

1. List the undesirable characteristics of bats.

2. What is one benefit we derive from bats?

C24. Distinguish between true and false statements
concerning the biology, inspection, and control of
bats.

Recognition Characteristics and Biology. Bats are
small, fur-bearing mammals with a thin, leathery or
membranous skin that stretches between the greatly
elongated bones of the front legs and "fingers." They
are the only mammals thus equipped to fly. Species in
the United States are small, averaging 5.0 to 12.1 cm in
body length. with a wingspread of 25.4 to 38.0 cm.

They are nocturnal animals. leaving their roosting
places at dusk to fly about in pursuit of the night-flying
insects that provide the bulk of their food. By day, they
roost in dark, sheltered places.

A few species are solitary, but most congregate in
groups or in colonies, the largest of which may number
a million animals or more. Some bats migrate with the
change of seasons. following a steady source of food
supply.

In the temperate regions, the young bats are born in
the late spring. In the tropics, there appears to be no
definite breeding season, and young may be found in
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every month oe the year. though most females bear but
one offspring per year.

Most bats feed almost entirely on insects, and some
species have been reported to consume from one-half to
their full body weight in insects per day. A few species
feed on fruits, nectar. and fish. and some (vampire bats)
feed on blood.

Inspection. You can observe bats easily when they are
flying at dusk. You can find roosting locations by looking
for great numbers of bats beginning their evening flight.
You can determine the presence of bats in buildings by
the odor created or by the scratching and squeaking noise
made as the bats begin and end their nocturnal flights.

Control. In many cases, you can control bats through
the use of napthalene or paradichicrobenzene, two
compounds used as insect repellents. Three to 5 pounds
of napthalene flakes scattered liberally Over the entire
area should treat the average attic. The odor is apparently
extremely offensive to the bats because they begin to
leave immediately in broad daylight. In large areas with
free ventilation to the outside, both compounds dissipate
rapidly: therefore. you must replenish them at frequent
intervals.

Another effective repellant combines oils of mustard
and sassafras with an emulsifier and water. Spray this
mixture on all roosting sites. It is usually good for several
months. You. can prepare the repellent by mixing one
part each of the two oils and the emulsifier with 97 parts
of water.

Bats are quite persistent, and it is often difficult to
dislodge all members of the colony fro n an old.
established roost. Also, new bats are attracted by the
odors left by the recently departed guests. For this
reason, batproofing is an extremely worthwhile measure
following the use of repellentt.

Bats may enter buildings through such openings as
unprotected louvres or vents, broken windows and
siding, and around eaves or cornices. The smaller species
of bats can crawl through an opening as small as 3/ 8 inch.
The larger openings should be covered with sheet metal
or with I / 4-inch mesh hardware cloth if ventilation is
necessary. It is essential that no openings larger than l /4
inch be left. Plug narrow cracks with oakum, tow, or
similar packing material and seal them with caulking
compound. Inspect all old siding and baseboards to make
certain that you haven't overlooked any alternate
entrances. Be sure that all bats are sut of the building
before you complete the exclusion Measures. Normally.
during the warmer months when bats are active. all of the
bats leave their roost within IS to 20 minutes after the
first one starts out. If they have been disturbed. however.
their normal routine may be upset. Thus, you should
leave open one or two of the most used openings
temporarily. After the last bat has left the roost for
feeding, close the remaining openings. If a number of
entrances have been used, let 2 or 3 days elapse before you
close the last entrance in order to allow all the bats to
learn to use this last opening. If you have overlookedany
entrances, the bats soon will rind them. For this reason,
you must watch the building closely at dusk for several
evenings to see whether the bats gain entrance through
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any overlooked holes.
In cases in which repellents and batproofing do not

prove satisfactory. you may have to destroy the bats by
fumigating their roost. It should be emphasized that there
are several disadvantages connected with this type of
control. The cost of time and labor may be high to control
a small number of animals. Anotherdisadvantage is that
the gas kills the bats as they hang in repose. you can't
retrieve many carcasses. These bodies decompose, giving
an offensive odor. Finally, fumigation gives no lasting
control. As soon as the gas has dissipated. the roost is
ready for occupancy once again. Batproofing should
immediately follow fumigation.

If you have received approval fto m the command ento-
mologist, you can apply DDT in the roost area that will
kill bats after 2 to 3 weeks exposure. You can apply it as a
dust or a spray. One pound of the 75-percent wet-table
powder per gallon of water makes a suspension suitable
for use. It is important that the treatment be thorough
and that you spray or dust all entrances and exits.

Cia

Exercises (C24):

Indicate whether the following statements are true or
false. Correct any false statements.

I. Bats are small, fur-bearing mammals.

2. Bats leave their roosting places at dawn in
pursuit of food.

3. When you inspect for bats, you can see them
easily at dusk as they fly.

_ 4. It is easy to dislodge all members of a bat colony
from an established roost.

_ 5. Bats can be controlled by using some insect
repellants.

_ 6. Fumigation of bats gives lasting control.

7. Bats are one of the few mammals equipped to
fly.

_ S. Most bats feed on blood.

9 The odor of napthalene offends bats_
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O. A new colony of buts is usually repelled by the
odor of other bats in a roosting place.

l I. DDT will kill bats.

1.6. Pest/Hozardous Bird Species

East year the U.S. Air Force loses millions of dollars
and hundreds of work-hours in maintenance because of
damage to aircraft and equipment caused by birds. These
losses result from bird strikes to aircraft and from bird
droppings and nesting materials in and around air base
structures and equipment. The seriousness of this
problem and the potential health hazards caused by birds
in certain situations require pest bird management
procedures for each airdrome environment. Bird control
in the airdrome environment can be a complex problem.
However; simple procedures often can be started and
continued on a regular basis to greatly reduce pest bird
problems.

People have always been fascinated with birds, par-
ticularly with their ability to fly This fascination did not
lead to an understanding of birds and their importance
until recent times. Even when birds were recognized as an
important foOd source, we hunted some species so
extensively that we contributed to their elimination. Our
failure to understand the role that birds play in nature
also has destroyed their habitat and damaged the
environment to the extent that some species have been
eradicated totally, while others are near extinction. At

--the same time, some species have either benefited, from
habitat changes or have adapted to living near humans.
Many of these species multiplied. and some that formerly
were limited in their range are now found nearly
worldwide. As the importance of birds became apparent
and we began to understand our impact on birds and
their populations, the protection and management of
birds gained new emphasis. Laws, Lreaties, and regula-
tions were established to protect birds and to ensure that
they would be maintained as important natural
resources. At first these laws concerned only game
species, but now almost all of the birds in North America
are protected by a timber of laws, treaties, and regula-
tions. The pest manager (PM) must be aware of the legal
protection that has been given to birds. Any bird control
program must comply with applicable regulations and
should be coordinated with the appropriate local, State,
and Federal wildlife authorities.

The information contained herein provides back-
ground information needed by a base PM to contain or
eliminate real or potential pest bird problems. Each PM
should know and understand the basic principles of bird
biology and behavior as they affect bird control and to
choose the most appropriate control technique for the
situation at hand.
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C23. Define given, terms relating to effective bird
management.

Definition of Terms. The following terms are used in 3
relation to effective bird nut sgement.

Bird damage. Bird damage esults when material or
equipment is damaged as a resul f bird activities. There
is a distinct difference between a b'ed nuisance and bird
damage. For example, a few noiax house sparrows
around an office building may appear to be a problem,
but only may be an annoyance to worke rsc Bird damage
occurs when the sparrows build nests in 4. building,
leaving corrosive droppings or holes in screening.

Bird damage control. Bird damage control. eks to
reduce the potential for damage caused by bit Bird
hazard control attempts to reduce the health "ors fety
hazard potential. The term "bird control" someti s
includes the control of both damage and hazards. Th
objective, however, is to reduce the damage and the
hazards that birds can cause, rather than to control the
birds.

Bird hazard. A bird hazatd exists when birds represent
a potential threat to health or safety. Concentration
should be emphasized on bird hazards, rather than bird
damage. In and near an airdrome the bird/aircraft strike
hazard is frequently serious, and reducing this hazard
becomes the most important task of the PM.

Bird management, Bird management depends on
changing the characteristics and interactions of birds,
habitat, and man to achieve human goals. It refers to
everything man does deliberately to affect birds, whether
to encourage or discourage them from a given area, or to
increase or decrease their populations.

Bird strike. Bird strikes (contact between a bird and a
moving aircraft) causes losses of lives and equipment,
with even minor bird strikes resulting in thousands of
dollars in annual repair costs. Bird strike hazards also can
interrupt base missions. Aircraft collisions with birds are
the most serious,problem. Bird/aircraft strike problems
can occur during the takeoff, en route or landing phases'
of flight and are hazardous particularly during the low-
level phase. The hazards during takeoff and landing are
the main concern of the PM. Therefore, control of bird
activity on or near the airfield is your responsibility.

Pest bird. A given bird may be beneficial or injurious to
man's interests. depending on its activities at a specific
time and place.. The terra "pest bird" refers to an
individual, flock, or population causing economic
damage or creating a health or safety hazard by its
activities at a given time and place. Certain species may
become involved in hazardous or damaging situations
more frequently than others because of their behavior
patterns or habitat requirements.

Exercise (C25);
I. Match given definitions with the appropriate term.

Some definitions may not be defined, and there is only
one "best" match for each term.

C1
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Ili Any bird that ts causing damage
or creating a hazard by
spiNdie 5.:11% Ii)

121 A danger to health or iafet
caused by birds.

CI) Fyonomic Inc% caused in pest
birds

..61) Anything done deliberately to
-affect birds

51 Bird management in which the
specific goal is to monimire the
potential for damage.

_ An) contact between A bird
and a moving aircuit

otumn 8

a. Bird control.
h Bird damage.
4: Bird damage control
if. Bird hazard.
e. Bird hazard control.
f. Bird management.
g. Bird management.
h. Pest bird.

C2Sa (C37 for CE feedback reference only). Identify as
true and false given statements pert aining to bird habits
which conflict with man, and feeding habits of various
bird species; amend the false statements.

Bird Habitat. Each bird species has habitat require-
ments which determine where the bird will nest, roost,
and feed. Pest bird problems often result from environ-
mental situations which produce attractive habitats for
large bird populations of a single species (a building with
abundant roosting area for pigeons), or habitat that
attracts large bird populations of different species (care-
lessly har.,ested grain crops attracting large flocks of
blackbirds and starlings). Marshes. pine plantations.
grasslands, and wooded areas are examples of natural
habitats. Buildings with accessible girders. short grass on
an airfield, and ornamental trees planted close together
arc examples of manmade habitats. You must learn to
recognize these conditions. The advice of local wildlife
authorities or State and Federal agencies often can be
helpful in assessing three situations.

Roosting. A roost is where birds congregate at night, in
bad weather. or at other times when thpy are not feeding.
You usually will be concerned with birds that roost in
large flocks. Gulls that roost on the ground during the
day or night can become pest problems as can large flocks
ot blackbirds, swallows, or other small birds that roost
usually in large concentrations during the night. The
areas where birds. such as gulls, ducks, and geese. roost
during da) light hours when they are inactive are called
loafing areas. The type of habitat chosen for roosting
depends on the habitat preference of the birds. The roost
site usually provides protection from weather and
predators. Plantings. such as ornamental evergreens
around buildings. often provide shelters and become
roosting sites. Short grass on the airfield offers the birds
protection tram predators by allowing an unobstructed
field ot vision. Such situations often can be controlled
with appropriate grounds maintenance procedures. Even
if the roosting site is some distance away from potential
bird strike bar:1rd.. the pathway birds use to enter or
!cave the roost may create a problem. In such a case.
rratt:Inc the attrai:tivenes.s of the roost site is more
fle.:tke than tr. mg to alter the routes that birds ut.e to

enter or lease ne t oosr 'Species that 0. picall. roost on or
1., ti t:1.1,LI are of pai titular concern
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Domestic pigeons, starlings, and house sparrows find
suitable roosting areas on ledges, rafters, and other
structures that give them protection from harsh weather
and predators. The latter two species also will roost or
nal in enclosures of aircraft. Whenever possible, you
should reduce the attractiveness of such roosting areas to
these birds.

Feeding. If a food source is related directly to bird
control problems, control of the food source may be
easier and more effective than direct control of the birds.
Food and feeding habits of birds vary with species,
season, and availability of particular food items. Several
terms describe birds according to the type of food that
they consume. An insectivorous bird. such as a swallowl
feeds pritnarily on insects. Carnivorous birds, such as
hawks or owls, are meat-eaters, feeding mainly on other
birds, mammals. reptiles, amphibians, or fish. A
herbivorous bird, such as a dove, feeds on plant material.
A herbivore that feeds mainly on seeds and grains often is
referred to as granivorous. Many species are
omnivorous; that is, they feed on both plant and animal
foods. The common crow and starling are good examples
of omnivores. Crows consume fruits, grains. insects,
young birds or bird eggs, reptiles, frogs. small mammals,
carrion, and discarded human food. The starling, which
feed on insects, fruits, grains. and seeds. also is known for.
feeding on garbage in and around towns and cities. Gulls
are also a well-known omnivorous species.

Several of these terms may apply to a single species.
depending on time of year or Food availability. For
example. during the nesting season the diet of red-winged
blackbirds consists largely of insects white during the
winter months they arc granivorous. If weed seerravail-
ability is good, icd-winged blackbirds consume large
quantities of ragweed, bristle-grass, panic grass, or other
seeds during the summer. This feeding habit makes these
birds beneficial to farmers during the summer months. In
addition to weed seeds. however. they often consume
large quantities of corn, oats, wheat, sunflowers, barley.
and rice, thus becoming farm pests.

Some species are referred to as scavengers. f hest birds
feed on the remains of plants and animals. Carrion eaters
such as vultures are scavengers, as are those omnivores
that feed on dead plants and animals and on garbage.
Gulls and crows associated with garbage dumps and
landfills are scavengers and can become serious pests
when dumps and landfills ate located near airfields.

Feeding flocks or individual birds may pose a
bird. aircraft strike hazard. Species that teed on the
ground, among vegetation, or on bodies of water may
pose.a problem as they move to and from a feeding area.
Aerial feeders such as swallows can present a pest bird
problem when feeding in the airdrome environment,
Terns, kingfishers, ospreys, and kestrels can pose a
problem because they often hunt their prey by flying or
hovering user a feeding area. Knowing the feeding habits
of birds may be helpful in det-_:mi fling u a rood sourceis
the direct cause ot the problem You must determine
carefully it a pe:.t bird .peeies let!iting. since methods
used to control feedlot:nos kis m.o. be quite different from
tho.e ucd Hock direct oherviii-
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lion you should be able to determine whether a bird or a
flock of birds is feeding, roosting, loafing, or nesting.

Learning. Another important concept of bird behavior
is the ability of birds to learn. Learning results from
experience. practice. trial, and error. For example, a bird
may learn to find food at a certain location through
experience.. that is. the bird has found food at that
location in the past,Furthermore, through practice or
through trial and error. the bird may learn how to remove
food from a container at that location. Bird species differ
in their ability to learn.

Habituation. Habituation is a type of learning defined
as the declining response to a simple stimulus because no
reward or punishment is associated with the stimulus.
Simply. the bird gets so accustomed to a specific
condition that it no longer reacts to that condition, A bird
initially frightened away by the presence of a human
being may soon become tame if the presence ut the
human being (the stimulus) does not result in ally danger.

Habitation is extremely important to you because a
can affect many pest control methods. At first, devices
used to repel birds with sharp. loud noises are ofien quite
effective. The birds react to the loud noise and are
frightened away. After some time, however. the birds'
reaction to the noise decreases because they do not
associate the noise with any punishment Using repulsion
techniques in conjunction with occasional real danger
(such as live ammunition) can prevent birds from bcoris-
ing habituated to a particular technique. Control
techniques will be discussed in length later in this section.

Exercises (C254)1
Indicate each true statement and correct any false ones

_ 1. Nesting, roosting, and feeding are determined
within each bird species by habitat require-
ments.

___ ' Short grass on a n airfield and ornamental trees
planted close togetliet arc eXatFtple,. 01 natural
habitats.

_ 3. You, the pest manager, usual!. will be con
concerned with birds that roost in %mita iloi:ks.

4. kousting habits depends tin the haimt..i
preference of the bud species

A Short grass on airfields offers bird protection
from predators through an unobstructed field
of %,iNion

o Spestcs of hods -.n.ti it picults ,.41si in ii. ,on
natural hanii,,F. ,,,.. "I 0,41 i 1, ,.1.11 4.1iii el tl 10
you.

._ 7. Domestic pigeons will roost or nest in en-
closures of aircraft.

,......,
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B. Control of a food source may be easier and

more effective than direct control of the bird if
a food source is related directly to the control
problem.

9. Food and feeding habits of birds are the same
with species, season, and availability of food
items.

10. Hawks and owls are well known as carnivorous
type birds.

_. II. During the nesting season, the red-winged
blackbirds diet consists largely of grains.

12. The weed seed feeding habits of the red-winged
blackbird is beneficial to farmers.

1 1. Feeding flocks of birds pose no threat as a
bird: aircraft strike hazard.

___ 14. Ospreys and kestrels can pose a problem
hecause they hover over a feeding area hunting
their prey.

15 A bird's ability to learn is the same in all
species.

.. I h. Habituation. a type of learning, is the increas-
ing response to a simple stimulus with no
punishment associated with that stimulus.

_ _ _ 11. Habilitation is extremely important because it
can affect pest control methods.

C25b (C38 fur CE feedback reference only). Identify
given anatomical parts of birdseed match topographical
characteristics to a particular bird species.

Importance of Identification. Because of differences in
habitat requirements and behavior, various groups and
spesics tit bud.. cleati ditterent types of pest problems.
Fluids Mittel in iheir response to a given control measure.
An 41110. Me le. ittliti th. 101 one species may be useless. or
i.i. i. n alkpi 7. oi .. ;iit 1 ',MAW ,tiltit FLO . 1 hus. it is extremely
It-11pol tutu to pi Lt1.01;r1:. nicritit;. the birds causing the
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p /%1ro_.em f the tai lot prcie.1 Ileti)11. b.ginning any
management or control trieusuies. Proper identification

nontarget 4,INCLES also h Ilel,:11:10 to 0411141e the
potential for undesirable consequences ot a bird control
measure.

Bird Topography The body of a bird can be dis ided
into logical sections: head. trunk. wings. and tali. Each of
these sections has a number of parts with which you must
he familiar in order to provide pauper bud idento ication

Wad. the head of a bird includes the nei.k bill. lure-
head. crown. nape, lures, chin, and throat. the dorsal
(top) portion of the head and neck is divided Into the fore-
head, crown. and nape. I he portion of the head between

pr ortaries,

the base at' the bill and an imaginary line between the eyes
is the forehead. The top dine head to the base of the skull
is the crown. The nape or hindneck is the portion of the
neck that lies between the crown and the back. The sides
and undersides of the head have four major divisions.
The lures are small areas located behind the base of the
bill and anterior to (in front of) the eyes. The side of the
head from the base of the lower portion of the bill to jug
be hi nd the eve is the cheek. The chin is the small area that
ices between the forks of the base of the lower half of the
bill. and the portion of the neck below this area is the
throat. This is all well illustrated in figure 1-9.

--- side

,

\
flank -

ft 4_

sec one:Janes

clown
forehead

lore

throat

unlp

clown

nape ---7-The\-2,
4.. C

go,

back ----

-

breast

4 itsvarl. 1:

Cnioi 3A

forehead

chin

throat

breast

belly
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1 he hill or heak is often the most notable structure on a
turd H noting the sue and shape in a bird's hell, y tit, ean
lLurn a great deal about the bird. includit.g the type of

id that the hod eats and its mode of feeding. When you
trse the mode ot feeding to aid in the identification of a
1)5141. bill characteristics will be important. V 0U must
alv.ass ohserse li the hill is ions, short. hooked, cured.
wider than it is high. or distinctive in any other way. JS
shown in locum 1-19 I he shape of the hill iritirt,die%

whether the bird feeds by 11 probing. as would be
indicated by the tubular ball of sandpipers. (2) tearing, as
would he indicated by the honked bill of a hawk, or (3) C
seed-eating, as would be indicated by the strong conWal-
shaped bills of many sparrows. In some birds the upper
portion of the bill has a prominent fleshy base. This
structure is called the sere and is found on birds such as
hawks, pigeons. and doves trig. 1-10). The presence of
this structure may help you to identify bird specimens.

Ong

herons Slender
pigeons

Depressed or
Flattened

ducks

Acute or Pointed
hiackbirds

Conical
house sparrow and
a pad esurip

'Tubular or Probing
woodcocks end other sandpapers

f gum I to I -.11...r1 hold hill srlds-K,
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Stout
herring gull

Hooked
hawks and °ther Mesh eaters
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Trunk. 1 he upper portion of tfse hods or trunk is
divided into the back and the ru p. The back is the
anterior two-thirds of the upper po tion of the trunk. The
rump is the remaining area eaten ng from the back to
the base of the tail. The under part the bird's trunk is
divided into the breast. abdomen. sides. and flanks. The
sides are, flanks are the areas just under the wings. The
breast is the anterior rounded portion of the underside.
while the abdomen or belly is the flatter portion around
and between the legs of the bird.

Wings. Although the wing feathers of a bird are
divided into many groups. only a few feather groups or
wing areas are used repeatedly in bird identification.
These feathers or areas include the primaries. second-
aries. speculum. coverts. scapulars, and wing linings. The
flight feathers are composed of the primary and
secondary feathers. The primary feathers are those longer
feathers composing the end of the wing which allow the
bid to fly forward. These feathers are attached to the
manus (hand) of the bird. The secondary feathers are the
inner flight feathers and are responsible mainly for lift.
acting with the forward portion of the wing much like an
airplane wing. These feathers are attached to the ulna
(forearm) of the wing. Often the secondary feathers of
birds. soar as ducks, have a color - patterned area known
as the speculum. The majority of the smaller feathers on
the wing are known as coverts. Covert feathers overlie the
base of the primaries and secondaries and cover the
remainder of the wing. The feathers of the shoulder area
are covert feathers known as the scapulars. The wing
lining consists of the covert feathers on the underside of
the wing. On the upper surface of thawing. the edges of
the scapulars or a row of coverts often are lipped with a
color that is different from the surrounding feathers and
will appear as wingbars as the bird is sitting. A wing stripe
also can be seen in some birds when the bases of the
secondary arid; or primary feathers are lighter in color
than the tips of the feathers, Noting the shape of a Mkt' s
wings also can help identify a bird species. Typical wing
shapes are illustrated in figure 1-11.

Tail. The tail of a bird consists of the prominent tail
feathers and the tail coverts. The large. conspicuous flight
feathers of the tail are used as a rudder to steer and when
spread act as a brake to slow the bird's flight. Tail shapes
vary and can be used as identifying characters (fig. 1-11).
Some birds may have colore near the tips of the
outermost tail feathers, and tail spots of ten are used
in identification. The up tail coverts lie above the base
of the tail feathers and a not distinguished easily from
the rump. The under tail ovens are located ar the base of
the underside of the tajYand are known collectively as the
crissum.

Legs and feet. Noting the shape. size. and color of
birds' legs and feet can be useful in field identification of
some larger birds. Although these structures are difficult
sometimes to determine as field marks on smaller birds.
rite legs and feer help identify in-hand birds. Scale and
webbing patterns. shape of leg cross sections. toe
placement. and the shape of the nail or claw are all
important identifying characters. Often bird remains can
be identified using only the foot of the bird.

.
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Cii
Common Pest Birds In order to identify ennTmon pest

birds and select effective control Measures. the following
descriptions and characteristics should be carefully
noted, The most troublesome pest birds are gulls. pigeons
and rockdoves. house sparrow*, starlings, and various
types of blackbirds.

Gulls. Gulls are a group of large shore birds with long
Pointed wings. usually square tails, strong hooked hills,
and webbed feet Many species are similar in appearance,
and field identification requires practice You should
note carefully field marks such as leg color, color patterns
on back. head, and wing tips. and the size of the bird
relative to a known Species.

Domestic pigeon or mg-kilos-1'. The domestic pigeon
apparently developed from the rock dove of Europe.
Asia. and Africa and was introduced to this country as 4
domestic bird Its rapid growth gave rise to the wild Or
feral) populations. The habitat of the wild pigeons was
rocky cliffs; the artificial cliffs created by buildings
provide appropriate habitat for the feral pigeons. They
are almost entirely dependent on the habitat humans
have built. Domestic pigeons are a common bird Al
towns, cities, farmyards. and other areas. Pigeons of
North America vary greatly in color and even in stro.
Various color patterns of gray. black. white, and brown
are common. Most types are plump birds with pointed
wings and a square tail. Pigeon activities frequently
conflict with our interests. ..

House .sparro. this particular bird, often called the
English sparrow. is not a true sparrow; but is a small
weaver finch introduced from Europe into North
America. The house sparrow is very aggressive, has very
few natural enemies and has round abundant habitat
associated with buildings and other manmade structures.
Its messy hahits are objectionable. and this species has
outmaneuvered more desirable native songbirds for the
available habitat. Adult males have a gray crow. black
chin and upper throat. light gray lower breast and belly,
white cheek, and b:own back and wings. Females and
immature birds ate dull brown with a tan stripe above the
eye.

Pawling. Starlings. another introduced species. are
similar somewhat to the blackbirds with which it often
roosts and flocks. Spring birds have a bright yellow bill
and a green and purple iridescence to their dark plumage.
In fall the adult plumage becomes spotted with white. and
the bill turns dark gray. The short tail and pointed wings
are good field marks, especially for the drab, gray,
immature birds. Because of the absence of natural
enemies and other natural checks. the starling has
increased rapidly. This adaptable and aggressive bird has
prevailed over native birds in the struggle for available
habitat and has found abundant nesting and roosting
sites in our cities, where its presence in large numbers is
likely to be objectionable. Large wintering flocks also are
frequent pests at livestock and poultry feed /ors.

Red-winged hlakbird. The adult male red-winged
black bird is identified readily by the bright red covert
feathers edged in yellow on a totally black body. Females
are hrown. heavily streaked, and spotted_ Immature
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(common grackle )
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key awaliow)
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(red -tailed hawk )

Narrow
(amerrearl kestrel)

figure [-it Typical st mg and tail shapes

males are patterned like the female, although a trace of
reddish-orange wing patch often is evident.

Common grackle. There are two color phases (purple
and bronzed) of this species of blackbird The long
wedge-shaped tail is the best field mark for this black-
bdied bird with a purple. green. ir bronze iridescence to
its plumage Females are less iridescent than males, And
iirsenile birds are a uniform dull hroun

Other high khirdi Sc % k-ra I .1, lwr k hilt! s re, ,1

10

Forked
barn swallow'

CFO-022

ure tound in blues bird flocks nr roosts that present a pest
situation You should be able to identify the brown-
headed cowbird, rusts blackbird, Brewer's blackbird,
and yellow hc.itied blackbird, if they occur near 'your
hose

FNereises
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Figure 1-12. Objective C25b. exercise 1.

CO,WFUR A

.1

Column ti
I2. State the two feather gre,ups that make up the flight

feathers. 41) Gray crown, black cheek and a. Common cackle.
upper throat (adult malel. b. Gulls.

--* _ 12) Lons, wedge-shaped tad. black c. House spairow.
body, purple, steers. or bronze d. Rcdwinged blackbird.

S. Explain what occurs when a bird spreads the large, iridescence to its plumate. , e. Rock dove.
conspicuous flight feathers of the tail. 0 1 vary greatly in color and tllf, f. Starlings,

various color patters of gray.
black, white, and bronze are
common.

4, What mode of feeding would be indicated by a hooked _. 44) romied wings. iguarc tail, and

bill? webbed fuer.
_ 1 % 1 Spring hirdi have a bright ve1-

lau. bilt and a won purple

S. Match the bird in column B with the drscriptinn in (Ft
widewence.
f erualr are hroum heactic

column A. .treatvti. aria .paord

hss
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cm. (C.49 -. for r*F !,,..rthr,r ii referent I. only ) Associate
hirdliorno dicestses with statements regarding their
characteristics: complete given statements identifying
economic, hazardous. and other aspects of bird
proble ms.

Health hazards. Birds are associated with several
diseases. They can transmit disease to humans and
animals by becomine a reservoir for disease organisms,
by transmitting oreantsms into the air or through their
droppings. or by serving as intermediate hosts for disease
organisms Among the better known diseases are
histoplasmosis, psittacosis. and encephalitis, although
nearly 100 diseases are alleged to have been transmitted
to man by birds.

Hist,tpla+mmt% Ilistoplasmosis is caused by a fungus.
llt,tripla,ma (ap.ulattott. The disease is worldwide in
distribution. but it is more common 'in certain
geographical areas such as the Mississippi River Valley
region and oilier river va{le}s in the eastern and south-
eastern United States. The disease is contracted by
inhaling the organisms which is present in soils_ It thrives
in soils enriched by bird droppings I-I istoplasmosis
usually results to benign lesions of the lungs caused by an
infection which often shows no symptoms. However, in
advanced stages the disease can be fatal .You should be
aware of the increased potential for the spread of
hisioplasmasis that exists in certain situations. When
species such as domestic pigeons. starlings. and house
sparrows roost near areas where people work. the
potential .for histoplasmosis increases. The
histoplasmosis spores usually are spread when soils
enriched by bird droppings are disturbed. For example.
construction near active or unused bird roosts can expose
workers to the disease. You should give special attention
to these situations and include control measures in any
pest management program.

Psittacosis. Psittacosis. often called ornithosis or
parrot fever. is caused by a rickettsia organism called a
bedsonia. The name "ornithosis" was applied after the
disease was found in many wild nonpsittacine
1nonparrot) birds. This disease is distributed throughout
the world wherever birds are found. Inhaling dust con-
taining infective particles from bird droppings. feathers.
bird 1,odies. and nasal secretions is a common source of
human infection. During recent ycars. researchers have
found that birds. such as pigeons. often transmit the
disease. Pigeons have been responsible for a number of
outbreaks of the disease in New York, Massachusetts,
Minnesota..and California. The disease often has been
traced to pigeons that nest or roost on or in buildings
where people work. Wild birds also can spread the
organism 'to commercially raised chickens, ducks, and
turkeys. which die quickly after showing only brief signs
of illness.

Encephalitis. Encephalitis is one of the more serious
diseases associated with birds. A number of encephalitis
viruses are carried by birds I the primary hosts)and can be
transmitted to people and horses by arthropod vectors.
mainly mosquitoes and ticks The viruses for Western

equine vntephalitis, F-tswrn ; woo, .-P. oluditis. St.
Louis equine encephalitis. and Neve; al other
encephalitides have been isolated in birds. These viruses
attack the central nervous system, and the mortality rate
during outbreaks often is high. Birds host a variety of
other diseases that can be transmitted to man. Human I
infection usually is caused by the transmittal of the
disease organism by an arthropod vector or through
inhalation or ingestion of contaminated air. water. or
food. The potential for such diseases is highest whew
large numbers of birds congregate. roost, or nest

Personal hygiene. You must guard against personal
infection, particularly when handling birds or working in
areas where birds have congregated. Gloves must always
be worn whenever handling live or dead birds. When
working in roosting areas, enclosed areas, or any area
where bird droppings are prevalent, you should wear
rubber boots and glove. To prevent infection by
inhalation in such areas, a protective mask must be worn:
disposable masks are recommended. Immediately after
the operation, you must shower and wash your clothes
and all equipment in hot water with a strong soap.

Sanitary disposal of birds., If you must handle dcad
birds. strict precautions a re needed to preclude the spread
of infectious materials. Gloves always must be worn. The
feathers of any dead birds should be wetted thoroughly
with a detergent disinfectant prior to handling. This step
will immobilize lice and mites and help prevent the spread
of airborne infective particles. Such specimens must be
plated inside plastic bags or other such containers before
transport to any other area_ Dispote of specimens by
incineration,

Bird strike losses. Each year the dollar loss from bird/
aircraft collisions runs into the millions of dollars. The
seriousness of the problem is indicated further bythe loss
of lives and the destruction of aircraft as a result of
collisions with birds. A considerable portion of the
aircraft loss and damage is caused by birds striking air-
craft windscreens or canopies. Such impacts account for
more than half of the aircraft that are destroyed by bird
strikes and approximately 40 percent of all accidents.
You should note that about half of all bird strikes, and 42
percent of 'the bird collisions with aircraft windscreens
and canopies, occur during takeoff and landing.
Appropriate bird control in the airdrome environment
can significantly reduce these incidents. You must realize
that damage to aircraft is not caused only by large birds.
While collisions with birds such as swans, hawks, and
vultures have caused damage and loss of aircraft,
collisions. and engine ingestions of much smaller birds,
such as starlings and swallows. have resulted also in
damage and loss of aircraft and lives.

Other damage due to birds. While bird strikes account
for most of the dollar losses caused by birds, other
situations also cause concern. Bird droppings and nesting
materials can damage equipment and supplies,
particularly around hangers. warehouses. and other
buildings. Birds also can damage agricultural crops,
trees. and ornamental shrubs. Even small groups of birds
can damage shade trees by eating buds during spring.
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Inside aircraft hangar s, Innis enter ogine housings and
can accumulate a considerable solume of nesting
material within a matter of hours. Engines. idle for
repair. are prime targets. Nesting material can cause jet
engines to fail by clogging intakes. and static and rotating
blades can be significantly damaged by nesting material.
Such problems usually are associated with house
sparrows andstarlings that enter hangars. Birds that nest
in buildings or on equipment also present fire hazards if
their nests are built around or near electrical wiring and
switch bakes. EVen if nests are not in a situation to cause
tires, electrical failures can arise from birds shorting
electrical systems or as a result of the corrosive effects of
bird droppings on wires or wire insulation. Bird
droppings within buildings are not only unpleasant but
can result in substantial economic loss. Bird droppings
corrode many metals and can cause serious damage if
allowed to fail into dismantled engines or if allowed to
build up on other equipment. In warehouses andaather
storage buildings, bird droppings on supplies often
render them unusable or result in costly cleanup.

You must consider routine control of pest species.
particularly pigeons, starlings and house sparrows as
necessary to reduce hazards and prevent damage. These
species should be eliminated AO the greatest extent
possible in the airdrome environment.

Exercises (C25c):
I. Match the diseases in column B with the appropriate

statement in Column A

Column -I Coltroirt 8

I 11 Distribution is berg common a. Hisloplasmosts.
in riser vaileys at the south- h Psittacoses.
eastern part 01 the l' S c Enc.:Oahu..

(21 ;Mucks the central rtersous
system and has a high thiatalitS
Me.

N.
131 Has been traced tu pigeon.

-that aceup or roost on build -
ings.

_ 14) Buds are the prima* host ,st
this arthropod-borne dted.c

_ (5) This is a fungal dusease
U) This is found pnmarit> in .011

enriched by. bird droppings.

2. W hat disease is caused by a rickettsia organism called
Bed sonia?

3. What must be worn to protect you against infection by
inhalation when working in areas where bird drop-.
pings arc prevalent and what type is recommended'?

4 What is the proper disposal method of dead bird
specimens?

5 In addition to the high dollar loss. what two other
factors are e'en more serious as a result of bird
aircraft coilisions?

, r s
... it

5O

o :S. ound hangars. 'what are considered prime targets
for birds to build nests?

7. What two bird species normally are associated with
aircraft hangars?

C25(1 (C40 for CE feedback reference only.INfatch the
control categories of bird management functions and cite
basic facts regarding bird control.

Damage and hazard controls techniques fall into five
general categories. For each specific bird problem, you
should think through these five categories in turn. with an
awareness of the variety of techniques available in each
category.. Each successive approach should be rejected
only if no acceptable technique that is likely to be
successful exists within that approach for the specific
problem at hand. Table 1-2 is a .guide to the active
management techniques that app.i( to some common
damage and hazard situations.

Altering the Concept. Altering the concept involves
making a complete assessment of the situation at hand
and deciding whether active management is required.
The birds may merely be a nuisance or a transient
problem caused by migratiim, with no active. --
management program required. The cost of a manage- -
ment program also might exceed those of the damage
being caused. Suspected bird damage situations should
always be evaluated carefully. If no problem is verified.
no control actions are required, No action" is
appropriate if close examination reveals that no
economic damage, health hazard, or safety hazard exists.
For example. someone may report large numbers of birds
at a certain locality. ff an investigation determines that
the presence of birds does not confliCt with mission.
activities, no control action is required. All birds around
buildings are not pests necessarily. Furthermore, birds
that are considered pests by some people may be
considered desirable by others. . .

Altering the Situation. Altering the situation involves
changing the timing or procedure of mission operations
to avoid conflicts with birds. Alsdt.7kicluded in this
vaiegory is habitat modification. This includes elimina-
tion or reduction of bird habitat {food, water, roost or
nest sites, and perches) near the airfield and is the most
permanent solution to ntirty pest bird problems.
Changing mission activities consists of modifying
procedures to avoid or reduce a potential conflict
between birds and aircraft. Changing mission activities
applies to many types of situations. particularly those of a
temporary nature: for example, the presence of
migratory birds. After evaluating the circumstances of a
potential ha7ard,in a particular situation, one can select
the t.rte of changes in mission activities that may solve a.
particular problem. Two or more specific
recommendations may be combined. depending, on the
iel.erity of the problem at hand. YoteshouLd identify the
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Species

Pigeons

House
Sparrows

Siarlings

Starlings.

I (iulk

Other
it al Cr
birds

Situation

Around
buildings

Around
buildings

Roosting in
or on
buildings

Nesting
around
buildings

Feeding
on or
near
airfield

Creating
strike
harard near
airfield

I

i

TABLE 1-2
GUIDE TO ACTIP/E BIRD MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Potential Control
Measures (in the order
to he considered)

Design and construction
Screening or netting
Sharp projections
Sticky repellents
Water hoses
Avitrol
Pigeon trap
Shooting

Design and construction
Screening and netting
Sharp projections
Sticky repellents
Water hoses
Avitrol
Modified Australian crow trap
Commercial live trap
Nest-box trap

Design and construction
Screening or netting
Sharp projections
Sticky repellents
Distress r alarm calls
Electronically produced

noises a.

Bird bombs

Design and construction
Screening or netting
Sharp projections
Stocky repellents
Nest-box trap

Elimination of food source
Distress; alarm calls
Electronically produced

noises
Airbursts or scare cartridges,

bird bombs
Automaiie exploders

Elimination of water source
Elimoin) ion of food source
Netting or wire
Airbursts, scare cartridges.

bird bombs
Automatic exploders
Rope firecrackers
Shooting (waterfowl hunting)

Species

Birds
of prey

Other
land -

birds

Starlings

Blackbirds
and; or
Starlings

Gulls

Situation

Creating
strike .
hazard near
airfield

Creating
strike
hazard near
airfield

Feeding .
situations

Roosting
in trees

Loafing
On
airfields

Poleutill Control,
Mama (in the order
to be considered)

Elimination of food source
Elimination of nesting,

roosting, of perching sites
Sharp projections
Sticky repellents
Raptor traps

Elimination of food soma
Elimination of nesting,

roosting, ot perching sites,

'Elimination of food source
Distreistalarm calls
Electronically produced

nSteses
Airbursu. NM cartridges.

bird bombs
Automatic exploders
Rope firecrackers
Avittol
Modified Australian crow trap
Commercial live traps
Starlicide

Elimination of roosting sites
Dime% alarm calls
Electronically produced

noises
Airbursts, scare cartridges,

bird bombs
Automatic exploders
Sticky repellents '
Wetting agents

Elimination of roosting sites
Elimination of food sources
Elimination of water sources
Distress/ alarm calls
Electronically produced

noises
Airbursts ot scare cartridges.

bird bombs
Automatic exploders

Altering the concept and using ads nide nce measures. which are not listed. should be considered fit applicable) pnor to an active
bird management program

14
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circumstances of the conflicts between birds and flight
operations with the base flight safety officer. He can
recommend changes in operational procedures to the
appropriate organization. Providing pilots with informa-
tion on birds is one way to alter the situation by changing
mission activities. Pilots can be alerted to hazardous bird
areas by posting information in Basegperations and by
tower: pilot communication, Pilots /an be informed of
1 he numbers, location, and altitude of birds in the same
manner they are informed of severe weather conditions.
Changes in operational procedures have been recom-
mended in certain instances by the Bird/Aircraft Strike
Hazard (BASH) Team of the Air Force Engineering and
Services Center. These inci..de restricting the use of
certain runways. allowing only full-stop landings.
.o.ouling long final approaches, reducing approach hod
climb-out speeds. restricting formation rejoins on
departure. and raising radar vectoring altitudes. A base
Bird Hazard Working Group (BHWG) is made up of
members from Flying Safety, Director of Operations,
plight Facilities. Base Operations and Civil Engineering.
idraily it is a subcommittee of an existing group such as
the kir Traffic Control Board. Safety Council or a
similar group I he group should review the local flying
operation and determine modifiLations needed to reduce
bird hazards and make pilots more aware of the hazards.
The BHWG and the PM should work together on the
following:

Elimination affood sources. If birds are attracted by a
food source, removal, of the food source will result in
fewer birds in the area. Various techniques are used,
dcriehding on the situation. In many cases food is the
major attraction for birds. Some typical examples and
potential methods of eliminating these sources of food
are as follows!

a. Exposed garbage at landfills attracts scavengers
such as gulls. crows, and starlings. If a landfill is properly
operated. with refuse being continuously covered with
soil, large numbers of birds s Auld not be attracted. You
can encourage proper la ,4o125rations. If necessary,
landfills causing serious bird strike hazards .should be
closed. and the refuse covekd permanently Garbage
around buildings should be eliminated or kept in covered
containers to preclude attractmg pest birds such as
starlings and pigeons.

Weed seeds in grassy areas attract many birds. such as
mourning doves and horned larks. The amount of weed
seeds produced can be reduced by mowing operations or
by regular application of herbicides. For areas that
cannot be mowed, controlled-burning is an alternative.
Safe burning requires predictable weather conditionsard
considerable skill and should be performed only by
experienced personnel. .

Insect's in grassy areas attract many types of birds
including cattle egrets and meadow larks. Proper timing
of mowing operations to avoid exposure of insects at
times of heavy runway use may keep insect populations in
check without creating a strike hazard. If necessary,
insects can be controlled by spraying.

h. Fart hworms attract birds such as American robins
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Car
to short-grass areas. 7ollowing a rain. scavengers such as
gulls may be attracted to runways to feed on earthworms.
Runways can be swept clean of earthworms with runway
sweepers.

.

c. Rodent populations in grassy areas may attract
raptors (hawks and owls). Keeping the grass mowed
short will eliminate the rodent habitat and, in turn.
reduce the food source that attracts the raptors. A grass
height of 8-12 inches is recommended to discourage birds
that prefer shorter grass for roosting without attracting
large numbers of rodents and birds that prefer taller
grass.

d. Carrion-eating birds (such as vultures. crows, and
gulls) may be attracted-by dead.animals on the airfield.
This food source can be reduced by frequent jrispections;
removal, and propeedisposil of the careassis.

e, Fruit, such as berries, produced by trees, shrubs,
and vines, including ornamental plantings, may attract
birds such as swalldws, warblers. or starlings. This food
source can be eliminated entirely by removing the fruit-
bearing vegetation. With ornamental plantings, it may be
preferable to exclude the birds by netting during the
fruiting time. Growth inhibitors can be used before
fruiting to reduce food,, supply.

I Agricultural land near an airfield can create a bird/
aircraft strike hazard by attracting large numbers of birds
to a food source. For example, flocks of blackbirds may
be attracted by grain crops or by waste grain following
harvest. Another type of hazardous situation may be
created when plowing or mowing exposes worms, grubs,
and flying insects which attract birds. SUch problems
may be beyond the immediate control of the PM. If the
land is Government-owned, the problem may be solved
by not leasing foragricultural purposes or by sti latingt
in the lease agreement that grain crops not be own.
Local farmers can be encouraged to plow the fields after
harvest to reduce the attractiveness of waste grain to
birds. -

Elimination of water sources. If birds are attracted by a
source of water. removal of the source will result in fewer
birds in the area. Depending on the particular situation.
various techniques are used, some of, which are as
follows:

a. Low areas or clogged drainage ditches may 'collect
water, attracting waterfowl, gulls, or smaller shore birds.
Elimination of such temporary water sources will reduce
the attractiveness of the area to birds considered to be
potential strike hazards. If permanent ponds create a
strike hazard, draining and filling may be necessary. Low
areas that collect water can be eliminated by installing
covered tilerains or by filling and regrading. Drainage
ditches can be replaced by buried drainpipe. All ditches,
drains, and culverts should be unclogged. Open drainage
ditches should be cleared at regular intervals.

b. Elimination of water sources solves the problem at
its origin and is a permanent solution. exccpt that
periodic maintenance of drainage systems is required.
Breeding areas for insects are also eliminated by
removing sources of water. However. major filling
operations or installation of drainage pipes and culverts
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is costli.. I1,., I.,4; and filling permanent ponds is
iniplactic.il. I.- ,...., a .cry serious bird strike potential
exists.

1 Pon . ..... marshes, and swamps often are
strictly i ::. ...;...; i. law. Appropriate local and state
permits mal. ... . ck.oired before such sources of water can
be altered "r eliminated.

E7i1P7,falIfill Of noting. roosting, and perching sites. If
birds are attracted by the vegetation cover (or the
openness) of an area. a reduction in the cover (or
openness) provided will reduce the number of birds
attracted by this type of habitat. In some circumstances.
remu%al of favored perching sites also will discourage
birds from frequenting an area. Some of the techniques
employed inthis area are listed as follows:

a. Crows, starlings, and blackbirds that roost in trees
often can be discouraged from using the roosting site by
topping or t hinning (pruning) the trees. Birds roosting in
tall reeds ( blackbirds or swallows) can be discouraged by
cutting the reeds to a shorter height. Birds( meadowlarks)
that roost or nest in tall grass can be discouraged from an
area by mowing the grass short, For areas that cannot be
mowed. controlled burning is an alternative. If gulls load
in open areas of short grass. they can be discouraged by
allowing the grass to grow to a height which will obstruct
their vision and make it difficult for them to spread their
wings freely. Removal of dead snags on which hawks
frequently perch may discourage these birds from
frequenting the area

h. Intensive pruning discourages birds from roosting
in trees. A sparse tree canopy provides few perching sites
and little protection. More branches should be removed
than normally would be removed in residential pruning.
In instances where birds roost in tall trees, topping the
trees to a height of 20-30 feet may be effective.'A more
drastic measure would be the complete or nearly
complete removal of the trees.

c. Grass height in open areas can be controlled by
mowing to eliminate nesting or roosting habitat. To
compromise between short grass that isattractive to gulls
and long grass that attracts other birds. maintenance at a.
height of ft-I2 inches is recommended. If mowing
operations expose insects that attract birds, it may be
preferable to mow at times when runways are not being
used heavily by aircraft. such as at night or on weekends.

d. You must recognize that the removal or thinning of
roost may result only in the birds moving to nearby sites.
Careful maintenance of grass is required. Short grass in
open areas may attract gulls for loafing. Mowing grass
too short can replace one pest situation with, another,
perhaps creating a more serious problem. Allowing it to
grow too long ma result in an increase in other birds as
well as small mammals that attract raptors. Tall grass
sometimes e. ,.. ::-ed unsightly. M owing operations
may attiq.:t !inporarily by exposing insects. As
with oth,.! , :;.1. ,:s. .11. habitat manipulation. some of
these coon ... ;....,..cdures can he costly in terms of
manpower lequired. Also. habitat modification
technique.. ito!. may result in the disturbance or
harassment of protected species will require appropriate

C
permits. For example, active raptor nests are protected
by Federal law. Therefore, trees containing such nests
cannot be cut down without a permit. The use of
controlled burning also requires appropriate permits.

Exclusion. Exclusion. means preventing birds from
gaining physical access to an area where they can create a
problem, such as roosting or nesting in buildings. Some
exclusion techniques actually are habitat modification. It
is most effective when considered during design and
construction of new structures, but techniques are
available to exclude birds from existing structures. The
design of structures frequently is responsible for their
attractiveness to domestic pigeons, starlings, and house
sparrows. Design modifications or additional construc-
tion to ,eliminate roosting and nesting locations can
provide effective bird control. Unfortunately. you may
not have an opportunity to comment on Aructure design
during the planning stages, However. additional
construction may be feasible' to modify features of
structures that attract roosting or nesting birds. For
example, open eaves of a building may be boxed to
prevent access. Flaws in building construction causing
cracks or crevices that attract starlings or house sparrows
can be sealed with boards, bricks. or mortar.

The building materials needed will depend on the
particular design modifications required. Boards. bricks.
mow, or Oieet metal are frequently appropriate.
Screening should be considered as an alternative.
Cavities being used by birds can be located bylooking for
accumulations of bird droppings, protruding. nest
materials, or by careful observation of birds. Birds may
be reluctant to enter a nesting cavity if an observer is
nearby. so the PM should use field glasses and watch
from a distance. When the problem areas have been
identified, select .1..lie appropriate building material,
remove existing nests. and seal off the opening.

Eliminate ledges used as perching locations by
installing angled board. a piece of sheet metal, or a row of
bricks. Design modification is a permanent method of
pest bird exclusion. Unless conducted during actual
nesting, if is not likely to cause an adverse public reaction
and is thus a socially acceptable means of preventing
protected species. such as robins or swallows, from
nesting on structures in the future.

Screens. nets, or wires. Exclusion by means of screens,
nets, or wires consists of installing materials that will
prevent the physical access of birds to areas where they
roost, nest, or feed.

a. Screening or netting frequently is used to prevent
pigeons. starlings, or house sparrows from roosting or
nesting in or on buildings or other structures. Ventilation
holes cab 'lie screened to exclude starlings and house
sparrows. Chimneys can be- covered with screening,
Netting or crisscrossed wire has been used to exclude
birds from drainage ditches or other water areas that
attract water fowl. gulls. or other birds. Screening can be
used to exclude birds such as starlings and gulls from
filter beds and settling tanks of sewage treatment
facilities.

h. Piegons and starlings sometimes can be discouraged
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from hangers or warehouses by suspending netting from
the top of the large doorways. The birds may bereluctant
to fly low enough to enter under the netting. This
technique is not effective against house sparrows, ,tor has
it been scientifically tested, so the maximum ground
clearance that will be effective and the probability of
success are unknown. Netting also is used in agricultural
situations to prevent bird

used

of fruit crops.
Similarly. netting can be used to prevent the attraction of
birds to certain vines, shrubs, or trees that have been
planted for ornamental or gardening purposes.

To exclude birds from relatively small areas, 112-inch
mesh screening is recommended. To enclose larger areas.
such as an aircraft hangar superstructure, or to partially
screen large doorways, nylon. or polyethylene netting can
be used. Several materials can be used to cover fruit trees
or vines, including acrylic fiber webbing and plastic
netting.

To control pigeons. starling, and house sparrows in
aircraft hangars. you should clean the hangar with high-
pressure water. Deicing booms may be used to wash
down girders and remove nests. Ensure that all electrical
power to the building is turned off to eliminate the shock
hazard. Scrape beams where droppings have
accumulated before washing, then spray with
disinfectant where nests are removed. Wash hangar
floors and treat with disinfectant. Dispose of all removed
nests and all dead birds by incineration. Replace

444
insulation. Ensure that the screening does not touch the
insulation to prevent birds from pulling insulation fibers
through the mesh. Screen offal' nesting and resting areas,
such as edges of runs, ducts, and conduit races, spaces
between the wall and utility runs, and around heating
units. Suspend netting as required to enclose larger areas.

The technique of crisscrossing wire across water bodies
requires the use of heavy gauge wire (at least 10 gauge) to
minimize the potential for injury to birds. Nylon
monofilament lines of 50- to 100-pound test can be
substituted for wire. Posts should be placed about 6 feet
apart on each side of the body of water. alternating the
positions of the posts with those on the opposite site.
Wire is then strung in a zigzag manner across the water at
approximately 12 to 18 inches above the waterline. This
technique is effective against large birds only. If properly
installed, screening or netting is a permanent solution to a
pest bird problem. although periodic inspection and
maintenance arc required. Exclusion of birds is socially
acceptable and should not cause a public relations
problem. Netting and screening are appropriate means of
excluding protected species.

Sharp projections. Sharp projections, wires, or spikes
can be used as barriers and repellents to perching birds on
buildings and other structures: These devices can
effectively prevent any bird from perching'on ledges or
other surfaces. A sample application is shown in figure 1-
13. They are installed most. commonly to discourage

°

I ILure 1- I i lam* JpplIcatton or snap' projections.
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pigeons, starlings, and house sparrows from structures.
Sharp spikes also have been used successfully to prevent
raptors front perching on runway marker lights. These
devices are available in strip form and are placed with
clips. fasteners. wire ties, and adhesive, as appropriate for
particular installation requirements. Different designs of
projection material are available for large birds, such as
gulls or pigeons; and for smaller birds.such as starlings or
house sparrows 1 his material can be installed on ledges.
ratters. window sills. or other locations where birds might
roost. [oat, or nest. Wide surfaces may require two or
more pa relict rows of the material. Detailed instruction
on the appropriate type of adhesive or fastener, as well as
recommended spacing. will be provided when the
material is procured. Determine the appropriate
locations for thif material by observing birds directly or
by noun,: heavy concentrations of droppings. Sharp
projections are an effective and permanent means of
escluding or repelling birds from ledges. rafters, and
other structures. Because of the sharp spikes (projec-
tions). these devices should not be used in accessible areas
where a safety hazard might result.

Repulsion. Repulsion is simply scaring birds away.
Many devices and techniques have been designed to repel
birds. techniques used for birds on airfields usually are
visual hiatus tactile (touch), and auditory (hearing). For
out purpose here we will concentrate on the auditory
repulsion technique. When using auditory repulsion (the
type mast commonly used to prevent strike hazards), the
kin s to success'are diversity and intensity. We will discuss
the tour t% yes of repulsion techniques:

Ree orarii distre.$$, alarm calls. This bioacoustic tech-
nique consists ot using a loudspeaker and cassette tape
pies era() broadcast a recording ()factual distress or alarm
calls or the same bird species to frighten away flocks of

a. -Distress or alarm calls are recommended highly for
dispersing flocks of gulls from an airfield. In the Air
Force. thus is their primary use. This technique also is
Irequcnlls effective in dispersing blackbirds or starlings
tram r ocists, in trees or starlings roosting in hangars.
Distress or alarm calls also can be used in many other
situations, if tapes are available for the species that is
causing the pest situation. Repulsion techniques are most
elfcciRe with transient birds and are more effective with
roosting or loafing birds than with those that are nesting.
auditor) repulsion is not recommended for pigeons or
house sparrows.

/.. l-quipment consists of a vehicle from which to
broadcast the .alts, sound equipment (tape player with
ate pin ier and loudspeaker), and the appropriate cassette
tape recou dings for the pest species The loudspeaker can
he mounted on the vehicle. The sound equipment must
pla c the capes Illudly and with good fidelity. A system
canaille ot 10-stl watts power without distortion to
produce 40 110 tih I sei.eral feet in front of the speaker,
and .1 n cotton.% :espo:ise of up to at least :'.0.000 lit is

J i ins -quipment is covered in fable ot
4 r J., ,:ein can be powered chrectl% h%

the t: Mete till inn.n %tie .igurette lighter. usinc ail ac ot-
trxislot nic sly tied tapes ot distress alarm calf.

Can
various species can be obtained from the Air Force
Engineering and Services (enter, 1 yudall AFB.
If available, alarm calls usuall!, are ptieferable to distress
coils, because sonic birds ale dispersed more readily by
alarm calls.

c. As with other repulsion techniques, it is best to start
a control program before the birds establish the habit ot
(On the area. If the birds already frequent the area.
observe their usual movement pattern. 11 is easier to herd
them along accustomed flight patterns than to disperse
them at random.

Proper identification ot the birds is even more
important than with other repulsion techniques. because
many birds respond only to distress of alarm calls ol their
own species. Even gulls should be identified as to spi...acs
before a tape is selec,ked. In mixed flocks, the disperal ot
one species will sometimes, but not always. disperse the
other species.

For loafing gulls, drive the vehicle 10 within 11)(1-200
yards of the birds. Note the wind directioilhecuuse sound
carries farther downwind. Ii birds are roosting in trees. it
will be necessary to get even closer. because the trees will
muffle the sound of the recording In hangars, the sound
may echo, making it unrecognizable to the birds. 1 ra.-
different locations within the haartat it mad for de, .11.11e
to move the speaker up to ceiling level. At tree roosts and
loafing areas. pia% the tape from different locatioa?

d. To keep birds from habituating, to this control
technique, play the tape as littk as possible and neser
allow it to run continuuusly. Two 'or three attempts
should be sufficient_ lithe birds do not fly upand disperse
after the third attempt, it is unlikely tiailt tia:N will be
influenced by the distress call. Do not allow floe rape to
continue running. because this will persuade Inc kinds
that they are not in danger. and they will ignore t tie tapes
'Frequently the birds rise up and fly toward the
loudspeaker when the distress call is used. Sometimes
they circle for a short time over t he source ol the distress
call and then flyassas .kt other times th...y may circle the
vehicle and spiral higher and highei s crating 4114/.04i I.,
aircraft. Pyrotechnics should then he exploded attioi,g
the birds to speed then &piton.

For starlings or blackbirds at roosts, 'the tcniiique
should be applied w hen the bads ate atrisit*at ttlt. rtrusl.
Play the tape 15-30 second, at a ante for a IOLA ...1
few minutes during tnis period. Anpit he tt.ceni,....ic Vir
lour io seven successive nights. Recorded d..1
alarm calls can be tontuiced with untwists ot
cart titires or live ammunition This v.11l hOpi on. in.- tn.
nu d thiti a of lute: is pccsent. and il,vv w Ill 1%. II"
to heed the recorded culls and dispct.e.

In many situation- ire, is rilobabiv the int-a etl..the
repulsion technique availabl II the technlAve is a optic d
properls. habituation is not as likely to ticsue is with
outer teconiques. Except rat 1:1,1iiittilo,r-qt no
tithe' supply:s in:: t..le see t. I I c hi:ds u.. I n,

ilk to,ts
entd!is no kit 11....*.Od ... . 01.

Vnettils'ai A. :dui.,
4 C..:16.11Ile .441iS .4. , Los 11,".

11.1.%1(4.1 11/1111 o. t.i tht-
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noise levels, will reduce the probability of success by
impeding the birds' ability to hear the recording. Echoes
and distortion of the calls when played inside a hangar or
between buildings may reduce effectiveness. The
tecordings are disturbing to some people. As with any
repulsion method, roosting birds that are moved may
become a problem elsewhere. Rept, Isi alone will 'not
permanently solve a problem; habitat changes also
should be made. However, playing reco ed distress,
alarm calls is harassment and' cannot be used on
protected species without a permit. If live ammunition is
used as reinforcement, depredation permits also are
required for protected species, including gulls.

Electronically produced noises. Electronically
produced noises which simulate bird calls can be
broadcast by loudspeaker in the same manner as
recorded distress/ alarm calls to repel birds. Ultrahigh
frequency sounds (ultrasonics), which cannot be heard by
humans, are not recommended for bird control because
their effectiveness is questionable.

a. Like recorded calls, electronically produced noises
can repel floc king birds (blackbirds, starlings, gulls) from
feeding and roosting situations with varying degrees of
success. Auditory repulsion techniques are not
recommended for piegons or house sparrows. Electronic
noises can be used in enclosed areas such as hangars and
in open and wooded areas.

b. Electronic bird repulsion systems are available
from commercial sources. Several models are available;
low power for enclosed or small areas and high power for
larger. open areas. They can be played from a vehicle or
permanently installed, but mobile units are more
effective and can cover a larger area. 1.i installed, several
stationary speakers or a rotating (or partially rotating)
speaker is recommended so that the direction of the
broadcast can be varied. The systems can be operated
manually or automatically. A timer can'be used to turn
the system on for a few seconds every several minutes. A
photocell can acrivate or deactivate it at dawn and dusk.
To increase effectiveness, the location of mobile units
should be changed frequently. In a small area, high
volumes arc not necessary, as long as the birds can hear
the sound. Because the noises can be very irritating to
people, unnecessarily high-noise intensity should be
avoided.

c. Like recorded calls, the effectiveness of this
technique can be increased by using it in combination
with other techniques such as air bursts or automatic
exploders. Birds may exhibit a delayed response, perhaps
being attracted at first or acting curious toward the noise
before taking flight: Repulsion programs should begin
before a pattern has been established for the season, and
the sounds should be played as birds arrive at a feeding or
roosting area, Persistence often is required. Many
variations of noises can be produced by the same equip-
ment. Tapes of calls for various species are not required.
Different combinations of noises may repel more than
one species at the same time. Experiment ation with
different noises is possible.

d. Many electronically produced noises will be ineffec-
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live unless some biologically meaningful message (such
as alarm) is conveyed to the birds. For this reason, the use
of actual recordings of distress/ alarm calls, if available, is
preferable to electronic simulations. The noises produced
can be very irritating to people. The base bioenviron-
mental engineer should be asked to assess the noise
hazard* potential and to make recommendations.

M-74 airbursts and scare cartridges. M-74 (M -74A 1)
airbursts arc explosive charges fired from an M-I pyro-
technic pistol (flare gun). Scare cartridges are 12-gauge
shotgun shells that propel a second charge instead of
pellets. The propelling charge of airbursts and scare
cartridges ignites the fuse on the second charge and
_projects the charge about 100 yards, where it explodes
with a loud noise and a flash of light.

a. Airburst and scare cartridges are tired into the air to
repel flocks of birds such as blackbirds, starlings, crows,
gulls, or water fowl. These pyrotechnics can be used in
conjunction with distress/alarm calls to repel birds
coming in to roost (blackbirds and starlings) or to
discourage gulls from loafing in the vicinity of runways.
These techniques seldom are effective for pigeons or
house sparrows.

b. Procedures for ordering M-74 airbursts may be
obtained from the Munitions Supply Office, Security
Police Squadron (supply account code FK) on each base.
Also, Technical Order 11,A-1-46, Fire Fighting
Guidance, Transportation and Storage Management
Data and Ammunition Complete Round Chart, contains
information on shipping, storing, and handling the
airburst. An M-1 pyrotechnic pistol is required to lire the
airburst. Scare cartridges are available from commercial
sources. Scare cartridges can be fired only from 12-gauge
shotguns with no choke or an open choke barrel. A
choke-bore shotgun will slow the projectile, possibly
resulting in explosions inside the barrel. The following
instructions apply to the M74A1 simulator airburst and
the 12-gauge scare cartridge.

I) Pyrotechnics must be fired at an angle of not less
than 45° from ground level and never in the direction of
any person, vehicle. or building closer than 1000 feet.

(2) All firearms safety rules listed on AF Form 497.
Air Force Policy Statement-Firearms Safety and Use of
Force, will be followed.

(3) Leather gloves. ear protectors. and goggles must be
worn by the user. All other personnel in the area should
have ear p,otectors.

(4) There should be no smoking at any time within 50
feet of pyrotechnics.

(5) l If pyrotechnics malfunction. all personnel will stay 'a
clear of that area for at least 30 minutes. The exact
position of the malfunction will be relayed to the base
explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) office. They will send
a team to the area for disposal. At no time will pest
management personnel dispose of any malfunctioned
pyrotechnics.

(6) Except during transportation. pyrotechnics will be
kept under visual observation at all times after they are
issued and until they are expended.

(7) Two-way radios must be used to coordinate with
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the control tower before pyrotechnics are tired.
(fit When transporting M74A I airbursts, four

"Explosives B" placards must be placed on the sehicle,
one on each side. These placards are available from the
Department of Transportation. Refer to Standard Form
432. The 12 -gauge cartridges currently do not hate a
permanent explosives classifit.ation,

(9i Pyrotechnics should be stored in a metal box lined
with wood on all inner surfaces and secured in thesehicle
during transportation

(101 Before using pyrotechnics. the following offices
should be notified; Command Post. Hospital. Security
Police. Fire Department, Ground Sot ety. and Ex plosi t es
Safety.

The following procedures must he follow ed when using
pyrotechnics:

(I) Proceed to the area where the birds are a hazard.
(2) Obtain Control Tower clearance to fire pyro-

technics.
(3) Don all applicable safety equipment.
(4) Remose pyrotechnics from the storage box and

load the weapon_
(5) Grip the weapon with both hands, aim high

towards the target, and fire.
(4) Inspect the weapon chamber and barrel before re-

loading to be sure it is free of obstructions.
(7) Dispose of empty casings properly. if discarded on

the airfield. they may be picked up by birds and dropped
on the runway. where They can be ingested by an engine.
For the same reason, unexploded projectiles must be
recovered. When unexploded projectiles occur, EQD
personnel must be contacted to dispose of the explosives.

(a) After bird dispersal, return the pyrotechnics to the
storage box and then to the appropriate office.

191 To protect against fires, two 10-pound
extinguishers for type B and C fires always must be
available when using pyrotechnics. In the event of a fire
on the airfield, pest management personnel should
immediately stop using pyrotechnics, attempt to
extinguish the fire, and notify the control tower to relay
information to the fire department.

c. When pyrotechnic devices are used without other
repulsion techniques. birds may habituate to the noise,
reducing the effect. This tendency can be reduced by
occasionally using live ammunition with the pyrotechnics
to show.the birds that a hazard is present. Pyrotechnic
devices are used most effectively in conjunction with
recorded distress or alarm calls. This reduces the
potential for habituation to either technique.

The keys to success are diversity and intensity. Fire the
airbursts or scare cartridges at irregular intervals and
combine their use with other repulsion techniques. When
attempting to disperse a roost, provide daily harassment
(as the birds arrive) for a period of 3 to 7 days. It is easier
to turn birds back when they are approaching a roost
than to sew them out of a roosting area after thes hate
settled Airhursis or scare cart ridges are often an ctic, tit):
method 6)1 repulsion. at least for a than term, kind
increase in effectiteness w hen used in coniunclion stub
other techniques.

20

.gorimiarei .tploilen. Automatic exploders,
sometimes called gas cannons, produce loud nuises
(similar to thuse of a 12 -gauge shotgun at regular
intervals),

a. Automatic exploders can be used in conjunction
with other control methods to frighten birds away from
airfields ur hangars. They are mainly for open situations.
These exploders are reported to be particularly effective
for waterfowl but also have been used (with varying
degrees of success) for gulls, blackbirds, starlings, crows,
and other birds in both feeding and roosting situations.
They should be most effective on those species that are
regularly hunted and thus are likely to associate the noise
with gunfire, Auditory repulsion techniques generally are
not effective for pigeons or house sparrows.

h. Exploders should be used in combination with
other control techniques. Airbursts will help keep the
birds from becoming accustomed to the noise, of the
exploders. Where birds arc attracted strongly to an area,
explosions 41 1- to 2-minute intervals can be tested for
effectis encss. One cannon can repel birds from an area of
approximately 10 acres. Several exploders usually will be
required in most airdrome situations. The effectiveness is
increased if the cannons are pointed downwind. The
location should be changed frequently, perhaps every
houf, but at least daily. If this is not done, the birds will
soon ignore the noise. For ease of movement, the
exploders can be mounted on a vehicle. While in
operation, the mechanism shoul. be checked
periodically. Repulsion should begin when birds begin
feeding or roosting in an area. This is more likely to be
successful than starting a program after a pattern has
become established for the season_ It is even better if the
program can be started before the birds'estimated arrival
time, based on experience from previous years.

e. A propane operated scareaway gun .for bird
dispersal is listed in Table of Allowances 483. This model
operates from liquid propane, which is ignited by a flint
that sparks when struck by the firing mechanism. The
timing of explosions is determined by gas pressure. This
technique is not harmful to birds. Gas cannons have a
low-operating cost compared to shotguns or airbursts.

Removal or Reduction by Capture, These techniques
attempt direct population control by capture or killing.
As a general rule, this approach is rarely effective. Even if
a large proportion of the (lock is removed (a difficult
task), other birds eventually will move in to replace them
if the original environmental attraction remains. Killing
birds also is likely to result in adverse public reaction.
Nevertheless, there are instances when habitat modifica-
tion, exclusion, or repulsion arc not viable approaches,
and direct population reduction is appropriate. In this
area we are talking about trapping birds unharmed. We
will discuss six types of bird traps.

Commercial live traps. Traps designed to capture birds
unharmed are available in a variety of designs from

11:11inel ds are am ;toed by bait, perhaps
in ronihinatran shah Ilse decoys Captured birds can be
kill6:d hs Inissing or, preferably, transptirted for ielease
elsettlicre.
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a. Commercial live traps can be used to capture
domestic pigeons, starlings, or house sparrows. Trapping
is not practical over large areas or where large
populations are present, but considerable numbers of
pest birds can be removed from limited areas with
persistent effort. If birds are not feeding, they may be
encouraged by prebaiting. Birds are more easily attracted
to bait in winter because natural food is less available.
Starlings, however, do not usually feed near their roosts.

b. Traps of many designs are available from
commercial sources or could be manufactured within
your organization, if resources are available. Each trap is
designed to capture a particular species. The designs
include swinging-bob pigeon traps, funnel traps for
pigeons, center-drop traps For starlings and house
sparrows, funnel traps for house sparrows, and some
novel designs. Many models capture dozens of birds at
once, and some have multiple chambers to increase their
capacity and prevent escape. Traps should be placed
where they will not be disturbed. They should be baited
(inside and around the trap) with a food preferred by the
species sought and provided with an ample water supply.
Pigeons can be attracted by whole corn, house sparrows
by finely cracked corn, and starlings by cracked corn,
peanut butter, or apples,,Traps must be checked daily.
Several calm, healthy birds left in the trap to serve as
decoys will often increase efficiency. Protected species
should be handled carefully and immediately released.
Nonprotected birds causing a pest problem should be
released at least 40 miles away. The trap can be covered
with a tarpulin (after removal of protected species and
decoys), and the birds killed by gas through a hose
connected to the exhaust pipe of a vehicle. Dead birds
must be incinerated.

c. Live-trapping and release is a socially acceptable
means of removing birds. Even if pest birds are killed by
gassing, live-trapping is less likely to cause a public
relations problem than poisoning. Protected species
usually can be released unharmed, although frantic birds
may be injured in the trap. Live-trapping is expensive and
time consuming, because it requires considerable
persistence to be effective even on relatively small
populations in limited areas. Removal is not a permanent
solution to a pest problem, as other birds will move in to
fill the available habitat. Therefore, eliminating the
habitat is the preferred solution.

Pigeon trans. A piegon trap consists of a screened
enclosure with an entrance through which birds are lured
by bait and live decoys. The entrance door is made of
lightweight rods that only swing inward, thus preventing
the birds from leaving the enclosure.

a. Trapping reduces the numbers of pigeons feeding.
roosting, or nesting around buildings. Pigeon traps can
be constructed of wood or meshed wire, with entrance
bobs made of aluminum or steel wire or wooden dowels.
Figure 1-14 illustrates a low-profile trap. Preconstructed
individual bobs or bobs in a frame can be obtained from
commercial sources, as can completely assembled traps
of various styles.

b. Place the traps near feeding or roosting locations.
but where they will -not be disturbed; a flat rooftop is
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often a good location, Observe the pigeons' feeding
habits to determine suitable trapping locations; for
example, if they are feeding in open fields, place the traps
in a field. If the birds have been feeding near the runway,
do not prebait and trap in this area. Instead try to lure the
pigeons to an area away from the runway. Post signs
advising people to remain clear of the trapping area. For
bait, use preferred food such as cracked corn Or other
grain. Spread some bait around the door of the trap, and
put an ample supply of bait and water inside. Tie the bobs
open and prebait for 2 weeks to lure the pigeons to the
food source and allow them to become accustomed to
entering the traps. After the prebaitirz period, untie the
bobs to activate traps. During several weeks of operation,
check the traps daily. At each check, remove captured
birds to await transport and release. leave two or three
healthy birds as decoys, and replenish food and water as
necessary. If too many birds are left in the trap, all bait
will be consumed and few other birds will be attracted.
Try to leave the same individuals as decoys each time so
that they will become tame. Leaving birds with distinctive
color patterns will facilitate identification; bright-colored
birds also seem to be more effective decoys than the duller
blue-gray birds. A portable holding cage may be
constructed for transporting the captured birds. Mark
these birds with indigo red dye to allow recognition of
birds returning to the area. Transport birds to an
appropriate area at least 40 miles from the base and
release. If any marked birds return to the traps or the
affected building, dispose of them in a humanitarian
manner as directed by the hospital commander. After
several weeks of trapping. anotherrebaiting period is
recommended, followed by several weeks of trapping. if
trapping is unsuccessful, the birds must be destroyed.

c. Pigeons with leg bands or nontarget species such as
mourning doves can be released unharmed. Trapping
does not involve the hazards associated with toxic
chemicals, Fairly large numbers of birds can be captured
and removed during proper trapping programs. At best,
trapping will remove only 75-80 percent of the resident
pigeons in any area. Results are not rapid and
considerable effort is required. Removal is not a
permanent solution to the pest bird problem. because
other birds will move in if the source of attraction
remains. Pigeons are not federally protected, so there are
no legal restrictions on the capture of pigeons by live-
trapping in most localities. In some areas, however, all
birds including pigeons are protected by local regula-
tions. The PM should contact the base office of the Staff
Judge Advocate to determine permit requirements.

Modified Australian erow trap. This type of trap also is
known as the center-drop trap. The modified Australian
crow trap captures birds unharmed by luring them with
bait and live decoys. The principle is that bird drops
through an opening at the bottom on the V-shaped top of
the trap to take the bait as shown in figure 1 -IS. When
attempting to leave. they go up into the ends of the "V"
instead of back through the entrance slots.

a. This trap is an effective means of capturing starl-
ings, house sparrows, blackbirds, and other problem
birds in an area of limited size. The design illustrated in
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Catching compartment
Holding compartment

Frame
with 1 x 2

or 1x3,"

Covet with 2" chicks'
wits of 1 x3" woldoti

wire.

1/.. Dowelsi r Bob slop 1 x 1" or 1 x 2.

Entrance (expanded)

Figure 1-14 Low-

figure 1-15 was developed for starling control in
orchards, but the trap has many other applications. Ii is
very successful when used around buildings and other
manmade structures and provides an appropriate means
of capturing protected songbirds.

h. Traps should be at least feet long, 6 feet wide. and
6 feet high. and even larger if practical. To ensure
effectiveness and present escape. the !.75 inch width of
the entrance slots and 9 inch minimum clearance at both
ends are critical. Place traps in the open rather than under

or

1x2"

-41 -

1

profile main trap.

8"

CFB -017

trees. For starlings (as well as manyother birds), the traps
can be baited with rotting apples. finely cracked corn, or
feed pellets. Try to bait with a food that the birds are
accustomed to eating. if one trap location or type of bait
is unsuccessful, try another. The trap will be most
effective if decoy hirds (10 to 12) are kept in the trap. It
may be necessary to capture the first decoys by some
other means. Provide the decoys with fresh water. Two
suitable water containers can be created by splitting an
old rubber tire down the middle. Traps should be tended
regularly.
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Flgure I-15 Modified Australian crow trap

r. The modified Australian crow trap is probably the
best live trap yet devised, simple and effective. Protect d
species usually can be released unharmed. while no
protected species can be killed or transported and
released. Trapping large populations of starlings or other
birds is impractical, It may be necessary to capture decoy
birds by other means. The traps are large and may require
disassembly before moving or storage.

Nest-bar trap. This trap looks like a bird house. When
a bird enters the box to investigate. its weight tips a device
that drops it into a bag attached to the bottom of the trap.
The trap is then automatically reset for another capture.

a. Nest-box traps are used to reduce local numbers of
starlings or house sparrows during their breeding season.
Nest-box traps come in several different designs. Plans
for a trap designed to capture house sparrows are shown
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in figure 1-16. For starlings. the opening should be made
2 inches instead of the 1 1;2 inches used for house
sparrows. When constructing the trap. the front wall
should be put on last and fastened by screws instead of
nails to make repair easier. Glue pieces of hay and
feathers to the back of the chamber. Use a tightly woven
sack to receive the birds as they are captured. Place the
trap on the side of a building or on a pole where the sack
can hang freely and be easily reached with the use of a
ladder. The elimination of existing nesting sites by means
of exclusion may increase the effectiveness of the traps.

b. En a limited area. nest-box traps can effectively
remove house sparrows or starlings. Live-trapping is a
humane method and does not involve the hazards
associated with chemical repellents or poisons. Nest-box
traps will probably not eliminate all the pest birds in any
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I area. A continuous trapping program is required. Large-
scale trapping programs for common pest species
generally are considered impractical. These traps are
effective only during the breeding season. This type of
trap should not be used in areas where protected species
(chickadees and bluebirds) are likely to be captured.

Raptor traps. A number of trap designs are available to
captute raptors (hawks or owls). Two of the common
designs are the Verbail pole trap and the Bal-Chatri. The
Verbal! snares 'birds of prey by the feet when they peritt
atop a pole. The Bal-Chatri uses nooses to entangle the
feet of raptors that are attracted by live bait in a cage.

a. if hawks or owls create a strike hazard and cannot
be discouraged from frequenting the area by other means
such as elimination of their food supply, removal of
Perches, or putting sticky repellent or spikes on the
perches, it is possible to trap them alive and release Wan
elsewhere.

b. A raptor trapping program can be conducted only
with the cooperation of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel will provide
the traps or the specific information necessary for
construction. Vetted traps are set on top of posts. The
raptor attempts to perch on the post, landing on a trigger
plate which causes a spring to loop a cord around the
bird's feet. The Fish and Wildlife Service also uses other
types of pole traps 'specially adapted to capture birds of
prey. The Bal-Chatri is a cage constructed of hardware
cloth with the top covered by a number of slipknot nooses
of monofilament nylon (fishing line). Different sizes of
traps are, used for different rapto& A live lure such as a
mouse, starling, or house sparrow (or perhaps a rabbit.
chicken, or pigeon for owls) is placed inside the cage. A
raptor landing on the cage gets its feet tangled in the
nooses. Raptor traps should be observed continuously or
checked very frequently so that birds can be removed
before they are injured. Captured birds should be
transported for release at least 20 or 30 miles away to
keep them from returning.

c. Trapping has no advantages over habitat modifica-
tion or tactile repulsion techniques for discouraging
raptors. The Bal-Chatri has several advantages in
comparison to other raptor traps; specifically, it is
simple, portable, easier to construct than the Verbail
trap, and there is little danger of accidentally killing the.
birds. Trapping programs require considerable
manpower and persistence. Other raptors may move into
replace those removed. Habitat modification (mowing to
eliminate the habitat of the prey animals which attract the
raptors and removal of perches) or use of tactile
repellents on the perches is a better, more permanent
solution to a strike hazard caused by rapiers. Raptors are
protected by Federal law, and permits are required to
capture them. Raptor trapping programs must be
conducted with the cooperation of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Netting. Birdscan be captured by various types of nets.
including cannon nets, mist nets. and floodlight traps.
The cannon net use rockets or mortar projectiles to carry
a large, light net over a flock of birds attracted by bait.
Mist nets are made of line black nylon thread (like a
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C4
hairnet) that virtually is invisible when set against a dark
backgrOund. The mist net is strung between two upright
poles, to capture birds in flight. The floodlight trap is a
huge funnel- shaped net (supported by a frame) into
which roosting birds can be driven. The funnel narrows
down to a tent, lit by floodlights, which functions as a
holding chamber.

a. The cannon net was designed to capture waterfowl
but also has been used in other applications. Mist nets
will capture smaU birds such as house sparrows, if the
nets can be located to obstruct the birds' normal flight
path. The floodlight trap was designed to capture
starlings and blackbirds at their night roosts. Except in
special circumstances, netting techniques are not likely to
remove enough of the local population to be considered
practical for bird control.

b. If you feel a particular pest situation warrants the
use of a netting technique, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service
should be contacted. This organization can

supply information on the availability of cannon [lets or
floodlight traps in a given locality. Fish and Wildlife
Service personnel also will cooperate with the PM in a
control program using these techniques.

c. These netting techniques permit the capture of birds
when other trapping techniques may be ineffective.
Usually these techniques will' not catch enough birds to
effectively control a pest problem. Their use is limited
and not practical for most Air Force bases.

Exercises (C25d):
1. Match the control method(s) in column B with the

appropriate task described in column A. Some
methods in column B may be used more than once.

Column A
(I) Trees in'a military family hous-

ing area are thinned to eliminate
roosting sites for passerines.

(2) Modified Australian crow traps
are placed on top of aircraft
hangars to reduce numbers e.f
house sparrows roosting in toe
hangar.

(3) At a western U.S. installation.
burrowing owls are inhabiting
burrows *oat an abandoned
antic dog colony at the end of
an active runway. Because of
the hazard they present to air-
craft, the burrows at: plowed
under to destroy the owls'
nesting habitat.

(4) Migratory waterfowl are using
a Inky next to the airfield. Be-
cause of the temporary nature
of the situation, no action is
taken to repel the birds.
Serrening is installed in a
hangar superstructure to elimi-
nate roosting sites.
Gulls and crows are attracted
to food openly disposed of in a
durnpster at the installation
commissary. Feeding is elimi
mated by placing open food
waste in plastic bags before
chspiwal.

. 151
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Column B
a. Altering the concept.
b. Altering the situation.
e. Exclusion.
d. Repulsion.
e. Removal.
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_ 17) King-billed guns are using the
airfield as a Waling and feeding

4 area. The decision is made to
'reduce the food source by
, applying insecticides, using
bioacousties, and maintaining
grass at 8 -12 inches in height.

2. What is the most permanent solution to many pest
problems near airfields?

3. What must you do first before cutting down trees
containing active raptor nests?

4. Which type of exclusion technique should be used to
eliminate water fowl and gulls from drainage ditches
and other water areas?

5. Which type of exclusion technique is being used to
prevent raptors from perching on runway marker
lights?

6. Repulsion techniques are most effective with
birds and are more

effective with or
birds than with those that are nesting.

7. In dispersing loafing gulls with recorded sound, what
is the minimum distance the vehicle is driven to the
birds?

8. What is likely to happen to birds when a distress call
tape is allowed to run continuously?

9. List the characteristic that is essential to the 12-gauge
shotgun when used to project scare cartridges.

10. When using pyrotechnics, what safety equipment
must be worn?

II. When transporting N474A1 Airbursts, what type of
warning device is used on the vehicle and how many
are required?

12. What type fire extinguishers must always be avail-
able when using pyrotechnics, and how many are
req ui red?

I3. Pyrotechnic devices arc most effective when they arc
used in conjunction with what other repulsion
technique?

14. What beneficial characteristic do gas operated ex-
ploders have as compared with I2-gauge shotguns or
airburst?

15. List the types of foods that should be used to bait live
traps when starlings are the bird speciesto be caught,

16. Al what minimum distance from the area trapped
shoullinonproteeted birds be released?

17. How can captured birds be marked to allow recogni-
tion of returning birds to the trapping area?

IS. List the two comuton designs of raptor traps, and
briefly explain how they operate.

19. Whom must you cooperate with before a raptor
trapping program can be conducted?

C25e (C41 for CE and feedback reference only.)
Explain general principles of pest and hazardous bird
surieys.

Before.any bird problem can be controlled effectively
and efficiently, it must first be identified and evaluated.
For many types of pest bird problems, it is importantto
For many types of pest bird problems, it is important to
begin a control program while the problem is just
beginning to develop or even before it begins. You should
inspect the entire air base at least once a month
throughout the year. During spring and fall, when birds
are migrating through the area, daily spot checks are
needed in addition to the monthly inspections.

Surveying a Bird Management Problem. tit order to
conduct an effective survey, you must establish certain
objectives to guide you. Some suggestions that you may
use are as follows

Bird species identification. A primary objective of the
survey is to properly identify bird species that may create
damage problems or strike hazards. Some species or
species groups (such as gulls and blackbirds) are more
likely to become involved in pest situations than other
birds and different birds will visit a given locality at
different times of the year. During periodic surveys you
should watch for the arrival of problem birds and to be
ready to begin a control program before the birds
establish a pattern for the season.

Existence of bird problems. The second objective of
the survey is to determine if a problem exists. The
presence of birds, even in large numbers, is not a problem
unless the birds are creattng a strike hazard, a health
hazard of causing damage to buildings or equipment. If a
problem exists, you must decide whether an active
management program is needed. During migration, the
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birds may soon leave in their own. In other cases, the
expense of a management program might exceed the cost
of the damage that would result if nothing were done.

idemification of bird behavior patterns. Another
objective of the survey is to specifically identify the
behavior patterns of birds that are causing the damage or
hazard. The PM must determine specifically what the
birds are doing. where they are doing it and when they are
doing it. For example. are birds a problem because they
feed near the runway, attempt to nest in aircraft, or roost
near a housing area? These ate examples of bird behavior
that may cause problems because of the location in which
the birds carry out their activities. The time of day and
time of year also can be important factors in the behavior
patterns that must be identified during the surveys. When
are the birds doing the feeding, nesting, or roosting that
causes the problem?

Relationships between birds and the airdrome en-
vironment. Another objective of the survey is to analyze
the relationship between the birds and the airdrome
environment so that you can determine specifically what
is attracting the birds that are causing the problem. Birds,
in general, need four things: food, water. a, place to nest,
and a place to escape their enemies or avoid harsh
weather. During the periodic surveys, you should
determine which of these four things is attracting the
problem birds. Mare than one factor could be important
to any situation. However, quite frequently only one of
these factors is the main attraction; if it can beeliminated
by means of habitat manipulation, the pest problem will
be solved.

Survey Checklist. Along with conducting surveys. you
need to devise a checklist to maintain historical data on
pest/ hazardous bird species on your base. In addition to
helping you identify and evaluate a pest problem and
decide if active control is needed. these checklists
document the inspection and should be saved for
reference when future pest problems arise or when the
same problem recurs. Pest problems change with time.
Therefore, it is very important to fill out both the date
and time of day at the top of the checklist. Weather
conditions also should be recorded because they affect
the bird activities. Some suggestions to help you devise a
checklist are as follows.

Types of habitat. This item on the checklist can serve
two purposes. First, you should list the different types of
habitat present on your base. It should be noted here that
bird habitats vary from base to base. Second. when spot
checks are conducted in addition to the periodic complete
inspections, this item permits you to check specific areas
that were inspected.

Inspection of building features for evidence of pest
birds. You should list building features (all types of
ledges, ventilators. beams, rafters, etc.) that frequently
are used for nesting or roosting by pigeons, starlings or
house sparrows. For each feature. the species and
number of birds seen and the presence of bird droppings
or nest material can be indicated on the checklist during
inspections of housing areas, hangars. and other
buildings. Try to sketch the situation as well as describe it
in words.
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Other pest bird problem evidence. This item is used to
document evidence of other types of potential damage or
hazards such as reports or complaints. birdsloafing or
feeding on or near runways, and birds crossing the flight-
path of aircraft. You personally should investigate
complaints before beginning a control program.

Summary of birds observed. Here you should record
the species numbers, location, and activity of birds
observed during the inspection. Remember that a
Federal permit is required before beginning a control
program that might affect any protected bird species. A.
map of the airbase and surrounding area showing the
locations of bird concentrations and attractive habitat
features, as well as the movement patterns of the birds
observed. can be used to supplement data recorded on
your checklist. Figure 1-17 is a sample bird survey form
(including a runway diagram) which could help
document bird problems.

Economic damage and health or safety hazard. This
item requires careful analysis of the situation. Is damage'
being caused that will cost money to repair, or is it just a
nuisance situation? Is a hazard to aircraft or people being
caused by the presence or activity of the birds?

Attraction of problem birds. You should check the
ecological faotor or combination of factors that attracts
the birds to the particular locality where they are a
problem. Careful field observation is required; do not
jump to conclusions.

Length of bird problem. Here on your checklist you
should record how long the problem hasexisted. Refer to
checklists completed during previous inspectionsand ask
questions of personnel who have been working in the
area.

Season(s) of the year problems exist. This item is used
in the same manner as the previous item: record the
season or seasons of the year you encounter bird
problems. Again, previous inspections will aid you.

Resident or transient birds. If you are in doubt as to
whether the bird problem is caused by resident or
transient birds. you may consult with State or U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service biologists who will. after complete
identification of bird species. determine whether the birds
are residents or just passing through the area. This
answer will help determine the need for an active
management program.

Time frame of bird problem. . You should record the
time of day when a problem occurs to help determine
wnether a strike hazard can be avoided by careful mission
scheduling. A graph with bird numbers plotted against
time of day will help evaluate this possibility.

Active management program. You need to evaluate
the need for an active management program. Determine
if the situation warrants the time and expense. Consider
the alternative of taking no action, and predict what
would happen. Take all available evidence _and past
experience into account, and do not jump to conclusions.
if you are not sure. say so. and collect more information.

Management approaches. Here you should check each
approach to management (control) as consideration is
given to it. This should be done with reference to
behavioral objective C25d. which describes the various
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techniques available within each of the five approaches.
Consider each approach in turn, and reject only those
that contain no acceptable technique for the specific
problem at hand.

Exercises (C25e):
1. For the many types of pest bird problems, when is it

most appropriate to start control program?

All
3. Briefly explain why bird behavior patterns may cause

problems.

4. Briefly explain the four factors that could attract birds
to the airdrome environment and, if possible, what
method of elimination should be used to solve the
problem?

2. What two characteristics should you employ to 5. Explain why a survey checklist is essential in relation-
anticipate the arrival of problem birds? ship to bird problems.

.
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Vegetative Pests

WEEDS ARE "PLANTS out of place." For
example, a farmer who raises wheat takes pride in a
good stand. Yet, the farmer's wife will quickly extract
the same plant from her zinnia bed.

On an Air Force base or installation. there are areas
where plants are desirable, including lawns, golf
courses, road embankments, railroad right-of-ways,
and runway shoulders. In these arm we control the
weeds.

There are also areas where any vegetation is
undesirable. Sc me of these areas are around fuel, oil,
acid paint storage areas; certain buildings and shops;
under fences; and along roads and railroads. Some
vegetation control along drainage and irrigation
ditches is also required.

This chapter covers the growth habits and
propagation of plants and describes important
aquatic. woody, grassy. and herbacious broadleaf
plants and their control.

2-1. Weed Growth and Propagation
This section covers the growth habits and

propagation of plants in general to provide you with a
basis for further discussion of aquatic and other types
of plants and their control.

C26. List and explain briefly the growth
characteristics that enable weeds to persist.

Growth Characteristics. The most important growth
characteristic of weeds is their ability to thrive in
cultivated land. Other features that contribute to the
successful growth of unwanted plants and to their
ability to persist in spite of human efforts- to the
contrary include:

Underground roots or stems.
Abundant seed production.
Rapid growth.
Competitive ability.
Unpalatability to livestock.

Underground roots or stems. Unwanted plants with
underground roots or stems will persist from year to
year even though seed production is prevented. The
underground parts of some plants will spread in all
directions. sending up aerial stem buds at intervals.
These plants are spread and actually favored by
cultivation. since cultivation spreads small pieces of
roots over other areas.
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Abundant seed production. Many plants can
produce thousands of seeds, and some of these seeds
can live in the soil from 10 to 50 years.

Rapid growth- Some plants (weeds) are capable of
growing to maturity and setting seed within a short
period of time (1 to 2 months). For this reason, seeds
are formed before adequate control measures can be
established.

Competitive ability. Some plants can overtake and
retard other plants even though the latter have a
headstan. For this reason, they are often successful in
outcompeting other plants for light. In addition,
certain weeds have requirements for mineral nutrients
and water that exceed those of desirable plants.

Unpalatability to livestock. Frequently, pasture
weeds are distasteful or poisonous to animals. Often
they are protected by spines or similar structures. For
these reasons. they are free to reproduce and spread
unimpeded to areas where they are even less desirable..

Exercises (C26):

1. What is the most important growth characteristic of
weeds?

2. List other growth characteristics of weeds and
explain briefly why they enable weeds to persist.

C27. Associate the names of certain plants with
statements pertaining to their propagation and
idemification.

Annuals. Annuals are plants that mature in one
season. They are propagated by seed. Foxtail.
crabgrass. ragweed. wild buckwheat. and several
mustards are examples.

Foxtail. The foxtails are grasses of roadsides and
waste places. They are striking plants because of their
dense, cylindrical, spikelike inflorescences (seed
heads). The yellow foxtail is shown in figure 2-1. This
plant is distinguished by the tawny color of the spikes.

Crabgrass. An example of crabgrass is shown in
figure 2-2. Crabgrass is an annual plant that flourishes
midsummer to fall. It is highly branched with the stem
prostrate and rooting. The inflorescence is a terminal
cluster of spikes_ The seeds are slightly hairly.



Figure 2-1. Yellow !oxtail.

Ragweed. You have probably come in contact with
ragweed sometime during your life. The ragweed is one
of the plants that gives hayfever sufferers much
trouble. You can see this plant in figure 2-3. The
ragweed is an annual weed of rural and urban waste
areas. The plant is erect and branched and, depending
upon the species, may be from PA to 3% feet tall. The
leaves (pennate) are formed of leaf parts arranged
featherlike along each side of a leaf stem. They show a
great deal of variation from species to species. The
yellow flowers are borne on tall spikes.

Wild mustard. This plant, shown in figure 2-4, is an
annual weed of waste areas and cultivated ground. It is
a low plant with many branches. The four-petaled
yellow flowers develop into numerous siliques
(capsulation). These contain the smooth, black,
globular seeds.

Shepherds purse. This weed, shown in figure 2-5, is
one of the most widely distributed weeds in the world.
This plant can be either an annual or a winter annual,
(germinates in the fall. lives over. winter, and matures
early the next season) in lawns, gardens, or waste areas.
The plant has a basal rosette of deeply toothed leaves,
with a few arrow-shaped leaves on the erect stalk. The
seed pods or "purses" are also on the stalk. The seed
pods form from terminal white flowers, and they
contain numerous yellowish seeds.

Biennials. Biennials require two seasons to complete
the reproduction cycle. Their growth period is longer

than that of winter annuals. Since they are propagated
by seed only, seedlings can be treated as the seedlings of
annuals.

Common mullein, shown in figure 2-6, is also known lc)
as Jacob's staff, torch plant, and flannel leaf. COMIllon
mullein is a biennial, and it produces its rosette of
velvety basal leaves in the first year. hi the second year,
it sends up its stalk on which is bomb a terminal spike I
of yellow flowers: Burdock, evening-primrose,
common mullein and yellow goatsbeard are biennials.

Perennials. Perennials are plants that live More than
2 years. Many have several means of perpetuation.
They are provided with storage organs in the form of
stolons (prostrate stems), rhizomes (underground
stems), bulbs, crowns, and roots. The perennial weeds
with creeping roots or stems are the most noxious.
Supplies of food are laid up in these organs by the plant
to feed a new growth the next year. The new shoot
comes from a bud and lives on stored food until it
becomes established. Unlike the annual !gent, the
topgrowtb of a perennial may be killed and still the
plant can live and propagate itself because of its
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Figure 2-2. Crabgrass.
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Figure 2-3 Ragweed.

Figure 2 4 Wild mustard
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Figure 2-5. Shepherd's purse.



Figure 2-6. Common mullein,

storage organs. To control this vegetative
reproduction, the food reserves must be materially
reduced or the storage organs destroyed. The food
stored by the plant is the excess manufactured by the
green leaves and stems over and above what is
necessary for growth: therefore, if photosynthesis can
be prevented, the buildup of reserves will be curbed.
For control of perennials, the new growth is allowed to
draw on food reserves until it becomes sufficiently
established to manufacture its own food and then the
topgrowth is killed. Quackgrass. Canada thistle,
Johnson grass, buttercup, and nutgrass are perennials.

Canada thistle. This plant is possibly the most
noxious perennial weed in the United States. It grows
up to a yard high, with grooved, hairy stems and
irregularly lobed or toothed leaves. The root system is
deep, wide, and spreading. The plant blooms in late
spring and summer, depending upon location, and
produces small lavender flower heads. Figure 2-7
illustrates the Canada thistle.

Johnson grass. Another weed is Johnson grass.
Johnson grass, shown in figure 2-8, is a perennial weed
posing a big problem in the southern part of the United
States. It is 3 to 6 feet tall, and has wide leaves with a
thickened, light-colored midvein. The panicle is loose
and turns reddish at maturity.

Buttercup. This weed is most *commonly found in
shady, moist areas, such as pastures, woodlands, and
ditches, Notice in figure 2-9 that the stems are slender
and branched from the base. The lower leaves are
round, on long petioles, and the upper leaves are often
divided into leaflets. The flowers are small and yellow.

Yellow nutgrass. This weed, shown in figure 2-10, is
a perennial weed infesting lawns. Its name comes from
the nutlike tubers found on the roots of the mature
plants. The stem is yellow-green and triangular in cross
section. When you look down on the plant, the leaves
appear in three ranks, corresponding to the three sides
of the stem,

Exercises (C27)

I. Match the plant types in column B with the
statements pertaining to the propagation and
identification of plants in column A.

Column A

a. Annual weed of waste
areas and cultivated
ground. with four
pleated yellow flowers
containing smooth,
black, globular seeds,

b. Possibly the most nox-
ious perennial weed in
the United States. It
grows up to ayard high.
with grooved hairy
stems and irregularly
lobed or toothed leaves.

e. The stem is yellow -green
and triangular in cross-
section.

0. Most commonly found
in shady moist areas,
such as pastures,
woodlands. and ditches.

e. Gives hayfever suffers
much trouble.

f- . One ot the most widely
distributed weeds in the
world. The seed pods
form from terminal
white flowers and con-
tain numerous yellowish
seeds.

g. Also known as Jacob's
staff, torch plant, and
flannel leaf.

_ h. Highly branched with
the stem prostrate and
rooting. The in-
florescence is a terminal
cluster of spikes; the
seeds are slightly hairy.

i. Grasses of roadsides and .
waste places. They are
striking plants due to
their dense, cylindrical.
spikelike inflorescences.
Three to 6 feet tall, and
has wide leaves with a
thickened. light-colored
midvein.

Column 3

I. Shepherd's purse.
2. Canada thistle.
3. Yellow nutgrass.
4. Foxtaib.
5. Wild mustard,

Common mullein.
. Buttercup.

S. Crabgrass.
9. Johnson grass_

10. Ragweed.
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Figure 2-7. Canada thistle.

Figure 2 -8 Johnson gals
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Figure 2-9. Buttercups.

Figure 2,10. Yellow notsedge, yellow nurgrass..



2-2. Aquatic Plants

Aquatic plants are becoming a major problem
within the United States. Almost everyone becomes
concerned with aquatic plants at one time or another
because each body of water from roadside ditches to
the largest lakes support aquatic vegetation. Control of
these plants is essential in all aspects of water use,
including irrigation. drainage, animal consumption.
recreation, pollution, and public health.

C211. Distinguish between correct and incorrect
statements that pertain to the, growth and
characteristics of aquatic plants, and 'explain why the
incorrect ones are not true.

Types. Growth, and Characteristics of Aquatic
Plants. As the term implies. aquatic plants are plants
that grow in water. These same plants become
recognized as aquatic weeds when they interfere with
the intended use of tharea in which they are located.

Aquatic plants are generally classified into three
groups: ( I) floating, (2) submersed. and (3) emersed.

Floating plants. Floating plants are plants that
germinate in the bottom of a body of water at first and,
soon after germinating, become separated from the soil
and float on the surface of the water. Once they have
become separated from the soil. they are no longer
dependent upon the soil.

Submersed plants. Submersed plants are aquatic
plants that complete their entire life cycle below the
water surface. However, some of these plants may have
floral parts that extend above the water surface. Most
Of these plants are rooted. but some, such as algae, are
not rooted.

Brazilian elodea, widgeongrass, common
bladdewort, vallisneria, coont ail, marine naiad, and
broadleaf watermilfoll are examples of common
rooted submersed aquatic plants.

Emersed plants. Emersed plants are plants that are
firmly rooted to the soil on the bottom of bodies of
water. During normal growth, these plants extend
above the water surface.

Spatterdeck. fragrant waterlily. American lotus,
watershield, pickerelweed, arrowhead. buttonrush,
cattail. softstem bulrush. softrush, maidencane.
torpedograss, sawgrass, foxtail. and reed are common
examples of emersed aquatic plants.

Exercises (CU):

Identify the following statements as being correct (C)
or incorrect (D. Explain any incorrect statements.

_ I Floating plants germinate at the bottom of a
body of water and float to the surface. but are
still dependent upon the soil.
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2. Submersed plants are aquatic plants that
complete their entire life cycle below the
surface of the water. bu

3. Some submersed plants have floral parts above
the water surface.

_ 4. Emersed plants are firmly rooted to the soil on
the bottom of bodies of water and no part of the
plant shows above the surface.

C29. Complete given statements concerning
mechanical, biological, and chemical Mantua that
may be implemented for controlling aquatic
vegetation.

The control of aquatic plants is based upon the type
and location of the plants to be controlled. Controlling
aquatic plants presents many problems for you
because controls often affect other aquatic life.
Although chemical control methods are most popular,
most aquatic plants an be controlled effectively by
mechanical methods, even though these methods are
generally more expensive and Slower than chemical
methods. Biological control is also used on a limited
basis.

Mechanical Control. Mechanical control methods
for aquatic plants include pulling, chaining, dredging,
drying, burning, and moving. The methods you use
should depend on the size of the area, type of terrain,
and availability of equipment and operators.

Pulling or raking. Small bodies of water can be
temporarily rid of aquatic plants by hand pulling or
raking the plants from the water.

Chaining. Aquatic plants can be removed from
canals and drainage systems by dragging a heavy chain
between two tractors on opposite banks. The chain
should be towed in one direction and then back in the
opposite direction to be most effective. Dragging the
chain through the water will detach rooted submersed
plants and emersed plants from the bottom of the body
of water. Once these plants have been detached from
the bottom they should be removed from the water by
raking.

Dredging. Dredging seems to be equally effective for
all types of aquatic vegetation but must be used very
cautiously. Equipment used for dredging should be
equipped with weeding forks instead of the normal
bucket. Although dredging operations are very
effective for removing aquatic vegetation, they are not
very advantageous in other aspects. Removing
vegetation by dredging also removes mud along with
the weeds, therefore enlarging and deepening the water
holding area causing a change in capacity.
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Drying. Many submersed aquatic weeds, especially
those in hot, arid regions may be controlled effectively
by drying. This method is often objectionable because
it requires complete drainage of the area, which, in
most instances, must be accomplished when the water
is needed the most.

Burning. Burning is an effective mechanical control
measure for controlling young succulent plants along
canals and drainage ditches. Burning is most generally
accomplished by searing the plants first, then finishing
the burn a week or two later.

Mowing. Providing banks are smooth enough, not
too steep, and relatively unobstructed, mowing can be
used to control aquatic vegetation growing along the
sides of canals and drainage systems. Specially
designed power-driven weed saws and weed cutters can
be used to control rooted submersed plants and
emersed plants within bodies of water.

Chemical Control. Approved chemicals may be
applied in the form of sprays or granules. Porous bags
that contain chemicals can be dragged through the
water until the chemical has dissolved. Chemicals can
even be applied over iced areas in the same manner you
would treat a field. As the ice melts, the chemical is
released slowly into the water. Copper sulfate, if
applied correctly, can be used and is very effective for
controlling algae. Aromatic oils are also often used for
controlling aquatic weeds in irrigation canals.
Additional chemicals and applications for controlling
aquatic vegetation are provided in Appendix A of the
supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Biological Control, There are certain fish and snails
that feed on many aquatic weeds and, at times, they
will virtually eliminate aquatic weeds in ponds and
lakes. Carp and sunfish are very important in reducing
aquatic vegetation and the Marisa cornuarieris snail
has shown promise in controlling aquatic weeds in
Florida.

Exercises (C29):

1. Pulling, chaining, dredging, drying, burning and
mowing are examples of control of aquatic
plants.

2. The methods used will depend on the of the
area, type of - and availability of -
and

3. Aquatic plants can be removed from and
systems by dragging a heavy

hetween two - on opposite banks_
4. Dragging a chain through the water will detach

submersed plants and _ plants from
the bottom of a body of water.

5. When chaining aquatic plants, the chain should be
towed in one direction and then in the

6. Once plants have been detached from the bottom.
they should be removed by

7 Equipment used for dredging should be equipped
with instead of the normal
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8. Removing vegetation by dredging also removes
along with the weeds, therefore enlarging

the water holding area causing a change M the

9. The dry ing method for control of aquatic
vegetation is objectionable because it requires

of the area.
10. Burning is most generally accomplished by

the plants first then finishing the a week or
two later.

11. Mowing can be used to control aquatic vegetation
growing along the of canals and drainage
systems.

12. Specially designed power-driven
and weed - can be used to control rooted
submersed plants and -plants within bodies
of water.

13. Approved _ may be applied in the form of
Or

14 _ bags that contain - can be _
through the water until the chemical has - .

15. There are certain and - that feed on
many aquatic weeds and, at times, will virtually

those weeds in ponds and lakes.

2-3. Woody Plants

For the most part, woody plants that occur on Air
Force bases have been planted or left alone to aid in
base beautification or as wind breaks. In most cases,
woody plants are more of a problem in forestry and
range management; however, they can be a serious
problem along streets, fence rows, ditchbanks,
railroads, power lines. and water and sewer
distribution systems.

This section provides you with the general growth
and characteristics of woody plants and outlines the
general control measures that you can use to control
woody plants when necessary.

C30. Discriminate between true and fake statements
pertaining to the characteristics and control of woody
plants, and correct those that are false.

Characteristics and Control of Woody Plants.
Woody plants are plants that have thick trhnks,
relat ..ely sturdy branches, and bark-like coverings.
Woody plants include trees, shrubs, and vines. Trees
are normally regarded as being large woody plants that
have a single stem or trunk for self-support and several
branches. Shrubs have the same characteristics that
trees have but are generally not more than ten feet in
height. Vines are woody plants that climb or sprawl
and-do not have a self-supporting trunk.

Woody plants have extensive root systems. Some of
these plants have sprawling roots, others have a deep
root system. and still others have both types.

Stump, basal-bark, and foliage applications are
most suitable for the control of brush and trees along
roadsides and utility lines.



Stump applications are most satisfactory for killing
trees along roadsides and controlling brush over 0.9
meters tall. Considerable labor is required, but the
danger from falling branches is removed and there are
no standing dead trees. Use esters of 2.4.5-T or 2,4-D
plus 2.4,5-T at any time of year or ammonium
suifamate during the growing season. Sodium arsenite
can be used where the hazards of poisoning arc not
important.

Basal applications are practical for uncut brush and
for regrowth from cut brush or trees. Make
applications during the dormant season to avoid
danger of injury from drift. Use esters of 2.4,5-T or
2.4-D plus 2.4,5 -T.

Applications made in frills or girdles are more
effective than basal treatments on large or thick-
barked trees, and they prevent sprouting more
effectively than stump treatments. Use 2,4,5-T or
2.4-D plus 2,4,5-T. Apply ammonium sulfamate and
sodium arsenite in the same manner as for stump
treatments.

Exercises (C30):

Identify the following statements as true (1) or false
(F). Correct the false statements.

_ 1. Woody plants are plants that have thick
trunks, relatively sturdy branches and bark-
like coverings._ 2. Woody plants include trees, shrubs, and
vines.

3. All woody plants are self-supporting._ 4. Shrubs and trees have the same
characteristics.

5. Woody plants have either deep roots or
sprawling roots.

6. Stump applications are most satisfactory for
killing trees along roadsides and for
controlling brush over 0.9 meters tall.

7. Very little labor is involved with the stump
application.

_ & Sodium arsenite is the best treatment where
wild life is present. .

_ 9_ Basal applications are practical for uncut
brush and for regrowth from cut brush or
trees._ 10. Basal applications should be made during
the dormant season to avoid danger of injury
from drift.

2-4. Grasses and Herbaceous Broadleaf Plants

Even though grasses are quite beneficial to humans.
they can become pests when they are in the wrong
places. When this occurs, grasses become weeds and
must be controlled. To do your job. you Must be
knowledgeable of the characteristics and controls of
grasses.

Herbaceous broadleaf plants are the plants that
most people consider to be the true weeds. This section
describes both herbaceous broadleaf weeds and grasses
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so that you can distinguish them from other plantsand
each other. This section also discusses the various
control measures that you can use to control both
grassy plants and herbaceous broadleaf plants. /
C31. Indicate whether given statements pertaining toSi 7
the general characteristics and eentrob for passes are
true or false.

Characteristics and Control of Grasses. Grasses are
plants that have long, thin, narrow leaves and that
usually grow more outward along the ground than
upward. Regardless of.whether the long, thin, narrow-
leafed plant is tall or pread along the ground, you can
recognize it as a grass if it has sheathing at each leaf
base. Most grasses are monocots (they have only a
single cotyledon). The cotyledon is a tiny leaf-like
structure that emerges from the germinated seed.
Grasses have fibrous root systems and tend to be both
perennial and annual. Probably one of the best and
most easily recognized characteristics of a grass is the
parallel venation of the leaves.

As in all other cases involving the control of pests,
grass controls depend upon the species and location.
Other factors that bear on the controls are the region in
which the grass is growing. type of soil in which it is
growing, and weather conditions. Grasses may be
controlled through biological, mechanical, and
chemical control measures.

Chemical controls for specific grasses in specific
areas are identified in Appendix A of the supplement
to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7:

Exercises (C31):

Identify the following statements as being true (T) or
false (F).

_

_ 1. A plant can be recognized as grass by having
sheeting at each leaf base._ 2. Grasses have fibrous root systems and tend to
be both perennial annual.

3. Grasses are described as plants with long, thin,
narrow leaves that grow more outward along
the ground than upward.

_ 4. No grasses grow more upward than outward.
5. Most grasses are polycots.

_ 6, The tiny leaf-like structure that emerges from
the germinated seed is called a monocot._ 7. Grass controls arc dependent upon the species
and where it is located, .

8. Region, weather, and type of soil have little to
do with control measures.

C32. Complete given statements concerning the
general characteristics of herbaceous broadleaf
plants.

Characteristics of Herbaceous Broadleaf Plants.
There are some general characteristics that you can use
to separate broadleaf and grassy weeds. Most
broadleaf plants have relatively wide leaves.
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comparatively vesicant, and the leaves have a netted
venation. In broadleaf plants, there are normally
clusters of leaves at the ends of branches and growth of
the plants extends from growth nodes located at the
end of branches. Broadleaf plants most generally tend
to be dicots, which means that two leaf-like structures
(cotyledons) appear immediately following seed
germination. The root system of herbaceous broadleaf
plants is relatively deep and strong. The root system
consists of a tap root with many small lateral roots
extending from it.

Exercises (C32):

I. Most broadleaf plants have relatively
and the leaves have a venation.

2. In broadleaf plants. there are normally of
leaves at the ends of branches and growth of the
plants will extend from growth -located at
the ends of-

3. Broadleaf plants most generally tend to be
, which means that two leaf-like

structures appear immediately following seed

4. The root system of herbaceous broadleaf plants is
relatively and

5. The root system consists of a root with
many small roots extending from it.

C33. Identify as correct or incorrect given statements
pertaining to the biological and mechanical control
measures for grasses and herbaceous broadleaf plants.

These plants may be controlled through biological,
mechanical, and chemical measures. Although the
biological and mechanical controls are generally
slower and more expensive than chemical controls.
they should be implemented whenever and wherever
possible.

Biological Control. In order for applied biological
controls to be effective, the predators or parasites
introduced must feed only on the weed species you
want to control. The predators and parasites you use in
the control should not be a food source for other living
organisms within the area. In addition, they must be
adapted to the surroundings and have the ability to
find the, host. Biological control is often the only
control available for controlling weeds in inaccessible
areas.

Biological control of grass and herbaceous
broadleaf weeds include the use of certain insects.
arachnids. fowl. grazing animals. and other plants.

Control by insects. The goat weed beetle has been
used successfully for controlling the rangeweed
(Nrpertcurn perforotum) in many areas of California
and the Pacific Northwest. The cactus moth is very
effective for controlling prickly pear cacti. The flea
beetle has shown promise in controlling the Canada
thistle in areas of Canada.and the Pacific Northwest.

Control by fowl. Geese are used in many instances to
control young weeds in such crops as cotton.
strawberries. and mint.
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Control by grazing animals.This concept is based onir
the placement of grazing animals that prefer the plants
desired to be controlled into the infested area.

Control by other plants. Some degree of success in
controlling undesirable vegetation has been obtained
by certain plants in producing selective phytotoxine.
For example, black inward was planted in regions of
California to inhibit the germination of Chaparral, an
undesirable range plant, but did not inhibit other range
plants that were desired.

Mechanical Control. Grasses and herbaceous
broad-leaf plants can be controlled effectively through
mechanical measures if the right measure is
implemented at the right time. The proper mechanical
control and the appropriate time for controlling plants
depends on whet her the plants are annuals. biennials.
or perennials.

Control by cultivation. In most cases. cultivating is
the most practical mechanical control for controlling
annual and biennial weeds when the area is cultivated
shallow in early spring and frequently thereafter until
midsummer. This process reduces competition to
desirable crop plants and prevents flowering and
seeding.

Cultivating undesirable perennial plants will cause
the plants to starve because cultivation will prevent the
pb f, om manufacturing additional food. It will also
cause them to expend the food that is already stored
within the plant. Controlling perennial plants through
cultivation should be accomplished shortly after the
plants have produced new foliage.

Control by mowing. Mowing is relatively effective
for controlling some species of annual weeds if you
mow often enough and before the flowers mature.
Mowing should be conducted at a height that is low
enough to remove the flora but high enough to still
permit competitive ability.

Control by burning. Although burning is an
unpopular word among environmentalists, it does
have some merit in the control of undesirable
vegetation. Fire is more effective for controlling
annual plants than perennials. Buring is a useful
mechanical control measure for removing vegetation
along fire breaks. waters:3),s. railways and security
fences. Burning of vegetation is a popular practice in
tropical regions because the ashes provide additional
nutrients to the low nutrient soils generally found in
tropical regions.

Control by'muiching. Mulching keeps light from the
plants. Photoshythesis is thus reduced and the plants
die or do not grow. Materials used for mulching
include sawdust. hay. straw, manure, paper. and
plastic. The area being treated must be completely
covered with :mulch. The layer of mulch must be
thicker for perennials than for annuals. Deep-rooted
perennials. such as morning-glories. may require a
layer q. mulching material 3 to 4 feet thick.



Eitereises (C33):

Identify thc following statements' as being correct (C)
or incorrect (I)._ 1. These plants may be controlled by biological,

mechanical, or chemical measures.
2. Biological and mechanical controls are slower

but less expensive than them' I controls.
3. In order for bilogical control.* be effective.

the predators or parasites introduced must
only feed on the weed species desired to be
controlled.

_ 4. Biological control of grass and herbaceous
broadleaf weeds includes the use of certain
insects, arachnids, fowl, grazing animals and
other plants.

5. The goatweed beetle has been used to control
the prickly pear cacti.

6. The flea beetle has shown promise in
controlling the Canada thistle.

7. Geese are used to control young weeds in
crops.

8. Plant control by other plants is not practical
since most of the controlling plants at
undesirable.

9. An important consideration in mechanical
plant control is whether the plants are
annuals, biennials. or perennials._ 10. Plant control by cultivation is one of the most
practical mechanical methods.

11. Controlling perennial plants through
cultivation should be accomplished shortly
before the plants have produced new fbliage.

12. Mowing should be done before thc flowers
mature._ 13. Control by burning is effective for controlling
annual plants but is undesirable from an
environmental standpoint.

14. Burning has a detrimental effect on thc
.nutrients in the soil._ 15. Mulching excludes the light from plants, thus
reducing photosynthesis_

C34. Associare herbicide uses and classifications.

Classifications and Uses of Herbicides. Herbicides
are grouped-on the basis of use into sclectives and
nonselectives and on the basis of mode of action into
contact, translocated, and sterilant chemicals.

Selective. These herbicides kill certain weed species
without seriously injuring the desirable plants among
which they are growing. Those that kill crabgrass or
dandelions in a grass sod are examples. Certain
herbicides kill broad-leaved weeds and not grasses and
vice versa.

Nonseiectives. These herbicides kill I netation with
little discrimination. Certain specie:,, however. are
resistant and some escape. Resistant species are
physiologically resistant to the chemical: some plants
that escape are perennials that have part of their root .
system below treated layers of soil; others are annuals

and shallow-rooted perennials that reinfest an area
after the chemical has leached below the surface layer.

Conurce. Herbicides in this class kill the tissues that
are wetted with the spray. Whether the plant dies or
recovers depends on whether it has a protected
growing point. Perennials usually have underground
buds that will regrow.

Contact herbicides include aromatic solvents and
herbicidal oils. The aromatic solvents are also called
solvent naphthas or petroleum naphthas. They include
a variety of petroleum and coal distillates that can be
used in heavy concen trations for aquatic-weed control.
Kerosene, especially as sold in the eastern United
States,. mineral spirits, tractor distillate, low-grade
diesel oil, and similar aliphatic materials do not control
submeised weeds. The most effective products are
those with a flash point above 80° F. (26.88° C.),
distillation between 278° F. (137.76° C.) and 428° F.
(221.76° C.), and an aromatic content of at least 85
percent. These solvents are highly flammable and
irritating to the skin, eyes, and respiratory, tissues.
Livestock tend to avoid drinking treated water.
Vegetation is not harmed when irrigated with treated
water.

Aromatic solvents are deadly to fish. They are used
in irrigation and drainage ditches, especially in short
ditches (6 to 8 miles or less) with even sides and
bottoms and with flows of I to 70 c.f.s.

Herbicidal oils are used as vegetation topkillers, as
solvents in the forthulation of herbicides, and as
carriers for herbicidal' chemicals. Oils that kill by
contact should not beamed AS solvents or carriers of
translocated herbicides, since a quick kill of the
conducting tissue prevents translocation of the
chemical.

Oils vary widely in their composition, value for
herbicides, and flammability. Generally, the toxicity to
plants is greater with increased content of aromatics.
Aside from composition, the value for herbicides is
influenced by some physical properties. If the boiling
point is low, the oil may evaporate too rapidly; if too
high. it does not penetrate plant tissues. The viscosity,
Of flowing quality, should permit use in cool weather.
Specific gravity is important in aquatic-weed control.
The flammability is indicated by the flash point; the
lower the temperature at which an oil-vapor-air
mixture ignites, the greater the danger of explosion.

Oil sprays wet leaf surfaces and penetrate waxy leaf
surfaces more effectively than water sprays, are less
easily washed off the plant, and evaporate more slowly
under high temperatures. The effect of oils on
peren nia Is is temporary. Oils are used for a quick kill of
topgroivtha chemical substitute for mowing. They
penetrate the leaves of nongrass plants, but kill griasses
by creeping down the stem to the crowns and roots.
Repeated treatments arc necessary where seasons are
long and rainfall is high. The cost depends on distance
from source of supply. If relatively nontoxic, large
volumes are necessary especially for oil-tolerant
species. and aerial applications are impractical. Some



of the disadvantages of the oils used alone can be
overcome by fortifying them with phenol compounds
or using them in conjunction with soil sterilants. The
necessary volume can be reduced, the toxicity to
tolerant weeds can be increased. a wider range of oils .

can 4e used. and the initial kill can be hastened. but the
cost (s raised.

The fortified oil sprays in low volume are effective
on small weeds. When plants. esOecially grasses, are
tall enough to protect their crowns. larger spray
volumes are required. Emulsions provide larger
volume although they do not increase toxicity to
plants. The oil content can be varied 10 percent for
easy-to-kill species and up to 25 percent for hard-to-
kill species. Frequently, a fortified oil emulsion is more
economical than a straight oil emulsion. Oils used as
solvents or carriers may or may not be toxic to plants.

The fortified oil emulsions are well suited for killing
all vegetation on roadsides, ditchbanks, and similar
places and for spot treatments of shallow-rooted
perennials. The staining that may result from oils
carrying the dinitros when used on sidewalks and
driveways is objectionable. Weed oils are preferred for
such use aad for oil-tolerant weeds.

As a class, oils are insoluble in water; when mixed
with wafer in the presence of a surfactant, they form an
emulsion. The common emulsion has oil dispersed in
water an invert emulsion is the reverse-water is
diipersed in the oil. The fortifying chemical isdissolved
in either the water or the oil or both.

Translocaoed. These chemicals are absorbed by the
leaves and stems or by the roots, and Trove through the
vascular system to leaves. buds. and root tips. When
absorbed by the leaves and stems. the chemical is
commonly moved with the food materials that were
manufactured in the leaves and stems. When absorbed
by the roots, the chemical moves in the water-
conducting tissue. The growth-regulator type of
translocated herbicide is a synthetic compound that
behaves like a plant hormone. It accumulates mostly in
areas of rapidly dividing cells upsetting the normal
metabolism of the plant and causing death of the cells.
Foliar applications of translc,:ated herbicides are of
great practical value, because small amounts are
effective and they can be applied in small volumes of
water or oil.

The foliage-applied nonselectives are used primarily
to kill weeds on land later to be cropped: but they also
are useful on land where long residuals are not
required, where quick kills are needed. and where
weeds have survived or escaped treatment with a long-
lasting soil sterilant. Some of the selectives. like the
phenoxy compounds. remove broad-leaved weeds
from grass sods, while others, like dalapon. control
grasses without severe injury to most broad-leaved
plants. These herbicides are used where the killing of
vegetation for long periods is undesirable.

Sod sterilaht. This herbicide makes a soil incapable
of supporting higher plant life. but it does not
necessarily kill all life in the soil, such as fungi.
bacteria. and other micro-orpnisms. Its toxic effects
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may remain for only a short time or for years. Residual
toxicity depends on: (I) the chemical and its rate of
decomposition or leaching, (2) the colloidal and 6
chemical content of the soil. (3) species tolerance, ands.
(4) rate of application.

Herbicides vary,in their rate of disappearance from
the soil because of volatility, susceptability to
decomposition by soil micro-organisms, . and
solubility. For example, some of the carbamates are
volatile at high temperatures and rapidly lose their
toxic effect during the summer months. Certain soil
micro-organisms effectively decompose 2,4-D.
Amitrole is soluble in water and readily leached.

Some herbicides are readily absorbed by mineral
and organiccolloids and rendered unavailable or made
slowly available for plant absorption. The fertility and
pH of a soil are also influencing factors in the
persistence or availability of toxic amounts of certain
chemicals, For example, monuron and diuron are
absorbed on clay colloid particles so that leaching is
difficult. Sodium chlorate is more easily absorbed by
plants growing in soil low in nitrates.

Plant species vary widely in tolerance to soil
sterilants, but heavy rates of application generally last
longer than light rates.

When present in the soil. stertlants prevent the
growth of green plants. These chemicals are used in
storage areas, lumberyards. and patting lots; on tennis
courts. under pipelines, and transformer cages; under
guard rails and surrounding signposts on highways and
lights on runways: near fire hydrants, trestles. and
bridges: on utility rights-of-way: on gravel blanket
areas: around buildings. utility poles, and tank farms;
along fence rows; for firebreaks; and in similar areas
where any plant growth is undesirable. There are two
major problems in maintaining bare ground: (I) no
herbicide kills all species at reasonable rates of
application and (2) reinfestation results from weed
seeds in the soil after the herbicide has been leached
below the surface_ Meet these problems by using a
combination of chemicals effective against the weed
species to be killed and by repeated applications of the
proper herbicide to kill seedlings.

The arsenicals are among the cheapest herbicides.
but they must be handled carefully. Two groups of
arsenicals are used for killing weeds: the inorganic and
the organic.

The inorganic arsenicals include sodium arsenate,
lead arsenate, and calcium arsenate, They are all highly
poisonous to humans and other animals if swallowed.
Their effectiveness for weed control depends on their
arsenic content.

The organic arsenicals include disodium
methylarsonate and amine methylarsonate. Both
compounds are considerably less toxic than the
inorganic arsenicals to humans and livestock. but They
are harmful if swallowed. Both are applied
postemergence for the control of crabgrass in turf.
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Exercise (C34):

1. Match the herbicide classifications in column B
below with the statements pertaining to the uses of
herbicides in column A.

Column A

_ a. Kill certain weed species
without seriously in-
juring the desirable
plants among which they
are growing.

b. Kill tissues wetted with
the spray.

c. Makes soil incapable of
supporting higher plant
life.

d. These chemicals are
absorbed by the leaves
and stems or by the
roots. and move through
the Vascular system to
leaves, buds, and root
tips.

e These herbicides kill
vegetation with little dis-
crimination.

Column B

1. Contact,
2. Soil,

Sterilant,
3. Selective.
4. Translocated.

Nonselective.

C35. identify as correct or incorrect given statements
concerning the chemical control of grasses and
herbaceous broadleaf plants in spedific areas; amend
any that are incorrect.

Chemical Control of Grasses and Herbaceous
B roadleaf Plants in Specific Areas. There are specific
areas on and adjacent to Air Force installations where
partial or complete vegetation control is required.
Some of these areas are in and around highways,
roadsides, utility lines, and railroads. In addition. weed
control must be effective in turf areas, such as lawns,
athletic fields, golf grounds. parade grounds, etc.

Paved highways. Vegetation that encroaches from
the edges of asphalt pavement or grows up through
cracks and holes causes premature breakdown of the
pavements. You can control this type of vegetation
with presurface and post-surface application of
herbicides. Shoulders immediately adjacent to the
trafficway, medians separating divided highways, and
islands at highway intersections are often surfaced
with asphalt. On such areas, apply the herbicide to the
gravel base just before it is "shot" with asphalt. A
standard highway watering truck can be adapted for
this use by equipping it with a loading pump to
circulate the spray material and with standard asphalt
nozzles that deliver a fan spray.

Several herbicides prevent the emergence of plants
through the pavement, but they vary in cost and in
injury to vegetation adjacent to the paving. The plant
growth on the unpaved area, paitic ularly on fill slopes,
may be desirable to prevent erosion. The following
products control vegetation at the accompanying rates
per foot-mile. (Rates per foot-mile x 8.25 = rate per
acre.)

Chlorate- borate, 200 pounds (25 percent sodium
chlorate)

Dalapon, 10 pounds
Dalapon-silvex, 2.5 gallons (4 lb. dalapon 1/2 lb.

silver per gal.)
Diuron, 5 pounds
Erbon, 5 gallons (4 lb. per gal.)
Monuron, 5 pounds
Monuron, TCA, 0.9 gallon (3 lb. per gal.)
TCA, 25' pounds

Postpaving treatments are necessary later to prevent
.encroachment from unpaved areas and to control any
vegetation growing up through cracks in old
pavements. Use repeated spray treatments with
dalapon-silvex mixture Or use dalapon on grasses and
2,4-D or amitrole on broad-leaved weeds.

CAUTION: Erbon, monuron, and chlorate-borate
mixture can injure vegetation some distance from the
edge of the pavement& and monuron, diuron, and
monuron TCA can injure trees adjacent to the treated
area.

Roadsides. Herbicides are useful in the maintenance
of roadsides if they are properly applied. The greatest
dangers come from drikrunoff, imprisper application
and leaching to roots of desirable species under the
treated area.

Before spraying, make a survey of the area, spotting
any slopes subject to erosion, the location of desirable
vegetation, and the density and height of brush.

CAUTION: Drift hazards are greatest when growth-
regulating herbicides, such as2,4-D, 2,4,S -T, and
silver, or contact herbicides are used as sprays, but
damage often results from careless application. Drift
occurs not only with volatile herbicides, such as the
esters of 2.4-t azd 2,4,5-T, but also with any spray
that has been atomized into a mist by high pressure and
a small nozzle opening. The volume of spray per unit
area also influences drift. Where there are adjacent
susceptible plants, use at least 10 gallons per acre and
move the sprayer at slow speed.

it is especially important to reduce mist when you
spray with a handgun, Operate at low pressure (30 to
60 psi). Direct spray downward as much as possible,
and do not spray when it is windy. When you are
treating edges of roads, spray from the outside toward
the pavement.

Runoff is an important hazard on slopes, bare
ground, and pavements. Cutback asphalt applied with
a soil sterilant helps to hold the chemical in place. Use
39 gallons per 1,000 square feet, or 1,700 gallons per
acre, or use a light covering of road oil. If there has
been an excavation, add a layer of crushed rock. Trees
and shrubs some distance from soil treated with soil
sterilants may be killed if their roots extend below this
area.

Utility lines. Make two complete sprayings of all
transmission lines at 2-year intervalsthe first to kill
as much growth as possible and the second to kill
escapes and resistant spe4es. Spray only those species
that grow tall enough to interfere with the lines. If the
plants are over 6 feet tall. cut and spray the stump.
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Fenuron pellets at 12% pounds per acre, active
ingredient, kill alder, blackberries and sumac;
elderberry, elm, hawthorn, maple, or willow are not
killed, but all species are defoliated.

TCA and dalapon are moderately effective on
conifers.

Foliage sprays of 2,4,5-T at 2% pounds per 100
gallons of water control many species of hardwood
brush throughout the season. They are most effective
when applied soon after leaves are fully expanded and
when the plants arc growing actively. Esters of 2,4-D
plus 2,4,5-T in equal proportions (brush killer) kill
alder. smooth and staghorn sumac, and willow.

Railroads. There are three areas on railways on
which weed control is necessary: the ballast, the
roadbed, and the right-of-way. The ballast is a strip 12
to 16 feet wide, made up of coarse material, such as
cinders or gravel, that should be kept free from weeds.
Because the ballast is so porous, it does not retain
chemicals well. Insoluble herbicides, those absorbed
through leaves, and contact herbicides are most
suitable.

The roadbed (berm) beyond the ballast requires
weed control. but elimination of vegetation increases
erosion. The rest of the area to the right-of-way fence is
similar to roadsides. If control is effected during the
first 2 years by heavy rates of anOration, it can be
maintained with reduced rags. :.hereafter. The
effectiveness of some soil sterilanit like diuron and
simazine may not show up until the second or third
year of use, especially in dry areas of with deep-rooted
weeds.

Apply 5 to 8 gallons of dalapon-silvex mixture, in
ISO to 300 gallons water per acre-mile on ballast and
berm areas, or 5 to 6 quarts of DNAP and 300 gallons
of diesel oil per mile on roadbed. For heavy growth.
add 3r0 gallons of water.

Turf Weeds in lawns, athletic fields, golf grounds,
parade grounds, the turf portions of roadsides and
railroad rights-of-way, and similar areas are controlled
by good maintenance practices supplemented with
chemical herbicides. It is important to prevent the
encroachment of weeds by maintaining competition
from vigorously growing turf grasses. The principal
factors in maintenance are soil, grass, water, mowing.
and pests.

Both the physical and chemical properties of the soil
are important. Adequate organic-matter content,
drainage. and aeration are as essential as proper
fertility, The selection of the grass or grasses to be
seeded is also important. Each type has its
requirements for optimum adaptation. Water not Only
keeps plants from wilting, it is itself a nutrient and it
acts as a solvent and carrier of nutrients and food. The
frequency and height of mowing are important. The
height is determined by the kind of grass, and the
frequency depends on rate of growth. Pests include
insects diseases and weeds. These often require
treatment beyond good maintenance practices.
Insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides are
supplementary controls.
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Chemicals are useful for killing weeds (1) in
preparation for seeding, (2) where weeds have become
established in dismrbance areas, or (3)where, for other /
reasons, there is an incomplete cover of desirable fa
grasses.

Turf weeds comprise (1) broadleaved species that 4.6
can be killed with one group of herbicides without e.3
seriously injuring turf grasses and (2) undesirable '\
grasses that can be controlled by a second group of
chemicals. The morphological and physiological
differences between broadleaf weeds (dicotyledons)
and grasses (monocotyledons) make selective control
possible. Where weedy grasses are to be removed from
turf grasses, selectivity is accomplished usually if the
weed is an annual and the turf grass is a perennial.

NOTE: Specific chemicals and applications for most
types of weeds are provided in Appendix A of the
supplement to Volumes 4, 5, 6, and 7.

Exercises (C35):

Identify the following statements as being correct (C)
or incorrect (1). Explain why the incorrect statements
are not true.

1. Vegetation along the edges and in the crack of
asphalt pavement are very difficult to control.

.1=116=
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2. Presurface treatment may be done with a
standard highway watering truck.

3. Care must be taken during post-surface
treatment to prevent injury to plants adjacent
to the roadway.

4. When treating roadsides, proper application
will insure safety for desirable plants.

5. Spraying when windy will guarantee best
results.

6. When treating utility lines, all species must be
treated.

7_ Utility lines should be treated every 2 years.



8. Foliage sprays are most effective when applied
soon after leaves are fully expanded and when
the plants are growing actively.

9. Railroads require treatments in three areas;
the ballast. the roadbed. and the right-of-way.

_ 10. The railroad treatment for roadbed should kill
all vegetation.

_ 11. Lawns. athletic fields. parade grounds, and
golf courses can be controlled primarily by
good maintenance practices.

_ 12. In lawns, all undesirable plants can be
controlled by the application of one herbicide.

C36. Complete given statements pertaining to
herbicide precautions.

Precautions for Using Herbicides. There are several
actions you must take before you apply herbicides:

(I) Identify the weeds you want to control.
(2) Select the right herbicide to control these weeds

without harm to desirable plants nearby.
.,(3) Read the herbicide label.
*(4) Mix the chemical according to

directions. Do not use more than recommended
amounts.

(5) Plan to apply the materials when and how the
directions indicate.

(6) Select the proper equipment.
(7) Study the safety precautions on the label.

Herbicide labels. Labels on the herbicide container
are written with great care to state only facts.
Recommendations on labels for materials sold
interstate must be registered with the Environmental
Protection Agency before the label can be authorized.
Always read the label. It tells, first, what the herbicide
is. For instance, 2,4-D is sold as a sodium or amine salt
or a volatile or low-volatile ester. Recommendations
differ for various herbicides and for various
formulations of the same basic chemical.

The label tells the amount of acid equivalent, phenol
equivalent, or active ingredient in the product. This
information helps you compare the concentrations in
various formulations. The label also makes
recommendations for use and gives rates and time of
application. Certain warnings are stated when
necessary to protect the operator from poison or
irritation by the chemical and to protect susceptible
plants from injury.

mixing

Protection of desirable plants. Certain precautions
are necessary to prevent damage to adjacent valuable
plants, This damage may result from drift, washing or
leaching"

a, Drift hazards. Remember that drift hazards are /
greatest when herbicides that affect the leaves of plants 1,0
are used. These may be of the growth regul.,tingt3To or k
of the contact type. Danger is least wben dry
applications are made of nonvolatile herbicides. Keep3
in mind that drift occurs not only with volatile
herbicides but also from a spray, that has been
atomized into a mist.

b. Washing. Washing is an important hazard on
slopes, bare ground, and pavements. The herbicides
may be carried by surface runoff to valuable plants
downslope. Do not drain or flush equipment where
runoff to desirable plants may occur.

c. Leaching. Leaching moves chemicals downward
through the soil. If they are readily absorbed by roots,
plants whose roots extend under the treated area are
likely to be injured. Avoid treating such areas with soil
sterilants. Do not drain or flush equipment where
leaching to the roots of desirable plants may occur.

Protection ofgame and fish. Most herbicides are less
dangerous than insecticides to wildlife. There are a few,
however, such as the arsenicals and dinitros, that can
poison animals. Most injury results from overdoses
and spillage. Indiscriminate sprayingand spraying that
results in defoliation of vegetation can destroy cover,
but herbicides can also be useful in management.
Openings in wooded areas, such as the clearing for
utility company rights-of-way and spraying of
hardwoods in stands of pine can be beneficial to
wildlife.

A few herbicides are very toxic to fish, but many can
be used safely for the control of aquatic weeds. The
control of submerged weeds in ponds or st reams can be
beneficial to fish population. Safe amounts of
herbicides, expressed in parts of the chemical per
million parts of water, vary widely with the age, size,
and species of fish.

Whenever a proposed spraying program might
endanger game and fish, consult the Federal or State
Fish and Wildlife Service for advice.

Exercises (C36):

Complete the following statements pertaining to
precautions to be observed for using herbicides.

1. Before applying herbicides you should the
weeds you want to kill; select the right to
control the weeds without harm to plants;
and mix chemicals according to .

2. Labels on herbicides containers are written with
great care and state only

3. Recommendations on labels for materials sold
interstate must be registered with the

before the label can be .1www
4. Drift hazards are greatest when herbicides that

affect _ of plants are used.
44
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S. Danger is least when_ applications are made 8. Leaching moves chemicals - through the c
of _- herbicides. soil.

6. Drift occurs with _ herbicides whether they 9. Most herbicides are less hazardous than \I-
are volatile or not. insecticides to -

7. Washing is an important hazard on 10. Most injuries to wildlife are the result of - yand _ . and .
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BEST COPY AVAILPIE

ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES
CHAPTER 1 COS - I. Temsdpea. 1/44och. met. resproolial. 10

2. Tweeptair, ground.
COI - 1: Buildings; food and property. 3. Snap. sloe.

2. Fields. pain elevators, processing mills, trucks end trains. 4. Faits. vegetables.
and home. S. Oils,

3. Feces and urine: feeding; human consumpdoa food. 6. Pisoning.
4. killing. 7. Water, redistilled,.
S. Concrete, brick, wood. and metaL .6. Strong Mao. odor.
6. Spontaneous combustion; nadng. 9. Nan. domestic Wink7. Rat flee. 10. Sapplinseptam usissined.
B. Teeth and guns; bite of the rat. 11. Occupied Way.9. Nom masa bite: mouse.

10; Worldwide.

CO2 1. (1) Longer than bad plus body.
(2) Shorter than bead plus body.
(3) Slender. CIO - 1.
(a) Navy, thick. 2. f
0/ Large. 3. b
(6) Small. 4. a
(7) Logic S. e
(8) Smell. 6. *
(9) Pointed.

(10) Blunt.
(12). Smelt
(14) Small.

2_ a. House mouse.
b. Norway rat.
c. Roof rat.

COO - I. a. d. and e are true esetentenu.
2. b. Cheap "Mgr or whit -footed" to 'rim sad cotton rate"

e. Clime "ila and cram inn" to "dares whlognoted mior

CO3 - 1. Short. rapidly.
2. Die. killed.
3. Body, unattended.
4. Eyes. ears, hairless. legs.
3. A week.
6. Twelve. 14.
7. Three.
I. Eyes open.

C04 - I. Correct.
2. Incorrect. Change "father" to "mother."
3. Incorrect. Change "dawn" to "dusk."
4. Correct.
S. Correct.
6. incorrect. Change '4" to -2..
7. Correct.
I. Incorrect. Change 'noisy" to "quiet."
9. Correct.

10. Correct.

COS I . Specie'. amount. food, dangers.
2. Sunset each.
3. Steady. nibblers.
4. Meats, grain. cooked eggs, potatoes.
S. Environment.

CO6 - I . C.
2. C
3. C
4 1; droppings may be a key.
3. C.
6. C.
7. C.
8. C.

C07 - I. `lumber. rats.
2. Unsanitary. refuse. disposal.
3. Cans. approved. garbage. rubbish.
4. Twelve, Hi
5 Inspections. rodent.

C II - 1. Damage, ruarep, tacks.
2. 710PPIIIL
3. Trapping poisatiog.
4. Rolled me. nonnessa
S. Zinc, etrachnine.
6. Fruits, vegetables, palm. seeds.
7. ens, litter.
g. Walb, banks. five.

C12 - 1. a.Oround squirrel. CAA=
b. Groundhog, woodchuck, marmot. Marais
o. Prairie deg, Cymonsys.

C13 I. a, b. c. g, Ere true.
2. d. Change "dry" to "damp."

e. Change 'mom" to "Imo."

C14- 1.

2.
P IBP8.
Aisfieble, training.

3. Digging dom-
e. Roots, tubas, bulbs.
S. Food.
6. Baiting, trapping. Posimb
7. Seal, escape.
S. Not.
9. Summer. fell.

CIS 1. 1. 3,41. S. and 7 are Wm.

C16 I. Humidity; sot
. 2. lawn; loll courses; seed beds.

3. Pam diseases.

C17 I. b. c. 6, 1. g. and b are true.
2. a. Moil the word 'not* before rodent.
e. Cheap mound to ridges.

C18 I. Their presence is evident from their digging,.
2. Make ninon breaks in a number of runs and check than

several times during the day or night-

CI9 1. Food; trapping, drowning, or gassing repellents.
2. basecticida.
3. Unnatural.
4. Food.
S. Gripping.
6. Runways.
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7. Cost.
8. Lye and naphthalene.
9. Woven wire or concrete.

10. Strychnine.
11. Choker-loop trap, scissors-jaw trap. and diamond-jaw trap.
12. Harpoon.
13. Soil.

C20 - 1. False. Change "family" to "order."
2. False. Nearly worldwide.
3. Truk.
4. True
S. True.
6. False. They are more streamlined and have smoother 11ir.
7. False. Change "usually" to "rarely."
8. True.
9. True.

10. False. Thtoughout the year with peaks in the spririgand fall.
False. Some forms are Rustic.

12, True.

C21 I. Foxes.
2. Rabies.
3. Damage.
4. Traps.
S. State health authorities.

C22 - I. False. Before you use a control measure t hat could injure the
animals. get approval through the chain of command.

2. True.
3. True.
3. True.
4. False. They carry ectoparasites.
S. True.
6. True.

- I. They carry disease: they serve as hosts to parasites that
attack people; they create an overwhelming ammonia odor
they make noise.

2. They control insects.

C24 - 1. True.
2. False. At dusk.
3. True
4. Fuse. It is difficult.
S. True.
6. False. It does not give lasting control.
7. False. They are the only ones.
8. False_ Most eat insects. Only vampire bats feed on blood.
9. True.

10. False. New bats are attracted by this odor.
11. True.

C25a .11. Red.wiagtd bhatbilds' diet consists largely of insects
. daring the modal meson.

C25a .12. True.
CDs .13. Feeding Rocks of birds may pose a bird/ sireraft strike

hazard.
C23a -IC True.
Qin .1S. Birds species differ in their ability to learn.
C25a -IC The learning le the declining response to a simple stimulus

with no punishment associated with that stimulus,
=a .17. True.
C25b - I. a. Frinwiries.

b. Side.
c. Crown.
d. Forehead:
e. Lore.
L Throat.
g. Brest.
h. Secondaries.
i. Flank.
j. Crhsum.

Rump.
1. Bank.
in. Nape.
n . Crown.
o. Forehead.
p. Chin.
q. Throat,
t. Breast.
s. Belly.

CI% - 2. Primary and secondary feathers make up the flight feathers,
C25b - 3. Acts as a brake to slow flight.
C25b A. Tearing the food apart.
C25b 5. (1) c.

. (2) a.
(3) c
(4) b.
(5) f.
(6) d.

C25c I. (I) &
(2) c
(3) b.
(4) c.
(5) a.
(6) a-

C25c - 2. Psittacosis.
C25c 3. A protective mask must be worn; it should be of the dispos-

able type.
C25e 4. beim:ration.
C25c - 5. Loss of lives and destruction of aircraft
C250 6. Engines sitting idle for repairs.
C25c - 7. House sparrows and starlings.

C25- 1. (I) ,h.
(2) d. C25d - 1. (I) b.
(3) b- (2) e.
(4) 1. (3) c.
(5) c. (4) a.
(6) g. (5) c.

(6) b.
C25a - 1, True. (7) b. d.
C25a 2. You usually will be concerned with birds that roost inlarge C25d 2. Habitat modification.

Rocks. C254 3. Obtain en appropriate permit.
C25a - 4. True. C25d 4. Netting or crisscrossed wire.
C25a - 5. True. C25d 5. Sharp spikes.
C25a - 6. Species that typically roost on or in manmade structures are C25d 6. Transient roosting: loafing.

of particular concern to you C25d - 7. 100 yards.
C25a - 7. Pigeons roost on ledges. rafters. and other structures that C25d 8. It persuades the birds that they are not in danger. and they

give them protection from harsh weather and predator& ill ignore the tape.
C25a - 8 True. . C254 - 9. It must have a no-choke or an open-choke barrel.
C25a - 9. Food and feeding habits of birds vary with species, season. C25d -10. Leather gloves, ear protestors, and goggles.

and availability of food items. C25d -11. Four Eaplosive B placards.
CZa -10. True. C25d -12. A 10 -pound B and C type tire extinguisher must be available

and you should have two on hand.

32 47a
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C25d -13. Recorded distress or alarm calh. C29 - 1 Mechanical.

C4i
C25d 14. They have a low-operating eon. 2. Size; terrain; equipment and operators.
C25d -15. Cracked Corn, peanut butter, or apples. 3. Gnat: and drainage; chain; tractors.
C25d -16. At least 40 mile*. 4. Rooted; owned.
C254 .17. With an indigo red dye. 5. Back; opposite direction.
C25d -18. Vetbail pole trap and the Bal-Chatri trap; the Verbail trap 6. Raking.

snares birds of prey by the feet when they perch atop a pole. 7. Weeding road buckets.
The Bal-Chatri trap uses nooses to entangle the feet of
raptors that ere attracted by live bait in a cap. 9. hlwiCompletePamcgdlY.tedrainage.

C25d -19. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 10. Scaring. burn.
I I. Sides.

C25e - I. When the problem is, just beginning to develop or even 12. Weed saws; caters; emerged.
before it begins. 13. Chemicals; spays or granules.

Clic - 2. Pad eat:Orion= and pod documentation should be ern. 14. Porous; chemicals; dragged; dissolved.
played: 15. Fish and snails; eliminate.

ClSe - 3. The location in which birds an Out their activities could
Pude a problem; therefore. you must determine specifically C30 - I. C.
what the birds are doing, where they are doing it. and when 2. C.
they are doing IL 3. 1. Vines climb on other plants or sprawl on the ground.

C25e 4. Food. water, a place to nat. and a place to escape their 4. C.
enemies or avoid harsh wcathcr will attract birds to the air- 5, 1. Some plants have both.
drome environment. They may be eliminated by habitat 6. C.
manipulation. 7. I. Considerable labor is required.

C25e 5. To maintain historical data on peat/hazardous bird species. 8. 1. Used wheie hazards of poisoning are not important.
It will help you in identification and evaluation of pest 9. C.
problems so that you may decide if active control is needed. 10. C.
It also is useful in future surveys. You also should record
weather conditions as they affect bird activities, C31 - 1. T.

2. T.
3, T.
4. F.

CHAPTER 2 5. F.
6. F.

C26 - I. Their ability to thrive in cultivated land. 7. T.
2. ( I) Underground moo Of MUM This characteristic permits g. F.

weeds tq to persist even if seed production is prevented.
Cultivation spreads pieces of roots to other areas. C32 - I Wide leaves; netted.

(2) Abundant seed production. Weeds produce thousands 2. Clusters; nodes: branches.
of seeds that can live from 10 to SO years. 3. Dicers; germination.

(3) Rapid growth. Seeds form before control measures can 4. Deep and strong.
be taken. 5, Tap; lateral.

(4) Conlpetitive ability. Weeds can compete more success-
fully than desired plants for light and nutrient. C33 - I. C.

(5) Unpalatability to livestock. Weeds can reproduce and 2. 1.
spread Without being hindered by animals. 3. C.

4. C.
C27 - 1. a. 5 5. 1.

b 2 6. C.
c. 3 7. C.
d. 7 8. 1
e. 10 9. C.
f. 1 10. C-
1. 6 11 1
h. a 12. C.
i_ 4 13. C.
J. 9 la. I.

15. C.
C28 - I. I. They separate from the soil and are no longer dependent

on the soil.
2. C.
3. C.
4. I. During normal growth these plants will extend above the

water surface_
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STOP. I. MATCH ANSWER SHEET TO THIS EXERCISE NUMBER.
2. USE NUMBER 2 PENCIL ONLY.

. EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

56650 07 22

Collection, Identification. and Control of Important
Vertebrate and Vegetative Pests

Carefully read the following:

co

I Check the "course." "volume." and "form'' numbers from the answer sheet address tab against the
VRE answer sheet identification number" in the righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do

nor watch. return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a note of explanation.
3 Nolte that item numbers on answer sheet are sequential in each column.

1, se a medium sharp #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.
4. Write the correct answer in the margin at the left of the item. (When you review for the course

examination,' yriti can cover our answers with a strip of paper and then check your review answers
against your original choices., After you are sure of your answers. transfer them to the answer sheet. If
you huvr to change an answer on the answer ghee. be sure thaethe erasure is complete. Use a clean
eraser. But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take :sction to return entire answer sheet to ECI.
, Kelp Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7 If inandaturily enrolled student. ptocess questions or comments through your unit trainer or OJT
super-vivo,- II whore:rah enrolled student. send questions or comments: to ECI on ECI Form 17.

OON'Ts:

I

s

i

t

1)410 use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review exercise.
Don't mark on the answer sheet except to till in marking blocks. Double marks or excessive markings
which overflow marking blocks will register as errors.
I h el' t hild. spindle. staple. tape. or mutilate the answer sheet.
I )nn I use ink 1 or any mai ng other than a #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED ON THE VOLUME
REVIEW EXERCISE. in parenthesis after each item number on the VRE is the Learning
ON( envy ,Viunber where the answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
V Rh. refer to the Learning Obleerives indicated by these i'Vtimbers. The VRE results will be sent to
vou on a postcard which will list the aeival VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and
Dilate the Leaveree Oinerrii.e Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully review the
,irens co, ereci by these references Review the entire VRE again before you take the closed-book
Course Examination.
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

V,44 1, %twit of ( 'illirilvi .111 lion e raid idly and select the best answer to each question.

I i( 4+1 kats deslios property by

.1 gnaw Inc through wood, brick. and concrete.
Ii Loniammat ii lit.
i killing diiiiestie animals.
d doing all 01 the ahove.

2. iChl} Which of the Bellowing diseases. caused by rodent contamination, is a food poisoning disease that causes
diarrhea and tlyscntr3 '

a Plague.
h SattnonelloNi,

44(

t

c. Riekeitsialpox.
d. Murine typhus lever.

11 'it :) Which one 01 the lollowing is the most common and largest of the domestic rats?

a Hoot
h I !num:

1 (1)4J The gestation period lir murine 1-talents is

a 't weeks.
b 6 week..

C. Norway_
d. Russian.

e. 12 weeks.
(I. 2.1 weeks.

s 1(111 Newhorn rats anti mice open their eyes at about how many days of age?

a 7 c. 21.
h 14 d. 28.

f t(1).4) When rats arc exposed to a new type of food, what is their first reaction?

a. Avoid the new food.
h j...11 only a token . tmount.

#

7 1014 I Rats prefer to climb or run along paths that are

a horizontal.
h vertical.

c. Eat a small amount.
J. Eat until furl.

c. gently sloping.
d. open and exposed.

x (0 i4) Rat' can make a standing high jump of approximately how many feet')

10

-,i

h 1

C. S.

(I. 7

f C1151 Which 11 the 111114WingliXIdS is preferred by Norway rats'?

a ()miis
b ('glee

c. Oatmeal.
J. Highly spiced foods

10 rt I is Which is the he statement concerning the fccdinc harms of murine rodents?

, All three si)iet. les It.rwe regular eating habits.
h All three species base irregular eating habits
. 14.11, usual!. hegin searching for food alter midnight.

d kik,: ale stead?. eJters, rat are nihhlers
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1 I 1 tut 11% r Generally. 1 aiding rat droppings of several sizes indicates

.1 mole ihan one type of rat is intestine the arca.
I% a peas inIcsiatkill of rats.
l the hoe lot loud rats have been eating.
.1 set vial ages of rats arc present

I 2 r i (161 Where arc Norway rat runs normally found?

.1 Anywhere.
h (hi the root.

c. In the grass.
d.i Near the floor.

1 1 r( ti?} What is Ole primarr factor influencing rat infestations?

a Rubhish in the area.
h Infrequent refuse eolleetion.
t Amount (if fiuid and harbiirage available.
d Temperature and humidity range.

Cc
ti.

I t it '07i Sanitation for the control of rats and mire involves storage of foodstuffs how many inches off the floor?

1';

a 2 to
h 4 RI 6

c. 12 to 18.
d. 2=1 to 36.

woiii What sp./clot:4i hardware cloth is suitable for rodentproufing?

.1 141-inch.
h 1 4-1114,h.

c. I12-inch.
d, 31-1-inch.

if, 11 'I Iiii Which type of trap is most efficient hir killing rodents?

a tileei

17 1(1 !xi w hal iype of halt does the Norway rat furor?

r Raclin arid grains
h Cheese and eggs

c Cage.
J. Snap.

c. Potatoes and nuts.

d Meat and Fish.

IN 1i1190 The 4ml:rail importance t. tick! rind: and rats orb a military installation is primarils

.1. ecoritinitt: .
h FIll wale.

c. nuisance.
d. medical.

14 it' lot What spec ie ot mice live primarilv on the surface and may even live and travel about in trees''

.1 kite mice
ti Pine rinse

c. Meadow mice.
d. White-footed mice.

'it ie iiii Which rat is chiefly vegetarian. eating flowers. fruit, wed, and bark!

.1 Rice
h l'1111:

c. Wiuid.
d. Nicadow

IC Ili Vi hen traprine meadow and pine mice. what should you use as halt?

li..a...ii or veg. e. S!.rup or molasses.
r, e talmc..il tot .11/1,1t:

e2`7
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11 lc 1 I t When halting for field mice. where should you place the bait?

.1. Neat the trunk of trees.
h In grass close to the trail.

Ahiitn 'One-halt inch below gniund.
tt Directly on the !lour of used trails.

A it I21 1.4 hith ill the billowing haul nick:Fits arc colonial and live in "towns'"?

WI is itlh Us.
h in iundhogs.

e. Prairie dogs.
d. Ground squirrels.

)4 IC121 What is the greweir concern with feral rodents on a military installation?

27

a Morale
h Medical.

I( '110 trap ground squirrels. what bait is best?

Apple.
h t ).unreal

c. Nuissance.
tl. Economic.

c. Candy.
d. Peanut butter.

(.3

ICI ;, To control members of the squirrel family. the recommended dosage of poisoned grain bait is one
tablespirontul of grain scattered over an area of how many square feet?

a 1-1'. c. 20-25.
h 5-i0 d. 50-100.

i( '14i On what items do gophers teed?

Ito+ ils and htilbs. c. Cereals and cliwer.
h I.ri%esantl mem,. d. Hark and foliage.

I( 14u Whai is the be -st way to locate the main runway of a gopher!

II I thserving the mounds
h 'sing a probe
t. Flushing with a water hose.
h is )hservi rig the grasses above the runway

t( 15 i All oI the billowing arc true rabbits, of the genOs Soh iluku.. excepr the

lack rabbit. c. marsh rabbit.
h L014)1%111 d. brush rabbit.

to i C I i Which of the billowing characteristics is not true of hares and rabbits!

!'hey are heavily turret'. with long cars and elongated hindlegs.
h they damage trees and erosion control plants

I hey are carriers of spotted fever and tularemia.
d the can he controlled by epizootic. alone.

A i it in' 1 p.111 whaI sontligtin tii>e the distribution of moles largely depend?

3 I otkl uppli c. Atmospheric humidity.
h V6 al.'! d. Atromphertc temperature.
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hi Approximately how many yards can a mole travel through loose soil in a day?

a 5

h '5
e. 50.

d. 100.

t l re '17i ot the mote's senses seem, to he the mom poorly developed'?

a I li:aritie
h }larch

e. Sight.
d. Smell.

44 a 171 In proportion to its weight. how much film! will a mole cat in a day?

II ni

h 25 prt.vii .1 lion ilir..1.11

ti e('IKI What action will a nude take 11 an opening is made to its runway?

Tunnel around the breach
h Repair ihe hreaeh.

c. Abandon the runway.
d. Ignore the breach.

It '191 When trapping moles. it is important for you to be aware of a mole's

J. Ictding habits.
pererrds of triactisly,
unsuspecting nature.
\crhdtiVItY to an unnatural environment.

t7 re- 19) The method or eliminating moles that is universally applicable and satisfactory is

driovning
h IrappinL-

If 2I}1 Shrews mut he charaeterized

a giver
h gentle

;to !lc dici of \ 'w aw, (.1 in\lq, prfrmidrth ')l

grain
h rotas

c. gassing.

d. baiting.

c playful.
d belligerent.

c. animal food .
d. vegetables.

41) it 211 Nelri tJre eferez statement concerning predatory animals.

i hex may he killed without prior appmval of the command entomologisr.
h The are rest:Tyr Hr. for rahies.
I. The present no haiard to airfield equipment.

Predatory anirtuds are controlled by natural extinction.

I .21 SS ho has oscrall responsibility tor controlling domestic pets?

,1

l ScCtir it% poll( c
c Enroinology specialist
d. Base hosprtal.

-;2 .."2, r rill' tar!. housing Louis will have appnocrmatel how many domestic antmals?

.1 .1. c It)
h d III
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te23 1 In what way arc bats considered beneficial to man'

a. They a.l.mml other animal populations by transmitting diseases to them.
h The Lonsiiine huge numbers of insects.

!'heir et creinent is a source of rich tertiliier.
They are valuable: in medical research.

44 1('241 how can hats he controlled without killing them?

.1 It. treating- loud ninws at night.
Hy stuttering L. :midi: pellets around roosting places.
Hy %Loitering napthalcne !lakes around roosting places.
III. creating loud noises during the daytime.

lit 45 1(.241 Futliegal kin is undesirable for hot control because

sonic hats are immune to fumigants.
I. the hats leave when fumigation starts Jni.1 return Lute. ,6

hats Ntiildd not he killed.
unrecoverable hats decompose and create an offaisive odor,

Cs

46. it If Ting sparrows leave corrosive droppings or holes in a building's screening. the problem is be3r
deiined

a bird damage
h a herd strike.

c. a bird haZarCl,
d. a bird nuisance.

47 1C251 When herds present a potential threat to health or safety, the condition is referred to as

c. bird damage control.
d. pest birds.

hird ma
h hird ha

4h it 171 wnii.h ot the tollowing characteristics determines where a given bird species will nest, roost. or feed?

4

a Cover e. Habitat.
h ( Ilt 1r* d. Territory

4

41) IC ) 111. drew. whet: birds roost clurinv daylight hours are culled

a hPal111g area.. e. resting sites.
h Iceding d roosting areas.

\.,

50 1C 37 Which i/f the lollov. mg 'mist accurately depicts the feeding habit of the bird species indicated?

a Swallows. herbivorous and insectivorous.
h Starling.. herhivelrous and granivorous.,....,

Immo:minis
1I hawk.. omnivorous.

76 Bird. that teed upon dead plants and animals are referred to as

...eavenver.
11 Irani, owe.

)141%, ilo bird. It.arn '

a lip ,i3Ner,..6tiorl. hallt.c. arid Ilrilialus
h Ks 111.11 and error. o.hantr, and .4 imulth

a..11.. . experience, and oriser. anon
d I t plat . et perlente. and trial and error

c. omnivores..
d. herbivore.

.7
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31 I ('37i Ilthiniatton results in

A.I

ii birds learning that distress calls or noisemakers represent no real danger.
h hints teavting fit the sight of dead birds tly flying away.
c herds learning that j shotgun blast can cause harm.
d hirds being frightened by distress calls.

ir '040 the oil) ill zi bird's head is referred to as the

.1 nape

h hire
c.. crown
d. skull.

:i'I 1( '1x) The Inner Ought feathers mainly Deiponsible for the bird's lift are called

lf o

4 LAcris
11 primate.

e. scapulars.
d. secondaries.

it .1Ki the Lo%ert leathers 411 the shoulder area of a bird are referred to as

.1 primaries.
li sumular,

c. speculars.
d_ wcondaries.

c7 1 I ;xi The speculum tit a duck's wing is part of the

1 a .a.ondary leathers. c. tail coverts.
h pnmary feathers. d. scapulars.

r

Pc I(' :X, !cloud. the pesi birds that have long pointed wings. hooked bills and usually have square tads.

AG)

ear

a riulls.
h l'icet ins

c. House sparrow.
d. Common grackle.

c

I( tx, 'A lak It ill the following pest birds was introduced (writ Europe and is actually a small weaver finch?

a I lousc sparrow t.:. Starling.
h kiick dote d. Sp.irrov...

I( 'ill Ihnh hisioillasn nos!. and psittatosil are commonly contacted

.1 !him hoes 111 domestic rodents.
b tit MI hilCS (Pito any unse.m:t ectnr.

. h wilding in contaminated ponds
1 h.t inhalation of contaminated dust or particles.

It I I ( N t hI III Ow mow serious disease. associated with birds is

W,!

1

.4 11 lal I anal

h VS 11 I al:4)40S

c. encephalitis.
d. hitoplasmost.

iC191 At w hat phase or Plight operations do oboist half of all bud strike occur.)

.1 !)ieing %Jutting: Hight 11

.b i hit lall take -till and landing
I )untie hich all nude night ,...

l; 1 htrine engine warm-up and huhitnn .

s
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iti I( +L; More than hall in' the bird strikes that result in aircraft loss are involved with which one of the following

.1 Ilse air: roll . e_ Windscreen or canopy collisions.
1/4h 'sir polio avoidance. d. Loss of rudder control.

4.1 14 ;(t) W hat is the boi smlution to keep birds from feeding on insects that-are exposed during airfield mowing
thereby causing a strike hazard?

Apply .t suit:1111c .JVICIde.

J Suitable InetiC1dC,
\low grass at night iir on weekends.

d flu n% grass onls when learance s given hs base operations personnel.

hs It hip t4 hich h Ilowing ts pet id repulsion is era( generally used on an airfield?

.5 I al tilt:
I isle 5)1101'

c. Behavior.
d. Auditory.

.1(' lf 1 Denying birds access fil an area where they can potentially cause problems best describes

.1. altering the situation c. altering the concept.
h excltp.ton. d. repulsion.

(.7 it uiI What bird Lontrol technique an: you using if you reduce the birds' habitat in the area near an airfield.

Elo. I usion

h Repulsion.
c . Alter the concept.
d. Alter the situation.

nK '41 i Rehire any bird problem can he effectively and efficiently controlled, it must first be

a identified and documented. c. evaluated and described.
idento led and evaluated. d. descnbed and documented.

II 1 What is the /is miiirr reason you should determine whether birds observed are resident or transient?

a Resident birds arc protected by state law.
11;:taitir. birds are protected by federal law

( I rinsiciii luids nu. soon lea% t; the JR:aim their own
.1 1 leen birds arc harder to repel than resident birds

7I1 ) When should you begin a hod control program?

.5 lietore t bird stoke occurs
h established

Alter .1 seasonal pattern is csohlishcd.
Itclore .4 seasonal pattern is estahl !shed

1 '11 I In artillcerlsc bird management program. a complete installation inspection hould be conducted every

R41

h J 'ACel%
c. month.
d. !.ear

it :be tut is 111, imiq important ;crtsv h charaete rustle of weeds.'

.1 nipehri
h Rapid 'en ability

hundaril seed product [1.11
ti Af11111 to+lhrric in cult is :lied land
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71 1('27) What type of plant. propagated by seed only, requires two seasons to complete its reproduction cycle?

a Annual. c. Perennial.
h d. Seminaqnual. CC",

141'27) %hill tyri: 411 weed with creeping roots or stems generally considered to be the most noxious?

.1 AMNIA .

h

c Perennial.
d. Semiannual.

7s r (*Lim) hint.trsed aquatic plant.

a. use the bottom of a body of water for germination only.
h Boat on the water surface_
e are I firmly rooted to the soil and will extend above the water surface.
tl complete their entire life cycle below the water surface.

7t '2Si To what group of aquatic plants do algae belong?

a Itiner,ed.
h Floating.

c. Suspended.

d. Submersed.

77 I('29) What is the mutt popular aquatic weed control measure?

a (leinwal
h Biological

e. Mechanical.
d. Natural extinction.

7/4 4( '29) Which mechanical control measure is equally effective for all types of aquatic vegetation?

.1 Dredging c. Burning.
h Chaining d. Mowing.

11) u ti pi Which cal the iollowing trans is nor a characteristic of woody plants?

.1 RI ,tent is L. tiensive
h Itranche. arc milli vely sturde

t glow to ahout tweke lees in height.
.1 I honk .upporling

xll (':ah what the qv's, 4,atistactory chemical application method for controlling brush that is over (1.9 meters
i.dl.dont roadside, '

Stump application. e. Basal-bark application.
h Soil application. d. Foliage application_

X it Ili What arc Li Pil'

.1 with !throw. root .o..-acm.
h I fine leaf-like siruetures that euicryc-from germinated seed.

The parti; ler% enations of gra.... leaves.
Mat are.perennial.

It tZ Which ail the following 4 iwl a characteristic of herbaceous broadleaf plants'?

relatil.cl!. shallow and extensive.
are relatiwl wide with netted evnation.

1 liciirc two 'cal-like truciures that appear upon germination.
are sal leas c, at the ends of hrunches
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. k it. k2) What type ill cotyledon are herbaceous broadleaf plants?

huitylutions c. Monocotlydons.
l'r icollydi in, d. Quadricotlydons.

I( ; ; p but t} pc ul control is often the only method available kir controlling weeds in inaccessible areas'

Mechanical. c. Chemical.
h ltnrloiicaI. d. Natural extinction.

;!. if x.1, What is the 011PAI practical mechanical method for controlling annual and biennial weeds from early
spring to midsummer!

a Miming. c. Mulching.
h Burning. d. Cultivating.

X6. R*34) What type of herbicide would be used to kill all types of vegetation by killing the plant tissues that are
sprayed?

a Contact - nonselective. c. Translocative - selective.
h Contact - selective. d. Translocative- nonselective.

)47. t(''tqi What type of herbicide is generally used for controlling grasses and herbaceous broadleafs in areas such
as storage areas. lumberyards. and parking lots?

a Contact.
h- Translocative.

c. Soil sterilant.
d. Selective.

XX f (' 35) At what range of pressure should spray equipment be operated to reduce drift hazards of herbicides?

a 311 to (A) psi.

h tgiio tin psi.
c. 90 to 120 psi.
d. 120 to 150 psi.

tt What situation provide% the ben condition for selective control of weedy grasses growing in turf grasses?

I.

d

The v.cctly grass is a perennial ,ind the turf grass is alb annual.
he weedy grass is an annual and the turf grass is a perennial.

I he weedy grass is a biennial and the turf grass is an annual,
he weedy grass is an annual and the turf grass is a semiannual.

too ttij When applying krhicides. danger of drift hazards to desirable plants is reduced the onost by using

a nlyrIVI 'wile liquid hcrbwides.
volatile dry herbicides.

c. nonvolatile liquid herbicides.
d. volatile liquid herbicides.

END OF EXERCISE

II)
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MODIFICATIONS

e OF THIS PUBLICATION HAS (HAVE) BEEN DELETED.

THIS MATERIAL USES MILITARY FORMS, PROCEDURES, SYSTEMS, ETC. AND IS NOT CONSIDERED

APPROPRIATE FOR USE IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
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CHANGE SUPPLEMENT

.CDC 56650

ENTOMOLOGY SPECIALIST

(AF5c 56650)

Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

IMPORTANT: Make the corrections indicated in this supple-
ment before beginning the study of Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6and 7. This supplement contains both "pen-and-ink" changes
and replacement pages. It is perforated and three-hole-punched
so that you can tear out the replacement pages and insert them
in your volumes.

Extension Course Institute
Air Training Command
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CHANGES FOR SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: 56650.00 SOL 7802

PEN-AND-MK CHANGES:

PAGE LINE (S) CORRECTIZN

'Cover 6 Change "Appendixes A and B" to
"Appendixes A, B and C."

1
7 After "Volumes" insert "3,."

Add "Appendix C. Integrated Pest Management
Methods."

/ADDITIONAL PAGES: Insert the following additional pages: 63, 64, 65, 66,
67, 68 and 69.
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 2

PEN-AND-/Nv CHANGES:

FAGE-L01. SUBJECT LINE (S) CORRECTION

>1

20 from
bottom

Change "they" to "humans" and "their"
to "insect."

1,2L 11 Between "writing" and "these" insert
"and recognizing."

On the following, change."Insecta" to "Hexapoda."

(. 3L

v7L

/9

09

J 51,

1/1.6R

vi6R

v1.7L

145R

AOR

16 from
bottom

Table Column 3,
1-1 line?

4

. Exercises
(204)-3

Exercises
(204)-5.e.

Figure
1-29

5 and 10
from
bottom

9

11 and 12
from
bottom

5 from
bottom

3 from
bottom

8

Change "Distyoptere to "Dictyoptera."

Change "belong" to "belonging.'

Change upsocoptera" to "Psocoptera.''

Change "Dictyafatera" to "Dictyoptera."

30 Change "exemplifying" to "exemplify."

3 Change "elimiate° "eliminate."

t
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PAGE-COL SUBJECT 1.3:EMS) CORRECTION

ii5OR 8 from Change "the" to "then."
bottom

16 from Change "plants" to "plant."
bottom

AIR 14 Change "low.-boiling liquid" to
"low - boiling point liquid."

. 77R 7 change the first "to" to "the."

77R 18 Change "authoriative" to "authoritative."'

77R 30 Change "and empty" to "and the empty."

81L 9 from Change "of" to "or the."
bottom

83L 15 from
bottom

Change "is" to "if."

85L 10 Change "half" to 'halt."

87L

89L

6 from
bottom

Change "and re-" to "and pesticides
re-."

30' Change "four" to "foul."

96R 15 from Change "clean" to "clear."
bottom

113 Answer Change "Insecta" to "Hexapods."
204-3

115 Answer Change " Nematodes" to "Nematodes."
232-4

CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 3

IR

17R

19L

I9R

20L

last

9 from
bottom

3 from
bottom

1

2

Change_"etomack" to "stomach."

Change the second "be" to "by."

Delete "that."

Change "and" to "an."

Change "diatomaceous" to "diatomaceous."
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PAGE-COL SUBJECT LINE(S)

20L 16 Change "its" to "in."

20R I9-from Change "together than" to "together,
bottom rather than."

CORRECTION

29R 4 from Change "ration" to "ratio."
bottom

34R 5 Change "light" to "oxygen."

34R 15 Delete "a."

35L 24 Change "Phytolanktons" to
"Phytoplanktons."

37L 12 from Change "tood in" to "tool for."
bottom

37R 15 Change "on" to "of."

38L 12 After "When" add "integrated."

3BL 30 After "measures." add "(See Appendix
C.)."

38L 29 from Change "the" to "these."
bottom

39' Exercises After "tf" add "integrated."
(425)-4

39R 19 Change "resistant" to "nonresistant."

44L 9 from Change "for particular" to "for a
bottom particular."

46L 3 Change "crack crevice" to "crack
and crevice."

46L 4 Change "insects" to "pests."

47L 8 Change "insects" to "pests."

53L 24 from Change "thre" to "there."
bottom

55L 2 Change "phosphite" to "phosphide."
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C1
PAGE-COL SUBJECT LINEIS) CORRECTION

60R 15 from Delete "The plunger or . . . lasting
bottom but expensive." and replace with "This

pump can be used for any type of liquid
formulations withstand rough treatment,
and is long lasting but expensive."

1 Change "diaphragm' to "diaphragm."

64L 9 from Change "filled compressed" to
bottom "filled a compressed."

69R 15 from
bottom

CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 4

Change "but are" to "but they are."

3R 13 Change "CW0-propagative" to
"Cyao-propagative."

4R 13 Change "fevere" to "fever."

7L 1 Change "heartworn" to "heartworm."

14R 18 Enclose "1galliniper" in quotation
marks."

25R 21 Change "Deseases" to "Diseases."

25R 25 Change "desease" to "disease."

26L 13 from Change "hesstan" to "Hessian."
bottom

29R 18 from Change "full" to "dull."
bottom

30L 11 from Change "then" to "than."
bottom

38L 27 change "finds" to "kinds."

40R 17 from
bottom

Change "aprtments" to "apartments."

41L 18 Change "contains" to "containers."

48R 17 Change :'presticide" to "pesticide."

SOL 15 from
bottom

Change "disinfection" to "disinsecti-
zation."

641.
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PAGE-COL SUBJECT LINE(S) CORRECTION

52L 17 from
bottom

Change "epedemics" to "epidemics."

52R 4 Change "bilobed" to "bi-lobed."

54L 2 from Change "succomb" to "succumb."
bottom

63L 21 Change "infection" to "infestation."

67L 5 Change "englarged" to "enlarged."

CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 5

314

3L

5

9 Change "family" to "sub-family."

10 Change "bombidae" to "Bombidae."

Exercises Change "carboryl" to "carbaryl."
(907)-9,

5R 9 Change "Macuiata" to "maculata."

6R last Change "amoun" to "amount."

8R 1 Change "like" to'"Unlike."

lOR 26 Change "geitsdichi" to "gertschi."

1114

13L

8-9 Change sentence to read "Adult
scorpions vary in length from less
than an inch to almost 8 inches."

6 from
bottom

Change "winds" to "wings."

22L 12 Change "Dictuoptera" to "Dictyoptera."

22R 12- Delete the first "are."

24R 12-13 from Delete "It has a pale area sur-
bottom rounding the pronotum."

29L 29 Change "but" to "big."

36 Answer Change "carbomates" to "carbamates."
813-4
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 6

PEN-AND INK CHANGES:

PAGE-COL SUBJECT LINES) CORRECTION

iii Preface 3 from
bottom

3

8E,

BR

9L

9R

18L

18R

Change "3 hours" to "33 hours.'

Table Title Change "Assemssment" to "Assessment."
1-1

10 Change "case" to "cast" and "It" to
"It's."

22 Change 'lam" to "of."

S from Change "Exercises MOO" to
bottom "Exercises (A09)."

23 from
bottom

16 from
bottom

Change "in" to "is."

Change "don-t" to "don't."

24 from Change "Retienlitermes" to
bottom "Reticu/itarmea."

19L 17 Change "tod" to "to."

30L 16 from Change "to" to "on."
bottom

31 L

33L

34R

351.

18 from Change "Holy" to "Holly."
bottom

29 from Change the second "and" to "of.'
bottom

27 from Change "mor" to "more."
bottom

3 Change "excretment" to "excrement."

41L 18 Change "hardward" to "hardware."
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CHANGES FOR THE TEXT: VOLUME 7

PEN-AND-INK CHANGES:

PAGE-COL SUBJECT LINE(S) CORRECTION

t

1L

IL

1R

2R

6L"

8R

18R

27R

281,

48 Answer
C24-11

12 from
bottom

4 from
bottom

last

1-3

13 from
bottom

10 from
bottom

13 from
bottom

17-24

5

t

Change "leptospirois" to
"leptospirosis."

Change "dilling" to "killing."

After "domestic"
become infected/
infection to Millen
is usually fatal
flea, and to the

add "rodents will
and carry the
s. This disease
tc :he rat, the

Delete "rodents will become
fleas, and humans."

Change "builidng" to "building."

Change "infestation" to "infestations."

Change "intomologis< to entomologist."

Delete "If you.halzelceived . . . all
entrances and exits.,!:

Delete " 11. DDT will kill bats."

Delete.

R 4 4

A
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